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PREFACE

This 19-volume compilation contains historical documents pertaining to P.L. 104-193,
the "Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Act of 1996." The books contain
congressional debates, a chronological compilation of documents pertinent to the
legislative history of the public law and relevant reference materials.

Pertinent documents include:

o Differing versions of key bills
o Committee reports
o Excerpts from the Congressional Record
o The Public Law

This history is prepared by the Office of the Deputy Commissioner for Legislation and
Congressional Affairs and is designed to serve as a helpful resource tool for those
charged with interpreting laws administered by the Social Security Administration.
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PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY,
WORK OPPORTUNITY, AND MED-
ICAID RESTRUCTURING ACT OF
1996

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the Senate shall
now proceed to the consideration of S.
1956. which the clerk will report.

The bill clerk read as follows:
A bill (S. 1936) to provide for reconciliation

pursuant to section 202(a) of the concurrent
resolution on the budget for fiscal year 1997.

The Senate proceeded to consider the
bill.

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President. we are now
ready to go to the reconciliation bill.
The chairman of the Finance Commit-
tee, the Senator from Delaware, Mr.
Rom, is here, the chairman of the
Budget Committee, Mr. DoM1cI, is
here, arid we have the ranking member.
the Senator from Nebraska, Mr. EXON,
here also. So we are ready to begin the
debate.

I hope we can make progress and
reach some agreement on limiting
time. We need to complete this legisla-
tion by noon tomorrow. We have 20
hours of debate under the rules, plus
amendments that could be voted on
even after that 20 hours. So we have a
lot of work to do between now and 12
o'clock tomorrow. But if we can con-
tinue to cooperate as we have been
doing this week from both sides of the
aisle, I am convinced we can do it. and
that is what we should do. We have the
distinguished ranking member of the
Finance Committee here. the Senator
from New York. Mr. MoyNnw4, here.

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD — SENATE
I ask unanimous consent that the

time between now and 1 p.m. be equally
divided for opening statements only
and that the majority leader be recog-
nized at I .rn.

The PRSIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

Mr. LOTT. I yield the floor, Mr.
President.

Mr. DOMENICI addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New Mexico.
Mr. DO\NICI. Mr. President, first

let me say to the distinguished major-
ity leader, we will be working together
with the Agriculture Committee and
Finance Committee leadership, arid we
will try to live up to the Senator's de-
sire that 'e finish this bill by noon to-
morrow. I want to say, frankly. I do
not see why we cannot.

When the majority leader gets the
floor, I assume one of the early items
of business will be to strike the Medic-
aid provision. That might be debated,
but there is an hour limit even on that,
and then the bill will be a welfare bill.

I think everybody should know that
we have not seen very many amend-
ments. Neither has the distinguished
chairman of the Finance Committee.
But this is a reconciliation bill, so it is
not so easy to put an amendment to-
gether that meets the test of an
amendment to a reconciliation bill.
For those who have them, the sooner
we can see them. the sooner we can
analyze them from the standpoint of
points of order, or we may be helpful in
some respects. So that is how I see the
ensuing time. I thank the majority
leader very much.

Having said that. I want to publicly
first thank the two distinguished
chairmen. the chairman of the Finance
Committee, Chairman Ro'rH. and the
chairman of the Agriculture Commit-
tee. Chairman LUGAR, and the ranking
members. These two chairmen and
their committees have crafted the leg-
islation that meets the spending re-
quirements given in the 1997 resolution
adopted earlier this spring. Both of
these chairmen will be here during the
consideration of this legislation and
will help manage amendments that
might be offered in their respective
parts of the bill.

I also thank Senator EXON, ranking
member of the Budget Committee, who
voted with all the Republicans on the
Budget Committee on Tuesday to re-
port this bill from our committee to
the Senate floor. I am fully cognizant
of the qualification he attached. Thaty. that in fact the Medicaid provi-
sions were going to be stricken. I have,
just once again, to the best of my abil-
it)' indicated we are pursuing that. The
Senate will have to vote nonetheless,
and the Senate will make that deter-
rnination. I assume it will be almost
unanimous that we do that; perhaps
not unanimous, but overwhelming.

Mr. EXON. If I may speak there for
just moment?

Mr. DOMENICI. Certainly.
Mr. EXON. I thank my friend for his

kind remarks. I think it is important

July 18, 1996
we move this matter along. I would
like to add my plea to those on this
side and those on the other side as
well, to please give us the amendments
that you have in mind as early as pos-
sible, hopefully maybe before noon. If
we can get a list of the serious amend-
ments that are going to be offered.
then we are going to be in a better po-
sition, not only to fashion this bill that
may eventually receive a substantial
number of votes if some amendments
can be agreed to, but also ex-oedite the
process. So I pledge my c003eration to
every extent I can to the chairman of
my committee. the chairman of the Fi-
nance Committee, and the ranking
Democrat on the Finance Committee. I
think the four of us working together
with our usual understanding and co-
operation can move this matter along.
That is my desire.

Mr. DOMENICI. I thank my col-
league.

Finally, I want to thank our former
colleague and former Republican leader
of the Senate. Senator Dole, who tried
not once. not even twice, but three
times in this Congress to get welfare
reform enacted. I believe his leadership
will be felt even in his absence from
the Chamber today, as this legislation
moves forward arid, hopefully. this
time secures the signature of the Presi-
dent of the United States after these
earlier vetoes by the President of the
United States.

First, for those who may be watching
this process, let me briefly explain
what we are about to do toay. After
the President vetoed the Balanced
Budget Act of 1995 last winter, and
after the failure to find common
ground on a plan to achieve balance in
our budget. the process moved on and
Congress again put together another
budget blueprint that achieved balance
in 2002. The blueprint. known as Con-
current Resolution on the Budget for
Fiscal Year 1997, was adopted early in
June. The budget resolution does not
go to the President for his signature.
but rather directs the action of the au-
thorizing and spending committees on
how to proceed for the remainder of the
year to come into compliance with
that budget blueprint and resolution,
The budget blueprint also included in-
structions to 11 Senate committees to
make changes in legislation in entitle-
ment programs within their jurisdic-
tion to cause fundamental reform of
these programs, but also at the same
time to slow the spending and achieve
the deficit reduction envisioned in that
budget plan.

Today we begin debate on the first of
three reconciliation bills that were
prescribed by that budget resolution.
The reconciliation bills are very spe-
cial because they have protections and
procedures that the Budget Act estab-
lished for their consideration. And be-
cause of the need to have them enacted
to implement that budget blueprint.
they receive some very special consid-
eration and are immune from some of
the rules, and some of the privileges
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July 18, 1996
that Senators have are denied with ref-
erence to these kinds of bills.

This first one addresses two major
areas of public concern, welfare and the
escalating costs of Medicaid. The bill
before us at this moment makes very
needed and fundamental reforms to our
welfare system, a system that has
clearly failed not only the American
public as taxpayers, but also the very
individuals and families and children
that the system was supposed to help.
Obviously, much more will be said by
distinguished Senators on both sides of
the aisle as to how that will be done in
this bill.

The bill before us also makes many
needed changes in the escalating Med-
icaid Program, but obviously that will
not be long before the Senate for, hope-
fully early this afternoon, since it is
the wish of the majority and the lead-
ership here, it will be stricken by will
of the Senate.

Federal spending under this bill be-
fore us today will still increase for
both Medicaid and welfare from nearly
$270 to $350 billion. That might surprise
some. If we were to enact both of them.
both of those programs would increase
over the next 6 years from $270 to $350
billion. But compared to what would
happen without these reforms, the bill
would save the American taxpayers
S126 billion. We are not going to get all
of that because the portion that would
be forthcoming under Medicaid will be
stricken. but I believe there would be
$56 billion left—Senator ROTH?

Mr. ROTH. That is correct.
Mr. DOMENICI, As the savings over

the projected costs of the welfare pro-
gram in all of its ramifications as con-
tained in this bill.

So. as we begin this debate. let me
remmd my colleagues that. because
this is a privileged measure. a bill
whose consideration is governed by
rules established in the Budget Act.
the amendments are limited both in
time and scope. The total time on the
bill under the statute is 20 hours, I
would say right up front we. on this
side, do not think we should use 20
hours, In fact, we do not believe we
need much of our 10 hours aflotted
under this biU.

First-degree amendments get 2 hours,
and second-degree amendments 1 hour.
which is equafly divided regardless of
how much time is left on each side—an
anomaly, but that is how it is, So if we
had only an hour left and an amend-
ment is forthcoming, we get half the
time on the amendment, That is theway the timing is done on these
amendments, We intend to move this
along, but not to deny Members the op-
portunity to get their case before the
Senate.

Also, I should remind everyone—and
we will hear more about this as the de-
bate unfolds—that amendments may
not violate the Byrd rule, named for
our distinguished colleague from West
Virginia. This rule is very restrictive
and is designed to maintam reconcili-ation bills as truly budget-focused

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD — SENATE
bills. So I ask that Senators work with
the leadership and Budget Committee
staffs to determine if amendments vio-
late the Byrd rule. If they violate the
Byrd rule. you can offer them. nonethe-
less they would be subject to a point of
oroer and that means you would have
to get 60 votes of the U.S. Senate to
pass them over the Byrd rule, which
limits their adoption.

I should also say, the Budget Act
does provide for the waiver or any
point of order that might lie against a
nongermane amendment. and that is a
very, very heavy-handed test in this
case, or an amendment that violates
the Byrd rule. But that waiver requires
60 affirmative votes, as I havejust indi-
cated.

Shortly. I will discuss some of the
substantjve provisions, but I will not
do that on this bill until the distin-
gwshed chairman and the ranking
member on the Budget Committee
have had a chance to talk about it. I
am hopeful most of the substance can
be handled by the committee chair-
men. I will be here to help them move
this along and to make sure we are as
fair as possible with reference to the
many procedural implications of a rec-
onciliation bill,

I yield the floor.
Mr. EXON addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Nebraska,
Mr. EXON. Mr. President. if I under-

stand the unanimous-consent request,
there is 1 hour equally divided between
the two sides up to 1 o'clock: is that
correct?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Two
hours ten minutes equally divided.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, at tIis
time, I yield myself 12 minutes of that
time. Following my remarks, I yield
the remaining time. up to the 1 o'clock
time, to my friend and colleague from
New York. the ranking member of the
Finance Committee. We will be work-
ing jointly on the various amendments.
I am grateful that both he and the
chairman of the Finance Committee
wifi be working jointly with us on this
matter today.

Mr. President, as the Democratic
leader on the Budget Committee, I
come to the Senate floor today with
some truly mixed emotions, I am most
relieved that the Republican majority
has decided that they will strike the
Medicaid language from the reconcili-
ation bill. It was with that understand-
ing that I joined my colleague and
chairman, Senator D0MEr'JIcI. in report-
ing Out this bill to the floor.

Obviously, cooler heads in the Repub-
lican fever swamp prevailed. I trust
this will be reflected in the vote. I sa-
lute my friend, the distinguished chair-
man of the Budget Committee, for his
role. Might I suggest that Senator Do-
MENICI's good counsel had much to do
with the decision to seek a more pro-
ductive and less combative path. But I
say somewhat wistfully that I wish his
voice of reason had not been drowned
out earlier in the budget process.

S8071
For all their fluster and bluster, the

Republican majority will walk away
from the 104th Congress with precious
little deficit reduction to show for it.
There is no bipartisan 7-year budget
plan. Far from it. Republicans made a
lot of noise about balancing the budg-
et. In the end. the Democrats made a
lot more sense.

At this time, I renew a plea that I
have made oftentimes. and that is, in
view of the fact that we have an econ-
omy today that is moving ahead pro-
gressively and well. with little or no
inflation concerns, I simply hope in due
time, maybe sometime in the next cou-
ple of weeks, the Federal Reserve
Board will recognize the situation and
maybe begin to ease at least slightly
the interest rate problem which contin-
ues to bother many sectors of America,
including the stock market.

I do not think our decisions should be
directly made here on what happens in
any certain phase of our economy. But
the facts of the matter are, as Ijust al-
luded to the fact we have no 7-year bal-
anced budget plan. We do not have that
because the Republican majority and
their leadership in the House and the
Senate have refused to meet with the
President to see if we cannot come up
with a bipartisan compromise.

I have said time and time again, and
I am not sure that Americans totally
understand it—sometimes I wonder if
the news media understands it from
the reports I have been reading-_that
both sides have agreed basically to
make the cuts that are necessary to
balance the budget in 7 years. It can be
done. it should be done, and I appeal,
once again. now that the Republican
leadership of the House and the Senate
have come Out of their cocoon. to rec-
ogriize this is the time to strike. Let's
get together. Let's let the Republican
leadership in the House and the Senate
take up the offer of the President of
the United States to meet and come up
with a 7-year balanced budget plan.

I know there is a great aeal of haste
right now, Mr. President, to get Out of
town, to leave things here because we
want to go about campaigning. Cer-
tainly. I believe that there is nothing
that could better serve the United
States of America—the great two-party
system that has served us. with all its
warts, quite well over the years than if
we can, before we leave here, have a
balanced budget agreement. It is clear-
ly within our grasp if we would just get
on, put aside some of the egos and
come to some kind of understanding. I
make that plea once again.

Mr. President, I believe that the Re-
publican majority had little choice but
to yank the Medicaid portion of this
bill Out, as we and the President had
suggested. One did not have to read the
tea leaves to see that it was certainly
headed for a veto without that change.
It was a plan hatched by the far right
that reneged on the promises of provid-
ing health coverage to low-income
Americans and those most in need of
it—the elderly, children. and the dis-
abled. Many of the Governors could not
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accept the plan because funding did not
automatically adjust for changes in en-
rollment. I am glad that this unreason-
able scheme has been laid to rest.

Now that the shackles of the Medic-
aid plan have been released, we have a
good opportunity to work together and
fashion a bipartisan welfare reform bill
that will win not only the approval of
the Congress but the signature of the
President as well and I believe would
have a good chance of receiving near
universal support from the American
people as well.

I compliment the majority for mak-
ing some substantive and key changes
in their previous welfare plan. For ex-
ample, child care resources that were
woefully lacking in their earlier efforts
have been shored up. at least some. But
the majority should know also that
those of us on this side do not plan to
spend the next 20 hours singing hosan-
nas to their bill. We intend to offer
amendments that we believe could sig-
nificantly improve this bill and make
it acceptable to a broad spectrum of
Senators on both sides of the aisle.

I add, I would have preferred to deal
with welfare reform outside of the rec-
onciliation bill. Welfare reform is a
policy issue, not a budgetary matter.
In fact, there are no budgetary savings.
I emphasize again. Mr. President, there
are no budgetary savings from what
most people believe as welfare. I, of
course, reference aid to families with
dependent children. The savings in this
bill come from food stamps, child nu-
trition, denying SSI and food stamp
benefits to most legal immigrants.

I hope m the future the majority will
not feel the need to hide behind rec-
onciliation skirts when every tough
issue comes down the pike. I point out,
too, that last year. we were able to
come to a bipartisan agreement on wel-
fare reform outside of the context of
the budget reconciliation.

I emphasize once again. Mr. Presi-
dent. I think that while we are going to
do this. making this part of the budget
bill and the reconciliation process is
not the way that this should have been
handled. It should have been a free-
standing bill. It should have come out
of the Finance Committee which, I
think, would have been the proper
course of action. But. obviously, for
many reasons that was not to be.

Mr. President. we have heard a great
deal in this Congress about returning
power to the States. Under the rubric
of devolution, we have seen some
thoughtful proposals, such as restric-
tions on unfunded mandates and others
that are played bad, like the Medicaid
plan.

But the clear signal we are getting
from the townhall meetings and the
State houses is the need for greater
flexibility in dealing with these prob-
lerns. I believe the Democrats answered
that thallenge in our updated "Work
First' welfare plan that will shortly be
offered as an amendment to this meas-
ure. It gives the States the flexibility
to consolidate and streamline welfare
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operations yet protects children and
saves $50 billion in the process.

As a former two-term Govemoz
Nebraska. I have more. Mr. President.
than a passing acquaintance with the
problems that are faced daily by the
Nation's Governors. I have done my
able best to help them where I could. I
was an original cosponsor of the un-
funded mandates bill. But as sympa-
thetic as I may be to our Governors, we
must ensure that welfare reform does
not just meet their needs, their needs
being the Governors. It must continue
to meet the needs of the innocent chil-
dren who have become pawns, unfortu-
nately, in this debate.

In this regard. there are still areas of
concern about the Republican package.
I will not address all of them today. I
am not wedded to any particular
amendment, but I do want to touch
upon a few concerns today that have a
common thread. That common thread,
that important thread, is kids in need.
Children should not be an afterthought
in welfare reform. Protecting children
should be right up there with requiring
able-bodied men and women to earn
their keep.

The first issue in the voucher pro-
gram is important. The Republican
measure prohibits—prohibits, Mr.
President—any assistance once a par-
ent has been on the welfare rolls for a
time limit to be determined by the in-
dividual States. This, Mr. President,
could be anywhere from 60 days at a
minimum to 5 years at the outside.

Under the Republican bill, no vouch-
ers would be allowed for families reach-
ing the time limits set by the individ-
ual States. They would be locked in to
whatever State they were a resident of.
In my book, this is draconian. We
should not cut and run on our poor
kids. Depriving a child of the bare ne-
cessities in life, such as food and cloth-
ing and shelter, serves no useful pur-
pose. The Government is not punishing
the parents: it is the children who
would suffer. We should not visit the
sins of the parents upon their children.
I see no reason why we cannot design
some sort of a voucher or noncash aid
for these children. Under the Demo-
cratic work first plan, the States would
provide a minimal safety net. That
would be an enormous improvement to
this bill.

My second criticism involves the in-
flexibility of the Republican plan dur-
ing hard economic times. This bill
cries out for more flexibility during re-
cessions. Under the preferred Demo-
cratic proposal, children are entitled to
assistance based on their household in-
comes, not whether the States have ex-
hausted their funding due to increased
needs during a recession or other un-
controllable events. This would be a
reasonable and a desirable addition to
the welfare reform package and some-
thing that I hope the Senate will ac-
cept.

My third concern, Mr. President, re-
volves around the food stamps and the
optional block granting of the pro-
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gram. It is a good idea to encourage
electronic benefit transfers and to re-
duce fraud arid abuse in the Food
Stamp Program as is called for in the
Democrat work first plan. We should
throw the book at violators, but I can-
not say that I am as understanding
about the Republicans' insistence on
block granting food stamps.

It is evident to this Senator that
States devote radically different levels
of effort to our needy children. They do
not treat them with the same level of
compassion. By removing the Federal
entitlement and block granting food
stamps. we could knowingly exacerbate
these differences. I am also concerned
that block granting does not com-
pletely take into account the changes
in the caseloads or regional economic
trends

Mr. President, many thoughtful ob-
servers have also suggested that the
instigation of block granting would
trigger a so-called race to the bottom.
Let us understand that term. We are
very much concerned that the way this
is written now, it would almost guar-
antee a so-called race to the bottom
among the States seeking to lower
services to the poor so as not to attract
more of them. Even worse, some States
may reject the dwindling block grants
and drop whole burden on to the
narrow shoulders of the counties and
the local gcivernments below them. We
should not' abetting such a shirking
of responsibility if it should happen.

Mr. President, there are, of course,
many other issues. bones of contention,
in this legislation that we will be ad-
dressing. Senators on both sides of the
aisle will be talking about them and,
undoubtedly, offering amendments.
But I do believe that, with a few modi-
fications, we could have a bill that sits
well with both sides and with the
American people. To pass their test, it
will have to be a bipartisan effort that
requires work while still protecting
children. Those are the tricky waters
that we still have to navigate over the
next few hours. I trust that we will be
successful.

Mr. President, I reserve the remain-
der of my time and yield it, as I have
previously mthcated. to the Senator
from New York.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
GiGG). Who seeks recognition? Who
yields time?

Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, I
think, in the interest of symmetry and
the fact of seniority and the over-
whelming presence of the chairman-
ship, that the Senator from Delaware
should speak now. In any event, I
would like to hear him in the hopes
that I might think of something to re-
flect upon.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is the
Senator from Delaware seeking time?

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President. I yield my-
self such time as I may take.

Mr. President. this is the beginnthg
of the end to the lengthy debate in the
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104th Congress about the current wel-
fare system. The issue of welfare re-
form has been frequently and passion-
ately debated over these past months,
and rightly so. The effects and con-
sequences of the welfare system in
some way touch us all.

Mr. President, it would be difficult to
estimate exactly how many thousands
of hours the Congress has devoted to
this issue over the past months. The
various committees in the Senate and
the House of Representatives have
taken testimony from Governors,
Members of Congress advocating their
own particular brand of reform. Cabi-
net officials, outside experts, advocacy
groups, and so forth.

But of all of these, perhaps the clear-
est message for welfare reform I have
found comes from a newspaper article
about Sharon Stewart, a 33-year-old
single mother who has been on welfare
for nearly 12 years. In a Richmond
Times-Dispatch article last month. Ms.
Stewart was quoted as praising Vir-
ginia's new 2-year time limit on wel-
fare benefits. She said, "I feel like I
can actually accomplish something
again. This is something I'm doing and
nobody else is just giving me a hand-
out."

With simple eloquence. Ms. Stewart
told the Times-Dispatch, 'this pro-
gram should have been in effect when I
[first] went on AFDC. It means peo-
ple' '—it means people—"are going to
be independent. At first they're real
scared and kind of back off, but I be-
lieve it will help in the long run."

In the same article, Tracy James, a
mother of four children, also voiced her
support for the time limit on benefits.
She summed up the situation better
than any of the experts when she stat-
ed, "The old law was too easy. I settled
for it. [Now] it's either get yourself to-
gether or you're just stuck."

Eloise Anderson, the very distin-
guished director of the California De-
partment of Social Services, recently
responded to a reporter who asked
whether time limits were a form of
tough love." Miss Anderson re-

sponded, 'It's the real world."
Mr. President, this is the fundamen-

tal philosophy upon which our welfare
reform package is based. We will help
families through the• crisis which
forced them into poverty. But that as-
sistance is only temporary, and they
must again help themselves.

Welfare reform will restore the dig-
nity to famffies who want more than to
"just settle" for what the welfare sys-
tem will give them.

The current AFDC program, as it was
designed in the 1930's, abandoned many
families long ago as a statistic of long-
term dependency in contemporary soci-
ety. The current welfare system has
failed the very families it was intended
to serve. Look at the record. The
record speaks for itself. Unfortunately,
in 1965, something like 3.3 million chil-
dren received AFDC benefits. In 1990,
more than 7.7 million children received
AFDC. This growth occurred even
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though the total number of children in
the United States had declined—I un-
derscore "had declined' '—by nearly 5
million between 1965 and 1990. In 1994.
nearly 9.6 million children received
AFDC. Last year. the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services esti-
mated that 12 million would receive
AFDC benefits within 10 years under
the current welfare system.

I think it is clear that the present
system has not worked. To the con-
trary, rather than giving a lifting hand
and helping people back to work, back
to the mainstream, we find the record
is consistently an increase in the num-
ber of families. the number of children,
caught in the web of welfare.

If the present system was working
well for children, we would. frankly,
not be here today. I do not think any-
one wants to make a claim that the ex-
isting system is good for children.

While the present welfare system is
full of excuses. the welfare reform leg-
islatiot being presented to the Amer-
ican people today is a bold challenge.
While the present system quietly ac-
cepts the dependency of more than 9
million children, our proposal speaks
loudly to them and insists they. too.
are among the heirs to the blessing of
this great Nation.

The key to their success will not be
found in Washington, but, frankly. in
the timeless values of family and work.

Mr. President, 90 percent of the chil-
dren on AFDC live without one of their
parents. Only a fraction of welfare fam-
ilies are engaged in work. The current
welfare system has cheated these chil-
dren of what they need most.

The reason the States will succeed in
welfare reform where Washington has
failed is because State and local offi-
cials see the faces of their neighbors,
while Washington only sees caseload
numbers. The bureaucracy in Washing-
ton is too detached. too removed, too
far Out of touch to reform the welfare
system.

The opponents of welfare reform be-
lieve the States lack either the com-
passion or the capacity or both to serve
needy families. They are wrong.

We understand that there is not a
singular approach to welfare reform.
We believe if families. if children, are
going to escape from the vicious cycle
of dependency. they must be enabled to
fInd their own way out. Welfare reform
isnot simple because human beings are
complex.

The goal of welfare reform for all
families is for all families to leave wel-
fare. The path on how they get there is
not necessarily a straight line. Nor.
under our approach. must all families
follow the same path.

In contrast. this is precisely why
Washington will never be able to end
welfare as we know it. The existing
system is designed more for the con-
venience of the bureaucracy than for
the needs of the individuals. Washing-
ton wants to put its one shoe on every
foot. That simply does not work. In the
tradition of scientific management. ev-
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erything must be reduced to bureau-
cratic rules, procedures, and mathe-
matical equations. This is why. if we
are truly seeking the answer to end de-
pendency. Washington is the wrong
place to look.

The causes and cures of poverty in-
volve some of the most intimate acts
in human behavior. What many fami-
lies on welfare need cannot be sent
through the mail or reproduced in the
Federal Register. There is no flaw in
admitting we do not understand how or
why individuals will respond to the
various incentives and sanctions
present in everyday life in modern so-
ciety. The mistake is believing, espe-
cially after 30 years of evidence to the
contrary. that Washington does know
how to apply these incentives and sanc-
tions to the lives of millions of people.

Under the present system, welfare de-
pendency is allowed to become a per-
manent condition. This is one of the
cruelest features of the welfare system
because it saps the human spirit.

Welfare reform will help free families
from the present welfare trap and save
future generations from its affect. To
do this, we must give the State and
local governments all of the tools they
need to change the existing welfare
system. What works in Delaware may
not work in Virginia or New York and
the States that demonstrated that it is
time to move beyond the waiver proc-
ess.

One of the basic flaws in the existing
system is, while State officials have
the responsibility to administer these
programs, they do not—I emphasize the
word "not' '—have the authority they
need to effectively run the program.
That authority is dispensed by Wash-
ington one drop at a time, and this is
no longer acceptable. Waivers are no
substitute for an authentic welfare re-
form.

Since President Clinton vetoed wel-
fare reform for a second time, we
worked with the Nation's Governors to
construct a comprehensive welfare re-
form package, which, of course, in-
cluded Medicaid. And a compromise
last February was supported by the
most liberal Governor and the most
conservative Governor and everyone in
between. No one liked everything, but
there was something for everyone.
That is the essence of bipartisanship.

When this legislation was marked up
in the Finance Committee, I included
more than 50 Democratic amendments.
Nearly half of all the Democratic
amendments were incorporated into
the legislation. Those changes still did
not gain Democrat support in commit-
tee. And, of course, the administration
still refused to compromise on Medic-
aid. So we are now separating Medicaid
from the rest of the welfare package.

Let me say, Mr. President, although
I am supporting and have supported
the separation. it is a matter that I
personally believe need not happen.
The President, on several occasions, in
addresses to the Governors, stated that
many. many people on welfare would
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Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, as I to pander to our worst prejudices in an elec-

rise today, I find myself thinking of tion year. There is little here to recommend
the passage with which Hannah Arendt to believers, for whom Jesus of Nazareth
begins her classic work. 'The Origins said. "Whatever you do to the least of my
of Totalitarianism.' She speaks of the sisters and brothers, you do to me."

disasters of the First World War, and And then Father Kammer says:
then the Second World War. and now Please stop this so-called 'welfare reform"
the prospects of a third, final encoun- now lest election and budget politics shred
ter between the two remaining world the fabric of this Nation's protections and
powers. She says, "This moment of an- supports for its most vulnerable families.

Again in the words of Archbishopticipat.ion is like the calm that settles Weakland, "This is not welfare reform, but
after all hopes have died." welfare repeal."

If I sound subdued today. I hope it The Nation, its historians, and its poorest
will be taken in that light, rather than families will little remember what you say
any diminished sense of the importance here, but they will long remember what you
of what we are about to do. because we do here.

are all somehow subdued today. The Sincerely. Fred Kammer. S.J. President,
Catholic Charities USA.Senate floor is all but empty. I see four

Senators. This is an extraordinar-v statement
The lobbies are empty. There is no by the president of one of the Nation's

outcry against what we are doing. Two leading charities. But then he knows
fine editorials appeared this morning too well the profound impact this legis-
in the Washington Post and the New lation will have on poverty and on chil-
York Times saying. "Do not do this." dren.
But those are rare voices at this mo- It is children we are talking about. I
ment. have been trying for most of this Con-

We learn in the press that the Presi- gress to describe the consequences for
dent is concerned that there be vouch- children in ending support after 5

ers made available for diapers. This years. The average AFDC recipient will
commendable, but scarcely a sugges- receive benefits for 13 years.
tion that something fundamental is Ten months ago. as the distinguished
about to happen. What is about to hap- chairman has observed, on September
pen is we are going to repeal title iv 19, 1995. the Senate passed a welfare
A of the Social Security Act, the provi- bill providing just that. That bill, H.R.
sion established in 1935 in the act, aid 4, as amended, was, as the chairman
to families with deDendent children, just said, nearly identical to the bill

This will be the first time in our his- now before us. Again, to quote the
tory that we have repealed a core pro- chairman, 'It was basically similar
vision of the Social Security Act. Fur- legislation.' At that time, we had no
ther. we are choosing to repeal the pro- data before us to give us a sense of
vision for children. It is as if we are what we were doing. There were 11
going to live only for this moment, and Democrats who voted against that
let the future be lost. bill—li. I hope one day we might see

I said that there were few voices. Ac- their names listed in a place of honor.
tually. there is one unified voice: that A few weeks later I learned that
of every national religious group and there was, in fact, in the Department
faith-based charity. But we seem un- of Health and Human Services, as you
able or unwilling to listen. They all - would expect. an analysis of H.R. 4 that
pose ending the entitlement. Catholic addressed itself to the poverty impact
Charities USA arid the Catholic bish- of the bill.
ops, especially, the National Council of Then on October 24, at the first and
Churches, Bread for the World, have only meeting of the House-Senate con-
persisted in this matter. Other organi- ference on the legislation, I put it this
zations. as I say, are once again silent. way. I said:
Having briefly aroused themselves, Just how many millions of infants we will
they have sunk back into apathy. or put to the sword is not yet clear. There is
resignation—or agreement with what dickering to do. In April. the Department of

about to be done. We will not Icnow Health and Htiman Services reported that

we do not hear.
when fully implemented. the time limits in
the House bill would cut off benefits for

Yesterday, Members of Congress re- 4.800,000 children. At that time, the Depart-
ceived a letter from Father Fred ment simply assumed that the administra-
Karnmer, president of Catholic Char- tion would oppose repeal. But the adminis-
ities USA, who wrote: tration has since decided to support repeal.

The welfare reform proposal before you re- HHS has done a report on the impact of the
flects ignorance and prejudice far more than Senate bill on children, but the White House
the experience of this Nation's poorest work- will not release it. Those involved will take
ing and welfare families. This bill would end this disgrace to their graves.
the basic guarantee of protection to our During the following 2 days. the ad-
neediest families, and, in the words of Mil- ministration denied the existence of
waukees Archbishop, Rembert Weakland. the HI-iS report. But then, on October
058. nullify"America's 60-year covenant 27, on the front page of the Los Angeleswith its poor children and those who nurture
them." It would also punish children born to Times. there was an article by Eliza-
welfare parents, legal immigrants. and des- beth Shogren entitled, 'Welfare Report
perately huuIy citizens. Clashes with Clinton, Senate."

Welfare rerorm is acutely needed in this It began:
country, reform which is designed genuinely A sweeping welfare reform plan approved
to move people who can do so from welfare by the Senate and embraced by President
to work. Today's proposals are largely a Clinton would push an estimated 1.1 million
sham designed to appease the ignorant and children into poverty and make conditions
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not take themselves off the rolls be-
cause they were fearful that they
would put their children at risk, that
they would not be covered by Medicaid.
I think there is great truth in that
statement. But. for that reason, it
seems to me critically important that
we deal with welfare and Medicaid as a
package. That is what the Senate Fi-
nance Committee did. and that is what
we have before us. But. as I stated ear-
lier, we will be separating Medicaid
from the rest of the welfare package.

Mr. President. we have a bipartisan
bill. There is no need to look any fur-
ther than the measure before us.
Frankly, this legislation will look very
familiar to my colleagues, as it closely
resembles H.R. 4. as it was passed by
the Senate last September by a vote of
87 to 12. In other words, it is basically
similar legislation which received
broad bipartisan support when they
voted for H.R. 4 last September. With
regard to such issues as work require-
ments and time limits. this legislation
is nearly identical to the Senate-passed
bill.

Mr. President, it has been 41 months
since President Clinton outlined his
welfare reform goals to the American
people. Welfare reform was not enacted
in 1993 or in 1994. Welfare reform is not
about claiming political credit. We
need to enact welfare reform for fami-
lies like those of Sharon Stewart,
Tracy James, and their children. If we
do nothing, more children will fall into
the trap of dependency. That is a cer-
tainty of what the current system will
bring.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.
(Mr. ASHCROFT assumed the chair.)
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, I

yield to myself whatever time I may
require. I will express, once again, my
admiration and gratitude for the tone
of thoughtful inquiry which the chair-
man brings to these discussions. We
will not agree today. We have not in a
whole year in this regard, but we cer-
tainly are trying to lay out arguments
and thformation as best we understand
it. I think we know where we are going
today. but it does not preclude us from
one last effort. There is still hope. You
may yet change your mind. but I do
not think so today.

Mr. ROTH. Will the distinguished
Senator yield?

Mr. MOYNIHAN. I am happy to do it.
Mr. ROTH. I want to say what an

honor and privilege it has been to work
on these matters with the distin-
guished Senator from New York. There
is no one on either side of the aisle who
brings greater knowledge, understand-
ing, and depth than Senator MOYNIHAN.
Now, frankly. sometimes his conclu-
sions are wrong, but that is under-
standable, and that is what makes for
the democratic process. But I do want
to say that working with them, in an
effort to bring a solution, to be com-
passionate, to take care of the needs of
the many children who are without is
our common goal. I know he seeks that
with all his intelligence and being.
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worse for those already under the poverty
line, accorthng to a Clmton Administration
analysis not released to the public.

A subsequent administration analy-
sis of the conference report on H.R. 4.
after the House and Senate provisions
had been reconciled, estimated that it
would plunge 1½ million children into
poverty.

On December 22. 1996. when the con-
ference report on that bill came back
to the Senate. every Democrat save
one voted "no."

Now, with these facts in front of
them. Senators on our side—and not
oniy on our side—voted almost unani-
mously against the bill.

I should point Out that in some ways
the bill before us. although basically
identical to last year's legislation, as
the chairman of the Finance Commit-
tee has said, is even worse in that it
provides for very harsh measures
against legal immigrants who are non-
citizens. The Congressional Budget Of-
fice makes this point in its report on
the measure. It says:

Chapter 4 would limit the eligibility of
legal aliens for public assistance programs.
It would explicitly make most immigrants
ineligible for SSI and food stamp benefits.
Savings would also materialize in other pro-
grants that are not mentioned by name.

This must be noted as a regression of
genuine importance. In the beginning
of this century. Western nations began
the practice, and after a while, by trea-
ty. international labor conventions,
and such like, of extending social serv-
ices available in a particular country
to legal visitors or immigrants from
another country. It was seen as a part
of the comity of nations, part of the
standard civilization which we had at-
tained.

Now, sir. I had the opportunity to
speak with our distinguished Secretary
of Health and Human Services this
morning, the Honorable Donna E.
Shalala. She tells me that this bill will
cut off some 200,000 legal immigrants
currently receiving supplemental secu-
rity income because of severe disabil-
ities—cut them off. It will cut off
women receiving services in battered
women clinics, said Dr. Shalala. Things
that civilized nations do not do. save
perhaps when carried away, as Father
Kammer said, by ignorance and preju-
dice.

Now to the present legislation. I re-
call the long and difficult effort to get
the executive branch to follow its nor-
mal practice of providing a report on
legislation saying this is what this leg-
islation will do, this is why we support
it or do not support it. or whatever.

Since May of this year. Representa-
tive Sivi GIBBONS, ranking member of
the Committee on Ways and Means,
and I have been asking for a similar
anaiysis of the poverty impact of the
new Republican welfare bill. We asked
for the poverty effects because they
have a clarity for Members that per-
haps more diffuse issues, such the oper-
ation of time limits. It is a usage with
which we are familiar. Last winter,
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when Democratic Senators found Out
what the effects of H.R. 4 were, having
voted for the bill, they turned around
and voted against it. The President,
having indicated he would support the
bill. turned around and vetoed it.

So, since May of this year, Rep-
resentative GIBBONS and I have been
asking for a similar analysis of the ef-
fects of the new Republican welfare
bill. Despite three separate written re-
quests. no report has been forthcoming.
But we did receive a letter on June 26
from Jacob L. Lew, the Acting Director
of the Office of Management and Budg-
et, in which he wrote:

As you recall, the administration's analy-
sis of the conference report on H.R. 4 esti-
mated that it would move 1.5 million chil-
dren below the poverty line. Based on that
analysis, it appears that improvements in
the Roth/Archer bill would mean that some-
what fewer children would fall below the
poverty line. But many of the factors that
would move children below the poverty line
remain the same in both bills.

So we have before us a bill that in
the administration's own judgment
would impoverish over 1 million chil-
dren. But I remind you. Mr. President,
we do not have an analysis, and we
read in this Sunday's New York Times.
by Robert Pear, an eminently re-
spected reporter in this area, that the
White House had given instructions to
HHS that there was to be no report. I
had not ever thought I would be stand-
ing on the Senate floor stating my un-
derstanding, that an administration
has said we will not tell the Senate
what it is doing. If we knew what it
was doing, we would not do it. That is
precisely what happened on our side of
the aisle, and not just on our side of
the aisle, between September and De-
cember of last year. If we knew what
we were doing, we would not dare to do
it, and therefore the information is
being withheld.

I would say that Dr. June O'Neill, Di-
rector of the Congressional Budget Of-
fice, has been very forthcoming, but
that is an institution within our ranks,
as it were, and with which we have nor-
mal cooperation.

I talked about the problems of pov-
erty. but I would like to make the
point that this is not really the issue
here.

Most children on AFDC are already
poor. Those who are above the poverty
line are part of that portion of the
AFDC population which works part of
the year. loses jobs, goes on welfare,
goes back. Time limits would drop
them completely below poverty be-
cause there would be no available in-
come when they were not working.

Might I say we have an AFDC popu-
lation that is made up of roughly three
groups. One is a sizable number in
which adult. mature families break up.
and a mother finds herself with chil-
dren and needs income for a relatively
brief period. It is the equivalent of the
mill closing and men out of work.
Within 2 years' time, they are back on
their own. They do not need any ad-
vice, they do not need any counseling.
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It is income insurance for them, and it
works.

There is a second, middle group
which cycles on and off: Works, finds
the work does not work out—jobs are
lost. plants close and that kind of
thing—then they go back onto welfare.
Work comes along, they go off. And it
is back and forth.

Then there is another group. In over-
all terms. it is much the largest group.
This group is on welfare for a very
long. continuous time. Thirteen years
is the average.

The essential problem with this legis-
lation is that it imposes time limits
without any real provision for the he-
roic efforts that are required to take
people who have been on welfare for a
long while, get them off and keep them
off.

I have no problem with that propo-
sition, that work is what we should
seek. independence is what we should
seek. Some years ago. I wrote a long
book on this subject, which began:
'The issue of welfare is the issue of de-

pendency. Whereas most people stand
on their own two feet. dependent per-
sons, as the buried image of the word
implies. dependent people hang."

This very week Time magazine chose.
on its page called "Notebook." to re-
produce a cover of Time from July 28.
1967. It is called, 29 Years Ago in Time:
DOGGED CONSISTENCY. There is a
picture of the Senator from New York,
and I am arguing the case—this is at a
time when I was director of Joint Cen-
ter for Urban Studies at MIT and at
Harvard—that we have a crisis in our
cities and it was getting worse.

I am quoted:
We are the only industrial democracy. he

told a Senate subcommittee, that does not
have a family allowance. And we are the
only democracy whose streets are filled with
rioters each sunimer. The biggest single ex-
perience anyone has is working.

No one argues that. But to put a time
limit on, when you do not have provi-
sion for seeing that people have work,
is to invite an urban crisis unlike any-
thing we have known since the 1960's.
It may be it will bring us to our senses.
But it will be a crisis.

Here are the numbers. The Congres-
sional Budget Office. in the cost esti-
mate of the bill, said it would cut Fed-
eral welfare rolls by 30 to 40 percent by
the year 2004. If we follow the esti-
mates of the Senator from Delaware,
and they are quite accurate. of course,
by the year 2005, we will have over 10
million children on AFDC. Cut off 40
percent. and you have 4 million chil-
dren dropped.

CBO estimates that. under the bill we
are dealing with, we will cut off 3.5 mil-
lion children by the year 2001. By the
year 2001—5 years from now.

That would be an unprecedented ex-
perience, and its impact would be quite
disproportionate in racial and ethnic
terms. Two-thirds of those affected
would be minorities: 49 percent black,
l9percent Hispanic.

I said in the Finance Committee, in
March of this year. that to drop these
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children from our Federal life-support
system would be the most 'regressive
and brutal act of social policy since Re-
construction.'

Think of what it means for our cities.
Remember, not all these children will
be 4 months old or 4 years old. Many
will be 14 years old. In 5 years' time.
you will not recognize Detroit, Los An-
geles. New York. These are cities where
a majority of births are out of wedlock.
The average for our largest 50 cities is
48.0 percent.

What is going on is a profound social
change which we do not understand,
just as we could not comprehend the
problem of unemployment in the first
part of this century. and ended with
the crisis of the world depression,
which almost destroyed democracy. It
was a very close thing. Now, we are
putting the viability of our own social
system at risk.

This year the National Center for
Health Statistics reported that the
nonmarital, out-of-wedlock ratio of
births in the United States has now
reached one-third. 32.6 percent. That
was for.1994, so it is a third today. In
Detroit, that number is 75.3 percent: in
Los Angeles. it is 50.1 percent; in New
York City. 52.3 percent: in Chicago. 56
percent: in New Orleans. 64 percent. I
think Detroit and New Orleans are
probably the highest. No society in his-
tory has ever encountered this prob-
lem. These numbers a half century ago
were 4 percent. New York City. 4 per-
cent half a century ago. 52 percent
today: Manhattan, 54 percent.

Nobody understands. Something like
this is going on in Britain, in Canada,
in France, in Germany. We are under-
going an enormous social change which
we do not understand. Although it does
not happen at all in Japan. Ratios were
1 percent in 1940 and 1 percent today.

Yet, we are acting as if we do under-
stand. The basic model of this problem
in the minds of most legislators, and
most persons in the administration, is
that since we first had welfare and we
then got illegitimacy, it must be that
welfare caused illegitimacy. And they
may be right. I do not know. But nei-
ther do they.

I have stood on this floor and argued
for the Family Support Act, which one
Senator after another invokes as a
measure that works, gethng people out
of dependency, into jobs. It could con-
tinue to work. But not this sharp cut-
off—bang. 2 years, you are off: 5 years.
you are off forever. That invites the
kind of calamity which it may be we
are going to have to experience in
order to come to our senses.

I said on the floor last September
that we will have children sleeping on
grates if this becomes law. I repeat
that today. I hope I shall have been
proved wrong. I hope.

We will have a chance to track it. In
the Sociai Security Act Amendments
of 1994, I was able to include a small.
but significant, provision to try to get
us some accumulaUon of information
and then perhaps theoretical knowl-
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edge about this situation. We enacted
the Welfare Indicators Act of 1994. I
requires the Secretary of Health and
Human Services to start producing an
annual report based on the Economic
Report of the President. which derives
from the Employment Act of 1946.

We will have the first interim report
due October 31 of this year. It takes a
long time for these institutions, if I
can use that word, to mature, but we
will have documentation of what this
legislation did. We will know, unless
we are reduced to concealing the truth,
which we are getting very close to in
this debate. Administration officials
saying. when asked for the report,
"There is no report': when the report
is published saying. "Well. I guess
there was a report": then saying, "No
more reports." We are standing here on
the Senate floor with no report from
the administration. Shame.

One of the comments I have made
throughout this debate. over the last
year and a haif, is that it has been con-
servative social analysts who have
been most wary of what we are doing.
They have consistently warned us that
we do not know enough to do this.
They have asked us to be conservatives
arid not take this radical step. putting
at risk the lives of children in a way we
have never done.

After we allowed a system to develop
in which children are supported in this
mariner, to suddenly stop that support
based on some very vague notion of
human behavior—that if you are going
to suffer awful consequences, you will
change your behavior. We will be mak-
ing cruelty to children an instrument
of social policy. Lawrence Mead of
NYU said you don't know enough to do
this. Lawrence Mead, no liberal he: a
career telling the liberals they were
letting this situation get out of hand.

But 52 percent of the children born in
the city of New York are to a single
parent. John J. Dillulio, Jr., at Prince-
ton saying, 'Conservatives should
know better than to take such risks
with the lives of children."

And then George F. Will. George Will
of unequaled authority as a commenta-
tor on the difficulty of social change
and the care with which it is to be ad-
dressed. He wrote of the vote last Sep-
tember:

As the welfare debate begins to boil, the
place to begin is with an elemental fact: No
child in America asked to be here. No child
is going to be spiritually improved by being
collateral damage in a bombardment of
seventies targeted at adults who may or
may not deserve more severe treatment from
the welfare state.

I end on that proposition. No child in
America asked to be here. Why, then.
are we determined to punish them?

Mr. President, I yield the floor.
Mr. DOMENICI addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New Mexico.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, how

much time remains?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New Mexico has approxi-
mately 36 minutes remaining.
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Mr. DOMENICI. I yield 15 minutes to

the Senator from Pennsylvania.
Mr. SANTORUM. Thank you. Mr.

President. I thank the chairman.

PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY,
WORK OPPORTUNITY, AND MED-
ICAID RESTRUCTURING ACT OF
1996

The Senate continued with the con-
sideration of the bill.

Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President, let
me move on to the issue before us of
welfare reform. It is never easy to fol-
low the Senator from New York when
talking about this issue, because there
is no one on the Senate floor who
knows more about this issue than the
Senator from New York. But I was
struck by one of the comments he
made. I felt compelled to respond to
that comment, when he made the com-
ment that the bill before us invites ca-
lamity. I am quoting him. He used the
term "invites calamity."

I found it odd that he used the term,
that the bill before us invites calamity.
right after a very eloquent and fact-
filled dissertation on the calamity that
has been created by this welfare sys-
tem, that calamity of illegitimacy in
our civilization.

He suggested there s no solution, at
least we do not know the solution, and.
therefore, we should not try anything.
I assume that is the conclusion. Since
we are not absolutely sure what causes
illegitimacy. then we should not even
attempt to bring it up since we do not
have the answer.

I suggest that the Senator from New
York should have been here in the
1960's when in fact we did not know the
solution for poverty but we went ahead
and tried the Great Society programs
anyway. We went ahead not knowing
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what the answers would be. and for the
last 30 years. in my opinion, ignoring—
ignoring—the results of the Great Soci-
ety programs, the welfare component
of the Great Society programs in par-
ticular.

So if we are going to talk about not
knowing what the future holds with
the bill before us. then let us talk
about not knowing back in the 1960's
what the welfare state that we created
would do. and now refusing to change
it. when we know it has created the ca-
lamity that the Senator from New
York eloquently described. He only de-
scribed, in my opinion. one element of
that calamity.

Oh. it is a very serious one—illegit-
imacy. I suggest it may be the great
social ill that can be the cancer within
to destroy this civilization. So I think
he does highlight a most important
issue. It is one that we attempt to ad-
dress in this bill, which I suggest we
attempt to address in a very modest
way. We have not gone Out with a right
wing extreme agenda, whatever that is,
to deal with this issue.

We have taken steps like saying that
people who are on welfare, if they want
to have more children, they should not
necessarily get more money for having
more children out of wedlock. The
States can enact a law under Our bill to
pay them money if they want. But the
presumption is that if you are on
AFDC and you are not married, and
you are receiving benefits and you have
additional children, you are not auto-
matically going to get a pay raise.

The second thing we do is we look at
mothers who have children out of wed-
lock and do not cooperate with the
Government in telling us who the fa-
ther is. One might suggest that that
probably is not a very likely occur-
rence. The fact of the matter is. having
visited many agencies in my State that
deal with this problem, that is a very
common occurrence for a variety of
reasons.

The most common reason is because
usually there is a relationship between
mom and the boyfriend. Mom does not
want to jeopardize that relationship by
giving the boyfriend a legal respon-
sibility for the child, The Government
is willing to pay. Why rely on a tenu-
Ous relatiorship, sometimes, between
the boyfriend and the mom, to track
down someone who may not have regu-
lar work to provide for that. when you
have a Government who is going to
consistently provide for that child?
You may even work out something
that has been told to me on many occa-
sions, where the Government provides,
and under the table the real dad pro-
vides some money, too.

It works out best for everybody ex-
cept for the fact that the child is with-
Out a father. That is a little glitch that
somehow gets glossed over. Like it or
not, in Our society—I know some do
not believe it—but I think fathers are
important. I think we need mothers
and fathers to raise children.

I happen to believe one of the big
problems in our society of youth vio-
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lence among young males is because we
do not have fathers in the household.
They do not have the example of a fa-
ther to help guide them through the
very difficult time of growing up.

Yes, we do some things that are
untested. Sure, they are untested,
granted. We do not know whether mak-
ing mom cooperate with authorities,
forcing the mother to give us the name
of the father—sanction her if she does
not—will in fact help. We do not know.
But. my God, we should start trying.

We cannot turn our back and say.
just because we do not know, we should
not try. Donna Shalala says. Well. you
know, there may be people who fall off
welfare because they did not cooperate,
and that is a tragedy for the children.
What the tragedy for the children is is
they have no father. That is a tragedy.
We run around and we hide behind chil-
dren. The liberals hide behind children,
when it is the children who are hurt
the worst by this system that does not
care. It is not loving and compas-
sionate. Passing out a check behind a
bulletproof window in a welfare office
is not compassion, is not how we solve
problems in this society when it comes
to the poor.

We give States a bonus if they reduce
their illegitimacy rate. So we provide
an economic incentive for States to
begin to try things to help reduce the
number of illegitimate children. And
they cannot do it through abortion.

That is illegitimacy. That is only one
of the calamities that we now have as
a result of this system.

How many people believe that, in the
last 30 years, as a result of the welfare
state. the neighborhoods in which peo-
ple on welfare reside are safer, that
crime is less, that the values of the
people who are on welfare in second
and third generations are better than
they were before? If you want to look
into the eyes of those values. look into
the eyes of the senseless and indis-
criminatejuvenile crime that we see in
our society. the lack of values between
right and wrong, the lack of respect for
human life in Our society.

Drugs. Are there less drugs? Are
drugs less of a problem in these com-
munities than they were 30 years ago?
Is education better in these commu-
nities than it was 30 years ago? Is the
family structure better than it was 30
years ago? Oh, what progress we have
made. what a system we should defend.
And, oh. we dare not try anything that
is untested. I would agree with the
Senator, maybe he is right, maybe we
should not try anything that is
untested, because the last time we
tried something that was untested, we
got a horrible result. But the problem
is, we are stuck with that system right
now. We must—we must—face that and
change that.

Here is how we change it. As I said
before. we deal with the issue of illegit-
imacy and in a modest way—I have to
repeat that—in a very modest way.

Secondly, what we say is that we are
going to require people who are able-
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bodied to work. I talked about the val-
ues in communities. One of the most
important values that you can pass on
to your children is a work ethic. You
can pass it on by talking about it. But
you parents know you can tell your
children all sorts of things—I have
three children: I tell them lots of
things—but they are more interested in
watching you and seeing what you do
and following your example.

How many times do you catch your
kids saying things that you say. and
you say, "Gosh, do I say that that
much that they actually pick it up?" I
tell them not to say it. but they say it.
so I guess I do, too. I do this, so they
do it, too. Work is one of those things.
The most important thing for eco-
nomic success for children is to have a
mom and a dad—or mom or dad—go to
work every day. So we require work be-
cause we think that is a value that is
important for people to exit poverty.

I am not interested in taking care of
people on poverty as the solution to
poverty. My solution to poverty is to
get people Out of poverty. That is how
we should measure a successful sys-
tem—not how many children we take
care of—by how many families are no
longer needed to be on the system.
That. to me. is a successful poverty
program. not going around looking and
saying. "Look at all the people we have
on welfare and we are taking care of all
these people now." I have not met very
many people on welfare who tell me
that life on welfare is a lot of fun or is
what they desire for their life. Why
should it be the goal of the Govern-
ment to put people or to capture people
in a system which they do not want to
be in. and which the public resents pay-
ing for, because it is a dead end? That
is not a solution.

Our goal is to get people to work and
to self-sufficiency. to instill the values
that make America great. So, yes.
after 2 years we require work. For 2
years the State, through this bill, will
have resources available for education.
for training, for searching jobs. There
are a lot of people who get on welfare,
are job-ready, and there are some that
cannot, they need their GED, to get
some training, it takes time. Some
people take more than 2 years.

The Senator from New York said we
are going to put these rigid time limits
on people of 2 years, and after 5 years
no more benefits. The Senator from
New York knows very well within this
bill there is what is called a hardship
exception. What the State can do is ex-
empt 20 percent. 20 percent of the peo-
ple in this program from the time
limit. The time-limited program only
applies to 50 percent of all the people in
the program. That is not for 7 years. It
starts out at 25 percent of the people.

I know it is a lot of numbers. but let
me suggest there is lots of flexibility
here for hard cases, for people who are
really trying, and just cannot seem to
find ajob. We understand that happens.
We understard it happens in a lot of
urban areas and rural at-eas where un-
employment is scarce. We provide an
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exception, but it is an exception to the
rule. Sometimes it is important to es-
tablish a rule, an expectation of what
we desire out of everyone. Set the bar
a littie higher. Instead of just saying
you are all incapable of providing for
yourself, so we will provide for you.

I ask the Senator from New Mexico
for 3 additional minutes.

Mr. DOMENICI. I yield 3 additional
minutes to the Senator from Penn-
sylvania.

Mr. SANTORIJM. It is important to
set that standard. We set that stand-
ard. We do it with the understanding
that we know not everybody can meet
that standard. We give the States and
the communities, and. I hope, and the
Governors assure me. this is not going
to be just one Federal bureaucratic
program transferred to 30 State bu-
reaucratic programs.

Frankly. I am not that much com-
forted. I am somewhat comforted, but
not significantly comforted, to know
that this is a Federal program run by
Federal bureaucrats that now is going
to be a State program run by State bu-
reaucrats. State bureaucrats may be
marginally better than Federal bureau-
crats, but that is not enough. The Gov-
ernors understand, at least the ones
that are taiking to me, that they need
to go further. They need to get down
into the local communirjes. into the
nonprofit organizations, into the folks
who really have compassion, because it
is their neighbors and their friends
they are providing for. Tnose are the
organizations we have to empower
through this bill, and give them the re-
sources to solve the problems that are
in their community. We believe this is
a vehicle with the flexibility that is in
this bill to make that happen.

I want to talk about just a couple of
other things. No. 1, child care. It has
been argued on this floor, and I think
well argued on this floor by Members,
frankly, on both sides of the aisle, that
the key to making work work is child
care. That there are millions of women
out there who would like to go to work
but because of the barrier for safe, af-
fordable day care, they simply cannot
do it. We provide $4 billion more in
child care in this bill than under cur-
rent law, and even more money than
what the President is suggesting.
Under this bill, work will work, and
people will be able to succeed.

The other two things I will quickly
go through. first is child support en-
forcement. There is uniform agreement
on both sides to improve, toughen child
support enforcement, including wage
withholding, and is included in here.
among other things. This gets back to,
again, requiring fathers to take respon-
sibility for their children. Again, set-
ting the bar high, but, my goodness, we
should have standards high for fathers
when it comes to providing for their
children.

Finally, the issue of noncitizens. The
Senator from New York said no civ-
ilized society would cut off these bene-
fits for noncitjzens like we do in this

bill. He is absolutely right. Do you
know why? Because there is no civ-
ilized society that provides the benefits
in the first place. We are the only soci-
ety that gives benefits to people who
are in this country who are not citizens
of the country. What we are saying is
we will provide benefits to refugees, to
asylees, but to people who come in
under sponsorship agreements, the
sponsors, who signs that document will
be the one who takes care of them, not
the Federal Government.

Mr. DOMENICI. There is time left on
both sides: could you tell us how much
each side has?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The side
of the Senator from New Mexico has 17
minutes and 17 seconds and the other
side has 7 minutes and 18 seconds.

Mr. DOMENICI. I have Senator FRIST
here. Does the Senator from Florida
want to speak during that time, during
that 7 minutes?

Mr. GRAHAM I have not had an op-
portunity to talk to the floor manager,
Senator EXON, but I will request time
to speak. If Senator FRIST is prepared
to proceed. that is fine.

Mr. DOMENICI. I yield 6 minutes to
Senator FRIST.

Mr. FRIST. Mr. President, it is with
much disappointment that I rise today
to mark the apparent. the apparent,
demise of what was a carefully consid-
ered. carefully crafted. bipartisan
agreement on Medicaid. Despite the
historic agreement among the Nations
50 Governors, we are compelled by the
President's veto threat to separate
Medicaid reform from welfare reform.

Ultimately. comprehensive welfare
reform must include health care and
health care reform for the poor. The
face of that woman with her child in
her arms who is below the poverty
level, who wants to go back to work, is
just inextricably combined and con-
nected to that welfare system. Our
Medicaid plan. which was based on this
Governors' bipartisan proposal. would
have indeed preserved the safety net
for women, children, our senior citi-
zens, and for individuals with disabil-
ities.

Mr. President, I stand here today
also, along with my colleagues and be-
fore the American people. to assure
them that we will continue to work for
a strong. for a secure, and for a sim-
plified Medicaid Program. After the
election, when all of the partisan pas-
sions have subsided. we will find a way
to work together and give relief to
States burdened to the point today of
bankruptcy by out-of-control sky-
rocketing Medicaid costs. For the sake
of our children. for the sake of their
families, we must find a way to put
policy before politics.

Before coming to the U.S. Senate, I
performed transplant surgery, and a
third of my transplant patients re-
ceived Medicaid. That gave me a per-
spective of those patients on Medicaid
also on welfare. As chairman of the
Tennessee State Task Force on Medic-
aid Reform. I grappled with those is-
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sues before coming to this body from a
State perspective.

Medicaid today takes up nearly 6 per-
cent of the total of all Federal spend-
ing. State by State. it is approximately
20 percent of all State spending. Unless
we act, we can expect an over 150 per-
cent increase in just 10 years. The in-
crease in Medicaid spending from last
year alone is more than we spent on
mass transit, criminal investigations,
pollution control and abatement. or
the National Science Foundation.

Yes. Medicaid is bankrupting our
State budgets and will ultimately drive
the Federal budget into bankruptcy,
unless something is done.

Now, nothing in the budget reconcili-
ation plan reported to the Senate con-
stitutes a cut in Medicaid. President
Clinton and Republicans both attempt
to reign in the excessive growth in
spending and. at the same time. pro-
tect eligible populations.

The chart that I have beside me
shows just how close we in Congress
are with what the President has pro-
posed. This chart depicts overall Med-
icaid spending growth over a period of
time. comparing what has been spent
from 1991 to 1996, a total of $463 billion,
to what we have proposed, the U.S.
Congress, from 1997 to 2002, the Repub-
lican budget proposal, to spend $731 bil-
lion, which is very close to what the
President has proposed to spend from
1997 to the year 2002. The difference be-
tween the yellow bar, what the Repub-
lican proposal has put forth. and what
the President has proposed is less than
2 percent. We are very, very close. But
the difference is that the Republican
plan was based on the National Gov-
ernors' bipartisan proposal. It passed
their assembly unanimously. It was de-
signed to specifically protect all cur-
rent law eligibles, and included an um-
brella fund for emergencies as well.
And to truly preserve this safety net,
there is $56 billion more in this bill
than was in last year's budget resolu-
tion.

The program will continue to grow.
Nothing is going to be cut. It is going
to continue to grow at a rate of about,
on average, 6.2 percent a year. and that
is more than twice the rate of infla-
tion. And it will grow a total of 43 per-
cent over the 5-year period from 1996 to
the year 2002.

When I came to this body. the U.S.
Senate, I came as a physician out of
the private sector. as a citizen legisla-
tor, unfamiliar with the political ma-
chinery that can block this type of
positive advance. At that juncture, I
hoped to work with my colleagues, Re-
publican and Democrat, to address
these issues that will affect our future
arid the future of our children. We have
made progress, and I am glad we have
made progress. But I am disappointed
that we cannot enact a combined Med-
icaid Program with welfare, facing the
realities that, again. Medicaid is inex-
tricably woven to our welfare program.
That is something that is close to my
heart. But we shall return next year to
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move forward on this very important
issue of preserving Medicaid and im-
proving Medicaid for the future genera-
tions.

Thank you. Mr. President.
Mr. GRAHAM addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER The Sen-

ator from Florida.
Mr. GRAHAM. The Senator from Ne-

braska has yielded to me the remainder
of time under his control.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Seven
minutes remain.

Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President. I wish
to speak to one section of this bill to
which I will intend to offer an amend-
ment. and that is the section that deals
with the rights of legal aliens who are
in the United States.

As my colleagues will recall, this is
not a new issue. In fact, we have spent
weeks on the Senate floor debating the
question of what should be the eligi-
bility of legal aliens for a variety of
Federal benefits. This Senate. by an
overwhelming vote, passed on May 2 an
immigration control bill, which laid
Out with great specifics what would be
the rights of legal aliens—Mr. Presi-
dent. I underscore the word "legal"—to
various Federal benefit programs. That
legislation passed after extensive hear-
ings and markups in the Judiciary
Committee and exhaustive floor debate
that lasted well over a week. Similar
actions were taken in the House of
Representatives, and now this legisla-
tion is before a conference committee.

While all of that has occurred, we
now receive this welfare bill, which has
a redundant, conflicting, and. I think.
draconian set of provisions relative to
the rights of the very same people who
were the subject of our debate just a
few weeks ago—legal aliens in the
United States.

Mr. President. I am going to propose
that we should strike this section from
the bill and leave the question of what
should be the eligibility rights of legal
aliens to the process of resolution in
the conference committee and our final
action on the results of that conference
committee. There are extreme dif-
ferences between the provisions in the
immigration bill that the Senate
passed in May and what we are now
being asked to consider in July. Let me
just mention two of those principal dif-
ferences.

The essential concept of eligibility in
the immigration bill was the concept
of "deeming." Deeming is the respon-
sibility of the sponsor who has made it
possible for the legal alien who comes
into the United States to have the
sponsor's income added or deemed to be
part of the income of the legal alien, in
determining whether the legal alien is
eligible for Federal needs-based pro-
grams.

This bill uses a different concept. and
that is a concept of a prohibition of
legal aliens for a variety of Federal
benefit programs.

I might say, Mr. President, that
much of the debate on the question of
rights of legal aliens is a result of the
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report that was originally sanctioned
by this Congress called 'U.S. Immigra-
tion Policy: Restoring Credibility.
often referred to as the 'Barbara Jor-
dan report,' after our esteemed re-
cently-passed colleague. In the report—
the Jordan report—it states. The safe-
ty net provided by needs-tested pro-
grams should be available to those
whom we have affirmatively accepted
as legal immigrants into our commu-
nities." It points Out that it is appro-
priate to look to the sponsor to be the
primary caregiver for those they have
sponsored into the United States. They
endorse the concept of deeming. But
they say that under circumstances
where a sponsor is not available, the
sponsor has died, the sponsor has suf-
fered illness, or some other incapaci-
tating condition that made them un-
able to meet their obligations, that im-
migrants should continue to be eligi-
ble. "A policy that categorically de-
nied legal immigrants access to such
safety nets. based solely on alienage.
would lead to a gross inequality be-
tween very similar individuals and un-
dermine our immigration goals to re-
unite families and quickly integrate
immigrants into American society."

So that is one fundamental dif-
ference. This is a difference, Mr. Presi-
dent, which will have real impact on
the lives of real residents of our coun-
try.

I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the RECORD the cir-
cumstances of Polyna Novak. a legal
immigrant who has come to the United
States as a refugee from persecution in
the Soviet Union and how the dif-
ference in the immigration bill's use of
deeming and this bill's use of an abso-
lute bar would have an impact on her
life.

There being no objection. the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

Polyna Novak is a legal immigrant who
came to the United States as a refugee from
Russia 16 years ago (1980). She currently
lives by herself in an apartment in Marina
del ray. California. Her daughter Dma lives
nearby and is her mother's full time care
giver.

Polyna is 74 years old. has Alzheimer's dis-
ease and also has great difficulty walking.
She speaks and reads basic English. She re-
ceives SSI and Medicaid.

In November, she tried to become a natu-
ralized citizen under the 1993 rules exempt-
mg persons with cognitive disability from
some of the testing requirements. The INS
examiner refused to administer the oath,
however. because of her cognitive impair-
ment, claiming that she could not under-
stand what she was doing.

Mrs. Novak is in a catch-22 situation-too
disabled to naturalize, under this Welfare
bill, she will lose her only source of Income.
her SSI benefits. There is no deeming. it's
simply an unfeeling. outright ban, with no
consideration for tragic individual cases
such as this one.

Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, in my
State of Florida, we are now receiving
thousands of refugees and people seek-
ing asylum from countries such as
Cuba. generally under agreements that
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have been reached between the United
States Federal Government and foreign
governments, and now the Federal
Government is going to take the posi-
tion that it washes its hands of the fi-
nancial responsibilities that flow from
that.

The second big difference is the im-
pact on State and local governments.
The bill that we passed would have had
a cost transferred to State and local
governments of approximately $5.6 bil-
lion over the next 7 years. This bill, if
you would believe it, would have a cost
transfer to State and local govern-
ments of up to $23 billion over the next
7 years.

I suggest. Mr. President, in respect to
the work that this Senate has already
done on the immigration bill and the
efforts that are currently being made
in conference to reconcile the House
and the Senate versions, that it is in-
appropriate for us at this hour under
these constrained parliamentary proce-
dures to take up a provision that would
fundamentally change the decisions
that we have already made, increase
the cost to State and local govern-
ments by potentially three times or
more than in the legislation that we
have already passed. and place literally
hundreds of communities and tens of
thousands of people in serious jeopardy
by our ill-considered actions.

So at an appropriate time, Mr. Presi-
dent, I will ask, as will colleagues. in-
cluding Senators MURRkY, SIMON, and
FEINSTEIN. that those provisions that
relate to the eligibility of legal aliens
be deleted from this bill and rely upon
the immigration bill to come to an ap-
propriate policy resolution.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
sent to have printed in the RECORD an
editorial from today's Los Angeles
Times on this subject. and other mate-
rials that relate to legal aliens.

There being no objection. the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
(From the Los Angeles Times, July 18, 1996)

PASSING fl BUCK ON WELFARE
Tucked into the Republicans' welfare re-

form package in Congress is a wrongheaded
proposal to cut benefits and social services
to most immigrants who are legally in the
United States but who have not yet become
citizens. Under the proposal, Washington.
which is seeking ways to finance federal wel-
fare reform, would shift billions of dollars in
costs to states and counties. The provision
should be rejected.

Sen. Bob Graham. a Florida Democrat,
plans to offer an amendment to the bill to
strike Out restrictions on public benefits to
legal immigrants. A host of eligibility issues
ranging from student aid to Medicaid for
legal immigrants already is part of a sepa-
rate immigration bill now in conference
committee. There is no logic in including
those matters in a welfare bill. The two is-
sues should be handled separately.

The welfare bill now proposes to help fi-
nance the costs of reform by cutting S23 bil-
lion over six years in benefits to legal immi-
grants. including children and the elderly.
This would be an unfair and punitive move
against legal immigrants who have played by
the rules.

The bill would make most legal immi-
grants now in the country ineligible for Sup-
plemental Security Income (SSI) and food
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We understand provisions dealing with We have all been talking about whatbenefits in the welfare bill are based upon is happening to the beneficiaries: howthe recommendations of the United States we are going to modify the program.Commission on Immigration Reform, a bi-

make it more efficient, and what aboutpartisan commission appointed by Congress
the delivery system? But there hasin 1990 to study and make recommendations

on national immigration policy. But the been very little talk about the fact
Commission opposes any broad, categorical that many States cannot afford the
denial of public benefits to legal immigrants Medicaid Program.
such as the pending welfare bills five-year I note in my own State that thereban to Medicaid eligibility. In its rec- was a major story. People are confusedommendatioris to Congress. it firmly states when you talk about Medicaid not hay-that 'the Commission rejects proposals to

ing enough money because they almostcategorically deny eligibility for public ben-
efits on the basis of alienage." It expressly always believe that is us. the Fed's.
stated that 'special consideration should be But in my State the story was our
given to the issue of medical care." Specifi- State has not appropriated enough
cally. the Commissions recommendation money for its share. We happen to be
was vely clear: one of those States where only 25 per-"The safety net provided by needs-tested cent is our burden; 75 is the Federalprograms should be available to those whom burden. We cannot even afford to paywe have affirmatively accepted as legal im- for the program in its current form,migrants in our communities . . cir-
cumstances may arise after an immigrant's and we are concerned about whether
entry that create a pressing need for public the Federal Government ought to re-
help—unexpected illness, injuries sustained form it so that it becomes more effi-
due to a serious accident. . . . Under such cient. We are the ones getting accused.
circumstances, legal immigrants should be with reference to fixing that, of beingeligible for public benefits if they meet other neglectful of some parts of our popu-eligibility criteria. We are not prepared to lation.remove the safety net from under individuals

The truth of the matter is educationwho, we hope. will become full members of
our polity." at home is suffering. Pretty soon they

We recognize the importance of regulating cannot pay for education because the
legal and illegal immigration into the Unit- States do not have enough money if
ed States. But it must be accomplished they have to pay for Medicaid and pro-
through means that will not pull the health grams of that sort.care safety net from under legal immigrants, So I think the Senator's suggestioncreate a public health threat, or impair the that perhaps it would have been good ifability of health care providers to provide es- we would have challenged the Presi-sential services to their communities. There-
fore. we urge the Finance Committee to dent and others and proceeded with
honor the Commission's recommendations that Medicaid provision was a good
and exempt Medicaid from the five year eli- one. Our job will get done soon. I am
gibility bar and deeming requirements. sure, thanks to people like the occu-

Sincerely, pant of the chair.
American Hospital Association. Arner- I yield the floor.ican Osteopathic Healthcare Associa- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-tion, American Rehabilitation Associa- ator from Missouri.tion. Association of American Medical Mr. ASHCROFT. I thank the Chair. IColleges, California Association of commend the Senators from MexicoPublic Hospitals and Health Systems.

California Healthcare Association, and Tennessee each for mentioning this
Catholic Health Association of the important component of reform which
U.S.. Federation of American Health is literally pressing and demands that
Systems, Greater New York Hospital the system will require it. We must un-
Association. InterHealth. National As- dertake those reforms immediately.sociation of Children's Hospitals. Na- I am struck by the fact that our de-tional Association of Public Hospitals bate is not a debate about restructur-and Health Systems, Premier, Inc., Pi-j-
vate Essential Access Community Hos- ing a government program. Our debate
pitals. Texas Association of Public and is about rescuing our culture from a
Non-Profit Hospitals. Texas Hospital tragedy, a tragedy the dimensions of
Association, vi-i Inc. which have been eloquently outlined

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. how and defined by speaker after speaker on
much time do we have? this floor. The Senator from New York

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Ten mm- eloquently and tragically defined theutes. problem. He said that 75 percent ofMr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I some of the births in some cities in
yield 6 minutes of that to the Senator this country are births to incomplete
from Missouri, Might I yield myself 1 families.
minute before I yield to him? The welfare system, which has been

Mr. President, I thank Senator FRIsT designed or hoped for as a way of help-for his comments on the floor, and I ing people, has become a way of en-add one thought to it. Frankly, I, too. snaring people. A net can be somethinghave a real concern about not doing that saves you from a fall. It can be
anything this year about Medicaid. But something in which you are caught. I
I think the die is cast. However, it believe we have a system where we
seems to me that the next episode that have seen that the welfare system is
is going to push us to do something sig- one where people are caught. It is notnificant is not something that leader- where people are saved.
ship should feel very proud of because I When he rather dramatically ended
think we are going to be pushed by his speaking earlier, the Senator from
States that cannot afford to pay for New York talked about the children.
the programs. What about the children? I think we
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stamps. Future legal immigrants (except for
refugees and asylum seekers) would be
inteligible for most other federal means-test-
ed benefits (including AFDC and non-
emergency Medicaid services) during their
first five years in the country.

The cutbacks would disproportionately hit
California, Florida, New York and Texas, the
states with the biggest immigrant popu-
lations. California alone could lose $10 bil-
lion. or about 40% of the proposed $23 billion
in benefit reductions. Those ineligible for
such benefits would have to turn elsewhere
for aid. In Los Angeles County, for example,
if all affected SSI recipients sought general
assistance relief instead it would cost the
county $236 million annually. The cost shift-
ing could have potentially disastrous results
for the already fiscally strapped county.

The immigration bill now under consider-
ation already includes $5.6 billion in savings
from tightening eligibility requirements for
legal immigrants on a variety of federal pro-
grams, including Medicaid. The attempt to
use welfare reform to slip through further
curbs on public assistance to legal immi-
grants should be called what it is—a deplor-
able money grab by Washington that can
only hurt California.

JuNE 24. 1996.
Hon. BOB GRt,
U.S. Senate,
Washington DC.

DLAJ SENATOR GI.a&j: As health care
providers caring for millions of Arnei-icans in
rural and urban areas. we are writing to ex-
press our concerns about provisions in the
welfare reform legislation the Senate Fi-
nance Committee plans to mark up this
week. The provisions at issue would com-
pletely bar legal immigrants from receiving
any Medicaid coverage for five years. and
would effectively deny Medicaid coverage to
most legal immigrants for an additional five
years.

These provisions will force hundreds of
thousands of legal immigrants off of Medic-
aid. creating a new population of uninsured
low income individuals at a time when the
number of unrnsured Americans is approach-
ing 40 million. Furthermore, the loss of Med-
icaid coverage means that the amount of
preventive care provided to legal immigrants
will be drastically reduced, thereby exposing
entire communities to communicable dis-
eases while increasing the overall cost of
providing necessary care. We urge the Com-
mittee to drop these provisions when it
marks up the welfare legislation.

In particular, the bill would bar legal im-
migrants from eligibility for Medicaid (and
other assistance programs) for five years.
After five years, the legislation would re-
quire that the income and resources of a
legal immigrant's sponsor and the sponsor's
spouse be "deemed" to be the income of the
legal immigrant when determining the im-
migrant's eligibility for Medicaid.

If a low income legal immigrant is barred
from receiving. or deemed Out of the Medic-
aid program. he or she may have no other
means to pay for health care. Most low in-
come immigrants cannot afford private
health insurance. Many sponsors may be un-
able or unwilling to help finance the health
care costs of the immigrants they sponsor.
Yet, because of the five-year ban and the
deeming requirements, legal immigrants will
be ineligible for Medicaid. although they will
still need care, This is a cost shift from the
federal government to state and local enti-
ties and providers of care, And this cost shift
will disproportionately fall on providers in
states with large numbers of legal immi-
grants—states such as California, Texas,
Florida, New York, New Jersey. Massachu-
setts, and Illinois.
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have to ask the question. What about
the children? What about the one-third
of all children in this country who are
born to incomplete families without fa-
thers in the home? What happens to
those children?

I was reminded about one child whose
story I read. Her name was Ariel Hill.
She was one of five children of a wel-
fare family that lived in an apartment
beyond description in Chicago public
housing. The parents were 22-year-old,
drug-using high school dropouts. They
did not have jobs. The mother had her
first child as a teenager. obviously. She
was one of five children. The father
grew up on welfare. The source of the
income to the family was the $900 per
month in public aid checks.

What tragically impressed me was
after she died at the hands of her moth-
er, the investigators came in to look
around the apartment to see what they
could find. They went into the apart-
ment and found a paper listing the wel-
fare dollars that each child had
brought into the family.

We are literally living with a system
which has taught people to value chil-
dren for the kind of incomes those chil-
dren could attract to the family
through the welfare system.

This is not something that rec-
ommends our future. It is not some-
thing upon which we should build. It is
something which we must change.

The Senator from Pennsylvania made
it very clear and eloquently argued
that we may not know everything
about what we want to do and we
maybe cannot be assured that it will
work completely. But we do know one
thing with a certainty. That is that the
current system of welfare is a tragedy.
It has entrapped individuals. It has
seen the skyrocketing rate of individ-
uals born into homes without families.
It has found more and more people in
circumstances of dependence.

The War on Poverty, started years
ago. addressed the situation where
fewer children were in poverty then
than are in poverty now. It seems to
me that we must take action to change
the status quo. We are dealing with a
tragedy. If every time we say. "Well,
we cannot reform welfare, we are not
sure that what will happen will be a
perfect solution." we are allowing the
potential for perfection to paralyze us.
Arid to say that we will not act at all.
it is pretty clear to me with individ-
uals who have begun to make careers—
and not only careers for one individual
but careers for individuals generation
after generation in families—of a sys-
tem which has ensnared them and not
saved them, that we have the wrong
kind of net here and that we have to
restructure it. We have to provide some
of the very tough motivations for peo-
ple who lead this system to be involved
in the ladder of opportunity rather
than the net of ensnarement.

I believe that is what welfare has to
be. It has to be a transitional system.

So I think it is time for us to limit
the amount of time that people can be
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on welfare. It is time for us to provide
disincentives to bear children out of
wedlock. It is time for us to provide
powerful incentives for people to go to
work. It is time for us to say that, if
you are on welfare, you should be off
drugs. It is time for us to say that, if
you are on welfare, your children
should be in school. It is time for us to
say that, if you are on welfare, your
children should have the immuniza-
tions that are available to them free of
charge. You have to be responsible for
what you are doing. We are not going
to continue to support you in a way in
which you abdicate, you simply run
from, you hide from, your responsibil-
ity as a citizen.

As we look at where we are. we see a
system the carnage of which is written
in the lives of children. It is written in
the lives of adults who have been en-
snared by a net which was designed to
arrest their fall.

But instead of being a net of saving.
it tends to be a net of trapping. a net
of ensnarement, and it is time for us to
make this system one of transition. It
is time for welfare to be a ladder of op-
portunity, and I believe the measure
that is before us today gives us the op-
portunity to make that the truth for
the American people. They are asking
us to reform the welfare system. It is
time to get about the business and get
it done.

I thank the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator's time has expired.
All time has expired.
Mr. DOMENICI. I suggest the absence

of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ab-

sence of a quorum has been suggested.
The clerk will call the roll.

The bill clerk proceeded to call the
roll.

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President. I ask unan-
imous consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered. The major-
ity leader is recognized.

POINT OF ORDER
Mr. LOTT. Mr. President. the net ef-

fect of provisions reported by the Fi-
nance Committee is that the commit-
tee fails to achieve its reconciliation
instruction for the year 2002. The Med-
icaid supplemental umbrella fund in-
creases outlays in the year 2002. Pursu-
ant to section 313(b) (1) (B) of the Budget
Act, I raise a point of order against
Section 1511 of the Social Security Act
as added by section 2923 of the rec-
onciliation bill from page 772, line 13.
through page 785, line 22.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
point of order is well taken, and the
provisions are stricken from the bill.

AMERDMENT NO. 4894

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I move to
strike all of subtitle B. Restructuring
Medicaid. from title II of the reconcili-
ation bill from page 663. line 9, through
page 1027, line 20.

the PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.
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Mr. MOYNIHAN addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New York.
Mr. MOYNIHAN. I believe there are

Democratic Senators who would like to
speak on this measure. I do not know
their names.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report the amendment.

The bill clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Mississippi IMr. LOTT]

proposes an amendment numbered 4894.
The amendment is as follows:
On page 663. strike line 9. through page

1027. line 20.
Mr. LOIT. Parliamentary inquiry.

Mr. President. I believe that this would
be debatable for up to 1 hour?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The de-
bate will be 2 hours.

Mr. LOTT. Two hours equally di-
vided. So if the distinguished Senator
from New York has Senators who wish
to speak, they would have that oppor-
tunity.

I would like to be recognized just
briefly, Mr. President. —

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator is recognized.

Mr. LOTI'. Mr. President, I person-
ally feel very strongly that we should
act on the need to improve and reform
Medicaid,

I had hoped we could get that done
this year. I think that we could have a
better program, and I think that we
could control the rate of growth in
such a way that it would help us move
toward fiscal responsibility and a bal-
anced budget. but a number of consid-
erations have come into play.

The Senate arid the House majority
are very much committed to genuine
reform of welfare, requiring work. also
giving flexibility to States as to how
this program is administered, also try-
ing to move toward a situation where
welfare is not a way of life but there is
an opportunity for people in this coun-
try to get off welfare, get the necessary
training and education that will allow
them to get into a full-time job.

Unfortunately, in view of the opposi-
tion and threat of a veto from the
President if we had these two com-
bined, we felt it was the best thing to
do at this time to move forward with
welfare. We are committed to getting
that done. We are committed to get-
ting it through the Senate today or to-
morrow and then going to conference
as soon as possible and completing ac-
tion on this very important legislation
before we go out for the August recess.

There are a lot of factors that have
come into play here. and I know we
will hear more about it from the distin-
guished chairman of the Budget Com-
mittee and the chairman of the Fi-
nance Committee, but I just wanted to
make those brief remarks. I think all
things considered, this is the right
thing to do at this time, and I hope the
Senate will act quickly on it and move
on to further consideration of the wel-
fare reform package.

I yield the floor.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. before

the majority leader leaves, we have
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heard from the Democratic side that
they want a vote on this. I wonder.
while the leader is still here, if we
could get the yeas and nays.

Mr. MOYNIHAN. If the Senator will
give me just 3 minutes.

Mr. DOMENICI. He will come back
with an answer.

I yield the floor. I thank the leader.
Mr. ROTH addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Delaware IMr. ROTHI, is rec-
ognized.

Mr. ROTH. I yield myself such time
as I might take.

Mr. President. I rise in support of the
leader's motion to separate Medicaid
from this welfare reform legislation.
Leo Tolstoy once said that Life and
the ideai are hard to reconcile. To try
to make them follow the same path is
a life's work.'

I have to say that this observation
has taken on new meaning for me as we
have worked diligently to craft welfare
reform in a way that is workable and
meaningful.

In the case of welfare reform, the
ideai, of course, is a proposal that
breaks the back of dependency, a pro-
posai that reverses the perverse incen-
tives in the current program, and em-
powers men, women and families to
find security through work. The ideal
program returns authority to state and
locai governments—ailowing them to
unleash their creativity, to be innova-
tive, effective and, of course, compas-
sionate. This is where the people live:
it is where their needs are best met: it
is where they are seen as individuals
rather than as statistics.

Likewise, Mr. President. the ideai
welfare reform program contains real
and necessary reforms to Medicaid. In
the past. President Clinton has ex-
pressed why Medicaid reform is nec-
essal-y for real welfare reform. The Na-
tion's Governors, liberal and conserv-
ative, have been eloquent and persua-
sive as to why: Medicaid is quickiy
overtaking education to be the number
one expense in State budgets. Medicaid
as it is currently administered leads
families to impoverishment, as they
find it necessary to quaiify in an "all-
or-nothing" way. Federai Medicaid
spending will be over $827 billion in the
next 5 years. Mr. President, chaileng-
ing our Treasury. our taxpayer re-
sources, as well as America's economic
well-being.

The ideai would be to have Medicaid
reform attached to welfare reform. I
have made no secret of this. In trying
to keep Medicaid a part of this pro-
posal, we have compromised time and
again to give the President a bill he
could sign. In fact. the President him-
self proposed to cut Medicaid by $59
billion. In our proposal to reform Med-
icaid. we caine within 2 percent of this
number—2 percent—the difference of
about two dimes a day per beneficiary.
And in our compromise we continued
to increase spending in the Medicaid
Program—increase it faster than So-
cial Security. But. unfortunately, de-

spite au this, President Clinton main-
tains that Medicaid reform is a poison
pill." Many of the President's allies in
Congress support him. In their argu-
ments, they suggested that they could
support welfare reform, and the Presi-
dent would sign welfare reform, if the
two were decoupled.

We have separated. or are in the
process of separating Medicaid reform
from this legislation. Welfare reform is
so important to the American people
that they are willing to accept com-
promise. Like Tolstoy, they under-
stand that "life and the ideai are hard
to reconcile." While it may take a
life's work to achieve the ideal, it will
certainly take the best efforts of this
Senate to eventuaily return to Medic-
aid reform when the time comes. We
cannot leave undone something so im-
portarit and declare complete victory.

Medicaid, in my opinion, must be ad-
dressed, if not now, later. Anyone who
looks at the spending trends, anyone
who looks at how this one program is
threatening the States, anyone who
sees how it leads families to choices.
behaviors that are counterproductive
to their well-being and long-term suc-
cess can understand that Medicaid
must be changed. It must be improved.
It must be administered in a way that
allows States to be more flexible, more
creative, and more effective in helping
families.

For the time. we must move forward.
This is what the American people
want. We must pass this welfare reform
legislation, a bill that takes a very im-
portant first step toward meeting the
needs of those most vulnerable among
us, a bill that returns common sense to
the welfare system. a bill that gives
greater flexibility to the Federal and
State governments to help people help
themselves. The time is right for this
legislation. At another time. we will
revisit Medicaid, but for the moment
we must move on.

Mr. President, it is no secret that I
firmly believe that it is vitally impor-
tant that both welfare arid Medicaid re-
form should go together. I believe there
are compelling reasons for Medicaid re-
form. The Governors, Democratic and
Republican alike. have been strong ad-
vocates of including Medicaid with wel-
fare reform. President Clinton himself
for more than 3 years has talking
about Medicaid's role in removing the
incentives to families to stay in pov-
erty.

More than 3 years ago, President
Clinton told the Nation's Governors
that, * * * many people stay on wel-
fare not because of the checks * *
they do it solely because they do not
want to put their children at risk of
losing heaith care or because they do
not have the money to pay for child
care * * . This is precisely the purpose
of the legislation we introduced in
May. 5. 1795. That is why we have
worked for months with the Nation's
Governors to keep welfare and Medic-
aid reform together. Let me spell Out
some of the reasons why they belong
together.
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It is important for the American peo-

ple to understand that the difference
between our proposal and the Presi-
dent's plan for Medicaid is not about
spending money.
• There is now littie difference be-

tween this plan and the President's
own plan in terms of Federal spending
levels on Medicaid.

Secretary Shaiala appeared before
the Finance Committee last month and
knowledged the President proposed to
cut Medicaid by $59 billion.

Under our plan, the Federai commit-
ment to Medicaid remains intact. Even
while slowing the rate of growth Med-
icaid spending would still rise faster
than Social Security under our plan.

The Federal Government will spend
an estimated $827.1 billion between 1996
and 2002 on Medicaid, an average an-
nual increase of approximately 6 per-
cent.

We have met the President half-way
in terms of Medicaid savings.

The difference between us is less than
2 percent of the total Federal cost of
Medicaid.

That is difference of about two dimes
a day per beneficiary.

The American people should fully un-
derstand that the criticai difference be-
tween President Clinton and this legis-
lation is not about the level of spend-
ing. The difference between us is who
controls the spending. The fundamen-
tal issue is whether or not the Gov-
ernors and State legislators and judges
can do a better job in running the $2.4
trillion welfare system than the bu-
reaucracy in Washington.

The essence of the administration's
opposition to Medicaid reform is that
the States cannot be trusted. The Clin-
ton plan is built on the premise that
Washington must control the decision-
making.

It is unfortunate that the potentiai
achievements which would have been
brought from including Medicaid in
welfare reform are not better known.
Too many people listened to unfounded
accusations that the Governors and
State legislatures cannot wait to aban-
don the children in their State. That is
pure nonsense. If a family stays on wel-
fare, that family will get both a wel-
fare check and Medicaid. Under this re-
form proposal, the States have greater
incentives to expand Medicaid coverage
and help prevent families from being
forced onto the welfare rolls in the
first place. Reform is a criticai compo-
nent of getting those now on welfare
off of cash assistance.

The Governors aiso understand that
under current law. Medicaid is an ail or
nothing proposition. The current sys-
tem contains built-in incentives for
families to impoverish themselves in
order to qualify for Medicaid.

The Governors aiso understand that
under today's all or nothing scheme. a
lot of low-income working families get
nothing. As if to add insult to injury,
many low-income families are paying
for the benefits a welfare family is get-
ting while their own children go with-
out coverage.
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Medicaid is an important program for

our elderly citizens in terms of long-
term care coverage. But the current
system is far from perfect in serving
our senior citizens.

The current system forces elderly
citizens into poverty even before any
benefits can be provided.

Our senior citizens often do not re-
ceive the most appropriate services be-
cause the current system. run under
rules dictated by the Federal Govern-
ment. is not flexible enough. What is
good for the bureaucracy is not nec-
essanly good for the individual. Our
legislation would have given the States
greater flexibility to redesign benefits
so that our senior citizens could be bet-
ter saved.

But instead of reform, the Clinton
administratjon chose to scare the el-
derly and hide behind children. The
very idea that the current system must
remain in place in order to protect our
vulnerable citizens from their Gov-
ernors and State legislators is not only
insulting. It is wrong. —

More than half of the money being
spent on Medicaid is there solely be-
cause the States have chosen to pro-
vide optionai benefits and extend op-
tionai coverage to a greater number of
people.

The adn-iinistration scared people
with a convoluted argument that our
legislation "lacks .a Federal guaran-
tee as if oniv the Federai Government
is entirely responsible for anything
good in the Medicaid program. This ar-
gument is completely hollow. As Sec-
retary Shalaia acknowledged to the Fi-
nance Committee earlier this month.
the States could take nearly $70 billion
today, more than haif the spending in
the program. out of the current Medic-
aid system without needing her ap-
provai.

We did not create the linkage be-
tween welfare and Medicaid.

That was done more than 30 years
ago when Medicaid was created.

Our legislation guarantees coverage
and benefits for poor children, children
in foster care, pregnant women, senior
citizens, persons with disabilities, and
families on welfare.

If anything. our legislation goes be-
yond the Governors' resolution in
terms of setting guarantees. In com-
mittee, we extended those Medicaid
guarantees even further to phase in
coverage of children ages 13 to 18.

We a'so extended coverage to fami-
lies leaving welfare. The modification
also requires States to provide health
coverage under the Medicaid Program
for 1 year to families leaving welfare to
go into the work force.

This goai of Medicaid reform also
goes directly to issue of a balanced
budget. another major issue of concern
to the American people. Simply put.
the Federai budget cannot be balanced
without Medicaid reform. It is the
third largest domestic program in the
Federai budget. It costs more than
A.FDC, food stamps. and SSI combined.

Medicaid reform is also critical to
baiancing State budgets and priorities.
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One out of every £5 spent by the States
goes to Medicaid. The Nationai Asso-
ciation of State Budget Officers reports
that Medicaid surpassed higher edu-
cation as the second largest program in
1990.

If nothing changes. Medicaid spend-
ing may soon overtake elementary and
secondary education spending as well.

To those taxpayers who are wonder-
ing why there is not more money for
schools, to repair roads, and build
bridges, a large part of the answer is
the uncontrolled spending of Medicaid.

Our Medicaid legislation would have
returned power and flexibility to the
States, while retaining guarantee of a
safety net for the most vulnerable pop-
ulations. It would have helped replace
a failed welfare system in which de-
pendence is measured in generations
and illegitimacy is the norm, with a
system that encourages work and helps
keep families together.

But in the past few weeks, it has be-
come clear that the President cannot
stand the heat of a compromise on
Medicaid.

For the record. let me point out that
President Clinton vetoed a welfare re-
form last January. H.R. 4, which did
not include Medicaid.

In doing so, he also vetoed a bill
which provided more support. including
child care. for welfare families than his
own legislation does.

H.R. 4 did not include Medicaid. But
it did include the sweeping child sup-
port enforcement reform for which mil-
lions of American families are waiting.
This legislation, again included in S.
1795, goes light years beyond anything
the President could ever accomplish
solely through administrative actions.

In the meantime, thousands of chil-
dren have remained in poverty or under
the threat of poverty for at least an-
other 6 months because they have not
received the cash assistance and medi-
cal insurance of their absent parent as
a result of President Clinton's vetoes.

My Democratic colleagues on the Fi-
nance Committee vowed that unless we
agreed to drop Medicaid, welfare re-
form would be lost. To his great credit.
the Republican nominee for President,
our former colleague and majority
leader. Bob Dole, also encouraged us to
not allow this dissent to keep us from
achieving welfare reform.

Senator Dole understands that the
children and families in poverty should
not be forced to wait any longer for
welfare reform.

In that spirit. we have again agreed
to compromise. I support the leader's
motion to strike Medicaid.

Having now removed this stumbling
block, it is my hope that the adminis-
tration will not erect new barriers to
welfare reform at the 11th hour. The
children and families who need this
legislation should not have to wait any
longer.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
CAMPBELL). The Senator from New
York IMr. MoYNIFLkr.1.

Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, there
will be no objection on this side of the
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aisle to the proposal to strike that will
now be made. But may I point out that
after a not inconsiderable debate. the
Committee on Finance. following the
lead of its distinguished chairman.
voted 17 to 3 not to strike this meas-
ure. But other considerations have ap-
peared.

Mr. ROTH. If the distinguished Sen-
ator will yield. I would just point out
that that vote reflects the ideal.

Mr. MOYNIHAN. The ideal—we are
doing nothing but realities today. I
thank the Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from New Mexico lMr. DOMENICI].

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. I un-
derstand we could adopt this right now.

Mr. MOYNIHAN. Yes.
Mr. DOMENICI. I think we have to do

a couple of things in order to do that.
I understand there is no objection to
adopting this by voice vote?

Mr. MOYNIHAN. None.
Mr. DOMENICI. Is that correct?
Mr. MOYNIHAN. If people want to

speak, they better show up. There is no
Senator on this floor wishin,g to speak
on this matter. I have not been in-
formed of any. I have been told that
there might be. but there comes a time
when that will no longer do.

Mr. DOMENICI. I think we can ac-
commodate them in case they drop
along and want to talk. If you will give
me just 1 minute —I understand we
would have to yield back time—let me
make this unanimous consent request
first.

Mr. MOYNIHAN. Certainly.
UNANIMOUS cONSENT ACREENT

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent the pending Lott
amendment be deemed agreed to, the
motion to reconsider be laid upon the
table, the time between now and 2 p.m.
be equally divided, and that at 2 p.m.
the Democratic leader be recognized to
offer an amendment.

Mr. MOYNIHAN addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New York.
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, we

have no objection. at least to this
amendment. But does the distinguished
chairman of the Budget Committee not
want to proceed to the matter of strik-
ing the Medicaid provision?

Mr. DOMENICI. That is what this
does: "The pending Lott amendment be
deemed agreed to."

Mr. MOYNIHAN. The Lott amend-
ment was not to the Byrd but to the
strike?

Mr. DOMEN'ICI. The Lott amendment
is to strike Medicaid.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator is correct.

Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, I
think. lest I reveal further ignorance in
regard to this measure, I had best be si-
lent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
further debate?

Mr. DOMENICI. Have you ruled?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there

objection? The Senator from Delaware.
Mr. ROTH. I have no objection.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

objection, it is so ordered. The amend-
ment is agreed to.

The amendment (No. 4894) was agreed
to.

Several Senators addressed the
Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time? The time is under control
of the Senator from Delaware or the
Senator from New York.

Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, we
have approximately 45 minutes. I
would like to divide that to 27'/z min-
utes to the Senator from Louisiana. or
anyone he should recognize.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Louisiana [Mr. BREux] is
recognized.

Mr. BREAUX. Mr. President, I yield
myself 10 minutes.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I won-
der if I might at this point—how much
time would Senator Gssi like?

Mr. GRASSLEY. I would like to have
10 minutes.

Mr. DOMENICI. I yield 10 minutes to
Senator GRASSLEY on our side. I as-
sume we should return to your side
since we had just spoken. He will be
recognized after you have completed
yours.

I ask unanimous consent that 10 min-
utes of our time be reserved for Sen-
ator GRASSLEY and he follow the first
Democratic speaker.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The Senator from Louisiana [Mr.
BREAUX] is recognized.

Mr. BR.EAUX. Mr. President, let me
start off by saying I support the effort
of the Senator from New Mexico and
chairman of the Finance Committee to
separate this welfare reform legislation
from the Medicaid reform effort that
has been worked on by the Members of
this body. I say that for just very prag-
matic reasons. We need to reform Med-
icaid. We need to reform welfare. But if
we have an agreement on one, do not
mess it up with another item we do not
have an agreement on.

This body is not in agreement on
what to do with regard to Medicaid. I
think we are close to reaching an
agreement on how to reform the wel-
fare programs in this country, so let us
proceed together, hopefully, to try to
come up with a welfare reform bill that
makes sense, that both sides of the
aisle can support, and, hopefully, one
that the President will be able to sign.

So, I support the effort to separate
the two, and, of course, now that is ex-
actly what has occurred. We are now
going to be dealing with welfare reform
this afternoon and hopefully finish it
up in a timely fashion.

I think the people of this country—I
know the people of Louisiana—cer-
tainly know welfare in this country
today does not serve well the people
who are on it. nor does it serve very
well the people who are paying for it. It
is clear the American people, particu-
larly those outside of Washington, are
saying to the Congress that we want

realistic welfare. We want a welfare re-
form bill that emphasizes work, a real
welfare reform bill that is more about
getting a job and less about just get-
ting a check. They want a welfare re-
form bill that is fair, that emphasizes
work, that has time limits, but a wel-
fare reform bill that is also good for
children.

As President Clinton has always said,
he wants to reform welfare as we know
it. He wants to be tough on work but
good for kids. I have said you can say
the same thing and.come to the same
conclusion saying that welfare reform
is really about putting work first, but
it is also about making sure we do not
put children last. I think, in a biparti-
san fashion, we should be able to come
together and reach those separate but.
I think, mutually agreeable goals.

While Congress has not been able for
over a year now to come to an agree-
ment on welfare reform, the adminis-
tration has really not waited for us. If
you look at what the administration
has done, working with the States, you
will see they have really left the Con-
gress behind, because we have not been
able to agree. President Clinton and his
administration team has really been
working with the States. They have
now approved 67 welfare reform plans
in 40 different States. Welfare reform is
occurring, and it is occurring without
Congress.

It is time that Congress get on the
wagon, get on the ball and write a na-
tional program so we do not have to
have 67 separate welfare reform pro-
grams in 40 different States, many with
different types of standards and dif-
ferent emphases on what should be
done. We should come together and
write a national welfare reform bill.

It is important the Federal Govern-
ment be involved. In my own State of
Louisiana, the State puts up 28 percent
of the money. approximately. The Fed-
eral Government puts up 78 percent.
Should not the Federal Government be
involved in welfare reform? If we are
raising 78 percent of the money that is
going to the people of my State. of
course, we should be. It is not a ques-
tion of who does it. it is a question of
making sure everybody does it. It is
not a question of whether it is run in
Washington or whether it is run by the
States, it should be run in partnership
between the States and the Federal
Government, giving the States the
maximum amount of flexibility, but
also having some national standards
because national funds are being con-
tributed to the welfare reform program
in all of the various States.

So, Mr. President, I think we ought
to all agree reform is needed. We ought
to agree we can come up with some-
thing the President can sign. We, on
this side, will be offering what we now
call a "Work First" welfare reform
bill. It meets the principles of what
people in this country want.

No. 1. they want it to have time lim-
its. Welfare should not be forever. It
should be about getting ajob. It should
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have time limits that are real and real-

istic. The amendment that we will be
offering says that at most, people will
be able to be on welfare for a total of
5 years in their lifetime. Then we give
the States authority to make it less if
they think it is right for their State.
We give the State the flexibility to do
that.
Our bill requires work. It is an abso-

lute unconditional requirement that
people on welfare move into the work
force. There is no more unconditional
assistance. The goal of welfare reform,
under our proposal. would be to get
people into the private sector and get
them a real job. Instead ofjust getting
a check for not working. get them ajob
and then the check will be for working.

Our bill says the States should have
the maximum amount of flexibility.
What is good in my State of Louisiana
may not work in New York or in any
other State in the country, and vice
versa. So our legislation gives the
States maximum amount of flexibility.
What does that mean? It means the
States set the benefit level for the peo-
ple in that State. They will decide how
to get people off welfare into a job. It
is a State decision. The State will set
the sanctions, or the penalties, if you
will, for those who refuse to go to
work. We give the States the flexibility
that they need.

I think that, however, in many in-
stances, our bills are very similar. The
Senate Finance Committee, under the
leadership of Senator ROTH, has moved
in a major way toward a middle
ground, a middle proposal. He is to be
congratulated for that. It is an indica-
tion of good faith on his part in work-
ing with some of us on our side of the
aisle to produce a better bill.

What we have to do is to make sure
that our goal is to put work first but
without putting children last. That is a
very important standard for us to
meet. We should be as tough as we pos-
sibly can be on parents. because they
have a responsibility and are old
enough to understand what that re-
sponsibility should be. But there are a
lot of innocent children involved who
did not ask to be born and are here be-
cause of perhaps, in some cases. the
fault of their parents, but they are here
not because they want to be here nec-
essarily. They are innocent victims of
welfare problems in this country.
Therefore, it is very important that we
make sure that we protect children
while we are as tough as we possibly
can be and should be with regard to
parents.

I also point Out that our legislation
is going to make sure parents who are
on welfare or AFDC assistance are eli-
gible for health care in this country. I
cannot imagine anybody standing up
and saying. "I'm tough on families. but
I want to knock them off health care."
The bill this Congress passed before, by
an 87 to 12 margin, guaranteed AFDC
recipients would continue to receive
Medicaid. This bill does not do that. It
is a major change. It says if you knock
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them off AFDC assistance there is no
guarantee they will get health care. I
think that is wrong. We are going to
have a bipartisan amendment to cor-
rect that. This body should adopt that.

I also want to point Out that in try-
ing to make sure we protect children.
we ought to take into consideration
what happens if we are being tough on
parents and we say that you are off
after 2 years. no more assistance, you
should be working, what are we going
to tell a 2-year-old child of that par-
ent? Are we going to tell them they are
not going to have any more help? Are
we going to tell the 2-year-old they
should go out and find a job?

These are the innocent victims who I
think we should work together to try
and help. Be as tough as we can on par-
ents, but lets make sure that the inno-
cent child. in many cases almost a
baby, is protected.

I have an amendment that I will be
offering to the bill that says we should
have vouchers for children. After the
family has been take off of AFDC as-
sistance, do not just throw the child
out into the street. Our amendment is
going to provide for noncash vouchers
for innocent children of families who
have had welfare terminated.

I heard the distinguished Senator
from New York talking about provid-
ing diapers for children. If anybody
ever had small children, diapers for
children happen to be a pretty impor-
tant thing in raising a child in a
healthy environment. Yes, they could
use the noncash assistance for diapers.
but they could also use it for clothes.
they could use it for school supplies.
they could use it for medicine, they
could use it for food so that a 2-year-
old baby does not go hungty because
they have a parent who is not respon-
sible.

Again, the emphasis should be as
being as tough as we possibly can be on
the parent, but let's not in this body in
this prosperous country say we are not
going to take care of the innocent
child. So our vouchers for children will
sayjust that.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator's time has expired.

Mr. BREAUX. How much time re-
mains?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator's time has expired. There remains
17 minutes 23 seconds.

Mr. BREAUX. I yield myself an addi-
tional 5 minutes.

Mr. President, the point of the
vouchers for children is to say to
States, 'Look. if you want to have a 5-
year cutoff of an AFDC recipient, you
can do that now and you ought to have
authority to provide vouchers for kids
after that 5-year period, if you cut off
a family or a recipient sooner than 5
years, say maybe 2 years."

In my State, we will do exactiy that,
which has been approved. a 2-year time
limit. But when a State does that. we
have a responsibility to say that you
should be required to provide at least
noncash vouchers out of the money you
are getting for the innocent children.
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We are giving the State the absolute

maximum amount of flexibility on de-
signing that program. The States will
be able to decide just about everything
with regard to how that voucher is
going to be handled and how it is going
to be awarded.

My own State has the highest per-
centage of children in poverty in the
Nation. Mr. President. 34.5 percent of
all the children in my State are in pov-
erty. I think we on the Federal level
have an obligation to say that they
should be taken care of after the par-
ent is told that there will no longer be
any cash assistance to that parent.

We are not talking about any addi-
tional spending by the State or any ad-
ditional money by the State, we are
talking about the money the State is
going to get under this new block
grant. The Federal money and State
money can be combined to provide
these vouchers for children, which I
think are very, very important. We are
talking about giving the State the ab-
solute maximum degree of flexibility
on designing how this program would
work. The State would assess the needs
of the child. They would set how much
that child will be able to get and in
what form it would be able to be given.
They would set the amount. They
would set the type of assistance. but I
just do not think that we. as a Nation,
can walk away from children who are
innocent victims of circumstances that
they have absolutely no control over.

The Food Stamp Program is going to
be addressed. We need to make sure.
from a Federal level, that it is a re-
sponsibility, as it always has been. to
design a Food Stamp Program that
provides certain guarantees in terms of
economic downturns by the various
States.

I think it is incredibly important
that the Chafee-Breaux amendment,
dealing with the Medicaid guarantee,
will be addressed in a positive fashion.
If we can do something positively on
the vouchers for children, I think we
can come together on a true, real wel-
fare reform bill that this President will
be happy to sign.

We have to decide whether we want a
political issue or whether we want a
real bill. There are some Democrats in
Congress who say, 'We do not want
any bill: we'll do anything we can to
stop it, because it is not to our liking
100 percent."

I think there are some on the Repub-
lican side who also want to send the
bill to the President as bad as they can
make it to make sure he vetoes it and
then blame him for vetoing it. There is
a growing number in the Senate that
wants to work together and come up
with something that is doable.

So I summarize my points as let us
be as tough as we can on the parents,
let us have time limits. and let us have
work requirements. and let us give a
maximum degree of flexibility to the
States to do what they want, but at the
same time let us make sure we protect
the children who are the innocent vic-
tims in this entire exercise.
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Mr. BREAUX. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that Kristen Testa
on my staff, a fellow in my office. be
granted floor privileges for the dura-
tion of the debate on this bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. BREAUX. I reserve the balance
of my time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous agreement. the Senator
from Iowa has 10 minutes.

Mr. GRASSLEY. Mr. President, as a
member of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee that has worked so hard to put
these bills on the floor of the Senate. I
am very proud, for a third time. to be
part of an effort, another effort. I
might say, to pass comprehensive wel-
fare reform.

We have passed welfare reform on
two separate occasions. The President
has vetoed the bill on both of those oc-
casions. So we obviously wonder
whether or not he wants an issue or
whether he wants welfare reform. Does
he want a bill or an issue? He said in
the election of 1992 that he wanted to
end welfare as we know it.

For sure, the bills that we passed pre-
viously ended welfare as we know it.
One bill. part of the 1995 Balanced
Budget Act, the first Balanced Budget
Act Congress would pass in a genera-
tion, did welfare reform, saving $58 bil-
lion, compared to the $53 billion that
this bill saves.

So maybe the President vetoed that
because there was something else in
that very big Balanced Budget Act that
he did not like. Then we took the wel-
fare reform language out of that. and
on December 18 passed that. and in
early January he vetoed it. So we won-
der just exactly what kind of welfare
reform the President wants that would
satisfy his and our desire to end wel-
fare as we know it.

Until just last weekend, it looked
like he would veto the bill that we are
talking about today. In his Saturday
radio address, however. he said that
the Republican Congress was finally—
remember that—finally sending him a
welfare bill he could sign. That sounds
pretty certain, right? But it is not so
certain, because he has said similar
things in the past concerning the Sen-
ate-passed bill and the Governors' pro-
posals. We do not get a definitive an-
swer—even on this bill—do not get a
definitive answer of whether he would
sign it even after he talked so posi-
tively on the radio Saturday. So only
time will tell if he will actually sign
this bill.

The President seems to be able to
have it two ways. Through the TV
media and the radio media, he sends a
very clear message to the public that
he is promoting welfare reform and he
is ready to sign something. But then,
when you actually try to pin his people
down, whether he will sign a certain
bill. we do not get the answer. So. to
the mass of the public, they hear that
we have a President leading on welfare
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reform. But the truth is that in the
Halls of Congress. there is a dragging
of feet of whether or not his people will
say. yes, he will sign it.

We passed a previous welfare reform
bill by a high bipartisan margin of 87
to 12. Like that, this bill that we have
before us now creates a block grant to
the States to draft their own welfare
reform proposals. This eliminates the
need to come, hat in hand, on bended
knee to the Federal Government under
current waiver provisions.

The President has been touted as
signing 67—I do not dispute that—for 40
different States. But still you find an
environment today where States have
to come on hands and knees to beg for
permission to make some change in
their welfare system so they can put
people to work and save the taxpayers
money.

So what is different about this ap-
proach is that it is finally welfare re-
form and not just waiver reform. Peo-
ple that do not want to give up the
power of Washington to determine ev-
erything, their proposals tend to be
more waiver reform, not welfare re-
form. Welfare reform, in the strictest
sense of the word, trusts States.

Wisconsin is an example. The Presi-
dent, wanting to beat Senator Dole to
the punch when he knew Senator Dole
was going to espouse Wisconsin-type
welfare reform, the. President said that
what Wisconsin is doing is what we
should be doing. And under existing
law. Wisconsin comes, hat in hand, to
the Federal Government begging for a
waiver. Now, 60 days later they still do
not have their waiver. Yet, the Presi-
dent said, flatly, that we ought to be
doing what Wisconsin is doing. Within
a few minutes after that comment that
day he was asked, would he sign it. if
Congress passed what Wisconsin did.
and he would not say that he would. We
still do not know. For sure, if he likes
the Wisconsin approach, why has he
not granted Wisconsin's waiver?

The importance of this change from
waivers to welfare reform or mere
waiver reform, which would be nothing
compared to welfare reform, is we give
power to the States for a very good
reason. We passed so-called welfare re-
form in 1988. It passed this body 96 to I.
It was supposed to save the taxpayers
money. It was supposed to move people
from welfare to work. What do we see
8 years later? Three million-plus more
people on welfare, we have not saved
the taxpayers money. and we are not
moving people from welfare to work.

In the meantime, we have seen
States, like Wisconsin, that even the
President said is doing something
right—Michigan, Iowa, and a lot of
other States, we have actually seen
them, regardless of the fact that they
have had to come to Washington to get
permission to do what they wanted to
do—we are seeing States succeeding
where Washington has failed. That is
why we have great confidence in what
we do. of suggesting welfare reform,
welfare to be turned over to the States
to administer.

My own State of Iowa overwhelm-
ingly passed legislation in April 1993 to
change welfare in our State. In ordet tO
implement that plan. the State had to
seek 18 initial Federal waivers, and
more since. Although the State wanted
to implement a statewide plan, they
were required to have a control group
of between 5 and 10 percent who would
remain under the old AFDC policies in
order to obtain even this initial waiver.

In October 1993. the policies that af-
fected work incentives and family sta-
bility were implemented. At that time,
there were over 36,000 families receiv-
ing assistance in my State with an av-
erage monthly benefit of over $373. I
just received the latest figures from
my State. That caseload of 36.000 is
down 12.6 percent to just under 32.000.
The average monthly benefit is down
11.7 percent to $330,

In January 1994, the State imple-
mented its personal responsibility con-
tracts, in which each family on welfare
commits to pursue independence. and
the State commits to provide certain
supports to move that family from wel-
fare to work. Before the State imple-
mented welfare reform. only 18 percent
of the welfare families in my State on
cash assistance had some earned in-
come.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator's time has expired.

Mr. GRASSLEY. Mr. President, I
have permission from Senator DOMEN-
Id, the floor manager of the bill, to
yield myself more time. I yield myself
10 more minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

Mr. GRASSLEY. Now, under this new
plan people are working. The most re-
cent numbers show that the 18-percent
figure has gone to over 33 percent of all
cash-assisted families in Iowa now hav-
ing earned income. the highest percent-
age of any State in the Nation. Now,
some have attributed this dramatic in-
crease to a strong economy and low un-
employment rate in my State. How-
ever. in this control group that we had
to have to satisfy the Washington bu-
reaucrats at HI-IS, only 19 percent of
the people in the old program have
earned income. That is only I percent-
age point above what it was for a long
period of time before reform in Iowa.
So it shows that it takes policies and it
takes reform, not just a strong econ-
omy. to bring about changes of behav-
ior. My State's success demonstrates
that giving States freedom and discre-
tion to create their own programs will
be best for the constituents we serve.
This bill does that. I firmly believe
that State leaders are as compas-
sionate and as concerned for those in
need as we are here at the Federal
level.

By passing welfare reform that gives
more authority to the States, we are
putting the best interests of our con-
stituents first. Not only that, but by
enacting good welfare policy we are
also saving the taxpayers some of their
hard-earned money. In this package.
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we save $53 billion over the next 6
years. Much of this savings comes from
making noncitizens ineligible for most
Federal assistance programs. Even
with these savings, spending on major
means-tested programs will actually
grow 4.3 percent from 99.3 billion in
fiscal year 1996 to $127 billion in the
year 2002. This is a measured approach
to reforming our welfare system. I am
pleased to support it.

There is a concern that a reduction
in funds will hurt low—income fami-
lies. Once again, Iowa serves as an ex-
ample of what can happen when States
are given more freedom to create their
own programs. When my State imple-
mented welfare reform in October 1993,
the monthly payout for the State was
$13.6 million. In June of this year, the
monthly payout was down to Sl0.5 mil-
lion, a reduction of almost 23 percent.
Because of these savings, the State has
been able to put more money into job
training and into child care for both
those on public assistance..2nd those
who are low-income working Iowans.
This is as it should be.

My State and other States are dem-
onstrating their commitment to serve
the needs of their respective constitu-
ents. Producing savings to better serve
Iowans is simply a benefit of good pol-
icy changes.

It is incumbent upon this Congress to
try again, then. as we are, to pass wel-
fare reform that fulfills our promise. In
this act we are fulfilling our commit-
ment to change welfare as we know it.
We are fulfilling our commitment to
require work for welfare, We are fulfill-
ing our commitment to have time-lim-
ited assistance.

We do not know what the President
will do. But just because the President
has trouble keeping his promise does
not mean we should have trouble keep-
ing our promise. as Members of the
U.S. Senate, to deliver on our promise
of ending welfare as we know it. We are
fulfilling our commitments. He will
have to reconsider his commitment.

I am also supportive, as we have just
done. of the striking of the Medicaid
provisions. I do not like to do that.
Striking Medicaid from this bill. no
doubt, means any Medicaid reform is
dead for this Congress. That is too bad
because Medicaid definitely needs re-
form. Medicaid is spending too much
money. The rate of increase it is spend-
ing under current law is too rapid to
sustain. It is also too encumbered with
Federal rules and requirements.

I remind my colleagues that just 12
months ago Senator PACKWOOD, as then
chairman of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee, was on the floor. He held up a
stack of documents just from the State
of Oregon—new regulations that had
been issued just within the previous 6
months, new regulations for the State
Medicaid Program. That is how com-
plicated and irresponsibly adminis-
tered this program is. Too much con-
trol in Washington, not enough faith.

Mr. DOMENICI. Will the Senator
yield?
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Mr. GRASSLEY. I yield.
Mr. DOMENICI. Senator. I want to

yield to Senator GREGG when you are
finished. Can I do that now?

Mr. GRASSLEY. Yes.
Mr. DOMENICI. I ask the remainder

of time on our side, once Senator
GRASSLEY is finished, be yielded to
Senator GREGG. Then we will have
completed time on this side.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

I'he Senator from Iowa is recognized.
Mr. GRASSLEY. So this Medicaid

proposal we had before the Senate
would have ended some of that com-
plicated bureaucratic overregulation
that has come from the last 30 years
under the existing program.

There is nothing new with this pro-
posal. We have been back and forth
over this ground. This bill would have
changed a lot of that. What disappoint
me most, in the Senate Finance Com-
mittee's deliberation on Medicaid. we
tried in every way possible to satisfy
the Democratic members of our com-
mittee. Senator ROTH accepted over 50
amendments, many of them retaining
Federal protections that the other side
wanted, even some Republicans want-
ed. It seems to me Senator ROTH went
a long way toward addressing the
major concerns that the minority had
and maybe even the President had on
the Medicaid portions of the bill.

Despite this, not a single Finance
Committee Democrat voted for the
bill.

I understand that some of the Repub-
lican Governors are not happy with the
changes the Finance Committee made
to the bill. When we started down this
road of Medicaid reform, the idea was
that the States would be able to live
with less Federal assistance if they had
sufficient discretion to organize their
programs as they see fit. The bill filed
by the Finance Committee does not
provide the discretion which most of
the Governors were saying earlier this
year that they wanted.

Perhaps. for that reason, some of the
Governors are willing to see Medicaid
and welfare separated. I don't know.

In any case, even with the Demo-
cratic amendments accepted by the Fi-
nance Committee, the Governors would
have had substantially greater discre-
tion than they have now over impor-
tant aspects of their savings if this leg-
islation were enacted. And we would
have moved a step closer to a balanced
budget by getting greater control over
the Medicaid spending which has been
growing in recent years at an
unsustainable rate.

But the minority in the Finance
Committee voted against the bill. And
the President has said again that he
would veto it.

So. our leadership has yielded to the
inevitable. If there is a silver lining
here, it is that we will have a chance to
get real welfare reform, assuming that
the President is at last willing to sign
a welfare reform bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Senator
GREGG has 4 minutes and 32 seconds.
the remaining time.
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Mr. GREGG. I thank the Senator

from New Mexico for his courtesy in
yielding me this time. I wish to rise to
echo much of what has been said here
but also hopefully to expand upon it in
an effective way. The issue which is
being brought forth here is the fun-
damental issue that we have to address
as a Governor. It is the issue of how to
control our entitlement accounts.

I serve on the Appropriations Com-
mittee. I have the pleasure to chair the
Commerce. State. and Justice Sub-
committee. I am constantly petitioned
by individuals coming to me who rep-
resent very legitimate organizations.
asking that they receive funding at
last year's level of expenditure, or
maybe even a slight increase, maybe an
inflationary increase in their accounts.
I have to say to them, "I am sorry. we
are going to have to reduce this ac-
count." or in some cases we have to
eliminate spending in that account be-
cause we do not have the money avail-
able.

Why do we not have the money avail-
able? Primarily because of the fact we
have not been able to control entitle-
ment spending here in our body. There-
fore. all the effort to control spending
in this body falls on the discretionary
side. Entitlement spending. as my col-
leagues know, is made up of five major
items: Social Security, Medicare. Med-
icaid. AFDC. and earned-income tax
credit. There are also the farm pro-
grams and a variety of other manda-
tory programs. In fact, I think there
are 400 of them.

This Congress. in the balanced budg-
et bill which we sent to the President.
addressed the primary drivers of our
spending problem on the entitlement
side. We addressed Medicaid. we ad-
dressed Medicare. we addressed wel-
fare. we addressed AFDC. we addressed
the farm program. We did not take up
the Social Security issue because that
had been moved off the table. Regret-
tably, the balanced budget proposal
which was passed by this Congress was
vetoed by the President.

So we have now proceeded to take up
these items one at a time. There was a
legitimate effort and a very good effort
made in the farm area. It did not go as
far as I would like on issues like sugar
and peanuts. but it did make sigriifi-
cant strides.

However. there remains the core is-
sues of the health care accounts, Social
Security. and welfare. So today we
take up one more leg of the school of
entitlement spending which must be
addressed and shored up. if it is to be
stable, and that is the welfare issue.

I regret. however—and I want to talk
about this—that we have not ad-
dressed, also. the Medicaid accounts. It
is very hard. logically, to separate
these two because Medicaid is the
health care benefit for people who are
essentially on welfare. To separate
them is to do something which, from a
matter of substantive policy, makes
little sense. It may make sense politi-
cally. because the administration and
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the other side of the aisle refuse to ad-
dress Medicaid. More important, it
makes no sense from a standpoint of
how it affects our day-to-day life in
this Congress in the area of controlling
the Federal budget. because Medicaid
is a much more significant problem
than welfare in the area of spending. In
fact. Medicaid spending. over the last 5
years. was $464 billion. But if we do
nothing about it over the next 5 years.
it will be projected to be $802 billion.
That is a 73—percent increase in spend-
ing on those accounts.

Now, at that rate of increase, we
would soon see—it is projected—that
by the year 2010, all the revenues of the
Federal Government would be absorbed
in order to pay for the costs of the en-
titlement programs: Medicaid. Medi-
care. Social Security, welfare benefits.
and interest on the Federal debt. We
would have no money available to do
discretionary activities, such as de-
fense spending. roads. environment, or
education.

So this Congress needs to address all
those different entitlement accounts.
Yet, it has decided not to address the
Medicaid accounts—not because this
side is not willing: this side is willing
to do that. We proposed a bill which ad-
dressed it that was vetoed by the Presi-
dent. We reported out of the committee
another bill which would have ad-
dressed it. The other side of the aisle is
not amenable to this.

Therefore. our failure to address the
Medicaid account is, in my opinion, a
fundamental failure to do the job that
is required of us as Members of this
Congress. because it is a failure to ad-
dress what is one of the core issues
that is driving the deficit of this coun-
try and driving the fact that this Na-
tion is headed toward fiscal bank-
ruptcy in the next century. unless we
take control back of these entitlement
accounts.

I, therefore, am one who feels that we
should have joined the efforts. We
should have brought welfare and Med-
icaid to the floor together. and we
should pass them together. But the de-
cision has been made to pursue this
welfare reform package.

I simply want to say that. even
though it does not include Medicaid as
a package. it is a step in the right di-
rection. Although it still has more
strings attached than there need to be.
it is a package which returns to the
States pretty much authority over the
management of the welfare accounts in
this country. That is the essence of our
effort, to take a program that has been
an entitlement. directed at the Federal
level. and turn it back to the States as
a discretionary program. and basically
allow the States to manage it in a way
that is much more efficient and effec-
tive.

In New Hampshire. the dollars that
come back to the States without
strings will be spent much more effec-
tively than those that come back with
strings. It will be able to take care of
more people for fewer dollars than is
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presentiy occurring under the system
as it functions today.

I. therefore, strongly support the
welfare part of this reconciliation bill.
I regret that we are not taking up what
I consider to be one of the other core
elements that is driving our fiscal
problems in this country—the Medicaid
issue. I hope that as we move into this
election cycle, however, we will not ig-
nore those issues that are critical in
getting this fiscal house in order, such
as Medicaid, Medicare, and the Social
Security issue, as we move forward.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ators time has expired. The minority
leader or his designee has 7 minutes. 30
seconds.

Mr. HARKIN addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Iowa.
Mr. HARKIN. I yield myself the re-

mainder of the time.
Mr. President, I support the motion

to strike the Medicaid provisions of the
pending bill, thereby providing for a re-
alistic change of historic welfare re-
form becoming law this year.

This is something I have supported
for some time. I joined with Senator
BOND in 1994 to introduce the first bi-
partisan welfare reform plan that re-
quired responsibility from day one.
Last year, I worked with Republican
and Democratic colleagues to craft a
bipartisan compromise that passed the
Senate by a vote of 87—12. This year. I
have been pushing to free welfare re-
form from controversial proposals to
cut nursing home and other health care
in Medicaid.

In May. I offered an amendment to
the budget resolution calling for the
separation of welfare from Medicaid.
Although my effort at that time was
defeated. I am pleased that it looks
like that change is agreed to here
today, and we do have them separately.

Mr. President, there is no doubt that
the current welfare system is broken
and in desperate need of reform. It is
failing the people on it and the tax-
payers who provide the money to fi-
nance it. We need to change it, and we
should do it. as we did last year. with
bipartisan cooperation.

No one has a corner on good ideas.
and by putting partisan politics aside
and working together, we can forge a
bill that makes common sense. For the
past few years. I have talked, from
time to time, about the need to enact
bipartisan welfare reform, which de-
mands responsibility from day one, re-
quires work, and releases welfare farni-
lies from the cycle of dependency.

The Iowa Family Investment Pro-
gram. I believe. provides us with an ef-
fective model for achieving these goals.
Since Iowa began implementing wel-
fare reforms in October 1993, the num-
ber of people working has almost dou-
bled. the welfare caseload has declined.
and welfare costs are down. I call that
a triple play. In fact. I am proud of the
fact that our State of Iowa, right now.
has a higher percentage of people on
welfare who work than any State in

the Nation. I believe that is because of
the historic welfare reform that we
passed in 1993.

Mr. President, there are other good
reasons to look at the Iowa experience
as we craft legislation. I commend the
Iowa experience to my colleagues. In
1993, Iowa enacted sweeping changes to
the welfare system. and did so with
very strong bipartisan support. In fact,
the Iowa plan received only one dis-
senting vote from the 150-member
Democratically controlled general as-
sembly, and it was signed into law by
our Republican Governor. So it shows
that it is possible to work together on
welfare reform, and the State of Iowa
is better because of it.

In 1994. I sought to take a page from
the Iowa playbook and went to work
with my Republican colleague from
Missouri. Senator BOND. to develop bi-
partisan welfare reform legislation
modeled on innovations occurring in
our respective States. The result was
the first bipartisan welfare reform leg-
islation in that session of Congress.
The bill was reintroduced last year.

The centerpiece of the Iowa program
is the family investment agreement.

In order to receive aid. all welfare re-
cipients are required to sign a binding
contract which outlines the steps that
each individual family will take to
move off of welfare and a date when
welfare benefits will end.

Last September. I offered, and the
Senate adopted. an amendment to in-
clude such a requirement in our bipar-
tisan bill that passed by a vote of 87 to
12. Unfortunately this provision was
dropped in the conference with the
House.

Later today. I will again. hopefully
with bipartisan support. once again try
to include a provision which requires
individuals to sign a personal respon-
sibility contract as a condition of re-
ceiving benefit. I can tell you these
contracts are working in Iowa. In fact,
I frequently visit with welfare recipi-
ents and caseworkers to ask about the
contracts. An overwhelming majority
say it is positive and very helpful in
charting the course for a family to
move off of welfare and to keep on
track.

While there are many positive fea-
tures in this bill that we have before
us. from requiring work to increased
child care funding to child support en-
forcement improvements I have con-
cei-ns about some provisions. and I
hope we can work together to improve
them. I will not go into all of them.
But I want to say that some of the cuts
in nutrition really do not have any
thing to do with welfare reform. and I
think are more designed to reach arbi-
trary budget savings. We cannot back
off of our commitment to child nutri-
tion. It will cost us more money in the
long run.

I also have concerns about assuring
that we maintain basic health and safe-
ty standards for child care. I think the
work first substitute is far superior to
the committee reported bill. It address-
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es my concerns, and it also includes a
strong contract requirement as well as
making our Iowa program a model that
other States might adopt. It also main-
tains our commitment to child nutri-
tion and preserving important protec-
tions for children.

Senator DASCHLE will be offering this
substitute shortly. As one of his co-
sponsors. I believe it deserves the sup-
port of all Senators. It is tough on
work while protecting kids. And that is
common sense.

Mr. President. if there is one lesson
to be learned from the past year and a
half it is this: Confrontation and par-
tisanship is a prescription for failure.
The only way we can truly accomplish
welfare reform this year is to stop the
political games and join forces across
the aisle to craft a bipartisan welfare
reform which accomplishes the goals
that the American people support—a
welfare system that puts people to
work, and gets them off public assist-
ance quickly, fairly, and permanently.

The adoption of this amendment to
take up stand-alone welfare reform
moves in that direction of bipartisan-
ship. and I hope that as we proceed on
this bill we will continue to work in
this spirit—a spirit of bipartisanship_—
to craft and pass a bill so we can fi-
nally achieve needed reform in the area
of welfare.

Mr. President. I yield the floor.
Mr. DASCHLE addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Ms.

SNOwE). The minority leader. Senator
DASCHLE, is recognized.

Mr. DASCHLE. Madam President.
thank you.

AMENDMENT NO. 4897

Mr. DASCHLE. Madam President, I
have an amendment at the desk. I ask
for its immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

The Senator from South Dakota (Mr.
DAscFa). for himself. Mr. Bux. Ms. Mi-
KULSKI, Mr. FORD. Mr. ROCKEFELLER. Mr.
REID, and Mr. KERREY. proposes an amend-
ment numbered 4897.

Mr. DASCHLE. Madam President. I
ask unanimous consent that reading of
the amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

(The text of the amendment is print-
ed in today's REcoRD under Amend-
ments Submitted.")

Mr. DASCHLE. Madam President, let
me begin by commending the distin-
guished Senator from Iowa for his ex-
cellent statement just now. He has in-
dicated. in much the same way that I
intend to give. the reasons for support-
ing the work first bill. and his concerns
about the pending bill as it has been re-
ported out of the Senate Finance Com-
mittee.

There are many Members in our cau-
cus that I would like to single Out pub-
licly. and applaud for their remarkable
effort and the tremendous work that
they have dedicated to this whole issue
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and to the determination they have
shown to pass a meaningful welfare re-
form bill this year.

Let me begin with the distinguished
Senator from Maryland. BARBA1 Mi-
KULSKI. and the distinguished Senator
as well from Louisiana. JOHN BREAUX.
who were extraordinarily helpful to the
leadership all the way through our de-
liberations and have provided remark-
able leadership in their own right. I
thank them for that. I appreciate very
much their assistance in so many
ways. The Senator from Connecticut.
CHRIS DODD, and the Senator from
North Dakota, BYRON DORGAN. and so
many of our colleagues who are listed
today as cosponsors have also been ex-
tremely helpful.

While we have all put an effort into
the issue of welfare reform. I should
say that no one in our caucus. I dare-
say in the Senate. has been more vocal
and more of a student of this issue
than the senior Senator from New
York. Senator MOYNIHAN. He is not on

the floor at this moment. But I also
want to commend him for the real
leadership and the willingness that he
has demonstrated throughout to hold
this body to a set of principles, and in
a sense to be the conscience of the Sen-
ate when it comes to welfare. He is in-
deed the conscience of the Senate when
it comes to this issue, and no one has
dedicated more years—in fact. I would
say more decades—to the issue of wel-
fare and the ways in which to address
many of the social ills of our country
in an effective way as he has.

Madam President. I have two charts
here that I just want to address very
briefly. I have listened with some in-
terest to the comments made by col-
leagues on both sides of the aisle.
While, obviously, there are issues that
divide us, there are many things that
unite us. One of the things that unites
us I think is an awareness of the degree
to which current welfare recipients
face barriers of all kinds as they at-
tempt to confront the real changes
that they face in their own lives.

The effort to understand those bar-
riers at the beginning through a better
realization of how we address those
barriers in an effective way through
public policy are all listed on this
chart. This chart outlines the barriers
identified in a study released last year
by the Child Care Trends organization.
I think it is very constructive to note
that of all the barriers that exist
today, the biggest barrier of all is child
care. The realization that people are
not willing to leave their child home
alone, that young children demand
and, indeed. deserve to be cared for and
protected. and that there has to be
some confidence that children will find
a way with which to be fed and cared
for in a meaningful way. But child care
without exception is by far the largest
barrier that we face in encouraging and
finding ways in which to bring about
more work for welfare recipients today.

The second is personal—personal
problems; struggle, most likely related
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to job skills: problems that they have
had going all the way back to perhaps
even their failures in education. But
the realization that unless they de-
velop better job skills and better per-
sonal skills in order to be more com-
petitive is something that over one-
fourth of all recipients say is the prob-
lem that leads them to welfare depend-
ency.

Obviously, there are other issues. I
will not go into all of them. Some peo-
ple simply cannot find work. I know of
a lot of South Dakotans who live on In-
dian reservations where unemployment
is 80 percent, and there, frankly, is no
job on a reservation in large measure
that will bring people to a better op-
portunity for work than the one they
have.

Pregnancy is a problem: inability to
work because of disabilities; and, obvi-
ously, there is a motivation question in
some cases.

So, if we are going to devise a bill
that will deal with the barriers, we
have to devise a bill that deals with all
of the different circumstances that
welfare recipients find themselves in.
We have to ensure that there is moti-
vation to give them some sense that
they do not have the luxury of being
unmotivated: that we have to deal with
child care; we have to deal with job
skills; we have to find ways with which
to ensure that, if work is not there, we
will find work for them.

So we want to do as many things as
possible to ensure that welfare recipi-
ents no longer face the barriers that
they are facing. That really is what
unites Republicans and Democrats, and
brings us to the effort that is underway
in both the House and the Senate this
afternoon.

Madam President. there are a num-
ber of areas—and a number of our col-
leagues have already addressed them—
that have been improved in the pending
legislation. There are significant im-
provements, and we have counted per-
haps as many as two dozen improve-
ments in the current bill over what was
originally proposed last year. There
certainly has been significant progress.

I heard the distinguished chairman of
the Finance Committee address many
of the improvements that are made in
this legislation. We still believe. how-
ever, with all of the improvements.
there are some very serious defi-
ciencies we have to address. And in an
effort to lay down the marker. to find
a way with which to make a compari-
son between the pending legislation
and what ideally Democrats would like
to see as a meaningful comprehensive
welfare reform approach. we are now
offering what we call the work first II
plan. We have also made improve-
ments. We have also addressed defi-
ciencies that have been raised over the
last 12 months. We have also tried to
find ways with which to come to the
middle, and, even though we thought
we were in the middle from the very
beginning, maybe a better phrase
would be to compromise with our Re-
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publican colleagues in a way that ad-
dresses their concerns and brings to a
higher level of priority some of the
concerns that have been raised by crit-
ics of welfare reform in the past.

So we today propose the work first
plan which provides for conditional as-
sistance of limited duration, which pro-
vides work first for all able-bodied re-
cipients. which turns welfare offices
into employment offices, and which
guarantees child care assistance.

If I could say what our goal ought to
be. regardless of what approach we
might take, I hope we would all agree
on three important goals: first and
foremost, providing the assurance that
people will have the ability to get a
good job. first by the acquisition of
skills, and, second, by the acquisition
of whatever necessary means it may re-
quire to ensure that they have access
to good jobs. Turning welfare offices
into employment offices ought to be
what welfare is all about.

Secondly, we want to ensure that we
are protecting children, that we are
not going to punish them, that we will
not hold vulnerable individuals in a
way that would jeopardize their future,
that would condemn them to the same
cycle of dependency that their parents
and grandparents and great grand-
parents have experienced.

So protecting children ought to be
our second goal—fortifying them.
strengthening them, empowering them
to do things that they may not other-
wise be able to do on their o.

Third, we believe there are ways in
which to save Federal tax dollars. We
believe we can provide a welfare sys-
tem that is more efficient, that saves
resources in ways that can be better
spent, first, in welfare but also in the
vast array of other responsibilities we
have at the Federal level.

So in a sense. Madam President. that
is exactly what the work fIrst bill does.
It provides work; it provides job skills
to get work; it protects children; and it
saves money. In fact, it saves about $51
billion. according to the Congressional
Budget Office. The CBO scores our plan
as real reform. The CBO says that we
have sufficient resources to put welfare
recipients to work. one of the goals.

In addition, we provide sufficient re-
sources to pay for child care to assist
states in meeting the work rates. to
pay for the other major responsibilities
that we see shared at both the State
and the Federal level.

Unlike our plan, the CBO does not
say the same about the Republican
plan. CBO says that States will just
take the penalties that are incor-
porated in the Republican plan; that
they will not put people to work: that
they will not meet the work rates: that
they will not fundamentally change
the current system. The Congressional
Budget Office says that about the Re-
publican plan, about the Finance Com-
mittee passed plan, not about our plan.

Under our plan. the work first plan of
1996. we do some of the same things
that the Republican plan does. We pro-
vide conditional assistance of limited
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duration. We require that there be
work for all able-bodied welfare recipi-
ents. We turn welfare offices, in other
words, into employment offices. And
we guarantee child care assistance.

Those are the fundamental principles
of the work first plan. Our plan an-
swers three key questions: Does it re-
quire welfare recipients to look for a
job? The answer is yes, unequivocally.
Second, does it require welfare recipi-
ents to work? The answer is yes, un-
equivocally. Finally, does it help wel-
fare recipients retain ajob? Again, the
answer is yes, unequivocally.

Under our plan, there is no more un-
conditional assistance. From the very
first day parents are going to be re-
quired to sign a contract. It is a blue-
print for employment. They must sign
it to receive any assistance whatso-
ever. Under the Republican plan, there
is no contract at all.

For the first 2 months, our plan calls
for extensive job search. We get the
most job-ready into the work force
that we can, that is, the more people
that come into the welfare offices look-
ing for help, the whole design is to find
them help not with a welfare check but
with a job, with assistance to get that

job. If within 3 months a parent is not
working or is not in job training or
education, that parent must perform
community service. They do not have
the option. They are required to per-
form community service within a 3-
month period of time.

Within 3 months, our plan, in other
words, has a work requirement. It may
surprise some that there is no work re-
quirement of that kind in the Repub-
lican plan. There is no similar provi-
sion. We see a lot of tough talk but no
actual work requirement for 2 years
under the Republican plan.

So there you have one of the very
significant differences between the
work first plan, which is work in 3
months, and the Republican plan which
is only work after 24 months or 2 years.
That is 2 years of unconditional assist-
ance under the Republican plan as it is
currently written.

Our plan is tough on parents, Madam
President, but not on children. And
that in our view is the second big dif-
ference between ours and theirs. Our
plan protects children. Child care for
parents who are required to work and
parents transitioning from welfare to
work is something we want to do in
every possible instance. We want to
provide vouchers for children whose
families have reached the time limit.

We recognize that in some cases you
are going to bump up to the time limit
and then it begs the question, what
happens to the kids? Are the kids also
going to be penalized through no fault
of their own? And if they are penalized,
are they then relegated once more to
this neverending cycle of dependency
and poverty with no hope of bringing
themselves Out?

Health care coverage for children
whose families have reached the time
limit is something that we think is

vital if we are going to provide mean-
ingful. comprehensive assistance that
deals with the challenges we talked
about earlier.

It seems to us that Republicans may
not want to do this. They end up aim-
ing at the mother but in some cases
hitting the child. They do not allow
their block grant funds to be used to
help children whose families have
reached the 5-year time limit. They do
not guarantee child care. They do not
guarantee health care. Their idea of a
safety net is a sieve. There are so many
holes in that safety net there is no pos-
sibility that people who are trying to
work their way through the system can
protect their kids and ensure that they
have the competence to go out and get
a goodjob.

The work first plan targets the spe-
cific barriers, in other words, Madam
President, that we feel must be ad-
dressed if we are going to be successful
in passing a meaningful comprehen-
sive, successful welfare reform plan
this year. In child care, we provide $8
billion in new resources. That is $16 bil-
lion total because that is what we are
told will be required if. indeed, we want
to provide the services to those di-
rectly affected. Unlike the Republican
plan, the Congressional Budget Office
says we sufficiently fund child care to
make the work rates and assist those
transitioning from welfare to work.
The Republican plan cannot make that
claim. They recognize, if CBO is to be
the guide, that they fall short in pro-
viding the necessary resources to en-
sure that the child care services are
going to be provided.

Our plan also targets aid to the
working poor so they will not have to
turn to welfare or return to welfare at
some later date.

The second barrier that I addressed
just a moment ago is personal reasons.
Many welfare recipients cite personal
reasons for not working, like the lack
of transportation or no job skills. The
money to tear down these barriers is
something that has to be provided in a
welfare reform plan—money for trans-
portation, resources for job training,
resources it takes to create their own
plans to put people to work. In other
words, to be honest and to recognize
that unless we have the ability to deal
directly with those reasons that wel-
fare recipients give for their inability
to get ajob—their inability to get to a
job, their inability to qualify for a job.
their inability to demonstrate that
they have the personal skills to hold a
job—we are not going to change this
welfare dependency regardless of all of
our good intentions.

So, we address those. We address
those personal reasons that welfare re-
cipients have given time and time
again. For those who are unmotivated,
our answer is very simple. We say the
time limit is going to be there and you
are going to have to accept it. You
have a timeframe within which you
must get a job. You have a timeframe
within which you must realize the ben-
efits are going to stop.
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Unless you are unwilling to work

with us, you can expect we will work
with you to address your motivation
and problems of the past. We can help
you get job skills. We can help you get
child care. But you have to reciprocate.
You have to find ways in which you can
prove to us you are motivated and you
want to get that job as badly as we
want to get you one. So dealing with
the unmotivated is something we feel
has to be addressed.

We also address the barriers the Re-
publican plan does not. The Congres-
sional Budget Office says the Repub-
lican plan will not meet the work rates
that we all are stipulating or stating as
our objective in dealing with welfare
reform. The Congressional Budget Of-
fice says the Republican plan falls far
short on child care.

Clearly the Republican plan needs to
be improved in a number of areas, and
that is our whole purpose: To lay down
in a comprehensive way, in one bill, all
of the areas that we believe would
allow us, as Democrats and Repub-
licans, adequately to address the defi-
ciencies and work together to solve
them.

There is a lot of common ground, as
I said just a moment ago, on welfare
reform. We all want to reform welfare.
We all want to end welfare the way we
knew it. We all want able-bodied wel-
fare recipients to work. There ought to
be no unconditional assistance, We
largely agree with that. But not wel-
fare reform on the backs of children.
That may be an area where there is
some disagreement. There are over 8
million children today who receive wel-
fare. It is the children that we feel the
need to protect, infants and toddlers
who do not know what welfare is ought
not to be penalized. They ought to be
held harmless in this effort to try to
help their families and their parents.

So, Madam President. this is an op-
portunity. It is an opportunity to come
to the middle. It is an opportunity to
address what we consider to be a bill
that yet, in spite of its improvements,
still has some serious deficiencies that
need to be addressed if. indeed, we are
going to pass this legislation and have
it signed into law.

The President has made it very clear
he will not be hesitant to veto a bad
bill. On the other hand, he has also
made it clear that he would like very
much to work with Republicans and
Democrats to sign a good bill. We have
an opportunity this afternoon, tonight,
and tomorrow, to make this bill a good
one. Passage of this amendment would
do just that.

So we hope Republicans will join
Democrats in supporting the work first
amendment: To save the $51 billion we
know we can save if we do it right and
still protect the children, to fundamen-
tally change the welfare system as we
know it arid to recognize we simply
cannot do it on the backs of children.

A tremendous amount of effort has
gone into this whole project. I am, in-
deed, very grateful to my colleagues
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for their help and all the leadership
they have demonstrated in bringing us
to this point. I urge its adoption. I urge
bipartisan support.

I will be delighted to yield to one of
the coauthors of the legislation, the
Senator from Maryland.

Mr. DOMENICI. Will the Senator
yield for a question? Will the Senator
yield for a question? Just a brief one?

Ms. MIKULSKI. Of course.
Mr. DOMErICI. We do not have the

amendment. We understand it is 800
pages long and we have not seen it.
Does anybody know where we could get
a copy of it?

Mr. DASCHLE. We will get you a
copy.

Mr. DOMENICI. You will get us a
copy? Thank you very much. Thank
you. Senator.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Maryland is recognized.

Ms. MIKULSKI. Madam President. I
am proud tojoin the Democratic leader
and Senator BREAUX in offering this
substitute amendment, the Work First
Act of 1996. As one of the coauthors of
this amendment, working with Senator
DASCHLE and Senator BREAux, I want
to say it does reform welfare. It em-
bodies the principles of turning the
welfare system into an employment
system, of being firm on work, and of
providing a safety net for children. It
recognizes that child care is the
linchpin between welfare and work.
And it puts men back into the picture.

We do it very straightforwardly. We
do it by replacing AFDC with tem-
porary employment assistance, which
is time-limited and conditional. We re-
quire all parents on welfare to sign a
parent empowerment contract, which
is their plan for moving from welfare
to work, and which also emphasizes
their role and responsibility in child
rearing. We advocate not only moving
people to work, but we do it by provid-
ing the tools to move people to work.
through child care assistance. transi-
tional Medicaid coverage. and other
work-related services. We also require
a safety net for children with child
care funding, a guarantee of health
care. and noncash aid where it is need-
ed to meet the specific needs of each
child. In the event the parents do not
meet their responsibilities, we are not
going to punish the child for the
failings of the mother. We also elimi-
nate the cruel and punitive rule called
the "man in the house" rule and allow
States to offer job placement services
to fathers. The Work First Act is a
plan that is tough on work but not
tough on kids.

It is important to note the bill before
us today is much improved over the
Republican plan which the Senate con-
sidered last year. Many of the provi-
sions included in the Democratic work
first bill from last year have been in-
corporated into this version.

I am particularly pleased that earlier
Republican efforts to block grant child
protection programs—to take the child
protection programs and turn them
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into a block grant—have been aban-
doned. This is an issue of special im-
portance to me. I worked as a child
abuse and child neglect worker, and I
know how crucial those programs are.
It was absolutely crucial this bill
maintain those protections. I thank
Senator CHAFEE and all those on the
other side of the aisle who worked on
that. I want to acknowledge the Sen-
ator from Maine for her particular role
in that advocacy.

I believe the changes that have been
made to last year's Republican bill has
brought us a long way. The pending bill
is no longer the punitive one that was
brought to the floor last year.

But I do believe improvement needs
to be made. That is why we are offering
the work first amendment. This
amendment is the result of ongoing ef-
forts to find the sensible center. We lis-
tened to the concerns raised about the
work first bill in last year's debate. So
we tightened up our plan. and we save
more money. We save some $51 billion.
We also heard the voices of the Gov-
ernors, and in response made sure our
plan provided greater flexibility for the
States to design their own programs. I
believe our plan is a stronger plan as a
result.

In drafting our amendment, we em-
phasize two clear priorities. First. we
wanted to emphasize work as the goal
of any welfare program. Second, we
wanted to protect children and provide
a safety net for them.

First and foremost, our plan is about
the empowerment of people. not the en-
largement of bureaucracy. Empowering
people has become almost a cliche.
What does empowerment mean? Em-
power means that you give people tools
to get ready for a job. to obtain a job.
and to keep a job. We think you have
to be in job training and we emphasize
thejob training must immediately lead
to work.

I do believe the best social program
is a job: one that moves a person from
welfare to work. and to a better life for
themselves and their families. That is
what we hope to do.

Work is the cornerstone of our plan.
The first step for any welfare recipient
will be to sign an empowerment con-
tract, which is a contract outlining a
plan to get into the work force. Our
plan ensures that people live up to
their contract by requiring recipients
to engage in an intensive job search,
ending assistance to those who refuse
to accept a legitimate job offer, and
providing a 5-year time limit for bene-
fits.

We give the States the resources and
the flexibility to help people meet the
terms of their empowerment contract,
whether it is job search assistance, on
the job training, placement vouchers or
even wage subsidies.

This emphasis on work changes the
whole culture of welfare by saying wel-
fare should not be a way of life but a
way to a better life. We want to turn
welfare offices into employment of-
fices, by changing the focus to looking
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for work rather than looking for bene-
fits.

But while we are making work the
top priority, we also look out for the
children with a safety net that pro-
vides child care. health care and pro-
tections from child abuse. We recognize
that lack of child care is the biggest
obstacle to work; to both getting ajob
and keeping one. So our bill provides
$16 billion in child care funds for those
required to work. for those
transitioning to work. and for the
working poor so they don't slide into
welfare.

We also make sure that every child
has access to health care: that they get
their immunizations: that they get
their early detection and screening so
that their parents are not only work-
force ready. but the children are learn-
ing ready when they go to school and
stay in school.

We maintain that Federal commit-
ment to fight child abuse by requiring
States to meet Federal standards in
child welfare and foster care programs.
We also reauthorize the Child Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Act.

Child abuse and neglect is growing
like an epidemic. Just like we need to
end welfare abuse, we need to end the
abuse of children. With child protec-
tion systems overwhelmed, and half
the States under court order because of
the way they handle child protection.
we must do all we can to make sure no
one gets away with abusing or neglect-
ing a child.

Madam President, we also provide a
safety net for children. I believe that
most welfare recipients will move to
work and take advantage of the oppor-
tunities in this bill, But if they do not,
we are not going to punish the child.
We are not going to aim at a parent
and hit the child. So we require the
States to assess the needs of children
in families who have reached the time
limit. and to provide noncash aid. for
example, vouchers to a third party. to
meet the basic subsistence needs of
children. States will have the flexibil-
ity to design this program, but we be-
lieve the Federal requirement is needed
to make sure that children do not pay
the price when parents are unable to
move from welfare to work.

Because we value family. marriage.
and work. we know the strongest fam-
ily is one with two parents. with the
father in the home. So the work first
amendment brings men back into the
family by ending rules which create a
marriage penalty if poor people get
married and stay married.

Our bill is also tough on child sup-
port. It requires Federal and State gov-
ernments to work together to enforce
child support orders, streamlines the
process to collect child support checks,
and calls on States to implement tough
procedures to make sure that parents
do live up to their responsibilities. We,
the Democrats. believe that if you are
a deadbeat parent, you should not have
a driver's license or a professional li-
cense, and so we call on States to im-
plement procedures on that.
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Madam President. I hope we adopt

this work first amendment. It is an
amendment which pulls together the
best ideas of both parties. It ends the
cycle of poverty and the culture of pov-
erty.

It is a plan that saves lives, saves
taxpayers dollars. creates opportuni-
ties for work and protects the children.

I urge the adoption of the amend-
ment. and I yield the floor.

Mr. D'AMATO addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New York.
Mr. DOMENICI How much time does

the Senator need?
Mr. D'AMATO. Fifteen minutes.
Mr. DOMENICI. Madam President. I

yield 15 minutes of our hour to the
Senator from New York.

Mr. D'AMATO. Madam President. I
rise in strong support of the welfare
bill that is before us. Let's put it sim-
ply: Our current welfare system is bro-
ken. It is broken. We have recognized
that. This Chamber passed a welfare re-
form bill 87 to 12. I want to raise the
question, did my colleagues who over-
whelmingly support this bill vote for
that because it was a bill that was
going to punish people or did they rec-
ognize that the system is broken and is
in need of repair—87 to 12?

Let me say something. The welfare
system was never intended to become a
way of life. It was meant as a tem-
porary haven for rough times to assist
people, and after 30 years. it has ex-
pended $5 trillion, and the welfare sys-
tem stiU does not work. It entraps peo-
ple. and the results have been a horror.

The fact of the matter is that we
have to do better than sloganeering.
We have to do better than saying 'end-
ing welfare as we know it" is a prior-
ity. The President has said that. But
we need action, we need real action.
and the one thing we do not need to do
is to empower the bureaucracy here in
Washington, because some of my col-
leagues are advocating that we give
and make the czarina of HHS. the cza-
rina who will have absolute authority
as it relates to the administration of
welfare programs in our States.

All of a sudden, we have adopted an
attitude that somehow the Governors
of our States. Democrats and Repub-
licans, and the legislatures of our
States are inhuman, that they do not
have the capacity to do what is right.
that they would threaten our children,
threaten our seniors. threaten the el-
derly.

Madam President, that is not cor-
rect: that is not true. But I will tell
you what I do believe. I believe that
most of the Governors and most of the
State legislatures are saying, 'Set us
free. Let us help our people help them-
selves. Help us help encourage a work
ethic."

The fact of the matter is, this bill is
very similar to last year's bill which
passed overwhelmingly. There are some
myths that say we will hurt children.
That happens not to be the case. I am
going to touch on some of these things.

but let me say something. No less than
a great President known for his com-
passion for immigrants. for poor pea-
ple, for working people. for the down-
trodden than Franklin Delano Roo-
sevelt said it best when he talked
about welfare. He said:

If people stay on welfare for prolonged pe-
nods of time, it administers a narcotic to
their spirit, and this dependence on welfare
undermines their humanity, makes them
wards of the state and takes away their
chance at America.

Franklin Delano Roosevelt. I do not
believe any of us can say it better. I am
not going to attempt to say it better. I
refer to a great American, a great
President, the man who had every bit
as much compassion for those in need
as anybody who warned us and gave us
the admonition of watching about
entrapping people and killing their
spirit, the American spirit.

Madam President, the current sys-
tem has created a culture of depend-
ence that has doomed an entire genera-
tiQn of children. and it has consigned
them to poverty. Some people do not
like to lose control. They are more
worried about their power and their
control in terms of what has taken
place. They seem to be blind to that.
Somehow we are going to make it
worse. How can we make it worse?

Look at the statistics. Look at the
out-of-wedlock births that continue to
rise. Look at the cycle of dependency.
The current system provides a basis
for, if not encouragement of, irrespon-
sible behavior, particularly in the area
of out-of-wedlock births.

This is a strong bill. Is it a perfect
bill? Of course not. but it is an attempt
to strike a balance between giving
power to the States and to local com-
munities to set expectations for work
and responsibility. limiting benefits as
it relates to time and maintaining a
safety net for children and hardship
cases. This bill maintains that safety
net.

Let's take a look at the record. A
great Governor in our State. Al Smith,
said that sometimes people do not like
to look at the record because it can
prove to be embarrassing. There are
facts in these records. If we look over
the last 15 years, we will see an in-
crease in welfare spending that is abso-
lutely startling.

Our expenditures have risen from $27
billion in 1980—$27 billion when I came
here to the Senate—to $128 billion.
Have we improved the lot of those on
welfare? I do not think so.

While the bill converis the AFDC
Program. the Aid to Families with De-
pendent Children Program. to a block
grant that we have heard so much
about—"No, don't give a block grant.
you're going to be giving it to the Gov-
ernors." We are not giving it to the
Governors. What we are doing is turn-
ing over responsibility to those closest
to the people who have seen how badly
the system has been administered, how
flawed it is, how it does not give flexi-
bility to deal with the human needs of
our citizens.
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While it makes a block grant. it pro-
vides $4 billion in extra money. not
less. Four billion dollars in extra funds
will be available to help welfare clients
hold a job. and it provides up to 20 per-
cent of the caseload will be exempt
from time limits. so that if there are
those people with special needs who
cannot hold a job, who cannot work,
who are going to have to stay on wel-
fare beyond 2 years or beyond 5 years.
it does exactly that, it gives to the
States flexibility.

The bill addresses a small but very
growing problem of immigrants' use of
welfare. I. being the grandson of immi-
grants, understand the great culture
that we have in this country due to our
immigration and to our diversity of
cultures, and it has contributed to the
strength of America. I do not want to
stop immigration to this country. but I
have to tell you. we have seen lately a
situation that has developed where we
have 3 percent of the population. and
that is what the foreign-born popu-
lation is; the immigrant population
over the age of 65 now constitutes over
30 percent—3D percent—of the elderly
receiving SSI benefits. Something is
terribly wrong. and we have found,
through hearings. what is taking place.

There are those people who are gam-
ing the system. They sign up to bringelderly pe in and say they are
going to be responsible for them, and
they put them right on welfare. That is
not right. That is not what this system
is about. We did not design the system
to say. 'Come here and get welfare
benefits, and John Q. Public, hard-
working middle-class families, are
going to pay for it."

There is a question of, are we going
to hurt the children? Let me tell you
something. We guarantee that school
lunch programs will be continued for
the children of those who are born here
and for immigrant children as well. We
understand our responsibility. I thank
the Agriculture Committee for con-
tinuing this important program.

Let me touch on one other area. For
years we have had a gaming of the sys-
tem. We have had what you call wel-
fare shopping where people from one
jurisdiction will move in to an adjoin-
ing State so that they can get higher
benefits. We have seen the statistics. I
saw one county, when I offered this
provision 4-years ago to stop welfare
shopping, to eliminate it, to cut down
on it, they had this relatively small
county. and more than 600 families
moved in. people moved in to Niagara
County to get benefits. They were re-
ceiving welfare benefits in other
States, adjoining States. Since the ben-
efit level in New York was much high-
er, they found the system, and the
word spread. People moved in simply to
get on welfare.

That is not what this is about. What
does this bill do? It stops welfare shop-
ping. It says, if you move into a juris-
diction and you were previously on
welfare. you come into a system and go
right to the welfare commissioner to
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get your increased maintenance, you
will receive payments at the same level
for a year that you were receiving from
the adjoining State. So that is going to
stop that practice.

Again. President Roosevelt talked
about the narcotic. It seems to me that
this is what has taken place. We have
reaily been saying over generations
and generations, it is OK. it is OK: you
can game the system.

This bill includes $4 billion in addi-
tionai child care funding that is not
available now. It is not available now.
That is a good bill. It makes sense. In
fact, this bill has more money for child
care, a larger contingency fund, great-
er financial incentives for States to
meet the work requirements, a higher
hardship exemption from the 5-year
limit, and a better maintenance of ef-
fort than the bill that we passed 87-12.

It is a superior bill. It has more safe-
ty for children. It provides more reve-
nue, more flexibility for States. To
what? To hurt people? No. To move

— them off the cycle of dependency, to
move them into reai work.

The bill has a 5-year limit on bene-
fits. It is necessary. It is an adequate
length of time for recipients to raise
their infants, straighten out their
lives. and get a job and make a better
life for themselves and their children.

Madam President, we have to be hon-
est with ourselves. May there be some
imperfections? Of course. Are we going
to say. though, if there is an imperfec-
tion that a State will duck out on their
legitimate responsibility to feed the
poor, to take care of the children, to
take care of those who are truly in
need? Are we reaily saying that some-
how those of us here in the Senate and
in the House of Representatives have a
higher standard of helping those who
are most in need than our local rep-
resentatives, than our Democratic leg-
islatures, than our Republican legisla-
tures and our Democratic Governors
and our Republican Governors? Is that
what we are really saying?

The system has been gamed. The sys-
tem has grown from $27 billion to over
$128 billion in the past 15 years—bil-
lions and billions more—no additional
freedom, no additional opportunity for
those it has entrapped. If one were to
look at the statistics, it is staggering.
Only 1 out of 20 who have dependent
children—only 1 out of 20—go to work.
Is that the legacy we are sowing? Is
that what Franklin Delano Roosevelt
meant when he said. again: If people
stay on welfare for prolonged periods of
time, it administers a narcotic to their
spirit. This dependency on welfare un-
dermines their humanity.

Think about that. How prophetic. I
think it has undermined their spirit,
their humanity. It makes them wards
of the state. Who wants to be a ward of
the state? Who wants to feel like a
second- or third-class citizen? Who
wants to feel like they are not carTying
their weight? Give our people an oppor-
tunity. Free them. Let us create the
incentive to move them into work. Do
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not hold them in bondage. Let us not
get involved in the ridiculous politics
of one-upmanship.

Let us give to our States and local
administrators the ability to help
bring about this kind of change. It is
going to be tough. It is not going to be
easy. It is going to be very tough.
Some people may not make it. We may
not be totally successful. I daresay, we
will not be. But for every individual,
for every citizen that we help. who
gains that spirit of independence and
freedom, freedom to do for themselves,
economic freedom, freedom to stand up
and say. "I participate to the best of
my ability." that is what we have to be
seeking.

I think it is about time that all of us,
Democrats, Republicans—this bill
passed overwhelmingly, 87 to 12. My
colleagues on the other side supported
it. Was it perfect then? No. Is it perfect
now? No. But it is better than doing
business as usual. The time for
sloganeering has passed, Madam Presi-
dent. Future generations need our help.
Some parents may not be happy about
what we are going to be doing, but to
those who are born and those who are
yet to be born, we have an obligation
to do what is right and to provide a
way and to provide an opportunity for
economic freedom.

I urge that we come together and
pass this bill. It is a good bill. It is not
perfect. It certainly will be helping
people—people—in this country and its
spirit.

Mr. DOMENICI. Will the Senator
yield for a question?

Mr. D'AMATO. Certainly.
Mr. DOMENICI. First, before I ask

the question, I see my friend, Senator
EXON is here. the ranking minority
member. A little while ago, I men-
tioned I have not seen the Senator's
Democrat amendment yet and that it
was 800 pages, I understood. I ask the
Senator, did he have some suggestion
with reference to that amendment?

Mr. EXON. Yes. I did. I am not sure
how serious it was, but I heard the
strenuous objection to the 800 pages in
the amendment that is now before us. I
suggested maybe if the Republicans
would accept it, we would cut it down
to 700 pages. The Senator did not im-
mediately agree to that. Will the Sen-
ator take it under consideration?

Mr. DOMENICI. I think the Senator
has to get down to maybe 300. 400
pages. Then we might be interested.

Mr. EXON. That shows bipartisanship
and cooperation is working.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I
wanted to ask Senator D'ATO awhile
ago—he was talking about noncitizens
who are receiving welfare benefits. I
want to ask, because I think the Amer-
ican people somehow have missed over
the last 15. 20 years, because most of us
missed it, we were totally unaware, as
I understand it, that many Americans
were sending off to foreign countries
for their elders under an American pol-
icy that is so generous it just makes
you understand what a wonderful coun-
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try we are. Under a policy of family
unification, we let a 45-year-old. 48-
year-old American send off to a foreign
country and bring their 65-year-old
mother or father to America.

Mr. D'AMATO. That is correct.
Mr. DOMENICI. Right. That 45, 48-

year-old American signs an agreement
that that relative will not become a
ward of the people of America, because
we have had a policy since our Revolu-
tionary days that noncitizens, aliens,
illegal aliens and aliens, would not be-
come wards of the state: thus. moving
aliens to become citizens and to be-
come productive. That was the reason-
ing.

Here is what has happened. That 45,
46. 47-year-old American, in good faith,
brought that elderly parent over here.
But what happened, I say to the Sen-
ator, is that in very short order they
found that the U.S. Government would
do nothing about it if they did not sup-
port them. So guess what happened?
They did not support them, So guess
what happens? Hundreds of thousands
are on SSI.

In fact, I want to show the Senator
this chart because it is so incredible. It
makes our point in the most descrip-
tive way you could. Of the general pop-
ulation, 2.9 percent of that general pop-
ulation are noncitizens over 65.

Mr. DODD, Will my colleague yield
on that point?

Mr. DOMENICI, In just a moment.
Look at this. And 29 percent of all of
those on SSI are noncitizens over 65, 10
times the proportion of the population
that they represent—b times.

Mr. DODD. Will my colleague yield?
Mr. DOMENICI. I was borrowing his

time.
Mr. DODD. If the Senator will yield,

my colleague from New Mexico raised a
good point.

As I understand it. the underlying
bill that came out of committee bans
this, The substitute that is being of-
fered by the Democratic leader bans
this. Our colleague from New Mexico
has raised a good point here. As I un-
derstand it. both bills plug up this
loophole that the chairman of the
Budget Committee has so accurately
and properly pointed out.

Am I wrong on that?
Mr. DAMATO. I do not know about

the—
Mr. DOMENICI, I have a lot of dif-

ficulty finding out what is in your bill,
As soon as we get the 800-page bill,

Mr. DODD, I am here to say it is in
the bill. We ban it, I presume it is
banned in the underlying bill, as well,

Mr. D'AMATO, It is banned in the un-
derlying bill,

Mr. DOMENICI, We agree it is there,
and we compliment you for, at least,
that page.

Mr. DODD. I just wanted to be clear
on that.

Mr. DOMENICI. Just to understand,
that is 1 million aliens who are on SSI.

Mr. D'AMATO. Improperly,
Mr. DOMENICI. Frankly, all we are

saying is that is not the way we in-
tended it. so fix it. and make sure it
does not happen.
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Now, we actually know, and I share

this with my friend from New York. we
actually know that there are games
taking place where people are educated
about how they can come here under
the circumstances I described and how
soon they can get on SSI. Now, if you
would like for this little dialog to show
how many are advantaged now by Med-
icaid. since Americans wonder about
Medicaid, let me give you the number.
I do not think you would have known
it. Madam President, 2.7 million aliens
are on Medicaid.

Mr. D'AMATO. Would my colleague
know how many billions of dollars a
year that is costing the taxpayers?

Mr. DOMEWICI. I cannot remember.
Mr. DAMATO. If we multiplied 2.7

million times S3.000 per recipient—and
that is a modest figure. because as they
are more elderly the cost even goes up
higher—we would find that is a shock-
ing figure. It seems to me that ap-
proaches over $6 billion a year—S6 bil-
lion a year. That is a round number.

Mr. DOMENICI. We figured it Out. It
is $8.1 billion.

Mr. D'AMATO. So I gave you a low
figure of $6 billion.

I am happy to yield to my colleague
and friend but. again, let me simply
say what is taking place is that the no-
blest of purposes—as a result of the
culture that has developed in terms of
our present welfare system, it is doing
exactly what our great President
Franklin Delano Roosevelt said. He
said it would act as a narcotic to the
spirit of those who received these bene-
fits for a prolonged period of time, un-
dermine their humanity.

There is nothing more noble than
taking care of the elderly, taking care
of one's parents and grandparents and
sending for them. That was why we
have this legislation. I think we dem-
onstrate how quickly that becomes un-
dermined when we now have a system
that encourages the abuse. I commend
my colleagues on the Democratic side
for saying, and recognizing, that this is
something that has to be dealt with.

Madam President, I strongly urge we
get done with the business of rhetoric
as it relates to talking about the need
for welfare reform and enact this legis-
lation substantially in the form that it
is, do the business of the people, and
particularly the business of future gen-
erations, of giving them an oppor-
tunity to really live the American
dream, to feel free, to feel that spirit of
independence that is a right of every
one of our citizens.

I yield the floor.
Mr. EXON. Madam President. may

we have the chart back up for a
minute. I yield myself such time as I
may need. I will be brief and then I will
yield to the next speaker on this side.

It is an interesting chart that my
friend and colleague brought up. We
have been debating this. I simply point
out that I think we are debating a
smelly dead polecat or a straw man.
Both of the bills, the Republican bill
and the amendment that we have of-
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fered, both address what has been
pointed out here as something wrong.
Another way of saying that is that
there are general agreements on boih
sides of the aisle that these kind of
things must be corrected.

I simply want to point out that we
agree with the points made by the
chairman, my friend and colleague
from New Mexico, and the junior Sen-
ator from New York. I simply say of
the 800-page bill that we have agreed to
cut down, one or two of the pages in
that bill that address the very same
thing that is adequately addressed in
your bill, are two of the pages that we
will not drop. I simply say. I think we
have enough to debate about. I want to
make the point there are lots of
similarities between the two bills. and
it may take 800 pages to define some of
the objections that we have which we
will continue to debate and point out.

I come back to the basic point I made
in the opening remarks on this side. We
are most concerned about children. and
while we recognize and agree and sa-
lute the opposition for some of the
changes they have made. we still think
more has to be done with regard to
children.

How much time remains on the
Daschle amendment?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The pro-
ponents have 31 minutes and 10 sec-
onds.

Mr. EXON. How much time does the
Senator from North Dakota need?

Mr. DORGAN. Twelve minutes.
Mr. EXON. I yield 12 minutes to the

Senator from North Dakota.
Mr. DORGAN. Madam President, I

appreciate the cooperation of the Sen-
ator from Nebraska.

I rise to support the work first
amendment offered by Senator
DASCHLE. This issue is not, as is often
portrayed, a caricature about Cadillac
welfare queens whom we have heard
about over a couple of decades of de-
bate about the welfare system. The
stereotype we hear about is this clip-
ping of a Cadillac welfare queen. living
in some big city, collecting a mul-
titude of checks with which to buy a
Cadillac and color television. and liv-
ing the life of leisure.

That is not what this debate is about.
It is about a welfare system. and this is
a serious subject. that affects the lives
of many, many people. This is the right
subject. The welfare system does not
work very well in this country. It does
not work very well for the taxpayers.
because there are able-bodied people
who make welfare a way of life and
should go to work. It does not work
very well for those on welfare because
it encourages them to stay there rath-
er than go to work. It does not work
well for kids, who are the most impor-
tant element in this issue.

I have told my colleagues about the
young boy I have never forgotten, a
young boy named David who came to
testify at a committee hearing. He
lived in a homeless shelter with his
mother in New York, moving back and
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forth between shelters. He testified be-
fore a committee on hunger and said.
'No 10-year-old boy like me should
have to put his head down on his desk
at school in the afternoon because it
hurts to be hungry." I have never for-
gotten this young fellow and what he
said.

The debate about this bill is increas-
ingly about children, about those who
live in circumstances that are trou-
bled, about those who are born in cir-
cumstances of poverty, about those
who have suffered setbacks in their
lives. Two-thirds of the welfare expend-
itures in America are for the benefit of
kids under 16 years of age. If you listen
to some of the debate, you would be-
lieve that welfare is essentially, if not
entirely. about giving a check to an
able-bodied person so she can find a
LA-Z-BOY couch or chair and lean
back, and watch television. while
drinking a quart of beer. That is the
caricature drawn of welfare recipients,
but that is wrong.

Two-thirds of the welfare dollars are
spent for children under 16 years of
age. No one here would sensibly say it
is time to kick IO-year-olds out and
have them go to work. get a good job,
and take care of themselves. Children
in this country, born in circumstances
of poverty, did not ask for that, and we
owe it to them to care about their
lives.

I mentioned that welfare is the right
subject, because the current welfare
system does not work very well. The
fact is. there are many similarities be-
tween what the Republicans and Demo-
crats in the Congress believe on welfare
reform. We tend to emphasize the dif-
ferences, but we have much in com-
mon.

There is an avalanche of teen preg-
nancies in this country, and too many
of them end up on welfare and are un-
prepared to take care of children. We
need a national crusade to try to re-
duce the number of teenage preg-
nancies in this country. That is one
way to address the welfare issue. We do
that in the amendment that is before
the body now.

There is an army of deadbeat dads in
America, men who have babies and
leave, saying. 'Yes, it is my baby, but
not my responsibility, and I do not in-
tend to pay a cent for that child."
Guess who pays for that child? The
American taxpayer. This bill says:
Deadbeat dads. avoiding your respon-
sibility is over. If you have children,
you have a responsibility to help pay
for the care of those children. And you
have a responsibility to the American
taxpayer.

Tens of billions of dollars in child
support payments that are owed by
deadbeat dads who have left and said,
"The kids I fathered are none of my
business." This bill says: I am sorry.
but you are wrong. and we are going to
make sure that in the future you take
responsibility for those children.

Yes, there are able-bodied people in
this country who believe that welfare
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can be a way of life. This bill says, you
are wrong. This bill says that we in-
tend to turn welfare offices into em-
ployment offices. We intend to say to
welfare people—those who are able-
bodied—If you are able-bodied and need
a helping hand, if you are down and
out, down on your luck, if you have
just had a fire and lost everything in
your trailer home, lost your job, suf-
fered health consequences, or you have
suffered a multitude of problems, we
want to reach out and give you a help-
ing hand. We want to help you back up.
to help you get back on your feet, and
to give you a chance.

That is what our welfare system
ought to be. But it ought to also say
that you have a responsthility as well.
Yes, we will help you get back on your
feet, but you have to be involved in
helping yourself, and you have certain
responsibilities. If all of the American
taxpayers are going to help you, you
have a responsibility to help yourself.
That is also what this legislation does.

Work is the focus of this bill for
those who are able-bodied. This is a
tough bill, but a fair bill. It reforms
the welfare system in the right way. It
says that if you take responsibility for
yourself, the Government will provide
you with a temporary helping hand. It
says we will provide you with the tools
to get back into the work force and
when you get there, we expect you to
stay there. This amendment requires
the able-bodied to sign a contract
agreeing to go to work. It also says
that if you fail to live up to the terms
of that contract. your benefits will be
terminated immediately.

The plan is flexible. It gives State
and local governments the ability to be
creative in developing their plans. But
this plan especially recognizes that
child care and job training are the
linchpins to solving the welfare prob-
lem for those who are able-bodied.

I have told my colleagues of getting
up in 6 in the morning and going to a
homeless shelter in this town. Wash-
ington. DC, and talking to a young
woman who had several children, and
then driving back to the Capitol Build-
ing about 8 in the morning and think-
ing to myself, if I had been that young
woman, what would I have done? Would
I be able to climb Out of the cir-
curnstances she found herself in, with a
husband who left her, a need to care for
several children, no job, no skills, but
certainly not a desire to remain in that
circumstance? This is not someone who
said to me over pancakes at the shel-
ter, 1 really want to stay on welfare."
With tears in her eyes. she said. '1
want to go to work, I want to get a
place to live. I want to provide for my
kids. I want to get skills so I can get a
good job." I was trying to think on the
way back to the Capitol. I wonder how
I could deal with that if I were her.
Well, if you save for the first and last
month's rent to get an apartment, they
will cut you back on the AFDC pay-
ments. So you canrot save in order to
get into an apartment. So no housing,
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no home. You will remain homeless. If
you go get a minimum wage job frying
hamburgers, as she did, what happens?
You lose your children's Medicaid ben-
efits. No health care for your children.
If you try to go find some job training,
where do you put your kids? Is anybody
going to pay child care? No. So they
are trapped. This young lady was
trapped and she did not want more
help. She did not want more welfare.
She wanted to find a way out of that
trap—to find a job. help provide for her
kids. to give her hope and an oppor-
tunity for the future. That is what this
debate is about.

This debate says it is unfair to the
American taxpayers to pay for those
who are able-bodied and stay at home.
But it also recognizes that most people
finding themselves on welfare want a
way out, a way up. a way to improve
their lives. This legislation offers that
helping hand by saying that you have a
responsibility. even as we help you. If
you fail to meet that responsibility, we
will not help. The amendment says,
with respect to the issue of teen preg-
nancies. there will be no more inde-
pendent households for teen mothers
on welfare. None. Stay at home and
stay in school. You must live with an
adult family member or in a supervised
setting where you can learn the skills
to become a responsible parent. If you
do not. there will be no benefits.

Some will say that is tough, and it is
tough. But it is what we must do to re-
form this welfare plan. I have talked
about the many challenges we face in
Congress today. I summarized it by
talking about kids, jobs. and values.
That summarizes most of the chal-
lenges we face in Congress-_dealing
with kids. jobs, and values. The welfare
debate touches all of those areas. It is.
most importantly, an issue of what do
we do about kids born in circumstances
of poverty. born into a life that they
did not choose. They did not ask to be
born in poverty. What do we say to
them? Do we say, "You have value.
merit. and we intend to help you. and
we care about your lives"?

Welfare reform is about jobs, moving
people from circumstances of welfare
to employment. and to the ability to
take care of themselves. Values? Yes,
it is also about values. Do we value
work over welfare? If so. let us apply
those judgments in welfare reform, on
the minimum wage and in other areas.
Let us say to the folks at the bottom of
the economic ladder in America that
we are going to help you climb up the
ladder and help you reach your full po-
tential.

In my final remaining moments. let
me tell my colleagues, I think for the
second time. about Caroline, because
she is an object lesson. it seems to me,
of what we are discussing today.

Caroline was a wonderful Norwegian
woman. who married a man named
Otto in Oslo, Norway, came to this
country and settled in St. Paul, MN.
Otto tragically died. When Otto died,
Caroline had six children. She took the
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six children and moved to the prairies
of North Dakota and settled in a tent
in Indian Creek Township, I believe. in
Hettinger County, ND. They lived in a
tent. Then this strong Norwegian
woman built a home, raised a family,
started a homestead and became a
North Dakota farmer.

I can only guess what kind of
strength and courage it took for this
Norwegian woman, losing her husband,
to move to the prairies of North Da-
kota and pitch a tent and raise her
family and start her farm. But she did
it. And she had a son, and her son had
a daughter, and her daughter had me.
That is how I came to live in Hettinger
County, ND.

I told that story one day on a radio
show when I was asked about my herit-
age. And somebody called in and said,
"Isn't it lucky that we did not have a
welfare program at the turn of the cen-
tury. because Caroline never would
have left St. Paul: she would have
stayed there and stayed on welfare." I
said, "Well, who do you think gave
Caroline the land when she home-
steaded 160 acres in Hettinger County.
ND? The Federal Government."

The Homestead Act said what we are
trying to say in this welfare bill. We
want to help those who are willing to
help themselves. It was good policy
then. It is good policy now.

I hope that in the name of Caroline—
and in the name of children across this
country—and in the name of common
sense we will pass a welfare reform bill
that is a bipartisan effort to under-
stand that this Senate needs to do
what is right to address one of the vex-
ing problems of the day.

Mr. President, thank you for your in-
dulgence.

I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who

yields time?
The Senator from Nebraska.
Mr. EXON. Mr. President. the Sen-

ator from Connecticut is patiently
waiting. About how much time does
the Senator need?

Mr. DODD. I do not know. I see my
colleagues from Pennsylvania and New
Mexico. I can wait.

Mr. DOMENICI. How much time
would the Senator like?

Mr. SANTORUM. Five minutes.
Mr. DOMENICI. I yield 10 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator is recognized for up to 10 minutes.
Mr. SANTORUM. I thank the Senator

from New Mexico.
Mr. President, I want to respond to

the speeches about the Work First Act.
This is, from what I can tell. an 800-

page amendment that has been submit-
ted without giving anyone on the other
side a preview of that amendment, or
any kind of opportunity to review an
800-page document. We were handed a
background brief which is on one side
of the paper. I think it is five or six
pages of one-sided paper with fairly big
type. It is not much information. There
are, in fact, a lot of questions about
the exemptions that are provided for to
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the rules that sound very good but like
previous bills that I have seen come
from the Democratic leader, while the
appearance, the facade, looks nice,
there are a lot of holes in the floor for
the people to drop through and stay in
the current system, and, in fact, in the
end the current system is alive and
well after we have gone through great
effort to pass something.

This bill does, from what I have
seen—at least what they admit to in
this background brief: I think "brief'
is probably the applicable word here—
there are essentially no time limits
left. Under the Republican bill, under
the bill that passed the U.S. Senate
last year 87 to 12. there is a time limit
on welfare. After 5 years. you are off
AFDC: you had your time to. in a
sense, get an education, get training.
do job search, work, get that experi-
ence, and after 5 years the social con-
tract was, in a sense, at an end.

That is important for the reason that
we have to—just like all programs
where you are dealing with people who
are troubled and need to turn their
lives around, it is important to set a
time limit. some sort of goal, and some
sort of time where people have to hit
the wall. We provide in this bill. and we
provide in the bill that we passed last
year. a hardship exemption for those
who were having a tough time still and
realize, "Hey, look, you are trying.
You are still working." We allow a per-
centage of up to 20 percent of the peo-
ple in the system to continue to re-
ceive benefits. Will they do that in this
bill. in the Democratic substitute? In
addition, people who hit the 5-year
limit—everybody continues to receive
vouchers which is, in a sense. a cash
payment. They say. "Well, it is vouch-
ers for the children."

Mr. BREAUX. Will the Senator yield?
Mr. SANTORUM. I can tell you while

there are vouchers for the children, the
parents get the vouchers. The parents
spend the money for the children.

I am happy to yield.
Mr. BREATJ'X. I thank the Senator

for yielding because the Senator is
making ax-i incorrect statement. Under
the amendment that I am going to
offer, which I happen to have written,
it is very clear that the vouchers do
not go to the parent or to the children.
They go to a third party. They go to
the people who provide the services.
They cannot be given to the parent by
law. They do not go to the parent.
They do not go to the child. They go to
the person who provides the benefit,
the clothing. or the food, or perhaps a
2-year-old child whose parent has been
cut off of welfare.

I ask the question of the Senator.
What would he say to a small child
whose parent has been cut off of any
assistance and that kid could not have
the food? What does he say to that kid?

Mr. SANTORUM. I would say one
thing. No. 1. under the Republican bill
that family still is eligible for food
stamps. That family is still eligible for
food stamps: still eligible for other

medical benefits and other kinds of
welfare services. What they are not eli-
gible for—and what your vouchers ai-e
replacing—is cash.

So what you are doing is taking a
cash program and turning it into a
services program that does not have to
be used for food. and can be used—
again, I have to apologize. There is not
much detail in this thing. So I am
groping a little bit for my own irifor-
mation. I appreciate the Senator's re-
sponding and filling it in. But what you
are filling in for—you already have
people qualifying for food stamps, you
already have people who are continuing
to qualify for Medicaid, you already
have people who continue, if they are
eligible today. to qualify for housing.
None of that changes. What we elimi-
nate is cash. and what you replace it
with is pseudocash, which is in a sense
the same thing.

Mr. BREAUX. Will the Senator yield?
Mr. SANTORiJM. Yes.
Mr. BREAUX. The Senator talks

about food stamps. For the first time,
you are taking the Food Stamp Pro-
gram and. through block grants, States
do not have to use their money for food
stamps if they do not want to.

Mr. SANTORUM. We did in the bill.
as we did in the bill that passed 87 to 12
on this floor. allow States the option
to take a block grant for food stamps.
the option which was again approved
by 87 votes on this floor.

Mr. BREAUX. The question is: Is it
not possible that the States do not
have to provide food stamps for the
child you are talking about if they do
not want to?

Mr. SANTORUM. If they take the op-
tion for the block grant. they can de-
sign this program, which has to be ap-
proved by the Secretary, of course. I
am sure there are going to be some
limitations on that.

Mr. BREAUX. You are mandating.
Mr. SANTORUM. No. There is man-

date. But I would suspect, knowing the
Governors I have talked to on this
issue. if they are going to come to the
point where they are going to end cash
assistance, they are not going to take
food stamp benefits away. In fact. the
Congressional Budget Office, when they
scored our bill. in fact. provided for an
increase in food stamp expenditures be-
cause of the reduction in the AFDC
payment. Therefore. you have less in-
come in the family and, therefore. they
are eligible for more food stamps. So
food stamps have actually a
counterbalancing influence on the re-
duction of cash. That is provided for in
our bill.

But I think the point is here what
you are doing is continuing the entitle-
ment which is continued in this bill,
No. 1.

No. 2, what you are doing is allowing
families to legitimately make an eco-
nomic decision which they make today.
which is not to work. to stay on wel-
fare. and to be able to survive doing so.

What we wart to do. except for those
cases that are hardship, except for
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those cases where people are really try-
ing in high-unemployment areas, have
problems one way or another with
their family and holding down a job—
we are not talking about people who
are disabled. People who are disabled
are not even in the program. We are
taking about able-bodied people who
are capable of working. We are saying
to 20 percent of those people. we are
going to allow you to stay after 5 years
because we know there might be situa-
tions where it is tough. But the rest of
you. yes. we will have an expectation
that after 5 years you can get a job.
You should be able to hold thatjob.

Mr. BREAUX. Will the Senator yield?
Mr. SANTORUM. Yes.
Mr. BREAUX. Is that the Senator's

premise of what he is trying to accom-
plish? Let me read a very short descrip-
tion of what a voucher program does,
and tell me why he disagrees with it. It
says a voucher provided to a family
under this law shall be based on the
State's assessment of the need of the
child of the family. That shall be deter-
mined from the day of the subsistence
need of the child; that it is effectively
designed to appropriately pay third
parties for shelter, goods. and services
received by the child; and, third, fi-
nally, it is payable directly to such
third parties.

If a State decides to have a 24-month
termination of a parent because they
do not follow the rules, what is wrong
with this provision taking care of the
needs of the child designed by the
State to take care of the needs deter-
mined by the State to be payable to a
third party on the subsistence needs of
the child? If they talk about food
stamps, it would not qualify under
this,

We are talking about assistance
needs of the child. Food stamps would
include food.

Mr. SANTORUM. Sure. I can respond.
Again, it is very hard to respond be-
cause you may be looking at the bill. I

just got it.
Mr. BREAUX. We got it this morn-

ing.
Mr. SANTORUM. That bill came

through the Finance Committee. You
are on that committee. You saw it
when it came through that committee.
You had the markup when this came
through the committee. You have the
markup document before you. No. 1.
No. 2. let me just say that what you
say here again in your description is to
provide non cash aid; maintain a mini-
mal safety net for the children.

Who determines that in your bill?
Mr. BREAUX. The State.
Mr. SANTORUM. The State deter-

mines the minimal safety and the Fed-
eral Government has no oversight?

Mr. BREAUX. Let me read it again.
A voucher provided to a family under
this law shall be made on the State's
assessment of the need of the child—
not the Federal Government. not
Washington, but the States,

Mr. SANTORUM. This is an optional
voucher program.
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Mr. BREAUX. It is a voucher of 5
years. optional on behalf of the State.
The cutoff in less than 5 years is man-
datory on the part of the child.

Mr. SANTORUM. If it is less than 5
years, and the people are not working.
this is a difficult—

Mr. BREAUX. Not the parent. The
parent gets zero under my amendment.
We are talking about a child maybe 2
years old that cannot work.

Mr. SANTORUM. Or a child 16 years
hold who can work.

Mr. BREAUX. Or a child 3 years old
who cannot work.

Mr. SANTTORUM. Or a child 17 years
old who can. We can go back and forth.
But the fact is we are talking about all
children; that is, under IS. The point I
am trying to make is. the question I
am trying to have answered here is, if
it is under five years. you mandate
that the State provide a voucher to
someone who is unwilling to work.

Mr. BREAUX. If it is less than 5
years and the parent is cut off, the
child, as determined by th State. has
to receive a voucher to provide the sub-
sistence needs of that particular child.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
KEMPTHORNE), The Senators time has
expired.

Mr. DOMENICI addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New Mexico.
Mr. DOMENICI. In part of this dialog

some 4 minutes ago. the question came
up on block grants for food stamps. I
might say the Republican bill before us
here says the State has the option. but
I would suggest that you read further,
because it says that 85 percent of that
money. if they choose to block it. must
be used for nutrition. I believe that is
correct in terms of the underlying bill.

I am going to yield now. We should
be moving to the other side. Might I
ask Senator ExoN. does the Senator
know how many more speakers there
are on the Democratic substitute?

Mr. EXON. There is the Senator from
Connecticut and there is myself and
the Senator from Louisiana, so that is
three.

Mr. DOMENICI, And how much time
is remaining?

The PRESmING OFFICER. The Sen.'
ator from Nebraska controls 17 min-
utes, 21 seconds; the Senator from New
Mexico controls 27 minutes.

Mr. DOMENICI. I yield the floor.
Mr. EXON. Mr. President, the Sen-

ator from Connecticut would be next.
How much time does the Senator from
Connecticut need?

Mr. DODD. I see one of the authors.
my colleague from Louisiana, so I will
try about 7 minutes or so.

Mr. EXON, I have some time that I
can yield ofF the bill.

Mr. DODD. I thank my colleague.
Ten minutes. ff1 can.

Mr. EXON. Ten minutes. I yield 10
minutes ofT the bill to the Senator
from Connecticut.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Connecticut is recognized for
up to 10 minutes.
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Mr. DODD. I thank the Chair, I thank

my colleague from Nebraska.
Let me begin by thanking the Demo-

cratic leader, Senator DASCHLE, along
with our colleague. Senator BREAUx. of
Louisiana, and Senator MxKULSu, of
Maryland. who are the principal au-
thors of this alternative. I commend
them for it.

I draw my colleagues attention to
the exchange between our colleagues
from Pennsylvania and Louisiana that
comes to one of the critical elements
as far as I am concerned. It is the criti-
cal distinction between what is being
offered by the majority and what we
are offering in the alternative. That is,
Mr. President, the children.

I do not think there is any debate
among us here about trying to get the
adults from welfare to work. There are
2 million people out of roughly 275 mil-
lion that we are going to put to work,

Let me begin by framing this in
mathematical terms so people can get
a conception in their minds of what we
are talking about. We are a nation of
some 270 million people, thereabouts.
What we are talking about is Federal
welfare, aid to families with dependent
children, There are 13 million people in
the United States on AFDC, aid to fam-
ilies with dependent children. out of a
nation of 270 million. Of that 13 mil-
lion, Mr. President. 4.1 million are
adults and 8.8 million of that 13 million
are children under the age of 18. And 78
percent. almost 80 percent of that 8.8
million are under the age of 12: roughly
50 percent of that 8.8 million are under
the age of 6,

I do not think the debate here is
about whether or not we can take 2
million of the 4 million adults out of a
nation of 270 million and put them to
work, That we all agree on. What this
side of the aisle has so much trouble
with and why there is such a fun-
damental disagreement here relates to
the 8.8 million children—80 percent of
whom are under the age of 12. People
who are 16 or 17. I presume they are al-
most adults: they can work. But I do
not know of anyone, Mr. President. re-
gardless of ideology or political persua-
sion. who is going to look into the eyes
of a child and say. "I am sorry. Be-
cause your parent did not get a job. be-
cause the recession happened, because
there were not enough jobs. you are out
of it. We cannot help you any longer.'

I do not understand that sort of ap-
proach. It would break a tradition in
this country, regardless of party and
political persuasion, that has existed
for more than a half a century. We
have said, when it comes to America's
kids, the circumstance they are born
into is none of their doing. It is none of
their doing. And yet if a 6-year-old
child is starving, is hungry. we ought
to find subsistence help. That is what
my colleague from Louisiana was just
talking about. some form of subsist-
ence assistance for them,

Mr. President. I am going to focus
these brief remarks on the children. I
do not make any argument about
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whether we want to make it 2 years or
5 years to get people off of welfare to
work. I'm talking about roughly 2 mil-
lion or 4 million of 270 million. I figure
we ought to be able to figure out how
to do that.

I am really concerned about these in-
fants and children. We see under the
proposal offered by the majority that
we do not have health and safety
standards for child care if the parents
go to work. These children under the
age of 12 who are going to need a child
care setting. Yet the bill eliminates to-
day's health and safety standards for
child care settings.

We have standards for automobiles
that must be met. emission controls
that must be met. We have standards
for pets in this country that must be
met. For the life of me. I do not under-
stand why we will not have health and
safety standards for Americas children
in a child care setting. What is so radi-
cal or outrageous about saying that on
basic health and safety, children who
are put into a child care setting ought
to have that minimum guarantee.

I will offer an amendment. assum-
ing—I hope it is not the case—that the
Democratic alternative is rejected, to
try to correct that situation on health
and safety standards, I am hopeful my
colleagues will support it.

Senator HATCH and I, 6 years ago.
wrote the child care legislation and in-
cluded health and safety standards, and
we have worked with it pretty well
over the last 6 years. It is not in this
bill. I would urge that we put it back
in. The Democratic alternative does
that. We have in our bill a minimum
requirement that would require quality
of child care.

If we are saying to these parents,
which we should. we want you to get to
work, and we want you to be self-suffi-
cient. Then we have to say that when
these children are being cared for,
there is going—Mr. President, I am
having a hard time even hearing my
own self speaking.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator will suspend.

The Senate will come to order,
The Senator from Connecticut.
Mr. DODD. I thank the Chair.
So, Mr. President. the health and

safety standards, the quality of our
child care settings. again. this ought
not be a question of partisan disagree-
ment here, As I said, if we are going to
have quality controls on automobiles
and pets. then we ought to do it for
child care settings. If you try to place
your pet in some place over the week-
end when you go on your vacation,
there are standards for where your pet
is kept. And yet this bill says that the
standards where you place your child 8
hours a day as you go to work are not
required.

I do not know why this ought to be
the subject of partisan disagreement.
and yet it is, And so when you talk
about welfare reform, it is critically
important that health and safety
standards and quality be included. We
will offer alternatives in that regard.
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I also want to emphasize the point

that the Senator from Louisiana just
made to our colleague from Pennsylva-
nia about a voucher system at the end
of 5 years or 2 years. In my view, you
can put any level you want on it. My
concern is. what happens to the kids at
that point? What happens to those chil-
dren at the end of 2 years? For some of
the adults, let us assume they will be
going off to work. But let us assume
for a second they cannot. What hap-
pens to those kids? You cut off the par-
ents. OK, I do not like that, and I think
you have a problem with that. But for
the life of me. why would you say to
the child, you lose.

The voucher system here provides
the safety net. And, of course, under
the bill offered by the majority, in fact.
it is mandatory—mandatory_there be
no voucher system. It specifically pro-
hibits it. It does not even give the
State the option. It mandates that no
voucher exist at all.

I do not understand that. I do not un-
derstand that at all.

Mr. SANTORUM addressed the Chair.
Mr. DODD. Let me, if I can, finish my

remarks, because time is brief here,
and then I will be glad at the end, if I
do have an extra minute. to yield to
my colleague.

The proposal offered by the distin-
guished Senator from South Dakota
and the Senator from Louisiana offers
a safety net for children that I urge my
colleagues to look at. The voucher sys-
tem that allows for that safety net for
children.

The same on the food stamp issue
that has been raised earlier. Again, by
block granting it. you run the risk in
certain States, because the political
will is not there—and my colleagues
know as well as I do that can happen—
then the food stamp issue is also lost.

I hope that is not the case. I heard
my colleague from Pennsylvania ear-
lier say he did not think that would
happen. I hope he is right. But I do not
know why we cannot require some safe-
ty net so all of us on a national level
know these children are not going to be
adversely affected.

One of the other provisions that has
not been the subject of much debate is
the penalties imposed by the major-
ity's proposal. We are told by the Con-
gressional Budget Office that many
States will not be able to meet the cri-
teria laid Out in the legislation, the
standards here, and that in fact they
will be imposing penalties of 5 percent
of the assistance they will be receiving
under this bill in the first year. Then it
is cumulative. Whatever that number
is. the penalty the first year. if there is
a penalty the second it is 5 percent on
that number. The point is. as has been
pointed Out by some of our Governors.
this is an unfunded mandate, because
that falls on the States, on local tax-
payers. One estimate from one Gov-
ernor is it may be as much as $12 bil-
lion in an unfunded mandate on the
States as a result of the penalties being
imposed if States do not get the num-

bers of people to work in the timeframe
they are required to under our legisla-
tion.

Again. I assume most of the States
will try to get it done. but I think all
of us know what happens when a reces-
sion or other economic difficulties hit.
For one reason or another, the States
would not meet those standards and
the penalty is imposed. Then it gets cu-
mulative thereafter. We collect that
back. So that is. in effect. a tax, an un-
funded mandate on the States. And I
am looking specifically at our col-
league in the chair because he authored
very effectively. at the very outset of
this Congress, a very successful piece
of legislation on unfunded mandates. I
urge him to look at this, because Gov-
ernor Carper of Delaware and others at
the Governors Conference raised this
issue included in the majority bill, and
I do not think any of us would like to
see an unfunded mandate imposed as a
result of this legislation despite our ac-
tivities earlier in this Congress.

I end where I began here. My concern
is about these children, these kids.

I ask unanimous consent I be able to
proceed for 1 additional minute.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. DODD. My concern is children.
Again. on the health and safety stand-
ards. on the quality. on the vouchers
and food, it seems to me we ought to
try to correct these mistakes. Again,
remember, we are talking about put-
ting 2 million adults Out of 4 million
adults on welfare to work over the next
5 years. Out of a Nation of 270 million
people. Of the 8.8 million children on
welfare, 80 percent are under the age of
12. 50 percent under the age of 6—of the
8.8 million. We ought to be able to say
to those infants and those children
that there is a safety net here. We are
going to try to see to it that your par-
ents go to work. but for whatever rea-
son if they are unable to do it, no mat-
ter what we do to them, you are not
going to be adversely affected by this.
That ought not to be that hard to do.
I do not understand why we cannot find
common ground on that issue as we try
to achieve the goal of putting people,
adults on welfare, to work without
jeopardizing the children. That is the
simple question.

Can we not write a bill, can we not
come together and write a bill that
puts people from welfare to work and
does not adversely affect infants, in-
fants in this country who I think will
be hurt as a result of the legislation, if
adopted unamended. as the majority
has presented it?

Mr. President, I see my colleague
from Pennsylvania standing. I will be
glad to ask for an additional minute if
he wanted to ask me a question, or
maybe my colleague from New Mexico
would.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator has expired. Who yields
time?

Mr. DOMENICI. How much time do
we have?
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The PRESIDING OFFICER, The Sen.

ator from New Mexico has 27 minutes,
the Senator from Nebraska. 17 min-
utes.

Mr. DOMENICI. I yield 3 minutes to
the Senator from Pennsylvania.

Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President, I do
have a question of the Senator. Let me
state something first. I stated before in
my opening comments that the Sen-
ator from Connecticut and the Senator
from New York said and repeated that
what they care about is the children. I
suggest the current system reflects
that all the care that has been ex-
pressed for children, here, has not
panned Out into a reality that children
are cared for. That is the real issue.

We can all care about children. The
question is. are children cared for and
by whom? What we are trying to do
here. in this bill, is to make sure, not
that we feel good about caring for chil-
dren—I am sure the Senator from Con-
necticut knows that everybody in this
Chamber cares for children: that is not
the issue, to measure our care—it is to
measure whether children are cared for
and by whom.

What we do here in our bill is to try
to rebuild a culture that has been sys-
tematically destroyed by the welfare
system to make sure that there are
families to care for children: that there
are communities where children are
safe again. As long as you continue the
welfare entitlement. the dependency
structure of unlimited welfare. you will
not get care for children. You will not
get caring neighborhoods. You will not
get caring communities. You will not
have stable families. It is a reality.
You are looking at it today. That is
why we are here.

Mr. DODD. If my colleague will
yield?

Mr. SANTORUM. Ijust ask this ques-
tion of my friend from Connecticut.
Does your bill create a day care enti-
tlement?

Mr. DODD. No.
Mr. SANTORUM. You say in your bill

that "all children will receive day
care."

Mr. DODD. No. we block grant—
Mr. SANTORUM. You say all chil-

dren will receive day care. I will read
from it. 'To help recipients get and
keep a job. child care will be made
available to all those required to
work," That sounds like a quasi-enti-
tlement.

Mr. DODD. If the parents go to work,
we are trying to provide a setting for
those children in that situation. Rath-
er than have them go onto the streets.
there is some child care setting for
them.

Mr. SANTORUM. As the Senator
from Connecticut knows, under the Re-
publican bill before you. we spent $4
billion—' 'b" billion—$4 billion more on
child care than under current law and
almost $2 billion more than what the
President believes he needs for day
care. So we spend a lot more money.
The question—

Mr. DODD. The Senator did not hear
me suggest I was going to offer an
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amendment to add additional funds for
child care. I said health and safety
standards. And I appreciate the fact we
are going to be able to get more on
child care. I say to my colleague, it
will probably be inadequate. If, in fact,
we get everybody to work, the money
there will not provide for the child care
needs for those families. I do not think
anybody will tell you that it would be
adequate. But I appreciate the fact
there is more money and I appreciate
the fact the Senator from Delaware.
who is the chairman, is responsible for
that.

Mr. SANTORUM. I ask for 1 addi-
tional minute.

The PRES1DINC OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. SANTORUM. The second ques-
tion is on the vouchers issue, and the
Senator from Louisiana. while he re-
sponded to a question was not respond-
ing to my question. He was responding
to the provision in his amendment, not
the provision in the amendment before
us.

You suggest the Republican bill for-
bids vouchers after 5 years.

Mr. DODD. Right.
Mr. SANTORUM. I am sure the Sen-

ator from Connecticut knows that
what it forbids is Federal dollars to be
used for vouchers after 5 years. States
can give vouchers using their own dol-
lars for an unlimited period of time.
Obviously. if they do not, if they use
their money—there is a discrete
amount of money here. What we are
saying is you have to focus that money
on the 5 years. If you want to extend
beyond the 5 years. then use your own
dollars.

Conversely. what you would say is.
look. you can use our dollars after 5
years. which means you would nec-
essarily have to take it out of the first
5 years. We do not think that money
should come out of the first 5 years. We
think there should be an intensive ef-
fort in 5 years, committing every Fed-
eral resource possible to that 5-year
transition period, to get those people
to work and not hold out money, Fed-
eral dollars, for a continuation of wel-
fare into the future. That is the philo-
sophical difference.

Mr. DODD. Let me respond. if I may.
to my colleague. Two points. One, on
child care. there is a cap on entitle-
ments on the child care issue. I ask for
30 seconds.

The PRESIDINC OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

Mr. DODD. It is a capped entitlement
on child care. so it will not be in-
creased.

Mr. SANTORUM. It is a new entitle-
ment?

Mr. DODD. Let me respond. You
asked the question. Let me respond.

In regard to the issue of the vouch-
ers, obviously the States and localities
can do what they want. But we are
talking about our Federal involvement
here. We prohibit the use of the Fed-
eral funds, of our money. Federal
money, if you will, to go for the vouch-
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er system. Ijust suggest that, if we are
going to put people to work as we
should. and if for some reason States
are unable to meet those standards,
then those children, whatever else you
want to do with the adults, ought to
have a safety net. The voucher ought
to be a system they can use to provide
for that safety net. We say that States
ought to be able to provide that. The
bill by the majority prohibits it. Obvi-
ously. we cannot stop a State from
doing what it wants, but why would we
prohibit them from using these mon-
eys?

Mr. SANTORUM. I ask for I addi-
tional minute to respond.

The PRESIDINC OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

Mr. SANTORUM. I would respond by
saying. as the Senator from Connecti-
cut knows. we are talking about origi-
nally 25 percent of the AFDC popu-
lation, able-bodied AFDC popu-
lation—

Mr. DODD. Four million.
Mr. SANTORUM. Yes—going into

this system. increasing up to 70 percent
over the next 5 years. Within that cat-
egory. 20 percent are exempted for
hardship. That means they can go be-
yond the 5 years and still receive Fed-
eral dollars after 5 years. We are talk-
ing about a limited number of people
who are able-bodied, who have had 5
years. who are not designated by the
State as hardship. That is not a high
hurdle to get over.

Mr. DODD. I do not have any dis-
agreement on that. On the adult side I
have no disagreement. My focus is on
the 8.8 million kids, 80 percent under
the age of 12. That is the focus of my
concern. My fear is the children are not
being adequately protected at all.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ators time has expired. Who yields
time?

Mr. EXON addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDINC OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Nebraska.
Mr. EXON. How much time does the

Senator from Nebraska have left on the
amendment?

The PRESIDINC OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Nebraska has 16 minutes. 15
seconds.

Mr. EXON. On the Daschle amend-
ment.

The PRESIDINC OFFICER. That is
correct.

Mr. EXON. I yield 10 minutes to the
Senator from Louisiana.

The PRESIDINC OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Louisiana is recognized for
up to 10 minutes.

Mr. BREAUX. I thank the Chair.
Mr. President, I think a lot of this is

getting far more complicated than it
deserves. It is a serious issue, but it is
not that complicated. I think the work
first amendment that has been offered
by the distinguished Democratic lead-
er, Senator DASCHLE, is a very good
compromise. It is fair. it emphasizes
work, and it sets time limits for people
on welfare. It also. I think, however, is
good for children. It is tough on work,
but it is good for kids.
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Welfare reform must be about getting

a check by working as opposed to get.
ting a check by not working. We all
agree with that. Democrats have said
very strongly that we believe that
there should be time limits: that peo-
ple should be required to work: that an
unmarried mother should be required
to live with an adult, in an adult fam-
ily. with her own family, if that is pos-
sible, but with adult supervision: that
we should have a time limit on how
long someone can be on welfare. It can-
not be forever.

Our amendment says there is a life-
time limit of 5 years, and a State has
the option under our bill to set shorter
limits if they want. My own State of
Louisiana has been approved to set
time limits for welfare as low as 24
months, 2 years.

But what I am talking about when we
are talking about these vouchers for
kids is that all of us believe that while
we are being so tough on a parent, that
we should not be tough on an innocent
child and an innocent victim who did
not ask to be brought into this world.
What good do we do by telling a 2-year-
old that we are going to throw him or
her out without any help or assistance?

The voucher proposal which I have as
an amendment to be offered later on
simply says that if a State determines
to terminate a person on welfare as-
sistance in a period shorter than 5
years, that that State must use the
Federal and State money that they
have to help pay for essential needs of
a child.

My amendment says that the State
shall do an assessment of that child.
They still determine the need of that
child. The child may need diapers. the
child may need medicine. the child
may be older and need book supplies,
good gosh. to go to school, which we all
should support, or may need food be-
cause they are hungry and the Food
Stamp Program is not adequate.

The State makes the determination
of the need of that child. and then after
they have made the determination.
they determine vouchers for that
child's benefits. The parent does not
get it. Everybody wants to penalize the
parent. The voucher does not go to the
parent under my amendment The
voucher would go to the third party
who is going to provide the essential
needs for the child. Maybe it is a food
supply organization. maybe it is a
school, maybe it is a drugstore for
medicine for the child. They would get
the voucher under the State program.
and they would take care of the needs
of that child as determined by the
State.

Is it too much for us in Congress to
say to a State that we are giving most
of the money to that you have to use
those moneys to take care of children
who are innocent victims while we are
being so tough on the parent?

I support time limits of parents. I
support making them go to work. I
support making them be responsible
and live with an adult if they are going
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to receive AFDC assistance. My gosh.
can't we be, in this great country of
ours, with the economic benefits that
we all participate in. strong enough
also to say we are going to somehow
protect the needs of innocent children?

We are close on this. It should not be
a big disagreement. After 5 years. we
say we allow the State to do it. but the
Republican proposal forbids it. Why, if
the State wants to do it, can they not
use the block grant money they get to
do this? If the State sees a child that
they think is in need, why should we
not at least allow the State. under this
wonderful block grant concept, to pro-
vide vouchers for children after 5 years
if the State wants to do it with the
block grant money that they get? Yet.
the Republican bill forbids it.

I think that is too extreme. Let the
State make the decision. If the State
wants to forbid it. all right, let them
do it. But if the State wants to do it
with the block grant money they are
getting, allow them to do it. Then. if it
is less than 5 years. if they want to Cut
off the assistance to a parent in 2 years
or 3 years or 4 years. we think that the
moneys that Washington and the
States are providing together should at
least be used to take care of the Child
while we are being tough on the parent.

Mr. GREGG. Will the Senator yield?
Mr. BREAUX. All this should be

about putting work first but not Chil-
dren last.

Mr. GREGG. Will the Senator yield?
Mr. BREAUX. Yes, I yield.
Mr. GREGG. Is it my understanding

that in your proposal, the States are
mandated to use the vouchers during
the 5 years, permitted to use vouchers
after 5 years.

Mr. BREAUX. I will answer the Sen-
ator. who has a distinguished career as
Governor back in his State. it says
that a State. based on their determina-
tion of the need, if the child does not
need it under the State determination,
the State does not have to do it, if it is
a 2-year time limit. 3 years or 4. But if
the State. in their determination, sees
a child who has a need that is not being
met, then the State must have a
voucher. If the State finds that child is
being taken care of with other pro-
grams or through a parent, aunt, uncle
or grandfather, there is no need there.
The State makes the determination.

Mr. GREGG. If I may continue this
question, basically what you are say-
ing. then, is the State is required to
use the voucher for a child up to the 5
years.

Mr. BREAUX. That is incorrect.
Mr. GREGG. The State identifies the

need.
Mr. BREAUX. The question the Sen-

ator is posing is an incorrect statement
in the sense it does not require the
State to give a voucher to a Child
whose parent has been cut off from wel-
fare for less than 5 years. It would only
require it if the State first makes a de-
termination that the child has a need.
The State makes that determination.

Mr. GREGG. That differs from the
pending legislation. The pending legis-
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lation leaves it up to the State to
make that decision during the 5-year
period; is that correct?

Mr. BREAUX, I think the Senator is
correct.

Mr. GREGG. And then you are saying
that after the 5-year period, the States
would be given the flexibility to con-
tinue the voucher, but even if there
was a need at that time, it would be
identified by the State, it would not be
required.

Mr. BREAUX. That is correct.
Mr. GREGG. So, essentially. you are

putting the State in this position—as
the bill is presently structured. you are
taking that language and moving it
into the post-S-year period. and then
for the pre-5-year period, you are re-
quiring that the payments be made for
need—

Mr. BREAUX. As I understand the
Senator's question—let me try and re-
state it as simply as I possibly can.

Under the Breaux voucher amend-
ment that will be offered, for a family
that is cut off from welfare after being
there for 5 years. it would allow the
State to use their block grant funds to
provide vouchers to a child if the State
determines that there is a need for as-
sistance for that child.

If the State has a shorter period than
5 years—2 years. 3 years, 4 years. what
have you—based on the State's assess-
ment of the need of that child, the
State decides there is a needy child
here, then the State is required to use
block grant funds to help that child.
They determine how much: they deter-
mine where to spend it. It does not go
to the parent. It does not go to the
child. It goes to a third-party provider.

Mr. GREGG. Which I guess leads to
the point I wanted to ask about. which
is that if you are essentially using the
logic of this bill for the post-S-year pe-
riod, why not use it for the pre-S-year
period also?

Or to state it another way. you said
in your statement that it made no
sense to you that people wanted to give
flexibility to the States: they would
not allow the States that flexibility
after a S-year period to spend the
voucher. Doesn't that same logic apply
to the pre-S -year period?

In other words, shouldn't the State
flexibility remain for the pre-5-year pe-
riod as well as for the post-S-year pe-
riod? Why should the Federal Govern-
ment come in and direct the States to
do it?

Mr. BREAUX. I will respond to the
Senator in this way.

I would like to. but politically I do
not think it is possible to do it, to say
that when you have a block grant fund
going to the State, and the State has
made a determination that there is a
needy Child out there. the State be re-
quired to use those funds to take care
of the needs of the child at any point,
5 years. 2 years, or 3 years. either one.
I just do not think that is politically
possible to do.

Mr. GREGG, Well. I appreciate the
Senator's courtesy of yielding to me
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for these questions. If the logic of the
Senators position is correct—and I
think there is a lot of attractiveness to
the Senator's logic in the post-S-year-
period—if this bill, as it is presently
structured, basically takes that logic
and applies it to the pre-S-year period,
would not the Senator's amendment be
a lot stronger and consistent, if the
Senator would essentially use his lan-
guage for the post-S-year period. but
not change the language for the pre-S-
year period to create a mandate on the
States which is going to put the States
in a position of basically being in-
structed as to how to govern the wel-
fare system in that S-year period?

Mr. BREAUX. I respond by saying I
offered that in the Senate Finance
Committee, I think it may have lost on
a tie vote. I tried it once. I think I will
try to get something that will pass the
Senate and narrow it down to one. The
bottom line is very simple.

The PRESIDING OFFICER, The Sen-
ator's time has expired.

Mr. BREAUX, Mr. President. I ak
for 2 additional minutes,

The PRESIDING OFFICER, Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. BREAUX, I thank Senator EXON
for yielding the time,

What I am trying to accomplish—and
I do not think anybody on the Sen-
ator's side is being cruel with children
or anything. I think that there is a
great deal of sympathy on both sides, I
say to the Senator, what I am trying to
do is say to the States that are getting
Federal money with their State money,
if the State looks at their population
and the State sees children who are
being put in need because we have cut
off their parent. that we should use
funds to take care of the needs of those
children.

The State determines what the need
is, The State determines how to help
that child. The State determines
whether to help that child or not. They
can make a decision this child does not
need help. But if the State makes a de-
cision that there is a child in need. and
he has been put in need because the
parent has been cut off of welfare as-
sistance, that we should have a re-
quirement that they use Federal and
State funds to take care of that need,

How much they do is left up to the
State. How they do it is left up to the
State. But, by gosh. we have an obliga-
tion here to say that we are not going
to let children go hungry or uncared
for. I think the Senator's side should
agree with that. I think that many do.

Mr. GREGG. If the Senator would
yield for an additional comment.

Mr. BREAUX. Yes.
Mr. GREGG. I simply state that the

question and the point I make is that
the Senator's amendment is. on its
face, inconsistent because in the first S
years it puts mandates on the States.
the second 5 years it gives the States
flexibility. I think the flexibility part
is very refreshing.

The PRESIDING OFFICER, The Sen-
ator's time has expired. Who yields
time?
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Mr. DOMENICI addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New Mexico.
Mr. DOMENICI. How much time re-

mains on the Democratic side and how
much on our side?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Nebraska controls 4 minutes
50 seconds. The Senator from New Mex-
ico controls 20 minutes 14 seconds.

Mr. DOMENICI. I want to say to the
Senators on our side, the chairman of
the Finance Committee. Senator ROTH.
wants to speak for a few moments, and
I want to speak for a couple. Then we
want to yield back our time and have a
vote. Obviously, the Senator has a few
minutes left. Senator ExON.

Before I proceed to ask Senator ROTH
if he would like to speak, may I clarify
for those who are going to vote shortly.

I say to the Senator from Louisiana.
his discussion was about an amend-
ment the Senator proposes to offer; is
that correct?

Mr. BREAUX. I respond to the Sen-
ator by saying that we have been talk-
ing about a little of everything here.
but most of the comments have been
about the Breaux voucher amendment.

Mr. DOMENICI, The Breaux voucher
amendment will not be before us when
we vote here in about 10 or 15 minutes.
The Senator intends to offer it later
on. as I understand it.

Mr. BREAUX. I also answer to the
Senator, for clarification, the work
first also has a voucher plan for chil-
dren in it,

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President. the Na-
tion's current welfare system does not
serve the Nation well. It has failed the
children it is intended to protect and it
has failed the American taxpayer. I am
hopeful that the debate in the Senate
will ultimately result in a constructive
bipartisan effort which will finally end
the current system and achieve mean-
ingful reform.

Meaningful reform will assure that
children are protected, that able-bod-
ied people work and that child support
enforcement laws are effective in get-
ting absent parents to support their
children,

One challenge is to seek genuine re-
form of welfare without abandoning
the goal of helping children. The
Daschle work-first bill fundamentally
changes the current welfare system by
replacing unconditional, unlimited aid
with conditional benefits for a limited
time.

Under the work-first bill, in order to
receive assistance, all recipients must
sign a contract. This contract will con-
tain an individual plan designed to
move the parent promptly into the
work force. Those who refuse to sign a
contract won't get assistance and
tough sanctions apply to those not
complying with the contract they sign.

The underlying legislation requires
people to work within no more than 2
years. Why wait that long? Why wait 2
years? Unless someone is in school or
job training, why wait longer than 3
months to require that a person who is
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able bodied either have a private job or
be performing community service.

I have long believed that work re-
quirements should be applied prompt.
ly. The Daschle amendment contains
language which I will offer as an
amendment to the underlying bill, if
the Daschle substitute fails which re-
quires that recipients be in training or
in school or working in a private sector
job within 3 months, or if one cannot
be found, in community service em-
ployment. Within 3 months, not 2
years. The requirement would be
phased in to allow States the chance to
adjust administratively and would
allow for a State to opt out.

Last year. the Senate-passed welfare
reform bill contained this provision.
added as an amendment which I offered
with Senator Dole.

Experience has shown we must be
more aggressive in requiring recipients
to work. But. as we require recipients
to work, we must remember another
important part of the challenge facing
us: that fully two-thirds of-welfare re-
cipients nationwide are children. Al-
most 10 million American children—
nearly 400,000 in Michigan alone—re-
ceive benefits. We must not punish the
kids.

I am hopeful that the 104th Congress
is on the road to finding a way to get
people off welfare and into jobs. in the
private sector, if possible, but in com-
munity service, if necessary: make sure
that absent parents take the respon-
sibility for the support of their chil-
dren: and do these things without pe-
nalizing children—that way. I believe,
is the work first plan offered by Sen-
ator DASCHLE.

I congratulate Senator DASCHLE.
Senator MIKULSKI, Senator BREAUX,
and the many others of my colleagues
who have worked on the Daschle work
first bill.

The work first bill is tough on get-
ting people into jobs. but it provides
the necessary incentives and resources
to the States not only to require people
to work. but to help people find jobs.
and keep them.

Mr. President, I have focused on get-
ting to people to work. However, there
are other elements of positive welfare
reform that I support. The number of
children born to unwed teenage parents
has continued to rise at unacceptable
rates. We all recognize the need to do
something about this and to remove
any incentives created by the welfare
system for teenagers to have children.
I support teen pregnancy prevention
programs with considerable flexibility
for the States in implementation.

We know, however. that the problem
of teen pregnancy and unwed teenage
parents will not be completely or eas-
ily eliminated. I strongly support pro-
visions which require teen parents to
continue their education or job train-
ing and to live either at home. with an
adult family member, or in an adult-
supervised group home in order to
qualify for benefits.

Arother key element of any success-
ful welfare reform plan will be assuring
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that parents take responsibility for
their children. We must toughen and
improve interstate enforcement of
child support. I support provisions to
require cooperation in establishing the
paternity of a child as a condition of
eligibility for benefits, and a range of
measures such as driver's license and
passport restrictions, use of Federal in-
come tax refunds. and an enhanced
data base capability for locating par-
ents who do not meet their child sup-
port obligations.

The Daschle amendment which is be-
fore us addresses these and other prob-
lems. It ends the failed welfare system
and replaces it with a program to move
people into jobs, to guarantee child
care assistance. to assure that parents
take responsibility for the children
they bring into the world. and does so
without penalizing the children.

Mr. President, the bill before us is an
improvement over the bill which the
President vetoed last year. which was
inadequate in many ways, including its
failure to protect children. However,
the bill can still be improved. In my
judgement, the Daschle amendment
does a better job by putting people to
work more quickly and by doing a bet-
ter job of protecting innocent children.
I intend to vote for Senator DASCHLE'S
work first welfare reform plan. I urge
my colleagues on both sides of the aisle
to lay partisanship loyalties aside and
to join in an effort to finally end the
current system and achieve meaningful
reform.

Mr. DOMENICI. I yield 5 minutes to
the chairman of the Finance Commit-
tee.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Delaware is recognized for up
to 5 minutes.

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, the Amer-
ican people should heed the old adver-
tising slogan "accept no imitations."
The work first amendment is a well-
named imitation of welfare reform. But
real reform must have some very basic
provisions. It must have real and work-
able time limits. It must bring closure
to entitlement programs. It must not
engender dependency and allow
multigenerational abuse of the system.
Real reform must require able-bodied
individuals to work. It must offer flexi-
bility and authority to State govern-
ments to be innovative and effective in
meeting the needs of their people.

While work first has the benefit of
good advertising. it is an imitation.
Work first has no real time limits.
Work first has no real requirements for
people to work. Work first lacks the
specific, concrete requirements needed
for reform. Rather, work first appears
to be more of the same. It does not ex-
tend real authority to the States. It of-
fers waivers. It grandfathers existing
waivers and intends to expedite the
process.

The Governors have had their fill of
waivers. To them. work first is busi-
ness as usual with Washington bureau-
crats dispensing authority one drop,
one waiver at a time. But waivers, Mr.
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President, are not welfare reform. And
for requiring individuals to work, work
first offers something called parent
empowerment contracts. These sound
great. And I have much interest in that
concept. But we do not know much
about them other than intensive job
search is required. This is all we know,
and that they are designed to move the
parent into the work force as soon as
possible.

For real reform. Mr. President. this
rhetoric is simply too vague. I might
say, that the Governors have real con-
cern about these contracts. They are
concerned that they will be provoca-
tive of much litigation for those who
would seek to impose obligations on
the States because of these contracts.

But in any event, real reform must
be concrete. As I said, it must have
time limits and a bottom line. To cre-
ate incentives in the hearts and minds
of people moving off welfare rolls, they
must know that Washington and their
State governments are serious. Their
behavior must change.—

Last year the General Accounting Of-
fice reported that between 1989 and 1994
the Federal and State governments
have spent more than $8 billion
through thejob program. The GAO told
Congress that we do not know what
progress has been made in helping poor
families become employed and avoid
long-term dependence.

Real reform must change behavior
and foster policies that encourage men
and women to make correct choices.
Work first attempts to attract support
by offering false choices in regard to
teen parents, child care, and transi-
tional Medicaid benefits. Make no mis-
take about it, the Republican welfare
bill includes all of these items.

Mr. President, I oppose the amend-
ment. It is time for welfare reform. It
is time for the real thing. I yield back
the balance of my time.

The PRESIDTNG OFFICER. Who
yields time?

Mr. EXON addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Nebraska.
Mr. EXON. Mr. President, may I in-

quire as to whether or not the yeas and
nays have been requested on the
Daschle work first amendment?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The yeas
and nays have not been requested.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I ask for
the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second? There is a sufficient
second.

The yeas ard nays were ordered.
Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I think we

are trying to bring this debate to a
close. The Senator from Nebraska has
been yielding time now for 2 or 3 hours.
I wish to address this briefly myself,
not hash over other ground. I under-
stand that the Senator from Connecti-
cut may wish some time. Is that cor-
rect?

Mr. LIEBERMAN. I thank the Sen-
ator from Nebraska. If it is possible to
speak for up to 5 mInutes. I would be
grateful.

Mr. EXON. I will be glad to yield 5
minutes. Then I will take 3 or 4 min-
utes. I believe that will be the endOf
the debate on this side. Then maybe we
can get some agreement to proceed to
a vote.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Nebraska controls 3 minutes
42 seconds.

Mr. EXON. As soon as the manager of
the bill finishes his statement, I will
yield 5 minutes off of the bill to the
Senator from Connecticut. Then I will
use the last 3½ minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from New Mexico.

Mr. DOMENICI. Let me just say. the
800-page amendment is subject to a
point of order, which I do not want to
make. However, if we cannot vote in
about 15 minutes—I have a couple of
Senators who will not be here for a lit-
tle while—I will need to make a point
of order on this matter.

Could we agree right now on how
much time we will use. Senator, and
then vote?

Mr. EXON. I have agreed to give 5
minutes to the Senator from Connecti-
cut. I think I have 3'/z minutes left on
the bill, for a totai of 8½ minutes.

Mr. DOMENICI. I will wrap it up with
3 minutes. That makes 11 minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. That is
11'/z minutes.

Mr. DOMENICI. I ask unanimous
consent that in 11'/z minutes there be a
vote, and the time be distributed as we
have indicated.

Mr. CONRAD. Reserving the right to
object. I would like 2½ or 3 minutes. if
I might be part of the queue.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President. in order to
accommodate everyone, the manager
of the bill will agree to put my state-
ment in the RECORD. I yield whatever
time I had to the Senator from North
Dakota.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from North Dakota would have 3'/z
minutes.

Is there an objection to the unani-
mous consent request?

Without objection, it is so ordered.
The Senator from Connecticut is rec-

ogriized for 5 minutes.
Mr. LIEBERJvIAN. I thank the Chair.

I thank my friend from Nebraska for
yielding.

I rise to support the work first
amendment, which I think is balanced
and valuable in the sense of expressing
the values of the American people's
statement on the problem of welfare. It
is genuine reform. It targets and puts
the pressure on those who should feel
the pressure. That is the parents who
are on welfare. It does what I think the
Americar people, in the best expression
of our values, want us to do, and that
is to protect the children and not pun-
ish the children who are the innocent
victims of the current status quo.

As I look at the various proposals be-
fore the Senate, the underlying bill.
the amendment we have put together.
it seems to me there is so much in
common that we ought to be able in
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the interest of those on welfare and the
interest to the Federal Treasury and
the interest of creating a welfare pro-
gram in this country that truly ex-
presses the values of the American peo-
ple, to get together and make this hap-
pen. I still think there is time to send
the President a good bill that he will
feel in the fullness of his conscience
that he can sign.

Mr. President. if we talk about wel-
fare reform, I think we have to focus at
its heart on the question of babies born
Out of wedlock. Particularly, of teen-
age pregnancy. Because so many of
those on welfare—and the numbers are
in the RECORD—are children and moth-
ers of children who were born when the
mothers were teenagers and unwed—an
extraordinarily damaging epidemic
that has swept this country, damaging
to the young women whose future is
hobbled and severely limited by the
fact they have given birth to babies as
teenagers, unmarried, and bringing
into the world these children who are
subjected to some of the worst imag-
inable conditions, with very little
hope, born to a 12, 13, 14, 15. 16-year-old
girl without a man in the house and
living in poverty—what chance does
that child have, on the average to
make something of his or her life?

All the proposals here. including the
work first proposal. contain a basic
principle, which is that unmarried,
minor moms are required to live at
home or under adult supervision, and
must stay in school or training in
order to continue to receive welfare
benefits. A great idea which I fully sup-
port.

Mr. President, I intend to offer two
amendments which I think strengthen
this battle against teen pregnancy. I
saw a study last week that said that we
spend $29 billion every year because of
babies born to unwed mothers, a star-
tling number. Think what we could do
if we could prevent this from happen-
ing.

I have two amendments. The first
one would require States to dedicate 3
percent of their share of title 20 social
service block grants, which is ai
amount equal to $71.4 million, to pro-
grams and services that stress to mi-
nors the difficulties of becoming a
teenage parent. Hopefully, these pro.
grams will infuse our children with a
clear understanding of the con-
sequences. let alone the immorality of
bearing a child as a teenager who is un-
married.

The second amendment gets at a
problem we have recently uncovered in
our country, which is that a startling
number of the babies born to teenage
mothers are fathered by older men.
This used to be something when I was
growing up that we called statutory
rape. It sort of went out of fashion to
think of that in the age of widespread
consensual sex, and none of the norms
that used to exist. Very often in these
cases it is not consensual. It is an older
man forcing himself on a younger
woman with drastic consequences for
that woman ard the baby.
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My second amendment would appro-

priate $6 million, a small sum, to the
Attorney General to direct a national
program of training State and local
prosecutors to revive and enforce stat-
utory rape laws. It will also—and I
think this may be the most significant
part, as part of the certification proce-
dure that is in the underlying bill, in
which the Governor of a State has to
certify that programs in his or her
State to qualify for aid under the pro-
gram—it requires the State to certify
that there is within the State a pro-
gram to reduce the incidence of statu-
tory rape of minors by expanding
criminal law enforcement, public edu-
cation. and counseling services, as well
as restructuring teen pregnancy pre-
vention programs to include the edu-
cation of men.

Mr. President, I hope one or both of
these might be accepted as the day
goes on. by the majority, because they
are not presented in a spirit of par-
tisanship. Obviously, this is a problem
that is not partisan and is very human.

I thank the Chair. I thank my friend
from Nebraska. I yield the floor.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President. I rise to
support the Democratic work first sub-
stitute amendment to the budget rec-
onciliation bill. As I observed in my
opening statement, there is ample
room for improvement in the Repub-
lican welfare reform bill. But there is
also a great deal of common ground
upon which we can build.

There is agreement that the current
welfare system serves neither the re-
cipients, nor the taxpayers. The cycle
of dependency deepens with each new
generation and is most discouraging.
We agree that all able-bodied recipi-
ents should earn their daily bread. And
we concur that assistance should be
conditional.

I want to commend by colleagues on
the other side for moving off of some
strongly held beliefs and seeking the
center. I believe that this new version
of the Democratic work first welfare
reform bill also reflects this same spir-
it of compromise and bipartisanship.

I argue, however, that the amend-
ment before us today is preferable to
the Republican plan. The sponsors of
the amendment have spoken with great
clarity and vigor about the differences
between the two plans. Both give the
States greater flexibility to administer
welfare. But the Democratic work first
plan does not accomplish it at the ex-
pense of innocent children who find
themselves in the middle of this legis-
lative crossfire.

I would hope that Senators on both
sides would hold the line on protecting
the safety net for children. The Demo-
cratic work first plan does that in
three critical areas.

First, it provides for vouchers or
noncash aid to children whose parents
have exceeded a State's time limit on
the welfare rolls. Depriving a child of
life's necessities not only saps their
strength; it weakens our spirit as a Na-
tion as well.
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Second. the Democratic plan pro-

vides for flexibility during times of re-
cession. Who is hurt most in these
times? The poor. Let's not make a bad
situation worse.

And third, the Democratic plan does
not provide for an optional block grant
of food stamps. We should not be en-
couraging the States to lower aid even
further.

There is great merit in both bills, but
the necessary safeguards I have just
outlined make this amendment the su-
perior piece of legislation. I urge my
colleagues to vote for it.

Mr. President, how much time do I
have remaining?

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
THOMPSON). There is 3 minutes, 20 sec-
onds.

Mr. EXON. I yield 3 minutes and 20
seconds to the Senator from North Da-
kota.

Mr. CONRAD. Mr. President. I want
to thank the able floor leader on the
Democratic side on this legislation.
Senator EXON, for giving me this time.

Mr. President, as a member of the Fi-
nance Committee I have been deeply
involved in the formulation of this leg-
islation. including the work first alter-
native that has been presented by
Leader DASCHLE.

Mr. President. Senator LIEBEtJ'J
has made the point well with respect to
teen pregnancy. One of the epidemics
we are facing in this country is an epi-
demic of teen pregnancy, children hav-
ing children. One has to ask what
chance does a child have who is born
into a circumstance when the mother
is 14 years old or 15 years old? We know
the chances are limited. We know the
results—dramatically increased chance
of living in poverty. dramatically in-
creased chance of living a life that is
blighted by crime.

Mr. President. we also know what
can help prevent that circumstance.
We know that requiring the child to
live at home and to stay in school is
critically important. I remember very
well the testimony before the Finance
Committee by Sister Mary Rose. who
works with Catholic Charities in Cov-
enant House. She has dealt with lit-
erally thousands of young women in
this circumstance. How do you prevent
that young woman from having an-
other child? She has found that if you
can bring that young woman into a cir-
cumstance where there is warmth,
love, discipline, and structure, almost
without exception. those young women
do not have another child.

Now. this legislation, work first, has
$150 million for second-chance homes
for those young women who cannot be
at home. who face abusive situations at
home. Some people can go home and
that is appropriate and right, and that
is what should happen. But in other
circumstances, these girls who have
had children really have no place to go.
They have been in an abusive setting
at home. The last thing to do is to send
them back there. Yet, if we can struc-
ture a circumstance or an environment
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in which there is discipline, structure.
and warmth, and there is a vision of a
better future, these young people can
have a chance. Sister Mary Rose told
us very clearly that if we can structure
a circumstance in which those ele-
ments were present, we could avoid the
tragedy of increased teen pregnancy.

I hope my colleagues will support the
bill before us.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, Ijust
want to make one observation. The dis-
tinguished minority leader said, in ex-
plaining this bill. that with reference
to the work requirements. he thought
it was the equivalent of the Republican
bill in that, in 2002, 50 percent of the
participants would have to be working.
Actually. we have had that analyzed
and looked at. and because the bill uses
different rules for establishing this per-
centage, we believe that it is more like
60 percent of what the Republican bill
does. So it is in the neighborhood of 25
to 30 percent instead of 50. I believe
that is a truism. Just a reading of what
goes into the formula would indicate
that it is clearly a different formula.
Much more is included in their starting
point than in ours. So if for no other
reason, the amendment before us does
not push the States to the same degree
in turning this program into a
workfare instead of a welfare program.

Whatever time I have remaining. I
yield that back. I think we are ready to
vote.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amend-
ment.

The yeas and nays have been ordered.
The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to

call the roll.
Mr. FORD. I announce that the Sen-

ator from New Jersey [Mr. BRADLEY] is
necessarily absent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
any other Senators in the Chamber de-
siring to vote?

The result was announced—yeas 46,
nays 53, as follows:

YEAS—46
kaka Ford Mikuiski
Baucus Clenn Mose]ey.Braun
Biden Graham Moynihan
Bingaman Harkin Murray
Boxer Heflin Nunn
Breaux Hollings Pell
Bryan Inouye Pryor
Bumpers Johnston Reid
Byrd
Conrad

Kennedy Robb
Kerrey Rockefeller

Daschle Kerry 5arbanes
Dodd Kohl 5imon
Dorgan
Exon

Lautenberg Wellstone
Leahy Wyden

Feingold
Feinstein

Levin
Lieberman

NAYS—53
Abraham Coverdell Grassley

Craig Gregg
Bennett DAmato Hatch
Bond DeWine Hatfietd
Brown Domenici Helms
Burns Fajrcloth Hutchison
Campbell Frahm inhofe
Chafee Frst Jeffords
Coats Gorton Kasebaum
Cochran Gramm Kempthorne
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Lott Pressler Specter
Lugar Roth Stevens
Mack Santorum Thomas
McCain Shelby Thompson
McConndfl Simpson Thurmond
Murkowskj Smith Warner
Nickics Snowe

NOT VOTING_I
Brad'ey

So the amendment (No. 4897) was re-
jected.

Mr. D'AMATO. Mr. President, I move
to reconsider the vote.

Mr. DOMENICI. I move to lay that
motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

Mr. CRAIG. Mr. President, I want to
take this Opportunity to speak today
on the important yet controversial
topic of welfare reform. As this Con-
gress works through the rigors and
challenges of welfare reform, I am re-
minded of my upbringing in Idaho.
where I learned that charity begins in
the home.

Having grown up in a rural western
State, I can remember the days when
the county clerks were the ones who
handed out public assistance, Today
that task has been assumed by the Fed-
eral Government and operated thou-
sands of miles away from the recipient.
Obviously, the war on poverty was
launched with good intentions, but it
has become a miserable failure. Unfor-
tunately. the plight of the poor today
is worse than it was before we began
our massive assistance programs.

Since 1965, when our current welfare
system was started, the American tax-
payers have spent trillions of dollars—
yes. trillions. The current budget is in
the hundreds of billions and its growth
continues to spiral upward. Incredibly,
with this extraordinary growth in
spending, the number of children living
in poverty has also risen. We need real
reform in the welfare system. Throw-
ing unlimited money at this problem
has proven not to be the answer.

Welfare spending was intended to
provide a safety net for children, like-
wise to provide a hand up and out of
poverty for those in need. What it has
become is a way of life and not short
term assistance,

With drarnac reforms and an em-
phasis on getting people into real per-
manent work situations, we can pro-
vide these children and their parents
with a future. All one has to do is to
look at the successes States are achiev-
ing that are already out there operat-
ing under waivers to the current pol-
icy. I would argue that these same
States have done a much better job at
designing programs to meet the needs
of their people than has the Federal
Government, It is just plain common
sense that the State can identify prob-
lems quicker and develop solutions
faster, as they can see the problems as
they really are.

One of the ways these States are
achieving successes is through block
grants. Governors have supported this.
Our Governor in Idaho supports this.
We can provide block grants to the

States and give them the flexibility to
use funds in a variety of ways. includ-
ing to supplement wages for those r-
cipients who are working.

In closing. I support welfare reform.
Everyone here supports welfare reform.
We must find ways to overcome bipar-
tisan differences in our efforts toward
our single common goal—providing a
helping hand up and out of poverty
while preserving the dignity of those in
need.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President I be-
lieve we are going to yield to Senator
SPECTER for a resolution.

EXPRESSING THE SENSE OF ThE
SENATE REGARDING THE TRAG-
IC CRASH OF TWA FLIGHT 800
Mr. SPECTER. Mr. President. I have

consulted with the distinguished ma-
jority leader as to sequencing on a res-
olution relating to last nights crash of
TWA flight 800, and this is a resolution
which has, as I understand it, been
cleared on both sides of the aisle.

Mr. DOMENICI. Could we have order,
Mr. President.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ate will come to order.

Mr. SPECTER. I thank the Chair.
Mr. President, this resolution relates

to the disaster last night involving
TWA flight 800 where 229 passengers
were killed. As I have said, my distin-
guished colleague from Pennsylvania.
Senator SANTORUM, and I have taken
the lead on this because at least from
preliminary indications, our State.
Pennsylvania, has been hit the hardest.
We are not yet sure about the pas-
senger list, but from all indications the
passenger list contained some 16 mem-
bers of the Montoursville High School
French Club and 5 chaperones.

I talked earlier today with Super-
intendent David Black and Principal
Dan Chandler to get an idea of the im-
pact on the community. They have
commented that this group of students
was a most extraordinary group, as
shown by the fact that it was a spe-
cially planned trip to Paris. and these
young men and women were among the
best and the brightest.

Along with these 16 high school stu-
dents were 5 chaperones, and I under-
stand a recent report shows that two
other Pennsylvanians were on board.
Of course, passengers included people
from all over the United States and
doubtless beyond the United States.

So I offer this resolution expressing
the sense of the Senate regarding the
tragic crash of TWA flight 800:

Whereas, on July 17, 1996. Trans World Air-
lines Flight 800 tragically crashed en route
from New York to Paris, France, creating a
tremendous and tragic loss of life estimated
at 229 men, women, and children:

Whereas, according to Daniel L. Chandler,
principal of Montoursville, Pennsylvania
High School, among those traveling on board
this aix-plane were 16 members of the
Montoursville High School French Club. who
were among the very best students of the
French language at their school, and five
adult chaperones, who generously devoted
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their time to making possible this planned
three-week French Club trip to Paris and the
French provinces:

Whereas the actual cause of the airplane
crash is as of yet unknown;

Whereas the federal government is inves-
tigating the cause of this tragedy; Now.
therefore, be it

Resolved, That the Senate of the United
States—

(I) expresses its condolences to the fami-
lies, friends, and loved ones of those whose
lives were taken away by this tragic occur-
rence; and

(2) expresses its sincere hope that the
cause of this tragedy will be determined
through a thorough investigarJon as soon as
possible.

That is the text of the resolution. Be-
yond that, as has been reported pub-
licly, it is unknown what the cause
was. We have requested a briefing for
Senators through the Intelligence
Committee or Terrorist Subcommittee
of Judiciary. We are awaiting final
word on that.

Mr. President, I submit this resolu-
tion for consideration by the Senate
and ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESII)ING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The legislative clerk read as follows:
A resolutjon (S. Res. 280) expressingthe

sense of the Senate regal-ding the tragic
crash of TWA flight 800.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the immediate consider-
ation of the resolution?

There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider the resolution.

Ms. MOSELEY-BRAUN. Mr. Presi-
dent. last night TWA flight 800. on
route from New York to Paris and then
Rome, crashed into the Atlantic Ocean
approximately 10 miles off the coast of
Long Island. It does not appear that
there were any survivors among the 228
passengers and crewmembers who were
aboard.

My heart goes out to the family and
friends of the victims of this tragedy.
It is always hard to lose a loved one. It
is particularly hard to lose a loved one
in an unexpected, violent event such as
last night's tragedy.

We do not yet know the cause of this
terrible crash. We do not know whether
it was accidental or intentional.

I do not believe that we should make
assumptions at this time as to what
happened last night. This is the time to
collect the remains of the dead, to
mourn their passing, and to begin to
investigate the cause of this tragedy.

Rest assured, however, that this is an
event that must be fully investigated.
If last night's tragedy was intentional,
we will find out who was responsible. If
it was the result of a mechanical or
electrical failure, we will find out the
cause.

Every year. Americans take off and
land 547 million times; 22 thousand
flights take off every day in this coun-

am committed to achieving the
highest possible level of safety for our
Nation's airways. Yesterday's events
point out that we need to redouble our
efforts to ensure the safety of our trav-
elers.
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PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY,

WORK OPPORTUNITy', AND MED-
ICAID RESTRUCTURING ACT OF
1996

The Senate continued with the con-
sideration of the bill.

Mr. ASHCROFT addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Missouri.
AMENDMENT NO. 4901

(Purpose: To ensure that welfare recipients
are drug-free as a condition for receiving
welfare assistance from the American tax-
payers)
Mr. ASHCROFT. Madam President, I

send an amendment to the desk.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will report.
The bill clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Missouri IMr. AsHcR0Fr]

proposes an amendment numbered 4901.
Mr. ASHCROFT. Madam President, I

ask unanimous consent that further
reading of the amendment be dispensed
with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
Strike existing Section 2902, and replace

with the following:
"SEC. Z902. SANCTIONING WELFARE RECIPIENTS

FOR TESTING POSITIVE FOR ThE
USE OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES.

Notwithstanding any other provision of
law, States shall randomly test welfare re-
cipients, including recipients of assistance
under the temporary assistance for needy
families program under part A of title IV of
the Social Security Act and individuals re-
ceiving food stamps under the program de-
fined in section 3(h) of the Food Stamp Act
of 1977, for the use of controlled substances
and shall sanction welfare recipients who
test positive for the use of such illegal drugs.

Mr. DOMENICI addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New Mexico.
Mr. DOMENICI. I understand the dis-

tinguished Senator from Missouri will
agree to 15 minutes and Senator KEN-
NEDY, in opposition, to 15 minutes. I
ask unanimous consent that there be 15
minutes on each side for a total of 30
minutes on this amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?

Mr. DOMENICI. And I ask unanimous
consent that there be no second-degree
amendments.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? Without objection, it is so
ordered.

Mr. CHAFEE addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Rhode Island.
Mr. CHAFEE. I wonder if we could

get some indication, while the man-
agers are here, of what is going to tran-
spire for the remainder of the evening,
perhaps tomorrow.

Mr. ASHCROFT. Madam President, I
ask unanimous consent that this not be
deducted from the time on the amend-
ment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. DOMENICI. That was under-
stood, but we will be glad to agree.

I say to Senator CHAFEE, we have 28
Democratic amendments and 22 Repub-
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lican amendments. We have not had a
chance to go through and see if there
are significant numbers that we could
agree to accept. So for now we are in
business until we get to talk with our
leader and see what he wants to do. We
will take this amendment and use that
time to see what we can give the Sen-
ator by way of assurance. There are a
lot of Senators who have things
planned for this evening, but I think
the leader made it clear that we want
to try to finish this reconciliation bill
by a time certain, and we are nowhere
close to that. So for now, the best I can
do is say let us wait for at least 30 min-
utes and then try to give you a more
concrete answer.

I thank Senator ASHCROFT for yield-
ing.

Mr. ASHCROFT addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Missouri.
Mr. ASHCROFT. Madam President.

the debate over the provisions before
us today represents an opportunity to
change the way we view welfare in this
country. The question is simple: Will
we continue to allow Federal assist-
ance to be a way of life?

That is the fundamental choice we
face. Will we see welfare as the
intergenerational problem that it is, or
will we continue to fund this failure.
this dependence?

There are a number of things in this
bill that would help us make sure wel-
fare is no more than a transition. We
put time limits on welfare, for in-
stance. But if we really want to move
people from dependence to independ-
ence, if we want individuals to move
from welfare to work, if we really want
individuals to change their behavior, I
think we ought to be asking people to
display a set of behaviors which readies
them for the real world.

If you want to be part of the working
world, you ought to be drug-free. When
you go to work in the private sector.
this is the standard. As the chart be-
hind me indicates, even in small firms
with 1 to 500 employees, 62 percent test
for drugs. Similarly, 88 percent of all
firms employing over 10.000 people in
America require drug testing.

Now, I ask a simple question: What
good does it do for us to allow people to
remain on drugs if they have little or
no capacity to be placed in the private
sector? If you are on welfare, you
should be off drugs. Period.

That is the point that I make, that
the American people should not be
asked to spend their hard-earned re-
sources supporting the drug habits of
uninterested addicts. Under my amend-
ment, each State would be required to
create a random drug-testing program
as well as sanction those individuals
who test positive.

It does mandate that the States re-
quire drug testing. No question. It is
time, however, for us to stop funding
the drug habits of individuals who have
no intention of working toward ajob.

I am pleased, then, to send this
amendment to the desk, and to say to
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those individuals who are on welfare, it
is time to move from dependence to
independence and opportunity. I re-
serve the balance of my time.

Mr. KENNEDY. Madam President, I
yield myself 10 minutes.

Madam President, I listened with in-
terest to the presentation made by the
Senator from Missouri regarding his
amendment. I bring to the attention of
the membership that the amendment
says notwithstanding any other provi-
sion of law, States shall"—not may,
but shall"—'shall test welfare recipi-
ents." So. effectively this is a mandate.
The Senator has not commented about
how much money these tests would
cost and who would pay for them. We
heard a good deal earlier this year
about unfunded Federal mandates. Well
that's what this amendment is. This
amendment says that the States shall
undertake this activity.

Now, if the Senator offered an
amendment to provide that the Gov-
ernors, or the State legislatures and
the Governors, may do this. I might
urge the Senate to support it. I might
support giving States the discretion to
test, within constitutional limits, pro-
vided that they comply with the HI-IS
guidelines which ensure maximum ac-
curacy and appropriate safeguards.

But the Senator says we will not
leave this matter up to the States. We
will not let the Governors make a deci-
sion or judgment about this. This
amendment provides no flexibility
based on different State experiences.
This amendment says that every State
shall do it.

I hope in the remaining time, the
Senator from Missouri would explain
to the Senate where the States will get
the money to do it. If they use money
from this bill, it is going to come out
of other vital activities. If they had
discretion, Governors might decide
that drug testing was a sensible prior-
ity for these scarce funds, or they
might not. But this amendment pro-
vides no discretion. As a result, the
money spent on drug testing will be
money not spent on children's pro-
grams and expectant mother programs.
We are going to cut back on those even
further.

I would have thought the Senator
would at least attempt to justif' his
proposal by arguing that there is a
higher incidence of substance abuse
among AFDC recipients. but he has not
made that point. He has not made that
point because there is no evidence
whatsoever to suggest that it is true.
But evidently he believes that poor
people need this kind of testing. but
that other. different groups that get
Federal benefits do not. We do not drug
test farmers applying for crop sub-
sidies. We do not drug test homebuyers
applying for a federally guaranteed
mortgage. We do not drug test cor-
porate executives applying for market-
ing assistance overseas. But we are sin-
gling out this particular group of poor
people for this stigmatizing, intrusive
procedure.
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Now, the latest information from

HHS is that it costs at least $35 to con-
duct a drug test. and that does not in-
clude the cost of an administrative ap-
peals process, or the cost of treatment
for those who test positive. There are
some 5 million adults receiving AFDC,
and that is only one category of wel-
fare recipients. So we are looking ar a
bare minimum price tag of $1.75 billion.
That is $1.75 billion. without any assur-
ance about what particular tests or
laboratories we will have.

Madam President. it seems to me it
would make more sense to say that the
States may go ahead and develop these
programs if they choose within con-
stitutional limits and in compliance
with the HHS guidelines. Let the Gov-
ernors make that decision. But that is
not what this amendment is about.

At an appropriate time, Mr. Presi-
dent, I will make a point of order
against the amendment.

Madam President, just a brief com-
ment on the underlying piece of legis-
lation that we are considering here this
evening. It is shocking to me that after
months of what I had hoped was
progress. our Republican friends are
once again prepared to shed the fragile
and frayed safety net designed to pro-
tect nearly 9 million American chil-
dren. As I said from the beginning.
there is a right way and a wrong way
to reform welfare. Punishing children
is the wrong way. Denying realistic job
training and work opportunities, is the
wrong way. Leaving States holding the
bag is the wrong way. We all want to
move families from welfare to work.
but we should be clear that this bill is
still not about real welfare reform but
is simply more welfare fraud.

After more than 60 years of a good-
faith national commitment to protect
all needy children, our Republican
friends are still proposing legislative
child neglect. if not abuse. This meas-
ure, the broad measure. the underlying
measure, is an assault on the youngest
and most vulnerable Americans.

I urge my colleagues to join with me
in doing the right compassionate thing
and eventually voting no. Granted,
after being called on the carpet for put-
ting forward their home alone welfare
bill, a proposal that would have forced
mothers into workfare programs even
if they had no one to care for their
children—this bill provides funding for
child care services. In addition, the Re-
publicans have finally let go of their
desire to dismantle existing protec-
tions for abused and neglected chil-
dren. These are improvements.

The bill. nevertheless. poses many of
the very same dangers to children as
the bills that have already been vetoed.
Madam President, here are a few of the
tragic consequences. Under the Repub-
lican bill, destitute children would no
longer be able to count on even the
most basic concern in a time of need.
In 1935. Congress made a historic prom-
ise that no child would be left to face
poverty, hunger. and disease. This bill
permanently breaks that promise. If
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the Republicans have their way, when
children need a helping hand. it will de-
pend on whether they are fortunate
enough to be born in a State that has
the resources and the will to provide
that assistance. It will no longer be a
matter of national policy. It will be a
gamble geography.

Under the Republican bill, more than
I million adolescent children and 4 mil-
lion parents would lose their currently
guaranteed access to health care. We
know that adequate health care is a
major barrier to employment. If we are
serious about promoting work and re-
ducing long-term health care costs,
this is a major step backward.

Under the Republican bill, food
stamp payments would be reduced to 66
cents a meal. I do not know how many
of my colleagues have tried to feed a
child for 66 cents, but it isjust not pos-
sible. By slashing $27 billion from criti-
cally important nutrition programs,
the Republican bill will leave more
than 14 million children at risk of hun-
ger, malnutrition. stunted develop-
ment, and school failure.

Under the Republican bill. 300,000
children with serious disabilities, in-
cluding mental retardation, tuber-
culosis, autism, and head injuries, will
be denied SSI cash benefits and Medic-
aid eligibility.

The Republican bill pulled back the
welcome mat for legal immigrants who
enter this country under our laws. play
by the rules, pay taxes, and contribute
to our communities. It bans legal im-
migrants from SSI and food stamps.
Even if their sponsors cannot help
them. they still cannot help. Many im-
migrants. particularly those who come
to fill needs rather than to unite with
families. do not even have sponsors to
turn to when they need help. Under
this bill, if you are a legal immigrant
and you fall on hard times, you are out
of luck.

Madam President, I can think of no
measure that expresses a greater hos-
tility toward the immigrants that have
made this country great than to ban
legal immigrants from the ultimate
safety net—Medicaid.

There is a solution to ensure that
public assistance is truly a last resort
for immigrants. We should hold spon-
sors accountable for the care of the im-
migrants they sponsor. But where the
sponsor cannot shoulder the burden, or
where there is no sponsor. we should be
prepared to lend a helping hand. par-
ticularly to the children. There is
much more.

The Republican bill provides far too
few Federal resources to help in the
training, education, and services need-
ed to help move families from welfare
to work. It prohibits the States from
offering assistance to babies born to
families on welfare—unless and until
they enact laws to exempt themselves
from this requirement. These provi-
sions are a direct assault on children
and have nothing at all to do with
meaningful reform.

Madam President. right here in the
Senate, much of what America has
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stood for is being dismantled and de-

• stroyed.
In the movie "Independence Day.'

• people go to the theater, the lights go
down, and they sit in the dark to watch
a battle between aliens and America's

• best fighters, who win in the end. Here
we are talking about American chil-
dren living in poverty, the innocent
victims of fate. If this bill passes, they
will be the innocent victims of their
own Government.

Tonight, after the movies, when peo-
ple shut out their lights, we should all
think about how fate has treated us
and about what kind of country we
want to live in, about what kind of
children we want to grow up in this
country. We do not need to worry
about aliens; we need to worry about
what we are doing to ourselves, our
country, and our children. We may be
reaching for the gold in Atlanta. but
when it comes to caring for our chil-
dren, we are certainly trailing the rest
of the industrial world here in Wash-
ington. Surely, we can do better.

Mr. BIDEN. Madam President. I sup-
port random drug tests, and I have
voted for random drug tests for welfare
and food stamp recipients—as recently,
in fact, as last May in Senate vote 33.
But the big distinction between that
and what Senator ASHCROVr is propos-
ing here is that he is making itmanda-
tory—and not providing the money to
pay for it. We spent the first part of
this Congress in 995 debating the en-
tire issue of unfunded mandates. And,
here is an unfunded mandate. If this
amendment had provided the funding
or allowed States to do random drug
tests. I would have supported it. as I
have similar proposals in the past. But
I cannot support this.

Madam President, I support the right
of States to require welfare recipients
to submit to drug tests and to fulfill a
commitment to remain drug free as a
condition for receiving public assist-
ance. Drug abuse is serious, and is all-
too-often a heartbreaking problem.
particularly among young people. And
we have to attack it on as many fronts
as we can. Just yesterday. I joined my
friend and colleague. Senator HATCH of
Utah, in introducing a bill to crack
down on the manufacture and importa-
tion of methamphetamine, or crank.

But whether a State chooses to com-
bat drug abuse among welfare recipi-
ents through random testing and pun-
ishment, or through other methods of
screening drug use and efforts to help
people get off drugs permanently. is a
decision that should be left to the
States. Random drug testing is not
cheap, and this amendment, as written,
would force the States to spend up to
$200 million—even if they had in place
another means to go after drug use
money recipients. While I support the
right of States to test welfare recipi-
ents for drug use. I cannot support this
unfunded mandate.

Mr. ASHCROFT. Madam President, I
ask that the Senator from Oklahoma
[Mr. NICKLES} be added as a cosponsor.
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and I yield 4 minutes to the Senator
from Alabama.

Mr. SHELBY. Madam President. I
rise tonight to join my friend from
Missouri, Senator ASHCROFr, in offer-
ing this amendment, which would re-
quire the States to sanction individ-
uals testing positive for drug use. This
amendment would go a long way in re-
storing integrity into our system of
public assistance.

Madam President, I trust there is not
one Senator in this Chamber who
would stand here and argue that tax-
payers should be forced to subsidize the
drug habits of other individuals. Yet, if
the Federal Government continues to
send cash payments to individuals
using drugs. that is exactly what is
happening. Not only is that directly
contrary to the intent of the AFDC
program, and others, and a complete
waste of the taxpayers' money, but it
is also very harmful to the parents
using drugs and the children living in
that environment.

Subsidizing the parents' drug habits
will, in the end, destroy their chances
for ever becoming self-sufficient. They
will remain trapped on welfare longer
and will require substantial rehabilita-
tion.

However. Madam President, think of
what we are doing to the children liv-
ing in that environment. Giving cash
to parents using drugs is one of the
cruelest forms of Federal child abuse I
can think of. By cutting off or limiting
public assistance to those buying
drugs. we are limiting their ability to
buy the drugs. That will improve not
only their lives, but the lives of their
children.

Madam President, I believe the
amendment offered by the distin-
guished Senator from Missouri will re-
store a great deal to our welfare sys-
tem. I hope my colleagues will support
it.

I yield the floor.
Mr. DOMENICI. Madam President.

has all time expired?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. No. The

Senator from Missouri has 6 minutes
and 10 seconds. The Senator from Mas-
sachusetts has 5 minutes.

Mr. KENNEDY. I am more than glad
to yield back 4 minutes of the time and
just take I more minute if the Senator
wants to yield back his time. I am
more than glad to do that. If he is
going to retain the time, I will retain
mine.

Mr. DOMENICI. Before the Senator
does that—

Mr. KENNEDY. I will not do any-
thing until I hear what Senator
ASHCROVI' is going to do. If he wants to
yield time. I will as well. If he does not,
I will retain my time.

Mr. ASHCROFT. I would like to use
my time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Missouri is recognized.

Mr. ASHCROFT. I yield myself 4
minutes of the time remaining.

I have to say that I agree totally
with the senior Senator from Massa-
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chusetts. This amendment is about
children. As a matter of fact. drug use
has been damning to children. It has.
as a matter of fact, been lethal.

I would like to introduce you to one
such child. This young man is no
longer with us. His name was Jason.
His mother was a 21-year-old recipient
of the welfare of which we speak, and
she funded her drug habit with the
methamphetamine drug known as
crank. Not only was her child born
drug-addicted, but as a result of the
nursing. the child literally died of an
overdose of methamphetamine.

So. this amendment is about chil-
dren. It is also about drug use and what
that use does to children. It kills them.
It is time for us to stop this killing.

This amendment is also about pre-
paring for a job. If we are willing to say
that people who are involved in job
training should be subject to manda-
tory drug tests, as we did last October.
it seems to me that welfare recipients
should be held to the same standard.
That is what this amendment would
do.

Mr. President, let us not lure welfare
recipients into a false sense of security;
stay on drugs and we will stiU support
you. Let us make it clear from the very
beginning. If you are on welfare, you
will be off drugs. The taxpayers and the
children who aspire to a better tomor-
row deserve nothing less.

I reserve the remainder of my time.
Mr. KENNEDY. Madam President, we

can all have a feel good vote and sup-
port Senator ASHCROVr's arriendment
and think we are doing something
about children. But the underlying bill
cuts back on nutrition support for 14
million children in the United States.
So who really favors children?

It is interesting listening to this Sen-
ator from Missouri. He says we know
better. Washington knows better, we
ought to tell those States how to run
their programs. Of course he tells us
something entirely different in another
context. I hope we can let the Gov-
ernors make this decision.

And remember the backdrop against
which this amendment is offered. This
Republican Congress has spent the last
2 years cutting back on the drug treat-
ment and prevention programs that are
designed to help the families whose
lives have been affected by the scourge
of drugs. We have tens of thousands of
individuals who need and want drug
treatment today. to free themselves
from addiction, but they languish on
the waiting lists of the treatment pro-
grams that still exist after the Repub-
lican budget cut these programs almost
20 percent. So we can pretend to be
tough about drugs by voting for this
amendment, but if we really wanted to
fight drugs we would provide treatment
to the people who need it and are beg-
ging for t.

The Senator from Missouri talks
about substance-abusing mothers. But
there is no money in here to assist any
of those individuals who might test
positive and want freedom from addic-
tion. Does the amendment have any
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money for treating these women so
that they can be better mothers to
their children? No. It is not provided.

Not only is money for treatment not
provided. There is no money in here for
the testing itself. It is $1.75 billion, and
the Senator does not show where it
comes from.

On the underlying measure, we have
1.3 million children who are going to be
thrown off Medicaid. We are supposed
to shed crocodile tears about drug-
abusing mothers under the Ashcroft
amendment, but the bill says to 1.3
million Americans. "You are going to
be denied any kind of help and assist-
ance." Are we going to say to the 4
million mothers who are being denied
Medicaid, many of them of childbear-
ing age, that they are going to be de-
nied prenatal care? The baby may get
some care, but we are denying the
mothers the prenatal care? Do we care
about children?

It is difficult for me to be persuaded
by the Senator's argument about how
concerned we are about children when
the underlying bill so badly frays the
social safety net for children.

In conclusion, the amendment is an
unfunded mandate on the States. It
does not provide the money to conduct
the drug tests. And it is simply inhu-
mane to test these people and throw
them into the street when the Repub-
lican budget so dramatically cuts back
on the drug treatment programs that
provide assistance for those individuals
who want to free themselves from sub-
stance abuse.

I withhold whatever time I have.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New Mexico.
Mr. DOMENICI. Are we clear on time

on amendments yet?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. There

are 2 minutes left for each side.
Mr. ASHCROFT addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Missouri.
Mr. ASHCROFT. Madam President.

thank you very much.
The case of Jason Allen is not an iso-

lated case. I could fill the REcO1D with
cases of children who are drug abused.
or victims of the drug abuse of their
parents, all funded by a welfare system
that is the subject of this debate.

This amendment does nothing to im-
pair our ability to care for children.
Far from it. This amendment merely
says that we ought to provide incen-
tives for our children to live in drug-
free environments, not drug-laden envi-
ronments

If we care about children, we cannot
allow the current devastation to per-
sist. It has occurred for too long. It has
ruined families and ruined children.
This amendment is an important first
step in the right direction.

With that. Madam President, I thank
you. I yield the floor.

Mr. KENNEDY. Madam President, we
still have not heard from the Senator
about what is going to happen to those
children. What is going to happen if the
mother is thrown off the welfare rolls
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for testing positive? Say she has been
denied treatment, she is on a waiting
list for drug treatment, and so she
tests positive for drug use and forfeits
her family's welfare benefits. How does
that possibly help the children? You
are prohibiting these women from get-
ting vouchers so that they can get dia-
pers, so they can get milk. or infant
formula. So what happens to these
families? They get thrown out on the
street, and they are made homeless.
There is no provision in here to look
after the children.

I just think this is a harsh proposal.
It is directed toward the mother, but it
hits the children. It is also reflective of
the underlying problem with the whole
welfare bill. We are fragmenting the
safety net for children in this country,
and I think that is why the underlying
measure should be defeated as well.

I withhold the remaining time. I have
to withhold enough time to be able to
make a point of order.

Mr. ASHCROFT. Madam President, I
would be pleased to yield the remain-
der of my time for raising the point of
order by the Senator from Massachu-
setts.

Mr. KENNEDY. I yield back all my
time, and as I understand when all
time is yielded that it is appropriate to
make the point of order that the pend-
ing Ashcroft amendment is not ger-
mane. I raise the point of order that
the amendment violates section 305(b)
of the Congressional Budget Act.

Mr. ASHCROFT. Madam President, I
move to waive the Budget Act for con-
sideration of my amendment. and I ask
for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. DOMENICI. Madam President, I

ask unanimous consent that the time
be yielded back on the motion to
waive.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?

Mr. ASHCROFT. There is no objec-
tion on my part.

Mr. DOMENICI. Madam President,
before we proceed to a vote, could I ask
Senator DODD? I understand he has an
amendment, If the sponsor and the op-
position to the previous amendment
would permit us, we would like to set
the motion aside temporarily and take
up the Dodd amendment. I think the
Senator is going to go to 30 minutes
equally divided.

Mr. DODD. That is correct.
Mr. DOMENICI. And there be no sec-

ond-degree amendments.
Mr. DODD. Right.
Mr. DOMENICI. After which time we

will order a rollcall on it, and we will
then ask they be sequenced—

Mr. ASHCROFT. Reserving the right
to object, might the Senator from New
Mexico estimate the time at which a
vote would occur on this amendment,
on the motion to waive the budget act?

Mr. DOMENICI. It looks to me like it
would be 6:10.
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Does the Senator want that agreed to

now so we do not violate that?
Mr. ASHCROFT. If it is possible, I

would like to defer the vote until per-
haps 8:30.

Mr. DOMENICI. I think maybe we
better proceed to vote on the motion to
waive right now, Mr. President. We will
just do that and take Senator DODD'S
up in due course.

Mr. DODD. I say to my colleague, we
will try to get it done quickly. The
amendment is not a matter of great
controversy. I know a lot of people
wanted to say something about the
amendment.

Mr. DOMENICI. Would the Senator
take less?

Mr. DODD. I will try to do it in 20
minutes.

Mr. DOMENICI. The amendment was
going to be agreed to, so I assume the
Senator is going to get a very big vote.
Would the Senator want to agree to let
us accept the amendment?

Mr. DODD. I want a vote, I say. with
all due respect. to the Chairman, on an
issue that has gone back and forth.

Mr. ASHCROFT. Reserving the right
to object. is there a reason the Senator
wants to make his remarks in advance
of the vote?

If the Senator from Connecticut
needs to leave for other reasons, I
would indicate to him that that is the
condition in which the Senator from
Missouri finds himself.

Mr. DOMENICI. Madam President, I
withdraw my unanimous-consent re-
quest and ask for the regular order.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the motion
to waive the Budget Act. The yeas and
nays have been ordered. The clerk will
call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk called
the roll.

Mr. NICKLES. I announce that the
Senator from Oregon [Mr. HATFIELD] is
necessarily absent.

I further announce that, if present
and voting. the Senator from Oregon
[Mr. HATFIELD] would vote nay.

Mr. FORD. I announce that the Sen-
ator from New Jersey [Mr. BRADLEY]
and the Senator from Arkansas EMr.
PRYOR] are necessarily absent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. BEN-
NETr). Are there any other Senators in
the Chamber who desire to vote?

The yeas and nays resulted—yeas 50,
nays 47, as follows:

YEAS—So
Abraham Faircioth Kohl
Ashcroft Feinstein Kyl
Bennett Frahm Lieberman
Bond Frist L
Breaux Gorton McCain
Brown Gramm McCOIII
Burns
Campbell
Coats
Cochran
Coverdell
Craig
D'Amato
Dewine

Grams
Grassley
Gregg
Hatch
Heflin
Helms
Hutchison
Inhofe

Murkowski
Nick1
Nunn
Prler
Roth
Santorwn
Shelby



Smith Thomas Thurmond
Stevens Thompson Warner

NAYS—47
. Akaka Ford Mack

Baucus Glenn Mjkulskj
Biden Graham Moseley.Braun
Bingaman
Boxer

Harkin
Hollings

Moynihan
Murray

Bryan lnouye Fell
Bumpers Jeffords Reid
Byrd Johnston Robb
Chafee Kempthorne Rockefeller
Cohen Kennedy Sarbanes
Conrad Kerrey Simon
Daschle Kerry Snowe
Dodd Lautenberg Specter
Dorgan Leahy Welistone
Exon Levin Wyden
Feingold Lugar

NOT VOTJNC—3
Bradley Hathed Pryor

The PRESIDING OFFICER. On this
vote, the yeas are 50. the nays are 47.
Three-fifths of the Senators duly cho-
sen and sworn not having voted in the
affirmative, the motion is rejected.
The point of order is sustained.

Several Senators addressed the
Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from New Mexico.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, our
leader will announce his intentions
shortly, but I just want to say. from
the best I can ascertain, there are 28
known amendments on the Democratic
side, and that does not include the list
of Byrd rule violations which could be
considered to be votes. And on our side.
there are 22, as of the last count.

I think the longer we are here, I say
to the leader, it is an invitation for
phone calls. We have about nine addi-
tional phone calls in our cloakroom
from Senators who want to add amend-
ments. So I do not believe it is going to
be very easy to get this completed. We
are going to need substantial time.

I yield to the leader, because I can't
do anything about it at this point.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ma-
jority leader is recognized.

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, first, I
would like to inquire, are we in a posi-
tion where we can get a 20-minute time
agreement, equally divided, on the
Dodd amendment and get a vote on
that in 20 minutes?

Mr. DODD. I say to the majority
leader, we had 30 minutes. and we will
try to use less than that. We have a
number of people who want to speak.
That is the problem. I will try to keep
it to no more than 30.

Mr. LOTT. Are you talking about a
total of 30 minutes equally divided?

Mr. DODD. Yes, 30.
Mr. LOTT. Let me lock this in.
Mr. President. I ask unanimous con-

sent that there be a 30-minute time
agreement equally divided on the Dodd
amendment, with a vote to follow im-
mediately after that time, and no sec-
ond degrees be in order.

Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President, I
thought this was an amendment they
were going to accept.

Mr. DOMENICI. We told the Senator
we would accept it. He desires a rolicall
vote and desires debate.

Mr. CI-JAFEE. If it is going to be ac-
cepted, how much debate is there going
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to be on the other side? Can you take
10 minutes?

Mr. DODD. We are wasting time de-
bating. Why don't we get to the amend-
ment?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I don't
want to delay time here. There has
been a suggestion made that we try to
work together on both sides of the aisle
to get a reasonable list of amendments
that would be debated and voted on. If
we could get that done, then we could
go to events that are scheduled to-
night. Some of the Senators would like
to be at the Olympics tomorrow at 12.
Then we would have a series of votes
on those amendments beginning at 9:30
Tuesday. Basically that is the outline
of what we were trying to do. But in-
stead of the amendments shrinking.
they are growing on both sides of the
aisle.

I have suggested to the Democratic
leader that we will get our list down to
five amendments on our side of the
aisle for votes, which means that some
of them will be accepted, some of them
will come up another day. I mean, that
is reasonable. I hope there will be an
effort on the other side. We debated
this before. We made our points. You
can make your points on your five
amendments and we can make what-
ever points we have to on our five
amendments or so. It does not have to
be exactly that number. But if we are
talking about a series of 20 to 40
amendments on Tuesday, that is no ac-
complishment.

We do have an alternative. That is to
stay here tonight and stay tomorrow
and complete the time that is remain-
ing and vote on amendments tomor-
row. which would suit me fine. But I
would like to be able to accommodate
Members on both sides of the aisle who
have things that they would like to do.
I think that would be fair.

So at this point, I just ask every-
body—we have 30 minutes here. Let us
get serious. Let us get this agreement
worked out. Then we can go on and do
what we need to do tonight and tomor-
row. We can take up the agricultural
appropriations bill Monday. We can de-
bate the amendments tonight, tomor-
row, and 4 hours on Monday and we can
vote on Tuesday. That is a mighty
good arrangement. We have been hav-
ing good cooperation all week. Let us
see if we cannot do it one more time on
this very important piece of legislation
that the President wants and both
sides of the aisle want. With that, I
plead with Members on both sides to
cooperate with us and let us get a rea-
sonable list worked out.

Mr. DASCI-ILE. Mr. President. let me
reiterate as well my desire to see if we
cannot work this list down in the next
30 minutes. I hope every one of the col-
leagues on my side of the aisle will
come to me and tell me. No. 1, when
they intend to offer the amendment
and, No. 2. whether they really need a
rolicall or whether they would be satis-
fied with a voice vote.
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If we cannot get it down to a reason-

able list. I think it is fair to say that
within a half-hour we would be then in
a position to say whether we will be
here tonight, tomorrow and Monday.
So, if we cannot—I do not have any
plans—we will be here tonight. I have
no objection to being here tomorrow
and Monday. but there are a lot of peo-
ple who have expressed an interest in
trying to accommodate the schedule
that the majority leader has discussed.
and I hope we can do that, just to take
into account some of the people who
have already made their plans. But we
will have to make that decision within
the next 30 minutes. So. I hope every-
body will come to me, and we will de-
cide within that 30-minute timeframe
whether or not we will be here tomor-
row and Monday or not.

Mr. DOMENICI. Could we ask our
side to do the same—30 minutes?

Mr. LOTr. Absolutely.
Mr. DOMENICI. Just come into the

Cloakroom and tell us. We want to dis-
pose of them. Thank you.

Mr. DODD addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Connecticut is recognized.
AMENDMENT NO. 4902

(Purpose: To restore health and safety
protections with respect to child care)

Mr. DODD. Mr. President. I send an
amendment to the desk and ask for its
immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Connecticut LMr. DoDD!

for himself. Mr. COATS. Mr. KENNEDY. Mrs.
KASSEBAUM. Ms. SNOWE. Ms. MIKIJLSKI, Mr.
HARKJN. Mr. KOHL, Mr. KERRY. Mrs. MURRAY.
Mr. KERREy, Mr. COHEN. Mr. REID, and Mr.
LEAHY, proposes an amendment numbered
4902.

Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I ask unan-
imous consent that further reading of
the amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
On page 628. strike clauses (vi) and (vii) of

section 2805 (2) (A).

Mr. DODD. Mr. President. I offer this
amendment on behalf of myself and my
colleagues. Senators COATS. KENNEDY,
KASSEBAUM, SNOwE, Mxxui.sici, H.RJur,
Koi-ii, KERRY, MURRAY, KERREY, COHEN,
REID, and Li-ri. As you can see by
this list, Mr. President. this is a bipar-
tisan effort.

I have asked for a rollcall vote here
because this is an issue that has been
adopted in the past and yet mysteri-
ously ends up dropping out of the bill
every time we turn around. So I am
asking for a rolIcall vote, arid hopefully
an overwhelming vote here, so that
when we get to conference on this leg-
islation, it stays in the bill. Despite
the fact that we passed this a number
of times, every time we get it done,
somehow it manages to disappear from
the bill again, as it did from the Fi-
nance Committee bill. For those rea-
sons. we will ask Members to be re-
corded on this issue.
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Mr. President, let me just briefly

point out that what we are doing here
is restoring to the bill the child care
health and safety standards that we
adopted now 6 years ago when the sen-
ior Senator from Utah and I offered the
child care legislation and set up broad
guidelines for health and safety stand-
ards, leaving to the States the specifics
on how they would achieve those par-
ticular goals.

I am thankful for the efforts of my
colleague from Indiana. and Senator
SNOWE, Senator KASSEBAUM, and others
who worked on this over the years. We
have felt that it has been very, very
helpful to have these standards in
place. If we are going to have, as we
must have, child care resources as we
move people from welfare to work,
these children have to be in a safe
place. We have standards by which we
maintain our pets and our automobiles.
In this case here we are setting basic
minimum standards for children. It is
something that we ought to all be able
to agree on.

There was a study done, Mr. Presi-
dent. a few years ago that assessed the
health and safety standards at child
care settings across the country. The
conclusion of that study, Mr. Presi-
dent, was that in only 14 percent of the
cases was it where the child care cen-
ters provided good quality care. In 85
percent of those settings, almost 86
percent, the study concluded it was not
good quality at all. So there is a neces-
sity for requiring that these children
be in a healthy and safe setting. We are
talking about a setting where you are
seeing to it that there are not open
electrical outlets, there is electrical
safety, water safety, basic require-
ments so that these children will be
adequately protected.

Mr. President, as I pointed out ear-
lier today, let us try to keep this de-
bate in perspective. Of the 13 million
people on welfare, 8.8 million of those
are children. And 78 percent of that 8.8
million are under the age of 12. Almost
50 percent of the 8.8 million children
are under the age of 6. So there is going
to be a substantial number of children
who will need child care as their moth-
ers or fathers who are on welfare go to
work.

There is money for child care. I
would like more, but it certainly is an
improvement over what existed in the
past. But it is not just a question of
having funding for child care. These
children must also be in a safe environ-
ment.

A little later on this evening or to-
morrow, or whenever, you are going to
have another amendment offered by
my colleague from Louisiana dealing
with another aspect of children's safe-
ty. Let me urge my colleagues here,
many of whom support this amend-
ment, to look at the Breaux amend-
ment and look at the other amend-
ments dealing with children. I do not
think there is any debate in this Cham-
ber about trying to get adults from
welfare to work. But there ought not to

be any debate either, in our view,
about tr.ing to see to it that innocent
children who through no fault of their
own have been born into circumstances
where they need some help, whether it
is in food or health care or child care,
are protected.

So we urge the adoption of the
amendment and also amendments that
would provide that safety net for these
children.

At this point, if I can, Mr. President,
I yield 3 minutes to my colleague from
Maryland, and then I will yield to my
colleague from Indiana. At that point
we will try to wrap up the debate here,
unless others want to be heard, and get
to a vote on this amendment.

Ms. MIKULSKI. Mr. President, I rise
in strong support of the Dodd-Mikul-
ski-Kassebaum-Coats, et al. amend-
ment. This amendment is really quite
simple. It restores basic health and
safety standards for child-care provid-
ers receiving Federal funds.

The bill before us repeals those mod-
est standards. I think that is shocking.
Safe child care is too important to be
left to chance.

Mr. President, we have to make sure
that what we explicitly state are our
values we put in our legislative policy.
This bill does that. It restores the re-
quirement that states have standards
in place to protect children. These
standards protect children from infec-
tious diseases, make sure their build-
ings and playgrounds are safe, and re-
quire the people who take care of chil-
dren to know first aid.

I hope that every Senator will sup-
port this amendment because in mov-
ing families to work, we must ensure
not only the adequacy of child care,
but that child care is safe. Sure, we
often focus on debating the amount of
money we are going to spend on child
care. And this is one Senator who be-
lieves we need to provide more funding
for child care. However, we have to
make sure that child care is not only
affordable, but that it is safe. There is
a basic need for health and safety
standards for child care facilities and
providers. We need standards to make
sure our kids are not around open elec-
trical outlets, that there are not open
manholes like little Jessica fell down
some years ago. This is basic. Child
care has to be more than warehousing
kids. Parents have to have some assur-
ance that their children are in a haz-
ard-free environment, and that those
who are taking care of them know at
least basic first aid, so they will know
what to do if a child is hurt or becomes
ill.

This is not an unfunded mandate. It
is not even a mandate at all. It is com-
mon human decency. Requiring States
to assure certain basic health and safe-
ty standards is the least we can do to
give parents peace of mind, while they
are working to provide for their chil-
dren.

Mr. President, in 19O the Congress
enacted a major child care bill. We had
bipartisan support for that bill. It pro-
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vided Federal funds for tax credits and
grants to make child care more afford-
able. It also ensured that providers who
receive those funds had to meet mini-
mum health and safety standards,
which each State would establish.

We recognized that basic standards
were needed to ensure that all children
would be safe and well-cared for. The
1990 child care bill made sense then and
it makes sense now. Under that law,
States set the standards; they decide
what will work best for their State.

In my own State of Maryland, we
have a three tiered system of health
and safety standards. Maryland felt it
was important that child care centers
that care for lots of kids have a higher
level of regulation than someone who
provides care in a home setting or in
the child's own home. Maryland also
ensures background checks to screen
providers for criminal records.

Other States have different standards
to meet the particular needs of their
State. But this law ensures that each
and eve-y State must have at least a
minimal level of safety and health
standards. If we are serious about pro-
tecting children, we absolutely must
maintain that requirement.

It is what every mom and dad wants
for their kids. We should vote our val-
ues and support the Dodd-Mikulski, et
al, amendment.

I yield the floor.
Mr. COATS. Mr. President, I will be

brief. I know time is of the essence
here, and we will yield back some of
our time.

Let me state that I support very
much what Senator DODD and Senator
MIKuLSKI are attempting to do here.
This is essentially the same legislation
that we are attempting to restore that
we enacted in the 1990 child care legis-
lation. This gives States a great deal of
flexibility.

For instance, the State of California
has a program called Trust Line which
allows the State to require background
checks, criminal background checks, of
child-care providers. In those back-
ground checks, they found 5 percent of
those who had applied to be State-cer-
tified child-care providers had criminal
backgrounds and they had to disqualify
them. Not all States have chosen to op-
erate on that basis, although I think
that is a reasonable requirement that a
State might want to impose on a child-
care provider. That is just one example
of the flexibility that a State has to
impose, those minimal conditions for
safety and health, under child-care pro-
visions.

Now, the House Ways and Means
committee has supported this. The
House Employment Economic Oppor-
tunity Committee, President Bush sup-
ported this in 1990, the Congress sup-
ported it on a bipartisan basis, the
Governors have supported this. What
we are attempting to do is correct
something that I believe was an error,
maybe it was not, but I think all indi-
cations are that it was an error as it
was put in the reconciliation bill. This
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would restore it to what. essentially, is
current law and what the Congress
agreed to in 1990. 1 urge its adoption.

Mr. DODD. Mr. President I ask unan-
imous consent that Senator BoXER of
California be added as a cosponsor, as

- well as Senator EXON and Senator
WELLSTONE.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. DODD. I end on the note I began
with here. I hope our colleagues will
look at some of the other amendments
dealing with children, particularly the
voucher proposal from Senator
BREAUX. I believe we can develop a
pretty good bill here.

1 do not think there is much debate
about moving 4 million adults in the
country from welfare to work, and I
hope we could develop some consensus,
particularly on the children under the
age of 12. I understand people make an
argument for 16-, 17-, and 18-year-olds.
but when you have 80 percent of the 8.8
million kids on AFDC under the age of
12. 50 percent under the age of 6, it
seems to me we ought to find the
means to provide a safety net for them.
whether in a child-care setting or re-
garding adequate nutrition.

I do not think we need any real de-
bate about ideological differences on
that point. While I think we will get a
strong vote here, I urge my colleagues
to look at these other amendments and
judge them on their merits and decide
whether or not you do not think this
will help strengthen and improve a wel-
fare-to-work piece of legislation that
draws us all together in this body.
makes it a stronger bill, and one that
I think will adequately give the kind of
protection to children that all of us
want to give.

Do not blame the innocent child for
the circumstances they have arrived
in. They ought not to go hungry with-
out adequate health care and the pro-
tection of a child-care setting.

Mrs. BOXER. Will the Senator yield?
Mr. DODD. I am happy to yield to the

Senator.
Mrs. BOXER I commend the Senator

and both sides of the aisle for their
leadership here. and say as one who has
fought hard and long with the Senators
from Maryland. Connecticut, and cer-
tainly Senator PRYOR and others for
nursing home standards, we have to
take care of our vulnerable popu-
lations. This is a big step forward.

Mr. President, back in 1990, we passed
a law in the reconciliation bill to enact
basic health and safety protections for
child care.

That current law now requires pro-
viders receiving funds through the
child care development block grant
ICCDBGI to have basic health and safe-
ty protections in place.

The Dodd amendment restores these
basic health and safety protections
which are otherwise repealed in the
pending welfare bill.

What do we mean by basic?
Requirements regarding the preven-

tion and control of infectious diseases.
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Building and physical premises safe-

ty.
Minimum health and safety training.
These standards ensure, for example,

that children have up-to-date immuni-
zations. That poisonous substances
stay out of the reach of young children.
That electrical outlets have plugs in
them.

Simply put, these basic standards re-
duce the numbers of accidents, inci-
dence of illness. and safe childrens'
lives.

Mr. President, we are about to make
major changes to the way welfare pro-
grams in our country are run.

We hope that these changes will
mean a lot more people will be getting
off welfare and going to work.

I think the least we can do is give
people some assurance that their chil-
drens caregivers meet a minimum
level of health and safety standards.

Spurred by the Federal health and
safety standards we put in place in
1990, California decided to pass a law to
give even more protection for children
from providers with a criminal record.

The law California passed created
Trust Line.

Turst Line is a criminal background
check for child care providers who are
exempt from State licensing require-
ments.

Through Trust Line. the State found
that 5 percent of these providers had
criminal records—60 percent of which
involved child abuse convictions.

Repealing the Federal standards
would be a huge step backward for pro-
tecting our children.

Many of us here are parents. I think
we understand that having piece of
mind about our childrens' safety is lit-
erally priceless.

The least we can do for the welfare
recipients we will be sending off to
work is to assure them that some mini-
mum health and safety standards are
in place for their child's day care facil-
ity.

I urge my colleagues to support the
Dodd amendment.

Mr. EXON. Have the yeas and nays
been requested?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. No.
Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I ask for

the yeas and nays.
The PRESIDING OFFICER Is there a

sufficient second?
There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. DODD. I yield 30 seconds to my

colleague from Delaware.
Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President, I com-

pliment my friend from Connecticut
and our Republican colleagues.

Mr. President, it was not too long
ago—1990— that we first put the child
care health and safety standards in
place. The Senator from Connecticut—
who led the effort—remembers all too
well the extensive discussion—and, bi-
partisan compromise—that went into
enacting these standards.

It would be unfortunate if we re-
pealed them today. They were the
product of a bipartisan effort 6 years
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ago. They were retained in the biparti-
san Senate bill that passed here last
September. And they are retained in
the bipartisan Castle-Tanner bill.

Frankly, I am not sure why we are
repealing them. Usually. we hear the
argument about Federal requirements
being a burden on people.

But. in fact, in my State of Delaware,
the people who are the strongest sup-
porters of these health and safety
standards are the very people who have
to comply with them—the child care
providers.

Yes. child care providers in Delaware
have come to me and said, "Dont get
rid of the safety standards. Don't get
rid of the quality in day care.'

It may sound strange. But, think
about it. They want Federal standards
and Federal requirements because they
remember what it was like before there
were standards. And. they do not want
to go back.

And at a time when we are increasing
child care funding—and going to see
significant increases in the number of
children in day care as welfare mothers
are required to work—it is crucial that
the child care providers who will be
caring for kids meet minimum stand-
ards. 1 don't think that's too much to
expect.

In fact, I think every parent with a
child in day care would expect no less.
Parents who drop their children off
every morning want to know that their
kids will be safe. They want to be sure
that they are not leaving their child at
some fly-by-night, shoddy. unsafe.
unhealthy day care center.

So, I just urge my colleagues to
think about what is being proposed
here.

I add one point, I do not know how
we can. in fact, have the kind of bill we
want without this amendment. I think
it is very important. I yield the floor.

Mr. DODD. I yield back the balance
of my time.

Mr. KOHL. Mr. President, I rise in
strong support, and as an original co-
sponsor, of the amendment by the Sen-
ator from Connecticut.

I agree with much of what is in the
welfare legislation before us today and
I plan to vote on it. We owe it to the
low-income families of this country to
end a welfare system that keeps them
down rather than helps them up. We
owe it to the taxpayers to spend their
money in a way that strengthens their
communities. We owe it to ourselves to
be honest when we have failed—as we
have with our current welfare system.
And we owe it to this country to de-
velop a welfare system that respects
and encourages this Nation's long-
standing values of work and family. I
think this bill. on the whole. does that,
and that is why I support it.

But before we send this bill out of the
Senate, there is room for improvement.
One of my chief concerns with this bill
is the unwise elimination of the bipar-
tisan, minimal Federal standards that
govern the quality of child care. We
ought to be doing exactly the opposite.
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Not only does the repeal of safety

standards jeopardize quality of care for
children from welfare families, it
threatens child care safety for all chil-
dren. Children of families from all in-
come levels benefit from the current
health and safety standards.

We need to return welfare to the
States because the Federal program
has proven itself a disaster. But turn-
ing the program over does not mean
turning our backs on the people and
communities welfare is meant to help.
We still have a responsibility at the
Federal level to make sure that State-
run welfare systems are able to succeed
where the Federal system so dismally
failed.

And that means doing everything we
can to keep the national economy
healty—so there arejobs for welfare re-
cipients to move into. And that means
strengthening our child care infra-
structure—so there are safe and stimu-
lating places for the children of welfare
recipients to spend their days as their
parents go back to work.

As States begin to move mothers off
the welfare rolls and into jobs. the de-
mand for child care is going to soar.
Preliminary estimates done for the
city of Milwaukee have shown that
welfare reform will create the demand
for 8.000 new child care slots—child
care that does not exist today. Already
in the State of Wisconsin. there are al-
most 6.500 children from 4.000 families
on waiting lists for child care.

At the Federal level, there is much
we can do to start putting a broader
child care infrastructure in place. But
one thing I know we cannot do is move
backward and eliminate the minimal
Federal standards that now regulate
the quality of child care.

At the very heart of the welfare de-
bate is the Government's responsibility
to the impoverished children of this
county. We failed them with our cur-
rent welfare system, and today we
rightly admit that failure and ask the
States to try and do better. As we turn
welfare over to the States, we cannot
fail those children again by ignoring
the real need they have for protection
and education while their parents
work. We can—and should—turn over
welfare. But we cannot turn away from
the children who need and deserve
quality day care.

I ask my colleagues to support the
Dodd amendment.

Ms. SNOWE. Mr. President. I rise
today as a proud cosponsor of Senator
DODD's amendment to restore child
care health and safety standards to
this welfare reform bill. During consid-
eration of last year's welfare reform
bill. I worked with my distinguished
colleague from Connecticut to add cru-
cial child care funds to the welfare re-
form bill. In fact, the $3 billion in child
care funds which we succeeded in add-
ing to the bill resulted in an over-
whelming vote of 87 to 12 in favor of
the bill.

I am pleased to join my colleague
once again, as we consider a new wel-
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fare reform bill almost one year later.
on another important child care issue.
Maintaining health and safety stand-
ards for federally subsidized child care
is a basic issue of accountability for
Federal dollars. But above all. it is
about guaranteeing the safety of this
Nations youngest and most vulnerable
children. The amendment is a signifi-
cant step toward ensuring that Amer-
ican children from low-income and
working families receive safe child
care.

These health and safety standards
were created as part of the child care
and development block grant in 1990,
with broad support from President
Bush, Congress, and the Nation's Gov-
ernors. The 1990 legislation did not dic-
tate regulations governing child care
facilities. Instead, it required child
care facilities receiving Federal funds
to meet basic requirements set by the
states in three areas: building premises
safety: prevention of infectious dis-
eases: and training for child care pro-
viders.

Again, I emphasize that these health
and safety standards are set by the
States. And because they are set by the
States, they allow States the same
State flexibility that motivates this
welfare reform bill.

Six years after the creation of these
health and safety standards, we know
that they work to protect this Nation's
children. For example, California pro-
tects children through Trustline, which
institutes background checks for pro-
viders that are exempt from State li-
censing requirements. Through these
background checks, the State found
that 5 percent of these providers had
criminal records—of which 60 percent
involved child abuse convictions.

Yet despite their proven success. this
welfare bill does not contain these cru-
cial protections for children. Instead, it
simply requires States to certify that
they have State licensing requirements
for child care. However, a significant
percentage of child care facilities are
exempt from State licensing require-
ments. In fact, only 9 States require all
family child care homes to be regu
lated regardless of size. The children
who attend these exempted facilities
would do so with no assurances that
these facilities met even minimal
health and safety requirements. And
yet Federal funds would pay for this
potentially substandard care where
children are offered no protections for
their health and safety.

This does not make sense. After all,
we offer consumers protection when
they buy food and cars, use public
transportation on our highways. and
have their hair cut. It does not make
sense that this bill would leave the
Federal Government with no way to
ensure that children receiving public
child care funds are in minimally
healthy and safe settings.

This amendment simply ensures that
when Federal child care funds are used
they will not be in settings where poi-
sonous substances are within easy
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reach of children; where electrical Out-
lets are left exposed and open where
unfenced play areas expose children to
busy streets: where children are al-
lowed to go unimmunized: and where
child care providers have a criminal
record. How can we allow public
funds—taxpayer dollars—to be spent in
such a reckless and uncaring manner?

Finally, if we are talking about wel-
fare reform helping people become self-
sufficient, why wouldn't we want to en-
sure that children get off to a good
start by having safe child care? Experts
believe that the first few years of life—
those years during which an increasing
number of children are in child care
—are the most crucial for a child's de-
velopment. If children are to develop to
their full potential. we need to ensure
that they are cared for in safe environ-
ments by responsible adults who are
knowledgeable about child develop-
ment.

Research shows that unregulated
child care is generally of lower quality
than regulated care. This means that
children are less likely to receive the
care they need to enter school ready to
learn. The children that will receive
child care under this bill are some of
the most vulnerable children in our so-
ciety. They should not be placed at
greater developmental risk because
they begin life in substandard child
care.

As a Nation, it is the least we can do
to ensure that Federally funded child.
care meets minimum health and safety
standards. I urge my colleagues to sup-
port this important amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amend-
ment.

The yeas and nays have been ordered.
The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. NICKLES. I announce that the

Senator from Oregon [Mr. HATFIELD]
and the Senator from Oklahoma [Mr.
INHOFE] are necessarily absent.

I further announce that, if present
and voting, the Senator from Oregon
[Mr. HATFLD] would vote yea."

Mr. FORD. I announce that the Sen-
ator from Arkansas [Mr. PRYOR] and
the Senator from New Jersey lMr.
BRADLEY] are necessarily absent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
any other Senators in the Chamber de-
siring to vote?

The result was announced—yeas 96,
nays 0, as follows:

Abraham
Akaka
Ashcroft
Baucus
Bennett
Biden
BLgaman
Bond
Boxer
Breaux
Brown
Bryan
Bumpers
Burns
Byrd

iRoilcall Vote No. 204 Leg.]
YEAS—96

Campbell Faircioth
Chafee Feingold
Coats Feiristein
Cochran Ford
Cohen Frahm
Conrad Frist
Coverdel] Glenn
Craig Gorton
DAmato Graham
Daschle Gramm
Dewine Grams
Dodd Grassley
Domenici Gregg
Dorgan Harkin
Exon Hatch
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Heflin Lieberrnan Rockefeller
Helms Lott Roth
Hollings Lugar Santorum
Hutchison Mack Sarbanes
lnouye McCain Shelby
Jeffords McConnell Simon
Johnston Mikuiski Simpson
Kassebaurn Moseley.Braun Smith
Kempthorne Movnihan Snowe
Kennedy Murkowski Specter
Kerrey Murray Stevens
Kerry Nickles Thomas
Kohl Nunn Thompson
Kvl Pell Thurmond
Lautenberg Pressler Warner
Leahy Reid Wellstone
Levin Robb Wvaen

Bradley inhofe
Hatfield Prvor

The amendment (No. 4902) was agreed
to.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. I
move to reconsider the vote.

Mr. BREAUX. I move to lay that mo-
tion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. I sug-
gest the absence of a quorum, the time
to be charged equally.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.

The legislative clerk proceeded to
call the roll.

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I ask unan-
imous consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. LOTT. I want to say before I ask
this unanimous consent request that I
appreciate the cooperation, again, from
the Democratic leader. There has been
an effort on both sides to reduce the
number of amendments. We have not
been able to get it reduced as much as
we had hoped for on either side of the
aisle. We worked on it. We will con-
tinue working on it. We are trying to
accommodate as many Senators as we
possibly can, with a variety of personal
problems or needs, and to get our work
done. It is very hard to get both of
those done simultaneously. So we have
come up with a unanimous consent re-
quest that I think will allow us to do
our job and still allow for consider-
ation of as many Senators' needs as
possible.

The summation of it is basically we
will begin now and continue to take up
as many as nine amendments tonight
for debate. Hopefully, some time limi-
tations could be agreed to on those. We
will begin voting at 9 a.m. tomorrow
morning on those amendments taken
up tonight. There will be a series of
votes on those amendments. Then we
will return to debate on amendments
throughout the afternoon tomorrow
and for 4 hours on Monday. at which
point we will turn to the agriculture
appropriations bill and make an effort
to complete that bill, if it is at all pos-
sible, on Monday. All time on all
amendments would be done Friday
afternoon and Monday. during that
time. Then we will go to the final votes
beginning at 9:30 on Tuesday and com-
plete action on the reconciliaUon bill.
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I think that is as fair a process as we

can come up with because we still have
13 hours of time remaining. We still
have a long list of amendments re-
maining. It does take time to debate
those amendments, though, so this will
allow us to have a substantial portion
of that time used up tonight. We are
going to be counting on Senators to
stay and offer those amendments. We
have offered at least three on our side
and six on the other side. We will have
the votes in the morning. I think that
is a fair arrangement.

I have submitted a unanimous-con-
sent request. The leader is reviewing
that now, and I think we can achieve
this.

UNANIMOUs-CoNsENT AGREEMENT

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President. I ask unan-
imous consent during the remainder of
the Senate's consideration of 5. 1956,
the following amendments be the only
amendments in order and those amend-
ments be subject to germane second de-
grees and all other provisions under
the statute remain in effect and any
rollcall votes ordered this evening with
respect to amendments offered tonight
occur at 9 a.m. on Friday. July 19. in a
stacked sequence, with 2 minutes for
debate to be divided equally prior to
each vote, and following the disposi-
tion of amendments the Senate proceed
to further debate on the remaining
amendments.

I further ask that following those
stacked votes on Friday. any addi-
tional rollcall votes ordered with re-
spect to the amendments be stacked in
the same fashion as described above be-
ginning at 9:30 on Tuesday. July 23. arid
following disposition of the amend-
ments, the bill be advanced to third
reading and the Senate proceed imme-
diately to the House companion bill,
H.R. 3734, and all after the enacting
clause be stricken. the text of 5. 1956 as
amended be inserted. and the bill be
immediately advanced to third reading
and final passage occur, all without
further action or debate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?

Mr. DASCHLE. Reserving the right
to object.

Mr. DOMENICI. I do not object. but I
ask if you could insert that time on the
amendments be no longer than 30 min-
utes, equally divided?

Mr. DASCHLE. Mr. President. I
think in some cases we are not going to
need 30 minutes. I know at least in one
case. the amendment to be offered by
the distinguished Senators from Dela-
ware and Pennsylvania, I think they
wanted 45 minutes.

Mr. DOMENICI. I withdraw that re-
quest. We will work on it.

Mr. DASCHLE. I would like to, if we
could, at the end of the colloquy. an-
nounce the list and the order in which
the amendments are going to be taken
so Senators will be put on notice as to
when their amendment could be ex-
pected.

Mr. LOTT. If I could respond to that
suggestion, Mr. President. we are
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working on a list right now. Of course.
we will try to identify them in order.
We will try to go back and forth so you
are getting your amendments offered,
although tonight there may not be ex-
actly that number. We have three, I
think. committed tonight. You may
have as many as six.

Mr. DASCHLE. Six.
Mr. LOTT. I urge the Senators to

agree to time agreements. hopefully
less than 30 minutes. If we have one
that needs 40 minutes, we will do that.
But we will, at the end of this, try to
identify the list somewhat in the order
they would come up.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? The Senator from Rhode Is-
land.

Mr. CHAFEE. May I ask the leader a
question. please?

Mr. LOTT. That will be fine. Mr.
President.

Mr. CHAFEE. I have an amendment
which is up near the top of the list. I
greatly prefer if I did not have to de-
bate that tonight. I will be perfectly
prepared to debate it after we have
completed our rollcalls tomorrow.

Mr. LOTT. I do not think there will
be any problem. I know the Senator
has a couple of problems tonight. We
will accommodate that. We have iden-
tified other amendments that can be
offered tonight. and yours could be one
of the first tomorrow.

Mr. CHAFEE. As far as the time
agreement. I am perfectly prepared to
agree to 30 minutes. I do not know
what the Senator from Delaware would
say, but I am agreeable to 30 minutes
equally divided.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, if I under-
stood the unanimous consent request.
any amendment that would be offered
would be debated either tonight. some-
time on Saturday—

Mr. LOTT. Friday. Friday afternoon
or Monday morning.

Mr. EXON. Or Monday.
Mr. LOTT. Yes. sir.
Mr. EXON. There would be no amend-

ments debated—if you want to offer an
amendment on this bill, you are going
to have to do it by Monday. is that cor-
rect?

Mr. LOTT. Yes, sir.
Mr. EXON. But there would be 2 min-

utes of debate equally divided. on every
amendment that was offered. on Tues-
day before the vote?

Mr. LOTT. That is the way it has
been done. and that is what is incor-
porated in the request.

Mr. EXON. I thank my friend.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there

objection? Without objection. it is so
ordered.

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I further
ask unanimous consent that all amend-
ments must be offered and points of
order must be offered and debated dur-
ing the remainder of the session this
evening, during tomorrow's session of
the Senate. or Monday. July 22. be-
tween the hours of 10 a.m. and 2 p.m..
with that time for debate on Monday
to be equally divided. That is in re-
sponse to the question that the Sen-
ator from Nebraska just asked.

NOT VOTING—4
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The PRESIDING OFFICER Without

objection. it is so ordered.
Mr. LOTT. So. for the information of

all Senators, there will be no further
votes this evening. The next vote will
occur at 9 a.m. on Friday, July 19, J996.
Following those stacked votes, the
Senate will continue to debate the rec-
onciliation bill, The next voting series
will be on July 23. 1996.

Members are put on notice, if they
intend to offer amendments under the
consent agreement just reached, they
must be offered and debated tonight,
during the session of the Senate on Fri-
day, or on Monday between the hours
of 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. No further amend-
ments or debate other than the 2 min-
utes of closing debate will be in order.

I thank all Senators for their co-
operation in this matter.

Mr. HARKIN. Will the majority lead-
er yield?

Mr. LOIT. I yield.
Mr. HARKIN. As I understand it, to-

morrow morning at 9 votes will start.
After those stacked votes, there will be
no more votes after that.

Mr. LOTT. We will shorten the time
for votes by agreement, and there will
be no more recorded votes after that
sequence of votes, which could be as
many as nine votes in a row.

Mr. HARKIN. I thank the majority
leader.

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I am sub-
mitting for the RECoRD a list of amen d-
ments that we have identified. I still
hope some of these will be accepted on
a voice vote or be worked Out, but we
are submitting this list for the RECoRD.
This would foreclose any other amend-
ments on our side being offered, other
than on that list.

I send the list to the desk and ask
unanimous consent that it be printed
in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the last
was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

1. Jeffords: LIHEAP.
2. McCairi: Child support—Indians.
3. Chafee: Standards of eligibility.
4. Shelby: Adoption assistance.
5. Craig: Childcare.
6. Hatch: SOS EIC.
7. Helms: Food stamp—work.
8. Abraham: Illegitimacy ratio.
9. Faircioth: Funds for teenager mothers.
10. Faircioth: SSI outreach.
11. Ascrost: Children immunization,
12. Faircloth: Childcare work.
13. Bono/Abraharzi etc.: Waivers.
14. Grarnm: Deny drug benefits.
15. Coats: Independent accounts.
16. Coats: Kinship.
17. Pressler: F5 Fraud.
18. Nickles: Reports on small businesses.
19. Ascroft: Limit time.
20. D'Amato: Work requirement.
21. Lott: Manager's package.
22. Domeriici: Managers package.
Mr. LOTT. We would like to ask that

a similar list be submitted from the
Democratic side.

Mr. DASCHLE. That will be provided.
Mr. DOMENICI. When will that list

be provided, the overall list?
Mr. DASCHLE. We will provide it

within the next half-hour; even sooner.
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It is available. We just want to put it
in a form that is presentable.

Mr. DOMENICI. Presentable.
Mr. LOTT. You are not adding any

more to it? I inquire how many that is?
What number is that?

I will not put you on the record, be-
cause I hope whatever it is, it will be
less than that when it is submitted for
the RECORD or, in fact, when they are
brought up.

Mr. DASCHLE. That is our intention.
Mr. LOTT. We still have a real prob-

lem with the colleagues not being co-
operative enough with us. There is no
reason why we should have 40 votes on
amendments on this bill. We can make
our points. Some of these can be taken
on voice votes. Senators insisted, "I
want a recorded vote."

I remember one time, when Senator
DASCHLE and I were in the House of
Representatives, a Congressman who
won on a voice vote insisted on a re-
corded vote and lost. There is a great
message in that.

I, again, ask our colleagues, cooper-
ate with us. There is no reason why we
should have more than 10 or J2 addi-
tional amendments voted on in this
process. Vote-a-ramas do not help any-
body and it makes us all look very bad.

Mr. DASCHLE. Mr. President, if it is
appropriate, I ask unanimous consent
that the first 15 minutes of this series
of amendments to be considered be for
the distinguished Senator from Wash-
ington, to be joined by the Senator
from Illinois, and we will dispose of the
first amendment.

Mr. DOMENICI addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New Mexico.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I say

to Senator DASCHLE, I just checked as
to what that amendment is. That is an
amendment in the jurisdiction of the
Agriculture Committee, not either
Senator Roil-i or myself. We were won-
dering if we could have someone from
the Agriculture Committee—we will
proceed. Do you want to go for 15 min-
utes?

Mr. DASCHLE. Can we do 15 min-
utes? I do not know if you need more.

Mr. DOMENICI. We will take up to 15
minutes. Let's get that locked in and
proceed.

We will say to Senators around wait-
ing to offer their amendments, we are
going to use this 15 minutes to se-
quence eight or nine amendments so
Senators can know when they are com-
ing up.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The Senator from Washington.
AMENDMENT NO. 4903

(Purpose: To strike amendments to the
surru'ner food service program for children)
Mrs. MURRAY. Mr. President. I send

an amendment to the desk and ask for
its immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The bill clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Washington IMrs. MUR-

RAY] proposes an amendment numbered 4903.
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Mrs. MURRAY. Mr. President. I ask

unanimous consent that the reading of
the amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
Strike section 1206.
Mrs. MURRAY. Thank you. Mr.

President.
Mr. President, I offer this amend-

ment that simply strikes provisions re-
lating to the Summer Food Program in
the welfare bill that is in front of us. I
hope this can be accepted on a voice
vote. If not, we will have it be one of
our recorded votes tomorrow.

Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President, the
Senate is not in order.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
point is well taken. The Senate is not
in order.

The Senator from Washington.
Mrs. MURRAY. Thank you, Mr.

President.
Again, the amendment that I have

sent to the desk simply strikes the pro-
visions that are related to the Summer
Food Program. As all of the Members
of the Senate know, we debated the
school lunch issue over the last year
and a half. Understand, the consensus
across this country is people believe we
do need to make sure that our children
get adequate nutrition. The Summer
Food Program is the same argument.

The Senate bill that is .before us
makes an Il-percent cut to the reim-
bursement rate for lunches provided in
the Summer Food Program. This re-
duction is a 23-cent cut on each lunch
that is provided. It will reduce the
amount of money that is provided for
these lunches from S2.16 to $1.93. That
is a substantial cut, Mr. President, and
will have a dramatic impact on the
programs offered across this country
that assure each one of the children of
those programs get adequate nutrition.

We have heard the arguments many
times over the last year how important
it is that a child get proper nutrition
and, without that nutrition, is unable
to learn. That is exactly what these
cuts will do. They will dramatically
impact the ability of our kids to have
a nutritious meal in these summer pro-
grams.

It also will mean many of these sum-
mer programs will not survive. If they
have to charge the people in these pro-
grams an additional S20 or $30 a month
in order to make up the difference, it
will mean that many of these programs
will be lost, particularly in our rural
areas where costs are substantial and
it is very difficult for parents to come
up with adequate money for these pro-
grams to begin with.

Estimates vary by State, but a re-
cent report concluded that this cut
that is being proposed in this welfare
bill will result in a 30- to 35-percent
drop in the number of sponsors, most of
them in our rural districts. It will re-
sult in a 20-percent cut in the number
of children who are able to participate,
and many of the larger sponsors are
going to have to drop their smaller
sites.
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I think it is very critical that this

Senate go on record saying that we un-
cierstand the nutrition needs of young
children in this country today, and I
urge my colleagues, hopefully by voice
vote, to accept this reasonable amend-

-. ment to assure that young children in
this country do get the proper nutri-
tion in the Summer Food Program that
is in the welfare bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
seeks recognition?

Ms. MOSELEY-BRAUN addressed the
Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Illinois.

Ms. MOSELEY-BRAIJN. Mr. Presi-
dent. I ask unanimous consent to speak
for about 15 minutes. I probably will
not use it all.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? Without objection, it is so
ordered.

If the Senator will suspend. the Sen-
ate is not in order. The Chair suggests
that the negotiations that are going on
take place in the cloakroom. It is mak-
ing it very difficult for Senators to pro-
ceed.

The Senator from Illinois.
Ms. MOSELEY-BRAUN. Thank you

very much, Mr. President. for restoring
order.

Mr. President. I would like to speak
to the bill. Maintaining a social safety
net for the poor has always been a com-
plex and paradoxical challenge. How
does one provide sufficient suDport for
the poorest Americans while simulta-
neously promoting self-help and indi-
vidual initiative?

The bill before us offers one approach
to the problem in the current welfare
system by implementing time limits
on benefits, reQuiring individuals to
work and, at the same time, increasing
parental responsibility. However, the
problem lies in that this bill does not
focus welfare reform on the people that
welfare really serves. I know you have
heard me use these statistics before,
but I think it is important to restate
them.

There are 14 million people in this
country on welfare: 9 million, or 67 per-
cent, of those people are children, al-
most 60 percent of whom are below the
age of 6.

Is it fair that these children lose the
safety net that the Federal Govern-
ment and the States have maintained
for 60 years. in the name of welfare re-
form?

Whenever we cite problems with the
current welfare system, such as en-
couraging family breakups or fostering
dependence, I have never heard anyone
arguing that we are giving children ex-
cessive resources as a complaint.
Therefore, Mr. President, as we con-
sider welfare reform today. my ques-
tion remains the same as I posed
months and months ago when this de-
bate first started. What about the chil-
dren?

Mr. President. may we have order?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ate is not in order. Once again the
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Chair requests that negotiations that
are going on go on inside the cloak-
room.

Mr. FORD. Mr. President, there is
room for staff to have seats in the
back. That would help some.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
point is well taken. If staff are not re-
quired on the floor, they can retire to
the cloakroom.

The Senator from Illinois.
Ms. MOSELEY-BRAUN. I thank you

again. Mr. President. I really appre-
ciate it. and I appreciate Senator
FORD's interjection.

My question remains the same: What
about the children, our children? What
about America's future? No one has an-
swered that question, and all the spon-
sors of this initiative can do is specu-
late, guess, come up with hypothetical
responses about the answer. What hap-
pens to the children is the great unan-
swered issue in this welfare reform de-
bate.

I am sure that my colleague will re-
call the discussions about what hap-
pened in this country before we had a
safety net for children.

We found many children being left to
their own devices. Subsequently. the
term "homeless half-orphan" was
formed. I do not believe for a moment.
Mr. President. the architects of this
bill want to move this country back to
the bad old days with homeless half-or-
phans and friendless foundlings and
children left to their own devices beg-
ging in the streets. I do not believe
that.

But I am a bit dismayed with the
Members' apparent ability to conclude,
while they do not yet know what the
implications are for children with this
bill, we still must go forward, we still
must reach closure on this issue in
spite of the fact that we have not an-
swered that great unanswered ques-
tion.

Many of my colleagues seem to be
willing to take the chances that the
States will do no harm to children.
There is also. it seems to me. the per-
ception that we have to do something
no matter how misguided it may be.
Frankly, Mr. President. I am cong
cerned. I do not agree it is better to do
something bad than to do nothing at
all. If any of us were directly affected
by this bill, if we were directly affected
by what happens here. I believe we
would all be a lot less willing to take
that chance. That is a chance that we
are now forcing on those who are the
most vulnerable in our society.

I want to take this opportunity to
discuss two core implications of this
bill, its impact on children and the dis-
proportionate impact on States and
communities.

First, what about the children? Cur-
rently. Mr. President, 22 percent of
American children live in poverty.
That is about 15 million children, or
one in every five. That number is twice
the number of children in poverty in
Canada and Australia: four times that
of France and Germany, the Nether-
lands and Sweden.
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Consequently. there are 9 million

children on welfare and about 300.000
homeless children in our Nation. These
facts are disheartening enough because
America is the greatest country on
Earth. There is no reason why we have
so many kids. so many children stuck
in poverty. As a Nation. we are No. 1 in
terms of gross domestic product, the
number of millionaires and billion-
aires. health technology, and defense
expenditures.

It is shameful that we are number 16
in living standards among our poorest
one-fifth of the children. number 18 in
the gap between rich and poor children,
number 18 in infant mortality rates,
and number 19 in low-birthweight
rates.

Mr. President, these children are not
responsible for being born poor. They
did not choose to have parents who
refuse to play by the rules, nor do
these children have the means of fight-
ing a State or local decision made dur-
ing difficult budget times.

The Department of Health and
Human Services has estimated last
year that about 1.5 million children
would be pushed below the poverty
level by last year's passed Senate wel-
fare bill. Essentially, the same provi-
sions that pushed children below the
poverty line last year are included in
this bill as well, and the result is likely
to be the same.

Nearly 1.5 million American children
pushed into poverty who are not today
in poverty. This alone should set off
the warning sirens that we are doing
something wrong here, that there is
something flawed with this approach.
The ramifications of welfare reform
should not be to push more children
into poverty than are already there.

The Department of Health and
Human Services, HHS, again. currently
estimates that under a best-case sce-
nario, which would be every State hav-
ing 5-year time limits and exempting 20
percent of families, about 2.6 million
children would be cut off of subsistence
that public assistance provides now—
left with absolutely nothing.

This legislation even prohibits the
States from providing in-kind assist-
ance to children whose families reach
the time limits. I cannot understand,
Mr. President, the reasoning behind
this provision. Efforts in the Finance
Committee to restore even the State
option to provide noncash assistance to
children were opposed and were de-
feated. The entire block grant ap-
proach is supposed to be—is supposed
to be—predicated on State flexibility,
and yet this policy in this bill says to
the States that they cannot use funds,
they cannot use their own money that
they are already getting from the
block grants to provide for the children
of their States through the best pos-
sible means that they decide are the
best possible means under the cir-
cumstances.

In other words, it is a mandate in a
direction that cuts against flexibility.
Again, it is stunning to me that that
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would happen in the context of a bill
that is touted as giving local flexibil-
ity. Perhaps my colleagues are tired of
the question. "What about the chil-
dren?" I cannot, however, help believ-
ing that the implications of this wel-
fare reform genuinely are not fully un-
derstood yet. And 1.5 million children
will be pushed into poverty, and 2.6
million children cut off altogether. We
are not talking about 1.5 million cars
or 2.6 million trees. These are children.
And they are poor through no fault of
their Own.

Should not we, as Americans, as the
wealthiest nation in the world, provide
a safety net to ensure that our children
do not go hungry, do not become home-
less—a minimum level beneath which
no American child can fall?

Adults, of course, must be held re-
sponsible and held accountable. Every-
one who can work. should work. I
mean, I do not think there is any de-
bate at all by anybody on that score.
There are currently about 5 million
adults on welfare, lower than the num-
ber of children. But of the 5 million
adults on welfare, 4 million of them,
approximately. are able-bodied and can
work. They, therefore, should work.

However, demanding that adult wel-
fare recipients work is not enough. We
need also to recognize there has to be 4
million jobs for those 4 million people.
It is unlikely. Mr. President. that the
job market can so quickly absorb that
number of people.

Again, a second unanswered question
in this legislation. Where does the job
creation come from? How do these peo-
ple find jobs? We have to be careful. We
have to be certain, Mr. President. that
we do not punish 9 million children
based on unrealistic assumptions about
the employability of 4 million adults.
And that is what this legislation does.

The Massachusetts welfare program
that began in November of 1995 dem-
onstrates this fact. That program re-
quired 20,000 AFDC recipients to work
at least 20 hours a week. As of June of
this year, only 6,000 had actually found
work. I want to point Out. of that 6,000
who actually found work, 1,900 of those
were working in subsidized jobs. Only
30 percent of the 20,000 individuals have
found work of any sort. paid or unpaid.

Massachusetts has realized that a
lack of education and skills among
these parents. half of whom have never
completed high school. seems to be a
factor in the failure of that program so
far. The State is encountering numer-
ous unanticipated problems. including
an inadequate job supply. So again.
this legislation. which does not create
any jobs, forces the 4 million adults
into thejob market, and then. thereby,
if they do not find jobs, if they cannot
support their families, those 9 million
children will suffer. I think that these
assumptions ought to be looked at very
carefully as we rush to judgment on
this legislation.

The second point I am going to talk
about has to do with the State and
community variation which I call the
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Tood chain" argument. We have all

heard the expression that rnall politics
are local." Well. caring for the poor,
dealing with poverty is also local. The
needs o( the poor do not just stop e-
cause the Federal Government decides
to stop paying for it. Again, this legis-
lation moves in that direction. The
block grant program will lock in the
Federal funding to the States. And no
matter what happens—no matter what
happens in the economy—that funding
will not change.

Currently. many States. particularly
in the Midwest, are experiencing revi-
talized growth, and welfare rolls are in
fact declining. These are good eco-
nomic times in this country. We heard
the discussion about that this morning
in committee. So. of course. many
States weigh the flexibility of block
grants versus the projected decline in
needs and say, "Well, OK, this pro-
gram, this new initiative is acceptable
to us."

I am not surprised that many Gov-
ernors concluded that block grants
were acceptable because their budget
estimates tended to indicate that fewer
people will need welfare and that they
can have this free block grant money
to play with. Financially. this probably
looks like a good deal to a lot of Gov-
ernors.

But what happens when the business
cycle takes its normal dip or, even
worse, a recession? That is the time in
which more difficult decisions will
have to be made. Will a State raise ad-
ditional revenues to meet needs, shift
responsibilities to localities, or reduce
benefits? That is the key question.

Although this bill includes a $2 bil-
lion contingency fund for States to tap
into during economic downturns, the
fine print on the access to that fund
makes it clear that it will be too little
and too late to help people who lose
their jobs when the economy turns
sour.

Some States and communities do a
better job of taking care of poor people
than others. Also, States and commu-
nities often start from very different
positions. The Federal Government and
the States have maintained a 60-year
commitment to abolishing child pov-
erty through the AFDC program. This
bill would take this national problem,
turn it over to the States, and say to
the Governors, "Here. Go fix it." I fear
that a system will develop in which
Governors will be forced to say to may-
ors and county commissioners, local
governments, 'Here is a problem. Go
fix it."

The result will be of this pushing
down of accountability. the successive
washing of hands, that our children
will become victims of geography. The
benefits available to a child may de-
pend on what State that child lives in
or what region of the State that child
resides in.

I want to show you a national chart,
Mr. President, about the variation in
child poverty rates between the States.
The variation in child poverty rates be-
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tween the States reflects these likely
disproportionate impacts. The increase
in color. from beige to red, indicates
States with high poverty rates. These
are the high-poverty -rate States.

You recall, I indicated 22 percent of
children are below the poverty line.

- Well. there are great variances. In Vir-
ginia. it is a 14-percent poverty rate
under the age of 6: Illinois, 18.9 percent
poverty rate for children under 6;
Texas, 25.6 percent poverty rate of chil-
dren under 6. How can my State be ex-
pected to care for children under the
same conditions as a State like Vir-
ginia with such different needs?

In all likelihood, the provisions of
the bill will force the States to handle
the burden for those who simply can-
not find work to local units of govern-
ment. Yet. there is even more in child
poverty rates among counties within a
State, more variation than among the
States generally.

My own State of Illinois, Mr. Presi-
dent, is an illustration. We have an
overall child poverty rate tbr children
under 6 of almost 19 percent. However,
as you can see, there is considerable
variation among the counties, ranging
from less than 3 percent in DuPage
County. to 57 percent down here in the
south, Alexander County. Virginia and
Texas show a similar pattern. Texas
goes from 7 percent in some counties to
almost 70 percent in others.

Again, the debate surrounding the so-
lution to those living in poverty has
gone on and will probably go on for a
long time. Yet. as we attempt to ad-
dress this difficult issue, let us not re-
live a past where we turn over the
problem and let children fend for them-
selves.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator has expired.

Ms. MOSELEY-BRfidJN. I ask unani-
mous consent for an additional 2 min-
utes.

Mr. DOMENICI. I have no objection.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator is recognized for 2 additional min-
utes.

Ms. MOSELEY-BRAUN. This bill
aims to make people more responsible
and may have some minor success in
achieving that objective. However. in
teaching others responsibility, let us
not forget our own responsibility. Let
us not just wash our hands of the re
sponsibility we have to the children of
this Nation. as we hand it down to
States and local communities. The ex-
isting disparities between State and
local communities will only be exacer-
bated, and our children, these Arner-
ican children, will be the losers.

Mr. President, welfare reform is nec-
essary. Few would argue that we need
to do something to encourage change
here, to give people a chance. to give
them the opportunity to pull them-
selves up by their bootstraps and take
care of their own children. Welfare re-
form must be based on welfare reality,
not welfare mythology. We must not
forget who the real victims are. or
beneficiaries are. depending on your
point of view—our Nation's children.
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In the absence of information, in the

absence of real data about the impact
of this legislation, we should not aban-
don our responsibility to be thoughtful
as we approach our legislative duties.

I want to say in conclusion, Mr.
President. I was with my son one time
and we were driving down the street.
He asked why there were so many
homeless people. I tried to describe to
him it was a function of failed policy.
Folks just did not pay attention to de-
cisions they were making when we
made some decisions in terms of the
mentally ill. The result is we have peo-
ple laying in the gutters talking to
themselves in the alleys.

Mr. President, I do not want to look
up 5 years from now and discover we
have children living in the gutters.
sleeping on the streets, and begging on
the corners because we did not wait
until HI-IS or anybody else could come
up with decent numbers regarding the
impact of our decision, that we did not
think about the fact that counties
within a State had variations, that we
did not think about the economic im-
pact.

Mr. President, I understand it is a
popular issue. I understand it is a polit-
ical issue. I say, Mr. President, and I
quote my colleague, Senator MOY-
NIHAN, who said at one point that this
is the most regressive social legislation
we have seen in this century. It is for
that reason that I am going to oppose
this, as I have opposed this legislation.

I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Pennsylvania.
Mr. SANTORUM. I yield myself such

time as I may consume.
Mr. President, I rise in opposition to

the Murray amendment for a couple of
reasons. No. 1, there is no offset identi-
fied in the Murray amendment. For the
information of Members, what that
means is we have $214 million of sav-
ings that the Agriculture Committee
was required to come up with that now
we are going to have to come up with
savings somewhere else, in some other
program, which, given where the big
money is in the agriculture bill, we are
talking about looking at the Food
Stamp Program.

We have already heard from many
Members on the other side that the
Food Stamp Program already has been
squeezed, so we are back to a very
tough decision. That is a very impor-
tarit reason to oppose this amendment.

No. 2. really, this amendment is not
necessary to continue to meet the
needs of the summer feeding programs
for children. The reason I say that is
because the rates that are in the under-
lying bill for the Summer Food Service
Program for lunch is $1.93 a meal. The
ordinary rate for a lunch, a school
lunch, in an ordinary school in Amer-
ica during the year is $1.79. Let me re-
peat that: The ordinary rate for a
school lunch during the year. during
the school year. is $1.79. The rate in the
bill for a lunch during the summer is
$1.93 for that lunch. That, by the way.
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that reimbursement rate is roughly
equivalent to the amount we pay to se-
vere-need schools. Those are schools
that have at least 60 percent of their
children at the school who are in pov-
erty. So we are paying a rate, actually,
slightly above the rate that we pay
during the school year for severe-need
schools.

Now, I understand that the Summer
Food Service Program for Children is
targeted at poor communities but we
are paying a reimbursement rate here
which is equal to the rate we pay to
poor communities during the school
year. So I guess we believe that this
was a responsible place to find a reduc-
tion, that we are still paying enough
money for school lunches, to encourage
venders to participate, schools to par-
ticipate in providing the service for
children throughout the summer.

If we do not make a reduction in this
program, and I think it is a judicious
reduction, then we have to come up
with money from someplace else in the
budget. which may. i fact, be tougher
on children than the reduction pro-
posed in the underlying bill.

I encourage Members to oppose the
Murray amendment for those reasons. I
reserve the balance of my time.

Mrs. MURRAY. Mr. President, I will
be very brief because I know there are
a number of Senators who want to offer
amendments.

I heard two arguments, one that
there is no offset. It is my understand-
ing that when this Senate struck the
Medicaid provisions in this bill, that
had a $70 billion impact, without wor-
rying about where the offsets were. So
in this provision, it only affects $24
million. I say because it is the right
policy that we care for our children
and make sure they have nutritious
foods, it seems legitimate and like-
minded to do what we have done with
the Medicaid provision in this bill.

Second, the other argument was that
the price for these meals is higher than
what is offered during the school year.
That is, of course, true, because during
the school year the volume, the num-
ber of children that are served is quite
large, is much larger. In the summer,
we are serving fewer students, and,
therefore, the cost of meals goes up.

Second, during the school year, the
facility is provided. During the sum-
mer. programs have to pay for the
sites, and the cost goes up prohibi-
tively because of that. That is why the
summer program costs more than the
school-year program.

It is a very legitimate concern. I will
again say that the bill reduces the
amount of the program by 23 cents on
each lunch. That will have a dramatic
impact. We will lose sites, especially in
rural areas, and see as much as a 35-
percent drop in the number of pro-
grams that are able to offer this.

Again. I urge my colleagues to sup-
port this amendment tomorrow morn-
ing. I ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?
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There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. SANTORUM. My response to

that, Mr. President, first, the Senator
from Washington knows the fact is
that the Agriculture Committee was
given a reconciliation instruction, and
by removing this part from that por-
tion of the bill we will have to come up
with money elsewhere. It is not like
Medicaid is part of that instruction. It
is not. It is a separate instruction, a
separate area. an area that is gone for
now. We are deeming with this portion
of the bill.

We cannot just say we cut something
somewhere else, and, therefore, we
should not worry about it here. It is ap-
ples and oranges. We do have to come
up with the money somewhere else. I
think this is a reasonable place to
come up with it. The rate of $1.93 was
increased in the committee by Senator
LEA1-rx'. He sought to increase it more
himself, but he recognized that to do
that he would have had to find savings
somewhere else. It was his judgment—
obviously, by his amendment—that
this was an area that could afford a re-
duction more than other areas of the
agriculture budget. And so I think.
going from the attempt that he made
in committee, that this was probably
the best place to find the reduction at
the time. So I ask, again, that Mem-
bers oppose the amendment.

I yield the remainder of my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who

seeks recognition?
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, has

the Senator yielded back her time?
Mrs. MURRAY. How much time is

left?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator has approximately 5 minutes left.
Mrs. MURRAY. Mr. President, I will

simply conclude by saying that we
have had this argument about the im-
portance of providing nutritious meals
for our kids so they have the ability to
learn and learn well.

I urge my colleagues to remember
those children when we vote on this
amendment tomorrow morning.

I yield the remainder of my time.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. I am

going to try to just informally estab-
lish a little bit of the order, so that
Senators who know they are going to
offer amendments tonight will kind of
know the sequencing. The first thing
we would like to do. however, is to ask
the distinguished chairman of the Fi-
nance Committee to shortly offer three
amendments, en bloc, which have been
cleared on both sides.

The order would be as follows: We
have just completed debate on Murray.
Next would be Senator FAIRCLOTH on
our side. He has two amendments. We
will have the first Faircloth amend-
ment. Senator BREAUX would be next.

Mr. FORD. If the Senator will yield.
are we going to try to have time agree-
ments on these?

Mr. DOMENICI. I tried that a while
ago, and we decided to just wait on
each one.
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Mr. FORD. I wasjust hoping.
Mr. DOMENICI. I am hoping. too.

Senator FAIRCLOTH is not going to take
much time. Maybe we can get an agree-
ment now. While we are waiting for
him, to put everybody on notice. Sen-
ator BREAuX would follow Senator
FAtRCLOTH.

There will be a second Faircloth
amendment, to be followed by Senator
BmEN. And then we would have a
Santorum-Frist amendment with ref-
erence to waiver. Then there will be a
Senator Harkin amendment and then
an Ashcroft amendment. Then we
would have Senator WELLSTONE. who. I
believe, has two. We would be pleased
to let him proceed with two in se-
quence. And then we would have Sen-
ator GRAI-IAM of Florida and Senator
DODD.

If we can complete those, we will be
set up for a vote in the morning on 11
amendments. Senator FAIRCLOTH will
be right along. We will ask for 15 min-
utes to a side, if that is satisfactory.

Mr. FORD. That suits me. If we can
get a finite time or an understanding.
it would be helpful to all concerned.

Mr. DOMENICI. If the Senator is pre-
pared, can Senator FAIRCLOm agree to
15 minutes on his amendment?

Mr. FAIRCLOTH. I can do it in about
3 minutes. They are bringing it over
from the office.

Mr. FORD. Would it be all right for
Senator BREAUX to go ahead with his?

Mr. FAIRCLOTH. I only need about 3
minutes forjust a brief description.

Mr. DOMENICI. Senator FAIRCLOTH
wants 3 minutes. How much does the
opposition want?

Mr. FORD. I do not know whether we
will oppose it. Give us 3 minutes.

Mr. DOMENICI. I ask unanimous
consent that there be 3 minutes to a
side on the Faircloth amendment, and
that it be the next amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
obiection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. DOMENICI. I ask unanimous

consent that no second-degrees be in
order to the Faircloth amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. DOMENICL How much time
would Senator BREAUX like on his
amendment?

Mr. BREAUX. I think 10 minutes.
Mr. DOMENICI. I ask unanimous

consent that there be 10 minutes on
each side on the Breaux amendment,
with no second-degrees in order.

The PRESIDThG OFFICER. Is there
objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. DOMENICI. Senator FAIRCLOTH

has a second amendment. While we are
waiting for him, does anybody know if
15 minutes will be satisfactory for Sen-
ator BIDEN?

Mr. FORD. He has a total substitute,
so it will be a little longer, probably.

Mr. DOMENICI. On Senator
FAIRCLOTh's second amendment, I ask
unanimous consent that there be 3
minutes on a side, with no second-de-
grees in order to that amendment.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. DOMENICI. We have Senator

BIDEN's amendment. and we are trying
to find out what he would like. In the
meantime. will Senator SANTORUM.
Senator FRIST, and Senator ABRAHAM
decide what they need? And then we
will lock that in shortly. Those three
Senators are participating in waiver
amendments.

I yield the floor and suggest the ab-
sence of a quorum. and I ask unani-
mous consent that the time be charged
equally.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

The clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk pro-

ceeded to call the roll.
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I ask unan-

imous consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I have a
unanimous consent agreement to pro-
pound to dispose of four amendments
which have been agreed to on both
sides of the aisle. These amendments
are Senator JEFFORDS' amendment to
protect recipients of Federal energy as-
sistance; the second is Senator GREGG's
amendment to require administrative
summons to request child support in-
formation from public utilities: the
third is Senator McCAIN's amendment
to allow child support agencies to enter
into cooperative agreements with In-
dian tribes; and the fourth, Senator
COATS' amendment relating to placing
children separated from their parents
with a relative. Senator WYDEN is a co-
sponsor of this amendment.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
sent that it be in order for me to offer
these four amendments, which I now
send to the desk en bloc, that they be
considered and agreed to en bloc. and
that the motions to table and the mo-
tions to reconsider be agreed upon en
bloc. and that they appear on the
REcoIi as if considered individually.

Mr. FORD. Mr. President, reserving
the right to object, I apologize. We
have failed, and those on the other side
have failed, to talk to the ranking
member of the Indian Affairs Commit-
tee, Senator IN0uYE. It has not been
cleared with him yet. I suspect that it
will be. But I hope that the Senator
will withhold this until such time as
we might contact him. And that would
be within a minute or two.

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I withhold
my request until such time as we hear
from the senior Senator from Hawaii.

Mr. FORD. Mr. President, why don't
we ask unanimous consent that this
motion be set aside? It would auto-
matically come back, I say to the Sen-
ator, if that is all right. I ask unani-
mous consent, then, that this amend-
ment be set aside so that we might pro-
ceed to the Faircloth amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? Without objection, it is so
ordered.
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Under the previous order, Senator

FAIRCLOTH is recognized for 3 minutes.
AMENDMENT NO. 4905

(Purpose: To prohibit recruitment activities
in SSI outreach programs. demonstration
projects, and other administrative activi-
ties)
Mr. FAIRCLOTH. Mr. President, this

is a very simple one but is a very direct
one and I think a very important one
to the American taxpayers.

I am offering an amendment which
clarifies that no Federal funds should
be used for recruitment activities in
the SSI program.

I send the amendment to the desk.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will report.
The assistant legislative clerk read

as follows:
The Senator from North Carolina (Mr.

FAJRcLOTH) proposes an amendment num-
bered 4905.

Mr. FAIRCLOTH. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that reading of
the amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
On page 399, between lines 10 and 11, insert

the following:
Subchapter F—Other Provisions

SEC. 2241. PROHIBITION OF RECRUIThIENT AC.
TIVITIE5.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 1631 (42 U.S.C.
1383) is amended by adding at the end the fol-
lowing new subsection:

'PROHIBITJON OF REcRUITMEN.9- ACTIvITIES

'Nothing in this title shall be construed to
authorize recruitment activities under this
title, including with respect to any outreach
programs or demonstration projects.'.

Mr. FAIRCLOTH. Mr. President, this
amendment says very simply that we
will not use the taxpayers' money to
solicit people to come into the SSI pro-
gram, which we are doing. and spend-
ing massive amounts of taxpayers' dol-
lars to solicit people to come and sign
up for SSI benefits. We are doing it
through mailing, advertising, and even
door-to-door solicitation with people
who are hired and paid by the Federal
Government. SSI outreach programs
are used to try to maximize participa-
tion in the SSI program.

I believe we owe it to the American
people to assure them that we are
using the hard-earned dollars that we
spend on welfare programs only to pro-
vide assistance to the truly needy and
that we are not out spending more of
their money and hiring bureaucrats to
solicit people to come get their money.

So this is a very simple program. It
forbids the use of Federal funds for the
recruitment of people into the SSI pro-
gram. I do not think we should be hir-
ing people to solicit people to come get
welfare.

Mr. President, I yield the remainder
of my time.

Mr. BREAUX addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Louisiana.
Mr. BREAUX. I thank the Chair.
Mr. President, I was just looking at

the amendment. It is the first time I
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have had the opportunity to see it and
read it. The Social Security Disability
Program that the Senator is referring
to is essentially cash benefits for dis-
abled people. most of which are elderly.

The question I am concerned about
when the Senator's amendment says

nothing shall be construed to author-
ize recruitment activities, including
any outreach program, or demonstra-
tion projects,' I think it is important
that the agencies let people know what
the program is about.

I tend to agree with the Senator
about going out and trying to recruit
people to come in and engage in a pro-
gram that is there. But is the Senator's
amendment intended to prohibit trying
to let people know what is in the pro-
gram? Would they be prohibited under
the Senators amendment from telling
people about what the program does
and how it works?

Mr. FAIRCLOTH. It would not pro-
hibit them from telling them if they
come in and ask about it. They can
come into the Social Security office
and ask about the program. They
would be told.

Mr. BREAUX. Let me ask the Sen-
ator something further. We have a lot
of Federal programs that provide bene-
fits and loans. For instance, the Sen-
ator is aware of the farm programs.
The Farmers Home Administration has
loan programs and things that are ben-
eficial to farmers. They try to commu-
nicate that inforrriation to the farm
community to let them know that we
have a program that does the following
three things. "If you are interested,
come in and talk to us."

Would this prohibit the Social Secu-
rity people from doing the same thing
that other Federal programs are able
to do with regard to informing people
about the benefits of the program?

Mr. FAIRCLOTH. I am not sure how
they inform all the people about the
programs because there are many Fed-
eral programs and many, many ways of
informing people. But we have simply
created here an issue that we could
simply go out and solicit door to door.
We bring people in to try to get the
benefits. If they come to the office and
ask about the program, then it cer-
tainly is perfectly all right.

Mr. BREAUX. Would his amendment
prohibit publishing a brochure describ-
ing what the program does?

Mr. FAIRCLOTH. No, not if they
kept it in the office, but not start mail-
ing them and delivering them door to
door.

Mr. BREAUX. The concern I have is
that it is sort of like we will have a
Federal program. but we are going to
hide it; that we are not going to let
anybody know about it. I do not think
that a Federal agency should go out
and recruit people to benefit from a
program. If a program is a legal pro-
gram. I am concerned about getting to
the point of trying to say we are going
to have this program but we do not
want to tell anybody about it. If you
are lucky enough to find out about it
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on your own, maybe you could come
and apply for the benefits. We are talk-
ing about people who are disabled. A
lot of them are disabled. They cannot
get anywhere. How do they find out
about it?

Mr. FAIRCLOTI-1. The Senator is well
aware that we have never had a Gov-
ernment program in which we have
given away money that was not well
advertised.

Mr. BREAUX. My concern is we are
taking about a disabled person who
may be homebound and who cannot get
out. They are disabled. We are talking
about disabled people. That person is
disabled. How are they going to find
out about the program if you cannot
tell them about it?

Mr. FAIRCLOTI-I. They are going to
find out about the program.

Mr. BREAUX. I am wondering how
they would find out about the program.
How?

Mr. FAIRCLOTH. Innumerable ways;
family members. They will find out
about the program. But we have gone
out soliciting people door to door that
are not homebound, that are not sick.

Mr. BREAUX. Let me ask the Sen-
ator this question.

Would his amendment prohibit the
Social Security Administration from
getting a list from the county health
authority on people who are disabled
and then sending them a brochure tell-
ing them about the benefits?

Mr. FAIRCLOTH. Getting this from
where?

Mr. BREAUX. Would the Senator's
amendment prohibit the Social Secu-
rity Administration from getting a list
of people who are disabled from the
county health authority and then send-
ing them a brochure describing what
the benefits are?

Mr. FAIRCLOTH. No, the amend-
ment would not prohibit that. I would
be willing to amend it so we could do
that. That is certainly within the
realm of what we could do. But door-
to-door solicitation, big ads in the
newspaper, come-and-get-it type ads,
that is what I am trying to get at.

Mr. BREAUX. The Senator is aiming
at door-to-door solicitation and run-
ning ads advertising the program, but
other than that, communicating by
any other means would be legitimate
communication?

Mr. FAIRCLOTH. They can do it if
they do not use Federal funds. There
are many advocacy groups that are
working and soliciting_I am saying
advocacy groups cannot use Federal
funds.

Mr. BREAUX. Is the Senator saying
the Social Security Administration
could not use funds to print a brochure
to describe the benefits?

Mr. FAIRCLOTH. They can print the
brochure, they can mail it, but they
cannot give money to advocacy groups
going door to door.

Mr. BREAUX. Could they mail it to
the disabled?

Mr. FAIRCLOTH. Certainly. Who else
would you mail it to?
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Mr. BREAUX. I just want to make

sure we are not trying to hide the pro-
gram so well nobody will ever find out
anything about it.

Mr. FAIRCLOTH. I do not think
there has ever been a Federal program
in which we gave away money like we
have with SSI that was very well hid-
den.

Mr. BREAUX. I wonder under the
unanimous-consent agreement whether
the Senator's amendment would be
amendable.

Mr. FAIRCLOTH. It would be amend-
able, yes.

Mr. BREAUX. It would be. Would it
take unanimous consent to amend it?

Mr. FAIRCLOTH. It would not.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

SMITH). The Chair would inform the
Senators the time on the amendment
has expired.

Mr. FORD addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Kentucky.
Mr. FORD. May I ask the distin-

guished Senator from North Carolina a
question. I understood the Senator to
say to the Senator from Louisiana he
would be able to amend it to be sure
that door-to-door solicitation and that
sort of thing was not acceptable but
what he explained would be. Is there a
chance we might set it aside and work
out an agreement so it could be accept-
ed and we would not have a vote?

Mr. FAIRCLOTH. That would be
agreeable, yes.

Mr. FORD. I ask unanimous consent
then that the Faircloth amendment be
set aside temporarily.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? The Chair hears none, and it
is so ordered.

Mr. FORD. Now, Mr. President, as I
understand it, the Roth proposal is now
the pending business?

Mr. BREAUX. I do not think so.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Roth

amendment was withdrawn by consent.
The Senator can renew the request.

Mr. FORD. All right. I ask him to
renew it then, because at the time I
was the culprit because we had not
checked completely with the ranking
members and now it has been cleared
and we are in full support of Senator
Rom's proposal.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request of the Senator
from Delaware? Is there objection? The
Chair hears none, and it is so ordered.

AMENDMENT5 N05. 4906 THROUGH 4909. EN BLOC

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I would
ask permission to renew my request
that the four amendments which I
identified earlier be agreed to en bloc,
they be considered and agreed to en
bloc, that the motions to table the mo-
tions to reconsider be agreed to en
bloc, and that they appear in the
RECORD as if considered individually.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered. The clerk
will report the amendments by num-
ber.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:
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The Senator from Delaware IMr. ROTHI

proposes amendments en bloc numbered 4906
through 4909.

The amendments (Nos. 4906 through
4909). en bloc, are as follows:

AMENDMENT NO. 4906

(Purpose: To protect recipients of federal
energy assistance)

Beginning on page 1—5, strike line 18 and
all that follows through page 1-7, line 12. and
insert the following:

(a) IN GENEJ.L.—Section 5(d) of the Food
Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2014(d)) is amend-
ed by striking paragraph (11) and inserting
the following: "(11)(A) any payments or al-
lowances made for the purpose of providing
energy assistance under any Federal law, or
(B) a 1-time payment or allowance made
under a Federal or State law for the costs of
weatherization or emergency repair or re-
placement of an unsafe or inoperative fur-
nace or other heating or cooling device.".

(b) CoNFoRM1G AMENDMENTS.—SectiOn
5(k) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C.
2014(k)) is amended—

(1) in paragraph (1)—
(A) in subparagraph (A), by striking plan

for aid to families with dependent children
approved'S and inserting 'program funded':
and

(B) in subparagraph (B), by striking ". not
including energy or utility-cost assistance.'

(2) in paragraph (2). by striking subpara-
graph (C) and inserth'ig the following:

"(C) a payment or allowance described in
subsection (d)(11):": and

(3) by adding at the end the following:
"(4) THIRD PART'' ENERGY AssISTANCE PAY-

MENTs.—
(A) ENERGY AssIsTANcE PAYMENTs—For

purposes of subsection (d)(1), a payment
made under a State law to provide energy as-
sistance to a household shall be considered
money payable directly to the household.

"(B) ENERGY ASsIsTANcE EXPEN5E5.—For
purposes of subsection (e)(7), an expense paid
on behalf of a household under a State law to
provide energy assistance shall be considered
an out-of-pocket expense incurred and paid
by the household.".

Mr. JEFFORDS. Mr. President, I
wish to correct what I think is a seri-
ous problem with this bill. I ask my
colleagues to support my amendment
to remove from the welfare section of
this bill those provisions that unfairly
burden poor families who rely on both
foOd stamps and Federal energy assist-
ance. Not only does the bill change a
long-standing bipartisan policy, it does
so without bringing any savings to the
bill.

As it's currently drafted, S. 1956 will
cut the food stamp benefits of poor
families and elderly people who receive
Federa1 low-income energy assistance.
The bill achieves this end by counting
Lfl-IEAP benefits as though they were
income available to families to pur-
chase food. The result is that any time
a poor family with children or an elder-
ly person receives Federal help to pay
a fuel bill, they'll get less in food
stamp benefits that month.

The good news is this is a very easy
provision to fix. Linking Lu-LEAP bene-
fits to food stamp eligibility doesn't
add any savings to the bill because
under new scoring policies, CBO
doesn't score any savings to this provi-
sion. We can remove this harsh provi-
sion from the bill without reducing our
welfare savings.
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I'd like to take a few minutes now to

remind my colleagues of the impor-
tance of both the Food Stamp Program
and the energy assistance program to
our most vulnerable populations.

Who is receiving food stamps?
Households with children—80 percent

of the food stamp population.
Elderly people—another 7 percent.
People living at half the poverty

level—more than half of all food stamp
benefits go to people living at half the
poverty level.

That's who's getting food stamps—
families with children, the elderly, and
extremely poor people. Food stamps
benefit our most vulnerable popu-
lations. We cant lost sight of that fact.

LIHEAP, too, serves the poorest of
the poor:

Households with incomes less than
$8,000—two-thirds of Lu-LEAP funds
goes to these households.

Half of the households receiving
LIHEAP have incomes below $6,000.

One-third of LIHEAP households
have elderly people living in them.

One-third of LIHEAP households
have disabled people living there.

LIHEAP is the program that pre-
vents many disadvantaged households
from having to choose between putting
food on the table or heating or cooling
their homes.

What we've done in the bill as drafted
is force people to make that choice
again. If they need help heating or
cooling their homes, there will be less
food stamp benefits available to them.
In households with incomes of less
than $8,000. we shouldn't be forcing
people to make that choice.

Food and shelter are very basic
human needs. On $8,000 a year, there
can be no doubt that the entire house-
hold income must be devoted to meet-
ing the needs of basic human existence:
clothing, medica1 care. and maybe
transportation. In my mind. it's simply
bad policy to force those basic needs to
compete with each other.

This welfare reform package is about
helping people to get back on their
feet: helping them to move beyond pov-
erty and dependence into productive
and contributing citizenship. To the
extent that we're talking about popu-
lations we don't expect to hold down
jobs: the severely disabled, the elderly,
and children—this policy is even more
problematic. Either way. we need to
make sure that people have the fuel
they need to heat their homes, or cool
them if that's necessary. We need to
make sure people have food for their
children and for themselves. It's not a
one or the other proposition—people
need both. Federal law has recognized
this fact since the mid-1980's, and
there's no reason to change the policy
now.

For many years. it has been our pol-
icy to not count aid provided under
Lu-LEAP assistance as income. Mem-
bers of both parties have recognized in
the past that reducing the food stamps
of LIHEAP recipients would be coun-
terproductive. Do we rea1ly want a p01-
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icy that says 'whenever LIHEAP helps
a poor family or elderly person pay
high utility bills, they well have their
food stamps cut?" I don't believe we're
really helping if we implement this
policy. People will still face major dif-
ficulty in paying basic bills and secur-
•ing adequate food at the same time.

According to CBO estimates, the wel-
fare bill already cuts the Food Stamp
Program by S28 billion over the next 6
years. The food stamp cuts in this bill
are $4 billion deeper than the cuts in
those years under last year's Senate
welfare bill. The cuts in the benefits of
the households receiving energy assist-
ance would be on top of the food stamp
benefit reductions already in the bill.
Since the provision cutting the food
stamps of poor households that receive
LIHEAP doesn't score any savings, we
should remove this link from the bill
and retain current law.

Again, I urge my colleagues to join
me and my colleagues, Senators
SNowE, CHAFEE, COHEN, LEy,
LIEBERMAN, SrMoN, KENNEDY, KOHL,
and WELLSTONE in supporting this
amendment.

AMENDMENT NO. 4907

(Purpose: To modify the requirement for ex-
pedited procedures to establish paternity
and to establish. modify, and enforce sup.
port obligations)
Beginning on page 467, line 22, strike all

through page 469, line 18, and insert the fol-
lowing:

(D) ACCESs TO INFORMATION CONTAiNED IN
cERTAiN REc0RD5.—To obtain access, subject
to safeguards on privacy and information se-
curity, and subject to the nonliability of en-
tities that afford such access under this sub-
paragraph, to information contained in the
following records (including automated ac-
cess, in the case of records maintained i-ri
automated data bases):

'(i) Records of other State and local gov-
ernment agencies. including—

(I) vital statistics (including records of
marriage, birth, and divorce);

"(II) State and local tax and revenue
records (including information on residence
address. employer. income and assets):

'(III) records concerning real and titled
personal property:

(IV) records of occupational and profes-
sional licenses, and records concerning the
ownership and control of corporations, part-
nerships, and other business entities;

CV) employment security records;
(VI) records of agencies administering

public assistance programs;
(VII) records of the motor vehicle depart-

ment; and
(VIII) corrections records.

"(ii) Certain records held by private enti-
ties with respect to individuals who owe or
are owed support (or against or with respect
to whom a support obligation is sought).
consisting of—

(I) the names and addresses of such iridi-
viduals and the names and addresses of the
employers of such individuals, as appearing
in customer records of public utilities and
cable television companies, pursuant to an
administrative subpoena authorized by sub-
paragraph (B); and

'(II) information (including information
on assets and liabilities) on such individuals
held by financial institutions.

Mr. CRAIG. Mr. President, my
amendment will bring the child sup-
port enforcement language in this bill
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in line with Federal law on privacy

• protections. I understand it has been
accepted by the Committee, so I will
keep my remarks brief. I sincerely ap-
preciate the help and support of the
chairman, Senator Rom. and the rank-
ing member. Senator MOYNIHAN.

Mr. President. part of our effort to
reform the welfare system in this coun-
try has been to ensure that parents are
responsible for the financial support of
their children. Efforts to streamline
the ability of States to identify and
collect child support payments from
dead-beat parents is a big part of the
Personal Responsibility and Work op-
portunity Act of 1996. In our ardent ef-
fort to accomplish this, however, we
must also remain mindful of legal pro-
tections that should be provided for
private entities that would be required
to supply necessary information for the
enhanced enforcement of child support
payments.

T't is important to note that the pri-
vate entities that will be required to
participate in the bill's support en-
forcement efforts should be able to op-
erate within the constraints of existing
laws designed to protect privacy.

Current privacy protections in Fed-
eral law (18 U.S.C. §2703). require that
private information can be provided
only pursuant to a warrant, court
order, or administrative subpoena. The
bill's current provisions, which allow
States to obtain information by merely
requesting it. would be in conflict with
this Federal statute. Without address-
ing this issue, the bill would put pri-
vate entities such as telephone compa-
nies in a needlessly difficult situation.
My amendment will resolve this prob-
lem.

In short, Mr. President. what my
amendment would do is allow States
the ability to obtain this information
in the simplest manner, while comply-
ing with Federal statute, by requiring
only an administrative subpoena for
the procurement of private information
for the purposes of child support en-
forcement. It will also provide these
private entities with the necessary pro-
tection from lawsuits.

An administrative subpoena is not an
onerous or time-consuming require-
ment for State agencies. In fact, in the
States where it is currently used, the
device actuaily streamlines the process
of obtaining necessary information.
Under an administrative subpoena, if
preapproved conditions and standards
are met, an agency has the authority
to issue a subpoena without having to
submit individual cases for a court's
approval. In fact, it is my understand-
ing that some States allow certain in-
thviduals. within an appropriate agen-
cy, the authority to issue subpoenas.
For example, that could include a case-
worker, who is working directly with
the issue, to issue an administrative
subpoena. This procedure is recognized
by courts, arid allows agencies to
quickly obtain information, while pro-
viding private entities the necessary
protection from lawsuits based on the
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unauthorized release of private infor-
mation.

Mr. President. the private entities in-
volved, such as telephone companies,
have a good record of complying with
these requests, and working with agen-
cies within the constraints of the law.
Given that fact, and an expressed de-
sire on the part of industry to be able
to continue those efforts under this
legislation. this minor change needs to
be made. Otherwise, we could see a new
problem arise with less timely compli-
ance on the part of industry, if the pro-
tections of an administrative subpoena
are not guaranteed.

As I mentioned before, I thank the
committee for their assistance and for
accepting this amendment.

AMENDMENT NO. 4908

(Purpose: To provide for child support en-
forcement agreements between the States
and Indian tribes or tribal organizations)
On page 411. between lines 2 and 3. insert

the following:
"(4) FAMILIEs UNDER CERTAIN AGREE-

MENTS.—In the case of a family receiving as-
sistance from an Indian tribe, distribute the
amount so collected pursuant to an agree-
ment entered into pursuant to a State plan
under section 454(33).

On page 411. line 3. strike "(3)" and insert
"(4)".
On page 554, between lines 7 and 8. insert

the following:
sEc. 2375. CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT FOR

INDIAN TRIBES.
(a) CHILD SUPPORT ENFORcEMENT AGREE-

MENTS—Section 454 (42 U.S.C. 654), as
amended by sections 2301(b). 2303(a), 2312(b),
2313(a). 2333. 2343(b). 2370(a)(2). and 2371(b) of
this Act is amended—

(1) by striking "and" at the end of para-
graph (31):

(2) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (32) and inserting "; and";

(3) by adding after paragraph (32) the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

"(33) provide that a State that receives
funding pursuant to section 428 and that has
within its borders Indian country (as defined
in section 1151 of title 18. United States
Code) may enter into cooperative agree-
ments with an Indian tribe or tribal organi-
zation (as defined in subsections (e) and (1) of
section 4 of the Indian Self-Determination
and Education Assistance Act (25 U.S.C.
450b)), if the Indian tribe or tribal organiza-
tion demonstrates that such tribe or organi-
zation has an established tribal court system
or a Court of Indian Offenses with the au-
thority to establish paternity, establish.
modify, and enforce support orders, and to
enter support orders in accordance with
child support guidelines established by such
tribe or organization, under which the State
and tribe or organization shall provide for
the cooperative delivery of child support en-
forcernent services in Indian country and for
the forwarding of all funding collected pur-
suant to the functions performed by the
tribe or organization to the State agency, or
conversely, by the State agency to the tribe
or organization, which shall distribute such
funding in accordance with such agreement:
and

(4) by adding at the end the following new
sentence: "Nothing in paragraph (33) shall
void any provision of any cooperative agree-
ment entered into before the date of the en-
actment of such paragraph, nor shall such
paragraph deprive any State of jurisdiction
over Indian country (as so defined) that is
lawfully exercised under section 402 of the
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Act entitled 'An Act to prescribe penalties
for certain acts of violence or intimidation,
and for other purposes, approved April II.
1968 (25 U.S.C. 1322).'.

(b) D1CT FEDERAL FUNDING TO INDiAN
TRIBES AND TRIBAL ORGANIzATiONS—Section
455 (42 U.S.C. 655) is amended by adding at
the end the following new subsection:

(b) The Secretary may. in appropriate
cases, make direct payments under this part
to an Indian tribe or tribal organization
which has an approved child support enforce-
ment plan under this title. In determining
whether such payments are appropriate, the
Secretary shall, at a minimum, consider
whether services are being provided to eligi-
ble Indian recipients by the State agency
through an agreement entered into pursuant
to section 454(33).'.

(c) COOPERATIvE ENFORCEMENT AGREE-
MENTS—Paragraph (7) of section 454 (42
U.S.C. 654) is amended by inserting 'and ln-
dian tribes or tribal organizations (as defined
in subsections (e) and (1) of section 4 of the
Indian Self.Deter'minatjon and Education
Assistance Act (25 U.S.C. 450b))' after "law
enforcement officials".

(d) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Subsectjon
(c) of section 428 (42 U.S.C. 628) is amended to
read as follows: —

(c) For purposes of this section, the terms
'Indian tribe' and 'tribal organization' shall
have the meanings given such terms by sub-
sections (e) and (I) of section 4 of the Indian
Self-Determination and Education Assist-
ance Act (25 U.SC. 450b)), respectively.".

Mr. MCCAIN. Mr. President, I thank
my colleagues. Senators INOuYE, Do-
MENICI, and DASCHLE, for joining me in
offering this important amendment.

The amendment is similar to provi-
sions adopted by the Senate during de-
bate last year on H.R. 4. the original
welfare reform bill. The amendment
has bipartisan support, and as revised,
is now endorsed by the National coun-
cil of State Child Support Enforcement
Administrators.

The non-controversial amendment I
am offering should be adopted because
it addresses a long-standing problem
which Indian tribes and States have
both experienced in providing child
support enforcement services and fund-
ing affecting Indian children.

The amendment would further the
goals of enforcing child support en-
forcernent activities by encouraging
State governments with Indian lands
within their borders to enter into coop-
erative agreements with Indian tribal
governments for the delivery of child
support enforcement services in Indian
country. Let me repeat—the coopera-
tive agreements would be encouraged;
they would not be mandated.

The amendment provides funding to
achieve these purposes within the over-
all spending allocated to this effort. It
gives the Secretary the authority, in
specific instances, to provide direct
Federal funding to Indian tribes oper-
ating an approved child support en-
forcement plan. This approach is con-
sistent with the government-to-govern-
ment relationship between tribal gov-
ernments and the Federal Government,
and the other provisions contained in
the reconciliation measure.

Mr. President. the problem is this—
title rV-D of the Social Security Act
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was enacted to assist all children in ob-
taining support and moving Out of pov-
erty. Under title IV-D, State child sup-
port offices are required to provide
basic services to parents who apply for
these services, including those that re-
ceive welfare assistance. These services
include collecting and distributing
child support payments from dead beat
dads. Yet this program has been of lit-
tle assistance to Indian children resid-
ing in Indian country because under
title IV-D, only States are eligible to
receive Federal funds to operate IV—D
programs under Federal regulations
which, as a practical matter, all but
prohibits them from providing services
to Indian children on reservations. Be-
cause of this, Indian children have lost,
and will continue to lose, vitally-need-
ed services.

Mr. President, there is a great need
for child support enforcement funding
and services in Indian country. There
are approximately 557 federally-recog-
nized Indian tribes and Alaska Native
vil,lages in the United States. Accord-
ing to the most recent Bureau of Cen-
sus data, children under the age of 18
make up the largest age group of Indi-
ans. Approximately 20.5 percent of
American Indians and Alaska Natives
are under the age of 10 compared to 14
percent for the Nation's total popu-
lation. In addition, one out of every
five Indian households are headed by
single females. This data reveals that
the need for coordinated child support
enforcement and service delivery in In-
dian country exceeds the need in the
rest of America.

There are also jurisdictional barriers
to effective service delivery under IV—D
programs on Indian reservations. Fed-
eral courts have held that Indian
tribes, not States, have authority over
Indian child support enforcement is-
sues and paternity establishment of
tribal members residing and working
on the reservation. These jurisdictional
safeguards, although necessary, have
hampered State child support agencies
in their efforts to negotiate agree-
ments for the provision of services or
funding to Indian tribal governments.
The types of services provided under
title IV—D include genetic blood testing
and other measures used to establish
paternity, and the establishment and
enforcement of child support obliga-
tions through wage withholdings and
tax intercepts. These activities fall
within the exclusive jurisdiction of the
Indian tribes for reservation residents.
Yet there is no mechanism to enable
tribes to receive Federal funding and
assistance to conduct these activities.

This amendment in no way forces or
compels an Indian tribe or State to act.
nor does it affect well-established
State or tribal jurisdiction to establish
paternity or support orders. It merely
recognizes the problems of child sup-
port collection and distribution be-
tween States and tribes as they exist
under the current system. Simply put.
this amendment encourages coopera-
tive agreements between two govern-
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ments to satisfy the goals and purposes
of uniform child support enforcement.
Let me just point out that some of
these agreements are already in place
in States like Washington and Arizona.

State administrators, such as in my
own State, have attempted to meet the
goals of uniform child support enforce-
ment by extending their efforts to In-
dian country, but the administrative
and jurisdictional hurdles make it all
but impossible to get these services Out
to the children in need. These obstacles
have lead to costly litigation. The abil-
ity of State governments to work with
tribal governments to provide these
services is quite limited because Indian
tribes are not mentioned in title IV-D.
The amendment would clarify that In-
dian children are entitled to the same
protections from deadbeat dads as all
other children in our country.

Mr. President, this problem is not
new to those involved in State child
support enforcement agencies or na-
tional organizations concerned with
these issues. For instance, in 1992. the
American Bar Association and the
Interstate Commission on Child Sup-
port Enforcement recognized the prob-
lems created by the omission of Indian
tribes from the title IV—D legislation.
In fact, the American Bar Association
issued a handbook for States and tribes
to use in attempting to negotiate
State/tribal cooperative agreements for
child support enforcement. Also in an
extensive report issued in 1992, the
Interstate Commission on Child Sup-
port Enforcement recommended that
the Congress address this problem in
Federal legislation. Until now, nothing
has been done to implement this rec-
ommendation.

More recently. I received a letter
from the President of the National
Council of State Child Support En-
forcement Administrators in support of
the amendment I am offering. Mr.
President, I ask unanimous consent
that a copy of the letter appear in the
REcoRr following my remarks.

I will also say that there are several
other weaknesses in our welfare reform
bill that I remain very concerned
about, issues raised by Indian tribes
that have not been adequately ad-
dressed. The amendment I am offering
does not address those concerns. But I
want to take this opportunity to brief-
ly outline the deficiencies I see.

The welfare reform legislation we
have before us eliminates the Child
Protection Block Grant Program. I am
concerned because the elimination of
this program takes away the funding
that tribes currently receive under the
title IV—B child welfare programs.

Currently tribes receive funding
under the title TV-B. subpart 1 pro-
gram, known as child welfare services.
The Secretary is directed to make
grants to tribes, but the law does not
specif' a particular amount. Previous
HHS regulations were very restrictive,
and required that only those tribes
which contracted under the Indian
Self-Determination Act for all BIA so-
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cial services were eligible for the IV—B,
subpart I program. The result was that
relatively few tribes were able to ac-
cess this program. But HHS has re-
cently revised, and greatly improved.
the regulations for funding to tribes.
Beginning in fiscal year 1996, HHS
changed the IV-B Subpart I regula-
tions to drop the requirement that
only those tribes which contract for
BIA social services would be eligible.
The new regulations also increased the
weight given to tribes in the formula,
and they combined the IV-B incentive
funds with the regular program. thus
making more money available. Tribes
are still in the process of applying for
Title TV-B, subpart I funds under the
new regulations. HHS Region X reports
that the fiscal year 1996 applications
from tribes thus far represent a 3-fold
increase over those of 2 years ago. And
they expect more tribes to apply before
the end of the fiscal year.

Tribes also receive under current law
a statutory 1 percent allocation under
the title IV-B, subpart 2, Family Pres-
ervation and Support Services. But the
welfare reform bill under consideration
in the Senate today removes all fund-
ing for the child protection block grant
program. meaning that Indian tribes
will likely lose these funds.

The House version of the bill, how-
ever, does provide for funding for the
Child Protection Block Grant, includ-
ing Indian tribes. Under the House bill.
there are two streams of funding for
the Child Protection Block Grant.
First, under the House bill, Indian
tribes would receive 1 percent of funds
under the mandatory money, or about
$2.4 million annually. And tribes would
be authorized to receive .36 percent. or
about ½ of 1 percent of the discre-
tionary stream of funding. If the dis-
cretionary program is fully appro-
priated. tribes would receive about $1
million under this section of the Child
Protection Block Grant. This .36 per-
cent reflects the amount tribes re-
ceived under the very restrictive title
IV-B. subpart I regulations.

I urge the conferees to adopt a figure
which would reflect the amount of IV-
B. Subpart I funds tribes would receive
under the new regulations. As a rule,
the relative funding levels provided to
Indian tribes should, at the very least.
not be reduced below previous levels. I
have refrained at this time from offer-
ing amendments in the Senate in the
hope that the conferees will ensure
that Indian tribes are at least held
harmless on these funds in the final
version of the bill at conference. I urge
the conferees to adopt the House ap-
proach in providing direct funding to
tribes under the Child Protection
Block Grant. We should make the fund-
ing under the discretionary program
consistent with the mandatory funding
in the Child Protection block grant and
provide at least 1 percent for tribes.

With that, Mr. President. I ask that
my colleagues accept the amendment I
am offering today that would allow
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States and Indian tribes to cooperate
on child support enforcement activi-
ties.

There being no objection, the letter
referred to was ordered to be printed in
the RECORD, as follows:

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF STATE CHILD
SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT ADMINIS-
TRATORS. July 18. 1996.

Re Senator McCain's Senate Floor amend-
ment to Senate bill 1956, the Balanced
Budget Reconciliation Act.

Hon. JOHN McC.JN. Chairman.
Senate Committee on Indian Affairs,
Hon. WILLIAM V. ROTH. Chairman.
Senate Finance Committee.
Hon. PETE V. D0MENIcI. Chairman,
Senate Budget Committee. Washington. DC

GENTLEMEN: I am writing you on behalf of
the National Council of State Child Support
Enforcement Administrators (NCSCSEA) in
reference to the amendment offered on the
Senate floor by Senator McCain regarding
child support enforcement services to Native
Americans.

The amendment has been reviewed by the
members of NCSCSEA's Committee on Na-
tive American Children. Although not all
member.g of the Committee have responded
on the amendment, a majority of the Com-
mittee members have indicated their support
of it. Therefore, I feel comfortable expressing
NCSCSEA's support for this amendment.

We feel this is an important step toward
the goal of providing all children the bene-
fits of child support enforcement. On behalf
of NCSCSEA. I want to express our apprecia-
tion to Senator McCain for his efforts on this
important issue.

Sincerely,
LESLIE L. FRYE.

President.
AMENDMENT NO. 4909

(Purpose: To require a State plan for foster
care and adoption assistance to provide for
the protection of the rights of families.
using adult relatives as the preferred
placement for children separated from
their parents where such relatives meet
the relevant State child protection stand-
ards)
At the end of chapter 7. of subtitle A. of

title II. add the following:
SEC. —. KINSHIP CARE.

Section 471(a) of the Social Security Act
(42 U.S.C. 671(a)) is amended—

(I) by striking "and' at the end of para-
graph (16);

(2) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (17) and inserting ': and": and

(3) by adding at the end the following new
paragraph:

(18) provides that States shall give pref-
erence to an adult relative over a non-relat-
ed caregiver when determining a placement
for a child, provided that the relative
caregiver meets all relevant State child pro-
tection standards.".

Mr. COATS. Mr. President, each
year. scores of abused, neglected. and
abandoned children are herded into the
world of child protection to be cared
for by strangers. For many of these
children, foster care will be a refuge.
for others, a nightmare. Being sepa-
rated from a parent is never easy, but
we can make the transition smoother
by looking to relatives when a child
must be removed from his home.

And so I wish, with my colleague
from Oregon, to introduce the kinship
care amendment. This amendment en-
courages States to use adult relatives
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as the preferred placement option for
children separated from their parents.
We are introducing this amendment be-
cause we feel strongly that if a child
has to be separated from their parents
for a period of time, that separation
should be as smooth as possible.

Kinship care is a time honored tradi-
tion in most cultures. Care of children
by kin is strongly tied to family pres-
ervation. These relationships may sta-
bilize family situations, ensure the pro-
tection of children. and prevent the
need to separate children from their
parents and place them in a formal fos-
ter care arrangement within the child
welfare system.

Yet, rather than encourage relative
or kinship care some States have made
it increasingly difficult for relatives to
provide care for their own. Immense fi-
nancial. emotional, and regulatory
challenges are often barriers willing
kinship caregivers.

The amendment I am offering is con-
sistent with current law. The Adoption
Assistance and Child Welfare Act of
1980, Public Law 96—272. requires that
when children are separated from their
parents and placed in the custody of a
public child welfare agency, the State
must place them in the least restric-
tive alternative available. While rel-
atives are not expressly mentioned,
this requirement has been interpreted
by many child welfare practitioners as
a preference for placement with rel-
atives when separation from parents
must occur.

Mr. President, this amendment is
also consistent with previous positions
I have taken on this matter. In 5. 919,
the 1995 amendments to the Child
Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act
which was passed unanimously by the
Labor Committee, includes a kinship
care demonstration project. This dem-
onstration project, which is adminis-
tered by the Secretary of I-IHS. awards
grants to public entities to assist in de-
veloping or implementing procedures
using adult relatives as the preferred
placement for children removed from
their home, when those relatives are
found to be capable of providing a safe,
nurturing environment for the child.

Additionally, 5. 1904. the Project for
American Renewal, includes The Kin-
ship Care Act which creates a $30 mil-
lion demonstration program for States
to use adult relatives as the preferred
placement option for children sepa-
rated from their parents.

Mr. President, this country is truly
facing a very serious crisis concerning
many of our children.

By the end of 1992. 442.000 children
were in foster care, up from 276.000 in
1985, at a Federal cost in fiscal year
1993 of $2.6 billion. The population of
children in foster care is expected to
exceed 500.000 by the end of 1996.

The National Foster Parent Associa-
tion reports that between 1985 and 1990.
the number of foster families declined
by 27 percent while the number of chil-
dren in out of home care increased by
47 percent.
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Children placed for foster care with

relatives grew from 18 percent to 31
percent of the foster care caseload
from 1986 through 1990 in 25 States that
supplied information to the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services.

Children in kinship care are less like-
ly to experience multiple placements
than their counterparts in family fos-
ter care. Of the children who entered
California's foster care system in 1988.
for example. only about 23 percent of
those placed initially with kin experi-
enced another placement, while 58 per-
cent of children living with unrelated
foster families experienced at least one
subsequent placement during the fol-
lowing 3.5 years.

This amendment will: Ensure that
grandparents and other adult relatives
will be first in line to care for children
who would otherwise be forced into fos-
ter care or adoption; strengthen the
ability of families to rely on their own
family members as resources. It will
also help soften the trauma that occurs
when children are separated from their
parents. Living with relatives that
they know and trust will give these
children more immediate stability dur-
ing this painful transition; and provide
a hopeful alternative to traditional fos-
ter care.

I hope that all my colleagues can see
the critical importance of ensuring
that children who are in need of out-of-
home placement will be placed with
relatives who they know and trust,
rather than strangers. Please join me
and Senator WYDEN in supporting the
kinship care amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order. those amendments
now are agreed to.

The amendments (Nos. 4906 through
4909). en bloc, were agreed to.

Mr. ROTH. I yield back the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Louisiana is recognized.
AMENDMENT NO. 4910

(Purpose: To ensure needy children receive
noncash assistance to provide for basic
needs until the Federal 5-year time limit
applies)
Mr. BREAUX. Mr. President. I send

an amendment to the desk under the
previous order and ask for its imme-
diate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report the amendment.

The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Louisiana [Mr. BREAUx)

proposes an amendment numbered 4910.
Mr. BREAUX. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
Section 408(a)(8) of the Social Security

Act, as added by section 2103(a)(1). is amend-
ed by adding at the end the following:

(E) EFFECTS OF DENIAL OF CASH ASSIST-
ANCE.—

(i) PROVISION OF vOIJcI4ERS.—In the event
that a family is denied cash assistance be-
cause of a time limit imposed under this
paragraph—

(I) in the event that a family is denied
cash assistance because of a time limit im-
posed at the option of a State that is less
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than 60 months, a State shall provide vouch-
ers to the family in accordance with clause
(iii): and

(II) in the event that a family is denied
cash assistance because of the 60 month time
limit imposed pursuant to this paragraph, a
State may provide vouchers to the family in
accordance with such clause.

"(ii) OTHER ASSISTANCE.—The_
"(I) eligibility of a family that receives a

voucher under clause (i) for any other Fed-
eral or federally assisted program based on
need, shall be determined without regard to
the voucher and

(II) such a family shall be considered to
be receiving cash assistance in the amount of
the assistance provided in the voucher for
purposes of determining the amount of any
assistance provided to the family under any
other such program.

(iii) VOUCHER REQUIREMENTS—A voucher
provided to a family under clause (i) shall be
based on a States assessment of the needs of
a child of the family and shall be—

(I) determined based on the basic subsist-
ence needs of the child;

(II) designed appropriately to pay third
parties for shelter, goods. and services re-
ceived by the child: and

'(III) payable directly to such third par-
ties.

Mr. BREAUX. Mr. President and my
colleagues, this is the amendment that
has been referred to as the so-called
voucher amendment which we have au-
thored.

I would point out that the legislation
which originally came to the Senate
from the House was much more reason-
able in this area than the bill that is
now before the Senate, which is the
reason for this amendment.

What we are basically talking about
is the situation of what happens to
children after we cut off a parent from
a welfare program. Everybody wants to
cut the parent off if they are not doing
what they are supposed to be doing. We
want to really be tough on parents. We
are really going to be tough about
work. We want to put work first. But
we should not put children last.

That is what I am trying to get at. I
do not think there is a lot of difference
between the position of my Republican
colleagues and Democrats on this
issue. We have time limits on the bill.
Everybody agrees we ought to have
time limits now. At least most people
agree we ought to have time limits. We
said in this legislation there was going
to be a maximum period of time some-
one could be on welfare, and after that,
they are off.

A State under our legislation can
pick a time limit of shorter than 5
'ears. They can make it 24 months. My
State is probably going to do that.
Many other States are going to make
it a lot shorter than 5 years.

So we are saying to parents, we are
going to be very tough on you; we are
going to make you realize that welfare
is not forever, that it is temporary. We
want you to get a job. We want you to
go to work. We want you to earn a
check and not just get a check

That is what all of this debate is ba-
sically about, trying to get people off
welfare into the work force. I agree
with that. I think most people in this

body share that desire as well. Let us
face it. Most people on welfare are not
parents. Most people on welfare are
children. And the majority of those
children are young children. The niã-
jority of those children cannot get a
job. They cannot work. Most of them
do not even go to school because they
are too young.

So the point is, when we get tough on
parents, fine, but how many people
want to get tough on innocent children
who did not ask to be born? I think we
as a Nation have a responsibility to
make sure that while we get as tough
as we can on parents, we do not harm
innocent children at the same time.

Here is the problem. Under the Re-
publican plan that is now pending be-
fore the Senate, if, after 5 years, a per-
son is taken off welfare, there can be
no assistance to children. There cannot
be any vouchers to children. There can
be no noncash assistance to children
after 5 years. They are gone. I can
agree that the parent may be gone as
far as Federal assistance or State as-
sistance. I do not agree that a young,
innocent child, maybe 2 or 3 years old,
should be neglected and forgotten by
their country.

That is the principal problem, be-
cause it forbids any type of assistance
even to children, which are the major-
ity of the people on welfare. Two-thirds
of all people on AFDC assistance are
children. In my State of Louisiana, 34.5
percent of all children are living in
conditiqns below the poverty line—34.5
percent of the children living in Louisi-
ana are at the poverty level or lower.
So why should I as a Senator say that
after the parent is taken off welfare. I
am also for taking the child off any
help or assistance?

Is that what America is all about? I
suggest it is not. We ought to be talk-
ing about putting children first in what
we are trying to do for the future. The
Republican plan, if the State takes a 2,
3 or 4-year period, allows them to give
assistance but does not require it. And
this is Federal money.

In my State, the State puts up 28 per-
cent, and the Federal Government puts
up 72 percent. Should we not, as man-
agers of the money we raise, say to the
States they should use those funds to
take care of innocent children?

So the Breawc amendment which is
now pending says to States, after 5
years, they can use funds that they are
getting in their block grant to help
children, and it requires the States to
do that if they pick a period to cut off
the parent in a period shorter than 5
years.

Let me tell you what we do with the
amendment. It is absolutely, totally
flexible in.what it would allow. No. 1.
the State, as they do when they select
people on welfare, does an assessment.
They do an assessment that determines
whether this family should be on wel-
fare They know what the income level
is; they know if they have a house or a
car or truck or clothes or what have
you. They make an assessment. They
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decide whether the person is eligible
for welfare assistance or not. They
know things about the family already.

What my amendment simply says is
that a voucher under conditions that
we have set out—for instance, mandat-
ing it if the period is less than 5

years—shall be based on the State's as-
sessment of the needs of the child. The
State makes the determination that
the child is needy. If they make a de-
termination that the child is in need,
then that State will pay to third par-
ties, for shelter, for goods, for services,
clothing for the child if they need
clothes, diapers if it is an infant and
they cannot afford diapers in the fam-
ily, a crib or medicine. How many peo-
ple want to say we are not going to
provide medicine for an innocent child
because we kicked the child off wel-
fare? How many people want to say we
do not want to pay for medicine you
need to survive? Or how many people
want to say if the child wants to go to
school and has no money to buy school
supplies, that we, as a nation, are
going to say to the children of America
we are not going to help you buy
school supplies to go? That is all we
are saying.

We are telling the State: You make
the assessments. You determine if
there is a need. If you determine there
is a need, for heaven's sake, let us
make sure we take care of the child.
Not with cash. There is no money here.
We are talking about in-kind vouchers
so they could go to a third party:
Maybe it is a Wal-Mart, maybe it is the
local drug store, maybe it is a grocery
store to get the food, but to take care
of the child. The parent does not get
the cash. There is no cash. The third
party would get it, under my amend-
ment, payable directly to third parties.
The third party gets the money and
uses those funds to take care of the
children who did not ask to be born,
who are innocent victims here. And we
better start treating them better or we
are going to have more people on wel-
fare, not less.

Are we going to allow children to get
"sick and just neglect them? Some say
there is Federal money available under
title 20. Great, $2 billion a year and it
goes to the elderly and goes to pro-
grams like Meals on Wheels and child
care and everything else Some will say
this title 20, they can use it for that.
'There ain't no money left." There is
no money in title 20. It has been frozen
practically since we instituted the pro-
gram. If they have food stamps, then
the State determines that if the child
is getting food stamps they do not need
any of this

Really, what we are saying is let us
be fair and treat children fair in this
country. Let us be as tough as we pos-
sibly can on the parent who refuses to
work. But for heaven's sake, we as a
nation owe something to the children
of America. The Breawc amendment, I
think, would do just that.

I reserve any time I may still have
left.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Pennsylvania is recognized.
Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President. I

ield myself 5 minutes.
Mr. President. this is a nice idea that

is unnecessary. The current legislation
- very well takes care of what problem

the Senator from Louisiana has laid
out in his vouchers for children amend-
ment. The Senator from Louisiana sug-
gests, and correctly suggests, in the
first 5 years of the program, when
someone enters the program. under the
Republican bill the States are al-
lowed—are allowed to provide a vouch-
er program for those who disqualify
themselves, usually, in most cases, be-
cause they refuse to comply with the
law there, by not working. I should say
those are people who are still eligible
for a voucher. The States can use Fed-
eral dollars to provide those vouchers.
OK? So it allows the State to provide a
voucher using Federal dollars.

What the Senator from Louisiana
wants to do is. frankly, an additional
cost to the State and not a require-
ment of the State. What he requires
the State to do is an assessment after
someone has broken their eligibility
for welfare within the 5-year time pe-
riod. He requires the State to do an as-
sessment of the family to determine
whether the children in that family are
in need now, now that mom has decided
not to go to work.

So, an additional assessment is nec-
essary under his plan. So they are re-
quired to do the assessment. What they
are not required to do is provide a
voucher. It is up to the State whether
they want to provide that voucher or
not. That, to me. is a cost and the
State will say: Look, if you are going
to make us do the assessment we will
spend the money we would have spent
maybe providing the vouchers, doing
the assessment and not help anybody.
So I think it is well intentioned but it
could actually have the reverse effect,
of getting fewer vouchers approved for
those people within that 5-year win-
dow.

On the other side of the 5-year win-
dow, again I think the Senator from
Louisiana has missed the mark. He is
correct, his amendment allows States
to use the block grant funds for the
AFDC block grant. It allows them to
use those funds for vouchers after 5
years. That is what his amendment
does. Our bill dres not allow you to use
the block grant funds in the AFDC
block grant. now it is cailed the TANF
block grant, for vouchers. But what we
do allow under current law is to use
title 20 block grant money for that pro-
vision of services.

So there are several block grants we
are giving to the State. One is the
block grant to the States for social
services. It is an existing block grant
and there is nothing in this law—in
fact Iwill read it. "Services which are
directed at the goals set forth in this
section, 2001, include, but are not lim-
ited to . ." and it includes child care
services and a whole bunch of other
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things. It is very clear within this
b'ock grant. the Governors. the legisla-
ture if they want to provide it, can give
Federal dollars for a voucher program
after the 5-year time limit is expired.
They have Federal dollars right here to
do it.

We are all talking about the same
pot of money. The Senator from Lou-
isiana does not put up more money to
provide vouchers after 5 years. We have
the same pots of money here. All we
are suggesting is we want—and here is
the difference. If you want to know the
difference between what the Senator
from Louisiana wants to do and what
the Republican bill wants to do—I
should put it this way.

The Republicans want all the block-
granted funds for AFDC to go in the
first 5 years. to concentrate that
money to get people off welfare. We do
not want any of those funds diverted to
maintain people on welfare. We want
all that money spent in the first S

years. We believe we want every con-
ceivable dollar we can get to get people
up and going and off so we do not have
to worry about the next 5 years.

By spending less the first S you guar-
antee people will be there at the end,
and we do not want to do that. We
want to make sure it is all spent. If
there is a problem after the 5-year pe-
riod. then we will say: Look, there are
some other Federal dollars out here. If
you want to use those dollars, you are
certainly welcome to use those dollars.
In addition, obviously there is nothing
in either of these bills that prohibits
the State from using State dollars to
fund a voucher program after the 5-
year period.

Mr. FORD. Will the distinguished
Senator yield for one question?

Mr. SANTORUM. I will be happy to
yield.

Mr. FORD. Did the Republican wel-
fare bill that was passed last year, the
one that was proposed last year, have
in it the same thing that the Senator
from Louisiana is trying to propose
now? In this bill have you restricted it
more than the previous bill?

Mr. SANTORUM. You have two ques-
tions there. actually, in order to give
the answer.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Chair will say to the Senator, the time
of the Senator has expired.

Mr. SANTORUIvI. I yield myself an
additional 30 seconds.

It is restrictive in some respects: in
some it is not. We do not require in the
first S years—in the original bill you
have to do these reviews and have to
provide some service, so that is not the
same. The Breaux amendment in fact
goes further. In the second 5 years
there was an allowance in the con-
ference report, I believe, and I can
check on that, that after 5 years they
could use Federal funds.

Mr. FORD. I say to the Senator I do
not believe—you allowed noncash—

Mr. SANTORtJM. Correct.
Mr. FORD. At the discretion of the

State. Now you are not allowing it. you
are cutting it off at the end of 5 years.
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Mr. SANTORUM. I think that was in

the conference report and not the Sen
ate bill, but I will check on that.

Mr. FORD. It was somewhat dif
ferent. You allowed it before and no
you say you cannot.

Mr. SANTORUM. But we do not go as
far as. I believe in the wrong direction.
the Breaux amendment goes at this
time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

Mr. BREAUX. Mr. President, how
much time do we have remaining?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Louisiana has 2 minutes and
50 seconds.

Mr. BREAUX. Mr. President, let me
just make a couple of comments. I do
not want to belabor this point. When
the Senate votes tomorrow, it is going
to be faced with the question of how do
we do welfare reform? Do we do welfare
reform by being tough on parents who
refuse to work? Or are we going to be
tough on kids who do not have a choice
in life?

I think this country, as strong as we
are, should be as tough as we possibly
can on deadbeat parents or parents who
do not want to work or refuse to work,
whatever the reason. But we should not
take it out on innocent children who
did not ask to be born.

This amendment simply says that,
after a family has been taken off AFDC
assistance, we should at least allow the
States to use their block grant money
they already get to pay for vouchers to
give to third parties to provide for the
needs of children whose parents have
been kicked off AFDC assistance.

This is a child, and most of the peo-
ple on welfare are children. Over two-
thirds are children, and those children
are poor children. I am merely saying
with my amendment that we should at
least allow—and the Republican bill
says it is forbidden—at least allow a
State to use its block grant money to
aid a child with in-kind assistance, not
with cash dollars to the parent, not
with cash money to the child. but in-
kind contributions to help that child
survive, in many cases in tei-ms of get-
ting food, in terms of getting clothing.
in terms of getting diapers. yes, or in
terms of getting medicine.

The Republican bill forbids it. This
amendment says we allow the State to
do it. It simply says. if the State is
going to cut them off after a shorter
period of time, we ought to require
them to do that. The State makes a de-
termination whether there is a need.
The State makes a determination what
kind of benefits they get. how much
and for how long. This is truly in keep-
ing with the block grant concept that
the States should have the maximum
flexibility in this particular area.

The National Governors' Association
endorses this, and a majority of them
are Republicans. They said, Don't pre-
vent us from doing this if we want to
do it." That is the NGA position. They
have sent a formal, written letter to
those of us on the committee which
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says. "Please do not prohibit us from
helping children if we want to help
children."

The Republican bill is absolutely
contrary to the NGA position. Even
more, it is contrary to what this coun-
try is about, and that is give an oppor-
tunity for children to survive.

I think without this amendment we
make a very strong statement that we
are going to be so tough we are going
to step on the rights and futures of the
children of this country. That is not
what this Congress is about; that is not
what this country is about. I suggest
this amendment be adopted.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator from Louisiana has ex-
pired.

Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President. I
want to make two quick responses. No.
1. the Senator from Kentucky is abso-
lutely right, it was in the conference
report, but I tell the Senator from Ken-
tucky, it was not in the House bill, it
was not in the Senate bill, and I have
been informed by staff it was a drafting
error in the conference report. It was a
mistake on the part of the drafters in
putting that in. It was not intended
policy by either body to include what
the Breaux amendment does.

I think one of the reasons is—and I
get back to the fact that there are Fed-
eral dollars Out there for the States to
use for that last 5 years, and I think
that is more than generous and com-
plies with what the Governors want to
do. which is to have Federal dollars
available for the voucher program after
the 5-year period.

Mr. FORD. Mr. President, may Ijust
say to the Senator from Pennsylvania,
it is strange to blame staff.

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President. how much
time remains?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Two
minutes 30 seconds remain.

The Senator from Delaware is recog-
nized.

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President. I reiterate
what my distinguished colleague from
Pennsylvania has said. First of all, the
States are still free to use title XX
money for whatever purpose they see
fit. So it is not accurate to say that
funds are shut off so that children can-
not be helped.

I point out that even with the 5-year
time limit to implement the important
welfare reforms we are considering.
families receiving Government assist-
ance will still be eligible for more than
80 means-tested programs. That is
quite a few. These programs range from
food stamps, WIC, health care, to sec-
tion 8 low-income housing. In other
words. placing a 5-year time limit on
implementing our welfare reform pack-
age is not Government pulling away a
lifeline: rather. it is Government en-
couraging people to swim and giving
them the time necessary to learn.

Mr. President, I believe we must keep
the 5-year time limit. and I encourage
my colleagues to see that we do. I en-
courage them to join me in seeing that
real and necessary reforms take place
in a real and positive way.
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Mr. President, I yield back the re-

mainder of my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time

on the amendment has expired.
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I make a

point of order against the Breaux
amendment on the grounds that it is
nongermane under sections 305 and 310
of the Budget Act.

Mr. BREAUX. Mr. President. pursu-
ant to section 904 of the Congressional
Budget Act. I move to waive all appli-
cable points of order under that act for
the purposes of the Breaux amendment.

I ask for the yeas and nays.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a

sufficient second?
There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The vote

will be delayed under the previous
order.

Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President, what is
the order of business? Was there agree-
ment as to the order? I was not sure
whether the Senator from North Caro-
lina—I am told he has 3 minutes: is
that correct? I do not want to usurp his
order.

Mr. FAIRCLOTH. I think the order is
Senator ABRAHAM.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Chair will clarify it was not a unani-
mous consent agreement, it was a gen-
eral understanding that the Senator
from North Carolina would proceed.

Mr. BIDEN. As I understand it, Mr.
President. it was a general understand-
ing that after the Senator from North
Carolina finished, the Senators from
Pennsylvania and Delaware would have
the floor to offer their amendment.
That was my understanding. I know it
is not a UC.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. I have
Senator FAIRCLOTH, Senator BIDEN,
Senator Santorum.

Mr. BIDEN. I assume we will do that.
If we do not. I will not yield the floor.

So I ask unanimous consent that
upon the completion of the 6 minutes
on the Faircloth amendment. then my-
self and Senator SPECTER be recognized
to offer our amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to that?

Mr. WELLSTONE. Mr. President. I
have been trying to get—

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator reserve the right to object?

Mr. WELLSTONE. Reserving the
right to object. can I ask unanimous
consent that I be in order after the
Biden-Specter amendment?

Mr. SANTORUM. No. I object.
Mr. DOMENICI. We already placed

the Senator from Minnesota and indi-
cated when he is going to come up. We
indicated that at least informally.

Mr. WELLSTONE. When is that? I
might ask.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Chair informs the Senator from Min-
nesota. the Senator from New Mexico
is correct. Under a general agreement.
not a unanimous-consent agreement.
the Senator is due to be recognized
after the Senator from Missouri. Sen-
ator ASHCROFT.
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The Chair will clarify: Senators

FAIRCLOTH. BIDEN, SANTORUM, HARJUN,
ASHCROFT, WELLSTONE, GRAHAM and
DODD.

Mr. DOMENICI. Wellstone has two.
Mr. FORD. Wellstone has two.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. That is

correct.
Mr. FAIRCLOTH. Mr. President, I am

ready to proceed.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from North Carolina is recognized.
AMENDMENT NO. 4911

(Purpose: To address multi-generational
welfare dependency)

Mr. FAIRCLOTH. Mr. President, I
have an amendment that I send to the
desk.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report the amendment.

The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from North Carolina IMr.

FAIRcL0m] proposes an amendment num-
bered 4911.

Mr. FAIRCLOTH. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the read-
ing of th.e amendment be dispensed
with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
On page 245. line 22. insert and subpara-

graph (C)," after "(B)".
on page 249, between lines 14 and 15, insert

the following:
(C) REQUIREMENT THAT ADULT RELATIvE OR

GUARDIAN NOT HAVE A HISTORY OF ASSIST-
ANcE.—A State shall not use any part of the
grant paid under section 403 to provide cash
assistance to n individual described in sub-
paragraph (B)(ii) if such individual resides
with a parent, guardian, or other adult rel-
ative who is receiving assistance under a
State program funded under this part and
has been receiving this assistance for a 3-
year period.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator is recognized for 3 minutes.

Mr. FAIRCLOTH. Mr. President, this
amendment is intended to address the
problem of multigenerational welfare
dependency. In other words. this is an
attempt to cut off the money, to break
the cycle of welfare dependency.

The bill before us requires that minor
children be required to live with the
parent to receive assistance. I agree
with this. But, unfortunately. in many
cases that parent or. as it might turn
Out to be. grandparent to the child to
be born. has a history of dependency
herself and has continuously for a long
time been dependent upon welfare and
Aid to Families with Dependent Chil-
dren. to cash payments. My amend-
ment says simply that if the parent is
currently receiving welfare. and has
been for a 3-year period, that the minor
may not receive cash benefits.

This amendment is not intended to
reduce benefits. States are not prohib-
ited from giving noncash benefits. This
amendment will simply prevent more
cash from going to a household with a
clear history of welfare dependency. In
its very simplest terms, if the grand-
mother of this child to be born or that
has just been born has been on welfare
for 3 continuous years. then the moth-
er of the child cannot receive a check.
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a cash check benefit. She can receive
all other benefits, food stamps, diapers,
whatever would be appropriate, medi-
cal care. But two cash checks cannot
go to the same household.

Mr. President, I think this is what we
are trying to do, to cut out the depend-
ency upon direct Government tax-
payers' cash money. This will do it in
this case. I yield the remainder of my
time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time? The Senator from North
Carolina does have 30 seconds remain-
ing. Who yields time?

Mr. FORD. Mr. President, I do not
believe there is anyone on our side who
would like to take the 3 minutes. I un-
derstood the Senator from North Caro-
lina yielded back his time.

Mr. FAIRCLOTH. I yield back my
time.

Mr. FORD. On behalf of the floor
manager, I yield back the 3 minutes on
our side.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
is yielded back. All time on the amend-
ment has expired.

Mr. BIDEN addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDtNG OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Delaware.
AMENDMENT NO. 4912

(Purpose: To provide for a complete
substitute.)

Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President. I send an
amendment to the desk and ask for its
immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report the amendment.

The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Delaware [Mr. BIDENJ.

for himself and Mr. SPEcTER, proposes an
amendment numbered 4912.

Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that further read-
ing of the amendment be dispensed
with

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

(The text of the amendment is print-
ed in todays Rco]D under Amend-
ments Subrn.ftted.")

Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President. I yield to
the Senator from Pennsylvania.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Pennsylvania.

Mr. SPECTER. Mr. President, the
pending amendment is the substance of
a bill which the distinguished Senator
from Delaware, Senator BWEN, and I
introduced some time ago, Senate bill
1867. This bill was introduced as a com-
panion bill to H.R. 3266, which was a bi-
partisan bill introduced by Congress-
man CASTLE of Delaware and Congress-
man TANNER.

The purpose of this effort was to try
to find a bipartisan way to move to
agreement on welfare reform. At that
time, in the context of the muddled sit-

uation which was then presented. wel-
fare reform was stalled because, after
the Senate approved a welfare reform
bill by a vote of 87 to 12, and the House
passed its own bill, and then the con-
ference report produced legislation
which was divided pretty much along
party lines, when the conference report
came out of the Congress that bill was
vetoed by the President.

There has been a general consensus
in America that welfare reform is nec-
essary with President Clinton's famous
statement, "We need to reform welfare
as we know it." There has been a very
considerable effort in both Houses to
have welfare reform. When welfare re-
form was stalled. Congressman CASTLE
and Congressman TANNER introduced
the bipartisan bill in the House, and
Senator BIDEN and I followed suit with
a bipartisan bill in the Senate.

Thereafter, the Budget Committee
reported out a new welfare reform bill,
Senate bill 1956. Having started with a
bipartisan effort with Senator BIDEN, I
intend to continue that. It is my view
that, in a side-by-side comparison of
the committee report contrasted with
the original Biden-Specter bill, our bill
is preferable, although candidly they
are very close.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
sent that at the conclusion of my re-
marks, a 7-page summary of the com-
parison of the welfare reform propos-
als. of the budget reconciliation bill, S.
1956, compared to the Biden-Specter,
bill be printed in the Rcoir, together
with a 1-page summary of the major
differences in the welfare proposals.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

(See exhibit 1.)
Mr. SPECTER. Briefly, Mr. Presi-

dent. I will itemize six of these issues
which r believe show the superiority of
the Biden-Specter bill over the com-
mittee report as embraced in Senate
bill 1956.

The first difference is that the budget
reconciliation bill eliminates child-
care safety standards from existing
law, whereas the Biden-Specter bill
maintains those child-care safety
standards, which I submit are very im-
portant.

The second significant difference in
provisions is that in the Biden-Specter
bill there is an individual responsibil-
ity contract, while the budget rec-
onciliation bill has none. This individ-
ual responsibility contract is an agree-
ment entered into by the Government
on one side and the welfare recipient
on the other, which specifies the re-
sponsibilities of each, which I submit is
a significant step for-ward and is desir-
able to have in the legislation.

The third significant activity is that
the Biden-Specter bill provides funding
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for work-activities funding. which is a
very important element. There is some
contention that this may put us out of
order in terms of funding. but it is my
understanding that on the Castle-Tan-
ner bill. the identical bill. there was a
budget estimate which puts us within

• the appropriate range.
The fourth significant difference is

on the safety net provisions. The budg-
et reconciliation bill has the States
prohibited from using Federal funds to
provide vouchers after the 5-year time
limit, Under Biden-Specter. there is a
State option for such benefits, to both
children and adults, after 5 years. It is
my submission that leaving the State
option is preferable to having an abso-
lute Federal prohibition in line with
the general theory of leaving the State
options.

The fifth significant difference re-
lates to food stamps. where there is a
retention of the entitlement under the
Biden-Specter bill, contrasted with the
budget reconciliation bill, which gives
a State option for a block grant.

Overall, the Biden-Specter bill does
not contain entitlements. But on this
one item, food stamps. there is a reten-
tion of this existing entitlement be-
cause of our consideration that food
stamps are so important, so basic that
there ought not to be the option for the
States to eliminate food stamps.

The Sixth item relates to immigrant
exceptions, where the Biden-Specter
bill retains the exemptions or has an
identical provision as to the retention
of immigrant exceptions under the
budget reconciliation bill as to exempt-
ing refugees. veterans, and military
personnel. But we add to it disabled
children, victims of domestic abuse,
and all children in the case of food
stamps.

Mr. President, we are in a very com-
plex matter here. It is my hope that
the Congress will adopt welfare reform
legislation which will be signed by the
President and that the gridlock will
not continue. In maintaining my sup-
port for Senate bill 1867, I understand
that the budget reconciliation bill,
Senate bill 1956 has the support of a
majority of Republicans, but having
started all this effort to have a biparti-
san legislative proposal with Congress-
men Castle and Tannerjoining Senator
BIDEN and I, I intend to stay there.

I do believe there are some beneficial
provisions which are included in Biden-
Specter which are not present in the
budget reconciliation bill. For these
reasons, I urge Members to support
this amendment which Senator BIDEN
and I are proposing this evening.

EXHIBIT I

COMPARISON OF WELFARE REFORM PROPOSALS

Budget ronc,iiation (S. 1956, as apxod by Finance and repatd by
Bipanisan Refonn Act (Biden.Specter, 5.1861) (Tanne-CasZIe, ItR. 3266)

GRANTS TO STATES

Ends AFDC enIit1emfl and wnbne5 AFOC. LA. and JORS into a blod grant Same.
tn the states. Funding toaIs S16.4 biIlii annually.
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Budget recuicihaUon (S. 195a as appioved by Finance and reponed
Bipartisan Refocrn Act (&den-Spect 5. 1867) (Tannw-Castle. HR. 3266)Budget)

ana-of-Efft

&çauS Giant -

LSJ1FtD,d —-

DId Care Lintance of Effut

kaisfer of Fijids
ICith and Safety Standards

Tn Limi!s
athip Esceptim

SJety Net

tsI of Benefits to UTEUaYTS Minors —. —_________
'al Strategy to Prevait e Pregnancies ——___________

FflNCap

___________

Eating WalYffs —_________________

Sn

GcsCarfl Liability

IWaM, Care Swpoa

80% of FY 94 sjñding cii AFDC and related xogram& Percentage èouidbe
lowered to as low as 12% for "high wfinate" states (see perfdñn-
ance bonus secti below).

•_________ $800 millS fund for states with high population growth and/or below ave-
age AFDC beneli!s.

$1.7 billion loan fund. which must be repaid with intuest within 3 ytais —
$2 bilhN nUngnicy fund for states th hiqh wnplment rates in-

ueases in food stamp seJoad. State maximum equal to 20% of btodi
giant. Slates must maintain 100% of state spending in der to tap ca-
tingency funds.

No potion

WORI(

No woiision

______

Welfare recipieus must wogk after two years of receiving assistance —
States must have the follSng percentages of v.tlfare recipierns nking

F? 97—25%; F? 98—30%; F? 99—35%; F? OO—40%; F? 01—45%
F?02—50%.

States that failed to meet the wut participation rate would lose 5% of their
block grant in the first year, 10% in the second yea; 15% in the third
year, et

To count as work. individuals would be required to work the following hours
each weet FY 91—98—20; F? 99-25; F? 00—01—30; F? 02—35.

State option to exempt from work requirnett those with thIdren wt ae
1, with one-year lifetime aggregate exemption pa family. flse with thil-
dren under age 6 are required to work 20 hours per week.

States cannot penalize those who refuse to wait if they have thiIdri wider
age eleven and cannot find or cannot afford child are.

"Wk" is defined as employment on-tl-job trainin; work expenate
crniurtunily sweice; job search activities (for 4 weeks, or for 12 weeb if
state unenrployment exceeds national average); and vocational training
(for 12 months and no me than 20 percent of caseloa4 Teenagers in
secondary school would be considered 'working.'.

TEENAGERS

In order to receive cash assistance, unmarried teens under the a oilS Same,
must stay in sthool and live at liaise or in another adult-supetvtsed set-
ting.

State option Same,
Requires HHS to establish a strategy for preventing out-of-wedlock teen Same,

pregnancies and have a tei pregnancy prevetlion ogram in 25% of
all 03. communities.

OTHER CASH ASSISTANCE PROVISIONS

Federal mandate, with state ability to opt wt

_________

Same,
States with existing welfare waivers wmild have the optiwi to ntimie to Same,

opuate under their waives, regardless of the provisions of this bill. How-
ev hniding for that state wouJd be the anmw* wider the block grant

PTSdes I%dicaid coverage dwing a one-year transition penod for those
who eave welfare for work as Wng as family income is bebw the poverty
line.

States must establii procethres to mn that eligiWlity and benefits are
detennhwd in a fair and equitable rnannn—and that similar families
are tioated similarly. States must have due process procedwes f ttnse
denS assistance.

CHILD SUPPORT

Requires states to have laws suspending Sivers. professional, oatiort Same,
and reaeational licenses for ov&due child suppwt. Fedwal govenrnt
will deny or suspetd passpats to those with arrears in excess of S5JEO.

Increases the paternity esablisthiient rate from 15% to 9O% Slatts that Same,
fail to meet this p&centage would have their block grant reduced.

Seginnin9 F? 1998, aneaages coilected after family leaves weUarewwld Same,
be paid to family (imless collected thTwgh IRS mtercept). Begovtmg F?
2001 pre-welfare areaages would be paid to family (unless collected
through IRS intertepQ. Ends £50 pass through.

Slates must have central regisuy of child suppoit cases and ippat or- Saint
ders—and an automated directory of new hires. Also, states must çe-
ale a ntralized unit toc lea and disburse all dld wpp datln-
aeases funding for states for systems automation.

bidivuals receivurg cash azistance wflo fail to cooperate hi establishing
paternity or collecting child support would have family baiefit seduced at
least 25%. States uld deny all Sielils to the famiIy

Requires states to enact Uniform Interstate Family Support Act and have ex- Same,
pedited procedures for intustate case. Creates forms for use in collec-
Uiofb1erstatefl,s.Reuiressiatestorendthin5cjaystoa
requt by another state for etforcant of an wd

Slates must have procedises to ensure that noncustodial paren!s in 31T0315 Sane,
have a plan for payment or participate in wvrlc programs,

Slate optS to hold pareus of noncustodial minor parent (the grandparen!s Same,
of the child receivrng welfare) respcnsible for thild support.

Requires states to have prothxres to ensure that all child support orders Same,
include the pvision of health care benefas for the child,

Same, except states nvst maintain 100% of F? 95 spending on child care.

Slates may traSu up to 20% of cash blo grant to child care,
Maintains healtftlsaiety standards for child care poSea

If states have time Ibnit of ls than 5 years, in-kindfveuther beneffis must
be provided to kids. State optiai for sud baiefi!s to both kids and
aduils aft& S yen

To be eligithe f benth!s, indMduals must sign an individual responsibility
ntracl.

Same,

States must have the following percentages of welfare recipierns wostin
F? 91—20%; F? 98—25%; FY 99—30%; F? 00—35%; F? 01—40%;
F? 02—50%.

No vovisioit (See ,rthtsiana4-effon section above,)

To aunt as work. indivithials would be required to work the foflSng hwrs
each week' F? 97-96—20; F? 99—25.

Same, exct thee is r one-year aggregate lifetime cap per family.

Same, except applies to these with children under age six.

Same, Also, individuals leaving welfare for w&k, and working at least 25
Imurs per week, vuvuld mont toward the state participation requiremem
f sio months.

Retains curwtt law of mt-yea tramitiai ?Mdicaid overage fri all lfam
recipieus wbo leave eIf are fri wo&

Same, except that the fedeml govemmt must approve state welfare p1318
and thesefwe has ovsight on faims and due prss requirwrttts.

Sam except the rnininrinn puialty would be the aimwrt of family assist-
ance attiibutable to the adult.

*t ActMties Fwiding

PSovmanceBomjs.____

_____

Sd Care Block Grant

________—

85% of F? 94 spuidmg on MDC and related piograms. Percentage otdd
range anywhue tnxn 80% to 90%, depending on a state's succs rn
meeting the sut paticipation requirements.

Same,

Same ezcept (1) mbw differmces in trigg's to quality, (2) it the finid is
ahausted as a 'tult of a national or regàal recesSiai, additial
money would be added to the fwt and (3) state mailmum equal to
40% of bIo grant nünus the supplementat grant a state recet

$3 bihim woit fund available beginning in F? 1999 for states that main-
tain 100% of state 'ending on work programs and match federal ftmds
at the Medicaid rate,

Same,States that reduced their out-of-wedlo birth rates withoit increasing their
abortion rates would be eligible fo additimal funding equal to 5% to
10% of blcã grant.

$200 milliai per year. beginning in F? 1999, available to states vth "high No pcovisiai.
performance,' as determined by a formula to be developed by HIIS. Eacti
slate's perfonnance bonus uid not exceed 5% of block grant.

CHILD CARE

$13.8 billion over 6 years in guaranteed tundin9 (annual amount inacases Same,
each year). An additional $1 bilbon pa year us authorized and suXect to
annual appropriations.

To receive funds above base allocation ($9.3 billi), states must maintain
100% of F? 94 or F? 95 spending ai child cn whichevw is greater,
and match federal funds at the Medicaid rate.

Slates may transfer upto 30% of cash bladi grant to child care
Eliminates health/safety standards for child caze providers —__________

TiME LIMTS

5years(lessatastate'scption,tnolessg.an2yp_an) ..._.,.__,_. Same,
—. States can exempt 20% of caseload 1mm the time limit for reasons of hard- Same,

ship w abuse/eitreme cuelty.
States prohithted from EGing federal funds to provide vouchers after the

rye-year time limit.
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Ntation

aath Clause —

ny cevws —_____

Prvatey lnswed. lnsttutiialz Oiildri
e P&ents Income

StampsfSSI

MI 1er Means Tested PTrans

g-—*...
SFlexibility_.._....

i-vorit Oiqanizatjons

Czeates ranis Io state L esabiish programs and sstms of aess and Same.
visitation i noncustdial pawns.

SSI FOR CIEDREN

Eliminates mparabIe Sewtity standard, Idivthja Functional Assesnt Same.
OFA). ai retns to malaaptive behavior. Establishes new deniti
of disability f thiIdr.

PJI thildrn cunWy receivin9 S benelits nut be reevaluated under the
rw detimti. BuL 110 child uTenhly receiving benefits wuld be
diroUed befte June 30, 1997.

Disability tevie*s must be cenducted at least eviy Une years br ctiiI&en Same.
uiwler age 18. Repsa1tative payees must picve that thildzi are receiv-
ing treatment I tlr cnditiøn. Eligibility wj1d be detennined using
adult disability definhlior within one year of turning 18.

Biefitslimitedto$3Dpermcnth

hidithja!s who have frauduItJy misrepresented Ur residence in ordif L
Jeceive weirare, food stamps, or SSI benefits i me than one state si-
nuiltanecusly wjId be ineligible for benefits I 10 years. Bieffls would
itt be available L fugitiw fe'ons.

VGRANTS

Ciirit and Mure imrmgiants barTed Iri receiving rood stamps and SSI
wnil attaining citi2enship or working 40 quaflers. Exempts the rollowing
peopie Refugees (first 5 years on'y) ileteransfActive duty military and
their dendenLt

Five-year ban on meais-tested benefits bar new üimigrant with same ex-
ceplio as ftod stampslssl. Ban does not apply to the bollowing pio-
grams: Emergency medi1 e; Ernergency disaster reliel Cd nu-
thtion: immunizatiot Testin9 and treatment br communiab!e dis-
eases Fost care and adopti assistance higher education loans
and glnt hUe I eiucation for disadvanta9ed thildrn.

Ince ob immigiants sponsor dened to mmlgTant ror alt bederal me.ans-
testud programs until citizenip or 40 quaflS (if ViO&

State OpUon L deny or rest,ict benelts tnide Wdicad, Title XX, and wel-
bare L immigrants SaiTle excepUons as bood stampISSL

Same, exct that the earliest disenro1hnfl date is ianuary 1. 1997.

Samt
Disregards some income er the parents or disabled thildil L provide a

month bieflt bw those with tw incomes that is 9feaer Iban those
with higher incomes. Medicaid egibilit would be tetained (or Use stio
lose benefits under this provision.

Samt

Same, except roltowthg people also exempted: Cildrw (rood stanlps only)
Disabled children; Victims of domUc abuse.

Same, except bor the addTitinnai epe exn,pted under rood stampslL
PJSO, ban does nt apply to Medicaid (but spixis's üiie u!d be
deemed; see bel).

Extids Qment law deeming requirnern to Medicaid plogram. (1h4
dening applies to cash biefis plus Medicaid.)

Same, exct for Medicaid.

bumigrant provisions do rt app'y L any plogram orated by a .pifit
organization.

MAJOR DIFFERENCES IN WELFARE PROPOSALS

Budget rewicihation (S. 1956, as approved by Finance and reofled by
Bipaitisan Rebonn kt (Biden.Specter. S. 1867) (lanner-Castle, H.R. 3266)Budget)

Mr. SPECTER I yield the floor.
Mr. BIDEN. For the benefit of my

colleagues who are waiting in line to
mrroduce their amendments, we had 45
minutes on this amendment, and we
will not take that amount of time, but
will probably take considerably less
than half of that.

In offering this amendment with Sen-
ator SPECTER, the reason we offered it
is I believe we have gotten off track on
welfare reform. We need to return to
bipartisanship on this issue and, quite
frankly, on many others.

This amendment is the text of the
only bipartisan welfare reform bill that
has been introduced in this Congress
and the only bill that President Clin-
ton has promised he would sign. It is
not to suggest it is the only bill he will
sign, but it is the only bill he has
promised to sign. and the only bill I am

No proiSi

Once the $2 billion ctingIcy fund is exhausted, no more contingency
money is available L gates.

Eliminates

_______

N Osn

States piibted fran ting federal funds to prde vouchers after five-
year time limit

State Option ror a btock grant

PTvides Medica vrae ror one 'ear bor the who leave wear bar
wot as lg as ramily mcne is below the po'iert line.

States that bailed L meet the work participation rate wothd lose 5% ob their
blod grant in the flrst year. 10% in the sewed year. 15% in the third
year, etc.

Each bamiy could øny claim exemption for an a9egate 12 mcmhs

Exipts refugees, veterans, and mililaly pestmne from the prohibftions i
immigrant eligibility b bederal benefits.

Bats unmgTants fran being eiigible bor Medid bor five years; den
onsos income theaftr.

aware of that has relatively wide edi-
torial support from the leading papers
in the country.

My colleagues will probably know it
as the Castle-Tanner welfare reform
bill. I. frankiy. like to call it the
Biden-Specter bill because Senator
SPECTER and I did introduce it on the
Senate side. But, the heavy lifting on
this bill and the drafting of the legisla-
tion was done by Congressmen CASTLE
and TANNER. It is perhaps appropriate
that everyone know it as the Castle-
Tanner bill, and they did a first-rate
job.

Before talking about the substance of
the proposal, I want to briefly review
how we got to this point of offering the
amendment. Last September. the Sen-
ate passed a bipartisan welfare reform
bill by an overwhelming majority, as
my colleague. Senator SPECTER. mdi-

cated. We, along with the vast major-
ity of our colleagues, voted for it.
Since then. however. we have been
faced with gridlock. politics, and paral-
ysis. Both sides of the aisle have been
using welfare reform as a political
football. and we have accomplished
nothing thus far.

Last April. Congressmen CASTLE and
TANNER, and several other moderates
from both parties in the I-louse, decided
to leave the bickering behind, sit down,
and write a bipartisan welfare plan.
This amendment is that bill. There is
nothing shocking or hidden in this bill.
It has all been out there before. Block
grants to the States, a 5-year time
limit, work requirements, child care.
and child-support enforcement. The ge-
nius of this particular amendment is
that it is bipartisan and has been from
day one.

1t Activities Funding

Dd Care Satety Siandars

3t!y Net

______

amps_... -
iiidual Respisibihty Czt

enaI Medicaid

____

Fcial PaIt on States

Ufl EmiipUi ror Chil& kid Age I

ant Exnptions —_____

$3 bilon work fund availabte beginning in FY 1999 rot states that niajn-
tam 100% or State spending on wot pmgran.

lb the $2 billion ntingency fund is exhausted as a tesult or a nati
regional recession, additional mey would be added.

Maintains

Individuals leaving weirare for wk. and wting at least 25 hs p
week. would unt toward the state pitVcipaiiøn requirifl bor sã
months.

Ir stat have time limit or less than 5 years, in-ind!voudr benefits t
be pimnded Lo kd State option or such beneflts Lo bcth lcids and aQdts
att S years

Retains existing UJUniL
Te be eligibte for beneflts. indii.idts must sn an udRidUaI isti1i1y

nt,act
Retains Qnrnlt law or one.)'eaz Unsition Medicaid rage tct all ieitare

ripient5 who leave welfare br wixt.
N financial piaIty. But slate nan.or-effon bet block grant faids

weuld maese or deaease depdu19 wheth state met wit reqime-
mentt

At a state opti families with thild widif age I uld always be npt
rrom wost reJflent&

PJ50 exempts disabled thildr ictuns or danmsc abuse an aD thHI
!fl the ca ob bood stamps.

iways d sponsors income Lo deteinne eIibility, but not an
ban for Ih fu5t live yeai

ti—This tae sws the nj diU&ences betwei the &ldget ReiciIiatii thil and the Biden Amendment_the Bipailisan Welfare Reform Act. It is not a niplete listing or aH diffeces h the two pcoposals.



Again. Mr. President. these are not
all of the differences that exist in the
bills, but they are among thethdstim-
portant.

Now. I know that every Member of
the Senate will be able to find some-
thing that he or she does not like in
the Biden-Specter proposal and all
other proposals. I can do that, too, and
it is my own amendment. The point is
this: If we really want welfare reform,
and not a political issue, we must do it
in a bipartisan way, with each of us
compromising and doing it in a form
the President can sign.

This amendment fits that bill. It is
the only bipartisan welfare reform bill
to be introduced in Congress. It is a bill
the President said he would sign, a bill
that has gotten wide editorial endorse-
ment, and a bill that makes com-
promises by definition of being biparti-
san on both sides.

I do not like the idea that we are
block granting welfare and that it is no
longer an entitlement, but in return
for that, my Republican colleagues
agreed they would come up with suffi-
cient dollars for a 1-year transition for
health care and they would come up
with money for child care, and so on.

It is a genuine compromise that I
think is a solid proposal. I proposed a
concept of welfare to work in 1987. and
I was pilloried by my colleagues on the
Democratic side at the time for sug-
gesting that there be mandatory a
work requirement for anyone receiving
welfare. We have all sort of come to the
same general proposition.

The issue is, are kids going to be left
out there? Are women going to be able
to go to work, or single fathers be able
to go to work, knowing that there is no
reasonable prospect for anyone to take
care of that child, and not have day
care? And are they going to make that
judgment to do it, knowing once they
do, they are going to lose their Medic-
aid—which is translated as health care
for their children—by going to a job
where they will not get health care for
their children?

This is not just about money, al-
though the Biden-Specter bill is esti-
mated to achieve savings of $53.1 bil-
lion. But that is only one of the pur-
poses. I thought, of this legislation,
this change. We hear speech after
speech after speech about changing the
ethic that is involved in the welfare
syndrome. We just heard our good
friend from North Carolina talking
about the generational nature of this
problem and how to break the spiral.
and so on. Part of this effort is to, in
fact, not just take people off of welfare
and put them on the streets, but put
them to work and make them want to
go to work and make it reasonable for
them to go to work.

I respectfully suggest it is not just
about money. It is about changing atti-
tudes.

It is time to say that we do not care
who gets credit for reforming welfare.
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day one on how to get themselves off of It is time to just do it in a bipartisan
welfare, fashion. For the sake of the American

people and the sake of the people on
welfare, I urge my colleagues to sup-
port this bipartisan Welfare Reform
Act. And depending on what my friends
on the other side have to say in opposi-
tion, I reserve the remainder of my
time. I do not expect to use any more
time if there is no reason to respond.

I yield the floor.
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I yield my-

self such time as I may consume.
Mr. President. let me thank Senators

SPECTER and BIDEN for their important
contribution to the welfare debate be-
fore us. The tremendous effort it takes
to find common ground is always wel-
comed and appreciated.

There are many similarities between
the Specter-Biden legislation and the
welfare reform legislation reported by
the Finance Committee. We are very
close, for example, on issues such as
ending the individual entitlement to
benefits, work participation rates, sup-
plemental grants for States with high
population growth, the family cap, and
the 20-percent hardship exemption.

The Specter-Biden bill includes pro-
visions from our welfare reform bill re-
garding funding for abstinence edu-
cation, SSI reforms, and child support
enforcement to mention a few more of
the policy areas we share.

But the substitute offered by Sen-
ators SPECTER and BIDEN also includes
a number of provisions which I cannot
support. Working with the Governors
over these past months, I have learned
a firm lesson that they are willing to
accept the risks associated with a
block grant. But in exchange, the
states must have the requisite flexibil-
ity to redesign and manage the pro-
grams.

I am concerned that the Specter-
Biden provisions regarding Mainte-
nance of Effort, transferability of funds
mandatory individual responsibility
plans. would break the fragile balance
the Governors seek.

The substitute also opens up the Fed-
eral checkbook for a $3 billion work
program. Both bills provide for a $2 bil-
lion contingency fund. This is a $1 bil-
lion increase from last year. But the
Specter-Biden substitute appropriates
additional Federal funds subject to un-
employment or Food Stamps triggers.
This additional spending does not
achieve the savings necessary. In other
words, the Specter-Biden substitute
breaks the budget. And for this reason
alone was must oppose it.

However, Mr. President, breaking the
budget is not the only problem with
this substitute.

The Specter-Biden substitute se-
verely weakens the goal of setting time
limits.

Vouchers are mandatory, subject to a
reduction in the State grant for non-
compliance.

The Specter-Biden substitute also
undermines the goal of curbing Federal
benefits to noncitizens. Under this sub-
stitute, even illegal aliens could qual-
ify for Medicaid, a liberalization of the
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Let me mention just a couple of dif-

ferences between this amendment and
the underlying bill. Before I do. I want
to compliment my senior colleague
from Delaware, Senator Rom, for the
changes that he has made in the bill in
the Finance Committee. When I intro-
duced the Biden-Specter bill, or Castle-
Tanner bill, in the Senate last month,
the differences between the Finance
Committee proposal and what we are
proposing today were much larger than
they are today. There is still, in my
view, much room for improvement in
the so-called leadership bill, and I be-
lieve we should still go forward with
the bipartisan bill. However, I want to
recognize Senator ROTh's effort at ac-
commodating some bipartisan changes.

Some of the major differences that
remain—one we settled just a couple
hours ago. the child care health and
safety standards, to ensure that kids
are being cared for in a safe environ-
ment. We accepted that amendment. I
guess we voted, actually, overwhelm-
mgly, for the amendment to become
part of the leadership bill.

Second, the Biden-Specter bill pro-
vides States with additional funds to
set up work programs, because getting
welfare recipients into jobs is going to
cost a little bit of money on the front
end.

Third, the Biden-Specter bill allows—
not requires, but allows—States to pro-
s-ide noncash benefits for those who
reach the time limit, so that States
have the flexibility to design a pro-
gram that meets the needs of the chil-
dren in their State. This provision is
the same as an amendment which was
independently introduced by the distin-
guished Senator from Louisiana, and
just discussed.

Fourth, the Biden-Specter bill would
not allow food stamps to be converted
into block grants, so that the ultimate
safety net, ensuring that all Americans
have food on the table, will not be
taken away.

Fifth, the Biden-Specter bill would
retain for all families. not just those
who are below the poverty line, the
transitional Medicaid coverage, where
those who go to work can keep their
health insurance for 1 year. It is ac-
knowledged that the vast majority of
welfare recipients in that first year in
jobs will not have jobs that, in fact,
provide health insurance for their chil-
dren.

Welfare recipients are not stupid:
they know most of the jobs will not
have any health insurance for their
kids. If we really want to move them
off of welfare and on to work, and not
just on to the streets, an extra year of
health care, in my view, and in the
view of the bipartisan group, is criti-
cal.

Sixth, the Biden-Specter bill says
that anyone who wants to receive wel-
fare must sign an individual respon-
sibility contract, so that they are
forced to agree up front to the condi-
tions placed on receiving the benefit,
and so that they will have a plan from
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program beyond current law. Under the
Specter-Biden plan, middle. and low-in-
come American families would be put
in a position of subsidizing individuals
who are openly breaking the law. This
is not fair.

Under Specter-Biden, the limitations
on Medicaid benefits for other nonciti-
zens under the finance bill would be
lifted as well. While I respect the good
intentions of the sponsors, I simply be-
lieve these provisions to too far.

Mr. President. I must therefore op-
pose the Specter-Biden substitute. Let
me also hasten to add that there is no
need to look any further for a bill
which has bipartisan support.

The finance bill is identical in many
of the most critical aspects to H.R. 4
which originally passed the Senate by
a vote of 87 to 12 last September.

The finance bill was crafted with the
help of Democratic and Republican
Governors alike.

It includes a number of Democratic
amendments which were offered in
committee. Over the past several
weeks, we have been told in a variety
of ways that Medicaid was the stum-
bling block to welfare reform. We have
removed that stumbling block. This is
no time to erect new barriers to wel-
fare reform. This is no time to turn
back from authentic welfare reform.

Mr. President. I yield the floor.
Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President, I will

yield back my time if the Senator from
Delaware is prepared to yield back his
time.

Mr. ROTH addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDJNG OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Delaware.
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President. I yield the

remainder of my time.
Mr. President. since the pending

amendment. if adopted, would have the
effect of reducing outlays by S1D billion
less than the legislation before us. I
make a point of order against the
amendment under section 31D(d)(2) of
the Budget Act.

Mr. BIDEN. Mr. President. pursuant
to Section 904 of the Congressional
Budget Act. I move to waive all appli-
cable points of order under the act for
the purposes of the Biden-Specter
amendment.

lask for the yeas arid nays.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a

sufficient second?
There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under

the previous order, the vote will be de-
layed until tomorrow.

Mr. FRIST addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Tennessee is recognized.
AMENDMENT NO. 4914

(Purpose: Expressing the sense of Congress
that the President should ensure approval
of State waiver requests)
Mr. FRIST. Mr. President. I send an

amendment to the desk and ask for its
immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The bill clerk read as follows:
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The Senator from Tennessee lMr. FRI5TJ.

for himself, Mr. ABRAHAM Mr. SANTORUM.
Mrs. HuTcHisoN. and Mr. THOMPSON. PRO-
POsEs AN AMENDMENT NUMBERED 4914.

Mr. FRIST. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
At the appropriate place, add the following

new section:

SEC. . SENSE OF CONGRESS
(a) FINDINcS.—Congress finds that—
(1) the Secretary of Health and Human

Services has not approved in a timely man-
ner. State waiver requests for programs car-
ried out under part A of title IV of the Social
Security Act or other Federal law providing
needs-based or income-based benefits (re-
ferred to in this resolution as "welfare re-
form programs);

(2) valuable time is running out for these
states which need to obtain the waivers in
order to implement the changes as planned:

(3) across the country there are 16 States.
with 22 waiver requests for welfare reform
programs, awaiting approval of the requests
by the Secretary of Health and Human Sei-v-
ices:

(4) on July 21, 1995. in Burlington, Ver-
mont. President Clinton promised the Gov-
ernors that the Secretary of Health and
Human Services would approve their waiver
requests within 30 days; and

(5) despite the President's promise, the av-
erage delay in approving such a waiver re-
quest is currently 210 days and some of the
waiver requests have been pending since 1994.

(b) SENSE OF CONCSS.—It is the sense of
Congress that the President should ensure
that the Secretary of Health and Human
Sex-vices approved the following waiver re-
quests for Georgia—Jobs First Project, sub-
mitted 7/5/94; Georgia—Fraud Detection
Project, submitted 7/1/96: Indiana—Impacting
Families Welfare Reform Demonstration,
submitted 12/14/95: Kansas—Actively Creat-
ing Tomorrow for Families Demonstration.
submitted 7/26/94: Michigan—To Strengthen
Michigan Families, submitted 6/27/96: Min-
nesota—Work First Program, submitted 4/4/
96; Minnesota—AFDC Barrier Removal
Project. submitted 4/4/96; New York—
Learnfare Program, submitted 5/31/96: New
York—Intentional Program Violation Dem-
onstration. submitted 5131/96; Oklahoma—
Welfare Self-Sufficiency Initiative, submit-
ted 10/27/95: Pennsylvania_School Attend-
ance Improvement Program, submitted 9/121
94: Pennsylvania—Savings for Education
Program, submitted 12/29/94: Tennessee—
Families First, submitted 4130/96: Utah—Sin-
gle Parent Employment Demonstration, sub-
mitted 7/2/96; Virginia—Virginia Independ-
ence Program, submitted 5/24196; Wisconsin—
Work Not Welfare arid Pay for Performance.
submitted 5/29/96: And Wyoming—New Oppor-
tunities and New Responsibilities—phase II,
submitted 5/13/96.

Mr. FRIST. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that there be 45
minutes of debate equally divided on
the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request?

Mr. FORD. Reserving the right to ob-
ject. Would the Senator add that no
amendments in the second degree be in
order?

Mr. FRIST. Yes, I have no objection
to that. I ask unanimous consent that
there be no second-degree amendments
in order to this amendment.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. FRIST. This amendment, sub-

mitted on behalf of myself and col-
leagues. Senators ABRAHAM, SANTORUM.
HUTCHISON and THOMPSON, asks for a
sense of the Congress that President
Clinton should ensure approval of a
waiver request for Tennessee's Family
First program, as well as welfare pro-
grams in 12 other States.

Across this country this very minute,
States are desperately awaiting the
Clinton administration's approval for
local welfare state initiatives. The
State of Tennessee, like 12 other
States, has submitted a waiver request
to Donna Shalala, Secretary of Health
and Human Services, to gain Federal
approval for portions of a State-based
welfare plan. Tennessee submitted its
waiver request on April 30, 1996—78
days ago. This is not uncommon.
Across this country, there are 15 other
States with 22 waiver requests cur-
rently pending.

— Some of these States include Geor-
gia, the Jobs First program; also in
Georgia, the Fraud Detection Project:
in Kansas, Actively Creating Tomor-
row for Families Demonstration; in
Minnesota, the Work First program
and the AFDC Barrier Removal
Project; in Oklahoma, the Welfare Self-
Sufficiency Initiative. Those are a few
samples.

Mr. President, on July 31. 1995, the
President promised the Governors that
the Secretary of Health and Human
Services would approve their requests
within 3D days." That is what he

said—3D days. It has been 78 days since
Tennessee's request was placed.

Mr. President, I remain committed to
holding President Clinton to this prom-
ise. ensuring that the Secretary of
Health and Human Services approve
these much-needed waiver requests.
such as that for Tennessee's Families
First welfare program, as well as for
Michigan's and Wisconsin's.

I urge every one of my Senate col-
leagues to join me in this effort. Across
this country States are fighting for the
waivers that the President has prom-
ised to sign.

Time is running. Time is ticking.
Time is running out for the people of
Tennessee. The State needs to obtain
this Federal waiver in order to imple-
ment the changes by September 1, 1996
as planned. Tennessee needs action.
The country needs action.

Mr. President, I would particularly
like to thank the distinguished Sen-
ators from Michigan and Pennsylvania
for their support in this effort. and also
Senator HtJTCHISON of Texas for her
hard work in putting this effort to-
gether.

I thank the Chair. I yield the floor.
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, will the

Senator yield for a question?
Mr. FRIST. Yes. sir.
Mr. ROTH. Does the fact that you are

here asking that the President sign
these waivers demonstrate the urgent
need for welfare reform?
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Mr. FRIST. That is correct. And

States are calling Out for this reform
at the State level, and at the national
level. These are waivers that have been
promised to these States to be consid-
ered within 30 days. We need to fulfill
that promise.

Mr. ROTH. And those waivers would
not be necessary under our reform leg-
islation?

Mr. FRIST. That is correct. The bu-
reaucratic nightmare, the barriers that
are placed with these States, would be
removed by this piece of legislation.

Mr. ROtH. I thank the Senator for
his answers.

Mr. FORD. Will the Senator yield for
an additional question. Mr. President?

Mr. FRIST. Yes.
Mr. FORD. Is it not true that this

President has issued 67 waivers to 40
States, more than any President has is-
sued?

Mr. FRIST. That is correct; 16 States
are waived now, all over 30 days at this
point; 22 waiver requests are pending at
this very minute.

I would like to yield 10 minutes to
my colleague from Michigan.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Michigan is recognized.

Mr. ABRAHAM. Thank you, Mr.
President.

Mr. President, I rise to join my col-
leagues from Tennessee and Pennsylva-
ma and other States, all of whom are
trying find themselves in the same po-
sition as we do in Michigan. States
across America know best how to deal
with the problems of the people who
live in those States. Places like Michi-
gan. Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, Ten-
nessee, Texas, and many otherjurisdic-
tions have attempted to address the
problems of their most needy citizens
in thoughtful ways designed to try to
the best degree possible move people
from dependency on government pro-
grams to the economic ladder.

In Michigan we have been doing a va-
r-iety of things over the past few years
on a bipartisan basis; I would add to
my to establish a set of programs that
will work. These programs will work in
Michigan. They might not work in
Tennessee, or they might not work in
New Hampshire. They might not work
in Kentucky. or Pennsylvania. They
are designed to work in Michigan. That
is the way we believe welfare reform
needs to be addressed, giving States
the kind of flexibility to design pro-
grams best able to serve the constitu-
encies in their jurisdictions.

It is interesting. The legislation
which recently passed in Michigan with
respect to welfare reform passed the
Michigan State senate by a vote of 30
to 7. It passed the State house of rep-
resentatives by a margin of 85 to 22. I
promise my fellow Senators that is not
a reflection of the partisan makeup of
those legislative chambers. A 30-to-7
vote in the Michigan Senate and 85-to-
22 vote in the Michigan House of Rep-
resentatives reflects an overwhelming
bipartisan decision to put in place a set
of welfare reforms that will work for
our State. That is what has happened.

These reforms come on the heels of
others that have been implemented in
the last 2 years. The results of Michi-
gans welfare reforms to date haye been
very impressive. Michigan's AF'bC
caseload has dropped from 221,000 cases
in September 1992 to 176,000 cases in
May 1996. a decrease of 45.000. The cur-
rent AFDC caseload level is the lowest
in nearly 25 years in Michigan. The
caseload in our State have decreased
for 26 straight months, and has fallen
by more than 20 percent over the past
2 years. During fiscal year 1994 alone,
nearly 30,000 individuals were placed
into employment and since September
1992 over 90,000 AFDC cases have been
closed as a result of earned income
from employment.

In addition, by January 1996 the num-
ber of cases with earned income had
risen 31.1 percent compared to the 15.7
percent of cases with earned income in
September 1992.

Mr. President, this reflects a success-
ful effort undertaken on a bipartisan
basis in my State of Michigan designed
to address the concerns and the prob-
lems of the neediest people in our
State. We believe we have the best in-
sight into solving Michigan's prob-
lems—a better insight than anyone in
other States, and certainly a better in-
sight than those in the bureaucracies
in Washington.

For that reason. Mr. President, Ijoin
in this amendment. We want to give
Michigan the chance to go further, to
continue the success that we have had,
to build on that success to try to make
sure that everybody in Michigan who
in any sense desires the opportunity to
move onto the economic ladder gets
the chance to do so. So that is why I

join in this amendment.
The legislation which was passed in

Michigan that became then the waiver
sought from the Federal Government
and that is part of this amendment
here tonight is, I think, the right solu-
tion for our State. It is what the people
of Michigan on a bipartisan basis have
said is the right solution for our State.
It frees us to give us the flexibility to
move forward and solve people's prob-
lems rather than spending too much
time solving problems created by bu-
re aucracy.

Just to put that in perspective. we
did a study in Michigan. We talked to
the people on the front lines in the so-
cial services department which we now
call the Family independence depart-
ment. We discovered, interestingly.
that two-thirds of the time of the folks
whose job it is to help people get out of
dependency is spent not helping people
get out of dependency but is spent han-
dling paperwork and redtape. most of it
emanating from Washington, and only
one-third of this time is spent trying to
actually assist the folks who they are
trying to help.

Our legislation will try to put the
priorities where they ought to be. The
proposal that we include in this amend-
ment. this waiver that was sought, in-
cludes a number of innovations that
will assist Michigan.
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It will require attendance for all

adult AFDC, food stamp, and State
general assistance applicants or recipi-
ents at a joint orientation meeting
with the family independence agency
and Michigan's Jobs Commission per-
sonnel as a condition of eligibility.

It will require recipients to enter
into a family independence contract.

It will require compliance with work
activity requirements within 60 days.

Failure to comply will result in the
loss of the family independence and
AFDC benefits, and food stamps for a
minimum of 1 month, and until there is
compliance with work requirements.

It will require teen parents to live in
an adult supervised setting and stay in
school. Failure to comply will result in
case closure.

The proposal includes many other
similar programs designed to place in-
centives into the structure for people
who, in fact. want to get out of depend-
ency and onto the economic ladder.
But at the same time our waiver is de-
signed to give people some of the tools
they need to be on that ladder.

It provides greater employment-re-
lated services. guaranteed access to
child care. guaranteed transportation
so people can get to the jobs we hope to
create and make available to them, and
guaranteed access to health care for
anyone leaving welfare for work—in
short, assistance and incentives for
those seeking employment just as we
also include increased responsibility
for individuals receiving assistance.

Third. our program will remove un-
necessary and overly burdensome regu-
lations; provides a vastly simplified ap-
plication form reduced from the cur-
rent 30 pages down to 6; provides for
the most dramatic simplification of
AFDC food stamp and medical assist-
ance anywhere in the country, and it
streamlines services by establishing a
single point of contact with the welfare
office for each welfare recipient regard-
less of the mix of benefits received.

Finally. the program encompassed in
this amendment will strengthen fami-
lies and increase community involve-
ment.

It provides additional funding for
prevention services to help keep chil-
dren safe and strengthen families.

And. it will allow faith-based organi-
zations to work with communities to
address the needs of welfare recipients.

In short. it is a balanced approach
tailor-made to assist those in Michigan
who are needy, and those in Michigan
who are currently dependent on Gov-
ernment support in the best way we
can craft to get out of that dependency
and onto the economic ladder.

We recognize how to do this in Michi-
gan for our citizens. We have developed
a plan that has moved us a long way in
the right direction.

If we were given the opportunities
created by the waiver we have sought.
which we embody in this amendment.
we think we can go the final steps it
takes to give the people in our State
opportunity regardless of where they
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live, regardless of economic condition,
and regardless of their current status.
We will give them hope.

That is what I believe this overall
welfare reform bill before us is de-
signed to do, to give States the flexibil-
ity, to give States the opportunity to
design programs that will work for
them, not programs that work in one
State but programs that work individ-
ually State by State. not programs
dreamed up in Washington but pro-
grams designed in State capitals and in
major cities of this country for the
people who live in those communities.

For that reason, I strongly support
this amendment. I believe that if
Michigan, Tennessee. Pennsylvania,
Wisconsin, and other States are given
this flexibility, given the chance to
have the programs they have designed
put into place. it will create the kind
of opportunity we want for every
American citizen.

For that reason, I strongly support
the amendment. I thank the Senator
from Tennessee for bringing it before
us this evening.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

Mr. HARKIN addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who

yields time?
Mr. FORD. Mr. President, how much

time does this side have?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The side

of the Senator from Kentucky has 22'/2
minutes and the Senator from Ten-
nessee has 10 minutes.

Mr. FORD. Mr. President, I have just
had an opportunity to sit down and
read this amendment. I have operated
as a Governor and understand what
Governors like to say and what Gov-
ernors like to do. Governors want the
money now at the higher level but
when we start decreasing the amount
of funds the State receives, it is going
to be difficult for them to reduce their
expenditures or reduce the number, and
so we find that is going to be somewhat
difficult for them to do.

I have some problem with us micro-
managing any program. Mr. President,
I looked at these projects that are
here. Some of them sound good, others
not necessarily. Fraud Detection
Project, that sounds interesting. Ac-
tively Creating Tomorrow for Families
Demonstration. I do not know, are you
supposed to look at these and just ap-
prove them without studying them
some? AFDC Barrier Removal Project;
Intentional Program Violation Dem-
onstration. Single Parent Employment
Demonstration, Work-Not-Welfare and
Pay For Performance, New Opportuni-
ties and New Responsibilities Dem-
onstration.

Now, I am hopeful that we can get a
welfare bill that the President will
sign. We hear a lot about 80-something
to a few votes for a bill that we passed.
If that bill had gone to the President's
desk, my judgment is that he would
have signed it. I think we are close to
getting a bill that will be signed. I am
one who wants to vote for welfare re-
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form. I hope we can listen to Senators
like the Senator from Louisiana and
others who are trying to protect chil-
dren. I think we have gone much, much
too far in trying to be harsh on parents
and then in turn being harsh on chil-
dren.

So. Mr. President, in listening to the
Governors, the other side of the aisle,
the Republicans are not listening to
the Governors except in certain cases
where they want to listen to them. We
have endorsements of the National
Governors' Conference as it relates to
vouchers and the amendment of the
Senator from Louisiana. The Gov-
ernors have endorsed that. But they do
not pay any attention to that one. We
are going to be against it. I think it is
wrong. So now the Governors want all
this. Are we supposed to flip over and
say, yes? You did not do that when I
was Governor. I had to come up here
and cry a little bit, shed some crocodile
tears, try to get something more for
my State.

So I hope we will not try to micro-
manage this particular operation. As I
say, the President has issued 67 waivers
to 40 States. But none of these waivers,
in my opinion, in reading them, are all
directly welfare connected. Maybe they
are. But some of the programs as they
are listed lead me—work first, I like
that. I like Gov. McWherters program
in Tennessee. I thought Governor Ned
McWherter did a good job. It took a lot
of bumps; it took a lot of skin off his
back, as we say politically, but I
thought Governor McWherter did a
goodjob in Tennessee.

So since I am here standing in for
others, I hope that we will be very
careful with the vote as it relates to
micromanaging welfare. If we are going
to give it to the States, let us give it to
the States and let us do it in a bill; let
us do it legislatively; let us do it statu-
torily, and let us not start telling the
President what to do and what not to
do, because their President did not do
nearly as well as this President. You
have to look at the number ofjobs that
we have had. That reduces the amount
of welfare in a State—more jobs, less
welfare. And I can take credit for un-
employment being at a low level in my
State. We are doing great. We have so
many people off welfare. We are saving
this kind of money. All these programs
are working. But if the economy is
good, Mr. President. then all States are
going to look good, and as of now the
economy is good and all States are
faring somewhat better.

I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who

yields time?
Mr. FRIST addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Tennessee.
Mr. FRIST. I understand we have 10

minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator is correct.
Mr. FREST. I yield 8 minutes to the

Senator from Pennsylvania.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Pennsylvania is recognized
for 8 minutes.

Mr. SANTORtJM. I thank my friend
from Tennessee. I will not take the en-
tire 8 minutes. I rise in support of this
amendment.

I ask unanimous consent that Sen-
ator BOND from Missouri be added as a
cosponsor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. SANTORUM. In fact, Senator
BOND has introduced legislation, frank-
ly, that goes further than the sense of
the Senate. Senator BONDs legislation
would actually move the Senate to ap-
prove of the Wisconsin waiver and a
bill similar to what passed in the
House of Representatives, passed
through the Senate and actually forced
the President's hand on the Wisconsin
waiver.

That is the most publicized waiver,
frankly, because the President said,
and I will quote his words, in his Presi-
dential radio address back on May 18:

All in all, Wisconsin has the making of a
solid, bold welfare reform plan. We should
get it done.

"Get it done," meaning approve the
waiver.

I pledge that my administration will work
with Wisconsin to make an effective transi-
tion to a new vision of welfare based on
work, that protects children and does right
by working people and their families.

That is what the President said. He
said he wanted to do it with the waiv-
er. He said he was for the waiver. In
fact, he went so far as to make it the
real focus of his radio address to the
American public. Unfortunately, his
administration has not approved those
waivers yet. He set an artificial dead-
line, he has for quite some time, of a
30-day turnaround on all waiver re-
quests by the States. He, as the Sen-
ator from Tennessee mentioned, has
not met that 30-day requirement re-
cently. In fact, we have the Wisconsin
plan and here we are in the middle of
July and he has not approved what is
now a 12-month-old waiver request.

Unfortunately, we learn that while
the President is still running around
the country talking about how good
the Wisconsin plan is, the President's
people are saying that they are not
going to approve the plan, which led
Governor Thompson the other day
down at the National Governors' Asso-
ciation to say, We are sort of shaking
our heads, not knowing what's going
on, who to believe."

Well, in the end, I always found that
it is best policy to believe what you
see, not what you hear from this ad-
ministration. And what you see from
this administration is not approving
your waiver. That is pretty concrete
evidence of whether you are going to
get it approved or not. The fact that
they are not approving it, in effect, the
bureaucrats in the administration are
saying the likelihood of your getting
through the approval process is not
good. And it is not a simple approval
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process. It sounds like these waivers
are no big deal: everybody gets them
approved. Remember, these get ap-
proved; they get modified; they get al-
tered a little bit: they have to sort of
work with the Federal Government to
make changes that they in the Federal
Government believe is best for the
State. In the case of Wisconsin, in
order to put the plan in effect, the
State requested waivers from 83 Fed-
eral provisions administered by HHS.
So they needed 83 separate decisions by
the Department of Health and Human
Services to get those waivers. They
needed five from the Department of
Agriculture to get their overall waiver
approved by the Federal Government.
This is no small task. It is a task that,
under our bill, the bill that is before
the Senate right now, would be unnec-
essary

The Senator from Delaware. I think
accurately and perceptively, ques-
tioned the Senator from Tennessee
about whether this bill would make all
of this rather expensive, time-consum-
ing and inefficient process of waivers
necessary in the future. If. in fact, we
are going to use the States, as the
States have been used recently, as in-
cubators for changing the welfare sys-
tem, we should give them more flexi-
bility in dealing with this program.

We should give them the opportunity
to design programs that fit their needs,
not judged by people in Washington
who maybe have never set foot in that
State, who do not know the particular
problems in the communities, but by
people who represent those commu-
nities, as Senator A8RJ.j was talk-
ing about, the State legislators who
live in those communities who rep-
resent those people in a much smaller
area, in a district in those States—
those are the people who should make
decisions about what the welfare sys-
tem should look like: not people at
Health and Human Services

So one of the reasons I wanted to
sign on to this effort was to highlight
the inconsistencies_not surprising to
my mind—but the inconsistencies be-
tween what the President says and
what the President has done on one of
the most important issues before us,
which is welfare reform. We have, obvi-
ously, the President's record overall on
what he says and what he does on wel-
fare, which is he runs television com-
mercials all over the country saying he
is for welfare reform and then every
chance he has to sign welfare reform,
he finds a reason to veto it. I hope this
is not the case this time around. I am
confident we will send him a bill that
he certainly can sign. The question is
whether he will sign it, but he cer-
tamly will talk a good game up until
that point. But when the rubber hits
the road, whether it is waivers or
whether it is the actual bill. the Presi-
dent has fallen short in the area of wel-
fare reform.

Part of my reason for cosponsoring
this legislation is that Pennsylvania
has just recently passed welfare reform

legislation. They are going to be re-
questing a couple of waivers from the
Federal Government. They will be sub-
mitting them shortly. I am hopeful the
President will go along With• what
Pennsylvania has wanted to do with
Governor Ridge's plan to reform the
welfare system and Medicaid system.
To try to reduce the strain on the
State budget. frankly, is one reason:
but also to provide a better future for
the people in Pennsylvania who are on
welfare.

So I congratulate the Senator from
Tennessee for his efforts. I hope we can
approve this amendment and send a
very strong signal we want the admin-
istration to move more quickly and
more efficiently when it comes to
granting waivers.

I reserve the remainder of our time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who

yields time? The Senator from Ten-
nessee.

AMENDMENT NO. 4914, A5 MODIFIED
Mr. FRIST. Mr. President, I yield

myself 1 minute. I ask unanimous con-
sent to modify my amendment No.
4914. I send that modificatjon to the
desk. As part of that unanimous con-
sent, I ask that Senator Bor'ID be added
as a cosponsor

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request? Without ob-
jection. it is so ordered.

The amendment as modified is as fol-
lows:

At the appropriate place. add the following
new Section:
SEC. . 5EN5E OF CONGRESs

(a) FINDINGs—Congress finds that—
(1) the Secretary of Health and Human

Services has not approved in a timely man-
ner. State waiver requests for programs car-
ried out under part A of title IV of the Social
Security Act or other Federal law providing
needs-based or income-based benefits (re-
ferred to in this resolution as "welfare re-
form programs");

(2) valuable time is running out for these
States which need to obtain the waivers in
order to implement the changes as planned:

(3) across the country there are 16 States.
with 22 waiver requests for welfare reform
programs, awaiting approval of the requests
by the Secretary of Health and Human Serv-
ices;

(4) on July 21. 1995. in Burlington. Ver-
mont, President Clinton promised the Gov-
ernors that the Secretary of Health and
Human Services would approve their waiver
requests within 30 days; and

(5) despite the President's promise. the av-
erage delay in approving such a waiver re-
quest is currently 210 days and some of the
waiver requests have been pending since 1994.

(b) SENsE OF CONcS5.—It is the sense of
Congress that the President should ensure
that the Secretary of Health and Human
Services approves the following waiver re-
quests for Georgia—Jobs First Project. sub-
mitted 715/94; Georgia—Fraud Detection
Project, submitted 711/96: Indiana—Impacting
Families Welfare Reform Dem onstl-ation.
submitted 12/14195; Kansas—Actively Creat.
ing Tomorrow for Families Demonstration.
submitted 7/26/94; Michigan—To Strengthen
Michigan Families. submitted 6127/96; Min-
nesota—Work First Program. submitted 4/4/
96; Minrlesota_AFDC Barrier Removal
Project, submitted 4/4/96; New York—
Learnfare Program, submitted 5131/96: New
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York—International Program, Violation
Demonstration, submitted 5/31/96; Okla-
homa—Welfare Self-Sufficiency Initiative.
submitted 10127/95; Pennsylvania—School At-
tendance Improvement Program, submitted
9/12/94: Pennsylvania—Savings for Education
Program. submitted 12/29/94: Tennessee—
Families First, submitted 4/30/96; Utah—Sin-
gle Parent Employment Demonstration, sub-mitted 7/2/96: Virginia—Virginia Independ-
ence Program, submitted 5/24/96; Wisconsin—
Work Not Welfare and Pay for Performance,
submitted 5/29196; And Wyoming-_New Oppor-
tunities and New Re5pon5ibiljties_Phe II.
submitted 5/13196: California—Assistance
Payment Demonstration Project, submitted
3/13/96: California—Work Pays Demonstra-
tion Project. submitted 11/9/94; Hawaii—Pur.
suit of New Opportunities submitted 5/7/96:
West Virginia—West Virginia Works, sub-
mitted 711/96.

Mr. FORD. Mr. President. I am about
to yield back what time we have. Is the
Senator yielding his time?

Mr. FRIST. I, too, am ready to yield
back.

Mr President, I ask for the yeas and
nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. FORD. Mr. President, we have an

amendment that has been agreed to. I
ask unanimous consent the Senator
from Massachusetts [Mr. KERRY], be
given 60 seconds to offer his amend-
ment and get it modified so it could be
passed.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

Mr. FORD. I thank the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Massachusetts is recognized.
AMENDMENT NO. 49J3. A5 MODIFIED

Mr. KERRY. Mr. President, I call up
my amendment on child poverty which
was submitted earlier tonight. I ask
unanimous consent this amendment be
modified in a manner that has been
agreed to by both sides. I send the
modification to the desk.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

The Senator from Massachusetts EMr.
KERRYJ proposes an amendment numbered
4913, as modified.

Mr. KERRY. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
Section 413 of the Social Security Act, as

added by section 2103, is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new sub-
section:

(h) CHILD POvERTY RATEs.—
(1) IN CENERAL.—Not later than 90 days

after the date of the enactment of this part,
and annually thereafter, the chief executive
officer of a State shall submit to the Sec-
retary a statement of the child poverty rate
in the State as of such date of enactment orthe date of such subsequent statements.
Such subsequent statements shall include
the change in such rate from the previous
statement, if any.

(2) INcRsE iN RATE.—
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(A) IN GEiL.—Wjth respect to a State

that submits a statement under paragraph
{1) that indicates an increase of 5 percent or
more in the child poverty rate of the State
from the previous statement as a result of
the changes made by the Act, the State
shall, not later than 90 days after the date of
such statement, prepare and submit to the
Secretary a corrective action plan in accord-
ance with paragraph (3).

(3) CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN.—
(A) IN GENERAL—A corrective action plan

bmitted under paragraph (2) shall outline
that manner in which the State will reduce
the child poverty rate within the State. The
3lan shall include a description of the ac-
tions to be taken by the State under such
plan.

(B) CONSULTATION ABOUT MODIFICAT]ONS.—
During the 60-day period that begins with
the date the Secretary receives the correc-
tive action plan of a State under subpara-
gaph (A), the Secretary may consult with
the State on modifications to the plan.

(C) ACCEPTANCE OF PLA.—A corrective
action plan submitted by a State in accord-
ance with subparagraph (A) is deemed to be
accepted by the Secretary if the Secretary
does not accept or reject the plan during 60-
day period that begins on the date the plan
is submitted.

"(4) COMPLIANCE WITH PLAN.—
'(A) IN GENERAL.—A State that submits a

corrective action plan under this subsection
shall continue to implement such plan until
such time as the Secretary makes the deter-
mination described in subparagraph (B).

(B) DETERMINATION.—A determination de-
sibed in this subparagraph is a determina-
on that the child poverty rate for the State
involved has fallen to. and not exceeded for
a period of 2 consecutive years. a rate that is
not greater thaz the rate contained in the
most recent statement submitted by the
State under paragraph (1) which did not trig-
ger the application of paragraph (2).

(C) LABOR SURPLUS AREA.—With respect
to a State that submits a corrective action
plan under paragraph (2) (B) such plan shall
continue to be implemented until the area
involved is no longer designated as a Labor
Surplus Area.

(5) METH000LOGy.—The Secretary shall
promulgate regulations establishing the
methodology by which a State shall deter-
mine the child poverty rate within such
State. Such methodology shall, with respect
to a State. take into account factors includ-
in the number of children who receive free
o reduced-price lunches, the number of food
stamp households, and the county by county
tiniates of children in poverty as deter-
mined by the Census Bureau.

Mr. KERRY. Mr. President. the wel-
fare bill before us today would allow
States to experiment with various wel-
fare poliCies. Many States may imple-
ment innovative welfare policies to
move parents from welfare to work.
But if we are sending Federal money to
States. if we are going to take this risk
and allow States to experiment, let's
be sure that Child poverty does not in-
crease.

This amendment, which I introducing
with Senator MURRAY, says that if
Child poverty increases in a State after
the date of enactment of this welfare
bill, that State would be required to
submit a Corrective action plan.

There is nothing more important to
this debate than constantly reminding
ourselves that our focus is—or ought to
be—this Nation's children. That was
the focus when under Franklin Roo-
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sevelt's leadership title TV—A of the So-
cial Security Act was originally en-
acted. The objective here is to help im-
poverished children.

Let me acknowledge right up front
that this amendment will be subject to
a point of order under the Byrd rule
and will require 60 votes to pass. I want
to say to my Republican colleagues
that it is outrageous that we are debat-
ing welfare reform under budget rec-
onciliation rules. We should not be con-
sidering such major changes affecting
millions of children and families and
cutting more than $60 billion from
human service programs under budget
rules that make almost any sub-
stantive amendment out of order.
There is no reason to debate welfare re-
form under budget reconciliation ex-
cept for the majority to make it sig-
nificantly harder to make any changes
to this bill, even changes supported by
a majority of members. But despite
this unreasonable hurdle erected by the
majority party, we must attempt to
remedy problems in the bill.

What does this amendment do? This
amendment says that if the most re-
cent State child poverty rate exceeds
the level for the previous year by 5 per-
cent or more then the State would
have to submit to the HHS Secretary
within 90 days a corrective action plan
describing the actions the State shall
take to reduce child poverty rates.

Mr. President. I want to be clear that
this amendment in no way intrudes on
a State's ability to design its own wel-
fare program. State flexibility would
not be decreased in any way. This
amendment simply says that if a
State's welfare system increases child
poverty, that State must take correc-
tive action.

Mr. President, there are many very
different views of welfare in this Cham-
ber. But I believe all of us regardless of
party can agree on two things at least:
we can all agree that the child poverty
rate in this country is too high. The
fact is that 15.3 million U.S. children
live in poverty. This means that more
than one in five children—21.8 per-
cent—live in poverty. In Massachu-
setts. there are more than 176.000 chil-
dren who live in poverty. And despite
the stereotypes, Mr. President, the ma-
jority of America's poor children are
white—9.3 million—and live in rural or
suburban areas—8.4 million—rather
than central cities—6.9 million.

The other thing on which we can all
agree. because it is a fact rather than
an opinion, is that the child poverty
rate in this country is dramatically
higher than the rate in other major in-
dustrialized countries. According to an
excellent, comprehensive recent report
by an international research group
called the Luxembourg Income Study.
the child poverty rate in the United
Kingdom is less than half our rate, 9.9
percent. the rate in France is less than
one-third of our rate. 6.5 percent. and
the rate in Denmark 3.3 percent is
about one-sixth our rate.

Mr. President we know that poverty
is bad for children, This should be obvi-
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ous. Nobel Prize-winning economist
Robert Solow and the Children's De-
fense Fund recently conducted the
first-ever long-term impact of child
poverty. They found that their lowest
estimate was that the future cost to
society of a single year of poverty for
the 15 million poor children is $36 bil-
lion in lost output per worker. When
they included lost work hours, lower
skills, and other labor market dis-
advantages related to poverty, they
found that the future cost to society
was $177 billion.

With this amendment. I want to
make sure that, at the very least, if a
State's welfare plan increases child
poverty—instead of increasing the
number of parents moving from welfare
to work and self-sufficiency—that
State will take immediate steps to
refocus its program.

Mr. President, I also want to say that
I hope that our extremist colleagues on
the House side do not ultimately pre-
vail again in conference. Thisffort to
reform welfare should not be scuttled
by a conference report they call wel-
fare reform but that children will only
know as their ticket to empty stom-
achs and hopelessness.

Mr. President, I want to thank Chair-
man Rom and his staff, Senator MOW-
NIHAN and his staff, and Senator EXON
and his staff for their assistance and
their willingness to accept this amend-
ment that I believe will benefit chil-
dren across the Nation.

Mr. President, as we know, the child
poverty rate in the United States is
dramatically higher than that in other
industrial countries. It is in our obvi-
ous interest, in whatever we do with
respect to welfare reform, that what-
ever we do here not increase that rate.

This seeks, by agreement on both
sides. to simply measure where we are
today with respect to child poverty
and, if there is an ascertainable dif-
ference as a consequence of the meas-
ures of this act that increases it, then
the Secretary of Health and Human
Services has the ability to ask that
particular State to come up with a
remedy. There is no forced remedy.
There is no mandate, It is simply a re-
quirement to try to deal with the obvi-
ous negative consequences or unin-
tended consequence of anything we
might do here.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator has expired.

If there be no further debate, the
question is on agreeing to the amend-
ment.

The amendment (No. 4913). as modi-
fied, was agreed to.

Mr. FORD. Mr. President, I move to
reconsider the vote.

Mr. KERRY. I move to lay that mo-
tion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

Mr. KERRY. I thank my colleagues.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Iowa.
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AMENDMENT NO. 491$

(Purpose: To require each family receiving
assistance under the State program funded
under part A of title IV of the Social Secu-
rity Act to enter into a personal respon-
sibility agreement)
Mr. HARXIN. Mr. President, I have a

couple of amendments. I send the first
one to the desk and ask for its imme-
diate consideration. I send this amend-
-ment to the desk on behalf of myself
and Senator COATS of Indiana.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

The Senator from Iowa Mr. HARKINI, for
himself and Mr. COATS, proposes an amend-
ment numbered 4915.

Mr. HARKIN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
Section 408 of the Social Security Act, as

added by section 2103. is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new sub-
section:

Cd) STATE REQUIRED To ENTER INTO A PER-
SONAL RESP0NsISIU-j-y AGREEMENT WITH
EACH FAMILY RECEIVING ASSISTANCE.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Each State to which a
grant is made under section 403 shall require
each family receiving assistance under the
State program funded under this part to
enter into a personal responsibility agree-
ment (as develooed by the State) with the
State.

(2) PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY AGREE-
?s(ENT.—For purposes of this subsection, the
term 'personal responsibility agreement'
means a binding contract between the State
and each family receiving assistance under
the State program funded under this partthat-

"(A) contains a statement that public as-
sistance is not intended to be a way of life.
but is intended as temporary assistance to
help the family achieve sell-sufficiency and
personal independence;

'(B) outlines the steps each family and the
State will take to get the family off of wel-
fare and to become self-sufficient, including
an employment goal for the individual and a
plan for promptly moving the individual into
paid employment:

"(C) specifies a negotiated time-limited pe-
riod of eligibility for receipt of assistance
that is consistent with unique family cir-
curnstances and is based on a reasonable plan
to facilitate the transition of the family to
seff-sufficiency

(D) provides for the imposition of sanc-
tions if the individual refuses to sign the
agreement or does not comply with the
terms of the agreement, which may include
loss or reduction of cash benefits:

(E) provides that the contract shall be in-
valid if the State agency fails to comply
with the contract: and

"(F) provides that the individual agrees
not to abuse illegal drugs or other sub-
stances that would interfere with the ability
of the individual to become self-sufficient, or
provide for a referral for substance abuse
treatment if necessary to increase the em-
ployability of the individual.

(3) A55E55MENT.—The State agency shall
provide, through a case manager. an initial
and thorough assessment of the skills, prior
work experience, and employability of each
parent for use in developing and negotiating
a personal responsibility contract.

(4) DIsPUTE RESOLUTION.—The State agen-
cy shall establish a dispute resolution proce-

dure for disputes related to participation in
the personal responsibility contract that
provides the opportunity for a hearing.

Mr. HARKIN. Mr. President, when in-
dividuals are hired for a job they are
handed ajob description. ajob descrip-
tion which outlines their responsibil-
ities so on day one they know what is
expected in order to earn a paycheck.
However, when individuals go into a
welfare office to sign up for benefits,
they fill out an application and then
the Government sends them a check.
There is no job description, nothing is
expected on day one. The individual
goes home and collects a check. I be-
lieve that is wrong. It saps an individ-
ual's self-esteem and makes a family
dependent.

We must fundamentally change the
way we think about welfare. We should
be guided by common sense and build a
system based on a foundation of re-
sponsibility. If you want a check, you
must earn it and you must follow the
job description. We need to stop look-
ing at welfare as a Government give-
away program. Instead, welfare should
be a contract, demanding mutual re-
sponsibility between the Government
and the individual receiving the bene-
fits. The contract should outline the
steps a recipient will take to become
self-sufficient, and also a date certain
by which benefits will end. Responsibil-
ity should begin on day one. and bene-
fits should be conditioned on compli-
ance with the terms of the contract.
Essentially, the contract would outline
the responsibilities for an individual,
just like a job description outlines a
worker's duties. It builds greater ac-
countability in the welfare system and
sends the clear message that welfare as
usual is no more.

A binding contract of this nature
makes common sense, and it works.
Here is how I know. The Family Invest-
ment Agreement. or contract. is the
centerpiece of Iowa's innovative wel-
fare reform program. The agreement or
the contract is negotiated between in-
dividual recipients and their case
workers. Failure to negotiate and sign
a Family Investment Agreement or to
refuse to follow its terms results in
elimination of welfare benefits.

I meet with welfare recipients and
their case workers on a regular basis in
Iowa. I always ask them what they
think about the requirement for this
contract. An overwhelming number
credit the contract for creating a fun-
damental change of the welfare system
in Iowa, change which has meant fewer
families on welfare and an increase in
the number of families working and
earning income and a decrease in the
amount of money spent on cash grants.
The results have been truly impressive
in Iowa.

Caseworkers say the family invest-
ment agreement, or contract, has
helped them guide families off welfare.
Welfare recipients often say it is the
first time that anyone ever asked them
about their goals. and with the con-
tract, they get a clear picture of ex-
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actly what is expected of them. That is
an important first step toward making
families self-sufficient.

The amendment I am offering with
Senator COATS is simple. It builds on
the successful reforms that are going
on in our States: that welfare recipi-
ents negotiate and sign an agreement
which outlines what will be done to
move off welfare. A similar amendment
was included in last year's bipartisan
Senate bill. That bill we adopted 87 to
12. This would be a good improvement
to the pending bill. Some changes were
made in that amendment at the sug-
gestion of Senator COATS, very good
changes. I might add.

So I urge my colleagues to support
that amendment.

Mr. President. I do not know if this
amendment is going to be agreed to or
not. There is some talk that it will be.
We do not really know yet.

I ask unanimous consent that if this
amendment is not agreed to that it be
put over until Tuesday so that Senator
COATS can speak on it. He could not be
here this evening. So I ask unanimotis
consent that it be put over, that the
vote on it be put over until Tuesday.
and I will ask for the yeas and nays.
which, if it is accepted. we can vitiate
the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the unanimous consent re—
quest?

Mr. HARKIN. Let me rephrase that
request. I ask unanimous-consent that
this amendment, if it is not accepted.
be put over to a vote until Tuesday so
that Senator COATS might speak on it.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? Without objection. it is so
ordered.

Mr. HARKIN. I ask for the yeas and
nays on the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There appears to be a sufficient sec-
ond.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. HARKIN. Mr. President. I still

hope the amendment will be accepted
after it is looked at. I do want to thank
Senator COATS for his help in crafting
this amendment and making changes
to it. Again. I still hope it will be ac-
cepted. As I said, something similar to
it was adopted unanimously on the bill
we put through last fall.

Mr. HARKIN. Mr. President, I have a
second amendment. It will not take
very long.

AMENDMENT NO. 4916

(Purpose: To strike amendments to child
nutrition requirements)

Mr. HARKIN. I send an amendment
to the desk and ask for its immediate
consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report the amendment.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

The Senator from Iowa LMr. HARKINI pro-
poses an amendment numbered 4916.

Strike section 1253.
Mr. HARKIN. Mr. President, this

amendment would strike the provision
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in the bill that eliminates the existing
program of grants for initiating or ex-
panding school breakfast or summer

• food programs. The provision in the
bill has nothing to do with welfare re-
form. It is merely killing a good pro-
gram to save only a relatively small
amount of money in terms of the total
amount of money involved in this bill.

In fact, I believe this provision in the
bill will actually hinder welfare re-
form, because it will mean more kids
will be hungry during the school year
and over the summer months. That is a
circumstance that will make it harder
for that family to get off welfare.

Many children having the greatest
need for school breakfast and summer
food assistance do not get the oppor-
tunity they should have to receive the
benefits of these valuable programs.
Currently. about 12 million low-income
children take part in the School Lunch
Program. Only about 5.5 million chil-
ciren participate in the School Break-
fast Program. and the number of par-
ticipants in the Summer Food Program
is only about 2 million.

What these numbers mean is that a
large proportion of low-income chil-
dren who benefit from the School
Lunch Program do not benefit from the
School Breakfast Program and even
fewer from the summer food program.
Less than half of the low-income kids
getting school lunches now receive
breakfasts and less than 20 percent of
low-income kids in the lunch program
receive summer meals. There are many
children who cannot take part in these
very important programs because they
simply are not available in their neigh-
borhoods due to a lack of community
resources.

Startup and expansion funds have
proven themselves as a means to get
these programs going in neighbor-
hoods. What this program does is pro-
vide modest amounts of assistance to
allow schools and summer food spon-
sors to get programs started or expand
them in low-income areas. The school
may need, for example, some equip-
ment or some other resource that will
help them deliver meals to hungry
kids. There is no other program that is
in existence to help out on these equip-
ment and infrastructure needs. This is
the only one.

The School Breakfast Startup and
Expansion Program was begun by Con-
gress to provide competitive grants for
one-time expenses associated with
starting a School Breakfast Program
in individual schools. In 1994, the start-
up and expansion program was mod i-
fled and made permanent and made to
cover both school breakfast and the
summer food programs.

The first grants under the new guide-
lines were announced in June of 1995,
just last year. Forty-eight States have
applied for grants; 31 States have re-
ceived funding under this program. So
it is needed, and it is helping to im-
prove access of low-income kids to nu-
tritious breakfasts and summer meals
across the country.
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There has been a resounding consen-

sus from State departments of edu-
cation that the availability of these
funds has played a major role in in-
creasing the availability of school
breakfast and summer food programs
to low-income kids. These funds are for
one-time startup costs. Funding does
not go on and on and on. but it pro-
vides schools and sponsors with the
seed funds necessary to start or'to ex-
pand to new sites these proven nutri-
tion programs for children.

These startup and expansion funds
have meant the difference between
needy children going hungry in the
morning—because their schools are too
poor to afford the startup costs of a
breakfast program—and children ready
to learn after eating a school break-
fast.

This bill that we have before us cuts
spending by over $50 billion. My
amendment would only have a minus-
cule effect on the magnitude of those
savings. Mr. President, I submit that
the cost in human terms, the cost in
diminished futures for our Nation's
children is far too high to pay in order
to achieve the relatively minor spend-
ing reductions associated with the pro-
vision that my amendment strikes. By
striking this provision, my amendment
will ensure we continue to make a
modest, sound investment in the nutri-
tion, health, education and future of
our children.

Finally. Mr. President, I believe that
this amendment will actually save
money in the long run, because kids
who are well-nourished grow up
healthy. They are able to learn and ac-
quire the skills they need to live as
productive members of society. That
means less welfare dependency, less
crime, less poor health and less cost to
our society in dealing with the various
ills that result from poor nutrition and
stunted human development.

Mr. SANTORUTvI addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Pennsylvania is recognized.
Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President, I

rise in opposition to the Harkin amend-
ment. The underlying provision that
the Harkin amendment attempts to
amend actually has some commonality
here, bipartisan support. I should say.

The President, in his most recent
welfare reform proposal, contained a
provision to repeal the expansion
grants. the grants that the Senator
from Iowa wants to put back in.

In addition, the Democratic sub-
stitute which we voted on earlier today
also repealed expansion grants. And I
think the reason was that these expan-
sion grants. at least for the school
breakfast program, have been around
for 6 or 7 years. With 6 or 7 years. that
is a fair amount of time to have those
grants on the table to use to grow the
program. If they have not grown by
now, they are probably not going to
grow with respect to the summer food
program. It has not been widely used.

The Senator from Iowa mentioned 31
States. But these are not State grants.
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They are grants to very small discreet
schools. If you only have 31 in the en-
tire country. that is hardly a signifi-
cant expansion of the program. I think
most everyone has recognized that we
have sort of reached the end of the road
with respect to expanding this pro-
gram. And this money can be more effi-
ciently spent elsewhere.

I remind Senators that this provision
saves a substantial amount of money.
What it is is $112 million that we were
required to come up with in our rec-
onciliation portion of the agriculture
budget. And there is no offset provided
for in this legislation. So if in fact we
put these grants back, we are going to
have to find other places, food stamps.
other kinds of programs that I think
have more political support, and for
good reason, than these expansion
grants. So I would urge my colleagues
not to support this amendment.

I yield the floor.
Mr. HARKIN addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Iowa.
Mr. HARKIN. Just a small followup. I

do not always agree with the President
of the United States. These start-up
and expansion grants stand on their
own merits, without regard to what is
contained in the President's or any
other welfare reform proposal.

As the Senator from Pennsylvania
says. this is kind of a modest program.
But we did in 1994, as I said, make it
permanent and modify it to include
summer food start-up and expansion.
We got the first of the new grants out
last year. It is a modest program. It is
not a big. overwhelming program. But
it allows really the poorest schools to
get the seed money.

As I said, it is a one-time infusion of
money. Let us say they have some sites
they want to deliver meals to. The'
have a central kitchen and they want
to delivery some meals to other sites.
Maybe they do not have a vehicle to do
it. Well. this program would help them
get the vehicle that will be able to de-
liver those meals to other sites, let us
say, around the area.

So it is a one-time cost that will en-
able them to go ahead and have a
breakfast program or a summer food
program. It is needed. You say. well. it
is a modest program. I suppose if it was
big. they would argue it is too big. But
it is a modest program and it is needed.

Right now, I say to my friend from
Pennsylvania, that in the ag function
we have over $500 million in excess
spending reductions beyond the levels
required by the budget resolution. CBO
estimates that eliminating this pro-.
gram will reduce spending over 6 years
by $112 million. So there is plenty of
excess savings in the Agriculture Com-
mittee's portion of this bill to cover
this amendment. I hope that we will
correct this bill to allow these very irn-
portant start-up and expansion grants
for school breakfast and summer food
programs to continue. Thank you very
much.

Mr. SANTORUM. Just one of the rea-
sons we had more savings than the ag
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bill is because we had to meet a spe-
cific target in the last year. And to
meet that target. we had to cut a little
bit more than we needed to in the first
few years to meet the outyear number.
That is why if you change the numbers.
then we do not have the numbers in the
outyears. I say that in response.

I am willing to get the yeas and nays
on this.

Mr. HARKIN. I ask for the yeas and
nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second? There appears to be
a sufficient second.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. FORD addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Kentucky.
Mr. FORD. May I ask the Senator

from Iowa. did the Senator offer two
amendments?

Mr. HARKIN. Yes. I offered two
amendments.

Mr. FORD. Did we get the yeas and
nays on the second one?

Mr. HARKIN. I did get the yeas and
nays. but we had a unanimous consent
to hold off until Tuesday.

Mr. SANTORUM. I say to the Sen-
ator from Iowa. in discussing the mat-
ter with the Senator from Delaware.
we are prepared to accept the first Har-
kin amendment, the one that was
pushed off until Tuesday and accept
the amendment without the need for a
vote, if that is acceptable to the Sen-
ator.

Mr. HARKIN. That would be very ac-
ceptable.

Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President. I
ask unanimous consent to vitiate the
yeas and nays on the first Harkin
amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The yeas
and nays have been ordered on the sec-
ond Harkin amendment.

AMENDMENT NO. 4915

Mr. FORD. Mr. President. we are now
ready to accept the Harkin amend-
ment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the Harkin
amendment No. 4915.

The amendment (No. 4915) was agreed
to.

Mr. FORD. I move to reconsider the
vote.

Mr. SANTORUM. I move to lay that
motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

Mr. FORD. Mr. President. we have an
amendment that is up from the Repub-
lican side. I understand that the Sen-
ator is not here. It is going to be of-
fered by the acting floor manager. I do
not know that we have anybody on our
side. If the Senator wants to introduce
it, then we would get the yeas and nays
on it.
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AMENDMEI\T NO. 4917

(Purpose: To ensure that recipients or care-
takers of minor recipients of means-tested
benefits programs are held responsible for
ensuring that their minor children are up
to date on immunizations as a condition
for receiving welfare benefits from the tax-
payers)
Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President. I

send an amendment to the desk on be-
half of the Senator from Missouri. Sen-
ator ASHCROFT.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

The Senator from Pennsylvania Mr.
SANTORUMJ for Mr. A5HCROFT, proposes an
amendment numbered 4917.

Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President. I
ask unanimous consent that further
reading of the amendment be dispensed
with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
At the appropriate place in chapter 9 of

subtitle A. insert the following:
sEC. . SANCTIONS FOR FAILING To ENSURE

THAT MINOR CHILDREN ARE IMMU-
NIZED.

(a) TANF.—
(1) IN CENERAL.—Notwithstanding any

other provision of law, a State shall not be
prohibited by the Federal Government from
sanctioning a recipient of assistance under a
State program funded under part A of title
IV of the Social Security Act for failing to
provide verification that such recipient's
minor children have received appropriate im-
munizations against contagious diseases as
required by the law of such State.

(2) EXCEPTION.—In the event that a State
requires verification of immunizations, para-
graph (1) shall not apply to a caretaker de-
scribed in such paragraph who relies solely
or partially upon spiritual means rather
than medical treatment, in accordance with
the religious beliefs of such caretaker.

(b) FOOD STAMPS.—
(1) IN GENERAL—A caretaker recipient of

assistance or benefits under the food stamp
program, as defined in section 3(h) of the
Food Stamp Act of 1977. shall provide ver-
ification that any dependent minor child re-
siding in such recipient's household has re-
ceived appropriate immunizations against
contagious diseases as required by the law of
the State in which the recipient resides.

(2) ExCEPTION—Paragraph (I) shall not
apply to a caretaker described in such para-
graph who relies solely or partially upon
spiritual means rather than medical treat-
ment. in accordance with the religious be-
liefs of such caretaker.

(3) INDIVIDUAL PENALTIES—The failure of a
caretaker described in paragraph (1) to com-
ply with the requirement of such paragraph
within the 6-month period beginning with
the month that includes the date that the
caretaker first receives benefits under the
food stamp program shall result in a 20 per-
cent reduction in the monthly amount of
benefits paid under such program to such
caretaker for each month beginning after
such period, until the caretaker complies
with the requirement of paragraph (1).

(c) SSI.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—A caretaker of a minor

child who receives, on their own behalf or on
behalf of such child, payments under the sup-
plemental security income program under
title XVI of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 1681 et seq.) shall provide verification
that the child has received appropriate im-
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munizations against contagious diseases as
required by the law of the State in which the
child resides.

(2) ExcEPTI0N.—Paragraph (1) shall not
apply to a caretaker described in such para-
graph who relies solely or partially upon
spiritual means rather than medical treat-
ment, in accordance with the religious be-
liefs of such caretaker.

(3) INDIVIDUAL PENALTIES—The failure of a
caretaker described in paragraph (1) to com-
ply with the requirement of such paragraph
within the 6-month period beginning with
the month that includes the date that the
caretaker first receives, on their own behalf
or on behalf of such child, payments under
the supplemental security income program
shall result in a 20 percent reduction in the
monthly amount of each payment made
under such program on behalf of the care-
taker or such child for each month beginning
after such period, until the caretaker com-
plies with the requirement of paragraph (1).

Mr. ASHCROFT. Mr. President. in
1994. one out of every four 2-year-olds
had not received the proper vaccina-
tions. This statistic worsens appre-
ciably in urban areas. For example, a
1995 survey of State health department
clinics in Houston found that only 14
percent of the children were up-to-date
on their immunizations.

Because these children are not being
immunized, the Centers for Disease
Control reported 1.537 needless and eas-
ily avoidable incidences of mumps in
1994.

Such a deplorable lack of basic pre-
ventive health care is inexcusable, par-
ticularly since immunizations are free
in America.

The Vaccines for Children Program
administered by the National Immuni-
zation Program of the Centers for Dis-
ease Control and Prevention provides
free vaccines to children under 18 who
are eligible for Medicaid. or are unin-
sured or underinsured.

When a child in America is not im-
munized. it is entirely the fault of the
parent. It is a blatantly irresponsible
act not to immunize a child.

We should not be paying welfare re-
cipients to abdicate their responsibil-
ity. The welfare system should encour-
age people to take care of their own.

Children are the future. and in order
to break the cycle of dependence, chil-
dren of welfare recipients need every
break available.

All schools require immunization
records for a child to be enrolled. An
unimmunized child can be denied ad-
mission to school. And a child that
doesn't go to school will probably end
up on welfare.

What's wrong with requiring parents
on welfare to have their children im-
munized? We shouldn't be paying par-
ents to neglect their children.

This amendment allows States to
sanction welfare recipients of TANF.
and other States programs who do not
immunize their children.

This amendment also requires States
to sanction Food Stamps and SSI re-
cipients who do not immunize their
children.

Again, immunizations are free to
Medicaid recipients and the uninsured
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in hospitals and clinics across the Na-
tion. so there is simply no legitimate
excuse for parents not to have their

• children immunized. Additionally,
States think immunization require-
ments for government aid are a good
idea.

According to the American Public
Welfare Association 12 States have re-
ceived Federal waivers to implement
AFDC requirements for immunization.

For example: Delaware, immuniza-
uon is required for pre-school children.
Failure to comply results in $50 de-
crease per month in AFDC grant. Indi-
ana. recipients must show proof within
12 months of AFDC application that
children are immunized. Families in
noncompliance are sanctioned $90 per
month. Michigan sanctions AFDC farn-
ilies $25 per month if parents fail to im-
munize pre-school-age children accord-
mg to State policy. Mississippi chil-
dren under 6 must receive regular im-
munization and checkups or sanction
of S25 per month applies. AFDC pre-
schoolers in Texas must be immunized
or the State may sanction the family
S25 per child. And finally, in Virginia,
AFDC recipients with children who
have not been immunized receive fiscal
sanctions of $50 for the first child and
S25 for each additional child.

This amendment is the best means to
ensure that all children everywhere are
immunized against deadly, but easily
controllable diseases such as mumps.
tetanus, measles, polio, et cetera.

It is a first step to encouraging re-
sponsibility in a system that breeds
decadence and dependence—a step up-
ward on the ladder of opportunity out
of our current welfare system's net of
ensnarement.

Mr. FORD. Mr. President. I yield
back what time we might have on this
side.

Mr. SANTORUM. Likewise.
Mr. President. I ask for the yeas arid

nays on the Ashcroft amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a

sufficient second? There is a sufficient
second.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. WELLSTONE addressed the

Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Minnesota.
AMENDMENT NO. 49S

(Purpose: To revise this legislation if it in-
creases the number of impoverished chil-
dren in this Nation)
Mr. WELLSTONE. Mr. President, I

send an amendment to the desk.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will report the amendment.
The assistant legislative clerk read

as follows:
The Senator from Minnesota [Mr.

WELL5T0NEJ for himself and Mr. SIMON, pro-
poses amendment numbered 4918.

Mr. WELLSTONE. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that further
reading of the amendment be dispensed
with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
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At the appropriate place insert the follow-

ing:
IMPOVERIsHED CHILDREN PRovisioN.—

"(A) REPORT BY THE sEcRETARY. AccoM-
PANIED BY LEGiSLATIvE PROPO5AI.—The Sec-
retary of Health and Human Services shall
develop data and, by January 30. 1999. shall
report to Congress with respect to whether
the National child poverty rate for Fiscal
Year 1998 is higher than it would have been
had this Act not been implemented. If the
Secretary determines that this rate has in-
creased and that such increase is attrib-
utable to the implementation of provisions
of this Act, then such report shall contain
the Secretary's recommendations for legisla-
don tO halt this increase. The Secretary's
report shall be made public and shall be ac-
companied by a legislative proposal in the
form of a bill reflecting said recommenda-
tions.

(B) CONGRESSIONAL AcTION.—
(1) The bill described in (A) shall be intro-

duced in each House of Congress by the Ma-
jority Leader or his designee upon submis-
sion and shall be referred to the committee
or committees with jurisdiction in each
House.

(2) DIscHARGE—If any committee to
which is referred a bill described in para-
graph (I) has not reported such bill at the
end of 20 calendar days after referral, such
committee shall be discharged from further
consideration of such bill, and such bill shall
be placed on the appropriate calendar of the
House involved.

(3) FLoOR coNsIDERATiON—Any bill de-
scribed in paragraph (I) placed on the cal-
endar as a result of a committee's report or
the provisions of paragraph (2) shall become
the pending business of the House involved
within 60 days after it has been placed on the
calendar of such House, unless such House
shall otherwise determine.'

Mr. WELLSTONE. Mr. President,
this amendment is on behalf of myself
and Senator SIMON. This amendment is
a very simple and straightforward
amendment. And it is my fervent hope
that this amendment will have strong
bipartisan support.

Mr. President. let me just assume—
and I think it is probably a correct as-
swnption—that there is not one Sen-
ator in this Chamber that wishes to
impoverish any more children in Amer-
ica. that when people say that they
think the passage of this bill will not
hurt children, they mean it. I accept
that as having been said in good faith"

Mr. President, today the Washington
Post, in an editorial, said that this wel-
fare reform bill could be a profound
mistake and called upon all of us to be
cautious, that one out of every eight
children in America is covered by the
AFDC program, the welfare program.

Mr. President, let me give you the
context, and then let me go right to
the amendment. The context is as fol-
lows. I think we are going to be very
honest about this. As the old saying
goes. people can be in honest disagree-
ment about this bill. But the fact of
the matter is. we do not know for cer-
tain. There are some ardent advocates
for this welfare bill. And there are
those who have spoken in strong oppo-
sition.

One of those Senators who has been
most vocal in his opposition is Senator
PATRICK MOyr'ww1 from New York.
who has been a giant in the field, who
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has studied welfare longer than any of
the rest of us. who is an acknowledged
expert, and who has enormous intellec-
tual and political and personal integ-
rity.

Senator MOYNIHAN argues that this
in fact would mean that there would be
more impoverished children in Amer-
ica. That is his view. That is not the
view of every Senator.

Mr. President, what this amendment
says is that Health and Human Serv-
ices takes a look at what we have done
over the next 2 years. I know that Sen-
ators do not want this to be the case.
But if, in fact, as a result of some of
the provisions in this legislation there
are more impoverished children in
America, that report comes back to us.
and we fast track it. It comes back to
the Congress. we fast track it. and it
comes to the floor in 20 days, and we
take action to correct the problem.

Now, Senators, please understand
what I am saying. I wish there was
time to summarize this tomorrow. I am
assuming everybody in this Chamber—
and I believe it has been operating in
good faith; we just have some honest
disagreements. But I do not think any
of us know for certain.

What I am saying in this amendment
is, at least have some safety net here
or some fail-safe mechanism. At least
be willing to evaluate what we have
done. We cannot know what we do not
want to know. We cannot be unwilling
to study what we have done. We cannot
be unwilling to have some sort of eval-
uation, have Health and Human Serv-
ices study this, bring it back to us. and
if, in fact, because of some of the provi-
sions in this legislation. there are more
impoverished children in America—
that is what the Office of Management
and Budget said about the last bill we
passed—then we would take a look at
that study. and we, not Health and
Human Services, we, as legislators,
would take the kind of corrective ac-
tion that would be necessary to make
sure we do not continue to cause this
poverty among children in America.

Mr. President. I am really hopeful
that there will be strong support for
this. I think it is a most reasonable
amendment. I think it would be reas-
suring to people in the country. Frank-
ly. I think it is a way we can reassure
ourselves. I offer this amendment, and
I hope that it will be accepted.

I withhold the balance of my time
and ask for a response from the Sen-
ator from Pennsylvania.

Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President, I do
not see anything in this amendment
that is necessary. We already get a va-
riety of information from the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services,
the Labor Department, and a whole lot
of other agencies with respect to sta-
tistical information with respect to
poverty rates and a whole variety of
other factors dealing with children in
poverty.

That information is compiled regu-
larly and is made available to the Con-
gress. So to have the Secretary of
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Health and Human Services redo that
in some report as requested by the Sen-
ator from Minnesota seems to me to be
unnecessary.

If. in fact, the poverty statistics over
the 2-year-period, as described in this
legislation, show an increase in the
poverty rate among children. I guaran-
tee you that there will be Members.
maybe from both sides of the aisle if it
is dramatic, who will come here to the
floor and will be looking to make some
changes in the welfare program.

I suggest we have seen increases in
poverty with the current system on
many occasions, almost continually
over the past 30 years. and we have
never done anything as dramatic as
what the Senator from Minnesota is
suggesting with this proposal. I think
what we are seeing here is really noth-
ing more than putting in some sort of
structure in some very limited and
constrained timing. Why not 2 years?
Why not 5 years? Why not 1 year? It is
hard to pull a number like 2 years out
of the hat.

This is a program that, once imple-
mented, will be implemented dif-
ferently across this country because of
the flexibility given in this bill. There
will be programs that I think will be
dramatically successful which will
have tremendous impact on the poor in
this country. There are those, in all
likelihood, that will have modest suc-
cess. I think it is important to let that
play out. It is important to give the
Congress the flexibility to be able to
deal with that in a rational, measured
way, by debate, instead of forcing them
into a rather tight timeframe that is
being designed here by the Senator
from Minnesota.

For those reasons, I oppose the
Wellstone amendment.

Mr. WELLSTONE. Mr. President, the
Senator from Pennsylvania evades the
point. This amendment is not about
collecting statistics about poverty in
general. It is about this piece of legis-
lation and doing something in the af-
firmative for children if, in fact, provi-
sions in this piece of legislation should
lead to an increase in poverty among
children. Two years is hardly too tight
a time line for children who might find
themselves in more difficult economic
circumstances because of what we have
done.

In all due respect, I find it absolutely
amazing that Senators who make the
argument that this is going to be a
piece of legislation that will not hurt
children would now be unwilling to
support a study to see whether, in fact,
provisions in this piece of legislation
are going to impoverish more children.
You cannot evade the point.

I ask my colleague, what would be
the harm in such a study? Gunnar
Myrdal said, "Ignorance is never ran-
dom." Sometimes I guess we do not
know what we do not want to know.

Before I move on to my other amend-
rnent, is there any particular response
as to why?

Mr. FORD. Will the Senator yield?
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Mr. WELLSTONE. I am happy to

yield to the Senator.
Mr. FORD. We are starting some-

thing new, and it is down a path that
we are not sure how it will turn out. I
think that is the Senator's point.

The States will be doing this and not
the Federal Government, as such, be-
cause in this legislation we would be
giving block grants. I think we ought
to know how that is faring out there.

I remember when the States were in
charge of nursing homes. Because it
was so bad, the Federal Government
took it over and set higher standards
so we could take care of our senior citi-
zens better. Is it not the point that we
do not know what will happen?

Like the Senator from Pennsylvania
said, some programs may be good,
some may be mediocre, some may
flunk. Do we not need to know and re-
spond, particularly for children? Is
that not the point the Senator is try-
ing to make?

Mr. WELLSTONE. I say to my col-
league from Kentucky, absolutely.

I will give but one other example. It
was President Richard Nixon, a Repub-
lican, who said we better have some na-
tional standards for food stamps, be-
cause we had all these reports in the
mid and late 1960's. I am sure my col-
league from Pennsylvania has read
about those reports on children with
extended bellies and children suffering
from rickets and scurvy. We decided
there better be some national stand-
ards.

If we are going to do something quite
new. and we have Senators of the stat-
ure of Senator PATRICK MOyrssIN who
say this will impoverish more children,
and we have two studies from 0MB and
Health and Human Services saying the
same thing, I do not wish to cast judg-
ment on it, but I cannot for the life of
me understand why my colleagues
would not want to at least have Health
and Human Services study it and bring
back a report to us, and if, in fact,
some of the provisions of this legisla-
tion have increased poverty among
children, we take corrective action.

My colleagues have said that will not
happen. so why would you want to vote
against this? Why would you not want
to have a study? Why would you not
want to have some measuring of statis-
tics? Why would we not want to err on
the side of caution when it comes to
what we are doing. as it affects the
poorest children in America? Why
would we not want to err on the side of
caution?

The silence is deafening; is there a
response?

Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President, I am
happy to respond to the Senator from
Minnesota. The answer simply is, like
every other welfare program that has
been instituted in this country, there
are volumes of studies as to its impact
by a variety of organizations from the
left to the right, including the Govern-
ment. I do not think there will be any
shortage of information as to the effi-
cacy of this new direction in welfare.
That is No. 1.
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No. 2, what your amendment provides

for is not only reports, and I suggest
duplicative reports. but congressional
action, discharge for consideration, an
expedited procedure. very expedited
procedure for legislation, which is.
again, I think, an overreaction and just
not necessary.

Mr. WELLSTONE. Well, Mr. Presi-
dent, I will finish up with one other
quick amendment with my time slot.
First. I will respond by saying one
more time that it just evades the
point. It is not a question of academics
or whether there will be studies. It is a
question of whether or not we are will-
ing, as an institution, as a body. to say
we are doing something very different.
We want to make sure that in this leg-
islation we pass we have some provi-
sion here to take a look at what we
have done. so that the results will
come back to us, so that if in fact, God
forbid, we have done something that
impoverished more children, we will
take quick action to correct the prob-
lem. I cannot, for tile life of me, under-
stand the opposition to such a pro-
posal. I am really shocked. Excuse me
for my indignation, but I am.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
sent to lay this amendment aside and
to offer my other amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
FRIST). Is there objection?

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, reserving
the right to object, and I will not ob-
ject, but I want to make some com-
ments.

Mr. WELLSTONE. I am sorry. I yield
for that purpose.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator withdraw the unanimous con-
sent request for the moment?

Mr. WELLSTONE. Yes. I thank the
Chair.

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, every Sen-
ator here is concerned about the chil-
dren of America, and we are particu-
larly concerned about those children
that are not having the kind of oppor-
tunity we all think they deserve. So I
do not think the comments should be
that we do not all seek the same bene-
fits for the children in our country.

Just let me point out that the legis-
lation reported out by the Finance
Committee already provides for re-
search, evaluation, and national stud-
ies. In section 413(a), we specifically
provide that the Secretary shall con-
duct research on the benefits, efforts,
and costs of operating different State
programs funded under this part, in-
cluding time limits relating to eligi-
bility. Not only do we provide for stud-
ies, but we provide $15 million for each
of the fiscal years from 1998 through
2001, with the purpose of paying the
cost of conducting such research, for
the cost of developing and evaluating
innovative approaches for reducing
welfare dependency and increasing the
well-being of minor children under sec-
tion (b).

So we already have in the legislation
ample provisions for studies to be made
to determine how effective our reform
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programs are. We all want that infor-
mation. That is the reason it is con-
tained in this bill.

However, we do object to the expe-
dited procedure, whereby the Secretary
of Health makes recommendations and
they are put on an accelerated track to
be considered by the Congress. I know
of no instance where this kind of proce-
dure has been used. Yes, we have had
accelerated procedures in certain lim-
ited circumstances, such as trade bills.
But the recommendations come from
the President of the United States. I.
for one, think that it is appropriate for
the recommendations of these studies
to go through the regular process of
Congress.

My distinguished friend and col-
league from Minnesota talks about the
timeframe. Just let me point out that
the present program has been in effect
for about 30 years. and we have studies
and recommendations from the CBO
that show that if we do not do some-
thing about reform, that another 3 mil-
lion children will be on welfare in the
next 9 years. So do not talk to me
about the timeframe. Let us all agree
that we do want the studies, and we do
want the independent analyses as to
how these programs are working. But
let us use the Congress and its normal
processes, including its committees, to
determine what is appropriate, rather
than to give this kind of authority to a
nonelected Member of the Cabinet.

Mr. WELLSTONE. Mr. President, I
have just a quick response, and we will
move on. First of all, I say to my friend
from Delaware that to talk in general
terms about studies and evaluations
arid not to connect it specifically to
the issue that I raised in this amend-
ment, as to whether or not we will in
fact be willing to look at the very real
and important questions as to whether
this legislation or provisions in this
legislation have impoverished more
children, and then take corrective ac-
tion, again, it misses the point. It is
not a response to that very real con-
cern.

Second of all. this it is not an agency
that takes the action. Health and
Human Services reports back to this
body, and we are the ones that correct
the problem. We are the ones that cor-
rect the problem. So, again, I do not
really believe that the comments of my
coUeague are responsive to what this
amendment speaks to.

Finally, on welfare—I cannot resist—
and then we can move on. But this ref-
erence to the CBO study. With all due
respect, when I hear my coueagues
talk about welfare and how welfare
caused poverty, it is tantamount to
making the argument that Social Se-
curity caused people to grow old. You
have the cause and effect mixed up.
Every 30 seconds, a child is born into
poverty in this country. We are getting
close to one out of every four children.
That is true. There are a whole host of
reasons why we have this poverty. Wel-
fare is a response to it. To argue that
the welfare system causes the poverty
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is like saying the Social Security sys-
tem causes people to be aged. You just
have the cause and effect mixed up.

I yield the floor.
Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President, I

yield back all our time on the amend-
ment.

The amendment is not germane to
the provisions of the reconciliation bill
pursuant to 305(b) (2) of the Budget Act.
I raise a point of order against the
pending amendment.

Mr. WELLSTONE. Mr. President,
pursuant to section 904 of the Congres-
sional Budget Act of 1974, I move to
waive the applicable section of that
Act for the consideration of the pend-
ing amendment.

Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President, I
ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.

AMENDMENT NO. 4919

(Purpose: To ensure that States which re-
ceive block grants under Part A of title IV
of the SociarSecurity Act establish stand-
ards and procedures regarding individuals
receiving assistance under such part who
have a history of domestic abuse, who have
been victimized by domestic abuse, and
who have been battered or subjected to ex-
treme cruelty)
Mr. WELLSTONE. Mr. President, I

send an amendment to the desk and
ask for its immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

The Senator from Minnesota [Mr.
WELL5TONE], for himself and Mrs. MURRAY,
proposes an amendment numbered 4919.

Mr. WELLSTONE. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that reading of
the amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
At the end of section 402(a) of the Social

Security Act, as added by section 2103 (a) (1),
add the following:

(7) CERTIFICATION O STANDARDS AND PRO-
CEDURES TO EN5URE THAT THE STATE WILL
5CREEr( OR AND IDENTIFY DOMESTIc VIO-
LENcE.—

(A) IN GENERAL—A certification by the
chief executive officer of the State that the
State has established and is enforcing stand-
ards and procedures to—

(i) screen and identify individuals receiv-
ing assistance under this part with a history
of domestic violence while maintaining the
confidentiality of such individuals;

"(ii) refer such individuals to counseling
and supportive services: and

(iii) waive, pursuant to a determination
of good cause, other program requirements
such as time limits (for so long as necessary)
for individuals receiving assistance, resi-
dency requirements. child support coopera-
tion requirements. and family cap provi-
sions, in cases where compliance with such
requirements would make it more difficult
for individuals receiving assistance under
this part to escape domestic violence or un-
fairly penalize such individuals who are or
have been victimized by such violence, or in-
dividuals who are at risk of further domestic
violence.

"(B) DOMESTIc VIOLENCE DEFINED—For pur-
poses of this paragraph, the term 'domestic
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violence' has the same meaning as the term
'battered or subjected to extreme cruelty', as
defined in section 408(a) (8) (C) (iii).

(8) CERTIFICATION REGARDING ELIGIBILITY
O INDIVIDUAL WHO HAS BEEN BATTERED OR
SUBJECTED TO EXTREME CRUELTY—A certifi-
cation by the chief executive officer of the
State that the State has established and is
•enforcing standards and procedures to ensure
that in the case of an individual who has
been battered or subjected to extreme cru-
elty, as determined under section
408(a)(8)(C)(jii), the State will determine the
eligibility of such individual for assistance
under this part based solely on such individ-
ual's income.

Mr. WELLSTONE. Mr. President, I
will try to be brief. This amendment
speaks to an issue that we, as the Sen-
ate, have really, I think, taken some
important steps and major strides for-
ward in addressing, and that is domes-
tic violence in our country, violence
within families that effect women,
children, and sometimes men—usually
women and children.

Mr. President, this amendment would
ensure that States that receive the
block grant under part A of title IV of
the Social Security Act establish
standards and procedures regarding in-
dividuals receiving assistance who
have a history of domestic abuse, who
have been victimized by domestic
abuse and have been battered or sub-
jected to extreme cruelty.

There was a study done by the Taylor
Institute in Chicago that documented
that between 50 to 80 percent of women
receiving AFDC are current or past vic-
tirns of domestic abuse. In other words,
for all too many of these women and
children welfare, imperfections and all,
is the only alternative to a very dan-
gerous home.

So what this amendment would say
is that States would be required to
screen and identify individuals receiv-
ing assistance with a history of domes-
tic violence, refer such individuals to
counseling and supportive services, and
waive for good cause other program re-
quirements for so long as necessary.

This is what the States would essen-
tially end up doing. It would all be
done at the State level.

Mr. President, we cannot have "one
size fit all," as I have heard many of
my colleagues so say. It took Monica
Seles 2 years to play tennis again. Can
you imagine what it would be like as a
result of her stabbing—to be beaten up
over and over and over again: can you
imagine what it would be like to be a
small child and see that happen in your
home over and over again?

I want to make sure that these
women and these children throughout
our country, for whom the welfare sys-
tem has been sometimes the on'y alter-
native to these very dangerous homes,
receive the kind of special services and
assistance that they need. In the ab-
sence of the passing of this amend-
ment, all too many women and chil-
dren could find themselves forced back
into these very dangerous homes.

So it is a reasonable amendment. It
is one that speaks to the very real
problem of violence within homes in
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Our country. It would be an extremely
important. I think, modification of this
welfare bill that would provide assist-
ance that is really needed by many
women, many children, and many fami-
lies in our country.

I hope that this amendment would be
agreed to and would receive strong sup-
port. bipartisan support.

Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President,
there is no objection to this amend-
ment on this side. We are willing to ac-
cept the amendment.

Mr. WELLSTONE. Mr. President, I
thank the Senator from Pennsylvania.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amend-
ment of the Senator from Minnesota.

The amendment (No. 4919) was agreed

Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President, I
move to reconsider the vote by which
the amendment was agreed to.

Mr. WELLSTONE. I move to lay that
motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed .to.

Several Senators addressed the
Chair.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Delaware.

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I have a
unanimous consent agreement to pro-
pound to dispose of two amendments
which have been agreed to on both
sides of the aisle. They are Senator
FAIRCLOTh'S amendment to clarify that
a welfare recipient may provide child
care services to satisfy the bill's work
requirements.

The second one is Senator COATS'
amendment allowing welfare recipients
to establish individual development ac-
counts.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
sent that it be in order for me to offer
these two amendments which I now
send to the desk.

The PRESIDING OFFICER Is there
objection?

Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President. reserv-
ing the right to object. has this amend-
ment been cleared?

Mr. ROTh. Yes. Both have been
cleared.

Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, I have
been informed that the first amend-
rnent has not been cleared on this side.

Mr. ROTH. I understand that, al-
though they have been cleared, a ques-
tion has been raised.

So I withdraw my request until clari-
fied.

Mr. DEWINE addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Ohio.
AMENDMENT NO. 4920. WITHDRAWN

(Purpose: To amend the Social Security Act
to clarify that the reasonable efforts re-
quirement includes consideration of the
health and safety of the child)
Mr. DEWINE. I send an amendment

to the desk.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will report.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Ohio IMr. DEWINE] pro-

noses an amendment numbered 4920.
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Mr. DEWINE. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
At the end of chapter 7 of subtitle A of

title II. add the following:
5ECTION 2703. CLARIFICATION OF REASONABLE

EFFORTS REQUIREMENT BEFORE
PLACEMENT IN FOSTER CARE.

(a) IN GENEL.—Section 471(a)(15) of the
Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 671(a)(15)) is
amended to read as follows:

"(15) provides that, in each case—
'(A) reasonable efforts will be made—
(i) prior to the placement of the child in

foster care. to prevent or eliminate the need
for removing the child from the child's
home: and

"(ii) to make it possible for the child to re-
turn home: and

(B) in determining reasonable efforts, the
best interests of the child, including the
child's health and safety, shall be of primary
concern;".

(b) EFFEcTIVE DATE.—
(1) IN GENERAL—Except as provided in

paragraph (2), the amendment made by sub-
section (a) shall be effective on the date of
the enactment of this Act.

(2) ExcEPTION—In the case of a State plan
for foster care and adoption assistance under
part E of title IV of the Social Security Act
which the Secretary of Health and Human
Services determines requires State legisla-
tion (other than legislation appropriating
funds) in order for the plan to meet the addi-
tional requirement imposed by the amend-
ment made by subsection (a), such plan shall
not be regarded as failing to comply with the
requirements of such title solely on the basis
of its failure to meet this additional require-
ment before the first day of the first cal-
endar quarter beginning after the close of
the first regular session of the State legisla-
ture that begins after the date of the enact-
ment of this Act. For purposes of the pre-
vious sentence, in the case of a State that
has a 2-year legislative session, each year of
such session shall be deemed to be a separate
regular session of the State legislature.

Mr. DEWINE. Mr. President, I intend
to talk for approximately 10 minutes
about this amendment. and then. for
reasons which I am going to discuss in
just a moment, withdraw the amend-
ment. But I want to discuss it. I inform
my colleagues that it will take ap-
proximately 10 minutes.

Mr. President, my amendment deals
with the issue of foster care. It is my
understanding that because the Senate
bill has no language in this bill on the
issue of foster care that my amend-
ment would be considered not to be
germane. The House bill does deal with
foster care. Therefore, if we had a
House bill before us it obviously would
be germane. Because of this, after a few
brief remarks, I am going to withdraw
this amendment.

But I would like to discuss tonight
what I consider to be a very important
issue. It is the issue that my amend-
ment addresses. It is the subject of a
freestanding bill that I have just a few
moments ago introduced. I believe that
the idea contained in the bill, the idea
contained in my amendment, must be
acted upon; if not in this bill then in a
subsequent bill. And I have previously
discussed this issue at length on the
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Senate floor. I want to take just a few
moments now to revisit the issue, and
to talk to my Colleagues about it.

In 1980, Congress passed the Adoption
Assistance and Child Welfare Act,
known as CWA. That 1980 act has done
a great deal of good. It increased the
resources available to struggling fami-
lies. It increased the supervision of
children in the foster care system, and
it gave financial support to people to
encourage them to adopt children with
special needs.

Mr. President, while the law has done
a great deal of good. many experts are
coming to believe that this law has ac-
tually had some bad unintended con-
sequences. The bad unintended con-
sequences were not because of the way
the law was written and not because of
the way the lawmakers intended in 1980
that it happen, but, frankly, because
the law has been grossly misinter-
preted.

Under the 1980 act, for a State to be
eligible for Federal matching funds for
foster care expenditures, the State
must have a plan for the provision of
child welfare services. And that plan
must be approved by the Secretary of
HHS. This plan must provide, and I
quote. Here is the pertinent language.
referring now to foster care:

In each case reasonable efforts will be
made, (A), prior to the placement of a child
in foster care to prevent or eliminate the
need for removal of the child from his home:
and, (B). to make it possible for the child to
return to his home.

In other words, Mr. President, the
law very correctly says we should try
family reunification. The law put
money behind that. That is the right
thing to do. But. Mr. President, this
law has been misinterpreted. In other
words, Mr. President, no matter what
the particular circumstances of the
household may be, the State must
make reasonable efforts to keep it to-
gether and to put it back together. if it
falls apart.

What constitutes reasonable efforts?
Here is where the rub comes. How far
does the State have to go? This has not
been defined by Congress nor has it
been defined by HHS. This failure to
define what constitutes reasonable ef-
forts has had a very important and
very damaging practical result. There
is strong evidence to suggest that in
the absence of a definition reasonable
efforts have become in some cases ex-
traordinary efforts, unreasonable ef-
forts; efforts to keep families together
at all costs. These are families, Mr.
President, that many times are fami-
lies in name only and parents that are
parents in name only.

In the last few months I have trav-
eled extensively throughout the State
of Ohio talking to social work profes-
sionals; talking to people who are in
the field every day dealing with this
issue.

In these discussions, I have found
that there is great disparity in how the
law is being interpreted by judges and
by social workers. In my home State of
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Ohio we have 88 counties, and I would
venture to say the law is being inter-
preted 88 different ways and in some
counties with many juvenile judges it
is interpreted differently within that
same county by differentjudges.

Let me give you an example. This is
the easiest way that I can explain it. I
posed this hypothetical, which it turns
Out in some cases, unfortunately, is
not a hypothetical, but I made it up, I
posed a hypothetical to representatives
of children's services in both rural
parts of Ohio and urban counties.

Here is my hypothetical. The mother,
Mary, is a 28-year-old, crack-addicted
individual who has seven children.
Steve, the father, 29-year-old father of
the children, is an abusive alcoholic,
and all seven of their children have
been taken away, taken away perma-
nently by the county. by the State over
a period of time. In each child's case,
courts have decided these people can-
not have this child; they are abusive; it
is dangerous for the child. Not only
that, we are taking them away perma-
nently. The mother gives birth now to
an eighth child. This newborn tests
positive for crack. Therefore, it is very
obvious that the mother is still ad-
dicted to crack. The father is still an
alcoholic. ThOse are the facts.

Pretend for a moment that you work
for the county children's services de-
partment. Here is the question. the
question I posed to numerous people
across Ohio. Does the law allow you to
get the new baby Out of the household,
and if you do, should you file for per-
manent custody so that baby can be
adopted? Can you file for permanent
custody so that baby can be adopted?

The answer. I believe, will surprise
and shock you. In fact. I was surprised
at the response I got when I asked a
number of Ohio social work profes-
sionals that very question. The answer
varied from county to county but I
heard too much 'no" in the answers I
got. Some officials said they could
apply for emergency custody of the
baby. they would get emergency cus-
tody and take the child away on a tem-
porary basis, but that they would have
to make a continued effort—do you be-
lieve this? They would then have to
make a continued effort to send the
baby back to the family. back to the
mother. back to the father.

Other social workers said if they
went to court to get custody of the
baby. they probably would not be able
to get even temporary custody of this
little child. Most shocking of all. Mr.
President, is the issue of adoption. I
asked then with this hypothetical.
with the seven children already having
been taken away, with the eighth child
now testing one day positive for crack.
mother clearly still on crack. showing
no signs she is going to get off. father
continues to be an alcoholic. continues
to be an abusive alcoholic, with all of
those facts, how soon, could I expect
that this poor little baby would be eli-
gible to be adopted?

Most shocking of all is the answer I
got. The lowest figure I got was 2
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years. That was the best I got: it would
take 2 years for this child to be eligible
to be adopted. In one urban county in
the State of Ohio—and this is not un-
usual to Ohio—I was told it would take
5 years before that child was eligible to
be adopted—5 years.

One social worker. just one out of the
ones I asked, told me that her depart-
ment would move immediately for per-
manent custody of the baby. but she
said their success would depend on the
particular judge that is assigned to the
case.

Mr. President, should our Federal
law really push the envelope this far?
Should this Federal law really require
extraordinary efforts? Should it re-
quire extraordinary efforts be made to
keep that family together. efforts that
any one of us clearly would not con-
sider to be reasonable based on past
history? I had one social worker look
me in the eye and say, "Senator, the
problem is the way our courts interpret
this law. we can't look at any history.
We can't learn from the history of that
family. We can't learn from the history
of that abusive father or that abusive
mother. We have to start over again
each time."

It is clear that after 16 years of expe-
rience with the law. there is a great
deal of confusion as to how the act ap-
plies. Again, I do not believe that is the
fault of the authors. I think that is just
the way it has been interpreted. I
would not interpret the law that way.
but the fact is after 16 years we know
it is being interpreted that way and is
going to be interpreted that way.

My legislation is very simple, very
short. My legislation would clarify
once and for all the intent of Congress
in the 1980 act. My legislation would
amend that language in the following
way. I am going to read in a moment
what my language would add. I want to
first state to the Senate that I would
not change any of the language in the
current law. I would add to it, but I
would not change it. I would not
change the requirement for reasonable
efforts to be made to reunify a family.
That is a positive thing. That is some-
thing that we should try whenever it is
reasonable to do so. The people who
make that decision are the people on
the front lines, the social workers, the
children's service agencies. the people
who have to make life-and-death deci-
sions. They are the ones who are going
to have to make the decision. I just
want to clarify the law and to get it
back to where I think the framers of
the law. people who wrote the law in
this Congress in 1980. intended it to be.
So I would add the following, after the
current language:

In determining reasonable efforts, the best
interests of the child, including the child's
health and safety, shall be a primary con-
cern.

Let me read it again:
In determining reasonable efforts, the best

interests of the child, including the child's
health and safety. shall be a primary con-
cern.
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I think that settles it: it clarifies it.

Again, I think it does what the framers
wanted.

In conclusion, Mr. President, the 1980
act was a good bill. There are some
families that need a little help if they
are going to stay together, and it is
right for us to help them. That is what
the Child Welfare Act did. But by now
it should be equally clear that the
framers of the 1980 act did not intend
for extraordinary. unreasonable efforts
to be made to reunite children with
their abusers.

As Peter Digre, the Director of the
Los Angeles County Department of
Children and Family Services, testified
at a recent House hearing. "We cannot
ignore the fact that at least 22 percent
of the time infants who are reunited
with their families are subjected to
new episodes of abuse, neglect or
endangerment."

That was not the intent of Congress
in the 1980 law, but too often that law
is being misinterpreted in a way that is
trapping these children in abusive
households.

I believe we should leave no doubt
about the will of the American people
on this issue affecting the lives of
America's children. The legislation I
am proposing today would put the chil-
dren first.

Now, Mr. President, for the reasons
that I have stated in the beginning, I
reluctantly ask the Chair to withdraw
the amendment.

I ask unanimous consent to have the
amendment withdrawn.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment is withdrawn.

The amendment (No. 4920) was with-
drawn.

AMENDMENT No. 4911

Mr. DEWINE. I yield the floor.
Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President, I

ask unanimous consent it be in order
to ask unanimous consent to order the
yeas and nays on amendment 4911.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? Without objection. it is so
ordered.

Is there a sufficient second?
There appears to be a sufficient sec-

ond.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. SANTORUM. I thank the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Florida.
Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President. I would

make a series of notions to strike pro-
visions in 5. 1956.

Mr. SANTORUM. Will the Senator
from Florida agree to a time agree-
ment at this point?

Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, 40 min-
utes. equally divided.

Mr. SANTORUM. I ask unanimous
consent to have 40 minutes equally di-
vided on the Graham motion without a
second-degree amendment in order.

The PRESIDING OFFICER Is there
objection?

Mr. GRAHAJvI. I would modify that.
It will require more than a single mo-
tion in order to strike the sections
which I intend to strike from title II,
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chapter C. of S. 1956. So could the ref-
erence to "motions be placed in the
plural?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? Without objection. it is so
ordered.

Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, the
purpose of the series of motions which
I will make, which I hope will be con-
sidered as a single motion for purposes
of our final vote, is to strike from this
legislation those sections which relate
to the eligibility of legal immigrants—
legal immigrants—to receive various
Federal needs-based benefits. I do this
because to have this language in this
welfare bill is both redundant and puni-
tive in terms of those communities
which have large numbers of legal im-
migrants and will have significant
costs shifted to them as a result of this
legislation.

I am joined in this effort by Senators
SIMoN, MURRAY and FEINSTEIN, who
also recognize it would be inappropri-
ate, and a duplication, to consider mat-
ters which have already been resolved
by this body.

As we will all recall, it was only a
few weeks ago, May 2, to be precise.
that the Senate passed the Immigra-
tion Control and Financial Responsibil-
ity Act. This act, which had as its pri-
mary objective controlling illegal im-
migration into the United States. also
contained provisions that restrict the
rights of legal aliens to a variety of
Federal needs-based programs.

This legislation was the result of ex-
tensive hearings and markups in the
Judiciary Committee. It was subjected
to exhaustive floor debate which lasted
well over a week in the Senate. The
majority of the time spent on the im-
migration bill dealt with the public
benefits for legal and illegal immi-
grai-its. The availability of Supple-
mental Social Security Income, Aid for
Families with Dependent Children,
Medicaid and Medicare for immigrants,

examined during several floor
votes which resulted in a comprehen-
sive Senate bill.

I am going to say, I hope with not ex-
cessive arrogance, that this is a subject
which I know something about. I was
Governor of Florida in 1980 when over
125,000 immigrants in various legal cat-
egories came to my State in a period of
a few weeks. Since that time. it has
been estimated that the total unreim-
bursed cost of that incident to the
State of Florida was in excess of $1.5
billion. Those were costs associated
with health care. social services. edu-
cation, housing. job training—a variety
of activities which were necessary in
order to facilitate the assimilation of
that large population into the popu-
lation of the State of Florida.

The State of Florida has tried for the
better part of 15 years to get recogni-
tion of those costs which were incurred
because of Federal immigration deci-
sions, but which ended up being an un-
reimbursed, unfunded mandate on the
State of Florida. This case finally
ended up in the U.S. Supreme Court

earlier this year. The decision of the
U.S. Supreme Court: This is not ajudi-
cial issue. If the State of Florida, and
other States which might be similarly
affected, is to be dealt with, it has to
be dealt with by a political judgment,
not by ajudicial remedy.

What distresses me is after having
spent weeks shaping the bill which was
intended to provide that type of struc-
tured legal response by the Federal
Government when such impositions are
placed by Federal action on a particu-
lar community or State, we now, in a
bill which is going to be subject to 20
hours of debate—here it is after 10:30 at
night—we are about to substantially
rewrite, discard the fundamental policy
premise of our previous actions and al-
most quadruple the amount of the un-
funded mandate we are going to impose
on affected States. In addition to the
inappropriateness of us rejecting our
previous work, we are making some
very significant policy decisions with-
out the kind of attention that we af-
forded to our earlier action on immi-
gration.

What are some of those decisions we
are about to make? In the previous bill,
we used the concept of deeming. I wish
the Senator from Wyoming were with
us this evening, because he explained
in great detail and on a repetitive basis
what the theory of deeming is. It is
that if a person sponsors a legal alien
to come into this country. that that
person should assume the financial ob-
ligations that will guarantee that their
sponsored legal alien will not become a
public charge.

Therefore, in terms of evaluating
whether that legal alien qualifies—for
instance, for Medicaid—you would add
the income of the sponsor to the in-
come of the legal alien. And if the com-
bination of those incomes exceeded the
eligibility threshold. then the legal
alien would no longer qualif for that
particular needs-based service. That
concept of deeming that we worked so
carefully on in the immigration bill is
largely replaced in this legislation by
absolute prohibitions against legal
aliens being able to access these Fed-
eral programs.

Much of the legislation that we con-
sidered earlier and passed on May 2 was
based on a recommendation of the U.S.
Immigration Commission, which was
established by act of Congress in 1990,
and which issued a series of reports in
the mid-1990's. This report, issued in
1994, entitled "U.S. Immigration Pol-
icy: Restoring Credibility," while it
spoke well of the concept of deeming as
a means of assigning responsibility for
legal aliens, went on to say:

However. circumstances may arise after an
immigrant's entry that Create a pressing
need for public health: unexpected illnesses,
injuries sustained because of serious acci-
dent. loss of employment, death in the fam-
ily. Under such circumstances, legal immi-
grants should be eligible for public benefits
if they meet other eligibility criteria. We are
not prepared to remove the safety net from
under individuals who we hope will become
full members of our polity.
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That is precisely what this legisla-

tion does. It removes the social net.
This also will make a very signifi-

cant difference in the dollar amount of
unfunded costs shifted to the States.
Under the bill we passed as immigra-
tion reform, the cost over 7 years was
$5.6 billion.

This bill will impose an unfunded
mandate of $23 billion over the next 7
years on States. Mr. President, in def-
erence to the limited time that we
have and the lateness of the hour, I
will not unduly burden the Senate with
the reports which I have, but I ask
unanimous consent to have printed in
the REcoiD a statement from the Na-
tional Association of Public Hospitals
and Health Systems which outlines
what the costs are going to be just in
the one sector of health care institu-
tions which are going to be a principal
target of these unfunded mandates.

There being no objection. the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the
RECOR.r, as follows:
STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF

PUBLIc HOsPITALs AND HEAI..-ni SYsTEMs IN
SUPPORT OF SENATOR Gi's AMEND-
MENT

The National Association of Public Hos-
pitals and Health Systems (NAPH) strongly
supports Senator Grahams amendment, co-
sponsored by Senator Simon. to strike Title
IV from the welfare reform legislation.
NAPH is strongly opposed to the legal immi-
grant provisions in the welfare reform bill
because barring legal immigrants from Med-
icaid eligibility for five years and deeming
legal immigrants Out of Medicaid eligibility
until citizenship would jeopardize the health
care safety net in many urban areas.

Public hospitals would still treat imrni-
grants but receive no reimbursement. Most
low income legal immigrants cannot afford
health insurance. Because of the legislation.
however, all legal aliens will be ineligible for
Medicaid.

Public hospitals would have new burdens of
uncompensated care. The bar on Medicaid
eligibility and Medicaid deeming would lead
to an increase in the number of uninsured
patients and exacerbate an already tremen-
dous burden of uncompensated care on public
hospitals and other providers who treat large
numbers of low income patients. This is a
cost shift from the federal government to
state and local entities and providers.

Public hospitals would bear the costs of
welfare reform. The cost shift created by the
welfare legislation would disproportionately
fall on public hospitals in states with large
numbers of legal immigrants, such as Flor-
ida. California, Texas. New York. and 1111-
nois, Public hospitals in states with lower
levels of immigration would also bear the
costs, because legal immigrants are part of
almost every community.

There would be new public health risks,
The loss of Medicaid coverage means that
the amount of preventive care provided to
legal immigrants would be drastically re-
duced. thereby exposing entire communities
to communicable diseases while increasing
the overall cost of providing nesary care.

Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, there
are two other aspects of the policy
shifts in this legislation. The irnmigra-
tion bill contained the shift in eligi-
bility, the constriction of eligibility
based on deeming for legal aliens in
order to generate funds that would
then be used to finance the programs
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that were authorized in the illegal im-
migration sections of that bill to bet-
ter protect our borders. What we are
about to do here is to take all the
money that is in the immigration bill
that is intended to be used for border
enforcement and divert it for the pur-
poses of this welfare reform bill.

So all of the promises that we made.
for instance, to the people along the
Southwest border, that we are going to
have more Border Patrol agents, fenc-
ing, and other steps to enforce our bor-
ders against illegal immigration are
going to be ashen, because we. by this
action, have taken all the money that
we have provided to finance those en-
hancements to our borders. It is, in
part, for that reason, I suspect, that
Senator FEINSTEIN, who has been such
a leader in the efforts to protect our
borders, is a cosponsor of this amend-
ment.

Finally, I suggest, Mr. President,
that this is a very clear back-door way
to accomplish the same objective that
this Senate on several occasions re-
jected when we were debating the im-
migration bill, and that is a sharp re-
duction on the rights of legal immigra-
tion into this country which we know
is primarily the right to reunify fami-
lies.

Why is this a back-door constraint on
legal immigration and particularly
family reunification? The reason is be-
cause we are making it so financially
onerous for sponsors. We are raising
the specter of their own impoverish-
ment as a result of bringing a loved
one, a child, a spouse, a parent into
this country that we are going to effec-
tively, through coercion, accomplish
the same thing that this Senate, by di-
rect action, refused to do, which was to
make it more difficult for legal aliens
to reunite with their families.

So, Mr. President, this amendment,
this series of motions to strike will
eliminate those sections of the legisla-
lion that relate to the eligibility of
legal aliens to a variety of Federal ben-
efits. I underscore that this is not to
say that we are not going to restrain
those benefits, but we would do so
through the immigration bill that we
have passed, a bill that had the consid-
ered judgment of this Senate as op-
posed to doing it through a welfare re-
form bill where this matter is getting
virtually no consideration.

We are going to do it through the
concept of deeming rather than the
concept of a total prohibition. We are
going to do it at a reasonable level of
$5.6 billion which I personally think is,
in itself, excessive, but pales in com-
parison to the 23 billion of reduction
that is contained in this welfare bill.

AMENDMENT NO. 4921

(Purpose: To sthke the provisions restrict-
ing welfare and public benefits for aliens)
Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, I send

an amendment to the desk, and I ask
unanimous consent that the time I
have used thus far be counted against
my time on the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered. The clerk
will report.

The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Florida IMr. GRAHAMJ,

for himself. Mrs. FEINSTEIN Mr. SIMON, Mrs.
MURRAY and Mrs. BOXER, proposes an amend-
ment numbered 4941.

Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the read-
ing of the amendment be dispensed
with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
Beginning on page 562 strike line 5 through

the end of line 23 on page 567.
Beginning on page 567 strike line 14

through the end of page 582 line 2.
Beginning on page 585 line 13 strike all

through the end of line 25 on page 587.
Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, I re-

serve the remainder of my time.
Mr. SAJ'JTORUM addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Pennsylvania.
Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President, I

think this is an area where there is
just a disagreement in philosophy. I re-
spect the Senator from Florida, and
there probably is not a Member in this
Chamber who knows more about the
difficulty in dealing with a large num-
ber of legal immigrants in this country
than the former Governor of Florida.
But I think there is just a philosophi-
cal difference here, or a difference of
what we believe is fair and equitable inthis country.

What we are talking about is a par-
ticular class of legal immigrants. We
are not talking about refugees, people
who come to this country seeking ref-
uge from persecution in their home-
land. All refugees are excluded from
the provisions of this bill. In other
words, they are fully entitled to the
array of social welfare benefits pro-
vided by the Federal Government.

Asylees, for example, the two Cuban
baseball players—they are probably not
going to need any social welfare bene-
fits given their talent level, but if they
were not so talented arid were here in
this country claiming political asylum,
they would continue to be eligible for a
variety of welfare benefits.

We are, in a sense, to my understand-
ing, unique in that respect around the
world. There are, to my knowledge, no
other countries that do provide welfare
benefits to legal immigrants and their
noncitizens in their country. So, in a
sense, we are keeping very much with
the tradition of our country, with the
Statue of Liberty when we suggest that
those who are under persecution at
home, that those who are in need of
this country as a beacon of freedom
are, in fact, provided for by this coun-
try. So I think that is something we
should all agree on, be proud of and,
obviously, continue, and we do that in
this bill.

What we do not continue in this bill,
and I think wisely do not continue, is
to continue to provide benefits to what
are called sponsored immigrants. Spon-

sored immigrants are immigrants who
come to this country, and almost all
come to this country through a family
unification provision, which is to unify
a family, whether it is a spouse or a
child or a mother or a father or a sister
or a brother. They come to this coun-
try to unify a family, and when they do
so, the citizen of this country, who is
the sponsor, signs a document. The
document says that I will take finan-
cial responsibility for this person who I
want to bring to this country for a pe-
riod of 5 years, and that all of my as-
sets are deemed available and in the
possession, so to speak, constructive
possession of the person coming into
this country for purposes of evaluating
whether that person is eligible for wel-
fare or other Government benefits.
That is current law.

But the problem with this whole
agreement is it is not legally enforce-
able, and they are not enforced. In fact,
one hand does not know what the other
hand is doing. The welfare department
has—no idea what the immigration sta-
tus is, and, in fact, these benefits are
handed out without really much
knowledge of the immigration status of
the individual involved.

What we are seeing—and the Senator
from New York and the Senator from
New Mexico discussed this earlier
today_—is a trend. I say it is even more
than a trend, it is an avalanche, and
the avalanche is elderly family reunifi-
cation, elderly being the bringing over
of mom or dad to this country.

Mom or dad being 60 or 70 or 80 years
of age, coming to this country, you
know, the doting son signs the sponsor
agreement. And lo and behold, mom,
who is disabled, ends up on SSI. Or if
you are elderly, because you qualify
when you are over 65, you end up on
SSI. The Federal Government and the
taxpayers of this country become the
retirement village supporters of the en-
tire world.

I do not think that is what the intent
of these provisions was for. I think we
have seen a real pattern of abuse here
of a document that is not legally en-
forceable, which is the sponsorship
agreement, and a tremendous number
of people coming over here and using
the SSI system as, in fact, the retire-
ment system for many people all across
the world. So what we have said is that
we do not want to continue to have
this incentive.

We, as members of the Ways and
Means Commfttee over in the other
body, heard testimony on numerous oc-
casions about how it was well known—
and in fact it went throughout many
refugee camps in Southeast Asia and
other places; that was one of the items
of testimony—about how this was this
great system that America had, that
you can get over here and you could
array yourself in all these wonderful
benefits.

People should come to this country
because they want the benefits of our
society, not the benefits of our welfare
system. I think that is where we really
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have to draw the line here. So I think
we have held up our responsibility to
the fabric of our society, which is to in-
vite those who are in need to come
here, and we will in fact help you get
started.

But I think we have drawn the line
saying, if you want to bring a member
of your family over and you sign a doc-
ument saying that you will take finan-
cial responsibility for them, live up to
the document, provide for them. In
fact, if you want—after 5 years. under
current law, you are eligible for citi-
zenship. If you apply for citizenship,
you do what is necessary to prepare
yourself for citizenship, and comply
and apply and pass all your tests, you
can, too. be eligible for the wide vari-
ety of welfare programs that we have
in this country.

But. I mean. we talk in terms of peo-
ple coming here for welfare. The fact
is. the vast majority of people do not
come here for welfare. They come here
because America is the land of oppor-
tunity. and unfortunately what we-
have seen is because of the abuse in
this area, it has caused a lot of some of
the anti-immigrant feelings that are
seen in many areas of the country and
by many people in this country.

I think what we have a responsibility
to do—I joined with Senator DEWINE
and Senator ABRAHAM on this side of
the aisle, I know Senator GRJ' and
others on the other side of the aisle, in
not restricting the caps on immigra-
don. I am proimmigration. I am the
son of an immigrant. I am not one of
these people who says, "I'm in. OK.
Close the door." I believe inlrnigration
is important to the future of this coun-
try.

But I believe if we have programs
that are abused. if we have programs
that in fact call into question the im-
migration policy in this country, that
cast a broad shadow over immigration
in general. we have a responsibility to
the taxpayers, No. 1, but also to the
sentiment of immigration in this coun-
try. No. 2, to clean up the mess, to put
a better face on immigration, to show
that we have our act together in pro-
viding immigration to those who truly
are in need. but not to those who are
abusing the system.

If we clean that up, I think we im-
prove the image of immigration and
there is less pressure on lowering those
caps and doing other things that I
think could be harmful with respect to
the area of immigration and, I think,
save the taxpayers a whole bundle of
money in the process.

I think those are all very positive
things that happen. That is one of the
reasons that this provision that is in
this bill is included in the Democrat
substitute and has been included in, I
think, all the House bills that have
been considered.

I think it has very strong bipartisan
support. While I think the Senator
from Florida is well-intentioned and
certainly is, I think. sensitive to the
needs of the many thousands of immi-
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grants who are in the State of Florida.
I think we have taken ajudicious swipe
at this issue and have cut appro-
priately. I hope we will support the un-
derlying bill and be in opposition to
the amendment of the Senator from
Florida. I reserve the remainder of my
time.

Mr. GRAJ-IAM. Will the Senator from
Pennsylvania yield for a question?

Mr. SANTORUM. I will be happy to.
Mr. GRAHAM. Did the Senator from

Pennsylvania state that these provi-
sions that are not bars to eligibility
only apply to those persons who come
into the country with a sponsor who
has assumed the financial obligation?

Mr. SANTORUM. I mean. I have not
combed over the Finance Committee
bill, but that has been my understand-
ing all along.

Mr. GRAHAM. Will the Senator
please turn to section 2402, which is
one of the sections that my motion
would strike?

Mr. SANTORUM. Can you tell me
what page that is on?

Mr. GRAHAM. Page 234 on my copy,
but at a different page—

Mr. SANTORIJM. I have section 2402
before me.

Mr. GRAHAM. It states that:
Notwithstanding any other provision of

law and except as provided in paragraph (2).
an alien who is a qualified alien (as defined
in section 2431) is not eligible for any speci-
fied Federal program (as defined in para-
graph (3)).

So thus we then have to go to section
2431 to determine what the definition is
of a "qualified alien." Subparagraph
(b) of that section says:

For purposes of this chapter, the term
'qualified alien" means an alien who, at the
time the alien applies for, receives, or at-
tempts to receive a Federal public benefit.
is—

Among other things—
(2) an alien who is granted asylum under

section 208
(3) a refugee who is admitted to the United

States under section 207
(4) an alien who is paroled into the United

States under section 212(d) (5)
None of these people have a sponsor.

If I have misread the language of this
section, I will appreciate being cor-
rected. But that is a very fundamental
issue as to who is intended to be cov-
ered.

Mr. SANTORUM. What I think this
provision says is they are eligible for a
5-year exemption under the law. and
then they have to become citizens.

Mr. GRAHAM. The Senator said the
only people this applied to were those
who had a sponsor who could assume
responsibility. I understood the Sen-
ator to say specifically. for instance,
they did not apply to refugees who
were admitted because they are fleeing
legitimate persecution.

Mr. SANTORUM. Yes. The Senator is
absolutely right. This is different than
I understood the provision to be. The
difference is—and the Senator is cor-
rect—that aliens, refugees. et cetera,
are eligible for 5 years until they be-
come eligible for citizenship. and then
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we expect them to become citizens or
they will not be eligible in the future.

Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, I think
this question precisely underscores
why I have offered this series of
strikes. We spent a week-plus on this
floor in April and May debating a com-
prehensive immigration bill. We came
to a studied judgment as to how, for
whom. for what time period benefits
for legal aliens should be constrained.
We came to a judgment that said over
the next 7 years the restraint should
have a dollar figure of S5.6 billion.

Tonight we are debating a provision
that purports to reduce the benefits of
legal aliens by $23 billion. four times
more than what we had purported to do
just a few weeks ago. Yet there is not
the opportunity for careful scrutiny
and study. Therefore. fundamental mis-
conceptions as to who this applies to
are being presented on this legislation
on which our colleagues are going to be
asked to vote.

I think the prudent thing to do is to
adopt the motions to strike that I have
offered and let these issues be resolved
in the conference committee which is
now in place to settle the immigration
bill and not attempt to do these things
at now 11 o'clock at night on a bill that
has received not a scintilla of the kind
of analysis insofar as it relates to the
impact on legal aliens as did that im-
migration bill.

That is the argument that I make in
support of my motions to strike these
provisions. This has very serious impli-
cations, not only to the individuals in-
volved, but to the communities in
which legal aliens elect to live.

As an example. in a study by Los An-
geles County of what this will mean in
terms of health care in that commu-
nity, there are estimates that they
have 93,000 legal immigrants who would
lose their SSI benefits. making them
automatically eligible for county fund-
ed general assistance. That would cost
Los Angeles County $236 million a year
in additional costs. I do not think we
ought to be imposing an unfunded man-
date of $236 million on the citizens of
Los Angeles County in the cavalier
manner that I suggest we are about to
do.

We have a process. The conference
committee focused on immigration
with Senators and Members of the
House who were selected because of
their knowledge and background on
that subject matter. several of whom
have served on these important com-
missions on immigration. That is the
form which these issues ought to be re-
solved. not in this welfare bill.

Mr. DODD. Will the Senator yield?
Mr. GRAHAM. I am happy to yield to

the Senator.
Mr. DODD. Mr. President, it is aw-

fully late here. Our colleague from
Pennsylvania gets saddled with the re-
sponsibility of providing analysis for I
do not know how many pages in the
bill. and it is not easy. but I think our
colleague from Florida, despite the late
hour and the fact there are only a
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handful of us here, is a classic example
of offering insight that we probably
were not aware of.

I hope those who understand this bill
would look carefully at the suggestions
our colleague has made, because, as I
understood it. this is the kind of thing
which none of us intended to be the
case. We are talking about a category
of people who come here legally, who
fall into circumstances that all of us
have agreed should not be denied bene-
fits. There is no debate about that. I
think we have resolved that.

I urge staff and others who might
look at this, so that tomorrow when we
are asked to vote on matters as we
gather in the well, there will not be the
benefit that those of us sitting here
today will have had of the very careful
analysis of the Senator from Florida.
My hope is. and I say this so our
friends from Pennsylvania and Dela-
ware who are here, who have staff here
to look at this, so tomorrow when our
colleagues gather we will have an op-
portunity to pass judgment on this,
arid if it is as our colleague from Flor-
ida has suggested, we might adopt that
amendment maybe by voice vote, go to
conference, and try and resolve some of
the matters.

They may take an opposite point of
view, but I urge that thought be given
to that. Most of our colleagues, if they
have any sense at all, are fast asleep by
this hour. I see that our Presiding Offi-
cer is a surgeon. He may make rec-
ommendations for all of us here. We all
know what it is like when it comes
time to vote. We come in. there are pa-
pers at the desk, we vote aye or we
vote no, we do not have a chance to
benefit from the exchanges that have
occurred here.

I urge our staffs take a good look at
this, and if the Senator from Florida is
correct, I urge. in the spirit of biparti-
sariship, that we try and set that mat-
ter aside for conference so as not to un-
wittingly adopt some provisions that I
think none of us would agree with.

Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President, with
all due respect to my friend arid col-
league from Connecticut, I am not too
sure there is anything unwitting going
on here. This was a provision that was
in the Senate bill when it passed 87 to
12. It was in the conference report; it
was in the original bill that was intro-
duced. This provision has really been
unchanged for quite some time and has
been, as I said. not only included in the
Republican bill, but the Senator from
Connecticut himself stood up on the
floor when the Senator from New Mex-
ico and the Senator from New York
said, "What are you guys talking
about? This provision on illegal immi-
grants, it is in our bill. You should not
be talking about that."

I think there has been very broad
support of this issue. It saves a signifi-
cant amount of money. It is $18 billion.
Obviously, the Senator from Florida
does not have any offset there to put us
within our reconciliation target. so
this puts us well beyond. well under
our reconciliation target, No. 1.

No. 2, the Senator from Florida talks
about the potential for an unfunded
mandate. We have a CBO estimate here
that there is no unfunded mandate
here, including the provision in this
bill that the bill does not provide an
unfunded mandate. So we have no un-
funded mandate with this provision in-
cluded in the bill, No. 1.

No. 2, we lose $18 billion of a $50-
some-odd-billion savings in this bill
with this provision.

No. 3, it has been adopted on many
occasions, included in both parties'
bills, and we had a vote on it the last
time we were here, and it was voted
down.

I think to suggest that someone is
being hoodwinked here or that there is
some substantial question as to wheth-
er this is a legitimate way to reform
the system, I do not think is borne out
by the history of these provisions. I
think these provisions have been test-
ed. These provisions have had broad bi-
partisan support. I am hopeful tomor-
row that broad bipartisan support will
continue.

Mr. DODD. I will not dwell on this. I
do not believe our colleague from Flor-
ida was on the floor when our colleague
from New York. and the chairman,
Senator DOMENICI, had a chart they
raised and talked about legal aliens,
the parents of citizens, who under the
deeming process—

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I ask unan-
imous consent I be able to proceed for
3 minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

Mr. DODD. As I understood it, those
were the parents of citizens who would
come in legally. and under the deeming
process their children assumed, as my
colleague from Pennsylvania properly
described, the financial responsibility
of those parents coming in. The ex-
change was that both the Democratic
proposal and the underlying bill pro-
hibit that kind of situation from per-
sisting. I think we all agree on that.

Mr. SANTORUM. I suggest to the
Senator from Connecticut that with
the amendment of the Senator from
Florida, that would not be; it would
strike the provisions that eliminate
that, that that situation could con-
tinue.

Mr. DODD. I understand that part of
it. I think we would want to keep it.
What I understood. this went beyond
that. which I am not as knowledgeable
as our colleague from Florida. In addi-
tion to that, you have refugees. asylees
and others who would not necessarily
fall into the category, or they did not
have a sponsor and got here.

That is what he is trying to carve
out. That is why I suggest staff get to-
gether. Maybe I misunderstood.

I yield to the Senator from Florida.
Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, to be

clear, my argument is that this is a re-
dundant and inappropriate piece of leg-
islation to be considering the issue of

the eligibility of legal aliens for Fed-
eral benefits. That is exactly what we
did in the immigration bill.

We spent days on the floor and weeks
in the appropriate committee consider-
ing the nuances of that legislation. in-
cluding its impact on the communities,
which would now have to carry the
cost that previously had been a part-
nership between the States, the com-
munities, and the Federal Government.

I am suggesting what we ought to do
is let that process come to fruition.
The House has passed an immigration
bill. The Senate has passed the immi-
gration bill. They are in conference.
They have been in conference since
mid-May. Let that forum decide what
should be the benefits that the Federal
Government would provide for legal
aliens. Do not do it in this welfare bill.

I think the very fact that we are pro-
posing to reduce those benefits by S2.3
billion, when just a few weeks ago we
thought the appropriate level of reduc-
tion was $5.6 billion, ought to raise in
our minds whether we really know
what we are doing here.

The statement that this is not an un-
funded mandate, how in the world is it
not going to be an unfunded mandate
when the Federal Government denies
coverage to large groups of people and
imposes that cost for the sick, the el-
derly, those who require special other
assistance, is going to end up being a
responsibility of States arid local gov-
ernments.

If I could use one example, the U.S.
Government has entered into an agree-
ment with the Cuban Government
which sets up a process by which 20,000
Cubans each year will come into the
United States. Most of them. when
they come into the United States,
come under the category of parolees.
Currently, the Federal Government,
which is the government that signed
this agreement, is responsible for the
financial cost of that group of new ar-
rivals if they. for instance, become eli-
gible for health care because they are
indigent and they are in need of health
care.

This is going to say that. for the first
year, that group of people will not be
eligible for any Federal assistance.
Who is going to pick up those costs?
Eighty percent plus of those people end
up in Dade County, FL. I can tell you
who is going to pick up the cost. Jack-
son Memorial Hospital and the other
health care providers in the commu-
nity are going to be paying for the
costs. and it will become—in the clas-
sic definition of an unfunded man-
date—an unfunded mandate to render
services to a group of people who the
Federal Government has determined
shall enter the community without any
Federal financial participation in pay-
ing those costs.

We dealt with that issue specifically
in the immigration bill. and we did not
reach that, I think. quite unjust result.
This would reverse a decision that we
have previously made.

So my argument. Mr. President, is a
simple one—not that we should not
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face the issue and try to accomplish
som€ of the objectives the Senator
from Pennsylvania strives to do: but
we ought to do it in the proper form
with the proper consideration and with
the proper level of respect to the com-
munities that are going to be most af-
fected by the ultimate decisions we
will make. I believe striking these pro-
visions out of this bill, which then
turns to the more appropriate forum of
the immigration conference committee
as the means by which we would reach
ultimate judgment. is the appropriate
policy. I hope the Senate will concur
when we vote on this issue tomorrow.

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I would
just like to point out that it is. of
course, the Finance Committee that
has jurisdiction over these programs. I
point out that the provisions that are
contained in the legislation before us
were also contained in H.R. 4. as well
as the Balanced Budget Act of last
year. So this legislation has been acted
upon in the Congress twice.

1 further point out that the matter
was considered in committee, and on
that committee we have a number of
members of the Judiciary Committee.
On the Republican side, these provi-
sions were supported.

So I do not think it can be said that
this is a matter that just came up in
the wee hours of this evening. It has
been a matter carefully considered in
committee, as well as on the Senate
floor.

I also point out that much of these
provisions, although not entirely in the
same form. were included as part of the
Democratic substitute.

So I think it is important that we
bring this into the proper perspective. I
want to point out that much of the sav-
ings that would come about through
this legislation are through the
changes that are being made in welfare
programs for noncitizens. These people
came into the United States on the
basis that they would not become a
public charge. 5. 1956 requires nonciti-
zens to live up to their end of the bar-
gain by requiring them to work or de-
pend on the support of their sponsors
and not rely on the American tax-
payers.

I yield the floor.
Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, I ask

for the yeas and nays on the motion to
strike.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.

AMENDMENT NO. 49Z2

(Purpose: To correct provisions relating to
quality standards for child care)

Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I send an
amendment to the desk and ask for its
immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The bill clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Connecticut IMr DODD].

for himself. Ms. SNOwE. Mr. KENXEIDy. Ms.
MIKuLSKI. Mr. HARKIN, Mr. KOHL. M. KERRy,
Mrs. MURRAY. Mr. KERREY. Mr. COHEN. Mr.
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REID. and Mr. LEAHY. proposes an amend-
ment numbered 4922.

Mr. DODD. Mr. President. I ask unan-
imous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
In the amendment made by section 2807.

strike '3" and insert "4".
Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I offer this

amendment on behalf of myself. Sen-
ator SNOWE, and others.

This deals with the child care section
of the legislation. Let me just very
briefly describe the amendment to my
colleagues. The reconciliation bill re-
serves 3 percent of the child care funds
to improve the quality and availability
of child care. Using current law projec-
tions, Mr. President, this proposal
would represent a reduction of approxi-
mately $400 million over 6 years for the
quality and increased availability of
child care, and buildings and accom-
modations for those children who will
need it.

This amendment increases the funds
reserved for quality from 3 percent to 4
percent, reducing the shortfall in funds
to about $200 million over 6 years,
about half of what the shortfall would
be without this amendment.

I point out, Mr. President, that the
House has adopted a similar provision
of 4 percent, so we would be conforming
with this legislation to what is already
included in the House language.

Earlier in the day, Mr. President, I
made a case for the importance of
health and safety standards for our
child care settings. and I pointed out
that in recent studies of child care fa-
cilities in this country. only 1 in 7 day
care centers received a rating of good
quality care. with even f:ewer pro-
grams—8 percent—providing good qual-
ity care for infants and toddlers. In the
same study, 40 percent of rooms serv-
ing infants and toddlers provided less
than minimum quality care in the
country.

I do not think I need to make the
case here. I think we all agree and un-
derstand the implications of the legis-
lation. There is unanimity here on the
concept of moving adults from welfare
to work. We all understand that many
of these adults. of course, have children
who are going to require child care of
one kind or the other.

As I pointed out earlier in the day. of
the 13 million people in this entire
country who receive AFDC, 8.8 million
of the 13 million are under the age of
18; 78 percent of the 8.8 million are
under the age of 12; and 46 percent of
the 8.8 million are under the age of 6.
There are 4.1 million adults who collect
AFDC. So as we take the 2 million
adults. of the 4 million that this bill re-
quires we put to work over the next 7
years, at least anyway, 78 percent of
that 8.8 million, you can argue actually
a higher number will require some
form of child care setting—a signifi-
cant amount. We are told the numbers
will get larger in the coming years.
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So we want to put adequate quality

child care out there. We have made the
case that for automobiles and pets we
have standards. If you leave your pet
someplace. certain standards have to
be met. What we are trying to say here
is, when it comes to our Nation's chil-
dren, minimum standards should be
met, and there should be some quality
control.

We leave it to the States, Mr. Presi-
dent, to decide in specificity what
those quality standards ought to be.
We do not try to mandate here specific
requirements. except in a broader con-
text. So we are not violating the no-
tion that States meet those standards.
I point out, by the way, that this is
language that we adopted—my col-
league from Delaware will recall—
going back to 1990, under the Bush ad-
ministration, when Senator HATCH and
I authored the Child Care Block Grant
Program that was supported by the
Bush administration and adopted here.
We included quality and health and
safety standards.

Earlier today. with the support of
Senator COATS, Senator KASSEBAUM,
Senator SNOwE, and others, we adopted
the health and safety standards in the
bill. This amendment offered by Sen-
ator SNOwE and I would raise from 3
percent to 4 percent an allocation for
quality, and I hope that my colleagues
will see fit to support this amendment.
I think it improves the bill.

With that, I would not necessarily
ask for a rollcall vote because I under-
stand that it may be acceptable to the
majority. If that is the case, I will not
ask, obviously, for a rollcall vote.

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I say to
the distinguished Senator from Con-
necticut that we are willing to agree to
his amendment. and consequently a
rollcall vote would not be necessary

Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I deeply
appreciate my colleagues' support for
the amendment.

I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

question is on agreeing to the amend-
ment of the Senator from Connecticut.

The amendment (No. 4922) was agreed
to.

Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I move to
reconsider the vote by which the
amendment was agreed to.

Mr. ROTH. I move to lay that motion
on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

Mr. DODD. Mr. President, there is
also an amendment. The Senator from
North Carolina, Senator FAIRCLOTI-j,
had an amendment he was going to
propose. and it has to do with child
care and the question of whether or not
child care workers could be considered
in the work sections of this bill. There
was some question as to whether or not
we would clear that.

As I understand it, all the health and
safety standards and quality would
apply. If my colleague from Delaware
would confirm that for me, we would be
more than willing to accept that
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amendment and move another amend-
ment along.

Mr. ROTH. Yes. I do confirm that.
Mr. DODD. I would be more than

happy to clear that amendment on our
side. I do not know if the Senator has
an amendment and he would like to
offer it. If he does, we could remove one
more amendment. I am sure Senator
DOMENICI, who is sound asleep, would
be grateful in the morning when he ar-
rives to find out that we agreed to one
more amendment.

Mr. ROTH. Actually, I had three
more amendments.

Mr. DODD. Do not get carried away.
Mr. ROTH. Do you want more?
Mr. DODD. No.
[Laughter.]
Mr. ROTH. We had the two earlier

agreements.
AMENDMENTS NUMBERED 4923 THROUGH 4925. EN

BLOC

Mr. ROBB. Let me start over.
Mr. President, I have a unanimous-

consent agreement to propound to dis-
pose of three amendments which have
been agreed to on both sides of the
aisle. They include Senator
FAIRCLOTHs amendment to clarify that
a welfare recipient may provide child
care services to satisfy the bill's work
requirement; two, Senator COATS'
amendment allowing welfare recipients
to establish individual development ac-
counts; and, third, Senator A8RAHAM's
amendment modifying the illegitimacy
ratio.

I ask unanimous consent that it be in
order for me to offer these three
amendments that I send to the desk, en
bloc, that they be considered and
agreed to. en bloc, and that the mo-
tions to table and the motions to re-
consider be agreed to, en bloc, and that
they appear in the RECORD as if consid-
ered individually.

Mr. DODD. Mr. President, reserving
the right to object—I shall not object—
the Senator from Delaware is correct.
These amendments have been cleared
on this side. We are pleased to have
them accepted.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report the amendments by
number.

The bill clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Delaware [Mr. ROTH]

proposes amendments numbered 4923 through
4925, en bloc.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendments are agreed to.

The amendments (Nos. 4923. 4924. and
4925, en bloc) were agreed to. as fol-
lows:

AMENDMENT NO. 4923

(Purpose: To encourage individuals to
provide child care services)

On page 239, between lines 21 and 22. insert
the following:

(i) ENCOURAGEMENT To PROViDE CHILD
CARE SvIcEs.—An individual participating
in a State community service program may
be treated as being engaged in work under
subsection (c) if such individual provides
child care services to other individuals par-
ticipating in the community service program
in the mariner, and for the period of time
each week, determined appropriate by the
State.
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(Purpose: To provide for the establishment of
individual development accounts)

On page 221. between lines 20 and 21. insert
the following new subsection:

(h) USE OF FUNDS FOR INDIvIDUAL DEvEL-
OPMENT ACCOUNTS.—

(I) IN GENERAL.—A State operating a pro-
gram funded under this part may use
amounts received under a grant under sec-
tiOn 403 to carry Out a program to fund indi-
vidual development accounts (as defined in
paragraph (2)) established by individuals eli-
gible for assistance under the State program
under this part.

(2) INDIvIDUAL DEVELOPMENT ACCOUNTS.—
(A) ESTABLISHMENT—Under a State pro.

gram carried Out under paragraph (1), an in-
dividual development account may be estab-
lished by or on behalf of an individual eligi-
ble for assistance under the State program
operated under this part for the purpose of
enabling the individual to accumulate funds
for a qualified purpose described in subpara-
graph (B).

'(B) QUALIFIED PURP05E.—A qualified pur-
pose described in this subparagraph is I or
more of the following, as provided by the
qualified entity providing assistance to the
individual under this subsection:

'(i) POSTSECONDARY EDUCATIONAL EX-
PENSES.—Postsecondary educational ex-
penses paid from an individual development
account directly to an eligible educational
institution.

"(ii) FIRST-HOME PURCHASE.—Qualified ac-
quisition costs with respect to a qualified
principal residence for a qualified first-time
homebuyer, if paid from an individual devel-
opment account directly to the persons to
whom the amounts are due.

(iii) BUSINESS CAPITAL]ZATION.—AmOunts
paid from an individual development account
directly to a business capitalization account
which is established in a federally insured fi-
nancial institution and is restricted to use
solely for qualified business capitalization
expenses.

(C) CONTRIBUTIONS TO BE FROM EARNED IN-
COME—An individual may only contribute to
an individual development account such
amounts as are derived from earned income,
as defined in section 911(d)(2) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986.

"(D) WiTHDRAWAL OF FUNDS.—The Sec-
retary shall establish such regulations as
may be necessary to ensure that funds held
in an individual development account are
not withdrawn except for I or more of the
qualified purposes described in subparagraph
(B).

(3) REQUiREMENTS.—
(A) IJ GENERAL.—An individual develop-

ment account established under this sub-
section shall be a trust created or organized
in the United States and funded through
periodic contributions by the establishing in-
dividual and matched by or through a quali-
fied entity for a qualified purpose (as de-
scribed in paragraph (2)(B).

(B) QUALIFIED ENT]Ty.—FOr purposes of
this subsection, the term 'qualified entity'
means either—

(i) a not-for-profit organization described
in section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986 and exempt from taxation under
section 501 (a) of such Code: or

"(ii) a State or local government agency
acting in cooperation with an organization
described in clause (i).

"(4) No REDUCTION IN BENEFITS.—Notwith-
standing any other provision of Federal law
(other than the Internal Revenue Code of
1986) that requires consideration of I or more
financial circumstances of an individual, for
the purpose of determining eligibility to re-
ceive, or the amount of, any assistance or
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benefit authorized by such law to be provided
to or for the benefit of such individual, funds
(including interest accruing) in an individual
development account under this subsection
shall be disregarded for such purpose with re-
spect to any period during which such indi-
vidual maintains or makes contributions
into such an account.

• (5) DEFINITIONS.—FOr purposes of this sub-
section—

(A) ELIGIBLE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION.—
The term eligible educational institution
means the following:

• (i) An institution described in section
481(a)(1) or 1201(a) of the Higher Education
Act of !965 (20 U.S.C. 1088(a)(1) or 1141(a)), as
such sections are in effect on the date of the
enactment of this subsection.

'(ii) An area vocational education school
(as defined in subparagraph (C) or (D) of sec-
tion 52!(4) of the Carl D. Perkins Vocational
and Applied Technolo' Education Act (20
U.S.C. 2471 (4))) which is in any State (as de-
fined in section 521 (33) of such Act), as such
sections are in effect on the date of the en-
actment of this subsection.

(B) POST-SECONDARY EDUCATIONAL EX-
PENSES.—The term 'post-secondary edu-
cational expenses' means—

'(i) tuition and fees required for the enroll-
ment or attendance of a student at an eligi-
ble educational institution, and

'(ii) fees, books, supplies, and equipment
required for courses of instruction at an eli-
gible educational institution.

(C) QUALIFIED ACQUISITION COSTS.—The
term qualified acquisition costs' means the
costs of acquiring, constructing, or recon-
structing a residence. The term includes any
usual or reasonable settlement, fInancing. or
other closing costs.

(D) QUALIFIED BUSINESS.—The term 'quali-
fied business' means any business that does
not contravene any law or public policy (as
determined by the Secretary).

(E) QUALIFIED BUSINESS CAPITALIZATION
EXPENSES—The term 'qualified business cap-
italization expenses' means qualified expend-
itures for the capitalization of a qualified
business pursuant to a qualified plan.

(F) QUALIFIED EXPENDITURES.—The term
qualified expenditures means expenditures
included in a qualified plan, including cap-
ital, plant, equipment, working capital, and
inventory expenses.

(C) QUALIFIED FIRST-TIME HOMEBUYER.—
(i) IN GENRAL.—The term qualified first-

time homebuver' means a taxpayer (and, if
married, the taxpayers spouse) who has no
present ownership interest in a principal res-
idence during the 3-year period ending on the
date of acquisition of the principal residence
to which this subsection applies.

"(ii) DATE OF ACQUIsITIo.—The term 'date
of acquisition' means the date on which a
binding contract to acquire, construct, or re-
construct the principal residence to which
this subparagraph applies is entered into.

(H) QUALIFIED PLAN—The term qualified
plan' means a business plan which—

(i) is approved by a financial institution.
or by a nonprofit loan fund having dem-
onstrated fiduciary integrity,

"(ii) includes a description of services or
goods to be sold. a marketing plan. and pro-
jected financial statements, and

"(iii) may require the eligible individual to
obtain the assistance of an experienced en-
trepreneurial advisor.

"(I) QUALIFIED PRINCIPAL RESIDENCE.—The
term qualified principal residence' means a
principal residence (within the meaning of
section 1034 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986), the qualified acquisition costs of which
do not exceed 100 percent of the average area
purchase price applicable to such residence
(determined in accordance with paragraphs
(2) and (3) of section 143(e) of such Code).
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AMENDMENT NO. 4925

(Purpose: To establish an illegitimacy
reduction bonus fund)

Beginning on page 202. line 20. strike "a
grant and all that follows through line 13
on page 203, and insert the following: "an il-
legitimacy reduction bonus if—

"(i) the State demonstrates that the num-
ber of out-of-wedlock births that occurred in
tne State during the most recent 2-year pe-
nod for which such information is available
decreased as compared to the number of such
births that occurred during the previous 2-
'ear period: and

"(ii) the rate of induced pregnancy terrni-
nations in the State for the fiscal year is less
than the rate of induced pregnancy terrni-
nations in the State for fiscal year 1995.

"(B) PARTICIPATION IN ILLEGITIMACY
BOrus.—A State tnat demonstrates a de-
crease under subparagraph (A)(i) shall be eli-
gible for a grant under paragraph (5).

On page 203. line 19. strike "(B)' and insert
"(C)".

On page 204, line 7, strike "(C)' and insert
"CD)".

On page 204. lines 13 and 14. strike for fis-
cal year 1995" and insert "the preceding 2 fis-
cal years".

On page 214, between lines 10 and 11. insert
the fQilowing:

(3) BONUS TO REWARD DECREASE IN ILLEGIT-
IMACY.—

"(A) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary shall
make a grant pursuant to this paragraph to
each State determined eligible under para-
graoh (2) (B) for each bonus year for which
the State demonstrates a net decrease in
out-of-wedlock births.

'(B) AMOUNT OF GRANT.—
"(i) IN GENERAL.—Subject to this subpara-

graoh, the Secretary shall determine the
amount of the grant payable under this para-
graph to a low illegitimacy State for a bonus
year.

(ii) TOP FIvE 5TATE5.—With respect to
States determined eligible under paragraph
(2) (B) for a fiscal Year, the Secretary shall
determine which five of such States dem-
onstrated the greatest decrease in out-of-
wedlock births under such paragraph for the
period involved. Each of such five States
shall receive a grant of equal amount under
this paragraph for such fiscal year but such
amount shall not exceed 520.000,000 for any
single State.

(iii) LESS THAN FIVE STATES.—With re-
st)ect to a fiscal year, if the Secretary deter-
mines that there are less than five States el-
igible under paragraph (2)(B) for a fiscal
year, the grants wider this paragraph shall
øe awarded to eacn such State in an equal
amount but such amount shall not exceed
S?5.000.000 for any single State.

(C) BONUS YEAR.—The term bonus year'
means fiscal years 1999, 2000, 2001. 2002, and
2003.

"(D) APPROPRIATION.—Out of any money in
the Treasury of the United States not other-
wise appropriated, there are appropriated for
fiscal years 1999 through 2003, such sums as
are necessary for grants under this para-
graph.

MORNThG BUSINESS
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I ask unan-

irnous consent that there now be a pe-
riod for the transaction of morning
business with Senators permitted to
speak for up to 5 minutes each.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

THOMAS R. BURKE
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I rise to

today to speak a few words in remem-
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brance of Thomas R. Burke, whose re-
cent, tragic death at the young age of
57 has robbed America of one of its
leading health care policymakers.

Many of us in this body remernber
Tom Burke for his outstanding work at
the Department of Health and Human
Services. Indeed, I first came to know
Tom over a decade ago during the con-
firmation process for one of the great
HHS Secretaries of all time, Dr. Otis
Bowen. I quickly came to admire
Tom's forthright style, which some
may have called gruff. But everyone re-
spected Tom for his vigor, honesty, and
impact.

In the early 1980's, Tom served as the
staff director of the Advisory Council
on Social Security, chaired by Dr.
Bowen. When Dr. Bowen joined the
Reagan administration as Secretary of
Health and Human Services in 1985. he
made a wise decision and chose Tom
Burke as Chief of Staff of the 110.000
employee department. This was a sig-
nificant honor and great responsibil-
ity—and Tom didn't let Dr. Bowen
down. He stood as "Doc's" top-most ad-
vocate, defender, and protector, until
President Reagan left office.

While many remember Tom for the
Medicare catastrophic legislation.
which I will discuss in a moment. Tom
must be remembered for his many,
many other accomplishments at HHS,
including initiatives to: Strengthen pa-
tient-outcomes and medical effective-
ness research; launch a public aware-
ness campaign against alcohol abuse:
propoe reforms in the medical liabil-
ity system: and, undertake managerial
changes to elevate the Indian Health
Service and rejuvenate the Commis-
sioned Corps of the Public Health Serv-
ice.

Tom Burke worked diligently on be-
half of our Nation's seniors in the area
of catastrophic health insurance. While
we know that this legislation proved to
be controversial, there is one aspect of
this issue about which there can be no
disagreement: Tom Burke worked hard
to accomplish what he thought was in
the best interest of the American pub-
lic.

Indeed, the record must reflect that
the original Bowen-Burke proposal was
a much. much more modest proposal
than that which the Congress ulti-
mately expanded, approved and re-
pealed. I remember well the initial idea
which Tom had such a large hand in
bringing to the forefront of public de-
bate. It was a small add-on to the
amount seniors pay for Medicare,
under $5 a month. in exchange for
which seniors would have the peace of
mind of knowing they had unlimited
hospitalization coverage. Unfortu-
nately, this was not the provision
which became law.

Tom was widely recognized by his
peers for these accomplishments, a fact
recognized by the special awards he re-
ceived from Secretary Bowen and Sur-
geon General C. Everett Koop.

Tom Burke had a long career in pub-
lic service. In addition to his work at
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HHS, Tom was a member of the Green
Berets and also became Director of
Health Policy Analysis for the Assist-
ant Secretar for Health Affairs at the
Department of Defense. These two as-
signments served him well in his later
Government service.

Mr. President, after Tom's untimely
passing, a number of us who worked
closely with him wanted to express our
admiration of his service to the govern-
ment and of his achievements in health
care policy. At this time, I ask unani-
mous consent that the statements of
two of this body's most distinguished
health care leaders—now retired—Sen-
ator Dave Durenberger. and Senator
George Nlitchell. be printed in the
RECORD at this point.

There being no objection, the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
STATEMENT O SENATOR DAVID DURENBERGER

Tom Burke will always be my friend. He
represents all that is good in making public
policy in Washington D.C. We made a lot of
it in the 1980s. especially through the Medi-
care program. It was Republicans and Demo-
crats, Senate and House.

Our most significant effort was Burke-
Bowen or Bowen-Burke or whatever. Neither
was elected to Congress, but HHS Secretary
Otis Bowen and his Chief of Staff, Tom
Burke, made us who were in Congress make
sense out of Medicare. They insisted we pro-
tect every elderly and disabled American
from financial catastrophy because of medi-
cal, long-term care, drug price or medigap
premium expenses. They created a "Sec.
retary's Task Force" to iron out all the var-
ied views; they marched it through all the
Committees and the finale—a conference
committee in tne LBJ. Room on the Senate
side of the Capitol.

I was the most recent Republican chair of
the Health Sub-Committee of Finance. just
replaced by George Mitchell, so Tom treated
me with just enough of the deference due my
office. But not so much that I didn't know he
believed strongly enough in what we were
privileged enough to do for America and that
he'd find a way to get it done even if we had
some disagreements.

America misses the policy that legislation
changed. Its repeal has cost billions. And we
all miss Tom now that the Lord has repealed
his lease on our lives. Our last joint effort—
a year ago—was his initiative too. When I re-
tired from the Senate he called and put me
to work heloing him convince his beloved In-
dian University that its Otis Bowen Health
Policy Center could really impact Washing-
ton if it had a presence here. And of course
he'd carry on a part of that presence. Doing
all the policy reform work that was left un-
done during his time with Secretary Bowen.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR GEORGE MITCHELL
Tom was a very devoted public servant

who I came to know during the policy de-
bates over Medicare Catastrophes Health In-
surance in the late 1980's. Tom believed in
the need to help the elderly better cope with
the complexities and shortcomings of health
insurance. He helped design and promote a
Medicare Catastrophic benefit, even when
doing so made him unpopular with some
members of his political party. He cared
deeply for the Medicare program and wanted
to improve it for all beneficiaries. Tom
fought long and hard for the passage of Medi-
care Catastrophic, and then renewed his
fight during the ultimate repeal of the legis-
lation. He took the defeat particularly hard,
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SENATE RESOLUTION 280—REL-
ATIVE TO THE CRASH OF TWA
FLIGHT 800
Mr. SPECTER (for himself. Mr.

SANTORUM. Mr. D'AMATO. Mr. MOY-
NIHAN, and Mr. LAUTENBERC) submitted
the following resolution: which was
considered and agreed to:

S. RES. 280
Whereas, on July 17, 1996, Trans World Air-

lines Flight 880 tragically crashed en route
from New York to Paris. France, creating a
tremendous ad tragic loss of life estimated
at 229 men, women, and children;

Whereas, according to Daniel L. Chandler.
Principal of Montoursville, Pennsylvania
High School. among those traveling on board
this airplane were 16 members of the
Montoursville sigh School French Club, who
were among tne very best students of the
French language at their school, and their
five adult cnaoerones, who generously de-
voted their time to making possible this
planned three-week French Club trip to visit
Paris and the French provinces:

Whereas, the actual cause of the airplane
crash is as of vet unknown:

Whereas, the federal government is iri'es-
tigating the cause of this tragedy; Now.
therefore, be

Resolved. 'fl-.at the Senate of the United
States—

(1) exoresses its condolences to the farni-
lies, friends ad loved ones of those whose
lives were taken away by this tragic occur-
rence; and

(2) express its sincere hope that the
cause of this tragedy will be determined
through a thorough investigation as soon as
possible.

SENATE RESOLUTION 281—TO AU-
ThORIZE REPRESENTATION BY
SENATE LEGAL COUNSEL
Mr. DASC-E submitted the follow-

ing resolution: which was considered
and agreed to:

S. RES. 281
Whereas, in zhe case of James Lockhart v.

United States. a].. No, C95-1858Z, pending in
the United Sates District Court for the
Western District of Washington, the plaintiff
has named Seiator Trent Lott and former
Senator Roberz 3. Dole as defendants;

Whereas, pusuant to sections 703(a) and
704(a)(1) of the Ethics in Government Act of
1978, 2 U.S.C. 288b(a) and 288c(a)(1)(1994),
the Senate may direct its counsel to defend
its Members in civil actions relating to their
official responsthiljtjes: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved, That the Senate Legal Counsel is
authorized to represent Senator Lott and
former Senato' Dole in the case of James
Lockhard v. United States, et a),

AMENDMENTS SUBMIrr'ED

THE PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY,
WORK OPPORTUNITY, AND MED.
ICAID RESTRUCTURING ACT OF
1996

LOTr AMENDMENT NO. 4894
Mr. LOTT proposed an amendment to

the bill (5. 1956) to provide for rec-
onciliation pursuant to section 202(a)
of the concw-rent resolution on the
budget for fiscal year 1997: as follows:

On page 663. strike line 9. through page
1027, line 20.

ABRAHAM (AND LIEBERMAN)
AMENDMENT NO. 4895

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. ABRAHAM (for himself and Mr.

LIEBERMAN) submitted an amendment
intended to be proposed by them to the
bill. 5. 1956. supra: as follows:

At the appropriate place. insert:
TITLE _—ENVIRONMENTAL

REMEDIATION COSTS
sEC. 00. AMENDMENT OF 1986 CODE

Except as otherwise expressly provided,
whenever in this title an amendment or re-
peal is expressed in terms of an amendment
to, or repeal of. a section or other provision.
the reference shall be considered to be made
to a section or other provision of the Inter-
nal Revenue Code of 1986.

Subtitle A—In General
SEC. _01. EXPENSING OF ENVIRONMENT RE-

MEDIATION COSTS.
(a) IN GENERAL—Part II of subchapter V of

chapter 1 of the internal Revenue Code of
1986 is amended by adding at the end the fol-
lowing new section:
'SEC. 1395. EXPENSING OF ENV1RONMENTAj, RE-

MEDIATION COSTS.
(a) TREATMENT A5 EEN5E.—A taxpayer

may elect to treat any environmental reme-
diation cost as an expense which is not
chargeable to capital account. Any cost so
treated shall be allowable as a deduction for
the taxable year in which the cost is paid or
incurred.

'(b) ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION COST..—
For purposes of this section—

(1) IN GENERAL—The term 'environmental
remediauon cost' means any cost whic'n—

"(A) is chargeable to capital account.
"(B) is paid or incurred in connection with

the abatement or control of environmental
contaminants at a site located within an
empowerment zone or enterprise community,
and

"(C) is certified by the applicable Federal
or State authority as being required by. and
in compliance with, applicable Federal and
State laws governing abatement,and control
of environmental contaminants,

"(2) ExcEvrioNs.—Such term shall not in-
clude any amount paid or incurred—

'(A) for equipment which is used in the en-
vironmental remediation and which is of a
character subject to an allowance for depre-
ciation or amortization or

(B) in connection with a site which is onthe national priorities list under section
105(a) (8) (B) of the Comprehensive Environ-
mental Response, Compensation. and Liabil-
ity Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C. 9605(a) (8) (B).

"(c) SPECIAL RULES—For purposes of this
section—

'(1) LIMITATION BASED ON INCOME FROM
TRADE OR BUsINESs—The amount allowed as
a deduction under subsection (a) for any tax-
able year shall not exceed the aggregate
amount of taxable income of the taxpayer
for such taxable year which is derived from
the active conduct by the taxpayer of any
trade or business during such taxable year.
For purposes of this paragraph, rules similar
to the rules of subparagraphs (B) and (C) of
section 179(b) (3) shall apply. In the case of a
partnership, S corporation, trust or other
pass thru entity, this paragraph shall be ap-
plied at both the entity and owner levels,

(2) REcAvruI RULES.—
'(A) PROPERTY NOT U5ED IN TRADE OR BUSI-

NESS—The Secretary shall, by regulations.
provide for recapturing the benefit of any de-
duction allowable under subsection (a) with
respect to any property not used predomi-
nantly in a trade or business at any time,
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(B) TRzAr\-r OF GAIN AS ORX)JNARY IN-

cOME—For purposes of section 1245—
(i) the deduction allowable under sub-

section (a) shall be treated as a deduction al-
lowable to the taxpayer for depreciation or
amortization: and

"(ii) property (other than section 1245
property) to which the deduction would oth-
el-wise have been chargeable shall be treated
as section 1245 property solely for purposes
of applying section 1245 to such deduction,"

(b) CONFORMThG ANDNTS.—The table
of sections for part II of subchapter U of
chapter 1 of such Code is amended—

(I) by striking "TAX-EXEMPT FACILITY
BONDS' in the heading for part II and in-
serting "TAX-INCENTIVES", and

(2) by adding at the end the following new
item:

"Sec. 1395. Expensing of environmental re-
mediation costs."

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendments
made by this section shall apply to amounts
paid or incurred after the date of the enact-
ment of this Act.

Subtitle B—Treatment of individuals Who
Expatriate

SEC. _31. REVISION OF TAX RULES ON EXPA-
TRIATION.

(a) IN GENERAL_-Subpart A of part II of
subchapter N of chapter 1 is amended by in-
serting after section 877 the following new
section:
'SEC. 377k TAX RESPONSIBILITIES OF EXPATRIA-

TION.

(a) GENE1 RULES—For purposes of this
subtitle—.

(1) MARK To MARKET—Except as provided
in subsection (f). all property of a covered
expatriate to which this section applies shall
be treated as sold on the expatriation date
for its fair market value,

(2) RECOGNI-rION OF GAIN OR LOss—In the
case of any sale under paragraph (1)—

"(A) notwithstanding any other provision
of this title, any gain arising from such sale
shall be taken into account for the taxable
year of the sale unless such gain is excluded
from gross income under part III of sub-
chapter B, and

"(B) any loss arising from such sale shall
be taken into account for the taxable year of
the sale to the extent otherwise provided by
this title, except that section 1091 shall not
apply (and section 1092 shall apply) to any
such loss,

(3) EXCLUSIoN FOR CERTAIN GAIN—The
amount which would (but for this paragraph)
be includible in the gross income of any indi-
vidual by reason of this section shall be re-
duced (but not below zero) by $600,000. For
purposes of this paragraph. allocable expa-
triation gain taken into account under sub-
section (0(2) shall be treated in the same
manner as an amount required to be includ-
ible in gross income,

"(4) ELEcTIoN TO CONTINUE TO BE TAXED AS
UNITED STATES C1T1ZE.—

'(A) IN GENERAL—If an expatriate elects
the application of this paragraph—

(i) this section (other than this para-
graph) shall not apply to the expatriate, but

"(ii) the expatriate shall be subject to tax
under this title. with respect to property to
which this section would apply but for such
election, in the same manner as if the indi-
vidual were a United States citizen.

(B) LIMITATION ON AMOUNT OF ESTATE,
GIFT, AND GENERATION-s1pPING TRANSFER
TAXES—The aggregate amount of taxes im-
posed under subtitle B with respect to any
transfer of property by reason of an election
under subparagraph (A) shall not exceed the
amount of income tax which would be due if
the property were sold for its fair market
value immediately before the time of the
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transfer or death (taking into account the
rules of paragraph (2)).

(C) REQUREMENTS —Subparagraph (A)
shall not apply to an individual unless the
individual—

"(i) provides security for payment of tax in
such form and manner-, and in such amount.
as the Secretary may require.

(ii) consents to the waiver of any right of
the individual under any treaty of the Unit-
ed States which would preclude assessment
or collection of any tax which may be im-
posed by reason of this paragraph. and

"(iii) complies with such other require-
ments as the Secretary may prescribe.

"(D) ELECTON.—An election under sub-
paragraph (A) shall apply to all property to
which this section would apply but for the
election and, once made, shall be irrev-
ocable. Such election shall also apply to
property the basis of which is determined in
whole or in part by reference to the property
with respect to which the election was made.

-- (b) EicTIoN To D- T,\x.—
"(I) IN CE RAL.—If tne taxpayer elects the

application of this subsection with respect to
any property—

"(A) no amount shall be required to be in-
cluded in gross income under subsection
(a)(1) with respect to the gain from such
property for the taxable year of the sale, but

-- (B) the taxpayers tax for the taxable
year in which such property is disposed of
shall be increased by the deferred tax
amount with respect to the property.
Except to the extent provided in regulations,
subparagraph (B) shall apply to a disposition
whether or not gain or loss is recognized in
whole or in part on the disposition.

(2) DEFERRW -I-AX AOUWF.—
(A) IN CENERAL.—For purposes of para-

graph (1). the term deferred tax amount'
means, with respect to any property, an
amount equal to the sum of—

"(i) the difference between the amount of
tax paid for the taxable year described in
paragraph (l)(A) and the amount which
would have been paid for such taxable year if
the election tinder paragraph (I) had not ap-
plied to such property. plus

"(ii) an amount of interest on the amount
described in clause (i) determined for the pe-
r2od—

"(I) beginning on the 91st day after the ex-
patriation date, and

"(II) ending on the due date for the taxable
year described in paragraph (I)(B).
by using the rates and method applicable
under section 6621 for underpayments of tax
for such period.
For purposes of clause (ii), the due date is
the date prescribed by law (determined with-
out regard to extension) for filing the return
of the tax imposed by this chapter for the
taxable year.

-- (B) ALLOCATION OF LOSSES—For purposes
of subparagraph (A), any losses described in
subsection (a)(2)(B) shall be allocated rat-
ably anlong the gains described in subsection
(a)(2)(A).

(3) SEcJRrry.—
"(A) IN CERAL.—No election may be

made under paragraph (1) with respect to
any property unless adequate security is pro-
vided with respect to such property.

"(B) AEQUKrE SECURiTY.—For purposes of
subparagraph (A), security with respect to
any property shall be treated as adequate se-
curity if—

'(i) it is a bond in an amount ec]ual to the
deferred tax amount under paragraph (2)(A)
for the property, or

(ii) the taxpayer otherwise establishes to
the satisfaction of the Secretary that the se-
curity is adequate.

"(4) WAIVER o cE-rr RICFcrS—No elec-
tion may be made under paragraph (1) unless

the taxpayer- consents to the waiver of any
right under any treaty of the United States
which would preclude assessment or collec-
tion of any ta imposed by reason of this sec-
tion,

"(5) DISPOSITIONS—For purposes of this
subsection, a taxpayer making an election
under this subsection with respect to any
property shall be treated as having disposed
of such property—

"(A) immediately before death if such
property is held at such time, and

-- (B) at any time the security provided
with respect to the property fails to meet
the requirements of paragraph (3) and the
taxpayer does not correct such failure within
the time specified by the Secretary.

"(6) ELECTIONS—An election under para-
graph (I) shall only apply to property de-
scribeci in the election and, once made, is ir-
revocable. An election may be under para-
graph (I) with respect to an interest in a
trust with respect to which gain is required
to be recognized under subsection (f)(l),

-- (c) COVERED EXPATRIATE—For purposes
of this section—

"(I) IN CErERAL.—The term 'covered expa-
triate' means an expatriate—

(A) whose average annual net income tax
(as defined in section 38(c)(l)) for the per2od
of 5 taxable years ending before the expatria-
tion date is greater than $100,000. or

"(B) whose net worth as of such date is
$500,000 or more.
If the expatriation date is after 1996, such
$100,000 and $500,000 amounts shall be in-
creased by an amount equal to such dollar
amount multiplied by the cost-of-living ad-
justment determined under section 1(f)(3) for
such calendar year by substituting '1995' for
'1992' in subparagraph (B) thereof. Any in-
crease under the preceding sentence shall be
rounded to the nearest multiple of $1,000,

"(2) EXCEFnOrjS,—An individual shall not
be treated as a covered expatriate if'—

(A) the individual—
"(i) became at birth a citizen of the United

States and a citizen of another country and,
as of the expatriation date, continues to be a
citizen of, and is taxed as a resident of, such
other country, and

"(ii) has been a resident of the United
States (as defined in section 7701(b)(1)(A)(ii))
for not more than 8 taxable years dur2ng the
15-taxable year period ending with the tax-
able year during which the expatriation date
occurs, or

"(B)(i) the individual's relinquishment of
Umted States citizenship occurs before such
individual attains age 18'/z, and

(ii) the individual has been a resident of
the United States (as so defined) for not
more than 5 taxable years before the date of
relinquishment.

-- (d) PROPERTY TO WHICH SECTION AP-
PLIES—For purposes of this section'—

"(I) IN CEN'ERAL—Except as otherwise pro-
vided by the Secretary, this section shall
apply to—

"(A) any interest in property held by a
covered expatriate on the expatriation date
the gain from which would be includible in
the gross income of the expatriate if such in-
terest had been sold for its fair market value
on such date in a transaction in which gain
is recognized in whole or in part, and

"(B) any other interest in a trust to which
subsection (f) applies,

-, (2) EXCEPTIONS—Thjs section shall not
apply to the following property:

"(A) UNTrED STATES REAL PROPERTY INTER-
ESTS—Any United States real property in-
terest (as defined in section 897(c) (1)), other
than stock of a United States real property
holdmg corporation which does not, on the
expatriation date, meet the requirements of
section 897(c) (2).
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"(B) IN1Rs-r IN cER-rAlr RETIREMEWr

PLANS.—
-- (i) IN CENERAL.—Any interest in a quali-

fied retirement plan (as defined in section
4974(c)), other than any interest attributable
to contributions which are in excess of any
linitation or which violate any condition for
tax-favored treatment,

'(u) FOREICN PENSION PL8.rJS.—
"(I) 1N CENERAL.—Under regulations pre-

scribed by the Secretary. interests in foreign
pension plans or similar retirement arrange-
ments or programs.

"(II) LIflTATION.—The value of property
which is treated as not sold by reason of this
subparagraph shall not exceed $500,000.

-- (e) DEF1ITIONS.—For purposes of this sec-
tion—

(I) EXPATRiATE—The term 'expatriate'
means—

"(A) any United States citizen who relin-
quishes his citizenship, or

-. (B) any long-term resident of the United
States who—

"(i) ceases to be a lawful permanent resi-
dent of the United States (within the mean-
ing of section 7701(b) (6)). or

"(ii) commences to be treated as a resident
of a foreign country under the provisions of
a tax treaty between the United States and
the foreign country and who does not waive
the benefits of such treaty applicable to resi-
dents of the foreign country.

(2) EXPATRIATION DA1t,—The term 'expa-
triation date means—

"(A) the date an individual relinquishes
United States citizenship, or

"(B) in the case of a long-term resident of
the United States, the date of the event de-
scribed in clause (i) or (ii) of paragraph
(I) (B).

"(3) RELINQUISHMENT OF CITIZENSfiP.—A
citizen shall be treated as relinquishing his
United States citizenship on the earliest of—

-, (A) the date the individual renounces his
United States nationality before a diplo-
matic or consular officer of the United
States pursuant to paragraph (5) of section
349(a) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act (8 U.SC. 1481(a)(5)),

(B) the date the individual furnishes to
the United States Department of State a
signed statement of voluntary relinquish-
ment of United States nationality confirm-
ing the performance of an act of expatriation
specified in paragraph (1), (2L (3), or (4) of
section 349(a) of the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act (8 USC. 1481(a)(l)—(4)),

"(C) the date the United States Depart-
ment of State issues to the individual a cer-
tificate of loss of nationality, or

-- (D) the date a court of the United States
cancels a naturalized citizen's certificate of
naturalization.
Subparagraph (A) or (B) shall not apply to
any individual unless the renunciation or
voluntary relinquishment is subsequently
approved by the issuance to the individual of
a certificate of loss of nationality by the
United States Department of State,

-, (4) LONC-TERM RESIDENT.—
'(A) IN CEI'.tR.L.—The term 'long-term

resident means any individual (other than a
citizen of the United States) who is a lawful
permanent resident of the United States in
at least 8 taxable years during the period of
15 taxable years ending with the taxable year
during which the expatriation date occurs.
For purposes of the preceding sentence, an
individual shall not be treated as a lawful
permanent resident for any taxable year if
such individual is treated as a resident of a
foreign country for the taxable year under
the provisions of a tax treaty between the
United States and the foreign country and
does not waive the benefits of such treaty
applicable to residents of the foreign coun-
try.
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(B) SPECLA RULE—For purposes of sub-

paragraph (A). there shall not re taken into
account—

'(i) any taxable year during which any
prior sale is treated under subsection (a)(I)
as occurring, or

"(ii) any taxable year prior to the taxable
year referred to in clause (i).

(0 SPECIAL Ruis APPucI ro BENE-
FICARIES' INTERESTS IN TRUST.—

"(1) IN CE.—Except as provided in
paragraph (2). if an individual is determined
under paragraph (3) to hold an interest in a
trust—

(A) the individual shall not be treated as
having sold such interest.

(B) such interest shall be treated as a sep.
arate share in the trust, and

"(C)(i) such separate share shall be treated
as a separate trust consisting of the assets
allocable to such share.

"(ii) the separate trust shall be treated as
having sold its assets immediately before the
expatriation date for their fair market value
and as having distributed all of its assets to
the individual as of such time, and

(iii) the individual shall be treated as
having recontributed the assets to the sepa-
rate trust.
Subsection (a)(2) shall apply to any income.
gain, or loss of the individual arising from a
distribution described in subparagraph
(C)(ii).

(2) SPECIAL RtJLES FOR 1rTERSTS IN QUALI-
FIED TRUSTS.—

(A) IN CENI...—If the trust interest de-
scribed in para2raph (I) is an interest in a
qualified trust—

(i) paragraph (I) and subsection (a) shall
not apply, and

(ii) in addition to any other tax imposed
by this title, there is hereby imposed on each
distribution wizh respect to such interest a
tax in the amount determined under sub-
paragraph (B),

(B) AMOUNT OF TAX—The amount of tax
under subparagraph (A)(ii) shall be equal to
the lesser of—

'(i) the highest rate of tax imposed by sec-
tion 1(e) for the taxable year in which the ex-
patriation date occurs, multiplied by the
amount of the distribution, or

"(ii) the balance in the deferred tax ac-
count immediately before the distribution
determined without regard to any increases
under subparagraph (C)(ii) after the 30th day
preceding the distribution.

(C) DEFERR TAX ACCOUNT—For purposes
of subparagraph (B)(ii)—

(i) OPENINC BALANCE.—The opening bal-
ance in a deferred tax account with respect
to any trust interest is an amount equal to
the tax which would have been imposed on
the allocable expatriation gain with respect
to the trust interest if such gain had been in-
cluded in gross income under subsection (a).

"(ii) INCREASE FOR INTEREST.—The balance
in the deferred tax account shall be in-
creased by the an'iount of interest deter-
mined (on the balance in the account at the
time the interest accrues), for periods after
the 90th day after the expatriation date, by
using the rates and method applicable under
section 6621 for underpayments of tax for
such periods.

(iii) DECRE.SE FOR TAXES PREViOUSLY
PAID—The balance in the tax deferred ac-
count shall be reduced—

(I) by the amount of taxes imposed by
subparagraph (A) on any distribution to the
person holding the trust interest, and

(II) in the case of a person holding a non-
vested interest, to the extent provided in
regulations, by the amount of taxes imposed
by subparagraph (A) on distributions from
the trust with respect to nonvested interests
not held by such person.
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(D) ALLOCABLE EXPATRIATION CAIN—For

purposes of this paragraph, the allocable ex-
patriation gain with respect to any bene-
ficiarys interest in a trust is the amount of
gain which would be allocable to such bene-
ficiary's vested and nonvested interests in
the trust if the beneficiary held directly all
assets allocable to such interests.

(E) TAX DEDUCTED AND WITHHELD—
(i) IN CENERAL.—The tax imposed by sub-

paragraph (A)(ii) shall be deducted and with-
held by the trustees from the distribution to
which it relates.

(ii) EXCEPTION WHERE FAILURE TO WAIVE
TREATY RICHTS.—If an amount may not be
deducted and withheld under clause (i) by
reason of the distributee failing to waive any
treaty right with respect to such distribu-
tion—

"(I) the tax imposed by subparagraph
(A)(ii) shall be imposed on the trust and each
trustee shall be personally liable for the
amount of such tax, and

(H) any other beneficiary of the trust
shall be entitled to recover from the dis-
tributee the amount of such tax imposed on
the other beneficiary.

(F) DISPOSITION-_If a trust ceases to be a
qualified trust at any time, a covered expa-
triate disposes of an interest in a qualified
trust, or a covered expatriate holding an in-
terest in a qualified trust dies, then, in lieu
of the tax imposed by subparagraph (A)(ii).
there is hereby imposed a tax equal to the
lesser of—

(i) the tax determined under paragraph (I)
as if the expatriation date were the date of
such cessation, disposition, or death, which-
ever is applicable, or

"(ii) the balance in the tax deferred ac-
count immediately before such date.
Such tax shall be imposed on the trust and
each trustee shall be personally liable for the
amount of such tax and any other bene-
ficiary of the trust shall be entitled to re-
cover from the covered expatriate or the es-
tate the amount of such tax imposed on the
other beneficiary.

"(C) DEFINITIONS AND SPECIAL RULE—For
purposes of this paragraph—

"(i) QU?.i..IFIEr) TRUST—The term 'qualified
trust' means a trust—

(I) which is organized under, and governed
by, the laws of the United States or a State,
and

(II) with respect to which the trust in-
strument requires that at least I trustee of
the trust be an individual citizen of the Unit-
ed States or a domestic corporation.

"(ii) VESTED INTEREST—The term vested
interest' means any interest which, as of the
expatriation date, is vested in the bene-
ficiary.

"(iii) NONVESTED INTERE$T.—The term
'nonvested interest' means, with respect to
any beneficiary, any interest in a trust
which is not a vested interest. Such interest
shall be determined by assuming the maxi-
mum exercise of discretion in favor of the
beneficiary and the occurrence of all contin-
gencies in favor of the beneficiary.

"(iv) ADJUSThTS.—The Secretary may
provide for such adjustments to the bases of
assets in a trust or a deferred tax account.
and the timing of such adjustments, in order
to ensure that gain is taxed only once.

"(3) DETERMINATION OF BENEFCIAR1ES' IN-
TEREST IN TRUST.—

(A) DETERJVIINATIONS UNDER PARACRAPH
(1)—For purposes of paragraph (I). a bene-
ficiary's interest in a trust shall be based
upon all relevant facts and circumstances.
including the terms of the trust instrument
and any letter of wishes or similar docu-
ment. historical patterns of trust distribu-
tions, and the existence of and functions per-
formed by a trust protector or any similar
advisor.
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(B) OTHER DETERM1NATIOS.—For purposes

of this section—
(i) CONSTRUCTIVE O'jERSHiP.—If a bene-

ficiary of a trust is a corporation, partner-
ship, trust. or estate, the shareholders, part-
ners, or beneficiaries shall be deemed to be
the trust beneficiaries for purposes of this
section.

"(ii) TAXPAYER RETURN POSITION—A tax-
payer shall clearly indicate on its income
tax return—

(I) the methodology used to determine
that taxpayer's trust interest under this sec-
tion. and

(II) if the taxpayer knows (or has reason
to know) that any other beneficiary of such
trust is using a different methodology to de-
termine such beneficiary's trust interest
under this section.

(g) TERMINATION OF DEFERRALS. ETC.—On
the date any property held by an individual
is treated as sold under subsection (a), not-
withstanding any other provision of this
title—

(I) any period during which recognition of
income or gain is deferred shall terminate,
and

(2) any e>tension of time for payment of
tax shall cease to apply and the unpaid por-
tion of such tax shall be due and payable at
the time and in the manner prescribed by the
Secretary.

(h) IOSmON OF TENTATIVE TAX.—
(I) IN CENERAL..—If an individual is re-

quired to include any amount in gross in-
come under subsection (a) for any taxable
year, there is hereby imposed. immediately
before the expatriation date. a tax in an
amount equal to the amount of tax which
would be imposed if the taxable year were a
short taxable year ending on the expatria-
tion date.

"(2) DuE DATL—The due date for any tax
imposed by paragraph (I) shall be the 90th
day after the expatriation date.

(3) TREATMENT OF TAX—Any tax paid
under paragraph (I) shall be treated as a pay-
ment of the tax imposed by this chapter for
the taxable year to which subsection (a) ap-
plies.

(4) DEFERR, OF TAX—The provisions of
subsection (b) shall apply to the tax imposed
by this subsection to the extent attributable
to gain includible in gross income by reason
of this section.

(i) COoRDINATION WITH ESTATE AND GIFT
TAS.—If subsection (a) applies to property
held by an individual for any taxable year
and—

(I) such property is includible in the gross
estate of such individual solely by reason of
section 2107, or

"(2) section 2501 applies to a transfer of
such property by such individual solely by
reason of section 2501(a) (3),
then there shall be allowed as a credit
against the additional tax imposed by sec-
tion 2101 or 2501, whichever is applicable.
solely by reason of section 2107 or 2501(a)(3)
an amount equal to the increase in the tax
imposed by this chapter for such taxable
year by reason of this section.

U) RECULATIONS.—The Secretary shall
prescribe such regulations as may be nec-
essary or appropriate to carry out the pur-
poses of this section, including regulations—

(I) to prevent double taxation by ensuring
that—

"(A) appropriate adjustments are made to
basis to reflect gain recognized by reason of
subsection (a) and the exclusion provided by
subsection (a) (3), and

(B) any gain by reason of a deemed sale
under subsection (a) of an interest in a cor-
poration, partnership, trust. or estate is re-
duced to reflect that portion of such gain
which is attributable to an interest in a
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trust which a shareholder, partner, or bene-
ficiary is treated as holding directly under
subsection (fl(3)(B)(i), and

• (2) which provide for the proper allocation
of the exclusion under subsection (a)(3) to
property to which this section applies.

(k) CROSS REERENCE.—
'For income tax treatment of individuals

who terminate United States citizenship, see
section 7701 (a) (47).".

(b) INCLUSION IN INCOME OF GIFTS AND IN-
HERITANCES FROM COVERED EXPATRIATES.—
Section 102 (relating to gifts. etc. not in-
cluded in gross income) is amended by add-
ing at the end the following new subsection:

• (d) GiFrs AND IN RrrANcEs FROM Cov-
ERED EXPATRiATES—Subsection (a) shall not
exclude from gross income the value of any
property acquired by gift. bequest, devise, or
irtheritarice from a covered expatriate after
the expatriation date. For purposes of this
subsection, any tel-rn used in this subsection
which is also used in section 877A shall have
the same meaning as when used in section
877A.'•.

(c) DEPncrrioN OF TERMINADON OF UNITED
STATES CrrIZENsFnp.—Secton 7701 (a) is
amended by adding at the end the following
new paragraph:

• '(47) TERMINADON OF UNITED STATES C-
ZEN5Ip.—An individual shall not cease to be
treated as a United States citizen before the
date on whkh the individuals citizenship is
treated as relinquished under section
877A(e)(3).".

(d) Coii ESTATE AND GIFT TAX
TREATMENT.—

(1) ESTATE TAX.—
(A) IN GENERAL.—Subsection (a) of section

2107 is amended to read as follows:
•

(a) TREAThENT OF EXPATRIATES.—
(I) RATE OF TAX—A tax computed in ac-

cordance with the table contained in section
2001 is hereby imposed on the transfer of the
taxable estate, determined as provided in
section 2106. of every decedent nonresident
who is an expatriate if the expatriauon date
of the decedent is within the 10-year period
ending with the date of death, unless such
expatriation did not have for I of its prin-
cipal purposes the avoidance of taxes under
this subtitle or subtitle A.

•

(2) CERTAX INDIVIDUALS TREAIEI) AS HAy-
INC TAX AVOmANCE PURPOSE.—For purposes
of paragraph (I), an individual shall be treat-
ed as having a principal purpose to avoid
such taxes if such individual is a covered ex-
patriate.

(3) DEFINrTIcNS.—For purposes of this sub-
section, the terms expatriate', expatriation
date', and covered expatriate' have the
meanings given such terms by section
877A.',

(B) CREDrr FOR FORCN DEATH TAXES.—
Subsection (c) of section 2107 is amended by
redesignath-ig paragraph (2) as paragraph (3)
and by insex-tthg after paragraph (1) the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

(2) CREDIT FOR FOREIGN DEATH TAXES.—
•

(A) IN GENERAL—The tax imposed by sub-
section (a) shall be credited with the amount
of any estate, inheritance, legacy. or succes-
sion taxes actually paid to any foreign coun-
try in respect of any property which is in-
cluded in the gross estate solely by reason of
subsection (b).

"(B) LIMITATIONS ON CREDIT—The credit
allowed by subparagraph (A) for such taxes
paid to a foreign country shall not exceed
the lesser of—

'(i) the amount which bears the same ratio
to the amount of such taxes actually paid to
such foreign country in respect of property
included in the gross estate as the vaiue of
the property included in the gross estate
solely by reason of subsection (b) bears to
the value of all property subjected to such
taxes by such foreign country. or
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"(ii) such property s proportionate share of

the excess of—
"(I) the tax imposed by subsection (a). over
(II) the tax which would be imposed by

section 2101 but for this section.
The amount applicable under clause (i) or (ii)
shall be reduced by the amount of any credit
allowed under section 877A(i).

"(C) PROPORTIONATE SHARE—For purposes
of subparagraph (8). a property's propor-
tionate share is the percentage of the value
of the property which is included in the gross
estate solely by reason of subsection (b)
bears to the total value of the gross estate.'.

(C) EXPANSION OF INCLUSION IN GROSS ES-
TATE OF STOCK OF FOREIGN CORORATOS.—
Paragraph (2) of section 2107(b) is amended
by striking 'more than 50 percent of' and all
that follows and inserting "more than 50 per-
cent of—

(A) the total combined voting power of all
classes of stock entitled to vote of such cor-
poration, or

(8) the total value of the stock of such
corporation,

(2) GIFT TAX.—
(A) IN GENERAL—Paragraph (3) of section

2501 (a) is amended to read as follows:
"(3) EXCEPTION.—

(A) CERTAiN INDIVIDUALS.—Paragraph (2)
shall not apply in the case of a donor who is
an expatriate if the expatriation date of the
donor is within the 10-year period ending
with the date of transfer, unless such expa-
triation did not have for I of its principal
purposes the avoidance of taxes under this
subtitle or subtitie A.

•

(B) CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS 'TREATED AS HAV-
ING TAX AVOIDANCE PURPOSE—For purposes
of subparagraph (A), an individual shall be
treated as having a principal purpose to
avoid such taxes if such individual is a cov-
ered expatriate.

• '(C) CREDIT FOR FOREIGN GIPT TA)S.—The
tax imposed by this section solely by reason
of this paragraph shall be credited with the
amount of any gift tax actually paid to any
foreign country in respect of any gift which
is taxable under this section solely by reason
of this paragraph. The amount of such credit
shall be reduced by the amount of the credit
allowed under section 877A(i).

'(D) DEFINITIONS—For purposes of this
paragraph, the term expatriate, 'expatria-
tion date', and 'covered expatriate' have the
meanings given such terms by section
877A.".

(e) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS,—
(1) Section 877 is amended by adding at the

end the following new subsection:
(f) APPLICATION.—This section shall not

apply to any individual who relinquishes
(within the meaning of section 877A(e) (3))
United States citizenship on or after Feb-
ruary 6. 1995.'.

(2) Section 2 107(c) is amended by adding at
the end the following new paragraph:

(3) CROSS REFERENCE—For credit against
the tax imposed by subsection (a) for expa-
triation tax, see section 877A(i)".

(3) Section 2501(a)(3) is amended by adding
at the end the following new flush sentence:
'For credit against the tax imposed under
this section by reason of this paragraph, see
section 877A(i)'.

(4) Paragraph (10) of section 7701(b) is
amended by adding at the end the following
new sentence: "This paragraph shall not
apply to any long-tei-m resident of the Unit-
ed States who is an expatriate (as defined in
section 877A(e) (I)).".

(f) CLERICAL AMENDMENT,—The table of
sections for subpart A of part II of sub-
chapter N of chapter 1 is amended by insert-
ing after the item relating to section 877 the
following new item:
'Sec. 877A. Tax responsibilities of expatria-

tion.".
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(g) EFrEcT!vE DATE.—
(I) IN GEIERAL.—Except as provided in this

subsection. the amendments made by this
section shall apply to expatriates (within the
meaning of section 877A(e) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986. as added by this sec-
tion) whose expatriation date (as so defined)
occurs on or after February 6. 1995.

(2) GIFrs AND BuES'1S.—Section 102(d) of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (as added
by subsection (b)) shall apply to amounts re-
ceived from expatriates (as so defined) whose
expatriation date (as so defined) occurs on
and after February 6. 1995.

(3) SPECIAL RULES RELATING ro CERTAIN
ACTS OCCURRING BEFORE FEBRUARY 6. 1995.—In
the case of an individual who took an act of
expatriation specified in paragraph (1), (2).
(3). or (4) of section 349(a) of the Immigration
and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1481(a) (I)—(4))
before February 6, 1995. but whose expatria-
tion date (as so defined) occurs after Feb-
ruary 6. 1995—

(A) the amendment made by subsection (c)
shall not apply,

(8) the amendment made by subsection
(e)(1) shall not apply for any period prior to
the expatriation date, and

(C) the other amendments made by this
section shall apply as of the expatriation
date.

(4) D(JE DATE FOR TENTATWE TA)(.—The due
date under section 877A(h)(2) of such Code
shall in no event occur before the 90th day
after the date of the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 32. INFORMATION ON INDIVIDUALS EX-

PATRJATING,
(a) IN GENERAL.—Subpart A of part III of

subchapter A of chapter 61 is amended by in-
serting after section 6039E the following new
section:
"SEC. 6039F. INFORMATION ON INDIVIDUALS EX-

PATRIATING.
"(a) REQUIREZT'rr.—

(1) IN GENERAL—Notwithstanding any
other provision of law, any expatriate (with-
in the meaning of section 877A(e)(1)) shall
provide a statement which includes the in-
formation described in subsection (b).

"(2) TItnNG,—
(A) CrTIZENS.—In the case of an expatriate

described in section 877(e)(I)(A), such state-
ment shall be—

(i) provided not later than the expatria-
tion date (within the meaning of section
877A(e)(2)), and

(ii) provided to the person or court re-
ferred to in section 877A(e)(3).

'(B) NONC1TIZENS.—In the case of an expa-
triate described in section 877A(e)(1)(8), such
statement shall be provided to the Secretary
with the return of tax imposed by chapter 1
for the taxable year during which the event
described in such section occurs.

(b) INFORMADON TO BE PROVIDED.—Injor-
mation required under subsection (a) shall
include—

(1) the taxpayer's TIN,
"(2) the mailing address of such individ-

uals principal foreign residence,
"(3) the foreign country in which such mdi-

vidual is residing.
"(4) the foreign country of which such indi-

vidual is a citizen,
"(5) in the case of an individual having a

net worth of at least the dollar amount ap-
plicable under section 877A(c)(I)(B), infoi-ma-
tion detailing the assets and liabilities of
such individual, and

(6) such other information as the Sec-
retary may prescribe.

(c) PENALTY—Any individual failing to
provide a statement required under sub-
section (a) shall be subject to a penalty for
each year during any portion of which such
failure continues in an amount equal to the
greater of—
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(1) 5 percent of the additional tax re-

quired to be paid under section 877A for such
year. or

'(2) $1,000.
unless it is shown that such failure is due to
reasonable cause and not to willful neglect.

(d) INFoRMrnoN To BE PROVIDED TO SEC.
RETARY.—Notwithstanding any other provi-
sion of law—

'(I) any Federal agency or court which col-
lects (or is required to collect) the statement
under subsection (a) shall provide to the Sec-
retary—

"(A) a copy of any such statement, and
(B) the name (and any other identifying

information) of any individual refusing to
comply with the provisions of subsection (a),

'(2) the Secretary of State shall provide to
the Secretary a copy of each certificate as to
the loss of American nationality under sec-
tion 358 of the Immigration and Nationality
Act which is approved by the Secretary of
State. and

'(3) the Federal agency primarily respon-
sible for administering the immigration laws
shall provide to the Secretary the name of
each lawful permanent resident of the United
States (within the meaning of section
7701(b)(6)) whose status as such has been re-
voked or has been administratively or judi-
cially determined to have been abandoned.
Notwithstanding any other provision of law.
not later than 30 days after the close of each
calendar quarter, the Secretary shall publish
in the Federal Register the name of each in-
dividual relinquishing United States citizen-
ship (within the meaning of section
877A(e)(3)) with respect to whom the Sec-
retary receives information under the pre-
ceding sentence durin such quarter.

(e) EXEMPTION,—Tne Secretary may by
regulations exempt any class of individuals
from the requirements of this section if the
Secretary determines that applying this sec-
tion to such individuals is not necessary to
carry Out the purposes of this section.".

(b) CLERICAL AMENDMENT—The table of
sections for such subpart A is amended by in-
serting after the item relating to section
6039E the following new item:
"Sec. 6039F. Information on individuals expa-

thating.".
(c) EFFECrIVE DATE,—Tne amendments

made by this section shall apply to individ-
uals to whom section 877A of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986 applies and whose expa-
triation date (as defined in section
877A(e)(2)) occurs on or after February 6.
1995, except that no statement shall be re-
quired by such amendments before the 90th
day after the date of the enactment of this
Act.

HELMS (AND FAIRCLOTH)
AMENDMENT NO. 4896

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. HELMS (for himself and Mr.

FAIRCLOTH) submitted an amendment
intended to be proposed by them to the
bill 5. 1956. supra; as follows:

Strike section 1134 and insert the follow-
ing:
SEC. 1134. WORK REQUIREMENT.
Section 6 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7

U.S.C. 2015), as amended by section 1133. is
amended by adding at the end the following:
"(o) Worx RQL1RE?NT.—
• '(1) DEFINrrJ0N OF WORK PROCRAM.—In this

subsection, the term work program'
means—

"(A) a program under the Job Training
Partnership Act (29 U.S.C. 1501 et seq.):

"(B) a program under section 236 of the
Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2296); or

(C) a program of employment or training
operated or supervised by a State or political
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subdivision of a State that meets standards
approved by the Governor of the State. in-
cluding a program under subsection (d)(4),
other than a job search program or a job
search training program.

(2) WoRK REQUIREMENT—Subject to para-
graph (3). no individual shall be eligible to
participate in the food stamp program as a
member of any household if the individual
did not—

(A) work 20 hours or more per week, aver-
aged monthly:

(B) participate in and comply with the re-
quirements of a work program for at least 20
hours or more per week, as determine by the
State agency: or

'(C) participate in and comply with the re-
quirements of a program under section 20 or
a comparable program established by a State
or political subdivision of a State.

(3) EXEMPTIoNS—Paragraph (1) shall not
apply to an individual if the individual is—

(A) a parent resident with a dependent
child under 18 years of age:

(B) mentally or physically unfit:
"(C) under 18 years of age:
"(D) 50 years of age or older: or

CE) a pregnant woman.'.

McCAIN AMENDMENT NO. 4898
(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. MCCAIN submitted an amend-

ment intended to be proposed by him
to the bill, 5. 1956. supra: as follows:

On page 411. between lines 2 and 3, insert
the following:

'(4) FAriiuEs UNDER CERTAIN AGREE-
NTS.—In the case of a family receiving as-
sistance from an Indian tribe, distribute the
amount so collected pursuant to an agree-
ment entered into pursuant to a State plan
under section 454 (33).

On page 411, line 3. strike '(3)' and insert

On page 554. between lines 7 and 8, insert
the following:
SEC. 2375. CHILI) SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT FOR

INDIAN TRIBES.
(a) CHILD Suppoi-r ENFORCEMENT AGREE-

MENT.—Section 454 (42 U.S.C. 654). as amend-
ed by sections 2301(b), 2303(a). 2312(b). 2313(a),

2333. 2343(b). 2370(a)(2), and 2371(b) of this Act
is amended—
(1) by striking and' at the end of para-

graph (31);

(2) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (32) and inserting ': and":

(3) by adding after paragraph (32) the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

'(33) provide that a State that receives
funding pursuant to section 428 and that has
within its borders Indian country (as defined
in section 1151 of title 18. United States
Code) may enter into cooperative agree-
ments with an Indian tribe or tribal organi-
zation (as defined in subsections (e) and (I) of
section 4 of the Indian Self-Determination
and Education Assistance Act (25 U.S.C.
450b)). if the Indian tribe or tribal organiza-
tion demonstrates that such tribe or organi-
zation has an established tribal court system
or a Court of Indian Offenses with the au-
thority to establish paternity, establish.
modify, and enforce support orders, and to
enter support orders in accordance with
child support guidelines established by such
tribe or organization, under which the State
and tribe or organization shall provide for
the cooperative delivery of child support en-
forcement services in Indian country and for
the forwarding of all funding collected pur-
suant to the functions performed by the
tribe or organization to the State agency. or
conversely, by the State agency to the tribe
or organization, which shall distribute such
funding in accordance with such agreement;
and
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(4) by adding at the end the following new

sentence: "Nothing in paragraph (33) shall
void any provision of any cooperative agree-
ment entered into before the date of the en-
actment of such paragraph, nor shall such
paragraph deprive any State of jurisdiction
over Indian country (as so defined) that is
lawfully exercised under section 402 of the
Act entitled An Act to prescribe penalties
for certain acts of violence or intimidation.
and for other purposes', approved April 11,
1968 (25 U.S.C. 1322).".

(b) DIRECT FEDERAL FUNDING TO INDIAN
TRIBES AND TRIBAL ORGANIZATIONS—Section
455 (42 U.S.C. 655) is amended by adding at
the end the following new subsection:

"(b) The Secretary may, in appropriate
cases, make direct payments under this part
to an Indian tribe or tribal organization
which has an approved child support enforce-
ment plan under this title. In determining
whether such payments are appropriate, the
Secretary shall, at a minimum, consider
whether services are being provided to eligi-
ble Indian recipients by the State agency
through an agreement entered into pursuant
to section 454(33).",

(c) COOPERATIVE ENFORCEMENT AGREE-
MENTS.—Paragraph (7) of section 454 (42

U.S.C. 654) is amended by inserting "and In-
dian tribes or tribal organizations (as defined
in subsections (e) and (1) of section 4 of the
Indian Self-Determination and Education
Assistance Act (25 U.S.C. 450b))" after "law
enforcement officials',

(d) CotoNc AMENDMENTS—Subsection
(c) of section 428 (42 U.S.C. 628) is amended to
read as follows:

(c) For purposes of this section. the terms
'Indian tribe' and tribal organization' shall
have the meanings given such terms by sub-
sections (e) and (1) of section 4 of the Indian
Self-Determination and Education Assist-
ance Act (25 U.S.C. 450b)), respectively.".

DASCHLE (AND OThERS)
AMENDMENT NO. 4897

Mr. DASCHLE (for himself, Mr.
BREAUx, Ms. MnWLSKI. Mr. FORD, Mr.
ROCKEFELLER, Mr. REID, Mr. KERREY,
and Mr. HARxiN) proposed an amend-
ment to the bill. 5. 1956, supra; as fol-
lows:

Strike all after the enacting clause and in-
sert the following:
SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the "Work First
Act of 1996".

SEC. 2. TABLE OF CONTENTS.
The table of contents of this Act is as fol-

lows:
Sec. 1. Short title,
Sec. 2. Table of contents.
Sec. 3. Amendment of the Social Security

Act,
TITLE I—TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT

ASSISTANCE
Sec. 101. State plan,

TITLE IL—WORK FIRST EMPLOYMENT
BLOCK GRANT

Sec. 201. Work first employment block
grant.

Sec. 202. Consolidation and streamlining of
services,

Sec. 203. Job creation.
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SEC. 3. AMENDMENT OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY
ACT.

Except as otherwise expressly provided.
wherever in this Act an amendment or repeal
is expressed in terms of an amendment to. or
repeal of. a section or other provision, the
reference shall be considered to be made to a
section or other provision of the Social Secu-
rity Act.

TITLE I—TEMPORARy EMPLOYMENT
ASSISTANCE

SEC. 101. STATE PLAN.

(a) IN GENERAL—Title IV (42 U.S.C. 601 et
seq.) is amended by striking part A and in-
serting the following:

"PART A—TEMpOR&jy EMPLOYMENT
ASSISTANCE

SEC. 400. APPROPRIATION.
'For the purpose of providing assistance to

families with needy children and assisting
parents of children in such families to obtain
and retain private sector work to the extent
possible, arid public sector or volunteer work
if necessary, through the Work First Em-
ployment Block Grant program (hereafter in
this title referred to as the Work First pro-
gram'), there is hereby authorized to be ap-
propriated. arid is hereby appropriated, for
each fiscal year a sum sufficient to carry out
the purposes of this part. The sums made
available under this section shall be used for
making payments to States which have ap-
proved State plans for temporary employ-
ment assistance.

"Subpart I—State Plans for Temporary
Employment Assistance

SEC. 401. ELEMENTS OF STATE PLANS.
'A State plan for temporary employment

assistance shall provide a description of the
State program which carries Out the purpose
described in section 400 and shall meet the
requirements of the following sections of
this subpart.
SEC. 402. FAMII..y ELICIBIUTY FOR TEMPORARY

EMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE.
(a) IN GENERAL.—The State plan shall

provide that any family—
(1) with I or more children (or any expect-

ant family, at the option of the State), de-
fined as needy by the State: and
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(2) which fulfills the conditions set forth

in subsection (b),
shall be eligible for cash assistance under the
plan. except as otherwise provided under this
part.

(b) PARENT Eov.pr CONThACT.—
The State plan shall provide that not later
than 10 days after the approval of the appli-
cation for temporary employment assist-
ance. a parent qualifying for assistance shall
execute a parent empowerment contract as
described in section 403. if a child otherwise
eligible for assistance under this part is re-
siding with a relative other than a parent.
the State plan may require the relative to
execute such an empowerment contract as a
condition of the family receiving such assist-
ance.

(c) LIDTA'nONS ON ELICIBILrry.—
(1) NO ASSISTANCE FOR MORE ThAN 5

YEARS-
(A) IN GENERAL—Except as provided in

subparagraphs (B) and (C). the State plan
shall provide that the family of an individual
who has received assistance under the plan
for the lesserof—

(i) the period of time established at the
option of the State; or

(ii) 60 months (whether or not consecu-
tive).

shall no longer be eligible for cash assistance
under the plan.

(B) MINOR C-ULD EXCEPTION—In determin-
ing the number of months for which an indi-
vidual who is a parent or pregnant has re-
ceived assistance under the State plan. the
State shall disregard any month for which
such assistance was provided with respect to
the individual and during which the individ-
ual was—

(i) a minor child: and
"(ii) not the head of a household or mar-

ned to the head of a household,
(C) FARDS-UP EXCEPTION.—

'(i) IN GENERAL—The State may exempt a
family from the application of subparagraph
(A) by reason of hardship or if the family in-
cludes an individual who has been battered
or subjected to extreme cruelty.

(ii) LIMITATION—The number of families
with respect to which an exemption made by
a State under clause (i) is in effect for a fis-
cal year shall not exceed 20 percent of the
average monthly number of families to
which assistance is provided under the State
plan.

"(iii) BATrERED OR SUBJECT TO DCrRE
CRUELTY DEFINED—For purposes of clause (i),
an individual has been battered or subjected
to extreme cruelty if the individual has been
subjected to—

(I) physical acts that resulted in. or
threatened to result in. physical injury to
the individual:

(II) sexual abuse:
(HI) sexual activity involving a depend-

ent child:
(IV) being forced as the caretaker relative

of a dependent child to engage in nonconsen-
sual sexual acts or activities:

(V) threats of, or attempts at. physical or
sexual abuse;

"(VI) mental abuse, including threats, in-
timidation, acts designed to induce terror, or
restraints of liberty: or

(VII) neglect or deprivation of medical
care.

(2) EFFECTS OF DENIAL OP CASH ASSIST-
ANCE.—

"(A) PROvISION OF SAFETY NET ASSIST-
ANCE.—In the event that a family is denied
cash assistance because of a time limit im-
posed under paragraph (1). a State shall pro-
vide safety net assistance for any child in
the family. in accordance with subparagraph
(C).

(B) Oii-t ASSISTANCE,—The—
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(i) eligibility of a family that receives

safety net assistance under subparagraph (A)
for any other Federal or federally assisted
program based on need, shall be determined
without regard to such assistance: and

(ii) such a family shall be considered to be
receiving cash assistance in the amount of
the safety net assistance provided for pur-
poses of determining the amount of any as-
sistance provided to the family under any
other such program.

• (C) SAFETY NET ASSISTANCE REQUIRE-
MENTS.—Safety net assistance provided for a
child in a family under subparagraph (A)
shall be based on a States assessment of the
needs of such child and shall be provided
through a voucher that is—

(1) with respect to the amount of the
voucher, determined on the same basis as the
State would provide assistance under the
State plan to such a family with 1 less indi-
vidual:

(ii) designed appropriately to pay third
parties for Shelter, goods, and services re-
ceived by the child: and

'(iii) payable directly to such third par-
ties.• '(3) Tm-r OF ThTERSTATE MI-
GRANTS—The State plan may apply to a cat-
egory of families the rules for such category
under a plan of another State approved
under this pare. if a family in such category
has moved to the State from the other State
and has resided in the State for less than 12
months.

(4) IND1VIDU,LS ON OLD-ACE ASSISTANCE OR
SSI INELIGIBLE FDR TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENr
ASSISTANCE.—Tne State plan shall provide
that no assistance shall be furnished any in-
dividual under the plan with respect to any
period with respect to which such individual
is receiving oid-age assistance under the
State plan approved under section 102 of title
I or supplemental security income under
title XVI, and such individual's assistance or
income shall be disregarded in determining
the eligibility of the family of such individ-
ual for temporary employment assistance.

(5) CHILDRX FOR WHOM FEDERAL. STATE.
OR LOCAL FOST CARE MAINTENANCE OR ADO?-
TiON ASSISTAJcCE PAYMENTS ARE MADE—A
child with respect to whom foster care main-
tenance payments or adoption assistance
payments are made under part E or under
State or local law shall not, for the period
for which such Payments are made, be re-
garded as a needy child under this part, and
such child's incQme and resources shall be
disregarded in determining the eligibility of
the family of such child for temporary em-
ployment assistance.

(6) DEr'np.i cw ASSISTANCE FOR 10 YEARS TO
A PERSON FOU TO HAVE FRALDULEWrLY tS-
REPRESENTED RIDENCE IN ORDER TO OBTAIN
ASSISTANCE IN 2 OR MORE STATES—The State
plan shall provide that no assistance will be
furrüshed any individual under the plan dur-
ing the 10-year period that begins on the
date the individual is convicted in Federal or
State court of having made, a fraudulent
statement or representation w2th respect to
the place of residence of the individual in
order to receive oenefits or services simulta-
neously from 2 or more States under pro-
grams that are funded under this part, title
XIX, or the Food Stamp Act of 1977, or bene-
fits in 2 or more States under the supple-
mental security income program under title
X\Q

(7) DEr'np.i OE ASSISTANCE FOR FUGITIVE
FELONS AND PROBATION AND PAROLE VIOLA-
IDRS.-

'(A) IN GENRAL.—The State plan shall
provide that no assistance will be furnished
any individual under the plan for any period
if during such period such individual is—

• (i) fleeing to avoid prosecution, or cus-
tody or confinement after conviction, under

the laws of the place from which the individ-
ual flees, for a crime, or an attempt to com-
mit a crime, which is a felony under the laws
of the place from which the individual flees.
or which, in the case of the State of New Jer-
sey. is a high misdemeanor under the laws of
such State: or

'(ii) violating a condition of probation or
parole imposed under Federal or State law.

(B) EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION WITH LAW
ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES—Notwithstanding
any other provision of law, the State plan
shall provide that the State shall furnish
any Federal, State. or local law enforcement
officer, upon the request of the officer, with
the current address of any recipient of as-
sistance under the plan, if the officer fur-
nishes the agency with the name of the re-
cipient and notifies the agency that—

(i) such recipient—
(I) is described in clause (i) or (ii) of sub-

paragraph (A): or
"(II) has information that is necessary for

the officer to conduct the officer's official
duties: and

"(ii) the location or apprehension of the re-
cipient is within such officer's official du-
ties.

(d) DETERMINATION OF EUGIBIIIrY.—
• (1) DETERMINATION OF NEED.—The State

plan shall provide that the State agency
take into consideration any income and re-
sources of any individual the State deter-
mines should be considered in determining
the need of the child or relative claiming
temporary employment assistance.

(2) RESOURCE AND INCOME DErERNA-
TION.—In determining the total resources
and income of the family of any needy child.
the State plan shall provide the following:

(A) RESOURCE5.—The State's resource
limit, including a description of the policy
determined by the State regarding any ex-
clusion allowed for vehicles owned by family
members, resources set aside for future needs
of a child, individual development accounts.
or other policies established by the State to
encourage savings.

(B) FAilLY INCOME.—The extent to which
earned or unearned income is disregarded in
determining eligibility for, and amount of.
assistance.

(C) CHILD SUPPORT.—The State's policy, if
any. for determining the extent to which
child support received i.n excess of $50 per
month on behalf of a member of the family
is disregarded in determining eligibility for,
and the amount of. assistance.

CD) CHILD'S EARNINGS—The treatment of
earnings of a child living in the home.

CE) EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT—The
State agency shall disregard any refund of
Federal income taxes made to a family re-
ceiving temporary employment assistance
by reason of secUon 32 of the Internal Reve-
nue Code of 1986 (relating to earned income
tax credit) and any payment made to such a
family by an employer under section 3507 of
such Code (relating to advance payment of
earned income credit).

(F) ATTRIBUTION OF SPONSOR'S INCOME AND
RESOURCES FOR ALIEN RECIPIENTS—The State
agency shall determine the eligibility of an
alien in accordance with the provisions of
section 721 of the Work First Act of 1996.

"(3) VERIFICATION SYSTEM—The State plan
shall provide that information is requested
and exchanged for purposes of income and
eligibility verification in accordance with a
State system which meets the requirements
of section 1137.

(e) PROvSIOrS RELATING TO VICTIMS OF
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE.—The State plan shall—

• (1) provide that the State has in effect
provisions for victims of domestic violence
receiving temporary employment assistance:
and
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(2) provide that the State agency admin-

istering the plan approved under this part
shall be responsible for assuring that—

(A) adequate mechanisms are in place for
screening and identifying recipients of such
assistance who have been victims of domes-
tic violence:

(B) procedures are in place to refer such
recipients to legal counseling and supportive
services:

"(C) the time limit for receipt of such as-
sistance imposed under subsection (c)(1) is
tolled for recipients of such assistance who
are seriously affected by domestic violence:
and

"CD) other requirements imposed under the
State plan such as residency requirements
and child support cooperation requirements
will be waived in any case where imposing
such requirements would make it more dif-
ficult for a recipient of temporary employ-
ment assistance to escape domestic violence
or would unfairly sanction a recipient vic-
timized by. or at risk of. domestic violence.
SEC. 403. PARENT E\tPOWERMENT CONTRACT.

(a) ASSESSMEiT.—The State plan shall
provide that the State agency, through a
case manager. shall make an initial assess-
ment of the skills, prior work experience,
and employability of each parent who is ap-
plying for temporary employment assistance
under the plan, along with an assessment of
the history of domestic violence (if any) of
such parent.

'(b) PARENT Eow rr Cor.mc'rs.—
On the basis of the assessment made under
subsection (a) with respect to each parent.
the case manager. in consultation with the
parent or parents of a family (hereafter in
this title referred to as the 'client'), shall de-
velop a parent empowerment contract for
the client. which meets the following re-
quirements:

"(1) Sets forth the obligations of the cli-
ent. including I or more of the following:

(A) Search for ajob.
"(B) Engage in work-related activiUes to

help the client become and remain employed
in the private sector.

(C) Attend school, if necessary, and main-
tain certain grades and attendance.

(D) Participate in counseling, safety-re-
lated, and legal activities, and supportive
services related to the client's experience of
domestic violence.

'CE) Keep school age children of the client
in school.

'(F) Immunize children of the client.
(C) Attend parenting and money manage-

ment classes.
(H) Any other appropriate activity, at the

option of the State,
(2) To the greatest extent possible. is de-

signed to move the client as quickly as pos-
sible into whatever type and amount of work
as the client is capable of handling, and to
increase the responsibility and amount of
work over time until the client is able to
work full-time.

(3) Provides for participation by the cli-
ent in job search activities for the fit-st 2
months after the application for temporary
employment assistance under the State plan.
unless the client is already working at least
20 hours per week.

"(4) If necessary to provide the client with
support and skills necessary to obtain and
keep employment in the private sector, pro-
vides for job counseling or other services.
and, if additionally necessary, education or
training through the Work First program
under part F.

"(5) Provides that the client shall accept
any bona fide offer of unsubsidized full-time
employment, unless the client has good
cause for not doing so.
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(6) At the option of the State. provides

that the client undergo appropriate sub-
stance abuse treatment.

(7) Provides that the client—
(A) assign to the State any rights to sup-

port from any other person the client may
have in such client's own behalf or in behalf
of any other family member for whom the
client is applying for or receiving assistance;
and

(B) cooperate with the State—
'(i) in establishing the paternity of a child

born Out of wedlock with respect to whom
assistance is claimed, and

"(ii) in obtaining support payments for
such client and for a child with respect to
whom such assistance is claimed, or in ob-
taining any other payments or property due
such client or such child, unless (in either
case) such client is found to have good cause
for refusing to cooperate as determined by
the State agency in accordance with stand-
ards prescribed by the Secretary. Such
standards shall take into consideration the
best interests of the child on whose behalf
assistance is claimed, and shall provide that
good cause shall include the reasonable fear
of a recipient for her own safety or the safe-
ty of a family member where the putative
child support obligee has committed domes-
tic violence against the recipient or a family
member in the past.

(c) PENALTXES FOR NONCODJCE WITH
PARNr E!ipos irr ConRAc-r.--

"(1) IN G'ERAL.—Except as provided in
paragraph (2), the following penalties shall
apply:

(A) PRocgsiv REDUCflOrS IN ASSIST-
ANCE FOR ST AND 2ND ACTS OF NONCOMPLI-
ANCE.—

(i) IN GERAL,—T}ie State plan shall pro-
vide that the amount of temporary employ-
ment assistance otherwise payable under the
plan to a family that includes a client who,
with respect to a parent empowerment con-
tract signed by the client, commits an act of
noncompliance without good cause, shall be
reduced by—

"(I) 33 percent for the 1st such act of non-
compliance; or

(II) 66 percent for the 2nd such act of non-
compliance.

(ii) GOOD CAUSE—Good cause for non-
compliance of a parent empowerment con-
tract shall include a determination that a re-
cipient fears for her own safety or the safety
of a family member where the recipient or
family member has been the victim of do-
mestic violence and reasonably believes that
acceptance of employment would put her or
her family at future risk, and is temporarily
unable to fulfill her employment obligations
due to legal and court obligations associated
with seeking remedies for domestic violence.

"(B) DEri OF ASSISTANCE FOR 3RD AND
SUBSEQUENT ACTS OF NONCOMPUM.CL_The
State plan shall provide that in the case of
the 3rd or subsequent such act of noncompli-
ance, the family of which the client is a
member shall not thereafter be eligible for
temporary employment assistance under the
State plan.

(C) LENc'nI OF PENALTIES—The penalty
for an act of noncompliance shall not exceed
the greater of—

(i) in the case of—
(I) the 1st act of noncompliance. 1 month,
(II) the 2nd act of noncompliance, 3

months, or
"(III) the 3rd or subsequent act of non-

compliance, 6 months: or
(ii) the period ending with the cessation

of such act of noncompliance.
(D) DEtiI. OF TEMPOR.ARY EMPLOYMENT

ASSISTANCE TO ADULTS REFUSING TO ACCEPT A
BONA FIDE OFP OF ELOyMçF —The State
plan shall provide that if an unemployed in-
dividual who has attained 18 years of age re-

fuses to accept a bona fide offer of employ-
ment without good cause, such act of non-
compliance shall be considered a 3rd or sub-
sequent act of noncompliance.

(2) EXCEPTION_Notwithstanding para-
graph (1). a State may not reduce or termi-
nate assistance under the State plan based
on a refusal of an adult to work if the adult
is a single custodial parent caring for a child
who has not attained 6 years of age. and the
adult proves that the adult has a dem.
onstrated inability (as determined by the
State) to obtain needed child care, for I or
more of the following reasons:

(A) Unavailability of appropriate child
care within a reasonable distance from the
individual's home or work site.

(B) Unavailability or unsuitability of in-
formal child care by a relative or under
other arrangements.

(C) Unavailability of appropriate and af-
fordable formal child care arrangements.

(3) STATE FLEXIBILITY._.-The State plan
may provide for different penalties than
those specified in paragraph (1).
SEC. 404. PAYMENT OF ASSI5TAJJCE.

(a) STANDARDS OF ASSISTANCE—The State
plan shall specify standards of assistance, in-
cluding—

(1) the composition of the unit for which
assistance will be provided:

"(2) a standard, expressed in money
amounts, to be used in determining the need
of applicants and recipients;

"(3) a standard, expressed in money
amounts, to be used in determining the
amount of the assistance payment: and

(4) the methodology to be used in deter-
mining the payment amount received by as-
sistance units,

(b) LEVEL OF ASSISTANCE—The State plan
shall provide that the determination of need
and the amount of assistance for all appli-
cants and recipients shall be made on an ob-
jective and equitable basis,

(c) STATE OPTION TO DEpjy ADDITIONAL
CASH ASSISTANCE FOR Ci BORN TO
FAMILIES RECEIVING ASSISTANCE,—

(1) GENERAL RULE—At the option of a
State. the State plan may provide that no
additional cash assistance be provided for a
minor child who is born to—

(A) a recipient of temporai-y employment
assistance under the plan: or

(B) an individual who received such as-
sistance at any time during the 10-month pe-
riod ending with the birth of the child.

(2) EXCEPTION FOR VOUCHERS—If a State
exercises the option under paragraph (1), the
State may provide vouchers, in lieu of the
cash assistance not provided. to be used only
to pay for particular goods and services spec-
ified by the State as suitable for the care of
the child involved,

"(3) EXCEPTION FOR RAPE OR INCEST—Para-
graph (1) shall not apply with respect to a
child who is born as a result of rape or in-
cest,

"(d) CORRECrION OF PAYMENTS—The State
plan shall provide that the State agency will
promptly take all necessary steps to correct
any overpayment or underpayment of assist-
ance under such plan, including the request
for Federal tax refund intercepts as provided
under section 417.
SEC. 405. PROVISION OF PROGRAM AND EM-

PL.OYMENT INFORMATION AND
CHILD CARE.

(a) INFORMATION._The State plan shall
provide for the dissemination of information
to all applicants for and recipients of tem-
porary employment assistance under the
plan about all available services under the
State plan for which such applicants and re-
cipients are eligible.

(b) CHILD C DURING JOB SEARCH.
WORK, OR PARTICIPATION IN WORK FIRST.—
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The State plan shall provide that the State
agency shall guarantee child care assistance
for each family that is receiving temporary
employment assistance and that has a needy
child requiring such care, to the extent that
such care is determined by the State agency
to be necessary for an individual in the fam-
ily to participate injob search activities, to
work, or to participate in the Work First
program,
SEC. 406. OThER PROGRAMS.

(a) WORK FIRST—The State plan shall
provide that the State has in effect and oper-
ation a Work First program that meets the
requirements of part F.

(b) STATE CHILD SUPPORT AGENCY—The
State plan shall—

(I) provide that the State has in effect a
plan approved under part D and operates a
child support program in substantial compli-
ance with such plan:

(2) provide that the State agency admin-
istering the plan approved under this part
shall be responsible for assuring that—

(A) the benefits and services provided
under plans approved under this part and
part D are furnished in an integrated man-
ner. including coordination of intake proce-
dures with the agency administering the
plan approved under part D;

"(B) all applicants for. and recipients of.
temporary employment assistance are en-
couraged. assisted, and required (as provided
under section 403(b)(7)(B)) to cooperate in
the establishnient and enforcement of pater-
nity and child support obligations and are
notified about the services available under
the State plan approved under part D (con-
sistent with the good cause exception for
noncooperation under such section in a case
involving a recipient with a reasonable fear
of domestic violence): and

(C) procedures require referral of pater-
nity and child support enforcement cases to
the agency administering the plan approved
under part D not later than 10 days after the
application for temporary employment as-
sistance: and

"(3) provide for prompt notice (including
the transmittal of all relevant information)
to the State child support collection agency
established pursuant to part D of the fur-
nishing of temporary employment assistance
with respect to a child who has been deserted
or abandoned by a parent (including a child
born out-of-wedlock without regard to
whether the paternity of such child has been
established),

(c) CHILD WELFARE SERVICES AJD FosT
CARE AND ADOPTION ASSISTANCE—The State
plan shall provide that the State has in ef-
fect—

'(1) a State plan for child welfare services
approved under part B; and

(2) a State plan for foster care and adop-
tion assistance approved under part E.
and operates such plans in substantial com-
pliance with the requirements of such parts.

"(d) REPORT OF CHILD ABUSE. ETC—The
State plan shall provide that the State agen-
cy will—

'(I) report to an appropriate agency or of-
ficial, known or suspected instances of phys-
ical or mental injury, sexual abuse or exploi-
tation. or negligent treatment or maltreat-
ment of a child receiving assistance under
the State plan under circumstances which
indicate that the child's health or welfare is
threatened thereby: and

"(2) provide such information with respect
to a situation described in paragraph (I) as
the State agency may have,

(e) OLrr-OF-WocK AND TEEN PREGNANCY
PROCRAMS.—The State plan shall provide for
the development of a program—
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(I) to reduce the incidence of out-of-wed-

lock pregnancies, which may include provid-
ing unmarried mothers and unmarried fa-
thers with services which will help them—

'(A) avoid subsequent pregnancies, and
(B) provide adequate care to their chil-

dren: and
(2) to reduce teenage pregnancy, which

may include, at the option of the State. pro-
viding education and counseling to male and
female teenagers.

• (f) AVAILA3ILrTY OF ASSISTANCE IN RU1AL
AREAS OF STATE—The State plan shall con-
sider and address the needs of rural areas in
the State to ensure that families in such
areas receive assistance to become self-suffi-
cient.

(g) FAOLY PRESERVATION.—
(l) IN CENERAL.—The State plan shall de-

scribe the efforts by the State to promote
family preservation and stability, including
efforts—

(A) to encourage fathers to stay home and
be a part of the family:

(B) to keep families together to the ex-
tent possible: and

-. (C) except to the extent provided in para-
graph (2), to treat 2-parent families and I-
parent families equally with respect to eligi-
bility for assistance.

(2) MAINi'JANCE OF TREATMENT.—The
State may impose eligibility limitations re-
lating specifically to 2-parent families to the
extent such limitations are no more restric-
tive than such limitations in effect in the
State plan in fiscal year 1995.
SEC. 407. ADML'cISTRATWE REQUIREMENTS FOR

STATE PLAN.
(a) STATIDE PLAN—The State plan

shall be in effect in all political subdivisions
of the State. and, if administered by the sub-
divisions. be mandatory upon such subdivi-
sions. If such plan is not administered uni-
formly throughout the State. the plan shall
describe the administrative variations.

- (b) SINGLE ADMINISTRATINC ACENCY.—The
State plan shall provide for the establish-
ment or designation of a single State agency
to administer the plan or supervise the ad-
ministration of the plan.

'(c) FIN..Ncj.L. PARTiCjPATON.—The State
plan shall provide for financial participation
by the State in the same manner and
amount as such State participates under
title XIX. except that with respect to the
sums expended for the administration of the
State plan. the percentage shall be 50 per-
cent.

-. (d) Rp.soiz PROMpTh'E —The State
plan shall provide that all individuals wish-
ing to make application for temporary em-
ployment assistance shall have opportunity
to do so, and that such assistance be fur-
nished with reasonable promptness to all eli-
gible individuals.

"(e) HARINC.—The State plan shall
provide for granting an opportunity for a fair
hearing before the State agency to any indi-
vidual—

(I) whose claim for temporary employ-
ment assistance is denied or is not acted
upon with reasonable promptness; or

(2) whose assistance is reduced or termi-
nated.

(f) AU'orTED DATA PROCESSING S''S-
TEM.—The State plan shall, at the option of
the State. provide for the establishment and
operation of an automated statewide man-
agement informaUon system designed effec-
tively and efficientiy. to assist management
in the administration of the State plan ap-
proved under this part, so as—

'(1) to control and account for—
(A) all the factors in the total eligibility

determination process under such plan for
assistance, and

'(B) the costs. quality. and delivery of pay-
ments and services furnished to applicants
for and recipients of assistance: and

"(2) to notify the appropriate officials for
child support. food stamp. and social service
programs, and the medical assistance pro-
gram approved under title XIX. whenever a
recipient becomes ineligible for such assist-
ance or the amount of assistance provided to
a recipient under the State plan is changed.

-. (g) DISCLOSURE OF lNFORMATON—The
State plan shall provide for safeguards which
restrict the use or disclosure of infox-maUon
concerning applicants or recipients.

"(h) DETECTION OF FRAUD—The State plan
shall provide, in accordance with regulations
issued by the Secretary. for appropriate
measures to detect fraudulent applications
for temporary employment assistance before
the establishment of eligibility for such as-
sistance.

"Subpart 2—Administrative Provisions
"SEC. 411. APPROVAL OF PLAN.

(a) IN GENERAL—The Secretary shall ap-
prove a State plan which fulfills the require-
ments under subpart I within 120 days of the
submission of the plan by the State to the
Secretary.

"(b) DEEMED APPROVAL—If a State plan
has not been rejected by the Secretary dur-
ing the period specified in subsection (a). the
plan shall be deemed to.bave been approved,
SEC. 412. COMPLIANCE

In the case of any State plan for tem-
porary employment assistance which has
been approved under section 411, if the Sec-
retary. after reasonable notice and oppor-
tunity for hearing to the State agency ad-
ministering or supervising the administra-
tion of such plan. finds that in the adminis-
tration of the plan there is a failure to com-
ply substantially with any provision re-
quired by subpart I to be included in the
plan, the Secretary shall notify such State
agency that further payments will not be
made to the State (Or in the Secretary's dis-
cretion, that payments will be limited to
categories under or parts of the State plan
not affected by such failure) until the Sec-
retary is satisfied that such prohibited re-
quirement is no longer so imposed. and that
there is no longer any such failure to com-
ply. Until the Secretary is so satisfied the
Secretary shall make no further payments to
such State (or shall limit payments to cat-
egories under or parts of the State plan not
affected by such failure).
'SEC. 413. PAYMENTS TO STATES.

(a) COMPUTATION OF AMOUNT—Subject to
section 412. from the sums appropriated
therefor. the Secretary of the Treasury shall
pay to each State which has an approved
plan for temporary employment assistance.
for each quarter. beginning with the quarter
commencing October 1. 1996. an amount
equal to the Federal medical assistance per-
centage (as defined in section 1905(b)) of the
expenditures by the State under such plan.

"(b) METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND PAY-
MENT—The method of computing arid paying
such amounts shall be as follows:

(1) The Secretary shall, prior to the be-
ginning of each quarter. estimate the
amount to be paid to the State for such
quarter under the provisions of subsection
(a). such estimate to be based on—

(A) a report filed by the State containing
its estimate of the total sum to be expended
in such quarter in accordance with the provi-
sions of such subsection and stating the
amount appropriated or made available by
the State and its political subdivisions for
such expenditures in such quarter. and if
such amount is less than the States propor-
tionate share of the total sum of such esti-
mated expenditures, the source or sources
from which the difference is expected to be
derived;

"(B) records showing the number of needy
children in the State: and
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(C) such other information as the Sec-
retary may find necessary.

(2) The Secretary of Health and Human
Services shall then certify to the Secretary
of the Treasury the amount so estimated by
the Secretary of Health and Human Serv-
ices—

(A) reduced or increased, as the case may
be. by any sum by which the Secretary of
Health and Human Services finds that the
estimate for any prior quarter was greater or
less than the amount which should have been
paid to the State for such quarter:

(B) reduced by a sum equivalent to the
pro rata share to which the Federal Govern-
ment is equitably entitled, as determined by
the Secretary of Health and Human Services.
of the net amount recovered during any prior
quarter by the State or any political subdivi-
sion thereof with respect to temporary em-
ployment assistance furnished under the
State plan; and

'(C) reduced by such amount as is nec-
essary to provide the appropriate reimburse-
ment to the Federal Government that the
State is required to make under section 457
Out of that portion of child support collec-
tions retained by the State pursuant to such
section,
except that such increases or reductions
shall not be made to the extent that such
sums have been applied to make the amount
certified for any prior quarter greater or less
than the amount estimated by the Secretary
of Health and Human Services for such prior
quarter.

Cc) METHOD OF PAYMENT—The Secretary
of the Treasury shall thereupon. through the
Fiscal Service of the Department of the
Treasury and prior to audit or settlement by
the General Accounting Office, pay to the
State, at the time or times tbed by the Sec-
retary of Health and Human Services, the
amount so certified,

"SEC. 414. QUALITY ASSURANCE, DATA COLLEC.
TION. Ar.lD REPORTING SYSTEM.

(a) QtjAu'Iy ASSURANCE.—
(I) IN CENERAL.—Under the State plan, a

quality assurance system shall be developed
based upon a collaborative effort involving
the Secretary, the State. the political sub-
divisions of the State. and assistance recipi-
ents, and shall include quantifiable program
outcomes related to self sufficiency in the
categories of welfare-to-work. payment accu-
racy, and child support.

(2) MODIRCAnOrS TO SYSTEM—As deemed
necessary. but not more often than every 2
years. the Secretary. in consultation with
the State, the political subdivisions of the
State. and assistance recipients, shall make
appropriate changes in the design and ad-
ministration of the quality assurance sys-
tem. including changes in benchmarks.
measures, and data collection or sampling
procedures.

"(b) DATA COLLECTION AND REPORTING.—
'(1) IN CENERAL.—The State plan shall pro-

vide for a quarterly report to the Secretary
regarding the data described in paragraphs
(2) and (3) and such additional data needed
for the quality assurance system. The data
collection and reporting system under this
subsection shall promote accountability.
continuous improvement, and integrity in
the State plans for temporary employment
assistance and Work First.

'(2) DISAGGREGATED DATA.—The State
shall collect the following data items on a
monthly basis from disaggregated case
records of applicants for and recipients of
temporary employment assistance from the
previous month:

'(A) The age of adults and children (in-
cluding pregnant women).
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(B) Marital or familial status of cases:married (2-parent family), widowed, di-

vorced. Separated or never married; or child
living with other adult relative.

(C) The gender, race, educational attain-
ment, work experience, disability status
(whether the individual is seriously ill, inca-
pacitated. or caring for a disabled or inca-
pacitated child) of adults.

(D) The amount of cash assistance and
the amount and reason for any reduction in
such assistance. Any other data necessary to
determine the timeliness and accuracy of
benefits and welfare diversions,

"(E) Whether any member of the family re-
ceives benefits under any of the following

(i) Any housing program.
(ii) The food stamp program under the

Food Stamp Act of 1977.
"(iii) The Head Start programs carried Out

under the Head Start Act.
"(iv) Anyjob training program.
"(F) The number of months since the most

recent application for assistance under the
plan.

(C) The total number of months for which
assistance has been provided to the families
under the plan.

(H) The _.employment status, hours
worked, and earnings of individuals while re-
ceiving assistance, whether the case was
closed due to employment, and other data
needed to meet the work performance rate.

"(I) Status in Work First and workfare, in-
cluding the number of hours an individual
participated and the component in which the
individual participated.

(J) The number of persons in the assist-
ance unit and their relationship to the
youngest child, Nonrecipients in the house-
hold and their relationship to the youngest
child,

(K) Citizenship status.
"(L) Shelter arrangement.
"(M) Unearned income (not including tem-

porary employment assistance), such as
child support, and assets.

"(N) The number of children who have a
parent who is deceased, incapacitated, or un-
employed.

(0) Geographic location,
(P) The number of adults and children re-

ceiving assistance who are cuiTent or past
victims of domestic violence, and the num-
ber of recipients participating in programs
addressing the effects of domestic violence,

"(3) AGCREGATED DATA—The State shall
collect the following data items on a month-
ly basis from aggregated case records of ap-
plicants for and recipients of temporary em-
ployment assistance from the previous
month:

•'(A) The number of adults receivmg assist-
ance,

"(B) The number of children receiving as-sistance,
"(C) The number of families receiving as-sistance,

(D) The number of assistance units who
had their grants reduced or terminated and
the reason for the reduction or termination,
including sanction, employment, and meet-
ing the time limit for assistance).

"CE) The number of applications for assist-
ance: the number approved and the number
denied and the reason for denial,

(4) LoNcrrJrmj.j. STUDIES—The State
shall submit selected data items for a cohort
of mdividuals who are tracked over time,
This longitudinal sample shall be used for se-
lected data items described in paragraphs (2)
and (3), as determined appropriate by the
Secretary.

(c) ADDITIONAL DATA. —The report re-
quired by subsection (b) for a fiscal year
quarter shall also include the following:
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(1) REPORT ON USE OF FF,aj. FUNDS TO

COVER ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS AD OVER-
HEAD—A statement of—

"(A) the percentage of the Federal funds
paid to the State under this part for the fIs-
cal year quarter that are used to cover ad-
ministrative costs or overhead: and

(B) the total amount of State funds that
are used to cover such costs or overhead,

"(2) REor ON STATE EXPENDrrURES ON
PROCRAMS FOR NEEDY FAflUES.—A state-
ment of the total amount expended by the
State during the fiscal year quarter on pro-
grams for needy families, with the amount
spent on the program under this part. and
the purposes for which such amount was
spent, separately stated.

"(3) REPORT ON NONCUSTODIAL PARENTS
PARTICIPATING IN WORK ACTIVITIES—The
number of noncustodial parents in the State
who participated in work activities during
the fiscal year quarter.

"(4) REPORT ON CI-fILD SUPPORT COL-
LECTED—The total amount of child support
collected by the State agency administering
the State plan under part D on behalf of a
family receiving assistance under this part.

"(5) REPORT ON CHILD CARE—The total
amount expended by the State for child care
under this part. along with a description of
the types of child care provided. such as
child care provided in the case of a family
that has ceased to receive assistance under
this part because of increased hours of, or in-
creased income from, employment, or in the
case of a family that is not receiving assist-
ance under this part but would be at risk of
becoming eligible for such assistance if child
care was not provided.

(6) REPORT ON TRANSITIONAL SERVICES,—
The total amount expended by the State for
providing transitional services to a family
that has ceased to receive assistance under
this part because of increased hours of, or in-
creased income from, employment. along
with a description of such services.

"(d) COLLECTION PROCEDURES—The Sec-
retary shall provide case sampling plans and
data collection procedures as deemed nec-
essary to make statistically valid estimates
of plan performance.

(e) VERIFICATION-_The Secretary shall
develop and implement procedures for veri'-
ing the quality of the data submitted by the
State, and shall provide technical assistance.
funded by the compliance penalties imposed
under section 412. if such data quality falls
below acceptable standards,
"SEC. 415. COMPILATION AND REPORTING OF

DATA.

(a) CURRENT PROCRAM$,-_The Secretary
shall, on the basis of the Secretary's review
of the reports received from the States under
section 414. compile such data as the Sec-
retary believes necessary. and from time to
ume, publish the findings as to the effective-
ness of the programs developed and adminis-
tered by the States under this part. The Sec-
retary shall annually report to the Congress
on the programs developed and administered
by each State under this part.

"(b) RESEARCH, DEMONSTRATION AND EVAL-
UATION.—0f the amount specified under sec-
tion 413(a), an amount equal to .25 percent is
authorized to be expended by the Secretary
to support the following types of research,
demonstrations and evaluations:

"(1) STATE-IN1T1A- RESEARCH—States
may apply for grants to cover 90 percent of
the costs of self-evaluations of programs
under State plans approved under this part.

"(2) DEMONSTRATIONS,_.
(A) IN GENERAL—The Secretary may ml-

plement and evaluate demonstrations of in-
novative and promising strategies to—

"(1) improve child well-being through re-
ductions in illegitimacy. teen pregnancy,
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welfare dependency, homelessness, and pov-
erty:

"(ii) test promising strategies by nonprofit
and for-profit institutions to increase em-
ployment, earning, child support payments,
and self-sufficiency with respect to tem-
porary employment assistance clients under
State plans: and

"(iii) foster the development of child care,
(B) ADDITIONAL PARAMETERS—Dem-

onstrations implemented under this para-
graph—

(i) may provide one-time capital funds to
establish, expand. or replicate programs;

"(ii) may test performance-based grant to
loan financing in which programs meeting
performance targets receive grants while
programs not meeting such targets repay
funding on a pro-rated basis: and

"(iii) should test strategies in multiple
States and types of communities,

(3) FEDEi EVALUATIONS,—
"(A) 1N GENERAL—The Secretary shall con-

duct research on the effects, benefits. and
costs of different approaches to operating
welfare programs, including an implementa.
tion study based on a representative sample
of States and localities, documenting what
policies were adopted. how such policies were
implemented. the types and mix of services
provided, and other such factors as the Sec-
retary deems appropriate,

(B) RESEARCH ON RELK ISSUES—The
Secretary shall also conduct research on is-
sues related to the purposes of this part.
such as strategies for moving welfare recipi-
ents into the workforce quickly, reducing
teen pregnancies and out-of-wedlock births,
and providing adequate child care,

(C) STATE REIMBURSEMEWr,_The Sec-
retary may reimburse a State for any re-
search-related costs incurred pursuant to re-
search conducted under this paragraph.

(D) USE OF RANDOM ASSIGNMENT—Evalua-
tions authorized under this paragraph should
use random assignment to the maximum ex-
tent feasible and appropriate.

(4) REGIO INFORMATION CENTERS.—
(A) IN GENERAL—The Secretary shall es-

tablish not less than 5, nor more than 7 re-
gional information centers located at major
research universities or consortluins of uni-
versities to ensure the effective implementa-
tion of welfare reform and the efficient dis-
semination of information about innova-
tions, evaluation outcomes, and training ini-
tiatives,

"(B) CENTER RESPONSIBILITIES—The Cen-
ters shall have the following functions:

(i) Disseminate information about effec-
tive income support and related programs,
along with suggestions for the replication of
such programs.

"(ii) Research the factors that cause and
sustain welfare dependency and poverty in
the regions served by the respective centers.

"(iii) Assist the States in the region for-
mulate and implement innovative programs
and improvements in existing programs that
help clients move off welfare and become
productive citizens,

"(iv) Provide training as appropriate to
staff of State agencies to enhance the ability
of the agencies to successfully place Work
First clients in productive employment or
self-employment.

"(C) CENTER ELIGIBILrTY TO PERFORM EVAL-
UATIONS—The Centers may compete for
demonstration and evaluation contracts de-
veloped under this section,
"SEC. 416. COLLECTION OF OVERPAYMENTS

FROM FEDERAL TAX REFUNDS,
"(a) IN GENERAL.—Upon receiving notice

from a State agency administering a plan ap-
proved under this part that a named individ-
ual has been overpaid under the State plan
approved under this part, the Secretary of
the Treasury shall determine whether any
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amounts as refunds of Federal taxes paid are
payable to such individual, regardless of
whether such individual filed a tax return as
a married or unmarried individual. If the
Secretary of the Treasury finds that any
such amount is payable, the Secretary shall
withhold from such refunds an amount equal
to the overpayment sought to be collected by
the State and pay such amount to the State
agency.

(b) REGLJLA'flONS,—The Secretary of the
Treasury shall issue regulations, approved
by the Secretary of Health and Human Ser-v-
ices, that provide—

"(I) that a State may only submit under
subsection (a) requests for collection of over-
payments with respect to individuals—

(A) who are no longer receiving tem-
porary employment assistance under the
State plan approved under this part.

(B) with respect to whom the State has
already taken appropriate action under
State law against the income or resources of
the individuals or families involved: and

(C) to whom the State agency has given
notice of its intent to request withholding by
the Secretary of the Treasury from the in-
come tax refunds of such individuals:

(2) that the Secretary of the Treasury
will give a timely and appropriate notice to
any other person filing a joint return with
the individual whose refund is subject to
withholding under subsection (a): arid

(3) the procedures that the State and the
Secretary of the Treasury will follow in car-
rying Out this section which, to the maxi-
mum extent feasible and consistent with the
specific provisions of this section. will be the
same as those issued pursuant to section
464(b) applicable to collection of past-due
child support..

(b) PAYr.rs TO PUEm-O RICO.—Section
11O8(a)(j) (42 U.S.C. 1308(a) (1)) is amended—

(1) in subparagraph (F), by striking "or"
and

(2) by striking subparagraph (G) and in-
serting the following:

(G) 582.000,000 with respect to each of fis-
cal years 1939 through 1995. or

(H) $102500000 with respect to the fiscal
year 1996 and each fiscal year thereafter:".

(c) CONFOjNG AMENDMENTS RELATINC To
COLLECTION o OvEjpAy1wrs,—

(I) Section 6402 of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986 (relating to authority to make
credits or refunds), as amended by section
561(a). is amended—

(A) in subsection (a), by striking '(c) and
(d)" and inserting '(c). (d). and (c)':

(B) by redesignating subsections (e)
through (i) as subsections (f) through 0). re-
spectively: and

(C) by inserting after subsection (d) the fol-
lowing:

(g) COLLECTTO OF OVERPAYMENTS UNDER
TimE IV-A OF THE SOci SECURiTY ACT.—
The amount of any overpayment to be re-
funded to the person making the overpay-
ment shall be reduced (after reductions pur-
suant to subsections (c) and (d). but before a
credit against future liability for an internal
revenue tax) in accordance with section 417
of the Social Security Act (concerning recov-
ery of overpayments to individuals under
State plans approved under part A of title IV
of such Act).'.

(2) Section 552a(a)(8)(B)(iv)(Ifl) of title 5.
United States Code, is amended by striking
"section 464 or 1137 of the Social Security
Act" and inserting "section 417. 464, or 1137
of the Social Security Act.

(d) EFFECTIVE DATES.—
(1) IN GENERAL—Except as provided in

paragraph (2). the amendments made by this
section shall be effective with respect to cal-
endar quarters beginning on or after October
1. 1996.

(2) SPECW. RULE—In the case of a State
that the Secretary of Health and Human

Services determines requires State legisla-
tion (other than legislation appropriating
funds) in order to meet the requirements im-
posed by the amendment made by subsection
(a). the State shall not be regarded as failing
to comply with the requirements of such
amendment before the first day of the first
calendar quarter beginning after the close of
the first regular session of the State legisla-
ture that begins after the date of enactment
of this Act. For purposes of this paragraph.
in the case of a State that has a 2-year legis-
lative session, each year of the session shall
be treated as a separate regular session of
the State legislature.

(3) LIMITATION ON OBUCATION AJORJ1Y
UNDER OLD PROGRAM—The Secretary of
Health and Human Services is not authorized
to enter into any obligation with any State
under part A of title IV of the Social Secu-
rity Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.) (as in effect on
the day before the date of the enactment of
this Act) for expenses incurred under such a
State plan under such part (as so in effect)
on or after October 1, 1996.

TITLE fl—WORK FIRST EMPLOYMENT
BLOCK GRANT

SEC. 201. WORK FIRST EMPLOYMEI'rr BLOCK
GRANT.

(a) IN GENERA.L.—Tirje IV (42 U.S.C. 601 et
seq.) is aniended by striking part F and in-
serting the following:

"Part F—Work First Employment Block
Grant Program

"Subpart i—Establishment and Operation of
State Programs

SEC. 481. GOALS OF THE WORK FIRST PROGRAM.
"The goals of a Work First program are as

follows:
"(I) OBJECTIVE.—The objective of the pro-

gram is for each adult receiving temporary
employment assistance to find and hold full-
time unsubsidized paid employment, and for
this objective to be achieved in a cost-effec-
tive fashion.

(2) STRATECY.—The strategy of the pro-
gram is to connect clients of temporary em-
ployment assistance with the private sector
labor market as soon as possible and offer
such clients the support and skills necessary
to remaj,n in the labor market. Each compo-
nent of the program should emphasize em-
ployment and the understanding that mini-
mum wagejobs are a stepping stone to more
highly paid employment.

"(3) .308 CREATION—The creation of jobs
with an emphasis on private sector jobs.
through the options available under subpart
2. shall be a component of the block grant
program and shall be a priority for each
State office with responsibilities under the
prograni.

(4) FORMS OF ASSISTANCE—The State
shall provide assistance to clients in the pro-
gram through a range of components, which
may include job placement services (includ-
ing vouchers for job placement services),
work supplementation programs. temporary
subsidized job creation. assistance in estab-
lishing microenterprises, job counseling
services, or other work-related activities, to
provide individuals with the support and
skills necessary to obtain and keep employ-
ment in the private sector (including edu-
cation and training, if necessary).
SEC. 482. REQIJIREMENT THAT RECIPIENTS

ENTER THE WORK FIRST PROGRAM.
"(a) IN GENERAL.—EXcept as provided in

subsection (b), the State may place in the
Work First program—

(1) clients of temporary employment as-
sistance pursuant to the State plan approved
under part A who have signed a parent
empowerment contract as described in sec-
tion 403(b): and
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• (2) absent parents who are unemployed,

on the condition that. once employed, such
parents meet their child support obligations.

(b) EXCEPTON.—A State may, at its op-
tion, not require an individual who is a sin-
gle. custodial parent caring for a child under
age I to engage in work.

(c) NONDISPLACEMENT._
"(1) IN GENERAL.—No funds provided under

this Act shall be used in a manner that
would result in—

'(A) the displacement of any currently em-
ployed worker (including partial displace-
ment, such as a reduction in wages. hours of
nonovertime work. or employment benefits),
or the impairment of existing contracts for
services or collective bargaining agreements:
or

• (B) the employment or assignment of a
client to fill a position when—

(i) any other person is on layoff from the
same or a substantially equivalent position
or

"(ii) the employer has terminated the em-
ployment of any other employee or other-
wise reduced the employer's workiorce in
order to fill the vacancy so created with a
client.

(2) ENFORCING ANTI-DISPLACEMENT PROTEC-
TIONS.—

'(A) GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE.—The State
shall establish and maintain (pursuant to
regulations issued by the Secretary of Labor)
a grievance procedure for resolving com-
plaints alleging violations of any of the pro-
hibitions or requirements of paragraph (I).
Such procedure shall include an opportunity
for a hearing and shall be completed not
later than 90 days from the date of the com-
plaint. by which time the complainant shafl
be provided a written decision by the State,
A decision of the State under such proce-
dure, or a failure of a State to issue a deci-
sion not later than 90 days from such date,
may be appealed to the Secretary of Labor.
who shall investigate the allegations con-
tained in the complaint and make a deter-
mination not later than 60 days from the
date of the appeal as to whether a violation
of such prohibitions or requirements has oc-
curred. Remedies shall include termination
or suspension of payments, prohibition of the
placement of the client, reinstatement of an
employee, and other relief to make an ag-
grieved employee whole.

(B) OTHER LAWS OR CONTRACTS—Nothing
in subparagraph (A) shall be construed to
prohibit a complainant from pursuing a rem-
edy authorized under another Federal, State.
or local law or a contract or collective bar-

\gaining agreement for a violation of any of
the prohibitions or requirements of para-
graph (I).

"Subpart 2—Program Performance

SEC. 485. WORK PERFORMANCE RATES; PER-
FORMANCE-BASED BONUSES.

(a) WORE PERFORMANCE RATES.—
"(I) REQuIzirr,—A State that operates

a program under this part shall achieve a
work performance rate for the following fis-
cal years of not less than the following per-
centages:

(A) 20 percent for fiscal year 1997.
(8) 25 percent for fiscal year 1998.

"(C) 30 percent for fiscal year 1999.
'(D) 35 percent for fiscal year 2000.

(E) 40 percent for fiscal year 2001.
(F) 50 percent for fiscal year 2002 or there-

after.
(2) Wor pE FORMANCE RATE DE1NED.—

"(A) IN GENERAL.—As used in this sub-
section, the term 'work performance rate'
means, with respect to a State and a fiscal
year. an amount equal to—
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(i) the sum of the average monthly num-
ber of individuals eligible for temporary em-
ployment assistance under the State plan ap-
proved under part A who, during the fiscal
year—

(I) obtain employment in an unsubsidized
job and cease to receive such temporary em-
ployment assistance to the extent allowed
under subparagraph (B):

(II) work 20 or more hours per week (or 30
hours, at the option of the State) in an
unsubsidized job while still receiving such
temporary employment assistance;

"(III) work 20 or more hours per week (or
30 hours, at the option of the State) in a sub-
sidized job through the Work First program
(other than through workfare or community
service under section 493) or

"(IV) are parents under the age of 18 years
(or 19 years, at the option of the State) in
school and regularly attending classes ob-
taining the basic skills needed for work: di-
vided by

"(ii) the average monthly number of fami-
lies with parents eligible for such temporary
employment assistance who, during the fis-
cal year. are not described in section 482(b).

(B) SPECIAL RULES.—
'(i) INDIvIDuAL IN UNSUBsrnIZED JOBS.—

For purposes of subparagraph (A)(i)(I), an in-
dividual shall be considered to be participat-
ing under a State plan approved under part A
for each of the 1st 12 months (without regard
to flscal year) after an individual ceases to
receive temporary employment assistance
under such plan as the result of employment
in an unsubsidized job and during which such
individual does not reapply for such assist-
ance.

"(ii) INDIvWUALs IN WORK FIRST SUBSIDIZED
JOBS.—For purposes of subparagraph
(A) (i) (III), individuals in work.fare or conunu-
nity service (as defined in section 493) may
be counted if such individuals reside in
areas—

(I) with an unemployment rate exceeding
8 percent; or

(H) with other circumstances deemed suf-
ficient by the Secretary.

(iii) COMPUANCE.—A State shall
be deemed to have met the requirement in
paragraph (1) if its work performance rate in
a given fiscal year exceeds that of the prior
fIscal year by 10 percentage points.

(3) EF1cT OF FAILURE TO MEET WORK PER-
FORMANCE RATE.S.—If a State fails to achieve
the work performance rate required by para-
graph (I) for any fiscal year—

'(A) in the case of the 1st failure, the Sec-
retary shall make recommendations for
changes in the State Work First program to
achieve future required work performance
rates: and

'(B) in the case of the 2nd or subsequent
failure—

(i) the Secretary shall reduce by 10 per-
centage points (or less, at the discretion of
the Secretary based on the degree of failure)
the rate of Federal payments for the admin-
istrative expenses for the State plan ap-
proved under part A for the subsequent fiscal
year;

"(ii) the Secretary shall make further rec-
ommendations for changes in the State Work
First program to achieve future required
work performance rates which the State may
elect to follow; and

"(iii) the State shall demonstrate to the
Secretary how the State shall achieve the re-
quired work performance rate for the subse-
quent fiscal year.

(b) PERFORM CE-BASED BONUSES.—
"(I) IN CENERAL.—In addition to any other

payment under section 495. each State. be-
ginning in fiscal year 1998. which has
achieved its work performance rate for the
flscal year (as determined under subsection
(a)) shall be entitled to receive a bonus in
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the subsequent fiscal year for each individ-
ual eligible for temporary employment as-
sistance under the State plan approved under
part A who is described in subsection
(a)(2)(A)(i) in excess of the number of such
individuals necessary to meet such work per-
formance rate, but the aggregate of such bo-
nuses for any fiscal year in the case of any
State may not exceed the limitation deter-
mined under paragraph (3) with respect to
the State.

"(2) USE OF PAYMENTS—Bonus payments
under this subsection—

"(A) may be used to supplement, not sup-
plant. State funding of Work First or child
care activities: and

"(B) shall be used in a manner which re-
wards job retention.

"(3) LIUTATION.—
"(A) IN CENERAL.—The limitation deter-

mined under this paragraph with respect to a
State for any fiscal year is the amount that
bears the same ratio to the amount specified
in subparagraph (B) for such fiscal year as
the average monthly number of adult recipi-
ents (as defined in section 495(a)(6)) in the
State in the preceding fiscal year bears to
the average monthly number of such recipi-
ents in all the States for such preceding
year.

'(B) AMOIJWF SPECIFIED.—The amount spec-
ified in this subparagraph is—

"(i) $200,000,000 for fiscal year 1998 rates
payable in fiscal year 1999;

"(ii) $200.000.000 for fiscal year 1999 rates
payable in fiscal year 2000;

"(iii) $200,000,000 for fiscal year 2000 rates
payable in fiscal year 2001: and

"(iv) $200.000,000 for fIscal year 2001 rates
payable in fiscal year 2002.

"Subpart 3—Program Components
'SEC. 486. PROGRAM COMPONENTS.

(a) IN GE1L.—Under the Work First
program the State shall have the option to
provide a wide variety of work-related ac-
tiviues to clients in the temporary employ-
ment assistance program under the State
plan approved under part A. including job
placement services (including vouchers for
job placement services), work
supplementation programs, temporary sub-
sidized job creation, assistance in establish-
ing microenterprises, and job counseling
services described in this subpart.

"(b) JOB SECH ACflVrflES.—Each client.
who is not exempt from work requirements.
shall begin Work First by participating in
job search activities designed by the State
for 2 months.

(c) WORKFARE.—If. after 2 years. a client
(who is not exempt from work requirements)
who has signed a parent empowerment con-
tract is not working at least 20 hours a week
(within the meaning of section 485(a) (2)). or
engaged in community service, then the
State shall offer that client a workfare posi-
tion, with minimum hours per week and
tasks to be determined by the State.

"(d) COMMUNITY SERVICE.—Not later than 2
years after the date of the enactment of the
Work First Act of 1996. each State should
(and not later than 7 years after such date.
each State shall) require a client who. after
receiving assistance for 3 months—

"(I) is not exempt from work require-
ments: and

"(2) is not either—
(A) working at least 20 hours a week

(within the meaning of section 485 (a) (2)); nor
(B) engaged in an education or training

program;
to participate in community service, with
minimum hours per week and tasks to be de-
termined by the State,
SEC. 487. JOB PLACEMENT; USE OF PLACEMENT

COMPANIES.
"(a) IN GENERAL.—The State through the

Work First program may operate its own job
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placement assistance program or may estab-
lish a job placement voucher program under
subsection (b).

(b) JOB PICErwr VOUCHER PROCRAM.—
A job placement voucher program estab-
lished by a State under this subsection shall
include the following requirements:

(I) LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS MAiNTA1t''Eb.—
The State shall identify. maintain, and make
available to a client a list of State-approved
job placement organizations that offer serv-
ices in the area where the client resides and
a description of the job placement and sup-
port services each such organization pro-
vides. Such organizations may be publicly or
privately owned and operated.

"(2) EXECUTION OF CONTRACT.—A client
shall, at the time the client becomes eligible
for temporary employment assistance—

"(A) receive the list and description de-
scribed in paragraph (I);

"(B) agree. in exchange forJob placement
and support services. to—

(i) execute, within a period of time per-
mitted by the State. a contract with a State-
approved job placement organization which
provides that the organization shall attempt
to find employment for the client: and

"(ii) comply with the terms of the con-
tract and

"(C) receive ajob placement voucher (in an
amount to be determined by the State) for
payment to a State-approved job placement
organization.

(3) USE OF VOUCHER—At the time a client
executes a contract with a State-approved
job placement organization, the client shall
provide the organization with thejob place-
ment voucher that the client received pursu-
ant to paragraph (2) (C).

(4) REDEMPTION.—A State-approved job
placement organization may redeem for pay-
ment from the State not more than 25 per-
cent of the value of a job placement voucher
upon the initial receipt of the voucher for
payment of costs incurred in finding and
placing a client in an employment position.
The remaining value of such voucher shall
not be redeemed for payment from the State
until the State-approved job placement orga-
nization—

(A) finds an employment position (as de-
termined by the State) for the client who
provided the voucher- and

(B) certifies to the State that the client
remains employed with the employer that
the organization originally placed the client
with for the greater of—

(i) 6 continuous months: or
"(ii) a period determined by the State.

(5) PERFORMAICE-BASED STANDARDS.—
(A) IN GENERAL—The State shall estab-

lish performance-based standards to evaluate
the success of the State job placement
voucher program operated under this sub-
section in achieving employment for clients
participating in such voucher program. Such
standards shall take into account the eco-
nomic conditions of the State in determining
the rate of success.

(B) ANNUAL EVALIJATION.—The State
shall. not less than once a fiscal year, evalu-
ate the job placement voucher program oper-
ated under this subsection in accordance
with the performance-based standards estab-
lished under subparagraph (A).

(C) ANNUAL REPORT.—The State shall sub-
mit a report containing the results of an
evaluation conducted under subparagraph
(B) to the Secretary and a description of the
performance-based standards used to conduct
the evaluation in Such form and under such
conditions as the Secretary shall require.
The Secretary shall review each report sub-
mitted under this subparagraph and may re-
quire the State to revise the performance-
based standards if the Secretary determines
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that the State is not achieving an adequate
rate of success for such State.
SEC. 488. REVAMPED JOBS PROCRAM.

The State through the Work First pro.
gram may operate a program similar to the
program known as the GAIN Program that
has been operated by Riverside County. Cali-
fornia. under Federal law as in effect imme-
diately before the effective date of this sub-
part.
SEC. 489. TEMPORARY SUBSIDIZED JOB CRE-

ATION.
The State through the Work First pro-

gram may establish a program similar to the
program known as JOBS Plus' that has been
operated by the State of Oregon under Fed-
eral law as in effect immediately before the
effective date of this subpart.
"SEC. 490. FAMILY INVESTMENT PROCRAM.

"The State through the Work First pro-
gram may establish a program similar to the
program known as the Family Investment
Program' that has been operated by the
State of Iowa to move families off of welfare
and into self-sufficient employment.
SEC. 491. MICROENTERPRJSE

(a) GRAN7S A LoANS TO NONPROFTr OR-
CANIZATIONS FOR THE PRovISIoN OF TECH-
NICAl.. ASSISTANCE. TRAiNINC, AND CREDIT T0
Law INCO ENTREPRENEURS_The State
through the Work First program may make
grants and loans to nonprofit organizations
to provide technical assistance, training, and
credit to low income entrepreneurs for the
purpose of establishing microenterprises.

(b) MICROi-ERPRJSE DEFNED.—For pur-
poses of this section. the term 'microenter-
pnse means a commercial enterprise which
has S or fewer employees. 1 or more of whom
owns the enterprise.
SEC. 492. WORK SUPPLEMENTATION PROCRAM.

(a) IN GE&i,,.—The State through the
Work First program may institute a work
supplementatjon program under which the
State. to the extent it considers appropriate.
may reserve the sums that would otherwise
be payable to clients in the temporary em-
ployment assistance program under the
State plan approved under part A and use the
sums instead for the purpose of providing
and subsidizing jobs for clients as an alter-
native to the temporary employment assist-
ance that would otherwise be so payable to
the clients.

"(b) SALINC METhODOLOCY PERMrrrED.—
In determining the amounts to be reserved
and used for providing and subsidizing jobs
under this section as described in subsection
(a). the State may use a sampling methodol-
ogy.

'(c) SuPPLEJzr JOB.—For purposes of
this section. a supplemented job is—

(1) ajob provided to an eligible client by
the State or local agency administering the
State plan under part A; or

'(2) ajob provided to an eligible client by
any other employer for which at least part of
the wages are paid by the State or local
agency.
A State may provide or subsidize under the
program any job which the State determines
to be appropriate.

(d) CoST LII1ITATION.—The amount of the
Federal payment to a State under Section 413
for expenditures incurred in making pay-
ments to clients and employers under a work
supplementation program under this section
shall not exceed an amount equal to the
amount which would otherwise be payable
under such section 413 if the family of each
client employed in the program established
in the State under this section had received
the maximum amount of temporary employ-
ment assistance payable under the State
plan approved under part A to such a family
with no income for the number of months in
which the client was employed in the pro-
gram.

• (e) WACES ARE CONSIDERED EARNED IN-
COME-_Wages paid under a work
supplementation program shall be consid-
ered to be eat-ned income for purposes of any
provision of law.

(f) PRESERVATION OF MEDICArD EUCI-
BILITY.—Any State that chooses to operate a
work supplementation program under this
Section shall provide that any client who
participates in the program, and any child or
relative of the client (or other individual liv-
ing in the same household as the client) who
would be eligible for temporary employment
assistance under the State plan approved
under part A if the State did not have a work
supplementation program, shall be consid-
ered individuals receiving temporary em-
ployment assistance under the State plan ap-
proved under part A for purposes of eligi-
bility for medical assistance under the State
plan approved under title XXX.
'SEC. 493. WORJ(F AND COMMUNITY SERVICE.
(a) IN GENERAL—A State through the

Work First program may establish and carry
Out—

a workfare progran, in accordance
with section 486(c); and

-. (2) a community service program in ac-
cordance with section 486(d).
that meets the requirements of this section.

(b) WORx.Rz DEFINED.—For purposes of
this section, the term 'workiare' means ajob
provided to a client by the State administer-
ing the State plan under part A with respect
to which the client works in return for as-
sistance under such plan and receives no
wages.

"(c) COMMUNrrY SERV]CE DEFNED.—For
purposes of this section. the term commu-
nity service' means work of benefit to the
community, such as volunteer work in
schools and community orgarnzations.

(d) ASSISTANCE No'r CONSIDERED EARNED
INCOME.—ASSistance paid under a workfare
program shall not be considered to be earned
income for purposes of any provision of law.

(e) USE OF PLAcEMNr COMPANIES—A
State that establishes a workfare or commu-
nity service program under this section may
enter into contracts with private companies
(whether operated for profit or not for profit)
for the placement of clients in the program
in positions of full-time employment, pref-
erably in the private sector, for wages suffi-
cient to eliminate the need of such clients
for temporary employment assistance.

'Subpart 4—Funding
'sEC. 495. FUNDINC.

(a) FUNDINC FOR WORK FIRST.—
(1) IN CENERAL.—Each State that is oper-

ating a program in accordance with this part
shall be entitled to payments under sub-
section (b) for any fiscal year in an amount
equal to the sum of the applicable percent-
ages (specified in such subsection) of its ex-
penditures to carry out such program (sub-
ject to limitations prescribed by or pursuant
to this part or this section on expenditures
that may be included for purposes of deter-
mining payments under subsection (b)). but
such payments for any fiscal year in the case
of any State may not exceed the limitation
determined under paragraph (2) with respect
to the State.

'(2) LIMITATION.—The limitation deter-
mined under this paragraph with respect to a
State for any fiscal year is the amount that
bears the same ratio to the amount specified
in paragraph (3) for such fiscal year as the
average monthly number of adult recipients
(as defined in paragraph (6)) in the State in
the preceding fiscal year bears to the aver-
age monthly number of such recipients in all
the States for such preceding year.

(3) AMOUNT SPECIFIED.—Subject to para-
graphs (4) and (5). the amount specified in
this paragraph is—
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'(A) S1.010.000.000 for fiscal year 1997;
'(B) S1.100.000.000 for fiscal year 1998:
'(C) S1.330000.000 for fiscal year 1999:
'iD) $1.520.000.000 for fiscal year 2000:
"(E) 51.870.000.000 for fiscal year 2001: and

(F) S2,720000.000 for fiscal year 2002.
(4) INDIAN TRIBAL COVERNMENTS.—
(A) APPLICATION.—
(i) IN CENER.AL.—An Indian tribe or Alas-

ka Native organization may apply at any
time to the Secretary (in such manner as the
Secretary prescribes) to conduct a Work
First program.

(ii) PARTICIPATION—If a tribe or organiza-
tion chooses to apply and the application is
approved, such tribe or organization shall be
enutled to a direct payment in the amount
determined in accordance with the provi-
sions of subparagraph (B) for each fiscal year
beginning after such approval.

(iii) NO PARTICIPATION.—If a tribe or orga-
nization chooses not to apply, the amount
that would otherwise be available to such
tribe or organization for the fiscal year shall
be payable to the State in which that tribe
or organization is located. Such amount
shall be used by that State to provide Work
First program services to the recipients liv-
ing within that tribe-or organization's jul-is-
diction.

(iv) NO MATCH REQUIRED—Indian tribes
and Alaska Native organizations shall not be
required to submit a monetary match to re-
ceive a payment under this paragraph.

(B) PA'wr AMOUNT.—
(i) IN CENERAL.—The Secretary shall pay

directly to each Indian tribe or Alaska Na-
tive organization conducting a Work First
program for a fiscal year an amount which
bears the same ratio to 3 percent of the
amount specifled under paragraph (3) for
such fiscal year as the adult Indian or Alas-
ka Native population receiving temporary
employment assistance residing within the
area to be served by the tribe or organization
bears to the total of such adults receiving
such assistance residing within all areas
which any such tribe or organization could
serve.

(ii) ADJUST?NTh.—The Secretary shall
from time to time review the components of
the ratios established in clause (i) to deter-
mine whether the individual payments under
this paragraph continue to reflect accurately
the distribution of population among the
grantees, and shall make adjustments nec-
essary to maintain the correct distribution
of funding.

(C) USE IN SUCCEEDINC FISCAL YEAR.—A
grantee under this paragraph may use not to
exceed 20 percent of the amount for the fiscal
year under subparagraph (B) to carry Out the
Work First program in the succeeding fiscal
year.

(D) VOLUNTARY TERMINATION.—An Indian
tribe or Alaska Native organization may vol-
untarily terminate its Work First program.
The amount under subparagraph (B) with re-
spect to such program for the fiscal year
shall be payable to the State in which that
tribe or organization is located. Such
amount shall be used by that State to pro-
vide Work First program services to the re-
cipients living within that tribe or organiza-
tion's jurisdiction. If a voluntary termi-
nation of a Work First program occurs under
this subparagraph, the tribe or organization
shall not be eligible to submit an application
under this paragraph.before the 6th year fol-
lowing such termination.

CE) Jomrr PROCRAMS—An Indian tribe or
Alaska Native organization may also apply
to the Secretary jointly with 1 or more such
tribes or organizauons to administer a Work
First program as a consortium. The Sec-
retary shall establish such terms and condi-
tions for such consortium as are necessary.
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(5) JOB CREXflON.—Of the amount speci-
fled under paragraph (3). 5 percent shall be
set aside by the Secretary for the program
described in section 203(b) of the Work First
Act of 1996.

(6) DEFINTflON.—For purposes of this sub-
section. the term adult recipient in the case
of any State means an individual other than
a needy child (unless such child is the custo-
dial parent of another needy child) whose
needs are met (in whole or in part) with pay.
ments of temporary employment assistance.

(b) STATE AL.LOCATIONS.—
"(1) IN GENERAL—The Secretary shall pay

to each State that is operating a program in
accordance with part F. with respect to ex-
penditures by the State to carry Out such
program (including expenditures for child
care under section 405(b). but only with re-
spect to a State to which section 1108 ap-
plies), an amount equal to—

"(A) with respect to so much of such ex-
penditures in a fIscal year as do not exceed
the States expenditures in the fIscal year
1987 with respect to which payments were
made to such State from its allotment for
such fiscal year pursuant to part C of this
title as then in effect, 90 percent: and

"(B) with respect to so much of such ex-
penditures in a fiscal year as exceed the
amount described in subparagraph (A)—

"(i) 50 percent. in the case of expenditures
for administrative costs (including costs of
emergency assistance) made by a State in
operating such program for such fiscal year
(other than the costs of transportation and
the personnel costs for case management
staff employed full-time in the operation of
such program): and

"(ii) the Federal medical assistance per-
centage (as defined in section 1905(b)). in the
case of expendittires made by a State in oper-
ating such program for such fiscal year
(other than for costs described in clause (j)).

(2) FORM OF PAYMENT.—With respect to
the amount for which payment is made to a
State under paragraph (1)(A). the States ex-
penditures for the costs of operating such
program may be in cash or in kind, fairly
evaluated.

'(3) USE OF FUNDS.—A State may use
amounts allocated under this subsection for
all costs deemed necessary to assist program
clients obtai.n and retain jobs. including
emergency day care assistance or sick day
care assistance, uniforms, eyeglasses, trans-
portation, wage subsidies, and other employ-
ment-related special needs, as defined by the
State. Such assistance may be provided
through con'act with community-based
family resource programs under title II of
the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment
Act (42 U.S.C. 5116 et seq.).".

(b) EFFECnVE DATES.—
(1) IN GENEaAL.—Except as otherwise pro-

vided in this subsection, the amendment
made by subsection (a) shall be effective
with respect to calendar quarters beginnmg
on or after October 1. 1996.

(2) SPECIAL RULE—In the case of a State
that the Secretary of Health and Human
Services determines requires State legisla-
tion (other than legislation appropriating
funds) in order to meet the requirements im-
posed by the amendment made by subsection
(a), the State shall not be regarded as failing
to comply with the requirements of such
amendment before the first day of the first
calendar quarter beginning after the close of
the first regular session of the State legisla-
ture that begins after the date of enactment
of this Act. For purposes of this paragraph.
in the case of a State that has a 2-year legis-
lative session, each year of the session shall
be treated as a separate regular session of
the State legislattire.

(3) STATE OPTION TO ACCELATE APPUCA-
BzLrry.—If a State formally notifies the Sec-
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retary of Health and Human Services that
the State desires to accelerate the applica-
bility to the State of the amendment made
by subsection (a). the amendment shall apply
to the State on and after such earlier date as
the State may select.

(4) AUTHORITY OF ThE SECRETARY OF HEALTH
AND HUMAN SERVXCES TO DELAY APPLICABILITY
TO A STATE—Subject to the funding limita-
tion described in paragraph (5). if a State for-
mally notifies the Secretary of Health and
Human Services that the State desires to
delay the applicability to the State of the
amendment made by subsection (a). the
amendment (other than section 495 of such
amendment) shall apply to the State on and
after any later date agreed upon by the Sec-
retary and the State.

(5) LIMITATION ON OBLIGATION AUTHORITY
UNDER OLD PROCRAM.—The Secretary of
Health and Human Services is not authorized
to enter into any obligation with any State
under part F of title IV of the Social Secu-
rity Act (42 U.S.C. 681 et seq.) (as in effect on
the day before the date of the enactment of
this Act) for expenses incurred under such a
State plan under such part (as so in effect)
on or after October 1. 1996.
SEC. 202. CONSOLIDATION AND STREAMLINING

OF SERVICES.
(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 407. as added by

section J01(a). is amended by adding at the
end the following new subsections:

- (i) CHANGING ThE WELFARE BL.JREAUC-
RACY.—

(I) IN GENERAL—The State plan may de-
scribe the State's efforts to streamline and
consolidate activities to simplify the process
of applying for a range of Federal and State
assistance programs. including the use of—

(A) one-stop offices to coordinate the ap-
plication process for individuals and families
with low-incomes or limited resources and to
ensure that applicants and recipients receive
the information they need with regard to
such range of programs; and

- . (B) forms which are easy to read and un-
derstand or easily explained by State agency
employees.

'(2) USE OF INCEWflVES.—The State plan
may require the use of incentives (including
Work First program funds) to change the
culture of each State agency office with re-
sponsibilities under the State plan. to im-
prove the performance of employees, and to
ensure that the objective of each employee
of each such State office is to find
unsubsidized paid employment for each pro-
gram client as efficiently and as quickly as
possible.

(3) CASEWORXER TRAINING AND RETRAIN.
ING.—The State plan may provide such train-
ing to caseworkers and related personnel as
may be necessary to ensure successful job
placements that result in full-time public or
private employment (outside the State agen-
cies with responsibilities under part A) for
program clients.

)) COORDINATION OF SERVICES—The State
plan shall provide that the State agency
may—

(1) establish convenient locations in each
community at which individuals and fami-
lies with low-incomes or limited resources
may apply for and (if appropriate) receive.
directly or through referral to the appro-
priate provider, in appropriate languages and
in a culturally sensitive manner—

(A) temporary employment assistance
under the State plan:

-. (B) employment and education counsel-
ing;

'(C)job placement:
(D) child care;
- (E) health care:
(F) transportation assistance;
(C) housing assistance:
(H) child support services:
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(I) assistance under the National and

Community Service Act of 1990 and the Do-
mestic Volunteer Service Act of 1973:

(J) unemployment insurance:
(K) assistance under the Carl D. Perkins

Vocational and Applied Technology Edu-
cation Act:

"(L) assistance under the School.to.Work
Opportunities Act of 1994;

(M) assistance under Federal student loan
programs:

(N) assistance under the Job Training
Partnership Act: and

(0) other types of counseling and support
services: and

(2) assign to each recipient of assistance
under the State plan, and to each applicant
for such assistance, a case manager who—

(A) is knowledgeable about community
resources:

"(B) is qualified to refer the applicant or
recipient to appropriate employment pro-
grams or education and training programs.
or both, and needed health and social serv-
ices; and

(C) is required to coordinate the provision
of benefits and services by the State to the
applicant or recipient, until the applicant or
recipient is no longer eligible for—

(i) assistance under the State plan:
"(ii) child care guaranteed by the State in

accordance with section 405(b); and
(iii) medical assistance under the State

plan approved under title XIX.'.
(b) TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE—The Secretary

of Health and Human Services shall provide
technical assistance and training to States
to assist the States in implementing effec-
tive management practices and strategies in
order to make the operation of State offices
described in section 407(i) of the Social Sew-
rity Act (as added by subsection (a)) efficient
and effective.
SEC. 203. JOB CREATION.

(a) GRANTS To COMMUNrrY-BASED ORGANI-
ZATIONS.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary of Health
and Human Services (in this section referred
to as the 'Secretary) may make grants in
accordance with this subsection using funds
described in paragraph (2). and, to the extent
allowed by the States. Work First funds
under part F of title IV of the Social Sew.
rity Act, to community-based organizations
that move clients of temporary employment
assistance under a State plan approved under
part A of title IV of the Social Security Act
or under other public assistance programs
into private sector work.

(2) AUTHOR.IZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.—
There are authorized to be appropriated to
carry Out this subsection 525000.000 for fiscal
year 1996 and S50.000.000 for fiscal years 1997.
1998. 1999, 2000, 2001. and 2002.

(3) EUGIBLE ORGAMZATIONS.—The Sec-
retary shall award grants to community-
based organizations that—

(A) may receive at least 5 percent of their
funding from local goven-ment sources: and

(B) move clients referred to in paragraph
(I) in the direction of unsubsidized private
employment by integrating and co-locating
at least S of the following services—

(i) case management:
(ii) job training:
(iii) child care;
(iv) housing;
(v) health care services;
(vi) nutrition programs:
(vii) life skills training; and
(viii) parenting skills.
(4) AWARDING OF GRANTS.—
(A) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary shall

award grants based on the quality of applica-
tions. subject to subparagraphs (B) and (C).

(B) PREFERENCE IN AWARDING GRANTS—In
awarding grants under this subsection, the
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Secretary shall give preference to organiza-
tions which receive more than 50 percent of
their funding from State government, local
government or private sources.

(C) DISTRIBL'flON OF GRANT.—The Secretary
shall award at least 1 grant to each State
from which the Secretary received an appli-
cation.

(D) LIMITATION ON SIZE OF GRANT—The
Secretary shall not award any grants under
this subsection of more than $1000,000,

(5) lSsuArCE OF REGULATIONS—Not less
than 6 months after the date of the enact-
ment of this subsection, the Secretary shall
prescribe such regulations as may be nec-
essary to implement this subsection.

(b) Giwrrs To Exp&j. ThE NuER OF JOB
OppoiruNrrxEs AVAILABLE TO CERTAIN Low-
JNCO JNDIVDUALS.—

(I) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary shall enter
into agreements with nonprofit organiza-
tions (including community development
corporations) submitting applications under
this subsection for the purpose of conducting
projects in accordance with paragraph (2)
and funded under section 495(a)(5) to create
employment opportunities for certain low-
income individuals.

(2) NATURE OF PROJECT.—
(A) IN GENERAL—Each nonprofit organiza-

tion conducting a project under this sub-
section shall provide technical and financial
assistance to private employers in the com-
munity to assist such employers in creating
employment and business opportunities for
those individuals eligible to participate in
the projects as described in this paragraph.

(B) NONPROFrr ORGA1ZkTJON5,—For pur-
poses of this subsection, a nonprofit organi-
zation is any organization (inciuding a com-
munity development corporation) exempt
from taxation under section 501(a) of the In-
ternal Revenue Code of 1986 by reason of
paragraph (3) or (4) of section 501(c) of such
Code.

(C) ELIGIBLE L.Ow-irCOM INDIVfl)IJAJLS.—For
purposes of this subsection, a low-income in-
dividual eligible to participate in a project
conducted under this subsection is any indi-
vidual eligible to receive temporary employ-
ment assistance under part A of title IV of
the Social Security Act (as added by section
101 of this Act) and any other individual
whose income level does not exceed 100 per-
cent of the poverty line (as such term is de-
fined in section 673(2) of the Community
Ser-vices Block Grant Act (42 U.S.C. 9902(2)).
including any revision required by such sec-
tion).

(3) CONTENT OF APPLICATIONS: SELECTION
PRIORrrY.—

(A) CONmT OF APPIJCATION'5,—Each non-
profit organization submitting an applica-
tion under this subsection shall, as part of
such application, describe—

(i) the technical and fInancial assistance
that will be made available under the project
conducted under this subsection;

(ii) the geographic area to be served by the
project;

(iii) the percentage of low-income individ-
uals (as described in paragraph (2)(C)) and in-
dividuals receiving temporary employment
assistance under title IV of the Social Secu-
rity Act (as so added) in the area to be
served by the project; and

(iv) unemployment rates in the geographic
areas to be served and (to the extent prac-
ticable) the jobs available and skills nec-
essary to fill those vacancies in such areas.

(B) SE1ci-IoN PRIORITY—In approving ap-
plications under this subsection, the Sec-
retary shall give prioxity to applications pro-
posing to serve those areas containing the
highest percentage of individuals receiving
temporary employment assistance under
title IV of such Act (as so added).
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(4) ADN1J7TION —Each nonprofit orga-

nization participating in a project conducted
under this subsection shall provide assur-
ances in its agreement with the Secretary
that the organization has or will have a co-
operative relationship with the agency re-
sponsible for administering the Work First
program (as provided for under part F of
title IV of the Social Security Act, as added
by section 201 of this Act) in the area served
by the project.
SEC. 204. COMMUNITY STEERING COMMITFEES

DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS.
(a) IN GENERAL—The Secretary of Health

and Human Services (in this section referred
to as the 'Secretary ') shall enter into agree-
ments with not more than 5 States that sub-
mit an application under this section, in
such form and such manner as the Secretary
may specify, for the purpose of conducting a
demonstration project described in sub-
section (b).

(b) DESCRIPTION O PROJECT..—
(1) COMMUNITY STEERING COMflyrEES.—
(A) ESTABLISHMENT—A demonstration

project conducted under this section shall es-
tablish within a State in each participating
county a Community Steering Committee
that shall be designed to help recipients of
temporary employment assistance who are
parents move into the non-subsidized
workforce and to develop a holistic approach
to the development needs of such recipient's
family.

(B) MEMBERSMIP.—A Commumty Steering
Committee shall consist of local educators,
business representatives, and social service
providers.

(C) GOALS ANt) DUTIES.—
(i) GOALS—The goals of a Community

Steering Committee are—
(I) to ensure that recipients of temporary

employment assistance who are parents ob-
tain and retain unsubsidized employment;
and

(II) to reduce the incidence of
intergenerational receipt of welfare assist-
ance by addressing the needs of children of
recipients of temporary employment assist-
ance.

(ii) DUTiES—A Community Steering Com-
mittee shall—

(I) identify and create unsubsidized em-
ployment positions for recipients of tem-
porary employment assistance:

(II) propose and implement solutions to
barriers to unsubsidized employment of re-
cipients of temporary employment assist-
ance:

(III) assess the needs of children of recipi.
ents of temporary employment assistance;
and

(IV) provide services that are designed to
ensure that children of recipients of tem-
porary employment assistance enter school
ready to learn and that, once enrolled, such
children stay in school.

(iii) PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY—A primary
responsibility of a Community Steering
Committee shall be to work on an ongoing
basis with parents who are recipients of tem-
porary employment assistance and who have
obtained nonsubsidized employment in order
to ensure that such recipients retain their
employment. Activities to carry out this re-
sponsibility may include—

(I) counseling:
(II) emergency day care;
(III) sick day care;
(IV) transportation:
(V) provision of clothing;
(VI) housing assistance; or
(VII) any other assistance that may be nec-

essary on an emergency and temporary basis
to ensure that such parents can manage the
responsibility of being employed and the de-
mands of having a family.
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(iv) FOLLOW-UP SERVICES FOR CEULDREN.—A
Community Steering Committee may pro-
vide special follow-up services for children of
recipients of temporary employment assist-
ance that are designed to ensure that the
children reach their fullest potential and do
not, as they mature, receive welfare assist-
ance as the head of their own household.

(2) FUNDING.—Notwithstanding the provi-
sions of section 495(b) (1) (B) (i). a State county
that has a Community Steering Committee
shall receive reimbursement under such sec-
tion for expenditures of the Committee in an
amount equal to the Federal medical assist-
ance percentage (as defined in section
1905(b)) for such State. plus 10 percentage
points.

(c) REPORT—Not later than October 1,2001.
the Secretary shall submit a report to the
Congress on the results of the demonstration
projects conducted under this section.

TITLE 111—SUPPORTING WORK
SEC. 301. ELICIBIUTY FOR MEDICAID BEr.XEFITS.

(a) TRANSITIONAL ELIGIBILiTY FOR CERTAIN
CHILDREN.—

(I) IN GENERAL.—Part A of title IV, as
added by section 101 (a) is amended by adding
at the end the following new section:
"SEC. 417. TRANSITIONAL ELIGIBILITY FOR MED-

ICAID.
"Each needy child, and each relative with

whom such a child is living (including the
spouse of such relative), who becomes ineli-
gible for temporary employment assistance
as a result (wholly or partly) of the collec-
tion or increased collection of child or spous-
al support under part D of this title, and who
has received such assistance in at least 3 of
the 6 months immediately preceding the
month in which such ineligibility begins.
shall be deemed to be a recipient of tem-
porary employment assistance for purposes
of title XIX for an additional 4 calendar
months beginning with the month in which
such ineligibility begins.'.

(2) EFPECflVE DATE.—
(A) IN GENERAL—Except as provided in

subparagraph (B), the amendment made by
this section shall apply to calendar quarters
beginning on or after October 1. 1996. without
regard to whether final regulations to carry
Out such amendments have been promul-
gated by such date.

(B) WHEN STATE LEGISLATION IS REQUIRED.—
In the case of a State plan for medical assist-
ance under title XIX of the Social Security
Act which the Secretary of Health and
Human Services determines requires State
legislation (other than legislation appro-
priating funds) in order for the plan to meet
the additional requirements imposed by the
amendments made by this section. the State
plan shall not be regarded as failing to com-
ply with the requirements of such title sole-
ly on the basis of its failure to meet these
additional requirements before the first day
of the first calendar quarter beginning after
the close of the first regular session of the
State legislature that begins after the date
of the enactment of this Act. For purposes of
the previous sentence. in the case of a State
that has a 2-year legislative session. each
year of such session shall be deemed to be a
separate regular session of the State legisla-
ture.

(b) CONTINUED APPLICATION OF CuREwr
STANDARDS UNDER -fl MEDICAID PROGRAM.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Title XIX of the Social
Security Act is amended—

(A) by redesignating section 1931 as section
1932; and

(B) by inserting after section 1930 the fol-
lowing new section:

"CONTINUED APPLICATION OF CERTAJ
METHODOLOGY AND STANDARDS

"SEc. 1931. (a) APPLICATION 'ID ThIS
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(I) 1N CENEAL.—For purposes of applyingthis title on and after October 1, 1996. not-

Withstanding any other provision of this Act
but subject to subsection (b). with respect to
a State—

(A) except as provided in subparagraphs
(B) and (C). any reference in this title (or
any other provision of law in relation to the
operation of this title) to a provision of part
A of title IV. or a State plan under such part.
shall be considered a reference to such provi-
sion or plan as in effect as of May 1. 1996:

(B) individuals shall be deemed to be re-
ceiving aid or assistance under a State plan
approved under part A of title IV if they
meet—

(i) the income and resource standards.
and the methodology for determining eligi-
bility for assistance applicable under such
plan, as of May 1. 1996: and

(ii) the eligibility requirements of such
State plan that correspond to the require-
ments of subsections (a), (b). and (c) of sec-
tion 406. section 402 (a) (42). and section 407 of
part A of tide IV. as such sections were in
effect as of May 1. 1996: and

(C) any reference in section 1902(a)(5) or
1925 to a State plan approved under part A of
title IV shall be deemed to be a reference to
a State progrxn funded under such part, as
in effect on and after October 1. 1996.

(2) STATE O'TION FOR LOWER STANDARDS.—
ln applying clause (i) of paragraph (1)(B). a
State may lower the income and resource
standards applicable under the State plan
under part A of title IV so long as such
standards are not less than the standards in
effect under the State plan under such part
of such title on May 1. 1988. A State may
elect to use less restrictive income and re-
source standards or methodologies under
such State plan.

(3) STATE OP'flON REGARDING SEPARATE
MEDICAID APPUCATION FOR TEA RECIPIENTS.—
ln the case of an individual who is deter-
mined to be eligible for temporary employ-
ment assistance under a State plan under
part A of tide IV. as in effect on and after
October 1. 1996. a State may. at its option,
use such individuals application for tem-
porary employment assistance to determine
such individuals eligibility for medical as-
sistance under the State plan under this
title.

(b) APPUCATION 'ID WAIVER$,—In the case
of a waiver of a provision of part A of title
IV in effect with respect to a State as of May
1. 1996, if the waiver affects eligibility of in-
dividuals for medical assistance under this
title, such waiver may (but need not) con-
tinue to be applied, at the option of the
State. in relation to this title after the date
the waiver would otherwise expire. If a State
elects not to continue to apply such a waiv-
er, then, after the date of the expiration of
the waiver, subsection (a) shall be applied as
if any provisions so waived had not beenwaived,',

(2) PLAJ, AWMENT,_Section 1902(a) of
such Act (42 U.S.C. I396a(a)) is amended—

(A) by striking 'and' at the end of para-
graph (61),

(B) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (62) and inserting ': and". and

(C) by insei-thig after paragraph (62) the
following new paragraph:

(63) provide for administration and deter-
minations of eligibility with respect to indi-
viduals who are (or seek to be) eligib'e for
medical assistance based on the application
of section 1931.'.

(c) REP OF SUNSET ON TRANSiTIONAL
Wox PRO5IQ5._Subseon (f) of section
1925 of such Act (42 U.S.C. 1396r-6(f)) is re-
pealed.

(d) Ecr1vE DATE.—The amendments
made by this section s'nall apply to medica'
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assistance furnished for calendar quarters
beginning on or after October 1. 1996.
SEC. 302 CONSOLIDATED CHILD CARE DEVELOp.

MENT BLOCK GRANT.
(a) PU1pO5E.—lt is the purpose of this sec-

tion to—
(1) eliminate program fragmentation and

create a seamless system of high quality
child care that allows for continuity of care
for children as parents move from welfare to
work:

(2) provide for parental choice among high
quality child care programs: and

(3) increase the availability of high quality
affordable child care in order to promote self
sufficiency and support working families.

(b) AMENDTS 'ID C-ULD CARE AND DE-
VELOPNT BLOCK GRANT ACT OF 1990.—

(1) APPROPRIATIONS_Section 658B of the
Child Care and Development Block Grant
Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 9858) is amended to read
as follows:
SEC. 658B. APPROPRJATION.

(a) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS OF
BLOCK GRANT FUNDS—For the purpose of
providing child care services for eligible chil-
dren through the awarding of grants to
States under this subchapter (other than the
grants awarded under subsection (b)) by the
Secretary, there are authorized to be appro-
priated. $1.000.000.000 for each of the fiscal
years 1996 through 2002.

(b) APPROPRIATIONS OF FED MATCH-
INC FUNDS.—For the purpose of providing
child care services for eligible children
through the awarding of matching grants to
States under section 658J(d) by the Sec-
retary. there are authorized to be appro-
priated and are hereby appropriated,
$2.000.000.000 for fiscal year 1997. $2.250,000,000
for fiscal year 1998. $2.500.000.000 for fiscal
year 1999. $2.800.000,000 for fiscal year 2000.
$3,150.000,000 for fiscal year 2001, and
$3300000000 for fiscal year 2002..

(2) USE OF FUNDS—Section 658E(c) (3) (B) of
the Child Care and Development Block Grant
Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 9858c(c)(3)(B)) is amend-
ed—

(A) in clause (i), by striking 'with very low
family incomes (taking into consideration
family size)' and inserting described in
clause (ii) (in the order so described)":

(B) by redesignating clauses (i) and (ii) as
subclauses (I) and (11). respectively, and re-
aligning the margins accordingly:

(C) by striking "Subject' and inserting the
following:

'(i) IN CENERAL.—Subject' and
(D) by adding at the end the following new

clause:
(ii) FAMILIES DESCRJBED._-The families de-

scribed in this clause are the following:
"(I) Families containing an individual re-

ceiving temporary employment assistance
under a State plan approved under part A of
title IV of the Social Security Act and par-
ticipating in job search, work, or Work First.

"(II) Families containing an individua'
who—

'(aa) no longer qualifies for child care as-
sistance under section 405(b) of the Socia'
Security Act because such individual has
ceased to receive assistance under the tem-
porary employment assistance program
under part A of title IV of the Social Secu-
rity Act as a result of increased hours of, or
increased income from, employment: and

(bb) the State determines requires such
child care assistance in order to continue
such employment (but only for the 1-year pe-
i-lad beginning on the date that the individ-
ual no longer qualifies for child care assist-
ance under section 405(b) of such Act. and. at
the option of the State. for the additional 1-
year period beginning after the conclusion of
the first 1-year period).

(III) Families containing an individual
who—
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'(aa) is not described in subclause (I) or

(11): and
(bb) has an annual income for a fiscal

year below the poverty line.
For purposes of item (bb). a State may opt to
provide child care services to families at or
above the poverty line and below 75 percent
of the State median income but only with re-
spect to 10 percent of the States grant under
this subchapter or a greater percentage of
the States grant if such increased amount is
necessary to provide child care to families
who were receiving such care on the day be-
fore the date of the enactment of the Work
First Act of 1995.

(3) SET-ASIDES FOR QUALITY AND EXPAN-
SION.—Section 658E(c)(3) of the Child Care
and Development Block Grant Act of 1990 (42
U.S.C. 9858c(c) (3))—

(A) in subparagraph (C), by striking "25
percent" and inserting ' 10 percent'•; and

(B) by adding at the end the following new
subparagraph:

"(D) EXPANSION OF CHILD CAE.—The State
shall reserve not less than 10 percent of the
amount provided to the State and available
for providing services under this subchapter.
to provide for the expansion of child care fa-
cilities available to support working families
residing in the State,".

(4) SUDINC FEE SCALE—Section 658E(c) (5)
of the Child Care and Development Block
Grant Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 9858c(c)(5)) is
amended by inserting "described in sub-
clauses (II) and (III) of paragraph (3) (B) (ii)"
after families",

(5) MATCHING REQt.flREMEwr FOR NEW
FUNDS.—

(A) IN CENERAL.—Section 658J of the Child
Care and Development Block Grant Act of
1990 (42 U.S.C. 9858h) is amended by adding at
the end the following new subsections:

(d) MATCHING REQLJIREMEI.T FOR CERTAIN
NEw FUNDS.—

(1) AMOUNT OF FEDERAL PAYMENT—Sub-
ject to paragraph (2). the Secretary shall
make quarterly payments to each State that
has an application approved under section
658E(d) in an amount equal to the Federal
medical assistance percentage (as defined in
section 1905(b)) of the total amount expended
during the quarter under the State plan in
excess of the Stat&s quarterly allotment
under section 6580.

"(2) LIMITATION,—
(A) IN GENERAL—Payments under this

subsection to a State for any fiscal year may
not exceed the limitation determined under
subparagraph (B) with respect to the State.

"(B) LIMITATION DETERJs4JNED.—The limita-
tion determined under this subparagraph
with respect to a State for any fiscal year is
the amount that bears the same ratio to the
amount specified in subparagraph (C) as the
amount allotted to the State under 6580
bears to the amount allotted to all States
(after reserving the amount for Indian tribes
required under section 6580(a) (2)).

(C) AMOUNT SPECIFIED.—The amount spec-
ified in this subparagraph is the amount ap-
propriated for such fiscal year under section
658B(b) reduced by the amount reserved for
Indian tribes under subsection (e).

'(D) LIMITATION RAISED.—If the limitation
determined under subparagraph (A) with re-
spect to a State for a fiscal year exceeds the
amount paid to the State under this sub-
section for the fiscal year, the limitation de-
termined under this paragraph with respect
to the State for the immediately succeeding
fiscal year shall be increased by the amount
of such excess.

"(3) FORM OF PAYMEWr,—With respect to
the amount for which payment is made to a
State under paragraph (1), the State's ex-
penditures for the costs of operating such
programs may be in cash or in kind. fairly
evaluated.
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(4) METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND PAY-

MENT. —The method of computing and paying
amounts under paragraph (I) shall be as fol-
lows

(A) AMOUNT BASED ON ESTIMATE—The
Secretary shall, prior to the beginning of
each quarter, estimate the amount to be paid
to the State for such quarter under para-
graph (1). such estimate to be based on—

'(i) a report filed by the State containing
its estimate of the total sum to be expended
in such quarter in accordance with the provi-
sions of such paragraph and stating the
amount appropriated or made available by
the State and its political subdivisions for
such ecpenditures in such quarter, and if
such amount is less than the States propor-
tionate share of the total sun of such esti-
mated expenditures, the source or sources
from which the difference is expected to be
derived; and

"(ii) such other information as the Sec-
retary may find necessary.

(B) REDUCTION OR INCREASE,—The Sec-
retary shall reduce or increase the amount
to be paid, as the case may be, by any sum
by which the Secretary finds that the esti-
mate for any prior quarter was greater or
less than the amount which should have been
paid to the State for such quarter, except
that such increases or reductions shall not
be made to the extent that such sums have
been applied to make the amount certified
for any prior quarter greater or less than the
amount estimated by the Secretary for such
prior quarter.

(e) AMOUNTS RESERVED FOR INDIAN
TRiBES.—The Secretary shall reserve not
more than 3 percent of the amount appro-
priated under section 658B(b) in each fiscal
year for payments to Indian tribes and tribal
organizations with applicauons approved
under section 658O(c), The amounts reserved
under the prior sentence shall be available to
make grants to or enter into contracts with
Indian tribes or tribal organizations consist-
ent w]th section 6580(c) without a require-
ment of matching funds by the Indian tribes
or tribal organizations

(0 SA TREATMENT AS ALLmME.TS.—
Amounts paid to a State or Indian tribe
under subsections (d) and (e) shall be subject
to the same requirements under this sub-
chapter as amounts paid from the allotment
under section 6580.'.

(B) CONFORMING AMENDMEWrS,—Section
6580 of the Child Care and Development
Block Grant Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 9858m) is
amended—

(i) in subsection (a)—
(I) in paragraph (I), by striking "this sub-

chapter" and inserting section 658B(a); and
(II) in paragraph (2), by striking •'section

658B" and inserting "section 658B(a): and
(ii) in subsection (b)(l), by striking "Sec-

tion 658B" and inserting "section 658B(a)",
(6) IROvING QUALITY.—
(A) INCi.SE IN REQUIR RJNt>ING.—Sec-

tion 658G of the Child Care and Development
Block Grant Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 9858e) is
amended by striking "not less than 20 per-
cent" and inserting '50 percent",

(B) QUAL.rrv iM RovN-r INCflvE INrriA-
TIVE,—Section 638G of the Child Care and De-
velopment Block Grant Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C.
9858e) is amended—

(i) by striking 'A State" and rnsei-ting "(a)
IN GENERAL—A State"; and

(ii) by adding at the end the following new
subsection:

"(b) QuAlm' IMPROVEMENT INCEsrnvE IN-
-rLATh'E.—

(I) IN GENERAL—The Secretary shall es-
tablish a child care quality improvement in-
centive initiative to make funds available to
States that demonstrate progress in the im-
plementation of—

"(A) innovative teacher training programs
such as the Department of Defense staff de-
velopment and compensation program for
child care personnel or

"(B) enhanced child care quality standards
and licensing and monitoring procedures.

"(2) FUNDING—From the amounts made
available for each fiscal year under sub-
section (a), the Secretary shall reserve not
to exceed $50,000,000 in each such fiscal year
to carry Out this subsection.".

(7) PAyMEWrs.—Section 658J(a) of the Child
Care and Development Block Grant Act of
1990 (42 U.S.C. 9858h) is amended by striking
'Subject to the availability of appropria-
tion. a" and inserting 'A".

(8) DEFINITION OF ELIGIBLE CHILD.—Sectjon
658P(4)(B) of the Child Care and Development
Block Grant Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C.
9858n (4) (B)) is amended to read as follows:

"(B) who is a member of a family described
in section 658E(c)(3) (B) (ii) and'.

(9) DEFINITION OF POvERTY LINE—Section
658P of the Child Care and Development
Block Grant Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 9858n) is
amended—

(A) by redesignating paragraphs (10)
through (14) as paragraphs (II) through (15).
respectively: and

(B) by inserting after paragraph (9). the
following new paragraph:

'(10) POVERTY LINE.—The tern, 'poverty
line' means the poverty line (as such term is
defined in section 673(2) of the Community
Services Block Grant Act (42 U.S.C. 9902(2)),
incluthng any revision required by such sec-
tion) that—

"(A) in the case of a family of less than 4
individuals, is applicable to a family of the
size involved: and

"(B) in the case of a family of 4 or more in-
dividuals, is applicable to a family of 4 indi-
viduals,",

(c) PRocR1 REPEALS.—
(1) STATE DEPENDENT CARE GRANTS—Sub-

chapter E of chapter 8 of subtitle A of title
VI of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
Act of 1981 (42 U.S.C. 9871 et seq.) is repealed.

(2) CHB..D DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATE SCHOLAR-
SHIP ASSISTANCE ACT.—The Child Develop-
ment Associate Scholarship Assistance Act
of 1985 (42 U.S.C. 10901 et seq.) is repealed.

TITLE IV—ENDING THE CYCLE OF
INThRGENERATION DEPENDENCY

SEC. 401. SUPERVISED LIVING ARRANGEMENTS
FOR MZNORS,

Section 402(c), as added by section 101(a), is
amended by adding at the end the followthg
new paragraph:

(8) Su E1vISD LIVING ARRANGEM.4TS FOR
NORS.—The State plan shall provide that—

"(A) except as provided in subparagraph
(B), in the case of any individual who is
under age 18 and has never married, and who
has a needy child in his or her care (or is
pregnant and is eligible for temporary em-
ployment assistance under the State plan)—

'(i) such individual may receive such as-
sistance for the individual and such child (or
for herself in the case of a pregnant woman)
only if such indwidual and child (or such
pregnant woman) reside in a place of resi-
dence maintained by a parent, legal guard-
ian, or other adult relative of such individual
as such parent's. guardian's, or adult rel-
ative's own home: and

(ii) such assistance (where possible) shall
be provided to the parent, legal guardian, or
other adult relative on behaif of such indi-
vidual and child: and

"(B)(i) in the case of an individual de-
scribed in clause (ii)—

(I) the State agency shall assist such indi-
vidual in locating an appropriate adult-su-
pervised supportive living arrangement tak-
ing into consideration the needs and con-
cerns of the individual. unless the State
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agency determines that the individual's cur-
rent living arrangement is appropriate, and
thereafter shall require that the individual
(and child. if any) reside in such living ar-
rangement as a condition of the continued
receipt of assistance under the plan (or in an
alternative appropriate arrangement should
circumstances change and the current ar-
rangement cease to be appropriate) or

"(II) if the State agency is unable, after
making diligent efforts, to locate any such
appropriate living arrangement, the State
agency shall provide for comprehensive case
management. monitoring, and other social
services consistent with the best interests of
the individual (and child) while living inde-
pendently (as determined by the State agen-
cy); and

"(ii) for purposes of clause (i), an individ-
ual is described in this clause if—

(I) such individual has no parent or legal
guardian of his or her own who is living and
whose whereabouts are known;

"(II) no living parent or legal guardian of
such individual allows the individual to live
in the home of such parent or guardian:

(III) the State agency determines that the
physical or emotional health of such individ-
ual or any needy child of the individual
would be jeopardized if such individual and
such needy child lived in the same residence
with such individual's own parent or legal
guardian: or

"(IV) the State agency otherwise deter-
mines (in accordance with regulations issued
by the Secretary) that it is in the best inter-
est of the needy child to waive the require-
ment of subparagraph (A) with respect to
such individual.".
SEC. 402. REINFORCING FAMILIES.

(a) IN GENEL.—Titje XX (42 U.S.C. 1397-
1397e) is amended by adding at the end the
following new section:
SEC. 2008, ADULT-SUPERVISED GROUP HOMES,
"(a) ENTImiT,—

(I) IN G'JERAL.—In addition to any pay-
ment under sections 2002 and 2007. beginning
with fiscal year 1996. each State shall be en-
titled to funds under this section for each
fiscal year for the establishment, operation.
and support of adult-supervised group homes
for custodial parents under age 18 (or age 19.
at the option of the State) and their chil-
dren.

'(2) PAYWr TO STATES.—
"(A) IN GENERAL,—Each State shall be en-

titled to payment under this section for each
fiscal year in an amount equal to its allot-
ment (determined in accordance with sub-
section (b)) for such fiscal year, to be used by
such State for the purposes set forth in para-
graph (I).

(B) TRANSFERS OF FUNDS.—The Secretary
shall make payments in accordance with sec-
tion 6503 of title 31, United States Code, to
each State from its allotment for use under
this title.

(C) USE—Payments to a State from its
allotment for any fiscal year must be ex-
pended by the State in such fiscal year or in
the succeeding fiscal year.

(D) TECHNICAL ASSXSTANCE,—A State may
use a portion of the amounts descdbed in
subparagraph (A) for the purpose of purchas-
ing technical assistance from public or pri-
vate entities if the State determines that
such assistance is required in developing, im-
plementing. or administering the program
funded under this section.

"(3) ADULT-SUPERVISE, GROUP HO.—For
purposes of this section, the term 'adult-su-
pervised group home' means an entity that
provides custodial parents under age 18 (or
age 19, at the option of the State) and their
children with a supportive and supervised
living arrangement in which such parents
are required to learn parenting skills, in-
cluding child development. family budgeting.
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health and nutrition, and other skills to pro-
mote their long-term economic independence
and the well-being of their children. An
adult-supervised group home may also serve
as a network center for other supportive
services that are available in the commu-
nity.

(b) ALLomr._
U) CERTAIN JURISDICTIONS—The allot-

ment for any fiscal year to each of thejuris-
dictions of Puerto Rico. Guam. the Virgin Is-
lands. American Samoa. and the Northern
Mariana lslands shall be an amount which
bears the same ratio to the amount specified
under paragraph (3) as the allotment that
the jurisdiction receives under section
2003 (a) for the fiscal year bears to the total
amount specified for such fiscal year under
section 2003(c).

(2) OTHER STATES—The allotment for any
fiscal year for each State other than the ju-
risdictioris of Puerto Rico. Guam. the Virgrn
Islands, American Samoa. and the Northern
Mariana Islands shall be an amount which
bears the same ratio to—

(A) the amount specified under paragraph
(3), reduced by

"(B) the total amount allotted to thoseju-
risdictions for that fiscal year under para-
graph (1).

as the allotment that the State receives
under section 2003(b) for the fiscal year bears
to the total amount specified for such fiscal
year under section 2003(c).

(3) AMOUNT SPECIFIED—The amount speci-
fied for purposes of paragraphs (1) and (2)
shall be $30,000,000 for fiscal year 1997 and
each subsequent fiscal year.

(c) LocAl IJvOLvr'r_Each State
shall seek local involvement from the com-
munity in any area in which an adult-super-
vised group home receiving funds pursuant
to this section is to be established. In deter-
mining criteria for targeting funds received
under this section. each State shall evaluate
the communitys commitment to the estab-
lishment and planning of the home.

(d) LIMITATIONS ON T USE OF FUNDS.—
"(I) CONSTRUCTION._Except as provided in

paragraph (2). funds made available under
this section may not be used by the State. or
any other person with which the State
makes arrangements to carry Out the pur-
poses of this section. for the purchase or im-
provement of land, or the purchase, con-
struction, or permanent improvement (other
than minor remodeling) of any building or
other facility.

(2) WAIVER—The Secretary may waive
the limitation contained in paragraph (1)
upon the State's request for such a waiver if
the Secretary finds that the request de-
scribes extraordinary circumstances to jus-
tify the waiver and that permitting the
waiver will contribute to the State's ability
to carry Out the purposes of this section,

(e) TRETrJT OF INt)IAN TRIBES.—
"(1) IN GEERAL—An Indian tribe may

apply to the Secretary to establish, operate.
and support adult-supervised group homes
for custodial parents under age 18 (or age 19,
at the option of the State) and their children
in accordance with an application procedure
to be determined by the Secretary. Except as
otherwise provided in this subsection, the
provisions of this section shall apply to In-
dian tribes receiving funds under this sub-
section in the same manner and to the same
extent as the other provisions of this section
apply to States.

"(2) AUmMENT.—If the Secretary ap-
proves an Indian tribes application, the Sec-
retary shall allot to such tribe for a fiscal
year an amount which the Secretary deter-
mines is the Indian tribe's fair and equitable
share of the amount specified under para-
graph (3) for all Indian tribes with applica-
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tions approved under this subsection (based
on allotment factors to be determined by the
Secretary). The Secretary shall determine a
minimum allotment amount for all Indian
tribes with applications approved under this
subsection. Each Indian tribe with an appli-
cation approved under this subsection shall
be entitled to such minimum allotment.

"(3) AMOUNT SPECIFIED—The amount speci-
fled under this paragraph for all Indian
tribes with applications approved under this
subsection is $3,000,000 for fiscal year 1997
and each subsequent fiscal year.

(4) INDIAN TRIBE DEFINED—For purposes
of this section. the term 'Indian tribe' means
any Indian tribe, band, nation. pueblo. or
other organized group or community. includ-
ing any Alaska Native entity which is recog-
nized as eligible for the special programs and
services provided by the United States to In-
dian tribes because of their status as Indi-
ans.",

(b) RECEIPT OF PAYMEKrS BY ADULT-SUPER-
VISED GROUP HOMES—Section 402(c)(8)(A)(ii),
as added by section 401(a), is amended by
striking "or other adult relative" and insert-
ing "other adult relative, or adult-supervised
group home receiving funds under section
2008".

(c) RECOMMENDATIONS ON USE OF GOVERN-
MENT SURPLUS PROPERTY.—Not later than 6
months after the date of the enactment of
this Act, after consultation with the Sec-
retary of Defense, the Secretary of Housing
and Urban Development, and the Adminis-
trator of the General Services Administra-
tion, the Secretary of Health and Human
Sex-vices shall submit recommendations to
the Congress on the extent to which surplus
properties of the United States Government
may be used for the establishment of adult-
supervised group homes receiving funds
under section 2008 of the Social Security Act.
as added by this section,
SEC. 403. REQUIRED COMPLETION OF HIGH

SCHOOL OR OThER TRAINING FOR
TEENAGE PARENTS,

(a) IN GENERAj,.—Seon 403(b) (4). as added
by section 101(a), is amended—

(1) by inserting "(A)" after "(4)": and
(2) by inserting at the end the following

new subparagraph:
(B) In the case of a client who is a custo-

dial parent who is under age 18 (or age 19, at
the option of the State). has not successfully
completed a high-school education (or its
equivalent), and is required to participate in
the Work First program (including an indi-
vidual who would otherwise be exempt from
part&cipation in the program), provides
that—

(i) such parent participate in—
"(1) educational activities directed toward

the attainment of a high school diploma or
its equivalent on a full-time (as defined by
the educational provider) basis: or

(U) an alternative educational or training
program on a full-time (as defined by the
provider) basis; and

"(ii) child care be provided in accordance
with section 405(b) with respect to the fam-
ily.•'.

(b) STATE OpTION TO PROVIDE ADDrnONALINC-flV AND PENALTIES 10 ENCOURAGE
TEEN PARENTS 10 Coim HIGH SCHOOL
AND PARTICIPATE IN PAREWT]NG ACTIVITIES.—

(1) STATE PLAN—Section 403(b)(4), as
amended by subsection (a). is amended by in-
serting after subparagraph (B) the following
new subparagraph:

(C) At the option of the State, provides
that the client who is a custodial parent or
pregnant woman who is under age 19 (or age
21. at the option of the State) participate in
a program of monetary incentives and pen-
alties which—

(i) may, at the option of the State. re-
quire full-time participation by such custo-
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dial parent or pregnant woman in secondary
school or equivalent educational activities,
or participation in a course or program lead-
ing to a skills certificate found appropriate
by the State agency or parenting education
activities (or any combination of such ac-
tivities and secondary education):

(ii) shall require that the needs of such
custodial parent or pregnant woman be re-
viewed and the program assure that, either
in the initial development or revision of such
individuals parent empowerment contract,
there will be included a description of the
services that will be provided to the client
and the way in which the program and serv-
ice providers will coordinate with the edu-
cational or skills training activities in which
the client is participating;

(iii) shall provide monetary incentives (to
be treated as assistance under the State
plan) for more than minimally acceptable
performance of required educational activi-
ties;

(iv) shall provide penalties (which may be
those required by subsection (c) or, with the
approval of the Secretary. other monetary
penalties that the State finds will better
achieve the objectives of the program) for
less than minimally acceptable performance
of required activities;

(v) shall provide that when a monetary
incentive is payable because of the more
than minimally acceptable performance of
required educational activities by a custo-
dial parent, the incentive be paid directly to
such parent, regardless of whether the State
agency makes payment of assistance under
the State plan directly to such parent; and

(vi) for purposes of any other Federal or
federally-assisted program based on need.
shall not consider any monetary incentive
paid under this subsection as income in de-
termining a family's eligibility for or
amount of benefits under such program, and
if assistance is reduced by reason of a pen-
alty under this subparagraph, such other
program shall treat the family involved as if
no such penalty has been applied.".
SEC. 404. DRUG TREATMENT AND COUNSELING

AS PART OF THE WORK FIRST PRO-
GRAM.

Section 403(b) (6). as added by section 101(a),
is amended—

(1) by inserting "(A)" after "(6)': and
(2) by inserting at the end the following

new subparagraph:
(B) In the case of a client who is a custo-

dial parent and who is under age 18 (or age
19. at the option of the State) (including an
individual who would otherwise be exempt
from participation in the program). whose
contract reflects the need for treatment for
substance abuse. requires such individual to
participate in substance abuse treatment if
appropriate treatment is available.",
SEC. 405. TARGETING YOUTH AT RISK OF TEEN-

AGE PREGNANCY.
(a) IN GENERL,—Section 406(e), as added

by section 101(a), is amended to read as fol-
lows;

(e) OtTT-OF-WIJjCK AND TEEN PREGNANCY
PROGRAMS.—

'(1) OUT-OF-WEDLOCK PREGNANCIES—The
State plan shall provide for the development
of a program to reduce the incidence of out-
of-wedlock pregnancies. which may include
providing unmarried mothers and unmarried
fathers with services which will help them—

(A) avoid subsequent pregnancies, and
(B) provide adequate care to their chil-

dren.
(2) TEEN PREGNANCIES,—

"(A) IN GENERAL—The State plan shall
provide that the State agency may, to the
extent it determines resources are available,
provide for the operation of projects to re-
duce teenage pregnancy. Such projects shall
be operated by eligible entities that have
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submitted applications described in subpara-
graph (C) that have been approved in accord-
ance with subparagraph (D).

'(B) EUCmL.E Er'mTIES.—FOr purposes of
this paragraph, the term eligible entity' in-
cludes State agencies, local agencies, pub-
licly supported organizations. private non-
profit organizations, and consortia of such
entities,

"(C) APPLICATIONS—An application de-
scribed in this subparagraph shall—

'(i) describe the project:
• '(ii) include an endorsement of the project

by the chief elected official of the jurisdic-
tion in which the project is to be located;

• '(iii) demonstrate strong local commit-
ment and local involvement in the planning
and implementation of the project; and

"(iv) be submitted in such manner and con-
taining such information as the Secretary
may require.

(D) APpRov.—
(i) IN CENERAL.—Subject to clause (ii), the

chief executive officer of a State may ap-
prove an application under this subpara-
graph based on selection criteria (to be de-
termined by the chief executive officer).

'(ii) PREFERENCE$,—.Preference in approv-
ing a project shall be accorded to be projects
that target—

"U) both young men and women:
"(II) areas with high teenage pregnancy

rates; or
(III) areas with a high incidence of indi-

viduals receiving temporary employment as-
sistance.

"(E) INI)IAN TRIBES.—
(1) IN CENERAL.—An Indian tribe may

apply to the Secretary to provide for the op-
eration of projects to reduce teenage preg-
nancy in accordance with an application pro-
cedure to be determined by the Secretary,
Except as otherwise provided in this sub-
paragraph. the provisions of this paragraph
shall apply to Indian tñbes receiving funds
under this paragraph in the same manner
and to the same extent as the other provi-
sions of this paragraph apply to States,

"(ii) LIMITATION—The Secretary shall
limit the number of applications approved
under this subparagraph to ensure that pay.
ments under section 413(d) to Indian tribes
with approved applications would not result
in payments of less than a minimum pay-
ment amount (to be determined by the Sec-
retary).

'(iii) INIA.p TRIBE DEFINED—For purposes
of this subparagraph, the term Indian tribe'
means any Indian tribe, band, nation, pueb-
lo, or other organized group or community.
including any Alaska Native entity which is
recognized as eligible for the special pro-
grams and services provided by the United
States to Indian tribes because of their sta-
tus as Indians.

'(F) PROJECI- LENCTI-I.—A project con-
ducted under this paragraph shall be con-
ducted for not less than 3 years.

"(G) STuDy.—
(i) IN CENERAL—The Secretary shall con-

duct a study in accordance with clause (ii) to
determine the relative effectiveness of the
different approaches for preventing teenage
pregnancy utilized in the projects conducted
under this paragraph.

'(ii) REQUIREMEN'rS.—The study required
under clause (i) shall—

(I) be based on data gathered from
projects conducted in 5 States chosen by the
Secretary from among the States in which
projects under this paragraph are operated;

(II) use specific outcome measures (deter-
mined by the Secretary) to test the effec-
tiveness of the projects;

"(III) use experimental and control groups
(to the extent possible) that are composed of
a random sample of participants in the
projects; and
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(IV) be conducted in accordance with an

experimental design determined by the Sec-
retary to result in a comparable design
among all projects.

"(iii) INTERIM DATA—Each eligible entity
conducting a project under this paragraph
shall provide to the Secretary in such form
and with such frequency as the Secretary re-
quires interim data from the projects con-
ducted under this paragraph. The Secretary
shall report to the Congress annually on the
progress of such projects and shall, not later
than January 1. 2003. submit to the Congress
a final report on the study required under
clause (i).

"(iv) AUTHORIZATION—There are author-
ized to be appropriated $500,000 for each of
fiscal years 1997 through 2002 for the purpose
of conducting the study required under
clause (i).',

(b) PAYMENT—Section 413. as added by sec-
tion 101(a), is amended by adding at the end
the following new subsection:

"(d) FUNDINC FOR TEr. PRECNANCY
PROJECTS.—

"(1) IN CENERAL.—In addition to any pay-
ment under subsection (a). each State shall
be entitled to payment from the Secretary
for each of fiscal years 1996 through 2002 of
an amount equal to the lesser of—

"(A) 75 percent of the expenditures by the
State in providing for the operation of the
projects under section 406(e)(2), and in ad-
ministering the projects under such section;
or

(B) the limitation determined under para.
graph (2) with respect to the State for the
fiscal year.

(2) LIMrFA-nON,—
(A) IN CENERAL.—The limitation deter-

mined under this paragraph with respect to a
State for any fiscal year is the amount that
bears the same ratio to $30,000,000 as the pop-
ulation with an income below the poverty
line (as such term is defined in section 673(2)
of the Community Services Block Grant Act
(42 U.S.C. 9902(2)). including any revision re-
quired by such section) in the State in the
second preceding fiscal year bears to such
population residing in the United States in
the second preceding fiscal year.

(B) ADJus'rwr.—If the limitation deter-
mined under subparagraph (A) with respect
to a State for a fiscal year exceeds the
amount paid to the State under this sub-
section for the fiscal year. the limitation de-
termined under this paragraph with respect
to the State for the immediately succeeding
fiscal year shall be increased by the amount
of such excess.

'(3) INDIAN TRIBES.—
(A) IN CENERAL.—Notwithstanding any

other provision of this title. for purposes of
this subsection, an Indian tribe with an ap-
plication approved under section 406(e) (2) (E)
shall be entitled to payment from the Sec-
retary for each of fiscal years 1997 through
2002 of an amount equal to the lesser of—

(i) 75 percent of the expenditures by the
Indian tribe in providing for the operation of
the projects under section 406(e) (2) (E). and in
administering the projects under such sec-
tion: or

(ii) the limitation determined under sub-
paragraph (B) with respect to the Indian
tribe for the fiscal year.

(B) LINTATION.—
"(i) IN CENERAL.—The limitation deter-

mined under this subparagraph with respect
to an Indian thbe for any fiscal year is the
amount that bears the sane ratio to
$2,000,000 as the population with an income
below the poverty line (as such term is de-
fined in section 673(2) of the Community
Services Block Grant Act (42 U.S.C. 9902(2)),
including any revision required by such sec-
tion) in the Indian tribe in the second pre-
ceding fiscal year bears to such population of
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all Indian tribes with applications approved
under section 406(e)(2)(E) in the second pre-
ceding fiscal year.

'(ii) ADJuSTJ-I-.—If the limitation deter-
mined under clause (i) with respect to an In-
dian tribe for a fiscal year exceeds the
amount paid to the Indian tribe under this
paragraph for the fiscal year. the limitation
determined under this subparagraph with re-
spect to the Indian tribe for the immediately
succeeding fiscal year shall be increased by
the amount of such excess.

"(4) UsE OF APPROPRIATIONS—Amounts ap-
propriated for a fiscal year to carry Out this
part shall be made available for payments
under this subsection for such fiscal year.",
SEC. 406. NATIONAL CLEARINGHOUSE ON TEEN-

AGE PREGNANCY.

(a) ESTABLIsij'r.—The Secretary of Edu-
cation. the Secretary of Health and Human
Services, and the Chief Executive Officer of
the Corporation for National and Commu-
nity Service shall establish a national center
for the collection and provision of inforrna-
tion that relates to adolescent pregnancy
prevention programs, to be known as the
'National Clearinghouse on Teenage Preg-
nancy Prevention Programs".

(b) FUNCflON5.—The national center estab-
lished under subsection (a) shall serve as a
national information and data clearing-
house, and as a material development source
for adolescent pregnancy prevention pro-
grams. Such center shall—

(1) develop and maintain a system for dis-
seminating information on all types of ado-
lescent pregnancy prevention programs and
on the state of ado'escent pregnancy preven-
tion program development, including infor-
mation concerning the most effective model
programs:

(2) identify model programs representing
the various types of adolescent pregnancy
prevention programs:

(3) develop networks of adolescent preg-
nancy prevention programs for the purpose
of sharing and disseminating information;

(4) develop technical assistance materials
to assist other entities in establishing and
improving adolescent pregnancy prevention
programs:

(5) participate in activities designed to en-
courage and enhance public media cam-
paigns on the issue of adolescent pregnancy:
and

(6) conduct such other activities as the re-
sponsible Federal officials find wiU assist in
developing and carrying out programs or ac-
tivities to reduce adolescent pregnancy.

(c) AU'THORIZATION OF APPROPR1ATIOJS,—
There are authorized to be appropriated such
sums as may be necessary to carry out the
purposes of this section,
SEC. 407. EFFECTIVE DATES.

(a) IN GENERAL—Except as provided in
subsection (b), the amendments made by this
title shall be effective with respect to cal-
endar quarters beginning on or after October
1. 1996.

(b) SPECIAL RULE.—In the case of a State
that the Secretary of Health and Human
Services determines requires State legisla-
tion (other than legislation appropriating
funds) in order to meet the additional re-
quirements imposed by the amendments
made by this title, the State shaU not be re-
garded as failing to comply with the require-
ments of such amendments before the first
day of the first calendar quarter beginning
after the close of the first regular session of
the State legislature that begins after the
date of enactment of this Act. For purposes
of this subsection, in the case of a State that
has a 2-year legislative session, each year of
the session shall be treated as a separate reg-
ular session of the State legislature.
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TITLE V—INTERSTA CHILD SUPPORT

RESPONSIBILITY
SECTION 500. SHORT TITLE

This title may be cited as the Child Sup-
port Improvement Act of 1996".

Subtitle A—Eligibility for Services:
Distribution of Payments

SEC. 501. STATE OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE
CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT
SERVICES.

(a) STATE PLAN REQUTirj'fl-S.—Sectjon
454 (42 U.S.C. 654) is amended—

(1) by striking paragraph (4) and inserting
the following new paragraph:

(4) provide that the State will—
(A) provide services relating to the estab-

lishment of paternity or the establishment.
modification, or enforcement of child sup-
port obligations, as appropriate, under the
plan with respect to—

(i) each child for whom (I) assistance is
provided under the State program funded
under part A of this title. (II) benefits or
services for foster care maintenance are pro-
vided under the State program funded under
part E of this title, or (III) medical assist-
ance is provided under the State plan ap-
proved under title XIX. unless, in accordance

—with paragraph (29), good cause and other ex-
ceptions exist;

"(ii) any other child, if an individual ap-
plies for such services with respect to the
child; and

"(B) enforce any support obligation estab-
lished with respect to—

• (i) a child with respect to whom the State
provides services under the plan; or

(ii) the custodial parent of such a child.':
and

(2) in paragraph (6)—.
(A) by striking 'provide that" and insert-

ing 'provide that—":
(B) by striking subparagraph (A) and in-

serting the following new subparagraph:
"(A) services under the plan shall be made

available to residents of other States on the
same terms as to residents of the State sub-
mitting the plan:':

(C) in subparagraph (B). by inserting "on
mdividuals not receiving assistance under
any State program funded under part A'
after "such services shall e imposed":

(D) in each of subparagraphs (B). (C). (D).
and (E)—

(i) by indenting the subparagraph in the
same manner as, and aligning the left mar-
gin of the subparagraph with the left margin
of, the matter inserted by subparagraph (B)
of this paragraph; and

(ii) by striking the final comma and insert-
ing a semicolon: and

(E) in subparagraph (E). by indenting each
of clauses (i) and (ii) 2 additional ems.

(b) CONTINUATION OF SERVICES FOR Fa-
UES CEsINc TO RECEIVE ASSISTANCE UN'DER
THE STATE PROCRAM Fu?.DED UrJr PART
A—Section 454 (42 U.S.C. 654) is amended—

(1) by striking 'and" at the end of para-
graph (23);

(2) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (24) and inserting "; and": and

(3) by adding after paragraph (24) the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

(25) provide that if a family with respect
to which services are provided under the plan
ceases to receive assistance under the State
program funded under part A, the State shall
provide appropriate notice to the family and
continue to provide such services, subject to
the same conditions and on the same basis as
in the case of other individuals to whom
services are furnished under the plan. except
that an application or other request to con-
tinue services shall not be required of such a
family and paragraph (6)(B) shall not apply
to the family.'.

(c) CONFORMING ANøtTS,—
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(I) Section 452(b) (42 U.S.C. 652(b)) is

amended by striking '454(6)" and inserting
'454(4)'.

(2) Section 452(g)(2)(A) (42 U.S.C.
652(g)(2)(A)) is amended by striking "454(6)'
each place it appears and inserting

454(4) (A) (ii)
(3) Section 466(a)(3)(B) (42 U.S.C.

666(a)(3)(B)) is amended by striking "in the
case of overdue support which a State has
agreed to collect under section 454(6)" and
inserting in any other case".

(4) Section 466(e) (42 U.S.C. 666(e)) is
amended by striking paragraph (4) or (6) of
section 454" and inserting 'section 454(4)".
SEC. 502. DISTRIBUTION OF CHILD SUPPORT

COLLECTIONS.

(a) IN GENERAi,..—Section 457 (42 U.S.C. 657)
is amended to read as follows:
"SEC. 457. DISTRIBUTION OF COLLECTED SUP.

PORT.
(a) IN GENER.J...—Subject to subsection

(e), an amount collected on behalf of a fam-
ily as support by a State pursuant to a plan
approved under this part shall be distributed
as follows

(1) FAMIUES RECV1NG ASSISTANCE—In
the case of a family receiving assistance
from the State, the State shall—

(A) pay to the Federal Government the
Federal share of the amount so collected:
and

'(B) retain. or distribute to the family. the
State share of the amount so collected.

(2) FAMIUES THAT FORMERLY RECEIVED AS-
SISTANCE—In the case of a family that for-
merly received assistance from the State:

(A) CURRENT SUPPORF PAYMENTS—To the
extent that the amount so collected does not
exceed the amount required to be paid to the
family for the month in which collected, the
State shall distribute the amount so col-
lected to the family.

"(B) PAYMENTS OF ARREARAGES._To the
extent that the amount so collected exceeds
the amount required to be paid to the family
for the month in which collected, the State
shall distribute the amount so collected as
follows:

(i) DISTRIBUTION OF ARREARAGES ThAT AC-
CRUED AFTER THE F.AMILY CEASED TO RECEIVE
ASSISTANCE.—

(I) PRE-OCTOBER 1997.—Except as provided
in subclause (II), the provisions of this sec-
tion (other than subsection (b)(1)) as in ef-
fect and applied on the day before the date of
the enactment of section 502 of the Child
Support Improvement Act of 1996 shall apply
with respect to the distribution of support
arrearages that—

(aa) accrued after the family ceased to re-
ceive assistance. and

"(bb) are collected before October 1, 1997.
"(II) POST-SE ER 1997.—With respect to

the amount so collected on or after October
1, 1997 (or before such date, at the option of
the State)—

"(aa) IN CENERAL..—The State shall first
distribute the amount so collected (other
than any amount described in clause (iv)) to
the family to the extent necessary to satisfy
any support arrearages with respect to the
family that accrued after the family ceased
to receive assistance from the State.

(bb) RE1URSEM1wr OF GOVERNMENTS FOR
ASSISTANCE PROVIDED TO THE PANflLY.—After
the application of division (aa) and clause
(ii) (II) (aa) with respect to the amount so col-
lected. the State shall retain the State share
of the amount so collected, and pay to the
Federal Government the Federal share (as
defined in subsection (c)(2)) of the amount so
collected, but only to the extent necessary
to reimburse amounts paid to the family as
assistance by the State.

(cc) DISTRIBUTION OF THE REMAINDER TO
THE FAMILY—To the extent that neither di-
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vision (aa) nor division (bb) applies to the
amount so collected. the State shall distrib-
ute the amount to the family.

(ii) DISTRIBUTION OF ARREARJCES THAT AC-
CRUED BEFORE T} FAMILY RECEIVED ASSIST-
ANCE.—

(I) PRE-OCTOBER 2000.—Except as provided
in subclause (II). the provisions of this sec-
tion (other than subsection (b)(l)) as in ef-
fect and applied on the day before the date of
the enactment of section 502 of the Child
Support Improvement Act of 1996 shall apply
with respect to the distribution of support
arrearages that—

-. (aa) accrued before the family received
assistance. and

(bb) are collected before October 1. 2000.
"(II) POST-SEPTEMBER 2000.—Unless, based

on the report required by paragraph (4). the
Congress determines otherwise. with respect
to the amount so collected on or after Octo-
ber 1, 2000 (or before such date. at the option
of the State)—

(aa) IN GENERAL—The State shall first
distribute the amount so collected (other
than any amount described in clause (iv)) to
the family to the extent necessary to satisfy
any support arrearages with respect to the
family that accrued before the family re-
ceived assistance from the State,

(bb) REIU SENT OF GOVERNMENTS FOR
ASSISTANCE PROVIDED TO THE FAMILY—After
the application of clause (i)(II)(aa) and divi-
sion (aa) with respect to the amount so col-
lected, the State shall retain the State share
of the amount so collected. and pay to the
Federal Government the Federal share (as
defined in subsection (c)(2)) of the amount so
collected. but only to the extent necessary
to reimburse amounts paid to the family as
assistance by the State.

'(cc) D1S'rRIBU-nON OF THE REMAINDER TO
THE FAMILY.—To the extent that neither di-
vision (aa) nor division (bb) applies to the
amount so collected. the State shall distrib-
ute the amount to the family.

-. (iii) DIS'rRIBI.TrION OF ARREARACES THAT
ACCRUED iLE THE FAMILY RECEIVED ASSIST-
ANCE—In the case of a family described in
this subparagraph. the provisions of para-
graph (1) shall apply with respect to the dis-
tribution of support arrearages that accrued
while the family received assistance.

(iv) AMOUNTS COLLECTEt) PURSUANT TO
SEC'flON 464.—Notwithstanding any other
provision of this section. any amount of sup-
port collected pursuant to section 464 shall
be retained by the State to the extent past-
due support has been assigned to the State as
a condition of receiving assistance from the
State. up to the amount necessary to reim-
burse the State for amounts paid to the fani-
ily as assistance by the State. The State
shall pay to the Federal Government the
Federal share of the amounts so retained, To
the extent the amount collected pursuant to
section 464 exceeds the amount so retained,
the State shall distribute the excess to the
family.

(v) ORiERJNG RULES FOR DISTRIBUTIONS.—
For purposes of this subparagraph. unless an
earlier effective date is required by this sec-
tion, effective October 1. 2000. the State shall
treat any support an-cal-ages collected as ac-
cruing in the following order:

(I) To the period after the family ceased
to receive assistance.

(II) To the period before the family re-
ceived assistance.

"(III) To the period while the family was
receiving assistance.

"(3) FAMIUES ThAT NEVER RECEIV ASSIST-
ANCE—In the case of any other family, the
State shall distribute the amount so col-
lected to the family.

'(4) STUDY AND REpORT.—Not later than
October 1, 1998. the Secretary shall report to
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the Congress the Secretai-y's findings with
respect to—.

• '(A) whether the distribution of post-as-
sistance arrearages to families has been ef-
fective in moving people off of welfare and
keeping them off of welfare:

(B) whether early implementation of a
pre-assistance arrearage program by some
States has been effective in moving people
off of welfare and keeping them off of wel-
fare:

"(C) what the overall impact has been of
the amendments made by the Child Support
Improvement Act of 1996 with respect to
child support enforcement in moving people
off of welfare and keeping them off of wel-
fare: and

CD) based on the information and data the
Secretary has obtained, what changes, if
any. should be made in the policies related
to the distribution of child support arrear-
ages.

(b) CONTINUATION OF ASSICNMENTS.—Any
rights to support obligations, which were as-
signed to a State as a condition of receiving
assistance from the State under part A and
which were in effect on the day before the
date of the enactment of the Child Support
Improvement Act of 1996, shall remain as-
signed after such date.

"(c) DEFINTrIONS.—AS used in subsection
(a)

(1) ASSISTANCE.—The term assistance
from the State' means—

(A) assistance under the State program
funded under part A or under the State plan
approved under part A of this title (as in ef-
fect on the day before the date of the enact-
ment of the Child Support Improvement Act
of 1996): or

(B) benefits under the State plan ap-
proved under pal-c E of this title (as in effect
on the day before the date of the enactment
of the Child Support Improvement Act of
1996).

(2) FEDERAL SHARE—The term 'Federal
share' means that portion of the amount col-
lected resulting from the application of the
Federal medical assistance percentage in ef-
fect for the fiscai year in which the amount
is collected.

(3) FEDEw MEDICAL ASSISTANCE PERCENT-
ACE.—The term Federal medical assistance
percentage' means—

(A) the Federal medical assistance per-
centage (as defined in section 1118), in the
case of Puerto Rico. the Virgin Islands.
Guam. and American Samoa; or

(B) the Federai medical assistance per-
centage (as defined in section 1905(b)) in the
case of any other State.

"(4) STATE SHARE—The term 'State share'
means 100 percent minus the Federal share.

"(d) HOLD FLARIVILESS PROVI5ION.—If the
amounts collected which could be retained
by the State in the fiscal year (to the extent
necessary to reimburse the State for
amounts paid to families as assistance by
the State) are less than the State share of
the amounts collected in fiscai year 1995 (de-
termined in accordance with section 457 as in
effect on the day before the date of the en-
actment of the Child Support Improvement
Act of 1996). the State share for the fiscal
year shall be an amount equal to the State
share in fiscal year 1995.

(e) GAP PAYMENrS NOT SuBJEcT 'To DIs-
TRIBIJTION UNDER TEnS SECrION.—This sec-
tion shall not apply to any amount collected
on behalf of a family as support by a State
pursuant to a plan approved under this part
if such amount would have been distributed
to the family by the State under section
402(a)(28). as in effect and applied on the day
before the date of the enactment of section
522 of the Child Support Improvement Act of
1996

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS._

(1) Section 464(a)(1) (42 u.S.C. 664(a)(1)) is
amended by striking section 457(b)(4) or
(d)(3' and inserting section 457".

(2) Section 454 (42 U.S.C. 654) is amended.--
(A) in paragraph (II)—
(i) by striking '(II)" and inserting

'(II)(A): and
(ii) by inserting after the semicolon "and';

and
(B) by redesignating paragraph (12) as sub-

paragraph (B) of paragraph (Il).
(c) EFFECTIVE DATES.—
(1) IN CENERAL.—Except as provided in

paragraph (2). the amendments made by this
section shall be effective on July 1, 1996. or
earlier at the States option.

(2) CONFORMINC AMENDMENTS._The amend-
ments made by subsection (b)(2) shall be-
come effective on the date of the enactment
of this title.
SEC. 503. PRIVACY SAFEGUARDS,

(a) STATE PLAN REQUIREMENT—Section 454
(42 U.S.C. 654). as amended by section 501(b)
of this title, is amended—

(I) by striking 'and' at the end of para-
graph (24);

(2) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (25) and inserting and": and

(3) by adding after paragraph (25) the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

(26) will have in effect safeguards, appli-
cable to all confidential information handled
by the State agency, that are designed to
protect the privacy rights of the parties, in-
cluding—

(A) safeguards against unauthorized use
or disclosure of information relating to pro.
ceedings or actions to establish paternity, or
to establish or enforce support;

(B) prohibitions against the release of in-
formation on the whereabouts of I party to
another party against whom a protective
order with respect to the former party has
been entered; and

(C) prohibitions against the release of in-
formation on the whereabouts of I party to
another party if the State has reason to be-
lieve that the release of the information may
result in physical or emotional harm to the
former party.".

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendment
made by subsection (a) shall become effec-
tive on October 1, 1997.
SEC. 504. RIGHTS TO NOTIFICATION OF HEAR-

INGS.

(a) iN GENERAL—Section 454 (42 U.S.C. 654).
as amended by section 502(b) (2) of this title,
is amended by inserting after paragraph (II)
the following new paragraph:

(12) provide for the establishment of pro..
cedures to require the State to provide indi-
viduals who are applying for or receiving
services under the State plan. or who are
pal-ties to cases in which services are being
provided under the State plan—

(A) with notice of all proceedings in
which support obligations might be estab-
lished or modified: and

(B) with a copy of any order establishing
or modifying a child support obligation, or
(in the case of a petition for modification) a
notice of determination that there should be
no change in the amount of the child support
award, within 14 days after issuance of such
order or determination:',

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendment
made by subsection (a) shail become effec-
tive on October I. 1997.

Subtitle B—Locate and Case Tracking
SEC. Sn. STATE CASE REGISTRY.

Section 454A. as added by section 544(a)(2)
of this title, is amended by adding at the end
the following new subsections:

(e) STATE CASE REGISTRY.—
(I) CONTENTS—The automated system re-

quired by this section shall include a reg-
istry (which shall be known as the 'State
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case registry') that contains records with re-
spect to—.

(A) each case in which services are being
provided by the State agency under the
State plan approved under this part: and

(B) each support order established or
modified in the State on or after October 1.
1998.

"(2) LINKINC OF LOCAL. RECISTRJES.—The
State case registry may be established by
linking local case registries of support or-
ders through an automated information net-
work. subject to this section.

"(3) USE OF STANDARDIZED DATA ELE-
MENTS.—Such records shall use standardized
data elements for both parents (such as
names, social security numbers and other
uniform identification numbers. dates of
birth, and case identification numbers), and
contain such other. information (such as on
case status) as the Secretary may require.

'(4) PAYMENT RECORDS—Each case record
in the State case registry with respect to
which services are being provided under the
State plan approved under this part and with
respect to which a support order has been es-
tablished shall include a record of—

'(A) the amount of monthly (or other peri-
odic) support owed under the order, and
other amounts (including arrearages. inter-
est or late payment penalties, and fees) due
or overdue under the order;

(B) any amount described in subpara-
graph (A) that has been collected:

(C) the distribution of such collected
amounts:

CD) the birth date of any child for whom
the order requires the provision of support:
and

(E) the amount of any lien imposed with
respect to the order pursuant to section
466(a) (4).

(5) UPDATING AND MONITORINC.—The State
agency operating the automated system re-
quired by this section shall promptly estab-
lish and update, maintain, and regularly
monitor, case records in the State case re-
istry with respect to which services are
being provided under the State plan ap-
proved under this part, on the basis of—

"(A) information on administrative actions
and administrative and judicial proceedings
and orders relating to paternity and support:

(B) information obtained from compari-
son with Federal, State, or local sources of
information:

(C) information on support collections
and distributions: and

CD) any other relevant information,
(f) INPORMATION AND OTHER

DISCLOSURES OF INPORMATION.—The State
shall use the automated system required by
this section to extract information from (at
such times. and in such standardized format
or formats. as may be required by the Sec-
retary), to share and compare information
with. and to receive information from, other
data bases and information comparison serv-
ices. in order to obtain (or provide) informa-
tion necessary to enable the State agency (or
the Secretary or other State or Federal
agencies) to carry Out this part. subject to
section 6103 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986. Such information comparison activities
shall include the following:

(I) CASE REGISTRY OF CHILD SUP-
PORT ORDERS—Furnishing to the Federal
Case Registry of Child Support Orders estab-
lished under section 453(h) (and update as
necessary, with information including notice
of expiration of orders) the minimum
amount of information on child support
cases recorded in the State case registry
that is necessary to operate the registry (as
specified by the Secretary in regulations).

(2) FEDERAL PARENt LOCATOR SERVICE.—
Exchanging information with the Federal
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Parent Locator Service for the purposes
specified in section 453.

(3) TEMPORARY FAMILY ASSISTANCE AND
MEDICAID ACENCIES.—Exchanging informa-
tion with State agencies (of the State and of
other States) administering programs funded
under part A. programs operated under State
plans approved under title XIX. and other
programs designated by the Secretary. as
necessary to perform State agency respon-
sibilities under this part and under such pro-
grams.

(4) INTRASTATE AND INTERSTATh INFORMA-
TION COARISONS.—Exchanging information
with other ageries of the State. agencies of
other States, and interstate information net-
works, as necessary and appropriate to carry
Out (Or assist other States to carry Out) the
purposes of this part.".
SEC. 512. COLLECTION AND DISBURSEME'T OF

SUPPORT PAYMENTS.
(a) STATE PLAN REQU1REMENT.—Section 454

(42 U.S.C. 654). as amended by sections 501(b)
and 503(a) of this title, s amended—

(I) by striking "and" at the end of para-
graph (25):

(2) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (26) and inserting "; and': and

(3) by adding alter paragraph (26) the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

"(27) provide that, on and after October 1.
1998, the State agency will—

(A) operate a State disbursement unit in
accordance with section 454B: and

"(B) have suffIcient State staff (consisting
of State employees) arid (at State option)
contractors reporting directly to the State
agency to—

(i) monitor and enforce support collec-
tions through the unit in cases being en-
forced by the State pursuant to section 454(4)
(including carrying out the automated data
processing responsibilities described in sec-
tion 454A(g)); and

"(ii) take the actions described in section
466(c) (1) in appropriate cases.".

(b) Es-rABusHwr OF STATE DIsBURsE-
MENT UNrr,—Part D of title IV (42 U.S.C. 651-
669), as amended by section 544(a)(2) of this
title, is amended by inserting after section
454A the following new section:
SEC. 454B. COLLECTION AND DISBURSEMENT

OF SUPPORT PAYMENTS.
(a) STATE DISBuRsMr UNIT.—

"(I) IN CENERAL.—In order for a State to
meet the requirements of this section. the
State agency must establish and opel-ate a
unit (which shall be known as the 'State dis-
bursement unit) for the collection and cbs-
bursement of payments under support or-
ders—

"(A) in all cases beir.g enforced by the
State pursuant to section 454(4); and

(B) in all cases not being enforced by the
State under this part in which the support
order s initially issued in the State on or
after January 1. 1994. and in which the wages
of the noncustodial parent are subject to
withholding pursuant to section 466(a)(8)(B).

(2) OPERXrION.—The State disbursement
unit shall be operated—

(A) directly by the State agency (or 2 or
more State agencies under a regional cooper-
ative agreement), or (to the extent appro-
priate) by a contractor responsible directly
to the State agency: and

(B) except in cases described in paragraph
(l)(B), in coordination with the automated
system established by the State pursuant to
section 454A.

(3) LIN1UrJC OF LOCAL DiSBURSEMENT
uNrrs.—The State disbursement unit may be
established by linking local disbursement
units through an automated information
network, subject to this section. if the Sec-
retary agrees that the system will not cost
more nor take more time to establish or op-
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crate than a centralized system. In addition.
employers shall be given I location to which
income withholding is sent.

(b) REQU1RED PROCEDURES.—The State
disbursement unit shall use automated pro-
cedures, electronic processes, and computer-
driven technology to the maximum extent
feasible, efficient, and economical, for the
collection and disbursement of support pay-
ments. including procedures—

(1) for receipt of payments from parents.
employers, and other States, and for dis-
bursements to custodial parents and other
obligees. the State agency, and the agencies
of other States;

(2) for accurate identification of pay-
ments:

(3) to ensure prompt disbursement of the
custodial parents share of any payment: and

(4) to furnish to any parent. upon request.
timely information on the current status of
support payments under an order requiring
payments to be made by or to the parent.

(c) TIflNC OF DISBIJRSEMEN'rS.—
(I) IN CENERAL.—Except as provided in

paragraph (2). the State disbursement unit
shall distribute all amounts payable under
section 457(a) within 2 business days alter re-
ceipt from the employer or other source of
periodic income, if sufficient information
identifying the payee is provided.

(2) PERMISSIVE RETEI'mON OF ARREAR-
ACES.—The State disbursement unit may
delay the distribution of collections toward
arrearages until the resolution of any timely
appeal with respect to such arrearages.

(d) BUSINESS DAY DEFINED—As used in
this section. the term business day means a
day on which State offices are open for regu-
lar business.'.

(c) USE OF AUTOMATED SYSTEM—Section
454A. as added by section 544(a)(2) and as
amended by section 511 of this title, is
amended by adding at the end the following
new subsection:

"(g) COLLECflON AND DIsniJr1ON OF Sup-
PORE PAYMENTS.—

"(1) IN CENERAL.—The State shall use the
automated system required by this section,
to the maximum extent feasible, to assist
and facilitate the collection and disburse-
ment of support payments through the State
disbursement unit operated under section
454B. through the performance of functions.
including, at a minimum—

"(A) transmission of orders and notices to
employers (and other debtors) for the with-
holding of wages and other income—

'(i) within 2 business days alter receipt of
notice of. and the income source subject to.
such withholding from a court, another
State. an employer, the Federal Parent Lo-
cator Service, or another source recognized
by the State: and

(ii) using uniform formats prescribed by
the Secretary:

"(B) ongoing monitoring to promptly iden-
tify failures to make timely payment of sup-
port: and

(C) automatic use of enforcement proce-
dures (including procedures authorized pur-
suant to section 466(c)) if payments are not
timely made.

(2) BUSINESS DAY DEHNED.—As used in
paragraph (I). the term 'business day means
a day on which State offIces are open for reg-
ular business.".

(d) EFFECnvE DATES.—
(I) IN CENERAL.—Except as provided in

paragraph (2), the amendments made by this
section shall become effective on October 1.
1998.

(2) LIMITED EXCEFflON 'TO UNIT HANDLINC
PAYMENTS—Notwithstanding section
454B(b)(l) of the Social Security Act, as
added by this section. any State which, as of
the date of the enactment of this title, proc-
esses the receipt of child support payments
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through local courts, and, as of March 21.
1996. such courts were not funded under part
D of title IV of the Social Security Act. may.
at the option of the State. continue to proc-
ess through September 30. 1999. such pay.
ments through such courts as processed such
payments on or before such date of enact-
ment.
SEC. 513. STATE DIRECTORY OF NEW HIRES.

(a) STATE Pi,&j REQU1REMENT.—Section 454
(42 U.S.C. 654), as amended by sections 501(b).
503(a) and 512(a) of this title, s amended—

(1) by striking 'and" at the end of para-
graph (26):

(2) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (27) and inserting ": and': and

(3) by adding after paragraph (27) the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

'(28) provide that. on and after October 1.
1997. the State will operate a State Directory
of New Hires in accordance vith section
453A.".

(b) STATE DIRECTORY OF NEW HIRES—Part
D of title IV (42 U.S.C. 651-669) is amended by
insertmg after section 453 the following new
section:
"SEC. 453k STATE DIRECTORY OF NEW HIRES.

"(a) ESTABUSHJNT.—
"(1) IN CENERAL,—
'(A) REQU1RZMENT FOR STATES ThAT HAVE

NO DIRECTORY—Except as provided in sub-
paragraph (B). not later than October 1. 1997.
each State shall establish an automated di-
rectory (to be known as the 'State Directory
of New Hires) which shall contain informa-
tion supplied in accordance with subsection
(b) by employers on each newly hired em-
ployee.

(B) STATES WITH NEW HIRE REPORTINC IN
QSTENCE.—A State which has a new hire re-
porting law in existence on the date of the
enactment of this section may continue to
operate under the State law, but the State
must meet the requirements of subsection
(g)(2) not later than October 1. 1997. and the
requirements of this section (other than sub-
section (g)(2)) not later than October 1. 1998.

"(2) DEFxNrnON5.—As used in this section:
"(A) EMPLOYEE—The term 'employee'—

(i) means an individual who is an em-
ployee within the meaning of chapter 24 of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986: and

"(ii) does not include an employee of a
Federal or State agency performing intel-
ligence or counterintelligence functions, if
the head of such agency has determined that
reporting pursuant to paragraph (1) with re-
spect to the employee could endanger the
safety of the employee or compromise an on-
going investigation or intelligence mission.

"(B) EMpi..ovER—
"(i) IN CENERAL.—The term 'employer' has

the meaning given such term in section
3401(d) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
and includes any governmental entity and
any labor organization.

"(ii) LABOR ORCAMZATION.—The term
'labor organization' shall have the meaning
given such tern, in section 2(5) of the Na-
tional Labor Relations Act. and includes any
entity (also known as a 'hiring hall') which
is used by the organization and an employer
to carry out requirements described in sec-
tion 8(f)(3) of such Act of an agreement be-
tween the organization and the employer.

(b) EMP1..ov INFORMATION.—
"(1) REPORrINC REQU1REMENT._
"(A) IN CENER.A.L.—Except as provided in

subparagraphs (B) and (C). each employer
shall furnish to the Directory of New Hires
of the State in which a newly hired employee
works, a report that contains the name, ad-
dress, and social security number of the em-
ployee. and the name and address of. and
identifying number assigned under section
6109 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to.
the employer.
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(B) MULTiSTATE EMPLOYERS_An em-

poyer that has employees who are employed
in 2 or more States and that transmits re-
ports magnetically or electronically may
comply with subparagraph (A) by designat-
ing I State in which such employer has em-
ployees to which the employer will transmit
the report described in subparagraph (A). and
transmitting such report to such State. Any
employer that transmits reports pursuant to
this subparagraph shall notify the Secretary
in writing as to which State such employer
designates for the purpose of sending reports.

(C) FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ELOYERS.—
Any department, agency, or instrumentality
of the United States shall comply with sub-
paragraph (A) by transmitting the report de-
scribed in subparagraph (A) to the National
Directory of New Hires established pursuant
to section 453.

(2) T1NG OF REPO]T.—Each State may
provide the time within which the report re-
quired by paragraph (1) shall be made with
respect to an employee, but such report shall
be made—

(A) not later than 20 days after the date
the employer hires the employee; or

(B) in the case of an employer transmit-
ting reports magnetically or electronically.
by 2 monthly transmissions (if necessary)
not less than 12 days nor more than 16 days
apart.

(c) REPORTING FORMAT AND METhOD.—
Each report required by subsection (b) shall
be made on a W-4 form or, at the option of
the employer, an equivalent form, and may
be transmitted by 1st class mail, magneti-
cally, or electronically.

Id) CIVIL MONEY PENALTIES ON NON-
COMPLYING EMPLOYERS,—The State shall
have the option to set a State civil money
penalty which shall be less than—

(I) $25: or
(2) $500 if, under State law, the failure is

the result of a conspiracy between the em-
ployer and the employee to not supply the
required report or to supply a false or incom-
plete report.

(e) ENrRY OF EMPLOYER INFORMATION.—
Information shall be entered into the data
base maintained by the State Directory of
New Hires within 5 business days of receipt
from an employer pursuant to subsection (b).

(f) INFORMATION COMPARISONS.—
(1) IN GENERAL—Not later than May I,

1998. an agency designated by the State
shall. directly or by contract, conduct auto-
mated comparisons of the social security
numbers reported by employers pursuant to
subsection (b) and the social security num-
bers appearing in the records of the State
case registry for cases being enforced under
the State plan.

(2) NOTICE OF MATCH,—When an informa-
tion comparison conducted under paragraph
(1) reveals a match with respect to the social
security number of an individual required to
provide support under a support order. the
State Directory of New Hires shall provide
the agency administering the State plan ap-
proved under this part of the appropriate
State with the name, address, and social se-
curity number of the employee to whom the
social security number is assigned, and the
name and address of, and identi'irig number
assigned under section 6109 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986 to. the employer.

(g) TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION.—
(I) TRANSMISSION OF WAGE WiTHHOLDING

NO11CES TO EMPLOYERS—WithIn 2 business
days after the date information regarding a
newly hired employee is entered into the
State Directory of New Hires, the State
agency enforcing the employee's child sup-
port obligation shall transmit a notice to the
employer of the employee directing the em-
ployer to withhold from the wages of the em-
ployee an amount equal to the monthly (or

other periodic) child support obligation (in-
cluding any past due support obligation) of
the employee, unless the employee's wages
are not subject to withholding pursuant to
section 466(b) (3).

"(2) TRANSMISSIONS 1D THE NATIONAL DIREC-
TORY OF NEW FBRES.—

(A) NEW HIRE INFORMATION—Within 3
business days after the date information re-
garding a newly hired employee is entered
into the State Directory of New Hires, the
State Directory of New Hires shall furnish
the information to the National Directory of
New Hires.

(B) WAGE AND UNEMPLOYNT COMPENSA-
TION INORMATION,—The State Directory of
New Hires shall, on a quarterly basis, furnish
to the National Directory of New Hires ex-
tracts of the reports required under section
303(a)(6) to be made to the Secretary of
Labor concerning the wages and unemploy-
ment compensation paid to individuals, by
such dates. in such format, and containing
such information as the Secretary of Health
and Human Services shall specify in regula-
tions.

"(3) BUSINESS DAY DEFINED—As used in
this subsection, the term 'business day'
means a day on which State offices are open
for regular business.

(h) Om USES OF NEw HIRE INFORr-
TION.—

(I) LOCATION OF CHILD SUPPORT OBLI-
GORS.—The agency administering the State
plan approved under this part shall use infor-
mation received pursuant to subsection (f)(2)
to locate individuals for purposes of estab-
lishing paternity and establishing, modify-
ing, and enforcing child support obligations.

"(2) VERIFICATION OF EUGIBILITY FOR CER-
TAiN PROGRAMS-_A State agency responsible
for administering a program specified in sec-
tion 1137(b) shall have access to information
reported by employers pursuant to sub-
section (b) of this section for purposes of
verifying eligibility for the program.

(3) ADflN1STRATION OF EMpLOYMENT SECU-
RITY AND WORKERS COMPENSATION—State
agencies operating employment security and
workers' compensation programs shall have
access to information reported by employers
pursuant to subsection (b) for the purposes of
administering such programs.".

(c) QUARTERLY WAGE REPORTiNG—Section
1l37(a)(3) (42 U.S.C. 1320b—7(a)(3)) is amend-
ed—

(1) by rnserting '(including State and local
governmental entities and labor organiza-
tions (as defined in section
453A(a)(2)(B) (iii))" after "employers": and

(2) by inserting ", and except that no re-
port shall be filed with respect to an em-
ployee of a State or local agency performing
intelligence or counterintelligence func-
tions, if the head of such agency has deter-
mined that filing such a report could endan-
ger the safety of the employee or com-
promise an ongoing investigation or intel-
ligence mission" after 'paragraph (2)".
SEC. 514. AMENDMENTS CONCERNING INCOME

WITHHOLDING.
(a) MANOATORY INCOi WITHHOLDING.—
(1) IN GENERAL—Section 466(a)(1) (42 U.S.C.

666(a)(1)) is amended to read as follows:
"(l)(A) Procedures described in subsection

(b) for the withholding from income of
amounts payable as support in cases subject
to enforcement under the State plan.

(B) Procedures under which the wages of
a person with a support obligation imposed
by a support order issued (or modified) in the
State before October 1, 1996, if not otherwise
subject to withholding under subsection (b).
shall become subject to withholding as pro-
vided in subsection (b) if al-rearages occur.
without the need for a judicial or adminis-
trative hearing.".

(2) CONORNG A'.'DMENTS.—
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(A) Section 466(b) (42 U.S.C. 666(b)) is

amended in the matter preceding paragraph
(1). by striking 'subsection (a)(1)" and in-
serting "subsection (a)(1)(A)".

(B) Section 466(b)(4) (42 U.S.C. 666(b)(4)) is
amended to read as follows:

'(4)(A) Such withholding must be carried
out in full compliance with all procedural
due process requirements of the State. and
the State must send notice to each noncusto-
dial parent to whom paragraph (I) applies—

'(i) that the withholding has commenced;
and

"(ii) of the procedures to follow if the non-
custodial parent desires to contest such
withholding on the grounds that the with-
holding or the amount withheld is improper
due to a mistake of fact.

"(B) The notice under subparagraph (A) of
this paragraph shall include the information
provided to the employer under paragraph
(6)(A).".

(C) Section 466(b)(5) (42 U.S.C. 666(b)(5)) is
amended by striking all that follows "admin-
istered by" and inserting 'the State through
the State disbursement unit established pur-
suant to section 454B, in accordance with the
requirements of section 454B.'.

(D) Section 466(b) (6) (A) (42 U.S.C.
666(b)(6)TA)) is amended—

(i) in clause (i). by striking "to the appro-
priate agency" and all that follows and in-
serting "to the State disbursement unit
within 5 business days after the date the
amount would (but for this subsection) have
been paid or credited to the employee, for
distribution in accordance with this part.
The employer shall comply with the proce-
dural rules relating to income withholding of
the State in which the employee works. re-
gardless of the State where the notice origi-
nates.".

(ii) in clause (ii), by inserting "be in a
standard format prescribed by the Secretary.
and" after "shall": and

(iii) by adding at the end the following new
clause:

(iii) As used in this subparagraph, the
term 'business day' means a day on which
State offices are open for regular business.".

(E) Section 466(b)(6)(D) (42 U.S.C.
666(b)(6)(D)) is amended by striking "any em-
ployer" and all that follows and inserting
"any employer who—

'(i) discharges from employment, refuses
to employ, or takes disciplinary action
against any noncustodial parent subject to
wage withholding required by this subsection
because of the existence of such withholding
and the obligations or additional obligations
which it imposes upon the employer: or

(ii) fails to withhold support from wages
or to pay such amounts to the State dis-
bursement unit in accordance with this sub--
section.".

(F) Section 466(b) (42 U.S.C. 666(b)) is
amended by adding at the end the following
new paragraph:

"(11) Procedures under which the agency
administering the State plan approved under
this part may execute a withholding order
without advance notice to the obligor. in-
cluding issuing the withholding order
through electronic means.".

(b) CONFORMING Ai.NDMENT.—Section
466(c) (42 U.S.C. 666(c)) is repealed.
SEC. 513. LOCATOR INFORMATION FROM INTER-

STATE NETWORKS.
Section 466(a) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)) is amended

by adding at the end the following new para-
graph:

(12) LOCATOR INFORMATION FROM INTER-
STATE NEIW)R1(S.—Procedures to ensure that
all Federal and State agencies conducting
activities under this part have access to any
system used by the State to locate an indi-
vidual for purposes relating to motor vehi-
cles or law enforcement,".
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SEC. 516. EXPANSION OF ThE FEDERAL PARENT
LOCATOR SERVICE.

(a) AumORrr To LOCATE INt)I-
'IDUALS AND ASSETS—Section 433 (42 U.S.C.
653) is amended—

(1) in subsection (a). by striking all that
follows "subsection (c))" and inserting ". for
the purpose of establishing parentage, estab-
lishing, setting the amount of. modifying, or
enforcing child support obligations, or en-
forcing child custody or visitation orders—

(1) information on. or facilitating the dis-
covery of, the location of any individual—

(A) who is under an obligation to pay
child support or provide child custody or vis-
itation rights:

(B) against whom such an obligation is
sought:

(C) to whom such an obligation is owed.
including the thdividual's social security
number (or numbers), most recent address.
and the name, address, and employer identi-
fication number of the individuals em-
ployer:

(2) information on the individual's wages
(or other income) from, and benefits of. em-
ployment (including rights to or enrollment
in group health care coverage): and

(3) information on the type. status, loca-
tion, and amount of any assets of. or debts
owed by or to. ar' such individual.": and

(2) in subsection (b)—
(A) in the matter preceding paragraph (1).

by striking 'social security" and all that
follows through 'absent parent" and insert-
ing 'information described in subsection
(a)": and

(B) in the flush paragraph at the end, by
adding the following: "No information shall
be disclosed to any person if the State has
notified the Secretary that the State has
reasonable evidence of domestic violence or
child abuse and the disclosure of such infor-
mation could be harmful to the custodial
parent or the child of such parent. Informa-
tion received or uansmitted pursuant to this
section shall be subject to the safeguard pro-
visions contained in Section 454(26).'.

(b) Atir1oRJZ PERSON FOR INFORMATION
RECARDINC VISITATION RIcIrrs.—Section
453(c) (42 U.S.C. 653(c)) is amended—

(1) in paragraph (1). by striking "support"
and inserting "support or to seek to enforce
orders providmg child custody or v5itation
rights': and

(2) in paragraph (2), by striking ", or any
agent of such court: and" and inserting "or
to issue an order against a resident parent
for child custody or visitation rights, or any
agent of such court:'.

(c) R UR.5EI1ENT FOR INFORMATION FROM
FEDER ACc1s.—5ection 453(e)(2) (42
U.S.C. 653(e)(2)) is amended in the 4th sen-
tence by inserting in an amount which the
Secretary determines to be reasonable pay-
ment for the information exchange (which
amount shall not include payment for the
costs of obtaining, compiling, or maintain-
jo the informaUon)" before the period.

rd) REIMBURSNT FOR REPORTS BY STATE
453 (42 U.S.C. 653) is

amended by adding at the end the following
new subsection:

"(g) REIMUR$EMENT FOR R'ors BY
STATE ACENCIES.—The Secretary may reim-
burse Federal and State agencies for the
costs incurred by such entities in furnishing
information requested by the Secretary
under this section in an amount which the
Secretary determines to be reasonable pay-
ment for the information exchange (which
amount shall not include payment for the
costs of obtaining, compiling, or maintain-
ing the information).'.

(e) CONFORMINC AMENDMENTS._
(1) Sections 452(a)(9), 453(a), 453(b), 463(a),

463(e). and 463(f) (42 U.S.C. 652(a)(9), 653(a),
653(b), 663(a), 663(e), and 663(f)) are each
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amended by inserting "Federal" before Par-
ent" each place such term appears.

(2) Section 453 (42 U.S.C. 653) is amended in
the heading by adding "FEDERAL" before

PARENT'.
(f) NEw COMPONENTS.—Section 453 (42

U.S.C. 653). as amended by subsection (d) of
this section. is amended by adding at the end
the following new subsections:

(h) FEDERAL CASE RECISTRY OF CHILD
SuPPo-r ORDERS.—

"(1) IN CENERAL.—Not later than October 1.
1998. in order to assist States in administer-
ing programs under State plans approved
under this part and programs funded under
part A, and for the other purposes specified
in this section, the Secretary shall establish
and maintain in the Federal Parent Locator
Service an automated registry (which shall
be known as the 'Federal Case Registry of
Child Support Orders), which shall contain
abstracts of support orders and other infor-
mation described in paragraph (2) with re-
spect to each case in each State case registry
maintained pursuant to section 454A(e), as
furnished (and regularly updated), pursuant
to section 454A(f), by State agencies admin-
istering programs under this part.

"(2) CASE INFORMATION—The information
referred to in paragraph (1) with respect to a
case shall be such information as the Sec-
retary may specify in regulations (including
the names, social security numbers or other
uniform identification numbers. and State
case identification numbers) to identify the
individuals who owe or are owed support (or
with respect to or on behalf of whom support
obligations are sought to be established), and
the State or States which have the case.

'(i) NATIONAL. DIRECTORY OF NEw HIRES.—
(I) IN CENERAL.—In order to assist States

in administering programs under State plans
approved under this part and programs fund-
ed under part A, and for the other purposes
specified in this section, the Secretary shall,
not later than October 1, 1997, establish and
maintain in the Federal Parent Locator
Service an automated directory to be known
as the National Directory of New Hires,
which shall contain the information supplied
pursuant to section 453A(g)(2).

(2) ENTRY OF DATA—Information shall be
entered into the data base maintained by the
National Directory of New Hires within 2
business days of receipt pursuant to section
453Al,J (2).

(3) ADMINISTRATION OF FEDERAL TAX
LAWS—The Secretary of the Treasury shall
have access to the information in the Na-
tional Directory of New Hires for purposes of
administering section 32 of the Internal Rev-
enue Code of 1986. or the advance payment of
the earned income tax credit under section
3507 of such Code, and verifying a claim with
respect to employment in a tax return.

"(4) LIST OF MULTISTATE EMJ'LOYERS.—The
Secretary shall maintain within the Na-
tional Directory of New Hires a list of
multistate employers that report informa-
tion regarding newly hired employees pursu-
ant to section 453A(b)(1)(B), and the State
which each such employer has designated to
receive such information.

0) INFOi4.TION COpipJ1SONS AND OTHER
DISCLOSURES.—

"(1) VERIFICATION BY SOCIAL SECURITY AD-
UN1STRATION.—

(A) IN CENERAL.—The Secretary shall
transmit information on individuals and em-
ployers maintained under this section to the
Social Security Administration to the extent
necessary for verification in accordance with
subparagraph (B).
"(B) VERIFICATION BY SSA.—The Social Se-

curity Administration shall verify the accu-
racy of, correct, or supply to the extent pos-
sible, and report to the Secretary. the fol-
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lowing information supplied by the Sec-
retary pursuant to subparagraph (A):

'(i) The name, social security number, and
birth date of each such individual.

(ii) The employer identification number
of each such employer.

(2) INFORMATION COMPARISONS—For the
purpose of locating individuals in a paternity

establishment case or a case involving the
establishment, modification, or enforcement
of a support order, the Secretary shall—

(A) compare information in the National
Directory of New Hires against information
in the support case abstracts in the Federal
Case Registry of Child Support Orders not
less often than every 2 business days: and

(B) within 2 business days after such a
comparison reveals a match with respect to
an individual, report the information to the
State agency responsible for the case.

(3) INFORMATION COMPARISONS AN]) DISCLO-
SIJRES OF INFORMATION IN ALL. RECISTRIES FOR
TITLE IV PROCRAM PURPOSES—To the extent
and with the frequency that the Secretary
determines to be effective in assisting States
to carry Out their responsibilities under pro-
grams operated under this part and programs
funded under part A. the Secretary shall—

(A) compare the information in each com-
ponent of the Federal Parent Locator Serv-
ice maintained under this section against
the information in each other such compo-
nent (other than the comparison required by
paragraph (2)), and report instances in which
such a comparison reveals a match with re-
spect to an individual to State agencies oper-
ating such programs; and

(B) disclose information in such registries
to such State agencies.

(4) PROVISION OF NEW HIRE INFORMATION TO
THE SOCIAL. SECURITY ADMINISTRATION—The
National Directory of New Hires shall pro-
vide the Commissioner of Social Security
with all information in the National Direc-
tory.

(5) RESEAJCH.—The Secretary may pro-
vide access to information reported by em-
ployers pursuant to section 453A(b) for re-
search purposes found by the Secretary to be
likely to contribute to achieving the pur-
poses of part A or this part, but without per-
sonal identifiers.

'(k) FEES.—
(1) FOR SSA VERIFiCATION—The Secretary

shall reimburse the Commissioner of Social
Security, at a rate negotiated between the
Secretary and the Commissioner, for the
costs incurred by the Commissioner in per-
forming the verification services described in
subsection (j).

(2) FOR INFOTION FROM STATE DIREC-
TORIES OF NEW 1-URES.—The Secretary shall
reimburse costs incurred by State directories
of new hires in furnishing information as re-
quired by subsection (j)(3), at rates which the
Secretary determines to be reasonable
(which rates shall not include payment for
the costs of obtaining, compiling, or main-
taining such informauon).

(3) FOR INFORMATION FURNISHED TO STATE
ANt) FEDERAL ACFNCIEs.—A State or Federal
agency that receives information from the
Secretary pursuant to this section shall re-
imburse the Secretary for costs incurred by
the Secretary in furnishing the information,
at rates which the Secretary determines to
be reasonable (which rates shall include pay-
ment for the costs of obtaining. verifying.
maintaining, and comparing the informa-
tion).

"(I) RESTRICTION ON DISCLOSURE AND USE.—
Information in the Federal Parent Locator
Service. and information resulting from
comparisons using such information, shall
not be used or disclosed except as expressly
provided in this section, subject to section
6103 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986.
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(m) INFORMATION INTECRrrY ArD SECU-

RiTY.—'fl'ie Secretary shall establish and im-
plement safeguards with respect to the enti-
ties established under this section designed
to—

"(I) ensure the accuracy and completeness
of information in the Federal Parent Locator
Service: and

(2) restrict access to confidential infor-
mation in the Federai Parent Locator Serv-
ice to authorized persons, and restrict use of
such information to authorized purposes.

(n) FEDER GOvRjr REPORTThC.—
Each department, agency, and instrumental-
ity of the United States shall on a quarterly
basis report to the Federal Parent Locator
Service the name and social security number
of each employee and the wages paid to the
employee during the previous quarter, except
that such a report shall not be filed with re-
spect to an employee of a department, agen-
cy, or instrumentality performing intel-
ligence or counterintelligence functions, if
the head of such department, agency, or in-
strumentality has determined that filing
such a report could endanger the safety of
the employee or compromise an ongoing in-
vestigation or intelligence mission,".

— (g) CONPORVUNC AMENDMENTS.—
(I) To PART D OF TIThE IV OF THE SOCIAL SE-

CURITY ACT.—
(A) Section 454(8)(B) (42 U.S.C. 654(8)(B)) is

amended to read as follows:
(B) the Federai Parent Locator Service

established under section 453:".
(B) Section 454(13) (42 U.S.C.654(13)) is

amended by inserting "and provide that in-
formation requests by parents who are resi-
dents of other States be treated with the
same priority as requests by parents who are
residents of the State submitting the plan"
before the semicolon.

(2) TO FEDERAL UNE LOYMEN-r TAX ACT.—
Section 3304(a)(16) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986 is amended—

(A) by striking "Secretary of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare" each place such term
appears and inserting "Secretary of Health
and Human Services":

(B) in subparagraph (B). by striking 'such
information" and all that follows and insert-
ing 'information furnished under subpara-
graph (A) or (B) is used only for the purposes
authorized under such subparagraph:"

(C) by striking "and" at the end of sub-
paragraph (A):

(D) by redesignating subparagraph (B) as
subparagraph (C): and

(E) by inserting after subparagraph (A) the
following new subparagraph:

(B) wage and unemployment compensa-
tion information contained in the records of
such agency shail be furnished to the Sec-
retary of Health and Human Services (in ac-
cordance with regulations promulgated by
such Secretary) as necessary for the pur-
poses of the National Directory of New Hires
established under section 453(i) of the Social
Security Act, and".

(3) To STATE GRANT PROCRAM UNDER TITLE
Ifl OF ThE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.—Subsection
(h) of section 303 (42 U.S.C. 503) is amended to
read as follows:

"(h)(l) The State agency charged with the
administration of the State law shall. on a
reimbursable basis—

(A) disclose quarterly. to the Secretary of
Health and Human Services, wage and claim
information, as required pursuant to section
453(i)(l). contained in the records of such
agency:

"(B) ensure that information provided pur-
suant to subparagraph (A) meets such stand-
ards relating to correctness and verification
as the Secretary of Health and Human Ser-v-
ices. with the concurrence of the Secretary
of Labor, may find necessary; and

(C) establish such safeguards as the Sec-
retary of Labor determines are necessary to
insure that information disclosed under sub-
paragraph (A) is used only for purposes of
section 453(i) (I) in carryng Out the child sup-
port enforcement prcram under title IV.

"(2) Whenever the Secretary of Labor,
after reasonable notice and opportunity for
hearing to the State agency charged with
the administration of the State law, finds
that there is a failure to comply substan-
tially with the requirements of paragraph
(I). the Secretary of Labor shall notify such
State agency that further payments will not
be made to the State until the Secretary of
Labor is satisfied that there is no longer any
such failure. Until the Secretary of Labor is
so satisfied, the Secretary shall make no fu-
ture certification to the Secretary of the
Treasury with respect to the State,

"(3) For purposes of this subsection—
"(A) the term 'wage information' means

information regarding wages paid to an indi-
vidual. the social security account number of
such individual, and the name. address,
State, and the Federal employer identifica-
tion number of the employer paying such
wages to such individual; and

(B) the term claim information means
information regarding whether an individual
is receiving. has received, or has made appli-
cation for, unemployment compensation, the
amount of any such compensation being re-
ceived (or to be received by such individual),
and the individual's current (or most recent)
home address.",

(4) DISCLOSURE OF CERTAIN INFORMATION TO
ACENTS OF CHILD SUPPORr EFORCErNT
ACENCIES.—

(A) IN CENERAL.—Paragraph (6) of section
6103(1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
(relating to disclosure of return information
to Federal, State, and local child support en-
forcement agencies) is amended by redesig-
nating subparagraph (B) as subparagraph (C)
and by inserting after subparagraph (A) the
following new subparagraph:

"(B) DISCLOSURE TO CERTAIN ACENTS,—The
following information disclosed to any child
support enforcement agency under subpara-
graph (A) with respect to any individual with
rest)ect to whom child support obligations
are sought to be established or enforced may
be disclosed by such agency to any agent of
such agency which is under contract with
such agency to carry Out the purposes de-
scribed in subparagraph (C):

(i) The address and social security ac-
count number (or numbers) of such individ-
ual,

"(ii) The amount of any reduction under
section 6402(c) (relating to offset of past-due
support against overpayments) in any over-
payment otherwise payable to such individ-
ual."

(B) CONFORNG AMENDMENTS,—
(1) Paragraph (3) of section 6103(a) of such

Code is amended by striking '(l)(12)" and in-
ser-ting "pai-agraph (6) or (12) of subsection
(I)''.

(ii) Subparagraph (C) of section 6103(1) (6) of
such Code, as redesignated by subsection (a),
is amended to read as follows:

-. (C) RESTRICTION ON DISCLO5URE—Informa-
tion may be disclosed under this paragraph
only for purposes of. and to the extent nec-
essary in. establishing and collecting child
support obligations from, and locating. mdi-
viduals owing such obligations."

(iii) The material following subparagraph
(F) of section 61O3(p)(4) of such Code is
amended by striking "subsection (l)(12)(B)"
and inserting "paragraph (6) (A) or (12) (B) of
subsection (I)",

(h) REQUIRET FOR COOPERATION—The
Secretary of Labor and the Secretary of
Health and Human Services shall work joint-
ly to develop cost-effective and efficient
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methods of accessing the information in the
various State directories of new hires and
the National Directory of New Hires as es-
tablished pursuant to the amendments made
by this title. In developing these methods
the Secretaries shall take into account the
impact, including costs. on the States, and
shall also consider the need to insure the
proper and authorized use of wage record in-
formation,

SEC. 517. COLLECTiON AND USE OF SOCIAL SE-
CURiTY NUMBERS FOR USE IN
CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT.

(a) STATE LAW REQUIREMENT—Section
466(a) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)). as amended by sec-
tion 515 of this title, is amended by adding at
the end the following new paragraph:

"(13) RECORDINC OF SOCIAL SECURITY NUM-
BERS IN CERTAIN FADLY MATrERS.—Proce-
dures requiring that the social security num-
ber of—

(A) any applicant for a professional li-
cense, commercial driver's license, occupa-
tional license, or marriage license be re-
corded on the application;

(B) any individual who is subject to a di-
vorce decree, support order, or paternity de-
termination or acknowledgment be placed in
the records relating to the matter: and

(C) any individual who has died be placed
in the records relating to the death and be
recorded on the death certificate,
For purposes of subparagraph (A), if a State
allows the use of a number other than the so—
cial security number, the State shall so ad-
vise any applicants.".

(b) CONFORMINC AMENDr.n-S,—Section
205(c)(2)(C) (42 U.S.C. 405(c)(2)(C)), as amend-
ed by section 321(a)(9) of the Social Security
Independence and Program Improvements
Act of 1994. is amended—

(I) in clause (i) by striking "may require"
and inserting 'shall require":

(2) in clause (ii), by inserting after the 1st
sentence the following: 'In the admirusti-a-
tion of any law involving the issuance of a
marriage certificate or license, each State
shall require each party named in the certifi-
cate or license to furnish to the State (or po-
litical subdivision thereof), or any State
agency having administrative responsibility
for the law involved. the social security
number of the party.":

(3) in clause (ii), by inserting "or marriage
certificate" after "Such numbers shall not
be recorded on the birth certificate":

(4) in clause (vi), by striking "may" and in-
serting "shall": and

(5) by adding at the end the following new
clauses:

(x) An agency of a State (or a political
subdivision thereof) charged with the admin-
istration of any law concerning the issuance
or renewal of a license, certificate, permit,
or other authorization to engage in a profes-
sion, an occupation, or a commercial activ-
ity shall require all applicants for issuance
or renewal of the license, certificate, permit,
or other authorization to provide the appli-
cant's social security number to the agency
for the purpose of administering such laws,
and for the purpose of responding to requests
for information from an agency opei-ating
pursuant to part D of title IV.

"(Xi) All divorce decrees, support orders.
and paternity determinations issued, and all
paternity acknowledgments made, in each
State shall include the social security num-
ber of each party to the decree, order, deter-
mination, or acknowledgment in the records
relating to the matter, for the purpose of re-
sponding to requests for information from an
agency operating pursuant to part D of title
Iv,.,.
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Subtitle C—Streamlining and Uniformity of

Procedures
SEC. 521. ADOPTION OF UNIFORM STATE LAWS.

Section 466 (42 U.S.C. 666) is amended by
adding at the end the following new sub-
section:

(1) UNiFORM INTERSTATE FAMILY SUPPORT
ACT,—

(I) ENACTMENT AND USE—In order to sat-
isfy section 454(20)(A), on and after January
1, 1998. each State must have in effect the
Uniform Interstate Family Support Act, as
approved by the American Bar Association
on February 9, 1993. together with any
amendments officially adopted before Janu-
ary 1. 1998, by the National conference of
commissioners on Uniform State Laws.

"(2) EMPLOYERS 10 FOLLOW PROCEDURAL
RULES OF STATE WHERE EMPLOYEE WORKS.—
The State law enacted pursuant to para-
graph (I) shall provide that an employer that
receives an income withholding order or no-
tice pursuant to section 501 of the Uniform
Interstate Family Support Act follow the
procedural rules that apply with respect to
such order or notice under the laws of the
State in which the obligor works.
SEC. 522. IMPROVEMENTS TO FULL FAITH AND

CREDIT FOR CHILD SUPPORT OR-
DERS.

Section 1738B of title 28, United States
code, is amended—

(I) in subsection (a)(2), by striking "sub-
section (c)' and inserting subsections (e),
(f), and (i)';

(2) in subsection (b). by inserting after the
2nd undesignated paragraph the following:

"'child's home State' means the State in
which a child lived with a parent or a pet-son
acting as parent for at least 6 consecutive
months immediately preceding the time of
filing of a petition or comparable pleading
for support and, if a child is less than 6
months old, the State in which the child
lived from birth with any of them, A period
of temporary absence of any of them is
counted as part of the 6-month period.":

(3) in subsection (c), by inserting "by a
court of a State" before "is made":

(4) in subsection (c)(I), by inserting "and
subsections (e). (f), and (g)" after 'located":

(5) in subsection (d)—
(A) by inserting "individual" before 'con-

testant": and
(B) by striking 'subsection (c)' and insert-

ing "subsections (e) and (f)';
(6) in subsection (e), by striking "make a

modification of a child support order with re-
spect to a child that is made" and inserting
"modify a child support order issued":

(7) in subsection (e)(I), by inserting "pursu-
ant to subsection (i)" before the semicolon;

(8) in subsection (e) (2)—
(A) by inserting "individual' before 'con-

testant" each place such term appears: and
(B) by striking "to that court's making the

modification and assuming' and inserting
'with the State of continuing, exclusive ju-
risdiction for a court of another State to
modify the order and assume";

(9) by redesignating subsections U) and (g)
as subsections (,g) and (h), respectively:

(10) by inserting after subsection (e) the
following new subsection:

'(f) RECOCNrrION OF cHILD SUPPORT OR-
DERS—If I or more child support orders have
been issued with regard to an obligor and a
child, a court shall apply the following rules
in determining which order to recognize for
purposes of continuing, exclusive jurisdic-
tion and enforcement:

(1) If only I court has issued a child sup-
port order, the order of that court must be
recognized,

"(2) If 2 or more courts have issued child
support orders for the same obligor and
child, and only I of the courts would have
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continuing, exclusive jurisdiction under this
section, the order of that court must be rec-
ognized.

(3) If 2 or more courts have issued child
support orders for the same obligor and
child, and more than I of the courts would
have continuing, exclusive jurisdiction under
this section, an order issued by a court in the
current home State of the child must be rec-
ognized. but if an order has not been issued
in the current home State of the child, the
order most recently issued must be recog-
nized.

(4) If 2 or more courts have issued child
support orders for the same obligor and
child, and none of the courts would have con-
tinuing. exclusive jurisdiction under this
section. a court may issue a child support
order, which must be recognized.

"(5) The court that has issued an order rec-
ognized under this subsection is the court
having continuing, exclusivejurisdiction,";

(II) in subsection (g) (as so redesignated)—
(A) by striking "PRIOR" and inserting

• 'MODIFIED": and
(B) by striking "subsection (c)' and insert-

ing "subsections (e) and (f)':
(12) in subsection (h) (as so redesignated)—
(A) in paragraph (2), by inserting "includ-

ing the duration of current payments and
other obligations of support" before the
comma: and

(B) in paragraph (3). by inserting "arrears
under" after "enforce": and

(13) by adding at the end the following new
subsection:

(i) RECISTRATION FOR MODIFICA'FION._If
there is no individual contestant or child re-
siding in the issuing State, the party or sup-
port enforcement agency seeking to modify,
or to modify and enforce, a child support
order issued in another State shall register
that order in a State with jurisdiction over
the nonmovant for the purpose of modifica-
tion.
SEC. 523. ADMINISTRATIVE ENFORCEMENT IN

INTERSTATE CASES,
Section 466(a) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)), as amended

by sections 515 and 517(a) of this title, is
amended by adding at the end the following
new paragraph:

"(14) ADMINISTRATIvE ENFORCEI'JT IN
INTERSTATE CASES—Procedures under
which—

"(A)(i) the State shall respond within 5
business days to a request made by another
State to enforce a support order: and

"(ii) the term 'business day' means a day
on which State offices are open for regular
business;

"(B) the State may. by electronic or other
means, transmit to another State a request
for assistance in a case involving the en-
forcement of a support order. which re-
quest—

'(i) shall include such information as will
enable the State to which the request is
transmitted to compare the information
about the case to the information in the data
bases of the State: and

"(ii) shall constitute a certification by the
requesting State—

"(I) of the amount of support under the
order the payment of which is in arrears: and

"(II) that the requesting State has com-
plied with all procedural due process require-
ments applicable to the case;

"(C) if the State provides assistance to an-
other State pursuant to this paragraph with
respect to a case, neither State shall con-
sider the case to be transferred to the case-
load of such other State: and

"(D) the State shall maintain records of—
'(i) the number of such requests for assist-

ance received by the State;
"(ii) the number of cases for which the

State collected support in response to such a
request: and
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"(iii) the amount of such collected sup-

port.',
SEC. 524. USE OF FORMS IN INTERSTATE .

FORCEMENT,
(a) PROMULCA'flON.—Section 452(a) {42

U.S.C. 652(a)) is amended—
(I) by striking "and" at the end of para-

graph (9):
(2) by striking the period at the end of

paragraph (10) and inserting "; and" and
(3) by adding at the end the following new

paragraph:
"(II) not later than October 1, 1996, after

consulting with the State directors of pro-
grams under this part. promulgate forms to
be used by States in interstate cases for—

"(A) collection of child support through in
come withholding:

(B) imposition of liens: and
"(C) administrative subpoenas.".
(b) USE BY STATES—Section 454(9) (42

U.S,C. 654(9)) is amended—
(I) by striking "and" at the end of subpara-

graph (C):
(2) by inserting "and" at the end of sub-

paragraph (D); and
(3) by adding at the end the following new

subparagraph:
"(E) not later than March 1, 1997, in using

the forms promulgated pursuant to section
452(a)(II) for income withholding. imposition
of liens, and issuance of administrative sub-
poenas in interstate child support cases;".
SEC. 525. STATE LAWS PROVIDINC EXPEDITED

PROCEDURES.
(a) STATE LAW REQUIREMEJ'flS —Section 466

(42 U.S.C. 666). as amended by section 514 of
this title, is amended—

(I) in subsection (a)(2), by striking the first
sentence and inserting the following: "Expe-
dited administrative and judicial procedures
(including the procedures specifled in sub-
section (c)) for establishing paternity and for
establishing, modifying, and enforcing suD-
port obligations,": and

(2) by inserting after subsection (b) the fol-
lowing new subsection:

'(c) EXPEDITED PROCEDURES..—The proce-
dures specified in this subsection are the fol-
lowing;

"(I) ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION BY STATE
ACENCy,—Procedures which give the State
agency the authority to take the following
actions relating to establishment of pater-
nity or to establishment, modification, or
enforcement of support orders, without the
necessity of obtaining an order from any
other judicial or administrative tribunai.
and to recognize and enforce the authority of
State agencies of other States) to take the
following actions:

"(A) GENETIC TESTINC,—To order genedc
'testing for the purpose of paternity estao'-
lishment as provided in section 466(a) (5).

"(B) FINANCIAL OR OTHER INFORMATION—To
subpoena any financial or other information
needed to establish. modif'. or enforce a sup-
port order. and to impose penalties for fail-
ure to respond to such a subpoena.

"(C) RESPOPSE 10 STATE ACENCY REQUEST.—
To require all entities in the State (includ-
ing for-profit, nonprofit. and governmental
employers) to provide promptly. in response
to a request by the State agency of that or
any other State administering a program
under this part, information on the employ-
ment. compensation. and benefits of any in-
dividual employed by such entity as an em-
ployee or contractor. and to sanction failure
to respond to any such request,

"(D) ACCESS 10 CERTAiN RECORDS—To ob-
tain access. subject to safeguards on privacy
and information security, to the following
records (including automated access, in the
case of records maintained in automated
data bases):

'(i) Records of other State and local gov-
ernment agencies. including—
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(I) vital statistics (including records of

marriage, birth, and divorce):
(II) State and local tax and revenue

records (including information on residence
address, employer, income and assets):

(III) records concerning real and titled
personal property:

(IV) records of occupational and profes.
sona1 licenses, and records concerning the
ownership and control of corporations, part-
nerships, and other business entities;

CV) employment security records:
(VI) records of agencies administering

public assistance programs:
(VII) records of the motor vehicle depart-

ment: and
CVIII) corrections records.
(ii) Certain records held by private enti-

ties with respect to individuals who owe or
are owed support (Or against or with respect
to whom a support obligation is sought),
consisting of—

(1) the names and addresses of such indi-
viduals and the names and addresses of the
employers of such individuals, as appearing
in customer records of public utilities and
cable television companies: and

(II) information (including information
on assets and liabilities) on such individuals
held by financial institutions,
subject to the nonliability of such entities
arising from affording such access under this
subparagraph.

(E) CI-LNGE IN pAYEE.—In cases in which
support is subject to an assignment in order
to comply with a requirement imposed pur-
suant to part A or section 1912. or to a re-
quirement to pay through the State dis-
bursement unit established pursuant to sec-
tion 454B. upon providing notice to obligor
and obligee, to direct the obligor or other
payor to change the payee to the appropriate
government entity.

(F) INCO WIT{OLDING.—To order in-
come withholding in accordance with sub-
sections (a) (1) and (b) of section 466.

(G) SECURING ASSETS,—In cases in which
there is a support arrearage. to secure assets
to satisfy the arrearage by—

(i) intercepting or seizing periodic or
lump-sum payments from—

(I) a State or local agency, including un-
employment compensation, workers' com-
pensation, and other benefits: and

(II) judgments, settlements, and lotteries;
(ii) attaching and seizing assets of the ob-

ligor held in financial institutions:
(iii) attaching public and private retire-

ment funds: and
(iv) imposing liens in accordance with

subsection (a)(4) and. in appropriate cases, to
force sale of property and distribution of pro-
ceeds.

(1-1) INCREASE MONTHLY PAYMENT$.—For
the purpose of securing overdue support. to
increase the amount of monthly support pay-
ments to include amounts for arrearages.
subject to such conditions or limitations as
the State may provide.
Such procedures shall be subject to due proc.
ess safeguards, including (as appropriate) re-
quirements for notice, opportunity to con-
test the action, and opportunity for an ap-
pea] on the record to an independent admin-
istrative orjudicial tribunal.

(2) SUBs'mr.n-rvE AND PROCEDURAL
RLJLES.—The expedited procedures required
under subsection (a)(2) shah include the fol-
lowing rules and authority, applicable with
respect to all proceedings to establish pater-
nity or to establish, modify, or enforce sup-
port orders:

(A) LOCATOR INFORMJrnON PRESUMPTIONS
CONCN1NG NOTICE—Procedures under
which—

(i) each party to any paternity or child
support proceeding is required (subject to
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privacy safeguards) to file with the tribunal
and the State case registry upon entry of an
order, and to update as appropriate, informa-
tion on location and identity of the party.
including social security number, residential
and mailing addresses, telephone number.
driver's license number. and name, address.
and telephone number of employer: and

'(ii) in any subsequent child support en-
forcement action between the parties. upon
sufficient showing that diligent effort has
been made to ascertain the location of such
a party, the tribunal may deem State due
process requirements for notice and service
of process to be met with respect to the
party. upon delivery of written notice to the
most recent residential or employer address
filed with the tribunal pursuant to clause (i).

(B) STATEWIDE JURISDICTION—Procedures
under which—

(i) the State agency and any admirüstra-
tive or judicial tribunal with authority to
hear child support and paternity cases exerts
statewidejurisdiction over the parties: and

'(ii) in a State in which orders are issued
by courts or administrative tribunals. a case
may be transferred between local jurisdic-
tions in the State without need for any addi-
tional filing by the petitioner. or service of
process upon the respondent. to retain juris-
diction over the parties.

(3) COORDINATION WITH ERI5A.—Notwjth-
standing subsection (d) of section 514 of the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 (relating to effect on other laws),
nothing in this subsection shall be construed
to alter. amend. modify. invalidate. impair,
or supersede subsections (a). (b), and (c) of
such section 514 as it applies with respect to
any procedure referred to in paragraph (1)
and any expedited procedure referred to in
paragraph (2). except to the extent that such
procedure would be consistent with the re-
quirements of section 206(d)(3) of such Act
(relating to qualified domestic relations or-
ders) or the requirements of section 609(a) of
such Act (relating to qualified medical child
support orders) if the reference in such sec-
tion 206(d)(3) to a domestic relations order
and the reference in such section 609(a) to a
medical child support order were a reference
to a support order referred to in paragraphs
(1) and (2) relating to the same matters, re-
spectively.".

(b) ALTrOMATION OF STATE AGENCY FuNC-
TIONS—Section 454A. as added by section
544(a) (2) and as amended by sections 511 and
512(c) of this title, is amended by adding at
the end the fol]owing new subsection:

(h) EXPEDITED ADilN1SATIVE PROCE-
DURES.—The automated system required by
this section shall be used. to the maximum
extent feasible, to implement the expedited
administrative procedures required by sec-
tion 466(c).'.

Subtitle D—Paternity Establishment
SEC. 531. STATE LAWS CONCERNING PATERNITY

ESTABLISHMENT.
(a) STATE LAWS REQI.fllEE).—Section

466(a)(5) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)(5)) is amended to
read as follows:

(5) PROCEDURES CONCERNING PATERNITY ES-
TABLISI-IMENT.—

(A) ESTABLISHMENT PROCESS AVAILABLE
1ROM BIRTH UNTIL AGE 18.—

(i) Procedures which permit the establish-
ment of the paternity of a child at any time
before the child attains 18 years of age.

'(ii) As of August 16. 1984. clause (i) shah
also apply to a child for whom paternity has
not been established or for whom a paternity
action was brought but dismissed because a
statute of limitations of less than 18 years
was then in effect in the State.

(B) PROCEDURES CONCNING GENETIC
TESTING.—

(i) CENETIC TESTING REQUIRED IN CERTAIN
CONTESTED CASE&—Procedures under which
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the State is required. in a contested pater-
nity case (unless otherwise barred by &ate
law) to require the child and all other parties
(other than individuals found under section
454(29) to have good cause and other excep-
tions for refusing to cooperate) to submit to
genetic tests upon the request of any such
party. if the request is supported by a sworn
statement by the party—

(I) alleging paternity. and setting forth
facts establishing a reasonable possibility of
the requisite sexual contact between the par-
ties: or

(II) denying paternity. and setting forth
facts establishing a reasonable possibility of
the nonexistence of sexual contact between
the parties.

'(ii) Om REQUIREMNIS.—Procedures
which require the State agency. in any case
in which the agency orders genetic testing—

(I) to pay costs of such tests, subject to
recoupment (if the State so elects) from the
alleged father if paternity is established: and

(II) to obtain additional testing in any
case if an original test result is contested.
upon request and advance payment by the
contestant.

(C) VOLuwrY PATERNTrY ACKNOWLEDC-
MEWT,-

"(i) SILE CIVIL PRQCESS.—Procedures for
a simple civil process for voluntarily ac-
knowledging paternity under which the
State must provide that, before a mother
and a putative father can sign an acknowl-
edgment of paternity, the mother and the
putative father must be given notice. orally
and in writing, of the alternatives to, the
legal consequences of. and the rights (includ-
ing, if 1 parent is a minor. any rights af-
forded due to minority status) and respon-
sibilities that arise from. signing the ac-
knowledgment.

(ii) HOSPITAL-BASED PROCRAM.—Such pro-
cedures must include a hospital-based pro-
gram for the voluntary acknowledgment of
paternity focusing on the period imme-
diately before or after the birth of a child,
unless good cause and other exceptions exist
which—

(I) shall be defined. taking into account
the best interests of the child, and

(II) shall be applied in each case,
by. at the option of the State, the Stare
agency administering the State program
under part A, this part. or title XIX.

'(iii) PATERNITY ESTABLISHMENT SRV-

CI) STATE-OPPER SERVICES—Such proce-
dures must require the State agency respon-
sible for maintaining birth records to offer
voluntary paternity establishment services.

(II) REGULATIONS.—
(aa) SERVICES OFFERED BY HOSPITALS Ar'.'D

BIRTH RECORD AGENCIES.—The Secretary shall
prescribe regulations governing voluntary
paternity establishment services offered by
hospitals and birth record agencies.

(bb) SERVICES OFFERED BY OTHER TT-
TIES.—The Secretary shall prescribe regula-
tions specifying the types of other entities
that may offer voluntary paternity estab-
lishment services. and governing the provi-
sion of such services. which shall include a
requirement that such an entity must use
the same notice provisions used by. use the
same materials used by. provide the person-
nel providing such services with the same
training provided by. and evaluate the provi-
sion of such services in the same mariner as
the provision of such services is evaluated
by. voluntary paternity establishment pro-
grams of hospitals and birth record agencies.

(iv) USE OF PATNrr'' ACKNOWLEDCNT
AFFIDAVIT.—SuCh procedures must require
the State to develop and use an affidavit for
the voluntary acknowledgment of paternity
which includes the minimum requirements
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of the affidavit specified by the Secretary
under Section 452(a)(7) for the voluntary ac-
knowledgment of paternity, and to give full
faith and credit to SUCh an affidavit signed in
any other State according to its procedures.

(D) STATUS OF SICNED PATERNTTY AC-
KNOEDCMENT.—

•

(i) INCLUSION IN BIRTH RECORDS—Proce-
dures under which the name of the father
shall be included on the record of birth of the
child of unmarried parents only if—

(I) the father and mother have signed a
voluntary acknowledgment of paternity: or

• '(II) a court or an administrative agency
of competentjurisdiction has issued an adju-
dication of paternity.
Nothing in this clause shall preclude a State
agency from obtaining an admission of pa-
ternity from the father for submission in a
judicial or administrative proceeding, or pro-
hibit the issuance of an order in a judicial or
administrative proceeding which bases a
legal finding of paternity on an admission of
paternity by the father and any other addi-
tional showing required by State law.

(ii) LECAL. FININC OF PATERNITY.—Proce-
dures under which a signed voluntary ac-
knowledgment of paternity is considered a
legal finding of paternity. subject to the
right of any signatory to rescind the ac-
knowledgment within the earlier of—

(I) 60 days: or
(II) the date of an administrative orjudi-

cial proceeding relating to the child (includ-
ing a proceeding to establish a support order)
in which the signatory is a parry.

(iii) CONTEST—Procedures under which,
after the 60-day period referred to in clause
(ii), a signed voluntary acknowledgment of
paternity may be challenged in court only on
the basis of fraud, duress, or material mis-
take of fact, with the burden of proof upon
the challenger, and under which the legal re-
sponsibilities (including child support obli-
gations) of any signatory arising from the
acknowledgment may not be suspended dur-
ing the challenge, except for good cause
shown.

(E) BAR ON ACKNOWLEDCMT RATIFICA-
TION PROCEEDINCS.—Proced-es under which
judicial or administrative proceedings are
not required or permitted to ratify an un-
challenged acknowledgment of paternity.

(F) ADnSSXBILrrY OF CENETIC TESTINC RE-
SIJLTS.—Procedures—

(i) requiring the admission into evidence,
for purposes of establishing paternity, of the
results of any genetic test that is—

(I) of a type generally acknowledged as
reliable by accreditation bodies designated
by the Secretary; and

(II) performed by a laboratory approved
by such an accreditation body:

(ii) requiring an objection to genetic test-
ing results to be made in writing not later
than a specified number of days before any
hearing at which the results may be intro-
duced into evidence (or, at State option, not
later than a specified number of days after
receipt of the results); and

'(iii) making the test results admissible as
evidence of paternity without the need for
foundation testimony or other proof of au-
thenticity or accuracy, unless objection is
made.

'(G) PRESUMPTION OF PATERNITY IN CERTAIN
CASES—Procedures which create a rebutta-
ble or, at the option of the State. conclusive
presumption of paternity upon genetic test-
ing results indicating a threshold probability
that the alleged father is the father of the
child.

(H) DEFAULT ORDERS—Procedures requir-
ing a default order to be entered in a pater-
nity case upon a showing of service of proc-
ess on the defendant and any additional
showing required by State law.
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(I) NO RICHT TO JURY TRiAL—Procedures

providing that the parties to an action to es-
tablish paternity are not entitled to a trial
by jury.

(J) TEMPORARY SUPPORT ORDER BASED ON
PROBABLE PATERNTIY IN CONTESTED CASES.—
Procedures which require that a temporary
order be issued, upon motion by a party. re-
quiring the provision of child support pend-
ing an administrative orjudicial determina-
tion of parentage, if there is clear and con-
vincing evidence of paternity (on the basis of
genetic tests or other evidence).

(K) PROOF OF CERTAIN SUPPORT AND PA-
TERNITY ESTABLISHMENT COSTS—Procedures
under which bills for pregnancy, childbirth.
and genetic testing are admissibie as evi-
dence without requiring third-party founda-
tion testimony, and shall constitute prima
facie evidence of amounts incurred for such
services or for testing on behalf of the child.

(L) STANDINC OF P!JTATIVE FATHERS—Pro-
cedures ensuring that the putative father
has a reasonable opportunity to initiate a
paternity action.

(M) FILINC OF ACKNOWLEDCMENTS AND AD-
Jt.JDICATIONS IN STATE RECISTRY OF BIRTH
RECORDS.—Procedures under which voluntary
acknowledgments and adjudications of pa-
ternity by judicial or administrative proc-
esses are filed with the State registry of
birth records for comparison with informa-
tion in the State case registry.'.

(b) NATIONAL PATERNrn' ACKNOWLEDCM
AFFIDAVIT—Section 452(a) (7) (42 U.S.C.
652(a)(7)) is amended by inserting . and
specify the minimum requirements of an af-
fidavit to be used for the voluntary acknowl-
edgment of paternity which shall include the
social security number of each parent and.
after consultation with the States, other
common elements as determined by such
designee" before the semicolon.

(c) CONPORMINC AMENDMENT—Section 468
(42 U.S.C. 668) is amended by striking a sim-
ple civil process for voluntarily acknowledg-
ing paternity and".
SEC. 532. OUTREACH FOR VOLUNTARY PATER.

rry ESTABLISHMENT.
Section 454(23) (42 U.S.C. 654(23)) is amend-

ed by inserting "and will publicize the avail-
ability and encourage the use of procedures
for voluntary establishment of paternity and
child support by means the State deems ap-
propriate' before the semicolon.
SEC. 533, COOPERATION BY APPLICANTS FOR

AND RECIPIENTS OF PART A ASSIST-
ANCE.

Section 454 (42 U.S.C. 654). as amended by
sections 501(b). 503(a). 512(a), and 513(a) of
this title, is amended—

(1) by striking "and' at the end of para-
graph (27);

(2) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (28) and inserting '; and' and

(3) by inserting after paragraph (28) the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

(29) provide that the State agency respon-
sible for administering the State plan—

(A) shall make the determination (and re-
determination at appropriate intervals) as to
whether an individual who has applied for or
is receiving assistance under the State pro-
gram funded under part A or the State pro-
gram under title XIX is cooperating in good
faith with the State in establishing the pa-
ternity of, or in establishing, modifying. or
enforcing a support order for, any child of
the individual by providing the State agency
with the name of. and such other inforrna-
tion as the State agency may require with
respect to, the noncustodial parent of the
child, subject to good cause and other excep-
tions which—

"(i) shall be defined, taking into account
the best interests of the child, and

(ii) shall be applied in each case,
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by, at the option of the State. the State
agency administering the State program
under part A, this part, or title XIX:

(B) shall require the individual to supply
additional necessary information and appear
at interviews, hearings, and legal proceed-
ings:

(C) shall require the individual and the
child to submit to genetic tests pursuant to
judicial or administrative order;

(D) may request that the individual sign
a voluntary acknowledgment of paternity,
after notice of the rights and consequences
of such an acknowledgment, but may not re-
quire the individual to sign an acknowledg-
ment or otherwise relinquish the right to ge-
netic tests as a condition of cooperation and
eligibility for assistance under the State pro-
gram funded under part A or the State pro-
gram under title XIX: and

(E) shall promptly notify the individual
and the State agency administering the
State program funded under part A and the
State agency administering the State pro-
gram under title XIX of each such deter-
mination, and if noncooperation is deter-
mined, the basis therefore.".

Subtitle E—Program Administration and
— Funding

SEC. 541. PERFORMANCE-BASED INCENTIVES
AND PENALTIES.

(a) DEVELOPMEr OF NEw SYS1D.—The
Secretary of Health and Human Services, in
consultation with State directors of pro-
grams under part D of title IV of the Social
Security Act, shall develop a new incentive
system to replace, in a revenue neutral man-
ner. the system under section 458 of such
Act. The new system shall provide additional
payments to any State based on such State's
performance under such a program. Not later
than November 1, 1996. the Secretary shall
report on the new system to the Committee
on Ways and Means of the House of Rep-
resentatives and the Committee on Finance
of the Senate.

(b) CONFORMINC AJ€NDMENTS TO PRESENT
SYSTEM.—Sectjon 458 (42 U.S.C. 658) is
amended—

(1) in subsection (a), by striking "aid to
families with dependent children under a
State plan approved under part A of this
title" and inserting "assistance under a pro-
gram funded under part A";

(2) in subsection (b)(1)(A), by striking 'sec-
tion 402(a) (26)" and inserting "section
408(a) (4)":

(3) in subsections (b) and (c)—
(A) by striking "AFDC collections" each

place it appears and inserting 'title IV-A
collections", and

(B) by striking 'non-AFDC collections'
each place it appears and inserting 'non-
title IV-A collections": and

(4) in subsection (c), by striking 'combined
AFDC/non-AFDC administrative costs' both
places it appears and inserting . 'combined
title IV—Alnon-tjtle IV—A administrative
costs".

(c) CALCULATION OF PATERI'4jTy ESTABLISH-
MENT PERCENTACE.—

(1) Section 452(g) (1) (A) (42 U.S.C.
652(g) (1) (A)) is amended by striking "75" and
inserting "90".

(2) Section 452(g)(l) (42 U.S.C. 652(g)(l)) is
amended—

(A) by redesignating subparagraphs (B)
through (E) as subparagraphs (C) through
(F), respectively and by inserting after sub-
paragraph (A) the following new subpara-
graph:

(B) for a State with a paternity establish-
ment percentage of not less than 75 percent
but less than 90 percent for such fiscal year.
the paternity establishment percentage of
the State for the immediately preceding fis-
cal year plus 2 percentage points:"; and
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(B) by adding at the end the following new

flush sentence:
"In determining compliance under this sec-
tion. a State may use as its paternity estab-
lishment percentage either the States IV—D
paternity establishment percentage (as de-
fined in paragraph (2)(A)) or the States
statewide paternity establishment percent-
age (as defined in paragraph (2)(B)).".

(3) Section 452(g)(2) (42 U.S.C. 652(g)(2)) is
amended—

(A) in subparagraph (A)—
(1) in the matter preceding clause (i)—
(I) by striking paternity establishment

percentage" and inserting IV-D paternity
establishment percentag&'; and

(I!) by striking "(or all States, as the case
may be)":

(ii) by striking "and" at the end thereof:
(B) by redesignating subparagraph (B) as

subparagraph (C) and by inserting after sub-
paragraph (A) the following new subpara-
graph:

(B) the term statewide paternity estab-
lishment percentage means, with respect to
a State for a fiscal year. the ratio (expressed
as a percentage) that the total number of
minor children—

• (i) who have been born Out of wedlock.
and

•(ii) the paternity of whom has been estab-
lished or acknowledged during the fiscal
year.
bears to the total number of children born
Out of wedlock during the preceding fiscal
year: and": and

(iii) in the matter following subparagraph
(C) (as so redesignated), by striking "to have
good cause for refusing to cooperate" and in-
serting "to qualify for a good cause or other
exception to cooperation.

(4) Section 452(,g)(3) (42 U.S.C. 652(,g)(3)) is
amended—

(A) by striking subparagraph (A) and redes-
ignating subparagraphs (B) and (C) as sub-
paragraphs (A) and (B). respectively; and

(B) in subparagraph (A) (as so redesig-
nated), by striking 'the percentage of chil-
dren born out-of-wedlock in a State" and in-
serti.ng the percentage of children in a
State who are born Out of wedlock or for
whom support has not been established",

(d) EEcrxvE DATES.—
(I) INCET'.-I-IVE ADJUSTMErITS.—
(A) IN CENERAL.—The system developed

under subsection (a) and the amendments
made by subsection (b) shall become effec-
tive on October 1. 1997. except to the extent
provided in subparagraph (B).

(B) APPLiCATION OF SECTION 458.—Section
458 of the Social Security Act, as in effect on
the day before the date of the enactment of
this section, shall be effective for purposes of
inceitive payments to States for fiscal years
before fiscal year 1999.

(2) P1Aj'iy REDUCTIONS.—The amend-
ments made by subsection (c) shall become
effective with respect to calendar quarters
beginning on or after the date of the enact-
ment of this title.
SEC. 542. FEDERAL AND STATE REVIEWS AND AU.

DITS.
(a) STATE AGENCY ACTIVITIE$.—Sectjon 454

(42 U.S.C. 654) is amended—
(1) in paragraph (14). by stnlun (14)" and

inserting "(14)(A)":
(2) by redesignating paragraph (15) as sub-

paragraph (B) of paragraph (14); and
(3) by inser-tng after paragraph (14) the fol-

Lowing new paragraph:
"(15) provide for—

(A) a process for annual reviews of and re-
ports to the Secretary on the State program
operated under the State plan approved
under this part, including such information
as may be necessary to measure State com.
pliance with Federal requirements for expe-
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dited procedures, using such standards and
procedures as are required by the Secretary.
under which the State agency will determine
the extent to which the program is operated
in compliance with this part: and

(B) a process of extracting from the auto-
mated data processing system required by
paragraph (16) and transmitting to the Sec-
retary data and calculations concerning the
levels of accomplishment (and rates of im-
provement) with respect to applicable per.
formance indicators (including paternity es-
tablishrnent percentages) to the extent nec-
essary for purposes of sections 452(g) and
458.",

(b) FEDERAL ACTIVITIES—Section 452(a) (4)
(42 U5.C. 652(a) (4)) is amended to read as fol-
lows:

(4)(A) review data and calculations trans-
mitted by State agencies pursuant to section
454(15)(B) on State program accomplish.
ments with respect to performance indica-
tors for purposes of subsection (g) of this sec-
tion and section 458:

"(B) review annual reports submitted pur-
suant to section 454(15)(A) and, as appro-
priate. provide to the State comments, rec-
ommendations for additional or alternative
corrective actions, and technical assistance:
and

(C) conduct audits, in accordance with
the Government auditing standards of the
Comptroller General of the United States—

'(i) at least once every 3 years (or more
frequently, in the case of a State which fails
to meet the requirements of this part con-
cerning performance standards and reliabil-
ity of program data) to assess the complete-
ness. reliability, and security of the data and
the accuracy of the reporting systems used
in calculating performance indicators under
subsection (g) of this section and section 458:

'(ii) of the adequacy of financial manage.
ment of the State program operated under
the State plan approved under this part. in-
cluding assessments of—

(I) whether Federal and other funds made
available to carry Out the State program are
being appropriately expended, and are prop-
erly and fully accounted for; and

'-(II) whether collections and disburse-
ments of support payments are carried out
correctly and are fully accounted for: and

"(iii) for such other purposes as the Sec-
retary may find necessary:".

(c) EEcTIvE DATE—The amendments
made by this section shal] be effective with
respect to calendar quarters beginning 12
months or more after the date of the enact-
ment of this title.
SEC. 543 REQUIRED REPORTING PROCEDURES.

(a) ESTABLISHN'T.—Section 452(a)(5) (42
U.S.C 652(a)(5)) is amended by inserting
and establish procedures to be followed by
States for collecting and reporting infox-ma-
tion required to be provided under this part.
and establish uniform definitions (including
those necessary to enable the measurement
of State compliance with the requirements
of this part relating to expedited processes)
to be applied in following such procedures"
before the semico]on,

(b) STATE PL REQU1RE?NT.—Section 454
(42 U.S.C. 654), as amended by sections 501(b).
503(a). 512(a), 513(a). and 533 of this title, is
amended—

(I) by striking 'and" at the end of para-
graph (28):

(2) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (29) and inserting ': and": and

(3) by adding after paragraph (29) the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

'(30) provide that the State shall use the
definitions established under section 452(a)(5)
in coilecting and reporting information as
required under this part.".
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SEC. 544. AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING RE-

QUIREMENTS.
(a) REVISED REQUIRE? '75.—
(1) IN GENERAL—Section 454(16) (42 U.S.C.

654(16)) is amended—
(A) by striking . at the option of the

State.":
(B) by inserting "and operation by the

State agency" after "for the establishment":
(C) by inserting "meeting the requirements

of section 454A" after "information retrieval
system":

(D) by striking "in the State and localities
thereof, so as (A)" and inserting "so as":

(E) by striking '(1)": and
(F) by striking "(including' and all that

follows and inserting a semicolon.
(2) AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING.—Pa D

of title IV (42 U.S.C. 651-669) is amended by
inserting after section 454 the following new
section:
"SEC. 454A. AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING.

(a) IN GENERAL—In order for a State to
meet the requirements of this section. the
State agency administering the State pro-
gram under this part shall have in operation
a single statewide automated data process-
ing and information retrieval system which
has the capability to perform the tasks spec-
ified in this section with the frequency and
in the manner required by or under this part.

-. (b) PROCR MANAGEMENT.—The auto-
mated system required by this section shall
perform such functions as the Secretary may
specify relating to management of the State
program under this part, including—

"(1) controlling and accounting for use of
Federal. State. and local funds in carrying
out the program; and

"(2) maintaining the data necessary' to
meet Federal reporting requirements mder
this part on a timely basis.

'(c) CALCULATION OF PERFORMANCE 1s-rnc-
TORS.—In order to enable the Secretary to
determine the incentive payments and pen-
alty adjustments required by sections 452(g)
and 458, the State agency shal]—

"(1) use the automated system—
"(A) to maintain the requisite data on

State performance with respect to paternity
establishment and child support enforcement
in the State: and

"(B) to calculate the paternity establish-
ment percentage for the State for each fiscal
year: and

"(2) have in place systems controls to en-
sure the completeness and reliability oL and
ready access to. the data described in para-
graph (1)(A). and the accuracy of the caicula-
tions described in paragraph (1)(B).

(d) IONnON lNrEGRrrv AJJD SEcu-
RITY.—The State agency shall have in effect
safeguards on the integrity, accuracy, and
completeness of. access to. and use of data in
the automated system required by this sec-
tion. which shaH include the following (in
addition to such other safeguards as the Sec-
retary may specify in regulations):

"(1) POUCIES RESTRICTING ACCE$S.—Wrjrten
policies concerning access to data by Szate
agency personnel, and sharing of data with
other persons, which—

"(A) permit access to and use of data only
to the extent necessary to carry out the
State program under this part: and

"(B) specify the data which may be used
for particular program purposes. and the per-
sonnel permitted access to such data.

"(2) SYSTEMS CONTROLS—Systems controls
(such as passwords or blocking of fields) to
ensure strict adherence to the policies de-
scribed in paragraph (1).

(3) MONITORXNG OF ACCESS—Routine mon-
itoring of access to and use of the automated
system, through methods such as audit trails
and feedback mechanisms, to guard against
and promptly identify unauthorized accs
or use.
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(4) TRAiNING AI\'D INFORMA11ON._PrOCe
dures to ensure that all personnel (including
State and local agency staff and contractors)
who may have access to or be required to use
confidential program data are informed of
applicable requirements and penalties (in-
cluding those in section 6103 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986). and are adequately
trained in security procedures.

"(5) PENALTIES—Administrative penalties
(up to and including dismissal from employ-
ment) for unauthorized access to, or disclo-
sure or use of. confidential data.".

(3) REGULATIONS—The Secretary of Health
and Human Services shall prescribe final
regulations for implementation of section
454A of the Social Security Act not later
than 2 years after the date of the enactment
of this title,

(4) llLEMENTATION TITABLE.—Section
454(24) (42 U.S.C. 654(24)). as amended by sec-
tion 503(a) (1) of this title, is amended to read
as follows:

"(24) provide that the State will have in ef-
fect an automated data processing and infor-
mation retrieval system—

iA) by October 1, 1997. which meets all re-
quirements of this part which were enacted
on or before the date of enactment of the
Family Support Act of 198S. and

"(B) by October 1. 1999. which meets all re-
quirements of this part enacted on or before
the date of the enactment of the Child Sup-
port Improvement Act of 1996. except that
such deadline shall be extended by I day for
each day (if any) by which the Secretary
fails to meet the deadline imposed by section
544(a)(3) of the Child Support Improvement
Act of 1996:.

(b) SPECIAL FEDERAL. MATCHING RATE FORDopri- COSTS OF AW'OMATED Sys-
TENtS-

(1) IN GENER,A.j..—Secton 455(a) (42 U.S.C.
655(a)) is amended—

(A) in paragraph (l)(B)—
(i) by striking "90 percent' and inserting

the percent specified in paragraph (3)":
(ii) by striking "so much or; and
(iii) by striking which the Secretary' and

all that follows and inserting ". and"; and
(B) by adding at the end the following new

paraoraph:
(3(A) The Secretary shall pay to each

State, for each quarter in fiscal years 1996
and 1997. 90 percent of so much of the State
expenditures described in paragraph (1)(B) as
the Secretary finds are for a system meeting
the requirements specified in section 454(16)
(as in effect on September 30. 1995) but lim-
ited to the amount approved for States in
the advance planning documents of such
States submitted on or before September 30.
1995.

"(B) (i) The Secretary shall pay to each
State, for each quarter in fiscal years 1996
through 2001, the percentage specified in
clause (ii) of so much of the State expendi-
tures described in paragraph (1)(B) as the
Secretary finds are for a system meeting the
requirements of sections 454(16) and 454A.

'(ii) The percentage specified in this
clause is 80 percent.".

(2) L.IMITATION ON PAYKNTS
UNDER SPECIAL FEDERAL MATCHiNG RATE—

(A) IN GENERAL—The Secretary of Health
and Human Services may not pay more than
$400,000,000 in the aggregate under section
455(a)(3)(B) of the Social Security Act for fis-
cal years 1996 through 2001.

(B) AuocTION OF LIMITATION AMONG
STATES—The total amount payable to a
State under section 455(a) (3) (B) of such Act
for fiscal years 1996 through 2001 shall not ex-
ceed the limitation determined for the State
by the Secretary of Health and Human Serv-
ices in regulations.

(C) ALLOCATION FORMULA.—The regulations
referi-ed to in subparagraph (B) shall pre-

scribe a formula for allocating the amount
specified in subparagraph (A) among States
with plans approved under part D of title IV
of the Social Security Act, which shall take
into account—

(i) the relative size of State caseloads
under such part; and

(ii) the level of automation needed to meet
the automated data processing requirements
of such part.

(c) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Section
123(c) of the Family Support Act of 1988 (102
Stat. 2352; Public Law 100-485) is repealed.
SEC. 545. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.

(a) FOR TRAINING OF FEDEJ.j.. A.Nt) STATE
Smi. RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATION PRO-
GRAMs. AND SPECIAL PROJECTS OF REGIONAL
OR NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE.—Secuon 452 (42
U.S.C. 652) is amended by adding at the end
the following new subsection:

"(j) Out of any money in the Treasury of
the United States not otherwise appro-
priated. there is hereby appropriated to the
Secretary for each fiscal year an amount
equal to 1 percent of the total amount paid
to the Federal Government pursuant to sec-
tion 457(a) during the immediately preceding
fiscal year (as determined on the basis of the
most recent reliable data available to the
Secretary as of the end of the 3rd calendar
quarter following the end of such preceding
fiscal yeax-). to cover costs incurred by the
Secretary for—

(1) information dissemination and tech-
nical assistance to States, training of State
and Federal staff, staffing studies, and relat-
ed activities needed to improve programs
under this part (including technical assist-
ance concerning State automated systems
required by this part): and

(2) research. demonstrauon, and special
projects of regional or national significance
relating to the operation of State programs
under this part.
The amount appropriated under this sub-
section shall remain available until ex-
pended.".

(b) OPERATION OF FEDERAS.. PARENT LOCA-
TOR SERVICE.—Section 453 (42 U.S.C. 653). as
amended by section 516 of this title, is
amended by adding at the end the following
new subsection:

"(o) RECOVERY OF COSTS.—Out of any
money in the Treasury of the United States
not otherwise appropriated, there is hereby
appropriated to the Secretary for each fiscal
year an amount equal to 2 percent of the
total amount paid to the Federal Govern-
ment pursuant to section 457(a) during the
immediately preceding fiscal year (as deter-
mined on the basis of the most recent reli-
able data available to the Secretary as of the
end of the 3rd calendar quarter following the
end of such preceding fiscal year). to cover
costs incurred by the Secretary for operation
of the Federal Parent Locator Service under
this section. to the extent such costs are not
recovered through user fees.".
SEC. 546. REPORTS AND DATA COLLECTION BY

THE SECRETARY.
(a) ANNUAL RoRr 'To CONGRESS.—
(I) Section 452(a)(10)(A) (42 U.S.C.

652(a)(10)(A)) is amended—
(A) by striking "this part:" and inserting

"this part, including—": and
(B) by addmg at the end the following new

clauses:
"(i) the total amount of child support pay-

ments collected as a result of services fur-
nished during the fiscal year to individuals
receiving services under this part;

"(ii) the cost to the States and to the Fed-
eral Government of so furnishing the serv-
ices; and

"(iii) the number of cases involving fami-
lies—

"(I) who became ineligible for assistance
under State programs funded under part A
during a month in the fiscal year: and
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(II) with respect to whom a child support

payment was received in the month;".
(2) Section 452(a) (10) (C) (42 U.S.C.

652(a)(I0)(C)) is amended—
(A) in the matter preceding clause (i)—
(i) by striking "with the data required

under each clause being separately stated for
cases" and inserting 'separately stated for
(I) cases':

(ii) by striking "cases where the child was
formerly receiving" and inserting 'or for-
merly received":

(iii) by inserting 'or 1912" after
'471 (a) (17) ": and
(iv) by inserting "(2)" before "all other":
(B) in each of clauses (i) and (ii), by strik-

ing ', and the total amount of such obliga-
tions";

(C) in clause (iii). by striking "described
in" and all that follows and inserting "in
which support was collected during the fiscal
year:';

(D) by striking clause (iv): and
(E) by redesignating clause (v) as clause

(vii). and inserting after clause (iii) the fol-
lowing new clauses:

"(iv) the total amount of support collected
during such fiscal year and distributed as
current support;

'(v) the total amount of support collected
during such fiscal year and distributed as ar-
rearages;

"(vi) the total amount of support due and
unpaid for all fiscal years; and'.

(3) Section 452(a)(10)(G) (42 U.S.C.
652(a)(10)(G)) is amended by striking "on the
use of Federal courts and".

(4) Section 452(a)(10) (42 U.S.C. 652(a)(10)) is
amended—

(A) in subparagraph (H). by striking "and":
(B) in subparagraph (I), by striking the pe-

riod and inserting ": and": and
(C) by inserting after subparagraph (I) the

following new subparagraph:
"(J) compliance, by State. with the stand-

ards established pursuant to subsections (h)
and (i).'.

(5) Section 452(a) (10) (42 U.S.C. 652(a)(l0)) is
amended by striking all that follows sub-
paragraph (J), as added by paragraph (4).

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendments
made by subsection (a) shall be effective
with respect to fiscal year 1997 and succeed-
ing fiscal years.

Subtitle F—Establishment and Modification
of Support Orders

SEC. 551. SIMPLIFIED PROCESS FOR REVIEW
AND ADJUSTMENT OF CHILD SUP-
PORT ORDERS,

Section 466(a)(10) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)(10)) is

amended to read as follows:
(10) REvIEw AND DJUSTh1ENT OF SUPPORT

ORDERS UPON REQIJEST.—Procedures under
which the State may review and adjust each
support order being enforced under this part
if there is an assignment under part A. or
shall review and adjust each support order
being enforced under this part upon the re-
quest of either parent. Such procedures shall
provide the following:

(A) IN GENERAL.—
(i) 3-YEAR CYC1.—Except as provided in

subparagraphs (B) and (C), the State shall re-
view and, as appropriate. adjust the support
order every 3 years. taking into account the
best interests of the child involved.

"(ii) METHODS OF jusmij-r.—The State
may elect to review and. if appropriate, ad-
just an order pursuant to clause (i) by—

"(I) reviewing and, if appropriate, adjust-
ing the order in accordance with the guide-
lines established pursuant to section 467(a) if
the amount of the child support award under
the order differs from the amount that would
be awarded in accordance with the guide-
lines; or
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(II) applying a cost-of-living adjustment

to the order in accordance with a formula de-
veloped by the State and permit either party
to contest the adjustment, within 30 days
after the date of the notice of the adjust-
ment, by making a request for review and, if
appropriate, adjustment of the order in ac-
cordance with the child support guidelines
established pursuant to section 467(a).

(iii) No PROOF OF CH.AICE IN OR-
CtJMSTANCES NECESSARY.—Any adjustment
under this subparagraph (A) shall be made
without a requirement for proof or showing
of a change in circumstances.

"(B) AUTOMATED METHOD—The State may
use automated methods (including auto-
mated comparisons with wage or State in-
come tax data) to identif' orders eligible for
review, conduct the review, identify orders
eligible for adjustment, and apply the appro-
priate adjustment to the orders eligible for
adjustment under the threshold established
by the State.

(C) REQUEST UPON SUBSTA.TIAL CHANCE IN
CIRCLJMSTA.NCES._The State shall, at the re-
quest of either parent subject to such an
order or of any State child support enforce-
ment agency, review and, if appropriate, ad-
just the order in accordance with the guide-
lines established pursuant to section 467(a)
based upon a substantial change in the cir
cumstances of either parent.

"(D) NOTICE OF RIGHT TO REVIEW—The
State shall provide notice not less than once
every 3 years to the parents subject to such
an order informing them of their right to re-
quest the State to review and, if appropriate,
adjust the order pursuant to this paragraph.
The notice may be included in the order,".
SEC. 552. FURNISHING CONSUMER REPORTS

FOR CERTAIN PURPOSES RELATING
TO CHILD SUPPORT.

Section 604 of the Fair Credit Reporting
Act (15 U.S.C. 1681b) is amended by adding at
the end the following new paragraphs:

"(4) In response to a request by the head of
a State or local child support enforcement
agency (or a State or local government ofTi-
cial authorized by the head of such an agen-
cy), if the person making the request cer-
tifies to the consumer reporting agency
that—

(A) the consumer report is needed for the
purpose of establishing an individual's ca-
pacity to make child support payments or
determining the appropriate level of such
payments;

(B) the paternity of the consumer for the
child to which the obligation relates has
been established or acknowledged by the
consumer m accordance with State laws
under which the obligation arises (if required
by those laws);

"(C) the person has provided at least 10
days' prior notice to the consumer whose re-
port is requested, by certified or registered
mail to the last known address of the
consumer, that the report will be requested:
and

(1)) the consumer report will be kept con-
fidential. will be used solely for a purpose de-
scribed in subparagraph (A), and will not be
used in connection with any other civil, ad-
ministrative, or criminal proceeding, or for
any other purpose.

"(5) To an agency administering a State
plan under section 454 of the Social Security
Act (42 U.S.C. 654) for use to set an initial or
modified child support award.".
SEC. 553. NONLIft.BILITY FOR FINANCIAL INSTI.

TtJTIONS PROVIDING FINANCIAL
RECORDS TO STATE CHILD SUP-
PORT ENFORCEMT AGENCIES IN
CHILD SUPPORT CASES.

Part D of title IV (42 U.S.C. 651—669) is
amended by adding at the end the following:

SEC. 469A. NONLIABILrry FOR FXNAJgCIAL IN-
STrflJTIONS PROVIDING FINANCIAL
RECORDS TO STATE CHILD SUP.
PORT ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES IN
CHILD SUPPORT CASES.

(a) IN GE'ERAL.—Notwithstanding any
other provision of Federal or State law, a fi-
nancial institution shall not be liable under
any Federal or State law to any person for
disclosing any financial record of an individ-
ual to a State child support enforcement
agency attempting to establish, modify, or
enforce a child support obligation of such in-
dividual.

"(b) PROI-nErrioN OF DISCLOSURE OF FINAN-
CIAL RECORD O3'rAiD BY STATE SuP-
PORT ENFORCEMENT AGENCY.—A State child
support enforcement agency which obtains a
financial record of an individual from a fi-
nancial institution pursuant to subsection
(a) may disclose such financial record only
for the purpose of. and to the extent nec-
essary in. establishing. modifying, or enforc-
ing a child support obligation of such indi-
vidual.

(c) CIVIL D.GES FOR UNAUThORIZED DIS-
CLOSURE.—

(I) DISCLOSURE BY STATE OFFICER OR EM-
PLOYEE—If any person knowingly, or by rea-
son of negligence. discloses a fmaricial
record of an individual in violation of sub-
section (b), such individual may bring a civil
action for damages against such person in a
district court of the United States.

(2) NO UABILITY FOR GOOD FAiTH BUT ERRO-
NEOUS INTPRETATION._No liability shall
arise under this subsection with respect to
any disclosure which results from a good
faith. but erroneous, interpretation of sub-
section (b).

"(3) DAMACES.—In any action brought
under paragraph (I). upon a findmg of liabil-
ity on the part of the defendant. the defend.
ant shall be liable to the plaintiff in an
amount equal to the sum of—

(A) the greater of—
(i) $1,000 for each act of unauthorized dis-

closure of a financial record with respect to
which such defendant is found liable: or

"(ii) the sum of—
(I) the actual damages sustained by the

plaintiff as a result of such unauthorized dis-
closure; plus

(U) in the case of a willful disclosure or a
disclosure which is the result of gross neg-
ligence, punitive damages: plus

(B) the costs (including attorney's fees) of
the acuon.

(d) DEFIN1TIONS.—For purposes of this Sec-tion—
(I) FINA,rjcij. INSTITIJTJON.—The term fi-

nancial institution' means—
(A) a depository institution, as defined in

section 3(c) of the Federal Deposit Insurance
Act (12 U.S.C. 1813(c));

(B) an institution-affiliated party, as de-
fined in section 3(u) of such Act (12 U.S.C.
l813(u));

(C) any Federal credit union or State
credit union, as defined in section 101 of the
Federal Credit Union Act (12 U.S.C. 1752). in-
cluding an institution-affiliated party of
such a credit union, as defined in section
206(r) of such Act (12 U.S.C. 1786(r)); and

"(D) any benefit association, insurance
company, safe deposit company. money-mar-
ket mutual fund, or similar entity author.
ized to do business in the State.

'(2) F C1AL RECORD.—The term 'finan-
cial record" has the meaning given such
term in section 1101 of the Right to Finan-
cial Privacy Act of 1978 (12 U.S.C. 3401).".
Subtitle C—Enforcement of Support Orders

SEC. 561. INTER1AL REVENUE SERVICE COLLEC-
TION OF ARREARAGES.

(a) COLLECnor. OF FEES.—Section 6305 (a) of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating
to collection of certain liability) is amend-
ed—
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(I) by striking and" at the end of para-

graph (3):
(2) by striking the period at the end of

paragraph (4) and inserting '. and':
(3) by adding at the end the following new

paragraph:
"(5) no additional fee may be assessed for

adjustments to an amount previously cer-
tified pursuant to such section 452(b) with re-
spect to the same obligor.": and

(4) by striking "Secretary of Health. Edu-
cation. and Welfare" each place it appears
and inserting "Secretary of Health and
Human Services".

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments
made by this section shall become effective
October 1, 1997.
SEC. 562. AUTHORITY TO COLLECT SUPPORT

FROM FEDERAL EMPLOYEES.
(a) CONSOLIDATION AND STEj1u\-Thc OF

AUTHORiTIES—Section 459 (42 U.S.C. 659) is
amended to read as follows:
SEC. 459. CONSENT BY ThE UNITED STATES TO

INCOME WITHHOLDING. GARNISH-
MENT. AND SIMILAR PROCEEDINGS
FOR ENFORCEMENT OF CHILD SUP-
PORT AND ALIMONY OBLIGATIONS,

"(a) CONSENT TO SUPPORT ENPORCEMENT,
Notwithstanding any other provision of law
(including section 207 of this Act and section
5301 of title 38. United States Code). effective
January 1. 1975. moneys (the entitlement to
which is based upon remuneration for em-
ployment) due from, or payable by. the Unit-
ed States or the District of Columbia (in-
cluding any agency. subdivision, or instru-
mentality thereof) to any individual. includ-
ing members of the Armed Forces of the
United States, shall be subject. in like man-
ner and to the same extent as if the United
States or the District of Columbia were a
private person, to withholding in accordance
with State law enacted pursuant to sub-
sections (a) (1) and (b) of section 466 and regu-
lations of the Secretary under such sub-
sections, and to any other legal process
brought, by a State agency administering a
program under a State plan approved under
this part or by an individual obligee. to en-
force the legal obligation of the indiv]dual to
provide child support or alimony.

(b) CONSENT TO REQUIREMENTS APPLICA-
BLE 'TO PRIVATE PERSON—With respect to no-
tice to withhold income pursuant to sub-
section (a)(I) or (b) of section 466. or any
other order or process to enforce supDort ob-
ligations against an individual (if the order
or process contains or is accompanied by suf-
ficient data to permit prompt identjfjcatjon
of the individual and the moneys involved),
each governmental entity specified in sub-
'section (a) shall be subject to the same re-
quirements as would apply if the entity were
a private per-son, except as otherwise pro-
vided in this section,

(c) DESIGNATION OF ACENT' RES?0SE 70
NOTICE OR PROCESS—

(I) DESIGNATION OF ACENT.—The head of
each agency subject to this section shall—

"(A) designate an agent or agen to re-
ceive orders and accept service of process in
matters relating to child support or alimony:
and

(B) annually publish in the Federal Reg-
ister the designation of the agent or agents.
identified by title or position. mailing ad-
dress, and telephone number.

(2) RESPONSE 'TO NOTICE OR PROCE'SS.—If an
agent designated pursuant to paragraph (I)
of this subsection receives notice pursuant
to State procedures in effect purs1ant to
subsection (a)(l) or (b) of section 466. or is ef-
fectively served with any order, process, or
interrogatory, with respect to an individ-
ual's child support or alimony paymerrt obli-
gations, the agent shall—

(A) as soon as possible (but not later than
15 days) thereafter, send written notice of
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the notice or Service (together with a copy of
the notice or service) to the individual at the
duty station or last-known home address of
the individual;

(B) within 30 days (or such longer period
as may be prescribed by applicable State
law) after receipt of a notice pursuant to
such State procedures, comply with all appli-
cable provisions of Section 466: and

(C) within 30 days (or such longer period
as may be prescribed by applicable State
law) after effective service of any other such
order. process. or interrogatory, respond to
the order. process. or interrogatory.

(d) PRI0RTrY OF CIuMs.—If a govern-
mental entity specified in subsection (a) re-
ceives notice or is served with process. as
provided in this section, concerning amounts
owed by an individual to more than I per-
son—

(1) support collection under section 466(b)
must be given priority over any other proc-
ess. as provided in section 466(b) (7):

(2) allocation of moneys due or payable to
an individual among claimants under section
466(b) shall be governed by section 466(b) and
the regulations prescribed under such sec-
tion: and

"(3) such moneys as remain after compli-
ance with paragraphs (I) and (2) shall be
available to satisfy any other such processes
on a first-come, first-served basis, with any
such process being satisfied Out of such mon-
eys as remain after the satisfaction of all
such processes which have been previously
served.

'(c) NO REQtJmEMENT TO VARY PAY CY-
CLES—A governn'ental entity that is af-
fected by legal process served for the en-
forcement of an individual's child support or
alimony payment obligations shall not be re-
quired to vary its normal pay and disburse-
ment cycle in order to comply with the legal
process.

(f) RELIEF FROM LIAsIury.—
(1) Neither the United States, nor the

government of the District of Columbia, nor
any disbursing officer shall be liable with re-
spect to any payment made from moneys due
or payable from the United States to any in-
dividual pursuant to legal process regular on
its face, if the payment is made in accord-
ance with this section and the regulations is-
sued to carry Out this section.

(2) No Federal employee whose duties in-
clude taking actions necessary to comply
with the requirements of subsection (a) with
regard to any individual shall be subject
under any law to any disciplinary action or
civil or criminal liability or penalty for, or
on account of. any disclosure of information
made by the employee in connection with
the carrying Out of such actions.

(g) REGULATIONS—Authority to promul-
gate regulations for the implementation of
this section shall, insofar as this section ap-
plies to moneys due from (or payable by)—

(1) the United States (other than the leg-
islative or judicial branches of the Federal
Governn'ent) or the government bf the Dis-
trict of Columbia. be vested in the President
(or the designee of the President):

(2) the legislative branch of the Federal
Government. be vested jointly in the Presi-
dent pro tempore of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representauves (or
their designees), and

(3) thejudicial branch of the Federal Gov-
ernn'ent, be vested in the Chief Justice of
the United States (or the designee of the
Chief Justice).

(h) MONEYS Sus.,JEc'r TO PROCESS.—
"(1) IN GENERAL—Subject to paragraph (2),

moneys paid or payable to an individual
which are considered to be based upon remu-
neration for employment, for purposes of
this section—

(A) consist of—
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Ii) compensation paid or payable for per-

sonal services of the individual, whether the
compensation is denominated as wages. sal-
ary. commission, bonus, pay. allowances, or
otherwise (including severance pay. sick pay,
and incentive pay):

(ii) periodic benefits (including a periodic
benefit as defined in section 228(h)(3)) or
other payments_

(I) under the insurance system estab-
lished by title II:

(II) under any other system or fund estab-
lished by the United States which provides
for the payment of pensions, retirement or
retired pay. annuities, dependents or survi-
vors benefIts, or similar amounts payable on
account of personal services performed by
the individual or any other individual;

(Ill) as compensation for death under any
Federal program:

(IV) under any Federal program estab-
lished to provide 'black lung' benefits: or

(V) by the Secretary of Veterans Affairs
as compensation for a service-connected dis-
ability paid by the Secretary to a former
member of the Armed Forces who is in re-
ceipt of retired or retainer pay if the former
member has waived a portion of the retired
or retainer pay in order to receive such com-
pensation: and

"(iii) worker's compensation benefits paid
under Federal or State law but

(B) do not include any payment—
(i) by way of reimbursement or other-wise,

to defray expenses incurred by the individual
in carrying Out duties associated with the
employment of the individual; or

"(ii) as allowances for members of the uni-
formed services payable pursuant to chapter
7 of title 37. United States Code. as pre-
scribed by the Secretaries concerned (defined
by section 101 (5) of such title) as necessary
for the efficient performance of duty.

(2) CErAIN AMOUNTS EXCLUDED—In deter-
mining the amount of any moneys due from,
or payable by. the United States to any indi-
vidual, there shall be excluded amounts
which—

(A) are owed by the individual to the
United States;

(B) are required by law to be. and are, de-
ducted from the remuneration or other pay-
ment involved. including Federal employ-
ment taxes, and fines and forfeitures ordered
by court-martial:

(C) are properly withheld for Federal,
State. or local income tax purposes. if the
withholding of the amounts is authorized or
required by law and if amounts withheld are
not greater than would be the case if the in-
dividual claimed all dependents to which he
was entiUed (the withholding of additional
amounts pursuant to section 3402(i) of the In-
ternal Revenue Code of 1986 may be per-
mitted only when the individual presents
evidence of a tax obligation which supports
the additional withholding):

(D) are deducted as health insurance pre-
miums:

CE) are deducted as normal retirement
contributions (not including amounts de-
ducted for supplementary coverage); or

(F) are deducted as normal life insurance
premiums from salary or other remuneration
for employment (not including amounts de-
ducted for supplementary coverage).

(i) DEFThTflONS.—For purposes of this sec-
tion—

"(I) UNTrED STATES—The term 'United
States' includes any department. agency, or
instrumentality of the legislative. jticial,
or executive branch of the Federal Govern-
ment. the United States Postal Service, the
Postal Rate Commission. any Federal cor-
poration created by an Act of Congress that
is wholly owned by the Federal Government,
and the governments of the territories and
possessions of the United States.
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(2) CHiLD SUPPORT—The term child sup-

port'. when used in reference to the legal ob-
ligations of an individual to provide such
support, means amounts required to be paid
under a judgment. decree. or order. whether
temporary, final, or subject to modification,
issued by a court or an administrative agen-
cy of competentjurisdiction, for the support
and maintenance of a child. including a child
who has attained the age of majority under
the law of the issuing State. or a child and
the parent with whom the child is living.
which provides for monetary support, health
care, arrearages or reimbursement. and
which may include other related costs and
fees, interest and penalties. income with-
holding, attorneys fees, and other relief.

"(3) AUMONY.—
"(A) IN CENERAL.—The term 'alimony',

when used in reference to the legal obliga-
tions of an individual to provide the same,
means periodic payments of funds for the
support and maintenance of the spouse (or
former spouse) of the individual. and (subject
to and in accordance with State law) in-
cludes separate maintenance. alimony
pendente lite. maintenance, and spousal sup-
port, and includes attorney's fees. interest,
and court costs when and to the extent that
the same are expressly made recoverable as
such pursuant to a decree, order, or judg-
ment issued in accordance with applicable
State law by a court of competent jurisdic-
tion,

"(B) EXCEPDONS.—Such term does not in-
clude—

(i) any child support: or
"(ii) any payment or transfer of property

or its value by an individual to the spouse or
a former spouse of the individual in compli.
ance with any community property settle-
ment, equitable distribution of property. or
other division of property between spouses or
former spouses.

"(4) PRIVATE PERSON—The term 'private
person' means a person who does not have
sovereign or other special immunity or privi-
lege which causes the person not to be sub-
ject to legal process.

"(5) LECAI.. PROCESS—The term 'legal proc-
ess' means any writ, order, summons, or
other similar process in the nature of gar-
nishment—

"(A) which is issued by—
(i) a court or an administrative agency of

competent jurisdiction in any State. terri-
tory. or possession of the United States:

"(ii) a court or an administrative agency of
competent jurisdiction in any foreign coun-
try with which the United States has entered
into an agreement which requires the United
States to honor the process; or

"(iii) an authorized official pursuant to an
order of such a court or an administrative
agency of competentjurisdiction or pursuant
to State or local law: and

(B) which is directed to. and the purpose
of which is to compel, a governiriental entity
which holds moneys which are otherwise
payable to an individual to make a payment
from the moneys to another party in order to
satisfy a legal obligation of the individual to
provide child support or make alimony pay-
ments.".

(b) CooRIuNc AMENDMEWFS.—
(I) TO PART D OF TITLE IV.—Sectjons 461 and

462 (42 U.S.C. 661 and 662) are repealed.
(2) TO TITLE 5. UNITED STATES CODE.—Sec-

tion 5520a of title 5, United States Code. is
amended, in subsections (h)(2) and (i). by
striking "sections 459. 461. and 462 of the So-
cial Security Act (42 U.S.C. 659. 661. and 662)"
and inserting "section 459 of the Social Secu-
rity Act (42 U.S.C. 659)".

(c) MILITARY RETIRED AND RETAIN'ER PAY.—
(1) DIN]TION OF COURT—Section 1408(a) (1)

of title 10. United States Code, is amended—
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(A) by striking and at the end of Sub-

paragraph (B):
(B) by striking the period at the end of

subparagraph (C) and inserting ": and": and
(C) by adding after subparagraph (C) the

following new subparagraph:
"(D) any administrative or judicial tribu-

nal of a State competent to enter orders for
support or maintenance (including a State
agency administering a program under a
State plan approved under part D of title rv
of the Social Security Act), and, for purposes
of this subparagraph, the term 'State in-
cludes the District of Columbia. the Com-
monwealth of Puerto Rico. the Virgin Is-
lands. Guam, and American Samoa."

(2) DEFINITION OF COURT ORD—Section
1408(a)(2) of such title is amended—

(A) by inserting 'or a support order, as de-
fined in section 453(p) of the Social Security
Act (42 U.S.C. 653(p)).' before 'which—':

(B) in subparagraph (8)(i), by striking '(as
defined in section 462(b) of the Social Secu-
rity Act (42 U.S.C. 662(b)))" and inserting
'(as defined in section 459(i)(2) of the Social
Security Act (42 U.S.C. 659(i)(2))1: and

(C) in subparagraph (8)(ii). by striking '(as
defined in section 462(c) of the Social Secu-
rity Act (42 U.S.C. 662(c)))" and inserting
'(as defined in section 459(i)(3) of the Social
Security Act (42 U.S.C. 659(i) (3)))".

(3) PLJBUC PAYEE—Section 1408(d) of such
title is amended—

(A) in the heading, by inserting ' (OR FOR
BENEFrr OF)" before 'SPOUSE OR": and

(B) in paragraph (I). in the 1st sentence, by
inserting '(or for the benefit of such spouse
or former spouse to a State disbursement
unit established pursuant to section 454B of
the Social Security Act or other public
payee designated by a State, in accordance
with part D of title IV of the Social Security
Act, as directed by court order, or as other-
wise directed in accordance with stich part
D)" before "in an amount sufficient",

(4) RELATIONSHrP TO PART D OF TITLE IV.—
Section l40 of such title is amended by add-
ing at the end the following new subsection:

(j) R orsfuP TO OTHER LA%%S.—In any
case involving an order providing for pay-
ment of child support (as defined in Section
459(i)(2) of the Social Security Act) by a
member who has never been married to the
other parent of the child, the provisions of
this section shall not apply, and the case
shall be subject to the provisions of section
459 of such Act.".

(d) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendments
made by this section shall become effective 6
months after the date of the enactment of
this title.
SEC. 563. ENFORCEMENT OF CHILD SUPPORT

OBLIGATIONS OF MEMBERS OF ThE
ARMED FORCES.

(a) AVAILABILITY oF LOCATOR INFoRMA-
TION.—

(1) MAiNTENA.NCE OF ADDRESS INFORMA-
TION,—The Secretary of Defense shall estab-
lish a centralized personnel locator service
that includes the address of each member of
the Armed Forces under the jurisdiction of
the Secretary. Upon request of the Secretary
of Transportation, addresses for members of
the Coast Guard shall be included in the cen-
tralized personnel locator service.

(2) TYPE OF AZ)DRESS.—
(A) RESIDENTIAL ADDRESS—Except as pro-

vided in subparagraph (B). the address for a
member of the Armed Forces shown in the
locator sex-vice shall be the residential ad-
dress of that member.

(B) DUTY AZ)DRESS,—The address for a
member of the Armed Forces shown in the
locator service shall be the duty address of
that member in the case of a member—

(i) who is permanently assigned overseas,
to a vessel, or to a routinely deployable unit;
or
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(ii) with respect to whom the Secretary

concerned makes a determination that the
members residential address should not be
disclosed due to national security or safety
concerns.

(3) UPDATIr'C OF LOCATOR INFORMATION.—
Within 30 days after a member listed in the
locator sex-vice establishes a new resider.tial
address (or a new duty address, in the case of
a member covered by paragraph (2)(B)). the
Secretary concerned shall update the locator
service to indicate the new address of the
member.

(4) AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION.—The
Secretary of Defense shall make information
regarding the address of a member of the
Armed Forces listed in the locator service
available, on request. to the Federal Parent
Locator Sex-vice established under section
453 of the Social Security Act.

(b) FACILITATINC GRANTING OF LEAVE FOR
AfltNDAICE AT HEARINGS.—

(1) REGULATIONS—The Secretary of each
military department, and the Secretary of
Transportation with respect to the Coast
Guard when it is not operating as a service
in the Navy, shall prescribe regulations to
facilitate the granting of leave to a member
of the Armed Forces under the jurisdiction
of that Secretary in a case in which—

(A) the leave is needed for the member to
attend a hearing described in paragraph (2):

(B) the member is not serving in or with a
unit deployed in a contingency operation (as
defined in section 101 of title 10. United
States Code); and

(C) the exigencies of military service (as
determined by the Secretary concerned) do
not otherwise require that such leave not be
granted.

(2) Covw HEARINGS—Paragraph (1) ap-
plies to a hearing that is conducted by a
court or pursuant to an administrative proc-
ess established under State law, in connec-
tion with a civil action—

(A) to determine whether a member of the
Armed Forces is a natural parent of a child;
or

(B) to determine an obligation of a member
of the Armed Forces to provide child sup-
port.

(3) DFINrrIONS.—For purposes of this sub-
section—

(A) The term "court" has the meaning
given that term in section 1408(a) of title 10,
United States Code,

(B) The term 'child support" has the
meaning given such term in section 459(i) of
the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 659(i)).

(c) PAYVENT OF MILITARY RE7IRED PAY IN
COMPLIANCE Wi-n-i Ci-ni SUPPORT ORDERS.—

(I) DATE OF CERTIFICATION OF COURT
ORDER—Section l40 of title 10, United
States Code, as amended by section 562(c)(4)
of th2S title, is amended—

(A) by redesignating subsections (i) and (j)
as subsections (j) and (k). respectively; and

(B) by inserting after subsection (h) the
following new subsection:

'(i) CERTIFICATION DATE—It is not nec-
essary that the date of a certification of the
authenticity or completeness of a copy of a
court order for child support received by the
Secretary concerned for the purposes of this
section be recent in relation to the date of
receipt by the Secretary.".

(2) PAYMENTS CONSISTENT WiTH ASSIGN-
NTS OF RIGHTS TO STATES—Section
1408(d)(I) of such title is amended by insert-
ing after the 1st sentence the following new
sentence: 'In the case of a spouse or former
spouse who, pursuant to section 408(a)(4) of
the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 608(a)(4)),
assigns to a State the rights of the spouse or
former spouse to receive support. the Sec-
retary concerned may make the child sup-
port payments referred to in the preceding
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sentence to that State in amounts consistent
with that assignment of rights.".

(3) ARREARACES OWED BY ?BERS OF ThE
UNIFORMED SRVCE$.—Section 1408(d) of such
title is amended by adding at the end the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

(6) In the case of a court order for which
effective service is made on the Secretary
concerned on or after the date of the enact-
ment of this paragraph and which provides
for payments from the disposable retired pay
of a member to satisfy the amount of child
support set forth in the order, the authority
provided in paragraph (1) to make payments
from the disposable retired pay of a member
to satisfy the amount of child support set
forth in a court order shall apply to payment
of any amount of child support ar-rearages
set forth in that order as well as to amounts
of child support that currently become
due,",

(4) PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS—The Secretary of
Defense shall begin payroll deductions with'
in 30 days after receiving notice of withhold-
ing, or for the 1st pay period that begins
after such 30-day period.
SEC. 564. VOIDING OF FRAUDULENT TRANSFERS,

Section 466 (42 U.S.C. 666). as amended by
section 521 of this title, is amended by add-
ing at the end the following new subsection;

(g) LAws VOIDINC FRAUDL1INT TRANS-
FERS—In order to satisfy section 454(20)(A),
each State must have in effect—

"(1)(A) the Uniform Fraudulent Convey-
ance Act of 1981:

(8) the Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act
of 1984: or

"(C) another law. specifying indicia of
fraud which create a prima facie case that a
debtor transferred income or property to
avoid payment to a child support creditor,
which the Secretary finds affords com-
parable rights to child support creditors: and

"(2) procedures under which, in any case in
which the State knows of a transfer by a
child support debtor with respect to which
such a prima facie case is established. the
State must—

"(A) seek to void such transfer: or
(B) obtain a settlement in the best inter-

ests of the child support creditor.'.
SEC. 565. WORK REQUIREMENT FOR PERSONS

ONG PAST-DUE CHILD SUPPORT.
(a) IN GENER.A1,—Section 466(a) (42 U.S.C.

666(a)), as amended by sections 515, 517(a).
and 523 of this title, is amended by adding at
the end the following new paragraph:

(IS) PROCEDURES TO ENSURE THAT PERSONS
OWING PAST-DUE SUPPORT WORK OR HAVE A
PLAN FOR PAYMENT OF SUCH SUPPORT.—

"(A) IN GENERAL—Procedures under which
the State has the authority, in any case in
which an individual owes past-due support
with respect to a child receiving assistance
under a State program funded under part A,
to issue an order or to request that a court
or an administrative process established pur-
suant to State law issue an order that re-
quires the individual to—

"(I) pay such support in accordance with a
plan approved by the court. or, at the option
of the State. a plan approved by the State
agency administering the State program
under this part; or

'(ii) if the individual is subject to such a
plan and is not incapacitated, participate in
such work activities (as defined in section
407(d)) as the court. or, at the option of the
State, the State agency administering the
State program under this part, deems appro-
priate.

(B) PAST-DUE SUPPORT DEFINED,—For pur-
poses of subparagraph (A), the term 'past-due
support' means the amount of a delinquency,
determined under a court order. or an order
of an administrative process established
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under State law, for support arid mainte-
nance of a child, or of a child and the parent
with whom the child is living.'.

(b) CONFORMING ANDr-r.—The flush
paragraph at the end of section 466(a) (42
U.S.C.666(a)) is amended by striking 'and
(7)" and inserting "(7). and (15)'.
SEC. 566. DEFINITION OF SUPPORT ORDER

Section 453 (42 U.S.C. 653) as amended by
sections 516 and 515(b) of this title. is amend-
ed by adding at the end the following new
subsection:

"(p) SUPPORT ORi)ER DEFINE,—As used in
this part, the term 'support order' means a
judgment, decree, or order, whether tem-
porary. final, or subject to modification. is-
sued by a court or an administrative agency
of competent jurisdiction, for the support
and maintenance of a child, including a child
who has attained the age of majority under
the law of the issuing State, or a child and
the parent with whom the child is living,
which provides for monetary support, health
care, arrearages. or reimbursement, and
which may include related costs and fees in-
terest and penalties. income withholding, at-
torneys' fees. and other relief.'•,
SEC. 567. REPORTINC ARREARAGES TO CREDIT

BUREAUS.
Section 466(a)(7) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)(7)) is

amended to read as follows:
"(7) REPORTThC ARREARACES TO CREDIT BU-

REAUS.—
"(A) IN CENERAL,—Procedures (subject to

safeguards pursuant to subparagraph (B)) re-
quiring the State to report periodically to
consumer reporting agencies (as defined in
section 603U) of the Fair Credit Reporting
Act (15 U.S.C. l68laU)) the name of any non-
custodial parent who is delinquent in the
paynlent of support. and the amount of over-
due support owed by such parent.

"(B) SAFECUARDS.—Procedures ensuring
that, in carrying Out subparagraph (A). in-
formation with respect to a noncustodial
parent is reported—

'(i) only after such parent has been af-
forded all due process required under State
law. including notice and a reasonable oppor-
tunity to contest the accuracy of such infor-
mation: and

"(ii) only to an entity that has furnished
evidence satisfactory to the State that the
entity is a consumer reporting agency (as so
defined).".
SEC. 568. LIENS.

Section 466(a)(4) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)(4)) is
amended to read as follows:

"(4) LIENS—Procedures under which—
"(A) liens arise by operation of law against

real arid personal property for amounts of
overdue support owed by a noncustodial par-
ent who resides or owns property in the
State: and

"(B) the State accords full faith and credit
to liens described in subparagraph (A) aris-
ing in another State, when the State agency,
party, or other entity seeking to enforce
such a lien complies with the procedural
rules relating to recording or serving liens
that arise withii the State, except that such
rules may not requirejudicial notice or hear-
ing prior to the enforcement of such a lien.",
SEC. 569. STATE LAW AUTHORIZINC SUSPENSION

OF LICENSES.
Section 466(a) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)). as amended

by sections 515. 517(a). 523, and 565 of this
title, is amended by adding at the end the
following:

"(16) AUTHORI-rY TO wrrl*iOLD OR SUSPEND
UCENSES,—Proedures under which the State
has (and uses in appropriate cases) authority
to withhold or suspend, or to restrict the use
of driver's licenses, professional and occupa-
tional licenses, and recreational licenses of
individuals owing overdue support or failing.
after receiving appropriate notice, to comply
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with subpoenas or warrants relating to pa-
ternity or child support proceedings.".
SEC. 570. DENIAL OF PASSPORTS FOR NONPAY.

MEN1 OF CHILD SUPPORT.
(a) HHS CERTIFICATION PROCEDURE.—
(I) SECRETARiAL RESPONSIBILITY. — Section

452 (42 U.S.C. 652). as amended by section 545
of this title. is amended by adding at the end
the following new subsection:

"(k)(l) If the Secretary receives a certifi-
cation by a State agency in accordance with
the requirements of section 454(31) that an
individual owes arrearages of child support
in an amount exceeding $5000. the Secretary
shall transmit such certification to the Sec-
retary of State for action (with respect to
denial, revocation, or limitation of pass-
ports) pursuant paragraph (2).

(2) The Secretary of State shall, upon cer-
tification by the Secretary transmitted
under paragraph (1), refuse to issue a pass-
port to such individual, and may revoke, re-
strict, or limit a passport issued previously
to such individual.

(3) The Secretary and the Secretary of
State shall not be liable to an individual for
any action with respect to a certification by
a State agency under this section.".

(2) STATE ACENCY RESPONSIBILITY—Section
454 (42 U.S.C. 654). as amended by sections
501(b), 503(a). 512(b), 513(a). 533, and 543(b) of
this title, is amended—

(A) by striking 'and' at the end of para-
graph (29):

(B) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (30) and inserting ": and"; and

(C) by adding after paragraph (30) the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

"(31) provide that the State agency will
have in effect a procedure for certifying to
the Secretary. for purposes of the procedure
under section 452(k), determinations that in-
dividuals owe arrearages of child support in
an amount exceeding $5,000. under which pro-
cedure—

"(A) each individual concerned is afforded
notice of such determination and the con-
sequences thereof, and an opportunity to
contest the determination: and

(B) the certification by the State agency
is furnished to the Secretary in such format,
and accompanied by such supporting docu-
mentation. as the Secretary may require.".

(b) EFp'Ec'rrvE DATE—This section and the
amendments made by this section shall be-
come effective October 1. 1997.
SEC. 571. L\TERNATIONAL SUPPORT ENFORCE-

MENT.

(a) AUTHORITY FOR INTERNATIONAL AGREE-
frs.—Part D of title IV. as amended by
section 562(a) of this title, is amended by
adding after section 459 the following new
section:
SEC. 459A INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT ENFORCE.

MENT.

"(a) AUTHORiTY FOR DECLARATIONS.—
(1) DECLARATION,—The Secretary of State,

with the concurrence of the Secretary of
Health and Human Services, is authorized to
declare any foreign country (Or a political
subdivision thereof) to be a foreign recip-
rocating country if the foreign country has
established. or undertakes to establish. pro-
cedures for the establishment and enforce-
ment of duties of support owed to obligees
who are residents of the United States. and
such procedures are substantially in con-
formity with the standards prescribed under
subsection (b).

"(2) REVOCATION—A declaration with re-
spect to a foreign country made pursuant to
paragraph (1) may be revoked if the Sec-
retaries of State and Health and Human
Services determine that—

(A) the procedures established by the for-
eign country regarding the establishment
and enforcement of duties of support have
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been so changed. or the foreign country's im-
plementation of such procedures is so unsat-
isfactory. that such procedures do not meet
the criteria for such a declaration: or

"(B) continued operation of the declaration
is not consistent with the purposes of this
part.

"(3) FORM OF DECLARATION—A declaration
under paragraph (1) may be made in the form
of an international agreement. in connection
with an international agreement or cor-
responding foreign declaration. or on a uni-
lateral basis.

(b) STANDARDS FOR FORmCN SUPPORT EN-
FORCEMENT PROCEDURES.—

"(1) MANDATORY ELEMENTS—Support en-
forcement procedures of a foreign country
which may be the subject of a declaration
pursuant to subsection (a)(l) shall include
the following elements:

(A) The foreign country (or political sub-
division thereof) has in effect procedures.
available to residents of the United States—

(i) for establishment of paternity. and for
establishment of orders of support for chil-
dren and custodial parents: and

"(ii) for enforcement of orders to provide
support to children and custodial parents, in-
cluding procedures for collection and appro-
priate distribution orchild support payments
under such orders.

"(B) The procedures described in subpara-
graph (A). including legal and administrative
assistance. are provided to residents of the
United States at no cost,

"(C) An agency of the foreign country is
designated as a Central Authority respon-
sible for—

'(i) facilitating support enforcement in
cases involving residents of the foreign coun-
try and residents of the United States: and

"(ii) ensuring compliance with the stand-
ards establishc pursuant to this subsection.

"(2) ADDrnONL ELEMEr'TS.—The Secretary
of Health and Human Services and the Sec-
retary of State. in consultation with the
States, may establish such additional stand-
ards as may be considered necessary to fur-
ther the purposes of this section.

(c) bESICNATION OF UrTrED STATES
CEwr,I, AUTHORITY—It shall be the respon-
sibility of the Secretary of Health and
Human Services to facilitate support en-
forcement in cases involving residents of the
United States and residents of foreign coun-
tries that are the subject of a declaration
under this sectior, by activities including—

"(1) development of uniform forms and pro-
cedures for use in such cases;

"(2) notification of foreign reciprocating
countries of the State of residence of individ-
uals sought for support enforcement pur-
poses. on the basis of information provided
by the Federal Parent Locator Service: and

"(3) such other oversight, assistance. and
coordination activities as the Secretary may
find necessary and appropriate,

(d) EFFECT ON OThER LAwS—States may
enter into reciprocal arrangements for the
establishment and enforcement of support
obligations with foreign countries that are
not the subject of a declaration pursuant to
subsection (a). to the extent consistent with
Federal law.".

(b) STATE PLAN REQtflREMENT.—Section 454
(42 U.S.C. 654), as amended by sections 501(b).
503(a), 512(b). 513(a). 533, 543(b). and 570(a)(2)
of this title, is amended—

(1) by striking "and" at the end of para-
graph (30);

(2) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (31) and inserting ": and'S; and

(3) by adding after paragraph (31) the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

"(32) (A) provide that any request for serv-
ices under this part by a foreign reciprocat-
ing country or a foreign country with which
the State has an arrangement described in
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section 459A(d)(2) shall be treated as a re-
quest by a State:

(B) provide, at State option, notwith-
standing paragraph (4) or any other provi-
sion of this part. for services under the plan
for enforcement of a spousal support order
not described in paragraph (4)(B) entered by
such a country (or subdivision): and

(C) provide that no applications will be
required from, and no costs will be assessed
for such services against, the foreigii recip
rocating country or foreign obligee (but
costs may at State option be assessed
against the obligor).".
SEC. 572. FINANCIAL INSTITUTION DATA

MATCHES.
Section 466(a) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)). as amended

by sections 515. 517(a). 523. 565. and 569 of this
title, is amended by adding at the end the
foJlowing new paragraph:

(17) FINANCIAL INSTIThTION DATA
MATCHES.—

(A) IN CENER-\L.—Procedures under which
the State agency shall enter into agreements
with financial institutions doing business in
the State—

(1) to develop and operate, in coordination
with such financial institutions, a data
match system. using automated data ex-
changes to the maximum extent feasibje. in
which each such financial institution is re-
quired to provide for each calendar quarter
the name, record address, social security
number or other taxpayer identification
number, and other identifying information
for each noncustodial parent who maintains
an account at such institution and who owes
past-due support, as identified by the State
by name and social security number or other
taxpayer identification number and

(ii) in response to a notice of lien or levy.
encumber or surrender, as the case may be.
assets held by such institution on behalf of
any noncustodial parent who is subject to a
child support lien pursuant to paragraph (4).

(B) REASONABLE FEES,—The State agency
may pay a reasonable fee to a financial insti-
tution for conducting the data match pro-
vided for in subparagraph (A) (i). not to ex-
ceed the actual costs incurred b' such finan-
cial institution.

(C) LIABILITY—A financial institution
shall not be liable under any Federal or
State law to any person—

(i) for any disclosure of information to
the State agency under subparagraph (A)(i);

"(ii) for encumbering or surrendering any
assets held by such financial institution in
response to a notice of lien or levy issued by
the State agency as provided for in subpara-
graph (A) (ii): or

"(iii) for any other action taken in good
faith to comply with the requirements of
subparagraph (A).

(D) DEFINmONS.—For purposes of this
paragraph—

(i) FINANCiAL IN$TTflJflON.—The term fi-
nancial institution' has the meaning given
to such term by section 469A(d)(1),

(ii) ACCOurT.—The term 'account' means
a demand deposit account, checking or nego-
tiable withdrawal order account. savings ac-
count. time deposit account, or money-mar-
ket mutual fund account.",
SEC. 573. ENFORCEMENT OF ORDERS AGAINST

PATERNAL OR MATERNAL GRAND-
PARENTS IN CASES OF MINOR PAR-
ENTS.

Section 466(a) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)), as amended
by sections 515. 517(a). 523. 565, 569. and 572 of
this title, is amended by adding at the end
the following new paragraph

"(18) EORCrrr OF ORDERS AGAiNST PA-
TERN,AL OR MATERNAL GRAYWPARTS.—Pro-
cedures under which, at the State's option,
any child support order enforced under this
part with respect to a child of minor parents.
if the custodial parent of such child is receiv-
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ing assistance under the State program
under part A. shall be enforceable. jointly
and severally, against the parents of the
noncustodial parent of such child.".
SEC. 574. NONDISCHARGEABILITY IN BANK-

RUPTCY OF CERTAIN DEBTS FOR
THE SUPPORT OF A CHILD.

(a) ANDNT TO TITLE II OF THE UNITED
STATES CODE.—Sectjon S23(a) of title II,
United States Code, is amended—

(I) in paragraph (16) by striking the period
at the end and inserting or".

(2) by adding at the end the following:
'(17) owed under State law to a State or

municipality that is—
'(A) in the nature of support. and
"(B) enforceable under part D of title IV of

the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et
seq.).", and

(3) in paragraph (5). by striking 'section
402(a)(26) and inserting "section 408(a) (4)".

(b) AMENDNT TO ThE SocI.L SECUR]T'
ACT—Section 456(b) (42 U.S.C. 656(b)) is
amended to read as follows:

"(b) NONDISCHARGEABILITY.—A debt (as de-
fined in section 101 of title II of the United
States Code) owed under State law to a State
(as defined in such section) or municipality
(as defined in such section) that is in the na-
ture of support and that is enforceable under
this part is not released by a discharge in
bankruptcy under title II of the United
States Code.".

(c) APPUCATIOr OF AMENDMENIS.—The
amendments made by this section shall
apply only with respect to cases commenced
under title II of the United States Code after
the date of the enactment of this title.

Subtitle H—Medical Support
SEC. 581. CORRECTION TO ERISA DEFINITION OF

MEDICAL CHILD SUPPORT ORDER
(a) IN GENERAL—Section 609(a)(2)(B) of the

Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974,(29 U.S.C. 1169(a) (2) (B)) is amended—

(1) by striking "issued by a court of com-
petentjurisdiction":

(2) by striking the period at the end of
cJause (ii) and inserting a comma: and

(3) by adding, after and below clause (ii),
the following:
"if such judgment, decree, or order (I) is is-
sued by a court of competent jurisdiction or
(II) is issued through an administrative proc.
ess established under State law and has the
force and effect of law under applicable State
law.".

(b) EnvE DATE.—
(I) IN GENZRAI...—The amendments made by

this section shall take effect on the date of
the enactment of this title.

(2) PLAN A NDNTS NOT REQUIRED UNTIL
JANUARY 1, 1997.—Any amendment to a plan
required to be made by an amendment made
by this section shall not be required to be
made before the 1st plan year beginning on
or after January 1. 1997. if—

(A) during the period after the date before
the date of the enactment of this titje and
before such 1st plan year, the plan is oper-
ated in accordance v.'ith the requirements of
the amendments made by this section: and

(B) such plan amendment applies retro-
actively to the period after the date before
the date of the enactment of this Act and be-
fore such 1st pJan year.
A plan shall not be treated as failing to be
operated in accordance with the provisions
of the plan merely because it operates in ac-
cordance with this paragraph.
SEC. 582. ENFORCEMENT OF ORDERS FOR

HEALTH CARE COVERAGE.
Section 466(a) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)), as amended

by sections 515. 517(a). 523. 565. 569. 572. and
573 of this title. is amended by adding at the
end the following new paragraph:

"(19) HEALTh CARE COVERAGE—Procedures
under which all child support orders enforced
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pursuant to this part shall include a provi-
sion for the health care coverage of the
child, and in the case in which a noncusto-
dial parent provides such coverage and
changes employment, and the new employer
provides health care coverage, the State
agency shall transfer notice of the provision
to the employer, which notice shall operate
to enroll the child in the noncustodial par-
ent's health plan, unless the noncustodial
parent contests the notice.",

Subtitle 1—Enhancing Responsibility and
Opportunity for Non-Residential Parents

SEC. 591. GRANTS TO STATES FOR ACCESS AND
VISITATION PROGRAMS.

Part D of titje IV (42 U.S.C. 651—669), as
amended by section 553, is amended by add-
ing at the end the following new section:
"SEC. 469B. GRANTS TO STATES FOR ACCESS

AND VISITATION PROGRAMS.
(a) IN GEr'ERAL.—The Administration for

Children and Families shall make grants
under this section to enabJe States to estab'
lish and administer programs to support and
facilitate noncustodial parents' access to and
visitation of their children, by means of ac-
tivities including mediation (both voluntary
and mandatory), counseling. education, de-
velopment of parenting plans. visitation en-
forcement (incJuding monitoring, super.
vision and neutraJ drop-off and pickup). and
development of guidelines for visitation and
alternative custody arrangements.

'(b) AMOUNT OF GRANT.—The amount of
the grant to be made to a State under this
section for a fiscal year shall be an amount
equal to the lesser of—

(I) 90 percent of State expenditures dur-
ing the fiscal year for activities described in
subsection (a): or

(2) the allotment of the State under sub-
section (c) for the fiscal year.

'(c) ALLOTMENTS TO STATES.—
(I) IN cErE1..—The allotment of a State

for a fiscaj year is the amount that bears the
same ratio to the amount apPropriated for
grants under this section for the fiscal year
as the number of children in the State living
with only I bioJogical parent bears to the
totaJ number of such children in all States.

(2) MINIMUM ALLOTMENT—The Ad minis-
tration for ChiJdren and Families shall ad-
just alJotments to States under oaragraph (1)
as necessary to ensure that no State is allot-
ted less than—

"(A) $50,000 for fiscal year 1997 or 1998; or
"(B) $100,000 for any succeeding fiscal year.
'(d) NO SUPPLATrATION OF STATE EXPENDI-

TURES FOR SIflLAR ACTIViTIES—A State to
which a grant is made under this section
may not use the grant to supplant expendi-

\tures by the State for activities specified in
subsection (a). but shall use the grant to sup-
pJement such expenditures at a Jevel at least
equaJ to the level of such expenditures for
fiscal year 1995.

(e) STATE ADMINISTRATJOr'.—Each State
to which a grant is made under this section—

"(1) may administer State programs fund-
ed with the grant. directly or through grants
to or contracts with courts, Jocal public
agencies. or non-profit private entities;

(2) shall not be required to operate such
programs on a statewide basis: and

(3) shall monitor, evaluate. and report on
such programs in accordance with reguJa-
tions prescribed by the Secretary.'.
Subtitle J—Effective Dates and Conforming

Amendments
SEC. 595. EFFECTIVE DATES AND CONFORMING

AMENDMENTS.
(a) IN GENERAL.—Except as otherwise spe-

cifically provided (but subject to subsections
(b) and (c))—

(I) the provisions of this titje requiring the
enactment or amendment of State laws
under section 466 of the Social Security Act,
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or revision of State plans under section 454
of such Act, shall be effective with respect to
periods beginning on and after October 1.
1996; and

(2) all other provisions of this title shall
become effective upon the date of the enact-
ment of this Act.

(b) GRACE PERIOD FOR STATE LAW
CHANCES—The provisions of this title shall
become effective with respect to a State on
the later of—

(1) the date specified in this title, or
(2) the effective date of laws enacted by the

legislature of such State implementing such
provisions.
but in no event later than the 1st day of the
1st calendar quarter beginning after the
close of the 1st regular session of the State
legislature that begins after the date of the
enactment of this Act. For purposes of the
previous sentence, in the case of a State that
has a 2-year legislative session, each year of
such session shall be deemed to be a separate
regular session of the State legislature.

(c) GRACE PERIOD FOR STATE CONSTITTJ-
flONAL AMENDMENT—A State shall not be
found Out of compliance with any require-
ment enacted by this title if the State is un-

.ble to so comply without amending the
State constitution until the earlier of—

(1) 1 year after the effective date of the
necessary State constitutional amendment:
or

(2) 5 years after the date of the enactment
of this Act.

(d) CONFORJflNG AMENDMENTS.—
(1) The following provisions are amended

by striking 'absent' each place it appears
and inserting noncustodial':

(A) Section 451 (42 U.S.C. 651).
(B) Subsections (a)(1). (a)(8). (a)(1O)(E),

(a)(1O)(F). (f). and (h) of section 452 (42 U.S.C.
652).

(C) Subsections (a) and (f) of section 453 (42
U.S.C. 653).

(D) Paragraphs (8), (13). and (21)(A) of sec-
tion 454 (42 U.S.C. 654).

(E) Section 455(e) (1) (42 U.S.C. 655(e) (1)).
(F) Section 458(a) (42 U.S.C. 658(a)).
(G) Subsections (a). (b), and (c) of section

463 (42 U.S.C. 663).
(H) Subsections (a)(3)(A), (a)(3)(C), (a)(6).

and (a)(8)(B)(ii), the last sentence of sub-
section (a). and subsections (b)(1), (b)(3)(B).
(b) (3) (B)(i) . (b) (6) (A) (i). (b) (8). (b) (9), and (e) of
section 466 (42 U.S.C. 666).

(2) The following provisions are amended
by striking •an absent" each place it ap-
pears and inserting a noncustodial":

(A) Paragraphs (2) and (3) of section 453(c)
(42 U.S.C. 653(c)).

(B) Subparagraphs (B) and (C) of section
454(9) (42 U.S.C. 654(9)).

(C) Section 456(a) (3) (42 U.S.C. 656(a) (3)).
(D) Subsections (a)(3)(A), (a)(6), (a)(8)(B)(i).

(b)(3)(A). and (b)(3)(B) of section 466 (42
U.S.C. 666).

(E) Paragraphs (2) and (4) of section 469 (42
U.S.C. 669).

TiTLE VJ—SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY
INCOME REFORM

Subtitle A—Eligibility Restrictions
SEC. 601. DENIAL OF SSI BENEFITS FOR 10 YEARS

TO INDIVIDUALS FOUND TO HAVE
FRAUDULENTLY MISREPRESENTED
RESIDENCE IN ORDER TO OBTAIN
BENEFITS SIMULTANEOUSLY iN 2 OR
MORE STATES.

(a) IN GEr .i.—Section 1614(a) (42 U.S.C.
1382c(a)) is amended by adding at the end the
following:

(5) An individual shall not be considered
an eligible individual for purposes of this
title during the 10-year period beginning on
the date the individual is convicted in Fed-
eral or State court of having made a fraudu-
lent statement or representation with re-
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spect to the place of residence of the individ-
ual in order to receive benefits simulta-
neously from 2 or more States under pro.
grams that are funded under part A of title
IV, title XIX. or the Food Stamp Act of 1977.
or benefits in 2 or more States under the sup-
plemental security income program under
title XVI.".

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendment
made by this section shall take effect on the
date of tne enactment of this Act.
SEC. 602. DENIAL OF SSI BENEFITS FOR FUGI-

TIVE FELONS AND PROBATION AND
PAROLE VIOLATORS.

(a) IN GENERAL..—Section 1611(e) (42 U.S.C.
1382(e)) is amended by inserting after para-
graph (2) the following new paragraph:

(3) A person shall not be an eligible indi-
vidual or eligible spouse for purposes of this
title with respect to any month if during
such month the person is—

(A) fleeing to avoid prosecution, or cus-
tody or confinement after conviction, under
the laws of the place from which the person
flees, for a crime, or an attempt to commit
a crime, which is a felony under the laws of
the place from which the person flees. or
which, in the case of the State of New Jer-
sey. is a high misdemeanor under the laws of
such State: or

(B) violating a condition of probation or
parole imposed under Federal or State law.".

(b) EXCHANGE OF INFORMAflON WITH LAW
ENFORCENT AGENCIES—Section 1631(e) (42
U.S.C. 1383(e)) is amended by inserting after
paragraph (3) the following new paragraph:

'(4) Notwithstanding any other provision
of law, the Commissioner shall furnish any
Federal, State, or local law enforcement offi-
cer, upon the request of the officer, with the
current address, social security number, and
photograPh (if applicable) of any recipient of
benefits under this title. if the officer fur-
nishes the agency with the name of the re-
cipient and notifies the agency that—

(A) the recipient—
(i) is fleeing to avoid prosecution, or cus-

tody or confinement after conviction. under
the laws of the place from which the person
flees, for a crime, or an attempt to commit
a crime, which is a felony under the laws of
the place from which the person flees, or
which, in the case of the State oI New Jer-
sey. is a high misdemeanor under the laws of
such State:

(ii) is violating a condition of probation
or parole imposed under Federal or State
law: or

(iii) has information that is necessary for
the officer to conduct the officer's official
duties: and

(B) the location or apprehension of the re-
cipient is within the officer's official du-
ties.

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendments
made by this section shall be effective on
and after the date of the enactment of this
Act.
SEC. 603. TREATMENT OF PRISONERS.

(a) IMPIMENTA'flON OF PROI-uBrnON
AGAINST PAYMENT OF BENEFITS TO PRIS-
ONERS—Section 1611(e) (1) (42 U.S.C.
1382(e)(1)) is amended by adding at the end
the following new subparagraph:

"(l)(i) The Commissioner shall enter into a
contract, with any interested State or local
institution referred to in subparagraph (A).
under which—

(1) the institution shall provide to the
Commissioner, on a monthly basis. the
names, social security account numbers,
dates of birth, and such other identifying in-
formation concerning the inmates of the in-
stitution as the Commissioner may require
for the purpose of carrying out paragraph (1):
and

(II) the Commissioner shall pay to any
such institution, with respect to each inmate
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of the institution who is eligible for a benefit
under this title for the month preceding the
first month throughout which such inmate is
in such institution and becomes ineligible
for such benefit (or becomes eligible only for
a benefit payable at a reduced rate) as a re-
sult of the application of this paragraph. an
amount not to exceed $400 if the institution
furnishes the information described in sub-
clause (I) to the Commissioner within 3D
days after such individual becomes an in-
mate of such institution, or an amount not
to exceed $200 if the institution furnishes
such information after 3D days after such
date but within 90 days after such date.

"(ii) The provisions of section 552a of title
5. United States Code. shall not apply to any
contract entered into under clause (i) or to
information exchanged pursuant to such con-
tract.

"(iii) Payments to institutions required by
clause (i)(II) shall be made from funds other-
wise available for the payment of benefits
under this title and shall be treated as direct
spending for purposes of the Balanced Budget
and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985.".

(b) DENIAL OF SSI BENEFITS FOR 10 YEARS
TO A PERSON FOUND TO FLvE FRAUDULENTLY
OBTAINED SSI BENEI1TS WHILE IN PRiSON,—

(1) IN GENERAL—Section 1611(e)(1) (42
U.S.C. 1382(e)(1)), as amended by subsection
(a)(1), is amended by adding at the end the
following new subparagraph:

(J) In any case in which the Commis-
sioner of Social Security finds that a person
has made a fraudulent statement or rep-
resentation in order to obtarn or to continue
to receive benefits under this title while
being an inmate in a penal institution, such
person shall not be considered an eligible in-
dividual or eligible spouse for any month
ending during the 10-year period beginning
on the date on which such person ceases
being such an inmate,'.

(2) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendment
made by this subsection shall apply with re-
spect to statements or representations made
on or after the date of the enactment of this
Act.

(d) STUDY OF OTHER POTTIAL IMPROVE-
MENTS IN T€ COLLECTION O' INFORMKnON
RESPECTING PUBUC INMATES.—

(1) STUDY—The Commissioner of Social
Security shall conduct a study of the desir-
ability, feasibility, and cost of—

(A) establishing a system under which Fed-
eral, State, and local courts 'ou1d furnish to
the Commissioner such information respect-
ing court orders by which individuals are
confined in jails. prisons, or other public
penal. correctional. or medical facilities as
the Commissioner may require for the pur-
pose of carrying Out sections 202(x) and
1611(e)(1) of the Social Security Act; and

(B) requiring that State and local jails,
prisons. and other institutions that enter
into contracts with the Commissioner under
section 202(x)(3)(B) or 1611(e)(1)(I) of the So-
cial Security Act furnish the information re-
quired by such contracts to the Commis-
sioner by means of an electronic or other so-
phisticated data exchange system.

(2) REPORT.—Not later than 1 year after
the date of the enactment of this Act. the
Commissioner of Social Security shall sub-
mit a report on the results of the study con-
ducted pursuant to this subsection to the
Committee on Finance of the Senate and the
Committee on Ways and Means of the House
of Representatives.
SEC. 604. EFFECTIVE DATE OF APPLICATION FOR

BENEFITS.
(a) IN GENERAL._Subparagraphs (A) and

(B) of section 1611(c)(7) (42 U.S.C. 1382(c) (7))
are amended to read as follows:

(A) the fIrst day of the month following
the date such application is filed, or

(B) the first day of the month following
the date such individual becomes eligible for
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such benefits with respect to such applica-
tion..

(b) CONFORMINC Atr-ijj-rs,—
(I) Section 1614(b) (42 U.S.C. 1382c(b)) is

amended by striking "at the time the appli-
cation or request is filed' and inserting "on
the first day of the month following the date
the application or request is filed'.

(2) Section 1631(g)(3) (42 U.S.C. 1382j(g)(3))
is amended by inserting "following the
month" after "beginning with the month",

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—
(1) IN CENERAL.—The amendments made by

this section shall apply to applications for
benefits under title XVI of the Social Secu.
rity Act filed on or after the date of the en-
actment of this Act, without regard to
whether regulations have been issued to im-
plement such amendments.

(2) BENEFiTS UNDER TITLE XVi.—For pur-
poses of this subsection, the term benefits
under title XVI of the Social Security Act'
includes supplementary payments pursuant
to an agreement for Federal administration
under section 1616(a) of the Social Security
Act, and payments pursuant to an agreement
entered into under section 212(b) of Public
Law 93-66.

Subtitle B—Benefits for Disabled Children
SEC. 611. DEFINITIOr',r AND ELIGIBILrrY RULES.

(a) DEFINrrION OF CHILDHOOD DIsABILiTY.—
Section 1614(a)(3) (42 U.S.C. 1382c(a)(3)) is
amended—

(1) in subparagraph (A). by striking "An in-
dividual" and inserting "Except as provided
in subparagraph (C). an individual':

(2) in subparagraph (A). by striking "(or, in
the case of an individual under the age of 18.
if he suffers from any, medically determina-
ble physical or mental impairment of com-
parable severity)":

(3) by redesignating subparagraphs (C)
through (I) as subparagraphs (D) through (J).
respectively:

(4) by inserting after subparagraph (B) the
following new subparagraph:

'(C) An individual under the age of 18 shall
be considered disabled for the purposes of
this title if that individual has a medically
determinable physical or mental impair-
ment, which results in marked and severe
functional limitations, and which can be ex-
pected to result in death or which has lasted
or can be expected to last for a- continuous
period of not less than 12 months.': and

(5) in subparagraph (F), as redesignated by
paragraph (3). by striking "(D)" and insert-
ing '(E)'.

(b) CF&.r'4cEs TO CHILDHOOD SSI RECULA-
TIONS.—

(1) MODIFICATION TO DICAL CR)TERJA FOR
EVALUATIONS OF MENTAL AND EMOTIONAL DIS-
ORDERS—The Commissioner of Social Secu-
rity shall modify sections ]12.OOC.2. and
112.02B.2.c.(2) of appendix I to subpart P of
parc 404 of title 20, Code of Federal Regula-
tions, to eliminate references to maladaptive
behavior in the domain of personall
behavorial function.

(2) DISCONTINUANCE OF INDIVIDUALIZED
FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT—The Commissioner
of Social Security shall discontinue the indi-
vidualized functional assessment for children
set forth in sections 416.924d and 416.924e of
title 20. Code of Federal Regulations.

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE: MISCELLANEOUS PROVI-
SIONS.—

(1) IN CENERAL.—The provisions of. and
amendments made by. subsections (a) and (b)
shall apply to applicants for benefits for
months beginning on or after the date of the
enactment of this Act, without regard to
whether regulations have been issued to im-
plement such provisions and amendments.

(2) RECLJI.XflONS.—The Commissioner of
Social Security shall issue such regulations
as the Commissioner determines to be nec-
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essarv to implement the provisions of, and
amendments made by. subsections (a) and (b)
not later than 60 days after the date of the
enactment of this Act.

(3) AP9UCATION TO CURRENT RECIPIENTS.—
(A) EuCIBILrrY DETEv1]NATIONS.—During

the period beginning on January 1. 1997, and
ending not later than December 31. 1997. the
Commissioner of Social Security shall rede-
termine the eligibility of any individual
under age 18 who is receiving supplemental
security income benefits based on a disabil-
ity under title XVI of the Social Security
Act as of the date of the enactment of this
Act and whose eligibility for such benefits
may terminate by reason of the provisions
of. and amendments made by. subsection (a)
or (b). With respect to any redetermination
under this subparagraph—

(i) section 1614(a) (4) of the Social Security
Act (42 U.S.C. 1382c(a)(4)) shall not apply:

(ii) the Commissioner of Social Security
shall apply the eligibility criteria for new
applicants for benefits under title XVI of
such Ac::

(iii) the Commissioner shall give such rede-
termination priority over all continuing eli-
gibility reviews and other reviews under
such title: and

(iv) such redetermination shall be counted
as a review or redetermination otherwise re-
quired to be made under section 208 of the
Social Security Independence and Program
Improvements Act of 1994 or any other provi-
sion of title XVI of the Social Security Act.

(B) GRANDFATHER PROVISION.—The amend-
ments made by subsections (a) and (b) and
the redetermination under subparagraph (A).
shall only apply with respect to the benefits
of an individual described in subparagraph
(A) for months beginning on or after January
1. 1998.

(C) NOTICE.—Not later than January 1, 1997.
the Commissioner of Social Security shall
notify an individual described in subpara-
graph (A) of the provisions of this paragraph.

(4) APPROPRIATIONS.—
(A) IN CENERAL.—Out of any money in the

Treasury not otherwise appropriated, there
are authorized to be appropriated and are
hereby appropriated, to remain available
without fiscal year limitation. $200,000,000
for fiscal year 1996. $75.000,000 for fiscal year
1997, and S25.000.000 for fiscal year 1998, for
the Commissioner of Social Security to uti-
lize only for continuing disability reviews
and redetet-minations under title XVI of the
Social Security Act, with reviews and re-
determinations for individuals affected by
the provisions of subsection (b) given highest
priority.

(8) ADDiTIONAL FUIWS.—Amounts appro-
priated under subparagraph (A) shall be in
addition to any funds otherwise appropriated
for conth'kuing disability reviews and re-
determinations under title XVI of the Social
Security Act.

(5) BEEFnS UNDER TITLE XvI.—For pur-
poses of this subsection, the term "benefits
under title XVI of the Social Security Act"
includes supplementary payments pursuant
to an agreement for Federal administration
under section 1616(a) of the Social Security
Act, and payments pursuant to an agreement
entered into under section 2 12(b) of Public
Law 93-66.
SEC. 61!. EUGIBILrrY REDETERMINATION5 AND

CONTINUING DISABILITY REVIEWS,
(a) CONTINUING DISAB]LITY REVIEWS RELAT-

INC TO CERrAm1 CHiLDREN—Section
1614(a)(3)(H) (42 U.S.C. 1382c(a)(3)(H)), as re-
designated by section 611(a)(3), is amended—

(1) by inserting "(i)' after '(H)": and
(2) by adding at the end the following new

clause:
"(ii)(I) Not less frequently than once every

3 years. the Commissioner shall review in ac-
cordance with paragraph (4) the continued
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eligibility for benefits under this title of
each individual who has not attained 18
years of age and is eligible for such benefits
by reason of an impairment (or combination
of impairments) which may improve (or,
which is unlikely to improve, at the option
of the Commissioner).

(H) A parent or guardian of a recipient
whose case is reviewed under this clause
shall present. at the time of review. evidence
demonstrating that the recipient is. and has
been, receiving treatment, to the extent con-
sidered medically necessary and available, of
the condition which was the basis for provid-
ing benefits under this title.'.

(b) DISABILrrv EUCIBILm' REDETERMINA.
TIOr'rS REQUIRED FOR SSI RECIPIENTS WHO AT-
TAN 18 YEARS OF ACE.—

(1) IN CENERA.L,—Section 1614(a)(3)(H) (42
U.S.C. 1382c(a)(3)(H)), as amended by sub-
section (a). is amended by adding at the end
the following new clause:

(iii) If an individual is eligible for benefits
under this title by reason of disability for
the month preceding the month in which the
individual attains the age of 18 years, the
Commissioner shall redetermine such eligi-
bility—

(I) during the 1-year period beginning on
the individual's 18th birthday: and

"(II) by applying the criteria used in deter-
mining the initial eligibility for applicants
who have attained the age of 18 years.
With respect to a redetermination under this
clause, paragraph (4) shall not apply and
such redetermination shall be considered a
substitute for a review or redetermination
otherwise required under any other provision
of this subparagraph during that 1-year pe-
riod.".

(2) COOnNc REpEAL—Section 207 of the
Social Security Independence and Program
Improvements Act of 1994 (42 U.S.C. 1382
note; 108 Stat. 1516) is hereby repealed.

(c) CON'TNumC DISABIUTY REVIEW RE-
QUIRED FOR Low BIRTH WEICI.rr BABIES,—Sec-
don 1614(a)(3)(H) (42 U.S.C. 1382c(a)(3)(H)). as
amended by subsections (a) and (b). is
amended by adding at the end the following
new clause:

"(iv)(I) Not later than 12 months after the
birth of an individual, the Commissioner
shall review in accordance with paragraph (4)
the continuing eligibility for benefits under
this title by reason of disability of such indi-
vidual whose low birth weight is a contribut-
ing factor material to the Commissioner's
determination that the individual is dis-
abled,

(II) A review under subclause (I) shall be
considered a substitute for a review other-
wise required under any other provision of
this subparagraph during that 12-month pe-
riod,

(III) A parent or guardian of a recipient
whose case is reviewed under this clause
shall present. at the time of review, evidence
demonstrating that the recipient is, and has
been, receiving treatment, to the extent con-
sidered medically necessary and avaijable, of
the condition which was the basis for provid-
ing benefits under this title,",

(d) EEcT1VE DATE.—The amendments
made by this section shaU apply to benefits
for months beginning on or after the date of
the enactment of this Act, without regard to
whether regulations have been issued to un-
plement such amendments,
SEC. 613. ADDITIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY RE-

QUIREMENTS,
(a) TICFntN1rC OF REPRESENTATIVE PAYEE

R&UIREMENTS.—
(1) CLARIFICATION OF ROLE.—Section

1631(a)(2)(B)(ii) (42 U.S.C. 1383(a)(2)(8)(ii)) is
amended by striking 'and" at the end of sub-
clause (II). by striking the period at the end
of subclause (IV) and insertu'tg '; and", and
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by adding after subclause (IV) the following
new subclause;

(V) advise such person through the notice
of award of benefits, and at such other times
as the Commissioner of Social Security
deems appropriate, of specific examples of
appropriate expenditures of benefits under
this title and the proper role of a representa-
tive payee.".

(2) EcrIvE DATE—The amendments
made by this subsection shall apply to bene-
fits paid after the date of the enactment of
this Act.

(b) DEDICATED SAVINCS ACCOUNTS.—
(I) IN CENERAL,—Sectjon 163l(a)(2)(B) (42

U.S.C. 1383(a)(2)(B)) is amended by adding at
the end the following new clause:

'(xiv)(I) Notwithstanding clause (x), the
Commissioner of Social Security may, at the
request of the representative payee, pay any
lump sum payment for the benefit of a child
into a dedicated savings account that could
only be used to purchase for such child—

(aa) education and job skills training:
(bb) special equipment or housing modi-

fications or both specifically related to. and
required by the nature of. the child's disabil-
ity: and

(cc) appropriate therapy and rehabilita-
tion.

(II) The knowing and willful misuse of
funds from an account established under sub-
clause (I) by a representative payee for any
purpose not authorized by subclause (I) shall
constitute fraud and shall be subject to pen-
alties under section 1632.".

(2) DISRECARD OF TRUST FUNDS—Section
1613(a) (42 U.S.C. 1382b) is amended—

(A) by striking 'and" at the end of para-
graph (9),

(B) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (10) the first place it appears and
inserting a semicolon.

(C) by redesignating paragraph (10) the sec-
ond place it appears as paragraph (11) and
striking the period at the end of such para-
graph and inserting ; and", and

(D) by inserting after paragraph (11), as so
redesignated, the following new paragraph:

(12) all amounts deposited in, or interest
credited to. a dedicated savings account de-
scribed in section 1631 (a) (2) (B) (xiv).".

(3) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendments
made by this subsection shall apply to pay-
ments made after the date of the enactment
of this Act,
SEC. 614. REDUCTION IN CASH BENEFITS PAY-

ABLE TO INSTITUTIONALIZED CHIL-
DR WHOSE MEDICAL COSTS ARE
COVERED BY PRIVATE flSURANCE.

(a) Ir GENERj...—Sectjon 1611(e)(1)(B) (42
U.S.C. 1382(e)(l)(B)) is amended—

(1) by striking 'or" after 'XIX.; and
(2) by inserting "or. in the case of an eligi-

ble individual under the age of 18 receiving
payments (with respect to such individual)
under any health insurance policy issued by
a private provider of such insurance" after
"section 1614(f)(2)(B),".

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendments
made by this section shall apply to benefits
for months beginning 90 days after the date
of the enactment of this Act, without regard
to whether regulations have been issued to
implement such amendments.
SEC. 615. MODIFICATION RESPEC'1tG PARENTAL

INCOME DEEMED TO DISABLED
CHILDREN.

(a) IN GENERJ,..—Sectjon 1614(0(2) (42
U.S.C. 1382c(f)(2)) is amended—

(1) by adding at the end of subparagraph
(A) the following: 'For purposes of the pre-
ceding sentence, the income of such parent
or spouse of such parent shall be reduced
by—

(A) the allocation for basic needs de-
scribed in subparagraph (C)(i); and

(B) the earned income disregard described
in subparagraph (C)(ii).": and
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(2) by adding at the end the following: '(C) This paragraph shall not apply to any"(C)(i) The allocation for basic needs de- individual who, at the time of the Commis-scribed by this clause is— sioner's determination that such individual(I) in the case of an individual who does is eligible for the payment of past-duenot have a spouse, an amount equal to 50 per- monthly benefits under this title—cent of the maximum monthly benefit pay. '(i) is afflicted with a medically deter-able under this title to an eligible individual minable impairment that is expected to re-who does not have an eligible spouse: or sult in death within 12 months: or"(II) in the case of an individual who has a "(ii) is ineligible for benefits under thisspouse, an amount equal to 50 percent of the title and the Commissioner determines thatmaximum monthly benefit payable under such individual is likely to remain ineligiblethis title to an eligible individual who has an for the next 12 months.eligible pouse. "CD) For purposes of this paragraph, the(ii) he earned income disregard de- term 'benefits under this title' includes sup-scribed by this clause is an amount deter-

plementary payments pursuant to an agree-mined by deducting the first $780 per year (or ment for Federal administration under sec-proportionally smaller amounts for shorter tion 1616(a), and payments pursuant to anperiods) plus 64 percent of the remainder
agreement entered into under section 212(b)from the earned income (determined in ac- of Public Law 93-66.'.cordance with section 1612(a)(1)) of the par- (b) CONFORMINC AMEN'DMENT.—Sectjonent (and spouse, if any).".
1631(a)(l) (42 U.S.C. 1383(a)(l)) is amended by(b) PRESERVATION OF MEDICAID ELIcI inserting "(subject to paragraph (10))" im-BILITY.—Section 1634 (42 U.S.C. 1383c) is mediately before "in such installments'.amended by adding at the end the following:

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—(0 Any child who has not attained 18
(1) IN CENERAL.—The amendments made byyears of age and who would be eligible for a

this section are effective with respect topayment under this title but for the amend-
past-due benefits payable under title XVI ofment made by section 615(a) of the Work
the Social Security Act after the thirdFirst Act of 1996 shall be deemed to be re-
month following the month in which thisceiving such payment for purposes of eligi-
Act is enacted.bility of the child for medical assistance

(2) BENEFITS PAYABLE xvi.—under a State plan approved under title XIX
For purposes of this subsection, the termof this Act.".

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendments "benefits payable under title XVI of the So-
made by this section shall apply to months cial Security Act" includes supplementary
after 1996. payments pursuant to an agreement for Fed-

eral administration under section 1616(a) ofSubtitle C—Enforcement Provzsjons
the Social Security Act, and payments pur-SEC. 61. INSTALLMENT PAYMENT OF LARGE
suant to an agreement entered into underPAST-DUE SUPPLEMENTAL SECU-
section 212(b) of Public Law 93-66.RITY INCOME BENEFITS,

(a) IN GENERAL—Section 1631(a) (42 U.S.C. Subtitle D—Studies Regarding Supplemental
1383) is amended by adding at the end the fol- Security Income Program
lowin new paragraph: SEC. 631. ANNUAL REPORT ON THE SUPPLE.

'(10 (A) I an individual is eligible for past- MENTAL SECURITY INCOME PRO-
due monthly benefits under this title in an GRAM.
amount that (after any withholding for reim- Title XVI is amended by adding at the end
bursement to a State for interim assistance the following new section:
under subsection (g)) equals or exceeds the "SEC. 1636. ANNUAL REPORT ON PROGRAM.
product of— "(a) DESCRIPTION OF REPORT—Not later'(i) 12. and than May 30 of each year. the Commissioner(ii) the maximum monthly benefit pay- of Social Security shall prepare and deliver aable under this title to an eligible individual report annually to the President and the(or. if appropriate. to an eligible individual Congress regarding the program under thisand eligible spouse), title, including—
then the payment of such past-due benefits '(1) a comprehensive description of the
(after any such reimbursement to a State) program;
shall be made in installments as provided in '(2) historical and current data on allow-subararaoh (B). ances and denials. including number of appli-B)(i) T e payment of past-due benefits cations and allowance rat at initial deter-subject to this subparagraph shall be made minations, reconsideraUors, administrativein not to exceed 3 installments that are law judge hearings, council of appeals hear-made at 6-month intervals. ings, and Federal court appeal hearings:'(ii) Except as provided in clause (iii), the '(3) historical and current data on charac-amount of each of the first and second in- teristics of recipients and program costs. by
stallments may not exceed an amount equal recipient group (aged. blind, work disabledto the product of clauses (i) and (ii) of sub- adults, and children);paragraph (A). '(4) projections of future number of recipi-'(iii) In the case of an individual who has— ents and program costs, through at least 25(I) outstanding debt attributable tO— years;(aa) food. "(5) number of redeterininations and con-'(bb) clothing.

tinuing disability reviews, and the outcomes'(cc) shelter, or of such redetermjnations and reviews"(dd) medically necessary services, sup- "(6) data on the utilization of work incen-plies or equipment. or medicine; or tives:
'(II) current expenses or expenses antici- "(7) detailed information on administra-pated in the near term attributable tO— tive and other program operation costs;(aa) medically necessary services, sup- "(8) summaries of relevant research under-plies or equipment, or medicine, or taken by the Social Security Administra-"(bb) the purchase of a home, and tion, or by other researchers:

such debt or expenses are not subject to re- "(9) State supplementation program oper-
imbursement by a public assistance program. ations;
the Secretary under title XVIII. a State plan "(10) a historical summary of statutory
approved under title XIX. or any private en- changes to this title; and
tity legally liable to provide payment pursu- "(11) such other information as the Com-ant to an insurance policy, pre-paid plan, or missioner deems useful,
other arrangement, the limitation specified '(b) VIEWS OF MEMBERS OF ThE SOCIAL SE-
in clause (ii) may be exceeded by an amount CURrrY ADvISORY COUNCu.—Each member of
equal to the total of such debt and expenses. the Social Security Advisory Council shall
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be permitted to provide an individual report.
or a joint report if agreed. of views of the
program under this title, to be included in
the annual report under this section.".
SEC. 63Z IMPROVEMENTS TO DISABILiTY EVAL-

UATION.
(a) REQUEST FOR COM?NTS.—
(1) IN GERAL.—Not later than 60 days

after the date of the enactment of this Act,
the Commissioner of Social Security shall
issue a request for comments in the Federal
Register regarding improvements to the dis-
ability evaluation and determination proce-
dures for individuals under age 18 to ensure
the comprehensive assessment of such mdi-
viduals. including—

(A) additions to conditions which should be
presumptively disabling at birth or ages 0
through 3 years;

(B) specific changes in individual listings
in the Listing of Impairments set forth in
appendix 1 of subpart P of part 404 of title 20.
Code of Federal Regulations:

(C) improvements in regulations regarding
determinations based on regulations provid-
ing for medical and functional equivalence
to such Listing of Impairments, and consid-
eration of multiple impairments: and

(D) any other changes to the disability de-
termination procedures.

(2) REvIEw AND REGLJLAIORY ACTION—The
Commissioner of Social Security shall
prompt]y review such comments and issue
any regulations implementing any necessary
changes not later than 18 months after the
date of the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 633. STUDY OF DISABILITY DErERMINATION

PROCESS.

(a) IN GErJi.—Not later than 90 days
after the date of the enactment of this Act.
and from funds otherwise appropriated, the
Commissioner of Social Security shall make
arrangements with the National Academy of
Sciences, or other independent entity, to
conduct a study of the disability deterrnina-
tion process under titles II and XVI of the
Social Security Act. This study shall be un-
dertaken in consultation with professionals
representing appropriate disciplmes.

(b) STUDY COMPONENTS.—The study de-
scribed in subsection (a) shall include—

(I) an initial phase examining the appro-
priateness of. and making recommendations
regarding—

(A) the definitions of disability in effect on
the date of the enactment of this Act and the
advantages and disadvantages of alternative
definitions: and

(B) the operation of the disability deter-
mlnauon process. including the appropriate
method of performing comprehensive assess-
ments of individuals under age 18 with phys-
ical and mental impairments:

(2) a second phase, which may be concur-
rent th the initial phase, examining the
validity, reliability, and consistency with
current scientific knowledge of the standards
and individual listings in the Listing of Im-
pairments set forth m appendix I of subpart
P of part 404 of title 20. Code of Federal Reg-
ulations, and of related evaluation proce-
dures as promulgated by the Commissioner
of Social Security: and

(3) such other issues as the applicable en-
tity considers appropriate.

(c) REPORrs AND REGULATIO5.—
(I) REPORTS—The Commissioner of Social

Security shall request the applicable entity.
to submit an interim report and a final re-
port of the findings and recommendations re-
sulting from the study described in this sec-
tion to the President and the Congress not
later than 18 months and 24 months, respec-
tively, from the date of the contract for such
study, and such additional reports as the
Commissioner deems appropriate after con-
sultation with the applicable entity.
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(2) REGULATIONS—The Commissioner of

Social Security shall review both the in-
terim and final reports. and shall issue régu-
lations implementing any necessary changes
following each report.
SEC. 634. STUDY BY GENERAL ACCOUNTING OF-

FICE.
Not later than January 1. 1998. the Comp-

trol]er General of the United States shall
study and report on the impact of the
amendments made by. and the provisions of.
this title on the supplemental security in-
come program under title XVI of the Social
Security Act.

Subtitle E—National Commission on the
Future of Disability

SEC. 641. ESTABLISHMENT.

There is established a commission to be
known as the National Commission on the
Future of Disability (referred to in this sub'
title as the 'Commission), the expenses of
which shall be paid from funds otherwise ap-
propriated for the Social Security Adminis-
tration.
SEC. 642. DUTIES OF ThE COMMISSION.

(a) IN GENERAL—The Commission shal] de-
velop and carry Out a comprehensive study
of all matters related to the nature, purpose.
and adequacy of all Federal programs serv-
mg individuals with disabilities. In particu-
lar, the Commission shall study the disabil-
ity insurance program under title II of the
Social Security Act and the supplemental se-
curity income program under title XVI of
such Act.

(b) MATTERS STUDIED—The Commission
shall prepare an inventory of Federal pro-
grains serving individuals with disabilities,
and shall examine—

(1) trends and projections regarding the
size and characteristics of the population of
mdividuals with disabilities, and the impli-
cations of such analyses for program plan-
rung:

(2) the feasibility and design of perform-
ance standards for the Nation's disability
programs:

(3) the adequacy of Federal efforts in reha-
bilitation research and training, and oppor-
tunities to improve the lives of individuals
with disabilities through all manners of sci-
entific and engineering research; and

(4) the adequacy of policy research avail-
able to the Federal Government, and what
actions might be undertaken to improve the
quality and scope of such research.

(c) RECOMJNDATION5._The Commission
shall submit to the appropriate committees
of the Congress and to the President rec-
ommendations and, as appropriate, proposals
for legislation. regarding—

(1) which (if any) Federal disability pro-
grains should be eliminated or augmented;

(2) what new Federal disability programs
(if any) should be established:

(3) the suitability of the organization and
location of disability programs within the
Federal Government:

(4) other actions the Federal Government
should take to prevent disabilities and dis-
advantages associated with disabilities: and

(5) such other matters as the Commission
considers appropriate.
SEC. 643. MEMBERSHIP.

(a) NUMBER AND APPOmmrr,—
(I) IN CENERAL.—The Commission shall be

composed of 15 members, of whom—
(A) five shall be appointed by the Presi-

dent, of whom not more than 3 shall be of the
same major political party:

(B) three shall be appointed by the Major-
ity Leader of the Senate:

(C) two shall be appointed by the Minority
Leader of the Senate;

CD) three shall be appointed by the Speaker
of the House of Representatives; and
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(E) two shall be appointed by the Minority
Leader of the House of Representatives.

(2) REPRESENTATION—The Commission
members shall be chosen based on their edu-
cation. training, or experience. In appointing
individuals as members of the Commission.
the President and the Majority and Mmority
Leaders of the Senate and the Speaker and
Minority Leader of the House of Representa-
tives shall seek to ensure that the member-
ship of the Commission reflects the diversity
of individuals with disabilities in the United
States.

(b) COMPTROLLER GENER,AL.—The Comp-
troller General shall serve on the Commis-
sion as an ex officio member of the Commis-
sion to advise and oversee the methodology
and approach of the study of the Commis-
sion.

(c) PROHIBrnON AGAINST OFFICER OR EM-
PLOYEE—No officer or employee of any gov-
ernment shall be appointed under subsection
(a).

(d) DEADUNE FOR APPOINThIENT; TERM OF
APPOI,tTMDT.—Members of the Commission
shall be appointed not later than 60 days
after the date of the enactment of this Act.
The members shall serve on the Commission
for the life of the Commission.

(e) MEETINGS—The Commission shall lo-
cate its headquarters in the District of Co-
lumbia. and shall meet at the call of the
Chairperson, but not less than 4 times each
year durmg the life of the Commission.

(f) QUORUM—Ten members of the Commis-
sion shall constitute a quorum, but a lesser
number may hold hearings.

(g) CHAIRPERSON AND VICE CHAIRPERSON.—
Not later than 15 days after the members of
the Commission are appomted. such mem-
bers shall designate a Chairperson and Vice
Chairperson from among the members of the
Commission.

(h) CONTINUATION OF MEMBERSHIP.—If a
member of the Commission becomes an offi-
cer or employee of any government after ap-
pointment to the Commission. the individual
may continue as a member until a successor
member is appointed.

(i) VACANCIES—A vacancy on the Commis-
sion shall be filled in the manner in which
the original appointment was made not later
than 30 days after the Commission is given
notice of the vacancy.

(j) COMPENSATION—Members of the Com-
mission shall receive no additional pay, al-
lowances, or benefits by reason of their serv-
ice on the Commission.

(k) TRAVEL EXP5Es.—Each member of
the Commission shall receive travel ex-
penses, including per diem in lieu of subsist-
ence, in accordance with sections 5702 and
5703 of title 5. United States Code.
SEC. 644. STAFF AND SUPPORT SERVICES.

(a) DmEcT0R—
(1) APPOINTMENT—Upon consultation with

the members of the Commission, the Chair-
person shall appoint a Director of the Com-
mission.

(2) COMPENSATION—The Director shall be
paid the rate of basic pay for level V of the
Executive Schedule.

(b) STAFF.—With the approval of the Com-
mission, the Director may appoint such per-
sonnel as the Director considers appropriate.

(c) APPUCABILiTY OF CIvIL SERVICE LAWS.—
The staff of the Commission shall be ap-
pointed without regard to the provisions of
title 5. United States Code, governing ap-
pomtments in the competitive service, and
shall be paid without regard to the provi-
sions of chapter 51 and subchapter III of
chapter 53 of such tide relating to classifica-
tion and General Schedule pay rates.

(d) EXPERTS AND CONSULTANrS.—With the
approval of the Commission, the Director
may procure temporary and intermittent
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services under Section 3109(b) of title 5. Unit-
ed States Code.

(e) STAT OF FEER&i ACEJ'C1ES.—Upon the
request of the Commission, the head of any
Federal agency may detail, on a reimburs-
able basis, any of the personnel of such agen-
cy to the Commission to assist in carrying
out the duties of the Commission under this
subtitle.

(f) OThER RESOURCES—The Commission
shall have reasonable access to materials, re-
sources. statistical data, and other informa-
tion from the Library of Congress and agen-
cies and elected representatives of the execu-
tive and legislative branches of the Federal
Government, The Chairperson of the Com-
mission shall make requests for such access
in writing when necessary.

(g) Pi-wsi FACILfl1ES.—The Admiriis-
trator of the General Services Administra-
tion shall locate suitable office space for the
operation of the Commission. The facilities
shall serve as the headquarters of the Com-
mission and shall include all necessary
equipment and incidentals required for prop-
er functioning of the Commission.
SEC. 645. POWERS OF COMMISSION.

(a) HEARINCS.—The Commission may con-
duct public hearings or forums at the discre-
tion of the Commission, at any time and
place the Commission is able to secure facili-
ties and witnesses, for the purpose of carry-
ing out the duties of the Commission under
this subtitle.

(b) DELECATTON OF AUTHORITY.—Any mem-
ber or agent of the Commission may. if au-
thorized by the Commission, take any action
the Commission is authorized to take by this
section.

(c) INFORMkTTOt.—The Commission may se-
cure directly from any Federal agency infor-
mation necessary to enable the Commission
to carry out its duties under this subtitle.
Upon request of the Chairperson or Vice
Chairperson of the Commission, the head of
a Federal agency shall furnish the informa-
tion to the Commission to the extent per-
mitted by law.

(d) GIFIS. BEQUESTS, AND DEVISE5.—The
Commission may accept. use, and dispose of
gifts, bequests. or devices of services or prop-
erty, both real and personal, for the purpose
of aiding or facilitating the work of the Com-
mission. Gifts, bequests, or devises of money
and proceeds from sales of other property re-
ceived as gifts, bequests, or devices shall be
deposited in the Treasury and shall be avail-
able for disbursement upon order of the Com-
mission.

(e) MAILS—The Commission may use the
United States mails in the same mariner and
under the same conditions as other Federal
agencies.
SEC. 646. REPORTS.

(a) INTERIM REPOR'r,—Not later than 1 year
prior to the date on which the Commission
terminates pursuant to section 647, the Com-
mission shall submit an interim report to
the President and to the Congress, The in-
terim report shall contain a detailed state-
ment of the findings and conclusions of the
Commission, together with the Commission's
recommendations for legislative and admin-
istrative action, based on the activities of
the Commission,

(b) FINAL REPORT—Not later than the date
on which the Commission terminates, the
Commission shall submit to the Congress
and to the President a final report contain-
mg—

(1) a detailed statement of final findings,
conclusions, and recommendations: and

(2) an assessment of the extent to which
recommendations of the Commission in-
cluded in the interim report under sub-
section (a) have been implemented,

(c) PR.INTINC AND PUBLiC DIsiunor.j._
Upon receipt of each report of the Commis-
sion under this section, the President shall—
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(1) order the report to be printed: and
(2) make the report available to the public

upon request.
SEC. 647, TERMINATION.

The Commission shall terminate on the
date that is 2 years after the date on which
the members of the Commission have met
and designated a Chairperson and Vice
Chairperson,
TITLE '/fl—RESTRJCTING WELFARE AND

PUBLIC BENEFITS FOR ALIENS
SEC. 700. STATEMENTS OF NATIONAL POLICY

CONCERNING WELFARE AND IMMI-
GRATION.

The Congress makes the following state-
ments concerning national policy with re-
spect to welfare and immigration:

(1) Self-sufficiency has been a basic prin-
ciple of United States immigration law since
this country's earliest immigration statutes.

(2) It continues to be the immigration pol-
icy of the United States that—

(A) aliens within the nation's borders not
depend on public resources to meet their
needs, but rather rely on their own capabili-
ties and the resources of their families, their
sponsors, and private organizations, and

(B) the availability of public benefits not
constitute an incentive for immigration to
the United States.

(3) Despite the principle of self-sufficiency.
aliens have been applying for and receiving
public benefits from Federal, State, and
local governments at increasing rates.

(4) Current eligibility rules for public as-
sistance and unenforceable financial support
agreements have proved wholly incapable of
ensuring that individual aliens not burden
the public benefits system.

(5) It is a compelling government interest
to enact new rules for eligibility and spon-
sorship agreements in order to ensure that
aliens be self-reliant in accordance with na-
tional immigration policy.

(6) It is a compelling government interest
to remove the incentive for illegal immigra-
tion provided by the availability of public
benefits,

(7) With respect to the State authority to
make determinations concerning the eligi-
bility of qualified aliens for public benefits
in this title. a State that chooses to follow
the Federal classification in determining the
eligibility of such aliens for public assist-
ance shall be considered to have chosen the
least restrictive means available for achiev-
ing the compelling governmental interest of
ensuring that aliens be self-reliant in accord-
ance with national immigration policy.

Subtitle A—Eligibility for Federal Benefits
SEC. 701. ALIENS WHO ARE NOT QUALIFIED

AUENS INELIGIBLE FOR FEDERAL
PUBLIC BENEFITS,

(a) IN GENERAL—Notwithstanding any
other provision of law and except as provided
in subsection (b), an alien who is not a quali-
fied alien (as defined in section 731 (b)) is not
eligible for any Federal public benefit (as de-
fined in subsection (c)).

(b) EXCEPTIONS.—
(I) CERTAIN FEDERAL PUBLIC BENEFITS.—

Subsection (a) shall not apply with respect
to the following Federal public benefits:

(A) Care and services for the treatment of
an emergency medical condition, as defined
in section 1903(v)(3) of the Social Security
Act, provided under a State plan approved
under title XIX of such Act.

(B) Short-term. non-cash, in-kind emer-
gency relief,

(C) (i) Public health assistance for immuni-
zations.

(ii) Public health assistance for testing and
treatment of symptoms of communicable
diseases, whether or not such symptoms are
actually caused by a communicable disease,
and assistance for treatment of commu-
nicable diseases.
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(D) Programs, sei-vices. or assistance (such

as soup kitchens, crisis counseling and inter-
vention, and short-term shelter) specified by
the Attorney General, in the Attorney Gen-
eral 's sole and unreviewable discretion after
consultation with appropriate Federal agen-
cies and departments. which—

(i) deliver in-kind services at the commu-
nity level. including through public or pri-
vate nonprofit agencies:

(ii) do not condition the provision of assist-
ance, the amount of assistance provided, or
the cost of assistance provided on the indi-
vidual recipient's income or resources: and

(iii) are necessary for the protection of life.
safety. or public health.

(E) Programs for housing or community
development assistance or financial assist-
ance administered by the Secretary of Hous-
ing and Urban Development, any program
under title V of the Housing Act of 1949. or
any assistance under section 306C of the Con-
solidated Farm and Rural Development Act,
to the extent that the alien is receiving such
a benefit on the date of the enactment of
this Act.

(F) Assistance or benefits under—
(i) the National School Lunch Act (42

U.S.C. 1751 et seq.):
(ii) the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 (42

U.S.C. 1771 et seq.);
(iii) section 4 of the Agriculture and

Consumer Protecrjon Act of 1973 (Public Law
93—86: 7 U.S.C. 612c note):

(iv) the Emergency Food Assistance Act of
1983 (Public Law 98—8:7 U.S.C. 612c note):

(v) section 110 of the Hunger Prevention
Act of 1988 (Public Law 100—435; 7 U.S.C. 612c
note): or

(vi) the food dis-ibution program on In-
dian reservations established under section
4(b) of Public Law 88-525 (7 U.S.C. 2013(b)),

(G) The provision of any services or bene-
fits directly related to—

(i) assisting the victims of domestic vio-
lence: or

(ii) protecting or assisting abused or ne-
glected children.

(H) Services provided under the Head Start
Act (42 U.S.C. 9831 et seq.).

(I) Services provided by a—
(i) migrant or community health center

under section 329 or 330 of the Public Health
Service Act; or

(ii) school-based health clinic.
(J) Payments for foster care and adoption

assistance under part E of title IV of the So-
cial Security Act,

(K) Programs of student assistance under
titles IV. V. IX, and X of the Higher Edu-
cation Act of 1965 and programs under titles
III, VII, and VIII of the Public Health Serv-
ice Act.

(L) Means-tested programs under the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act of
1965.

(2) BATTERED OR ABUSED INDiVIDUALS.—
Subsection (a) shall not apply—

(A) for up to 48 months if the alien can
demonstrate—

(i) that—
(I) the alien has been battered or subject to

extreme cruelty in the United States by a
spouse. parent. or child, or by a member of
the spouse's. parent's. or child's family resid-
ing in the same household as the alien and
the spouse, parent, or child consented or ac-
quiesced to such battery or cruelty: or

(II) the alien's child has been battered or
subject to extreme cruelty in the United
States by a spouse or parent of the alien
(without the active participation of the alien
in the battery or extreme cruelty), or by a
member of the spouse or parents family re-
siding in the same household as the alien
when the spouse or parent consented or ac-
quiesced to and the alien did not actively
participate in such battery or cruelty: and
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(ii) that the need for the public benefits ap-

plied for has a substantial connection to the
battery or cruelty described in subclause (I)
or (II) of clause (i): and

(B) for more than 48 months if the alien
can demonstrate that any battery or cruelty
under subparagraph (A) is ongoing. has led to
the issuance of an order of a judge or an ad-
ministrative lawjudge or a prior determina-
tion of the Service, and that the need for
such benefits has a substantial connection to
such battery or cruelty.

(c) FEDERAL PUBLIC BENEFIT DEFINED.—
(I) IN CENERAL.—Except as provided in

paragraph (2). for purposes of this title the
term "Federal public benefit" means—

(A) any grant, contract, loan, professional
license, or commercial license provided by
an agency of the United States or by appro-
priated funds of the United States; and

(B) any retirement, welfare, health, dis-
ability, public or assisted housing. post-sec-
ondary education, food assistance, unem-
ployment benefit, or any other similar bene-
fit for which payments or assistance are pro-
vided to an individual, household, or family
eligibility unit by an agency of the United
States or by appropriated funds of the Unit-
ed States,

(2) EXCEPTIONS.—The term "Federal public
benefit' shall not apply—

(A) to any contract, professional license, or
commercial license for a nonimmigrant
whose visa for entry is related to such em-
ployment in the United States: or

(B) with respect to benefits for an alien
who as a work authorized nonimmigrant or
as an alien lawfully admitted for permanent
residence under the Immigration and Nation-
ality Act qualified for such benefits and for
whom the United States under reciprocal
treaty agreements is required to pay bene-
fits, as determined by the Attorney General.
after consultation with the Secretary of
State.
SEC. 702. LIMITED ELIGXBILrFY O CERTAIN

QUALIflED ALIENS FOR SSI BENE-
FITS.

(a) LIMITED ELICIBILrrY FOR SSI BENE-
FITS—Notwithstanding any other provision
of law and except as provided in subsection
(b). an alien who is a qualified alien (as de-
fined in section 731(b)) is not eligible for the
supplemental security income program
under title XVI of the Social Security Act.
including supplementary payments pursuant
to an agreement for Federal administration
under section 1616(a) of the Social Security
Act and payments pursuant to an agreement
entered into under section 212(b) of Public
Law 93-66.

(b) EXCEVnONS.—
(I) EXCEPTION FOR REFUCEES AND

ASYLEES.—Subsection (a) shall not apply to—.
(A) an alien who has been admitted to the

United States as a refugee under section 207
of the Immigration and Nationality Act:

(B) an alien who has been granted asylum
under section 208 of such Act: or

(C) an alien whose deportation has been
withheld under section 243(h) of such Act.

(2) CmJN PERMANENT RESIDENT ALIENS—
Subsection (a) shall not apply to an alien—

(A) who is lawfully admitted to the United
States for permanent residence under the
Irnniigration and Nationality Act: and

(B)(i) has had paid with respect to the self-
employment income or employment of the
alien, or of a parent or spouse of the alien.
taxes under chapter 2 or chapter 21 of the In-
ternal Revenue Code of 1986 in each of 40 dif-
ferent calendar quarters, and (ii) did not re-
ceive any Federal means-tested public bene-
fit (as defined in section 703(c)) during any
such quarter.

(3) VETERAJ- AP.D ACTWE DUTY EXCEVflON.—
Subsection (a) shall not apply to an alien
who is lawfully residing in any State and is—

(A) a veteran (as defined in section 101 of
title 38. United States Code) with a discharge
characterized as an honorable discharge and
not on account of alienage;

(B) on active duty (other than active duty
for training) in the Armed Forces of the
United States: or

(C) the spouse or unmarried dependent
child of an individual described in subpara-
graph (A) or (B).

(4) EXCEPTION FOR BATrERED INDIVIDUALS
AND CHILDREN—Subsection (a) shall not
apply in the case of an exception described in
section 701(b) (2).

(5) DISABILITY EXCEPTION—Subparagraph
(a) shall not apply to an alien who has been
lawfully admitted to the United States for
permanent residence, and who since the date
of such lawful admission, has become blind
or disabled, as those terms are defined in sec-
tion 1614 of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 1382c).

(c) TRANSITION FOR ALIENS CURRENTLY RE-
CEIVINC BEEI'rrs.—

(1) APPLICATION AFTER JANUARY 1. 1998.—
Subsection (a) shall apply to the eligibility
of an alien for the benefits described in such
subsection for months beginning on or after
January 1, 1998. if. on the date of the enact-
ment of this Act, the alien is lawfully resid-
ing in any State and is receiving such bene-
fits on the date of the enactment of this Act.

(2) REDETERM1NATION OF BENEPTTS.—.During
the period beginning on the date of the en-
actrnent of this Act and ending on the date
which is 1 year after such date. the Cornniis-
sioner of Social Security shall redetermine
the eligibility of any individual who is re-
ceiving benefits under the supplemental se-
curity income program under title XVI of
the Social Security Act, including supple-
mentary payments pursuant to an agree-
ment for Federal administration under sec-
tion 1616(a) of the Social Security Act and
payments pursuant to an agreement entered
into under section 2 12(b) of Public Law 93—66.
as of the date of the enactment of this Act
and whose eligibility for such benefits may
terminate by reason of the provisions of this
section,

(3) REDETERMINATION CRITERIA.— With re-
spect to any redetermination under para-
graph (2). the Commissioner of Social Secu-
rity shall apply the eligibility criteria for
new applicants for benefits under the pro-
gram and agreements described in such para-
graph.

(4) NOTICE.—Not later than January 1. 1997.
the Commissioner of Social Security shall
notify an individual described in paragraph
(2) of the provisions of this section.
SEC. 703. FIVE-YEAR LIMfl'ED ELIGIBILITY O

QUALIFIED ALIENS OR FEDERAL
MEANS-TESTED PUBLIC BENEFrr.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any
other provision of law and except as provided
in subsection (b). an alien who is a qualified
alien (as defined in section 731(b)) and who
enters the United States on or after the date
of the enactment of this Act is not eligible
for any Federal means-tested public benefit
(as defined in subsection (c)) for a period of
5 years beginning on the date of the alien's
entry into the United States with a status
within the meaning of the term "qualified
alien".

(b) EXCEPTIONS.—The limitation under sub-
section (a) shall not apply to the any alien
described in section 702(b).

(c) FEDER MEANS-TESTED PUBLIC BENE-rr DEFINED.—
(1) IN CENERAL..—Except as provided in

paragraph (2). for purposes of this title, the
term "Federal means-tested public benefit"
means a public benefit (including cash, medi-
cal. housing, and food assistance and social
services) of the Federal Government in
which the eligibility of an individual, house-
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hold, or family eligibility unit for benefits,

or the amount of such benefits, or both, are
determined on the basis of income. re-
sources, or financial need of the individual,
household. or unit,

(2) EXCEPTiON—Such term does not include
any Federal public benefit described in sec-
tion 701(b)(l).

SEC. 704. NOTIFICATION AND 1NORMATION RE
PORTING.

Each Federal agency that administers a
program to which section 701. 702. or 703 ap-
plies shall, directly or through the States,
post information and provide general notifi-
cation to the public and to program recipi-
ents of the changes regarding eligibility for
any such program pursuant to this title.

Subtitle B—Eligibility for State and Local
Public Benefits Programs

SEC. 711. ALIENS WHO ARE NOT QUALIFIED
ALIENS OR NONIMMIGRANTS INELI-
GIBLE FOR STATE AND LOCAL PUB-
LIC BEN ETrS.

(a) IN GENERAL—Notwithstanding any
other provision of law and except as provided
in subsections (b) and (d). an alien who is not
described under one of the following para-
graphs of this subsection is not eligible for
any State or local public benefit' (as defined
in subsection (c)):

(1) A qualified alien (as defined in section
731(b)).

(2) A nonimmigrant, as determined under
the Immigration and Nationality Act.

(3) An alien who is paroled into the United
States under section 212(d)(5) of such Act for
less than one year.

(4) An alien described in section 701(b) (2).

(b) EXCEPTIONS.—Subsection (a) shall not
apply with respect to the following State or
local public benefits:

(1) Care and services for the treatment of
an emergency medical condition. as defined
in section 1903(v)(3) of the Social Security
Act.

(2) Short-term, noncash, in-kind emer-
gency relief,

(3)(A) Public health assistance for immuni-
zations,

(B) Public health assistance for testing and
treatment of symptoms of communicable
diseases. whether or not such symptoms are
actually caused by a communicable disease,
and assistance for treatment of commu-
nicable diseases.

(4) Programs. services, or assistance (such
as soup kitchens. crisis counseling and inter-
vention, and short-term shelter) specified by
the appropriate State official which—

(A) deliver in-Idnd services at the commu-
nity level. including through public or pri-
vate nonprofit agencies:

(B) do not condinon the provision of assist-
ance, the amount of assistance provided, or
the cost of assistance provided on the indi-
vidual recipient's income or resources: and

(C) are necessary for the protection of life,
safety, or public health.

(5) Family violence services,
(6) Benefits or services to protect abused or

neglected children,
(7) School meals and child nutrition serv-

ices.
(8) Prenatal health care services.
(c) STATE OR LOCAL PUBLIC BEN'rr DE-

FINED,—
(1) IN CENERAL.—Except as provided in

paragraph (2). for purposes of this section the
term "State or local public benefit" means—

(A) any grant. contract, loan. professional
license. or commercial license provided by
an agency of a State or local govel-nlnent or
by appropriated funds of a State or local gov-
ernment: and
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(B) any retirement, welfare, health, dis-
ability, public or assisted housing, post-sec-
ondary education, food assistance, unem-
ployment benefit, or any other similar bene-
fit for which payments or assistance are pro-
vided to an individual, household, or family
eligibility unit by an agency of a State or
local government or by appropriated funds of
a State or local government.

(2) EXCEPTiONS—The term "State or local
public benefit" shall not apply—

(A) to any contract, professional license, or
commercial license for a nonimmigrant
whose visa for entry is related to such em-
ployment in the United States; or

(B) with resDect to benefits for an alien
who, as a work authorized nonimmigrant or
as an alien lawfully admitted for permanent
residence under the immigration and Nation-
ality Act, qualified for such benefits and for
whom the United States under reciprocal
treaty agreements is required to pay bene-
fits. as determined by the Secretary of State,
after consultation with the Attorney Gen-
eral.

(d) STATE ALm0RJTY To PROVIDE FOR ELI-
CIBILITY OF ILLEGAL ALIENS FOR STATE AND
Loc PUBLIC BENEFI'rs.—A State may pro-
vide that an alien who is not lawfully
present in the United Stáes is eligible for
any State or local public benefit for which
such alien would otherwise be ineligible
under the provisions of subsection (a).

(e) RULE OF CONSTRUCTION_Nothing in
this section shall be construed to limit the
option of a Slate to provide preventative
health care to an alien who would otherwise
be ineligible for such health care under the
provisions of this section.

Subtitle C—Attribution of Income and
Afidav1ts of Support

SEC. 721. FEDERAL ATTRIBUTION OF SPONSOR'S
INCOME AND RESOURCES TO ALIEN
FOR PURPOSES OF MEDICAID. FOOD
STAMPS. AND TEA ELIGIBILITY.

(a) ATrRIBLmON OF SPONSOR'S INCOr AND
RESOURCES.—

(1) IN GENERAL.._Notwithstanding any
other provision of law, in determining the
eligibility and the amount of benefits of an
alien for the program of medical assistance
under title XIX of the Social Security Act.
the Food stamp program, as defined in sec-
tion 3(h) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977. and
the temporary employment assistance pro-
gram funded under part A of title IV of the
Social Security Act, the income and re-
sources of the alien shall be deemed to in-
clude the following:

(A) The income and resources of any per-
son who executed an affidavit of support pur-
suant to section 213A of the Immigration and
Nationality Acz (as added by section 723) on
behalf of such alien.

(B) The income and resources of the spouse
(if any) of such affiant.

(2) DETERMJATION OF INCO AJ'T.D RE-
SOURCES. —

(A) INCO.—For each program referred to
in paragraph (1). the amount of income
which shall be deemed to an alien under this
section shall be determined by calculating
the countable yearly income received by the
sponsor and the sponsor's spouse according
to the regulations for determining income
eligibility applicable to the program in-
volved, and deducting therefrom an amount
equal to the poverty line. as defined in sec-
tion 673(2) of the Community Services Block
Grant Act (42 U.S.C. 9902(2). (including any
revision required by such section) applicable
to a family of the same size as such sponsor's
and such spouse's family.

(B) RESOURCES—For each program referred
to in paragraph (I). the amount of resources
which shall be deemed to be the resources of
an alien under this section shall be deter-
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mined by calculating the total value of
countable resources owned by and available
to the sponsor and the sponsor's spouse.
Such amount shall not include the sponsors
personal property, primary place of resi-
dence. property used to generate income, or
such other resources as are designated by the
agency charged with administering the af-
fected program.

(b) APPLICATION.—
(1) 1N CENERAL.—Subsection (a) shall apply

with respect to an alien until such time as
the alien—

(A) achieves United States citizenship
through naturalization pursuant to the Im-
migration and Nationality Act: or

(B)(i) pays. or has paid. with respect to the
self-employment income or employment of
the alien, or of a parent or spouse of the
alien. taxes under chapter 2 or chapter 21 of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 in each of
40 different calendar quarters, and (ii) did
not receive any Federal means-tested public
benefit (as defined in section 703(c)) during
any such quarter.

(2) Crr FOR SPOUSES AND CHILDREN—An
alien not meeting the requirements of para-
graph (1)(B)(i) shall be treated as meeting
such requirements if—

(A) the spouse of such alien has met such
requirements and the alien and spouse filed a
joint income tax returns covering the 40 cal-
endar quarters referred to in such paragraph:
or

(B) the individual who claimed such alien
as a dependent on an income tax return cov-
ering such quarters met such requirements
for such quarters.

(3) EXCEPTIONS —Subsection (a) shall not
apply to—

(A) any alien described in—
(i) section 701 (b) (2); or
(ii) section 702(b); or
(B) any alien woman who is pregnant.
(c) REVIEW OF INCOr AND RESOURCES OF

ALiEN UPON REAPPLICATION—Whenever an
alien is required to reapply for benefits
under any of the programs described in sec-
tion 721(a)(l), the State agency administer-
ing such plan shall review the income and re-
sources attributed to the alien under sub-
section (a).

(d) OTHER MEMBERS OF ThE ALIEN'S HOUSE-
HOLD—The deemed income and resources of
a sponsored alien shall not affect the eligi-
bility or amount of benefits of any other in-
dividuals who are members of such alien's
family or household.
SEC. 722. AUThORITY FOR STATES TO PROVIDE

FOR ATTmBUTION OF SPONSOR'S
rNCOME AND RESOURCES TO THE
ALIEN WITH RESPECT TO STATE
PROGRAMS,

(a) OPTIONAL APPLICATION TO STATE PRO-
GRAMS.—

(1) IN GENERAL—Except as provided in sub-
section (b). in determining the eligibility
and the amount of benefits of an alien for
any State or local public benefits (as defined
in section 712(c)) that are means-tested, the
State or political subdivision that offers the
benefits may provide that the income and re-
sources of the alien shall be deemed to in-
clude—

(A) the income and resources of any indi-
vidual who executed an affidavit of support
pursuant to section 213A of the Immigration
and Nationality Act (as added by section 723)
on behalf of such alien; and

(B) the income and resources of the spouse
(if any) of the affiant.

(2) DETERMINATION OF 1NCO AND RE-
SOURCES—The maximum amount of a spon-
sor's income and resources that a State may
attribute to an alien applying for State pub-
lic benefits (as defined in section 712(c)) that
are means-tested under this section shall be
determined in accordance with the provi-
sions of section 721(a)(2),
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(b) EXCEPTIONS—Subsection (a) shall not

app'y with respect to the following State
public benefIts:

(1) Emergency medical services,
(2) Short-term, noncash, in-kind emer-

gency relief.
(3) Programs comparable to assistance or

benefits under the National School Lunch
Act.

(4) Programs comparable to assistance or
benefits under the Child Nutrition Act of
1966.

(5)(A) Public health assistance for immuni-
zations.

(B) Public health assistance for testing and
treatment of symptoms of communicable
diseases, whether or not such symptoms are
actually caused by a communicable disease,
and assistance for treatment of commu-
nicable diseases.

(6) Payments for foster care and adoption
assistance.

(7) Programs, services, or assistance (such
as soup kitchens, crisis counseling and inter-
vention, and short-term shelter) specified by
the appropriate State official which—

(A) deliver in-kind services at the commu-
nity level. inciuding through public or pri-
vate nonprofit agencies;

(B) do not condition the provision of assist-
ance, the amount of assistance provided. or
the cost of assistance provided on the indi-
vidual recipient's income or resources: and

(C) are necessary for the protection of life.
safety, or public health,

(8) Prenatal health care services,
(9) Services and benefits provided to an

alien who is described in section 702(b) (5).
SEC. 723. REQUIREMENTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFI-

DAVIT OF SUPPORT.
(a) IN GENER,.L.—Title II of the Immigra-

tion and Nationality Act is amended by in-
serting after section 213 the following new
section:

REQUIREPTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFF1DAVT OF
SUPPORT

"SEC. 213A. (a) ENFORrnu-ry,—
(1) 1N CENR\L.—No affidavit of support

may be accepted by the Attorney General or
by any consular officer to establish that an
alien is not excludable as a public charge
under section 212(a)(4) unless such affidavit
is executed as a contract—

(A) which is legally enforceable against
the sponsor by the sponsored alien, the Fed-
eral Government, and by any State (Or any
political subdivision of such State) which
provides any means-tested public benefits
program. but not later than 10 years after
the alien last receives any such benefit:

(B) in which the sponsor agrees to finan-
cially support the alien. so that the alien
will not become a public charge: and

(C) in which the sponsor agrees to submit
to the jurisdiction of any Federal or State
court for the purpose of actions brought
under subsection (e)(2).

'(2) ENFORCEWr PERIOD—A contract
under paragraoh (1) shall be enforceable with
respect to benefits provided to the alien
until such time as the alien achieves United
States citizenship through naturalization
pursuant to chapter 2 of titie III.

'(b) FO1is,—Not later than 90 days after
the date of enactment of this section, the At-
torney General, in consultation with the
Secretary of State and the Secretary of
Health and Human Services. shall formulate
an affidavit of support consistent with the
provisions of this section.

(c) RE DS.—Remedies available to en-
force an affidavit of support under this sec-
tion include any or all of the remedies de-
scribed in sections 3201. 3203, 3204, or 3205 of
title 28. United States Code, as well as an
order for specific performance and payment
of legal fees and other costs of collection.
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and inc'ude corresponding remedies avail-
able under State law. A Federal agency may
seek to collect amounts owed under this sec-
tion in accordance with the provisions of
subchapter II of chapter 37 of title 31. United
States Code.

(d) NOTInCXT1ON OF CHA.NCE OF Ao-
ORESS,—

"(1) IN CENERAL.—The sponsor shall notify
the Attorney General and the State in which
the sponsored alien is currently resident
within 30 days of any change of address of
the sponsor during the period specified in
subsection (a)(2).

(2) PENALT.—Any person subject to the
requirement of paragraph (1) who fails to
satisfy such requirement shall be subject to
a civil penalty of—

not less than $250 or more than $2,000:
or

(B) if such failure occurs with knowledge
that the alien has received any means'tested
public benefit, not less than $2000 or more
than S5.000.

(e) REI BLRSEMENT OF GOvE1Mfl- EX-
PENSES.—

•

(1) PROCEDURE FOR REIMBURSEMENT.—
(A) REQUEST EROM SPONSOR—Upon notifi-

cation that a sponsored alien has received
any benefit under any means-tested public
benefits program. the appropriate Federal.
State. or local official shall request reim-
bursement by the sponsor in the amount of
such assistance.

(B) RECULATIONS.—The Attorney General.
in consultatior with the Secretary of Health
and Human Services, shall prescribe such
regulations as may be necessary to carry out
subparagraph (A).

(2) CAUSES OF ACflON.—
"(A) IN CENERAL.—If within 45 days after

requesting reimbursement, the appropriate
Federal. State. or local agency has not re-
ceived a response from the sponsor indicat-
ing a willingness to commence payments, an
action may be brought against the sponsor
pursuant to the affidavit of support.

•

(B) Ui'or.. FAILURE TO ABIDE BY TERMS OF
REPAYMENT.—If the sponsor fails to abide by
the repayment terms established by such
agency, the agency may. within 60 days of
such failure. 'bring an action against the
sponsor pursuant to the affidavit of support.

"(3) LUVUTAflON.—NO cause of action may
be brought wder this subsection later than
10 years after the alien last received any ben-
efit under any means-tested public benefits
program.

(4) AUTHORIrY TO CONTRACT,—If, pursuant
to the terms of this subsection, a Federal.
State. or local agency requests reimburse-
ment from the sponsor in the amount of as-
sistance provided, or brings an action
against the sponsor pursuant to the affidavit
of support, the appropriate agency may ap-
point or hire an individual or other person to
act on behalf of such agency acting under
the authority of law for purposes of collect-
ing any moneys owed. Nothing in this sub-
section shall preclude any appropriate Fed-
eral. State. or local agency from directly re-
questing reimbursement from a sponsor for
the amount of assistance provided, or from
bringing an aczion against a sponsor pursu-
ant to an affidavit of support.

(I) DEFINITIONS—For the purposes of this
section—

(1) SPONSOR—The term sponsor means
an individual who—

'(A) is a citizen or national of the United
States or an alien who is lawfully admitted
to the United States for permanent resi-
dence:

"(B) has attained the age of 18 years: and
(C) is domiciled in the United States or in

any territory or possession thereof.
(2) MEANS-TESTW PUBLIC BENEFITS PRO-

GRAM—The term 'means-tested public bene-
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fits Drogram' means a program of public ben-
efits (including cash, medical, housing, and
food assistance and social services) of the
Federal Government or of a State or politi-
cal subd]vision of a State in which the eligi-
bility of an individual, household, or family
eligibility unit for benefits under the pro.-
gram, or the amount of such benefits, or
both are determined on the basis of income.
resources, or financial need of the individual.
household, or unit.".

(b) CLERICAL. AMENDMENT.—The table of
contents of such Act is amended by inserting
after the item relating to section 23 the fol-
lowing:
'Sec. 213A. Requirements for sponsor's affi-

davit of support.".
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE—Subsection (a) of sec-

tion 213A of the Immigration and National-
ity Act (as inserted by subsection (a) of this
Section) shall apply to affidavits of support
executed on or after a date specified by the
Attorney General, which date shall not be
earlier than 60 days (and not later than 90
days) after the date the Attorney General
formulates the form for such affidavits under
subsection (b) of section 213A of such Act (as
so inserted).

(d) BENEFITS No-F SuaJEc'r TO REIMBURSE-
MENT.—Requirements for reimbursement by
a sponsor for benefits provided to a spon-
sored alien pursuant to an affidavit of sup-
port under section 213A of the Immigration
and Nationality Act shall not apply with re-
spect to—

(I) any alien described in—
(A) section 701(b)(2): or
(B) section 702(b);
(2) any alien woman who is pregnant; or
(3) any of the following benefits:
(A) Care and services for the treatment of

an emergency medical condition, as defined
in section 1903(v)(3) of the Social Security
Act, provided under a State plan approved
under title XIX of such Act, and prenatal
services provided under a State plan ap-
proved under such title.

(B) Short-term, noncash, in-kind emer-
gency relief.

(C) Assistance or benefits under the Na-
tional School Lunch Act.

(D) Assistance or benefits under the Child
Nutrition Act of 1966.

(E)(i) Public health assistance for immuni-
zations.

(ii) Public health assistance for testing and
treatment of symptoms of communicable
diseases, whether or not such symptoms are
actually caused by a communicable disease.
and assistance for treatment of commu-
nicable diseases.

(F) Payments for foster care and adoption
assistance under part E of title IV of the So-
cial Security Act for a child.

(G) Programs, services, or assistance (such
as soup kitchens, crisis counseling and inter-
vention, and short-term shelter) specified by
the Attorney General, in the Attorney Gen-
eral's sole and unreviewable discretion after
consultation with appropriate Federal agen-
cies and departments. which—

(i) deliver in-kind services at the commu-
nity level, including through public or pri-
vate nonprofit agencies:

(ii) do not condition the provision of assist-
ance, the amount of assistance provided, or
the cost of assistance provided on the indi-
vidual recipient's income or resources: and

(iii) are necessary for the protection of life.
safety. or public health.

(H) Programs of student assistance under
titles IV, V. IX. and X of the Higher Edu-
cation Act of 1965 and programs under titles
III, VII. and VIII of the Public Health Serv-
ice Act.

(I) Benefits or services provided by a mi-
grant or community health center under sec-
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tion 329 or 330 of the Public Health Service
Act,

(J) Family violence services.
Subtitle D—General Provisions

SEC. 731. DEFIrITIONS.
(a) IN GEN.i.—Except as other-wise pro-

vided in this title. the terms used in this
title have the same meaning given such
terms in section 101(a) of the Immigration
and Nationality Act.

(b) QUAUFIED ALIEN.—
U) Ir CENtRAL—For purposes of this title,

the term "qualified alien" means an alien
who, at the time the alien applies for. re-
ceives, or attempts to receive a Federal pub-
lic benefit. is lawfully present in the United
States,

(2) RECULATJONS.—The determination of
whether an alien is lawfully present in the
United States shall be made in accordance
with regulations of the Attorney General. An
alien shall not be considered to be lawfully
present in the United States for the purposes
of this title merely because the alien may be
considered to be permanently residing in the
United States under color of law for purposes
of any particular program.
SEC. 732. STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION.

(a) L]rilTATON.—
(I) IN CENERAL—Nothing in this title shall

be construed as an entitlement or as a deter-
mination of an individual's eligibility or ful-
fillment of the requisite requirements for
any Federal, State, or local governmental
program. assistance, or benefits. For pur-
poses of this title, eligibility relates only to
the general issue of eligibility or ineligibil-
ity on the basis of alienage.

(2) NO EFFECT ONI EUCIBILITY FOR EDU-
CATIONL—Nothing in this title may be con-
strued as addressing alien eligibility for a
basic public education as determined by the
Supreme Court of the United States under
Plyler v. Doe (457 U.S. 202) (1982).

(b) NOT APPLICABLE TO FOREJCr ASSIST-
ANCE—This title does not apply to any Fed-
eral, State, or local governmental program.
assistance. or benefits provided to an alien
under any program of foreign assistance as
determined by the Secretary of State in con-
sultation with the Attorney General,

(c) SEv.njry.—If any provision of this
title or the application of such provision to
any person or circumstance is held to be un-
constitutional, the remainder of this title
and the application of the provisions of such
to any person or circumstance shall not be
affected thereby.
SEC. 733. TITLE INAPPLICAELE TO PROGRAMS

SPECIFIED BY ATTORNEY GENERAL.
Notwithstanding any other provision of

this title. this title or any provision of this
title shall not apply to programs. services, or
assistance (such as soup kitchens, crisis
counseling and intervention, and short term
shelter) specified by the Attorney General.
in the Attorney General's sole and
unreviewable discretion after consultation
with appropriate Federal agencies and de-
partments. which—

(I) deliver services at the community level,
including through public or private nonprofit
agencies:

(2) do not condition the provision of assist-
ance, the amount of assistance provided, or
the cost of assistance provided on the indi-
vidual recipient's income or resources; and

(3) are necessary for the protection of life.
safety or the public health.
SEC. 734. flTLE INAPPLICABLE TO PROGRAMS OF

NONPROFIT CHARITABLE ORGANI-
ZATIONS.

(a) IN GENERAL—Nothing in this Act shall
be construed as requiring a nonprofit chaz-i-
table organization operating any program of
assistance provided or funded, in whole or in
part. by the Federal Government or by the
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government of any State or political subdivi-
sion of a State to—

(I) determine, verify, or otherwise require
proof of the eligibility, as determined under
this title, of any applicant for benefits or as-
sistance under such program: or

(2) deem that the income or assets of any
applicant for benefits or assistance under
such program include the income or assets of
an individual described in subparagraph (A)
or (B) of section 721(a)(I).

(b) No EFFECT ON FEDERAL Aw'HORrry To
DEijil COMPLIANCE—Nothing in this
section shall be construed as prohibiting the
Federal Government from determining the
eligibility of any individual for any Federal
public benefit as defined section 701(c)). or
for any State or local public benefits (as de-
fined in section 711(c)).

Subtitle E—Conforming Amendments
SEC. 741. CONPORMING AMENDMENTS RELAT•

INC To ASSISTED HOUSING.
(a) UMITATIONS ON ASSSTANCE,—Section

214 of the Housing and Community Develop-
ment Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C. 1436a) is amend-
ed—

(1) by striking "Secretary of Housing and
Urban Development" each place it appears
and inserting "applicable Secretary":

(2) in subsection (b). by inserting after
"National Housing Act.' the following: "the
direct loan program under section 502 of the
Housing Act of 1949 or section 502(c)(5)(D).
504. 521(a) (2) (A). or 542 of such Act, subtitle A
of title III of the Cranston-Gonzalez National
Affordable Housing Act.":

(3) in paragraphs (2) through (6) of sub-
section (d). by striking "Secretary" each
place it appears and inserting 'applicable
Secretary":

(4) in subsection (d), in the matter follow-
ing paragraph (6). by striking "the term
'Secretary'" and inserting "the term appli-
cable Secretary'": and

(5) by adding at the end the following new
subsection:

"(h) For pul-noses of this section. the term
applicable Set-ezary' means—

(1) the Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development, with respect to financial as-
sistance administered by such Secretary and
financial assistance under subtitle A of title
III of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Afford-
able Housing Act: and

(2) the Secretary of Agriculture, with re-
spect to financial assistance administered by
such Secretai-v.",

(b) CONFOR\nrcc ANDMENTS.—Section
501(h) of the Housing Act of 1949 (42 U.S.C.
1471(h)) is amended—

(1) by striking "(1)';
(2) by striking 'by the Secretary of Hous-

ing and Urban Development ':and
(3) by striking paragraph (2).

TITLE Vm—FOOD ASSISTANCE
Subtitle A—Food Stamp Program

SEC. 801. DEFINITION OF CERTIFICATION PE-
RIOD.

Section 3(c) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977
(7 U.S.C. 2012(c)) is amended by striking "Ex-
cept as provided" and all that follows and in-
serting the following: "The certification pe-
nod shall not exceed 12 months, except that
the certification period may be up to 24
months if all adult household members are
elderly or disahled. A State agency shall
have at least I contact with each certified
household every 12 months.".
SEC. 802. DEFINITION OF COUPON.

Section 3(d) n! the Food Stamp Act of 1977
(7 U.S.C. 2012(d)) is amended by striking 'or
type of certificate" and inserting "type of
certificate. authorization card, cash or check
issued in lieu of a coupon, or access device.
including an electronic benefit transfer card
or personal identification number.'.

SEC. 803. TREATMENT OF CHILDREN L1VNG AT
HOME.

The second sentence of section 3(i) of the
Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2012(i)) is
amended by striking "(who are not them-
selves parents living with their children or
married and living with their spouses).
SEC. 804. ADJUSTMENT OF THE THRiFTY FOOD

PLAN.

The second sentence of section 3(o) of the
Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2012(o)) is
amended—

(1) by striking 'and (11) on" and inserting
'(11) on':

(2) in paragraph (11), by inserting after
"October 1 thereafter" the following:
"through the last day of the first month fol-
lowing the month of enactment of the Work
First Act of 1996': and

(3) by striking the period at the end and in-
serting the following: '. and (12) on the first
day of the second month following the
month of enactment of the Work First Act of
1996. and each October 1 thereafter, adjust
the cost of the diet to reflect the cost of the
diet in the preceding June. and round the re-
sult to the nearest lower dollar increment
for each household size, except that on the
first day of the second month after the
month of enactment of the Work First Act of
1996 the Secretary may not reduce the cost
of the diet in effect on September 30. 1995.".
SEC. 805. DEFINITION OF HOMELESS INDIVIDUAL.

Section 3(s)(2)(C) of the Food Stamp Act of
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2012(s) (2) (C)) is amended by in-
serting "for not more than 90 days" after
"temporary accommodation".
SEC. 806. STATE OPTION FOR ELGLFY

STANDARDS.
Section 5(b) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977

(7 U.S.C. 2014(d)) is amended by striking "(b)
The Secretary' and inserting the following:

(b) ELICIBUJTY STANDARDS—Except as
otherwise provided in this Act, the Sec-
retary".
SEC. 807. EARNNCS OF STUDENTS.

Section 5(d) (7) of the Food Stamp Act of
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2014(d) (7)) is amended by strik-
ing "is 21 years of age or younger" and in-
serting 'has not reached the age of 18".
SEC. 808. ENERGY ASSISTANCE.

(a) COUNTING GOvER EWrAL ENERGY AS.
S5TANCE AS INCO€.—Section 5(d) of the
Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2014(d)) is
amended—.

(1) by striking paragraph (11): and
(2) by redesignating paragraphs (12)

through (16) as paragraphs (11) through (15),
respectively.

(b) STANDARD UTILrIY ALLOWANCE—Sec-
tion 5(e) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7
U.S.C. 2014(e)) is amended by striking "If a
State agency elects" and all that follows
through 'season for which it was provided.".

(c) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—
(1) Section 5(k) of the Food Stamp Act of

1977 (7 U.S.C. 2014(k)) is amended—
(A) in paragraph (1)(B), by striking ". not

including energy or utility-cost assistance,':
(B) in paragraph (2)—
(i) by striking subparagraph (C); and
(ii) by redesignating subparagraphs (D)

through (H) as subparagraphs (C) through
(G). respectively: and

(C) by adding at the end the following:
(4) THiRD PARTY ENERGY ASSISTANCE PAY-

MENTS.—
(A) ENERGY ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS—For

purposes of subsection (d)(1). a payment
made under a Federal or State law to provide
energy assistance to a household shall be
considered money payable directly to the
household.

(B) ENERGY ASSISTANCE EXPENSES.—For
purposes of subsection (e). an expense paid
on behalf of a household under a Federal or
State law to provide energy assistance shall
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be considered an out-of-pocket expense in
curred and paid by the household.'.

(2) Section 2605(f) of the Low-lncome Home
Energy Assistance Act of 1981 (42 U.S.C.
8624(f)) is amended—

(A) by striking "(f)(i) Notwithstanding any
other provision of law' and inserting •(f)
Notwithstanding any other provision of law
except the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C.
2011 etseq.),":

(B) in paragraph (1), by striking food
stamps.": and

(C) by striking paragraph (2).
SEC. 809. REDUCTION IN THE STANDARD DEDUC-

TON.
Section 5(e) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977

(7 U.S.C. 2014(e)) is amended by striking '(e)
In computing' and all that follows through
"June 30. All households" and inserting the
following:

(1) STANDARD DEDUCTION.—
(A) IN GENERAL—The Secretary shall

allow a standard deduction for each house-
hold in the 48 contiguous States and the Dis-
trict of Columbia, Alaska, Hawaii. Guam.
and the Virgin Islands of the United States
of—

'(i) for fiscal year 1996. $130. $222. $183. $260
and $114. respectively: and

"(ii) for fiscal years 1997 through 2000. $122.
$208. $171. $244. and $106. respectively.

(B) ADJUST?NT FOR E'XFLATIdN.—On Octo-
ber 1, 2000. and each October 1 thereafter, the
Secretary shall adjust the standard deduc-
tion to the nearest lower dollar increment to
reflect changes in the Consumer Price lndex
for all urban consumers published by the Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics, for items other
than food, for the 12-month period ending the
preceding June 30.

(2) OTHER DEDUCTIONS.—All households".
SEC. 810. MANDATORY USE OF A STANDARD UTIL-

ITY ALLOWANCE.
Section 5(e)(2) of the Food Stamp Act of

1977 (7 U.S.C. 2014(e)(2)) (as amended by sec-
tion 809) is amended by inserting after "only
for excess utility costs." the following: 'A
State agency may make the use of a stand-
ard utility allowance mandatory for all
households with qualifying utility costs if
the State agency has developed I or more
standards that include the cost of heating
and cooling and I or more standards that do
not include the cost of heating and cooling
and the Secretary finds that the standards
will not result in increased program costs.'.
SEC. 811. VEHICLE ASSET UMITATON.

The first sentence of section 5(g)(2) of the
Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2014(g) (2)) is
amended by striking 'through September 30.
1995" and all that follows through 'such date
and on" and inserting ' and shall be adjusted
on October 1. 1996, and".
SEC. 812. VENDOR PAYMENTS FOR TRANSI-

TIONAL HOUSING COUNTED AS IN-
COME.

Section 5(k)(2) of the Food Stamp Act of
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2014(k)(2)) (as amended by sec-
tion 808(c)(1)) is amended—

(1) by striking subparagraph (E): and
(2) by redesignating subparagraphs (F) and

(G) as subparagraphs (E) and (F). respec-
tively.
SEC. 813. DOUBLED PENALTIES FOR VIOLATING

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM REQUIRE-
MENTS.

Section 6(b)(1) of the Food Stamp Act of
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2015(b)(1)) is amended—

(1) in clause (i), by striking 'six months"
and inserting '1 year": and

(2) in clause (ii), by striking "1 year" and
inserting "2 years".
SEC. 814, DISQUALIFICATION OF CON'.flCTED IN-

DIVIDUALS.
Section 6(b)(1)(iii) of the Food Stamp Act

of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2015(b) (1) (iii)) is amended—
(1) in subclause (II). by striking 'or" at the

end:
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(2) in subclause (III). by striking the period

at the end and inserting ": or" and
(3) by inserting after subclause (III) the fol-

lowing:
(IV) a conviction of an offense under sub-

section (b) or c) of section 15 involving an
item covered by subsection (b) or (c) of sec-
tion 15 having a value of $500 or more.".
SEC. 815. DISQUALIFICAnON,

(a) IN GENERAL.—Seion 6(d) of the Food
Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2015(d)) is amend-
ed by striking "(d)(I) Unless otherwise ex-
empted by the provisions" and all that fol-
lows through the end of paragraph (1) and in-
serting the following:

(d) CONDrrI0NS OF PARTICIPATION.—
'(I) WORK REQU1RENTS,—
(A) IN GENERAL—No physically and men-

tally fit individual over the age of 15 and
under the age of 60 shall be eligible to par-
ticipate in the food stamp program if the in-
dividual—

(i) refuses, at the time of application and
every 12 months thereafter, to register for
employment in a mariner prescribed by the
Secretary:

(ii) refuses without good cause to partici-
pate in an employment and training program
under paragraph (4), to the extent required
by the State agency:

(iii) refuses without good cause to accept
an offer of employment, at a site or plant
not subject to a strike orlockout at the time
of the refusal, at a wage not less than the
higher of—

(I) the applicable Federal or State mini-
mum wage:or

(II) 80 percent of the wage that would
have governed had the minimum hourly rate
under section 6(a)(l) of the Fair Labor Stand-
ards Act of 193S (29 U.S.C. 206(a) (1)) been ap-
plicable to the offer of employment;

"(iv) refuses without good cause to provide
a State agency with sufficient information
to allow the State agency to determine the
employment status or the job availability of
the individual:

(v) voluntarily and without good cause—
(I) quits ajob: or
(II) reduces work effort and, after the re-

duction, the individual is working less than
30 hours per week: or

(vi) fails to comply with section 20.
(B) HOUSEHOLD XNEuCIXLITy,—If an indi-

vidual who is the head of a household be-
comes ineligible to participate in the food
stamp program under subparagraph (A), the
household shall, at the option of the State
agency, become ineligible to participate in
the food stamp program for a period, deter-
mined by the State agency, that does not ex-
ceed the lesser of—

'(i) the duration of the ineligibility of the
individual determined under subparagraph
(C): or

"(ii) 180 days.
"(C) DURATION OF INELIGIBILITY,—

(i) FIRST VIOL.ATION,—The first time that
an individual becomes ineligible to partici-
pate in the food stamp program under sub-
paragraph (A), the individual shall remain
ineligible until the later of—

(I) the date the individual becomes eligi-
ble under subparagraph (A):

(II) the date that is 1 month after the
date the individual became ineligible; or

"(III) a date determined by the State agen-
cy that is not later than 3 months after the
date the individual became ineligible.

"(ii) SEcOr 'LIOLATION,—The second time
that an individual becomes ineligible to par-
ticipate in the food stamp program under
subparagraph (A). the individual shall re-
main ineligible until the later of—

(I) the date the individual becomes eligi-
ble under subparagraph (A):

(II) the date that is 3 months after the
date the individual became ineligible: or
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"(III) a date determined by the State agen.

cy that is not later than 6 months after the
date the individual became ineligible.

"(iii) THIRD OR SUBSEQUENT VIOLATION.—
The third or subsequent time that an indi-
vidual becomes ineligible to participate in
the food stamp program under subparagraph
(A), the individual shall remain ineligible
until the later of—

"(I) the date the individual becomes eligi-
ble under subparagraph (A):

"(II) the date that is 6 months after the
date the individual became ineligible:

"(III) a date determined by the State agen-
cy: or

"(I\1) at the option of the State agency.
permanently.

(D) ADMINISTRATION.—
(i) GOOD CAUSE—The Secretary shall de-

termine the meaning of good cause for the
purpose of this paragraph.

"(ii) VOLUNTARY Qurr.—The Secretary shall
determine the meaning of voluntarily quit-
ting and reducing work effort for the purpose
of this paragraph.

"(iii) DETERMINATION BY STATE AGENCY.—
"(I) IN GENERAL—Subject to subclause (II)

and clauses (i) and (ii). a State agency shall
determine—

"(aa) the meaning of any tel-rn in subpara-
graph (A):

"(bb) the procedures for determining
whether an individual is in compliance with
a requirement under subparagraph (A): and

"(cc) whether an individual is in compli-
ance with a requirement under subparagraph
(A).

"(II) NOT LESS RESTmCnVE,—A State agen-
cy may not determine a meaning, procedure.
or determination under subclause (I) to be
less restrictive than a comparable meaning.
procedure, or determination under a State
program funded under part A of title IV of
the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et
seq.).

"(iv) SThIKE AGAJNST THE COVERNMENT.—
For the purpose of subparagraph (A) (v). an
employee of the Federal Govex-nn,ent, a
State, or a political subdivision, of a State.
who is dismissed for participating in a strike
against the Federal Government. the State.
or the political subdivision of the State shall
be considered to have voluntarily quit with-
out good cause.

"(v) SELECNC A HEAD OF HOUSE1OLD.—
(I) IN CENERAL,—For the purpose of this

paragraph, the State agency shall allow the
household to select any adult parent of a
child in the household as the head of the
household if all adult household members
making application under the food stamp
program agree to the selection.

"(II) TIME FOR MAYING DESIGNATION—A
household may designate the head of the
household under subclause (I) each time the
household is certified for participation in the
food stamp program, but may not change the
designation during a certification period un-
less there is a change in the composition of
the household.

"(vi) CHANGE IN HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD—If
the head of a household leaves the household
during a period in which the household is in-
eligible to participate in the food stamp pro-
gram under subparagraph (B)—

(I) the household shall, if otherwise eligi-
ble. become eligible to participate in the
food stamp program: and

(II) if the head of the household becomes
the head of another household, the household
that becomes headed by the individual shall
become ineligible to participate in the food
stamp program for the remaining period of
ineligibility.".

(b) CoNogjc AMNtrrr.—
(I) The second sentence of section 17(b)(2)

of the Act (7 U.S.C. 2026(b) (2)) is amended by
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striking "6(d)(1)(i)" and inserting

(2) Section 20 of the Act (7 U.S.C. 2029) is
amended by striking subsection (f) and in-
serting the following:

(1) DISQUALIFICATION—An individual or a
household may become ineligible under sec-
tion 6(d)(l) to participate in the food stamp
program for failing to comply with this sec-
tion.".
SEC. 816. EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING.

(a) IN GEr'JRA.—Section 6(d)(4) of the
Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2015(d)(4)) is
amended.—.

(1) in subparagraph (A)—
(A) by striking 'Not later than April I.

1987. each" and inserting "Each": and
(B) by inserting "work." after "skills.

training,":
(2) in subparagraph (B)—
(A) in the matter preceding clause (i). by

striking the colon at the end and inserting
the following: ". except that the State agen-
cy shall retain the option to apply employ-
ment requirements prescribed under this
subparagraph to a program applicant at the
time of application:";

(B) in clause (i), by striking "with terms
and condit2ons" and all that Lollows through
"time of application": and

(C) in clause (iv)—
(i) by striking subclauses (I) and (II): and
(ii) by redesignating subclauses (III) and

(IV) as subclauses (I) and (II), respectively;
(3) in subparagraph (D)—
(A) in clause (i), by striking "to which the

application" and all that follows through "30
days or less";

(B) in clause (ii), by striking "but with re-
spect" and all that follows through "child
care"; and

(C) in dause (iii), by striking ". on the
basis of' and all that follows through
'dause (ii)" and inserting "the exemption
continues to be valid";

(4) in subparagraph (E), by striking the
third sentence;

(5) in subparagraph (G)—
(A) by striking "(G)(i) The State" and in-

serting "(G) The State": and
(B) by striking clause (ii):
(6) in subparagraph (H), by striking "(H) (i)

The Secretary" and all that follows through
"(ii) Federal funds' and inserting "(H) Fed-
eral funds":

(7) in subparagraph (I)(i)(II), by striking
or was in operation," and all that follows
through "Social Security Act" and inserting
the followrng: "), except that the payment or
reimbursement shall not exceed the applica-
ble local market rate';

(8)(A) by striking subparagraphs (K) and
CL) and inserting the following:

(K) LIMITATION ON FUNDING,—Notwith-
standing any other provision of this para-
graph. the amount of funds a State agency
uses to carry Out this paragraph (induding
under subparagraph (I)) for participants who
are receiving benefits under a State program
funded under part A of title IV of the Social
Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.) shall not
exceed the amount of funds the State agency
used in fiscal year 1995 to carry Out this
paragraph for participants who were receiv-
ing benefits in fiscal year 1995 under a State
program funded under part A of title IV of
the Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.).": and

(8) by redesignating subparagraphs (M)
and (N) as subparagraphs CL) and (M), respec-
tively; and

(9) in subparagraph CL) (as redesignated by
paragraph (8)(B))—

(A) by striking "CL) (i) The Secretary" and
inserting "CL) The Secretary": and

(8) by striking clause (ii).
(b) FuNDXNG.—Setjon 16(h) of the Food

Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2025(h)) is amend-
ed by striking "(h)(l)(A) The Secretary" and
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all that follows through the end of paragraph
(I) and inserting the following:

(h) F1JTIXC OF ELov r AND TRAIN-
INC PROCRAIS.—

(1) INCENERAL.—
(A) AMOLcrS.—TO carry Out employment

and training programs, the Secretary shall
reserve for allocation to State agencies from
funds made available for each fiscal year
under section I8(a)(1) the amount of—

(i) for fiscal year 1996. $75000000;
(ii) for fIscai year 1997. S85.000.000:
(iii) for fiscal year 1998. 595.000.000: and

'(iv) for flscal years 1999 through 2002.
$100,000,000,

(B) Au..0cATION.—The Secretary shall al-
locate the amounts reserved under subpara-
graph (A) among the State agencies using a
reasonable formula (as determined by the
Secretary).

(C) REALLOCATION.—
(i) NOTIFTCXTi0N.—A State agency shall

promptly notify the Secretary if the State
agency determines that the State agency
will not expend all of the funds allocated to
the State agency under subparagraph (B).

(ii) REALLOCATION.—On notification under
clause (i). the Secretary shall reallocate the
funds that the State agency will not expend
as the Secretary considers appropriate and
equitable.

(D) MINIMUM ALLOCATION.—Notwjthstand-
ing subparagraphs (A) through (C). the Sec-
retary shall ensure that each State agency
operating an employment and training pro-
gram shall receive not less than $50,000 in
each fiscal year.".

(c) ADDrIGL MATCI-NC FUNDS—Section
16(h) (2) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7
U.S.C. 202SCn)2)) is amended by inserting be-
fore the period at the end the following:
including the costs for case management and
casework to facilitate the n'ansition from
economic dependency to self-sufficiency
through work'.

(d) REPOS.—Sectjon 16(h) of the Food
Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2025(h)) is amend-
ed—

(1) in paragraph (5)—
(A) by striking "(5)(A) The Secretary" and

inserting '(5) The Secretary'; and
(B) by striking subparagraph (B): and
(2) by striking paragraph (6L

SEC. 817. CO!ARABLE TREATh!ENT FOR DIS-
QUALIFICAnON.

(a) IN GEN.Aj.._5ectjon 6 of the Food
Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2015) is amended
by adding at the end the following:

(i) CONARALE TREATMENT FOR DISQUAli-
FICATION.—

(I) IN CAL._If a disqualification is
imposed on a member of a household for a
failure of the member to perform an action
required under a Federal. State. or local law
relating to a means-tested public assistance
program. the State agency may impose the
same disqualilIcation on the member of the
household under the food stamp program.

(2) RtJL!S .A PROCEDURES.—If a disquali-
fication is imposed under paragraph (1) for a
failure of an mdividual to perform an action
required under part A of title IV of the So-
cial Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.), the
State agency may use the rules and proce-
dures that apply under part A of title IV of
the Act to impose the same disqualification
under the food stamp prograim

(3) APPLICXI1ON APTER DISQUALIFICATION
PERIOD.—A member of a household disquali-
fied under paragraph (1) may. after the dis-
qualification Deriod has expired, apply for
benefits under this Act arid shall be treated
as a new applicant, except that a prior dis-
qualification under subsection (d) shall be
considered in determining eligibility.'.

(b) STATE PLAN PROV5IONS—Sectjon 11(e)
of the Act (7 U.S.C. 2020(e)) is amended—

(1) in paragraph (24). by striking and" at
the end;
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(2) in paragraph (25). by striking the period

at the end and inserting a semicolon: and
(3) by adding at the end the following:

(26) the guidelines the State agency uses
in carrying out section 6(i): and'.

(c) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.— Section
6(d) (2) (A) of the Act (7 U.S.C. 2015(d) (2) (A)) is
amended by striking that is comparable to
a requirement of paragraph (1)".
SEC. 818. DISQUALIFICATION OF FLEEINC FEL

ONS.
Section 6 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7

U.S.C. 2015) (as amended by section 817) is
amended by adding at the end the following:

'(j) DISQUALIFICATION OF FLEEING FEL-
ONS—No member of a household who is oth-
erwise eligible to participate in the food
stamp program shall be eligible to partici-
pate in the program as a member of that or
any other household during any period dur-
ing which the individual is—

(1) fleeing to avoid prosecution. or cus-
tody or confinement after conviction, under
the law of the place from which the individ-
ual is fleeing. for a crime, or attempt to
commit a crime, that is a felony under the
law of the place from which the individual is
fleeing or that, in the case of New Jersey. is
a high misdemeanor under the law of New
Jersey: or —

(2) violating a condition of probation or
parole imposed under a Federal or State
law.
SEC. 819. COOPERATION WITH CHILD SUPPORT

AGENCIES,
Section 6 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7

U.S.C. 2015) (as amended by section 818) is
amended by adding at the end the following:

'(k) CUSTODIAL PARENT'S COOPERA-I1ON
WITH CuLD SUPPORT AGENCIES.—

(1) IN CENERAL.—At the option of a State
agency, subject to paragraphs (2) and (3). no
natural or adoptive parent or other individ-
ual (collectively referred to in this sub-
section as 'the individual) who is living with
and exercising parental control over a child
under the age of 18 who has an absent parent
shall be eligible to participate in the food
stamp program unless the individual cooper-
ates with the State agency administering
the program established under part D of title
IV of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 651
et seq.)—

(A) in establishing the paternity of the
child (if the child is born Out of wedlock):
and

(B) in obtaining support for—
(i) the child: or
'(ii) the individual and the child.
(2) GooD CAUSE FOR NONCOOPERATION.—

Paragraph (1) shall not apply to the individ-
ual if good cause is found for refusing to co-
operate.

(3) FEEs—Paragraph (I) shall not require
the payment of a fee or other cost for serv-
ices provided under part D of title IV of the
Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 651 et seq.).

(1) NONCUSTODIAL PARENTS COOPERATION
WITH CD SUPP)RT AGENCIES—At the op-
tion of a State agency, no individual who
fails to make legally obligated child support
payments shall be eligible to participate in
the food stamp program unless the individ-
ual is unemployed or establishes that the
child support award is inconsistent with ap-
plicable guidelines.".
SEC. 8Z0. WORK REQUIREMENT.

Section 6 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7
U.S.C. 2015) (as amended by section 819) is
amended by adding at the end the following:

(m) WORK REQUIREMENT.—
(1) DEFINITION OF WORK PROGRAM—In this

subsection, the term 'work program'
means—

(A) a program under the Job Training
Partnership Act (29 U.S.C. 1501 et seq.):

"(B) a program under section 236 of the
Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2296): or
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(C) a program of employment or training

operated or supervised by a State or political
subdivision of a State that meets standards
approved by the Governor of the State. in-
cluding a program under section 6(d)(4).

(2) WORK REQUIREMENT—No individual
shall be eligible to participate in the food
stamp program as a member of any house-
hold if. during the preceding 12-month pe-
riod. the individual received food stamp ben-
efits for not less than 6 months during which
the individual did not—

(A) work 20 hours or more per week, aver-
aged monthly: or

(B) participate in and comply with a
workfare program under section 20 or a com-
parable State or local workfare program;

(C) participate in and comply with the re-
quirements of an approved employment and
training program under subsection (d) (4); or

(D) participate in and comply with the re-
quirements of a work program for 20 hours or
more per week, as determined by the State
agency.

(3) EXCEVnON.—Paragraph (2) shall not
apply to an individual if the individual is—

(A) under 18 or over 50 years of age;
(B) medically certified as physically or

mentally unfit for employment;
(C) a parent or other member of a house-

hold with a dependent child under 18 years of
age:

(D) a pregnant woman:
'CE) unable to participate in an employ-

ment and training program because the
State in which the individual resides does
not provide sufficient opportunities for par-
ticipation in such a program: or

'(F) otherwise exempt under section
6(d)(2).

(4) WAIvER.—
(A) IN GENERAL—The Secretary may

waive the applicability of paragraph (2) to
any group of individuals in the State if the
Secretary makes a determination that the
area in which the individuals reside—

'(i) has an unemployment rate of over 8
percent: or

'(ii) does not have a sufficient number of
jobs to provide employment for the individ-
uals.

'(B) REPORT.—The Secretary shall report
the basis for a waiver under subparagraph
(A) to the Committee on Agriculture of the
House of Representatives and the Committee
on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry of
the Senate.".
SEC. 8Z1. ENCOURAGE ELECTRONIC BENEFIT

TRANSFER SYSTEMS.

Section 7(i) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977
(7 U.S.C. 2016(i)) is amended—

(1) by striking paragraph (1) and inserting
the following:

"(1) ELECTRONIC BENEFIT TRANSFERS.—
(A) IMPLErNTATION.—NOt later than Oc-

tober 1, 2002. each State agency shall imple-
ment an electronic benefit transfer system
under which household benefits determined
under section 8(a) are issued from and stored
in a central databank, unless the Secretary
provides a waiver for a State agency that
faces unusual barriers to implementing an
electronic benefit transfer system.

"(B) STATE F1.cBIuTY.—Subject to para-
graph (2). a State agency may procure and
implement an electronic benefit transfer sys-
tem under the terms, conditions, and design
that the State agency considers appropriate.

(C) OPERATION.—Afl electronic benefit
transfer system should take into account
generally accepted standard operating rules
based on—

(i) commercial electronic funds transfer
technology;

(ii) the need to permit interstate oper-
ation and law enforcement monitoring: and
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(iii) the need to permit monitoring and

investigations by authorized law enforce-
ment agencies.': and

(2) by adding at the end the following:
(7) Rczr CARD FEE—A State

agency may collect a charge for replacement
of an electronic benefit transfer card by re-
ducing the monthly allotment of the house-
hold receiving the replacement card.

(8) OVflONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC IDENTIFICA-
TION.—

(A) IN CENERAL.—A State agency may re-
quire that an electronic benefit card contain
a photograph of 1 or more members of a
household.

(B) Om AUThORIZED USERS—If a State
agency requires a photograph on an elec-
tronic benefit card under subparagraph (A),
the State agency shall establish procedures
to ensure that any other appropriate mem-
ber of the household or any authorized rep-
resentative of the household may utilize the
card,".
SEC. 822. MINIMUM BENEFIT ADJUSTMENTS.

The proviso of section 8(a) of the Food
Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2017(a)) is amend-
ed by striking '. and shall be adjusted" and
all that follows through '$5":
SEC. 823. PRORATED BENEFITS ON RECERTIFI-

C'1ON.
Section 8(c)(2)(B) of the Food Stamp Act of

1977 (7 U.S.C. 2017(c)(2)(B)) is amended by
striking "of more than one month".
SEC. 824. OPTIONAL COMBINED ALLOTMENT FOR

EXPEDITED HOUSEHOLDS.
Section 8(c) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977

(7 U.S.C. 2017(c)) is amended by striking
paragraph (3) and inserting the following:

(3) OPTIONAL COINED ALOTNT FOR
cPEDXTED HOUSEHOLDS.—A State agency
may provide to an eligible household apply-
ing after the 15th day of a month, in lieu of
the initial allotment of the household and
the regular allotment of the household for
the following month, an allotment that is
equal to the total amount of the initial al-
lotment and the first regular allotment. The
allotment shall be provided in accordance
with section 11(e)(3) in the case of a house-
hold that is not entitled to expedited service
and in accordance with paragraphs (3) and (9)
of section 11(e) in the case of a household
that is entitled to expedited service.'.
SEC. 82. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH OTHER WEL-

FARE OR PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PRO-
GRAMS.

Section 8 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7
U.S.C. 20)7) is amended by striking sub-
section (d) and inserting the following:

(d) FAILURE To COMPLY WITH OThER WEL,-
FARE OR PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROCRAMS.—If
the benefits of a household are reduced under
a Federal. State. or local law relating to a
welfare or public assistance program because
of a penalty or for the failure of a member of
the household to perform an action required
under the law or program, for the duration of
the reduction, the household may not receive
an increased allotment as a result of a de-
crease in the income of the household to the
extent that the decrease is the result of the
reduction.".
SEC. 826. ALLOThIENTS FOR HOUSEHOLDS RESiD-

ING IN CENTERS.
Section 8 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7

U.S.C. 2017) is arriended by adding at the end
the following:

(f) AuOTMEZcrS FOR HOUSEHOLDS RESIDING
m CEr'rrs.—

(1) IN CENERAL.—In the case of an individ-
ual who resides in a center for the purpose of
a drug or alcoholic treatment program de-
scribed in the last sentence of section 3(i). a
State agency may provide an allotment for
the individual to—

'(A) the center as an authorized represent-
ative of the individual for a period that is
less than 1 month; and
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(B) the individual, if the individual leaves

the center.
(2) DIRECT PAYMENT.—A State agency

may require an individual referred to in
paragraph (1) to designate the center in
which the individual resides as the author-
ized representative of the individual for the
purpose of receiving an allotment,".
SEC. 827. INCOME. ELIGIBILITY. AND IMMIGRA-

TION STATUS VERIFICATION SYS-
TEMS.

Section 11 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7
U.S.C. 2020) is amended—

(1) in subsection (e)—
(A) in paragraph (3)—
(i) by striking 'agency shall—' and all

that follows through '(E) process applica-
tions" and inserting "agency shall process
applications": and

(ii) by striking 'verified under this Act."
and all that follows through and that the
State' and inserting ' verified under this
Act, and that the State"; and

(B) in paragraph (19)—
(i) by striking "that information is" and

inserting 'at the option of the State agency.
that information may be': and

(ii) by strilthig "shall be requested" and in-
serting "may be requested"; and

(2) by adding at the end the following:
'(p) STATE VERIFICATION OPTION—Not-

withstanding any other provision of law, in
carrying out the food stamp program, a
State agency shall not be required to use an
income and eligibility or an immigration
status verification system established under
section 1137 of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 1320b—7).'.
SEC. 828. EXCHANGE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT IN-

FORMATION.
Section 11(e)(8) of the Food Stamp Act of

1977 (7 U.S.C. 2020(e) (8)) is amended—
(1) by striking "that (A) such" and insert-

ing the following: 'that—
"(A) the:
(2) by striking 'law, (B) notwithstanding"

and inserting the following: "law:
"(B) notwithstanding":
(3) by striking 'Act, and (C) such' and in-

serting the following: 'Act:
(C) the": and

(4) by adding at the end the following:
"CD) notwithstanding any other provision

of law, the address, social security number.
and, if available, photograph of any member
of a household shall be made available, on
request, to any Federal. State. or local law
enforcement officer if the officer furnishes
the State agency with the name of the mem-
ber and notifies the agency that—

(i) the member—
"(I) is fleeing to avoid prosecution, or cus-

tody or confinement after conviction, for a
crime (or attempt to commit a crime) that.
under the law of the place the member is
fleeing, is a felony (or. in the case of New
Jersey. a high misdemeanor), or is violating
a condition of probation or parole imposed
under Federal or State law; or

'(II) has information that is necessary for
the officer to conduct an official duty relat-
ed to subclause (I);

(ii) locating or apprehending the member
is an official duty; and

'(iii) the request is being made in the prop-
er exercise of an official duty: and

"(E) the safeguards shall not prevent com-
pliance with paragraph (17);'.
SEC. 829. EXPEDITED COUPON SERVICE.

Section Il(e)(9) of the Food Stamp Act of
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2020(e) (9)) is amended-.-.

(1) in subparagraph (A)—
(A) oy striking 'five days" and inserting

"7 days": and
(B) by inserting 'and" at the end:
(2) by striking subparagraphs (B) and (C);
(3) by redesignating subparagraph (D) as

subparagraph (B): and
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(4) in subparagraph (B) (as redesignated by

paragraph (3)). by striking ". (B), or (C)".
SEC. 830. WITHDRAWING FAIR HEARING RE-

QUESTS.
Section 11(e) (10) of the Food Stamp Act of

1977 (7 U.S.C. 2020(e)(10)) is amended by in-
serting before the semicolon at the end a pe-
riod and the following: "At the option of a
State. at any time prior to a fair hearing de-
termination under this paragraph, a house-
hold may withdraw, orally or in writing, a
request by the household for the fair hear-
ing. If the withdrawal request is an oral re-
quest. the State agency shall provide a writ-
ten notice to the household confirming the
withdrawal request and providing the house-
hold with an opportunity to request a hear-
ing
SEC. 831. COLLECTION OF OVERISSUANCES,

(a) COLLEC'rION OF OVERISSUANCES,—Sec-
tion 13 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7
U.S.C. 2022) is amended—

(1) by striking subsection (b) and inserting
the following:

(b) COLLECTION OF OVERSSUANCES,—.
(1) IN CENERAL—Except as otherwise pro-

vided in this subsection, a State agency shall
collect any overissuance of coupons issued to
a household by—

'(A) reducing the allotment of the house-
hold; or

(B) any other means of collection,
"(2) ALTERNATIVE MEANS OF RZPAYMENr,—

At the option of a State agency, a household
may be given notice permitting the house-
hold to elect another means of repayment
and giving the household 10 days to make
the election before the State agency com-
mences action to reduce the households
monthly allotment.

(3) MAXIMUM REDUCTION,—A State agency
may not reduce the monthly allotment of
the household under paragraph (1)(A) by an
amount in excess of the greater of—

(A) 10 percent of the monthly allotment
of the household: or

(B) $10.
(4) HARDSHIP,—A State agency may waive

the use of an allotment reduction under
paragraph (1)(A) as a means of collecting a
claim arising from an error of the State
agency if the collection would cause a hard-
ship (as defined by the State agency) on the
household, The State agency shall continue
to pursue all other lawful means of collec-
tion under paragraph (l)(B),"; and

(2) in subsection (d), by inserting before
the period at the end the following: "or a
Federal income tax refund as authorized by
section 3720A of title 31, United States
Code'.

(b) CONFOR!NC AMENDMEr.rr.—Section
11(e)(8)(C) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7
U.S.C. 2020(e)(8)(C)), as amended by section
828, is amended by inserting after 'Code" the
following: "or a Federal income tax refund
as authorized by section 3720A of title 31.
United States Code".

(c) REitrrI'ION RATE,—Section 16(a) of the
Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2025(a)) is
amended by striking '25 percent during the
period beginning October 1, 1990" and all
that follows through "error of a State agen-
cy" and inserting '25 percent of the
overissuances collected by the State agency
under section 13. except those overissuances
arising from an error of the State agency".

(d) STATE ACENCY COu.ECflON OF FEDERAL
TAX REFUNDS,—Section 6402(d) of the Inter-
nal Revenue Code of 1986 is amended—

(1) in paragraph (1), by inserting after "any
Federal agency" the following: "(or any
State agency that has the responsibility for
the administration of the food stamp pro-
gram operated under the Food Stamp Act of
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2011 et seq.))": and

(2) in the second sentence of paragraph (2),
by inserting after 'a Federal agency" the



following: (or a State agenv that has the
responsibility for the administration of the
food stamp program operated under the Food
Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2011 et seq.)).
SEC. 83 RESPONSE TO WAIVERS.

Section 17(b)(1) of the Food Stamp Act of
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2026(b)(1)) is amended by adding
at the end the following:

(C) RESPONSE TO WAIVERS.—
(i) RESPONSE—Not later than 60 days

after the date of receiving a request for a
waiver under subparagraph (A). the Sec-
retary shall provide a response that—

'(I) approves the waiver request:
(II) denies the waiver request and ex-

plains any modification needed for approval
of the waiver request:

(III) denies the waiver request and ex-
plains the grounds for the denial: or

(IV) requests clarification of the waiver
request.

(ii) FAILURE TO RESPoD.—If the Sec-
retary does not provide a response in accord-
ance with clause (i). the waiver shall be con-
sidered approved, unless the approval is spe-
cifIcally prohibited by this Act.

(iii) NOTICE OF DENIAL—On denial of a
waiver request under clause (i)(III). the Sec-
retary shall provide a copy of the waiver re-
quest and a description of the reasons for the
derual to the Committee on Agriculture of
the I-louse of Representatives and the Com-
mittee on Agriculture. Nutrition, and For-
estry of the Senate.
SEC. 833. SIMPLIFIED FOOD STAMP PROGRAM.

(a) IN GAL—The Food Stamp Act of
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2011 et seq.) is amended by add-
ing at the end the following:
SEC. 26. SIMPUFIED FOOD STAMP PROGRAM.

(a) DEFIKITION OF FEDER COSTS—In
this section. the term Federal costs' does
not include any Federal costs incurred under
section 17.

(b) ELECTION—Subject to subsection (d).
a State may elect to carry Out a Simplified
Food Stamp Program (referred to in this Sec-
tion as a 'Program'), statewide or in a politi-
cal subdivision of the State. in accordance
with this section.

(c) OPERATION OF PROCR.\l.—If a State
elects to carry Out a Program. within the
State or a political subdivision of the
State—

(1) a household in which all members re-
ceive assistance under a State program fund-
ed under part A of title IV of the Social Se-
curity Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.) shall auto-
matically be eligible to participate in the
Program; and

(2) subject to subsection (1). benefits
under the Program shall be determined
under rules and procedures established by
the State under—

(A) a State program funded under part A
of title IV of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 601 et seq.);

(B) the food stamp program: or
(C) a combination of a Szate program

funded under part A of title TV of the Social
Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.) and the
food stamp program.

(d) APPROVAL OF PROCRAM.—
(1) STATE PLAN—A State agency may not

operate a Program unless the Secretary ap-
proves a State plan for the operation of the
Program under paragraph (2).

(2) APPROVAL OF PLAN.—Tne Secretary
shall approve any State plan to carry Out a
Program if the Secretary determines that
the p lan—

(A) simplifies administration of State
programs while furthering the goal of allow-
ing low-income households to obtain a more
nutritious diet:

(B) complies with this section;
(C) contains sufficient documentation

that the plan will not increase Federal costs
for any fiscal year; and
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(D) will not substantially alter, as deter-

mined by the Secretary, the appropriate dis-
tribution of benefits according to household
need.

(e) INCREASED FEDERAL CosTs.—
(1) DETERMINATION._During each fiscal

year and not later than 90 days after the end
of each fiscal year. the Secretary shall deter-
mine whether a Program being carried Out
by a State agency is increasing Federal costs
under this Act above the Federal costs in-
curred under the food stamp program in op-
eration in the State or political subdivision
of the State for the fiscal year prior to the
implementation of the Program, adjusted for
any changes in—

"(A) participation:
(B) the income of participants in the food

stamp program that is not attributable to
public assistance: and

(C) the thrifty food plan under section
3(o).

(2) NOTIFICATION—If the Secretary deter-
mines that the Program has increased Fed-
eral costs under this Act for any fiscal year
or any portion of any fiscal year. the Sec-
retary shall notify the State not later than
30 days after the Secretary makes the deter-
mination under paragraph (1).

"(3) ENFORCEMENT,—
(A) CORRECTIVE ACTION—Not later than 90

days after the date of a notification under
paragraph (2), the State shall submit a plan
for approval by the Secretary for prompt
corrective action that is designed to prevent
the Program from increasing Federal costs
under this Act.

(B) TERMINATION—If the State does not
submit a plan under subparagraph (A) or
carry Out a plan approved by the Secretary,
the Secretary shall terminate the approval
of the State agency operating the Program
and the State agency shall be ineligible to
operate a future Program.

(f) RULES AND PROCEDURES.—
"(1) IN GENERAL—In operating a Program.

a State or political subdivision of a State
may follow the rules and procedures estab-
lished by the State or political, subdivision
under a State program funded under part A
of title IV of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 601 et seq.) or under the food stamp
program.

(2) REQuIRN'rs.—In operating a Pro-
gram, a State or political subdivision shall
comply with the requirements of—

(A) subsections (a) through (g) of section

(B) section 8(a) (except that the income of
a household may be determined under a
State program funded under part A of title
IV of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601
et seq.)):

'(C) subsection (b) and (d) of section 8;
"(D) subsections (a), (c), (d). and (n) of sec-

tion 11;
'CE) paragraphs (8). (9). (15), (17). (19). (23).

and (24) of section 11(e);
"(F) section l1(e)(l0) (or a comparable re-

quirement established by the State under a
State program funded under part A of title
IV of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601
et seq.)); and

(G) section 16.
"(4) LIMITATION ON ELIGIBILITY—Notwith-

standing any other provision of this section.
a household may not receive benefits under
this section as a result of the eligibility of
the household under a State program funded
under part A of title IV of the Social Secu-
rity Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.). unless the
Secretary determines that any household
with income above 130 percent of the poverty
guidelines is not eligible for the program.".

(b) STATE PLAN PROVISIONS—Section 11(e)
of the Act (7 U.S.C. 2020(e)) is amended by
adding at the end the following:
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"(26) if a State elects to carry Out a Sim-

plified Food Stamp Program under section
26. the plans of the State agency for operat-
ing the program. including—

'(A) the rules and procedures to be fol-
lowed by the State agency to determine food
stamp benefits: and

(B) a description of the method by which
the State agency will carry Out a quality
control system under section 16(c).".

(c) CONFOaNG AMENDMENTS.—
(I) Section 8 of the Act (7 U.S.C. 2017) (as

amended by section 827) is amended—
(A) by striking subsection (e); and
(B) by redesignating subsection (1) as sub-

section (e).
(2) Section 17 of the Act (7 U.S.C. 2026) is

amended—
(A) by striking subsection (i): and
(B) by redesignating subsections U)

through (I) as subsections (i) through (k). re-
spectively.
SEC. 834. AUThORITY TO ESTABLISH AUThORIZA-

TION PERIODS.
Section 9(a) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977

(7 U.S.C. 2018(a)) is amended by adding at the
end the following:

(3) AUTHORIZATION PERIODS—The Sec-
retary is authorized to issue regulations es-
tablishing specific time periods during which
authorization to accept and redeem coupons
under the food stamp program shall be
valid,",
SEC. 835. SPECIFIC PERIOD FOR PROHIBITING

PARTICIPATION OF STORES BASEO
ON LACK OF BUSINESS INTEGRITY,

Section 9(a) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977
(7 U.S.C. 2018(a)). as amended by section 834.
is amended by adding at the end the follow-
ing:

"(4) PERIODS FOR PARTICIPATION OF STORES
AND CONCERNS—The Secretary may issue
regulations establishing specific time peri-
ods during which a retail food store or
wholesale food concern that has an applica-
tion for approval to accept and redeem cou-
pons denied or that has an approval with-
drawn on the basis of business integrity and
reputation cannot submit a new application
for approval. The periods shall reflect the se-
verity of business integrity infractions that
are the basis of the denials or withdrawals.",
SEC. 836. INFORMATION FOR VERIFYING ELIGI-

BILITY FOR AUTHORIZATION.
Section 9(c) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977

(7 U.S.C. 2018(c)) is amended—
(1) in the first sentence, by inserting

which may include relevant income and sales
tax filing documents," after "submit infor-
mation'; and

(2) by inserting after the first sentence the
following: "The regulations may require re-
tail food stores and wholesale food concerns
to provide written authorization for the Sec-
retary to verify all relevant tax filings with
appropriate agencies and to obtain corrobo-
rating documentation from other sources so
that the accuracy of information provided by
the stores and concerns may be verilied,",
SEC. 837. WAITING PERiOD FOR STORES THAT

INITIALLY FAIL TO MEET AUTHOR-
IZATION CRiTERIA.

Section 9(d) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977
(7 U.S.C. 2018(d)) is amended by adding at the
end the following: "A retail food store or
wholesale food concern that has an applica-
tion for approval to accept and redeem cou-
pons denied because the store or concern
does not meet criteria for approval estab-
lished by the Secretary by regulation may
not submit a new application for 6 months
from the date of the denial.".
SEC. 838. MAI'iDATORY CLAIMS COLLECTION

METHODS.
Section 13(d) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977

(7 U.S.C. 2022(d)) is amended—
(1) by striking' may be recovered" and in-

serting "shall be recovered": and
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(2) by inserting before the period at the end

the following: or a refund of Federal taxes
under section 3720A of title 31. United States
Code.
SEC. 839. BASES FOR SUSPENSIONS AND DIS.

QUALIFICATIONS.
Section 12(a) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977

(7 U.S.C. 2021(a)) is amended by adding at the
end the following: "Regulations issued pur-
suant to this Act shall provide criteria for
the finding of a violation, and the suspension
or disqualification of a retail food store or
wholesale food concern, on the basis of evi-
dence that may include facts established
through on-site investigations, inconsistent
redemption data, or evidence obtained
through transaction reports under electronic
benefits trajtsfer systems.'.
SEC. 840. DISQUALIFICATION OF STORES PEND-

INC JUDICIAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE
REViEW.

(a) AUTHORjTy.—SecUon 12(a) of the Food
Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2021(a)). as
amended by section 839. is amended by add-
ing at the end the following: 'The regula-
tions may establish criteria under which the
authorization of a retail food store or whole-
sale food concern to accept and redeem cou-
pons may be suspended at the time the store
or concern is initially found to have commit-
ted a violation of a requirement of the food
stamp program. The suspension may coin-
cide with the period of a review under sec-
tion 14. The Secretary shall not be liable for
the value of any sales lost during a suspen-
sion or disqualification period.".

(b) REViEW.—Section 14(a) of the Act (7
U.S.C. 2023(a)) is amended—

(1) in the first sentence, by striking 'dis-
qualified or subjected' and inserting 'sus-
pended. disqualified, or subjected":

(2) in the fifth sentence, by inserting before
the penod at the end the following: '. except
that, in the case of the suspension of a retail
food store or wholesale food concern under
section 12(a). the suspension shall remain in
effect pending any judicial or administrative
review of the proposed disqualification ac-
tion. and the period of suspension shall be
considered a part of any period of disquali-
fication that is imposed": and

(3) by striking the last sentence.
SEC. 841. DISQUALIFICATION OF RETAILERS WHO

ARE DISQUALIFIED UNDER THE WIC
PROGRAM.

Section 12 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7
U.S.C. 2021) is amended by adding at the end
the following:

'(g)(l) The Secretary shall issue regula-
tions providing criteria for the disqualifica-
tion of an approved retail food store and a
wholesale food concern that is disqualified
from accepting benefits under the special
supplemental nutrition program for women,
infants, and children established under sec-
tion 17 of the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 (7
U.S.C. 1786).

(Z) A disqualification under paragraph
(1)—

(A) shall be for the same period as the dis-
qualification from the program referred to in
paragraph (1):

'(B) may begin at a later date than the
disqualification from the program referred
to in paragraph (1); and

"(C) notwithstanding section 14. shall not
be subject to judicial or administrative re-view,'.
SEC. 842. PERMANENT DEBARMENT OF RETAIL-

ERS WHO INTEWTIONALj.,y SUBMIT
FALSIFIED APPLICATIONS.

Section IZ of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7
U.S.C. 2021). as amended by section 841. is
amended by adding at the end the following:

"(h)(I) The Secretary shall issue regula-
tions providing for the permanent disquali-
fication of a retail food store, or wholesale
food concern, that knowingly submits an ap-

plication for approval to accept and redeem
coupons that contains false information
about a substantive matter that was a basis
for approving the application.

"(2) A disqualification under paragraph (1)
shall be subject to judicial and administra-
tive review under section 14. except that the
disqualification shall remain in effect pend-
ing the review.".
SEC. 843. CRIMINAL FORFEITURE.

Section 15 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7
U.S.C. 2024) is amended by adding at the end
the following:

"(h)(1) Any person convicted of violating
subsection (b) or (c) involving food stamp
benefIts having an aggregate value of not
less than $5,000. shall forfeit to the United
States—

'(A) any food stamp benefits and any prop-
erty constituting, or derived from, or ti-ace-
able to any proceeds the person obtained di-
rectly or indirectly as a result of the viola-
tion; and

"(B) any food stamp benefits and any prop-
erty of the person used, or intended to be
used, in any manner or part, to commit, or
to facilitate the commissionof the violation,

"(2) In imposing a sentence on a person
under paragraph (1). a court shall order that
the person forfeit to the United States all
property described in this subsection.

(3) Any food stamp benefits or property
subject to forfeiture under this subsection,
any seizure or disposition of the benefits or
property, and any administrative orjudicial
proceeding relating to the benefits or prop-
erty, shall be governed by subsections (b),
(c). (e), and (g) through (p) of section 413 of
the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention
and Control Act of 1970 (21 U.S.C. 853), if not
inconsistent with this subsection,

"(4) This subsection shall not apply to
property referred to in subsection (g)'.
SEC. 844. EFFECTIVE DATE.

Except as otherwise provided in this sub-
title. this subtitle and the amendments made
by this subtitle shall become effective on the
first day of the second month following the
month of the enactment of this Act.

Subtitle B—Child Nutrition Programs
SEC. 851. REIMBURSEMENT RATE ADJUSTMENTS.

(a) IN GENE.—
(I) CouoDrry RATE—Section 6(e)(1)(B) of

the National School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C.
1755(e)(1)(B)) is amended by striking "¼
cent" and inserting "lower cent increment".

(2) LuNCH. BREAKFAST, ANT) SUPPLEMEWr
RATES.—The last sentence of section
11(a)(3)(B) of the National School Lunch Act
(42 U.S.C. 1759a(a)(3)(B)) is amended by strik-
ing "one-fourth cent' and inserting ' lower
cent increment",

(3) Suir PRocR.Aj.I RATES—The first pro-
viso of section 13(b)(l) of the National School
Lunch Act (4Z U.S.C. 176l(b)(l)) is amended
by striking "one-fourth cent" and inserting
"lower cent increment".

(4) FAMILY DAY CARE RATES—The last sen-
tence of section 17(O(3)(A) of the National
School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C. 1766(f)(3)(A)) is
amended by striking "one-fourth cent' and
inserting "lower cent increment".

(5) SPECIAL LK PROGRAM RATES—Section
3(a)(8) of the Child NutriUon Act of 1966 (42
U.S.C. 1772(a)(8)) is amended by striking
'one-fourth cent" and inserting' lower cent
increment".

(6) SEvERE NEED RATES—Section
4(b)(2)(B)(jj) of the Child Nutrition Act of
1966 (4Z U.S.C. l773(b)(2)(B)(i) is amended by
striking 'one-fourth cent" and inserting
lower cent increment'.

(b) EFFECTWE DATES—The amendments
made by subsection (a) shall become effec-
tive on July 1. 1996.
SEC. 852. DIRECT FEDERAL EXPENDITURES.

Section 6(g)(l) of the National School
Lunch Act (42 U.S.C. 17S5(g)(l)) is amended
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by striking 12 percent' and inserting '8percent'.
SEC. &53. IMPROVED TARGETING OF DAY CARE

HOME REIMBURSEMENTS.
(a) RESTRUCTURED DAY CARE HOME REIM.

BtJRSEMENT$.—Section 17(fl(3) of the National
School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C. 1766(0(3)) is
amended by striking (3)(A) Institutions"
and all that follows through the end of sub-
paragraph (A) and inserting the following:

"(3) REIMrnJRSEM'T OF FAMILY OR CROUP
DAY CARE HOME SPONSORINC ORCANiZATIQNS._

"(A) RE]MuRSWr FACTOR.—
(i) IN CENERAL.—An institution that par-

ticipates in the program under this section
as a family or group day care home sponsor-
ing organization shall be provided. for pay-
ment to a home sponsored by the organiza-
tion, reimbursement factors in accordance
with this subparagraph for the cost of ob-
taining and preparing food and prescribed
labor costs involved in providing meals
under this section.

(ii) TIER i FAMILY OR CROUP DAY CARE
HOMES.—

"(I) DEFINITiON—In this paragraph, the
term tier I family or group day care home'
means—

"(aa) a family or group day care home that
is located in a geographic area, as defined by
the Secretary based on census data. in which
at least 50 percent of the children residing in
the area are members of households whose
incomes meet the income eligibility guide-
lines for free or reduced price meals under
section 9:

'(bb) a family or group day care home that
is located in an area served by a school en-
rolling elementary students in which at least
50 percent of the total number of children en-
rolled are certified eligible to receive free or
reduced price school meals under this Act or
the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 (42 U.S.C. 1771
et seq.); or

(cc) a family or group day care home that
is operated by a provider whose household
meets the eligibility requirements for free or
reduced price meals under section 9 and
whose eligibility is verified by the sponsor-
ing organization of the home under regula-
tions established by the Secretary.

"(H) REIMBURSEMENT._Except as provided
in subclause (III), a tier I family or group
day care home shall be provided reimburse-
ment factors under this clause without a re-
quirement for documentation of the costs de-
scribed in clause (i). except that reimburse-
ment shall not be provided under this sub-
clause for meals or supplements served to
the children of a person acting as a family or
group day care home provider unless the
children meet the eligibility requirements
for free or reduced price meals under section
9.

(III) FACTORS—Except as provided in sub-
clause (IV), the reimbursement factors ap-
plied to a home referred to in subclause (II)
shall be the factors in effect on the date of
enactment of this subclause.

(IV) ADJUSTMENTS—The reimbursement
factors under this subparagraph shall be ad-
justed on October 1. 1996. July 1, 1997. and
each July 1 thereafter, to reflect changes in
the Consumer Price Index for food at home
for the most recent 12-month period for
which the data are available. The reimburse-
ment factors under this subparagraph shall
be rounded to the nearest lower cent incre-
ment and based on the unrounded adjust-
ment in effect on June 30 of the preceding
school year.

(iii) D n FAMILY OR CRO(JP DAY CARE
HOMES.—

(I) IN CENERAL.—
(aa) FACTORS—Except as provided in sub-

clause (II). with respect to meals or supple-
ments served under this clause by a family
or group day care home that does not meet
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the criteria set forth in clause (ii)(I). the re-
imbursement factors shall be SI for lunches
and suppers. 30 cents for breakfasts, and 15
cents for supplements.

(bb) ADJUSTMEJrrS.—The factors shall be
adjusted on July 1. 1997. and each July 1

thereafter, to reflect changes in the
Consumer Price Index for food at home for
the most recent 12-month period for which
the data are available. The reimbursement
factors under this item shall be rounded
down to the nearest lower cent increment
and based on the unrounded adjustment for
the preceding 12-month period.

(cc) REIURSEMENT.—A family or group
day care home shall be provided reimburse-
ment factors under this subclause without a
requirement for documentation of the costs
described in clause (i), except that reim-
bursement shall not be provided under this
subclause for meals or supplements served to
the children of a person acting as a family or
group day care home provider unless the
children meet the eligibility requirements
for free or reduced price meals under section
9.

"(II) OThER FACTORS—A family or group
day care home that does not meet the cri-
teria set forth in clause (ii)(I) may elect to
be provided reimbursement factors deter-
mined in accordance with the following re-
quirements:

(aa) CFflLDR ELIGIBLE FOR FREE OR RE-
DUCED PRICE MEALS—In the case of meals or
supplements served under this subsection to
children who meet the eligibility require-
ments for free or reduced price meals under
section 9, the family or group day care home
shall be provided reimbursement factors set
by the Secretary in accordance with clause
(ii)(III).

(bb) INEuciE CHILDREN.—In the case of
meals or supplements served under this sub-
section to children who do not meet the eli-
gibility requirements for free or reduced
priced meals under section 9, the family or
group day care home shall be provided reim-
bursement factors in accordance with sub-
clause (I).

(III) INFORMATION AND DETERM1NATIOrS.—
(aa) IN cENERAL.—If a family or group day

care home elects to claim the factors de-
scribed in subclause (II). the family or group
day care home sponsoring organization serv-
ing the home shall collect the necessary eli-
gibility information, as determined by the
Secretary, from any parent or other care-
taker to make the determinations specified
in subclause (II) and shall make the deter-
minations in accordance with rules pre-
scribed by the Secretary.

(bb) CATEGORICAL ELICIBILrrY.—In making
a determination under item (aa). a family or
group day care home sponsoring organiza-
tion may consider a child participating in or
subsidized under, or a child with a parent
parucipating in or subsidized under, a feder-
ally or State supported child care or other
benefit program with an income eligibility
limit that does not exceed the income eligi-
bility guidelines for free or reduced price
meals under section 9 to be a child who is eli-
gible for free or reduced price meals under
section 9.

"(cc) FACTORS FOR C1DREN ON'LY.—A fam-
ily or group day care home may elect to re-
ceive the reimbursement factors prescribed
under clause (ii)(III) solely for the children
participating in a program referred to in
item (bb) if the home elects not to have eli-
gibility information collected from parents
or other caretakers.".

(b) GRAN-I-S TO STATES TO PROVUDE ASsIST-
ANCE TO FAMILY OR GROUP DAY CARE
HOMES—Section 17(0(3) of the National
School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C. 1766(0(3)) is
amended by adding at the end the following:
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(D) GRwrs TO STATES TO PROVIDE ASSIST-

ANCE TO FALY OR GROUP DAY CARE HO._
"(i) IN GENERAL—

(I) RESERVATION—The Secretary shall re-
serve S5.000.000 of the amount made available
to carry out this section for fiscal year 1996.

"(II) PURPOSE—The Secretary shall use
the funds reserved under subclause (I) to pro-
vide grants to States for the purpose of pro-
viding assistance, including grants, to family
or group day care home sponsoring organiza-
tions and other appropriate organizations, in
securing and providing training, materials.
automated data processing assistance, and
other assistance for the staff of the sponsor-
ing organizations.

(ii) ALLOCATION—The Secretary shall al-
locate from the funds reserved under clause
(i)(I)—

"(I) $30000 in base funding to each State:
and

(II) any remaining amount among the
States, based on the number of family or
group day care homes participating in the
program in a State during fiscal year 1994 as
a percentage of the number of all family or
group day care homes participating in the
program during fiscal year 1994.

(iii) RETEN-flON OF FUNDS—Of the amount
of funds made available to a State for fIscal
year 1996 under clause (i). the State may re-
tain not to exceed 30 percent of the amount
to carry out this subparagraph.

(iv) ADDITIONAL PAYMENTS—Any pay-
ments received under this subparagraph
shall be in addition to payments that a State
receives under subparagraph (A).".

(c) PROvISION OF DATA.—Seon 17(0(3) of
the National School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C.
1766(0(3)) (as amended by subsection (b)) is
amended by adding at the end the following:

(E) PROVISION OF DATA TO FAflLY OR
GROUP DAY CARE HOME SPONSORING ORGAMZA-
TIONS.—

(i) CENSUS DATA—The Secretary shall
provide to each State agency administering
a child and adult care food program under
this section data from the most recent de-
cennial census survey or other appropriate
census survey for which the data are avail-
able showing which areas in the State meet
the requirements of subparagraph
(A) (ii) (I) (aa). The State agency shall provide
the data to family or group day care home
sponsoring organizations located in the
State.

"(ii) SCHOOL DATA.—
(I) IN GENERAL—A State agency admin-

istering the school lunch program under this
Act or the school breakfast program under
the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 (42 U.S.C. 1771
et seq.) shall provide data for each elemen-
tary school in the State, or shall direct each
school within the State to provide data for
the school, to approved family or group day
care home sponsoring organizations that re-
quest the data, on the percentage of enrolled
children who are certified eligible for free or
reduced price meals.

(II) USE OF DATA FROM PRECEDING SCHOOL
YEAR—In determining for a fiscal year or
other annual period whether a home quali-
fies as a tier I family or group day care home
under subparagraph (A)(ii)(I), the State
agency administering the program under
this section, and a family or group day care
home sponsoring organization, shall use the
most current available data at the time of
the determination.

(iii) DURATION OF DETERMINATION—For
purposes of this section, a determination
that a family or group day care home is lo-
cated in an area that qualifies the home as a
tier I family or group day care home (as the
term is defined in subparagraph (A)(ii)(I)),
shall be in effect for 3 years (unless the de-
termination is made on the basis of census
data, in which case the determination shall
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remain in effect until more recent census
data are available) unless the State agency
determines that the area in which the home
is located no longer qualifies the home as a
tier I family or group day care home.".

(d) CONFORMING AMENDMENT—Section 17(c)
of the National School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C.
1766(c)) is amended by inserting "except as
provided in subsection (0(3)," after 'For pur-
poses of this section," each place it appears
in paragraphs (1), (2). and (3).

(e) EFFECTIVE DATE.—
(1) IN GENERAI..—Except as provided in

paragraph (2), the amendments made by this
section shall become effective on the date of
enactment of this section.

(2) IMPROVED TARGETING OF DAY CARE HOME
REjURSEMENTS._The amendments made
by subsections (a), (c). and (d) shall become
effective on August 1, 1996.
SEC. 854. ELIMINATION OF STARTUP AND EXPAN.

SION GRANTS.
(a) IN GEx.&j..—SecUon 4 of the Child Nu-

trition Act of 1966 (42 U.S.C. 1773) is amended
by striking subsection (g).

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendment
made by subsection (a) shall become effec-
tive on October 1. 1996.
SEC. 855. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.

Section 19(i) of the Child Nutrition Act of
1966 (42 U.S.C. 1788(i)) is amended—

(1) in the first sentence of paragraph (2)(A),
by striking 'and each succeeding fiscal
year";

(2) by redesignating paragraphs (3) and (4)
as paragraphs (4) and (5). respectively and

(3) by inserting after paragraph (2) the fol-
lowing:

"(3) FISCAL YEARS 1997 THROUGH 2002.—
(A) IN GENERAL.—There are authorized to

be appropriated to carry out this section
$10,000,000 for each of fiscal years 1997
through 2002.

(B) GRTS.—
(i) IN GENERL.—Grants to each State

from the amounts made available under sub-
paragraph (A) shall be based on a rate of 50
cents for each child enrolled tn schools or in-
stitutions in the State. except that no State
shall receive an amount that is less than
$75,000 per fiscal year.

"(ii) IrSUFFICIEWr FUNDS—If an amount
made available for any fiscal year is insuffi-
cient to pay the amount to which each State
is entitled under clause (i) the amount of
each grant shall be ratably reduced.".
TITLE DC—SOCiAL SERVICES BLOCK

GRANT; EITC: CHILD ABUSE PREVEN-
TION AND TREATMENT
Subtitle A—Reduction in Block Grants to

States for Social Services
SEC. 901. REDUCTION IN BLOCK GRANTS TO

STATES FOR SOCIAL SERVICES.
Section 2003(c) of the Social Security Act

(42 U.S.C. 1397b(c)) is amended—
(1) by striking "and" at the end of para-

graph (4): and
(2) by striking paragraph (5) and inserting

the following:
"(5) $2.800.000.000 for each of the fiscal

years 1990 through 1996 and for each fiscal
year after fiscal year 2002; and

(6) $2,520,000.000 for each of the fiscal
years 1997 through 2002.".
Subtitle B—Reform of Earned Income Credit

SEC. 911. EARNED INCOME CREDIT AND OTHER
TAX BENEFITS DENIED TO INDIVID-
UALS FAILING TO PROVIDE TAX-
PAYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS.

(a) EARNEI) INCOME Ci&rr.—
(1) IN GENERAL—Section 32(c)(1) of the In-

ternal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to indi-
viduals eligible to claim the earned income
credit) is amended by adding at the end the
following new subparagraph:

(F) IDEN-rIFJCATION NUER REQUIRE-
r.wr.—The term 'eligible individual' does
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not include any individual who does not in-
clude on the return of tax for the taxable
year—

(i) such individuals taxpayer identifica-
tion number, and

'(ii) if the individual is married (within
the meaning of section 7703). the taxpayer
identification number of such individuals
spouse.

(2) SPECIAL IDNT1FICATION NUMBER—Sec-
tion 32 of such Code is amended by adding at
the end the following new subsection:

(I) IDENTIFICATION NLJMBERS.—Solely for
purposes of subsections (c)(l)(F) and
(c)(3)(D). a taxpayer identification number
means a social security number issued to an
individual by the Social Security Adminis-
tration (other than a social security number
issued pursuant to clause (II) (or that por-
tion of clause (III) that relates to clause (II))
of section 205(c)(2)(B)(i) of the Social Secu-
rity Act).

(b) PERSONAL EXEMFflON,—
(I) IN CENERfi.L,—Section 151 of such Code

(relating to allowance of deductions for per-
sonal exemptions) is amended by adding at
the end the following new subsection:

(e) lDENTIFyThC INPORMATION REQUIRED.—
No exemption shall be allowed under this
section with respect to any individual unless
the TIN of such individual is included on the
return claiming the exemption."

(2) CONFORMING AMEND'TS._
(A) Subsection (e) of section 6109 of such

Code is repealed,
(B) Section 6724(d)(3) of such Code is

amended by adding "and" at the end of sub-
paragraph (C), by striking subparagraph (D).
and by redesignating subparagraph (E) as
subparagraph (D).

(c) DEPEN .r Cj CREDrr,—Subsection
(e) of section 21 of such Code (relating to ex-
penses for household and dependent care
services necessary for gainful employment)
is amended by adding at the end the follow-
ing new paragraph:

(10) IDErfl-1FYINC INFORMATION REQUIRED
WITh RESPECT 70 QUAUIYINC IN'l)IVIDUALS.—
No credit shall be allowed under this section
with respect to any qualifying individual un-
less the TIN of such individual is included on
the return claiming the credit"

(d) EXTENSION OF PROCEDURES APPUCALE
TO MAThEMATICAL OR CLERICAL ERRORS.—
Section 6213(g)(2) of such Code (relating to
the definition of mathemati or clerical er-
rors) is amended by striking and" at the
end of subparagraph (D). by striking the pe-
riod at the end of subparagraph (E) and in-
serting a comma, and by adding after sub-
paragraph CE) the following new subpara-
graphs:

(F) an omission of a correct TIN required
under section 21 (relating to expenses for
household and dependent care sex-vices nec-
essary for gainful employment). section 32
(relating to the earned income credit), or
section 151 (relating to allowance of deduc-
uons for personal exemptions) to be included
on a return, and

(C) an entry on a return claiming the
credit under section 32 with respect to net
earnings from self-employment described in
section 32(c)(2)(A) to the extent the tax im-
posed by section 1401 (relating to self-em-
ployment tax) on such net earnings has not
been paid.'

(e) EFFECTIvE DATE.—The amendments
made by this section shall apply with respect
to returns the due date for which (without
regard to extensions) is more than 30 days
after the date of the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 912. RULES RELATING TO DENIAL OF

EARNED INCOME CREDIT ON BASIS
OF DISQUALIFIED INCOME.

(a) REDUCTION Thi DIsQuuF1ED INCOME
THRESHOLD.—

(I) IN CENER,AL.—Section 32(i)(l) of the In-
ternal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to de-

nial of credit for individuals having exces-
sive investment income) is amended by
striking '$2,350' and inserting $2,200'.

(2) ADJUSTMENT FOR 1NFLAT1ON. —Section
32(j) of such Code is amended to read as fol-
lows:

"(j) INFLATION ADJUSTMENTS.—
'(1) IN GENERAL—In the case of any tax-

able year beginning after the applicable cal-
endar year. each dollar amount referred to in
paragraph (2)(B) shall be increased by an
amount equal to—

"(A) such dollar amount, multiplied by
"(B) the cost-of-living adjustment deter-

mined under section 1(0(3) for the calendar
year in which the taxable year begins, except
that subparagraph (B) thereof shall be ap-
plied by reference to the CPI for the calendar
year preceding the applicable calendar year
rather than the CPI for calendar year 1992.

'(2) DEFINITIONS. ETC—For purposes of
paragraph (I)—

(A) APPLICABLE CALENDAR YEAR—The
term 'applicable calendar year means—

'(i) 1994 in the case of the dollar amounts
referred to in clause (i) of subparagraph (B),
and

"(ii) 1996 in the case of the dollar amount
referred to in clause (ii) of subparagraph (B).

(B) DOLL.R AMOUNTS—The dollar
amounts referred to in this subparagraph
are—

'(i) the dollar amounts contained in sub-
section (b)(2)(A), and

"(ii) the dollar amount contained in sub-
section (i)(l).

(3) ROUNDING.—
"(A) IN CEN&L.—Except as provided in

subparagraph (B). if any dollar amount after
being increased under paragraph (I) is not a
multiple of $10. such dollar amount shall be
rounded to the nearest multiple of $10 (or. if
such dollar amount is a multiple of $5, such
dollar amount shall be increased to the next
higher multiple of $10),

'(B) DISQUAUFIED IrCOME THRESHOLD
AMOUNT—If the dollar amount referred to in
paragraph (2)(B)(ii) after being increased
under paragraph (I) is not a multiple of $50,
such amount shall be rounded to the next
lowest multiple of $50."

(b) DEFINITION OF DISQUAUFIED INCO.—
Paragraph (2) of section 32(i) of such Code
(defining disqualified income) is amended by
striking 'and' at the end of subparagraph
(B). by striking the period at the end of sub-
paragraph (C), and by adding at the end the
following new subparagraphs:

(D) the capital gain net income (as de-
fined in section 1222) of the taxpayer for such
taxable year. and

(E) the excess (if any) of—
(i) the aggregate income from all passive

activities for the taxable year (determined
without regard to any amount included in
earned income under subsection (c)(2) or de-
scribed in a preceding subparagraph), over

"(ii) the aggregate losses from all passive
activities for the taxable year (as so deter-
minec,
For purposes of subparagraph (E), the term
'passive activity has the meaning given such
term by section 469.'

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendments
made by this section shall apply to taxable
years beginning after December 31, 1996.
SEC. 913. MODIFICATION OF ADJUSTED GROSS

INCOME DEE'INITION FOR EARNED
INCOME CREDIT.

(a) IN GENERAL—Subsections (a)(2),
(c)(l)(C), and (f)(2)(B) of section 32 of the In-
ternal Revenue Code of 1986 are each amend-
ed by striking 'adjusted gross income" and
inserting "modified adjusted gross income".

(b) MODIFIW ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME DE-
FINED—Section 32(c) of such Code (relating
to definitions and special rules) is amended
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by adding at the end the following new para-
graph:

(5) MODIFIED ADJUSTED CROSS INCOME.—
"(A) IN GENERAL—The term 'modified ad-

justed gross income means adjusted gross
income determined without regard to the
amounts described in subparagraph (B).

'(B) CERTAiN AMOUNTS DI5RECARDEC).—An
amount is described in this subparagraph if
it is—

(i) the amount of losses from sales or ex-
changes of capital assets in excess of gains
from such sales or exchanges to the extent
such amount does not exceed the amount
under section 1211(b)(l),

"(ii) the net loss from estates and trusts.
'(iii) the excess (if any) of amounts de-

scribed in subsection (i)(2)(C)(ii) over the
amounts described in subsection (i)(2)(C)(i)
(relating to nonbusiness rents and royalties).
and

(iv) 50 percent of the net loss from the
carrying on of trades or businesses. com-
puted separately with respect to—

"(I) trades or businesses (other than farm-
ing) conducted as sole proprietorships,

"(II) trades or businesses of farming con-
ducted as sole proprietorships. and

"(III) other trades or businesses.
For purposes of clause (iv), there shall not be
taken into account items which are attrib-
utable to a trade or business which consists
of the performance of sex-vices by the tax-
payer as an employee."

(c) Ecrws DATE,—The amendments
made by this section shall apply to taxable
years beginning after December 31. 1996.

Subtitle C—Child Abuse Prevention and
Treatment

SEC. 921. SHORT TiTLE.

This subtitle may be cited as the 'Child
Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act
Amendments of 1996".
SEC. 922. REFERENCE.

Except as otherwise expressly provided.
whenever in this subtitle an amendment or
repeal is expressed in terms of an amend-
ment to. or repeal of, a section or other pro-
vision, the reference shall be considered to
be made to a section or other provision of
the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment
Act (42 U.S.C. 5101 et seq.).
SEC. 923. FINDINGS.

Section 2 (42 U.S.C. 5101 note) is amended—
(I) in paragraph (I), the read as follows:
'(I) each year. close to 1.000,000 American

children are victims of abuse and neglect;':
(2) in paragraph (3)(C), by inserting 'as-

sessment, after "prevention,':
(3) in paragraph (4)—
(A) by striking 'tens or: and
(B) by strikin direct" and all that fol-

lows through the semicolon and inserting
"tangible expenditures. as well as significant
intangible costs:":

(4) in paragraph (7). by striking 'remedy
the causes or' and inserting 'prevent":

(5) in paragraph (8). by inserting "safety."
after "fosters the health.':

(6) in paragraph (10)—
(A) by striking "ensure that every commu-

nity in the United States has' and inserting
'assist States and communities with": and
(B) by inserting "and family' after 'com-

prehensive child": and
(7) in paragraph (II)—
(A) by striking "child protection each

place that such appears and inserting 'child
and family protection': and

(B) in subparagraph (D). by striking "suffi-
cient".
SEC. 924. OFFICE OF CHILD ABUSE AND NE-

GLECT.
Section 101 (4Z U.S.C.5101) is amended to

read as follows:
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SEC. 101. OFFICE OF CHILD ABUSE AND NE.
GLECT.

(a) ESTABLISHMENT—The Secretary of
Health and Human Services may establish an
office to be known as the Office on Child
Abuse and Neglect.

(b) PURPOSE—The purpose of the Office
established under subsection (a) shall be to
execute and coordinate the functions and ac-
tivities of this Act. In the event that such
functions and activities are performed by an-
other entity or entities within the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services, the
Secretary shall ensure that such functions
and activities are executed with the nec-
essary expertise and in a fully coordinated
manner involving regular intradepartmental
and interdepartmental consultation with all
agencies involved in child abuse and neglect
activities.".
SEC. 925. ADVISORY BOARD ON CHILD ABUSE

AND NEGLECT.
Section 102 (42 U.S.C.5102) is amended to

read as follows:
SEC. 102. ADVISORY BOARD ON CHILD ABUSE

AND NEGLECT.
"(a) APPOwmIENr.—The Secretary may ap-

point an advisory board to make rec-
ommendations to the Secretary and to the
appr2priate committees of Congress concern-
ing specific issues relating to child abuse and
neglect.

'(b) SoucrrxrloN OF NOflNAT1ONS,—The
Secretary shall publish a notice in the Fed-
eral Register soliciting nominations for the
appointment of members of the advisory
board under subsection (a).

(c) COMPOSITION—In establishing the
board under subsection (a). the Secretary
shall appoint members from the general pub-
lic who are individuals knowledgeable in
child abuse and neglect prevention, interven-
uon. treatment, or research, and with due
consideration to representation of ethnic or
racial minorities and diverse geographic
areas, and who represent—

'(1) law (including thejudiciary):
'(2) psychology (including child develop-

ment):
(3) social services (including child protec-

tive services);
(4) medicine (including pediatrics):

"(5) State and local government;
(6) organizations providing services to

disabled persons:
(7) organizations providing services to

adolescents:
(8) teachers:

• (9) parent self-help organizations:
(10) parents groups:

'(11) voluntary groups:
'(12) family rights groups; and

(13) children's rights advocates,
(d) VACANCIES.—Any vacancy in the mem-

bership of the board snall be filled in the
same manner in which the original appoint-
ment was made.

(e) ELECTION OF 01FICERS.—The board
shall elect a chairperson and vice-chair-
person at its first meeting from among the
members of the board.

(f) DUTES.—Not later than 1 year after
the establishment of the board under sub-
section (a). the board shall submit to the
Secretary and the appropriate committees of
Congress a report, or interim report, con-
taining—

(1) recommendations on coordinating
Federal. State. and local child abuse and ne-
glect activities with similar activities at the
Federal. State. arid local level pertaining to
family violence prevention;

'(2) specific modifications needed in Fed-
e-al and State laws and programs to reduce
the number of unfounded or unsubstantiated
reports of child abuse or neglect while en-
hancing the ability to identify and substan-
tiate legitimate cases of abuse or neglect
which place a child in danger: and
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(3) recommendations for modifications

needed to facilitate coordinated national
data collection with respect to child protec-
tion and child welfare.".
SEC. 9Z6. REPEAL OF INTERAGENCY TASK FORCE

Section 103 (42 U.S.C.5103) is repealed.
SEC. 927. NATIONAL CLEARINGHOUSE FOR IN-

FORMATION RELATING TO CHILD
ABUSE.

Section 104 (42 U.S.C.5104) is amended—
(I) in subsection (a), to read as follows:

(a) ESTABLISHMENT.—The Secretary shall
through the Department, or by one or more
contracts of not less than 3 years duration
let through a competition, establish a na-
tional clearinghouse for information relating
to child abuse.";

(2) in subsection (b)—
(A) in the matter preceding paragraph (I).

by striking 'Director" and inserting "Sec-
retary":

(B) in paragraph (I)—
(i) by inserting "assessment," after 'pre-

vention.": and
(ii) by striking ". including" and all that

follows through '105(b)" and inserting
'arid":

(C) in paragraph (2)—
(i) in subparagraph (A), by striking "gen-

eral population" and inserting United
States":

(ii) in subparagraph (B), by adding "and"
at the end thereof:

(iii) in subparagraph (C). by striking
and" at the end thereof and inserting a pe-
riod; and

(iv) by striking subparagraph (D): and
(D) by striking paragraph (3): and
(3) in subsection (c)—
(A) in the matter preceding paragraph (I),

by striking Director" and inserting 'Sec-
retary":

(B) in paragraph (2), by striking "that is
represented on the task force" and inserting
"involved with child abuse and neglect and
mechanisms for the sharing of such informa-
tion among other Federal agencies and clear-
inghouses":

(C) in paragraph (3), by striking "State. re-
gional" and all that follows and inserting
the following: "Federal. State. regional, and
local child welfare data systems which shall
include:

(A) standardized data on false, unfounded,
unsubstantiated and substantiated reports:
and

(B) information on the number of deaths
due to child abuse and neglect:":

(D) by redesignaung paragraph (4) as para-
graph (6): and

(E) by inserting after paragraph (3), the
following new paragraphs:

"(4) through a national data collection and
analysis program and in consultation with
appropriate State and local agencies and ex-
perts in the field. collect, compile. and make
available State child abuse and neglect re-
porting information which. to the extent
practical. shall be universal and case spe-
cific, and integrated with other case-based
foster care and adoption data collected by
the Secretary:

'(5) compile. analyze. and publish a sum-
mary of the research conducted under sec-
tion 105(a): and".
SEC. 928. RESEARCH. EVALUATION AND ASSIST-

ANCE ACTIVITIES,
(a) RESEARCH—Section 105(a) (42 (42 U.S.C.

5105(a)) is amended—
(1) in the section heading, by striking "OF

THE NATIONAL CENTER ON CHILD
ABUSE AND NEGLECT":

(2) in paragraph (1)—
(A) in the matter preceding subparagraph

(A), by striking ". through the Center. con-
duct research on" and inserting ". in con-
sultation with other Federal agencies and
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recognized experts in the field, carry Out a
continuing interdisciplinary program of re-
search that is designed to provide informa-
tion needed to better protect children from
abuse or neglect and to improve the well-
being of abused or neglected children. with
at least a portion of such research being field
initiated. Such research program may focus
on":

(B) by redesignating subparagraphs (A)
through (C) as subparagraph (B) through (D).
respectively;

(C) by inserting before subparagraph (B)
(as so redesignated) the following new sub-
paragraph:

"(A) the nature and scope of child abuse
and neglect:":

(D) in subparagraph (B) (as so redesig-
nated), to read as follows:

"(B) causes. prevention. assessment, iden-
tification. treatment, cultural and socio-eco-
nomic distinctions, and the consequences of
child abuse and neglect:";

(E) in subparagraph (D) (as so redesig-
nated)—

(i) by striking clause (ii); and
(ii) in clause (iii), to read as follows:
"(ii) the incidence of substantiated and un-

substantiated reported child abuse cases;
"(iii) the number of substantiated cases

that result in a judicial finding of child
abuse or neglect or related criminal court
convictions:

"(iv) the extent to which the number of un-
substantiated, unfounded and false reported
cases of child abuse or neglect have contrib-
uted to the inability of a State to respond ef-
fectively to serious cases of child abuse or
neglect;

"(v) the extent to which the lack of ade-
quate resources and the lack of adequate
training of reporters have contributed to the
inability of a State to respond effectively to
serious cases of child abuse and neglect:

"(vi) the number of unsubstantiated, false.
or unfounded reports that have resulted in a
child being placed in substitute care. and the
duration of such placement:

'(vii) the extent to which unsubstantiated
reports return as more serious cases of child
abuse or neglect:

"(viii) the incidence and prevalence of
physical, sexual, and emotional abuse and
physical and emotional neglect in substitute
care: and

"(ix) the incidence and outcomes of abuse
allegations reported within the context of di-
vorce. custody, or other family court pro-
ceedings, and the interaction between this
venue and the child protective services sys-
tem.": and

(3) in paragraph (2)—
(A) in subparagraph (A)—
(i) by striking "and demonstrations' and
(ii) by striking 'paragraph (1)(A) and ac-

tivities under section 106' and inserting
"paragraph (1)": and

(B) in subparagraph (B). by striking "and
demonstration".

(b) REPEAL—Subsection (b) of section 105
(42 U.S.C. 5105(b)) is repealed.

(c) TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.—Section 105(c)
(42 U.S.C. 5105(c)) is amended—

(1) by striking "The Secretary" and insert-
ing

(1) IN GENERAL,.—The Secretary";
(2) by striking ". through the Center.":
(3) by inserting "State and local" before

"public and nonprofit";
(4) by inserting 'assessment," before

"identification"; and
(5) by adding at the end thereof the follow-

ing new paragraphs:
"(2) EVALUATION.—Such technical assist-

ance may include an evaluation or identi-
fication of—
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(A) various methods and procedures for

the investigation, assessment, and prosecu-
tion of child physical and sexual abuse cases:

"(B) ways to mitigate psychological tr-au•
ma to the child victim; and

'(C) effective programs carried Out by the
States under titles I and II.

(3) DISSEMINATION—The Secretary may
provide for and disseminate information re-
lating to various training resources available
at the State and local level to—

(A) individuals who are engaged. or who
intend to engage, in the prevention, identi-
fication. and treatment of child abuse and
neglect: and

"(B) appropriate State and local officials
to assist in training law enforcement, legal.
judicial, medical, mental health, education.
and child welfare personnel in appropriate
methods of interacting during investigative.
administrative, and judicial proceedings
with children who have been subjected to
abuse."

(d) GR.ANTS AM) COISFRACTS.—Sectjon
105(d)(2) (42 U.S.C. 5105(d)(2)) is amended by
striking the second sentence.

(e) PEER REVIEw—Section 105(e) (42 U.S.C.
Sl05(e)) is amended—

(1) in paragraph (I)—
(A) in subparagraph (A)—
(i) by striking "establish a formal" and in-

serting ", in consultation with experts in the
field and other federal agencies, establish a
formal, rigorous, and meritorious";

(ii) by striking "and contracts"; and
(iii) by adding at the end thereof the fol-

lowing new sentence: "The purpose of this
process is to enhance the quality and useful-
ness of research in the field of child abuse
and neglect.": and -

(B) in subparagraph (B)—
(i) by striking "Office of Human Develop-

ment" and inserting "Administration for
Children and Families"; and

(ii) by adding at the end thereof the follow-
ing new sentence: "The Secretary shall en-
sure that the peer review panel utilizes sci-
entifically valid review criteria and scoring
guidelines for review committees."; and

(2) in paragraph (2)—
(A) in the matter preceding subparagraph

(A), by striking ". contract, or other finan-
cial assistance': and

(B) by adding at the end thereof the follow-
ing flush sentence:
"The Secretary shall award grants under
this section on the basis of competitive re-
view.".
SEC. 929. GRANTS FOR DEMONSTRATION PRO-

GRAMS.

Section 106 (42 U.S.C. 5106) is amended—
(1) in the section heading, by striking "OR

SERVICE'
(2) in subsection (a). to read as follows:
'(a) DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS AND

PROJECTS—The Secretary may make grants
to, and enter into contracts with, public
agencies or nonprofit private agencies or or-
ganizations (or combinations of such agen-
cies or organizations) for time limited, dem-
onstration programs and projects for the fol-
lowing purposes:

"(1) TRAINING PROGRAMS—The Secretary
may award grants to public or private non-
profit organizations under this section—

(A) for the training of professional and
paraprofessional personnel in the fields of
medicine, law, education, social work, and
other relevant fields who are engaged in, or
intend to work in. the field of prevention.
identification, and treatment of child abuse
and neglect. inciuding the links between do-
mestic violence and child abuse;

• (B) to provide culturally specific iristruc-
tion in methods of protecting children from
child abuse and neglect to children and to
persons responsible for the welfare of chil.
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dren, including parents of and persons who
work with children with disabilities;

"(C) to improve the recruitment, selection,
and training of volunteers serving in private
and public nonprofit children. youth and
family service organizations in order to pre-
vent child abuse and neglect through col-
laborative analysis of current recruitment.
selection, and training programs and devel-
opment of model programs for dissemination
and replication nationally; and

(D) for the establishment of resource cen-
ters for the purpose of providing information
and training to professionals working in the
field of child abuse and neglect.

"(2) MUTUAL SUPPORT PROCRAMS.—The Sec-
retary may award grants to private non-prof-
it organizations (such as Parents Anony-
mous) to establish or maintain a national
network of mutual support and self-help pro-
grams as a means of strengthening families
in partnership with their communities.

"(3) OThER INNOVATIVE PROGRAMS AND
PROJECTS.—

"(A) IN CENERAL.—The Secretary may
award grants to public agencies that dem-
onstrate innovation in responding to reports
of child abuse and neglect including pro-
grains of collaborative partnerships between
the State child protective service agency,
community social service agencies and fam-
ily support programs, schools, churches and
synagogues, and other community agencies
to allow for the establishment of a triage
system that—

(i) accepts. screens and assesses reports
received to determine which such reports re-
quire an intensive intervention and which re-
quire voluntary referral to another agency,
program or project;

"(ii) provides, either directly or through
referral, a variety of community-linked serv-
ices to assist families in preventing child
abuse and neglect; and

"(iii) provides further investigation and in-
tensive intervention where the child's safety
is injeopardy.

(B) KINSHIP CARE—The Secretary may
award grants to public entities to assist such
entities in developing or implementing pro-
cedures using adult relatives as the preferred
placement for children removed from their
home, where such relatives are determined
to be capable of providing a safe nurturing
environment for the child or where such rel-
atives comply with the State child protec-
tion standards.

(C) VISITATION CENTERS—The Secretary
may award grants to public or private non-
profit entities to assist such entities in the
establishment or operation of supervised vis-
itation centers where there is documented.
highly suspected, or elevated risk of child
sexual, physical. or emotional abuse where,
due to domestic violence, there is an ongoing
risk of harm to a parent or child.";

(3) in subsection (c), by striking para-
graphs (1) and (2); and

(4) by adding at the end thereof the follow-
ing new subsection:

(d) EVALUATION.—In making grants for
demonstration projects under this section.
the Secretary shall require all such projects
to be evaluated for their effectiveness. Fund-
ing for such evaluations shall be provided ei-
ther as a stated percentage of a demonstra-
tion grant or as a separate grant entered
into by the Secretary for the purpose of eval.
uating a particular demonstration project or
group of projects.".
SEC. 930. STATE GRANTS FOR PREVENTION AND

TREATMENT PROGRAMS.

Section 107 (42 U.S.C. 5106a) is amended to
read as follows:
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SEC. 107. GRANTS TO STATES FOR CHILD ABUSE
AND NEGLECT PREVENTION AND
TREATMENT PROGRAMS.

(a) DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATION
GRPNrS.—The Secretary shall make grants
to the States, based on the population of
children under the age of 18 in each State
that applies for a grant under this section,
for purposes of assisting the States in im-
proving the child protective service system
of each such State in—

(1) the intake, assessment, screening, and
investigation of reports of abuse and neglect;

(2)(A) creating and improving the use of
multidisciplinary teams and interagency
protocols to enhance investigations: and

(B) improving legal preparation and rep-
resentation. including—

(i) procedures for appealing and respond-
ing to appeals of substantiated reports of
abuse and neglect: and

"(ii) provisions for the appointment of a
guardian ad litem.

"(3) case management and delivery of serv-
ices provided to children and their families;

"(4) enhancing the general child protective
system by improving risk and safety assess-
ment tools and protocols, automation sys.
tems that support the program and track re-
ports of child abuse and neglect from intake
through final disposition and information re-
ferral systems:

"(5) developing, strengthening. and facili-
tating training opportunities and require-
ments for individuals overseeing and provid-
ing services to children and their families
through the child protection system;

(6) developing and facilitating training
protocols for individuals mandated to report
child abuse or neglect:

(7) developing, strengthening. and sup-
porting child abuse and neglect prevention,
treatment, and research programs in the
public and private sectors;

(8) developing. implementing. or operat-
ing—

"(A) information and education programs
or training programs designed to improve
the provision of services to disabled infants
with life-threatening conditions for—

'(i) professional and paraprofessional per-
sonnel concerned with the welfare of dis-
abled infants with life-threatening condi-
tions, including personnel employed in child
protective services programs and health-care
facilities: and

"(ii) the parents of such infants; and
"(B) programs to assist in obtaining or co-

ordinating necessary services for families of
disabled infants with life-threatening condi-
tions, including—

• (i) existing social and health services:
(ii) financial assistance; and

"(iii) services necessary to facilitate adop-
tive placement of any such infants who have
been relinquished for adoption; or

(9) developing and enhancing the capacity
of community-based programs to integrate
shared leadership strategies between parents
and professionals to prevent and treat child
abuse and neglect at the neighborhood level.

(b) EL1CIB1Lrr REQUIREMENTS—In order
for a State to qualify for a grant under sub-
section (a). such State shall provide an as-
surance or certification. signed by the chief
executive officer of the State. that the
State—

"(I) has in effect and operation a State law
or Statewide program relating to child abuse
and neglect which ensures—

(A) provisions or procedures for the re-
porting of known and suspected instances of
child abuse and neglect;

"(B) procedures for the immediate screen-
ing, safety assessment, and prompt inves-
tigation of such reports:

(C) procedures for immediate steps to be
taken to ensure and protect the safety of the
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abused or neglected child and of any other
child under the same care who may also be
in danger of abuse or neglect:

(D) provisions for immunity from pros-
ecution under State and local laws and regu-
lations for individuals making good faith re-
ports of suspected or known instances of
child abuse or neglect;

"(E) methods to preserve the confidential-
ity of all records in order to protect the
rights of the child and of the child's parents
or guardians, including methods to ensure
that disclosure (and redisclosure) of informa-
tion concerning child abuse or neglect in-
volving specific individuals is made only to
persons or entities that the State determines
have a need for such information directly re-
lated to the purposes of this Act:

(F) requirements for the prompt disclo-
sure of all relevant information to any Fed-
eral. State. or local governmental entity. or
any agent of such entity. with a need for
such information in order to carry out its re-
sponsibilities under law to protect children
from abuse and neglect;

(G) the cooperation of State law enforce-
ment officials, court of competent jurisdic-
tion, and appropnate State agencies provid-
ing human services:

(H) provisions requiring, and procedures
in place that facilitate the prompt
expungement of any records that are acces-
sible to the general public or are used for
purposes of employment or other background
checks in cases determined to be unsubstan-
tiated or false, except that nothing in this
section shall prevent State child protective
service agencies from keeping information
on unsubstantiated reports in their casework
files to assist in future risk and safety as-
sessment: and

(I) provisions and procedures requiring
that in every case involving an abused or ne-
glected child which results in a judicial pro-
ceeding, a guardian ad litem shall be ap-
pointed to represent the child in such pro-
ceedings: and

(2) has in place procedures for responding
to the reporting of medical neglect (includ-
ing instances of withholding of medically in-
dicated treatment from disabled infants with
life-threaterifrig conditions), procedures or
programs, or both (within the State child
protective services system), to provide for—

(A) coordination and consultation with
individuals designated by and within appro-
priate health-care facilities:

• (B) prompt notification by individuals
designated by and within appropriate health-
care facilities of cases of suspected medical
neglect (including instances of withholding
of medically indicated treatment from dis-
abled infants with life-threatening condi-
tions): and

(C) authority, under State law, for the
State child protective service system to pur-
sue any legal remedies, including the author-
ity to initiate legal proceedings in a court of
competentJurjsdiction as may be necessary
to prevent the withholding of medically indi-
cated treatment from disabled infants with
life threatening conditions.

(c) ADDrnQNAL REQU 1-r—Not later
than 2 years after the date of enactment of
this section. the State shall provide an as-
surance or certification that the State has in
place provisions, procedures, and mecha-
nisms by which individuals who disagree
with an official finding of abuse or neglect
can appeal such finding.

(d) STATE PRocrw PI,Ji—To be eligible
to receive a grant under this section. a State
shall submit every 5 years a plan to the Sec-
retary that specifies the child protective
service system area or areas described in
subsection (a) that the State intends to ad-
dress with funds received under the grant.
Such plan shall, to the maximum extent

practicable. be coordinated with the plan of
the State for child welfare services and fain-
ily preservation and family support services
under part B of title IV of the Social Secu-
rity Act and shall contain an outline of the
activities that the State intends to carry out
using amounts provided under the grant to
achieve the purposes of this Act, including
the procedures to be used for—

"(I) receiving and assessing reports of child
abuse or neglect:

(2) investigating such reports;
(3) protecting children by removing them

from dangerous settings and ensuring their
placement in a safe environment;

(4) providing services or referral for serv-
ices for families and children where the child
is not in danger of harm:

(5) providing services to individuals, fami-
lies, or communities, either directly or
through referral, aimed at preventing the oc-
currence of child abuse and neglect;

(6) providing training to support direct
line and supervisory personnel in report-tak-
ing. screening, assessment decision-making.
and referral for investigation; and

(7) providing training for individuals
mandated to report suspected cases of child
abuse or neglect.

(e) RESTRICTIONS RELATING TO CHILD WEL-
FARE SERVICES.—Programs or projects relat-
ing to child abuse and neglect assisted under
part B of title IV of the Social Security Act
shall comply with the requirements set forth
in paragraphs (1) (A) and (B), and (2) of sub-
section (b).

(f) ANNu STATE DATA REPORTS—Each
State to which a grant is made under this
part shall annually work with the Secretary
to provide, to the maximum extent prac-
ticable, a report that includes the following:

(1) The number of children who were re-
ported to the State during the year as
abused or neglected.

"(2) Of the number of children described in
paragraph (1). the number with respect to
whom such reports were—

(A) substantiated;
(B) unsubstantiated: and

"(C) determined to be false,
(3) Of the number of children described in

paragraph (2)—
"(A) the number that did not receive serv-

ices during the year under the State program
funded under this part or an equivalent
State program;

(B) the number that received services dur-
ing the year under the State program funded
under this part or an equivalent State pro-
gram; and

(C) the number that were removed from
their families during the year by disposition
of the case.

(4) The number of families that received
preventive services from the State thiring
the year,

'(5) The number of deaths in the State dur-
ing the year resulting from child abuse or
neglect.

(6) Of the number of children described in
paragraph (5), the number of such children
who were in foster care,

(7) The number of child protective service
workers responsible for the intake and
screening of reports filed in the previous
year.

(8) The agency response time with respect
to each such report with respect to initial in-
vestigation of reports of child abuse or ne-
glect.

(9) The response time with respect to the
provision of services to families and children
where an aliegation of abuse or neglect has
been made,

"(10) The number of child protective serv-
ice workers responsible for intake, assess-
ment, and investigation of child abuse and
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neglect reports relative to the number of re-
ports investigated in the previous year.

(g) ANNUAL REPORT BY ThE SECRETARY.—.
Within 6 months after receiving the State re-
ports under subsection (0. the Secretary
shall prepare a report based on information
provided by the States for the fiscal year
under such subsection and shall make the re-
port and such information available to the
Congress and the national clearinghouse for
informat2on relating to child abuse.".
SEC. 931. REPEAL

Section 108 (42 U.S.C. 5l06b) is repealed.
SEC. 932, MISCELLANEOUS REQUIREMENTS,

Section 110 (42 U.S.C. 5106d) is amended by
striking subsection (c).
SEC. 933. DEFINITIONS.

Section 113 (42 U.S.C. 5106h) is amended—.
(1) by striking paragraphs (I) and (2):
(2) by redesignating paragraphs (3) through

(ID) as paragraphs (I) through (8), respec-
tively: and

(3) in paragraph (2) (as so redesignated), to
read as follows:

(2) the term child abuse and neglect'
means, at a minimum, any recent act or fail-
ure to act on the part of a parent or care-
taker, which results in death, serious phys-
ical or emotional harm, sexual abuse or ex-
ploitation. or an act or failure to act which
presents an imminent risk of serious harm;".
SEC. 934. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS,

Section 114(a) (42 U.S.C. 5106h(a)) is amend-
ed to read as follows:

(a) IN GENERAL.—
"(I) GENEai, AUThORIZATION_There are

authorized to be appropriated to carry out
this title, $100,000,000 for fiscal year 1996. and
such sums as may be necessary for each of
the fiscal years 1997 through 2000.

(2) DISCRETIONARY ACTIVTFIES.—
"(A) IN CENERAL.—Of the amounts appro-

priated for a fiscal year under paragraph (I).
the Secretary shall make available 33½ per-
cent of such amounts to fund discretionary
activities under this title.

(B) DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS—Of the
amounts made available for a fiscal year
under subparagraph (A). the Secretary make
available not more than 40 percent of such
amounts to carry out section 106.".
SEC. 935. RULE OF CONSTRUCTION.

Title I (42 U.S.C. 5101 et seq.) is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following
new section:
SEC. 115. RULE OF CONSTRUCTION.

'(a) IN GENERAL—Nothing in this Act
shall be construed—

(1) as establishing a Federal requirement
that a parent or legal guardian provide a
child any medical service or treatment
against the religious beliefs of the parent or
legal guardian: and

'(2) to require that a State find, or to pro-
hibit a State from finding, abuse or neglect
in cases in which a parent or legal guardian
relies solely or partially upon spiritual
means rather than medical treatment, in ac-
cordance with the religious beliefs of the
parent or legal guardian.

(b) STATE REQUIREMENT._Notwithstand
ing subsection (a). a State shall, at a mini-
mum, have in place authority under State
law to permit the child protective service
system of the State to pursue any legal rem-
edies. mcluding the authority to initiate
legal proceedings in a court of competentju-
risdiction, to provide medical care or treat-
ment for a child when such care or treat-
ment is necessary to prevent or remedy seri-
ous harm to the child. or to prevent the
withholding of medically indicated treat-
ment from children with life threatening
conditions. Case by case determinations con-
cerning the exercise of the authority of this
subsection shall be within the sole discretion
of the State,",
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SEC. 936. TECHNICAL AMENDMENT.

Section 1404A of the Victims of Crime Act
of 1984 (42 U.S.C. 10603a) is amended—

(1) by striking •'I402(d)(2)(D) and (d)(3)' and
inserting "1402(d)(2)": and

(2) by striking 'section 4(d) and inserting
'section 109".
Subtitle D—Community.Based Child Abuse

and Neglect Prevention Grants
SEC. 941. ESTABLISHMENT OF PROGRAM.

Title II of the Child Abuse Prevention and
Treatment Act (42 U.S.C. 5116 et seq) is
amended to read as follows:

1TFLE fl—COMMUNITY-BASED FAMILY
RESOURCE AND SUPPORT GRANTS

SEC. 201. PURPOSE AND AUTHORITY.
"(a) PURPOSE.—It is the purpose of this Act

to support State efforts to develop. operate.
expand and enhance a network of commu-
nity-based. prevention-focused, family re-
source and support programs that are cul-
turally competent and that coordinate re-
sources among existing education, voca-
tional rehabilitation. disability, respite.
health, mental health, job readiness, self-suf-
ficiency, child and family development, com-
munity action, Head Start, child care, child
abuse and neglect prevention. juvenile jus-
tice. domestic violence prevention and inter-
vention, housing. and other human service
organizations within the State.

(b) AUTHOR.ITY.—The Secretary shall
make grants under this title on a formula
basis to the entity designated by the State
as the lead entity (hereafter referred to in
this title as the 'lead entity') for the purpose
of—

(I) developing. operating. expanding and
enhancing Statewide networks of commu-
nity-based. prevention-focused, family re-
source and support programs that—

(A) offer sustained assistance to families:
(B) provide early, comprehensive, and ho-

listic support for all parents:
(C) promote the development of parental

competencies and capacities. especially in
young parents and parents with very young
children;

CD) increase family stability:
(E) improve family access to other formal

and informal resources and opportunities for
assistance available within communities:

(F) support the additionai needs of fami-
lies with children with disabilities: and

'(C) decrease the risk of homelessness:
'(2) fostering the development of a contin-

uum of preventive services for children and
families through State and community-
based collaborations and partnerships both
public and private:

"(3) financing the start-up, maintenance.
expansion, or redesign of specific family re-
source and support program services (such as
respite services. child abuse and neglect pre-
vention activities, disability services, men-
tal health services, housing services. trans-
portation, adult education. home visit$ng
and other similar services) identified by the
inventory and description of current services
required under section 205(a)(3) as an unmet
need, and integrated with the network of
cornniunity-based family resource and sup-
port program to the extent practicable given
funding levels and community priorities:

"(4) maximizing funding for the financing,
planning. community mobilization, collabo-
ration, assessment, information and referral,
startup. training and technical assistance,
information management, reporting and
evaluation costs for establishing. operating.
or expanding a Statewide network of com-
munity-based. prevention-focused, family re-
source and support program; and

'(5) financing public information activities
that focus on the healthy and positive devel-
opment of parents and children and the pro-
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motion of child abuse and neglect prevention
activities.
'SEC. 202. ELIGIBILrrY.

"A State shall be eligible for a grant under
this title for a fiscal year if—

'(l)(A) the chief executive officer of the
State has designated an entity to administer
funds under this title for the purposes identi-
fied under the authority of this title, includ-
ing to develop, implement. operate. enhance
or expand a Statewide network of commu-
nity-based. prevention-focused, family re-
source and support programs. child abuse
and neglect prevention activities and access
to respite services integrated with the State-
wide network:

"(B) in determining which entity to des-
ignate under subparagraph (A). the chief ex-
ecutive officer should give priority consider-
ation to the trust fund advisory board of the
State or an existing entity that leverages
Federal, State, and private funds for a broad
range of child abuse and neglect prevention
activities and family resource programs. and
that is directed by an interdisciplinary, pub-
I ic-private structure, including participants
from communities: and

"(C) such lead entity is an existing public.
quasi-public. or nonprofit private entity with
a demonstrated ability to work with other
State and community-based agencies to pro-
vide training and technical assistance, and
that has the capacity and commitment to
ensure the meaningful involvement of par-
ents who are consumers and who can provide
leadership in the planning, implementation.
and evaluation of programs and policy deci-
sions of the applicant agency in accomplish-
ing the desired outcomes for such efforts:

"(2) the chief executive officer of the State
provides assurances that the lead entity will
provide or will be responsible for providing—

'(A) a network of community-based family
resource and support programs composed of
local, collaborative. public-private partner-
ships directed by interdisciplinary structures
with balanced representation from private
and public sector members, parents. and pub-
lic and private nonprofit service providers
and individuals and organizations experi-
enced in working in partnership with fami-
lies with children with disabilities:

"(B) direction to the network through an
interdisciplinary, collaborative. public-pri-
vate structure with balanced representation
from private and public sector members, par-
ents, and public sector and private nonprofit
sector service providers: and

"(C) direction and oversight to the net-
work through identified goals and objectives.
clear lines of communication and account-
ability. the provision of leveraged or com-
bined funding from Federal. State and pri-
vate sources. centralized assessment and
planning activities, the provision of training
and technical assistance. and reporting and
evaluation functions: and

'(3) the chief executive officer of the State
provides assurances that the lead entity—

(A) has a demonstrated commitment to
parental participauon in the development,
operation. and oversight of the Statewide
network of community-based, prevention-fo-
cused. family resource and support pro-
grams:

(B) has a demonstrated ability to work
with State and community-based public and
private nonprofit organizations to develop a
continuum of preventive. family centered.
holistic services for children and families
through the Statewide network of commu-
nity-based. prevention-focused, family re-
source and support programs:

"(C) has the capacity to provide oper-
ational support (both financial and pro-
gl-arnniatic) and training and technical as-
sistance, to the Statewide network of com-
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munity-based. prevention-focused. family re-
source and support programs. through inno-
vative, interagency funding and inter-
disciplinary service delivery mechanisms:
and

"CD) will integrate its efforts with individ-
uals and organizations experienced in work-
ing in partnership with families with chil-
dren with disabilities and with the child
abuse and neglect prevention activities of
the State, and demonstrate a financial com-
mitment to those activities.
"SEC. 203. AMOUNT OF GRANT.

(a) RESERVATION—The Secretary shall re-
serve 1 percent of the amount appropriated
under section 210 for a fiscal year to make
allotments to Indian tribes and tribal orga-
nizations and migrant programs.

(b) ALLOThIENT.—
(I) IN CENERAL.—Of the amounts appro-

priated for a fiscal year under section 210 and
remaining after the reservation under sub-
section (a). the Secretary shall allot to each
State lead entity an amount equal to—

"(A) the State minor child amount for
such State as determined under paragraph
(2): and

(B) the State matchable amount for such
State as determined under paragraph (3).

'(2) STATE MINOR CHILD AMOUNT—The
amount determined under this paragraph for
a fiscal year for a State shall be equal to an
amount that bears the same relationship to
50 percent of the amounts appropriated and
remaining under paragraph (I) for such fiscal
year as the number of children under 18 re-
siding in the State bears to the total number
of children under 18 residing in all States,
except that no State shall receive less than
$250,000.

"(3) STATE MATCHABLE AMOUNT—The
amount determined under this paragraph for
a fiscal year for a State shall be equal to—

(A) (i) 50 percent of the amounts appro-
priated and remaining under paragraph (I)
for such fiscal year: divided by

(ii) 50 percent of the total amount that all
States have directed through the respective
lead agencies to the purposes identified
under the authority of this title for the fis-
cal year. including foundation. corporate.
and other private funding. State revenues.
and Federal funds. as determined by the Sec-
retary: multiplied by

(B) 50 percent of the total amount that
the State has directed through the lead
agency to the purposes identified under the
authority of this title for such fiscal year.
including foundation. corporate. and other
private funding. State revenues, and Federal
funds.

'(c) ALLOCATION.—Funds allotted to a
State under this section shall be awarded on
a formula basis for a 3-year period. Payment
under such allotments shall be made by the
Secretary annually on the basis described in
subsection (a) -
"SEC. 204. EXISTING AND CONTINUATION

GRANTS.
(a) EXISTINC CRAWl'S—Notwithstanding

the enactment of this title, a State or entity
that has a grant. contract, or cooperative
agreement in effect, on the date of enact-
ment of this title, under the Family Re-
source and Support Program. the Commu-
nity-Based Family Resource Program, the
Family Support Center Program. the Emer-
gency Child Abuse Prevention Grant Pro-
gram, or the Temporary Child Care for Chil-
dren with Disabilities and Crisis Nurseries
Programs shall continue to receive funds
under such programs. subject to the original
terms under which such funds were granted.
through the end of the applicable grant
cycle.

(b) CONTINUATION CRAWrs.—The Secretary
may continue grants for Family Resource
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and Support Program grantees, and those
programs otherwise funded under this Act.
on a noncompetitive basis, subject to the
availability of appropriations satisfactory
performance by the grantee, and receipt of
reports required under this Act, until such
time as the grantee no longer meets the
original purpos of this Act.
'SEC. 205. APPLICATION.

'(a) IN GER.—A grant may not be
made to a State under this title unless an
application therefore is submitted by the
State to the Secretary and such application
contains the types of information specified
by the Secretary as essential to carrying Out
the provisions of section 202. including—

"(I) a description of the lead entity that
will be responsible for the administration of
funds provided under this title and the over-
sight of programs funded through the State-
wide network of community-based, preven-
tion-focused, family resource and support
programs which meets the requirements of
section 202:

(2) a description of how the network of
community-based, prevention-focused, fam-
ily resource and support programs will oper-
ate and how family resource and support
services provided by public and private, non-
profit organirions, including those funded
by programs consolidated under this Act,
will be integrated into a developing contin-
uum of family centered, holistic, preventive
services for children and families:

(3) an assurance that an inventory of cur-
rent family resow-ce programs, respite. child
abuse and neglect prevention activities, and
other family rource services operating in
the State, and a description of current
unmet needs, will be provided:

(4) a budget for the development. oper-
ation and expansion of the State's network
of community-based prevention-focused
family resource and support programs that
verifies that the State will expend an
amount equal to not less than 20 percent of
the amount received under this title (in
cash, not in-kind) for activities under thistitle:

(5) an assurance that funds received under
this title will supplement, not supplant.
other State and local public funds designated
for the Statewide network of community
based, prevention-focused, family resource
and support programs;

(6) an assurance that the State network
of community-based prevention-focused
family resource and support programs will
maintain cultural diversity, and be cul-
turally competent and socially sensitive and
responsive to the needs of families with chil-
dren with disabilities:

(7) an assurance that the State has the
capacity to ensure the meaningful involve-
ment of parents who are consumers and who
can provide leadership in the planning, im-
plementation, and evaluation of the pro-
grams and policy decisions of the applicant
agency in accomplishing the desired Out-
comes for such efforts:

(8) a description of the criteria that the
entity will use to develop. or select and fund,
individual community-based, prevention-fo-
cused, family resource and support programs
as part of network development, expansion
or enhancement:

(9) a description of outreach activities
that the entity and the community-based,
prevention-fod family resource and sup-
port programs will undertake to maximize
the participation of racial and ethnic mi-
norities, new immigrant populations, chil-
dren and adults with disabilities homeless
families and those at risk of homelessness.
and mem' of other undersel-ved or under.
represented groups:

'(10) a plan for providing operational sup-
port. training and technical assistance to

community-based. prevention-focused, fam-
ily resource and support programs for devel-
opment. operation, expansion and enhance-
ment activities:

"(II) a description of how the applicant en-
tity 5 activities and those of the network
and its members will be evaluated:

"(12) a description of that actions that the
applicant entity will take to advocate
changes in State policies, practices, proce-
dures and regulations to improve the deliv-
ery of prevention-focused, family resource
and support program services to all children
and families: and

"(13) an assurance that the applicant en-
tity will provide the Secretary with reports
at such time and containing such informa-
tion as the Secretary may require.
'SEC. 206. LOCAL PROGRAM REQUiREMENTS,

(a) IN GENERAL..—Grants made under this
title shall be used to develop, implement, op-
erate, expand and enhance community-based,
prevention-focused, family resource and sup-
port programs that—

(I) assess community assets and needs
through a planning process that involves
parents and local public agencies. local non-
profit organizations, and private sector rep-
rsentatjves;

(2) develop a strategy to provide, over
time. a continuum of preventive, holistic.
family centered services to children and fam-
ilies, especially to young parents and parents
with young children, through public-private
partnerships;

(3) provide—
(A) core family reSov.zrce and support serv-

ices such as—
'(i) parent education, mutual support and

self help, and leadership services;
"(ii) early developmental screening of chil-

dren:
'(iii) outreach services;
"(iv) community and social service refer-

rals; and
(v) follow-up services;
(B) other core services, which must be

provided or arranged for through contracts
or agreements with other local agencies. in-
cluding all forms of respite services to the
extent practicable: and

(C) access to optional services, includ-
ing—

(i) child care, early childhood develop-
ment and intervention services;

"(ii) services and supports to meet the ad-
ditional needs of families with children with
disabilftjes;

"(iii) job readiness services:
(iv) educational services, such as scholas-

tic tutoiing. literacy training, and Genera'
Educational Degree services:

(v) self-sufficiency and life management
skills training;

"(vi) community referral services: and
"(vii) peer counseling:
"(4) develop leadership roles for the mean-

ingful involvement of parents in the develop-
ment, operation, evaluation, and oversight of
the programs and services:

"(5) provide leadership in mobilizing local
public and private resources to support the
provision of needed family resource and sup-
port program services: and

"(6) participate with other community-
based, prevention-focused, family resource
and support program grantees in the devel-
opment. operation and expansion of the
Statewide network,

(b) PRIORITY—In awarding local grants
under this title, a lead entity shall give pri.
ority to community-based programs serving
low income communities and those serving
young parents or parents with young chil-
dren, and to community-based family re-
source and support programs previously
funded under the programs consolidated
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under the Child Abuse Prevention and Treat-
ment Act Amendments of 1996. so long as
such programs meet local program require-
ments,
SEC. 207. PERFORMANCE MEASURES.
'A State receiving a grant under this title,

through reports provided to the Secretary.
shall—

'(I) demonstrate the effective develop-
ment, operation and expansion of a State-
wide network of community-based, preven-
tion-focused. family resource and support
programs that meets the requirements of
this title;

'(2) supply an inventory and description of
the services provided to families by local
programs that meet identified community
needs, including core and optional services
as described in section 202:

(3) demonstrate the establishment of new
respite and other specific new family re-
sources services, and the expansion of exist-
ing services. to address unmet needs identi-
fied by the inventory and description of cur-
rent services required under section 205(a) (3):

'(4) describe the number of families served,
including families with children with disabil-
ities, and the involvement of a diverse rep-
resentation of families in the design. oper-
ation, and evaluation of the Statewide net-
work of community-based. prevention-fo-
cused, family resource and support pro-
grams, and in the design. operation and eval-
uation of the individual community-based
family resource and support programs that
are part of the Statewide network funded
under this title:

(5) demonstrate a high level of satisfac-
tion among families who have used the serv
ices of the community-based, prevention-fo-
cused, family resource and support pro-
grams;

(6) demonstrate the establishment or
maintenance of innovative funding mecha-
nisms, at the State or community level, that
blend Federal. State, local and private funds,
and innovative. interdisciplinary service de-
livery mechanisms, for the development, op-
eration. expansion and enhancement of the
Statewide network of community-based. pre-
vention-focused, family resource and support
programs;

(7) describe the results of a peer review
process conducted under the State program:
and

(8) demonstrate an implementation plan
to ensure the continued leadership of parents
in the on-going planning. implementation.
and evaluation of such community based.
prevention-focused, family resource and sup-
port programs.
'SEC. 208. NATIONAL NETWORK FOR COMMU-

NITY-BASED FAMILY RESOURCE
PROGRAMS,

"The Secretary may allocate such sums as
may be necessary from the amount provided
under the State allotment to support the ac-
tivities of the lead entity in the State—

(1) to create, operate and maintain a peer
review process;

(2) to create, operate and maintain an in-
formation clearinghouse:

(3) to fund a yearly symposium on State
system change efforts that result from the
operation of the Statewide networks of com-
munity-based, prevention-focused, family re-
source and support programs;

(4) to create, operate and maintain a com-
puterized communication system between
lead entities: and

"(5) to fund State-to-State technical as-
sistance through bi-annual conferences,
'SEC. 209. DEFINmONS.

"For purposes of this title:
(I) CI-nLDREN WITH DISABILITIES—The

term 'children with disabilities' has the
same meaning given such term in section
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602(a)(2) of the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act.

(2) COMMUTY REFERRAL SERVJCES,—The
term 'community referral services' means
services provided under contract or through
interagency agreements to assist families in
obtaining needed information, mutual sup-
port and community resources, including
respite services, health and mental health
services, employability development and job
training, and other social services through
help lines or other methods.

(3) CULTURALLY COMPETENT—The term
'culturally competent' means services, sup-
port, or other assistance that is conducted or
provided in a manner that—

"(A) is responsive to the beliefs, inter-
personal styles, attitudes, languages. and be-
haviors of those individuals and families re-
ceiving services: and

'(B) has the greatest likelihood of ensur-
ing maximum participation of such individ-
uals and families.

(4) FAMILY RESOURCE AND SUPPORT PRO-
GRAM—The term family resource and sup-
port program' means a community-based.
prevention-focused entity that—

(A) provides, through direct service, the
— core services required under this title. in-

cluding—
"(i) parent education. support and leader-

ship services. together with services charac-
terized by relationships between parents and
professionals that are based on equality and
respect, and designed to assist parents in ac-
quirmg parenting skills. learning about child
development. and responding appropriately
to the behavior of their children:

"(ii) services to facilitate the ability of
parents to serve as resources to one another
(such as through mutual support and parent
self-help groups):

(iii) early developmental screening of
children to assess any needs of children, and
to identify types of support that may be pro-
vided:

"(iv) outreach services provided through
voluntary home visits and other methods to
assist parents in becoming aware of and able
to participate in family resources and sup-
port program activities:

"(v) community and social services to as-
sist families in obtaining community re-
sources; and

(vi) follow-up services:
(B) provides, or arranges for the provision

of. other core services through contracts or
agreements with other local agencies. in-
cluding all forms of respite services: and

(C) provides access to optional services.
directly or by contract, purchase of service.
or interagency agreement, including—

"(i) child care. early childhood develop-
ment and early intervention services:

"(ii) self-sufficiency and life management
skills training:

"(iii) education services, such as scholastic
tutoring, literacy training, and General Edu-
cational Degree services:

(iv) job readiness skills:
(v) child abuse and neglect prevention ac-

tivities:
'(vi) services that families with children

with disabilities or special needs may re-
quire:

"(vii) community and social service refer-
ral:

'(viii) peer counseling:
"(ix) referral for substance abuse counsel-

ing and treatment: and
(x) help line services.

"(5) NAflONAL NErWORK FOR Coir1uN'rry-
BASED FAMILY RESOURCE PROGRAMS—The
term network for community-based family
resource program' means the organization of
State designated entities who receive grants
under this title, and includes the entire
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membership of the Children's Trust Fund Al-
liance and the National Respite Network.

(6) OtJTREACH SERVJCES.—The term out-
reach services' means services provided to
assist consumers, through voluntary home
visits or other methods, in accessing and
participating in family resource and support
program activities.

'(7) REsPITE SERVCES.—The term 'respite
services' means short term care services pro-
vided in the temporary absence of the regu-
lar caregiver (parent, other relative, foster
parent. adoptive parent, or guardian) to chil-
dren who—

'(A) are in danger of abuse or neglect:
'(B) have experienced abuse or neglect: or

(C) have disabilities, chronic. or terminal
illnesses.
Such services shall be provided within or
outside the home of the child. be short-term
care (ranging from a few hours to a few
weeks of time, per year). and be intended to
enable the family to stay together and to
keep the child living in the home and com-
munity of the child.
'SEC. 210. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.

"There are authorized to be appropriated
to carry Out this title, $108,000,000 for each of
the fiscal years 1996 through 2000.".
SEC. 942. REPEALS.

(a) TEMPORARY CJ-in..D CARE FOR CHILDREr'
WITh DISABILITIES AND CRISIS NURSERIES
ACT—The Temporary Child Care for Chil-
dren with Disabilities and Crisis Nurseries
Act of 1986 (42 U.5C. 5117 et seq) is repealed.

(b) FAMILY SUPPORT CENTERS—Subtitle F
of title VII of the Stewart B. McKinney
Homeless Assistance Act (42 U.S.C. 11481 et
seq.) is repealed.
Subtitle E—Family Violence Prevention and

Services
SEC. 951. REFERENCE.

Except as otherwise expressly provided.
whenever in this subtitle an amendment or
repeal is expressed in terms of an amend-
ment to. or repeal of. a section or other pro-
vision. the reference shall be considered to
be made to a section or other provision of
the Family Violence Prevention and Serv-
ices Act (42 U.S.C. 10401 et seq.).
SEC. 952. STATE DEMONSTRATION GRANTS.

Section 303(e) (42 U.S.C. 10420(e)) is amend-
ed—

(I) by striking "following local share" and
inserting "following non-Federal matching
local share": and

(2) by striking "20 percent' and all that
follows through "private sources.' and in-
serting "with respect to an entity operating
an existing program under this title, not less
than 20 percent. and with respect to an en-
tity intending to operate a new program
under this title. not less than 35 percent.'.
SEC. 953. ALLOTMENTS.

Section 304(a)(l) (42 U.S.C. 10403(a)(l)) is
amended by striking "$200,000" and inserting
'$400,000".

SEC. 954. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.
Section 310 (42 U.S.C. 10409) is amended—
(I) in subsection (b). by striking "80" and

inserting "70": and
(2) by adding at the end thereof the follow-

ing new subsections:
(d) GR.ANrS FOR STATE COAI.IrIONS.—Of

the amounts appropriated under subsection
(a) for each fiscal year, not less than 10 per-
cent of such amounts shall be used by the
Secretary for making grants under section
311.

(e) NON-SUPPLwnNG REQUIREMENT—Fed-
eral funds made available to a State under
this title shall be used to supplement and
not supplant other Federal. State, and local
public funds expended to provide services
and activities that promote the purposes of
this title.".
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Subtitle F—Adoption Opportunities

SEC. 961. REFERENCE.
Except as otherwise expressly provided,

whenever in this subtitle an amendment or
repeal is expressed in terms of an amend-
ment to. or repeal of, a section or other pro-
vision, the reference shall be considered to
be made to a section or other provision of
the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment
and Adoption Reform Act of 1978 (42 U.S.C.
5111 etseq.).
SEC. 962. FINDINGS AND PURPOSE.

Section 201 (42 U.S.C. 5111) is amended—
(I) in subsection (a)—
(A) in paragraph (1)—
(i) by striking 50 percent between 1985 and

1990" and inserting 61 percent between 1986
and 1994": and

(ii) by striking '400.000 children at the end
of June. 1990" and inserting 452.000 as of
June, 1994": and

(B) in paragraph (5). by striking local"
and inserting "legal ': and

(C) in paragraph (7), to read as follows:
"(7)(A) currently. 40.000 children are free

for adoption and awaiting placement;
(B) such children are typically school

aged. in sibling groups, have experienced ne-
glect or abuse. or have a physical, mental. or
emotional disability; and

"(C) while the children are of all races,
children of color and older children (over the
age of 10) are over represented in such
group;": and

(2) in subsection (b)—
(A) by striking "conditions. by—" and all

that follows through "providing a mecha-
nism" and inserting 'conditions, by provid-
ing a mechanism": and

(B) by redesignating subparagraphs (A)
through (C), as paragraphs (I) through (3). re-
spectively and by realigning the margins of
such paragraphs accordingly.
SEC. 963. INFORMATION AND SERVICES.

Section 203 (42 U.S.C. 5113) is amended—
(1) in subsection (a). by striking the last

sentence:
(2) in subsection (b)—
(A) in paragraph (6). to read as follows:
"(6) study the nature. scope. and effects of

the placement of children in kinship care ar-
rangements. pre-adopti ye. or adoptive
homes:":

(B) by redesignating paragraphs (7)

through (9) as paragraphs (8) through (10), re-
spectively: and

(C) by inserting after paragraph (6). the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

"(7) study the efficacy of States contract-
ing with public or private nonprofit agencies
(including community-based and other orga-
nizations). or sectarian institutions for the
recruitment of potential adoptive and foster
families and to provide assistance in the
placement of children for adoption:": and

(3) in subsection (d)—
(A) in paragraph (2)—
(i) by striking 'Each" and inserting "(A)

Each':
(ii) by striking "for each fiscal year" and

inserting "that describes the manner in
which the State will use funds during the 3-
fiscal years subsequent to the date of the ap-
plication to accomplish the purposes of this
section. Such application shall be': and

(iii) by adding at the end thereof the fol-
lowing new subparagraph:

'(B) The Secretary shall provide, directly
or by grant to or contract with public or pri-
vate nonprofit agencies or organizations—

'(i) technical assistance and resource and
referral information to assist State or local
governments with termination of parental
rights issues, in recruiting and retaining
adoptive families. in the successful place-
ment of children with special needs. and in
the provision of pre- and post-placement
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services. includfng post-legal adoption serv-
ices; and

(ii) other assistance to help State and
local governments replicate successful adop-
tion-related projects from other areas in the
United States.".
SEC. 964. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.

Section 205 (42 U.S.C. 5115) is amended—
(1) in subsection (a). by striking

'$10000000." and all that follows through
"203(c)(1)' and inserting "S20.000.000 for fis-
cal year 1996. and such sums as may be nec-
essary for each of the fiscal years 1997
through 2000 to carry out programs and ac-
tivities authorized';

(2) by striking subsection (b): and
(3) by redesignating subsection (c) as sub-

section (b).
Subtitle C—Abandoned Infants Assistance

Act of 1986
SEC. 971. REAUTHORIZATION

Section l04(a)(l) of the Abandoned Infants
Assistance Act of 1988 (42 U.S.C. 670 note) is
amended by striking 'S20.000.000" and all
that follows through the end thereof and in-
serting "S35.000.000 for each of the fiscal
years 1996 and 1997. and such sums as may be
necessary for each of the fiscal years 1998
through 2000".

Subtitle H—Reauthorization of Various
Programs

SEC. 981. MISSThG CHILDREN'S ASSISTANCE ACT.
Section 408 of the Missing Children's As-

sistance Act (42 U.S.C. 5777) is amended—
(1) by striking "To" and inserting (a) IN

GENERAL—"
(2) by striking 'and 1996" and inserting

'1996, and 1997": and
(3) by adding at the end thereof the follow-

ing new subsection:
(b) EVALIJAflON.—The Administrator shall

use not more than 5 percent of the amount
appropriated for a fiscal year under sub-
section (a) to conduct an evaluation of the
effectiveness of the programs and activities
established and operated under this title.".
SEC. 98a. WCTIMS OF CHILD ABUSE ACT OF 1990.

Section 2148 of the Victims of Child Abuse
Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 13004) is amended—

(I) in subsection (a)(2). by striking "and
1996' and inserting "1996. and 1997": and

(2) in subsection (b)(2). by striking "and
1996" and inserting "1996 and 1997".

TITLE X—EFFECTIVE DATE:
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

SEC. 1001. EFFECTIvE DATE.
(a) IN GERL.—Except as otherwise pro-

vided in this Act, this Act and the amend-
ments made by this Act shall take effect on
October 1. 1996.

(b) o YE ECTENSION OF JOBS PRO-
CRAM.—The authorization for the JOBS pro-
gram under part F of title IV of the Social
Security Act, as in effect on the date of the
enactment of this Act shall be extended
through fiscal year 1997 for S1.000.000,00() and
allocated to the States in the same manner
as under section 495 of the Social Security
Act, as added by section 201 of this Act, ex-
cept that the participation rate under clause
(vi) of section 403(l)(3)(A) of such Act, as so
in effect, shall be applied by substituting
percent" for "20 percent'.
SEC. 1002. TREA1MENT OF EXISTING WAIVERS.

(a) IN GE1t.i...—If any waiver granted to
a State under section 1115 of the Social Secu-
rity Act (42 U.S.C. 1315) or otherwise which
relates to the provision of assistance under a
State plan approved under titJe IV of the
such Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.). is in effect or
approved by the Secretary of Health and
Human Services as of the date of the enact-
ment of this Act, the amendments made by
this Act, at the option of the State. shall not
apply with respect to the State before the
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expiration (determined without regard to
any extensions) of the waiver.

(b) FuNtINC.—If the State elects the treat-
ment described in subsection (a), the State—

(1) may use so much of the remainder of
the Federal funds available for such waiver
project as determined by the Secretary of
Health and Human Services based on an
evaluation of the budget of such waiver
project; and

(2) may have any costs in excess of the cost
neutrality requirements forgiven by the Sec.
retary from funds not described in section
414 (a) (2).

(c) REPORTS—If the State does not elect
the treatment described in subsection (a).
and unless the Secretary of Health and
Human Services determines that the waiver
project is not of sufficient duration, the
State shall submit a report on the operation
and results of the waiver project. including
any effects on employment and welfare re-
ceipt.
SEC. 1003. EXPEDITED WAIVER PROCESS.

Notwithstanding any other provision of
law, the Secretary of Health and Human
Services shall approve or disapprove a waiv-
er submitted under section 1115 of the Social
Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1315) not later than 90
days after the date the completed applica-
tion is received. In considering such an appli-
cation. there shall be the presumption for
approval in the case of a request for a waiver
that is similar in substance and scale to a
previously approved waiver.
SEC. 1004. COUNTY WELFARE DEMONSTRATION

PROJECT.
(a) IN CENERAL.—The Secretary of Health

and Human Services and the Secretary of
Agriculture may jointly enter into negotia-
tions with any county having a population
greater than 500,000 for the purpose of estab-
lishing appropriate rules to govern the estab-
lishment and operation of a 5-year welfare
demonstration project. Under the dem-
onstration project—

(1) the county shall have the authority and
duty to administer the operation within the
county of 1 or more of the programs estab-
lished under title I or Ii of this Act as if the
county were considered a State for purposes
of such programs; and

(2) the State in which the county is located
shall pass through directly to the county 100
percent of a proportion of the Federal funds
received by the State under each of the pro.
grams described in paragraph (1) that is ad-
ministered by the county under such para.
graph, which proportion shall be separately
calculated for each such program based (to
the extent feasible and appropriate) on the
formula used by the Federal government to
allocate payments to the States under the
proga-axn. Additionally, any State financial
participation in these programs shall be no
different for counties participating in the
demonstration projects authorized by this
section than for other counties within the
State.

(b) COM1NCEMENT OF PROJECT.—After the
conclusion of the negotiations described in
subsection (a), the Secretary of Health and
Human Services and the Secretary of Agri-
culture may authorize the county to conduct
the demonstration project described in such
subsection in accordance with the rules es-
tablished under such subsection.

(c) REPORT.—The Secretary of Agriculture
and the Secretary of Health and Human
Services shall submit to the Congress a joint
report on any demonstraton project con-
ducted under this section not later than 6
months after the termination of the project.
Such report shall, at a mininum. describe
the project, the rules negotiated with respect
to the project under subsection (a). and the
innovations (if any) that the county was able
to initiate under the project.
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SEC. 1005. WORK REQUIREMENTS FOR STATE OF

HAWAII.
Section 485(a)(2)(B) of the Social Security

Act, as added by section 201(a). is amended
by redesignating clause (iii) as clause (iv).
and by inserting after clause (ii) the follow-
ig new clause:

(iii) DEEMED HOURS OF WORK—For pur-
poses of subclauses (II) and (III) of subpara-
graph (A)(i). 19 hours' shall be substituted
for '20 hours in determining the State of Ha-
waii's work performance rate.".
SEC. 1006. REQUIREMENT THAT DATA RELATING

TO THE INCIDENCE OF POVERTY IN
THE UNITED STATES BE PUBLISHED
AT LEAST EVERY 2 YEARS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary of Health
and Human Services (in this section referred
to as the 'Secretary") shall, to the extent
feasible, produce and publish for each State.
county, and local unit of general purpose
government for which data have been com-
piled in the most recent census of population
under section 141(a) of title 13. United States
Code, and for each school district, data relat-
ing to the incidence of poverty. Such data
may be produced by means of sampling, esti-
mation. or any other method that the Sec-
retary determines will produce current, com-
prehensive. and reliable data.

(b) COr'ntrr: FREQUENCY.—Data under this
section—

(1) shall include—.
(A) for each school district, the number of

children age 5 to 17. inclusive, in families
below the poverty level: and

(B) for each State and county referred to in
subsection (a), the number of individuals age
65 or older below the poverty level: and

(2) shall be published—
(A) for each State. county, and local unit

of general purpose government referred to in
subsection (a). in 1997 and at least every 2nd
year thereafter; and

(B) for each school district, in 1999 and at
least every 2nd year thereafter.

(c) AUThORITY TO ACCRECATE.—
(I) IN CENERAL.—If reliable data could not

otherwise be produced, the Secretary may.
for purposes of subsection (b)(l)(A), aggre.
gate school districts, but oniy to the extent
necessary to achieve reliability.

(2) I1'poRNt-flON RELATINC TO USE OF AU-
mORrrY.—Any data produced under this sub-
section shall be appropriately identified and
shall be accompanied by a detailed expla-
nation as to how and why aggregation was
used (including the measures taken to nüni-
mize any such aggregation).

(d) Rpor ro BE SuBt.irrrED WEIENEVER
DATA Is NOT TIMELy PUBLIS€D.—If the Sec-
retary is unable to produce and publish the
data required under this section for any
State, county. local unit of general purpose
government, or school district in any year
specified in subsection (b) (2). a report shall
be submitted by the Secretary to the Presi-
dent of the Senate and the Speaker of the
House of Representatives, not later than 90
days before the start of the following year,
enumerathg each government or school dis-
trict excluded and giving the reasons for the
exclusion.

(e) CRrrEgiA RELATINC TO POVERTy.—In
carrying out this section, the Secretary shall
use the same criteria relating to poverty as
were used in the most recent census of popu.
latjon under section 14 1(a) of title 13, United
States Code (subject to such periodic adjust-
ments as may be necessary to compensate
for inflation and other similar factors).

(f) CON5ULTATION.-_The Secretary shall
consult with the Secretary of Education in
carrying out the requirements of this section
relating to school districts,

® AUThORIZATION OF APPROPR1ATIONS._
There are authorized to be appropriated to
carry out this section $1,500,000 for each of
fiscal years 1997 through 2001.
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SEC. 1007. STUDY BY ThE CENSUS BUREAU.

(a) iN GE ERL—The Bureau of the Census
shall expand the Survey of Income and Pro-
gram Participation as necessary to obtain
such information as will enable interested
persons to evaluate the impact of the amend-
ments made by title I of the Work First Act
of 1996 on a random national sample of re-
cipients of assistance under State programs
funded under part A of title IV of the Social
Security Act and (as appropriate) other low
income families, and in doing so. shall pay
particular attention to the issues of out-of-
wedlock birth, welfare dependency, the be-
ginning and end of welfare spells, and the
causes of repeat welfare spells.

(b) AumoRlzxrIoN OF APPROPRLA,TIONS.—
Out of any money in the Treasury of the
United States not otherwise appropriated,
the Secretary of the Treasury shall pay to
the Bureau of the Census $10,000,000 for each
of fiscal years 1997. 1998, 1999. 2000, and 2001
to carry Out subsection (a).
SEC. 1008. SECRETARIAL SUBMISSION OF LEGIS-

LAThE PROPOSAL FOR TECHNICAL
AND CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.

Not later than 90 days after the date of the
enactment of this Act, the Secretary of
Health and Human Services shall submit to
the appropriate committees of the Congress
a legislative proposal providing for such
technical and conforming amendments in
the law as are required by the provisions of
this Act.

LIEBERMAN AMENDMENTS NOS.
4899—4900

(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. LIEBERMAN Submitted two

amendments intended to be proposed
by him to the bill. S. 1956. supra: as fol-
lows:

A1E1s.T No. 4899
Section 2903 is amended—
(1) by inserting '(a) IN GENERAL.—" before

"Section": and
(2) by adding at the end the following:
(b) DEDJCXrION OF BLOCK Girr SHARE.—

Section 2001 of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 1397) is amended—

(1) in the matter preceding paragraph (1).
by inserting ' (a)" before "For": and

(2) by adding at the end the following:
(b) For any fiscal year in which a State

receives an allotment under section 2003.
such State shall dedicate an amount equal to
3 percent of such allotment to fund programs
and services that teach minors to—

"(1) avoid out-of-wedlock pregnancies:."

ArDMEwr No. 4900
Section 2101 is amended—
(1) by redesignating paragraphs (7) through

(9) as paragraphs 8 through (10). respectively:
(2) in paragraph (10). as so redesignated, by

inserting and protection of teenage girls
from pregnancy as well as predatory sexual
behavior" after "birth": and

(3) by inserting after paragraph (6). the fol-
lowing:

(7) An effective strategy to combat teenage
pregnancy must address the issue of male re-
sponsibility. including statutory rape cul-
pability and prevention. The increase of
teenage pregnancies among the youngest
girls is particularly severe and is linked to
predatory sexual practices by men who are
significantly older.

(A) It is estimated that in the late 1980's.
the rate for girls age 14 and under giving
birth increased 26 percent.

(B) Data indicates that at least half of the
children born to teenage mothers are fa-
thered by adult men. Available data suggests
that almost 70 percent of births to teenage
girls are fathered by men over age 20.

(C) Surveys of teen mothers have revealed
that a majority of such mothers have his-
tories of sexual and physical abuse pri
manly With older adult men.

Section 402(a)(1)(A) of the Social Security
Act, as added by section 2103(a)(1). is amend-
ed—

(1) by redesignating clauses (vi) and (vti) as
clauses (vii) and (viii), respectively: and

(2) by inserting after clause (v). the follow-
ing:

"(vi) Conduct a program, designed to reach
State and local law enforcement officials:
the education system, and relevant counsel-
ing services, that provides education and
training on the problem of statutory rape so
that teenage pregnancy prevention programs
may be expanded in scope to include men.

Section 2908 is amended—
(1) by inserting "(a) SENSE OF THE S-

ATE.—" before 'It'; and
(2) by adding at the end the following:
(b) JUSTICE DEPARTMENT PROGRAM ON

STATUTORY RAPE.—
(1) ESTABLISHMENT—NOt later than Janu-

ary 1, 1997, the Attorney General shall estab-
lish and implement a program that—

(A) studies the linkage between statutory
rape and teenage pregnancy. particularly by
predatory older men committing repeat
offensives: and

(B) educates State and local criminal law
enforcement officials on the prevention and
prosecution of statutory rape. focusing in
particular on the commission of statutory
rape by predatory older men committing re-
peat offensives. and any links to teenage
pregnancy.

(2) APPROPRIATION—Out of any money in
the Treasury of the United States not other-
wise appropriated. there are appropriated to
the Attorney General to carry Out the provi-
sions of paragraph (1), $1,000,000 for each of
fiscal years 1997, 1998. 1999. 2000. 2001. and
2002.

(c) VIOLENCE AGAINST WoN INTrIATIVE.—
The Attorney General shall ensure that the
Department of Justices Violence Against
Women initiative addresses the issue of stat-
utory rape, particularly the commission of
statutory rape by predatory older men com-
mitting repeat offensives.

ASHCROFT (AND NICKLES)
AMENDMENT NO. 4901

Mr. ASHCROFT (for himself and Mr.
NICKLES) proposed an amendment to
the bill, 5. 1956. supra; as follows:

Strike existing Section 2902. and replace
with the following:
SEC. 2902. SANCTIONING WELFARE RECIPIENTS

FOR TESTING POSITIVE FOR ThE
USE OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES.

Notwithstanding any other provision of
law. States shall randomly test welfare re-
cipients, including recipients of assistance
under the temporary assistance for needy
families program under part A of title IV of
the Social Security Act and individuals re-
ceiving food stamps under the program de-
fined in section 3(h) of the Food Stamp Act
of 1977. for the use of controlled substances
and shall sanction welfare recipients who
test positive for the use of such illegal drugs.

DODD (AND OTHERS) AMENDMENT
NO. 4902

Mr. DODD (for himself. Mr. COATS,
Mr. KENNEDY, Mrs. KASSEBAUM. Ms.
SNOWE, Ms. MIKULSKI, Mr. HARKIN, Mr.
KOHL. Mr. KERRY, Mrs. MURRAY, Mr.
KERREY, Mr. COHEN, Mr. REID. Mr.
LEAHY, Mrs. BOXER, Mr. EXON, Mr.
WELLSTONE, and Mr. HATCH) proposed
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an amendment to the bill, 5. 1956,
supra: as follows:

On page 628. strike clauses (vi) and (vii) of
section 2805(2) (A).

MURRAY AMENDMENT NO. 4903
Mrs. MURRAY proposed an amend-

ment to the bill, 5 1956, supra: as fol-
lows:

Strike section 1206.

ThE OCEAN SHIPPING ACT OF 1996

PRESSLER (AND OTHERS)
AMENDMENT NO. 4904

(Ordered referred to the Committee
on Commerce, ScienCe, and Transpor-
tation.)

Mr. PRESSLER (for himself, Mr.
Lorr. Mr. GORTON, Mrs. HUTCHISON, Mr.
EXON, Mr. INOUYE, and Mr. BREAUX)
submitted an amendment intended to
be proposed by them to the bill (5. 1336)
to amend the Shipping Act of 1984 to
provide for ocean shipping reform, and
for other purposes; as follows:

Strike out all after the enacting clause and
insert the following:
SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the "Inter-
national Ocean Shipping Act of 1996".
SEC. 2. EFFECTIVE DATE

Except as otherwise expressly provided in
this Act, this Act and the amendments made
by this Act take effect on October 1, 1997.
TITLE I AMENDMENTS TO THE SHIPPING

ACT OF 1984
SEC. 101. PURPOSE.

Section 1 of the Shipping Act of 1984 (46
U.S.C. App. 1701) is amended by—

(1) striking "and" after the semicolon in
paragraph (2);

(2) striking 'needs." in paragraph (3) and
inserting "needs: and"; and

(3) adding at the end thereof the following:
(4) to promote the growth and develop-

ment of United States exports through com-
petitive and effIcient ocean transportation
and by placing a greater reliance on the mar-
ketplace.".
SEC. 102. DEFINm0N5.

Section 3 of the Shipping Act of 1984 (46
U.S.C. App. 1702) is amended by—

(1) striking paragraph (5) and redesignating
paragraph (4) as paragraph (5);

(2) inserting after paragraph (3) the follow-
ing:

'(4) 'Board' means the Intermodal Trans-
portation Board.":

(3) adding at the end of paragraph (7) the
following: 'a conference agreement does not
result in the formation of a single commer-
cial identity, and members of the conference
retain their identity as individual carriers in
the trade.":

(4) striking 'the government under whose
registry the vessels of the carrier operate" in
paragraph (8) and inserting "a government'S:

(5) striking "in an unfinished or semi-
finished state that require special handling
moving in lot sizes too large for a container"
in paragraph (11);

(6) striking "paper board in rolls, and
paper in rolls." in paragraph (11) and insert-
ing "paper and paper board in rolls or in pal-
let or skid-sized sheets.":

(7) striking paragraph (17) and redesignat-
ing paragraphs (18) through (27) as para-
graphs (17) through (26). respectively:

(8) striking paragraph (18). as designated.
and inserting the following:
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First, it would eliminate the filing of

common carrier tariffs with the Fed-
eral Government. Instead of requiring
Government approval, tariffs would be-
come effective upon publication
through private systems. My amend-
ment also would increase tariff rate
flexibility by easing restrictions on
tariff rate changes and independent ac-
tion by conference carriers.

Second. it would allow for greater
flexibility in service contracting by
shipper-s and ocean corrirrion carriers.
The amendment would allow individual
ocean common carriers and shippers tonegotiate confidential service con-
tracts. It also would allow shippers' as-
sociations and ocean freight forwarders
to negotiate service contracts as ship-
pers.

Third. responsibility for enforcing
U.S. ocean shipping laws would be
shifted to the Surface Transportation
Board, which would be renamed the
Intermodal Transportation Board. The
Federal Maritime Commission would
be terminated at the end of fiscal year
1997. A single independent agency
would then administer domestic sur-
face, rail, arid water transportation and
internationaj ocean transportation reg-
ulations. The Government would catch
up to the carriers and shipper-s. who are
already thinking intermoda.lly.

Finally, the Intermodal Transpor-
tation Board would be given new tools
to address predatory pricing ocean
common carriers while ensuring in-
creased competition in the industry.

THE PERSONAL RESPONSIBILrry,
WORK OPPORTUNITY AND MED-
ICAID RESTRUCTURING ACT OF
1996

FAIRCLOTH AMENDMENT NO. 4905
Mr. FAIRCLOTH proposed an amend-

ment to the bill, 5. 1956, supra: as fol-
lows:

On page 399, between lines IC and II. insertthe following:
Subchapter F—Other Provisions

sEc. 2241. PROHIBITION OF REcRurfl-r AC-
TIVrnES.

(a) IN GEERL.-_Section 1631 (42 U.s.c.
1383) is amended by adding at the end the fol-
lowing new subsection:

"PROHIBITIoN o REcRurnwr ACflVTrIES
"Nothing in this title shall be construed to

authorize recl-tfltment activities under this
title, including with respect to any outreach
programs or demonstration projects.".

JEFFORDS AMENDMENT NO. 4906
Mr. ROTH (for Mr. JEFFORDS) pro-

posed an amendment to the bill. S
1956. supra: as follows:

Beginning on page 1-5, strike line 18 andall that follows through page. 1-7. line 12.
and insert the following:

(a) IN GENERAL.—Sectjon 5(d) of the Food
Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2014(d)) is amend-
ed by striking paragraph (11) and inserting
the following: '(ll)(A) any payments or al-
lowances made for the purpose of providing
energy assistance under any Federal law, or

(B) a I-time payment or allowance made
under a Federal or 5tate law for the costs of
weatherization or emergency repair or re-
placement of an unsafe or inoperative fur-
nace or other heating or cooling device.".

(b) CoNFogMNG AMENDMEN5._5ection
5(k) of the Food stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C.
2014(k)) is amended—

(I) in paragraph (I)—
(A) in subparagraph (A). by striking plan

for aid to families with dependent children
approved' and inserting "program funded
and

(B) in subparagraph (B). by striking '. not
including energy or utility-cost assistance

(2) in paragraph (2). by striking subpara-
graph (C) and inserting the following:

(C) a payment or allowance described in
subsection (d)(ll);"; and

(3) by adding at the end the following:
"(4) Tm PARTY ENERGY AsSISTANcE PAY-

(A) Er.cv ASSISTANcE PAYMENTS—For
purposes of subsection (d)(l), a payment
made under a 5tate law to provide energy as-
sistance to a household shall be considered
money payable directly to the household.

(B) ENERGY ASSISTANCE EENSES.—For
purposes of subsection (e)(7), an expense paid
on behalf of a household under a 5tate law to
provide energy assistance shall be considered
an out-of-packet expense incurred and paidby the household.".

CRAIG AMENDMENT NO. 4907

Mr. ROTH (for Mr. Cic) proposed
an amendment to the bill, 5. 1956.
supra: as follows:

Beginning on page 467. line 22, strike all
through page 469. line 18, and insert the fol-lowing:

CD) AccEss TO INFORMATION CONTA1NE IN
cERTA.n%J REcORDS—To obtain access, subject
to safeguards on privacy and information se-
curity, and subject to the nonliability of en-
tities that afford such access under this sub-
paragraph, to information contained in the
following records (including automated ac-
cess, in the case of records maintained in
automated data bases):

(i) Records of other 5tate and local gov-
erriment agencies, including—

(I) vital statistics (including records of
marriage, birth, and divorce);

"(II) 5tate and local tax and revenue
records (including information on residence
address, employer, income and assets);

"(Ill) records concerning real and titled
personal property:

(IV) records of occupational and profes-
sional licenses, and records concerning the
ownership and control of corporations part-
nerships, and other business entities;

"(V) employment security records:
(VI) records of agencies administering

public assistance programs:
"(WI) records of the motor vehicle depart-

ment: and
(VIII) corrections records.
(ii) Certain records held by private enti-

ties with respect to individuals who owe or
are owed support (or against or with respect
to whom a support obligation is sought).
consisting of—

(I) the names and addresses of such indi-
viduals and the names and addresses of the
employers of such individuals, as appearing
in customer records of public utilities andcable television companies, pursuant to an
adminastrative subpoena authorized by sub-
paragraph (B) arid

(II) information (including information
on assets and liabilities) on such individuals
held by financial institutions.
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McCAIN AMENDMENT NO. 4908
Mr. ROTH (for Mr. MCCMN) proposed

an amendment to the bill. 5. 1956,
supra: as follows:

On page 411. between lines 2 and 3. insert
the following:

(4) FAMILIES ur cERTAIN AGREE-
MENTS—In the case of a family receiving as-
sistance from an Indian tribe, distribute the
amount so collected pursuant to an agree-
ment entered into pursuant to a 5tate plan
under section 454 (33).

On page 411. line 3, strike "(3)" and insert
(4)''.

On page 554, between lines 7 and 8, insert
the following:
5EC. 2375. CHILD SUPPORT ENFORcEMENT FoR

INDIAN TRIBES.
(a) Ci-nu SuPPor ENFORcEMEWr ACRE&

MENT5.—5ection 454 (42 U.S.C. 654), as
amended by sections 2301(b). 2303(a), 2312(b),
2313(a), 2333, 2343(b), 2370(a)(2), and 2371(b) of
this Act is amended—

(I) by striking 'and" at the end of para-
graph (31):

(2) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (32) and inserting ": and":

(3) by adding after paragraph (32) the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

'(33) provide that a State that receives
funding pursuant to section 428 and that has
within its borders Indian country (as definedin section 1151 of title 18. United States
Code) may enter into cooperative agree-
ments with an Indian tribe or tribal organi-
zation (as defined in subsections (e) and (I) of
section 4 of the Indian Self-Determination
and Education Assistance Act (25 U.S.C.
450b)), if the Indian tribe or tribal organiza-
tion demonstrates that such tribe or organi-
zation has an established tribal court system
or a Court of Indian Offenses with the au-thority to establish paternity, establish,
modify. and enforce support orders. and to
enter support orders in accordance with
child support guidelines established by such
tribe or organization, under which the State
and tribe or organization shall provide for
the cooperative delivery of child support en-
forcement services in Indian country and for
the forwarding of all funding collected pur-
suant to the functions performed by the
tribe or organization to the State agency, or
conversely. by the State agency to the tribe
or organization, which shall distribute such
funding in accordance with such agreement:
and

(4) by adding at the end the following new
sentence: "Nothing in paragraph (33) shall
void any provision of any cooperative agree-
ment entered into before the date of the en-
actment of such paragraph, nor shall such
paragraph deprive any State of jurisdiction
over Indian country (as so defined) that is
lawfully exercised under section 402 of the
Act entitled 'An Act to prescribe penalties
for certain acts of violence or intimidation.
and for other purposes', approved April II,
1968 (25 U.S.C. 1322).".

(b) DIRECT FErj. FUNDING TO IN'DLAN
TRIBES AND TRJB ORGAJIZATjONS_Seon
455 (42 U.S.C. 655) is amended by adding at
the end the following new subsection

(b) The Secretary may, in appropriate
cases, make direct payments under this part
to an Indian tribe or tribal organization
which has an approved child support enforce-
ment plan under this title, In determining
whether such payments are appropriate, theSecretary shall. at a minimum, consider
whether services are being provided to eligi-
ble Indian recipients by the State agency
through an agreement entered into pursuant
to section 454(33).".

(c) COCpERArIVE ENFORCEMEWr AGREE-
NTS.—Paragraph (7) of section 454 (42
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U.S.C. 654) is amended by inserting "and In-
dian tribes or tribal organizations (as defined
in subsections (e) and (I) of section 4 of the
Indian Self-Determination and Education
Assistance Act (25 U.S.C. 450b))" after "law
enforcement officials".

(d) CoNFoRNc AMENDMENT.—Subsectjon
(c) of section 428 (42 U.S.C. 628) is amended to
read as follows:

(c) For purposes of this section. the terms
'Indian tribe ar 'tribal organization shall
have the meanings given such terms by sub-
sections (e) and (I) of section 4 of the Indian
Self-Determination and Education Assist-
ance Act (25 U.S.C. 450b)). respectively.".

COATS (AND WYDEN) AMENDMENT
NO. 4909

Mr. ROTH (for Mr. COATS. for himself
and Mr. WYDEN) proposed an amend-
ment to the bill. 5. 1956. supra: as fol-
lows:

At the end of chapter 7. of subtitle A. of
title II. add the following:
SEC. . }UN5HXP CARE.

Section 471(a) of the Social Security Act
(42 U.S.C. 671(a)) is amended—

(1) by striking 'and" at the end of para-
graph (16):

(2) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (17) arid inserting ": and": and

(3) by adding at the end the following new
paragraph:

(18) provides that States shall give pref-
erence to an adult relative over a non-relat-
ed caregiver when determining a placement
for a child, provided that the relative
caregiver meets all relevant State child pro-
tection standars.'.

BREAUX AMENDMENT NO. 4910
Mr. BREAUX proposed an amend-

ment to the bill. 5. 1956. supra: as fol-
lows:

Section 408(a)(8) of the Social Security
Act, as added by section 2103(a)(1). is amend-
ed by adding at the end the following:

CE) EFFECTS OF DENIAL OF CASH ASSIST-
?.NCE.—

(i) PROVISION OF VOUCI-R$.—In the event
that a family is denied cash assistance be-
cause of a time limit imposed under this
paragraph—

(I) in the event that a family is denied
cash assistance because of a time limit im-
posed at the option of a State that is less
than 60 months, a State shall provide vouch-
ers to the family in accordance with clause
(iii): and

(II) in the event that a family is denied
cash assistance because of the 60 month time
limit imposed pursuant to this paragraph. a
State may provide vouchers to the family in
accordance with such clause.

(ii) OThER ASSISTANCE.—The—
(I) eligibility of a family that receives a

voucher under clause (i) for any other Fed-
eral or federally assisted program based on
need, shall be determined without regard to
the voucher; and

(II) such a family shall be considered to
be receiving cash assistance in the amount of
the assistance provided in the voucher for
purposes of determining the amount of any
assistance provided to the family under any
other such program.

(iii) VOUCHER REQUIREMENTS—A voucher
provided to a family under clause (i) shall be
based on a States assessment of the needs of
a child of the family and shall be—

(I) determined based on the basic subsist-
ence needs of the child;

(II) designed appropriately to pay third
parties for shelter, goods. and services re-
ceived by the child: and
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"(III) payable directly to such third par-

ties.

FAIRCLOTH AMENDMENT NO. 49li
Mr. FAIRCLOTH proposed an amend-

ment to the bill. 5. 1956. supra: as fol-
lows:

On page 245. line 22. insert and subpara-
graph (C)." after "(B)'.

On page 249. between lines 14 and 15, insert
the following:

(C) REQUIREMENT THAT ADULT RELATWE OR
CUARDLAN NOT HAVE A HISTORY OF ASSIST-
ANCE—A State shall not use any part of the
grant paid under section 403 to provide cash
assistance to an individual described in sub-
paragraph (B) (ii) if such individual resides
with a parent. guardian. or other adult rel-
ative who is receiving assistance under a
State program funded under this part and
has been receiving this assistance for a 3-
year period.

BIDEN (AND SPECTER)
AMENDMENT NO. 4912

Mr. BIDEN (for himself and Mr.
SPECTER) proposed an amendment to
the bill. 5. 1956. supra: as follows:

Strike all after the enacting clause and in-
sert the following:
SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the 'Bipartisan
Welfare Reform Act of 1996".
SEC. 2. TABLE OF CONTENTS.

The table of contents of this Act is as fol-
lows:
Sec. I. Short title.
Sec. 2. Table of contents.
TITLE I—BLOCK GRANTS FOR TEM-

PORARY ASSISTANCE FOR NEEDY
FAMILIES

Sec. 101. Findings.
Sec. 102. Reference to Social Security Act.
Sec. 103. Block grants to States.
Sec. 104. Services provided by charitable, re-

ligious. or private organiza-
tions.

Sec. 105. Census data on grandparents as pri-
mary caregivers for their
grandchildren.

Sec. 106. Report on data processing.
Sec. 107. Study on alternative outcomes

measures.
Sec. 108. Conforming amendments to the So-

cial Security Act.
Sec. 109. Conforming amendments to the

Food Stamp Act of 1977 and re-
lated provisions.

Sec. 110. Conforming amendments to other
laws.

Sec. Ill. Development of prototype of coun-
terfeit-resistant social security
card required.

Sec. 112. Disclosure of receipt of Federal
funds.

Sec. 113. Modifications to thejob opportuni-
ties for certain low-income in-
dividuals program.

Sec. 114. Secretarial submission of legisla-
tive proposal for technical and
conforming amendments.

Sec. 115. Application of current AFDC stand-
ards under medicaid program.

Sec. 116. Effective date; transition rule.
TITLE Il—SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY

INCOME
Sec. ZOO. Reference to Social Security Act.

Subtitle A—Eligibility Restrictions
Sec. 201. Denial of SSI benefits for 10 years

to individuals found to have
fraudulently misrepresented
residence in order to obtain
benefits simultaneously in 2 or
more States.
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Sec. 202. Denial of SSI benefits for fugitive

felons and probation and parole
violators.

Sec. 203. Verification of eligibility for cer-
tain SSI disability benefits.

Sec. 204. Treatment of prisoners.
Sec. 205. Effective date of application for

benefits.
Sec. 206. Installment payment of large past-

due supplemental security in-
come benefits.

Sec. 207. Recovery of supplemental security
income overpayments from so-
cial security benefits.

Subtitle B—Benefits for Disabled Children
Sec. 211. Definition and eligibility rules.
Sec. 212. Eligibility redeterminations and

continuing disability reviews.
Sec. 213. Additional accountability require-

ments.
Sec. 214. Reduction in cash benefits payable

to institutionalized individuals
whose medical costs are cov-
ered by private insurance.

Sec. 215. Modification respecting parental
income deemed to disabled chil-
dren.

Sec. 216. Graduated benefits for additional
children.

Subtitle C—State Supplementation
Programs

Sec. 221. Repeal of maintenance of effort re-
quirements applicable to op-
tional State programs for
supplementation of SSI bene-
fits.

Subtitle D—Studies Regarding Supplemental
Security Income Program

Sec. 231. Annual report on the supplemental
security income program.

Sec. 232. Study of disability determination
process.

Sec. 233. Study by General Accounting Of-
fice.

Subtitle E—National Commission on the
Future of Disability

Sec. 241. Establishment.
Sec. 242. Duties of the Commission.
Sec. 243. Membership.
Sec. 244. Staff and support services.
Sec. 245. Powers of Commission.
Sec. 246. Reports.
Sec. 247. Termination.
Sec. 248. Authorization of appropriations.

TITLE Ill—CHILD SUPPORT
Sec. 300. Reference to Social Security Act.

Subtitle A—Eligibility for Services;
Distribution of Payments

Sec. 301. State obligation to provide child
support enforcement services.

Sec. 302. Distribution of child support col-
lections.

Sec. 303. Privacy safeguards.
Sec. 304. Rights to notifIcation and hear-

ings.
Subtitle B—Locate and Case Tracking

Sec. 311. State case registry.
Sec. 312. Collection and disbursement of sup-

port payments.
Sec. 313. State directory of new hires.
Sec. 314. Amendments concerning income

withholding.
Sec. 315. Locator information from inter-

state networks.
Sec. 316. Expansion of the Federal parent lo-

cator service.
Sec. 317. Collection and use of social secu-

rity numbers for use in child
support enforcement.

Subtitle C—Streamlining and Uniformity of
Procedures

Sec. 321. Adoption of uniform State laws.
Sec. 322. Improvements to full faith and

credit for child support orders.
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Sec. 323. Administrative enforcement in

Lzerstate cases.
Sec. 324. Use o forms in interstate enforce.

ment.
Sec. 325. State laws providing expedited pro-

cedures.
Subtitle D—?aternity Establishment

Sec. 331. State laws concerning paternity es
tabiishment.

Sec. 332. Outreach for voluntary paternity
eszablishment.

Sec. 333. Cooperation by applicants for and
recipients of temporary family
assistance.

Subtitle E—Program Administration and
Funding

Sec. 34!. Performance-based incentives and
penalties.

Sec. 342. Federal and State reviews and au-
dits.

Sec. 343. Required reporting procedures.
Sec. 344. Automated data processing require-

Sec. 345. Technical assistance.
Sec. 346. Reporzs and data collection by the

Secretary.
Subtitle F—Establishment and Modification

o: Support Orders
Sec. 351. Simplified process for review and

adjustment of child support or-
des.

Sec. 352. Fui-rnsning consumer reports for
cerzain purposes relating to
chiid support.

Sec. 353. Nonliaility for financial institu-
tons providing financial
records to State child support
enforcement agencies in child
suDport cases.

Subtitle G—Ethorcement of Support Orders
Sec. 36!. Inte:-raj Revenue Service collec-

tior of arrearages.
Sec. 362. Authority to collect support from

Federal employees.
Sec. 363. Enforcement of child support obli-

gaions of members of the
A-ed Forces.

Sec. 364. Voidj of fraudulent transfers.
Sec. 365. Work requirement for persons

owng past-due child support.
Sec. 366. Deflnion of support order.
Sec. 367. Reporirg arrearages to credit bu-

reaus.
Sec. 368. Liens.
Sec. 369. State iw authorizing suspension of

licnses.
Sec. 370. Deaiai of passports for nonpayment

ofnild support.
Sec. 371. Interrazjonal child support en-

forement.
Sec. 372. Finajal institution data matches.
Sec. 373. Enforcement of orders against pa-

terral or maternal grand-
parents in cases of minor par-
ents.

Sec. 374. Nondischargeability In bankruptcy
of certain debts for the support
of a child.

Subtitie H—Medical Support
Sec. 376. Correcjon to ERISA definition of

medical child support order.
Sec. 377. Enforcement of orders for health

care coverage.
Subtitle I—Enhancing Responsibility and
Opportunity for Non-Residential Parents

Sec. 381. Grants to States for access and vis-
itaion programs.

Subtitle 3—Effect of Enactment
Sec. 391. Effective dates.
TITLE IV—RESTRICTING WELFARE AND

PUBLIC BENEFITS FOR ALIENS
Sec. 400. Statements of national policy con-

cel-ung welfare and immigra-
tio.

Subtitle A—Eligibility for Federal Benefits
Sec. 401. Aliens who are not qualified aliens

ineligible for Federal public
benefIts.

Sec. 402. Limited eligibility of certain quali-
fied aliens for certain Federal
programs.

Sec. 403. Five-year limited eligibility of
qualified aliens for Federal
means-tested public benefit.

Sec. 404. Notification and information re-
porting.

Subtitle B—Eligibility for State and Local
Public Benefits Programs

Sec. 411. Aliens who are not qualified aliens
or nonimmigrants ineligible for
State and local public benefIts.

Sec. 412. State authority to limit eligibility
of qualified aliens for State
public benefits.

Subtitle C—Attribution of Income and
Affidavits of Support

Sec. 421. Federal attribution of sponsors in-
come and resources to alien for
purposes of medicaid eligi-
bility.

Sec. 422. Authority for States to provide for
attribution of sponsors income
and resources to the alien with
respect to State programs.

Sec. 423. Requirements for sponsors affida-
vit of support.

Sec. 424. Cosignature of alien student loans.
Subtitle D—General Provisions

Sec. 43!. Definitions.
Sec. 432. Verification of eligibility for Fed-

eral public benefits.
Sec. 433. Statutory construction.
Sec. 434. Communication between State and

local government agencies and
the Immigration and Natu-
ralization Service.

Sec. 435. Qualifying quarters.
Sec. 436. Title inapplicable to programs

specified by Attorney General.
Sec. 437. Title inapplicable to programs of

nonprofit charitable organiza-
tions.

Subtitle E—Conforming Aniendments
Sec. 441. Conforming amendments relating

to assisted housing.
TITLE V—REDUCTIONS IN FEDERAL

GOVERNrrr POSITIONS
Sec. 501. Reductions.
Sec. 502. Reductions in Federal bureaucracy.
Sec. 503. Reducing persomiel in Washington.

D.C. area.
TITLE VI—REFOpJ OF PUBLIC MOUSING
Sec. 601. Failure to comply other wel-

fare and public assistance pro-
grams.

Sec. 602. Fraud wider means-tested welfare
and public assistance programs.

Sec. 603. Annual adjustment factors for op-
erating costs only: restraint on
rent increases.

Sec. 604. Effective date.
TITLE WI—CHILD CARE

Sec. 701. Short title and references.
Sec. 702. Goals.
Sec. 703. Authorization of appropriations.
Sec. 704. Lead agency.
Sec. 705. Application and plan.
Sec. 706. Limitation on State allotmenrs
Sec. 707. Activities to improve the quality of

child care.
Sec. 708. Repeal of early childhood develop-

ment and before- and after-
school care requirement.

Sec. 709. Administration and enforcement.
Sec. 710. Payments.
Sec. 711. Annual report and audits.
Sec. 712. Report by the Secretary.
Sec. 713. Allotments.
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Sec. 714. Definitions.
Sec. 715. Repeals.

TITLE VIlI—CHILD NUTRITION
PROGRAMS

Subtitle A—National School Lunch Act
Sec. 801. Value of food assistance.
Sec. 802. Commodity assistance.
Sec. 803. State disbursement to schools.
Sec. 804. Nutritional and other program re-

quirements.
Sec. 805. Free and reduced price policy

statement.
Sec. 806. Special assistance.
Sec. 807. Miscellaneous provisions and defi-

nitions.
Sec. 808. Summer food service program for

children.
Sec. 809. Commodity distribution.
Sec. 810. Child care food program.
Sec. 8!1. Pilot projects.
Sec. 812. Reduction of paperwork.
Sec. 813. Information on income eligibility.
Sec. 814. Nutrition guidance for child nutri-

tion programs.
Sec. 815. Information clearinghouse.

Subtitle B—Child Nutrition Act of 1966
Sec. 821. Special milk program.
Sec. 822. Reimbursement rates for free and

reduced price breakfasts.
Sec. 823. Free and reduced price policy

statement.
Sec. 824. School breakfast program author-

ization.
Sec. 825. State administrative expenses.
Sec. 826. Regulations.
Sec. 827. Prohibitions
Sec. 828. Miscellaneous provisions and defi-

nitions.
Sec. 829. Accounts and records.
Sec. 830. Special supplemental nutrition

program for women, infants.
and children.

Sec. 831. Cash grants for nutrition edu-
cation.

Sec. 832. Nutrition education and training.
Sec. 833. Breastfeeding promotion program.

TITLE IX—FOOD STAMP AND RELATED
PROGRAMS

Sec. 901. Definition of certification period.
Sec. 902. Expanded defthition of 'coupon'.
Sec. 903. Treatment of children living at

home.
Sec. 904. Adjustment of thrifty food plan.
Sec. 905. Definition of homeless individual.
Sec. 906. Income Exclusions.
Sec. 907. Deductions from income.
Sec. 908. Vehicle allowance.
Sec. 909. Vendor payments for transitional

housing counted as income.
Sec. 910. Increased penalties for violating

food stamp program require-
ments.

Sec. 911. Disqualification of convicted indi-
viduals.

Sec. 912. Disqualification.
Sec. 913. Caretaker exemption.
Sec. 914. Employment and training.
Sec. 9!5. Comparable treatment for disquali-

fication.
Sec. 916. Disqualification for receipt of mul-

tiple food stamp benefits.
Sec. 917. Disqualification of fleeing felons.
Sec. 918. Cooperation with child support

agencies.
Sec. 919. Disqualification relating to child

support arrears.
Sec. 920. Work requirement for able-bodied

recipients.
Sec. 92!. Encourage electronic benefIt trans-

fer systems.
Sec. 922. Value of minimum allotment.
Sec. 923. Benefits on recertification
Sec. 924. Optional combined allotment for

expedited households.
Sec. 925. Failure to comply with other

means-tested public assistance
programs.
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Sec. 926. Allotments for households reiding

in centers.
Sec. 927. Authority to establish authoriza-

tion periods.
Sec. 928. Specific period for prohibiting par-

ticipation of stores based on
lack of business integrity.

Sec. 929. Information for verifying eligi-
bility for authorization.

Sec. 930. Waiting period for stores that ini-
tially fail to meet authoriza-
tion criteria.

Sec. 931. Operation of food stamp offices.
Sec. 932. Mandatory claims collection meth-

ods.
Sec. 933. Exchange of law enforcement infor-

mation.
Sec. 934. Expedited coupon service.
Sec. 935. Withdrawing fair hearing requests.
Sec. 936. Income. eligibility, and irnmigra-

tion status verification sys-
tems.

Sec. 937. Bases for suspensions and disquali-
fIcations.

Sec. 938. Authority to suspend stores violat-
mg program requirements
pending administrative and ju-
didal review.

Sec. 939. Disqualification of retailers who
are disqua'ified from the WIC
program.

Sec. 940. Permanent debarment of retailers
who intentionally submit fal-
sified applications.

Sec. 941. Expanded civil and criminal forfeit-
ure for violations of the food
stamp act.

Sec. 942. Expanded authority for sharing in-
formation provided by retailers.

Sec. 943. Limitation of Federal match.
Sec. 944. Collection ofoverissuances.
Sec. 945. Standards for administration.
Sec. 946. Response to waivers.
Sec. 947. Authorization of appropriations.
Sec. 948. Authorize States to operate sim-

plified food stamp programs.
Sec. 949. Emergency food assistance pro-

graxn.
Sec. 950. Food bank demonstration project.
Sec. 951. Report on entitlement commodity

processing.
TITLE X—MISCELLANEOUS
Subtitle A—General Provisions

Sec. 1001. Expenditure of Federal funds in
accordance with laws and pro-
ceGures applicable to expendi-
ture of State funds.

Sec. 1002. Elimination of housing assistance
with respect to fugitive felons
and probation and parole viola-
tors.

Sec. 1003. Sense of the Senate regarding en-
terprise zones.

Sec. 1004. Sense of the Senate regarding the
inability of the non-custodial
parent to pay child support.

Sec. 1005. Food stamp eligibility.
Sec. 1006. Establishing national goals to pre-

vent teenage pregnancies.
Sec. 1007. Sense of the Senate regarding en-

forcement of statutory rapela.
Sec. 1008. Sanctioning for testing positive

for controlled substances.
Sec. 1009. Abstinence education.
Sec. 1010. Provisions to encourage electronic

benefit transfer systems.
Sec. 1011. Reducuon in block grants to

States for social services
Sec. 1012. Efficient use of Federal transpor-

tation funds.
Sec. 1013. Enhanced Federal match for child

welfare automation expenses.
Subtitle B—Earned Income Tax Credit

Sec. 1021. Earned income credit and other tax
benefits denied to individuals
failthg to provide taxpayer
identification numbers.
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Sec. 1022. Rules relating to denial of earned

income credit on basis of dis-
qualified income.

Sec. 023. Modification of adjusted gross in-
come definition for earned in-
come credit.

Sec. 1024. Notice of availability required to
be provided to applicants and
former recipients of AFDC, food
stamps, and medicaid.

Sec. 1025. Notice of availability of earned in-
come tac credit and dependent
care tax credit to be included
on W-4 for-in.

Sec. 1026. Advance payment of earned income
tax credit through State dem-
onstration programs.

TITLE I—BLOCK GRANTS FOR TEM-
PORARY ASSISTANCE FOR NEEDY FAMI-
LIES

SEC. 101. FINDINGS.
The Congress makes the following find-

ings:
(1) Marriage is the foundation of a suc-

cessful society.
(2) Marriage is an essential institution of

a successful society which promotes the in-
terests of children.

(3) Promotion of responsible fatherhood
and motherhood is integral to successful
child rearing and the well-being of children.

(4) In 1992. only 54 percent of single-par-
ent families with children had a child sup-
port order established and, of that 54 per-
cent. only about one-half received the full
amount due. Of the cases enforced through
the public child support enforcement system,
only 18 percent of the caseload has a collec-
tion.

(5) The number of individuals receiving
aid to families with dependent children (in
this section referred to as "AFDC") has more
than tripled since 1965. More than two-thirds
of these recipients are children. Eighty-nine
percent of children receiving AFDC benefits
now live in homes in which no father is
present.

(A) (i) The average monthly number of
children receiving AFDC benefits—

(I) was 3.300.000 in 1965:
(II) was 6,200.000 in 1970:
(III) was 7.400.000 in 1980; and
(IV) was 9.300.000 in 1992.
(ii) While the number of children receiv-

ing AFDC benefits increased nearly threefold
between 1965 and 1992. the total number of
children in the United States aged 0 to 18 has
declined by 5.5 percent.

(B) The Department of Health and
Human Services has estimated that 12.000,000
children will receive AFDC benefits within 10
years.

(C) The increase in the number of chil-
dren receiving public assistance is closely re-
lated to the increase in births to unmarried
women. Between 1970 and 1991. the percent-
age of live births to unmarried women in-
creased nearly threefold, from 10.7 percent to
29.5 percent.

(6) The increase of out-of-wedlock preg-
nancies and births is well documented as fol-
lows:

(A) It is estimated that the rate of non-
marital teen pregnancy rose 23 percent from
54 pregnancies per 1.000 unmarried teenagers
in 1976 to 66.7 pregnancies in 1991. The overall
rate of nonrnarital pregnancy rose 14 percent
from 90.8 pregna.ncies per 1.000 unmarried
women in 1980 to 103 in both 1991 and 1992. In
contrast, the overall pregnancy rate for mar-
ried couples decreased 7.3 percent between
1980 and 1991. from 126.9 pregnancies per 1.000
married women in 1980 to 117.6 pregnancies
in 1991.

(B) The total of all out-of-wedlock births
between 1970 and 1991 has risen from 10.7 per-
cent to 29.5 percent and if the current trend
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continues. 50 percent of all births by the
year 2015 will be out-of-wedlock.

(7) The negative consequences of an out-
of-wedlock birth on the mother, the child.
the family. and society are well documented
as follows:

(A) Young women 17 and under who give
birth outside of marriage are more likely to
go on public assistance and to spend more
years on welfare once enrolled. These com-
bined effects of 'younger and longer" in-
crease total AFDC costs per household by 25
percent to 30 percent for 17-year olds.

(B) Children born out-of-wedlock have a
substantially higher risk of being born at a
very low or moderately low birth weight.

(C) Children born out-of-wedlock are
more likely to experience low verbal cog-
nitive attainment, as well as more child
abuse. and neglect.

(D) Children born out-of-wedlock were
more likely to have lower cognitive scores.
lower educational aspirations. and a greater
likelihood of becoming teenage parents
themselves.

(E) Being born out-of-wedlock signifi-
cantly reduces the chances of the child grow-
ing up to have an intact marriage.

(F) Children born out-of-wedlock are 3
times more likely to be on welfare when they
grow up.

(8) Currently 35 percent of children in
single-parent homes were born out-of-wed-
lock, nearly the same percentage as that of
children in single-parent homes whose par-
ents are divorced (37 percent). While many
parents find themselves. through divorce or
tragic circumstances beyond their control,
facing the difficult task of raising children
alone. nevertheless. the negative con-
sequences of raising children in single-parent
homes are well documented as follows:

(A) Only 9 percent of married-couple
families with children under 18 years of age
have income below the national poverty
level. In contrast, 46 percent of female-head-
ed households with children under 8 years of
age are below the national poverty level.

(B) Among single-parent families, nearly
½ of the mothers who never married received
AFDC while only l/ of divorced mothers re-
ceived AFDC.

(C) Children born into families receiving
welfare assistance are 3 tImes more likely to
be on welfare when they reach adulthood
than children not born into families receiv-
ing welfare.

(D) Mothers under 20 years of age are at
the greatest risk of bearing low-birth-weight
babies.

(E) The younger the single parent moth-
er, the less likely she is to finish high school.

(F) Young women who have children be-
fore finishing high school are more likely to
receive welfare assistance for a longer period
of time.

(G) Between 1985 and 1990. the public cost
of births to teenage mothers under the aid to
families with dependent children program,
the food stamp program. and the medicaid
program has been estimated at
$120,000,000000.

(H) The absence of a father in the life of
a child has a negative effect on school per-
forinance and peer adjustment.

(I) Children of teenage single parents
have lower cognitive scores, lower edu-
cational aspirations, and a greater likeli-
hood of becoming teenage parents them-
selves.

(J) Children of single-parent homes are 3
times more likely to fail and repeat a year In
grade school than are children from intact 2-
parent families.

(K) Children from single-parent homes
are almost 4 times more likely to be expelled
or suspended from school.
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(L) Neighborhoods with larger percent-

ages of youth aged 12 through 20 and areas
with higher percentages of single-parent
nouseholds have higher rates of violent
crime.

(M) Of those youth held for criminal of-
fenses within the Statejuvenilejustice sys.
tem. only 29.8 percent lived primarily in a
home with both parents. In contrast to these
incarcerated youth. 73.9 percent of the
62.800.000 children in the Nations resident
population were living with both parents.

(9) Therefore, in light of this demonstra-
tion of the crisis in our Nation, it is the
sense of the Congress that prevention of out-
of.wedlock pregnancy and reduction in out.
of.wedlock birth are very important Govern-
ment interests and the policy contained in
part A of title IV of the Social Security Act
(as amended by section 103 of this Act) is in-
tended to address the crisis.
SEC. 102. REFERENCE TO SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.

Except as otherwise specifically pro-
vided, wherever in this title an amendment
is expressed in terms of an amendment to or
repeal of a section or other provision, the
reference shall be considered to be made to
that section or other provision of the Social
Security Act.
SEC. 103. BLOCK GRAWrS TO STATES.

Part A of title IV (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.) is
amended to read as follows:

PART A—BLOCK GRANTS TO STATES FOR
TEMPORARY ASSISTANCE FOR NEEDY
FAMILIES

SEC. 401. PURPOSE.
'(a) IN GENERAL—The purpose of this

part is to increase the flexibility of States inoperating a program designed to—
"(1) provide assistance to needy families

so that children may be cared for in their
own homes or in the homes of relatives:

"(2) end the dependence of needy parents
on government benefits by promoting job
preparation, work, and marriage:

'(3) prevent and reduce the incidence of
out-of-wedlock pregnancies and establish an-
nual numerical goals for preventing and re-
ducing the incidence of these pregnancies:
and

'(4) encourage the formation and main-
tenance of two-parent families.

"(b) NO IrS'DIVIDUAL ErcTTIEME'T._ThiS
part shall not be interpreted to entitle any
individual or family to assistance under any
State program funded under this part.
SEC. 402. ELIGIBLE STATES; STATE PLAN.

(a) Ir. GE ER4J..,.—M used in this part.the term 'eligible State' means, with respectto a fiscal year. a State that, during the 2-
year period immediately preceding the fiscal
year, has submitted to the Secretary a plan
that meets the requirements of subsection
(b) and has been approved by the Secretary
with respect to the fiscal year.

(b) Cowrer. OF STATE PLiS.—A plan
meets the requirements of this subsection ifthe plan includes the following:

(1) OUTLIr.t OF FAMILY ASSISTANCE PRO-
CRAM.—

(A) PROVISIONS_A written
document that outlines how the State willdo the following:

(i) Conduct a program, designed to serve
all political subdivisions in the State. that
provides assistance to needy families with
(or expecting) children and provides parentswith job preparation work, and support
services to enable them to leave the programand become self-sufficient

(ii) Determine, on an objective and eq-
uitable basis, the needs of and the amount of
assistance to be provided to needy families.
and treat families of similar needs and cir-
cumstances similarly, subject to subpara-
graph (B).

'(iii) Require a parent or caretaker re.
ceiving assistance under the program to en
gage in work (as defined by the State) once
the State determines the parent or caretaker
is ready to engage in work, or once the par-
ent or caretaker has received assistance
under the program for 24 months (whether or
not consecutive), whichever is earlier.

"(iv) Ensure that parents and caretakers
receiving assistance under the program en-
gage in work activities in accordance with
section 407.

(v) Grant an opportunity for a fair hear.
ing before the State agency to any individual
to whom assistance under the program is de-
nied. reduced, or terminated, or whose re-
quest for such assistance is not acted on with
reasonable promptness.

'(vi) Take such reasonable steps as the
State deems necessary to restrict the use
and disclosure of information about individ-
uals and families receiving assistance under
the program attributable to funds provided
by the Federal Government.

(vii) Establish goals and take action to
prevent and reduce the incidence of out-of.
wedlock pregnancies, with special emphasis
on teenage pregnancies, and establish nu-
merical goals for reducing the illegitimacy
ratio of the State (as defined in section
403(a)(2)(B)) for calendar years 1996 through
2005.

(B) SPECLA.L. PROVISIONS.—
'(i) The plan shall indicate whether the

State intends to treat families moving intothe State from another State differently
than other families under the program. andif so. how the State intends to treat such
families under the program.

(ii) The plan shall indicate whether the
State intends to provide assistance under the
program to individuals who are not citizens
of the United States. and if so. shall include
an overview of such assistance.

(iii) The plan shall contain an estimate
of the number of individuals (if any) who will
become ineligible for medical assistance
under the State plan approved under title
XIX as a result of changes in the rules gov-erning eligibility for the State program
funded under this part. and shall indicate the
extent (if any) to which the State will pro-
vide medical assistance to such individua),s.
and the scope of such medical assistance.

(2) CERTIFICATION ThAT THE STATE WILL
OPERATE A CFLD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT PRO-
CRAM—The plan shall include a certification
by the chief executive officer of the State
that. during the fiscal year. the State will
operate a child support enforcement program
under the State plan approved under part D.

(3) CERTIFICATION ThAT THE STATE WILL
NOT OPERATE A SEPARATE FINANCIAL SUPPORT
PROCRAr TH STATE FUNDS TARCETED AT
CERTAiN C-gL_D SUPPORT RECIPIENrS,—The
plan shall include a certifIcation by the chief
executive officer of the State that, during
the fiscal year. the State will not operate a
separate financial support program with
State funds targeted at child support recipi-
ents who would be eligible for assistance
under the program funded under this part
were it not for payments from the State-
funded financial assistance program.

(4) CERTIFICATION ThAT THE STATE WILL
OPERATE A Cl-OLD PROTEC'r1Or PRQCRAM,—The
plan shall include a certification by the chief
executive officer of the State that, during
the fiscal year, the State will operate a child
protection program under the State plan ap-
proved under part B.

(5) CERTIFICATION OF THE ADM]MS'IR-
TION OF THE PROCRAI.1.-_The plan shall in-
clude a certification by the chief executive
officer of the State specifying which State
agency or agencies will administer and su-
pervise the program referred to in paragraph
(I) for the fiscal year, which shall include as-
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surances that local governments and private
sector organizations—

"(A) have been working jointly with the
State in all phases of the plan and design of
welfare services in the State so that services
are provided in a manner appropriate to
local populations:

(B) have had at least 60 days to submit
comments on the final plan and the design of
such services; and

(C) will not have unfunded mandates
imposed on them under such plan.
Such certification shall also include assur-
ance that when local elected officials are
currently responsible for the administration
of welfare services, the local elected officials
will be able to plan, design, and administer
for their jurisdictions the programs estab-
lished pursuant to this Act.

(6) CERflFICATION ThAT THE STATE WILL
PROVIDE INDXANS WITH EQUITABLE ACCESS TO
ASSISTANCE_The plan shall include a certifi-
cation by the chief executive officer of the
State that, during the fiscal year. the State
will provide each Indian who is a member of
an Indian tribe in the State that does not
have a tribal family assistance plan ap-
proved under section 412 with equitable ac-
cess to assistance under the State program
funded under this part attributable to funds
provided by the Federal Government,

(7) CERflFICATION OF NONDISPLACEMR
AND OF ELOYEES._The
plan shall mclude a certification that the
implementation of the plan will not result
in—

(A) the displacement of a currently em-
ployed worker or position by an individual to
whom assistance is provided under the State
program funded under this part:

"(B) the replacement of an employee who
has been terminated with an individual to
whom assistance is provided under the State
program funded under this part: or

(C) the replacement of an employee who
is on layoff from the same position filled by
an individual to whom assistance is provided
under the State program funded under this
part or any equivalent position.

(c) APPROVAL OF STATE PLANS—The
Secretary shall approve any State plan that
meets the requirements of subsection (b) if
the Secretary determines that operating a
State program pursuant to the plan will con-
tribute to achieving the purposes of this
part.

(d) PUBUC AVAILABILITY OF STATE PLA1J
SUMMARY—The State shall make available
to the public a summary of any plan submit-
ted by the State under this section.
SEC. 403. GRANTS TO STATES.

'(a) GRAWrS.—
'(1) FAMILY ASSISTANCE CRANT.—
'(A) IN CENERAL.—Each eligible State

shall be entitled to receive from the Sec-
retary, for each of fiscal years 1996. 1997. 1998.
1999. 2000, and 2001 a grant in an amount
equal to the State family assistance grant.

(B) STATE FAMILY ASSISTANCE CRANT DE-
FINED—AS used in this part, the term 'State
family assistance grant' means the greatest
of—

(i) ½ of the total amount required to be
paid to the State under former section 403
(as in effect on September 30. 1995) for fiscal
years 1992, 1993, and 1994 (other than with re-
spect to amounts expended by the State for
child care under subsection (g) or (i) of
former section 402 (as so in effect)):

"(ii)(I) the total amount required to be
paid to the State under former section 403
for fiscal year 1994 (other than with respect
to amounts expended by the State for child
care under subsection (g) or (1) of former sec-
tion 402 (as so in effect)): plus

(II) an amount equal to 85 percent ofthe amount (if any) by which the total
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amount required to be paid to the State
under former Section 403(a) (5) for emergency
assistance for fiscal year 1995 exceeds the
total amount required to be paid to the
State under former section 403(a)(5) for fiscal
year 1994. if. during fiscal year 1994. the Sec-
retary approved under former section 402 an
amendment to the former State plan with re-
spect to the provision of emergency assist-
ance in the context of family preservation;
or

(iii) the amount required to be paid to
the State under former section 403 (as in ef-
fect on September 30. 1995) for fiscal year
1995 (other than with respect to amounts ex-
pended by the State under the State plan ap-
proved under part F (as so in effect) or for
child care under subsection (g) or (i) of
former section 402 (as so in effect)), plus the
total amount required to be paid to the
State for fiscal year 1995 under former sec-
tion 403(1) (as so in effect).

(C) TGri AMOUNT REQUIRED TO 8E PAiD
TO THE STATE UNDER FORMER SECTION 403 DE-
FINED—As used in this part. the term 'total
amount required to be paid to the State
under former section 403' means, with re-
spect to a fiscal year—

(i) in the case of a State to which sec-
tion 1108 does not apply. the sum of—

(I) the Federal share of maintenance as-
sistance expenditures for the fiscal year. be-
fore reduction pursuant to subparagraph (B)
or (C) of section 403(b)(2) (as in effect on Sep-
tember 30. 1995). as reported by the State on
ACF Form 231;

(II) the Federal share of administrative
expenditures (including administrative ex-
penditures for the development of manage-
ment information systems) for the fiscal
year. as reported by the State on ACF Form
231:

'(III) the Federal share of emergency as-
sistance expenditures for the fiscal year. as
reported by the State on ACF Form 231;

(IV) the Federal share of expenditures
for the fiscal year with respect to child care
pursuant to subsections (g) and (i) of former
section 402 (as in effect on September 30.
1995). as reported by the State on ACF Form
231; and

(V) the aggregate amount required to be
paid to the State for the fiscal year with re-
spect to the State program operated under
part F (as in effect on September 30. 1995). as
determined by the Secretary, including addi-
tional obligations or reductions in obliga-
tions made after the close of the fiscal year;
and

"(ii) in the case of a State to which sec-
tion 1108 applies, the lesser of—

"(I) the sum described in clause (i); or
(II) the total amount certified by the

Secretary under former section 403 (as in ef-
fect during the fiscal year) with respect to
the territory.

"(D) INFORMATION TO 8E USED IN DETER-
MININC AMOUNTS.—

(i) FOR FISCAL YEARS 1992 AND 1993.—
(I) In determining the amount described

in subclauses (I) through (lv) of subpara-
graph (C)(i) for any State for each of fiscal
years 1992 and 1993. the Secretary shall use
information available as of April 28. 1995.

(II) In determining the amount de-
scribed in subparagraph (C)(i)(V) for any
State for each of fiscal years 1992 and 1993.
the Secretary shall use information avail-
able as of January 6. 1995.

"(ii) FOR FISCAL YEAJ 1994.—In determin-
ing the amounts described in subparagraph
(C) (i) for any State for fiscal year 1994. the
Secretary shall use information available as
of April 28. 1995.

(iii) FOR FISCAL YEAJ 1995.—
(I) In determining the amount described

in subparagraph (B) (ii) (Ii) for any State for
fiscal year 1995. the Secretary shall use the
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information which was reported by the
States and estimates made by the States
with respect to emergency assistance
penditures and was available as of August II.
1995.

(II) In determining the amounts de-
scribed in subclauses (I) through (IV) of sub-
paragraph (C) (i) for any State for fiscal year
1995. the Secretary shall use information
available as of October 2. 1995.

"(III) In determining the amount de-
scribed in subparagraph (C)(i)(V) for any
State for fiscal year 1995. the Secretary shall
use information available as of October 5.
1995.

(E) APPROPRIATION—Out of any money
in the Treasury of the United States not oth-
erwise appropriated, there are appropriated
for fiscal years 1996. 1997. 1998. 1999. 2000. and
2001 such sums as are necessary for grants
under this paragraph.

(2) GRANT TO REWARD STATES ThAT RE-
DUCE OLTr-OF-DLocK 8IRTHS.—

"(A) IN CENERAL.—In addition to any
grant under paragraph (I), each eligible
State shall be entitled to receive from the
Secretary for fiscal year 1998 or any succeed-
ing fiscal year. a grant in an amount equal
to the State family assistance grant multi-
plied by—

(i) 5 percent if—
"(I) the illegitimacy ratio of the State

for the fiscal year is at least I percentage
point lower than the illegitimacy ratio of
the State for fiscal year 1995; and

"(II) the rate of induced pregnancy ter-
minations in the State for the fiscal year is
less than the rate of induced pregnancy ter-
minations in the State for fiscal year 1995: or

"(ii) 10 percent if—
"(I) the illegitimacy ratio of the State

for the fiscal year is at least 2 percentage
points lower than the illegitimacy ratio of
the State for fiscal year 1995; and

"(II) the rate of induced pregnancy ter-
minations in the State for the fiscal year is
less than the rate of induced pregnancy ter-
minations in the State for fiscal year 1995.

"(B) Iu.cmrcy RATIO—AS used in
this paragraph, the term illegitimacy ratio'
means, with respect to a State and a fiscal
year—

(i) the number of out-of-wedlock births
that occurred in the State during the most
recent fiscal year for which such information
is available: divided by

"(ii) the number of births that occurred
in the State during the most recent fiscal
year for which such information is available.

(C) DISRECARD OF CHANCES IN DATA DUE
TO CFL4CED REPORTINC METhODS—For pur-
poses of subparagraph (A), the Secretary
shall disregard—

"(i) any difference between the illegit-
imacy ratio of a State for a fiscal year and
the illegitimacy ratio of the State for fiscal
year 1995 which is attributable to a change in
State methods of reporting data used to cal-
culate the illegitimacy ratio; and

(ii) any difference between the rate of
induced pregnancy terminations in a State
for a fiscal year and such rate for fiscal year
1995 which is attributable to a change in
State methods of reporting data used to cal-
culate such rate.

(D) APPROPRIATION—Out of any money
in the Treasury of the United States not oth-
erwise appropriated, there are appropriated
for fiscal year 1998 and for each Succeeding
fiscal year such sums as are necessary for
grants under this paragraph.

(3) SUPPLEMENTAL CRANT FOR POPU-
LATION INCREASES IN CERTAIN STATES.—

"(A) IN CENERAL —Each qualifying State
shall. subject to subparagraph (F). be enti-
tled to receive from the Secretary—

(i) for fiscal year 1997 a grant in an
amount equal to 2.5 percent of the total
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amount required to be paid to the State
under former section 403 (as in effect during
fiscal year 1994) for fiscal year 1994: and

"(ii) for each of fiscal years 1998. 1999.
and 2000. a grant in an amount equal to the
sum of—

"(I) the amount (if any) required to be
paid to the State under this paragraph for
the immediately preceding fiscal year: and

"(II) 2.5 percent of the sum of—
(aa) the total amount required to be

paid to the State under former section 403
(as in effect during fiscal year 1994) for fiscal
year 1994; and

(bb) the amount (if any) required to be
paid to the State under this paragraph for
the fiscal year preceding the fiscal year for
which the grant is to be made.

(B) PRESERvATION OF CRANT WTTHOLTr IN-
CREASES FOR STATES FAILINC 10 REMAIN
QUAL.IFY!NC STATES—Each State that is not
a qualifying State for a fiscal year specified
in subparagraph (A) (ii) but was a qualifying
State for a prior fiscal year shall, subject to
subparagraph (F). be entitled to receive from
the Secretary for the specified fiscal year. a
grant in an amount equal to the amount re-
quired to be paid to the State under this
paragraph for the most recent fiscal year for
which the State was a qualifying State.

(C) QUALIFYING STATE.—
'(i) IN CENERAL.—For purposes of this

paragraph, a State is a quali1'ing State for
a fiscal year if—

"(I) the level of welfare spending per poor
person by the State for the immediately pre-
ceding fiscal year is less than the national
average level of State welfare spending per
poor person for such preceding fiscal year:
and

"(II) the populaton growth rate of the
State (as determined by the Bureau of the
Census for the most recent fiscal year for
which information is available) exceeds the
average population growth rate for all States
(as so determined) for such most recent fis-
cal year.

(ii) STATE MUST QUALIFY IN FISCAL YEAR
1997.—Notwithstanding clause (i). a State
shall not be a quali1'ing State for any fiscal
year after 1997 by reason of clause (i) if the
State is not a quali1'ing State for fiscal year
1997 by reason of clause (i).

"(iii) CERTAn' STATES DEED QUALIFYINC
STATES—For purposes of this paragraph. a
State is deemed to be a qualifying State for
fiscal years 1997. 1998. 1999. and 2000 if—

"(I) the level of welfare spending per poor
person by the State for fiscal year 1996 is less
than 35 percent of the national average level
of State welfare spending per poor person for
fiscal year 1996; or

"(II) the population of the State in-
creased by more than 10 percent from April
1, 1990. to July 1. 1994. as determined by the
Bureau of the Census.

(D) DEFINrrIOrS.—As used in this para-
graph:

(i) LEVEL OF WELFARE SPENDINC PER
POOR PERSON.—The term level of State wel-
fare spending per poor person' means, with
respect to a State and a fiscal year—

(I) the sum of—
"(aa) the total anlount required to be

paid to the State under former section 403
(as in effect during fiscal year 1994) for fiscal
year 1994; and

"(bb) the amount (if any) paid to the
State under this paragraph for the imme-
diately preceding fiscal year; divided by

"(II) the number of individuals, accord-
ing to the 1990 decennial census, who were
residents of the State and whose income was
below the poverty line.

"(ii) NATIONAL AVERACE LEVEL OF STATE
WELFARE SPENDINC PER POOR PERSON—The
term 'national average level of State welfare
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spending per poor person means, with re-
spect to a fiscal year. an amount equal to—

(1) the total amount required to be paid
to the States under former section 403 (as in
effect during fiscal year 1994) for fiscal year
1994; divided by

(II) the number of individuals, accord-
ing to the 1990 decennial census, who were
residents of any State and whose income was
below the poverty line.

(iii) STATE—The term 'State' means
each of the 50 States of the United States
and the District of Columbia.

(E) APPROPRI,KrION.—Out of any money
in the Treasury of the United States not oth-
erwise appropriated, there ai-e appropriated
for fiscal year's 1997, 1998. 1999. and 2000 such
sums as are necessary for grants under this
paragraph, in a total amount not to exceed
S800,000,000.

(F) Gwrs REDUCED PRO RATA IF INSuF-
FICIENT APPROPRIATIONS_If the amount ap-
propriated pursuant to this paragraph for a
fiscal year is less than the total amount of
payments otherwise required to be made
under this paragraph for the fiscal year. then
the amount otherwise payable to any State
for the fiscal year under this paragraph shall
be reduced by a percentage equal to the
amount so appropriated divided by such
total amount.

'(C) BuDc'r SCOR]NC.—Norwithstanding
section 257(b)(2) of the Balanced Budget and
Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985, the
baseline shall assume that no grant shall be
made under this paragraph after fiscal year
2000.

"(4) SUPPL NTAL cRNr FOR 0PERXrI0N
OF WORK PROGRAM—

"(A) APPUCAON REQU El'S—An eli-
gible State may submit to the Secretary an
application for additional funds to meet the
requirements of section 407 with respect to a
fiscal year if the Secretary determines
that—

'(i) the total expenditures of the State
to meet such requirements for the fiscal year
exceed the total expenditures of the State
during fiscal year 1994 to carry out part F (as
in effect on September 30. 1994):

"(ii) the work programs of the State
under section 407 are coordinated with the
job training programs established by title IIof the Job Training Partnership Act, or (if
such title is repealed by the Consolidated
and Reformed Education. Employment, and
Rehabilitation Systems Act) the Consoli-
dated and Reformed Education, Employ-
ment, and Rehabilitation Systems Act: and

(iii) the State needs additional funds to
meet such requirements or certifies that it
intends to exceed such requirements,

(B) GRANTS—The Secretary may make
a grant to any eligible State which submits
an application in accordance with subpara-
graph (A) of this paragraph for a fiscal year
in an amount equal to the Federal medical
assistance percentage of the amount (if any)
by which the total expenditures of the State
to meet or exceed the requirements of Sec-
tion 407 for the fIscal yeai- exceeds the total
expenditures of the State during fiscal year
1994 to carry out part F (as in effect on Sep-
tember 30. 1994).

(C) RECJLAflONS._The Secretary shall
issue regulations providing for the equitable
distribution of funds under this paragraph.

(D) APPRopRjrIor.._
(i) IN CEN&L.—Out of any money in

the Treasury of the United States not other-
wise appropriated, there are appropriated to
the Secretary for grants under this para-
graph—

(1) $150.000.000 for fiscal year 1999:
(II) 850,000.0O0 for fiscal year 2000;
(III) $900,000,000 for fiscal year 2001: and

'(IV) $1,100,000,000 for fiscal year 2002 and
for each succeeding fiscal year.
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"(ii) AvJLIu-ry.—Amounts appro.

priated pursuant to clause (i) shall remain
available until expended.

(b) CONnNCENCY Fu.—
(I) ES'TABLISHNT.—There is hereby es-

tablished in the Treasury of the United
States a fund which shall be known as the
'Contingency Fund for State Welfare Pro-
grams' (in this section referred to as the
'Fund').

(2) DEposrrs INTO FUND.—
"(A) Out of any money in the Treasury of

the United States not otherwise appro-
priated, there are appropriated for fiscal
years 1997, 1998, 1999. 2000, 2001 and 2002 such
sums as are necessary for payment to the
Fund in a total amount not to exceed
$2,000,000,000. except as provided in subpara-
graphs (B) and (C).

(i) the average rate of total unemploy-
ment in the United States for the most re-
cent 3 months for which data for all States
are available is not less than 7 percent: and

(ii) there are insufficient amounts in
the Fund to pay all State claims under para-
graph (4) for a quarter in that fiscal year:
then
there are appropriated for that fiscal year, in
addition to amounts appropriated under
paragraph (2)(A), such sums as equal the dif-
ference between the amount needed to pay
all State claims for that quarter and the
amount remaining in the Fund,

"(C) If—
"(i)(I)(aa) the average rate of total un-

employment in a State (seasonally adjusted)
for the period consisting of the most recent
3 months for which data for all States are
published is not less than 9 percent: or

"(bb) the average rate of total unemploy-
ment in such State (seasonally adjusted) for
the 3-month period is not less than 120 per-
cent of such average rate for either of the
prior 2 years: or

(II) the average number of persons in
the State receiving assistance under the food
stamp program, as defined in section 3(h) of
the Food Stamp Act of 1977. for the most re-
cent 3-month period for which data are avail-
able is not less than 120 percent of such aver-
age monthly number for fiscal year 1994 or
for fiscal year 1995; and

(ii) there are insufficient amounts in
the Fund to pay all State claims under para-
graph (4) for a quarter in that fiscal year:
then
there are appropriated for payment to the
Fund for that fiscal year. in addition to
amounts appropriated pursuant to paragraph
(2)(A), for payments to States described in
this subparagraph, the amount by which pay-
ments to such States under paragraph (4)
would otherwise be reduced under paragraph
(8).

"(3) PAYMENrS TO STATES—The method
of computing and paying amounts to States
from the Fund under this subsection shall be
as follows:

'(A) The Secretary shall. before each
quarter. estimate the amount to be paid to
each State for the quarter from the Fund,
such estimate to be based on—

'(i) a report filed by the State contain-
ing an estimate by the State of qualifying
State expenditures for the quarter: and

"(ii) such other information as the Sec-
retary may find relevant and reliable.

"(B) The Secretary shall then certify to
the Secretary of the Treasury the amount so
estimated by the Secretary.

(C) The Secretary of the Treasury shall
thereupon pay to the State. at the time or
times fixed by the Secretary, the amount so
certified.

"(4) G.wrs.—From amounts appro-
priated pursuant to paragraph (2). the Sec-
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retary of the Treasury shall pay to each eli-
gible State for a fiscal year an amount equal
to the lesser of—

(A) the Federal medical assistance per-
centage for the State for the fiscal year (as
defined in section 1905(b). as in effect on Sep-
tember 30. 1995) of the amount, if any, by
which the expenditures of the State in the
fiscal year under the State program funded
under this part and expenditures on cash as-
sistance under other State programs with re-
spect to eligible families (as defined in sec-
tion 409(a)(5)(B)(i)(III)) exceed historic State
expenditures (as defined in section
409(a) (5) (B) (iii)) or

'(3) the number of percentage points (if
any) by which 40 percent of the State family
assistance grant for the fiscal year exceeds
any payment to the State for the fiscal year
under section 403(a)(3).

(5) Ar.miu RECONCILIATION —At the end
of each fiscal year. each State shall remit to
the Secretary an amount equal to the
amount (if any) by which the total amount
paid to the State under paragraph (4) during
the fiscal year exceeds the lesser of—

(A) the Federal medical assistance per-
centage for the State for the fIscal year (as
defIned in section 1905(b), as in effect on Sep-
tember 30, 1995) of the amount (if any) by
which the expenditures of the State in the
fiscal year under the State program funded
under this part and expenditures on cash as-
sistance under other State programs with re-
spect to eligible families (as defined in sec-
tion 409(a)(5)(B)(j)(III)) exceed historic State
expenditures (as defined in section
409(a) (5) (B) (iii)): or

"(B) the amount (if any) by which 40 per-
cent of the State family assistance grant for
the fiscal year exceeds any payment to the
State for the fiscal year under section
403(a) (3)

(6) Eucmi.. srArE.—For purposes of
this subsection, a State is an eligible State
for a fiscal year, if—

(A) (i) the average rate of total unem-
ployment in such State (seasonally adjusted)
for the period consisting of the most recent
3 months for which data for all States are
published is not less than 6.5 percent and

"(ii) the average rate of total unemploy-
ment in such State (seasonally adjusted) for
the 3-month period is not less than 110 per-
cent of such average rate for either 1994 or
1995: or

"(B)(i) the average number of persons in
the State receiving assistance under the food
stamp program, as defined in section 3(h) of
the Food Stamp Act of 1977, for the most re-
cent 3-month period for which data are avail-
able is not less than 110 percent of the prod-
uct of—

(I) such average monthly number for ei-
ther fiscal year 1994 or fiscal year 1995: and

(II) the number of percentage points (if
any) by which 100 percent exceeds the per-
centage by which the Bipartisan Welfare Re-
form Act of 1996, had it been in effect, would
have reduced such average monthly number
in such State in such fiscal year. as most re-
cently estimated by the Secretary of Agri-
culture before the date of the enactment of
such Act: and

"(ii) the State is not participating in the
program established under section 23(b) of
the Food Stamp Act of 1977.

"(7) STATE—AS used in this subsection,
the term 'State' means each of the 50 States
of the United States and the District of Co-
lumbia.

(8) PAywr PRIORrJY.—Clajms by
States for payment from the Fund shall be
filed quarterly. If the total amount of claims
for any quarter exceeds the amount available
for payment from the fund. claims shall be
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paid on a pro rata basis in a manner to be de-
termined by the Secretary. except in the
case of a State described in paragraph (2)(C).

(9) A T'UAL REPORTS—The Secretary of
the Treasury shall annually report to Con-
gress on the status of the Fund.
SEC. 404. USE OF GRANTS.

(a) GENERAL RULES—Subject to this
part, a State to which a grant is made under
section 403 may use the grant—

(I) in any manner that is reasonably
calculated to accomplish the purpose of this
part. including to provide low income house-
holds with assistance in meeting home heat-
ing and cooling costs: or

• (2) in any manner that the State was
authorized to use amounts received under
part A or F. as such parts were in effect on
September 30. 1995.

• (b) L1VilTATION ON USE OF GRr FOR
ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSES.—

(1) LIVilTATION.—A State to which a
grant is made under section 403 shall not ex-
pend more than 15 percent of the grant for
administrative purposes.

(2) EXCEVnON.—Paragraph (1) shall not
apply to the use of a grant for information
technology and computerization needed for
tracking or monitoring required by or under
this part.

• (c) AUThORiTY To TREAT INTERSTATE IM-
?flGRAI%.TS UNDER RuLES OF FORMER STATE.—
A State operating a program funded under
this part may apply to a family the rules (in-
cluding benefit amounts) of the program
funded under this part of another State if
the family has moved to the State from the
other State and has resided in the State for
less than 12 months.

(d) AUTHORITY TO USE POJnON OF
GRANT FOR OTHER PURPOSES.—

(1) 1 GENERAL—A State may use not
more than 20 percent of the amount of the
grant made to the State under section 403 for
a fiscal year to carry Out a State program
pursuant to the Child Care and Development
Block Grant Act of 1990.

(2) APPUCABLE RULES—Any amount
paid to the State under this part that is used
to carry Out a State program pursuant to the
Child Care and Development Block Grant
Act of 1990 shall not be subject to the re-
quirements of this part, but shall be subject
to the requirements that apply to Federal
funds provided directly under such Act to
carry Out the program.

(e) AUThORrry TO RESERVE CERTAIN
AMOUN FOR ASSISTANCE—A State may re-
serve amounts paid to the State under this
part for any fiscal year for the purpose of
providing, without fiscal year limitation, as-
sistance under the State program funded
under this part.

"U) AumoRrr TO OPERATE EMPLOYMENT
PIcEMcr PROGRAM—A State to which a
grant is made under section 403 may use the
grant to make payments (or provide job
placement vouchers) to State-approved pub-
lic and private job placement agencies that
provide employment placement services to
individuals who receive assistance under the
State program funded under this part.

(g) IMPLEMENTATION OF ELECTRONIC
BENEFIT TRANSFER SYSTEM—A State to
which a grant is made under section 403 is
encouraged to implement an electronic bene-
fit transfer system for providing assistance
under the State program funded under this
part. and may use the grant for such pur-
pose.
SEC. 405. ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS.

(a) QUARTERLY.—Tne Secretary shall
pay each grant payable to a State under Sec-
tion 403 in quarterly installments.

"(b) NOTIIICATION.—NOt later than 3
months before the payment of any such
quarterly installment to a State, the Sec-
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retary shall notify the State of the amount
of any reduction determined under section
412(a) (1) (B) with respect to the State.

(c) COMPUTATION AND CERTIFICATION OF
PAYME?'.I-S TO STATES.—

(1) COMPUTATION—The Secretary shall
estimate the amount to be paid to each eligi-
ble State for each quarter under this part.
such estimate to be based on a report filed
by the State containing an estimate by the
State of the total sum to be expended by the
State in the quarter under the State pro-
gram funded under this part and such other
information as the Secretary may find nec-
essary.

'(2) CERTIFICATION—The Secretary of
Health and Human Services shall certify to
the Secretary of the Treasury the amount
estimated under paragraph (1) with respect
to a State. reduced or increased to the ex-
tent of any overpayment or underpayment
which the Secretary of Health and Human
Services determines was made under this
part to the State for any prior quarter and
with respect to which adjustment has not
been made under this paragraph.

(d) PAYMENT METHOD—Upon receipt of
a certification under subsection (c) (2) with
respect to a State. -the Secretary of the
Treasury shall, through the Fiscal Service of
the Department of the Treasury and before
audit or settlement by the General Account-
ing Office, pay to the State. at the time or
times fixed by the Secretary of Health and
Human Services, the amount so certified.

"(e) COLLECTION OF STATE OVERPAYMENTS
TO FAMIUES FROM TAX REFUNDS.—

(1) IN GENERAL—Upon receiving notice
from the Secretary of Health and Human
Services that a State agency administering a
program funded under this part has notified
the Secretary that a named individual has
been overpaid under the State program fund-
ed under this part, the Secretary of the
Treasury shall determine whether any
amounts as refunds of Federal taxes paid are
payable to such individual, regardless of
whether the individual filed a tax return as
a married or unmarried individual. If the
Secretary of the Treasury finds that any
such amount is so payable. the Secretary
shall withhold from such refunds an amount
equal to the overpayment sought to be col-
lected by the State and pay such amount to
the State agency.

(2) REGULATIONS—The Secretary of the
Treasury shall issue regulations. after re-
view by the Secretary of Health and Human
Services, that provide—

'(A) that a State may only submit under
paragraph (1) requests for collection of over-
payments with respect to individuals—

(i) who are no longer receiving assist-
ance under the State program funded under
this part;

(ii) with respect to whom the State has
already taken appropriate action under
State law against the income or resources of
the individuals or families involved to col-
lect the past-due legally enforceable debt;
and

(iii) to whom the State agency has
given notice of its intent to request with-
holding by the Secretary of the Treasury
from the income tax refunds of such individ-
uals;

(B) that the Secretary of the Treasury
will give a timely and appropriate notice to
any other person filing a joint return with
the individual whose refund is subject to
withholding under paragraph (1); and

(C) the procedures that the State and
the Secretary of the Treasury will follow in
carrying Out this subsection which. to the
maximum extent feasible and consistent
with the provisions of this subsection, will
be the same as those issued pursuant to sec-
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tion 464(b) applicable to collection of past-
due child support.
SEC. 406. FEDERAL LOANS FOR STATE WELFARE

PROGRAMS.
(a) LOAN AUTHORiTY.—
(I) IN GENERAL—The Secretary shall

make loans to any loan-eligible State. for a
period to maturity of not more than 3 years.

(2) LOAN-ELIGIBLE STATE—As used in
paragraph (I). the term loan-eligible State
means a State against which a penalty has
not been imposed under section 409(e).

'(b) RATE OF INTEREST.—The Secretary
shall charge and collect interest on any loan
made under this section at a rate equal to
the current average market yield on Out-
standing marketable obligations of the Unit-
ed States with remaining periods to matu-
rity comparable to the period to maturity of
the loan.

'(c) USE OF LOAN.—A State shall use a
loan made to the State under this section
only for any purpose for which grant
amounts received by the State under section
403(a) may be used, including—

(1) welfare anti-fraud activities: and
(2) the provision of assistance under the

State program to Indian families that have
moved from the service area of an Indian
tribe with a tribal family assistance plan ap-
proved under section 412.

(d) LIrVflTATION ON TOTAL AMOUNT OF
LOANS TO A STATE—The cumulative dollar
amount of all loans made to a State under
this section during fiscal years 1997 through
2001 shall not exceed 10 percent of the State
family assistance grant.

(e) LIMITATION ON TOTAL AMOUNT OF OUT-
STANDING LOANS—The total dollar amount
of loans outstanding under this section may
not exceed $1.700.000.000.

(0 APPROPRIATION—Out of any money in
the Treasury of the United States not other-
wise appropriated, there are appropriated
such sums as may be necessary for the cost
of loans under this section.
SEC. 407. MANDATORY WORK REQUIREMENTS:

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY
PLANS.

(a) PARTICIPATION RATE REQUIREMENTS.—
(1) ALL FArflUE5.—A State to which a

grant is made under section 403 for a fiscal
year shall achieve the minimum participa-
tion rate specified in the following table for
the fiscal year with respect to all families
receiving assistance under the State pro-
gram funded under this part:

The minimum
participation

If the fIsca] year is: rate is:
1997 20
1998 25
1999 30
2000 ..................... 35
2001 40
2002 or thereafter 50.

"(2) 2-PARENT FAMILIES—A State to which
a grant is made under section 403 for a fiscal
year shall achieve the minimum participa-
tion rate specified in the following table for
the fiscal year with respect to 2-parent farni-
lies receiving assistance under the State pro-
gram funded under this part:

The minimum
participation

11 the rxscaJ year is: rate is:
1997 75
1998 75
1999 or thereafter ... 90.

(b) CALCULATION OF PARTIC1PATIO
RATES.-

(1) ALL FAMIUES.—
'(A) AVERAGE MONTHLY RATE—For pur-

poses of subsection (a)(l), the participation
rate for all families of a State for a fiscal
year is the average of the participation rates
for all families of the State for each month
in the fiscal year.
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(B) MONThjY PARTICIPATION RATES—The

participation rate of a State for all families
of the State for a month, expressed as a per-
centage. is—

"(i) the number of families receiving as-
sistance under the State program funded
under this part that include an adult who is
engaged in work for the month: divided by

(ii) the amount by which—
"(I) the number of families receiving such

assistance during the month that include an
adult receiving such assistance: exceeds

(II) the number of families receiving such
assistance that are subject in such month to
a penalty described in subsection (e)(I) but
have not been subject to such penalty for
more than 3 months within the preceding 12-
month period (whether or not consecutive).

(C) SPECIAL RULE,—An individual shall be
considered to be engaged in work and to be
an adult recipient of assistance under a
State program funded under this part for
purposes of subparagraph (B) for the first 6
months (whether or not consecutive) after
the first cessation of assistance to an indi-
vidual under the program during which the
individual is employed for an average of
more than 25 hours per week in an
unsubsidizecLjob in the private sector.

•

(2) 2-PARENT FAMIUES,—
(A) AVERAGE MONTHLY RATE—For pur-

poses of subsection (a)(2), the participation
rate for 2-parent families of a State for a fis-
cal year is the average of the participation
rates for 2-parent families of the State for
each month in the fiscal year.

(B) MONThLY PARTICIPATION RATES—The
participation rate of a State for 2-parent
families of the State for a month shall be
calculated by use of the formula set forth in
paragraph (l)(B), except that in the formula
the term number of 2-parent families' shall
be substituted for the term 'number of fami-
lies' each place such latter term appears.

"(3) PRO RATA REDUCTION OF PARTICIPATION
RATE DUE TO CASELOAD REDUCTIONS NOT RE-
QUIRED BY FEDERAL LAW.—

'(A) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary shall pre-
scribe regulations for reducing the minimum
participation rate otherwise required by this
section for a fiscal year by the number of
percentage pothrs equal to the number of
percentage points (if any) by which—

(i) the number of families receiving as-
sistance during the fiscal year under the
State program funded under this part is lessthan

(ii) the number of families that received
aid under the State plan approved under part
A (as in effect on September 30. 1995) during
fiscal year 1994 or 1995. whichever is thegreater.
The minimum participation rate shall not be
reduced to the extent that the Secretary de-
termines that the reduction in the number of
families receiving such assistance is required
by Federal law.

(B) EuciiuTy CI-IA.NGES NOT COUNTED.—
The regulations described in subparagraph
(A) shall not take into account families that
are diverted from a State program funded
under this part as a result of differences in
eligibility criteria under a State program
funded under this part and eligibility cr1-teria under the State program operated
under the State plan approved under part A
(as such plan and such part were in effect on
September 30. 1995). Such regulations shall
place the burden on the Secretary to prove
that such families were diverted as a direct
result of differences in such eligibility cr1-teria.

(4) STATE OPTION TO INCLUDE INDWIDUA3
RECEIVING ASSISTANCE UNDER A TRIBAL FAM-
ILY ASSISTANCE PLAN.—For purposes of para-
graphs (1)(B) and (2)(B), a State may. at its
option, include families receiving assistance

under a tribal family assistance plan ap-
proved under section 412.

(5) STATE OPTION FOR PARTICIPATION RE-
QLThREMENT EXEMPTIOS.—For any fiscal year.
a State may. at its option, not require an in-
dividual who is a single custodial parent car-
ing for a child who has not attained 12
months of age to engage in work and may
disregard such an individual in determining
the part2cipation rates under subsection (a).

"(c) ENGAGED IN WORK.—
'(1) ALL FAMli.IES.—For purposes of sub-

section (b)(l)(B)(i). a recipient is engaged in
work for a month in a fiscal year if the recip-
ient is participating in such activities for at
least the minimum average number of hours
per week specified in the following table dur-
ing the month, not fewer than 20 hours per
week of which are attributable to an activity
described in paragraph (1). (2), (3). (4). (5). (7),
or (8) of subsection (d) (or, if the participa-
tion of the recipient in an activity described
in subsection (d)(6) has been taken into ac-
count for purposes of paragraph (I) or (2) of
subsection (b) for fewer than 4 weeks in the
fiscal year. an activity described in sub-
section (d)(6)):

The minimum
1f the month is average number of

in fiscal year hours per week is:
1996 20
1997 20
1998 20
1999 or thereafter ... 25.

(2) 2-pAiN'r FAflLIES.—For purposes of
subsection (b)(2)(B)(i), an adult is engaged in
work for a month in a fiscal year if the adult
is making progress in such activities for at
least 25 hours per week during the month.
not fewer than 20 hours per week of which
are attributable to an activity described in
paragraph (1). (2), 3), (4). (5). (7). or (8) of sub-
section (d) (or. if the participation of the re-
cipient in an activity described in subsection
(d)(6) has been taken into account for pur-
poses of paragraph (I) or (2) of subsection (b)
for fewer than 8 weeks (no more than 4 of
which may be consecutive) in the fiscal year.
an activity described in subsection (d) (6)).

(3) LIMITATION ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
ACTIVmES COUN AS WORK—For purposes
of determining monthly participation rates
under paragraphs (1) (B) (i) and (2) (B) (i) of
subsection (b). not more than 20 percent of
adults in all families and in 2-parent families
determined to be engaged in work in the
State for a month may meet the work activ-
ity requirement through participation in vo-
cational educational training.

(4) OPTION 1D REDUCE NUER OF HOURS OF
WORK REQUIRED OF SINGLE PARENTS WITH A
CI-ELD UNDER AGE 6.—Notwithstanding para-
graph (1). a State may reduce to 20 the nurn-
ber of hours per week during which a single
custodial parent is required pursuant to this
section to engage in work activities if the
family of the parent includes an individual
who has not attained 6 years of age.

(d) WORK AC'flvrrjEs DEFINED.—As used in
this section. the term 'work activities
means—

(1) unsubsidized employment:
(2) subsidized private sector employment:
(3) subsidized public sector employment:
(4) work experience (including work asso-

ciated with the refurbishing of publicly as-
sisted housing) if sufficient private sector
employment is not available;

"(5) on-the-job training:
"(6) job search and job readiness assist-ance:
(7) community service programs:

'(8) vocational educational training (not
to exceed 12 months with respect to any indi-
vidual):

"(9) job skills training directly related to
employment:
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(10) education directly related to employ.

ment. in the case of a recipient who has not
received a high school diploma or a certifi-
cate of high school equivalency: and

"(II) satisfactory attendance at secondary
school, in the case of a recipient who—.

(A) has not completed secondary school:
and

(B) is a dependent child, or a head of
household who has not attained 20 years of
age.

(e) PENALTIES AGAINST INDIVIDUALS.—
"(I) IN GNERAL.—Except as provided in

paragraph (2). if an adult in a family receiv-
ing assistance under the State program fund-
ed under this part refuses to engage in work
required in accordance with this section. the
State shall—

(A) reduce the amount of assistance oth-
erwise payable to the family pro rata (or
more, at the option of the State) with re-
spect to any period during a month in which
the adult so refuses: or

(B) terminate such assistance.
subject to such good cause and other excep-
tions as the State may establish.

(2) EXCEPTION_Notwithstanding para-
graph (I), a State may not reduce or termi-
nate assistance under the State program
funded under this part based on a refusal of
an adult to work if the adult is a single cus-
todial parent caring for a child who has not
attained II years of age. and the aduit proves
that the adult has a demonstrated inability
(as determined by the State) to obtain need-
ed child care, for I or more of the following
reasons:

(A) Unavailability of appropriate child
care within a reasonable distance from the
individuals home or work site.

(B) Unavailability or unsuitability of in-
formal child care by a relative or under
other arrangements.

(C) Unavailability of appropriate and af-
fordable formal child care arrangements.

(t) NONDISp1jr,rr IN WORK AcnvI-
TIES.—

"(I) IN GENERAL—Subject to paragraph (2).
an adult in a family receiving assistance
under a State program funded under this
part attributable to funds provided by the
Federal Government may fill a vacant em-
ployment position in order to engage in a
work activity described in subsection (d).

(2) NO FIWNG OF CERTAIN VACANCIES—No
adult in a work activity described in sub-
section (d) which is funded, in whole or in
part. by funds provided by the Federal Gov-
ernment shall be employed or assigned—

(A) when any other individual is on layoff
from the same or any substantially equiva-
lent job; or

"(B) if the employer has terminated the
employment of any regular employee or oth-
erwise caused an involuntary reduction of its
workIorce in order to fill the vacancy so cre-
ated with an adult described in paragraph
(1).

"(3) NO PREEMPTION_Nothing in this sub-
section shall preempt or supersede any provi-
sion of State or local law that provides
greater protection for employees from dis-
placement.

(g) INI)IV1DUAL RESPONSIEIu-ry PLANS.—
(I) ASSESSMENT—The State agency re-

sponsible for administering the State pro-
gram funded under this part shaU make an
initial assessment of the skills. prior work
experience. and employability of each appli-
cant for, or recipient of, assistance under the
program who—

'•(A) has attained 18 years of age: or
(B) has not completed high school or ob-

tained a certificate of high school equiva-
lency, and is not attending secondary school.

(2) COrr-rs OF PLANS.—
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(A) IN CENER.AL.—On the basis of the as-

sessment made under paragraph (I) with re-
spect to an individual, the State agency, in
consultation with the individual, shall de-
velop an individual responsibility plan for
the individual, which—

(i) shall provide that participation by the
individual in job search activities shall be a
condition of eligibility for assistance under
the State program funded under this part.
except during any period for which the indi-
vidual is employed full-time in an
unsubsidized job in the private sector:

"(ii) sets forth an employment goal for the
individual and a plan for moving the individ-
ual immediately into private sector employ-
ment:

(iii) sets forth the obligations of the mdi-
vidual, which may include a requirement
that the individual attend school, maintain
certain grades and attendance, keep school
age children of the individual in school. im-
munize children. attend parenting and
money management classes, or do other
things that will help the individual become
and remain employed in the private sector:

'(iv) to the greatest extent possible shall
be designed to move the individual into
whatever private sector employment the in-
dividual is capable of handling as quickly as
possible, and to increase the responsibility
and amount of work the individual is to han-
dle Over time:

(v) shall describe the services the State
will provide the individual so that the indi-
vidual will be able to obtain and keep em-
ployment in the private sector. and describe
the job counseling and other sex-vices that
will be provided by the State: and

"(vi) at the option of the State. may re-
quire the individual to undergo appropriate
substance abuse treatment.

"(B) TIMINC.—The State agency shall com-
ply with subparagraph (A) with respect to an
individual—

(i) within 90 days (or, at the option of the
State, 180 days) after the effective date of
this part. in the case of an individual who, as
of such effective date. is a recipient of aid
under the State plan approved under part A
(as in effect immediately before such effec-
tive date): or

(ii) within 30 days (or. at the option of the
State, 90 days) after the individual is deter-
mined to be eligible for such assistance, in
the case of any other individual.

"(3) PROvIsION OF PROCR.AM AND EMPLOY-
NT tNFORMATION.—The State shall inform
all applicants for and recipients of assistance
under the State program funded under this
part of all available services under the pro-
gram for which they are eligible.

'(4) PENALTY FOR NONCOMPLL.NCE BY INDI-
VIDUAL.—The State shall reduce. by such
amount as the State considers appropriate.
the amount of assistance otherwise payable
under the State program funded under this
part to a family that includes an individual
who fails without good cause to comply with
an individual responsibility plan signed by
the individual.

(h) SENsE OF rHE CONCRESS.—It is the
sense of the Congress that in complying with
this section, each State that operates a pro.
gram funded under this part is encouraged to
assign the highest priority to requiring
adults in a-parent families and adults in sin-
gle-parent families that include older pre-
school or school-age children to be engaged
in work activities.

'(i) SENsE OF THE CONCRESS ThAT STATES
SHOuI IMPOSE CERTAIN REQUr'rrs ON
NONCUSTODIAL, NONSUPPORTINC MINOR PAR-
ENTS—It is the sense of the Congress that
the States should require noncustodial, non-
supporting parents who have not attained 18
years of age to fulfill community work obli-
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gations and attend appropriate parenting or
money management classes after school.
"SEC. 408. PROHIBrFIONS: REQUIREMENTS.

(a) IN GENERAj—
(I) NO ASSISTANCE FOR FAMILtES WrrHO,Tr A

MiNOR CFULD.—A State to which a grant is
made under section 403 shall not use any
part of the grant to provide assistance to a
family, unless the family includes—

"(A) a minor child who resides with a cus-
todial parent or other adult caretaker rel-
ative of the child: or

(B) a pregnant individual.
(2) NO ADDtTIONAL CASH ASSrSTANCE FOR

CHILDREN BORN TO FAILtES RECEIVINC ASSIST-
ANCE.—

(A) GENERAL RULE—A State to which a
grant is made under section 403 shall not use
any part of the grant to provide cash bene-
fits for a minor child who is born to—

'(i) a recipient of assistance under the pro-
gram operated under this part; or

'(ii) a person who received such assistance
at any time during the 10-month period end-
ing with the birth of the child.

(B) EXCEPTION FOR CHILDREN BORN INTO
FAMILIES TH NO OTHER CFULDREN.—Subpara-
graph (A) shall not apply to a minor child
who is born into a family that does not in-
clude any other children.

(C) EXCEPTION FOR VOUCHERS.—Subpara-
graph (A) shall not apply to vouchers which
are provided in lieu of cash benefits and
which may be used only to pay for particular
goods and sex-vices specified by the State as
suitable for the care of the child involved.

"(D) EXCEPTION FOR RAPE OR tNCEST.—Sub-
paragraph (A) shall not apply with respect to
a child who is born as a result of rape or in-
cest.

(E) STATE ELECTION TO OPT OUT—Subpara-
graph (A) shall not apply to a State if State
law specifically exempts the State program
funded under this part from the application
of subparagraph (A).

"(F) SuBsnnrnON OF FAMILY CAPS tN -
FECT UNDER WAIVERS—Subparagraph (A)
shall not apply to a State—

(i) if. as of the date of the enactment of
this part. there is in effect a waiver approved
by the Secretary under section 1115 which
permits the State to deny aid under the
State plan approved under part A of this
title (as in effect without regard to the
amendments made by title I of the Biparti-
san Welfare Reform Act of 1996) to a family
by reason of the birth of a child to a family
member otherwise eligible for such aid: and

"(ii) for so long as the State continues to
implement such policy under the State pro-
gram funded under this part. under rules pre-
scribed by the State.

(3) REDUCTION OR ELINilNATION OF ASSIST-
ANCE FOR NONCOOPERATION IN CHILD SUP-
PORT—If the agency responsible for admin-
istering the State plan approved under part
D determines that an individual is not co-
operating with the State in establishing.
modifying, or enforcing a support order with
respect to a child of the individual. then the
State—

(A) shall deduct from the assistance that
would otherwise be provided to the family of
the individual under the State program fund-
ed under this part the share of such assist-
ance attributable to the individual: and

"(B) may deny the family any assistance
under the State program.

"(4) NO ASSISTANCE FOR FAMUIES NOT AS-
SICNINC CERTAIN SUPPORT RICfrrS TO THE
STATE.—

(A) IN CENERAL.—A State to which a
grant is made under section 403 shall require.
as a condition of providing assistance to a
family under the State program funded
under this part. that a member of the family
assign to the State any rights the family
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member may have (on behalf of the family
member or of any other person for whom the
family member has applied for or is receiv-
ing such assistance) to support from any
other person. not exceeding the total amount
of assistance so provided to the family.
which accrue (or have accrued) before the
date the family leaves the program. which
assignment. on and after the date the family
leaves the program. shall not apply with re-
spect to any support (other than support col-
lected pursuant to section 464) which accrued
before the family received such assistance
and which the State has not collected by—

(i) September 30. 000. if the assignment is
executed on or after October 1 997. and be-
fore October I, 2000: or

"(ii) the date the family leaves the pro-
gram. if the assignment is executed on or
after October I, 2000.

"(B) LIflThTION.—A State to which a grant
is made under section 403 shall not require.
as a condition of providing assistance to any
family under the State program funded
under this part. that a member of the family
assign to the State any rights to support de-
scribed in subparagraph (A) which accrue
after the date the family leaves the program.
except to the extent necessary to enable the
State to comply with section 457.

"(5) NO ASSISTANCE FOR TEENACE PARENTS
WHO DO NOT ATrENO RICH SCHOOL OR OTHER
EQUIVALENT TRAININC PROCRAM.—A State to
which a grant is made under section 403 shall
not use any part of the grant to provide as-
sistance to an individual who has not at-
tained 18 years of age. is not married, has a
minor child at least 1 weeks of age in his or
her care, and has not successfully completed
a high-school education (or its equivalent), if
the individual does not participate in—

"(A) educational activities directed toward
the attainment of a high school diploma or
its equivalent: or

(B) an alternative educational or training
program that has been approved by the
State.

"(6) NO ASSISTANCE FOR TEENACE PARENTS
NOT LIVINC IN ADULT-SUPERVISED SE'TflNCS.—

"(A) IN CENERAL.—
(i) REQUIREMENT—Except as provided in

subparagraph (B). a State to which a grant is
made under section 403 shall not use any
part of the grant to provide assistance to an
individual described in clause (ii) of this sub-
paragraph if the individual and the minor
child referred to in clause (ii)(II) do not re-
side in a place of residence maintained by a
parent. legal guardian. or other adult rel-
ative of the individual as such parents.
guardian's. or adult relatives own home.

"(ii) IIvIDUAL DESCRIBED—For purposes
of clause (i), an individual described in this
clause is an individual who—

(I) has not attained 18 years of age: and
"(II) is not married, and has a minor child

in his or her care,
(B) EXCEPTION.—
(i) PROVISION OF, OR ASSISTANCE IN LOCAT-

INC. ADULT-SUPERVISED LIVINC ARRANCE-
MENT.—In the case of an individual who is
described in clause (ii), the State agency re-
ferred to in section 402(a) (4) shall provide, or
assist the individual in locating, a second
chance home. maternity home. or other ap-
propriate adult-supervised supportive living
arrangement. taking into consideration the
needs and concerns of the individual. unless
the State agency determines that the indi-
vidual's current living arrangement is appro-
priate. and thereafter shall require that the
individual and the minor child referred to in
subparagraph (A)(ii)(II) reside in such living
arrangement as a condition of the continued
receipt of assistance under the State pro-
gram funded under this part attributable to
funds provided by the Federal Government



(or in an azemative appropriate arrange-
ment. should circumstances change and the
current arrangement cease to be appz-o-
priate).

(ii) INDIVIDUAL DESCRIBED,—For purposes
of clause (i). an individual is described in
this clause if the individual is described in
subparagraph (A)(ii). and—

"(I) the individual has no parent, legal
guardian or other appropriate adult relative
described in subclause (II) of his or her ownwho is living or whose whereabouts are
known

• (II) no living parent, legal guardian, or
other appropriate adult relative, who would
otherwise meet applicable State criteria to
act as the individuals legal guardian, of
such individual allows the individual to live
in the home of such parent, guardian, or rel-
ative:

(III) the State agency determines that—
'(aa) the individual or the minor child re-

ferred to in subparagraph (A)(ii)(II) is being
or has been subjected to serious physical or
emotional harm, sexual abuse, or exploi-
tation in the residence of the individual's
own parent or legal guardian: or

(bb) substantial evidence exists of an act
or failure to act that presents an imminent
or serious harm if the individual and the
minor child lived in the same residence with
the individuals own parent or legal guard-
ian; or

'(IV) the State agency otherwise deter-mines that it is in the best interest of the
minor child to waive the requirement of sub-
paragraph (A) with respect to the individual
or the minor child.

(iii) SECO-C J'CE HO.—For purposesof this subparagraph, the term 'second-
chance home' means an entity that provides
individuals described in clause (ii) with a
supportive and supervised living arrange-
ment in which such individuals are required
to learn parenting skills, including child de-
velopment. family budgeting, health and nu-trition, and other skills to promote their
long-term economic independence and the
well-being of their children.

'(7) No MEDc SERVICES.-_
(A) IN CEt'RAi_.—Except as provided in

subparagraph (B). a State to which a grant is
made under section 403 shall not use any
part of the grant to provide medicaj services.

'(B) ExcEP'rIc>. FOR FAMILY PLANNING SEv-
ICES.—As used in subparagraph (A). the term
medical services' does not include family

planning services.
'(8) No ASScE FOR MORE ThAN

"(A) IN CEIRPJ._Except as provided in
subparagraphs (B) and (C). a State to which
a grant is made under section 403 shall not
use any part of the grant to provide cash as-sistance to a family that includes an adult
who has received assistance under any State
program funded under this part attributable
to funds provided by the Federal Govern-
ment. for 60 months (whether or not consecu-
tive) after the date the State program funded
under this part comn-ences,

"(B) MINOR C-EL EXCTION,—Jn detemijn-
ing the number of months for which an indi-
vidual who is a parent or pregnant has re-
ceived assistance under the State program
funded under this part, the State shall dis-
regard any month for which such assistance
was provided with respect to the individual
and during which the individual was—

'(i) a minor child; and
"Cii) not the head of a household or maR--

ned to the head of a household.
'(C) 1-LA.RDSHIP EXCEPflON.—
'(i) IN GENERAL—The State may exempt a

family from the application of subparagraph
(A) by reason of hardship or if the family in-
ciudes an individual who has been battered
or subjected to extreme cruelty.

(ii) LITAT1ON.The number of families
with respect to which an exemption made by
a State under clause (i) is in effect for a fis-
cal year shall not exceed 20 percent of the
average monthly number of families to
which assistance is provided under the State
program funded under this part.

(iii) BAyitpn OR SUBJECT TO EXTREP
CRUELTY DEFINE_D.—For purposes of clause (i).
an individual has been battered or subjected
to extreme cruelty if the individual has been
subjected to—

"(I) physical acts that resulted in. or
threatened to result in, physical injury to
the individual:

'(II) sexual abuse:
(Ill) sexual activity involving a depend-

ent child;
'(IV) being forced as the caretaker relative

of a dependent child to engage in nonconsen.
sual sexual acts or activities

(V) threats of, or attempts at. physical or
sexual abuse:

'(VI) mental abuse; or
"(VII) neglect or deprivation of medical

care,
CD) Rui OF INTERPRETATION._Subpara

graph (A) shall not be interpreted to require
any State to provide assistance to any indi-
vidual for any period of time under the State
program funded under this part.

(9) DEI.IAL OF ASSISTANCE FOR ]O YEARS TO
A PERSON POUND TO HAVE FRAUDULENTLY MIS-
REPRESENTED RESIDENCE IN ORDER TO OBTAIN
ASSISTANCE IN 2 OR MORE STATES—A State to
which a grant is made under section 403 shall
not use any part of the grant to provide cash
assistance to an individual during the 10-
year period that begins on the date the indi-
vidual is convicted in Federal or State court
of having made a fraudulent statement or
representation with respect to the place of
residence of the individual in order to re-
ceive assistance simultaneously from 2 or
more States under programs that are funded
under this title, title XIX, or the Food
Stamp Act of 1977, or benefits in 2 or more
States under the supplemental security in-
come program under title XVI.

(10) DENIAL OF ASSISTANCE FOR FUGITIVE
FELONS AND PROBA'flON AND PAROLE VIOLA-
TORS.-

(A) IN GENERAL—A State to which a
grant is made under section 403 shall not use
any part of the grant to provide assistance to
any individual who is—

"(i) fleeing to avoid prosecution, or cus-
tody or confinement after conviction, under
the laws of the place from which the individ-
ual flees, for a crime, or an attempt to com-
mit a crime, which is a felony under the laws
of the place from which the individual flees.
or which, in the case of the State of New jer-
sey. is a high misdemeanor under the laws of
such State; or

'(ii) violating a condition of probation or
parole imposed under Federal or State law.

"(B) EXCHANGE OF INFORMA'flON WITH LAW
FORCEMEwr AGENCIES—If a State to which
a grant is made under section 403 establishes
safeguards against the use or disclosure of
information about applicants or recipients of
assistance under the State program funded
under this part, the safeguards shall not pre-
vent the State agency administering the pro-
gram from furnishing a Federal, State, or
local law enforcement officer, upon the re-
quest of the officer. with the current address
of any recipient if the officer furnishes the
agency with the name of the recipient and
notifies the agency that—

(i) the recipient—
"(I) is described in subparagraph (A): or
(II) has information that is necessary for

the officer to conduct the official duties of
the officer: and

"(ii) the location or apprehension of the re-
cipient is within such official duties.
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(11) Dw,. OF ASSISTANCE FOR ilNOR

CHILDREN WHO ARE ABSENT FROM THE HOME
FUR A S1GNW1C,NT PERiOD.—

(A) IN GENERAL—A State to which a
grant is made under section 403 shall not use
any part of the grant to provide assistance
for a minor child who has been, or is ex-
pected by a parent (or other caretaker rel-
ative) of the child to be, absent from the
home for a period of 45 consecutive days or,
at the option of the State, such period of not
less than 30 and not more than go consecu-
tive days as the State may provide for in the
State plan submitted pursuant to section
402.

(B) STATE AUTHORflY TO ESTABLISH GOOD
CAUSE EXCEPTIONS._The State may establish
such good cause exceptions to subparagraph
(A) as the State considers appropriate if such
exceptions are provided for in the State plan
submitted pursuant to section 402.

(C) DENI OF ASSISTANCE FOR RELATIVE
WHO FAILS TO NOTIFY STATE AGENCY OF A-
SENCE OF CFLD.—A State to which a grant is
made under seCtion 403 shall not use any
part of the grant to provide assistance for an
individual who is a parent (or other care-
taker relative) of a minor child and who fails
to notify the agency administering the State
program funded under this part of the ab-
sence of the minor child from the home for
the period specified in or provided for pursu-
ant to subparagraph (A) by the end of the 5-
day period that begins with the date that it
becomes clear to the parent (or relative) that
the minor child wifl be absent for such pe-
riod so specified or provided for.

"(12) INCOME SECURITY PAYNTS NOT TO BE
DISREGjED IN DEItRIflNING 'THE AMOUNT OF
ASSISTANCE TO BE PROV]D 10 A FAJsOLY,—If
a State to which a grant is made under sec-
tion 403 uses any part of the grant to provide
assistance for any individual who is receiv-
ing a payment under a State plan for old-age
assistance approved under section 2, a State
program funded under part B that provides
cash payments for foster care. or the supple..
mental security income program under title
XVI, then the State shall not disregard the
payment in determining the amount of as-
sistance to be provided under the State pro-
gram funded under this part, from funds pro-
vided by the Federal Government, to the
family of which the individual is a member.

'(13) PROVISION OF VOUC}€RS TO FAilUES
DENIED CASH ASSISTANCE DUE TO STATE-IM-
POSED TIME LIMITS.—

(A) REQUIRfT._If a family is denied
assistance under the State program funded
under this part by reason of a time limit im-
posed by the State other than pursuant to
paragraph (8), the State shall provide vouch-
ers to the family in accordance with sub-
paragraph (B).

(B) CHARcrJs-rICs OF VOUCHERS—The
vouchers referred to in subparagraph (A)
shall be—

(i) in an amount equal to the amount de-
terrnined by the State to meet the needs of
only the child or children in the family,
which shall be determined in the same man-
ner as the State would otherwise determines
the needs of the child or children under the
program:

"(ii) designed appropriately to pay a third
party for goods and services to be provided
by the third party to the child or children in
the family: and

(iii) redeemable by a third party de-
scribed in clause (ii) for a dollar amount
equal to the amount of the voucher,

(b) AUENS.—For special rules relating to
the treatment of aliens, see section 402 of the
Bipartisan Welfare Reform Act of 1996.
SEC. 409. PENALTIES,

(a) IN GENERAL.-_Subject to this seCtion
"(I) FAILURE TO SlJBMrr REQUIRED REPORT.—
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'(A) IN CENERAL.—lf the Secretary deter-
mines that a State has not, within I month
after the end of a fiscal quarter. submitted
the report required by section 411(a) for the
quarter, the Secretary shall reduce the grant
payable to the State under section 403(a)(1)
for the immediately succeeding fiscal year
by an amount equal to 4 percent of the State
family assistance grant.

'(B) RESCISSION OF PENALTY—The Sec-
retary shall rescind a penalty imposed on a
State under subparagraph (A) with respect to
a report for a fiscal quarter if the State sub-
mits the report before the end of the imme-
diately succeeding fiscal quarter.

• (2) FAiLuRE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE INCOME
AND EUCIBILITY VERIF]CATION SYSTEM—If the
Secretary determines that a State program
funded under this part is not participating
during a fiscal year in the income and eligi-
bility verification system required by sec-
tion 1137, the Secretary shall reduce the
grant payable to the State under section
403(a)(1) for the immediately succeeding fis-
cal year by an amount equal to not more
than 2 percent of the State family assistance
grant.

"(3) F.auiE TO COM?LY VTTh PATERNITY
ESTABLISHMENT AND CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCE-
MENT REQUIREr'rTS UNDER PART b—Not-
withstanding any other provision of this Act.
if the Secretary determines that the State
agency that administers a program funded
under this part does not enforce the pen-
alties requested by the agency administering
part D against recipients of assistance under
the State program who fail to cooperate in
establishing paternity in accordance with
such part, the Secretary shall reduce the
grant payable to the State under section
403(a)(1) for the immediately succeeding fis-
cal year (without regard to this section) by
not more than 5 percent.

(4) FAiLURE TO nMELY REPAY A FEDERAL
LOAN FUND FOR STATE WELFARE PROCRAMS.—
If the Secretary determines that a State has
failed to repay any amount borrowed from
the Federal Loan Fund for State Welfare
Programs established under section 406 with-
in the period of maturity applicable to the
loan, plus any interest owed on the loan, the
Secretary shall reduce the grant payable to
the State under section 403(a)(l) for the im-
mediately succeeding fiscal year quarter
(without regard to this section) by the out-
standing loan amount, plus the interest owed
on the outstanding amount. The Secretary
shall not forgwe any outstanding loan
amount or interest owed on the outstanding
amount.

- (5) FAILURE OF ANY STATE TO MAINTAIN
CERTAIN LEVEL OF HISTORIC EFFORT.—

-'(A) IN CENERAL.—The Secretary shall re-
duce the grant payable to the State under
section 403(a)(l) for fiscal year 1997, 1998,
1999, 2000, 2001. or 2002 by the amount (if any)
by which qualified State expenditures for the
then immediately preceding fiscal year is
less than the applicable percentage of his-
toric State expenditures with respect to the
fiscal year.

-- (B) DEF!NrnONS.—AS used in this para-
graph:

-- (i) QUAUED STATE EXPENDfl'IJRES.—
(I) IN CENERAL.—The term 'qualified

State expenditures' means, with respect to a
State and a fiscal year, the total expendi-
tures by the State during the fiscal year,
under all State programs, for any of the fol-
lowing with respect to eligible families:

-. (aa) Cash assistance,
-. (bb) Child care assistance.

(cc) Educational activities designed to in-
crease self-sufficiency, job training, and
work, excluding any expenditure for public
education in the State except expenditures
which involve the provision of services or as-
sistance to a member of an eligible family
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which is not generally available to persons
who are not members of eligible families.

(dd) Administrative costs in connection
with the matters described in items (aa),
(bb), (cc), and (ee). but on)y to the extent
that such costs do not exceed 15 percent of
the total amount of qualified State expendi-
tures for the fiscal year.

"(ee) Any other use of funds allowable
under section 404(a)(l).

- (II) EXCLUSION OF TRANSFERS FROM OTHER
STATE AND LOCAL PROGRAMS—Such term
does not include expenditures under any
State or local program during a fiscal year,
except to the extent that—

-. (aa) such expenditures exceed the amount
expended under the State or local program in
the fiscal year most recently ending before
the date of the enactment of this part; or

-. (bb) the State is entitled to a payment
under former section 403 (as in effect imme-
diately before such date of enactment) with
respect to such expenditures.

• (III) EUCIBL.E FAMILIES—As used in sub-
clause (I), the term 'eligible families' means
families eligible for assistance under the
State program funded under this part, and
families who would be eligible for such as-
sistance but for the application of paragraph
(2) or (8) of section 408(a) of this Act or sec-
tion 402 of the Bipartisan Welfare Reform
Act of 1996.

"(ii) APPLICABLE PERCENTACE.—The term
'applicable percentage means—

-- (I) for fiscal year 1996, 85 percent: and
"(II) for fiscal years 1997. 1998. 1999, 2000,

and 2001, 85 percent adjusted (if appropriate)
in accordance with subparagraph (C).

"(iii) HISTORIC STATE EXPENDITURES,—The
term historic State expenditures' means,
with respect to a State and a fiscal year
specified in subparagraph (A), the lesser of—

(I) the expenditures by the State under
parts A and F (as in effect during fiscal year
1994) for fiscal year 1994: or

(II) the amount which bears the same
ratio to the amount described in subclause
(I) as—

(aa) the State family assistance grant for
the fiscal year immediately preceding the
fiscal year specified in subparagraph (A).
plus the total amount required to be paid to
the State under former section 403 for fiscal
year 1994 with respect to amounts expended
by the State for child care under subsection
(g) or (i) of section 402 (as in effect during
fiscal year 1994); bears to

(bb) the total amount required to be paid
to the State under former section 403 (as in
effect during fiscal year 1994) for fiscal year
1994.
Such term does not include any expenditures
under the State plan approved under part A
(as so in effect) on behalf of individuals cov-
ered by a tribal family assistance plan ap-
proved under section 412, as determined by
the Secretary.

"(iv) EXPENI)ITURES BY THE STATE.—The
term expenditures by the State' does not in-
clude—

(I) any expenditures from amounts made
available by the Federal Government;

(II) State funds expended for the medicaid
program under title XIX: or

(HI) any State funds which are used to
match Federal funds or are expended as a
condition of receiving Federal funds under
Federal programs other than under this part.

"(C) PERFoRi4AJ1CE-BAsED ADJUSThIENTS TO
APPLICABLE PERCENTACE.—

(i) INCREASE IN MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT
7)UESHOLD FOR FAILURE TO MEET PARTICIPA-
flON RATEs.—If the Secretary determines
that a State has failed to achieve the partici-
pation rate required by section 407 for a fis-
cal year, the Secretary shall increase the ap-
plicable percentage for the State for the im-
mediately succeeding fiscal year by not more
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than 5 percentage points. In determining the
amount of any such increase. the Secretary
shall take into account any increase in the
number of persons served by the State pro-
gram and any increase in the unemployment
rate of the State. in accordance with regula-
tions which the Secretary shall prescribe.

- (ii) REDUCTION IN MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT
ThRESHOLD FOR HICH PER.FORMANCE STATES.—

"(I) CRITERIA—The Secretary shall, by
regulation, establish measures of the effec-
tiveness of the State program funded under
this part in moving recipients of assistance
under the program into full-time
unsubsidized employment. In developing the
regulations. the Secretary shall take into ac-
count the length of time former recipients of
assistance under the program remain em-
ployed. the earnings of such former recipi-
ents who obtain private sector employment.
the total State caseload under the program.
and the rate of unemployment in the State.

-. (H) REDUCTION OF THRSHOLD.—The Sec-
retary shall reduce the applicable percentage
for a State for a fiscal year by not more than
5 percentage points if the Secretary deter-
mines that the State achieved the participa-
tion rate required by section 407 for the im-
mediately preceding fiscal year and exceeded
such performance threshold as the Secretary
may establish under subclause (I) of this
clause.

(6) SuSsTJ'fl'1pj,. NONCOLIANCE OF STATE
CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT PROCRAM T11'I
REQUIREMENTS OF PART D.—

"(A) IN CENERAL.—If a State program oper-
ated under part D is found as a result of a re-
view conducted under section 452(a)(4) not to
have complied substantially with the re-
quirements of such part for any quarter, and
the Secretary determines that the program
is not complying substantially with such re-
quirements at the time the finding is made.
the Secretary shall reduce the grant payable
to the State under section 403(a)(l) for the
quarter and each subsequent quarter that
ends before the 1st quarter throughout which
the program is found to be in substantial
compliance with such requirements by—

(i) not less than I nor more than 2 per-
cent:

"(ii) not less than 2 nor more than 3 per-
cent. if the finding is the 2nd consecutive
such finding made as a result of such a re-
view: or

- '(iii) not less than 3 nor more than 5 per-
cent. if the finding is the 3rd or a subsequent
consecutive such finding made as a result of
such a review,

(B) DISgcuw OF NONCOMPLIANCE WflCH IS
OF A TEC1CAL NATURE.—For purposes of
subparagraph (A) of this paragraph and sec-
tion 452(a)(4), a State which is not in full
compliance with the requirements of this
part shall be determined to be in substantial
compliance with such requirements only if
the Secretary determines that any non-
compliance with such requirements is of a
technical nature which does not adversely
affect the performance of the States pro-
gram operated under part D.

-
(7) FAILURE OF STATE RECEIVINC AMOUNTS

FROM CONTINCENCY FUND TO MAINTAIN 100 P-
CENT OF HISTORIC EFFORT—If, at the end of
any fiscal year during which amounts from
the Contingency Fund for State Welfare Pro-
grams have been paid to a State, the Sec-
retary finds that the State has failed, during
the fiscal year. to expend under the State
program funded under this part an amount
equal to at least 100 percent of the level of
historic State expenditures (as defined in
paragraph (7) (8) (iii) of this subsection) with
respect to the fiscal year. the Secretary shall
reduce the grant payable to the State under
section 403(a)(l) for the immediately suc-
ceeding fiscal year by the total of the
amounts so paid to the State.
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(8) FAILURE TO EXPEND ADDITIONAL STATE

FUNDS TO REPLACE GRANT REDUCTIONS —..If the
grant payable to a State under Section
403(a)U) for a fiscal year is reduced by reason
of this subsection, the State shall, during
the immediately succeeding fiscal year. ex-
pend under the State program funded under
this part an amount equal to the total
amount of such reductions.

(9) FAE.URE TO PROVIDE VOUCHER ASSIST-
ANCE—If the Secretary determines that a
State program funded under this part has
failed to comply with section 408(a)(13) dur-
ing a fiscal year. the Secretary shall reduce
the grant payable to the State under section
403(a) (I) for the immediately succeeding fIs-
cal year by an amount equal to the dif-
ference between the amount the State would
have expended on voucher assistance pursu-
ant to section 408(a)(13) during the fiscal
year in the absence of such noncompliance
and the amount the State expended on such
voucher assistance during the fiscal year.

(10) FAILURE TO PROVIDE TRANSITIONAL
MEDICAL ASSSTANCE.—If the Secretary deter-
mines that a State has not complied with
section 408(a)(15) during a quarter, the Sec-
retary shall reduce the grant payable to the
State under section 403(a)(1) for the imme-
diately succeeding quarter by an amount
equal to 5 percent of the portion of the State
family assistance grant that is payable to
the State for such succeeding quarter.

(b) REASONABLE CAUSE EXCEPTION.—
"(1) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary may not

impose a penalty on a State under sub-
section (a) with respect to a requirement if
the Secretary determines that the State has
reasonable cause for failing to comply withthe requirement.

"(2) EXCEPTION_Paragraph (1) of this sub-
section shall not apply to any penalty under
subsection (a)(5).

(c) CORRECTIVE COMPUANCE PLAI'&—
'(1) INCENER.L._.
• (A) NOTIFjCATION OF V1OLATION._Before

imposing a penalty against a State under
subsection (a) with respect to a violation of
this part, the Secretary shall notify theState of the violation and allow the State
the opportunity to enter into a corrective
compliance plan in accordance with this sub-
section which outlines how the State will
correct the violation and how the State will
insure continuing compliance with this part.

(B) 60-DAY PERIOD TO PROPOSE A CORREC-
flVE COL1ANcE PLANL—During the 60-day
period that begins on the date the State re-
ceives a notice provided under subparagraph
(A) with respect to a violation, the State
may submit to the Federal Government a
corrective compliance plan to correct theviolation.

(C) CONSULTATION ABOUT MODIFICATIONS_
During the 60-day period that begins with
the date the Secretary receives a corrective
compliance plan submitted by a State in ac-
cordance with subparagraph (B). the Sec-
retary may consult with the State on modi-
fications to the plan.

(I)) ACCEPTANCE OF PLAN.— A corrective
compliance plan submitted by a State in ac-
cordance with subparagraph (B) is deemed to
be accepted by the Secretary if the Secretary
does not accept or reject the plan during 60-
day period that begins on the date the planis submitted.

• (2) EFFECT OF COR,RECTINC VIOLATION._The
Secretary may not impose any penalty under
subsection (a) with respect to any violation
covered by a State corrective compliance
plan accepted by the Secretary if the State
corrects the violat]on pursuant to the plan.

(3) EFFcr OF FAILING TO CORRECT VIOLA-
TION—The Secretary shall assess some or allof a penalty imposed on a State under sub.
section (a) with respect to a violation if theState does not, in a timely maimer, correct

the violation pursuant to a State corrective
compliance plan accepted by the Secretary.

(d) UMTATION ON AMOUNT OF PENALTY.—
'(1) IN CENER.AL.—In imposing the pen-

alties described in subsection (a). the Sec-
retary shall not reduce any quarterly pay-
ment to a State by more than 25 percent.

(2) CARRYFORWARD OF UNRECOVERE PEN-
ALTIES—To the extent that paragraph (I) of
this subsection prevents the Secretary from
recovering during a fiscal year the full
amount of penalties imposed on a State
under subsection (a) of this section for a
prior fiscal year. the Secretary shall apply
any remaining amount of such penalties to
the grant payable to the State under section
403(a)(I) for the immediately succeeding fis-
cal year.

(e) OTHER PENALTIES.—If. after reasonable
notice and opportunity for hearing to the
State agency administering or supervising
the administration of a State program fund-
ed under this part, the Secretary finds that
the State has failed to comply substantially
with any provision of this part or of the
State plan approved under section 402. theSecretary shall if subsection (a) does not
apply to the failure: notify the State agency
that fqrther payments will not be made to
the State under this part (or. in the Sec-
retary's discretion, that the payments will
be reduced or limited to categories under, or
parts of. the State program not affected by
the failure) until the Secretary is satisfied
that there is no longer any such failure to
comply. Until the Secretary is 50 Satisfied.
the Secretary shall make no further pay-
ments to the State (Or shall reduce or limit
payments to categories under or parts of the
State program not affected by the failure).
SEC. 410. APPEAL OF ADVERSE DECISION.

'(a) IN GENER&L.—Within 5 days after the
date the Secretary takes any adverse action
under this part with respect to a State. the
Secretary shall notify the chief executive of-
ficer of the State of the adverse action, in-
cluding any action with respect to the State
plan submitted under section 402 or the im-
position of a penalty under section 409.

(b) ADMINStRA-IVE REVIEW._
(1) IN GENERAL—Within 60 days after the

date a State receives notice under subsection
(a) of an adverse action, the State may ap-
peal the action, in whole or in part, to the
Departrrjental Appeals Board established in
the Department of Health and Human Serv-
ices (in this section referred to as the
'Board') by fifing an appeal with the Board.

(2) PRQCEL)IJ4 RULS.—The Board shall
consider an appeal filed by a State underparagraph (1) on the basis of such docu-
mentation as the State may submit and as
the Board may require to support the final
decision of the Board. In deciding whether touphold an adverse action or any portion of
such an action, the Board shall conduct a
thorough review of the issues and take into
account all relevant evidence. The Board
shall make a final determination with re-
spect to an appeal flied under paragraph (1)
not less than 60 days after the date the ap-peal is filed.

(c) JUDICIft REVIEW OF ADVERSE DECI-
SION.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—Withjj. 90 days after the
date of a final decision by the Board under
this section with respect to an adverse ac-
tion taken against a State, the State may
obtain judicial review of the final decision
(and the findings incorporated into the final
decision) by filing an action in—

"(A) the district court of the United States
for the judicial district in which the prin-
cipal or headquarters office of the State
agency is located; or

"(B) the United States District Court for
the District of Columbia.
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"(2) PROCEDURAL RULES—The district

court in which an action is filed under para-
graph (I) shall review the final decision of
the Board on the record established in the
administrative proceeding. in accordance
with the standards of review prescribed by
subparagraphs (A) through (E) of section
706(2) of title 5, United States Code. The re-
view shall be on the basis of the documents
and supporting data submitted to the Board.
'SEC. 411. DATA COLLECTION AND REPORTING.

"(a) QUAZFERLY REPoRTS BY STATES.—
"(I) GENERAJ_ REPORTING REQUIRzNT._
'(A) CONTENTS OF REPORT—Beginning July

1, 1996. each State shall collect on a monthly
basis, and report to the Secretary on a quar-
terly basis, the following disaggregated case
record information on the families receiving
assistance under the State program funded
under this part:

'(i) The county of residence of the family.
'(ii) Whether a child receiving such assist-

ance or an adult in the family is disabled.
(iii) The ages of the members of such fam-

ilies.
(iv) The number of individuals in the fam-

ily, and the relation of each family member
to the youngest child in the family.

"(v) The employment status and earnings
of the employed adult in the family.

(vi) The marital status of the adults in
the family, including whether such adults
have never married are widowed, or are di-vorced.

'(vii) The race and educational status of
each adult in the family.

"(viii) The race and educational status of
each child in the family.

"(ix) Whether the family received sub-
sidized housing. medical assistance under the
State plan approved under title XIX. food
stamps, or subsidized child care, and if the
latter 2. the amount received.

(x) The number of months that the family
has received each type of assistance under
the program.

'(xi) If the adults participated in, and the
number of hours per week of participation
in. the following activities:

(I) Education.
'(II) Subsidized private sector employ-

ment.
(III) Unsubsidized employment.
(IV) Public sector employment, work ex-

perience, or community service.
"(V) Job search.
"(VI) Job skills training or on-the-job

training.
(VII) Vocational education.
(xii) Information necessary to calculate

participation rates under section 407.
(xiii) The type and amount of assistance

received under the program, including the
amount of and reason for any reduction of
assistance (including sanctions).

"(xiv) From a sample of closed cases.
whether the family left the program, and if
so, whether the family left due to—

"U) employment:
"UI) marriage:

(III) the prohibition set forth in section
408(a) (8):

(IV) sanction: or
"(V) State policy.
"(xv) Any amount of unearned income re-

ceived by any member of the family.
"(xvi) The citizenship of the members ofthe family.
'(B) USE OF ESTIMATES.—
(i) AUTHORJrY._A State may comply with

subparagraph (A) by submitting an estimate
which is obtained through the use of scientil-
ically acceptable sampling methods approved
by the Secretary.

"(ii) SAMPUNG AND OTR MEr'HODS.—The
Secretary shall provide the States with such
case sampling plans and data collection pro-
cedures as the Secretary deems necessary to
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produce statistically valid estimates of the
performance of State programs funded under
this part. The Secretary may develop and
implement procedures for verifiing the qual-
ity of data submitted by the States.

(2) REPORT ON USE OF FEDERAL FUNDS TO
COVER ADMINISTRATIVE COS7S AND OVER-
HEAD—The report required by paragraph (I)
for a fiscal quarter shall include a statement
of the percentage of the funds paid to the
State under this part for the quarter that are
used to cover admmjstratjve costs or over-
head.

(3) REPORT ON STATE EXPENDITURES ON
PROGRAMS FOR NEEDY FAMILIES—The report
required by paragraph (I) for a fiscal quarter
shall include a statement of the total
amount expended by the State during the
quarter on programs for needy families.

(4) REPORT ON NONCUSIODIAL PARENTS
PARTICIPATINC IN WORK ACTIVITIES—The re-
port required by paragraph (I) for a fIscal
quarter shall include the number of non-
custodial parents in the State who pai-tici-
pated in work activities (as defined in sec-
tion 407(d)) during the quarter.

'(S) REPORT ON TRANSITIONAL SERVICES.—
The report required by paragraph (I) for a
fiscal quarter shall include the total amount

— expended by the State during the quarter to
provide transitional services to a family that
has ceased to receive assistance under this
part because of employment, along with a
description of such services.

"(6) RECULAflONS.—The Secretary shall
prescribe such regulations as may be nec-
essary to define the data elements with re-
spect to which reports are required by this
subsection.

(b) ANNUAL REPORTS TO ThE CONCRESS BY
THE SECRETARY.—NOt later than 6 months
after the end of fiscal year 1997. and each fis-
cal year thereafter, the Secretary shall
transmit to the Congress a report describ-
ing—

"(I) whether the States are meeting—
(A) the participation rates described in

section 407(a); and
(B) the objectives of—
(i) increasing employment and earnings

of needy families, and child support collec-
tions: and

"(ii) decreasing out-of-wedlock pregnancies
and child poverty:

"(2) the demographic and financial charac-
teristics of families applying for assistance.
families receiving assistance, and families
that become ineligible to receive assistance:

(3) the characteristics of each State pro-
gram funded under this part: and

"(4) the trends in employment and earn-
ings of needy families with minor children
living at home.
'SEC. 412. DIRECT FUNDING AND ADMINISTRA.

lION BY INDIAN TRIBES.
(a) GRANrS FOR INDIAN TRIBES.—
(I) TRIBAL FAJL.Y ASSISTANCE CRANT.—
(A) II. CENERAL.—For each of fiscal years

1997. 1998. 1999. and 2000. the Secretary shail
pay to each Indian tribe that has an ap-
proved tribal family assistance plan a tribal
family assistance grant for the fiscal year in
an amount equal to the amount determined
under subparagraph (B). and shall reduce the
grant payable under section 403(a)(1) to any
State in which lies the service area or areas
of the Indian tribe by that portion of the
amount so determined that is attributable to
expenditures by the State.

(B) AMOur rrz>.—
(i) IN CENERAL.—The amount determined

under this subparagraph is an amount equal
to the total amount of the Federal payments
to a State or States under section 403 (as in
effect during such fiscal year) for fiscal year
1994 attributable to expenditures (other than
child care expenditures) by the State or
States under parts A and F (as so in effect)
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for fiscal year 1994 for Indian families resid-
ing in the set-vice area or areas identified by
the Indian tribe pursuant to subsection
(b)(1)(C) of this section.

(ii) USE OF STATE SUBMITItD DATA.—
(I) IN CENERAL.—The Secretary shall use

State submitted data to make each deter-
mination under clause (i).

'(II) DISACREEMENT WITH DETERMINATION.—
If an Indian tribe or tribal organization dis-
agrees with State submitted data described
under subclause (I). the Indian tribe or tribal
organization may submit to the Secretary
such additional information as may be rel-
evant to making the determination under
clause (i) and the Secretary may consider
such information before making such deter-
mination.

(2) GRANTS FOR INDIAN TRIBES ThAT RE-
CEIVED JOBS FUNDS.—

(A) IN CENERAL.—The Secretary shall pay
to each eligible Indian tribe for each of fiscal
years 1996. 1997. 1998. 1999. and 2000 a grant in
an amount equal to the amount received by
the Indian tribe in fiscal year 1994 under sec-
tion 482(i) (as in effect during fiscal year
1994).

(B) ELICIBLE INDIAN TRIBE—For purposes
of subparagraph (A). the term 'eligible In-
dian tribe means an Indian tribe or Alaska
Native organization that conducted ajob op-
portunities and basic skills training program
in fiscal year 1995 under section 482(i) (as in
effect during fiscal year 1995).

(C) USE OF CRANT.—Each Indian tribe to
which a grant is made under this paragraph
shall use the grant for the purpose of operat-
ing a program to make work activities avail-
able to members of the Indian tribe.

(D) APPROPRIATION—Out of any money in
the Treasury of the United States not other-
wise appropriated, there are appropriated
$7,638,474 for each fiscal year specified in sub-
paragraph (A) for grants under subparagraph
(A).

(b) 3-YEAR TRIBAL FAMILY ASSISTANCE
PLAN.—

(I) IN CENER.AL.—Any Indian tribe that de-
sires to receive a tribal family assistance
grant shall submit to the Secretary a 3-year
tribal family assistance plan that—

"(A) outlines the Indian tribe's approach
to providing welfare-related services for the
3-year period, consistent with this section:

"(B) specifies whether the welfare-related
services provided under the plan will be pro-
vided by the Indian tribe or through agree-
ments, contracts, or compacts with inter-
tribal consortia. States, or other entities:

(C) identifies the population and service
area or areas to be served by such plan;

(D) provides that a family receiving as-
sistance under the plan may not receive du-
plicative assistance from other State or trib-
al programs funded under this part:

(E) identifies the employment opportuni-
ties in or near the service area or areas of
the Indian tribe and the manner in which the
Indian tribe will cooperate and participate in
enhancing such opportunities for recipients
of assistance under the plan consistent with
any applicable State standards: and

"(F) applies the fiscal accountability pro-
visions of section 5(0(1) of the Indian Self-
Determination and Education Assistance Act
(25 U.S.C. 450c(f)(l)), relating to the submis-
sion of a single-agency audit report required
by chapter 75 of title 31, United States Code.

(2) APPROVAL—The Secretary shall ap-
prove each tribal family assistance plan sub-
mitted in accordance with paragraph (I).

(3) CONSOR1IUM OF 7RISES.—Noth.ing in
this section shall preclude the development
and submission of a single tribal family as-
sistance plan by the participating Indian
tribes of an intertribaj consortium.

(c) MINIMUM WORK PARTICIPATION RE-
QUIREMENTS AND Ti LIMITS—The Sec-
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retary, with the participation of Indian
tribes. shall establish for each Indian tribe
receiving a grant under this section mini-
mum work participation requirements, ap-
propriate time limits for receipt of welfare-
related services under the grant. and pen-
alties against individuals—

(I) consistent with the purposes of this
section:

"(2) consistent with the economic condi-
tions and resources available to each tribe:
and

(3) similar to comparable provisions in
section 407(d).

(d) ERcENCY ASSISTANCE—Nothing in
this section shall preclude an Indian tribe
from seeking emergency assistance from any
Federal loan program or emergency fund.

(e) ACCOUNTABIUTY.—Nothing in this sec-
tion shall be construed to limit the ability of
the Secretary to maintain program funding
accountability consistent with—

(I) generally accepted accounting prin-
ciples: and

"(2) the requirements of the Indian Self-
Determination and Education Assistance Act
(25 U.S.C. 450 et seq.).

'(f) PENALTIES—Subsections (a)(4), (b).
and (e) of section 409 shall apply to an Indian
tribe with an approved tribal assistance plan
in the same manner as such subsections
apply to a State.

"(g) DATA COLLECTION AND REPOrINC.—
Section 411 shall apply to an Indian tribe
with an approved tribal family assistance
plan.

(h) SPECIAL. RULE FOR INDIAN TRIBES IN
ALASKA.-

(I) IN CENERAL.—Notwithstanding any
other provision of this section, and except as
provided in paragraph (2). an Indian tribe in
the State of Alaska that receives a tribal
family assistance grant under this section
shall use the grant to operate a program in
accordance with requirements comparable to
the requirements applicable to the program
of the State of Alaska funded under this
part. Comparability of programs shall be es-
tablished on the basis of program criteria de-
veloped by the Secretary in consultation
with the State of Alaska and such Lidian
tribes.

(2) WAIVER—An Indian tribe described in
paragraph (I) may apply to the appropriate
State authority to receive a waiver of tne re-
quirement of paragraph (I).
SEC. 413. RESEARCH. EVALUATIONS. AND NA-

TIONAL STUDIES.
(a) RESEARCH—The Secretary shall con-

duct research on the benefits. effects, and
costs of operating different State programs
funded under this part. including time limits

\relating to eligibility for assistance. Tne re-
search shall include studies on the effects of
different programs and the operation of such
programs on welfare dependency. iiiegit-
imacy. teen pregnancy. employment rats,
child well-being, and any other area the Sec-
retary deems appropriate. The Secretary
shall also conduct research on the costs and
benefits of State activities under section 409.

(b) DEVELOPMEWr ANt) EVALUATION O IN-
NOVATIVE APPROACHES TO REDUCINC WEL-
FARE DEPENDENCY AND INCREASINC CHUD
WELL-BNc.—

"(I) IN CENERAL.—The Secretary may as-
sist States in developing, and shall evaluate,
innovative approaches for reducing welfare
dependency and increasing the well-being of
minor children living at home with respect
to recipients of assistance under programs
funded under this part. The Secretary may
provide funds for training and technical as-
sistance to carry Out the approaches devel-
oped pursuant to this paragraph.

(2) EVALUATIONS—In per-forming the e'al-
uations under paragraph (1), the Secretary
shall, to the maximum extent feasible. use
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random assignment as an evaluation meth-
odology.

"(c) DISSEMJNAT7ON OF INPQRMATION—The
Secretary shall develop innovative methods
of disseminating information on any re-
search. evaluations, and studies conducted
under this section. including the facilitation
of the sharing of information and best p1-ac-
tices among States and localities through
the use of computers and other technologies.

(d) ANNUAL RANKINC OF STATES AND RE-
ViEW OF MOST AND LEAST SUCCESSFUL WORK
PROCRAMS.—

(I) ANNUAL RANKINC OF STATES—The Sec-
retary shall rank annually the States to
which grants are paid under section 403 in
the order of their success in placing recipi-
ents of assistance under the State program
funded under this part into long-term pri-
vate sectorjobs, reducing the overall welfare
caseload, and, when a practicable method for
calculating this information becomes avail-
able, diverting individuals from formally ap-
plying to the State program and receiving
assistance. In ranking States under this sub-
section, the Secretary shall take into ac-
count the average number of minor children
living at home in families in the State that
have incomes below the poverty line and the
amount of funding provided each State for
such families.

(2) ANNUAL REVIEW OF MOST AND LEAST
SUCCESSFUL. WORK PROCRfi,J5.—The Secretary
shall review the programs of the 3 States
most recently ranked highest under para-
graph (I) and the 3 States most recently
ranked lowest under paragraph (1) that pro-
vide parents with work experience, assist-
ance in finding employment, and other work
preparation activities and support services
to enable the families of such parents to
leave the program and become self-suffi-
cient.

(e) ANNUAL RANKINC OF STATES AN]) RE-
VIEW OF ISSUES RELATINC 10 OUT-OF-WED-
LOCK Bnns.—

(I) ANNUAL RANKINC OF STATES.—
(A) IN CENERfi.L.—The Secretary shall an-nually rank States to which grants are made

under section 403 based on the following
ranking factors:

(i) ABSOLUTE OUT-OF-WEDLOCK RATIOS.—
The ratio represented by—

"(I) the total number of out-of-wedlock
births in families receiving assistance under
the State program under this part in the
State for the most recent fiscal year for
which information is available: over

"(II) the total number of births in families
receiving assistance under the State pro-
gram under this part in the State for such
year.

"(ii) N'r CHANCES IN TIlE OUT-OF-WEDLOCK
RATIO—The difference between the ratio de-
scribed in subparagraph (A) (i) with respect
to a State for the most recent fiscal year for
which such information is available and the
ratio with respect to the State for the inune-
diately preceding year.

(2) ANNuAL REVIEW—The Secretary shall
review the programs of the 5 States most re-
cently ranked highest under paragraph (1)
and the 5 States most recently ranked the
lowest under paragraph (1).

(f) STATE-INTI-IATED EVALUATIONS._.AState shall be eligible to receive funding to
evaluate the State program funded underthis part if—

"(I) the State submits a proposal to the
Secretary for the evaluation:

"(2) the Secretary determines that the de-
sign and approach of the evaiuatJon is rigor-
ous and is likely to yield'information that is
credible and will be useful to other States;
and

(3) unless otherwise waived by the Sec.
retary. the State contributes to the cost of
the evaluation, from non-Federal sources, an

amount equal to at least 10 percent of the
cost of the evaluation.

(g) FUNDING OF STuDIES AND DEMONSTRA-
TIONS,—

(I) IN CENERAL..—Out of any money in the
Treasury of the United States not otherwise
appropriated, there are appropriated
S15.000.000 for each fiscal year spedfied in
section 403(a)(l) for the purpose of paying—

(A) the cost of conducting the research
descnbed in subsection (a):

(B) the cost of developing and evaluating
innovative approaches for reducing welfare
dependency and increasing the well-being of
minor children under subsection (b):

(C) the Federal share of any State-initi-
ated study approved under subsection (t); and

"(D) an amount determined by the Sec-
retary to be necessary to operate and evalu-
ate demonstration projects. relating to this
part, that are in effect or approved under
section 1115 as of September 30. 1995. and are
continued after such date.

(2) ALLOCATION—Of the amount appro-
priated under paragraph (I) for a fiscal
year—

(A) 50 percent shall be allocated for the
purposes described in subparagraphs (A) and
(B) of paragraph (I). and

(B) 50 percent shall be allocated for the
purposes described in subparagraphs (C) and
(D) of paragraph (I).
SEC. 414. STUDY BY THE CENSUS BUREAU.
"(a) IN GENR-L.—The Bureau of the Cen-

sus shall expand the Survey of Income and
Program Participation as necessary to ob-
tain such information as will enable inter-
ested persons to evaluate the impact of the
amendments made by title I of the Biparti-
san Welfare Reform Act of 1996 on a random
national sample of recipients of assistance
under State programs funded under this part
and (as appropriate) other low income fami.
lies, and in doing so. shall pay particular at-
tention to the issues of out'of-wed lock birth.
welfare dependency. the beginning and end of
welfare spells, and the causes of repeat wel-
fare spells.

(b) APPROPRIATION_Out of any money in
the Treasury of the United States not other-
wise appropriated, there are appropriated
$10,000,000 for each of fiscal years 1996, 1997.
1998. 1999. 2000. 2001. and 2002 for payment to
the Bureau of the Census to carry Out sub-
section (a).
SEC. 415. WAIVERS.

(a) CONTINUATION OF WA1vS.—
(I) WAIVERS IN EFFECT ON DATE OF ENACT-

rN"r OF WELFARE REFORM—Except as pro-
vided in paragraph (3), if any waiver granted
to a State under section 1115 or otherwise
which relates to the provision of assistance
under a State plan under this part (as in ef-
fect on September 30. 1995) is in effect as of
the date of the enactment of the Bipartisan
Welfare Reform Act of 1995, the amendmenis
made by such Act shall not apply with re-
spect to the State before the expiration (de-
termined without regard to any extensions)
of the waiver to the extent such amendments
are inconsistent with the waiver,

(2) WAIRS CRANTED SUBSEQIJNrLY.—Ex-
cept as provided in paragraph (3). if any
waiver granted to a State under section 1115
or otherwise which relates to the provision
of assistance under a State plan under this
part (as in effect on September 30. 1995) is
submitted to the Secretary before the date of
the enactment of the Bipartisan Welfare Re-
form Act of 1996 and approved by the Sec-
retary before the effective date of this title.
and the State demonstrates to the satisfac-
tion of the Secretary that the waiver will
not result in Federal expenditures under
title IV of this Act (as in effect without re-
gard to the amendments made by the Bipar-
tisan Welfare Reform Act of 1996) that are
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greater than would occur in the absence of
the waiver, such amendments shall not apply
with respect to the State before the ex'pira-
tion (determined without regard to any ex-
tensions) of the waiver to the extent such
amendments are inconsistent with the waiv.
ér.

(3) FINANcNC LII TATION—Not ithstand-
ing any other provision of law. beginning
with fiscal year 1996. a State operating under
a waiver described in paragraph (1) shail be
entitled to payment under section 403 for the
fiscal year. in lieu of any other payment pro-
vided for in the waiver.

(b) STATE OPTION To TERMINATE WAIV-
ER.-

(I) IN CENERAL.—A State may terminate a
waiver described in subsection (a) before the
expiration of the waiver.

(2) REPORT—A State which terminates a
waiver under paragraph (I) shaU submit a re-
port to the Secretary summarizing the waiv-
er and any available information concerning
the result or effect of the waiver.

"(3) HOLD HARMLESS PROVISION.—
(A) IN CENERAL—Notwithstanding any

other provision of law, a State that, not
later than the date described in subpara-
graph (B). submits a written request to ter-
minate a waiver described in subsection (a)
shall be held harmless for accrued cost neu-
trality liabilities incurred under the waiver.

(B) DATE DESCRIBED—The date described
in this subparagraph is the later of—

'(i) January I, 1996: or
'(ii) 90 days following the adjournment of

the first regular session of the State legsla-
ture that begins after the date of the enact-
ment of the Bipartisan Welfare Reform Act
of 1996.

(c) SEcR rARL&L ENCOURACE1r1- OF CUR-Rr WAIVERS—The Secretary shail encour-
age any State operating a waiver described
in subsection (a) to continue the waiver and
to evaluate, using random sampling and
other characteristics of accepted scientific
evaiuations, the result or effect of the waiv-
er.

"(d) CONTINUATION OF INOIVDUAL WAIV-
ERS—A State may elect to continue I or
more individual waivers described in sub-
section (a).
SEC. 416. ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR FAM1LY

SUPPORT.
'The programs under this part and part D

shall be administered by an Assistant Sec-
retary for Family Support within the De-
partment of Heaith and Human Services.
who shail be appointed by the President. by
and with the advice and consent of the Sen-
ate, and who shall be in addition to any
other Assistant Secretary of Health and
Human Services provided for by law.
SEC. 41?. DEFINITIONS.
"As used in this part:

(1) ADULT.—The term 'adult' means an in-
dividual who is not a minor child.

(2) MINOR C}CIL,D.—The term 'minor child
means an individuaj who—

(A) has not attained 18 years of age: or
(B) has not attained 19 years of age and is

a full-time student in a secondary school (or
in the equivalent level of vocationai or tech-
nical training).

"(3) FISCiL YEAR.—The term 'fiscai year'
means any 12-month period ending on Sep.
tember 30 of a calendar year.

"(4) INOLv', INDIAN TRIBE, AND TRIBAL ORCA-
NIZATION,—

"(A) IN CENERAL.—Except as provided in
subparagraph (B), the terms 'Indian'. 'Indian
tribe', and 'tribal organization have the
meaning given such terms by section 4 of the
Indian Self-Determination and Education
Assistance Act (25 U.S.C. 450b).

(B) SPECIAL. RULE FOR INDIAN TRIBES IN
ALASKA—The term Indian tribe' means,
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with respect to the State of Alaska, only the
Metlakatla indian Community of the An-
nette islands Reserve and the following Alas-
ka Native regional nonprofit corporations:

(i) Arctic Slope Native Association.
'(ii) Kawerak. inc.
"(iii) Maniilaq Association.
'(iv) Association of Village Council Presi-

dents.
"(v) Tanana Chiefs Conference.
"(vi) Cook inlet Tribal Council,
"(vii) Bristol Bay Native Association.

(viii) Aleutian and Pribilof Island Asso-
ciation.

'(ix) Chugachmuit.
"(x) Tlingit Haida Central Council.

(xi) Kodiak Area Native Association.
"(xii) Copper River Native Association.

(5) STATE—EXcept as otherwise specifi-
cally provided, the term State' means the 50
States of the United States, the District of
Columbia. the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico. the United States Virgin islands,
Guam, and American Samoa.".
SEC. 104. SERVICES PROVIDED BY CHARITABLE.

RELIGIOUS, OR PRIVATE ORGANIZA-
TIONS.

(a) iN GENER.—
(1) STATE OPTIONS—A State may—
(A) administer and provide services under

the programs described in subparagraphs (A)
and (B) (i) of paragraph (2) through contracts
with charitable, religious, or private organi-
zations; and

(B) provide beneficiaries of assistance
under the programs described in subpara-
graphs (A) and (B)(ii) of paragraph (2) with
certificates, vouchers, or other forms of dis-
bursement which are redeemable with such
organizations.

(2) PROGRAMS DESCRIBED—The programs
described in this paragraph are the following
programs:

(A) A State program funded under part A
of title IV of the Social Security Act (as
amended by section 103 of this Act).

(B) Any other program established or
modified under title I. H. or VI of this Act,
that—

(i) permits contracts with organizations; or
(ii) permits certificates, voucher's, or other

forms of disbursement to be provided to
beneficiaries, as a means of providing assist-
ance.

(b) RucIouS ORCANIZATIONS.—The pur-
pose of this section is to allow States to con-
tract with religious organizations, or to
ailow religious organizations to accept cer-
tificates, vouchers, or other forms of dis-
bursement under any program described in
subsection (a)(2). on the same basis as any
other nongovernmental provider without im-
pairing the religious character of such orga-
nizations, and without diminishing the reli-
gious freedom of beneficiaries of assistance
funded under such program.

(c) NONDISCRIMINATION AGAINST REIJGIOU5
ORGA.NILAnONS.—In the event a State exer-
cises its authority under subsection (a). reli-
gious organizations are eiigible. on the same
basis as any other private organization, as
contractors to provide assistance, or to ac-
cept certificates, voucher's, or other forms of
disbursement, under any program described
in subsection (a) (2) so long as the programs
are implemented consistent with the Estab-
lishment Clause of the United States Con-
stitution. Except as provided in subsection
(k), neither the Federai Government nor a
State receiving funds under such programs
shall discriminate against an organization
which is or applies to be a contractor to pro-
vide assistance, or which accepts certifi-
cates. vouchers, or other forms of disburse-
ment, on the basis that the organization has
a religious character,

(d) iELIcIoUS Ci cr r FREEIOM.—
(I) RELIGIOUS ORGANIZAflONS,—A reiigious

organization with a contract described in
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subsection (a)(l)(A), or which accepts certifi-
cates, vou or other forms of disburse-
ment under subsection (a)(l)(B). shall retain
its independence from Federal, State. and
local governments, including such organiza-
tion's control over the definition, develop-
ment. practice, and expression of its reli-
gious beliefs,

(2) ADDmoL SAFEGUARDS—Neither the
Federal Government nor a State shall re-
quire a religious organization to—

(A) alter its form of internal governance:
or

(B) remove religious art. icons, scripture.
or other symbols;
in order to be eligible to contract to provide
assistance, or to accept certificates, vouch-
ers, or other forms of disbursement, funded
under a program described in subsection
(a)(2).

(e) RJGh"rS OF BENECIARIES OF ASSIST-
ANcL-

(1) IN GEAL..—If an individual described
in paragraph (Z) has an objection to the reli-
gious charazer of the organization or insti-
tution from which the individual receives. or
would receive, assistance funded under any
program described in subsection (a)(2), the
State in which the individual resides shall
provide such individual (if otherwise eligible
for such assistance) within a reasonable pe-
riod of time after the date of such objection
with assistance from an alternative provider
that is accessible to the individual and the
value of which is not less than the value of
the assistance which the individual would
have received from such organization.

(2) INDIVIDUAL DESCRIBED—An individual
described in this paragraph is an individuai
who receives, applies for. or requests to
apply for. assistance under a program de-
scribed in subsection (a) (2).

(f) ELo'wr PRACTICES—A religious
organization's exemption provided under sec-
tion 702 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42
U.S.C. 2000e-la) regarding employment prac-
tices shall not be affected by its participa-
tion in, or receipt of funds from. programs
described in subsection (a)(2).

(g) NODSCRIMIN'AnON AGAINST BENE-
FICIARXES.—Except as otherwise provided in
law. a religious organization shall not dis-
criminate against an individual in regard to
rendering assistance funded under any pro-
gram described in subsection (a)(2) on the
basis of religion, a religious belief. or refusal
to actively participate in a religious prac-
tice,

(h) FISCAL ACC0UNrABII_rr'y.—
(1) IN GRAL.—Except as provided in

paragraph (2). any religious organization
contracting to provide assistance funded
under any program described in subsection
(a)(2) shall be subject to the same regula-
tions as other contractors to account in ac-
cord with generaily accepted auditing prin-
ciples for the use of such funds provided
under such programs.

(2) LIMIT AUDIT.—If such organization
segregates Federal funds provided under such
programs into separate accounts. then only
the financial assistance provided with suth
funds shall be subject to audit,

(i) COMPLLANCE.—Any party which seeks to
enforce its rights under this section may as-
sert a civil action for injunctive relief exclu-
siveiy in an appropriate State court against
the entity or agency that aliegediy commits
such iolation,

U) LiMITATIONS ON USE OF FUNDS FOR C-
TAIN PURPOSES,—No funds provided directly
to institutions or organizations to provide
services and administer programs under sub-
section (a)(1)(A) shaii be expended for sectar-
ian worship. instruction, or proselytization.

(k) PREEMPTION—Nothing in this section
shall be construed to preempt any provision
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of a State constitution or State statute that
prohibits or restricts the expenditure of
State funds in or by religious organizations.
SEC. 105, CENSUS DATA ON GRANDPARENTS AS

PRIMARY CARECIVERS FOR ThEIR
GRANDCHILDREN,

(a) IN GENER..L,—Not later than 90 days
after the date of the enactment of this Act.
the Secretary of Commerce. in carrying Out
section 141 of title 13. United States Code.
shall expand the data coilection efforts of
the Bureau of the Census (in this section re-
feri-ed to as the "Bureau") to enable the Bu-
reau to collect statisticaily significant data.
in connection with its decennial census and
its mid-decade census. concerning the grow-
ing trend of grandparents who are the pri-
mary caregivers for their grandchildren.

(b) EXPANDED CENSUS QUESflON.—In carry-
ing out subsection (a). the Secretary of Com-
merce shall expand the Bureau's census ques-
tion that details households which include
both grandparents and their grandchildren.
The expanded question shah be formulated
to distinguish between the following house-
holds:

(I) A household in which a grandparent
temporarily provides a home for a grand-
child for a period of weeks or months during
periods of parental distress,

(2) A household in which a grandparent
provides a home for a grandchild and serves
as the primary caregiver for the grandchild.
SEC. 106. REPORT ON DATA PROCESSING.

(a) iN GE I1..—Withjn 6 months after the
date of the enacnrient of this Act, the Sec-
retary of Health and Human Services shall
prepare and submit to the Congress a report
on—

(I) the status of the automated data proc-
essing systems operated by the States to as-
sist management in the administration of
State programs under part A of ntle IV of
the Social Security Act (whether in effect
before or after October 1, 1995): and

(2) what would be required to establish a
system capabie of—

(A) tracking participants in public pro-
grams over time: and

(B) checking case records of the States to
determine whether individuals are partici-
pating in public programs of 2 or more
States,

(b) PREFERRED CONTENTS—The report re-
quired by subsection (a) shouid include—

(I) a plan for building on the automated
data processing systems of the Stazes to es-
tablish a system with the capabilities de-
scribed in subsection (a) (2): and

(2) an estimate of the amount of time re-
quired to establish such a system and of the
cost of establishing such a system.
SEC. 107. STUDY ON ALTERNATiVE OUTCOMES

MEASURES.
(a) STUDY.—The Secretary shall, in co-

operation with the States. study and analyze
outcomes measures for evaluating the suc-
cess of the States in moving individuals out
of the welfare system through employment
as an alternative to the minimum Participa-
tion rates described in section 407 of the So-
cial Security Act. The study shall include a
determination as to whether such alter-
native outcomes measures should be appiied
on a nationai or a State-by-State basis and a
preliminary assessment of the effects of sec-
tion 409(a)(5)(C) of such Act.

(b) REPORT.—Not later than September 30.
1998. the Secretary shah submit to the Com-
mittee on Finance of the Senate and the
Committee on Ways and Means of the House
of Representatives a report containing the
findings of the study required by subsection
(a).
SEC. 108. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO ThE

SOCIAL SECURY ACT
(a) AMENDMENTS TO TITLE II.—
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(1) Section 205(c)(2)(C)(vj) (42 U.S.C.

405(c) (2) (C) (vi)) as so redesignated by section
321(a)(9)(B) of the Social Security Independ-
ence and Program improvements Act of 1994.
is amended—

(A) by inserting 'an agency administering
a program funded under part A of title IV
or" before "an agency operating": and

(B) by striking •A or D of title IV of this
Act" and inserting 'D of such titie'.

(2) Section 228(d)(l) (42 U.S.C. 428(d)(l)) is
amended by inserting under a State pro-
gram funded under" before 'part A of title
Iv..,

(b) A! NDMENT TO PART B OF TITLE IV.—
Section 422(b)(2) (42 U.S.C. 622(b)(2)) is
amended by striking 'under the State plan
approved' and inserting 'under the State
program funded.".

(c) AENDrrrs TO PART D OF TrTLE IV,—
(1) Section 451 (42 U.S.C. 651) is amended by

striking 'aid" and inserting assistance
under a State program funded

(2) Section 452(a) (10) (C) (42 U.S.C.
652 (a) (10) (C)) is amended—

(A) by striking "aid to families with de-
pendent children" and inserting 'assistance
under a State program funded under part A":

(B) by striking such aid" and inserting
"such assistance': and

(C) by striking 'under section 402(a)(26)
or" and inserting 'pursuant to section
408(a) (4) or under section".

(3) Section 452(a)(l0)(F) (32 U.S.C.
652(a)(lO)(F)) is amended—

(A) by striking "aid under a State plan ap-
proved' and inserting assistance under a
State program funded": and

(B) by striking "in accordance with the
standards referred to in section
402(a)(26)(B)(ijy' and inserting "by the
State".

(4) Section 452(b) (42 U.S.C. 652(b)) is
amended in the first sentence by striking
'aid under the State plan approved under
part A' and inserting ' assistance under the
State program funded under part A".

(5) Section 452(d)(3)(B)(i) (42 U5.C.
652(d)(3)(B)(i)) is amended by striking
"1115(c)" and inserting "1115(b)".

(6) Section 452(g)(2)(A)(ii)(I) (42 U.S.C.652(.g)(2)(A)(ij))) is amended by striking
"aid is being paid under the States plan ap-
proved under part A or E' and inserting as-
sistance is being provided under the State
program funded under part A.

(7) Section 452(g) (2) (A) (42 U.S.C.
652(g) (2) (A)) is amended in the matter follow-
ing clause (iii) by striking 'aid was being
paid under the State's plan approved under
part A or E' and inserting "assstance was
bemg provided under the State program
funded under part A'.

(8) Section 452(.g)(2) (42 USC. 652(g)(2)) is
amended in the matter following subpara-
graph (B)—

(A) by striking 'who is a dependent child"
and inserting 'with respect to whom assist-
ance is being provided under the State pro-
gram funded under part A";

(B) by inserting by the State agency ad-
ministering the State plan approved under
this part" after 'found": and

(C) by striking under section 402(a)(26)"
and inserting 'with the State in establishing
paternity".

(9) Section 452(h) (42 USC. 652(h)) is
amended by striking under section
402(a)(26)' and inserting "pursuant to sec-
tion 408(a) (4)".

(10) Section 453(c)(3) (42 U.S.C. 653(c)(3)) is
amended by striking "aid under part A of
this title" and inserting 'assistance under a
State program funded under part A".

(11) Section 454(5)(A) (42 U.S.C. 654(5)(A)) is
amended—

(A) by striking 'under section 402(a)(26)'
and inserting "pursuant to section 408(a) (4)":
and

(B) by striking ': except that this para-
graph shall not apply to such payments for
any month following the first month in
which the amount collected is sufficient to
make such family ineligible for assistance
under the State plan approved under part
A:" and inserting a comma.

(12) Section 454 (6) (D) (42 U.S.C. 654 (6) (D)) is
amended by striking "aid under a State plan
approved' and inserting "assistance under a
State program funded".

(13) Section 456(a)(1) (42 U.S.C. 656(a)(l)) is
amended by striking 'under section
402 (a) (26)

(14) Section 466(a)(3)(B) (42 U.S.C.
666(a)(3)(B)) is amended by striking
"402(a)(26)' and inserting "408(a)(4y.

(15) Section 466(b)(2) (42 U.S.C. 666(b)(2)) is
amended by striking 'aid" and inserting
"assistance under a State program funded".

(16) Section 469(a) (42 U.S.C. 669(a)) is
amended—

(A) by striking "aid under plans approved
and insei-ting assistance under State pro-
grams funded": and

(B) by striking "such aid' and inserting —
such assistance".

(d) AMEThTO PART E OE TrrLE IV.—
(1) Section 470 (42 U.S.C. 670) is amended—
(A) by sthking 'would be' and inserting

"would have been": and
(B) by inserting "(as such plan was in ef-

fect on March 1, 1996)" after "part A'.
(2) Section 471(17) (42 U.S.C. 671(17)) is

amended by striking "plans approved under
parts A and D' and inserting "program fund-
ed under part A and plan approved under
part D'.

(3) Section 472(a) (42 U.S.C. 672(a)) is
amended—

(A) ir the matter preceding paragraph (1)—
(i) by strilun would meet" and inserting

"would have met";
(ii) by inserting "(as such sections were in

effect on June 1. 1995)" after "407"; and
(iii) by inserting "(as so in effect)" after

"406(a)"; and
(B) in paragraph (4)—
(i) in subparagraph (A)—
(I) by inserting "would have" after '(A)";

and
(II) by inserting "(as in effect on June 1.

l995)' after"section4o2": and
(ii) in subparagraph (B)(ii). by inserting

"(as in effect on June 1. 1995)" after 406(a)".
(4) Section 472(h) (42 U5.C. 672(h)) is

amended to read as follows:
'(h)(l) For purposes of title XIX, any child

with respect to whom foster care mainte-
nance payments are made under this section
shall be deemed to be a dependent child as
defined in section 406 (as in effect as of June
1, 1995) and shall be deemed to be a recipient
of aid to families with dependent children
under part A of this title (as so in effect).
For purposes of title XX, any child with re-
spect to whom foster care maintenance pay-
ments are made under this section shall be
deemed to be a minor child in a needy family
under a State program funded under part A
and shall be deemed to be a recipient of as-
sistance under such part.

(2) For purposes of paragraph (1), a child
whose costs in a foster family home or child
care institution are covered by the foster
care maintenance payments being made with
respect to the child's minor parent, as pro-
vided in section 475(4)(B). shall be considered
a child with respect to whom foster care
maintenance payments are made under this
section.".

(5) Section 473(a)(2) (42 U.S.C. 673(a)(2)) is
amended—

(A) in subparagraph (A)(i)—
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(i) by inserting (as such Sections were in

effect on June I. 1995)' after '407:
(ii) by inserting '(as so in effect)" after

'specified in section 406(a)': and
(iii) by inserting (as such section was in

effect on June 1. 1995)" after "403":
(B) in subparagraph (B)W—
(i) by inserting would have' after
(B)(i)": and
(ii) by inserting '(as in effect on June 1.

1995)" after 'section 402': and
(C) in subparagraph (B)(ii)(II). by inserting

'(as in effect on June 1. l995)" after "406(a)'.
(6) Section 473(b) (42 U.S.C. 673(b)) is

amended to read as follows:
(b) (1) For purposes of title XIX. any child

who is described in paragraph (3) shall be
deemed to be a dependent child as defined in
section 406 (as in effect as of June 1. 1995) and
shall be deemed to be a recipient of aid to
families with dependent children under part
A of this title (as so in effect) in the State
where such child resides.

(2) For purposes of title XX, any child
who is described in paragraph (3) shall be
deemed to be a minor child in a needy family
under a State program funded under part A
and shall be deemed to be a recipient of as-
sistance under such part.

"(3) A child described in this paragraph is
any child—.

'(A)(i) who is a child described in sub-
section (a)(2), and

'(ii) with respect to whom an adoption as-
sistance agreement is in effect under this
section (whether or nor adoption assistance
payments are provided under the agreement
or are being made under this section). in-
cluding any such child who has been placed
for adoption in accordance with applicable
State and local law (whether or not an inter-
locutory or otherjudicial decree of adoption
has been issued), or

(B) with respect to whom foster care
maintenance payments are being made under
section 472.

(4) For purposes of paragraphs (1) and (2).
a child whose costs in a foster family home
or child-care institution are covered by the
foster care maintenance payments being
made with respect to the child's minor par-
ent, as provided in section 475(4) (B), shall be
considered a child with respect to whom fos-
ter care maintenance payments are being
made under section 472.".

(e) REPE OF PARr F OF TITLE 1V—Paj-t F
of title IV (42 USC. 681—687) is repealed.

(f) AMENDMENT TO TrFLE X.—Section
1002(a)(7) (42 U.S.C. 1202(a)(7)) is amended by
striking 'aid to families with dependent
children under the State plan approved
under section 402 of this Act" and inserting
1assistance under a State program funded
under part A of title 1V

(g) AMENDMENrS TO TrFLE XI—
(1) Section 1108 (42 USC. 1308) is amend-

ed—
(A) by redesignating subsection (c) as sub-

section (g):
(B) by striking all that precedes subsection

(c) and inserting the following:
SEC. 1108. ADDITIONAL GRANTS TO PUERTO

RICO. THE VIRGIN ISLANDS, GUAM.
AND AMERICAN SAMOA LIMITATION
ON TOTAL PAYMENTS.

(a) LJMITAflON ON Tor PAYMENTS TO
EACH TERRITORY_Notwithstanding any
other provision of this Act, the total amount
certified by the Secretary of Health and
Human Services under titles I. X, XIV, and
XVI, under parts A and B of title IV. and
under subsection (b) of this section, for pay-
ment to any territory for a fiscal year shall
not exceed the ceiling amount for the tern-
tory for the fiscal year.

(b) ENrnr,-TO MATCI-ONC Gitwr.—
(1) IN CENERAL.—Each terntory shall be

entitled to receive from the Secretary for
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each fiscal year a grant in an amount equal
to 75 percent of the amount (if any) by
which—

(A) the total expenditures of the territory
during the fiscal year under the territory
programs funded under parts A and B of title
IV; exceeds

•'(B) the sum of—
(i) the total amount required to be paid to

the territory (other than with respect to
child care) under former section 403 (as in ef-
fect on September 30. 1995) for fiscal year
1995. which shall be determined by applying
subparagraphs (C) and (D) of section 403(a)(1)
to the territory:

(ii) the total amount required to be paid
to the territory under former section 434 (as
so in effect) for fiscal year 1995: and

(iii) the total amount expended by the
territory during fiscal year 1995 pursuant to
parts A. B. and F of title IV (as so in effect).
other than for child care.

(2) USE OF GRANT—Any territory to which
a grant is made under paragraph (I) may ex-
pend the amount under any program oper-
ated or funded under any provision of law
specified in subsection (a).

(c) DE1NITIONS.—AS used in this section:
(1) TERRITORY—The term 'territory'

means Fuel-to Rico. the Virgir- Islands.
Guam. and American Samoa.

(2) CuNc AMOI.JNr.—The term ceiling
amount' means, with respect to a territory
and a fiscal year. the mandatory ceiling
amount with respect to the territory plus
the discretionary ceiling amount with re-
spect to the territory, reduced for the fiscal
year in accordance with subsection U).

(3) MANDATORY CEILING AMOUNT—The
term 'mandatory ceilmg amount' means—

(A) S105.538.000 with respect to Puerto
Rico;

(B) $4.902.000 with respect to Guam;
(C) $3.742.000 with respect to the Virgin Is-

lands: and
"(D) S1.122.000 with respect to American

Samoa.
(4) DISCRETiONARY CEILING AMOuNr.—The

term 'discretionary ceiling amount' means.
with respect to a territory and a fiscal year.
the total amount appropriated pursuant to
subsection (d)(3) for the fiscal year for pay-
ment to the territory.

(5) ToTAL AMOUNT EXPENDED BY THE TER-
RITORY—The term total amount expended
by the territory'—

(A) does not include expenditures during
the fiscal year from amounts made available
by the Federal Government: and

(B) when used with respect to fiscal year
1995. also does not include—

(i) expenditures during fiscal year 1995
under subsection (g) or (i) of section 402 (as
in effect on September 30. 1995); or

(ii) any expenditures during fiscal year
1995 for which the territory (but for section
1108. as in effect on September 30. 1995) would
have received reimbursement from the Fed-
eral Government.

(d) DISCRETIONARY GRANTS.—
"(1) IN GENERAL—The Secretary shall

make a grant to each territory for any fiscal
year in the amount appropriated pursuant to
paragraph (3) for the fiscal year for payment
to the territory.

(2) USE OF GRANT—Any territory to which
a grant is made under paragraph (1) may ex-
pend the amount under any program oper-
ated or funded under any provision of law
specified in subsection (a).

(3) LIMITATION ON A1.JTHORIZATXON OF AP-
PROPRIATIONS—For grants under paragraph
(1). there are authorized to be appropriated
to the Secretary for each fiscal year—

"(A) S7.951,000 for payment to Puerto Rico:
"(B) S345.000 for payment to Guam;
"(C) $275.000 for payment to the Virgin Is-

lands; and
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Samoa.
(e) AW1ORrrY To TR&1SFER FUNDS

AMONG PROCRAMS.—Notwithstanding any
other provision of this Act, any territory to
which an amount is paid under any provision
of law specified in subsection (a) may use
part or all of the amount to carry Out any
program operated by the territory, or fund-
ed. under any other such provision of law.

(f) MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT—The ceiling
amount with respect to a territory shall be
reduced for a fiscal year by an amount equal
to the amount (if any) by which—

(1) the total amount expended by the ter-
ritory under all programs of the territory op-
erated pursuant to the provisions of law
specified in subsection (a) (as such provisions
were in effect for fiscal year 1995) for fiscal
year 1995: exceeds

(2) the total amount expended by the ter-
ritory under all programs of the territory
that are funded under the provisions of law
specified in subsection (a) for the fiscal year
that immediately precedes the fiscal year re-
ferred to in the matter preceding paragraph
(1).': and

(C) by striking subsections (d) and (e).
(2) Section 1109 (42 U.S.C. 1309) is amended

by striking or part A of title IV.'.
(3) Section 1115 (42 U.S.C. 1315) is amend-

ed—
(A) in subsection (a)(2)—
(i) by inserting "(A)" after '(2)":
(ii) by striking "403.";
(iii) by striking the period at the end and

inserting '. and" and
(iv) by adding at the end the following new

subparagraph:
(B) costs of such project which would not

otherwise be a permissible use of funds under
part A of title IV and which are not included
as part of the costs of projects under section
1110. shall to the extent and for the period
prescribed by the Secretary, be regarded as a
permissible use of funds under such part.":
and

(B) m subsection (c) (3). by striking "under
the program of aid to families with depend-
ent children" and inserting "part A of such
title'.

(4) Section 1116 (42 U.S.C. 1316) is amend-
ed—

(A) in each of subsections (a)(1), (b). and
(d). by striking "or part A of title IV.": and

(B) in subsection (a)(3), by striking "404.".
(5) Section 1118 (42 U.S.C. 1318) is amend-

ed—
(A) by striking '403(a).":
(B) by striking "and part A of title IV.";

and
(C) by striking '. and shall, in the case of

American Samoa. mean 75 per centum with
respect to part A of title IV".

(6) Section 1119 (42 U.S.C. 1319) is amend-
ed—

(A) by striking "or part A of title IV"; and
(B) by striking "403(a).".
(7) Section 1133(a) (42 U.S.C. 1320b—3(a)) is

amended by striking "or part A of title IV.".
(8) Section 1136 (42 U.S.C. 1320b—6) is re-

pealed.
(9) Section 1137 (42 U.S.C. 1320b—7) is

amended—
(A) in subsection (b). by striking paragraph

(1) and inserting the following:
"(1) any State program funded under part

A of title TV of this Act"; and
(B) in subsection (d)(1)(B)—
(i) by striking 'In this subsection—" and

all that follows through "(ii) in" and insert-
ing "In this subsection, rn':

(ii) by redesignating subclauses (I)' (II).
and (III) as clauses (1), (ii), and (iii); and

(iii) by moving such redesignated material
2 ems to the left.

(h) . EN'DMENT TO Tm XIV.—Section
1402(a)(7) (42 U.S.C. 1352(a)(7)) is amended by
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striking 'aid to families with dependent
children under the State plan approved
under section 402 of this Act' and inserting
"assistance under a State program funded
under part A of title IV".

(i) AKNDN-T TO TImE XVI AS IN EFFECT
WITH RESPECT TO ThE TERRITORIES—Section
1602(a)(11). as in effect without regard to the
amendment made by section 301 of the Social
Security Amendments of 1972 (42 U.S.C. 1382
note), is amended by striking "aid under the
State plan approved" and inserting 'assist-
ance under a State program funded.

(j) AM ND cr TO TITLE XVI AS IN EFFECT
WITH RESPECT TO THE STATES—Section
1611(c)(5)(A) (42 U.S.C. 1382(c)(5)(A)) is
amended to read as follows: '(A) a State pro-
gram funded under part A of title IV,'.

(k) AMN'DMEIrr TO TITLE XIX.—Section
1902(j) (42 U.S.C. 1396a(j)) is amended by
striking '1108(c)' and inserting '1108(g)".
SEC. 109. CONFORMING AMENDMENrS TO THE

FOOD STAMP ACT OF 1977 AND RE-
LATED PROVISIONS.

(a) Section 5 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977
(7 U.S.C. 2014) is amended—

(1) in the second sentence of subsection (a),
by striking "plan approved" and all that fol-
lows through title IV of the Social Security
Act" and inserting program funded under
part A of title IV of the Social Security Act
(42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.)';

(2) in subsection (d)—
(A) in paragraph (5), by striking 'assist-

ance to families with dependent children"
and inserting assistance under a State pro-
gram funded"; and

(B) by striking paragraph (13) and redesig-
nating paragraphs (14), (15), and (16) as para-
graphs (13), (14), and (15), respectively;

(3) in subsection (j). by striking 'plan ap-
proved under part A of title IV of such Act
(42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.)" and inserting 'pro-
gram funded under part A of title IV of the
Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.)": and

(4) by striking subsection (m).
(b) Section 6 of such Act (7 U.S.C. 2015) is

amended—
(1) in subsection (c)(5), by striking "the

State plan approved" and inserting "the
State program funded": and

(2) in subsection (e)(6), by striking "aid to
families with dependent children" and in-
serting "benefits under a State program
funded".

(c) Section 16(g)(4) of such Act (7 U.S.C.
2025(g)(4)) is amended by sthking 'State
plans under the Aid to Families with De-
pendent Children Program under" and in-
serting "State programs funded under part A
of'.

(d) Section 17 of such Act (7 U.S.C. 2026) is
amended—

(1) in the first sentence of subsection
(b)(1)(A), by striking 'to aid to families with
dependent children under part A of title IV
of the Social Security Act' and inserting or
are receiving assistance under a State pro-
gram funded under part A of title IV of the
Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.)";
and

(2) in subsection (b)(3). by adding at the
end the following new subparagraph:

(I) The Secretary may not grant a waiver
under this paragraph on or after October 1,
1995. Any reference in this paragraph to a
provision of title TV of the Social Security
Act shall be deemed to be a reference to such
provision as in effect on September 30, 1995.";

(e) Section 20 of such Act (7 U.S.C. 2029) is
amended—

(1) in subsection (a)(2)(B) by striking "op-
erating—' and all that follows through "(ii)
any other" and inserting 'operating any";
and

(2) in subsection (b)—
(A) in paragraph (1)—
(i) by striking '(b)(I) A household" and in-

serting '(b) A household"; and
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(ii) in subparagraph (B), by striking "train-

ing program" and inserting "activity";
(B) by striking paragraph (2): and
(C) by redesignating subparagraphs (A)

through (F) as paragraphs (I) through (6). re-
spective ly.

(f) Section 5(h)(1) of the Agriculture and
Consumer Protection Act of 1973 (Public Law
93—186: 7 U.S.C. 6I2c note) is amended by
striking 'the program for aid to families
with dependent children' and inserting "the
State program funded".

(g) Section 9 of the National School Lunch
Act (42 U.S.C. 1758) is amended—

(I) in subsection (b)—
(A) in paragraph (2)(C)(ii)(II)—
(i) by striking "program for aid to families

with dependent children" and inserting
"State program funded'; and

(ii) by inserting before the period at the
end the following: 'that the Secretary deter-
mines complies with standards established
by the Secretary that ensure that the stand-
ards under the State program are com-
parable to or more restrictive than those in
effect on March 1, 1996": and

(B) in paragraph (6)—
(i) in subparagraph (A)(ii)—
(I) by striking •an AFDC assistance unit

(under the aid to families with dependent
children program authorized" and inserting
'a family (under the State program funded';
and

(U) by striking '. in a State" and all that
follows through "9902(2)))" and inserting
that the Secretary determines complies

with standarth established by the Secretary
that ensure that the standards under the
State program are comparable to or more re-
strictive than those in effect on March I.
1996": and

(ii) in subparagraph (B), by striking "aid to
families with dependent children' and in-serri.ng assistance under the State program
funded under part A of title IV of the Social
Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.) that the
Secretary determines complies with stand-
ards established by the Secretary that en-
sure that the standards under the State pro-
gram are comparable to or more restrictive
than those in effect on March I, 1996': and

(2) in subsection (d)(2)(C)—
(A) by striking program for aid to fami-

lies with dependent children" and inserting
"State program funded"; and

(B) by inserting before the period at the
end the following: "that the Secretary deter-
mines complies with standards established
by the Secretary that ensure that the stand-ards under the State program are com-
parable to or more restrictive than those in
effect on June 1. 1995".

(h) Section 17(d)(2)(A)(ji)(II) of the Child
Nutrition Act of 1966 (42 U.S.C.
1786(d)(2) (A) (ii) (II)) is amended—

(1) by striking "program for aid to families
with dependent children established" and in-
serung "State program funded': and

(2) by inserting before the serrucolon the
following: "that the Secretary determines
complies with standards established by the
Secretary that ensure that the standards
under the State program are comparable to
or more restrictive than those in effect on
June 1. 1995".
SEC, 110. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO OTHER

LAWS,

(a) Subsection (b) of section 508 of the Un-
employment Compensation Amendments of
1976 (42 U.S.C. 603a: Public Law 94—566; 90
Stat. 2689) is amended to read as follows:

"(b) PROVISION FOR REn OF Ex-
PENSES,—For purposes of seCtion 455 of the
Social Security Act, expenses incurred to re-
irnburse State employment offices for fur-
nishing information requested of such of-fices—

(I) pursuant to the third sentence of sec-
tion 3(a) of the Act entitled 'An Act to pro-
vide for the establishment of a national em-
ployment system and for cooperation with
the States in the promotion of such system,
and for other purposes', approved June 6, 1933
(29 U.S.C. 49b(a)). or

(2) by a State or local agency charged
with the duty of carrying a State plan for
child support approved under part D of title
IV of the Social Security Act,
shall be considered to constitute expenses in-
curred in the administration of such State
plan.'.

(b) Section 9121 of the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1987 (42 U.S.C. 602 note)
is repealed.

(c) Section 9122 of the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1987 (42 U.S.C. 602 note)
is repealed.

(d) Sectiofl 221 of the Housing and Urban-
Rural Recovery Act of 1983 (42 U,S.C. 602
note), relating to treatment under AFDC of
certain rental payments for federally as-
sisted housing. is repealed.

(e) Section 159 of the Tax Equity and Fis-
cal Responsibility Act of 1982 (42 U,S.C. 602
note) is repealed.

(0 Section 202(d) of the Social Security
Amendments of 1967 (81 Stat. 882 42 U.S.C.
602 note) is repealed.

(g) Sectiofl 903 of the Stewart B. McKinney
Homeless Assistance Amendments Act of
1988 (42 U.S.C. 11381 note), relating to dem-
onstration projects to reduce number of
AFDC families in welfare hotels, is amend-
ed—

(I) in subsection (a). by striking "aid to
families %'ith dependent children under a
State plan approved' and inserting 'assist-
ance under a State program funded": and

(2) in subsection (c). by striking "aid tofamilies with dependent children in the
State under a State plan approved" and in-
serting 'assistance in the State under a
State program funded".

(h) The Higher Education Act of 1965 (20
U.S.C. 1001 e seq.) is amended—

(I) in section 404C(c)(3) (20 U.S.C. 1070a—
23(c)(3)), by striking '(Aid to Families with
Dependent Chijdren)': and

(2) in section 480(b) (2) (20 U,S,C.
1087vv(b)(2)). by striking 'aid to families
with dependent children under a State plan
approved" and inserting assistance under a
State program funded".

(i) The earl D. Perkins Vocational and Ap-
plied Technology Education Act (20 U,S,C.
2301 et seq,) is amended—

(I) in section 231(d)(3)(A)(ji) (20 U,S.C.
2341(d)(3)(A)(ii)), by striking the program
for aid to dependent children" and inserting
'the State program funded':

(2) in section 232(b)(2)çB) (20 U,S.C,
2341a(b)(2)(B)), by striking 'the program for
aid to families with dependent children' and
inserting the State program funded'; and

(3) in section 521(14)(B)(iii) (20 U.S.C.
2471(14)(B)(iii)). by striking 'the program for
aid to families with dependent children' and
inserting 'the State program funded",

U) The Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act of 1965 (20 U,S.C. 2701 et seq,) is
amended—

(I) in section 1113(a)(5) (20 U.S.C. 6313(a)(5)),
by striking 'Aid to Families with Dependent
Children Program" and inserting "State pro-
gram funded under part A of title rv of the
Social Security Act":

(2) in section 1124(c)(5) (20 U,S.C. 6333(c)(5)),
by striking 'the program of aid to families
with dependent children under a State plan
approved under' and inserting 'a State pro-
gram funded under part A of; and

(3) in section 5203(b)(2) (20 U.S.C.
7233(b)(2))—

(A) in subparagraph (A)(xi), by striking
'Aid to Families with Dependent Children
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benefits" and inserting "assistance under a
State program funded under part A of title
IV of the Social Security Act": and

(B) in subparagraph (B)(viii), by striking
"Aid to Families with Dependent Children'
and inserting 'assistance under the State
program funded under part A of title IV of
the Sociai Security Act".

(k) Chapter VII of title I of Public Law 99-
88 (25 U.S.C. 13d-l) is amended to read as fol-
lows: "Provided further, That general assist-
ance payments made by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs shall be made—

"(I) after April 29, 1985, and before October
1, 1995, on the basis of Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC) standards of
need; and

"(2) on and after October 1, 1995, on the
basis of standards of need established under
the State program funded under part A of
title IV of the Social Security Act,
except that where a State ratably reduces its
AFDC or State program payments, the Bu-
reau shail reduce general assistance pay-
ments in such State by the same percentage
as the State has reduced the AFDC or State
program payment.".

(I) The Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (26
U.S.C. I et seq.) is amended—

(I) in section 51(d)(9) (26 U.S.C. 51(d)(9)), by
striking all that follows "agency as" and in-
serting "being eligible for financial assist-
ance under part A of title IV of the Social
Security Act and as having continually re-
ceived such financial assistance during the
90-day period which immediately precedes
the date on which such individual is hired by
the employer.":

(2) in section 3304(a) (16) (26 U.S.C.
3304(a) (16)), by striking "eligibility for aid or
services," and all that follows through 'chil-
dren approved" and inserting "eligibility for
assistance, or the amount of such assistance.
under a State program funded":

(3) in section 6103(l)(7)(D)(i) (26 U.S.C.
6103(l)(7)(D)(j)), by striking aid to families
with dependent children provided under a
State plan approved" and inserting 'a State
program funded":

(4) in section 6103(1) (10) (26 U.S.C.
6103(1) (10))—

(A) by striking '(c) or (d)" each place it
appears and inserting "(c), (d), or (c)'; and

(B) by adding at the end of subparagraph
(B) the following new sentence: "Any return
information disclosed with respect to section
6402(e) shall only be disclosed to officers and
employees of the State agency requesting
such information.':

(5) in section 6103(p)(4) (26 U.S.C. 6103(p) (4)),
in the matter preceding subparagraph (A)—

(A) by striking "(5), (10)" and inserting
"(5)"; and

(B) by striking "(9). or (12)" and inserting
"(9), (10). or (12)";

(6) in section 6334(a)(I1)(A) (26 U.S.C.
6334(a)(11)(A)), by striking '(relating to aid
to families with dependent children)":

(7) in section 6402 (26 U.S.C. 6402)—
(A) in subsection (a), by strikthg "(c) and

(d)" and inserting "(c), (d), and (e)":
(B) by redesignating subsections (e)

through (i) as subsections (0 through (j), re-
spectively; and

(C) by inserting after subsection (d) the fol-
lowing:

(e) COLLECTION OF OVERPAYMINTS Ur'JDER
TimE TV-A OF ThE SocLAl- SECuRiTY ACT.—
The amount of any overpayment to be re-
funded to the person making the overpay-
ment shall be reduced (after reductions pur-
suant to subsections (c) and (d), but before a
credit against future liability for an internal
revenue tax) in accordance with section
405(e) of the Social Security Act (concerning
recovery of overpayments to individuals
under State plans approved under part A of
title IV of such Act),': and
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(8) in Section 7523(b)(3)(C) {26 U.S.C.

7523(b)(3)(C)). by Striking 'aid to families
with dependent children" and inserting "as-
sistance under a State program funded under
part A of title IV of the Social Security
Act".

(m) Section 3(b) of the Wagner-Peyser Act
(29 U.S.C. 49b(b)) is amended by striking
State plan approved under part A of title

IV" and inserting State prorin funded
under part A of title IV".

(n) The Job Training Partnership Act (29
U.S.C. 1501 etseq.) is amended—

(1) in section 4(29)(A)(i) (29 U.S.C.
1503(29)(A)(i)), by striking "(42 U.S.C. 601 et
seq.)":

(2) in section l06(b)(6)(C) (29 U.S.C.
1516(b)(6)(C)). by striking "State aid to fami-
lies with dependent children records." and
inserting records collected under the State
program funded under part A of title IV of
the Social Security Act.":

(3) in section 121(b)(2) (29 U.S.C.
1531(b) (2))—

(A) by striking "the JOBS program" and
inserting 'the work activities required under
title IV of the Social Security Act": and

(B) by striking the second sentence:
(4) in section 123(c) (29 U.S.C. 15(c))—
(A) in paragraph (l)(E). by repealing clause

(vi): and
(B) in paragraph (2)(D). by repealing clause

(v):
(5) in section 203(b)(3) (29 U.S.C. 1603(b)(3)),

by striking . including recipiens under the
JOBS program";

(6) in subparagraphs (A) and (B) of section
204(a)(1) (29 U.S.C. 1604(a)(1) (A) arid (B)). by
striking "(such as the JOBS program)" each
place it appears:

(7) in section 205(a) (29 U.S.C. 1603(a)). by
striking paragraph (4) and inserting the fol-
lowing:

(4) the portions of title IV of the Social
Security Acz relating to work acvities:":

(8) in section 253 (29 U.S.C. 1632)—
(A) in subsection (b) (2), by reoealing sub-

paragraph (C): and
(B) in paragraphs (1)(B) and (2)(3) of sub-

section (c). by striking "the JOBS program
or" each place it appears:

(9) in section 264 (29 U.S.C. 16.44)—

(A) in subparagraphs (A) and (B) of sub-
section (b)(1). by striking "(such as the JOBS
program)" each place it appears: and

(B) in subparagraphs (A) and (3) of sub-
section (d)(3). by striking "and the JOBS
program" each place it appears;

(10) in section 265(b) (29 U.S.C. 1645(b)). by
striking paragraph (6) and inserthig the fol-
lowing:

(6) the portion of title IV of the Social Se-
curity Act relating to work activities:":

(11) in the second sentence of seczion 429(e)
(29 U.S.C. 1699(e)), by strikin and shall be
in an amount that does not exceed the maxi-
mum amount that may be provided by the
State pursuant to section 402(g)(1)(C) of the
Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 602(g)(1)(C))':

(12) in section 454(c) (29 U.S.C. 1134(c)). by
striking 'JOBS and";

(13) in section 455(b) (29 U.S.C. 1735(b)), by
striking "the JOBS program.":

(14) in section 501(1) (29 U.S.C. 1791(1)), by
striking "aid to families with dependent
children under part A of title IV of the So-
cial Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601 e: seq.)" and
inserting assistance under the State pro-
gram funded under part A of title IV of the
Social Security Act":

(15) in section 506(1) (A) (29 U.S.C.
1791e(1)(A)), by striking 'aid to families with
dependent children" and inserting "assist-
ance under the State program funded":

(16) in section 508(a)(2)(A) (29 U.S.C.
1791g(a)(2)(A)). by striking 'aid to families
with dependent children' and inserting "as-
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sistance under the State program funded';
and

(17) in section 701(b)(2)(A) (29 U.S.C.
1792(b) (2) (A))—

(A) in clause (v). by striking the semicolon
and inserting ":and': and

(B) by striking clause (vi).
(o) Section 3803(c)(2)(C)(iv) of title 31. Unit-

ed States Code, is amended to read as fol-
lows:

(iv) assistance under a State program
funded under part A of title IV of the Social
Security Act".

(p) Section 2605(b)(2)(A)(i) of the Low-In-
come Home Energy Assistance Act of 1981 (42
U.S.C. 8624(b)(2)(A)(i)) is amended to read as
follows:

(i) assistance under the State program
funded under part A of title IV of the Social
Security Act:'.

(q) Section 303(0(2) of the Family Support
Act of 1988 (42 U.S.C. 602 note) is amended—

(1) by striking (A)": and
(2) by striking subparagraphs (B) and (C).
(r) The Balanced Budget and Emergency

Deficit Control Act of 1985 (2 U.S.C. 900 et
seq.) is amended—

(1) in the first section 255(h) (2 U.S.C.
905(h)), by striking "Aid to families with de-
pendent children (75—0412-0—1—609):" and in-
serting "Block grants to States for tem-
porary assistance for needy families:": and

(2) in section 256 (2 U.S.C. 906)—
(A) by striking subsection (k): and
(B) by redesignating subsection (1) as sub-

section (k).
(s) The Immigration and Nationality Act (8

U.S.C. 1101 et seq.) is amended—
(1) in section 210(f) (8 U.S.C. 1160(f)). by

striking aid under a State plan approved
under" each place it appears and inserting
"assistance under a State program funded
under":

(2) in section 245A(h) (8 U.S.C. 1255a(h))—
(A) in paragraph (1)(A)(i). by striking 'pro-

gram of aid to families with dependent chil-
dren" and inserting State program of as-
sistance": and

(B) in paragraph (2)(B). by striking "aid to
families with dependent children' and in-
serting assistance under a State program
funded under part A of title IV of the Social
Security Act': and

(3) in section 412(e)(4) (8 U.S.C. 1522(e)(4)).
by striking "State plan approved" and in-
serting "State program funded'.

(t) Section 640(a)(4)(B)(i) of the Head Start
Act (42 U.S.C. 9835(a)(4)(B)(i)) is amended by
striking 'program of aid to families with de-
pendent children under a State plan ap-
proved" and inserting 'State program of as-
sistance funded'.

(u) Section 9 of the Act of April 19. 1950 (64
Stat. 47. chapter 92; 25 U.S.C. 639) is repealed.

(v) Subparagraph (E) of section 213(d)(6) of
the School-To-Work Opportunities Act of
1994 (20 U.S.C. 6143(d)(6)) is amended to read
as follows:

(E) part A of title IV of the Social Secu-
rity Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.) relating to
work activities:'.

(w) Section 552a(a)(8)(B)(iv)(III) of title 5,
United States Code, is amended by striking
"section 464 or 1137 of the Social Security
Act' and inserting 'section 404(e). 464. or
1137 of the Social Security Act.".
SEC. 111. DEVELOPMENT OF PROTOTYPE OF

COUNTERFEIT.RE5I5T&j.r SOCIAL
SECURITY CARD REQUIRED.

(a) DEvOpwr.—
(1) IN CENERAL.—The Commissioner of So-

cial Security (in this section referred to as
the "Commissioner") shall. in accordance
with this section. develop a prototype of a
counterfeit-resistant social security card.
Such prototype card shall—

(A) be made of a durable. tamper-resistant
material such as plastic or polyester.
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(B) employ technologies that provide secu-rity features, such as magnetic stripes.

holograms, and integrated circuits, and
(C) be developed so as to provide individ-

uals with reliable proof of citizenship or
legal resident alien status.

(2) ASSISTANCE BY ATTORNEY GENERAL.—
The Attorney General of the United States
shall provide such information and assist-
ance as the Commissioner deems necessary
to enable the Commissioner to comply with
this section.

(b) STutw AND REPORT.—
(1) IN CENERAL..—The Commissioner shall

conduct a study and issue a report to Con-
gress which examines different methods of
improving the social security card applica-
tion process.

(2) ELEMENTS OF STUDY.—The study shall
include an evaluation of the cost and work
load implications of issuing a counterfeit-re-
sistant social security card for all individ-
uals over a 3-, 5-, and 10-year period. The
study shall also evaluate the feasibility and
cost implications of imposing a user fee for
replacement cards and cards issued to indi-
viduals who apply for such a card prior to
the scheduled 3-, 5-, and 10-year phase-in op-
tions,

(3) DISTRXBLTrION OF REPORT—The Commis-
sioner shall submit copies of the report de-
scribed in this subsection along with a fac-
simile of the prototype card as described in
subsection (a) to the Committees on Ways
and Means and Judiciaiy of the House of
Representatives and the Committees on Fi-
nance and Judiciaiy of the Senate within I
year after the date of the enactment of this
Act,
SEC. 112. DISCLOSURE OF RECEIPT OF FEDERAL

FUNDS.
(a) IN CENER1,.—Whenever an organization

that accepts Federal funds under this Act or
the amendments made by this Act makes
any communication that in any way intends
to promote public support or opposition to
any policy of a Federal, State, or local gov-
ernment through any broadcasting station,
newspaper, magazine, outdoor advertising fa-
cility, direct mailing, or any other type of
general public advertising, such communica-
tion shall state the follow2ng: "This was pre-
pared and paid for by an organization that
accepts taxpayer dollars,".

(b) FAILURE TO COMI'Ly.—If an organiza-
tion makes any communication described in
subsection (a) and fails to provide the state-
ment required by that subsection, such orga-
nization shall be ineligible to receive Federal
funds under this Act or the amendments
made bythisAct.

(c) DEFINFflON.—For purposes of this sec-
tion, the term "organization' means an or-
ganization described in section 501(c) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986.

(d) EFFECTIVE DATES—This section shall
take effect—

(1) with respect to printed communications
1 year after the date of enactment of this
Act: and

(2) with respect to any other communica-
tion on the date of enactment of this Act,
SEC. 113. MODIFICATIONS TO THE JOB OPPOR-

TUNITIES FOR CERTAiN LOW-IN-
COME INDIVIDUALS PROGRAM.

Section 505 of the Family Support Act of
1988 (42 U.S.C. 1315 note) is amended—

(1) in the heading, by striking 'DEM-
ONSTRATION':

(2) by striking "demonstration" each place
such term appears:

(3) in subsection (a), by sthking "in each
of fiscal years' and all that follows through
"10" and inserting shall enter into agree-
ments with":

(4) in subsection (b) (3), by striking "aid to
families with dependent children under part
A of title IV of the Social Security Act" and
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inserting 'assistance under the program
funded part A of title IV of the Social Secu-
rity Act of the Stare in which the individual
resides'S;

(5) in subsection (c)—
(A) in paragraph (I)(C), by striking 'aid ro

families with dependent children under part
A of title IV of the Social Security Act" and
inserting "assistance under a State program
funded part A of title IV of the Social Secu
rity Act";

(B) in paragraph (2), by striking 'aid to
families with dependent children under title
IV of such Act" and inserting 'assistance
under a State program funded part A of title
IV of the Social Security Act'S;

(6) in subsection (d). by striking "job op-
portunities and basic skills training program
(as provided for under title IV of the Social
Secur2ty Act) and inserting the State pro-
gram funded under part A of title IV of the
Social Security Act: and

(7) by striking subsections (e) through (g)
and inserting the following:

(e) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRLATIOr'45.—.
For the purpose of conducting projects under
this section, there is authorized to be appro..
priated an amount not to exceed $25,000,000
for any fiscal year..
SEC. 114. SECRETARtAJ.. SUBMISSION OF LEGIS-

LATIVE PROPOSAL FOR TECHNICAL
AND CONFORMING AI'DMENTS.

Nor later than 90 days after the date of the
enactment of this Act, the Secretary of
Health and Human Services and the Commis-
sioner of Social Security, in consultation, as
appropriate, with the heads of other Federal
agencies, shall submit to the appropriate
committees of Congress a legislative pro-
posal proposing such technical and conform-
ing amendments as are necessary to bring
the law into conformity with the policy em-
bodied in this title.
SEC. 115. APPUCATION OF CURRENr AFDC

STAr,DARDS UNDER MEI)ICAJD PRO-
GRAM.

(a) IN GNERAL.—Title XIX is amended—
(1) by redesignating section 1931 as section

1932; and
(2) by insel-dng after section 1930 the fol-

lowing new section:
APPLJCKflON OF APDC TANDARD5 AND

THODOLOCy
"SEC. 1931. (a)(I) Subject to the succeeding

provisions of this section, with respect to a
State any reference in this title (or other
provision of law in relation to the operation
of this title) to a provision of part A of title
IV. or a State plan under such part (or a pro-
vision of such a plan), including standards
and methodologies for detemiirurig income
and resources under such part or plan, shall
be considered a reference to such a provision
or plan as in effect as of July 1. 1996, with re-spect to the State.

(2) In applying section 1925(a)(1), the ref-erence to 'section 402(a)(8)(B)(ii)(fl)' is
deemed a reference to a corresponding earn-
ing disregard rule (if any) established under
a State program funded under part A of title
IV (as in effect on and after October 1. 1996).

(3) The provisions of section 406(h) (as in
effect on July 1. 1996) shall apply, in relation
to this title. with respect to individuals who
receive assistance under a State program
funded under part A of title IV (as in effect
on and after October 1. 1996) and are eligible
for medical assistance under this title or
who are described in subsection (b)(1) in the
same manner as they apply before such date
with respect to individuals who become in-
eligible for aid to families with dependent
children as a result (wholly or partly) of the
collection or increased collection of child or
spousal support under part D of title IV.

(4) With respect to the reference in sec-
tion 1902(a) (5) to a State plan approved under

part A of title IV, a State may treat such
reference as a reference either to a State
program funded under such part (as in effect
on and after October 1, 1996) or to the State
plan under this title.

(b) (1) For purposes of this title, subject to
paragraph (2), in determining eligibility for
medical assistance, an individual shall be
deemed to be receiving aid or assistance
under a State plan approved under part A of
title IV (and shall be treated as meeting the
income and resource standards under such
part) only if the individual meets—

(A) the income and resource standards
under such plan, and

"(B) the eligibility requirements of such
plan under subsections (a) through (c) of sec-
tion 406 and section 407(a),
as in effect as of July 1, 1996. Subject to
paragraph (2)(B), the income and resource
methodologies under such plan as of such
date shall be used in the determination of
whether any individual meets income and re-
source standards under such plan.

(2) For purposes of applying this section.
a State may—

'(A) lower its income standards applicable
with respect to part A of title IV, but nor
below the income standards applicable under
its State plan under such part on May 1, 1988:
and

'(B) use income and resource standards or
methodologies that are less restrictive than
the standards or methodologies used under
the State plan under such part as of July 1,
196.

"(3) For purposes of applying this section.
a State may. subject to paragraph (4). treat
all individuals (or reasonable categories of
individuals) receiving assistance under the
Stare program funded under part A of title
IV (as in effect on or after October 1, 1996) as
individuals who are receiving aid or assist-
ance under a State plan approved under part
A of title IV (and thereby eligible for medi-
cal assistance under this title).

'(4) For purposes of section 1925. an indi-
vidual who is receiving assistance under the
State program funded under part A of title
IV (as in effect on or after October 1, 1996)
and is eligible for medical assistance under
this title shall be treated as an individual re-
ceiving aid or assistance pursuant to a plan
of the State approved under part A of title
IV (as in effect as of July 1, 1996) (and there-
by eligible for continuation of medical as-
sistance under such section).

"(c) In the case of a waiver of a provision
of part A of title IV in effect with respect to
a State as of July 1, 1996, if the waiver af-
fects eligibility of individuals for medical as-
sistance under this title, such waiver may
(but need not) continue to be applied, at the
option of the Stare, in relation to this title
after the date the waiver would otherwise ex-
pire. If a State elects not to continue to
apply such a waiver, then, after the date of
the expiration of the waiver, subsection (a)
shall be applied as if any provisions so
waived had not been waived.

'(d) Nothing in this section, or part A of
title IV. shall be construed as preventing a
State from providing for the same applica-
tion form for assistance under a State pro-
gram funded under part A of title IV (on or
after October 1, 1996) and for medical assist-
ance under this title.

"(e) The provisions of this section shall
apply notwithstanding any other provision
of this title.".

(b) PLAN AMENtjMErxT,_Sectjon 1902(a) (42
U.S.C. 1396a(a)) is amended—

(1) by striking and' at the end of para-
graph (61),

(2) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (62) and inserting ": and", and

(3) by inserting after paragraph (62) the fol-
lowing new paragraph:
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(63) provide for administration and deter-

minations of eligibility with respect to indi-
viduals who are (or seek to be) eligible for
medical assistance based on the application
of section 1931,".

(c) EUMINATION OF REQUIREMENT OF MINI-
MUM AFDC PAYT LEVELS.—(l) Section
1902(c) (42 U.S.C. l3&a(c)) is amended by
striking 'if—" and all that follows and in-
serting the following: "if the State requires
individuals described in subsection (l)(1) to
apply for assistance under the State program
funded under part A of title IV as a condition
of appy1ng for or receiving medical assist-
ance under this title.",

(2) Section 1903(i) (42 U.S.C. 1396b(i)) is
amended by striking paragraph (9).
SEC. 116. EFFECTtVE DATE TRANSITION RULE.

(a) IN GENERAL—Except as otherwise pro-
vided in this title, this title and the amend-
ments made by this title shall take effect on
October 1. 1996.

(b) TR5mON RULES—
(1) STATE OPTION TO ACCELERATE EFFECflVE

DATE.—
(A) IN CENERPL.—If, within 3 months after

the date of the enacent of this Act, the
Secretary of Health and Human Services re
ceives from a State, a plan described in sec-
tion 402(a) of the Social Secw-ity Act (as
added by the amendment made by section 103
of this Act), this title and the amendments
made by this title (except section 409(a) (5) of
the Social Security Act, as added by the
amendment made by such section 103) shall
also apply with respect to the State during
the period that begins on the date the Sec-
retary approves the plan and ends on Sep-
tember 30. 1996, except that the Stare shall
be considered an eligible State for fiscal year
1996 for purposes of part A of title IV of the
Social Secunty Act (as in effect pursuant to
the amendment made by such section 103).

(B) LIMITATIONS ON FEDERAL OBLJCAflONS.—
(i) UNDER AFDC PROCRM.—If the Secretary

receives from a State the plan referred to in
subparagraph (A), the total obligations of
the Federal Government to the State under
part A of title IV of the Social Security Act
(as in effect on September 30, 1995) with re-
spect to expenditures by the State after the
date of the enactment of this Act shall nor
exceed an amount equal to—

(I) the State family assistance grant (as
defined in section 403(a)(l)(B) of the Social
Security Act (as in effect pursuant to the
amendment made by section 103 of this Act));
minus

(II) any obligations of the Federal Govern-
ment to the State under part A of title IV of
the Social Security Act (as in effect on Sep-
tember 30. 1995) with respect to expenditures
by the State during the period that begins on
October 1, 1995, and ends on the day before
the date of the enactment of this Act.

(ii) UNDER TEMPORARY FAMILY ASSISTANCE
PROCRAM.—Notwithstanding section 403(a) (1)
of the Social Security Act (as in effect pur-
suant to the amendment made by section 103
of this Act). the total obligations of the Fed-
eral Government to a State under such sec-
ton 403(a) (1) for fiscal year 1996 after the ter-
mination of the State APDC program shall
not exceed an amount equal to—

(I) the amount described in clause (i)(I) of
this subparagraph; minus

(II) any obligations of the Federal Govern-
ment to the State under part A of title IV of
the Social Security Act (as in effect on Sep-
tember 30, 1995) with respect to expenditures
by the State on or after October 1, 1995.

(iii) CHILD CARE OBUCATIONS EXCLUDED IN
DEERflNNC FEDERAL A1DC OBUCATIONS.—A
used in this subparagraph, the term 'obliga-
tions of the Federal Government to the
State under part A of title IV of the Social
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Security Act does not include any obliga-
tion of the Federal Government with respect
to child care expenditures by the State.

(C) SUBMISSION OF STATE PLAN FOR FISCAL.
YEAR 1996 DEEMED ACCEPTANCE OF CRANT UMI-
TATIONS AND FORMULA—The submission of a
plan by a State pursuant to subparagraph (A)
is deemed to constitute the States accept-
ance of the grant reductions under subpara-
graph (B)(ii) (including the formula for com-
puting the amount of the reduction).

(D) DEFINITIONS—As used in this para-
graph:

(i) STATE AFDC PROCRAM.—The term State
AFDC program' means the State program
under parts A and F of title IV of the Social
Security Act (as in effect on September 30.
1995).

(ii) STATE—The term "State means the
50 States and the District of Columbia.

(2) CLAIMS. ACTIONS. AND PROCEEDINCS.—
The amendments made by this title shall not
apply with respect to—

(A) powers, duties, functions, rights.
claims, penalties. or obligations applicable
to aid, assistance, or services provided before
the effective date of this title under the pro.
visions amended: and

(B) administrative actions and proceedings
commenced before such date, or authorized
before such date to be commenced, under
such provisions.

(3) CLOSING OT ACCOUNT FOR THOSE PRO-
CRAMS TERMINATED OR SUBSTANTIALLY MODI-
FiED BY THIS TrrLE.—Jn closing Out accounts.
Federal and State officials may use scientif-
ically acceptable statistical sampling tech.
niques. Claims made with respect to State
expenditures under a State plan approved
under part A of title IV of the Social Secu-
rity Act (as in effect before the effective date
of this Act) with respect to assistance or
services provided on or before September 30.
1995, shall be treated as claims with respect
to expenditures during fiscal year 1995 for
purposes of reimbursement even if payment
was made by a State on or after October 1.
1995. Each State shall complete the filing of
all claims under the State plan (as so in ef-
fect) no later than September 30. 1997. The
head of each Federal department shall—

(A) use the single audit procedure to re-
view and resolve any claims in connection
with the close Out of programs under such
State plans: and

(B) reimburse States for any payments
made for assistance or services provided dur-
ing a prior fiscal year from funds for fiscal
year 1995. rather than from funds authorized
by this title.

(4) CONT1NUAr.CE IN OFFICE OF ASSISTANT
SECRETARY FOR FAMILY SUpPOIT.—The indi-
vidual who, on the day before the effective
date of this title. is serving as Assistant Sec-
retazy for Family Support within the De-
partment of Health and Human Services
shall, until a successor is appointed to such
position—

(A) continue to serve in such position; and
(B) except as otherwise provided by law—
(i) continue to perform the functions of the

Assistant Secretary for Family Support
under section 417 of the Social Security Act
(as in effect before such effective date): and

(ii) have the powers and duties of the As-
sistant Secretary for Family Support under
section 416 of the Social Security Act (as in
effect pursuant to the amendment made by
section 103 of this Act).

TITLE fl—SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY
INCOME

SEC. 200. REFERLNCE TO SOCIAL SECURITY ACT
Except as otherwise specifically provided.

wherever in this title an amendment is ex-
pressed in terms of an amendment to or re-
peal of a section or other provision, the ref-
erence shall be considered to be made to that
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Section or other provision of the Social Secu-
rity Act.

Subtitle A—Eligibility Restrictions
SEC. 201. DENIAL OF SSI BENEFITS FOR JO

YEARS TO INDIVIDUALS FOUND TO
HAVE FRAUDULENTLY MISREPRE-
SENTED RESIDENCE IN ORDER TO
OBTAIN BENEFITS SIMULTA-
NEOUSLY IN 2 OR MORE STATES.

(a) IN GENERAl_—Section 1614(a) (42 U.S.C.
1382c(a)) is amended by adding at the end the
following new paragraph:

(5) An individual shall not be considered
an eligible individual for the purposes of this
title during the 10-year period that begins on
the date the individual is convicted in Fed-
eral or State court of having made a fraudu-
lent statement or representation with re-
spect to the place of residence of the individ-
ual in order to receive assistance simulta-
neously from 2 or more States under pro.
grains that are funded under title IV, title
XIX. or the Food Stamp Act of 1977. or bene-
fits in 2 or more States under the supple-
mental security income program under this
title.

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment
made by this section shall take effect on the
date of the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 202. DENIAL OF SSI BENEFITS FOR FUGI-

flVE FELONS AND PROBATION AND
PAROLE VIOLATORS.

(a) IN GENERAL..—Section 1611(e) (42 U.S.C.
1382(e)) is amended by inserting after para-
graph (3) the following new paragraph:

'(4) A person shall not be considered an el-
igible individual or eligible spouse for pur-
poses of this title with respect to any month
if during such month the person is—

(A) fleeing to avoid prosecution, or cus-
tody or confinement after conviction, under
the laws of the place from which the person
flees, for a crime, or an attempt to commit
a crime, which is a felony under the laws of
the place from which the person flees. or
which, in the case of the State of New jer-
sey. is a high misdemeanor under the laws of
such State; or

(B) violating a condition of probation or
parole imposed under Federal or State law.".

(b) ExC1w'cE OF INFORMATION WITH LAW
ENFORCEMENT ACENCIES.—Section 1611(e) (42
U.S.C. 1382(e)). as amended by subsection (a).
is amended by inserting after paragraph (4)
the following new paragraph:

'(5) Notwithstanding any other provision
of law. the Commissioner shall furnish any
Federal, State. or local law enforcement offi-
cer, upon the request of the officer, with the
current address. Social Security number. and
photograph (if applicable) of any recipient of
benefits under this title. if the officer fur-
nishes the Commissioner with the name of
the recipient and notifies the Commissioner
that—

(A) the recipient—
(i) is described in subparagraph (A) or (B)

of paragraph (4): or
"(ii) has information that is necessary for

the officer to conduct the officer's official
duties: and

(B) the location or apprehension of the re-
cipient is within the officers official du-
ties.".

(c) EECTIvE DATE—The amendments
made by this section shall take effect on the
date of the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 203. VERIFICATION OF ELIGIBILITY FOR

CERTAIN SSI DISABILITY BENEFITS.
Section 1631 (42 U.S.C. 1383) is amended by

adding at the end the following new sub-
section:

(o)(l) Notwithstanding any other provi-
sion of law, if the Commissioner of Social
Security determines that an individual, who
is 18 years of age or older, is eligible to re-
ceive benefits pursuant to section 1614(a)(3),
the Commissioner shall, at the time of the
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determination, either exempt the individual
from an eligibility review or establish a
schedule for reviewing the individuals con-
tinuing eligibility in accordance with para-
graph (2).

(2)(A) The Commissioner shall establish a
periodic review with respect to the continu-
ing eligibility of an individual to receive
benefits, unless -the individual is exempt
from review under subparagraph (C) or is
subject to a scheduled review under subpara-
graph (B). A periodic review under this sub-
paragraph shall be initiated by the Commis-
sioner not later than 30 months after the
date a determination is made that the indi-
vidual is eligible for benefits and every 30
months thereafter, unless a waiver is grant-
ed under section 221(i)(2). However, the Com-
missioner shall not postpone the initiation
of a periodic review for more than 12 months
in any case in which such waiver has been
granted unless exigent circumstances re-
quire such postponement.

"(B)(i) In the case of an individual, other
than an individual who is exempt from re-
view under subparagraph (C) or with respect
to whom subparagraph (A) applies. the Com-
missioner shall schedule a review regarding
the individual's continuing eligibility to re-
ceive benefits at any time the Commissioner
determines, based on the evidence available,
that there is a significant possibility that
the individual may cease to be entitled to
such benefits.

"(ii) The Commissioner may establish clas-
sifications of individuals for whom a review
of continuing eligibility is scheduled based
on the impairments that are the basis for
such individuals' eligibility for benefits. A
review of an individual covered by a classi-
fication shall be scheduled in accordance
with the applicable classification, unless the
Commissioner determines that applying such
schedule is inconsistent with the purpose of
this Act or the integrity of the supplemental
security income program.

(C)(i) The Commissioner may exempt an
individual from review under this subsection,
if the individuals eligibility for benefits is
based on a condition that, as a practical
matter, has no substantial likelihood of im-
proving to a point where the individual will
be able to perform substantial gainful activ-
ity.

(ii) The Commissioner may establish clas-
sifications of individuals who are exempt
from review under this subsection based on
the impairments that are the basis for such
individuals eligibility for benefits. Notwith-
standing any such classification, the Com-
missioner may, at the time of determining
an individual's eligibility, schedule a review
of such individual's continuing eligibility if
the Commissioner determines that a review
is necessary to preserve the integrity of the
supplemental security income program.

(3) The Commissioner may revise a deter-
mination made under paragraph (1) and
schedule a review under paragraph (2)(B), if
the Commissioner obtains credible evidence
that an individual may no longer be eligible
for benefits or the Commissioner determines
that a review is necessary to maintain the
integrity of the supplemental security in-
come program. Information obtained under
section 1137 may be used as the basis to
schedule a review.

(4)(A) The requirements of sections
1614(a)(4) and 1633 shall apply to reviews con-
ducted under this subsection.

(B) Such reviews may be conducted by the
applicable State agency or the Commis-
sioner, whichever is appropriate.

(5) Not later than 3 months after the date
of the enactment of this subsection, the
Commissioner shall establish a schedule for
reviewing the continuing eligibility of each
individual who is receiving benefits pursuant
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to section 1614(a)(3) on such date of enact-
ment and who has attained 18 years of age.
unless such Individual is exempt under para-
graph (2)(C). Such review shall be scheduled
under the procedures prescribed by or under
paragraph (2). except that the reviews shall
be scheduled so that the eligibility of ½ of
all such nonexempt individuals is reviewed
within 1 year after such date of enactment.
the eligibility of /i of such nonexempt indi-
viduals is reviewed within I year after such
date of enactment, and all remaining non-
exempt individuals who continue receiving
benefits shall have their eligibility reviewed
within 3 years after such date of enactment.
Each individual determined eligible to con-
tinue receiving benefits in a review sched-
uled under this paragraph shall, at the time
of the determination, be subject to para-
graph (2).".
SEC. 204. TREATMENT OF PRISONERS.

(a) 1MP1MEWrA-rION OF PRo-iiBmON
AGAINST PM11ENT OF BENrrs TO PRIs-
ONERS.—

(1) IN GENERAL—Section I611(e)(1) (42
U.S.C. 1382(e) (I)) is amended by adding at the
end the following new subparagraph:

"(I)(i) The Commissioner shall enter into a
contract, with any interest State or local
institution referred to in subparagraph (A).
under which—

"U) the institution shall provide to the
Commissioner, on a monthly basis, the
names, social security account numbers,
dates of birth, and such other identifying in-
formation concerning the inmates of the in-
stitution as the Commissioner may require
for the purpose of carrying out paragraph (I);
and

'UI) the Commissioner shall pay to any
such institution, with respect to each inmate
of the institution who is eligible for a benefit
wider this title for the month preceding the
first month throughout which such inmate is
in such institution and becomes ineligible
for such benefit (or becomes eligible only for
a benefit payable at a reduced rate) as a re-
sult of the application of this paragraph, an
amount not to exceed $400 if the institution
furnishes the information descri bed in sub-
clause (I) to the Commissioner within 30
days after such indlividual becomes an in-
mate of such institution, or an amount not
to exceed $200 if the institution furnishes
such information after 30 days after such
date but within 90 days after such date.

'(ii) The provisions of section 552a of title
5, Urüted States Code, shall not apply to any
conn-act entered into under clause (i) or to
information exchanged pursuant to such con-
Uact." -

(2) CONFORMINC OASDI AMNDMEwrs,_5ec
tion 202(x)(3) (42 U.S.C. 4O2(x)(3)) is amend-ed-

(A) by inserting "(A)" after "(3)"; and
(B) by adding at the end the following new

subparagraph:
"(B)(j) The Commissioner shall enter into

a contract, with any interested State or
local institution descrjbed in clause (i) or (ii)
of paragraph (1)(A) the pnmary purpose of
which is to confine individuals as described
in paragraph (I)(A), under which—

U) the institution shall provide to the
Commissioner, on a monthly basis, the
names, social security account numbers.
dates of birth, and such other identifying in-
formation concerning the individuals con-
fined in the institution as the Commissioner
may require for the purpose of carrying out
paragraph (1); and

(II) the Commissioner shall pay to any
such mst1tution. with respect to each indi-
vidual who is entitled to a benefit under this
title for the month preceding the first month
throughout which such individual is confined
in such institution as described in paragraph

(1)(A). an amount not to exceed $400 if the in-
stitution furnishes the information described
in subclause (I) to the Commissioner within
30 days after the date such individual's con-
finement in such institution begins, or an
amount not to exceed $200 if the institution
furnishes such information after 30 days
after such date but within 90 days after such
date.

(ii) The provisions of section 552a of title
5. United States Code, shall not apply to any
contract entered into under clause (i) or to
information exchanged pursuant to such con-
tract. •.

(b) DENw OF SSI BENEFITS FOR 10 YEARS
TO A PERSON Fourv TO HAVE FRAtDui.fly
OBTAINED SSI BErEFITS WHILE IN PRISON.

(I) IN CENERAL.__Section I611(e)(I) (42
U.S.C. 1382(e)(1)), as amended by subsection
(a)(1), is amended by adding at the end the
following new subparagraph:

(J) In any case in which the Commis-
sioner of Social Security finds that a person
has made a fraudulent statement or rep.
resentation in order to obtain or to continue
to receive benefits under this title while
being an inmate in a penal institution such
person shall not be considered an eligible in-
dividual or eligible spouse for any month
ending during the ID-year period beginning
on the date on which such person ceases
being such an inmate.".

(2) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendment
made by this subsection shall apply with re-
spect to statements or representations made
on or after the date of the enactment of this
Act,

(c) EUNATIOr OF OASDI REQUIREMENI-
TT COj'r STEM FROM CRIME PUN-
ISHABLE BY IMPRJSO FOR Moi Tw IYEA.R._

(1) IN GENERAL._Sectjon 202(x)(1)(A) (42
U.S.C. 402(x) (I) (A)) is amended—

(A) in the matter preceding clause (i), bystriking 'during" and inserting 'through-out":
(B) in clause (i), by striking "pursuant"

and all that follows through "imposed': and
(C) in clause (ii)(I). by striking "an offense

punishable by imprisonment for more than I
year" and inserting 'a criminal offense,

(2) EFFCTIVE DATE—The amendments
made by this subsection shall be effective
with respect to benefits payable for months
beginrung more than 180 days after the date
of the enactment of this Act,

(d) STUDY OF OTHER POTEwrL IMPROVE-rrS IN ThE COLLECTION OF INORJVIAFION
RESPECTINC PUBLIC INMATES.—

(1) STUDY—The Commissioner of Social
Security shall conduct a study of the desir-
ability. feasibility. and cost of—

(A) establishing a system under which Fed-
eral, State. and local courts would furnish to
the Commissioner such information respect.
ing court orders by which individuals are
confined in jails, prisons, or other public
penal, correctional, or medical facilities as
the Commissioner may require for the pur-
pose of carrying out sections 202(x) and
I611(e)(1) of the Social Security Act; and

(B) requiring that State and local jails,
prisons, and other institutions that enter
into contracts with the Commissioner under
section 202(x)(3)(B) or 1611(e)(1)(I) of the So-
cial Security Act furnish the information re-quired by such contracts to the Commis-
sioner by means of an electroruc or other so-
phisticated data exchange system.

(2) REPoRr.—Not later than I year after
the date of the enactment of this Act, the
Commissioner of Social Security shall sub-
mit a report on the results of the study con-
ducted pursuant to this subsection to the
Committee on Finance of the Senate and the
Committee on Ways and Means of the Mouse
of Representatives.
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SEC. 205. EFFECTIVE DATE OF APPLICATION FOR
BENEFITS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Subparagraphs (A) and
(B) of section 1611(c)(7) (42 U.S.C. 1382(c)(7))
are amended to read as follows:

'(A) the first day of the month following
the date such application is filed, or

(B) the first day of the month following
the date such individual becomes eligible for
such benefits with respect to such applica-
tion.•'.

(b) SPECIAL Ru RELATING TO EMERGENCY
ADVA.NCE PA'ENTS.—Section 1631 (a) (4) (A)
(42 U.S.C. 1383(a)(4)(A)) is amended—

(I) by inserting "for the month following
the date the application is filed" after "is
presumptively eligible for such benefits":
and

(2) by inserting ", which shall be repaid
through proportionate reductions in such
benefits over a period of not more than 6
months" before the semicolon.

(c) COrZFORMINC AIr'D?NTS.—
(1) Section 1614(b) (42 U.S.C. 1382c(b)) s

amended by striking 'at the time the appli-
cation or request is filed" and inserting "on
the first day of the month following the date
the application or request is filed'.

(2) Section 1631(g)(3) (42 U.S.C. 1382j(g)(3))
is amended by inserting "following the
month" after " begirming with the month".

(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—
(I) IN GENERAj.,—The amendments made by

this section shall apply to applications for
benefits under title XVI of the Social Secu-
rity Act filed on or after the date of the en-
actment of this Act. without regard to
whether regulations have been issued to im-
plement such amendments.

(2) BErrs uNx i-rrt xvl.—For pur-
poses of this subsection. the term "benefits
under title XVI of the Social Security Act"
includes supplementary payments pursuant
to an agreement for Federal administration
under section 1616(a) of the Social Secunty
Act, and payments pursuant to an agreement
entered into under section 212(b) of Public
Law 93-66.
SEC. 206. INSTALLMr PAYMENT OF LARGE

PAST-DUE SLJPPLEMENr&j SECLJ.
RITY INCOME BENEFITS.

(a) IN GENER.AL.—ction 1631(a) (42 U.S.C.
1383) is amended by adding at the end the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

"(ID)(A) If an individual is eligible for past-
due monthly benefits under this title in an
amount that (after any withholding for reim-
bursement to a State for interim assistance
under subsection (g)) equals or exceeds the
product of—

'(i) 12. and
"(ii) the maximum monthly benefit pay-

able under this title to an eligible individual
(or. if appropriate. to an eligible individual
and eligible spouse).
then the payment of such past-due benefits
(after any such reimbursement to a State)
shall be made in installments as provided in
subparagraph (B).

"(B) (1) The payment of past-due benefits
subject to this subparagraph shall be made
in not to exceed 3 installments that are
made at 6-month intervals,

(ii) Except as provided in clause (iii), the
amount of each of the first and second in-
stallments may not exceed an amount equal
to the product of clauses (i) and (ii) of sub-
paragraph (A).

(iii) In the case of an individual who has—
(I) outstanding debt attributable to—
(aa) food,
(bb) clothing.

"(cc) shelter, or
(dd) medically necessary services, sup-

plies or equipment, or medicine: or -

UI) current expenses or expenses antici-
pated in the near term attributable to—

"(aa) medically necessary services, sup-
plies or equipment, or medicine, or
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• '(bb) the purchase of a home, and
such debt or expenses are not subject to re-
imbursement by a public assistance program.
the Secretary under title XVIII. a State plan
approved under title XV or XIX. or any pri-
vate entity legally liable to provide payment
pursuant to an insurance policy, pre-paid
plan. or other an-angement. the limitation
specified in clause (ii) may be exceeded by an
amount equal to the total of such debt and
expenses.

(C) This paragraph shall not apply to any
individual who, at the time of the Commis-
sioners determination that such individual
is eligible for the payment of past-due
monthly benefits under this title—

(i) is afflicted with a medically deter-
minable impairment that is expected to re-
sult in death within 12 months: or

'(ii) is ineligible for benefits under this
title and the Commissioner determines that
such individuai is likely to remain ineligible
for the next 12 months.

"(D) For purposes of this paragraph, the
term 'benefits under this title' includes sup-
plementary payments pursuant to an agree-
ment for Federal administration under sec-
tion 1616(a), and payments pursuant to an
agreement entered into under section 212(b)
of Public Law 93-66.".

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMEj'T.—Sectjon
1631(a)(1) (42 U.S.C. 1383(a)(1)) is amended by
inserting "(subject to paragraph (10))" im-
mediately before - 'in such installments".

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—
(1) IN GENERAL—The amendments made by

this section are effective with respect to
past-due benefits payable under title XVI of
the Social Security Act after the third
month following the month in which this
Act is enacted.

(2) BENEFTTS PAYABLE UNDER TrrLE XVL—
For purposes of this subsection, the term
"benefits payable under title XVI of the So-
ciai Security Act" includes supplementary
payments pursuant to an agreement for Fed-
eral administration under section 1616(a) of
the Social Security Act, and payments pur-
suant to an agreement entered into under
section 212(b) of Public Law 93-66.
SEC. 207. RECOVERY OF SUPPLE?.TrAL SECU-

RITY INCOME OVERPAYMENTS
FROM SOCIAL SECURITY BENEErTS.

(a) IN GENERAL—Part A of title XI is
amended by adding at the end the following
new section:

'RECO VERY OF SSI OVERPAYMENTS EROM
SOCIAL SECUR' BENETS

"SEc. 1146. (a) IN GENERAL—Whenever the
Commissioner of Social Security determines
that more than the correct amount of any
payment has been made to any person under
the supplemental security income program
authorized by title XVI, and the Commis-
sioner is unable to make proper adjustment
or recovery of the amount so incorrectly
paid as provided in section 1631(b). the Com-
missioner (notwithstanding section 207) may
recover the amount incorrectly paid by de-
creasing any amount which is payable under
the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance
program or the Federai Disability Insurance
program authorized by title II to that person
or that person's estate.

"(b) NO EFFECT ON SSI BENEFIT ELIGIBILrVY
OR AMOUNT.—Notwithstanding subsections
(a) and (b) of section 1611. in any case in
which the Commissioner takes action in ac-
cordance with subsection (a) to recover an
overpayment from any person. neither that
person, nor any individual whose eligibility
or benefit amount is determined by consider-
ing any part of that person's income, shall.
as a result of such action—

"(1) become eligible under the program of
supplemental security income benefits under
title XVI. or
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"(2) if such person or individual is already

so eligible, become eligible for increased ben-
efits thereunder,

(c) PROCRAM UNDER TITLE XVI.—For pur-
poses of this section. the term 'supplemental
security income program authorized by title
XVI' includes supplementary payments pur-
suant to an agreement for Federal adminis-
tration under section 1616(a). and payments
pursuant to an agreement entered into under
section 212(b) of Public Law 93—66.".

(b) COFORM1NC AMENDMENTS.—
(1) Section 204 (42 U.S.C. 404) is amended by

adding at the end the following new sub-
section:

(g) For payments which are adjusted or
withheld to recover an overpayment of sup-
plemental security income benefits paid
under title XVI (including State supple-
mentary payments which were paid under an
agreement pursuant to section 1616(a) or sec-
tion 212(b) of Public Law 93-66). see section
1146.".

(2) Section 1631(b) is amended by adding at
the end the following new paragraph:

"(5) For the recovery of overpayments of
benefits under this title from benefits pay-
able under title II, see section 1146.".

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments
made by this section shall take effect on the
date of the enactment of this Act and shall
apply to overpayments outstanding on or
after such date.

Subtitle B—Benefits for Disabled Children
SEC. 2]]. DEFINITION AND ELIGIBILrrY RULES.

(a) DEFINITION OF CHILDHOOD DISABILITY.—
Section 1614(a)(3) (42 U.S.C. 1382c(a)(3)) is
amended—

(1) in subparagraph (A). by striking "An in-
dividual" and inserting "Except as provided
in subparagraph (C), an individuai";

(2) in subparagraph (A). by striking '(or, in
the case of an individuai under the age of 18,
if he suffers from any medically determma-
ble physical or mental impairment of com-
parable severity)":

(3) by redesignating subparagraphs (C)
through (H) as subparagraphs (D) through (I).
respectively:

(4) by inserting after subparagraph (B) the
following new subparagraph:

(C) An individual under the age of 18 shall
be considered disabled for the purposes of
this title if that individual has a medicaily
determinable physical or mental impair-
ment. which results in marked and severe
functional limitations, and which can be ex-
pected to result in death or which has lasted
or can be expected to last for a continuous
period of not less than 12 months.": and

(5) in subparagraph (F), as so redesignated
by paragraph (3) of this subsection, by strik-
ing "(D)" and inserting "(E)".

(b) CHANCES TO CHILDHOOD SSI REGULA-
TIONS.—

(1) MODIFiCATION TO MEDICAL CRITERIA FOR
EVALUATION OF NTAL AND EMOTIONAL DIS-
ORDERS—The Commissioner of Social Secu-
rity shall modif, sections 112.00C.2. and
112.02B.2.c.(2) of appendix I to subpart P of
part 404 of title 20. Code of Federal Regula-
tions, to eliminate references to maladaptive
behavior in the domain of personali
behavorial function.

(2) DISCONTINUANCE OF INDJVIDUALZED
FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT.—The Commissioner
of Social Security shall discontinue the indi-
vidualized functional assessment for children
set forth in sections 416.924d and 416,924e of
title 20. Code of Federal Regulations.

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE: REGULATIONS; APPU-
CATION TO CuREN'r RECIPIENTS.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—The amendments made by
subsections (a) and (b) shall apply to appli-
cants for benefits for months beginning on or
after the date of the enactment of this Act.
without regard to whether regulations have
been issued to implement such amendments.
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(2) RECULA.TIONS.—The Commissioner of

Social Security shall issue such regulations
as the Commissioner determines to be nec-
essary to implement the amendments made
by subsections (a) and (b) not later than 60
days after the date of the enactment of this
Act.

(3) APPLICATION TO CURRENT RECIPIENTS.—
(A) ELIGIBILITY DETERvfiNATIONS.—Not

later than 1 year after the date of the enact-
ment of this Act, the Commissioner of Social
Security shall redetermine the eligibility of
any individual under age 18 who is receiving
supplemental security income benefits based
on a disability under title XVI of the Social
Security Act as of the date of the enactment
of this Act and whose eligibility for such
benefits may terminate by reason of the
amendments made by subsection (a) or (b).
With respect to any redetermination under
this subparagraph—

(i) section 1614(a)(4) of the Social Security
Act (42 U.S.C. 1382c(a)(4)) shall not apply:

(ii) the Commissioner of Social Security
shall apply the eligibility criteria for new
applicants for benefits under title XVI of
such Act:

(iii) the Commissioner shall give such rede-
termination priority Over all continuing eli-
gibility reviews and other reviews under
such title: and

(iv) such redetermination shall be counted
as a review or redetermination otherwise re-
quired to be made under section 208 of the
Social Security Independence and Program
Improvements Act of 1994 or any other provi-
sion of title XVI of the Social Security Act.

(B) GRANDFATHER PROVISION.—The amend-
ments made by subsections (a) and (b). and
the redetermination under subparagraph (A).
shall only apply with respect to the benefits
of an individual described in subparagraph
(A) for months beginning' on or after the date
of redetermination with respect to the mdi-
vidual.

(C) No'rICE.—Not later than 90 days after
the date of the enactment of this Act, the
Commissioner of Social Security shall notify
an individual described in subparagraph (A)
of the provisions of this paragraph.
SEC. 212. ELIGIBILITY REDETERMINATIONS AND

CONTINUING DISABILITY REVIEWS.
(a) CONTINUING DISABILITY REVIEWS RELAT-

ING TO CERTAIN CHILDREN—Section
1614(a)(3)(H) (42 U.S.C. 1382c(a)(3)(H)), as so
redesignated by section 211(a) (3) of this Act.
is amended—

(1) by inserting '(i)" after "(HI': and
(2) by adding at the end the following new

clause:
"(ii)(I) Not less frequently than once every

3 years. the Commissioner shall review in ac-
cordance with paragraph (4) the continued
eligibility for benefits under this title of
each individual who has not attained 18
years of age and is eligible for such benefits
by reason of an impairment (or combination
of impairments) which may improve (or.
which is unlikely to improve, at the option
of the Commissioner).

'lIT) A parent or guardian of a recipient
whose case is reviewed under this clause
shall present. at the time of review, evidence
demonstrating that the recipient is. and has
been, receiving treatment, to the extent con-
sidered medically necessary and available, of
the condition which was the basis for provid-
ing benefits under this title.".

(b) DISABILITY EUGIBILiTY REDETERM]NA-
TIONS REQUIRED FOR SSI REcIPIEWrs WHO AT-
TAIN 18 YEARS OF ACE.—

(1) IN GENERAL,—Section 1614(a)(3)(H) (42
U.S.C. 1382c(a)(3)(H)). as so redesignated by
section 211(a) (3) of this Act and as amended
by subsection (a) of this section. is amended
by adding at the end the following new
clause:

"(iii) If an individual is eligible for benefits
under this title by reason of disability for



the month preceding the month in which the
individual atzins the age of 18 years. the
Commissioner shall redetermine such eligi-
bility—

(I) during the 1-year period beginning on
the individua!s 18th birthday: and

(II) by applying the criteria used in deter-
mining the initial eligibility for applicants
who have attained the age of 18 years.
With respect to a redetermination under this
clause, paragraph (4) shall not apply and
such redetermination shall be considered a
substitute for a review or redetermination
otherwise required under any other provision
of this subparav'aph during that 1-year pe-
riod.••.

(2) CONFORM]NZ REPEAL—Section 207 of the
Social Securit'' Independence and Program
Improvements Act of 1994 (42 U.S.C. 1382
note 108 Stat. 1516) is hereby repealed.

(c) CONTINtNC DISABILITY REVIEW RE-
QLJIRED FOR Low BIRTH WEICfrr BABIES—Sec-
tion 1614(a)(3)(1-r) (42 U.S.C. 1382c(a)(3)(H)), as
so redesignated by section 211(a)(3) of this
Act and as amended by subsections (a) and
(b) of this section. is amended by adding at
the end the following new clause:

(iv)(I) Not later than 12 months after the
birth of an individual, the Commissioner
shall review in accordance with paragraph (4)
the continuing eligibility for benefits under
this title by reason of disability of such indi-
vidual whose lov birth weight is a contribut-
ing factor material to the Commissioners
determination that the individual is dis-
abled.

(II) A review under subclause (I) shall be
considered a substitute for a review other-
wise required uflder any other provision of
this subparagraph during that 12-month pe-
riod.

(III) A pareflt or guardian of a recipient
whose case is reviewed under this clause
shall present, a: the time of review, evidence
demonstrating that the recipient is. and has
been, receiving treatment, to the extent con-
sidered medically necessary and available, of
the condition wiich was the basis for provid-
ing benefits under this titie.".

(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments
made by this section shall apply to benefits
for months beg±-triing on or after the date of
the enactment of this Act, without regard to
whether regulations have been issued to im-
plement such amendments,

(e) APPROPR flON._Out of any money in
the Treasury of the United States not other-
wise appropriated, there are appropriated to
the Secretary of Health and Human Services
for the conducz of continuing disability re-
views pursuant to the amendments made by
this section—

(1) S200.000.000 for fiscal year 1997;
(2) $73,000,000 for fiscal year 1998; and
(3) S25.000.000 for fiscal year 1999.

SEC. 13. ADDmONAL ACCOUNThBU.rry RE-
QU1RENTS.

(a) Ticmtrxx OF RpsEr-rA'rJvE PAYEE
REQUIREMENTS.—

(I) CLARXflCATION OF RQLE.—Sectjon
l&31(a) (2) (B) (ii) (42 U.S.C. 1383(a) (2) (B)(ii)) is
amended by striking "and" at the end of sub-
clause (II). by s-ikng the period at the end
of subclause (I\') and inserting ": and', and
by adding after subclause (IV) the following
new subclause:

(V) advise sucn person through the notice
of award of benefits, and at such other times
as the Comnitssioner of Social Security
deems appropriate, of specific examples of
appropriate expenditures of benefits under
this title and the proper role of a representa-
tive payee.'.

(2) DOCUMEKrXnON OF ENDTI1JRES RE-
QIJ1RED.—

(A) lN CERL.-_Subparagraph (C)(1) of
section 1631(a)(2) (42 U.S.C. 1383(a)(2)) is
amended to read as follows:
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"(C)(i) In any case where payment is made

to a representative payee of an individual or
spouse, the Commissioner of Social Security
shall—

(1) require such representative payee to
document expenditures and keep contem-
poraneous records of transactions made
using such payment: and

"(II) implement statistically valid proce-
dures for reviewing a sample of such contem-
poraneous records in order to identify in-
stances in which such representative payee
is not properly using such payment.".

(B) CONPORJVUNC AMENDMENT WITh RESPECT
TO PARENT PAYEES.—Clause (ii) of section
1631(a) (2) (C) (42 U.S.C. 1383(a) (2) (C)) is amend-
ed by striking 'Clause (i)' and inserting
"Subclauses (II) and (III) of clause (i)'.

(3) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendments
made by this subsection shall apply to bene-
fits paid after the date of the enactment of
this Act.

(b) DEDICATED SAVINCS ACCourjrs.—
(1) IN CENERAL.—Section 1631(a)(2)(B) (42

U.S.C. 1383(a)(2)(B)) is amended by adding at
the end the following:

"(Xiv) Notwithstanding clause (x). the
Commissioner of Social Security may. at the
request of the representative payee, pay any
lump sum payment for the benefit of a child
into a dedicated savings account that could
only be used to purchase for such child—

(I) education and job skills training:
"(II) special equipment or housing moth-

fications or both specifically related to. and
required by the nature of. the child's disabil-
ity: and

(III) appropriate therapy and rehabilita-
tion.".

(2) D1ScA1W OF TRUST FUNDS—Section
1613(a) (42 U.S.C. 1382b(a)) is amended—

(A) by striking 'and' at the end of para-
graph (10).

(B) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (11) and inserting ": and". and

(C) by inserting after paragraph (11) the
following:

(12) all amounts deposited in. or interest
credited to, a dedicated savings account de-
scribed in section 1631 (a) (2) (8) (xiv)."

(3) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendments
made by this subsection shall apply to pay-
ments made after the date of the enactment
of this Act,
SEC. 214. REDUCTION IN CASH BENEFITS PAY-

ABLE TO INSTITUTIONALIZED INDI-
VIDUALS WHOSE MEDICAL COSTS
ARE COVERED BY PRIVATE INSUR-
ANCE.

(a) IN CENERAj,—Secl.:ion 1611(e)(1) (B) (42
U.S.C. 1382(e) (1) (B)) is amended—

(1) by striking "title XIX. or' and insert-
ing "title XIX."; and

(2) by inserting "or, in the case of an eligi-
ble individual under the age of 18 receiving
payments (with respect to such individual)
under any health insurance policy issued by
a private provider of such insurance" after
'section 1614(f)(2)(B).'.

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendment
made by this section shall apply to benefits
for months beginning 90 or more days after
the date of the enactment of this Act, with-
out regard to whether regulations have been
issued to implement such amendments.
SEC. 215. MODIFJCATION RESPECTING PARENTAL

INCOME DEEMED TO DISABLED
CHILDREN.

(a) IN CENERL.—Section 1614(f)(2) (42
U.S.C. 1382c(f)(2)) is amended—

(1) by adding at the end of subparagraph
(A) the following: 'For purposes of the pre-
ceding sentence, the income of such parent
or spouse of such parent shall be reduced
by—

(A) the allocation for basic needs de-
scribed in subparagraph (C) (i): and

(B) the earned income disregard described
in subparagraph (C)(ii)."; and
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(2) by adding at the end the following:
"(C) (i) The allocation for basic needs de-

scribed by this clause is—
(I) in the case of an individual who does

not have a spouse. an amount equal to 50 per-
cent of the maximum monthiy benefit pay-
able under this title to an eligible individual
who does not have an eligible spouse: or

"(II) in the case of an individual who has a
spouse, an amount equal to 50 percent of the
maximum monthiy benefit payable under
this title to an eligible individual who has an
eligible spouse.

"(ii) The earned income disregard de-
scribed by this clause is an amount deter-
mined by deducting the first $780 per year (or
proportionally smaller amounts for shorter
periods) plus 64 percent of the remainder
from the earned income (determined in ac-
cordance with section 1612(a) (1)) of the par-
ent (and spouse, if any).".

(b) PRESERVATION OF MEDICAID EucI-
BIUTY.—Secrion 1634 (42 U.S.C. 1383c) is
amended by adding at the end the following:

'(f) Any child who has not attained 18
years of age and who would be eligible for a
payment under this title but for the amend-
ment made by section 215(a) of the Peronsal
Responsibility and Work Opportunity Act of
1996 shall be deemed to be receiving such
payment for purposes of eligibility of the
child for medical assistance under a State
plan approved under title XIX of this Act.".

(c) EFECFTVE DATE—The amendments
made by this section shall apply to months
after 1996.
SEC. 216, GRADUATED BENEPTrS FOR ADDI-

TIONAL CHILDREN.
(a) IN CEr 1...—Section 1611(b) (42 U.S.C.

1382(b)) is amended by adding at the end the
following:

"(3) (A) The benefit under this title for each
eligible blind or disabled individual as deter-
mined pursuant to section 1611(a) (1) who—

(i) is a child under the age of 18,
"(ii) lives in the same household as I or

more persons who are also eligible blind or
disabled children under the age of 18. and

"(iii) does not live in a group or foster
home,
shall be equal to the applicable percentage of
the amount in section 1611(b)(1), reduced by
the amount of any income of such child. in-
cluding income deemed to such child under
section 1614(0(2).

(B) For purposes of this paragraph. the
applicable percentage shall be determined
under the following table:

"(C) For purposes of this paragraph, the
applicable household size shall be deter-
mined by the number of eligible blind and
disabled children under the age of 18 in such
household whose countable income and re-
sources do not exceed the limits specified in
section 1611(a)(1).".

(b) PRESERVATION OF MEDICAID EucI-
BILI'IY.—Sectjon 1634 (42 U.S.C. 1383c), as
amended by section 215(b) of this Act. is
amended by adding at the end the following:

"(g) Any child who has not attained 18
years of age and would be eligible for a pay-
ment under this title but for the limitation
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"If the household has:
I eligible child
2 eligible children
3 eligible children
4 eligible children
5 eligible children
6 eligible children
7 eligible children
8 eligible children
9 eligible children
10 eligible children
11 eligible children
12 eligible children or

more.

The applicable
percentage for

each eligible child is:
100 percent
81.2 percent
71.8 percent
65.9 percent
61.8 percent
58.5 percent
55.9 percent
53.5 percent
51.7 percent
50.2 percent
48.7 percent
47.4 percent.".
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on payment amount imposed by Section
1611(b)(3) shall be deemed to be receiving
Such benefit for purposes of establishing Such
childs eligibility for medical assistance
under a State plan approved under title
XIx....

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendments
made by this section shall take effect—

(I) on the date of the enactment of this
Act, with respect to payments made on the
basis of determinations of eligibility made
on or after such date, and

(2) on January 1, 1998. with respect to pay-
ments made for months beginning after such
date on the basis of determinations of eligi-
bility made before the date of the enactment
of this Act.
Subtitle C—State Supplementation Programs
SEC. 221. REPEAL OF MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT

REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO OP-
TIONAL STATE PROGRAMS FOR
SUPPLEMENTATION OF SSI BENE-
FrrS.

Section 1618 (42 t.LS.C. 1382g) is hereby re-
pealed.
Subtitle D—Studies Regarding Supplementaj

Security Income Program
SEC. 231. ANNUAL REPORT ON THE SUPPLE-

MENTAL SECURITY INCOME PRO-
GRAM.

Title XVI (42 U.S.C. 1381 et seq.). as amend-
ed by section 201(c) of this Act, is amended
by adding at the end the following new sec-
tion:

ANNUAL REPORT ON PROGRAM

•.5 1637. (a) Not later than May 30 of
each year. the Commissioner of Social Secu-
rity shall prepare and deliver a report annu-
ally to the President and the Congress re-
garding the program under this title, includ-
ing—

"(I) a comprehensive description of the
program:

(2) historical and current data on allow-
ances and denials, including number of appli-
cations and allowance rates atjnjtial deter-
minations, reconsiderations, administrative
law judge hearings, council of appeals hear-
ings. and Federal court appeal hearings:

"(3) historical and current data on charac-
teristics of recipients and program costs, by
recipient group (aged. blind, work disabled
adults. and children):

(4) projections of future number of recipi-
ents and program costs. through at least 25
years;

(5) number of redetez-minatjons and con-
unuing disability reviews, and the outcomes
of such redeterminations and reviews;

(6) data on the utilization of work incen-
tives:

(7) detailed information on administra-
tive and other program operation costs;

(8) summaries of relevant research under-
taken by the Social Security Administra-
tion, or by other researchers;

(9) State supplementation program oper-
ations:

(10) a historical summary of statutory
changes to this title; and

'(11) such other information as the Com-
missioner deems useful.

(b) Each member of the Social Security
Advisory Board shall be permitted to provide
an individual report. or a joint report if
agreed. of views of the program under this
title, to be incjuded in the annual report
under this section.'.
SEC. Z32. STUDY OF DISABIUTY DETERMINATION

PROCESS.
(a) IN GENL.—Not later than 90 days

after the date of the enactment of this Act,
and from funds otherwise appropriated, the
Commissioner of Social Security shall make
arrangements with the National Academy of
Sciences. or other independent entity. to
conduct a study of the disability determina-
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tion process under titles U and XVI of the
Social Security Act. This study shall be un-
dertaken in consultation with professionals
representing appropriate disciplines.

(b) STUDY COMPONENTS—The study de-
scribed in subsection (a) shall include—

(I) an initial phase examining the appro.
priateness of, and making recommendations
regarding—

(A) the definitions of disability in effect on
the date of the enactment of this Act and the
advantages and disadvantages of alternative
definitions: and

(B) the operation of the disability deter-
mination process. including the appropriate
method of performing comprehensive assess
ments of individuals under age 18 with phys-
ical and mental impairments:

(2) a second phase. which may be concur-
rent with the initial phase. examining the
validity, reliability. and consistency with
current scientific knowledge of the standards
and individual listings in the Listing of lm-
pairments set forth in appendix I of subpart
P of part 404 of title 20. Code of Federal Reg-
ulations. and of related evaluation proce-
dures as promulgated by the Commissioner
of Social Security; and

(3) such other issues as the applicable en-
tity considers appropriate.

(c) REP0RrS ANt) RECULAnONS.—
(I) REPORTS—The Commissioner of Social

Security shall request the applicable entity.
to submit an interim report and a final re-
port of the findings and recommendations re-
sulting from the study described in this sec-
tion to the President and the Congress not
later than 18 months and 24 months. respec-
tively. from the date of the contract for such
study. and such additional reports as the
Commissioner deems appropriate after con-
sultation with the applicable entity.

(2) REGULATIONS—The Commissioner of
Social. Security shall review both the in-
terim and final reports, and shall issue regu-
lations implementing any necessary changes
following each report.
SEC. Z33. STUDY BY GENERAL ACCOUNTING OF-

FICE.
Not later than January 1. 1998. the Comp-

troller General of the United States shall
study and report on—

(I) the impact of the amendments made by.
and the provisions of, this title on the sup-
plemental security income program under
title XVI of the Social Security Act: and

(2) extra expenses incurred by families of
children receiving benefits under such title
that are not covered by other Federal. State.
or local programs.

Subtitle E—Nationaj Commissrnn on the
Future of Disability

SEC. 241. ESTABLISHMENT.
There is established a commission to be

known as the National Commission on the
Future of Disability (referred to in this sub-
title as the "Commission").
SEC. 242. DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION.

(a) IN GENERAL—The Commission shall de-
velop and carry Out a comprehensive study
of all matters related to the nature, purpose,
and adequacy of all Federal programs serv-
ing individuals with disabilities. In particu-
lar. the Commission shall study the disabil-
ity insurance program under title II of the
Social Security Act and the supplemental se-
curity income program under title XVI of
such Act.

(b) Mxrrs STUDIED—The Commission
shall prepare an inventory of Federal pro-
grams serving individuals with disabilities,
and shall examine—

(I) trends and projections regarding the
size and characteristics of the population of
individuals with disabilities. and the impli-
cations of such analyses for program plan-
ning:
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(2) the feasibility and design of perform-

ance standards for the Nation's disability
programs:

(3) the adequacy of Federal efforts in reha-
bilitation research and training, and oppor-
tunities to improve the lives of individuals
with disabilities through all manners of sci-
entific and engineering research: and

(4) the adequacy of policy research avail-
able to the Federal Government, and what
actions might be undertaken to improve the
quality and scope of such research.

(c) RECOMMENDATIONS—The Commission
shall submit to the appropriate committees
of the Congress and to the President rec-
ommendations and, as appropriate, proposals
for legislation, regarding—

(I) which (if any) Federal disability pro-
grams should be eliminated or augmented

(2) what new Federal disability programs
(if any) should be established:

(3) the suitability of the organization and
location of disability programs within the
Federal Government;

(4) other actions the Federal Government
should take to prevent disabilities and dis-
advantages associated with disabilities; and

(5) such other matters as the Commission
considers appropriate. —

SEC. 243. MEMBERSHIP.
(a) NUMBER AND APPOINTMENT.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—The Commission shall be

composed of 15 members, of whom—
(A) five shall be appointed by the Presi-

dent, of whom not more than 3 shall be of the
same major political party;

(B) three shall be appointed by the Major-
ity Leader of the Senate;

(C) two shall be appointed by the Minority
Leader of the Senate:

(D) three shall be appointed by the Speaker
of the House of Representative-and

(E) two shall be appointed by the Minority
Leader of the House of Representatives.

(2) REP SE-rATION—The Commission
members shall be chosen based on their edu-
cation, training, or experience. In appointing
individuals as members of the Commission.
the President and the Majority and Minority
Leaders of the Senate and the Speaker and
Minority Leader of the House of Representa-
tives shall seek to ensure that the member-
ship of the Commission reflects the general
interests of the business and taxpaying com-
munity and the diversity of individuals with
disabilities in the United States,

(b) COMPTROLLER GENERAL—The Comp-
troller General of the United States shall ad-
vise the Commission on the methodology and
approach of the study of the Commission.

(c) TERM OF APPOINTh4ENT.—The members
shall serve on the Commission for the life of
'the Commission.

(d) MEETINGS.—The Commission shall lo.
cate its headquarters in the District of Co-
lumbia, and shall meet at the call of the
Chairperson. but not less than 4 dines each
year during the life of the Commission,

(e) QUORUM.—Ten members of the Commis-
sion shall constitute a quorum, but a lesser
number may hold hearings.

(f) CHAIRPERSON ANt) VICE CHAIRPERSON.—
Not later than 15 days after the members of
the Commission are appointed, such mem-
bers shall designate a Chairperson and Vice
Chairperson from among the members of the
Commission,

(g) COrmNUATION OF MEMBERSHIP.—If a
member of the Commission becomes an offi-
cer or employee of any government after ap-
pointment to the Commission, the individual
may continue as a member until a successor
member is appointed.

(h) VACANcIES.—A vacancy on the Commis-
sion shall be filled in the manner in which
the original appointment was made not later
than 30 days after the Commission is given
notice of the vacancy.
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(i) COMpsxrIoN.—Members of the Com-

mission shall receive no additional pay, al-
lowances, or benefits by reason of their sei-v-
ice on the Commission.

(j) TRw E)PENSES.—Each member of the
Commission shall receive travel expenses, in-
cluding per diem in lieu of subsistence, in ac-
cordance with sections 5702 and S703 of title
5. United States Code.
SEC. 244. STAFF AND SUPPORT SERVICES.

(a) DrnEcoIt—
(1) APPO flT.—Upon consultation with

the members of the Commission, the Chair-
person shall appoint a Director of the Com-
mission.

(2) COMPENSATION—The Director shall be
paid the rate of basic pay for level V of the
Executive Schedule.

(b) ST.—With the approval of the Com-
mission, the Director may appotht such per-
sonnel as the Director considers appropriate.

(c) APPLICA3ZUT OF CIVIL SEJwIc LAWS.—
The staff of the Commission shall be ap-
pointed without regard to the provisions of
title 5, United States Code, governing ap-
pointnients in the competitive service, and
shall be paid without regard to the provi-
sions of chapter 51 and subchapter III of
chapter 53 of such title relating to classifica-
tion and General Schedule pay rates.

(d) Exprs AND CONSULTANrS,—With the
approval of the Commission, the Director
may procure temporary and intermittent
services under section 3109(b) of title 5. Unit-
ed States Code.

(e) Sm OF FEDEa ACENC.—Upon the
request of the Commission, the head of any
Federal agency may detail, on a reimburs-
able basis, any of the personnel of such agen-
cy to the Commission to assist n carrying
Out the duties of the Commission under this
subtitle.

(f) OTHER RE5OURCES.—The Commission
shall have reasonable access to materials, re-
sources, statistical data, and other informa-
tion from the Library of Congress and agen-
cies and elected representatives of the execu-
tive and legislative branches of the Federal
Government. The Chairperson of the Com-
mission shall make requests for such access
in writing when necessary.

(g) P1-r'sic FACILITIES—The Adminis-
trator of the General Services Administra-
tion shall locate suitable office soace for the
operation of the Commission. Tne facilities
shall serve as the headquarters of the Com-
mission and shall include all necessary
equipment and incidentals required for prop-
er functioning of the Commission.
SEC. 245. POWERS OF COMMISSION.

(a) HEARINCS.—The Commission may con-
duct public hearrngs or forums at the discre-
tion of the Commission, at any time and
place the Comrrnssion is able to secure facili-
ties and witnesses, for the purpose of carry-
ing Out the duties of the Commission under
this subtitle.

(b) DELEGATION OF AUThORITY—Any mem-
ber or agent of the Conunission may. if au-
thorized by the Commission, take any action
the Commission is authorized to take by this
section.

(c) I FORMxnc,_The Commission may se-
cure directly from any Federal agency infor-
mation necessary to enable the Commission
to carry out its duties under this subtitle.
Upon request of the Chairperson or Vice
Chairperson of the Commission, the head of
a Federal agency' shall furnish the informa-
tion to the Commission to the extent per-
mitted by law.

(d) GIFTS. BEQUESTS. AND Di5ES.—The
Commission may accept, use, and dispose of
gifts, bequests, or devises of services or prop-
erty. both real and personal, for the purpose
of aiding or facilitating the work of the Com-
mission. Gifts, bequests, or devises of money
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and proceeds from sales of other property re-
ceived as gifts, bequests. or devises shall be
deposited in the Treasury and shall be avail-
able for disbursement upon order of the Com-
mission.

(e) MAILS—The Commission may use the
United States mails in the same manner and
under the same conditions as other Federal
agencies.
SEC. 246. REPORTS.

(a) ITER3M REPORT—Not later than 1 year
prior to the date on which the Commission
terminates pursuant to section 247. the Com-
mission shall submit an interim report to
the President and to the Congress. The in-
terim report shall contain a detailed state-
ment of the findings and conclusions of the
Commission, together with the Commission's
recommendations for legislative and admin-
istrative action, based on the activities of
the Commission.

(b) FINAL REPORT,—NOt later than the date
on which the Commission terminates, the
Commission shall submit to the Congress
and to the President a final report contain-
ing—

(1) a detailed statement of final findings,
conclusions, and recommendations: and

(2) an assessment of the extent to which
recommendations of the Commission in-
cluded in the interim report under sub-
section (a) have been implemented.

(c) PR1wrnc AND PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION.—
Upon receipt of each report of the Commis-
sion under this section, the President shall—

(1) order the report to be printed; and
(2) make the report available to the public

upon request.
SEC. 247. TERMINA'flON.

The Commission shall terminate on the
date that is 2 years after the date on which
the members of the Commission have met
and designated a Chairperson and Vice
Chairperson.
SEC. 24S. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.

There are authorized to be appropriated
such sums as are necessary to carry Out the
purposes of the Commission.

TITLE Ill—CHILD SUPPORT
SEC. 300. REFERENCE TO SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.

Except as otherwise specifically provided.
where ever in this title an amendment is ex-
pressed n terms of an amendment to or re-
peal of a section or other provision, the ref-
erence shall be considered to be made to that
section or other provision of the Social Secu-
rity Act.

Subtitle A—Eligibility for Services:
Distribution of Payments

SEC. 301. STATE OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE
CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT
SERVICES.

(a) STATE PLAN REQUIREMENTS._Section
454 (42 U.S.C. 654) is amended—

(1) by striking paragraph (4) and inserting
the following new paragraph:

(4) provide that the State will—
(A) provide services relating to the estab-

lishment of paternity or the establishment
modification, or enforcement of child sup-
port obligations, as appropriate, under the
plan with respect to—

"(i) each child for whom (I) assistance is
provided under the State program funded
under part A of this title, (II) benefits or
services for foster care maintenance and
adoption assistance are provided under the
State program funded under part B of this
title, or (III) medical assistance is provided
under the State plan approved under title
XIX. unless the State agency administering
the plan determines (in accordance with
paragraph (29)) that it is against the best in-
terests of the child to do so: and

'(ii) any other child, if an individual ap-
plies for such 5cr-vices with respect to the
child: and
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(B) enforce any support obligation estab-

lished with respect to—
(i) a child with respect to whom the State

provides services under the plan; or
(ii) the custodial parent of such a child.';

and
(2) in paragraph (6)—
(A) by striking 'provide that" and insert-

ing 'provide that—":
(B) by striking subparagraph (A) and in-

serting the following new subparagraph:
(A) services under the plan shall be made

available to residents of other States on the
same terms as to residents of the State sub-
mitting the plan:";

(C) in subparagraph (B), by inserting 'on
individuals not receiving assistance under
any State program funded under part A"
after 'such services shall be imposed';

(D) in each of subparagraphs (B). (C), (D).
and (E)—

(i) by indenting the subparagraph in the
same manner as. and aligning the left mar-
gin of the subparagraph with the left margin
of. the matter inserted by subparagraph (B)
of this paragraph: and

(ii) by striking the final comma and insert-
ing a semicolon; and

(E) in subparagraph (E), by indenting each
of clauses (i) and (ii) 2 additional ems.

(b) CONTINUATION OF SERvICES FOR Fi-
LIES CEASINC TO RECEIVE ASSISTANCE UNDER
ThE STATE PROGRAM FUNDED UNDER PART
A—Section 454 (42 U.S.C. 654) is amended—

(I) by striking "and" at the end of pam-
graph (23):

(2) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (24) and inserting ": and'; and

(3) by adding after paragraph (24) the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

(25) provide that if a family with respect
to which services are provided under the plan
ceases to receive assistance under the State
program funded under part A. the State shall
provide appropriate notice to the family and
continue to provide such services, subject to
the same conditions and on the same basis as
in the case of other individuals to whom
services are furnished under the plan, except
that an application or other request to con-
tinue services shall not be required of such a
family and paragraph (6)(B) shall not apply
to the family.".

(c) CONFORMINC AMENDMTS.—
(1) Section 452(b) (42 U.S.C. 652(b)) is

amended by striking "454(6)" and inserting
'454(4)".

(2) Section 452g)(2)(A) (42 U.S.C.
652(g)(2)(A)) is amended by striking '454(6)'
each place it appears and inserting
"454(4)(A)(ii)".

(3) Section 466(a)(3)(B) (42 U.S.C.
666(a)(3)(B)) is amended by striking "in the
case of overdue support which a State has
agreed to collect under section 454(6)" and
inserting "in any other case".

(4) Section 466(e) (42 U.S.C. 666(e)) is
amended by striking "paragraph (4) or (6) of
section 454' and inserting section 454(4)".
SEC. 302. DISTRIBUTION OF CHILD SUPPORT

COLLECTIONS,

(a) IN GENERAL—Section 457 (42 U.S.C. 657)
is amended to read as follows:
SEC. 457, DISTRIBUTION OF COLLECTED SUP-

PORT.

(a) IN GE ERA1.—A amount collected on
behalf of a family as support by a State pur-
suant to a plan approved under this part
shall be distributed as follows:

(1) FANULIES RECEIVINC ASSISTANCE,—In
the case of a family receiving assistance
from the State, the State shall—

'(A) pay to the Federal Government the
Federal share of the amount so collected:
and

(B) retain, or distribute to the family. the
State share of the amount so collected,
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(2) FAMILJES TI-tAT FORMERLY RECEIVED AS-
SISTANCE—In the case of a family that for-
merly received assistance from the State:

(A) CuRRT SUPPORT pAY?NTS.—To the
extent that the amount so collected does not
exceed the amount required to be paid to the
family for the month in which collected, the
State shall distribute the amount so col-
lected to the family.

(B) PAYMENTS OF ARREARAGES.—TO the
extent that the amount so collected exceeds
the amount required to be paid to the family
for the month in which collected, the State
shall distribute the amount so collected as
follows:

(i) DISTRIBUTION OF ARREARAGES THAT AC-
CRUED AFtER THE FAMILY CEASED TO RECEIVE
ASSISTANCE,—

(I) PRE-OCTOBER 1997.—The provisions of
this section (other than subsection (b)(1)) as
in effect and applied on the day before the
date of the enactment of section 302 of the
Bipartisan Welfare Reform Act of 1996 shall
apply with respect to the distribution of sup.
port arrearages that—

(aa) accrued after the family ceased to re-
ceive assistance, and

"(bb) are collected before October 1. 1997.
(II) POST-SEPTEMBER 1997.—With respect

the amount so collected on or after October
1, 1997. or before such date, at the option of
the State—

(aa) IN GENERAL—The State shall first
distribute the amount so collected (other
than any amount described in clause (iv)) to
the family to the extent necessary to satisfy
any support arr-earages with respect to the
family that accrued after the family ceased
to receive assistance from the State.

(bb) Rt1URSENT OF GOVERNMENTS FOR
ASSISTANCE PROVIDED TO THE FAMILY—After
the application of division (aa) and clause
(ii) (II) (aa) with respect to the amount so col-
lected. the State shall retain the State share
of the amount so collected, and pay to the
Federal Government the Federal share (as
defIned in subsection (c) (2) (A)) of the amount
so collected, but only to the extent nec-
essaiy to reimburse amounts paid to the
family as assistance by the State,

"(cc) DISTRtrnIrION OF THE REMAINDER TO
THE FA1flLY.—To the extent that neither di-
vision (aa) nor division (bb) applies to the
amount so collected, the State shall distrib-
ute the amount to the family.

"(ii) DISTR1BLT!ON OF ARREARAGES THAT AC-
CRUED BEFORE THE FAMILY RECEWED ASSIST-
ANCE.—

(I) PRE-OCrOBER 2000.—The provisions of
this section (other than subsection (b)(l)) as
in effect and applied on the day before the
date of the enactment of section 302 of the
Bipartisan Welfare Reform Act of 1996 shall
apply with respect to the distribution of sup-
port arrearages that—

(aa) accrued before the family received
assistance, and

"(bb) are collected before October 1, 2000.
"(II) POST-SEPTEMBER 2000.—Unless, based

on the report required by paragraph (4), the
Congress determines otherwise, with respect
to the amount so collected on or after Octo-
ber 1, 2000. or before such date, at the option
of the State—.

(aa) IN GE\ERAL.—The State shall first
distribute the amount so collected (other
than any amount described in clause (iv)) to
the family to the extent necessaiy to satisfy
any support arrearages with respect to the
family that accrued before the family re-
ceived assistance from the State.

(bb) REIMBLRSEMENT OF GOVERNMENTS FOR
ASSiSTANCE PROVIDED TO T} FAMILY—After
the application of clause (i)(II)(aa) and divi-
sion (aa) with respect to the amount so col-
lected, the State shall retain the State share
of the amount so collected. and pay to the
Federal Government the Federal share (as
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defIned in subsection (c)(2)) of the amount so
collected, but only to the extent necessary
to reimburse of the amounts paid to the fam-
ily as assistance by the State,

"(cc) DISTRIBJnON OF THE REMAINOER TO
THE FAilLY.—To the extent that neither di-
vision (aa) nor division (bb) applies to the
amount so collected, the State shall distrib-
ute the amount to the family.

"(iii) DISTRIBJnON OF ARREARAGES THAT
ACCRUED WHILE THE FAMILY RECEIVED ASSIST-
ANCE.—In the case of a family described in
this subparagraph, the provisions of para-
graph (1) shall apply with respect to the dis-
tribution of support arrearages that accrued
while the family received assistance.

"(iv) AMOUNTS COLLECTED PURSUANT TO
SECTION 464.—Notwithstanding any other
provision of this section. any amount of sup-
port collected pursuant to section 464 shall
be retained by the State to the extent nec-
essary to reimburse amounts paid to the
family as assistance by the State. The State
shall pay to the Federal Government the
Federal share of the amounts so retained. To
the extent the amount collected pursuant to
section 464 exceeds the amount so retained,
the State shall distribute the excess to the
family.

(v) ORDERING RULES FOR DISTRIBUTIONS,—
For purposes of this subparagraph. the State
shall treat any support arr-earages collected
as accruing in the following order:

(I) to the period after the family ceased to
receive assistance:

(II) to the period before the family re-
ceived assistance: and

(III) to the period while the family was
receiving assistance.

(3) FAMILIES ThAT NEVER RECEIvED ASSIST-
ANCE—In the case of any other family. the
State shall distribute the amount so col-
lected to the family.

(4) STuDY AND REPORT—Not later than
October 1. 1998. the Secretary shall report to
the Congress the Secretary's findings with
respect to—

"(A) whether the distribution of post-as-
sistance arrearages to families has been ef-
fective in moving people off of welfare and
keeping them off of welfare:

"(B) whether early implementation of a
pre-assistance arrearage program by some
States has been effective in moving people
off of welfare and keeping them off of wel-
fare;

"(C) what the overall impact has been of
the amendments made by the Bipartisan
Welfare Reform Act of 1996 with respect to
child support enforcement in moving people
off of welfare and keeping them off of wel-
fare: and

"(D) based on the information and data the
Secretary has obtained, what changes. if
any. should be made in the policies related
to the distribution of child support arrear-
ages.

(b) CONTINUAnON OF ASSIGNMENTS—Any
rights to support obligations, which were as-
signed to a State as a condition of receiving
assistance from the State under part A and
which were in effect on the day before the
date of the enactment of the Bipartisan Wel-
fare Reform Act of 1996. shall remain as-
signed after such date,

(c) DEPINITIONS.—AS used in subsection
(a):

(1) ASSISTANCE.—The term 'assistance
from the State' means—

(A) assistance under the State program
funded under part A or under the State plan
approved under part A of this title (as in ef-
fect on the day before the date of the enact-
ment of the Bipartisan Welfare Reform Act
of 1996); or

(B) benefits under the State plan ap-
proved under part E of this title (as in effect
on the day before the date of the enactment
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of the Bipartisan Welfare Reform Act of
1996).

"(2) FEDERAJ.. SHARE—The term 'Federal
share' means that portion of the amount col-
lected resulting from the application of the
Federal medical percentage in effect for the
fiscal year in which the amount is collected.

"(3) FEDERAl.. MEDICAL ASSISTANCE PERCENT-
AGE—The term 'Federal medical assistance
percentage' means—

"(A) the Federal medical assistance per-
centage (as defined in section 1118), in the
case of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands.
Guam. and American Samoa: or

"(B) the Federal medical assistance per-
centage (as defined in section 1905(b)) in the
case of any other State.

"(4) STATE SHARE—The term 'State share'
means 100 percent minus the Federal share.

"(d) HOLD HARMLESS PROVISION—If the
amounts collected which could be retained
by the State in the fiscal year (to the extent
necessary to reimburse the State for
amounts paid to families as assistance by
the State) are less than the State share of
the amounts collected in fiscal year 1995 (de-
termined in accordance with section 457 as in
effect on the day before the date of the en-
actment of the Bipartisan Welfare Reform
Act of 1996). the State share for the fiscal
year shall be an amount equal to the State
share in fiscal year 1995.".

(b) CONFORM1NG AMEND'rs.—
(1) Section 464(a)(l) (42 U.S.C. 664(a)(l)) is

amended by striking "section 457(b)(4) or
(d)(3)" and inserting "section 457".

(2) Section 454 (42 U.S.C. 654) is amended—
(A) in paragraph (11)—
(1) by striking "(11)" and inserting

"(Il)(A)": and
(ii) by inserting after the semicolon "and":

and
(B) by redesignating paragraph (12) as sub-

paragraph (B) of paragraph (11).
(c) EFFECTIVE DATES.—
(1) IN GENERAL—Except as provided in

paragraph (2), the amendments made by this
section shall be effective on October 1, 1996.
or earlier at the State's option.

(2) CONPORMNG A NNTS.—The amend-
ments made by subsection (b)(2) shall be-
come effective on the date of the enactment
of this Act.
SEC. 303. PRIVACY SAFEGUARDS.

(a) STATE PLAN REQtj1RE?NT.—Section 454
(42 U.S.C. 654), as amended by section 301(b)
of this Act, is amended—

(1) by striking "and" at the end of para-
graph (24)

(2) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (25) and inserting ": and" and

(3) by adding after paragraph (25) the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

"(26) will have in effect safeguards, appli-
cable to all confidential information handled
by the State agency. that are designed to
protect the privacy rights of the parties, in-
cluding—

(A) safeguards against unauthorized use
or disclosure of information relating to pro-
ceedings or actions to establish paternity, or
to establish or enforce support:

(B) prohibitions against the release of in-
formation on the whereabouts of 1 party to
another party against whom a protective
order with respect to the former party has
been entered: and

"(C) prohibitions against the release of in-
formation on the whereabouts of I party to
another party if the State has reason to be-
lieve that the release of the information may
result in physical or emotional harm to the
former party.".

(b) EFCnvE DATE—The amendment
made by subsection (a) shall become effec-
tive on October 1, 1997.
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SEC. 304. RICHTS TO NOTIFICATION AND HEAR-

INCS.
(a) IN GE . —Section 454 (42 U.S.C. 654).

as amended by section 302(b) (2) of this Act, is
amended by inserting after paragraph (II)
the following new paragraph:

(12) provide for the establishment of pro-
cedures to require the State to provide indi-
viduals who are applying for or receiving
services under the State plan, or who are
pal-ties to cases in which services are being
provided under the State plan—

(A) with notice of all proceedings in
which support obligations might be estab-
lished or modified: and

(B) with a copy of any order establishing
or modifying a child support obligation, or
(in the case of a petition for modification) a
notice of determinauon that there should be
no change in the amount of the child support
award, within 14 days after issuance of such
order or determination"

(b) EpcrIvE DATE—The amendment
made by subsection (a) shall become effec-
tive on October I, 1997.

Subtitle B—Locate and Case Tracking
SEC. 311. STATE CASE REGISTRY.

Section 454?.. as added by section 344(a)(2)
of this Act, is amended by adding at the end
the following new subsections:

• (e) STATE C.sE REGISmy,—
(1) CONTE\'TS.—The automated system re-

quired by this section shall include a reg-
istry (which shall be known as the 'State
case registry') that contains records with re-
spect to—

(A) each case in which services are being
provided by the State agency under the
State plan approved under this part: and

(B) each support order established ormodified in the State on or after October 1.
1998.

(2) LIN<1rC OF LOCAL REGIs-rRjEs.—TheState case registry may be established by
linking local case registries of support or-
ders through an automated information net-
work, subject to this section.

(3) USE OF S'rAJDARj)IZfl DATA ELE-
WrS.—Such records shall use standardized

data elements for both parents (such as
names, social security numbers and other
uniform identification numbers, dates of
birth, and case identification numbers), and
contain such other information (such as on-
case status) as the Secretary may require.

(4) ?AYNNT RECORD5.—Eath case record
in the State case registry with respect to
which services are being provided under the
State plan approved under this part and with
respect to which a support order has been es-
tablished shall include a record of.—

(A) the amount of monthly (or other peri-
odic) support owed under the order, and
other amounts (including arz-earages. inter-
est or late payment penalties, and fees) due
or overdue under the order:

(B) any amount ciescrlbed in subpara-
graph (A) that has been collected:

(C) the dis-ibution of such collected
amounts;

(D) the birth date of any child for whom
the order recuires the provision of support:
and

(E) the amount of any lien imposed with
respect to the order pursuant to section
466 (a) (4).

(5) UPDATING AND MONITORING_The State
agency operating the automated system re-
quired by this Section shall promptly estab-lish and maintain, and regularly monitor,
case records in the State case registry with
respect to which services are being provided
under the State plan approved under this
part, on the basis of—

'(A) information on administrauve actions
and administi-ative and judicial proceedings
and orders relating to paternity and support:

(B) information obtained from compari-
son with Federal. State, or local sources of
information:

(C) information on support collections
and distributions: and

'(D) any other relevant information.
(f) INFORrIoN COMPARISONS AND OTHER

DISCLOSURES OF INFORMATION—The State
shall use the automated system required by
this section to extract information from (at
such times, and in such standardized format
or formats, as may be required by the Sec-
retary), to share and compare information
with, and to receive information from, other
data bases and information comparison serv-
ices. in order to obtain (or provide) informa-
tion necessary to enable the State agency (or
the Secretary or other State or Federal
agencies) to carry out this part, subject to
section 6103 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986. Such information comparison activities
shall include the following:

(1) FEDiw. CASE REGISTRY OF CHILD SUP-
PORT ORDERS—Furnishing to the Federal
Case Registry of Child Support Orders estab-
lished under section 453(h) (and update as
necessary. with information including notice
of expiration of orders) the minimum
amount of information on child support
cases recorded in the State case registry
that is necessary to operate the registry (as
specified by the Secretary in regulations),

(2) FEDERAL PARENT LOCATOR SERVICE.—
Exchanging information with the Federal
Parent Locator Service for the purposes
specified in section 453.

(3) TEMPORARY FAMILY ASSISTA,NCE AND
MEDICAID AGENCIES—Exchanging informa-
tion with State agencies (of the State and of
other States) administering programs funded
under part A, programs operated under State
plans under title XIX, and other programs
designated by the Secretary, as necessary to
perform. State agency responsibilities under
this part and under such programs.

(4) INTRASTATE AND INTERSTATE INFORMA-
TON CONARISONS._Exchanging information
with other agencies of the State, agencies of
other States, and interstate information net-
works, as necessary and appropriate to carry
out (or assist other States to carry out) the
purposes of this part.",
SEC. 312. COLLECTION AND DISBtJR5EME OP

SUPPORT PAYMENTS.
(a) STATE PLAN REQUIREMENT,_Section 454

(42 U.S.C. 654). as amended by sections 301(b)
and 303(a) of this Act, is amended—

(1) by striking "and" at the end of para-
graph (25):

(2) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (26) and inserting ": and": and

(3) by adding after paragraph (26) the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

"(27) provide that. on and after October 1,
1998. the State agency will—

(A) operate a State disbursement unit in
accordance with section 454B; and

"(B) have sufficient State staff (consisting
of State employees) and (at State option)
contractors reporting directly to the State
agency to—

(i) monitor and enforce support collec-
tions through the unit in cases being en-
forced by the State pursuant to section 454(4)
(mcluding carrying out the automated data
processing responsibilities described in Sec-
tion 454A(g)); and

"(ii) take the actions described in section
466(c)(1) in appropriate cases.".

(b) ESTABLISHMENT OF STATE DISBURSE-
UNTr.—part D of title IV (42 U.S.C. 651-

669), as amended by section 344(a)(2) of this
Act, is amended by inserting after section
454A the following new section:
SEC. 454B. COLLECTION AND DISBURSEMEwr

OF SUPPORT PAYMENTS.
"(a) STATE DISBURSEM-T UNrr,—
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"(1) IN GENERAL—In order for a State to

meet the recuirements of this section. the
State agency must establish and operate a
unit (which shall be known as the 'State dis-
bursement unit') for the collection and dis-
bursement of payments under support or-
ders—

"(A) in all cases being enforced by the
State pursuant to section 454(4); and

'(B) in all cases not being enforced by the
State under this part in which the support
order is initially issued in the State on or
after January 1, 1994. and in which the wages
of the absent parent are subject to withhold-
ing pursuant to section 466(a) (8) (B).

"(2) OPERATION—The State disbursement
unit shall be operated—

"(A) directly by the State agency (or 2 or
more State agencies under a regional cooper-
ative agreement). or (to the extent appro-
priate) by a contractor responsible directly
to the State agency: and

(B) except in cases described in paragraph
(1)(B), in coordination with the automated
system established by the State pursuant to
section 454A.

"(3) LIN1UNG OF LOCAL D1SBLRSEMflT
UNITS—The State disbursement unit may be
established by linking local disbursement
units through an automated information
network. subject to this section. if the Sec-
retary agrees that the system will not cost
more nor take more time to establish or op-
erate than a centralized system. In addition,
employers shall be given I location to which
income withholdin&is sent.

(b) REQUIRED PROCEDLJRES,_.The State
disbursement unit shall use automated pro-
cedures, electronic processes, and computer-
driven technology to the maximum extent
feasible. efficient. and economical. for the
collection and disbursement of support pay-
ments. including procedures—

(1) for receipt of payments from parents,
employers. and other States, and for dis-
bursements to custodial parents and other
obligees, the State agency, and the agencies
of other States;

(2) for accurate identification of pay-
ments;

"(3) to ensure prompt disbursement of the
custodial parent's share of any payment: and

(4) to furnish to any parent. upon recuest.
timely information on the current status of
support payments under an order recuiring
payments to be made by or to the parent.

(c) TIMiNG OF DISBURswrs.—
(1) IN GENERAL—Except as provided in

paragraph (2). the State disbursement unit
shall distribute all amounts payable under
section 457(a) within 2 business days after re-
ceipt from the employer or other source of
periodic income, if sufficient information
identifying the payee is provided.

"(2) PERMISSIVE RE'TENT!ON OF ARREAR-
AGES—The State disbursement unit may
delay the distribution of collections toward
arrearages until the resolution of any timely
appeal with respect to such arrearages.

'(d) BUSINESS DAY DEflNED.—As used in
this section, the term 'business day' means a
day on which State offices are open for regu-lar business.".

(c) USE OF AIJTOMXrW SYSTEM—Section
454A, as added by section 344(a)(2) and as
amended by section 311 of this Act, is amend-
ed by adding at the end the following new
subsection:

(g) COLLECflON DISTRIBLTrION OF Sup-
PORT ?AY?NTS.—

(1) IN GENERAL—The State shall use the
automated system required by this section,
to the maximum extent feasible, to assist
and facilitate the collection and disburse-
ment of support payments through the State
disbursement unit operated under section
454B, through the performance of functions,
including. at a minimum—
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(A) transmission of orders and notices to
employers (and other debtors) for the with-
holding of wages and other income—

(i) within 2 business days after receipt
from a court, another State. an employer.
the Federal Parent Locator Service, or an-
other source recognized by the State of no-
tice of, and the income source subject to.
such withholding: and

(ii) using uniform formats prescribed by
the Secretary;

(B) ongoing monitoring to promptly iden-
tify failures to make timely payment of sup-
port: and

• '(C) automatic use of enforcement proce-
dures (including procedures authorized pur-
suant to section 466(c)) if payments are not
timely made.

(2) BUSINESS DAY DEFINED—As used in
paragraph (I). the term business day means
a day on which State offices are open for reg-
ular business.'.

(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments
made by this section shall become effective
on October 1, 1998.
SEC. 313. STATE DIRECTORY OF NEW HIRES.

(a) STATE PLAN REQLJIREMENT.—Section 454
(42 U.S.C. 654), as amended by sections 301(b).
303(a) and 3 12(a) of this Act, is amended—

(J) by striking "and" at the end of para-
graph (26):

(2) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (27) and inserting "; and ';and

(3) by adding after paragraph (27) the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

'(28) provide that, on and after October 1.
1997, the State will operate a State Directory
of New Hires in accordance with section
453A.".

(b) STATE DIRECTORY OF NEw Hrns.—
Part D of title IV (42 U.S.C. 651-669) is
amended by inserting after section 453 the
following new section:

'SEC. 453k STATE DIRECTORY OF NEW HIRES.
"(a) EsTABusHNr.—
'(1) IN CENERAL.—
"(A) REQui,-r FOR STATES ThAT

HAVE NO DIRECTORY—Except as provided in
subparagraph (B), not later than October 1.
1997, each State shail establish an automated
directory (to be known as the 'State Direc-
tory of New Hires') which shall contain in-
formation supplied in accordance with sub-
section (b) by employers on each newly hired
employee.

'(B) STATES WITI-l NEW HIRE RPORTINC IN
DCISTENCE.—A State which has a new hire re-
porting law in existence on the date of the
enactment of this section may continue to
operate under the State law, but the State
must meet the requirements of this section
(other than subsection (f)) not later than Oc-
tober 1, 1997.

'(2) DE'INITIONS.—AS used in this sec-
tion:

"(A) EMPLOY.—The term 'employee'—
(i) means an individual who is an em-

ployee within the meaning of chapter 24 of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986: and

(ii) does not include an employee of a
Federal or State agency performing intel-
ligence or counterintelligence functions, if
the head of such agency has determined that
reporting pursuant to paragraph (1) with re-
spect to the employee could endanger the
safety of the employee or compromise an on-
going investigation or intelligence mission.

(B) EMi'w'ER—
'(i) IN CENERAL.—The term employer'

has the meaning given such term in section
3401(d) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1996

and includes any governmental entity and
any labor organization.

(ii) LABOR ORCANI2ATJON.—The term
'labor organization' shall have the meaning
given such term in section 2(5) of the Na-
tional Labor Relations Act, and includes any
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entity (also known as a 'hiring hall) which
is used by the organization and an emploer
to carry Out requirements described in sec-
tion 8(f)(3) of such Act of an agreement be-
tween the organization and the employer.

(b) EMPLOYER lNFOgrwnoN.—
(1) REPOR'IlNC REQUIREMENT.—
(A) IN CENERAL.—Except as provided in

subparagraphs (B) and (C). each employer
shall furnish to the Directory of New Hires
of the State in which a newly hired employee
works, a report that contains the name, ad-
dress. and social security number of the em-
ployee. and the name and address of, and
identifying number assigned under section
6109 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to.
the employer.

"(B) MULTISTATE EMPLOYERS—An em-
ployer that has employees who are employed
in 2 or more States and that transmits re-
ports magnetically or electronically may
comply with subparagraph (A) by designat-
ing I State in which such employer has em-
ployees to which the employer will transmit
the report described in subparagraph (A). and
transmitting such report to such State. Any
employer that transmits reports pursuant to
this subparagraph shall notify the Secretary
in writing as to which State such employer
designates for the purpose of sending reports.

(C) FEDERAL COVERNMENT EMPLOYERS.—
Any department, agency. or instrumentality
of the United States shall comply with sub-
paragraph (A) by transmitting the report de-
scribed in subparagraph (A) to the National
Directory of New Hires established pursuant
to section 453.

"(2) TIMINC OF REPORT.—Each State may
provide the time within which the report re-
quired by paragraph (1) shall be made with
respect to an employee, but such report shall
be made—

"(A) not later than 20 days after the date
the employer hires the employee; or

"(B) in the case of an employer transmit-
ting reports magnetically or electronically,
by 2 monthly transmissions (if necessary)
not less than 12 days nor more than 16 days
apart.

(c) REPORTINC FORMkT AND METHOD.—
Each report required by subsection (b) shall
be made on a W-4 form or, at the option of
the employer, an equivalent form, and may
be transmitted by 1st class mail, magneti-
cally, or electronically.

(d) CIvIL MONEY PENALTIES ON NON-
COMPLYINC EMPLOYERS—The State shall
have the option to set a State civil money
penalty which shall be less than—

"(I) $25; or
(2) $500 if, under State law, the failure is

the result of a conspiracy between the em-
ployer and the employee to not supply the
required report or to supply a false or incom-
plete report.

"(e) ENTRY OF EMPLOYER INFORMATION.—
Information shall be entered into the data
base maintained by the State Directory of
New Hires within 5 business days of receipt
from an employer pursuant to subsection (b).

(0 INFORMATION COMP1sONs.—
(1) Ii'J CENERAL..—Not later than May I,

1998. an agency designated by the State
shall, directly or by contract, conduct auto-
mated comparisons of the social security
numbers reported by employers pursuant to
subsection (b) and the social security num-
bers appearing in the records of the State
case registry for cases being enforced under
the State plan.

'(2) NOTICE 01' M,kTCH.—When an informa-
tion comparison conducted under paragraph
(1) reveals a match with respect to the social
security number of an individual required to
provide support under a support order, the
State Directory of New Hires shall provide
the agency administering the State plan ap-
proved under this part of the appropriate
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State with the name, address, and social se-
curity number of the employee to whom the
social security number is assigned, and the
name of, and identifying number assigned
under section 6109 of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986 to the employer.

"(g) TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION.—
"(I) TRANSMISSION OF WACE WITHHOLDINC

NOTICES 70 E1PLOYERS.—Within 2 business
days after the date information regarding a
newly hired employee is entered into the
State Directory of New Hires, the State
agency enforcing the employee's child sup-
port obligation shall transmit a notice to the
employer of the employee directing the em-
ployer to withhold from the wages of the em-
ployee an amount equal to the monthly (or
other periodic) child support obligation (in-
cluding any past due support obligation) of
the employee, unless the employees wages
are not subject to withholding pursuant to
section 466(b) (3).

(2) TR.AJSMISSIONS TO THE NATIONAL DI-
RECTORY O' NEW MIRES.—

(A) NEW HIRE INFORMATION—Within 3
business days after the date information re-
garding a newly hired employee is entered
into the State Directory of New Hires. the
State Directory of New Hires shall furnish
the information to the National Directory of
New Hires.

(B) WACE AND UNEMPLOYMENT COM-
PENSATION INFORMATION.—The State Direc-
tory of New Hires shall, on a quarterly basis,
furnish to the National Directory of New
Hires extracts of the reports required under
section 303(a) (6) to be made to the Secretary
of Labor concerning the wages and unem-
ployment compensation paid to individuals.
by such dates. in such format. and contain-
ing such information as the Secretary of
Health and Human Services shall specify in
regulations.

"(3) BUSINESS DAY DEFINED—As used in
this subsection. the term 'business day'
means a day on which State offices are open
for regular business.

(h) Om USES OF NEW HIRE INFORMA-
TION.—

(1) LOCATION OF CHILD SUPPORT OSLI-
GORS.—The agency administering the State
plan approved under this part shall use infor-
mation received pursuant to subsection (f) (2)
to locate individuals for purposes of estab-
lishing paternity and establishing, modify-
ing. and enforcing child support obligations.

(2) VERiFICATION OF ELICISIUTY 1'OR CER-
TAIN PROcRAr1S.—A State agency responsible
for administering a program specified in sec-
tion 1137(b) shall have access to information
reported by employers pursuant to sub-
section (b) of this section for purposes of
verifying eligibility for the program.

"(3) ADr.flN1STRATION OF EMPLOYMENT SE-
CIJRITY AND WORKERS' COMPENSATION.—State
agencies operating employment security and
workers' compensation programs shail have
access to information reported by employers
pursuant to subsection (b) for the purposes of
administering such programs.".

(c) QUARTERLY WACE REpORTINC.—Sec-
tion 1137(a)(3) (42 U.S.C. 1320b.—7(a)(3)) is
amended—

(1) by inserting "(including State and
local governmental entities and labor orga-
nizations (as defined in section
453A(a) (2) (B) (iii))" after "employers"; and

(2) by inserting ", and except that no re-
port shall be filed with respect to an em-
ployee of a State or local agency performing
inteiligence or counterintelligence func-
tions. if the head of such agency has deter-
mined that filing such a report could endan-
ger the safety of the employee or com-
promise an ongoing investigation or intel-
ligence mission' after "paragraph (2)".
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SEC. 314. AMENDMENTS CONCERNING INCOME

WrIHHOLDINc,
(a) MANDATORY INCO WITI-rJ-jOLDINC.—
(1) IN GENERAL—Section 466(a)(1) (42

U.S.C. 666(a)(1)) is amended to read as fol-
lows:

"(l)(A) Procedures described in sub-
section (b) for the withholding from income
of amounts payable as support in cases sub-
ject to enforcement under the State plan.

(B) Procedures under which the wages
of a person with a support obligation im-
posed by a support order issued (or modified)
in the State before October 1, 1996. if not oth-
erwise subject to withholding under sub-
section (b), shall become subject to with-
holding as provided in subsection (b) if ar-
rearages occur, without the need for a judi-
cial or administrative hearing.".

(2) CooiiNc ANDJNTS.—
(A) Section 466(b) (42 U.S.C. 666(b)) is

amended in the matter preceding paragraph
(I). by stnking "subsection (a)(l)" and in-
serting 'subsection (a) (I) (A).

(B) Section 466(b)(4) (42 U.S.C. 666(b) (4)) is
amended to read as follows:

"(4)(A) Such withholding must be carried
out in full compliance with all procedural
due process requirements of the State. and
the State must send notice to each noncusto-
dial parent to whom paragraph (I) applies—

(i) that the withholding has com-
menced; and

(ii) of the procedures to follow if the
noncustodial parent desires to contest such
withholding on the grounds that the with-
holding or the amount withheld is improper
due to a mistake of fact.

(B) The notice under subparagraph (A)
of this paragraph shall include the informa-
tion provided to the employer under para-
graph (6)(A).".

(C) Section 466(b) (5) (42 U.S.C. 666(b) (5)) is
amended by stnking au that follows "admin-
istered by' and inserting "the State through
the State disbursement unit established pur-
suant to section 454B. in accordance with the
requirements of section 454B.".

(D) Section 466(b)(6)(A) (42 U.S.C.
666(b) (6) (A)) is amended—

(i) in clause (i), by striking "to the ap-
propriate agency' and all that follows and
inserting to the State disbursement unit
within 2 business days after the date the
amount would (but for this subsection) have
been paid or credited to the employee, for
distribution in accordance with this part.
The employer shall comply with the proce-
dural rules relating to income withholding of
the State in which the employee works, re-
gardless of the State where the notice origi-nates.•'.

(ii) in clause (ii), by inserting 'be in a
standard format prescribed by the Secretary.
and" after shauj": and

(iii) by adding at the end the following
new clause:

(iii) As used in this subparagraph, the
term 'business day means a day on which
State offices are open for regular business.".

(E) Section 466(b) (6) CD) (42 U.S.C.
666(b)(6)(D)) is amended by striking 'any em-ployer" and au that follows and inserting
'any employer who—

(i) discharges from employment, refuses
to employ, or takes disciplinary action
against any noncustodial parent subject to
wage withholding required by this subsection
because of the existence of such withholding
and the obligations or additional obligations
which it imposes upon the employer: or

"(ii) fails to witi-thold support from
wages, or to pay such amounts to the State
disbursement unit in accordance with thissubsection.".

(F) Section 466(b) (42 U.S.C. 666(b)) is
amended by adding at the end the following
new paragraph

'(II) Procedures under which the agency
administering the State plan approved under
this part may execute a withholding order
without advance notice to the obligor. in-
cluding issuing the withholding order
through electronic means:.

(b) CONI'ORMINC AMENDMENT —Section
466(c) (42 U.S.C. 666(c)) is repealed.
SEC. 315. LOCATOR INFORMATION FROM INTER-

STATE NETWORKS.

Section 466(a) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)) is amend-
ed by adding at the end the following new
paragraph:

(12) LOCATOR INFORMAflON FROM INTER-
STATE NETWORXS.—Procedures to ensure that
all Federal and State agencies conducting
activities under this part have access to any
system used by the State to locate an indi-
vidual for purposes relating to motor vehi-
cles or law enforcement.
SEC. 316. EXPANSION OF THE FEDERAL PARENT

LOCATOR SERVICE.
(a) EXPANDED AUTHORITY To LOCATE INDI-

vioupj,,s AND ASSETS—Section 453 (42 U.S.C.
653) is amended—

(I) in subsection (a). by striking all that
follows "subsection (c)) and inserting , for
the purpose of establishing parentage, estab-
lishing, setting the amount of. modifying, or
enforcing child support obligations, or en-
forcing child custody or visitation orders—

(I) information on. or facilitating the
discovery of. the location of any individual—

• '(A) who is under an obligation to pay
child support or provide child custody or vis-
itation rights:

(B) against whom such an obligation issought:
• (C) to whom such an obligation is owed,

including the individuals social security
number (or numbers), most recent address,
and the name, address, and employer idend-fication number of the individual's em-
ployer:

(2) information on the individual's
wages (or other income) from, and benefits
of. employment (including rights to or en-
rollment in group health care coverage): and

"(3) information on the type, status. 10-
cat]on. and amount of any assets of. or debts
owed by or to, any such individual."; and

(2) in subsection (b)—
(A) in the matter preceding paragraph

(I), by striking 'social security" and all that
follows through 'absent parent" and insert-
ing "information described in subsection
(a)": and

(B) in the flush paragraph at the end, by
adding the following: "No information shall
be disclosed to any person if the State has
notified the Secretary that the State has
reasonable evidence of domestic violence or
child abuse and the disclosure of such infor-
mation could be harmful to the custodial
parent or the child of such parent. Informa-
tion received or transmitted pursuant to this
section shall be subject to the safeguard pro-
visions contained in section 454(26).".

(b) AUTHORIZEr) PERSON FOR IN1'ORMATION
REGARDING VISITATION RICEiTS.—Secrjon
453(c) (42 U.S.C. 653(c)) is amended—

(I) in paragraph (I), by striking sup-port" and inserting "support or to seek to
enforce orders providing child custody or vis-
itation rights": and

(2) in paragraph (2). by striking ", or any
agent of such court: and' and inserting "or
to issue an order against a resident parent
for child custody or visitation rights, or any
agent of such court:'.

(c) REMBURSEMNr FOR 1N1'ORMATION
FROM FEDEjj AGENCIES—Section 453(e)(2)
(42 U.S.C. 653(e)(2)) is amended in the 4th sen-
tence by inserting "in an amount which the
Secretary determines to be reasonable pay-
ment for the information exchange (which
amount shall not include payment for the
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costs of obtaining, compiling, or maintain-
ing the information)" before the period.

(d) REMBURSEMINr FOR REPORTS BY
STATE AGENCIES—Section 453 (42 U.S.C. 653)
is amended by adding at the end the follow.
ing new subsection:

'(g) REIMBURSEMENT FOR REPORTS BY
STATE ACENCIES.—The Secretary may reim-
burse Federal and State agencies for the
costs incurred by such entities in furnishing
information requested by the Secretary
under this section in an amount which the
Secretary determines to be reasonable pay-
ment for the information exchange (which
amount shall not include payment for the
costs of obtaining, compiling, or maintain-
ing the information).".

(e) CONI'ORMINC AMENDMENTS.—
(I) Sections 452(a)(9), 453(a), 453(b). 463(a).

463(e), and 463(f) (42 U.S.C. 652(a)(9). 653(a),
653(b), 663(a), 663(e), and 663(f)) are each
amended by inserting "Federal" before "Par-
ent' each place such term appears.

(2) Section 453 (42 U.S.C. 653) is amended
in the heading by adding "FEDERAL" before
'PARENr",

(f) NEW COMPONEN._Section 453 (42
U.S.C. 653), as amended by subsection (d) of
this section, is amended by adding at the end
the following frew subsections:

(h) F&j CASE REGISTRY OF CHILD
SUPPORT ORDERS,—

(I) IN GENERAj.—Not later than October
1, 1998, in order to assist States in admin-
istering programs under State plans ap-
proved under this part and programs funded
under part A, and for the other purposes
specified in this section, the Secretary shall
establish and maintain in the Federal Parent
Locator Service an automated registry
(which shall be known as the 'Federal Case
Registry of Child Support Orders'). which
shall contain abstracts of support orders and
other information described in paragraph (2)
with respect to each case in each State caseregistry maintained pursuant to section
454A(e), as furnished (and regularly updated),
pursuant to section 454A(f), by State agen-
cies administering programs under this part.

(2) CASE 1N1'ORMATION —The information
referred to in paragraph (I) with respect to a
case shall be such information as the Sec-
retary may specify in regulations (including
the names, social security numbers or other
uniform identification numbers, and State
case identification numbers) to identify the
individuals who owe or are owed support (or
with respect to or on behalf of whom support
obhgadons are sought to be established), and
the State or States which have the case.

(i) NATIONAL. DI1c'rORY OF NEw
MIRES,-

'(l) IN GENERfiJ.—In order to assistStates in administering programs under
State plans approved under this part and
programs funded under part A. and for the
other purposes specified in this section, the
Secretary shall, not later than October 1,
1996, establish and maintain in the Federal
Parent Locator Service an automated direc.
tory to be known as the National Directory
of New Hires, which shall contain the infor-
mation supplied pursuant to section
453A(g) (2).

(2) ENTRY OF DATA.—Inforn,at'jon shall
be entered into the data base maintained by
the National Directory of New Hires within 2
business days of receipt pursuant to section
453A(J (2).

(3) ADMINISTRATION OF FEDERAL TAX
LAWS—The Secretary of the Treasury shall
have access to the information in the Na-
tional Directory of New Hires for purposes of
administering section 32 of the Internal Rev-
enue Code of 1986. or the advance payment of
the earned income tax credit under section
3507 of such Code, and verifying a claim with
respect to employment in a tax return.
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"(4) LIST OF MULTISTATE EMPLOYERS.—

The Secretai-v shall maintain within the Na-
tional Directory of New Hires a list of
multistate employers that report informa-
tion regarding newly hired employees pursu-
ant to section 453A(b)(I)(B), and the State
which each such employer has designated to
receive such information.

• (j) INFORMATION COMPARISONS AND
OTHER DISCLOSCRES.—

(1) VERIFICATION BY SOCLL SECURTrY AD-
MINISTRATION.—

(A) IN Gca&i,.—The Secretary shall
transmit information on individuals and em-
ployers maintained under this section to the
Social Security Administration to the extent
necessary for verification in accordance with
subparagraph (B).

(B) VERIFICATION BY SSA.—The Social
Security Administration shall verify the ac-
curacy of. correct, or supply to the extent
possible, and report to the Secretary, the fol-
lowing information supplied by the Sec-
retary pursuant to subparagraph (A):

(i) The name, social security number.
and birth date of each such individual,

"(ii) The employer identification number
of each such employer.

(2) INFORMATION COMPARI5ON5,—For the
purpose of locating individuals in a paternity
establishment case or a case involving the
establishment, modification, or enforcement
of a support order, the Secretary shall—

(A) compare information in the Na-
tional Directory of New Hires against infor-
mation in the support case abstracts in the
Federal Case Registry of Child Support Or-
ders not less often than every 2 business
days: and

(B) within 2 such days after such a com-
parison reveals a match with respect to an
individual, report the information to. the
State agency responsible for the case.

(3) INFORMXrION COMPARISONS AND DIS-
CLOSURES OF INFORMATION IN ALL REGISTRIES
FOR 'flTLE IV PROGRAM PURPO5ES.—To the ex-
tent and with the frequency that the Sec-
retary determines to be effective in assisting
States to carry Out their responsibilities
under programs operated under this part and
programs funded under part A, the Secretary
shall—

(A) compare the information in each
component of the Federal Parent Locator
Service mantajned under this section
against the information in each other such
component (other than the comparison re-
quired by paragraph (2)). and report in-
stances in which such a comparison reveals a
match with respect to an individual to State
agencies operating such programs: and

(B) disclose information in such reg-
stries to such State agencies.

(4) PROVS1Ct OF NEW IDRE INFORMATION
TO ThE SOCIAL SECURrIY ADMINISTRATION.—
The National Directory of New Hires shall
provide the Commissioner of Social Security
with all information in the National Direc-
tory, which shall be used to determine the
accuracy of payments under the supple-
mental security income program under title
XVI and in connection with benefits under
title II.

(5) RESEARL—The Secretary may pro-
vide access to information reported by em-
ployers pursuant to section 453A(b) for re-
search purposes found by the Secretary to be
likely to contribute to achieving the pur-
poses of part A or this part, but without per-
sonal identifiers.

'(k) Fs.—
(1) FOR SSA 'ERIFICATION.—The Sec-

retary shall reimburse the Commissioner of
Social Security, at a rate negotiated be-
tween the Secretary and the Commissioner,
for the costs inctirred by the Commissioner
in performing the verification services de-
scribed in subsection (j).
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(2) FOR 1NFORMTION FROM STATE DIREC-

TORIES OF NEw i-fiRES—The Secretary shall
reimburse costs incurred by State directories
of new hires in furnishing information as re-
quired by subsection (j)(3). at rates which the
Secretary determines to be reasonable
(which rates shall not include payment for
the costs of obtaining, compiling, or main-
taining such information),

(3) FoR INFORMATION FURNISHED TO
STATE AND FEDERAL AGENCIES—A State or
Federal agency that receives information
from the Secretary pursuant to this section
shall reimburse the Secretary for costs in-
curred by the Secretary in furnishing the in-
formation. at rates which the Secretary de-
termines to be reasonable (which rates shall
include payment for the costs of obtaining.
verifying, maintaining, and comparing the
information).

(I) RESTRiCTION ON DISCLOSURE AND
U5E.—Information in the Federal Parent Lo-
cator Service, and information resulting
from comparisons using such information.
shall not be used or disclosed except as ex-
pressly provided in this section. subject to
section 6103 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986.

(m) INFORMATION INTEGRITY AND SECU-
RITY—The Secretary shall establish and im-
plement safeguards with respect to the enti-
ties established under this section designed
to—

(1) ensure the accuracy and complete-
ness of information in the Federal Parent
Locator Service: and

(2) restrict access to confidential infor-
mation in the Federal Parent Locator Serv-
ice to authorized persons, and restrict use of
such information to authorized purposes.

(n) FEDERAL GOVERNMENT REPORTING.—
Each department, agency. and instrumental-
ity of the United States shall on a quarterly
basis report to the Federal Parent Locator
Service the name and social security number
of each employee and the wages paid to the
employee during the previous quarter. except
that such a report shall not be filed with re-
spect to an employee of a department, agen-
cy. or instrumentality performing intel-
ligence or counterintelligence functions, if
the head of such department, agency. or in-
strumentality has determined that filing
such a report could endanger the safety of
the employee or compromise an ongoing in-
vestigation or intelligence mission.",

(g) CONFORNG AMENDNTS.—
(I) TO PART D OF TiTLE IV OF T}€ SOCIAL

SECURITY ACT.—
(A) Section 454(8)(B) (42 U.S.C. 654(8)(B))

is amended to read as follows:
(B) the Federal Parent Locator Service

established under section 453:".
(B) Section 454(13) (42 U.5.C.654(13)) is

amended by inserting 'and provide that in-
formation requests by parents who are resi-
dents of other States be treated with the
same priority as requests by parents who are
residents of the State submitting the plan"
before the semicolon,

(2) TO FEDERAL UNEILOYMENT TAX
ACT,—Section 3304(a)(16) of the Internal Rev-
enue Code of 1986 is amended—

(A) by striking "Secretary of Health.
Education, and Welfare' each place such
term appears and inserting "Secretary of
Health and Human Services";

(B) in subparagraph (B). by striking
'such information" and all that follows and

inserting "information furnished under sub-
paragraph (A) or (B) is used only for the pur-
poses authorized under such subparagraph:":

(C) by striking "and" at the end of sub-
paragraph (A):

(D) by redesignating subparagraph (B) as
subparagraph (C): and

(E) by inserting after subparagraph (A)
the following new subparagraph:
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'(B) wage and unemployment compensa-

tion information contained in the records of
such agency shall be furnished to the Sec-
retary of Health and Human Services (in ac-
cordance with regulations promulgated by
such Secretary) as necessary for the pur-
poses of the National Directory of New Hires
established under section 453(i) of the Social
Security Act. and".

(3) TO STATE GRANr PROGRAM UNDER TITLE
III OF ThE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT—Subsection
(h) of section 303 (42 U.S.C. 503) is amended to
read as follows:

"(h)(I) The State agency charged with
the administration of the State law shall, on
a reimbursable basis—

"(A) disclose quarterly. to the Secretary
of Health and Human Services. wage and
claim information. as required pursuant to
section 453(i)(1), contained in the records of
such agency:

"(B) ensure that information provided
pursuant to subparagraph (A) meets such
standards relating to correctness and ver-
ification as the Secretary of Health and
Human Services, with the concurrence of the
Secretary of Labor. may find necessary: and

"(C) establish such safeguards as the Sec-
retary of Labor determines are necessary to
insure that information disclosed under sub-
paragraph (A) is used only for purposes of
section 453(i) (1) in carrying Out the child sup-
port enforcement program under title IV.

"(2) Whenever the Secretary of Labor,
after reasonable notice and opportunity for
hearing to the State agency charged with
the administration of the State law. finds
that there is a failure to comply substan-
tially with the requirements of paragraph
(1). the Secretary of Labor shall notify such
State agency that further payments will not
be made to the State until the Secretary of
Labor is satisfied that there is no longer any
such failure. Until the Secretary of Labor is
so satisfied. the Secretary shall make no fu-
ture certification to the Secretary of the
Treasury with respect to the State.

"(3) For purposes of this subsection—
"(A) the term 'wage information' means

information regal-ding wages paid to an indi-
vidual. the social security account number of
such individual. and the name. address.
State, and the Federal employer identifica-
tion number of the employer paying such
wages to such individual: and

"(B) the term 'claim information' means
information regarding whether an individual
is receiving. has received. or has made appli-
cation for. unemployment compensation. the
amount of any such compensation being re-
ceived (or to be received by such individual),
and the individuals current (or most recent)
home address,".

(4) DISCLOSuRE OF CERTAIN INFORMATION
TO AGENTS OF CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT
AGENCIES.—

(A) IN GENERAL—Paragraph (6) of section
6103(1) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
(relating to disclosure of return information
to Federal. State, and local child support en-
forcement agencies) is amended by redesig-
nating subparagraph (B) as subparagraph (C)
and by inserting after subparagraph (A) the
following new subparagraph:

"(B) DISCLOSURE TO CERTAIN AGENTS.—
The following information disclosed to any
child support enforcement agency under sub-
paragraph (A) with respect to any individual
with respect to whom child support obliga-
tions are sought to be established or en-
forced may be disclosed by such agency to
any agent of such agency which is under con-
tract with such agency to carry Out the pur-
poses described in subparagraph (C):

(i) The address and social security ac-
count number (or numbers) of such individ-
ual.
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(ii) The amount of any reduction under

Section 6402(c) (relating to offset of past-due
Support against overpayments) in any over-
payment otherwise payable to such individ-
ual"

(B) COKFORMINC AND_NTS.—
(i) Paragraph (3) of section 6103(a) of such

Code is amended by striking "(l)(12)" and in-
serting "paragraph (6) or (12) of subsection
(I)''.

(ii) Subparagraph (C) of section 6103(1) (6)
of such Code, as redesignated by subsection
(a). is amended to read as follows:

(C) RESTRICTION ON D1scLOSU.—Infor.
mation may be disclosed under this para-
graph only for purposes of, and to the extent
necessary in. establishing and collecting
child support obligations from, and locating,
individuals owing such obligations."

(iii) The material following subparagraph
(F) of Section 6lO3(p)(4) of such Code is
amended by striking "subsection (l)(12)(B)"
and inserting paragraph (6)(A) or (12)(B) of
subsection (I)".
SEC. 317. COLLECTION AND USE OF SOCIAL SE-

CURITY NUMBERS FOR USE IN
CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMEr.

(a) STATE LAW REQU]RFrr._Sejon
466(a) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)). as amended by sec-
tiOn 315 of this Act, is amended by adding at
the end the following new paragraph:

(13) RECORDING OF SOCIAL. SECURiTY NUM-
BERS IN CERTAIN FAgLY MATrERS.—proce.
dures req uiring that the social security num-
ber of—

"(A) any applicant for a professional Ii-
cerise, commercial driver's license, occupa-
tional license, or marriage license be re-
corded on the application;

(B) any individual who is subject to a
divorce decree, support order, or paternity
determination or acknowledgment be placed
in the records relating to the matter: and

(C) any individual who has died be
placed in the records relating to the death
and be recorded on the death certificate,
For purposes of subparagraph (A), if a State
allows the use of a number other than the so-
cial security number, the State shall so ad-
vise any applicants.".

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS,_Sectjon
205(c)(2)(C) (42 U.S.C. 405(c)(2)(C)) as amend-
ed by section 321(a)(9) of the Social Security
Independence and Program Improvements
Act of 1994. is amended—

(I) in clause (i), by striking "may re—
quire" and inserting "shall require";

(2) in clause (ii), by inserting after the
1st sentence the following: 'In the admirus-
tration of any law involving the issuance of
a marriage certificate or license, each State
shall require each party named in the certifi-
cate or license to furnish to the State (or po-litical subdivision thereof), or any State
agency having administrative responsibility
for the law involved, the social security
number of the party.';

(3) in clause (ii), by inserting "or mar-
riage certificate" after "Such numbers shall
not be recorded on the birth certificate".

(4) in clause (vi), by striking 'may' arid
inserting "shall": and

(5) by adding at the end the following
new clauses:

(x) An agency of a State (or a political
subdivision thereof) charged with the admin-
istration of any law concerning the issuance
or renewal of a license, certificate, permit.
or other authorization to engage in a profes-
sion, an occupation, or a commercial activ-
ity shall require all applicants for issuance
or renewal of the license, certificate, permit.
or other authorization to provide the appli-
cant 5 social security number to the agency
for the purpose of administering such la.
and for the purpose of responthng to requests
for information from an agency operating
pursuant to part D of title IV,

"(Xi) All divorce decrees. support orders,
and paternity determinations issued. and all
paternity acknowledgments made, in each
State shall include the social security num-
ber of each party to the decree. order. deter-
mination, or acknowledgment in the records
relating to the matter, for the purpose of re-
sponding to requests for information from an
agency operating pursuant to part D of title
Iv,.,.
Subtitle C—Streamlining and Uniformity of

Procedures
SEC. 321. ADOPTION OF UNIFORM STATE LAWS.

Section 466 (42 U.S.C. 666) is amended by
adding at the end the following new sub-
section:

(I) UNIFORM INTERSTATE FAMILY SuP-
PORT ACT.—

"(I) ENACThET.rr AND USE—In order to
satisfy section 454(20) (A), on and after Janu-
ary I. 1998. each State must have in effect
the Uniform Interstate Family Support Act.
as approved by the American Bar Associa-
tion on February 9. 1993, together with any
amendments officially adopted before Janu-
ary 1, 1998, by the National Conference of
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws,

"(2) EMpwyEI TO FOLLOW PROCEDupj
RULES OF STATE WHERE E!VLOYEE WORKS.—
The State law enacted pursuant to para-
graph (I) shall provide that an employer that
receives an income withholding order or no-
tice pursuant to section 50! of the Uniform
Interstate Family Support Act follow the
procedural rules that apply with respect to
such order or notice under the laws of the
State in which the obligor works,'.
SEC. 322. IMPROVEMENTS TO FULL FAITH AND

CREDIT FOR CHILD SUPPORT OR.
DERS.

Section 1738B of title 28, United States
Code, is amended—

(I) in subsection (a)(2), by striking "sub-
section (c)' and inserting "subsections (e),
(f), and (i)';

(2) in subsection (b), by inserting after
the 2d undesignated paragraph the following:

child's home State' means the State in
which a child lived with a parent or a person
acting as parent for at least 6 consecutive
months immediately preceding the time of
riling of a petition or comparable pleading
for support and, if a child is less than 6
months old, the State in which the child
lived from birth with any of them, A period
of temporary absence of any of them is
counted as part of the 6-month period,';

(3) in subsection (c), by inserting 'by a
court of a State' before "is made":

(4) in subsection (c)(I), by inserting 'and
subsections (e), (f), and (g)" after 'located";

(5) in subsection (d)—
(A) by inserting "individual" before

"contestant": and
(B) by striking "subsection (e)" and in-

serting "subsections (e) and (f)":
(6) in subsection (e). by striking "make a

modification of a child support order with re-
spect to a child that is made' and inserting
"modify a child support order issued";

(7) in subsection (e)(l), by inserting 'pur-
suant to subsection (i)" before the semi-
colon:

(8) in subsection (e)(2)—
(A) by inserting "individual" before

"contestant" each place such term appears:
and

(B) by striking 'to that court's making
the modification and assuming" and insert-
ing "with the State of continuing, exclusive
jurisdiction for a court of another State to
modil5, the order and assume':

(9) by redesignating subsections (I) and
(g) as subsections (g) and (h), respectively:

(ID) by inserting after subsection (e) the
following new subsection:

"(f) RECOCNTr1ON OF Cf-flu) SUPPORT OR-
DERS—If I or more child support orders have
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been issued in this or another State with re-
gard to an obligor and a child. a court shall
apply the following rules in determining
which order to recognize for purposes of con-
tinuing. exclusive jurisdiction and enforce-
ment:

(1) If only 1 court has issued a child sup-
port order, the order of that court must be
recognized.

"(2) If 2 or more courts have issued child
support orders for the same obligor and
child. and only I of the courts would have
continuing, exclusive jurisdiction under this
section, the order of that court must be rec-
ognized.

"(3) If 2 or more courts have issued child
support orders for the same obligor and
child. and more than I of the courts would
have continuing. exclusivejurisdiction under
this section, an order issued by a court in the
current home State of the child must be rec-
ognized. but if an order has not been issued
in the current home State of the child, the
order most recently issued must be recog-
nized.

'(4) If 2 or more courts have issued child
support orders for the same obligor and
child, and none of the courts would have con-
tinuing. exclusive jurisdiction under this
section, a court may issue a child support
order. which must be recognized.

"(5) The court that has issued an order
recognized under this subsection is the court
having continuing. exclu5ivejurjsdjcrjon;

(II) in subsection (g) (as so redesig-
nated)—

(A) by striking PRIOR" and inserting
"MODIFrnr"; and

(B) by striking 'subsection (c)' and in-
serting "subsections (e) and (fl';

(12) in subsection (h) (as so redesig-
nated)—

(A) in paragraph (2), by inserting "in-
cluding the duration of current payments
and other obligations of support" before the
comma: and

(B) in paragraph (3), by inserting 'ar-
rears under" after "enforce': and

(13) by adding at the end the following
new subsection:

(i) REGISTRATION FOR MODIFICATION—If
there is no individual contestant or child re-
siding in the issuing State, the party or sup-
port enforcement agency seeking to modil5,,
or to modil5, and enforce, a child support
order issued in another State shall register
that order in a State with jurisdiction over
the nonmovant for the purpose of modifica-
tion,",
SEC. 323. ADMINISTRATIVE ENFORCEMENT IN

INTERSTATE CASES,
Section 466(a) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)), as

amended by sections 315 and 317(a) of this
Act, is amended by adding at the end the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

(14) ADMINISTRAI-IVE ENFORCEMENT IN
INTERSTATE CASES,—Procedures under
which—

(A) (i) the State shall respond within 5
business days to a request made by another
State to enforce a support order and

"(ii) the term 'business day' means a day
on which State offices are open for regular
business;

"(B) the State may, by electronic or
other means, transmit to another State a re-
quest for assistance in a case involving the
enforcement of a support order. which re-
quest—

'(i) shall include such information as
will enable the State to which the request is
transmitted to compare the information
about the case to the information in the data
bases of the State: and

"(ii) shall constitute a certification by
the requesting State—

(I) of the amount of support under the
order the payment of which is in arrears: and
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(II) that the requesting State has com-

plied with all procedural due process require-
ments applicable to the case:

(C) if the State provides assistance to
another State pursuant to this paragraph
with respect to a case, neither State shall
consider the case to be transferred to the
caseload of such other State: and

CD) the State shall maintain records
of—

Ci) the number of such requests for as-
sistance received by the State:

(ii) the number of cases for which the
State collected support in response to such a
request: and

(iii) the amount of such collected sup-
port.".
SEC. 34. IJSE OF FORMS IN INTERSTATE EN-

FORCEMENT.
(a) PROMULCATION.—Sectjon 452(a) (42

U.S.C. 652(a)) is amended—
(1) by striking and" at the end of para-

graph (9):
(2) by striking the period at the end of

paragraph (10) and inserting ': and": and
(3) by adding at the end the following

new paragraph:
"(11) not later than June 30, 1996, after

consulting with the State directors of pro-
grams under this part, promulgate forms to
be used by States in interstate cases for—

(A) collection of child support through
income withholding:

(B) imposition of liens; and
(C) administrative subpoenas,".

(b) USE BY STATES.—Section 454(9) (42
U.S.C. 654(9)) is amended—

(I) by striking "and' at the end of sub-
paragraph (C):

(2) by inserting "and' at the end of sub-
paragraph CD): and

(3) by adding at the end the following
new subparagraph:

no later than October 1, 1996. in
using the forms promulgated pursuant to
section 452(a) (11) for income withholding, im-
position of liens, and issuance of administra-
tive subpoenas in interstate child support
cases:".
SEC. 325. STATE LAWS PROVIDING EXPEDITED

PROCEDURES.
(a) STATE LAW REQUIREMENTS—Section

466 (42 U.S.C. 666). as amended by section 314
of this Act, is amended—

(I) in subsection (a)(2). by striking the
first sentence and inserting the following:
"Expedited administrative and judicial pro-
cedures (including the procedures specified
in subsection (c)) for establishing paternity
and for establishing, modifying, and enforc-
ing support obligations.": and

(2) by inserting after subsection (b) the
following new subsection:

(c) Err PROCEDURES.—The proce-
dures specified in this subsection are the fol-
lowing:

(1) ADU1STRATIVE ACTION BY STATE
ACENCY.—Procedures which give the State
agency the authority to take the following
actions relating to establishment or enforce-
ment of support orders, without the neces-
sity of obtaining an order from any otherju-
dicial or administrative tribunal, and to rec-
ognize and enforce the authority of State
agencies of other States) to take the follow-
ing actions:

(A) GENETIC TESI1NC.—To order genetic
testing for the purpose of paternity estab-
lishment as provided in section 466(a) (5).

(B) FINANCIAL OR OTHER INFORMATION.—
To subpoena any financial or other informa-
tion needed r establish. modii', or enforce a
support order, and to impose penalties for
failure to respond to such a subpoena.

(C) RESPONSE TO STATE ACENCY RE-
QUEST—To require all entities in the State
(including for-profit. nonprofit. and govern-
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mental employers) to provide promptly, in
response to a request by the State agency of
that or any other State administering a pro-
gram under this part. information on the
employment, compensation. and benefits of
any individual employed by such entity as
an employee or contractor. and to sanction
failure to respond to any such request.

(D) ACCESS TO CERTAiN RECORDS—To ob'
tam access. subject to safeguards on privacy
and information security. to the following
records (including automated access, in the
case of records maintained in automated
data bases):

(i) Records of other State and local gov-
ernment agencies, including—

"(I) vital statistics (including records of
marriage. birth, and divorce):

"(II) State and local tax and revenue
records (including information on residence
address, employer, income and assets):

(III) records concerning real and titled
personal property:

(IV) records of occupational and profes-
sional licenses, and records concerning the
ownership and control of corporations, part-
nerships. and other business entities;

(V) employment security records;
(VI) records of agencies administering

public assistance programs:
"(VII) records of the motor vehicle de-

partment: and
(VIII) corrections records.

"(ii) Certain records held by private enti-
ties, including—

• (I) customer records of public utilities
and cable television companies: and

(II) information (including information
on assets and liabilities) on individuals who
owe or are owed support (or against or with
respect to whom a support obligation is
sought) held by fmancial institutions (sub-
ject to limitations on liability of such enti-
ties arising from affording such access), as
provided pursuant to agreements described
in subsection (a) (18).

(E) CHANCE IN PAYEE.—In cases in which
support is subject to an assignment in order
to comply with a requirement imposed pur-
suant to part A or section 1912. or to a re-
quirement to pay through the State dis-
bursement unit established pursuant to Sec-
tion 454B, upon providing notice to obligor
and obligee. to direct the obligor or other
payor to change the payee to the appropriate
government entity.

"(F) INCOME THHOLDINC.—To order in-
come withholding in accordance with sub-
sections (a) (I) and (b) of section 466.

(G) SECURINC AS5ETS.—In cases in which
there is a support arrearage. to secure assets
to satisfy the arrearage by—

(i) intercepting or seizing periodic or
lump-sum payments from—

(I) a State or local agency. including
unemployment compensation. workers' com-
pensation. and other benefits; and

"(II) judgments. settlements, and lotter-
ies:

"(ii) attaching and seizing assets of the
obligor held in financial institutions:

(iii) attaching public and private retire-
ment funds: and

'(lv) imposing liens in accordance with
subsection (a) (4) and. in appropriate cases, to
force sale of property and distribution of pro-
ceeds.

(H) INCREASE MONTIY PAYMEl'S.—For
the purpose of securing overdue support, to
increase the amount of monthly support pay-
ments to include amounts for arrearages.
subject to such conditions or limitations as
the State may provide.
Such procedures shall be subject to due proc-
ess safeguards, including (as appropriate) re-
quirements for notice. opportunity to con-
test the action, and opportunity for an ap-
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peal on the record to an independent admin-
istrative orjudicial tribunal.

"(2) SUBSTANTIVE AND PROCEDURAL
RULES—The expedited procedures required
under subsection (a)(2) shall include the fol-
lowing rules and authority. applicable with
respect to all proceedings to establish pater-
nity or to establish. modify. or enforce sup-
port orders:

(A) LOCATOR INFORJ4ATION: PRESu-
TIONS CONCERNINC NOTICE—Procedures under
which—

(i) each party to any paternity or thild
support proceeding is required (subject to
privacy safeguards) to file with the tribunal
and the State case registry upon entry of an
order. and to update as appropriate, informa-
tion on location and identity of the party.
including social security number, residential
and mailing addresses. telephone number,
drivers license number, and name, address.
and name and telephone number of em-
ployer: and

(ii) in any subsequent child support en-
forcement action between the parties, upon
sufficient showing that diligent effort has
been made to ascertain the location of such
a party. the tribunal may deem State due
process requirements for notice and service
of process to be met with respect to the
party. upon delivery of written notice to the
most recent residential or employer address
filed with the tribunal pursuant to clause (i).

"(B) STATEWIDE JUR5DICflON.—Proce-
dures under which—

'(i) the State agency and any adminis-
trative orjudicial tribunal with authority to
hear child support and paternity cases exerts
statewidejurisdiction over the parties: and

"(ii) in a State in which orders are issued
by courts or administrative tribunals, a case
may be transferred between local jurisdic-
tions in the State without need for for any
additional filing by the petitioner, or service
of process upon the respondent. to retainju.
risdiction over the parties.

(3) COORDINATION WITh ERISA.—Notwjth-
standing subsection (d) of section 514 of the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 (relating to effect on other laws),
nothing in this subsection shall be construed
to alter. amend. modify. invalidate. impair.
or supersede subsections (a). (b). and (c) of
such section 514 as it applies with respect to
any procedure referred to in paragraph (I)
and any expedited procedure referred to in
paragraph (2). except to the extent that such
procedure would be consistent with the re-
quirements of section 206(d)(3) of such Act
(relating to qualified domestic relations or-
ders) or the requirements of section 609(a) of
such Act (relating to qualified medical child
support orders) if the reference in such sec-
tion 206(d)(3) to a domestic relations order
and the reference in such section 609(a) to a
medical child support order were a reference
to a support order referred to in paragraphs
(I) and (2) relating to the same matters, re-
spectively.

(b) ALrrOMATION OF STATE ACENCY FUNC-
TIONS—Section 454A. as added by section
344(a)(2) and as amended by sections 311 and
312(c) of this Act. is amended by adding at
the end the following new subsection:

(h) Exwrrw ADMINISTRATIVE PROCE-
DURES—The automated system required by
this section shall be used, to the maximum
extent feasible. to implement the expedited
administrative procedures required by sec-
tion 466(c).".

Subfitle B—Paternity Establishment
SEC. 331. STATE LAWS CONCERNING PATERNITY

ESTABLISHMENT,
(a) STATE LAWS REQtflRED.—Section

466(a)(5) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)(5)) S.s amended to
read as follows:

(5) PROCEDURES CONCERNINC PATERNTrY
ESTABLISHMENT.—
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(A) E usrr PROCESS AVAiLABLE

FROM BIRTH UNTIL ACE 18.—
(i) Procedures which permit the estab-

lishment of the paternity of a child at any
time before the child attains 18 years of age.

"(ii) As of August 16. 1984. clause (i) shall
also apply to a child for whorr paternity has
not been established or for whom a paternity
action was brought but dismissed because a
statute of limitations of less than 18 years
was then in effect in the State.

(B) PROCEDURES CONCERNINC CENETIC
TESTINC.—

(i) Gr.nc TESTINC REQUIRED IN CER-
TAIN COl''TESTED CASES—Procedures under
which the State is required, in a contested
paternity case (unless otherwise barred by
State law) to require the child and all other
parties (other than individuals found under
section 454(29) to have good cause for refus-
ing to cooperate) to submit to genetic tests
upon the request of any such party. if the re-
quest is supported by a sworn statement by
the party—

(I) alleging paternity, and setting forth
facts establishing a reasonable possibility of
the requisite sexual contact between the par-
ties; or

(II) denying paternity, and setting forth
facts establishing a reasonable possibility of
the nonexistence of sexual contact between
the parties.

(ii) OTRER REQUIREMEWFS.—Procedures
which require the State agency. in any case
in which the agency orders genetic testing—

(I) to pay costs of such tests, subject to
recoupment (if the State so elects) from the
alleged father if paternity is established: and

(II) to obtain additional testing in any
case if an original test result is contested.
upon request and advance payment by the
contestant.

(C) VOLUNTARY PATERNITY ACKNOWLEDC-

(i) SIMPLE CTVL PROCESS.—Procedures
for a simple civil process for voluntarily ac-
knowledging paternity under which the
State must provide that, before a mother
and a putative father can sign an acknowl-
edgment of paternity, the mother and the
putative father must be given notice, orally
and in writing, of the alternatives to. the
legal consequences of. and the rights (includ-
ing. if I parent is a minor. ary rights af-
forded due to minority status) and respon-
sibilities that arise from, signing the ac-
knowledgment.

(ii) HOSPITAL-BASED PROCRAM.—Such
procedures must include a hospital-based
program for the voluntary acknowledgment
of paternity focusing on the period imme-
diately before or after the birth of a child.
subject to such good cause exceptions. tak-
ing into account the best interests of the
child, as the State may establish.

(iii) PATERT1y ESTABUSHMEWr SERV-
ICES.—

(I) STATE-oFFR SERVCES.—Such pro-
cedures must require the State agency re-
sponsible for maintaining birth records to
offer voluntary paternity establishment
services.

(II) RECULATXONS.—
(aa) SERVICES OFFERED BY HOSPITALS

AND BIRTh RECORD ACENCIES.—The Secretary
shall prescribe regulations governing vol-
untary paternity establishment services of-
fered by hospitals and birth record agencies.

(bb) SERVICES OFFERED BY OTHER ENT-
TIES—The Secretary shall prescribe regula-
uons specifying the types of other entities
that may offer voluntary paternity estab-
lishment services, and governing the provi-
sion of such services, which shall indude a
requirement that such an entity must use
the same notice provisions used by. use the
san-Ic materials used by. provide the person-
nel providing such services with the same
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traLning provided by. and evaluate the provi-
sion of such services in the same manner as
the provision of such services is evaluated
by. voluntary paternity establishment pro-
grams of hospitals and birth record agencies.

(iv) USE OF PATER1TY ACKNOwEDCpj'
AFFIDAVIT—Such procedures must require
the State to develop and use an affidavit for
the voluntary acknowledgment of paternity
which includes the minimum requirements
of the affidavit developed by the Secretary
under section 452(a)(7) for the voluntary ac-
knowledgment of paternity, and to give full
faith and credit to such an affidavit signed in
any other State according to its procedures.

(D) STATUS OF SICNED PATERNITY AC-
KNOWLEDCNT.—

(i) INCLUSION IN BIRTH RECORDS—Proce-
dures under which the name of the father
shall be included on the record of birth of the
child of unmarried parents only if—

(I) the father and mother have signed a
voluntary acknowledgment of paternity; or

'(II) a court or an administrative agency
of competent jurisdiction has issued an adju-
dication of paternity.
Nothing in this clause shall preclude a State
agency from obtaining an admission of pa-
ternity from the father for submission in a
judicial or administrative proceeding, or pro-
hibit the issuance of an order in a judicial or
administrative proceeding which bases a
legal finding of paternity on an admission of
paternity by the father and any other addi-
tional showing required by State law.

(ii) LECAL FNDINC OF PATERfly.—Pro-
cedures under which a signed voluntary ac-
knowledgment of paternity is considered a
legal finding of paternity, subject to the
nght of any signatory to rescind the ac-
knowledgment within the earlier of—

'(I) 60 days: or

(II) the date of an administrative orju-
dicial proceeding relating to the child (in-
cluding a proceeding to establish a support
order) in which the signatory is a party.

(iii) CONTEST—Procedures under which.
after the 60-day period referred to in clause
(ii), a signed voluntary acknowledgment of
paternity may be challenged in court only on
the basis of fraud, duress, or material mis-
take of fact, with the burden of proof upon
the challenger, and under which the legal re-
sponsibilities (including child support obli-
gations) of any signatory arising from the
acknowledgment may not be suspended dur-
ing the challenge, except for good cause
shown.

(E) B ON ACKNOWL D MENT RATIPICA-
flON PROCEEDINCS._Procedures under which

judicial or administrative proceedings are
not required or permitted to ratify an un-
challenged acknowledgment of paternity.

(F) ADMJSSmJLrr'y OF CENETIC TESTINC
RESULTS.—Procedures_

'(i) requiring the admission into evi-
dence, for purposes of establishing paternity.
of the results of any genetic test that is—

"(1) of a type generally acknowledged as
reliable by accreditation bodies designated
by the Secretary: and

(H) performed by a laboratory approved
by such an accreditation body:

(ii) requiring an objection to genetic
testing results to be made in writing not
later than a specified number of days before
any hearing at which the results may be in-
troduced into evidence (or. at State option,
not later than a specified number of days
after receipt of the results): and

(iii) making the test results admissible
as evidence of paternity without the need for
foundation testimony or other proof of au-
thenticity or accuracy, unless objection is
made.

(C) PRESIJMPDON OF PATERNITY I CER-
TAIN CASES—Procedures which create a re-
buttable or. at the option of the State. con-
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clusive presumption of paternity upon ge-
netic testing results indicating a threshold
probability that the alleged father is the fa-
ther of the child.

(H) DEFAULT ORDERS—Procedures re-
quiring a default order to be entered in a pa-
ternity case upon a showing of service of
process on the defendant and any additional
showing required by State law.

(I) NO RICHT TO JURY TRIAL—Procedures
providing that the parties to an action to es-
tablish paternity are not entitled to a trial
byjury.

(J) TEMI'ORARY SUPPORT ORDER BASED
ON PROBABLE PATERNITY IN CON'TEST)
CASES—Procedures which require that a
temporary order be issued. upon motion by a
party, requiring the provision of child sup-
port pending an administrative or judicial
determination of parentage, if there is clear
and convincing evidence of paternity (on the
basis of genetic tests or other evidence).

(K) PROOF OF CERTAIN SUPPORT AND PA-
TERI'1ITY ESTABUSHMENT COSTS—Procedures
under which bills for pregnancy. childbirth,
and genetic testing are admissible as evi-
dence without requiring third-party founda-
tion testimony. and shall constitute puma
facie evidence of amounts incurred for such
services or for testing on behalf of the child.

(L) STANDINC OF PUTAThE FATHERS.—
Procedures ensuring that the putative father
has a reasonable opportunity to initiate a
paternity action.

(M) FIUNC OF ACXNO%LDCrN-s AND
ADJUDICATIONS IN STATE REGISTRY OF BIRTH
RECORDS—Procedures under which voluntary
acknowledgrrents and adjudications of pa-
ternity by judicial or administrative proc-
esses are filed with the State registry of
birth records for comparison with informa-
tion in the State case registry.".

(b) NATIONAL PATERNITY ACKNOWLEDC-
MENT AmDAVrr.—Section 452(a)(7) (42 U.S.C.
652(a)(7)) is amended by inserting ". and de-
velop an affidavit to be used for the vol-
untary acknowledgment of paternity which
shall include the social security number of
each parent and. after consultation with the
States, other common elements as deter-
mined by such designee" before the semi-
colon.

(c) COr'JFORMXNC AMNDMNT.—Section 468
(42 U.S.C. 668) is amended by striking 'a sim-
ple civil process for voluntarily acknowledg-
ing paternity and".
SEC. 332. OUTREACH FOR VOLUNTARY PATER-

NITY ESTABLISHMENT.
Section 454(23) (42 U.S.C. 654(23)) is amend-

ed by inserting "and will publicize the avail-
ability and encourage the use of procedures
for voluntary establishment of paternity and
child support by means the State deems ap-
propriate' before the semicolon.
SEC. 333. COOPERATION BY APPLICANTS FOR

AND RECIPIENTS OF TEMPORARY
FAMILY ASSISTANCE

Section 454 (42 U.S.C. 654). as amended by
sections 301(b). 303(a). 312(a), and 313(a) of
this Act, is amended—

(1) by striking and" at the end of para-
graph (27):

(2) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (28) and inserting ": and": and

(3) by inserting after paragraph (28) the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

(29) provide that the State agency respon-
sible for administering the State plan—

(A) shall make the determination (and re-
determination at appropriate intervals) as to
whether an individual who has applied for or
is receiving assistance under the State pro-
gram funded under part A or the State pro-
gram under title XIX is cooperating in good
faith with the State in establishing the pa-
ternity of. or in establishing, modifying, or
enforcing a support order for. ary child of
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the individual by providing the State agency
with the name of. and such other informa-
tion as the State agency may require with
respect to. the noncustodial parent of the
child, subject to such good cause exceptions,
taking into account the best interests of the
child, as the State may establish through
the State agency, or at the option of the
State. through the State agencies admin-
istering the State programs funded under
part A and title XIX;

(B) shall require the individual to supply
additional necessary information and appear
at interviews, hearings, and legal proceed-
ings;

"(C) shall require the individual and the
child to submit to genetic tests pursuant to
judicial or administrative order;

CD) may request that the individual sign
a voluntary acknowledgment of paternity.
after notice of the rights and consequences
of such an acknowledgment, but may not re-
quire the indiidual to sign an acknowledg-
ment or othei-wse relinquish the right to ge-
netic tests as a condition of cooperation and
eligibility for assistance under the State pro-
gram funded under part A or the State pro-
gram under title XIX: and

'CE) shall promptly notify the individual
and the State agency administering the
State program funded under part A and the
State agency administering the State pro-
gram under title XIX of each such deter-
mination. and if noncooperation is deter-
mined, the basis therefore.",

Subtitle E—Program Administration and
Funding

SEC. 341. PERPORMANCE-BASED INCENTIVES
AND PENALTIES.

(a) DEVELOPI'rT OF NEW SYSTEM—The
Secretary of Health and Human Services, in
consultation with State directors of pro-
grams under part D of title IV of the Social
Security Act, shall develop a new incentive
system to replace, in a revenue neutral man-
ner. the system under section 458 of such
Act. The new system shall provide additional
payments to any State based on such State's
performance under such a program. Not later
than June 1. 1996. the Secretary shall report
on the new system to the Committee on
Ways and Means of the House of Representa-
tives and the Committee on Finance of the
Senate.

(b) CON ORiiNC AMENDPNTS t PRESENT
SYSTEM—Section 458 (42 U.S.C. 658) is
amended—

(1) in subsection (a), by striking 'aid to
families with dependent children under a
State plan approved under part A of this
title" and inserting 'assistance under a pro-
gram funded under part A";

(2) in subsection (b) (1) (A). by striking "sec-
tion 402(a) (26)" and inserting "section
408(a) (4)":

(3) in subsections (b) and (c)—
(A) by striking 'AFDC collections" each

place it appeaxs and inserting 'title IV-A
collections' and

(B) by striking 'non-AFDC collections"
each place it appears and inserting 'non.
title IV-A collections ':and

(4) in subsection (c). by striking 'combined
AFDC/non-AFDC administrative costs' both
places it appears and inserting 'combined
title IV-AInon-title IV-A administrative
costs'.

(c) CALCULAON OF IV-D PATERNrTY Es-
TABLISHMENr PCENTAGE.—

(1) Section 452(g)(1)(A) (42 U.S.C.
652(g) (1) (A)) is amended by striking "75" and
inserting "90'

(2) Section 452(g)(l) (42 U.S.C. 652(g)(l)) is
amended by redesignating subparagraphs (B)
through (E) as subparagraphs (C) through
(F), respectively, and by inserting after sub-
paragraph (A) the following new subpara-
graph:

'(B) for a State with a paternity establish-
ment percentage of not less than 75 percent
but less than 90 percent for such fiscal yéár.
the paternity establishment percentage of
the State for the immediately preceding fis-
cal year plus 2 percentage points:'.

(3) Section 452(g) (2) (A) (42 U.S.C.
652(g)(2)(A)) is amended in the matter pre-
ceding clause (i)—

(A) by striking 'paternity establishment
percentage and inserting "IV-D paternity
establishment percentage': and

(B) by striking (or all States, as the case
may be).

(4) Section 452(g)(2) (42 U.S.C. 652(g)(2)) is
amended by adding at the end the following
new sentence: in meeting the 90 percent pa-
ternity establishment requirement a State
may calculate either the paternity establish-
ment rate of cases in the program funded
under this part or the paternity establish-
ment rate of all out'of-wedlock births in the
State..

(5) Section 452(g)(3) (42 U.S.C. 652(g)(3)) is
amended—

(A) by striking subparagraph (A) and redes-
ignating subparagraphs (B) and (C) as sub-
paragraphs (A) and (B), respectively;

(B) in subparagraph (A) (as so redesig-
nated). by striking the percentage of chil-
dren born out-of-wedlock in a State' and in-
serting the percentage of children in a
State who are born out of wedlock or for
whom support has not been established": and

(C) in subparagraph (B) (as so redesignated)
by inserting 'and securing support before
the period.

(d) EFFECTIVE DATES.—
(1) INCENTIVE ADJUSTNTS.—
(A) IN CENERAL.—The system developed

under subsection (a) and the amendments
made by subsection (b) shall become effec-
tive on October 1. 1997. except to the extent
provided in subparagraph (B).

(B) APPLICATION OF SECTION 458.—Section
458 of the Social Security Act, as in effect on
the day before the date of the enactment of
this section. shall be effective for purposes of
incent]ve payments to States for fiscal years
before fiscal year 1999.

(2) PEALTh' REDUCTIONS.—The amend-
ments made by subsection (c) shall become
effective with respect to calendar quarters
beginning on or after the date of the enact-
ment of this Act.
SEC. 342. FEDERAL AND STATE REVIEWS AND AU'

DITS.

(a) STATE ACENcY AcTIvrrs.—5ection 454
(42 U.S.C. 654) is amended—

(1) in paragraph (14), by striking" (14)" and
inserting ' (14)(A)":

(2) by redesignating paragraph (15) as sub-
paragraph (B) of paragraph (14); and

(3) by inserting after paragraph (14) the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

'(IS) provide for—
"(A) a process for annual reviews of and re-

ports to the Secretary on the State program
operated under the State plan approved
under this part. including such information
as may be necessary to measure State com-
pliance with Federal requirements for expe-
dited procedures, using such standards and
procedures as are required by the Secretary.
under which the State agency will determine
the extent to which the program is operated
in compliance with this part; and

(B) a process of extracting from the auto-
mated data processing system required by
paragraph (16) and transmitting to the Sec-
retary data and calculations concerning the
levels of accomplishment (and rates of im-
provement) with respect to applicable per-
formance indicators (including IV-D pater-
nity establishment percentages to the extent
necessary for purposes of sections 452(g) and
458.".
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(b) FERoi ACTIVITIES—Section 452(a)(4)

(42 U.S.C. 652(a) (4)) is amended to read as fol-
lows:

(4)(A) review data and calculations trans-
mitted by State agencies pursuant to section
454(l5)(B) on State program accomplish.
ments with respect to performance indica-
tors for purposes of subsection (g) of this sec-
tion and section 458:

(B) review annual reports submitted pur-
suant to section 454(15)(A) and, as appro.
priate. provide to the State comments, rec-
ommendations for additional or alternative
corrective actions. and technical assistance:
and

(C) conduct audits, in accordance with
the Government auditing standards of the
Comptroller General of the United States—

(i) at least once every 3 years (or more
frequently, in the case of a State which fails
to meet the requirements of this part con-
cerning performance standards and reliabil-
ity of program data) to assess the complete-
ness, reliability, and security of the data.
and the accuracy of the reporting systems.
used in calculating performance indicators
under subsection (g) of this section and sec-
tion 458:

— "(ii) of the adequacy of financial manage-
ment of the State program operated under
the State plan approved under this part. in-
cluding assessments of—

(I) whether Federal and other funds made
available to carry out the State program are
being appropriately expended, and are prop-
erly and fully accounted for; and

(II) whether collections and disburse-
ments of support payments are carried out
correctly and are fully accounted for: and

(iii) for such other purposes as the Sec-
retary may find necessary:".

(c) EFFECTIvE DATE—The amendments
made by this section shall be effective with
respect to calendar quarters beginning 12
months or more after the date of the enact-
ment of this Act.
SEC. 343. REQUIRED REPORTING PROCEDURES.

(a) ESTABLISHMENT—Section 452(a)(5) (42

U.S.C. 652(a)(5)) is amended by inserting
and establish procedures to be followed by
States for collecting and reporting informa-
tion required to be provided under this part,
and establish uniform definitions (including
those necessary to enable the measurement
of State compliance with the requirements
of this part relating to expedited processes)
to be applied in following such procedures"
before the semicolon.

(b) STATE PLAN REQUIREMENT—Section 454
(42 U.S.C. 654). as amended by sections 301(b).
303(a). 312(a), 313(a). and 333 of this Act. is
amended—

(1) by striking 'and" at the end of para-
graph (28):

(2) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (29) and inserting ': and"; and

(3) by adding after paragraph (29) the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

"(30) provide that the State shall use the
definitions established under section 452(a) (5)
in collecting and reporting information as
required under this part.'.
SEC. 344. AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING RE.

QUIREMENTS.
(a) REvIsw REQUIRErwrs.—
(1) IN CENERAL.—Section 454(16) (42 U.S.C.

654(16)) is amended—
(A) by striking at the option of the

State";
(B) by inserting "and operation by the

State agency" after 'for the establishment":
(C) by inserting 'meeting the requirements

of section 454A" after 'information retrieval
system";

(D) by striking 'in the State and localities
thereof, so as (A)" and inserting "so as':

(E) by striking '(i)"; and
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(F) by striking (including" and all that

follows and inserting a semicolon.
(2) A171'QMATED DATA PROCESSING.—Part D

of title IV (42 U.S.C. 651-669) is amended by
inserting after section 454 the following new
section:
SEC. 454A. AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING.

(a) IN GENERAL.—jn order for a State to
meet the requirements of this section, the
State agency administering the State pro-
gram under this part shall have in operation
a single statewide automated data process-
ing and information retrieval system which
has the capability to perform the tasks spec-
ified in this section with the frequency and
in the manner required by or under this parc.

(b) PROCRAM MANAGE E1'TF.—The auto-
mated system required by this section shall
perform such functions as the Secretary may
specify relating to management of the State
program under this part, including—

"(1) controlling and accounting for use of
Federal. State. and local funds in carrying
Out the program: and

(2) maintaining the data necessary to
meet Federal reporting requirements under
this part on a timely basis.

(c) CALCUI.ATION OF PERFOR.MANCE INDICA-
TORS—In order to enable the Secretary to
determine the incentive payments and pen-
alty adjustments required by sections 452(g)
and 458, the State agency shall—

(1) use the automated system—
(A) to maintain the requisite data on

State performance with respect to paternity
establishment and child support enforcement
in the State: and

(B) to calculate the IV-D paternity estab-
lishment percentage for the State for each
fiscal year: and

"(2) have in place systems controls to en-
sure the completeness and reliability of. and
ready access to. the data described in para-
graph (1)(A). and the accuracy of the calcula-
tions described in paragraph (1)(B).

(d) INFORMAflON INTEGRrrY AND SECU-
RITY.—The State agency shall have in effect
safeguards on the integrity, accuracy, and
completeness of. access to, and use of data in
the automated system required by this sec-
tion, which shall include the following (in
addition to such other safeguards as the Sec-
retary may specify in regulations):

"(I) POLICIES RE ICTING ACCESS—Written
policies concerning access to data by State
agency personnel, and sharing of data with
other persons, which—

(A) permit access to and use of data only
to the extent necessary to carry out the
State program under this paz-c; and

(B) specifp the data which may be used
for particular program purposes, and the per.
sonnel permitted access to such data.

(2) SySTE COr.rrRoLS.._Systeins controls
(such as passwords or blocking of fields) to
ensure strict adherence to the policies de-
scribed in paragraph (1).

(3) MoNrroc OF ACCES5.—Roujje mon-
itoring of access to and use of the automated
system. through methods such as audit trails
and feedback mechanisms, to guard against
and promptly identify unauthorfzed access
or use.

(4) Tc AND XNFORM.arIoN._proce
dures to ensure that all personnel (including
State and local agency staff and contractors)
who may have access to or be required to use
confidential program data are informed of
applicable requirements and penalties (in-
cluding those in section 6103 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986), and are adequately
trained in security procedures.

(5) PENALTZS._.Admimstrative penalties
(up to and including dismissal from employ-
ment) for unauthorized access to, or disclo-
sure or use of, confidential data.".

(3) REGL1LVrICX.S.__The Secretary of Health
and Human Services shall prescribe final
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regulations for implementation of section
454A of the Social Security Act not later
than 2 years after the date of the enactment
of this Act.

(4) IMPLEMENTATION TIMETABLE—Section
454(24) (42 U.S.C. 654(24)). as amended by sec-
tion 303(a)(1) of this Act, is amended to read
as follows:

(24) provide that the State will have in ef-
fect an automated data processing and infor-
mation retrieval system—

'(A) by October 1. 1997. which meets all re-
quirements of this part which were enacted
on or before the date of enactment of the
Family Support Act of 1988. and

"(B) by October 1, 1999. which meets all re-
quirements of this part enacted on or before
the date of the enactment of the Bipartisan
Welfare Reform Act of 1996. except that such
deadline shall be extended by I day for each
day (if any) by which the Secretary fails to
meet the deadline imposed by section
344(a)(3) of the Bipartisan Welfare Reform
Act of 1996;'.

(b) SPECIAL FEDERAL MATCI-UNG RATE FOR
DEELOPNT COSTS OF AUTOMATED SyS-

(1) IN GENERAL.—.Section 455(a) (42 U.S.C.
655(a)) is amended—

(A) in paragraph (1)(B)—
(i) by striking '9O percent'S and inserting

the percent specified in paragraph (3)
(ii) by striking 'so much of"; and
(iii) by striking 'which the Secretary" and

all that follows and inserting ". and": and
(B) by adding at the end the following new

paragraph:
'(3)(A) The Secretary shall pay to each

State, for each quarter in fiscal years 1996
and 1997, 90 percent of so much of the State
expenditures described in paragraph (1)(B) as
the Secretary finds are for a system meeting
the requirements specified in section 454(16)
(as in effect on September 30, 1995) but lim-
ited to the amount approved for States in
the advance planning documents of such
States submitted on or before May 1, 1995.

"(B)(i) The Secretary shall pay to each
State. for each quarter in fiscal years 1996
through 2001. the percentage specified in
clause (ii) of so much of the State expendi-
tures described in paragraph (1)(B) as the
Secretary finds are for a system meeting the
requirements of sections 454(16) and 454A.

(ii) The percentage specified in this
clause is 80 percent.".

(2) Tipo.gy LIMITATION ON PAY?NT$
UNDER SPECIAL FEDERAL MATCI-flNG RATE.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary of Health
and Human Services may not pay more than
3400,000.000 in the aggregate under section
455(a)(3)(B) of the Social Security Act for fis-
cal years 1996 through 2001.

(B) ALLOCATION OF LIMITATION AMONG
ATES.—The total amount payable to a
State under section 455(a)(3)(B) of such Act
for fiscal years 1996 through 2001 shall not ex-
ceed the limitation determined for the State
by the Secretary of Health and Human Serv-
ices in regulations.

(C) ALLOCATION FORMULA-_The regulations
referred to in subparagraph (B) shall pre-
scribe a formula for allocating the amount
specified in subparagraph (A) among States
with plans approved under part D of title IV
of the Social Security Act, which shall take
into account—

(i) the relative size of State caseloads
under such part: and

(ii) the level of automation needed to meet
the automated data processing requirements
of such parc.

(c) CONFORMING AMEr.DMEwr.—5ection
123(c) of the Family Support Act of 1988 (102
Stat. 2352: Public Law 100—485) is repealed.
SEC. 345. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.

(a) FOR TR.AJNNG OF FEDER&i AND STATE
STAFF, RESEARCH DEMONSTRATION PRO-
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GRAMS. AND SPECIAL PROJECTS OF REGIONAL
OR NATIONAL SiGNIFICANCE—Section 452 (42
U.S.C. 652) is amended by adding at the end
the following new subsection:

(j) Out of any money in the Treasury of
the United States not otherwise appro-
priated, there is hereby appropriated to the
Secretary for each fiscal year an amount
equal to 1 percent of the total amount paid
to the Federal Government pursuant to sec-
tion 457(a) during the immediately preceding
fiscal year (as determined on the basis of the
most recent reliable data available to the
Secretary as of the end of the 3rd calendar
quarter following the end of such preceding
fiscal year). to cover costs incurred by the
Secretary for—

(1) information dissemination and tech-
nical assistance to States. training of State
and Federal staff. staffing studies, and relat-
ed activities needed to improve programs
under this part (including technical assist-
ance concerning State automated systems
required by this part): and

(2) research, demonstration, and special
projects of regional or national significance
relating to the operation of State programs
under this part.
The amount appropriated under this sub-
section shall remain available until ex-
pended.".

(b) OPERATION OF FEDERAL PA1-r LocA-
TOR SERVICE.—Section 453 (42 U.S.C. 653), as
amended by section 316 of this Act, is amend-
ed by adding at the end the following newsubsection:

(o) RECOVERY OF COSTS.—Out of any
money in the Treasury of the United States
not otherwise appropriated. there is hereby
appropriated to the Secretary for each fiscal
year an amount equal to 2 percent of the
total amount paid to the Federal Govern-
ment pursuant to section 457(a) during the
immediately preceding fiscal year (as deter-
mined on the basis of the most recent reli-
able data available to the Secretary as of the
end of the 3rd calendar quarter following the
end of such preceding fiscal year). to cover
costs incurred by the Secretary for operation
of the Federal Parent Locator Service under
this section. to the extent such costs are not
recovered through user fees.".
SEC. 346. REPORTS AND DATA COLLECTION BY

THE SECRETARY.
(a) ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS.—
(1) Section 452(a)(10)(A) (42 U.S.C.

652(a)(10)(A)) is amended—
(A) by striking 'this parc;" and inserting

'this parc, including—": and
(B) by adding at the end the following new

clauses:
(i) the total amount of child support pay-

ments collected as a result of services fur-
nished during the fiscal year to individuals
receiving services under this part:

(ii) the cost to the States and to the Fed-
eral Government of so furnishing the serv-
ices; and

"(iii) the number of cases involving fami-
lies—

(I) who became ineligible for assistance
under State programs funded under parc A
during a month in the fiscal year: and

(II) with respect to whom a child support
payment was received in the month;'.

(2) Section 452(a)(10)(C) (42 U.S.C.
652(a)(l0)(C)) is amended—

(A) in the matter preceding clause (i)—
(i) by striking •with the data required

under each clause being separately stated for
cases and inserting "separately stated for
(I) case":

(ii) by striking cases where the child was
formerly receiving' and inserting or for-
merly received";

(iii) by inserting "or 1912" after
"471(a)(17)'; and

(iv) by inserting "(2)" before "all other":
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(B) in each of clauses (i) and (ii). by strik-

ing . and the total amount of such obliga-
tions:

(C) in clause (iii). by striking described
in' and all that follows and inserting "in
which support was collected during the fiscal
year:":

(D) by striking clause (iv): and
(E) by redesignating clause (v) as clause

(Vii). and inserting after clause (iii) the fol-
lowing new clauses:

(iv) the total amount of support collected
during such fiscal year and distributed as
current support:

(v) the total amount of support collected
during such fiscal year and distributed as ar-
rearages:

(Vi) the total amount of support due and
unpaid for all fiscal years; and".

(3) Section 452(a)(I0)(G) (42 U.S.C.
652(a)(10)(G)) is amended by striking on the
use of Federal Courts and".

(4) Section 452(a)(10) (42 U.S.C. 652(a)(10)) is
amended—

(A) in subparagraph (H). by striking "and":
(B) in subparagraph (I). by striking the pe-

riod and inserting "; and": and
(C) by inserting after subparagraph (I) the

following new subparagraph:
(J) compliance, by State. with the stand-

ards established pursuant to subsections (h)
and (i).'.

(5) Section 452(a)(1O) (42 U.S.C. 652(a) (10)) is
amended by sinking all that follows sub-
paragraph (.3). as added by paragraph (4).

(b) EFFECTIvE DATE—The amendments
made by subsection (a) shall be effective
with respect to fiscal year 1996 and succeed-
ing fiscal years.
Subtitle F—Establishment and Modification

of Support Orders
SEC. 351. SIMPUFIED PROCESS FOR REVIEW

AND ADJUSTMENT OF CHILD SUP-
PORT ORDERS.

Section 466(a)(I0) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)(10)) is
amended to read as follows:

(10) REvIEW AND ADJUSTMENr OF SUPPORT
ORDERS UPON REQUEST—Procedures under
which the State shall review and adjust each
support order being enforced under this part
upon the request of either parent or the
State if there is an assignment. Such proce-
dures shall provide the following:

(A) IN GEN!.RL.—
(i) 3-YEAR CYCLE—Except as provided in

subparagrapns (B) and (C). the State shall re-
view and. as aPpropriate, adjust the support
order every 3 years. taking into account the
best interests of the child involved.

(ii) METHODS F JUsmIEj'r.—The State
may elect to review and, if appropriate, ad-
just an order pursuant to clause (i) by—

(I) reviewrng and, if appropriate, adjust-
ing the order accordance with the guide-
lines established pursuant to section 467(a) if
the amount of the child support award under
the order differs from the amount that would
be awarded in accordance with the guide-
lines: or

(II) applying a cost-of-living adjustment
to the order in accordance with a formula de-
veloped by the State and permit either party
to contest the adjustment, within 30 days
after the date of the notice of the adjust-
ment. by making a request for review and, if
appropriate. adiuszment of the order in ac-
cordance with the child support guidelines
establiShed pursuant to section 467(a).

"(iii) No PROOF OF CHANGE IN CIR-
CUMSTANCES NECESSARY.—Any adjustment
under this subparagraph (A) shall be made
without a requirement for proof or showing
of a change in circumstances.

(B) ALJTOt&ATED METHOD.—The State may
use automated methods (including auto-
mated comparisons with wage or State in-
come tax data) to identif' orders eligible for
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review, corduct the review. identify orders
eligible for adjustment. and apply the appro-
priate adjustment to the orders eligible fOr
adjustment under the threshold established
by the State.

(C) REQUEST UPON SUBSTAT1AL CHANCE IN
CIRCUMSTANCES—The State shall, at the re-
quest of either parent subject to such an
order or of any State child support enforce-
ment agency. review and, if appropriate, ad-
just the order in accordance with the guide-
lines established pursuant to section 467(a)
based upon a substantial change in the cir-
cumstances of either parent.

(D) NOTICE OF RIGHT TO REVIEW—The
State shall provide notice not less than once
every 3 years to the parents subject to such
an order informing them of their right to re-
quest the State to review and, if appropriate.
adjust the order pursuant to this paragraph.
The notice may be included in the order.".
SEC. 352. FURNISHING CONSUMER REPORTS

FOR CERTAIN PURPOSES RELATING
TO CHILD SUPPORT.

Section 604 of the Fair Credit Reporting
Act (15 U.S.C. 1681b) is amended by adding at
the end the following new paragraphs:

(4) In response to a request by the head of
a State or local child support enforcement
agency (or a State or local government offi-
cial authorized by the head of such an agen-
cy). if the person making the request cer-
tifies to the consumer reporting agency
that—

(A) the consumer report is needed for the
purpose of establishing an individuals ca-
pacity to make child support payments or
determining the appropriate level of such
payments:

(B) the paternity of the consumer for the
child to which the obligation relates has
been established or acknowledged by the
consumer in accordance with State laws
under which the obligation arises (if required
by those laws):

(C) the person has provided at least 10
days prior notice to the consumer whose re-
port is requested. by certified or registered
mail to the last known address of the
consumer, that the report will be requested:
and

(D) the consumer report will be kept con-
fidential. will be used solely for a purpose de-
scribed in subparagraph (A). and will not be
used in connection with any other civil, ad-
ministrative, or criminal proceeding, or for
any other purpose.

(5) To an agency administering a State
plan under section 454 of the Social Security
Act (42 U.S.C. 654) for use to set an initial or
modified child support award.".
SEC. 353. NONLIABILFFY FOR FINANCIAL INSTI-

TUTIONS PROVIDING FINANCIAL
RECORDS TO STATE CHILD SUP-
PORT ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES IN
CHILD SUPPORT CASES.

(a) IN GEJAi..—Notwithstanding any
other provision of Federal or State law, a fi-
nancial institution shall not be liable under
any Federal or State law to any person for
disclosing any financial record of an individ-
ual to a State child support enforcement
agency attempting to establish, modify. or
enforce a child support obligation of such in-
dividual.

(b) PROfUBI-rION OF DISCLOSURE OF FINAN-
CIAL RECORD OBTAINED BY STATE CHiLD SUP-
PORT ENFORCEIr.rr AGENCY—A State child
Support enforcement agency which obtains a
financial record of an individual from a fi-
nancial institution pursuant to subsection
(a) may disclose such financial record only
for the purpose of. and to the extent nec-
essary in. establishing, modifying, or enforc-
ing a child support obligation of such indi-
vidual.

(c) CIVIL DAMAGES FOR UNAUTHORIZED DIS-
CLOSURE.—
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(I) D1SCI..OSURE BY STATE OF'1CER OR -

PLOYEE.—if any person knowingly. or by rea-
son of negligence, discloses a financial
record of an individual in violation of sub-
section (b). such individual may bring a civil
action for damages against such person in a
district court of the United States.

(2) NO LIABILITY FOR GOOD FArTH BUr ERRO-
NEOUS INTERPRETATION—No liability shall
arise under this subsection with respect to
any disclosure which results from a good
faith. but erroneous, interpretation of sub-
section (b).

(3) DAMAGES—In any action brought under
paragraph (1). upon a finding of liability on
the part of the defendant. the defendant
shall be liable to the plaintiff in an amount
equal to the sum of—

(A) the greater of—
(i) $1.000 for each act of unauthorized dis-

closure of a financial record with respect to
which such defendant is found liable; or

(ii) the sum of—
(I) the actual damages sustained by the

plaintiff as a result of such unauthorized dis-
closure: plus

(II) in the case of a willful disclosure or a
disclosure which is the result of gross neg-
ligence. punitive damages: plus

(B) the costs (including attorney's fees) of
the action.

(d) DEFXNITiONS.—For purposes of this sec-
tion—

(1) FINANCIAL INSTITUTION—The term "fi-
nancial institution' means—

(A) a depository institution. as defined in
section 3(c) of the Federal Deposit Insurance
Act (12 U.S.C. 1813(c)):

(B) an institution-affiliated party. as de-
fined in section 3(u) of such Act (12 U.S.C.
1813(v)):

(C) any Federal credit union or State cred-
it union. as defined in section 101 of the Fed-
eral Credit Union Act (12 U.S.C. 1752). includ-
ing an institution-affiliated party of such a
credit union. as defined in section 206(r) of
such Act (12 U.S.C. 1786(r)): and

(D) any benefit association, insurance com-
pany, safe deposit company. money-market
mutual fund, or similar entity authorized to
do business in the State.

(2) FINANCIAL RECORD.—The term 'finan-
cial record" has the meaning given such
term in section 1101 of the Right to Finan-
cial Privacy Act of 1978 (12 U.S.C. 3401).

(3) STATE CHiLD SUPPORT ENFORCEMEr'.T
AGENCY—The term "State child support en-
forcement agency" means a State agency
which administers a State program for es-
tablishing and enforcing child support obli-
gations.

Subtitle C—Enforcement of Support Orders

SEC. 361. INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE COLLEC-
TION OF ARREARAGES.

(a) COLLECTION OF FEES.—Section 6305(a) of
the Internal RevenueCode of 1986 (relating
to collection of certain liability) is
amended—

(1) by striking 'and' at the end of para-
graph (3):

(2) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (4) and inserting ', and":

(3) by adding at the end the following new
paragraph:

"(5) no additional fee may be assessed for
adjustments to an amount previously cer-
tified pursuant to such section 452(b) with re-
spect to the same obligor."; and

(4) by striking "Secretary of Health. Edu-
cation, and Welfare' each place it appears
and inserting 'Secretary of Health and
Human Services".

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments
made by this section shall become effective
October 1. 1997.
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SEC. 36Z. ALTMORITy TO COLLECT SUPPORT

FROM FEDERAL EMPLOYEES.
(a) COrSOLATOr AND STEAJt\1Nc OF

AUTHORrnES.—Sectjon 459 (42 U.S.C. 659) is
amended to read as follows:
SEC. 459. CONSENT BY THE UNITED STATES TO

INCOME WITHHOLDING. GARNISH-
MENT. AND SIMILAR PROCEEDINGS
FOR ENFORCEMENT OF CHILD SUP-
PORT AND ALIMONY OBLIGATIONS.

(a) CONSENT TO SUPPORT Er'FORCEMEr.T.—
Notwithstanding any other provision of law
(including section 207 of this Act and section
5301 of title 3S. United States Code), effective
January 1. 1975. moneys (the entitlement to
which is based upon remuneration for em-
ployment) due from, or payable by. the Unit-
ed States or the District of Columbia (in-
cluding any agency, subdivision, or instru-
mentality thereof) to any individual, includ-
ing members of the Armed Forces of the
United States, shall be subject, in like man-
ner and to tne same extent as if the United
States or the District of Columbia were a
private person. to withholding in accordance
with State law enacted pursuant to sub-
sections (a)(1) and (b) of section 466 and regu-
lations of the Secretary under such sub-
sections. and to any other legal process
.brouht. by a Ste agency administering a
program under a State plan approved under
this part or by an individual obligee, to en-
force the legal obligation of the individual to
provide child support or alimony.

(b) CONsr TO REQU-IREMEN-I-S APPLICA-
BLE TO PRIVATE PERsON—with respect to no-
tice to withhold income pursuant to sub-
section (a)(I) or (b) of section 466, or any
other order or process to enforce support ob-
ligations against an iI)dividual (if the order
or process contains or is accompanied by suf-
fIcient data to permit prompt identification
of the individual and the moneys involved),
each governmental entity specified in sub-
section (a) shall be subject to the same re-
quirements as would apply if the entity were
a private person, except as otherwise pro-
vided in this section.

(c) DESCNATION OF AcEwr: RESPOrSE TO
NOTICE OR PRocEss—

(I) DESC;T1ON OF ACErFT.—The head of
each agency subject to this section shall—

(A) designate an agent or agents to re-
ceive orders and accept service of process in
matters relating to child support or aiimony:
and

(B) annualiv publi&n in the Federal Reg-
ister the designation of the agent or agents.
identified by title or position, mailing ad-
dress, and telephone number.

(2) RESPONSE TO rOT1CE OR PROCESS.—If an
agent designated pursuant to paragraph (1)
of this subsection receives notice pursuant
to State procedures in effect pursuant to
subsection (a}(I) or (b) of section 466. or is ef-
fectively served with any order, process, or
interrogatory, with respect to an individ-
uals child supoort or aiimony payment obli-
gations, the aRent shall—

(A) as soon as possible (but not later than
15 days) thereafter, send written notice of
the notice or service (together with a copy of
the notice or service) to the individual at the
duty station or last-known home address of
the individual:

(B) within 30 days (or such longer period
as may be prescribed by applicable State
law) after receipt of a notice pursuant to
such State procedures, comply with all appli-
cable provisions of section 466: and

'(C) within 30 days (or such longer period
as may be prescribed by applicable State
law) after effective service of any other such
order, process. or interrogatory, respond to
the order. process. or interrogatory.

"(d) PRIORITY OF CLAIMS—If a govern-
mental entity specified in subsection (a) re-
ceives notice or is served with process. as
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provided in this section, concerning amounts
owed by an individual to more than I per-
son—

(I) support collection under section 466(b)
must be given priority over any other proc.
ess, as provided in section 466(b) (7):

(2) allocation of moneys due or payable to
an individual among claimants under section
466(b) shall be governed by section 466(b) and
the regulations prescribed under such sec-
tion: and

(3) such moneys as remain after compli-
ance with paragraphs (1) and (2) shall be
available to satisfy any other such processes
on a first-come, first-served basis, with any
such process being satisfied out of such mon-
eys as remain after the satisfaction of all
such processes which have been previously
served.

(e) NO REQUIREMENT TO VARY PAY Cv.
CLES.—A governmental entity that is af-
fected by legal process served for the en-
forcement of an individual's child support or
alimony payment obligations shall not be re-
quired to vary its normal pay and disburse-
ment cycle in order to comply with the legal
process.

(0 RELiEF FROM LIABILITY.—
(1) Neither the United States, nor the

government of the District of Columbia. nor
any disbursing officer shall be liable with re-
spect to any payment made from moneys due
or payable from the United States to any in-
dividual pursuant to legal process regular on
its face, if the payment is made in accord-
ance with this section and the regulations is-
sued to carry Out this section.

(2) No Federal employee whose duties in-
clude taking actions necessary to comply
with the requirements of subsection (a) with
regard to any individual shall be subject
under any law to any disciplinary action or
civil or criminal liability or penalty for, or
on account of. any disclosure of information
made by the employee in connection with
the carrying out of such actions.

(g) RECuLATiOrS.—Authority to promul-
gate regulations for the implementation of
this section shall, insofar as this section ap-
plies to moneys due from (or payable by)—

(1) the United States (other than the leg-
islative or judicial branches of the Federal
Government) or the ovei-nment of the Dis-
trict of Columbia. be vested in the President
(or the designee of the President):

(2) the legislative branch of the Federal
Government, be vested jointly in the Presi-
dent pro tempore of the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives (or
their designees), and

"(3) the judicial branch of the Federal Gov-
ernment, be vested in the Chief Justice of
the United States (or the designee of the
Chief Justice).

(h) MONEYS SUBJECT TO PROCESS.—
(I) IN GENERAL.—Subject to paragraph (2),

moneys paid or payable to an individual
which are considered to be based upon remu-
neration for employment. for purposes of
this section—

(A) consist of—
(i) compensation paid or payable for per.

sonal services of the individual, whether the
compensation is denominated as wages, sal-
ary, commission, bonus, pay. allowances. or
otherwise (including severance pay. sick pay.
and incentive pay):

"(ii) periodic benefits (including a periodic
benefit as defined in section 228(h)(3)) or
other payments—

(I) under the insurance system estab-
lished by title II;

(II) under any other system or fund estab-
lished by the United States which provides
for the payment of pensions, retirement or
retired pay. annuities. dependents' or survi-
vors' benefits, or similar amounts payable on
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account of personal services performed by
the individual or any other individual:

"(III) as compensation for death under any
Federal program:

"(IV) under any Federal program estab-
lished to provide 'black lung' benefits: or

(V) by the Secretary of Veterans Affairs
as compensation for a service-connected dis-
ability paid by the Secretary to a former
member of the Armed Forces who is in re-
ceipt of retired or retainer pay if the former
member has waived a portion of the retired
or retainer pay in order to receive such com-
pensation: and

"(iii) workers compensation benefits paid
under Federal or State law but

(B) do not include any payment—
'(i) by way of reimbursement or otherwise.

to defray expenses incurred by the individual
in carrying out duties associated with the
employment of the individual: or

'(ii) as allowances for members of the uni-
formed services payable pursuant to chapter
7 of title 37. United States Code, as pre-
scribed by the Secretaries concerned (defined
by section 101(5) of such title) as necessary
for the efficient performance of duty.

(2) CERTAIN AMOUNTS EXCLUt)ED,—In deter-
mining the amount of any moneys due from.
or payable by. the United States to any indi-
vidual. there shall be excluded amounts
which—

(A) are owed by the individual to the
United States:

"(B) are required by law to be. and are. de-
ducted from the remuneration or other pay-
ment involved, including Federal employ-
ment taxes, and fines and forfeitures ordered
by court-martial:

(C) are properly withheld for Federal.
State. or local income tax purposes, if the
withholding of the amounts is authorized or
required by law and if amounts withheld are
not greater than would be the case if the in-
dividual claimed all dependents to which he
was entitled (the withholding of additional
amounts pursuant to section 3402(i) of the In-
ternal Revenue Code of 1986 may be per-
mitted only when the individual presents
evidence of a tax obligation which supports
the additional withholding):

(D) are deducted as health insurance pre-
miums;

are deducted as normal retirement
contributions (not including amounts de-
ducted for supplementary coverage) or

(F) are deducted as normal life insurance
premiums from salary or other remuneration
for employment (not including amounts de-
ducted for supplementary coverage).

(i) DEFThiTiOr,S.—For purposes of this sec-
tion—

(1) Ur.rrED STATES—The term 'United
States' includes any department, agency, or
instrumentality of the legislative, judicial.
or executive branch of the Federai Govern-
ment. the United States Postal Service, the
Postal Rate Commission, any Federal cor-
poration created by an Act of Congress that
is wholly owned by the Federal Government,
and the governments of the territories and
possessions of the United States.

(2) CLD SUPPORT—The term 'child sup-
port', when used in reference to the legal ob-
ligations of an individual to provide such
support, means amounts required to be paid
under a judgment, decree. or order. whether
temporary, final, or subject to modification.
issued by a court or an administrative agen-
cy of competent jurisdiction, for the support
and maintenance of a child. including a child
who has attained the age of majority under
the law of the issuing State, or a child and
the parent with whom the child is living.
which provides for monetary support, health
care. arrearages or reimbursement. and
which may include other related costs and
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fees, interest and penalties. income with-
holding. attorneys fees, and other relief.

(3) ALIMONY.—
(A) IN CENERAL,—The term 'alimony'.

when used in reference to the legal obliga-
tions of an individual to provide the same.
means periodic payments of funds for the
support and maintenance of the spouse (or
former spouse) of the individual, and (subject
to and in accordance with State law) in-
cludes separate maintenance, alimony
pendente lite, maintenance, and spousal sup-
port, and includes attorney's fees, interest.
and court costs when and to the extent that
the same are expressly made recoverable as
such pursuant to a decree. order. or judg-
ment issued in accordance with applicable
State law by a court of competent jurisdic-
tion.

(B) E)CEVflONS,—Such term does not in-
clude—

(i) any child support: or
(ii) any payment or transfer of property

or its value by an individual to the spouse or
a former spouse of the individual in compli-
ance with any community property settle-
ment, equitable distribution of property. or
other division of property between spouses or
former spouses.

"(4) PRiVATE PERSON—The term 'private
person' means a person who does not have
sovereign or other special immunity or privi-
lege which causes the person not to be sub-
ject to legal process.

"(5) LECAX. PROCESS—The term 'legal proc-
ess' means any writ, order, summons. or
other similar process in the nature of gar-
nishment—

(A) which is issued by—
'(i) a court or an administrative agency of

competent jurisdiction in any State. terri-
tory. or possession of the United States:

"(ii) a court or an administrative agency of
competent jurisdiction in any foreign coun-
try with which the United States has entered
into an agreement which requires the United
States to honor the process: or

"(iii) an authorized official pursuant to an
order of such a court or an administrative
agency of competentjurisdiction or pursuant
to State or local law: and

(B) which is directed to. and the purpose
of which is to compel. a governmental entity
which holds moneys which are otherwise
payable to an individual to make a payment
from the moneys to another party in order to
satisfy a legal obligation of the individual to
provide child support or make alimony pay-
ments.".

(b) CoNiol1Nc AMENDMENTS.—
(I) To PART D OF TIThE IV.—Sections 461 and

462 (42 U.S.C. 661 and 662) are repealed.
(2) To TiTLE 5, UNTTED STATES COE.—Sec-

tion 5520a of title 5, United States Code, is
amended, in subsections (h)(2) and (i), by
striking "sections 459, 461. and 462 of the So-
cial Security Act (42 U.S.C. 659. 661. and 662)"
and inserting "section 459 of the Social Secu-
rity Act (42 U.S.C. 659)".

(c) MIUTAR\' REnRE AND RETAINER PAY.—
(I) DEFINTnON OF COURT.—Section 1408(a)(l)

of title 10. United States Code, is amended—
(A) by striking "and" at the end of sub-

paragraph (B):
(B) by striking the period at the end of

subparagraph (C) and inserting ": and"; and
(C) by adding after subparagraph (C) the

following: new subparagraph:
"(D) any administrative or judicial tribu-

nal of a State competent to enter orders for
support or maintenance (including a State
agency administering a program under a
State plan approved under part D of title IV
of the Social Security Act), and, for purposes
of this subparagraph, the term 'State' in-
cludes the District of Columbia, the Com-
monwealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Is-
lands. Guam, and American Samoa.".
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(2) DEFINITION OF COURT ORDER—Section

1408(a)(2) of such title is amended—
(A) by inserting "or a support order. as de-

fined in section 453(p) of the Social Security
Act (42 U.S.C. 653(p))." before "which—";

(B) in subparagraph (B)(i), by striking '(as
defined in section 462(b) of the Social Secu-
rity Act (42 U.S.C. 662(b)))" and inserting
"(as defined in section 459(i)(2) of the Social
Security Act (42 U.S.C. 662(i) (2)))"; and

(C) in subparagraph (B) (ii), by striking "(as
defined in section 462(c) of the Social Secu-
rity Act (42 U.S.C. 662(c)))" and inserting
"(as defined in section 459(i)(3) of the Social
Security Act (42 U.S.C. 662 (i) (3)))".

(3) PuBL.IC PAYEE—Section 1408(d) of such
title is amended—

(A) in the heading, by inserting "(OR FOR
BENEFIT OF)" before "SPOUSE OR': and

(B) in paragraph (I), in the 1st sentence, by
inserting ' (or for the benefit of such spouse
or former spouse to a State disbursement
unit established pursuant to section 454B of
the Social Security Act or other public
payee designated by a State, in accordance
with part D of title IV of the Social Security
Act, as directed by court order, or as other-
wise directed in accordance with such part
D)" before "in an amount sufficient".

(4) RELArnONSHIP TO PART D OF TrrLE xv.—
Section 1408 of such title is amended by add-
ing at the end the following new subsection:

U) RELATIONSHiP TO OTHER LAWS—In any
case involving an order providing for pay-
ment of child support (as defined in section
459(i)(2) of the Social Security Act) by a
member who has never been married to the
other parent of the child, the provisions of
this section shall not apply, and the case
shall be subject to the provisions of section
459 of such Act.".

(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments
made by this section shall become effective 6
months after the date of the enactment of
this Act.
SEC. 363. ENFORCEMENT OF CHILD SUPPORT

OBLIGATIONS OF MEMBERS OF THE
ARMED FORCES.

(a) AVAILABILITY OF LocKrR INFORMA-
TION.—

(1) MAINTENANCE OF ADDRESS INFORMA-
TION—The Secretary of Defense shall estab-
lish a centralized personnel locator service
that includes the address of each member of
the Armed Forces under the jurisdiction of
the Secretary. Upon request of the Secretary
of Transportation. addresses for members of
the Coast Guard shall be included in the cen-
tralized personnel locator service.

(2) TYPE OF AL))RESS.—
(A) RESIDENTIAL ADDRESS—Except as pro-

vided in subparagraph (B), the address for a
member of the Armed Forces shown in the
locator service shall be the residential ad-
dress of that member.

(B) DillY ADDRESS—The address for a
member of the Armed Forces shown in the
locator service shall be the duty address of
that member in the case of a member—

(i) who is permanently assigned overseas,
to a vessel. or to a routinely deployable unit:
or

(ii) with respect to whom the Secretary
concerned makes a determination that the
member's residential address should not be
disclosed due to national security or safety
concerns.

(3) UPATINC OF LOCATOR INFORMATION.—
Within 30 days after a member listed in the
locator service establishes a new residential
address (or a new duty address, in the case of
a member covered by paragraph (2)(B)), the
Secretary concerned shall update the locator
service to indicate the new address of the
member,

(4) AvAILABILITY OF INFORMATION—The
Secretary of Defense shall make information
regarding the address of a member of the
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Armed Forces listed in the locator service
available, on request. to the Federal Parent
Locator Service established under section
453 of the Social Security Act.

(b) FACILITATINC GRANTINC OF LEAVE FOR
ATrENDANCE AT HEARJNCS.—

(1) RECIJIATIONS,—The Secretary of each
military department. and the Secretary of
Transportation with respect to the Coast
Guard when it is not operating as a service
in the Navy, shall prescribe regulations to
facilitate the granting of leave to a member
of the Armed Forces under the jurisdiction
of that Secretary in a case in which—

(A) the leave is needed for the member to
attend a hearing described in paragraph (2);

(B) the member is not serving in or with a
unit deployed in a contingency operation (as
defined in section 101 of title 10, United
States Code): and

(C) the exigencies of military service (as
determined by the Secretary concerned) do
not otherwise require that such leave not be
granted.

(2) COvERED HEARINCS.—Paragraph (I) ap-
plies to a hearing that is conducted by a
court or pursuant to an administrative proc-
ess established under State law, in connec-
tion with a civil action—

(A) to determine whether a member of the
Armed Forces is a natural parent of a child;
or

(B) to determine an obligation of a member
of the Armed Forces to provide child sup.
port,

(3) DEFINrrI0NS.—For purposes of this sub-
section—

(A) The term "court" has the meaning
given that term in section 1408(a) of title 10,
United States Code.

(B) The term 'child support" has the
meaning given such term in section 459(i) of
the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 659(i)).

(c) PAYMENT OF MILITARY RETIRED PAY IN
COMPLIANCE WITH CHILD SUPPORT ORDERS.—

(I) DATE OF CERTIFICATION OF COURT
ORDER—Section 1408 of title 10. United
States Code, as amended by section 362(c)(4)
of this Act. is amended—

(A) by redesignating subsections (i) and (j)
as subsections (j) and (k), respectively: and

(B) by inserting after subsection (h) the
following new subsection:

(i) CERTIFICATION DATE—It is not nec-
essary that the date of a certification of the
authenticity or completeness of a copy of a
court order for child support received by the
Secretary concerned for the purposes of this
section be recent in relation to the date of
receipt by the Secretary.".

(2) PAYr.TS CONSISTENT WiTH ASSICN-
MENTS OF RICHTS TO STATES—Section
1408(d)(l) of such title is amended by insert-
ing after the 1st sentence the following new
sentence: "In the case of a spouse or former
spouse who, pursuant to section 408(a)(4) of
the Social Security Act. assigns to a State
the rights of the spouse or former spouse to
receive support, the Secretary concerned
may make the child support payments re-
ferred to in the preceding sentence to that
State in amounts consistent with that as-
signment of rights.".

(3) ARREARACES OWED BY MENERS OF 'Th{E
UNIFORMED SERVICES—Section 1408(d) of suth
title is amended by adding at the end the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

"(6) In the case of a court order for which
effective service is made on the Secretary
concerned on or after the date of the enact-
ment of this paragraph and which provides
for payments from the disposable retired pay
of a member to satisfy the amount of child
support set forth in the order, the authority
provided in paragraph (I) to make payments
from the disposable retired pay of a member
to satisfy the amount of child support set
forth in a court order shall apply to payment
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of any amount of child support arrearages
set forth in that order as well as to amounts
of child support that currently become
due.",

(4) PAYROll. DwUcrIoNs.—The Secretary of
Defense shall begin payroll deductions with-
in 30 days after receiving notice of withho'd.
ing. or for the 1st pay period that begins
after such 30-day period.
SEC. 364. VOIDLC OF FRAUDULENT TRANSFERS.

Section 466 (42 U.S.C. 666). as amended by
section 321 of this Act, is amended by adding
at the end the following new subsection:

(g) LAWS VOIDING FRAUDULENT TRANS.
FERS.—In order to satisfy section 454(20)(A).
each State must have In effect—

"(I)(A) the Uniform Fraudulent Convey-
ance Act of 1981;

"(B) the Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act
of 1984: or

"(C) another law, specifying indicia of
fraud which create a prima facie case that a
debtor transferred income or property to
avoid payment to a child support creditor.
which the Secretary finds affords com
parable rights to child support creditors: and

"(2) procedures under which, in any case in
which the State knows of a transfer by a
child support debtor with respect to which
such a prima facie case is established, the
State must—

'(A) seek to void such transfer: or
'(B) obtain a settlement in the best inter-

ests of the child support creditor.'.
SEC. 365. WORJ( REQUIREMENT FOR PERSONS

OWING PAST-DUE CHILD SUPPORT.
(a) IN GENER.,L.—Section 466(a) of the So-

cial Security Act (42 U.S.C. 666(a)). as
amended by sections 315. 317(a). and 323 of
this Act, is amended by adding at the end
the following new paragraph:

(15) PROCEDL'RS TO ENSURE THAT PERSONS
ONC PAST-DCE SUPPORT WORK OR HAVE A
PLAN FOR PAYM'T OF SUCH SUPPORT.—

'(A) IN CENERL,—Proceduj-es under which
the State has the authority, in any case in
which an individual owes past-due support
with respect to a child receiving assistance
under a State program funded under part A.
to seek a court order that requires the indi-
vidual to—

'(i) pay such support in accordance with a
plan approved by the court, or. at the option
of the State, a plan approved by the State
agency administering the State program
under this part: or

"(ii) if the individual is subject to such a
plan and is not incapacitated, participate in
such work ac-jt$es (as defined in section
4D7(d)) as the court, or. at the opdon of the
State. the State agency administering the
State program under this part, deems appro-
p1-late,

(B) PAST-DUE SUPPORT DEFINED—For pur-
poses of subparagraph (A), the term 'past-due
support' means the amount of a delinquency,
determined under a court order. or an order
of an administrative process established
under State law, for support and mainte-
nance of a child, or of a child and the parent
with whom the child is living:.

(b) Coopjmc AMENDMEWr.—The flush
paragraph at the end of section 466(a) (42
U.S.C.666(a)) zs amended by striking 'and
(7)" and insertirg "(7), and (15)".
SEC. 366. DEFINTTION OF SUPPORT ORDER.

Section 453 (42 U.S.C. 653) as amended by
sections 316 and 345(b) of this Act, is amend-
ed by adding a: the end the following new
subsection:

(p) SUPPORT ORDER DEFINED—As used in
this part. the term 'support order' means a
judgment, decree, or order, whether tem-
porary, final. or subject to modification, is-
sued by a court or an administrative agency
of competent jurisdiction, for the support
and maintenance of a child, including a child
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who has attained the age of majority under
the law of the issuing State, or a child and
the parent with whom the child is living,
which provides for monetary support, health
care. at-rearages, or reimbursement. and
which may include related costs and fees, in
terest and penalties, income withholding, at-
torneys fees, and other relief.".
SEC. 367. REPORTING ARREARAGE$ TO CREDIT

BUREAUS.
Section 466(a)(7) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)(7)) is

amended to read as follows:
(7) REPOR'nNC ARREARACES TO CREDIT BU-

REAUS,—
(A) IN CENERAL.—Procedux-es (subject to

safeguards pursuant to subparagraph (B)) re-
quiring the State to report periodically to
consumer reporting agencies (as defined in
section 603(f) of the Fair Credit Reporting
Act (15 U.S.C. 1681a(f)) the name of any non-
custodial parent who is delinquent in the
payment of support, and the amount of over-
due support owed by such parent.

(B) SAFECUARDS.—Procedures ensuring
that, in carrying Out subaragraph (A), infor-
mation with respect to a noncustodial parent
is reported—

(i) only after such parent has been af-
forded all due process required under State
law, including notice and a reasonable oppor-
tunity to contest the accuracy of such infor-
mation: and

'(ii) only to an entity that has furnished
evidence satisfactory to the State that the
entity is a consumer reporting agency (as so
defined).".
SEC. 368. LIENS.

Section 466(a)(4) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)(4)) is
amended to read as follows:

(4) LiENS—Procedures under which—
(A) liens arise by operatJon of law against

real and personal property for amounts of
overdue support owed by a noncustodial par-
ent who resides or owns property in the
State: and

(B) the State accords full faith and credit
to liens described in subparagraph (A) aris-
ing in another State, without registration of
the underlying order.".
SEC. 369. STATE LAW AUTHORIZING SUSPENSION

OF LICENSES.
Section 466(a) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)). as amended

by sections 315. 317(a). 323. and 365 of this
Act. is amended by adding at the end the fol-
lowing:

"(16) AUTHORITY TO Tflhj.(OLD OR SUSPEND
L]CENSES.—Procedures under which the State
has (and uses in appropriate cases) authority
to withhold or suspend, or to restrict the use
of driver's licenses, professional and occupa-
tional licenses. and recreational licenses of
individuals owing overdue support or failing.
after receiving appropriate notice, to comply
with subpoenas or warrants relating to pa-
ternity or child support proceedings.
SEC. 370. DENIAL OF PASSPORTS FOR NONPAY.

MENT OF CHILD SUPPORT.
(a) HHS CERTIFICATION PROCEDURE.—
(1) SECRETARIAL RESPONSIBDJfl'.—Section

452 (42 U.S.C. 652). as amended by section 345
of this Act. is amended by adding at the end
the following new subsection:

"(k)(I) If the Secretary receives a certifi-
cation by a State agency in accordance with
the requirements of section 454(31) that an
individual owes arrearages of child support
in an amount exceeding $5,000, the Secretary
shall transmit such certification to the Sec-
retary of State for action (with respect to
denial, revocation. or limitation of pass-
ports) pursuant to section 370(b) of the Bi-
partisan Welfare Reform Act of 1996.

"(2) The Secretary shall not be liable to an
individual for any action with respect to a
certification by a State agency under this
section.",

(2) STATE CASE ACENCY RESPONSIBILrTY.—
Section 454 (42 U.S.C. 654), as amended by
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sections 301(b), 303(a), 312(b), 313(a), 333. and
343(b) of this Act. is amended—

(A) by striking "and" at the end of para-
graph (29):

(B) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (30) and inserting ': and": and

(C) by adding after paragraph (3D) the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

"(31) provide that the State agency will
have in effect a procedure for certifying to
the Secretary. for purposes of the procedure
under section 452(k), determinatjons that in-
dividuals owe arrearages of child support in
an amount exceeding S5.OOD. under which pro.
cedure—

"(A) each individual concerned is afforded
notice of such determination and the con-
sequences thereof. and an opportunity to
contest the determination: and

"(B) the certification by the State agency
is furnished to the Secretary in such format,
and accompanied by such supporting docu-
mentation, as the Secretary may require.".

(b) STATE DEPA ThN-r PROCEDURE FOR DE-
NIAL OF PASSPORTS.—

(1) IN CENERAL.—The Secretary of State
shall, upon certification by the Secretary of
Health and Human Services transmitted
under section 452(k) of the Social Security
Act, refuse to issue a passport to such indi-
vidual. and may revoke. restrict, or limit a
passport issued previously to such individ-
ual,

(2) LiMIT ON LIABII_1-rY.—The Secretary of
State shall not be liable to an individual for
any action with respect to a certification by
a State agency under this section.

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE—This section and the
amendments made by this section shall be-
come effective October 1, 1996.
SEC. 371. INTERNATIONAL CHILD SUPPORT EN-

FORCEMENT.
(a) AijrHojrry FOR INTERNA'flONAL ACREE-

MENTS.—Part D of title IV, as amended by
section 362(a) of this Act, is amended by add-
ing after section 459 the follow$ng new sec-
tion:
SEC. 459A. INTERNATIONAL CHILD SUPPORT EN-

FORCEMENT.
"(a) AUTHORITY FOR DECLARA'nONS.—
"(1) DECLARATION.—The Secretary of State.

with the concurrence of the Secretary of
Health and Human Services, is authorized to
declare any foreign country (or a political
subdivision thereof) to be a foreign recip-
rocating country if the foreign country has
established, or undertakes to establish, pro-
cedures for the establishment and enforce-
ment of duties of support owed to obligees
who are residents of the United States, and
such procedures are substantially in con-
formity with the standards prescribed under
subsection (b).

(2) REVOCATION—A declaration with re-
spect to a foreign country made pursuant to
paragraph (1) may be revoked if the Sec-
retaries of State and Health and Human
Services determine that—

"(A) the procedures established by the for-
eign nation regarding the establishment and
enforcement of duties of support have been
so changed, or the foreign nation's irnple-
mentation of such procedures is so unsatis-
factory, that such procedures do not meet
the criteria for such a declaration: or

"(B) continued operation of the declaration
is not consistent with the purposes of this
part.

"(3) FOR!vi OF DECLARATION—A declaration
under paragraph (1) may be made in the form
of an international agreement, in connection
with an international agreement or cor-
responding foreign declaration. or on a uru-
lateral basis.

'(b) STANDARDS FOR FORECN SUPPORT EN-
FORCEMENT PROCEDURES.—

"(1) MANDATORY ELEMENTS—Child support
enforcement procedures of a foreign country
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which may be the subject of a declaration
pursuant to subsection (a)(l) shall include
the following elements:

(A) The foreign country (or political sub-
division thereof) has in effect procedures.
available to residents of the United States—

(i) for establishment of paternity, and for
establishment of orders of support for chil-
dren and custodial parents; and

(ii) for enforcement of orders to provide
support to children and custodial parents, in-
cluding procedures for collection and appro-
priate distribution of support payments
under such orders.

(B) The procedures described in subpara-
graph (A). including legal and administrative
assistance, are provided to residents of the
United States at no cost.

An agency of the foreign country is
designated as a Central Authority respon-
sible for—

'(i) facilitating child support enforcement
in cases involving residents of the foreign
nation and residents of the United States;
and

(ii) ensuring compliance with the stand-
ards established pursuant to this subsection.

(2) ADDITIONAL ELEKNTS.—The Secretary
of Health and Human Ser-vices and the Sec-
retary of State, in consultation with the
States. may establish such additional stand-
ards as may be considered necessary to fur-
ther the purposes of this section.

(c) DESIGNATION OF UNTitD STATES
CEwrai. AumoRrry.—It shall be the respon-
sibility of the Secretary of Health and
Human Ser-vices to facilitate child support
enforcement in cases involving residents of
the United States and residents of foreign
nations that are the subject of a declaration
under this section. by activities including—

(1) development of uniform forms and pro-
cedures for use in such cases:

(2) notification of foreign reciprocating
countries of the State of residence of individ-
uals sought for support enforcement pur-
poses. on the basis of information provided
by the Federal Parent Locator Ser-vice: arid

'(3) such other oversight, assistance, and
coordination activities as the Secretary may
fInd necessary and appropriate.

(d) EFFECT ON Om LAWS—States may
enter into reciprocal arrangements for the
establishment and enforcement of child sup-
port obligations with foreign countries that
are not the subject of a declaration pursuant
to subsection (a). to the extent consistent
with Federal law.".

(b) STATE PLAN REQUIREMENT—Section 454
(42 U.S.C. 654). as amended by sections 301(b).
303(a). 312(b). 313(a). 333. 343(b), and 370(a)(2)
of this Act, is amended—

(1) by stnking "and" at the end of para-
graph (30):

(2) by striking the penod at the end of
paragraph (31) and inserting ": and": and

(3) by adding after paragraph (31) the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

(32) (A) provide that any request for scr-v-
ices under this part by a foreign reciprocat-
ing country or a foreign country with which
the State has an arrangement described in
section 459A(d) (2) shall be treated as a re-
quest by a State:

(B) provide, at State option. notwith-
standing paragraph (4) or any other provi-
sion of this part, for ser-vices under the plan
for enforcement of a spousal support order
not described in paragraph (4) (B) entered by
such a country (or subdivision); and

(C) provide that no applications will be
required from, and no costs will be assessed
for such services against, the foreign recip-
rocating country or foreign obligee (butcosts may at State option be assessed
against the obligor).".
SEC. 372. FINANCIAL INSTITUTION DATA

MATCHES.
Section 466(a) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)), as amended

by sections 315. 317(a). 323. 365. and 369 of this
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Act, is amended by adding at the end the fol-
lowing new paragraph:

"(17) FINANCIAL INSTITtTflON DATA
ttATCHES.-

(A) IN GENERAL—Procedures under which
the State agency shall enter into agreements
with financial institutions doing business in
the State—

(i) to develop and operate, in coordination
with such financial institutions, a data
match system, using automated data ex-
changes to the maximum extent feasible. in
which each such financial institution is re-
quired to provide for each calendar quarter
the name, record address. social security
number or other taxpayer identification
number, and other identifying information
for each noncustodial parent who maintains
an account at such institution and who owes
past-due support, as identified by the State
by name and social security number or other
taxpayer identification number; and

"(ii) in response to a notice of lien or levy.
encumber or surrender, as the case may be.
assets held by such institution on behalf of
any noncustodial parent who is subject to a
child support lien pursuant to paragraph (4).

(B) REASONABLE FEES—The State agency
may pay a reasonable fee to a financial insti-
tution for conducting the data match pro-
vided for in subparagraph (A)(i), not to ex-
ceed the actual costs incurred by such finan-
cial institution.

(C) LIABILITY—A financial institution
shall not be liable under any Federal or
State law to any person—

(i) for any disclosure of information to
the State agency under subparagraph (A)(i):

"(ii) for encumbering or surrendering any
assets held by such financial institution in
response to a notice of lien or levy issued by
the State agency as provided for in subpara-
graph (A) (ii): or

(iii) for any other action taken in good
faith to comply with the requirements of
subparagraph (A).

(D) DEFiNITIONS—For purposes of this
paragraph—

(i) FINANCIAL INSTfl1fl1ON,—The term 'fi-
nancial institution' means any Federal or
State commercial savings bank, including
savings association or cooperative bank,
Federal- or State-chartered credit union,
benefit association. insurance company. safe
deposit company. money-market mutual
fund, or any similar entity authorized to do
business in the State; and

(ii) ACCOUNT—The term 'account' means
a demand deposit account, checking or nego-
tiable withdrawal order account. savings ac-
count, time deposit account, or money-mar-
ket mutual fund account.".
SEC. 373. ENFORCEMENT OF ORDERS AGAINST

PATERNAL OR MATERNAL GRAI4D-
PARENTS IN CASES OF MINOR PAR-
ENTS.

Section 466(a) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)). as amended
by sections 315, 317(a), 323, 365. 369. and 372 of
this Act, is amended by adding at the end
the following new paragraph:

"(18) ENFORCENT OF OEs AGAINST PA-
TERNAL OR MXrERNAL GRANDPARENTS—Pro-
cedures under which, at the State's option,
any child support order enforced under this
part with respect to a child of minor parents.
if the custodial parents of such child is re-
ceiving assistance under the State program
under part A, shall be enforceable, jointly
and severally, against the parents of the
noncustodial parents of such child.".
SEC. 374. NONDISCHARGEABIUTY IN BANK-

RUPTCY OF CERTAIN DEBTS FOR
THE SUPPORT OF A CHILD.

(a) AMENDMENT TO TITLE 11 OF 'T UNn-ED
STATES CODE.—Sectjon 523(a) of title 11,
United States Code, is amended—

(I) in paragraph (16) by striking the period
at the end and inserting ": or",
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(2) by adding at the end the following:
"(17) to a State or municipality for assist-

ance provided by such State or municipality
under a State program funded under section
403 of the Social Security Act to the extent
that such assistance is provided for the sup-
port of a child of the debtor.", and

(3) in paragraph (5). by inserting . or sec-
tion 408" after "section 402(a) (21).

(b) ANDMENT TO ThE SOCIAL SECURITY
ACT—Section 456(b) of the Social Security
Act (42 U.S.C. 656(b)) is amended to read as
follows:

(b) NONDISCHARCEABILITY.—A debt (as de-
fined in section 101 of title 11 of the United
States Code) to a State (as defined in such
section) or municipality (as defined in such
section) for assistance provided by such
State or municipality under a State program
funded under section 403 is not dischargeable
under section 727. 1141. 1218(a), 1218(b), or
1328(b) of title 11 of the United States Code
to the extent that such assistance is pro-
vided for the support of a child of the debtor
(as defined in such section).".

(c) APPLICATION OF AMENtMENTS.—The
amendments made by this section shall
apply only with respect to cases commenced
under title 11 of the United—States Code after
the effective date of this section.

Subtitle H—Medical Support
SEC. 376. CORRECTION TO ERISA DEFINITION OF

MEDICAL CHILD SUPPORT ORDER.
(a) IN GEr J..—Section 609(a) (2) (B) of the

Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 (29 U.S.C. 1169(a)(2)(B)) is amended—

(1) by striking 'issued by a court of com-
petent jurisdiction";

(2) by striking the period at the end of
clause (ii) and inserting a comma: and

(3) by adding. after and below clause (ii).
the following:

'ifsuchjudgment. decree. or order (I) is is-
sued by a court of competent jurisdiction or
(II) is issued through an administrative proc-
ess established under State law and has the
force and effect of law under applicable State
law.",

(b) EFFECnVE DATE.—
(1) IN GENERAL.—The amendments made by

this section shall take effect on the date of
the enactment of this Act.

(2) PLAN A Nt)MNTS NOT REQUIRED UNTIL
JANUARY 1, 1997.—Any amendment to a plan
required to be made by an amendment made
by this section shall not be required to be
made before the 1st plan year beginning on
or after January 1, 1997, if—

(A) during the penod after the date before
the date of the enactment of this Act and be-
fore such 1st plan year, the plan is operated
in accordance with the requirements of the
amendments made by this section: and

(B) such plan amendment applies retro-
actively to the period after the date before
the date of the enactment of this Act arid be-
fore such 1st plan year.

A plan shall not be treated as failing to be
operated in accordance with the provisions
of the plan merely because it operates in ac-
cordance with this paragraph.
SEC. 377, ENFORCEMENT OF ORDERS FOR

HEALTH CARE COVERAGE.
Section 466(a) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)) as amended

by sections 315. 317(a). 323, 365. 369, 372. and
373 of this Act, is amended by adding at the
end the following new paragraph:

"(19) HEALTI-i CARE COVERAGE—Procedures
under which all child support orders enforced
pursuant to this part shall include a provi-
sion for the health care coverage of the
child, and in the case in which a noncusto-
dial parent provides such coverage and
changes employment, and the new employer
provides health care coverage, the State
agency shall transfer notice of the provision
to the employer, which notice shall operate
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to enroll the chfld in the noncustodial par-
ents health plan, unless the noncustodial
parent contests the notice".

Subtitle I—Enhancing Responsibility and
Opportunity for Non-Residential Parents

SEC. 381. GRANTS TO STATES FOR ACCESS AND
VISITATION PROGRAMS.

Pai-t D of title IV (42 U.S.C. 651—669) is
amended by adding at the end the following:
SEC. 469A. GRANTS TO STATES FOR ACCESS

AND VISITATION PROGRAMS.
(a) IN GE J...—The Administration for

Children and Families shail make grants
under this section to enable States to estab.
lish and administer programs to support and
facilitate noncustodjal parents' access to and
visitation of their children, by means of ac-
tivities including mediation (both voluntary
and mandatory), counseling, education, de-
velopment of parenting plans. visitation en-
forcement (including monitoring, super-
vision and neutral drop-off and pickup), and
development of guidelines for visitation and
alternative custody arrangements.

(b) AMOUNT OF Ggp.irr —The amount of
the grant to be made to a State under this
section for a fiscal year shall be an amount
equal to the lesser of—

(1) 90 percent of State expenditures dur-
ing the fiscal year for activities described in
subsection (a): or

"(2) the allotment of the State under sub-
section (c) for the fiscal year.

•.() ALLQfl. TO STATES,—
"(I) IN CENERAL,—The allotment of a State

for a fiscal year is the amount that bears the
same ratio to the amount appropriated for
grants under this section for the fiscal year
as the number of children in the State living
with only I biological parent bears to the
total number of such children in all States.

(2) MINIMUM ALLOTNNT,—The Adminis-
tration for Children arid Families shall ad-
just allotments to States under paragraph (I)
as necessary to ensure that no State is allot-
ted less than—

-. (A) $50000 for fiscal year 1996 or 1997: or
"(3) $ 100.000 for any succeeding fiscal year.

(d) No SLJPPLANTATXON OF STATE ExpEND!-
TURES FOR SIMILAR ACflV]TIES—A State to
which a grant is made under this section
may not use the grant to supplant expendi-
tures by the State for activities specifIed in
subsection (a). but shall use the grant to sup-
plement such expenditures at a level at least
equal to the level of such expenditures for
fiscal year 1995.

(e) STATE ADNflN1$TRflON,_Each State
to which a grant is made under this section—

(1) may administer State programs fund-
ed with the grant, directly or through grants
to or contracts with courts. local public
agencies, or non-profIt private entities:

(2) shall not be required to operate such
programs on a statewide basis; and

(3) shall monitor, evaluate, and report on
such programs in accordance with regula-
tions prescribed by the Secretary:'.

Subtitle i—Effect of Enactment
SEC. 391. EFFECTIVE DATES.

(a) IN GENERAL—Except as otherwise spe-
cifically provided (but subject to subsections
(b) and (c))—

(1) the provisions of this title requiring the
enactment or amendment of State laws
under section 466 of the Social Security Act.
or revision of State plans under section 454
of such Act, shall be effective with respect to
periods beginning on and after October 1.
1996; and

(2) all other provisions of this title shall
become effective upon the date of the enact-
ment of this Act.

(b) GRACE PERIOD FOR STATE LAW
CHANCES—The provisions of this title shall
become effective with respect to a State on
the later of—

(I) the date specified in this title, or
(2) the effective date of laws enacted by the

legislature of such State implementing such
provisions,

but in no event later than the 1st day of
the 1st calendar quarter beginning after the
close of the 1st regular session of the State
legislature that begins after the date of the
enactment of this Act. For purposes of the
previous sentence. in the case of a State that
has a 2-year legislative session, each year of
such session shall be deemed to be a separate
regular session of the State legislature.

(c) GRACE PERJOD FOR STATE CONSTrru-
TIONAL AMENZDMENT.—A State shall not be
found Out of compliance with any require-
ment enacted by this title if the State is un-
able to so comply without amending the
State constitution until the earlier of—

(1) 1 year after the effective date of the
necessary State constitutional amendment:
or

(2) 5 years after the date of the enactment
of this Act.

TITLE 1V—RESTRICTING WELFARE AND
PUBLIC BENEFITS FOR ALIENS

SEC. 400. STATEMENTS OF NATIONAL POLICY
CONCERNING WELFARE AND 1MM!.
GRATION.

The Congress makes the following state-
ments concerning national policy with re-
spect to weffare and immigration:

(I) Self-sufficiency has been a basic prin-
ciple of United States immigration law since
this country's earliest immigration statutes.

(2) It continues to be the immigration pol-
icy of the United States that—

(A) aliens within the nation's borders not
depend on public resources to meet their
needs, but rather rely on their own capabili-
ties and the resources of their families. their
sponsors, and private organizations, and

(3) the availability of public benefits not
constitute an incentive for immigration tothe United States.

(3) Despite the principle of self-sufficiency,
aliens have been applying for and receiving
public benefIts from Federal. State. and
local governments at increasing rates.

(4) Current eligibility rules for public as-
sistance and unenforceable financial support
agreements have proved wholly incapable of
assuring that individual aliens not burden
the public benefits system.

(5) It is a compelling government interest
to enact new rules for eligibility and spon-
sorship agreements in order to assure that
aliens be seff-reliant in accordance with na-
tional immigration policy.

(6) It is a compelling government interest
to remove the incentive for illegal immigra-
tion provided by the availability of public
benefits.

(7) With respect to the State authority to
make determinations concerning the eligi-
bility of qualified aliens for public benefits
in this title, a State that chooses to follow
the Federal classification in determining the
eligibility of such aliens for public assist-
ance shall be considered to have chosen the
least restrictive means available for achiev-
ng the compelling governmental interest of
assuring that aliens be self-reliant in accord-
ance with national inimigration policy.

Subtitle A—Eligibility for Federal BenefIts
SEC. 401. ALIENS WHO ARE NOT QUALIFIED

ALIENS INELIGIBLE FOR FEDERAL
PUBLIC BENEFITS.

(a) IN GENERAL—Notwithstanding any
other provision of law and except as provided
in subsection (b), an alien who is not a quali-
fied alien (as defined in section 431) is not el-
igible for any Federal public benefit (as de-
fined in subsection (c)).

(b) EXCEPTIONS.—
(I) Subsection (a) shall not apply with re-

spect to the following Federal public bene-
fits:
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(A) Emergency medical services under title

XIX or XXI of the Social Security Act.
(3) Short-term, non-cash, in-kind emer-

gency disaster relief.
(C)(i) Public health assistance for immuni-

zations.
(ii) Public health assistance for testing and

treatment of a serious communicable disease
if the Secretary of Health and Human Serv-
ices determines that it is necessary to pre-
vent the spread of such disease.

(D) Programs, services, or assistance (such
as soup kitchens. crisis counseling and inter-
vention, and short-term shelter) specified by
the Attorney General, in the Attorney Gen-
eral's sole and unrevjewable discretion after
consultation with appropriate Federal agen-
cies and departments, which (i) deliver in-
kind services at the community level. in-
cluding through public or private nonprofit
agencies: (ii) do not condition the provision
of assistance, the amount of assistance pro-
vided. or the cost of assistance provided on
the individual recipients income or re-
sources: and (iii) are necessary for the pro-
tection of life or safety.

(E) Programs for housing or community
development assistance or financial assist-
ance administered by the Secretary of Hous-
ing and Urban Development, any program
under title V of the Housing Act of 1949. or
any assistance under section 306C of the Con-
solidated Farm and Rural Development Act.
to the extent that the alien is receiving such
a benefit on the date of the enactment of
this Act.

(F) Assistance or benefits under the Na-
tional School Lunch Act or the Child Nutri-
tion Act of 1966.

(2) Subsection (a) shall not apply to any
benefit payable under title II of the Social
Security Act to an alien who is lawfully
present in the United States as determined
by the Attorney General, to any benefit if
nonpayment of such benefit would con-
travene an international agreement de-
scribed in section 233 of the Social Security
Act, to any benefit if nonpayment would be
contrary to section 212(t) of the Social Secu-
rity Act, or to any benefit payable under
title II of the Social Security Act to which
enUtlement is based on an application filed
in or before the month in which this Act be-
comes law.

(3) Subsection (a) shall not apply—
(A) for up to 48 months if the alien can

demonstrate that (i) the alien has been bat-
tered or subject to extreme cruelty in the
United States by a spouse or parent or by a
member of the spouse or parent's family re-
siding in the same household as the alien and
the spouse or parent consented or acquiesced
to such battery or cruelty, or (ii) the aliens
child has been battered or subject to extreme
cruelty in the United States by a spouse or
parent of the alien (without the active par-
Ucipation of the alien in the battery or ex-
treme cruelty), or by a member of the spouse
or parents family residing in the same
household as the alien when the spouse or
parent consented or acquiesced to and the
alien did not actively participate in such
battery or cruelty, and (iii) the need for the
public benefits applied for has a substantial
connection to the battery or cruelty de-
scribed in subclause (I) or (II); and

(B) for more than 48 months if the alien
can demonstrate that any battery or cruelty
under subparagraph (A) is ongoing, has led to
the issuance of an order of a judge or an ad-
ministz-ative law judge or a prior detez-mina-
tion of the Service, and that the need for
such benefits has a substantial connection to
such battery or cruelty.

(c) FEDERAl. PUBLIC BErrr DI,—
(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), for

purposes of this title the term "Federal pub-
lic benefit" means—
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(A) any grant, contract, loan. professional

license, or commercial license provided by
an agency of the United States or by appro-
priated funds of the United States: and

(B) any retirement, welfare, health, dis-
ability, public or assisted housing, post-sec-
ondary education, food assistance, unem-
ployment benefit, or any other similar bene-
fit for which payments or assistance are pro-
vided to an individual, household, or family
eligibility unit by an agency of the United
States or by appropriated funds of the Unit-
ed States,

(2) Such term shall not apply—
(A) to any contract, professional license, or

commercial license for a nonimmigrant
whose visa for entry is related to such em-
ployment in the United States: or

(B) with respect to benefits for an alien
who as a work authorized nonimmigrant or
as an alien lawfully admitted for permanent
residence under the Immigration and Nation-
ality Act qualified for such benefits and for
whom the United States under reciprocal
treaty agreements is required to pay bene-
fits, as determined by the Attorney General,
after consultation with the Secretary of
State.
SEC. 402. LIMITED ELIGIBILITY OF CERTMN

QUALIFIED ALIENS FOR CERTAIN
FEDERAL PROGRAMS,

(a) LIrnTED EUGIBILrr' FOR SPECIPIED FED-
ERAL PROCR&J,—

(I) IN CENERAL.._-Notwithstanding any
other provision of law and except as provided
in paragraph (2), an alien who is a qualified
alien (as defined in section 431) is not eligible
for any specified Federal program (as defined
in paragraph (3)).

(2) EXCEPTIONS.—
(A) Ti-ur EXCEPTION IOR REFUCEES

ANt ASYLEES.—Paragraph (1) shall not apply
to an alien until 5 years after the date—

(i) an alien is admitted to the United
States as a refugee under section 217 of the
Immigration and Nationality Act:

(ii) an alien is granted asylum under sec-
tion 218 of such Act: or

(iii) an alien's deportation is withheld
under section 2 13(h) of such Act,

(B) CERTAIN PERMANENT RESmEN'r ALIENS.—
Paragraph (1) shalJ not apply to an alien
who—

(i) is lawfully admitted to the United
States for permanent residence under the
Immigration and Nationality Act; and

(ii)(I) has worked 21 qualifying quarters of
coverage as defined under title II of the So-
cial Security Act or can be credited with
such qualifying quarters as provided under
section 435, and (II) did not receive any Fed-
eral means-tested public benefit (as defined
in section 403(c)) during any such quarter.

(C) VrEJz AND ACfl'VE DUTY EXCEPTION.—
Paragraph (1) shall not apply to an alien who
is lawfully residing in any State and is—

(i) a veteran (as defined in section 101 of
title 38, United States Code) th a discharge
characterized as an honorable discharge and
not on account of alienage.

(ii) on active duty (other than active duty
for training) in the Armed Forces of the
United States, or

(iii) the spouse or unmarried dependent
chijd of an individual described in clause (i)
or (ii).

(D) TrwSmOrJ FOR ALIENS CURRENTLY RE-
CEIVINC BENEFTTS.—

(i) SSI.
(I) IN CENERAL.—With respect to the sped-
fled Federal program described in paragraph
(3)(A), during the period beginning on the
date of the enactment of this Act and ending
on the date which is 1 year after such date of
enactment, the Commissioner of Social Se-
curity shall redetermine the eligibility of
any individual who is receiving benefits
under such program as of the date of the en-
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actment of this Act and whose eligibility for
such benefits may terminate by reason of the
provisions of this subsection.
(II) REDETERMINATION CRITERIA.— With re-
spect to any redetermination under sub-
clause (I). the Commissioner of Social Secu-
rity shall apply the eligibility criteria for
new applicants for benefits under such pro-
gram.
(III) GRANDFATHER PROVISION—The provi-
sions of this subsection and the redetermina-
tion under subclause (I). shall only apply
with respect to the benefits of an individual
described in subclause (I) for months begin-
ning on or after the date of the redetermina-
tion with respect to such individual,
(IV) NOTICE—Not later than January 1. 1997.
the Commissioner of Social Security shall
notify an individual described in subclause
(I) of the provisions of this clause,

(ii) FOOD STAMPS.—
(I) IN CENER,A,L.—With respect to the speci-
fied Federal program described in paragraph
(3)(B), during the period beginning on the
date of enactment of this Act and ending on
the date which is 1 year after the date of en-
actment, the State agency shall, at the time
of the recertification. recertify the eligi-
bility of any individual who is receiving ben-
efits under such program as of the date of en-
actment of this Act and whose eligibility for
such benefits may terminate by reason of the
provisions of this subsection.
(II) RECERTIFICATION CRiTERIA—With respect
to any recertification under subclause (I),
the State agency shall apply the eligibility
criteria for applicants for benefits under
such program.
(III) GRANDFAT}€R PROVISION—The provi-
sions of this subsection and the recertifi-
cation under subclause (I) shall only apply
with respect to the eligibility of an alien for
a program for months beginning on or after
the date of recertification, if on the date of
enactment of this Act the alien is lawfully
residing in any State and is receiving bene-
fits under such program on such date of en-
actment.

(E) FICA EXCEPTION—Paragraph (1) shall
not apply to an alien if there has been paid
with respect to the self-employment income
or employment of the alien. or of a parent or
spouse of the alien, taxes under chapter 2 or
chapter 21 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986 in each of 21 different calendar quarters.

(F) EXCEPTION FOR BATrERED WOMEN AND
CHILDREN.—Paragraph (1) shall not apply—

(i) for up to 48 months if the alien can dem-
onstrate that (I) the alien has been battered
or subject to extreme cruelty in the United
States by a spouse or parent. or by a member
of the spouse or parent's family residing in
the same household as the alien and the
spouse or parent consented or acquiesced to
such battery or cruelty, or (II) the alien's
child has been battered or subject to extreme
cruelty in the United States by a spouse or
parent of the alien (without the active par-
ticipation of the alien in the battery or ex-
treme cruelty). or by a member of the spouse
or parent's family residing in the same
household as the alien when the spouse or
parent consented or acquiesced to and the
alien did not actively participate in such
battery or cruelty, and (III) the need for the
public benefits applied for has a substantial
connection to the battery or cruelty de-
scribed in this clause; and

(ii) for more than 48 months if the alien
can demonstrate that any battery or cruelty
under clause (i) is ongoing. has led to the is-
suance of an order of a judge or an adminis-
trative lawjudge or a prior determination of
the Service, and that need for such benefits
has a substantial connection to such battery
or cruelty.

(G) SSI DISABIUTY EXCEPTION—Paragraph
(1) shall not apply to an alien who has not
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attained 18 years of age and is eligible by
reason of disability for supplemental secu-
rity income benefits under title XVI of the
Social Security Act,

(H) FOOD STAMP EXCEPTION IOR CHILDREN.—
Paragraph (I) shall not apply to the eligi-
bility of an alien who has not attained 18
years of age for the food stamp program
under paragraph (3) (B).

(3) SPECIFIED FEDERAL PROGRAM DEFINED.—
For purposes of this title, the term "speci-
fied Federal program" means any of the fol-
lowing:

(A) SSI.—The supplemental security in-
come program under title XVI of the Social
Security Act,

(B) FOOD STAMPS.—The food stamp pro-
gram as defined in section 3(h) of the Food
Stamp Act of 1977.

(b) LItTED EUCIBIUTY FOR DESICNATED
Fii. PROGRAMS.—

(1) IN CENERAL.._-Notwithstanding any
other provision of law and except as provided
in section 403 and paragraph (2), a State is
authorized to determine the eligibility of an
alien who is a qualified alien (as defined in
section 431) for any designated Federal pro-
gram (as defined in paragraph (3)).

(2) EXCEPTIONS._Qualjfied aliens under
this paragraph shall be eligible for any des-
ignated Federal program.

(A) TIr.-uMrrEt) EXCEPTION FOR REFUCEES
AND ASYLEES.-

(i) An alien who is admitted to the United
States as a refugee under section 217 of the
Immigration and Nationality Act until 5
years after the date of an alien's entry into
the United States,

(ii) An alien who is granted asylum under
section 218 of such Act until 5 years after the
date of such grant of asylum.

(iii) An alien whose deportation is being
withheld under section 213(h) of such Act
until 5 years after such withholding.

(B) CERTAIN PERMANENT RESIDENT ALIENS.—
An alien who—

(i) is lawfully admitted to the United
States for permanent residence under the
Immigration and Nationality Act: and

(ii)(I) has worked 21 qualifying quarters of
coverage as defined under title II of the So-
cial Security Act or can be credited with
such qualifying quarters as provided under
section 435, and (II) did not receive any Fed.
eral means-tested public benefit (as defined
in section 403(c)) during any such quarter.

(C) VETERAN AND ACTIVE DUTY EXCEPTION,—
An alien who is lawfully residing in any
State and is—

(i) a veteran (as defined in section 101 of
title 38, United States Code) with a discharge
characterized as an honorabJe discharge and
not on account of alienage,

(ii) on active duty (other than active duty
for training) in the Armed Forces of the
United States, or

(iii) the spouse or unmarried dependent
child of an individual described in clause (i)
or (ii).

(D) TRA1JSmON FOR THOSE CURRENTLY RE-
CEIVINC BENEFiTS—An alien who on the date
of the enactment of this Act is lawfully re-
siding in any State and is receiving benefits
under such program on the date of the enact-
ment of this Act shall continue to be eligibJe
to receive such benefits until January 1. 1997.

(E) FICA ExCEPTION..—Paragraph (1) shall
not apply to an alien if there has been paid
with respect to the self-employment income
or employment of the alien, or of a parent or
spouse of the alien, taxes under chapter 2 or
chapter 21 of the Jnternal Revenue Code of
1986 in each of 21 different calendar quarters.

(F) TIME-UMITED EXCEPTION FOR BATTERED
WOMEN AND CHILDREN.—Paragraph (1) shall
not apply—

(i) for up to 48 months if the alien can dem-
onstrate that (I) the alien has been battered
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or subject to extreme cruelty in the United
States by a spouse or parent. or by a member
of the spouse or parent's family residing in
the same household as the alien and the
spouse or parent consented or acquiesced to
such battery or cruelty, or (II) the alien's
child has been battered or subject to extreme
cruelty in the United States by a spouse or
parent of the alien (without the active par-
ticipation of the alien in the battery or ex-
treme cruelty), or by a member of the spouse
or parent's family residing in the same
household as the alien when the spouse or
parent consented or acquiesced to and the
alien did not actively participate in such
battery or cruelty, and (III) the need for the
public benefits applied for has a substantial
connection to the battery or cruelty de-
scribed in subclause (I) or (II): and

(ii) for more than 48 months if the alien
can demonstrate that any battery or cruelty
under clause (i) is ongoing, has led to the is-
suance of an order of a judge or an adminis-
tx-ative lawjudge or a prior determination of
the Service, and that the need for such bene-
fits has a substantial connection to such bat-
tery or cruelty.

(G) SSI D]SABILITY EXCEPTION.—Paragraph
(1) shall not apply to an alien who has not
attained 18 years of age and is eligible by
reason of disability for supplemental secu-
rity income benefits under title XVI of the
Social Security Act.

(3) DESICNATED EEDERAL PROCRAM DE-
FINED.—For purposes of this title, the term
'designated Federal program' means any of
the following:

(A) TEMPORARY ASS]STANCE FOR NEEDY FAM-
IUES.—The program of block grants to
States for temporary assistance for needy
families under part A of title IV of the Social
Security Act,

(B) Soci SERVICES BLOCK GRANT—The
program of block grants to States for social
services under title XX of the Social Secu-
rity Act.
SEC. 403, FIVE-YEAR UMITED ELIGIBILITY OF

QUALIFIED ALIENS FOR FEDERAL
MEANS-TESTED PUBLIC BENEFIT.

(a) IN GENERAL—Notwithstanding any
other provision of law and except as provided
in subsection (b), an alien who is a qualified
alien (as defined in section 431) and who en-
ters the United States on or after the date of
the enactment of this Act is not eligible for
any Federal means-tested public benefit (as
defined in subsection (c)) for a period of five
years beginning on the date of the alien's
entry into the United States with a status
within the meaning of the term "qualified
alien".

(b) EXCEPTIONS—The limitation under sub-
section (a) shall not apply to the following
aliens:

(I) EXCpnoN FOR REFUCEES ANt)
ASYLEES.—

(A) An alien who is admitted to the United
States as a refugee under section 217 of the
Immigration and Nationality Act.

(B) An alien who is granted asylum under
section 218 of such Act.

(C) An alien whose deportation is being
withheld under section 213(h) of such Act.

(2) VETERAN AND ACTIVE flY EXCEPTION,—
An alien who is lawfully residing in any
State and is—

(A) a veteran (as defined in section 101 of
tatle 38. United States Code) with a discharge
characterized as an honorable discharge and
not on account of alienage,

(B) on active duty (other than active duty
for training) in the Armed Forces of the
United States, or

(C) the spouse or unmarried dependent
child of an individual described in subpara-
graph (A) or (B).

(3) FICA EXCEPTION,—Ari alien if there has
been paid with respect to the se1f-employ

ment income or employment of the alien, or
of a parent or spouse of the alien, taxes
under chapter 2 or chapter 21 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986 in each of 21 different
calendar quarters.

(4) EXCEPTION FOR BATTERED WOMEN ANI)
CHILDREN—An alien—

(A) for up to 48 months if the alien can
demonstrate that (i) the alien has been bat-
tered or subject to extreme cruelty in the
United States by a spouse or parent. or by a
member of the spouse or parent's family re-
siding in the same household as the alien and
the spouse or parent consented or acquiesced
to such battery or cruelty, or (ii) the alien's
child has been battered or subject to extreme
cruelty in the United States by a spouse or
parent of the alien (without the active par-
tcipation of the alien in the battery or ex-
treme cruelty), or by a member of the spouse
or parents family residing in the same
household as the alien when the spouse or
parent consented or acquiesced to and the
alien did not actively participate in such
battery or cruelty, and (iii) the need for the
public benefits applied for has a substantial
cormection to the battery or cruelty de-
scribed in clause (i) or (ii); and

(B) for more than 48 months if the alien
can demonstrate that any battery or cruelty
under subparagraph (A) is ongoing. has led to
the issuance of an order of a judge or an ad-
ministrative law judge or a prior determina-
tion of the Service, and that need for such
benefits has a substantial connection to such
battery or cruelty,

(5) SSI DISABILITY EXCEPTION—An alien
who has not attained 18 years of age and is
eligible by reason of disability for supple-
mental security income benefits under title
XVI of the Social Security Act.

(6) FooD STAMP EXCEPTION FOR CHILDREN.—
An alien who has not attained 18 years of age
only for purposes of eligibility for the food
stamp program as defined in section 3(h) of
the Food Stamp Act of 1977.

(c) FEDERAL MEANS-TESTED PUBUC BENE-
FTD1NED.—

(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2). for
purposes of this title, the term "Federal
means-tested public benefit" means a public
benefit (including cash, medical, housing.
and food assistance and social services) of
the Federal Government in which the eligi-
bility of an individual, household, or family
eligibility unit for benefits, or the amount of
such benefits, or both are determined on the
basis of income, resources, or financial need
of the individual, household, or unit.

(2) Such term does not include the follow.
ing:

(A) Emergency medical services under title
XIX or XXI of the Social Security Act.

(B) Short-term, non-cash, in-kind emer-
gency disaster relief.

(C) Assistance or benefIts under the Na-
tional School Lunch Act.

(D) Assistance or benefits under the Child
Nuthtion Act of 1966.

(E)(i) Public health assistance for immuni-
zations.

(ii) Public health assistance for testing and
treatment of a serious communicable disease
if the Secretary of Health and Human Serv-
ices determines that it is necessary to pre-
vent the spread of such disease.

(F) Payments for foster care and adoption
assistance under part B of title IV of the So-
cial Security Act for a child who would, in
the absence of subsection (a). be eligible to
have such payments made on the child's be'
half under such part. but only if the foster or
adoptive parent or parents of such child are
not described under subsection (a).

(G) Programs, services, or assistance (such
as soup kitchens, crisis counseling and inter-
vention, and short-term shelter) specified by
the Attorney General, in the Attorney Gen-
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eral's sole and unreviewable discretion after
consultation with appropriate Federal agen.
cies and departments, which (i) deliver in-
kind services at the community level. in-
cluding through public or private nonprofit
agencies: (ii) do not condition the provision
of assistance, the amount of assistance pro-
vided, or the cost of assistance provided on
the individual recipient's income or re-
sources: and (iii) are necessary for the pro.
tection of life or safety.

(H) Programs of student assistance under
titles IV. V. IX. and X of the Higher Edu-
cation Act of 1965.

(I) Means'tested programs under the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act of
1965.

(J) The program of medical assistance
under title XIX and title XXI of the Social
Security Act.
SEC. 404. NOTIFICATION AND INFORMATION RE-

PORTING.
(a) NOTiflCATION._Each Federal agency

that administers a program to which section
401. 402. or 403 applies shall. directly or
through the States. post information and
provide general notification to the public
and to program recipients of the changes re-
garding eligibility for any such program pur-
suant to this title.

(b) INFORrtkTION REPORTINC UNDER TritE
IV OF THE SoCIpa. SECLJRTrY ACT.—Part A of
title IV of the Social Security Act is amend-
ed by inserting the following new section
after section 411:
SEC. 411A. STATE REQUIRED TO PROVIDE CER-

TAIN INFORMATION,
"Each State to which a grant is made

under section 403 of the Social Security Act
shall. at least 4 times annually and upon re-
quest of the Immigration and Naturalization
Service, furnish the Immigration and Natu-
ralization Service with the name and address
of, and other identifying information on, any
individual who the State knows is
unlawfully in the United States.'.

(c) SSI.—Section 1631(e) of such Act (42
U.S.C. 1383(e)) is amended—

(1) by redesignating paragraphs (6) and (7)
inserted by sections 216(d) (2) and 216(0(1) of
the Social Security Independence and Pro-
grams Improvement Act of 1994 (Public Law
103—296: 108 Stat. 1514. 1515) as paragraphs (7)
and (8) respectively: and

(2) by adding at the end the following new
paragraph:

(9) Notwithstanding any other provision
of law. the Commissioner shall. at least 4
times annually and upon request of the mi-
migration and Naturalization Service (here-
after in this paragraph referred to as the
'Service'), furnish the Service with the name
and address of, and other identifying infor-
mation on, any individual who the Commis-
sioner knows is unlawfully in the United
States. and shall ensure that each agreement
entered into under section 1616(a) with a
State provides that the State shall furnish
such information at such times with respect
to any individual who the State knows is un-
lawfully in the United States.".

(d) INFORMATION REPORTING FOR HOUSINC
PROCRAMS.—Title I of the United States
Housing Act of 1937 (42 U.S.C. 1437 et seq.). as
amended by this Act. is further amended by
adding at the end the following new section:
SEC. 28. PROVISION OF INFORMATION TO LAW

ENFORCEMENT AJ4D OTHER AGEN.
dES.

Notwithstanding any other provision of
law. the Secretary shall. at least 4 times an-
nually and upon request of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service (hereafter in this
section referred to as the Service'). furnish
the Service with the name and address of,
and other identifying information on, any in-
dividual who the Secretary knows is unlaw-
fully in the United States, and shall ensure
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that each contract for assistance entered
into under section 6 or 8 of this Act with a
public housing agency provides that the pub-
lic housing agency shall furnish such infor-
mation at such times with respect to any in-
dividual who the public housing agency
knows is uniawfully in the United States.".

Subtitle B—Eligibility for State and Local
Public Benefits Programs

SEC. 411. ALIENS WHO ARE NOT QUALIFIED
ALIENS OR NONIMMIGRANTS INELI
GIBLE FOR STATE AND LOCAL PUB-
LIC BENEFITS.

(a) IN GENERAL—Notwithstanding any
other provision of law and except as provided
in subsections (b) and (d). an alien who is not
described under a paragraph of this sub-
section is not eligible for any State or local
public benefit (as defined in subsection (c)):

(1) A qualified alien (as defined in section
431).

(2) A nonimmigrant under the Immigration
and Nationality Act.

(3) An alien who is paroled into the United
States under section 212(d) (5) of such Act for
less than one year.

(4) An alien—
(A) for up to 48 months if the alien can

demonstrate that (i) the alien has been bat-
tered or subject to extreme cruelty in the
United States by a spouse or parent. or by a
member of the spouse or parents family re-
siding in the same household as the alien and
the spouse or parent consented or acquiesced
to such battery or cruelty, or (ii) the aliens
child has been battered or subject to extreme
cruelty in the United States by a spouse or
parent of the alien (without the active par-
ticipation of the alien in the battery or ex-
treme cruelty), or by a member of the spouse
or parent's family residing in the same
household as the alien when the spouse or
parent consented or acquiesced to and the
alien did not actively participate in such
battery or cruelty, and (iii) the need for the
public benefits applied for has a substantial
connection to the battery or cruelty de-
scribed in clause (i) or (ii). and

(B) for more than 48 months if the alien
can demonstrate that any battery or cruelty
under subparagraph (A) is ongoing, has led to
the issuance of an order of a judge or an ad-
ministrative law judge or a prior determina-
tion of the Service, and that the need for
such benefits has a substantial connection to
such battery or cruelty.

(b) EXCEPTIQNS,—Subsection (a) shall not
apply with respect to the following State or
local public benefits:

(1) Emergency medical services under title
XIX or XXI of the Social Security Act.

(2) Short-term, noncash. in-kind emer-
gency disaster relief.

(3)(A) Public health assistance for immuni-
zations.

(B) Public health assistance for testing and
treatment of a serious communicable disease
if the Secretary of Health and Human Serv-
ices determines that it is necessary to pre-
vent the spread of such disease.

(4) Programs. services, or assistance (such
as soup kitchens, crisis counseling and inter-
vention, and short-term shelter) specified by
the Attorney General, in the Attorney Gen-
erals sole and unreviewable discretion after
consultation with appropriate Federal agen-
cies and departments. which (A) deliver in-
kind services at the community level, in-
cluding through public or private nonprofit
agencies: (B) do not condition the provision
of assistance, the amount of assistance pro-
viced. or the cost of assistance provided on
the individual recipient's income or re-
sources: and (C) are necessary for the protec-
tion of life or safety.

(c) STATE OR LOCAL. PUBLIC BENEFiT DE-
FINED.—
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(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2).

for purposes of this subtitle the term ' State
or local public benefit'• means—

(A) any grant, contract, loan, profes-
sional license, or commercial license pro-
vided by an agency of a State or local gov-
ernment or by appropriated funds of a State
or local government: and

(B) any retirement, welfare, health, dis-
ability, public or assisted housing. post-sec-
ondary education, food assistance, unem-
ployment benefit, or any other similar bene-
fit for which payments or assistance are pro-
vided to an individual, household. or family
eligibility unit by an agency of a State or
local government or by appropriated funds of
a State or local government.

(2) Such term shall not apply—
(A) to any contract. professional license.

or commercial license for a nonimmigrant
whose visa for entry is related to such em-
ployment in the United States: or

(B) with respect to benefits for an alien
who as a work authorized nonimmigrant or
as an alien lawfully admitted for permanent
residence under the Immigration and Nation-
ality Act qualified for such benefits and for
whom the United States under reciprocal
treaty agreements is required to pay bene-
fits, as determined by the Secretary of State.
after consultation with the Attorney Gen-
eral.

(d) STATE AUTHORrI-Y To PROVIDE FOR
ELICIBILITY OF ILLECAL ALIENS FOR STATE
AND LOCAL PUBLIC BENEFITS—A State may
provide that an alien who is not lawfully
present in the United States is eligible for
any State or local public benefit for which
such alien would otherwise be ineligible
under subsection (a) only through the enact-
ment of a State law after the date of the en-
actment of this Act which affirmatively pro-
vides for such eligibility.
SEC. 412. STATE AUTHORITY TO LIMIT EUGI-

BILITY OF QUALIFIED ALIENS FOR
STATE PUBLIC BENEFITS.

(a) IN GENERAL—Notwithstanding any
other provision of law and except as provided
in subsection (b), a State is authorized to de-
termine the eligibility for any State public
benefits (as defined in subsection (c) of an
alien who is a qualified alien (as defined in
section 431), a nonimmigrant under the Im-
migration and Nationality Act. or an alien
who is paroled into the United States under
section 212(d) (5) of such Act for less than one
year.

(b) EXCEPTIONS.—Quajified aliens under
this subsection shall be eligible for any State
public benefits.

(1) TIME-LIMITED EXCEPTION FOR REU-
CEES AND ASYLEES.—

(A) An alien who is admitted to the Unit-
ed States as a refugee under section 207 of
the Immigration and Nationality Act until 5
years after the date of an alien's entry into
the United States.

(B) An alien who is granted asylum under
section 208 of such Act until 5 years after the
date of such grant of asylum.

(C) An alien whose deportation is being
withheld under section 243(h) of such Act
until 5 years after such withholding.

(2) CEgr.IN PERMANEWr RESIDENT
AUENS.—An alien who—

(A) is lawfully admitted to the United
States for permanent residence under the
Immigration and Nationality Act: and

(B)(i) has worked 20 qualifying quarters
of coverage as defined under title II of the
Social Security Act or can be credited with
such qualifying quarters as provided under
section 435. and (ii) did not receive any Fed-
eral means-tested public benefit (as defined
in section 403(c)) during any such quarter.

(3) VETERAN AND ACTIVE DW'Y EXCEP-
TION.—An alien who is lawfully residing in
any State and is—
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(A) a veteran (as defined in section 101 of

title 38, United States Code) with a discharge
characterized as an honorable discharge and
not on account of alienage,

(B) on active duty (other than active
duty for training) in the Armed Forces of the
United States. or

(C) the spouse or unmarried dependent
child of an individual described in subpara-
graph (A) or (B).

(4) TRANSrrION FOR THOSE CURRENTLY RE-
CEIVING BENEFITS—An alien who on the date
of the enactment of this Act is lawfully re-
siding in any State and is receiving benefits
on the date of the enactment of this Act
shall continue to be eligible to receive such
benefits until January 1. 1997.

(5) EXCEPTION FOR BATrERED WOMEN ANT)
CHILDREN—An alien—

(A) for up to 48 months if the alien can
demonstrate that (i) the alien has been bat-
tered or subject to extreme cruelty in the
United States by a spouse or parent. or by a
member of the spouse or parents family re-
siding in the same household as the alien and
the spouse or parent consented or acquiesced
to such battery or cruelty, or (ii) the alien's
child has been battered or subject to extreme
cruelty in the United States by a spouse or
parent of the alien (without the active par-
ticipation of the alien in the battery or ex-
treme cruelty). or by a member of the spouse
or parent's family residing in the same
household as the alien when the spouse or
parent consented or acquiesced to and the
alien did not actively participate in such
battery or cruelty, and (iii) the need for the
public benefits applied for has a substantial
connection to the battery or cruelty de-
scribed in clause (i) or (ii); and

(B) for more than 48 months if the alien
can demonstrate that any battery or cruelty
under subparagraph (A) is ongoing. has led to
the issuance of an order of a judge or an ad-
ministrative law judge or a prior determina-
tion of the Service, and that the need for
such benefits has a substantial connection to
such battery or cruelty.

(c) STATE PUBLIC BENEFTFS DEFINED.—
The term State public benefits" means any
means-tested public benefit of a State or po-
litical subdivision of a State under which the
State or political subdivision specifies the
standards for eligibility, and does not in-
clude any Federal public benefit.

Subtitle C—Attribution of Income and
Affidavits of Support

SEC. 421. FEDERAL ATrRIBUTION OF SPONSOWS
INCOME AND RESOURCES TO ALIEN
FOR PURPOSES OF MEDICAID ELIGI-
BIUTY.

(a) IN GENERAL—Notwithstanding any
other provision of law. in determining the
eligibility and the amount of benefits of an
alien (other than an alien who has not at-
tained 18 years of age or an alien who is
pregnant) for the program of medical assist-
ance under title XIX and title XXI of the So-
cial Security Act, the income and resources
of the alien shall be deemed to include the
following:

(1) The income and resources of any per-
son who executed an affidavit of support pur-
suant to section 213A of the Immigration and
Nationality Act (as added by section 423) on
behalf of such alien.

(2) The income and resources of the
spouse (if any) of the person.

(b) APPLICATiOr.—Subsection (a) shall
apply with respect to an alien (other than an
alien who has not attained 18 years of age or
an alien who is pregnant) until such time as
the alien—

(1) achieves United States citizenship
through naturalization pursuant to chapter 2
of title III of the Immigration and National-
ity Act: or



(2)(A) has worked 20 qualifying quarters
of coverage as defined under title II of the
Social Security Act or can be credited with
such qualifying quarters as provided under
Section 435. and (B) did not receive any Fed-
eral means-tested public benefit (as defined
in Section 403(c)) during any Such quarter.

(c) REvj OF INCOME AND RESOURCES OF
ALIEN UPON REAPPLICATION,—Whenever an
alien (other than an alien who has not at-
tained 18 years of age or an alien who is
pregnant) is required to reapply for benefits
under any Federal means-tested public bene-
fits program, the applicable agency shall re-
view the income and resources attributed to
the alien under subsection (a).
SEC. 422. AUThORrrY FOR STATES TO PROVIDE

FOR ATFRIBUTION OF SPONSORS
INCOME AND RESOURCES TO THE
ALIEN WITH RESPECT TO STATE
PROGRAMS.

(a) OPTIorj.. APPLICATION TO STATE PRO-
CRAMS.—Except as provided in subsection
(b). in determining the eligibility and the
amount of benefits of an alien for any State
public benefits (as defined in section 412(c)).
the State or political subdivision that offers
the benefits is authorized to provide that the
income and resources of the alien shall be
deemed to include—

(1) the income and resources of any indi-
vidual who executed an affidavit of support
pursuant to section 213A of the Immigration
and Nationality Act (as added by section 423)
on behalf of such alien, and

(2) the income and resources of the
spouse (if any) of the individual.

(b) EXCEFriON's—_Subsection (a) shall not
apply with respect to the following State
public benefits:

(1) Emergency medical services.
(2) Short-term, noncash, in-kind emer-

gency disaster relief.
(3) Programs comparable to assistance or

benefits under the National School Lunch
Act.

(4) Programs comparable to assistance or
benefits under the Child Nutrition Act of
1966.

(5)(A) Public health assistance for immu-
nizatons.

(B) Public health assistance for testing
and treatment of a serious commurljcable
disease if the appropriate chief' State health
official deterrmnes that it is necessary to
prevent the spread of such disease.

(6) Payments for foster care and adoption
assistance.

(7) Programs, services, or assistance
(such as soup kitchens, crisis counseling and
intervention, and short-term shelter) speci-
fied by the Attorney General of a State,
after consultation with appropriate agencies
arid departments which (A) deliver in-kind
services at the community level, including
through public or private nonprofit agencies:
(B) do not condition the provision of assist-
ance, the amount of assistance provided, or
the cost of assistance provided on the indi-
vidual recipients income or resources: and
(C) are necessary for the protection of life or
safety.
SEC. 423. REQU1RfEr'r FOR SPONSOR'S AFFI-

DAVrr OF SUPPORT.
(a) IN G'.AL,—TirJe II of the Immigra-

tion and Nationality Act is amended by in-
serting after section 213 the following new
section:

REQ1JEMEz.Ts FOR SPONSORS AFFIDAVIT OF
SUPPORT

'SEc. 213A. (a) ENORCU-1-y,_(1) No
affidavit of support may be accepted by the
Attorney General or by any consular officer
to establish that an alien is not excludable
as a public charge under section 212(a)(4) un-
less such affidavit s executed as a contract—

(A) which is legally enforceable against
the sponsor by the sponsored alien, the Fed-
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eral Government. and by any State (or any
political subdivision of such State) which
provides any means-tested public benefits
program, but not later than 10 years after
the alien last receives any such benefit;

"(B) in which the sponsor agrees to fi-
nancially support the alien, so that the alien
will not become a public charge; and

in which the sponsor agrees to sub-
mit to the jurisdiction of any Federal or
State court for the purpose of actions
brought under subsection (e)(2).

'(2) A contract under paragraph (1) shall
be enforceable with respect to benefits pro-
vided to the alien until such time as the
alien achieves United States citizenship
through naturalization pursuant to chapter 2
of title III.

'(b) FORMS.—Not later than 90 days after
the date of enactment of this section. the At-
torney General, in consultation with the
Secretary of State and the Secretary of
Health and Human Services, shall formulate
an affidavit of support consistent with the
provisions of this section,

'(c) REMEDIES—Remedies available to
enforce an affidavit of support under this
section include any or all of the remedies de-
scribed in sections 3201. 3203. 3204. or 3205 of
title 28. United States Code, as well as an
order for specific performance and payment
of legal fees and other costs of collection.
and include corresponding remedies avail-
able under State law. A Federal agency may
seek to collect amounts owed under this sec-
tion in accordance with the provisions of
subchapter II of chapter 37 of title 31, United
States Code.

(d) NOTIFICATION OF CELAICE OF AD-
DRESS.—

(1) IN CENERA,L —The sponsor shall no-
tify the Attorney General and the State in
which the sponsored alien is currently resi-
dent within 30 days of any change of address
of the sponsor during the period specified in
subsection (a)(2).

(2) PENALTY.—Any person subject to the
requirement of paragraph (I) who fails to
satisfy such requirement shall be subject to
a civil penalty of—

"(A) not less than S250 or more than
S2.000. or

(B) if such failure occurs with knowl-
edge that the alien has received any means-
tested public benefit, not less than $2,000 or
more than $5,000.

(e) R IMBURSEMEWr o GOvErqir Ex-
PENSES.—(1)(A) Upon notification that a
sponsored alien has received any benefit
under any means-tested public benefits pro-
gram, the appropriate Federal, State. or
local official shall request reimbursement by
the sponsor in the amount of such assist-
ance.

(B) The Attorney General, in consulta-
tion with the Secretary of Health and
Human Services, shall prescribe such regula-
tions as may be necessary to carry Out sub-
paragraph (A).

'(2) If within 45 days after requesting re—
imbursement, the appropriate Federal,
State. or local agency has not received a re-
sponse from the sponsor indicating a willing-
ness to commence payments, an action may
be brought against the sponsor pursuant to
the affidavit of support.

(3) If the sponsor fails to abide by the
repayment temis established by such agen-
cy. the agency may. within 60 days of such
faJure. bring an action against the sponsor
pursuant to the affidavit of support.

"(4) No cause of action may be brought
under this subsection later than 10 years
after the alien last received any benefit
under any means-tested public benefits pro-
gram.

(5) If. pursuant to the terms of this sub-
section, a Federal. State. or local agency re-
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quests reimbursement from the sponsor in
the amount of assistance provided, or brings
an action against the sponsor pursuant to
the affidavit of support, the appropriate
agency may appoint or hire an individual or
other person to act on behalf of such agency
acting under the authority of law for pur-
poses of collecting any moneys owed. Noth-
ing in this subsection shall preclude any ap-
propriate Federal. State. or local agency
from directly requesting reimbursement
from a sponsor for the amount of assistance
provided, or from bringing an action against
a sponsor pursuant to an affidavit of support.

(f) DEFTh.ThONS.—For the purposes of
this section—

(1) SPONSOR—The term sponsor means
an individual who—

(A) is a citizen or national of the United
States or an alien who is lawfully admitted
to the United States for permanent resi-
dence;

'(8) has attained the age of 18 years;
(C) is domiciled in any of the 50 States

or the District of Columbia; and
'(D) is the person petitioning for the ad-

mission of the alien under section 204.
(2) ME-'rEs'rpj PUBLIC BENEFITS PRO-

CRAM—The term means-tested public bene-
fits program' means a program of public ben-
efits (including cash, medical, housing. and
food assistance and social services) of theFederal Government or of a State or politi-
cal subdivision of a Statein which the eligi-bility of an individual. household, or familyeligibility unit for benefits under the pro-
gram, or the amount of such benefits. or
both are determined on the basis of income.
resources, or financial need of the individual,
household, or unit.".

(b) CLERXCAI. Arj'rr.—The table of
contents of such Act is amended by inserting
after the item relating to section 213 the fol-
lowing:

"Sec. 213A. Requirements for sponsor's affi-
davit of support.".

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—Subsection (a) of
section 213A of the Immigration and Nation-
ality Act. as inserted by subsection (a) of
this section. shall apply to affidavits of sup-
port executed on or after a date specified by
the Attorney General, which date shall not
be earlier than 60 days (and not later than 90
days) after the date the Attorney General
formulates the form for such affidavits under
subsection (b) of such section.

(d) B'rrs Nor SUBJECT To REIMBURSE-
MENT—Requirements for reimbursement by
a sponsor for benefits provided to a spon-
sored alien pursuant to an affidavit of sup-
port under section 213A of the Immigration
and Nationality Act shall not apply with re-
spect to the following:

(1) Emergency medical services under
title XIX or XXI of the Social Security Act.

(2) Short-term noncash, in-kind emer-
gency disaster relief.

(3) Assistance or benefits under the Na-
tional School Lunch Act.

(4) Assistance or benefits under the Child
Nutrition Act of 1966.

(5)(A) Public health assistance for immu-
nizations,

(B) Public health assistance for testing
and treatment of a serious communicable
disease if the Secretary of Health and
Human Services determines that it is nec-
essary to prevent the spread of such disease.

(6) Payments for foster care and adoption
assistance under part B of title IV of the So-
cial Security Act for a child. but only if the
foster or adoptive parent or parents of such
child are not otherwise ineligible pursuant
to section 403 of this Act.

(7) Programs, ser-vices. or assistance
(such as soup kitchens, crisis counseling and
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intervention, and short-term shelter) speci-
fied by the Attorney General, in the Attor-
ney Generals sole and unreviewable discre-
tion after consultation with appropriate Fed.
eral agencies and departments. which (A) de-
liver in-kind services at the community
level, including through public or private
nonprofit agencies: (B) do not condition the
provision of assistance, the amount of assist-
ance provided, or the cost of assistance pro.
vided on the individual recipient's income or
resources: and (C) are necessary for the pro-
tection of life or safety.

(8) Programs of student assistance under
titles IV. V. IX. and X of the Higher Edu-
cation Act of 1965.
SEC. 424. COSIGNATURE OF ALIEN STUDENT

LOANS.
Section 484(b) of the Higher Education

Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 1091(b)) is amended by
adding at the end the following new
paragraph:

(6) Notwithstanding sections
427(a) (2) (A), 428B(a). 428C(b) (4) (A). and
464(c)(l)(E). or any other provision of this
title. a student who is an alien lawfully ad-
mitted for permanent residence under the
Immigration and Nationality Act shall not
be eligible for a loan under this title unless
the loan is endorsed and cosigned by the
aliens sponsor under section 213A of the Im-
migration and Nationality Act or by another
creditworthy individual who is a United
States citizen.".

Subtitle D—General Provisions
SEC. 431. DEFINITIONS.

(a) IN GENAL.—Except as otherwise
provided in this title, the terms used in this
title have the same, meaning given such
terms in section 101(a) of the Immigration
and Nationality Act.

(b) QUAlIFIED ALIEN—For purposes of
this title, the term 'qualified alien' means
an alien who, at the time the alien applies
for, receives, or attempts to receive a Fed-
eral public benefIt, is—

(1) an alien who is lawfully admitted for
permanent residence under the Immigration
and Nationality Act.

(2) an alien who is granted asylum under
section 208 of such Act.

(3) a refugee who is admitted to the Unit-
ed States under section 207 of such Act,

(4) an alien who is paroled into the Unit-
ed States under section 212(d) (5) of such Act
for a period of at least 1 year.

(5) an alien whose deportation is being
withheld under section 243(h) of such Act, or

(6) an alien who is granted conditional
ently pursuant to section 203(a) (7) of such
Act as in effect prior to April 1. 1980.
SEC. 432. VERIFICATION OF ELIGIBILITY FOR

FEDERAL PUBLIC BENEFrrS.
(a) IN GtRAL.—Not later than 18

months after the date of the enactment of
this Act. the Attorney General of the United
States, after consultation with the Secretary
of Health and Human Services. shall promul-
gate regulations requiring verification that a
person applying for a Federal public benefit
(as defined in section 401(c)), to which the
limitation under section 401 applies, is a
qualified alien and is eligible to receive such
benefit. Such regulations shall, to the extent
feasible. require that information requested
and exchanged be similar in form and man-
ner to information requested and exchanged
under section 1137 of the Social Security Act.

(b) STATE COMpLLANCE.—Not later than 24
months after the date the regulations de-
scribed in subsection (a) are adopted. a State
that administers a program that provides a
Federal public benefit shall have in effect a
verification system that complies with the
regulations.

(c) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPR1ATIOrS.—
There are authorized to be appropriated such
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sums as may be necessary to carry out the
purpose of this section.
SEC. 433. STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION.

(a) LIMrrATJON.—
(1) Nothing in this title may be con-

strued as an entitlement or a determination
of an individuals eligibility or fulfillment of
the requisite requirements for any Federal,
State, or local governmental program, as-
sistance, or benefits. For purposes of this
title, eligibility relates only to the general
issue of eligibility or ineligibility on the
basis of alienage.

(2) Nothing in this title may be con-
strued as addressing alien eligibility for a
basic public education as determined by the
Supreme Court of the United States under
Plyler v. Doe (457 U.S. 202) (1982).

(b) NOT APPUCABLE TO FOREIGN ASSIST-
ANCE—This title does not apply to any Fed-
eral, State, or local governmental program.
assistance, or benefits provided to an alien
under any program of foreign assistance as
determined by the Secretary of State in con-
sultation with the Attorney General.

(c) SEvERABILITY—If any provision of
this title or the application of such provision
to any person or circumstance is held to be
unconstitutional. the remainder of this title
and the app1iation of the provisions of such
to any person or circumstance shall not be
affected thereby.
SEC. 434. COMMUNICATION BETWEEN STATE

AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT AGEN-
CIES AND THE IMMIGRATION AND
NATURALIZATION SERVICE.

Notwithstanding any other provision of
Federal, State. or local law, no State or local
government entity may be prohibited. or in
any way restricted, from sending to or re-
ceiving from the Immigration and Natu-
ralization Service information regarding the
immigration status, lawful or unlawful, of an
alien in the United States.
SEC. 435. QUALIFYING QUARTERS.

For purposes of this title, in determining
the number of qualifying quarters of cov-
erage under title II of the Social Security
Act an alien shall be credited with—

(1) all of the qualifying quarters of cov-
erage as defined under title II of the Social
Security Act worked by a parent of such
alien while the alien was under age 18 if the
parent did not receive any Federal means-
tested public benefit (as defined in section
403(c)) during any such quarter. and

(2) all of the qualifying quarters worked
by a spouse of such alien during their mar-
riage if the spouse did not receive any Fed-
eral means-tested public benefit (as defined
in section 403(c)) during any such quarter
and the alien remains married to such spouse
or such spouse is deceased.

SEC. 436. TITLE INAPPLICABLE TO PROGRAMS
SPECIFIED BY ATIORNEY GENERAL

Notwithstanding any other provision of
this title, this title or any provision of this
title shall not apply to programs. services, or

assistance (such as soup kitchens, crisis

counseling and intervention, and short term
shelter) specified by the Attorney General.
in the Attorney General's sole and
unreviewable discretion after consultation
with appropriate Federal agencies and de-
partments, which (1) deliver services at the
community level. including through public
or private nonprofit agencies; (2) do not con-
dition the provision of assistance, the
amount of assistance provided, or the cost of
assistance provided on the individual recipi-
ent's income or resources: and (3) are nec-
essary for the protection of life, safety or the
public health.
SEC. 437. TITLE INAPPLICABLE TO PROGRAMS OF

NONPROFIT CHARITABLE ORGAN!-
ZATIONS.

Notwithstanding any other provision of
this title, this title or any provision of this
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title shall not apply to programs. services, or
assistance of a nonprofit charitable organiza-
tion, regardless of whether such programs.
services. or assistance are funded, in whole
or in part. by the Federal Government or the
government of any State or political subdivi-
sion of a State.

Subtitle E—Conforming Amendments
SEC. 441. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS RELAT-

ING TO ASSISTED HOUSING.
(a) LIMITATIONS ON ASSISTANCE—Section

214 of the Housing and Community Develop-
ment Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C. 1436a) is amend-
ed—

(1) by striking 'Secretary of Housing and
Urban Development" each place it appears
and inserting applicable Secretary':

(2) in subsection (b), by inserting after
National Housing Act,' the following 'the

direct loan program under section 502 of the
Housing Act of 1949 or section 502(c)(5)(D).
504. 521(a) (2) (A), or 542 of such Act. subtitle A
of title III of the Cranston-Gonzalez National
Affordable Housing Act,"

(3) in paragraphs (2) through (6) of sub-
section (d). by striking 'Secretary" each
place it appears and inserting applicable
Secretary';

(4) in subsection (d). in the matter fol-
lowing paragraph (6). by striking 'the term
'Secretary'" and inserting 'the term appli-
cable Secretary' "; and

(5) by adding at the end the following
new subsection:

(h) For purposes of this section, the
term 'applicable Secretary' means—

(1) the Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development, with respect to financial as-
sistance administered by such Secretary and
financial assistance under subtitle A of title
III of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Afford-
able Housing Act: and

"(2) the Secretary of Agriculture, with
respect to financial assistance administered
by such Secretary.".

(b) CONFORrVgNG AMENDMENTS—Section
501(h) of the Housing Act of 1949 (42 U.S.C.
1471(h)) is amended—

(1) by striking '(1)';
(2) by striking 'by the Secretary of

Housing and Urban Development": and
(3) by striking paragraph (2).

TITLE V—REDUCTIONS XN FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT POSITIONS

SEC. 501. REDUCTIONS.
(a) DEFINITIONS—As used in this section:
(1) APPROPRIATE EFFECTIVE DATE.—Tne

term 'appropriate effective date", used with
respect to a Department referred to in this
section. means the date on which all provi-
sions of this Act (other than title II) that the
Department is required to carry Out. and
amendments and repeals made by such Act
to provisions of Federal law that the Depart-
ment is required to carry out. are effective.

(2) COVERED ACTIVJTY.—The term 'cov-
ered activity", used with respect to a De-
partment referred to in this section, means
an activity that the Department is required
to carry Out under—

(A) a provision of this Act (other than
title II): or

(B) a provision of Federal law that is
amended or repealed by this Act (other than
title II).

(b) REPORTS.—
(1) CONTENTS—Not later than December

31, 1995. each Secretary referred tO in pam-
graph (2) shall prepare and submit to the rel-
evant committees described in paragraph (3)
a report containing—

(A) the determinations described in suD-
section (c):

(B) appropriate documentation in sup-
port of such determinations: and

(C) a description of the methodology used
in making such determinations.
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(2)(A) has worked 20 qualifying quarters

of coverage as defined under title II of the
Social Security Act or can be credited with
such qualifying quarters as provided under
section 435, and (B) did not receive any Fed-
eral means-tested public benefit (as defined
in section 403(c)) during any such quarter.

(c) REVIEW OF INco AND RESOURCES OF
ALIEN UPON REAPPLICATION—Whenever an
alien (other than an alien who has not at-
tained 18 years of age or an alien who is
pregnant) is required to reapp]y for benefits
under any Federal means-rested public bene-
fits program, the applicable agency shall re-
view the income and resources attributed to
the alien under subsection (a).
SEC. 422. AUTHORITY FOR STATES TO PROVIDE

FOR ATrR1BLJTION OF SPONSOWS
INCOME AND RESOURCES TO THE
ALIEN WITH RESPECT TO STATE
PROGRAMS.

(a) OPTIONAL APPLICATION TO STATE PRO-
CRAMS—Except as provided in subsection
(b). in determining the eligibility and the
amount of benefits of an alien for any State
public benefits (as defined in section 412(c)).
the State or political subdivision that offers
the benefits is authorized to provide that the
income and resources of the alien shall be
deened to include—

(I) the income and resources of any indi-
vidual who executed an affidavit of support
pursuant to section 213A of the Immigration
and Nationality Act (as added by section 423)
on behalf of such alien, and

(2) the income and resources of the
spouse (if any) of the individual.

(b) ExcprIONs,—Subsection (a) shall not
apply with respect to the following State
public benefits:

(I) Emergency medical set-vices.
(2) Short-term, noncash, in-kind emer-

gency disaster relief.
(3) Programs comparable to assistance or

benefits under the National School Lunch
Act.

(4) Programs comparable to assistance or
benefits under the Child Nutrition Act of
1966.

(5) (A) Public health assistance for immu-
nizations.

(B) Public health assistance for testing
and treatment of a serious communicable
disease if the appropriate chief State health
official determines that it is necessary to
prevent the spread of such disease.

(6) Payments for foster care and adoption
assistance,

(7) Programs. services, or assistance
(such as soup kitchens, crisis counseling and
intervention, and short-term shelter) speci-
fied by the Attorney General of a State.
after consultation with appropriate agencies
and departments, which (A) deliver rn-kind
services at the community level, including
through public or private nonprofit agencies;
(B) do not condition the provision of assist-
ance, the amount of assistance provided, or
the cost of assistance provided on the indi-
vidual recipient's income or resources: and
(C) are necessary for the protection of life or
safety.
SEC. 423. REQUIREMENTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFT!-

DAVIT OF SUPPORT.
(a) IN GENERAL—Title II of the Immigra-

tion and Nationality Act is amended by in-
serting after section 213 the following new
section:

'REQUIREMENTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFIDAVIT OF
SUPPORT

"SEC. 213A. (a) ENPORCIUTy.—(l) No
affidavit of support may be accepted by the
Attorney General or by any consular officer
to establish that an alien is not excludable
as a public charge under section 212(a)(4) un-
less such affidavit is executed as a contract—

"(A) which is legally enforceable against
the sponsor by the sponsored alien, the Fed-
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eral Government, and by any State (or any
political subdivision of such State) which
provides any means-tested public benefits
program, but not later than 10 years after
the alien last receives any such benefit;

(B) in which the sponsor agrees to fi-
nancially support the alien, so that the alien
will not become a public charge: and

(C) in which the sponsor agrees to sub-
mit to the jurisdiction of any Federal or
State court for the purpose of actions
brought under subsection (e)(2).

'(2) A contract under paragraph (I) shall
be enforceable with respect to benefits pro-
vided to the alien until such time as the
alien achieves United States c2tizenship
through naturalization pursuant to chapter 2
of title III.

(b) FORMS—Not later than 90 days after
the date of enactment of this section, the At-
torney General, in consultation with the
Secretary of State and the Secretary of
Health and Human Services, shall formulate
an affidavit of support consistent with the
provisions of this section.

(c) REMEDIES—Remedies available to
enforce an affidavit of support under this
section include any or all of the remedies de-
scribed in sections 3201, 3203, 3204, or 3205 of
tjtle 28, United States Code, as well as an
order for specific performance and payment
of legal fees and other costs of collection,
and include corresponding remedies avail-
able under State law. A Federal agency may
seek to collect amounts owed under this sec-
tion in accordance with the provisions of
subchapter II of chapter 37 of title 31, United
States Code.

"(d) NOTIFICATION OF CIwCE OF AD-
DRESS.—

(I) IN CENERAL.—The sponsor shall no-
tify the Attorney General and the State in
which the sponsored alien is currently resi-
dent within 30 days of any change of address
of the sponsor during the period specified in
subsection (a) (2).

"(2) PENALTY_Any person subject to the
requirement of paragraph (I) who fails to
satisfy such requirement shall be subject to
a civil penalty of—

"(A) not less than $250 or more than
$2,000, or

"(B) if such failure occurs with knowl-
edge that the alien has received any means-
tested public benefit, not less than $2,000 or
more than $5,000.

"(e) REIMBURSEMENT' OF GOvER1r Ex-
PENSES.—(l)(A) Upon notification that a
sponsored alien has received any benefit
under any means-tested public benefits pro-
gram, the appropriate Federal. State. or
local official shall request reimbursement by
the sponsor in the amount of such assist-
ance.

"(B) The Attorney General, in consulta-
tion with the Secretary of Health and
Human Services, shall prescribe such regula-
tions as may be necessary to carry out sub-
paragraph (A).

(2) If within 45 days after requesting re-
imbursement, the appropriate Federal.
State. or local agency has not received a re-
sponse from the sponsor indicating a willing-
ness to commence payments. an action may
be brought against the sponsor pursuant to
the affidavit of support.

"(3) If the sponsor fails to abide by the
repayment terms established by such agen-
cy. the agency may, within 60 days of such
failure, bring an action against the sponsor
pursuant to the affidavit of support.

"(4) No cause of action may be brought
under this subsection later than 10 years
after the alien last received any benefit
under any means-tested public benefits pro-
gram.

(5) If. pursuant to the terms of this sub-
section, a Federal, State. or local agency re-
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quests reimbursement from the sponsor in
the amount of assistance provided, or brings
an action against the sponsor pursuant to
the affidavit of support, the appropriate
agency may appoint or hire an individual or
other person to act on behalf of such agency
acting under the authority of law for pur-
poses of collecting any moneys owed. Noth-
ing in this subsection shall preclude any ap-
propriate Federal. State. or local agency
from directly requesting reimbursement
from a sponsor for the amount of assistance
provided, or from bringing an action against
a sponsor pursuant to an affidavit of support.

(f) DEFINTTIONS.—For the purposes of
this section—

"(I) SPONSOR—The tern, 'sponsor means
an individual who—

"(A) is a citizen or national of the United
States or an alien who is lawfully admitted
to the United States for permanent resi-
dence:

"(B) has attained the age of 18 years
'(C) is domiciled in any of the 50 States

or the District of Columbia: and
"CD) is the person petitioning for the ad-

mission of the alien under section 204.
"(2) MEANs-TESTED PUBLIC BENEFITS PRO-

CRAM.—The term means-tested public bene-
fits program' means a program of public ben-
efits (including cash, medical. housing. and
food assistance and social services) of the
Federal Government or of a State or politi-
cal subdivision of a State in which the eligi-
bility of an individual, household, or family
eligibility unit for benefits under the pro-
gram, or the amount of such benefits, or
both are determined on the basis of income,
resources, or financial need of the individual.
household, or unit.".

(b) CLERJCAL AMENDtNT.—The table of
contents of such Act is amended by inserting
after the item relating to section 213 the fol-
lowing:

"Sec. 213A. Requirements for sponsors affi-
davit of support.".

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE—Subsection (a) of
section 213A of the Immigration and Nation-
ality Act, as inserted by subsection (a) of
this section. shall apply to affidavits of sup-
port executed on or after a date specified by
the Attorney General, which date shall not
be earlier than 60 days (and not later than 90
days) after the date the Attorney, General
formulates the form for such affidavits under
subsection (b) of such section.

(d) BENEFTrS NOT SUBJECT TO REIMBURSE-
NT.—Requirements for reimbursement by
a sponsor for benefits provided to a spom.
sored alien pursuant to an affidavit of sup-
port under section 2 13A of the Immigration
and Nationality Act shall not apply with re-
spect to the following:

(I) Emergency medical services under
title XIX or XXI of the Social Security Act.

(2) Short-term, noncash, in-kind emer-
gency disaster relief.

(3) Assistance or benefits under the Na-
tional School Lunch Act.

(4) Assistance or benefits under the Child
Nutrition Act of 1966.

(5) (A) Public health assistance for immu-
nizations.

(B) Public health assistance for testing
and treatment of a serious communicable
disease if the Secretary of Health and
Human Services determines that it is nec-
essary to prevent the spread of such disease.

(6) Payments for foster care and adoption
assistance under part B of title IV of the So-
cial Security Act for a child, but only if the
foster or adoptive parent or parents of such
child are not otherwise ineligible pursuant
to section 403 of this Act.

(7) Programs, services, or assistance
(such as soup kitchens, crisis counseling and
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intervention, and short-term shelter) speci-
fied by the Attorney General, in the Attor-
ney General's sole and unreviewable discre-
tion after consultation with appropriate Fed-
eral agencies and departments. which (A) de-
liver in-kind services at the community
level, including through public or private
nonprofit agencies: (B) do not condition the
provision of assistance, the amount of assist-
ance provided, or the cost of assistance pro-
vided on the individual recipient's income or
resources: and (C) are necessary for the pro-
tection of life or safety.

(8) Programs of student assistance under
titles IV, V. lix, and X of the Higher Edu-
cation Act of 1965.
SEC. 424, COSIGNATURE OF ALIEN STUDENT

LOANS.
Section 484(b) of the Higher Education

Act of 1965 (20 U,S.C. 1091(b)) is amended by
adding at the end the foliowing new
paragraph:

(6) Notwithstanding sections
427(a) (2) (A). 4288(a), 428C(b) (4) (A). and
464(c)(I)(E). or any other provision of this
title, a student who is an alien lawfully ad-
mitted for permanent residence under the
Immigration and Nationality Act shall not
be eligible for a loan under this title unless
the loan is endorsed and cosigned by the
alien's sponsor under section 213A of the Im-
migration and Nationality Act or by another
creditworthy individual who is a United
States citizen,".

Subtitle D—General Provisions
SEC. 431. DEFINITIONS.

(a) IN GENERAL—Except as otherwise
provided in this tide, the terms used in this
title have the same meaning given such
terms in section 101(a) of the Immigration
and Nationality Act.

(b) QUAUFIED ALIEN—For purposes of
this tide, the term 'qualified alien" means
an alien who, at the time the alien applies
for, receives. or attempts to receive a Fed-
eral public benefit. is—

(1) an alien who is lawfully admitted for
permanent residence under the Immigration
and Nationality Act,

(2) an alien who is granted asylum under
section 208 of such Act,

(3) a refugee who is admitted to the Unit-
ed States under section 207 of such Act,

(4) an alien who is paroled into the Unit-
ed States under section 212(d) (5) of such Act
for a period of at least 1 year.

(5) an alien whose deportation is being
withheld under section 243(h) of such Act. or

(6) an alien who is granted conditional
entry pursuant to section 203(a)(7) of such
Act as in effect prior to April 1. 1980.
SEC. 432. VERIFICATION OF ELIGIBILITY FOR

FEDERAL PUBLIC BENEITFS.
(a) IN GERAL.—Not later than 18

months after the date of the enactment of
this Act, the Attorney General of the United
States, after consultation with the Secretary
of Health and Human Services, shall promul-
gate regulations requiring verification that a
person applying for a Federal public benefit
(as defined in section 401(c)). to which the
limitation under section 401 applies, is a
qualified alien and is eligible to receive such
benefit. Such regulations shall, to the extent
feasible. require that information requested
and exchanged be similar in form and man-
ner to information requested and exchanged
under section 1137 of the Social Security Act.

(b) STATE COMPLLJ'jCE.—Not iater than 24
months after the date the regulations de-
scribed in subsection (a) are adopted. a State
that administers a program that provides a
Federal public benefit shall have in effect a
verification system that complies with the
regulations.

(c) AUTHORIZATION OF APPPR1ATIONS—
There are authorized to be appropriated such
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sums as may be necessary to carry Out the
purpose of this section.
SEC. 433. STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION.

(a) LIMITATION.—
(I) Nothing in this title may be con-

strued as an entitlement or a determination
of an individual's eligibility or fulfillment of
the requisite requirements for any Federal.
State. or local governmental program. as-
sistance. or benefits. For purposes of this
title. eligibility relates only to the general
issue of eligibility or ineligibility on the
basis of alienage.

(2) Nothing in this title may be con-
strued as addressing alien eligibility for a
basic public education as determined by the
Supreme Court of the United States under
Plyler v. Doe (457 U.S. 202) (1982).

(b) NOT APPUCABLE TO FOREIGN ASSIST-
ANCE.—This title does not apply to any Fed-
eral, State, or local governmental program,
assistance, or benefits provided to an alien
under any program of foreign assistance as
determined by the Secretary of State in con-
sultation with the Attorney General,

(c) SEVERABILITY—If any provision of
this title or the application of such provision
to any person or circumstance is held to be
unconstitutional. the remainder of this title
and the application of the provisions of such
to any person or circumstance shall not be
affected thereby.
SEC. 434. COMMUNICATION BETWEEN STATE

AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT AGEN-
CIES AND ThE IMMIGRATION AND
NATURALIZATION SERVICE.

Notwithstanding any other provision of
Federal, State, or local law, no State or local
government entity may be prohibited. or in
any way restricted. from sending to or re-
ceiving from the Immigration and Natu-
ralization Service information regarding the
immigration status, lawful or unlawful. of an
alien in the United States.
SEC. 435. QUALIFYING QUARTERS.

For purposes of this title. in determining
the number of qualifying quarters of cov-
erage under tide II of the Social Security
Act an alien shall be credited with—

(1) all of the qualifying quarters of cov-
erage as defined under title II of the Social
Security Act worked by a parent of such
alien while the alien was under age 18 if the
parent did not receive any Federal means-
tested public benefit (as defined in section
403(c)) during any such quarter. and

(2) all of the qualifying quarters worked
by a spouse of such alien during their mar-
riage if the spouse did not receive any Fed-
eral means-tested public benefit (as defined
in section 403(c)) during any such quarter
and the alien remains married to such spouse
or such spouse is deceased.
SEC. 436. TITLE INAPPLICABLE TO PROGRAMS

SPECIFIED BY ATrORNEY GENERAL
Notwithstanding any other provision of

this title. this title or any provision of this
tide shall not apply to programs. services, or
assistance (such as soup kitchens, crisis
counseling and intervention, and short term
shelter) specified by the Attorney General,
in the Attorney General's sole and
unreviewable discretion after consultation
with appropriate Federal agencies and de-
pamnents, which (1) deliver services at the
community level. including through public
or private nonprofit agencies: (2) do not con-
dition the provision of assistance, the
amount of assistance provided, or the cost of
assistance provided on the individual recipi-
ent's income or resources; and (3) are nec-
essary for the protection of life, safety or the
public health.
SEC. 437. TITLE INAPPLICABLE TO PROGRAMS OF

NONPROFIT CHARITABLE ORGANI-
ZATIONS.

Notwithstanding any other provision of
this title, this title or any provision of this
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title shall not apply to programs. services, or
assistance of a nonprofit charitable organiza-
tion, regardless of whether such programs.
services. or assistance are funded, in whole
or in part. by the Federal Government or the
government of any State or political subdivi-
sion of a State.

Subtitle E—Conforming Amendments
SEC. 441. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS RELAT-

ING TO ASSISTED HOUSING.
(a) LIMITATIONS ON ASSISTANCE—Section

214 of the Housing and Community Develop-
ment Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C. 1436a) is amend-
ed—

(1) by striking "Secretary of Housing and
Urban Development" each place it appears
and inserting' applicable Secretary":

(2) in subsection (b), by inserting after
"National Housing Act." the following: "the
direct loan program under section 502 of the
Housing Act of 1949 or section 502(c)(5)(D),
504, 521(a)(2)(A), or 542 of such Act, subtitle A
of title III of the Cranston-Gonzalez National
Affordable Housing Act.";

(3) in paragraphs (2) through (6) of sub-
section (d). by striking "Secretary" each
place it appears and inserting "applicable
Secretary":

(4) in subsection (d). in the matter fol-
lowing paragraph (6). by striking "the term
'Secretary'" and inserting 'the term 'appli-
cable Secretary' ": and

(5) by adding at the end the follow]ng
new subsection:

-, (h) For purposes of this section, the
term 'applicable Secretary' means—

"(1) the Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development. with respect to financial as-
sistance administered by such Secretary and
financial assistance under subtide A of tide
III of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Afford-
able Housing Act; and

"(2) the Secretary of Agriculture, with
respect to financial assistance administered
by such Secretary.".

(b) CONFORMING AMENDME?'TIS.—Section
501(h) of the Housing Act of 1949 (42 U.S.C.
1471(h)) is amended—

(1) by striking '(l)":
(2) by striking "by the Secretary o'

Housing and Urban Development": and
(3) by striking paragraph (2).

TITLE V—REDUCTIONS IN FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT POSITIONS

SEC. 501. REDUCTIONS.
(a) DEFINITIONS—As used in this sectiorz
(1) APPROPRIATE EFFECTIVE DATE.—Tne

term "appropriate effective date", used with
respect to a Department referred to in th.ts
section. means the date on which all provi-
sions of this Act (other than title II) that the
Department is required to carry Out, and
amendments and repeals made by such At
to provisions of Federal law that the Depart-
ment is required to carry Out. are effective.

(2) COvER.w ACTWrTY.—The term "coy-
ered activity", used with respect to a De-
partrnent referred to in this section, means
an activity that the Departrrient is required
to carry Out under—

(A) a provision of this Act (other than
title II): or

(B) a provision of Federal law that is
amended or repealed by this Act (other than
title II).

(b) REPORTS.—
(1) CONTETS.—Not later than December

31, 1995. each Secretary referred to in pam-
graph (2) shall prepare and submit to the rel-
evant committees described in paragraph (3)
a report containing—

(A) the determinations described in sub-
section (c):

(B) appropriate documentation in sup-
port of such determinations: and

(C) a description of the methodology used
in making such determinations.
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(2) SECRETARY—The Secretaries referred

to in this paragraph are—
(A) the Secretary of Agriculture:
(B) the Secretary of Education;
(C) the Secretary of Labor;
(D) the Secretary of Housing and Urban

Development: and
(E) the Secretary of Health and Human

Services.
(3) RELEvANT COMMrrTEES.—The relevant

Committees described in this paragraph are
the following:

(A) With respect to each Secretary de-
scribed in paragraph (2). the Committee on
Government Reform and Oversight of the
House of Representatives and the Committee
on Governmental Affairs of the Senate.

(B) With respect to the Secretary of Ag.
riculture, the Committee on Agriculture and
the Committee on Economic and Edu-
cational Opportunities of the House of Rep-
resentatives and the Committee on Agri-
culture. Nutrition, and Forestry of the Sen.
ate.

(C) With respect to the Secretary of Edu-
cation. the Committee on Economic and
Educational Opportunities of the House of
Representatives and the Committee on
Labor and Human Resources of the Senate.

(D) With respect to the Secretary of
Labor, the Committee on Economic and Edu-
cational Opportunities of the House of Rep-
resentatives and the Committee on Labor
arid Human Resources of the Senate.

(E) With respect to the Secretary of
Housing and Urban Development, the Com-
mittee on Banking and Financial Services of
the House of Representatives and the Com-
mittee on Banking. Housing. and Urban Af-
fairs of the Senate.

(F) With respect to the Secretary of
Health and Human Services, the Committee
on Economic and Educational Opportunities
of the House of Representatives, the Com-
mittee on Labor and Human Resources of the
Senate. the Committee on Ways and Means
of the House of Representatives, and the
Committee on Finance of the Senate.

(4) REPORT ON CHANGES.—Not later than
December 31. 1996, and each December 31
thereafter, each Secretary referred to in
paragraph (2) shall prepare and submit to the
relevant Committees described in paragraph
(3). a report concerning any changes with re-
spect to the determinations made under sub-
section (c) for the year in which the report is
being submitted.

(c) DE7EPJUNATIONS.—NOt later than Oc-
tober 1. 1996. each Secretary referred to in
subsection (b)(2) shall determine—

(1) the number of full-time equivalent po-
sitions required by the Department headed
by such Secretary to carry out the covered
activities of the Department. as of the day
before the date of enactment of this Act:

(2) the number of such positions required
by the Department to carry out the activi-
ties. as of the appropriate effective date for
the Department: and

(3) the difference obtained by subtracting
the number referred to in paragraph (2) from
the number referred to in paragraph (1).

(d) ACTIONS.—Each Secretary referred to
in subsection (b)(2) shall take such actions as
may be necessary, including reduction in
force actions. consistent with sections 3502
arid 3595 of title 5, United States Code. to re-
duce the number of positions of personnel of
the Department—

(1) not later than 30 days after the appro-
priate effective date for the Department in-
volved, by at least 50 percent of the dif-
ference referred to in subsection (c)(3): and

(2) not later than 13 months after such
appropriate effective date, by at least the re-
mainder of such difference (after the applica-
tion of paragraph (1)).

(e) CONSISTENCY.—
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(1) EDUCAT1ON.—The Secretary of Edu-

cation shall carry Out this section in a man-
ner that enables the Secretary to meet the
requirements of this section.

(2) LABOR—The Secretary of Labor shall
carry Out this section in a manner that en-
ables the Secretary to meet the require-
ments of this section.

(3) HEALTh AND HUMAN SERVICES—The
Secretary of Health and Human Services
shall carry Out this section in a manner that
enables the Secretary to meet the require-
ments of this section and sections 502 and
503.

(1) CALCULATION—In determining, under
subsection (c). the number of full-time equiv-
alent positions required by a Department to
carry Out a covered activity, a Secretary re-
ferred to in subsection (b)(2) shall include
the number of such positions occupied by
personnel carrying out program functions or
other functions (including budgetary. legis-
lative. administrative, planning, evaluation,
and legal functions) related to the activity.

(g) GENERAL ACCOLJNTINC OFFICE RE-
PORT.—Not later than July 1, 1996. the Comp.
troller General of the United States shall
prepare and submit to the committees de-
scribed in subsection (b)(3). a report concern-
ing the determinations made by each Sec-
retary under subsection (c). Such report
shall contain an analysis of the determina-
tions made by each Secretary under sub-
section (c) and a determination as to wheth-
er further reductions in full-time equivalent
positions are appropriate.
SEC. 502. REDUCTIONS IN FEDERAL BUREAUC-

RACY.

(a) IN GENER/.1,.—The Secretary of Health
and Human Services shall reduce the Federal
workforce within the Department of Health
and Human Services by an amount equal to
the sum of—

(1) 75 percent of the full-time equivalent
positions at such Department that relate to
any direct spending program. or any pro-
gram funded through discretionary spending,
that has been converted into a block grant
program under this Act and the amendments
made by this Act: and

(2) an amount equal to 75 percent of that
portion of the total full-time equivalent de-
partmental management positions at such
Department that bears the same relationship
to the amount appropriated for the programs
referred to in paragraph (1) as such amount
relates to the total amount appropriated for
use by such Department.

(b) REDUCTWNS IN ThE DEm4ETT OF
HEALTh AND HUMAN SERVICES—Notwith-
standing any other provision of thi.s Act. the
Secretary of Health and Human Services
shall take such actions as may be necessary,
including reductions in force actions. con-
sistent with sections 3502 and 3595 of title 5,
United States Code. to reduce the full-time
equivalent positions within the Department
of Health and Human Services—

(1) by 245 full-time equivalent positions
related to the program converted into a
block grant under the amendment made by
section 103: and

(2) by 60 full-time equivalent managerial
positions in the Department.
SEC. 503. REDUCING PERSONNEL IN WASHLNC-

TON. D.C. AREA.
In making reductions in full-time equiv-

alent positions. the Secretary of Health and
Human Services is encouraged to reduce per-
sonnel in the Washington. D.C.. area office
(agency headquarters) before reducing field
personnel.
1TFLE VJ—REFOgM OF PUBLIC HOUSING

SEC. 601. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH OThER
WELFARE AND PUBLIC ASSISTAJJCE
PROGRAMS.

Title I of the United States Housing Act
of 1937 (42 U.S.C. 1437 et seq.) is amended by
adding at the end the following new sect2on:
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SEC. 27. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH OTHER

WELFARE AND PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
PROGRAMS.

(a) IN GENERAJ....—If the benefits of a
family are reduced under a Federal. State. or
local law relating to welfare or a public as-
sistance program for the failure of any mem-
ber of the family to perform an action re-
quired under the law or program, the family
may not, for the duration of the reduction.
receive any increased assistance under this
Act as the result of a decrease in the income
of the family to the extent that the decrease
in income is the result of the benefits reduc-
tion.

(b) EXCEr'TION.—Subsection (a) shall not
apply in any case in which the benefits of a
family are reduced because the welfare or
public assistance program to which the Fed-
eral, State, or local law relates limits the pe-
riod during which benefits may be provided
under the program.".
SEC. 602. FRAUD UNDER MEANS-TESTED WEL-

FARE AND PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PRO-
GRAMS.

(a) IN GEr'1j_—If an individual's bene-
fits under a Federal, State, or local law re-
lating to a means-tested welfare or a public
assistance program are reduced because of an
act of fraud by the individual under the law
or program, the individual may not. for the
duration of the reduction. receive an in-
creased benefit under any other means-test-
ed welfare or public assistance program for
which Federal funds are appropriated as a re-
sult of a decrease in the income of the indi-
vidual (determined under the applicable pro-
gram) attributable to such reduction,

(b) WEuz OR PIJBUC ASSISTANCE PRO-
GRAMS FOR WHIcI4 FEDERAL FUNDS ARE AP-
PROPRIATED—For purposes of subsection (a).
the term 'means-tested welfare or public as-
sistance program for which Federal funds are
appropriated" includes the food stamp pro-
gram under the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7
U.S.C. 2011 et seq.). any program of public or
assisted housing under title I of the United
States Housing Act of 1937 (42 U.S.C. 1437 et
seq.). and State programs funded under part
A of title IV of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 601 et seq.).
SEC. 603. ANNUAL ADJUSTMEN-r FACTORS FOR

OPERATING COSTS ONLY: RE-
STRAIWF ON RENT INCREASES.

(a) ANNUAL ADJUSTtNT FACTORS FOR
OPERAT1NC COSTS ONLY—Section 8(c) (2) (A)
of the United States Housing Act of 1937 (42
U.S.C. 1437f(c) (2) (A)) is amended—

(1) by striking "(2)(A)" and insei-riig

(2) by striking the second sentence and
all that follows through the end of the sub-
paragraph: and

(3) by adding at the end the following
new clause:

"(ii) Each assistance contract under this
section shall provide that—

(I) if the maximum monthly rent for a
unit in a new construction or substantial re-
habilitation project to be adjusted using an
annual adjustment factor exceeds 100 percent
of the fair market rent for an existing dwell-
ing unit in the market area, the Secretary
shall adjust the rent using an operating
costs factor that increases the rent to reflect
increases in operating costs in the market
area: and

(II) if the owner of a unit in a project
described in subclause (I) demonstrates that
the adjusted rent determined under sub-
clause (I) would not exceed the rent for an
unassisted unit of similar quality, type. and
age in the same market area, as determined
by the Secretary, the Secretary shall use the
otherwise applicable annual adjustment fac-
tor,".

(b) RESTRAINT ON SECTION 8 REr'.T IN'-
CREASES.—Section 8(c)(2)(A) of the United
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States Housing Act of 1937 (42 U.S.C.
1437f(c)(2)(A)). as amended by subsection (a).
is amended by adding at the end the follow-
ing new clause:

"(iii)(I) Subject to subclause (11), with re-
spect to any unit assisted under this section
that is occupied by the same family at the
time of the most recent annual rental ad-
justment, if the assistance contract provides
for the adjustment of the maximum monthly
rent by applying an annual adjustment fac-
tor, and if the rent for the unit is otherwise
eligible for an adjustment based on the full
amount of the annual adjustment factor. 0.01
shall be subtracted from the amount of the
annual adjustment factor, except that the
annual adjustment factor shall not be re-
duced to less than 1.0.

(II) With respect to any unit described
in subclause (I) that is assisted under the
certificate program, the adjusted rent shall
not exceed the rent for a comparable unas-
sisted unit of similar quality, type, and age
in the market area in which the unit is lo-
cated.,

(c) EFFECThJE DATE—The amendments
made by this section shall become effective
on October 1, 1996,
SEC. 604. EFFECTIVE DATE.

This title and the amendment made by
this title shall become effective on the date
of enactment of this Act.

TITLE Vil—CI-LELD CARE
SEC. 701. SHORT TITLE AND REFERENCES.

(a) SHor'r TITLE—This title may be cited
as the "Child Care and Development Block
Grant Amendments of 1995".

(b) REFERENCES.—Except as otherwise ex-
pressly provided, whenever in this title an
amendment or repeal is expressed in terms of
an amendment to. or repeal of. a section or
other provision, the reference shall be con-
sidered to be made to a section or other pro-
vision of the Child Care and Development
Block Grant Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 9858 et
seq.).
SEC. 702. COALS.

(a) GOALS.—Sectjon 658A (42 U.S.C 9801
note) is amended—

(1) in the section heading by inserting
AND COALS" after

(2) by inserting "(a) SHORT Trri..E.—" be-
fore "This": and

(3) by adding at the end the following:
(b) GOALS.—The goals of this subchapter

are—
"(1) to allow each State maximum flexi-

bility in developing child care programs and
policies that best suit the needs of children
and parents within such State:

(2) to promote parental choice to em-
power working parents to make their own
decisions on the child care that best suits
their family's needs:

"(3) to encourage States to provide
consumer education information to help par-
ents make informed choices about child care:

(4) to assist States to provide child care
to parents trying to achieve independence
from public assistance: and

(5) to assist States in implementing the
health, safety. licensing, and registration
standards established in State regulations.".
SEC. 803. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

AND ENTITLEMENT AUTHORITY.
(a) IN GEIi.—Section 658B (42 U.S.C.

9858) is amended to read as follo:
SEC. 65gB. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIA-

TIONS.
"There is authorized to be appropriated

to carry Out this subchapter S1.000.000.000 for
each of the fiscal years 1996 through 2002.".

(b) Socj SEcuRrrY ACT.—Paj-t A of title
IV of the Social Security Act (as amended by
section 103 of this Act) is amended by redes-
ignating section 417 as section 418 and insert-
ing after section 416 the following:
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SEC. 417. FUNDINC FOR CHILD CARE.

"(a) GENESW. CHILD C.RE ENTITLE-

"(1) GE!iER ENT1TLEWT.—Subject to
the amount appropriated under paragraph
(3). each State shall, for the purpose of pro-
viding child care assistance, be entitled to
payments under a grant under this sub-
section for a fiscal year in an amount equal
to the greatest of—.

(A) the sum of—
"(i) the total amount required to be paid

to the State under former section 403 for fis-
cal year 1994 with respect to amounts ex-
pended for child care under section 402(g) of
this Act (as such section was in effect before
October 1, 1995): and

"(ii) such total amount with respect to
amounts expended for child care under sec-
tion 403(i) of this Act (as so in effect): or

(B) the sum described in subparagraph
(A) for fiscal year 1995: or

"(C) the average of the total amounts re-
quired to be paid to the State for fiscal years
1992 through 1994 under the sections referred
to in subparagraph (A).

(2) REMAINDER.—
"(A) GRANTS.—The Secretary shall use

any amounts appropriated for a fiscal year
under paragraph (3). and remaining after the
reservation described in paragraph (5) and
after grants are awarded under paragraph (1).
to make grants to States under this para-
graph.

(B) AMOUNT.—Subject to subparagraph
(C). the amount of a grant awarded to a
State for a fiscal year under this paragraph
shall be based on the formula used for deter-
mining the amount of Federal payments to
the State under section 403(n) (as such sec-
tion was in effect before October 1, 1995).

"(C) MATCHINC REQUIREKr.—The Sec-
retary shall pay to each eligible State in a
fiscal year an amount, under a grant under
subparagraph (A). equal to the Federal medi-
cal assistance percentage for such State for
fiscal year 1995 (as defined in section 1905(b))
of so much of the expenditures by the State
for child care in such year as exceed the
State set-aside for such State under sub-
section (a)(1) for such year and the amount
of State expenditures in fiscal year 1995 that
equal the non-Federal share for the programs
described in subparagraphs (A). (B) and (C) of
paragraph (1).

"(3) APPROPRIATION.—There are author-
ized to be appropriated, and there are appro-
priated, to carry Out this section—

"(A) $1 .967,000.000 for fiscal year 1997;
(B) $2,067,000,000 for fiscal year 1998:
(C) $2.167.000.000 for fiscal year 1999:
(D) $2,367,000,000 for fiscal year 2000:

"(E) $2,567,000,000 for fiscal year 2001: and
"(F) $2,767,000,000 for fiscal year 2002.

(4) REXMSTRIBUTION.—With respect to
any fiscal year. if the Secretary deter-mines
that amounts under any grant awarded to a
State under this subsection for such fiscal
year will not be used by such State for carry-
ing out the purpose for which the grant is
made, the Secretary shall make such
amounts available for carrying out such pur-
pose to I or more other States which apply
for such funds to the extent the Secretary
determines that such other States will be
able to use such additional amounts for car-
rying out such purpose. Such available
amounts shall be redistributed to a State
pursuant to section 402(i) (as such section
was in effect before October 1. 1995) by sub-
stituting 'the number of children residing in
all States applying for such funds for the
number of children residing in the United
States in the second preceding fiscal year'.
Any amount made available to a State from
an appropriation for a fiscal year in accord-
ance with the preceding sentence shall. for
purposes of this part. be regarded as part of
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such State's payment (as determined under
this subsection) for such year.

"(5) INJAN TRIBES—The Secretary shall
reserve not more than 1 percent of the aggre-
gate amount appropriated to carry Out this
section in each fiscal year for payments to
Indian tribes and tribal organizations.

"(b) USE OF FUNtS.—
(1) IN CENERAL.—Amounts received by a

State under this section shall only be used to
provide child care assistance.

(2) USE FOR CERTAIN POPULATIONS—A
State shall ensure that not less than 70 per-
cent of the total amount of funds received by
the State in a fiscal year under this section
are used to provide child care assistance to
families who are receiving assistance under a
State program under this part. families who
are attempting through work activities to
transition off of such assistance program.
and families who are at risk of becoming de-
pendent on such assistance program.

"(c) APPUCATION OF CHILD CARE AND DE-
VELOprrr BLOCK GRANT ACT of 1990.—Not-
withstanding any other provision of law.
amounts provided to a State under this sec-
tion shall be transferred to the lead agency
under the Child Care and Development Block
Grant Act of 1990. integrated by the State
into the programs established by the State
under such Act, and be subject to require-
ments and limitations of such Act.

"(d) DEFINTrION.—As used in this section.
the term 'State' means each of the 50 States
or the District of Columbia.".
SEC. 704. LEAD ACENCY.

Section 658D(b) (42 U.S.C. 9858b(b)) is
amended—

(1) in paragraph (1)—
(A) in subparagraph (A), by striking

"State" the first place that such appears and
inserting "governmental or nongovern-
mental"; and

(B) in subparagraph (C), by inserting
"with sufficient time and Statewide dis-
tribution of the notice of such hearing."
after "hearing in the State': and

(2) in paragraph (2). by striking the sec-
ond sentence.
SEC. 705. APPLICATION AND PLAN.

Section 658E (42 U.S.C. 9858c) is amend-
ed—

(1) in subsection (b)—
(A) by striking "implemented—" and all

that follows through "(2)" and inserting
"implemented": and

(B) by striking 'for subsequent State
plans":

(2) in subsection (c)—
(A) in paragraph (2)—
(i) in subparagraph (A)—
(I) in clause (i) by striking
other than through assistance provided

under paragraph (3) (C).": and
(II) by striking "except" and all that fol-

lows through "1992". and inserting "and pro-
vide a detailed description of the procedures
the State will implement to carry Out the re-
quirements of this subparagraph":

(ii) in subparagraph (B)—
(I) by striking "Provide assurances" and

inserting "Certify": and
(H) by inserting before the period at the

end "and provide a detailed description of
such procedures':

(iii) in subparagraph (C)—
(I) by striking "Provide assurances' and

inserting "Certify": arid
(II) by inserting before the period at the

end "and provide a detailed description of
how such record is maintained and is made
available":

(iv) by amending subparagraph (D) to
read as follows:

"(D) CONSUMER EDUCATION INFORA-
TION.—Certify that the State will collect and
disseminate to parents of eligible children
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and the general public, consumer education
information that will promote informed
child care choices.":

(v) in subparagraph (E). to read as fol-
lows:

• (E) COMPLIANCE WITH STATE LICENSING
REQUIREMENTS. —

'(i) IN GENERAL.—Certify that the State
has in effect licensing requirements applica.
ble to child care services provided within the
State, and provide a detailed description of
such requirements and of how such require-
ments are effectively enforced. Nothing in
the preceding sentence shall be construed to
require that licensing requirements be ap-
plied to specific types of providers of child
care services.

(ii) INDIAN TRiBES AND TUIBAL ORGANIZA-
TIONS.—In lieu of any licensing and regu-
latory requirements applicable under State
and local law, the Secretary, in consultation
with Indian tribes and tribal organizations.
shall develop minimum child care standards
(that appropriately reflect tribal needs and
available resources) that shall be applicable
to Indian tribes and tribal organizations re-
ceiving assistance under this subchapter.":

(vi) by striking "Provide assurances"
and inserting "Cer'tify": and

(vii) by striking subparagraphs (H). (I),
and (J) and inserting the following:

"(C) MEETING THE NEEDS OF CERTAIN POP-
ULATIONS—Demonstrate the manner in
which the State will meet the specific child
care needs of families who are receiving as-
sistance under a State program under part A
of title IV of the Social Security Act, fami-
lies who are attempting through work activi-
ties to transition off of such assistance pro.
gram, and families who are at risk of becom-
ing dependent on such assistance program.

"(H) PRESERVING PARENTAL CHOICE —Cer-
tify that the State will not implement any
policy or practice which has the effect of sig-
nificantly restricting parental choice by—

'(i) expressly or effectively excluding
any category of care or type of provider
within a category of care:

'(ii) limiting parental access to or
choices from among various categories of
care or types of providers: or

(iii) excludrng a significant number of
providers in any category of care.

"(I) INFORMING PARErS OF OPTIONS,—
Provides assurances that parents will be in-
formed regarding their options under this
section, including the option to receive a
child care certificate or voucher.":

(B) in paragraph (3)—
(i) in subparagraph (A). by striking (B)

and (C)' and inserting '(B) through (D)";
(ii) in subparagraph (B)—
(I) by striking ' —Subject to the reserva-

tion contained in subparagraph (C), the" and
inserting 'AND RELATED ACTIVITIES—The":

(II) in clause (i) by striking ": and" at
the end and inserting a period:

(III) by striking 'for—" and all that fol-
lows through 'section 658E(c)(2)(A)" and in-
serting "for child care services on sliding fee
scale basis, activities that improve the qual-
ity or availability of such services, and any
other activity that the State deems appro-
priate to realize any of the goais specified in
paragraphs (2) through (5) of section
658A(b)': and

(IV) by striking clause (ii):
(iii) by amending subparagraph (C) to

read as follows:
'(C) LIMITATION ON ADMINISTRATIVE

COSTS—Not more than 5 percent of the ag-
gregate amount of funds available to the
State to carry Out this subchapter by a State
in each fiscal year may be expended for ad-
ministrative costs incurred by such State to
carry out all of its functions and duties
under this subchapter. As used in the preced-
ing sentence, the term 'administrative costs'

shall not include the costs of providing di.
rect services.": and

(iv) by adding at the end thereof the fol-
lowing:

"(D) ASSISTANCE FOR CERTAIN FAMILIES.—
A State shall ensure that a substantia' por-
tion of the amounts available (after the
State has complied with the requirement of
section 417(b)(2) of the Social Security Act
with respect to each of the fiscal years 1997
through 2002) to the State to carry out ac-
tivities this subchapter in each fiscal year is
used to provide assistance to low-income
working families other than families de-
scribed in paragraph (2) (F).•'; and

(C) in paragraph (4)(A)—
(i) by striking provide assurances" and

inserting "certify'•;
(ii) in the first sentence by inserting

"and shall provide a summary of the facts
relied on by the State to detei-rriine that
such rates are sufficient to ensure such ac-
cess" before the period: and

(iii) by striking the last sentence,
SEC. 706. LIMITATION ON STATE ALLOTMENTS,

Section 658F(b) (42 U.S.C. 9858d(b)) is
amended—

(1) in paragraph (1), by striking "No' and
inserting "Except as provided for in section
6580(c) (6). no: and

(2) in paragraph (2). by striking 'referred
to in section 658E(c) (2) (F)".
SEC. 707. ACTIVITIES TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY

OP CHILD CARE.
Section 658G (42 U.S.C. 9858e) is amended

to read as follows:
SEC. 658G. ACTIVITIES TO IMPROVE THE QUAL-

rr OF CHILD CARE.
"A State that receives funds to carry out

this subchapter for a fiscal year, shall use
not less than 4 percent of the amount of such
funds for activities that are designed to pro-
vide comprehensive consumer education to
parents and the public, activities that in-
crease parental choice, and activities de-
signed to improve the quality and availabil-
ity of child care (such as resource and refer-
ral services).",
SEC. 708. REPEAL OP EARLY CHILDHOOD DE-

VELOPMENT A1.JD BEPORE- AND
AFI'ER.SCHOOL CARE REQUIRE.
MENT.

Section 658H (42 U.S.C. 98580 is repealed.
SEC. 709. ADMINISTRATION AND ENPORCEMENT,

Section 6581(b) (42 U.S.C. 9858g(b)) is
amended—

(1) in paragraph (1), by striking '. and
shall have" and all that follows through
'(2)",and

(2) in the matter following clause (ii) of
paragraph (2)(A), by striking "finding and
that' and all that follows through the period
and inserting "finding and shall require that
the State reimburse the Secretary for any
funds that were improperly expended for pur-
poses prohibited or not authorized by this
subchapter. that the Secretary deduct from
the administrative portion of the State al-
lotment for the following fiscal year an
amount that is less than or equal to any im-
properly expended funds. or a combination of
such options.'.
SEC. 710. PAYMENTS.

Section 658J(c) (42 U.S.C. 9858h(c)) is

amended by striking "expended" and insert-
ing 'obligated".
SEC. 711. ANNUAL REPORT AND AUDITS.

Section 658K (42 U.S.C. 9858i) is amended—
(1) in the section heading by striking "&j-

NUAL REPORT" and inserting "REPORTS":
(2) in subsection (a), to read as follows:
'(a) REPORTS.—
"(1) COLLECTION OF INFORMATION 5Y

STATES.—

"(A) IN GENERAL—A State that receives
funds to carry out this subchapter shall col-
lect the information described in subpara-
graph (B) on a monthly basis.
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"(B) REQUIRED INORflON.—The informa.
tion required under this subparagrapn shall
include, with respect to a family unit receiv-
ing assistance under this subchapter infor-
mation concerning—.

'(i) family income:
"(ii) county of residence:
"(iii) the gender. race, and age of children

receiving such assistance;
"(iv) whether the family includes oniy I

parent:
"(v) the sources of family income, includ-

ing the amount obtained from (and sepa-
rately identified)—

"(I) employment, including self-employ-
ment:

"(II) cash or other assistance under part A
of title IV of the Social Security Act:

"(III) housing assistance;
(IV) assistance under the Food Stamp Act

of 1977: and
(V) other assistance programs:

"(vi) the number of months the family has
received benefits;

(vii) the type of child care in which the
child was enrolled (such as family child care.
home care, or center-based child care);

"(viii) whether the child care provider in-
volved was a relative:

"(ix) the cost of child care for such fami-
lies: and

(x) the average hours per week of such
care;
during the period for which such information
is required to be submitted.

(C) SuBMISSION TO SECRETARY—A State
described in subparagraph (A) shall, on a
quarterly basis. submit the information re-
quired to be collected under subparagraph
(B) to the Secretary.

(D) SAMPLING—The Secretary may dis-
approve the information collected by a State
under this paragraph if the State uses sam-
pling methods to collect such information.

"(2) BIANNUAL REPORT5.—Not later than
December 31. 1997, and every 6 months there-
after, a State described in paragraph (1)(A)
shall prepare and submit to the Secreary a
report that includes aggregate data concern-
ing—

"(A) the number of child care providers
that received funding under this subcriapter
as separately identified based on the types of
providers listed in section 658P(5);

(B) the monthly cost of child cai- serv-
ices. and the portion of such cost tha: is paid
for with assistance provided under this sub-
chapter. listed by the type of child care sei-v-
ices provided;

'(C) the number of payments made by the
State through vouchers, contracts, cash, and

\disregards under public benefit programs,
listed by the type of child care services pro
vided:

(D) the manner in which consumer edu-
cation information was provided to parents
and the number of parents to whom such in-
formation was provided: and

(E) the total number (without duDlica-
tion) of children and families served under
this subchapter:
during the period for which such repor is re-
quired to be submitted."; and

(2) in subsection (b)—
(A) in paragraph (1) by striking "a applica-

tion" and inserting "an application":
(B) in paragraph (2) by striking 'any agen-

cy administering activities that receive' and
inserting "the State that receives"; and

(C) in paragraph (4) by striking 'enitles"
and inserting 'entitled".
SEC. 712. REPORT BY ThE SECRETARY,

Section 658L (42 U.S.C. 9858j) is amended—
(1) by striking "1993" and inserting '1997";
(2) by striking 'annually" and irerting

'biennially": and
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(3) by striking "Education and Labor' and

inserting "Economic and Educational Oppor-
tunities".
SEC. 713. ALLOTMENTS.

Section 6580 (42 US.C. 9858m) is amended—
(I) in subsection (a)—
(A) in paragraph (I)
(1) by striking "POSSESSIONS' and insert-

ing "POSSESSIONS":
(ii) by inserting 'and" after States,': and
(iii) by striking and the Trust Territory

of the Pacific Islands": and
(B) in paragraph (2). by striking '3 per-

cent" and inserting "1 percent
(2) in subsection (c)—
(A) in paragraph (5) by striking our" and

inserting "out": and
(B) by adding at the end thereof the follow-

ing new paragraph:
"(6) CONSTRUCTION OR RENOVATION OF PA-

CILmES.—
"(A) REQUEST FOR LSE OF FUNDS—An In-

dian tribe or tribal organization may submit
to the Secretary a request to use amounts
provided under this subsection for construc-
tion or renovation purposes.

"(B) DrlnNATION.—Wth respect to a re-
quest submitted under subparagraph (A), and
except as provided in subparagraph (C), upon
a determination by the Secretary that ade-
quate facilities are not otherwise available
to an Indian tribe or tribal organization to
enable such tribe or organization to carry
out child care programs in accordance with
this subchapter, and that the lack of such fa-
cilities will inhibit the operation of such
programs in the future, the Secretary may
permit the tribe or organization to use as-
sistance provided under this subsection to
make payments for the construction or ren-
ovation of facilities that will be used to
carry Out such programs.

'(C) LIMITATION.—The Secretary may not
permit an Indian tribe or tribal organization
to use amounts provided under this sub-
section for construction or renovation if
such use will result in a decrease in the level
of child care services provided by the tribe or
organization as compared to the level of such
services provided by the tribe or organiza-
tion in the fiscal year preceding the year for
which the determination under subparagraph
(A) is being made.

"CD) Urwoi PROCEDLRES.—The Secretary
shall develop and implement uniform proce-
dures for the solicitation and consideration
of requests under this paragraph.': and

(3) in subsection (e). by adding at the end
thereof the following new paragraoh:

'(4) INDIAN TRIBES OR TRIBAL ORCANIZA-
TIOS.—Any portion of a grant or contract
made to an Indian tribe or tribal orgamza-
tion under subsection (c) that the Secretary
determines is not being used in a manner
consistent with the provision of this sub-
chapter in the period for which the grant or
contract is made available, shall be allotted
by the Secretary to other tribes or organiza-
tions that have submitted applications under
subsection (c) in accordance with their re-
spective needs.".
SEC. 714, DEFINITIONS.

Section 658P (42 U.S.C. 9858n) is amended—
(I) in paragraph (2), in the first sentence by

inserting "or as a deposit for child care serv-
ices if such a deposit is required of other
children being cared for by the provider"
after "child care services': and

(2) by striking paragraph (3):
(3) in paragraph (4)(B). by striking '75 per-

cent" and inserting "85 percent":
(4) in paragraph (5)(B)—
(A) by inserting great grandchild, sibling

(if such provider lives in a separate resi-
dence)," after "grandchild,":

(B) by striking "is registered and': and
(C) by striking "State" and inserting 'ap-

plicable".

(5) by striking paragraph (10):
(6) in paragraph (13)—
(A) by inserung "or" after "Samoa,": and
(B) by striking ", and the Trust Territory

of the Pacific Islands":
(7) in paragraph (14)_
(A) by striking "The term" and inserting

the following:
"(A) IN CENERAL.—The term": and
(B) by adding at the end thereof the follow-

ing new subparagraph:
'(B) OTHER ORGANIZATIONS—Such term in-

cludes a Native Hawaiian Organization as
defined in section 4009(4) of the Augustus F,
Hawkins-Robert T. Stafford Elementary and
Secondary School Improvement Amend-
ments of 1988 (20 U.S.C. 4909(4)) and a private
nonprofit organization established for the
purpose of serving youth who are Indians or
Native Hawaiians.".
SEC. 715. REPEALS.

(a) CHILD DEVELOPMENT ASSOCLA.TE SCIOL-
ARS!-ffP ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1985.—Title VI of
the Human Services Reauthorization Act of
1986 (42 U.S.C. 10901—10905) is repealed.

(b) STATE DE rN-r Cj DEVELOPMENT
GRANTS ACT—Subchapter E of chapter 8 of
subtitle A of title VI of the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1981 (42 U.S.C. 9871—
9877) is repealed.

(c) PROCRA.MS OF NATIONAL SIc-iCAxCE.—
Title X of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965, as amended by Public
Law 103—382 (108 Stat. 3809 et seq.), is amend-
ed—

(1) in section 10413(a) by striking paragraph
(4),

(2) in section 10963(b)(2) by striking sub-
paragraph (G), and

(3) in section 10974(a)(6) by striking sub-
paragraph (G).

(d) NATIVE HAWABAN FAMILY-BASEt) EDU-
CATION CEr'ntRs.—Section 9205 of the Native
Hawaiian Education Act (Public Law 103—382:
108 Stat. 3794) is repealed,
SEC. 716. EFFECTIVE DATE.

(a) IN GENERAL_-Except as provided in
subsection (b), this title and the amend-
ments made by this title shall take effect on
October 1, 1996.

(b) ExCEVrI0N.—The amendment made by
section 803(a) shall take effect on the date of
enactment of this Act.

TrrrE Vm—CHILD NUTRITION
PROGRAMS

Subtitle A—National School Lunch Act
SEC. 801. VALUE OF FOOD ASSISTANCE.

(a) IN GEr\tRL,—Section 6(e)(1) of the Na-
tional School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C. 1755(e)(1))
is amended by striking subparagraph (B) and
inserting the following:

"(B) ADJUSTMENTS._
"(i) IN GENERAL,—The value of food assist-

ance for each meal shall be adjusted each
July 1 by the annual percentage change in a
3-month average value of the Price Index for
Foods Used in Schools and Institutions for
March, April, and May each year.

"(ii) ADJUSTMENTS—Except as otherwise
provided in this subparagraph. in the case of
each school year. the Secretary shall—

"(I) base the adjustment made under
clause (i) on the amount of the unrounded
adjustment for the preceding school year:

"(II) adjust the resulting amount in ac-
cordance with clause (i): and

"(III) round the result to the nearest lower
cent increment.

"(iii) ADJUSTh4ENT FOR 24-MONTh PERIOD BE-
GINNiNG JULY 1, 1996—In the case of the 24-
month period beginning July 1, 1996, the
value of food assistance shall be the same as
the value of food assistance in effect on June
30, 1996.

'(iv) ADJUSTNT FOR SCHOOL YEAR BEGIN-
NING JULY 1, 1998.—In the case of the school
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year beginning July 1, 1998, the Seci-etai-y
shall—

"(I) base the adjustment made under
clause (i) on the amount of the unrounded
adjustment for the value of food assistance
for the school year beginning July 1, 1995:

"(II) adjust the resulting amount to reflect
the annual percentage change in a 3-month
average value of the Price Index for Foods
Used in Schools and Institutions for March,
April, and May for the most recent 12-month
period for which the data are available: and

"(III) round the result to the nearest lower
cent increment.".

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendment
made by subsection (a) shall become effec-
tive on July I. 1996.
SEC. 802. COMMODrrY ASSISTANCE.

(a) IN GENERAL—Section 6(g) of the Na-
tional School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C. 1755(g)) is
amended by striking '12 percent" and insert-
ing '8 percent.

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendment
made by subsection (a) shall become effec-
tive on July 1, 1996.
SEC. 803. STATE DISBURSEMENT TO SCHOOLS.

(a) IN GENERAL—Section 8 of the National
School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C. 1757) is amend-
ed—

(1) in the third sentence, by striking
"Nothing and all that follows through
"educational agency to' and inserting "The
State educational agency may":

(2) by striking the fourth, fifth, and eighth
sentences;

(3) by redesignating the first through sixth
sentences, as amended by paragraph (1), as
subsections (a) through (f). respectively

(4) in subsection (b), as redesignated by
paragraph (3), by striking "the preceding
sentence" and inserting 'subsection (a)":
and

(5) in subsection (d), as redesignated by
paragraph (3), by striking 'Such food costs"
and inserting 'Use of funds paid to States",

(b) DEFINTrION OF CHiLD—Section 12(d) of
the Act (42 U.S.C. 1760(d)) is amended by add-
ing at the end the following:

"(9) 'child includes an individual, regard-
less of age, who—

"(A) is determined by a State educational
agency, in accordance with regulations pre-
scribed by the Secretary, to have I or more
mental or physical disabilities: and

"(B) is attending any institution, as de-
fined in section 17(a), or any nonresidential
public or nonprofit private school of high
school grade or under, for the purpose of par-
ticipating in a school program established
for individuals with mental or physical dis-
abilities.
No institution that is not otherwise eligible
to participate in the program under section
17 shall be considered eligible because of this
paragraph:'.
SEC. 804. NUTRITIONAL AND OThER PROGRAM

REQUIREMENTS.
(a) NLTrRrnONAL STANDARDS—Section 9(a)

of the National School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C.
1758(a)) is amended—

(1) in paragraph (2)—
(A) by striking "(2)(A) Lunches" and in-

serting "(2) Lunches":
(B) by striking subparagraph (B): and
(C) by redesignating clauses (i) and (ii) as

subparagraphs (A) and (B). respectively:
(2) by striking paragraph (3): and
(3) by redesignating paragraph (4) as para-

graph (3),
(b) EuGIBILrrY GUIDELINES—Section 9(b)

of the Act is amended—
(1) in paragraph (2)—
(A) by striking subparagraph (A): and
(B) by redesignating subparagraphs (B) and

(C) as subparagraphs (A) and (B), respec-
tively:

(2) in paragraph (5). by striking the third
sentence: and
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(3) in paragraph (6). by striking paragrapn

(2)(C)" and inserting 'paragraph (2)(B)".
(c) UnUZ.4.TION OF ACRICULTURAL COMMOD-

ITIES.—Sectxon 9(c) of the Act is amended by
striking the second, fourth, and sixth sen-
tences.

(d) COr'4FORMINC AMEN r-r.----The last sen-
tence of section 9(d)(I) of the Act is amended
by striking "subsection (b)(2)(C)" and insert-
ing 'subsection (b)(2) (B).

(e) NUTRmONAL. INFORMATION—Section 9(1)
of the Act is amended—

(I) by striking paragraph (I):
(2) by striking '(21:
(3) by redesignating subparagraphs (A)

through CD) as paragraphs (I) through (4). re-
spectively:

(4) by striking paragraph (I), as redesig-
nated by paragraph (3), and inserting the fol-
lowing:

"(I) NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS—Except
as provided in paragraph (2), not later than
the first day of the 1996-1997 school year.
schools that are participating in the school
lunch or school breakfast program shall
serve lunches arid breakfasts under the pro-
gram that—

•'(A) are consistent with the goals of the
most recent Dietary Guidelines for Ameri-
cans published under section 301 of the Na-
tional Nutrition Monitoring and Related Re-
search Act of 1990 (7 U.S.C. 5341); and

(B) provide, on the average over each
week, at least—

(i) with respect to school lunches, ½ of
the daily recommended dietary allowance es-
tablished by the Food and Nutrition Board of
the National Research Council of the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences: and

'(ii) with respect to school breakfasts. 1/4
of the daily recommended dietary allowance
established by the Food and Nutrition Board
of the National Research Council of the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences.":

(5) in paragraph (3), as redesignated by
paragraph (3)—

(A) by redesignating clauses (i) and (ii) as
subparagraphs (A) and (B). respectively: and

(B) in subparagraph (A). as so redesignated.
by redesignating subclauses (I) and (II) as
clauses (i) and (ii), respectively: and

(6) in paragraph (4), as redesignated by
paragraph (3). by striking the first sentence
and inserting the following: Schools may
use any reasonable approach to meet the re-
quirements of this paragraph, including any
approach described in paragraph (3).",

(f) USE OF RESOURCES.—Section 9 of the
Act is amended by striking subsection (h).
SEC. 805. FREE AND REDUCED PRICE POLICY

STATEMENT.
Section 9(b)(2) of the National School

Lunch Act (42 U.S.C. 1758(b)(2)). as amended
by section 802(b)(l), is further amended by
adding at the end the following:

"(C) FREE AND REDUCED PRICE POLICY
STATEMNT.—After the initial submission, a
school shall not be required to submit a free
and reduced price policy statement to a
State educational agency under this Act un-
less there is a substantive change in the free
and reduced price policy of the school. A rou-
tine change in the policy of a school, such as
an annual adjustment of the income eligi-
bility guidelines for free and reduced price
meals, shall not be sufficient cause for re-
quiring the school to submit a policy state-
ment.".
SEC. 806, SPECIAL ASSISTANCE.

(a) REitusr-r RATES FOR LuNcI-s,
Bg.s-rs, A Suppi..wrs.—

(I) IN CENERAL,—Section ll(a)(3)(B) of the
National School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C.
1759a (a) (3) (B)) is amended—

(A) by designating the second and third
sentences as subparagraphs (C) and (D), re-
spectively: and
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(B) by striking subparagraph (D) (as so des-

ignated) and inserting the following:
"CD) ROCNDINC.—Except as otherwise pro-

vided in this paragraph. in the case of each
school year. the Secretary shall—

() base the adjustment made under this
paragraph on the amount of the unrounded
adjustment for the preceding school year

(ii) adjust the resulting amount in ac-
cordance with subparagraphs (B) and (C): and

'(iii) round the result to the nearest lower
cent increment.

(E) ADJL'STMENT FOR 12-MOTXTH PERIOD BE-
CINNINC JLtY 1, 1996.—In the case of the 12-
month period beginning July 1. 1996. the na-
tional average payment rates for paid
lunches. paid breakfasts, and paid supple-
ments shall be the same as the national av-
erage payment rate for paid lunches. paid
breakfasts, and paid supplements, respec-
tively. for the school year beginning July 1,
1995. rounded to the nearest lower cent incre-
ment.

(F) ADJUSTMEN-r FOR SCHOOL YEAR BECIN-
NINC JULY I, 1997.—In the case of the school
year beginning July 1, 1997, the Secretary
shall—

(i) base the adjustments made under this
paragraph for—

(I) paid lunches and paid breakfasts on
the amount of the unrounded adjustment for
paid lunches for the school year beginning
July 1. 1996: and

• (II) paid supplements on the amount of
the unrounded adjustment for paid supple-
ments for the school year beginning July 1,
1996:

(ii) adjust each resulting amount in ac-
cordance with subparagraph (C): and

'(iii) round each result to the nearest
lower cent increment.".

(2) EFFECTIvE DATE—The amendments
made by paragraph (I) shall become effective
on July 1. 1996.

(b) FINANCINC BASED ON NEED—Section
11(b) of the Act is amended—

(I) in the second sentence, by striking
within" and all that follows through 'all
States,'; and

(2) by su-iking the third sentence.
(c) APPUCABILITY OF OThER PROvISIONS.—

Section 11 of the Act is amended—
(I) by striking subsection (d):
(2) in subsection (e)(2)—
(A) by siking The" and inserting On

request of the Secretary. the": and
(B) by striking "each month": and
(3) by redesignating subsections (e) and (f),

as so amended, as subsections (d) and (e), re-
spectively.
SEC. 807. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS AND

DEFINmONS.
(a) ACCOtIN'TS AND RECORDS—Section 12(a)

of the National School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C.
1760(a)) is amended by strikin at all times
be available" and inserting be available at
any reasonable time".

(b) RESTRICTION ON REQuIp.rwrs.—Sec-
tion 12(c) of the Act is amended by striking
• 'neither the Secretary nor the State shall"
and inserting 'the Secretary shall not".

(c) DEflNTrIONS,—Sectjon 12(d) of the Act,
as amended by section 801(b), is further
amended—

(1) in paragraph (1), by striking "the Trust
Territory of the Pacific Islands" and insert-
ing the Commonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Lslands";

(2) by striking paragraphs (3) and (4): and
(3) by redesignating paragraphs (1), (2), and

(5) through (9) as paragraphs (6), (7). (3), (4),
(2). (5), and (1), respectively, and rearranging
the paragraphs so as to appear in numerical
order,

(d) ADJUSTMENTS 10 NATIONAL AVACE
PAYMENT RATES.—Section 12(f) of the Act is
amended by striking 'the Trust Territory of
the Pacific Islands,".
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(e) EXPEDITED RULEMAKINC.—Section 12(k)

of the Act is amended—
(1) by striking paragraphs (I), (2). and (5):

and
(2) by redesignating paragraphs (3) and (4)

as paragraphs (I) and (2). respectively.
(f) WAJVER.—Sectjon 12(1) of the Act is

amended—
(1) in paragraph (1)(A)(i), by inserting after

'program" the following: and would not
have the effect of transferring funds or com-
modities from the support of meals for chil-
dren with incomes below the income criteria
for free or reduced price meals. as provided
in section 9(b)":

(2) in paragraph (2)—
(A) by striking "(A)";
(B) in clause (iii), by adding 'and' at the

end:
(C) in clause (iv), by striking the semicolon

at the end and inserting a period:
(D) by striking clauses (v) through (vii):
(E) by striking subparagraph (B): and
(F) by redesignating clauses (i) through

(iv), as so amended, as subparagraphs (A)
through (D), respectively;

(3) in paragraph (3)—
(A) by striking '(A)"; and
(B) by striking subparagraphs (B) through

(D):
(4) in paragraph (4)—
(A) in the matter preceding subparagraph

(A), by striking "of any requirement relat-
ing" and inserting "that increases Federal
costs or that relates":

(B) by striking subparagraphs (B). CD). (F).
(I-I), (J). (K), and CL);

(C) by redesignating subparagraphs (C).
(E). (C), (I), (M), and (N) as subparagraphs
(B) through (G), respectively: and

CD) in subparagraph (F). as redesignated by
subparagraph (C), by striking and" at the
end and inserting 'or": and

(5) th paragraph (6)—
(A) by striking "(A)(i)" and all that follows

through '(B)": and
(B) by redesignating clauses (i) through

(iv) as subparagraphs (A) through (D). re-
spectively.

(g) FOOD AND NUTRITION PROJECTS—Sec-
tion 12 of the Act is amended by striking
subsection (m).
SEC. 808. SUMMER FOOD SERVICE PROGRAM FOR

CHILDREN.
(a) ESTABLISHMENT OF PROCRAM.—Section

13(a) of the National School Lunch Act (42
U.S.C. 1761(a)) is amended—

(1) in paragraph (1)—
(A) in the first sentence, by striking 'initi-

ate, maintain. and expand" and insert "initi-
ate and maintain"; and

(B) in subparagraph (E) of the second sen-
tence, by striking 'the Trust Territory of
the Pacific Islands,"; and

(2) in paragraph (7)(A), by striking "Except
as provided in subparagraph (C), private"
and inserting 'Private".

(b) SERVICE INS'TITUrIONS.—Section 13(b) of
the Act is amended by striking "(b)(1)" and
all that follows through the end of paragraph
(1) and inserting the following:

(b) SERVICE IrSTJTtfrIONS.—
(1) PAThIENTS.—

"(A) IN CEr'XERAL.—Except as otherwise pro-
vided in this paragraph. payments to service
institutions shall equal the full cost of food
service operations (which cost shall include
the costs of obtaining, preparing, and serving
food, but shall not include administrative
costs).

(B) MAQMUM AMOUNTS—Subject to sub-
paragraph (C). payments to any institution
under subparagraph (A) shall not exceed—

(i) $2.00 for each lunch and supper served:
(ii) $1.20 for each breakfast served: and
(iii) 50 cents for each meal supplement

served.



(C) ADJusmirs._Amounts specified in
subparagraph (B) shall be adjusted each Jan-
uary 1 to the nearest lower cent increment
in accordance with the changes for the 12-
month period ending the preceding Novem-
ber 30 in the series for food away from home
of the Consumer Price Index for All Urban
Consumers published by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics of the Department of Labor. Each
adjustment shall be based on the unrounded
adjustment for the prior 12-month period.'.

(c) ADNNISTRATION OF Sv1cE INSTITU-
TIONS.—Secrjon 13(b)(2) of the Act is amend-
ed—

(1) in the first sentence, by striking four
meals" and inserting "3 meals, or 2 meals
and I supplement,": and

(2) by striking the second sentence.
(d) REIURSENTS.—5ection 13(c)(2) of

the Act is amended—
(1) by striking subparagraph (A):
(2) in subparagraph (B)—
(A) in the first sentence—
(i) by striking ', and such higher education

institutions,"; and
(ii) by striking "without application" and

inserting "upon showing residence th areas
in which poor economic conditions exist or
on the basis of income eligibility statements
for children enrolled in the program"; and

(B) by adding at the end the following:
"The higher education institutions referred
to in the preceding sentence shall be eligible
to participate tn the program under this
paragraph without application.":

(3) in subparagraph (C) (ii), by stiiking se-
vere need": and

(4) by redesignating subparagraphs (B)
through (E), as so amended, as subpara-
graphs (A) through (D). respectively.

(e) ADVANCE PROGRAM PAyMrrs.—5ection
13(e) (1) of the Act is amended—

(1) by striking "institution: Provided, That
(A) the' and inserting "institution, The";

(2) by inserting "(excluding a school)"
after "any service institution": and

(3) by striking "responsibilities, and (B)
no" and inserting 'responsibilities. No'•.

(f) FOOD REQU1RENTS,—SeCtion 13(f) of
the Act is amended—

(1) by redesignating the first through sev-
enth sentences as paragraphs (1) through (7).
respectively:

(2) by striking paragraph (3), as redesig-
nated by paragraph (1):

(3) in paragraph (4), as redesignated by
paragraph (1). by striking "the first sen-
tence" and inserting paragraph (1)":

(4) in paragraph (6), as redesignated by
paragraph (1), by striking 'that bacteria lev-
els' and all that follows through the period
at the end and inserting 'conformance with
standards set by local health authorities.'
and

(5) by redesignating paragraphs (4) through
(7). as redesignated by paragraph (1), as para-
graphs (3) through (6). respectively.

(g) PE nnr'c Or VERSUS SERVE.—
Section 13(f) of the Act, as amended by sub-
section (f). is further amended by adding at
the end the following:

'(7) OFFER vsus SERVE.—A school food
authority participating as a service institu-
tion may permit a child attending a site on
school premises operated directly by the au-
thority to refuse not more than I item of a
meal that the child does not intend to
consume. A refusal of an offered food item
shall not affect the amount of payments
made under this section to a school for the
meal.".

(h) HEALTh DEPARTMEWr INSPECTIONS.—
Section 13(k) of the Act is amended by strik-
ing paragraph (3).

(i) FOOD SERVICE MGr COMPA-
N]ES,—Section 13(1) of the Act is amended—

(1) by striking paragraph (4):
(2) in paragraph (5). by striking the first

sentence; and
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(3) by redesignating paragraph (5), as so

amended, as paragraph (4).
(j) RECORDS—The second sentence of sec-

tion 13(m) of the Act is amended by striking
'at all times be available" and inserting "be

available at any reasonable time".
(k) REMOVING MANDATORY NOTiCE TO IrSTJ-

TU'flONS.—Sectjon 13(n)(2) of the Act is
amended by striking ". and its plans and
schedule for informing service institutions of
the availability of the program'.

(I) PLAN—Section 13(n) of the Act is
amended—

(1) in paragraph (2). by striking 'including
the State's methods of assessing need:

(2) by striking paragraph (3):
(3) in paragraph (4). by striking "and

schedule': and
(4) by redesignating paragraphs (4) through

(7), as so amended. as paragraphs (3) through
(6), respective)y.

(m) MONITORING AND TRAINING—Section
13(q) of the Act is amended—

(1) by striking paragraphs (2) and (4):
(2) in paragraph (3), by striking "para-

graphs (I) and (2) of this subsection' and in-
serting 'paragraph (1)": and

(3) by redesignating paragraph (3), as so
amended. as paragraph (2).

(n) EXPIRED PROCRAM.—Section 13 of the
Act is amended—

(I) by striking subsection (p); and
(2) by redesignating subsections (q) and (r),

as so amended. as subsections (p) and (q). re-
spectively.

(o) EFFc-rivE DATE—The amendments
made by subsection (b) shall become effec-
tive on January 1. 1996.
SEC. 809. COMMODITY DISTRIBUTION.

(a) CEREAL AND SHORTENING IN COMMODrrY
DONATIONS—Section 14(b) of the National
School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C. 1762a(b)) is
amended—

(1) by striking paragraph (1): and
(2) by redesignating paragraphs (2) and (3)

as paragraphs (1) and (2), respectively.
(b) IMPACT STurw AND PURCHASING PROCE-

DURES—Section 14(d) of the Act is amended
by striking the second and third sentences.

(c) CASH COMPENSATION FOR PILOT PROJECT
SCHOOLS—Section 14(g) of the Act is amend-
ed by striking paragraph (3).

(d) STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL.—Section 14 is
amended—

(1) by striking subsection (e): and
(2) by redesignating subsections (f) and (g),

as so amended, as subsections (e) and (f). re-
spectively.
SEC. 8O. CHILD CARE FOOD PROGRAM.

(a) ESTABL1SHJr OF PROCR.—Seon
17 of the National School Lunch Act (42
U.S.C. 1766) is amended—

(1) in the section heading. by striking
ADULT": and

(2) in the first sentence of subsection (a).
by striking "initiate, maintain, and expand"
and inserting 'initiate and maintain",

(b) INS'rrru'rIONs PROVIDING CMIU Ci.—
Section 17(a) of the Act (42 U.S.C. 1766(a)) is
amended—

(1) in the second sentence—
(A) by inserting "the Child Care and Devel-

opment Block Grant Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C.
9858 et seq.) or" after "from amounts granted
to the States under": and

(B) by striking "(but only if' and all that
follows and inserting a period: and

(2) in the fourth sentence, by striking ' Re-
imbursement' and inserting 'Notwithstand-
ing the type of institution providing the
meal or supplement. reimbursement'•,

(c) PAYMENrS TO SPONSOR EMPLOYEES.—
Paragraph (2) of the last sentence of section
17(a) of the Act (42 U.S.C. 1766(a)) is amend-
ed—

(1) by striking "and" at the end of subpara-
graph (B):
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(2) by striking the period at the end of sub-

paragraph (C) and inserting": and" and
(3) by adding at the end the following:

(D) in the case of a family or group day
care home sponsoring organization that em-
ploys more than I employee, the organiza-
tion does not base payments to an employee
of the organization on the number of family
or group day care homes recruited.".

(d) TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE—The last sen-
tence of section 17(d)(I) of the Act is amend-
ed by striking ". and shall provide technical
assistance" and all that follows through "its
application".

(e) IMPROVED TARGETING OF DAY Cj
HONE RE1URSEMEWrS.—

(1) RESTRUcTUR DAY CARE HOME REIM-
BURSEMENTS.—Sectjon 17(f)(3) of the Act is
amended by striking "(3)(A) Institutions"
and all that follows through the end of sub-
paragraph (A) and inserting the following:

"(3) REMBLJRSENT OF FAnLY OR GROUP
DAY CARE HOt SPOrSORING ORGANIZATIONS.—

(A) R USEW FACTOR—
"(i) IN GENERAL.—An institut2on that par-

ticipates in the program under this section
as a family or group day care home sponsor-
ing organization shall be provided, for pay-
ment to a home sponsored by the organiza..
tion, reimbursement factors in accordance
with this subparagraph for the cost of ob-
taining and preparing food and prescribed
labor costs involved in providing meals
under this section.

"(ii) TIER I FAMILY OR GROUP DAY CARE
HOMES.—

"(I) DEFINITION—In this paragraph, the
term 'tier I family or group day care home'
means—

"(aa) a family or group day care home that
is located in a geographic area. as defined by
the Secretary based on census data, in which
at least 50 percent of the children residing in
the area are members of households whose
incomes meet the income eligibility guide-
lines for free or reduced price meals under
section 9:

"(bb) a family or group day care home that
is located in an area served by a school en-
rolling elementary students in which at least
50 percent of the total number of children en-
rolled are certified eligible to receive free or
reduced price school meals under this Act or
the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 (42 U.S.C. 1771
et seq.); or

'(cc) a family or group day care home that
is operated by a provider whose household
meets the income eligibility guidelines for
free or reduced price meals under section 9
and whose income is verified by the sponsor-
ing or organization of the home under regu-
lations established by the Secretary.

"(II) REIMBuRSNr.—Except as provided
in subclause (III). a tier I family or group
day care home shall be provided reimburse-
ment factors under this clause without a re-
quirement for documentation of the costs de-
scribed in clause (i), except that reimburse-
ment shall not be provided under this sub-
clause for meals or supplements served to
the children of a person acting as a family or
group day care home provider unless the
children meet the income eligibility guide-
lines for free or reduced price meals under
section 9.

"(III) FACTORS.—Except as provided in sub-
clause (IV), the reimbursement factors ap-
plied to a home referred to in subclause (II)
shall be the factors in effect on the date of
enactment of this subclause.

"(IV) ADJUSTMENTS—The reimbursement
factors under this subparagraph shall be ad-
justed on August 1, 1996. July 1, 1997, and
each July 1 thereafter, to reflect changes in
the Consumer Price Index for food at home
for the most recent 12-month period for
which the data are available. The reimburse-
ment factors under this subparagraph shall
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be rounded to the nearest lower cent incre-
ment and based on the unrounded adjust-
ment in effect on June 30 of the preceding
school year.

• '(iii) TIER fl FAMILY OR GROLP DAY CARE
HOS.—

(I) iN GENERAL—
(aa) FACTORS—Except as provided in sub-

clause (11), with respect to meals or supple-
ments served under this clause by a family
or group day care home that does not meet
the criteria set forth in clause (ii)fl), the re-
imbursement factors shall be $LO0 for
lunches and suppers. 30 cents for breakfasts.
and 15 cents for supplements.

(bb) ADJUS'fl4ENTS.—The factors shall be
adjusted on July 1, 1997. and each July 1

thereafter, to reflect changes in the
Consumer Price Index for food at home for
the most recent 12-month petiod for which
the data are available. The reimbursement
factors under this item shall be rounded
down to the nearest lower cent increment
and based on the unrounded adjustment for
the preceding 12-month period.

'(cc) REnSURSEMENT.._A family or group
day care home shall be provided reimburse.
ment factors under this subclause without a
requirement for documentation of the costs
described in clause (i). except that reim-
bursement shall not be provided under this
subclause for meals or supplements served to
the children of a person acting as a family or
group day care home provider unless the
children meet the income eligibility guide-
lines for free or reduced price meals under
section 9.

(II) OThER FACTORS.—A farniiy or group
day care home that does not meet the cr1-
teria set forth in clause (ii)(I) may elect to
be provided reimbw-sement fazors deter-
mined in accordance with the following re-
quirements:

(aa) Ciiiw ELIGIBLE FOR 'REE OR RE-
DUCED PRICE ALS.—In the case of meals or
supplements served under this subsection to
children who are members of households
whose incomes meet the income eligibility
guidelines for free or reduced price meals
under section 9. the family or gr.xp day care
home shall be provided reimbuenient fac-
tors set by the Secretary in accordance with
clause (ii) (III).

"(bb) INEUGBLE CHILDREN.—II the case of
meals or supplements served unthei- this sub-
section to children who are members of
households whose incomes do no: meet the
income eligibility guidelines, the family or
group day care home shall be provided reim-
bursement factors in accordance with sub-
clause (I).

(III) INFORMATION AND DETERJATIONS._
(aa) IN GEN4.L,—If a family or group day

care home elects to claim the factors de-
scribed in subclause (II), the family or group
day care home sponsoring orgarñzation serv-
ing the home shall collect the necessary in-
come information, as determined by the Sec-
retaxy. from any parent or oth caretaker
to make the determinations speed in sub-
clause (II) and shall make the determina-
tions in accordance with rules prescribed by
the Secretary.

(bb) CAThCORJCAL ELIGIBILJTy,—In making
a determination under item (aa). a family or
group day care home sponsormg orgaruza-
tion may consider a child part aung in or
subsidized under, or a child wji a parent
participating in or subsidized unáer, a feder-
ally or State supported child e or other
benefit program with an income eligibility
limit that does not exceed the eligibility
standard for free or reduced pice meals
under section 9 to be a child who is a mem-
ber of a household whose income meets the
income eligibility guidelines und sectior 9.

'(cc) FACTORS FOR cuu OY.—A fam-
ily or group day care home may elect to re-
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ceive the reimbursement factors prescribed
under clause (ii)(III) solely for the children
participating in a program referred to in
item (bb) if the home elects not to have in-
come statements collected from parents or
other caretakers.

(IV) SIMPLiFIED MEAL COUNTING AND R-
PORTIJJG PROCEDURES—The Secretary shall
prescribe simplified meal counting and re-
porting procedures for use by a family or
group day care home that elects to claim the
factors under subclause (II) and by a family
or group day care home sponsoring organiza-
tion that sponsors the home. The procedures
the Secretary prescribes may include I or
more of the following:

"(aa) Setting an annual percentage for
each home of the number of meals served
that are to be reimbursed in accordance with
the reimbursement factors prescribed under
clause (ii)(III) and an annual percentage of
the number of meals served that are to be re-
imbursed in accordance with the reimburse-
ment factors prescribed under subclause (I),
based on the family income of children en-
rolled in the home in a specified month or
other period.

"(bb) Placing a home into I of 2'or more re-
imbursement categories annually based- on
the percentage of children in the home whose
households have incomes that meet the in-
come eligibility guidelines under section 9.
with each such reimbursement category car-
rying a set of reimbursement factors such as
the factors prescribed under clause (ii) (III) or
subclause (I) or factors established within
the range of factors prescribed under clause
(ii) (III) and subclause (I).

"(cc) Such other simplified procedures as
the Secretary may prescribe.

"(V) MiNIMUM VERIFICATION REQUIRE.
MENTS,—The Secretary may establish any
necessary minimum verification require-
ments.".

(2) Grs TO STATES TO PROVIDE ASSIST.
ANCE TO FAMILY OR GROUP DAY CARE HOMES.—
Section 17(0(3) of the Act is amended by add.
ing at the end the following:

(0) Grs TO STATES TO PRODE ASSIST-
ANCE TO FAMILY OR GROUP DAY CARE HOMES.—

"Ci) IN GENERAL.—
"(I) RESERVATION—From amounts made

available to carry out this sectior. the Sec-
retary shall reserve S5.000.000 of the amount
made available for fiscal year 1996.

'(II) PURPOSE—The Secretary shall use
the funds made available under subclause (I)
to provide grants to States for the purpose of
providing—

(aa) assistance, including grants. to fam-
ily and day care home sponsoring organiza-
tions and other appropriate organizations, in
securing and providing training, materials,
automated data processing assistance, and
other assistance for the staff of the sponsor-
ing organizations: and

'(bb) training and other assistance to fam-
ily and group day care homes in the imple-
mentation of the amendment to subpara-
graph (A) made by section 808(d)(I) of the
Personal Responsibility and Work Oppor-
tunity Act of 1996.

"(ii) ALLOCATION—The Secretary shall al-
locate from the funds reserved under clause
(i)(I)—

'(I) $30,000 in base funding to each State;
and

'(II) any remainirg amount among the
States, based on the number of family day
care homes participating in the program in a
State during fiscal year 1994 as a percentage
of the number of all family day care homes
participating in the program during fiscal
year 1994.

"(iii) RETEWI-JON OF FUIW5,—Of the amount
of funds made available to a State for fiscal
year 1996 under clause (i), the State may re-
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tam not to exceed 30 percent of the amount
to carry Out this subparagraph.

'(iv) ADDrnONAL PAYMENTS.—Any pay-
ments received under this subparagraph
shall be in addition to payments that a State
receives under subparagraph (A).".

(3) PROVISION OF DATA.—Section 17(0(3) of
the Act, as amended by paragraph (2). is fur.
ther amended by adding at the end the fol-
lowing:

"(E) PROVISION OF DATA TO FAMILY OR
GROUP DAY CARE HOME SPOSOR1NG ORGANIZA-
TIONS.—

"(i) CENSUS DATA—The Secretary shaU
provide to each State agency administering
a child care food program under this section
data from the most recent decennial census
survey or other appropriate census survey
for which the data are available showing
which areas in the State meet the require-
ments of subparagraph (A)(ii)(I)(aa). The
State agency shall provide the data to fam-
ily or group day care home sponsoring orga-
nizations located in the State.

"(ii) SCHOOL DATA.—
"(I) IN GENERAL.—A State agency admin-

istering the school lunch program under this
Act or the school breakfast program under
the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 (42 U.S.C. 1771
et seq.) shaU provide to approved family or
group day care home sponsoring organiza-
tions a list of schools serving elementary
school children in the State in which not less
than ½ of the children enrolled are certified
to receive free or reduced price meals, The
State agency shall collect the data necessary
to create the list annuaUy and provide the
list on a timely basis to any approved family
or group day care home sponsoring organiza-
tion that requests the list.

(II) USE OF DATA FROM PRECEDING SCHOOL
YEAR.—In determining for a fiscal year or
other annual period whether a home quali-
fies as a tier I family or group day care home
under subparagraph (A)(ii)(T), the State
agency administering the program under
this section, and a family or group day care
home sponsoring organization, shall use the
most current available data at the time of
the determination,

"(iii) DURATION OF DETER'flNATION.—FOr
purposes of this section. a determination
that a family or group day care home is lo-
cated in an area that qualifies the home as a
tier I family or group day care home (as the
term is defined in subparagraph (A)(ii)(I)).
shall be in effect for 3 years (unless the de-
termination is made on the basis of census
data, in which case the determination shall
remain in effect until more recert census
data are available) unless the State agency
determines that the area in which the home
is located no longer qualifies the home as a
tier I family or group day care home.",

(4) CONONG A1Nj)]'T$.—Sectjon
17(c) of the Act is amended by inserting 'ex-
cept as provided in subsection (0(3)." after
'For purposes of this section," each place it

appears in paragraphs (1), (2). and (3).
(0 REIMBURSEMENT,—Section 17(1) of the

Act is amended—
(I) in paragraph (3)—
(A) in subparagraph (B), by striking the

third and fourth sentences; and
(B) in subparagraph (C)—
(i) in clause (i)—
(I) by striking "(i)";
(II) in the first sentence, by striking "and

expansion funds" and aU that follows
through "rural areas";

(III) by striking the second sentence: and
(IV) by stxiking 'and expansion funds"

each place it appears: and
(ii) by striking clause (ii): and
(2) by striking paragraph (4).
(g) NUTRmONAL REQU1RENTS.—Sectjon

17(g)(I) of the Act is amended—.
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(I) in subparagraph (A). by Striking the
second sentence: and

(2) in subparagraph (B). by striking the
second sentence.

(h) EUI&NATION OF STATE PAPERWORJ< AND
OUTREACH BURDEN—Section 17 of the Act is
amended by striking subsection (k) and in-
serting the following:

"(k) TRAININC TECHNICAL ASSIST-
ANCE—A State participating in the program
established under this section shall provide
sufficient training, technical assistance, and
monitoring to facilitate effective operation
of the program. The Secretary shall assist
the State in developing plans to fulfill the
requirements of this subsection.",

(i) RECORDS—The second sentence of sec-
tion 17(m) of the Act is amended by striking
"at all times" and inserting 'at any reason-
able time".

U) MODIFICATION OF ADULT CARE FOOD PRO-
CRAM—Section 17(o) of the Act is amended—

(I) in the first sentence of paragraph (I)—
(A) by striking 'adult day care centers"

and inserting 'day care centers for chron-
ically impaired disabled persons": and

(B) by striking "to persons 60 years of age
or older or"; and

(2) in paragraph (2)—
(A) in subparagraph (A)— —

(i) by striking 'adult day care center" and
inserting 'day care center for chronically
impaired disabled persons" and

(ii) in clause (i)—
(I) by striking 'adult":
(H) by striking 'adults" and inserting

persons": and
(III) by striking "or persons 60 ears of age

or older": and
(B) in subparagraph (B). by sthking "adult

day care services" and inserting "day care
services for chronically impaired disabled
persons",

(k) UNNEEDED PROvISION—Section 17 of the
Act is amended by striking subsection (q).

(1) CONFOR.MJNC AMENDMENTS.—
(I) Section 17B(f) of the Act (42 U.S.C.

1766b(f)) is amended—
(A) in the subsection heading. by striking

'AND ADULT": and
(B) in paragraph (I), by sthking and

adult",
(2) Section 18(e)(3)(B) of the Ac (42 U.S.C.

1769(e)(3)(B)) is amended by sti-ikirig and
adult".

(3) Section 25(b)(1)(C) of the Act (42 U.S.C.
1769f(b)(l)(C)) is amended by striking 'and
adult".

(4) Section 3(1) of the Healthy Meals for
Healthy Americans Act of 1994 (Public Law
103—448) is amended by striking "and adult".

(m) EFFECTIVE DATE.—
(I) IN CENERAL.—Except as provided in

paragraph (2). the amendments made by this
section shall become effective on the date of
enactment of this Act.

(2) IMPROVEO TARCETINC OF DAY CARE HOME
REMBURSEr,Trs._The amendments made
by paragraphs (1). (3), and (4) of subsection (f)
shall become effective on August 1. 1996.

(3) RECULATIONS.—
(A) INTERIM RECULATIONS.—Not iater than

February 1. 1996. the Secretary shall issue in-
terim regulations to implement—

(i) the amendments made by aragraphs
(1). (3), and (4) of subsection (f); arid

(ii) section 17(f)(3)(C) of the National
School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C. 1766(f)(3)(C)).

(B) FIr RECULATIONS.—Not later than
August 1. 1996. the Secretary shall issue final
regulations to implement the provisions of
law referred to in subparagraph (A).

(n) STUIYY OF IMPAcT OF AMENDMENTS ON
PROGRAM PARTICIPATION AND FflLY DAY
C LICENSINC.—

(I) IN CENERAL.—The Secretary of Agri-
culture, in conjunction with the Secr'etary of
Health and Human Services, shall study the
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impact of the amendments made by this sec-
tion on—

(A) the number of family day care homes
participating in the child care food program
established under section 17 of the National
School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C. 1766);

(B) the number of day care home sponsor-
ing organizations participating in the pro-
gram:

(C) the number of day care homes that are
licensed, certified. registered. or approved by
each State in accordance with regulations is-
sued by the Secretary:

CD) the rate of growth of the numbers re-
ferred to in subparagraphs (A) through (C):

CE) the nutritional adequacy and quality of
meals served in family day care homes
that—

(i) received reimbursement under the pro-
gram prior to the amendments made by this
section but do not receive reimbursement
after the amendments made by this section;
or

(ii) received full reimbursement under the
program prior to the amendments made by
this section but do not receive full reim-
bursement after the amendments made by
this section; and

(F) the proportion of low-income children
participating in the program prior to the
amendments made by this section and the
proportion of low-income children partici-
pating in the program after the amendments
made by this section.

(2) REQUIRED DATA—Each State agency
participating in the child care food program
under section 17 of the National School
Lunch Act (42 U.S.C. 1766) shall submit to
the Secretary data on—

(A) the number of family day care homes
participating in the program on July 31. 1996,
and July 31, 1997;

(B) the number of family day care homes
licensed, certified, registered, or approved
for service on July 31, 1996. and July 31. 1997:
and

(C) such other data as the Secretary may
require to carry Out this subsection.

(3) SuBnSSION OF REp0R-r.—Not later than
2 years after the effective date of this sec-
don, the Secretary shall submit the study
required under this subsection to the Com-
mittee on Economic and Educational Oppor-
tunities of the House of Representatives and
the Committee on Agriculture. Nutrition.
and Forestry of the Senate.
SEC. 811. PILOT PROJECTS.

(a) Ur'IVERS FR PILOT—Section 18(d)
of the National School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C.
1769(d)) is amended—

(1) by striking paragraph (3); and
(2) by redesignating paragraphs (4) and (5)

as paragraphs (3) and (4), respectively.
(b) Do PROJECT OUTSIDE SCHOOL

HOIJRS.—Section 18(e) of the Act is amend-
ed-

(1) in paragraph (1)—
(A) in subparagraph (A)—
(i) by striking "(A)": and
(ii) by striking "shall" and inserting

'may": and
(B) by striking subparagraph (B): and
(2) by striking paragraph (5) and inserting

the following:
(5) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.—

There are authorized to be appropriated to
carry out this subsection such sums as are
necessaiy for each of fiscal years 1997 and
1998.".

(c) EUMINATINC PROJECTS—Section 18 of
the Act is amended—

(1) by striking subsections (a) and (g)
through (i): and

(2) by redesignating subsections (b)
through (f). as so amended, as subsections (a)
through (e), respectively.

(d) CONFORMINC AMENDMENT—Section
17B(d)(l)(A) of the Act (42 U.S.C.
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1766b(d)(l)(A)) is amended by striking '18(c)"
and inserting "18(b)".
SEC. 812. REDUCTION OF PAPERWORK.

Section 19 of the National School Lunch
Act (42 U.S.C. 1769a) is repealed.
SEC. 813. INFORMATION ON INCOME ELIGIBILITY.

Section 23 of the National School Lunch
Act (42 U.S.C. 1769d) is repealed.
SEC. 814. NUTRITION GUIDANCE FOR CHILD NU-

TRITION PROGRAMS.
Section 24 of the National School Lunch

Act (42 U.S.C. 1769e) is repealed.
SEC. 815. INFORMATION CLEARINGHOUSE

Section 26 of the National School Lunch
Act (42 U.S.C. 1769g) is repealed.

Subtitle B—Child Nutrition Act of 1966
SEC. 821. SPECIAL MILK PROGRAM.

(a) DEFINrflON.—Secrjon 3(a)(3) of the Child
Nutrition Act of 1966 (42 U.S.C. 1772(a)(3)) is
amended by striking "the Trust Territory of
the Pacific Islands" and inserting 'the Com-
monwealth of the Northern Mariana Is-
lands".

(b) ADJUSTMENTS TO REIMBCRSEMENTS.—
(1) IN CENERAL,.—Section 3(a) of the Act is

amended by striking paragraph (8) and in-
serting the following:

"(8) ADJUST N1'S,—
'(A) IN CENEAL.—Except as otherwise pro-

vided in this paragraph. in the case of each
school year. the Secretary shall—

(i) base the adjustment made under para-
graph (7) on the amount of the unrounded ad-
Justrnent for the preceding school year;

"(ii) adjust the resulting amount in ac-
cordance with paragraph (7): and

"(iii) round the result to the nearest lower
cent increment.

"(B) ADJUSThIENT FOR I2-MO'TH PERIOD BE-
CINNINC JULY 1, 1996,—In the case of the 12-
month period beginning July 1, 1996, the
minimum rate shall be the same as the mini-
mum rate in effect on June 30, 1996, rounded
to the nearest lower cent increment.

"(C) ADJUSThJT FOR SCHOOL YEAR BECIN-
NINC JULY i, isgl.—In the case of the school
year beginning July 1, 1997. the Secretary
shall—

(i) base the adjustment made under para-
graph (7) on the amount of the unrounded ad-
justrnent for the minimum rate for the
school year beginning July 1, 1996;

"(ii) adjust the resulting amount to reflect
changes in the Producer Price Index for
Fresh Processed Milk published by the Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics of the Department
of Labor for the most recent 12-month period
for which the data are available: and

"(iii) round the result to the nearest lower
cent increment,",

(2) EFFECTIVE DATE,—Tne amendment
made by paragraph (1) shall become effective
on july 1, 1996.
SEC. 822. REIMBURSEMENT RATES FOR FREE

AND REDUCED PRICE BREAKPASTS,
(a) IN GENER,—Secon 4(b) of the

Child Nutrition Act of 1966 (42 U.S.C. 1773(b))
is amended—

(1) in paragraph (l)(B)—
(A) in the first sentence, by striking

section 11(a)" and inserting "subparagraphs
(B) through (D) of section ll(a)(3)": and

(B) in the second sentence, by striking
adJusted to the nearest one-fourth cent" and
inserting "(as adjusted pursuant to subpara-
graphs (B) through CD) of section ll(a)(3) of
the National School Lunch Act (42 U.S.C.
1759a(a)(3)))": and

(2) in paragraph (2) (B)(il)—
(A) by striking nearest one-fourth cent"

and inserting ' nearest lower cent increment
for the applicable school year": and

(B) by inserting before the period at the
end the following: ', and the adjustment re-
quired by this clause shall be based on the
unrounded adjustment for the preceding
school year".
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Ib) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendments

made by subsection (a) shall become effec-
tive on July 1. 1996.
SEC. 823. FREE AND REDUCED PRICE POLICY

STATEMENT.
Section 4(b)(I) of the Child Nutrition Act

of 1966 (42 U.S.C. 1773(b)(I)) is amended by
adding at the end the following:

CE) F AND REDUCED PRICE POLICY
STATEMENT.—After the initial submission a
school shall not be required to submit a free
and reduced price policy statement to a
State educational agency under this Act un-
less there is a substantive change in the free
and reduced price policy of the school. A rou-
tine change in the policy of a school, such as
an annual adjustment of the income eligi-
bility guidelines for free and reduced price
meals, shall not be sufficient cause for re-
quiring the school to submit a policy state-
ment.'
SEC. 824. SCHOOL BREAKFAST PROGRAM AU.

ThORIZATION.
(a) TRAiNmc AND TECHN'ICAL ASSISTANCE

IN FOOD PREPP.RATION —Section 4(e)(1) of the
Child Nutrition Act of 1966 (4 U.S.C.
1773(e)(I)) is amended—

(1) in subparagraph (A), by striking
'(A)": and

(2) by striking subparagraph (B).
(b) EXPAXSION OF PROGRAJ1: STARTUP AND

EXPANSION COSTS.—
(1) IN GENERAL—Section 4 of the Act is

amended by striking subsections (f) and (g).
(2) EFFECTIVE DATh.—The amendments

made by paragraph (1) shall become effective
on October 1. 1996.
SEC. 82.5. STATE ADMINISTRTXVE EXPENSES,

(a) USE OF FUNDS FOR CQM.1ODrr'y DIS-
TRmON AflN1STRT1ON STh'DIES.—Sec-
tion 7 of the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 (4
U.S.C. 1776) isaxnended—

(1) by striking subsections (e) and (h):
and

(2) by redesignating subsections (0, (&.
and (i) as subsections (e). (f). and (g). respec-
tivelv.

(b) APPROVi OF CHANCES.—Section 7(e)
of the Act, as so redesignated. is amended—

(1) by striking 'each year an annual
plan" and inserting "the initial fiscal year a
plan" and

(2) by adding at the end the following:
"After submitting the initial plan, a State
shall only be required to submit to the Sec-
retary for approval a substantive change in
the plan.".
SEC. 826. REGtLATIONS.

Section 10 of the Child Nutrition Act of
1966 (42 U.S.C. 1779) is amended—

(1) in subsection (b)—
(A) in paragraph (1). by striking '(1)";

and
(B) by striking paragraphs (2) through

(4); and
() in subsection (c)—
(A) by striking may" and inserting

"shall";
(B) by inserting ., except the program

authorized under section 17," after "under
this Act': and

(C) by adding at the end the following:
"Such regulations shall prohibit the transfer
of funds that are used to support meals
served to children with incomes below the
income eligibility criteria for free or reduced
price meals, as proviaed in section 9(b) of the
National School Lunch Act.".
SEC. 827. PROHIEmONS.

Section 11(a) of the Child Nutrition Act
of 1966 (4 U.S.C. 1780(a)) is amended by strik-
ing 'neither the Secretary nor the State
shall" and inserting 'the Secretary shall
not".
SEC. 828. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISXON5 AND

DEFINITIONS.
Section 15 of the Child Nutrition Act of

1966 (42 U.S.C. 1784) is amended—
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(1) in paragraph (1). by striking 'the

Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands" and
inserting "the Commonwealth of the North-
ern Mariana Islands'; and

(2) in the first sentence of paragraph (3)—
(A) in subparagraph (A). by inserting

"and' at the end: and
(B) by striking ". and (C)" and all that

follows through "Governor of Puerto Rico".
SEC. 829. ACCOUNTS AND RECORDS.

The second sentence of section 16(a) of
the Child Nutrition Act of 1966 (42 U.S.C.
1785(a)) is amended by striking "at all times
be available" and inserting 'be available at
any reasonable time'.
SEC. 830. SPECIAL SUPPLEMENTAL NtJTRFflON

PROGRAM FOR WOMEN. INFANTS,
ANtI CHILDREN.

(a) DEFINTrIONS.—Section 17(b) of the
Child Nutrition Act of 1966 (42 U,S,C. 1786(b))
is amended—

(1) in paragraph (15)(B)(iii), by inserting
of not more than 90 days' after "accommo-

dation": and
(2) in paragraph (16)—
(A) in subparagraph (A), by adding 'and"

at the end: and
(B) in subparagraph (B). by striking

and' and inserting a period; and
(C) by striking subparagraph (C).
(b) SECRETARY'S PROMOTION OF WIC.—

Section 17(c) of the Act is amended by strik-
ing paragraph (5).

(c) EucIE PARflCIPANI'S.—Sectjon 17(d)
of the Act is amended by striking paragraph
(4).

(d) Nu'rRrrION EDUCATION AND DRUG
ABUSE EDUCATION.—Section 17(e) of the Act
is amended—

(1) in the first sentence of paragraph (1).
by striking "shall ensure' and all that fol-
lows through "is provided' and inserting
"shall provide nutrition education and may
provide drug abuse education";

(2) in paragraph (2). by striking the third
sentence;

(3) by striking paragraph (4) and insert-
ing the following:

(4) INFORMATION—The State agency
may provide a local agency with materials
describing other programs for which partici-
pants in the program may be eligible.":

(4) in paragraph (5). by striking "The
State" and all that follows through ' local
agency shall" and inserting "A local agency
may": and

(5) by striking paragraph (6).
(e) STATE PLAN—Section 17(f) of the Act

is amended—
(1) in paragraph (1)—
(A) in subparagraph (A)—
(i) by striking ' annually to the Sec-

retary. by a date specified by the Secretary,
a" and inserting 'to the Secretary, by a date
specified by the Secretary, an initial'; and

(ii) by adding at the end the following:
'After submitting the initial plan, a State

shall only be required to submit to the Sec-
retary for approval a substantive change in
the plan.":

(B) in subparagraph (C)—
(i) by striking clause (iii) and inserting

the following:
'(in) a plan to coordinate operations

under the program with other services or
programs that may benefit participants in.
and applicants for, the program:

(ii) in clause (vi). by inserting after "in
the State" the following: "(including a plan
to improve access to the program for partici-
pants and prospective applicants who are
employed, or who reside in rural areas)":

(iii) by striking Clauses (vii). (ix), (x), and
(xli):

(iv) in clause (xth). by striking 'may re-
quire" and inserting 'may reasonably re-
quire": and
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(v) by redesignating clauses (viii). (Xi).

and (xiii). as so amended, as clauses (vii).
(viii), and (ix). respectively;

(C) by striking subparagraph (D): and
(D) by redesignating subparagraph (E) as

subparagraph (D):
(2) by striking paragraphs (2). (6), (8),

(20). (22), and (4):
(3) in the second sentence of paragraph

(5). by striking "at aH times be available"
and inserting "be available at any reason-
able time";

(4) in paragraph (9)(B). by striking the
second sentence:

(5) in the first sentence of paragraph (11).
by Striking '. including standards that will
ensure sufficient State agency staff";

(6) in paragraph (12). by striking the
third sentence:

(7) in paragraph (14), by striking "shall"
and inserting 'may':

(8) in paragraph (17). by striking "and to
accommodate" and all that follows through
'facilities":

(9) in paragraph (19), by striking 'shall"
and inserting "may': and

(10) by redesignating paragraphs (3). (4).
(5). (7). (9) through (19). (1). and (23), as so
amended, as paragraphs (2), (3), (4), (5), (6)
through (16), (17). and (18). respectively.

(f) INFORMATION,—Section 17(g) of the
Act is amended—

(1) in paragraph (5). by striking "the re-
port required under subsection (d)(4)" and in-
serting "reports on program participant
characteristics"; and

(2) by striking paragraph (6).
(g) PROCUREMEWr OF IAr-r FORMULA.—
(1) IN GENERAL—Section 17(h) of the Act

is amended—
(A) in paragraph (4)(E). by striking "and.

on" and all that follows through "(d)(4)":
(B) in paragraph (8)—
(i) by striking subparagraphs (A), (C).

and (M);
(ii) in subparagraph (C)—
(I) in clause (i). by striking '(i)": and
(II) by striking clauses (ii) through (ix);
(iii) in subparagraph (I), by striking

"Secretary—" and all that follows through
"(v) may" and inserting "Secretary may':

(iv) by redesignating subparagraphs (B)
and (D) through (L) as subparagraphs (A) and
(B) through (J). respectwely;

(v) in subparagraph (A) (i), as so redesig-
nated, by striking 'subparagraphs (C), (ID),
and (E)(iii), in carrying out subparagraph
(A)," and inserting "subparagraphs (B) and
(C) (iii),'':

(vi) in subparagraph (B) (i). as so redesig-
nated, by striking "subparagraph (B)' each
place it appears and inserting "subparagraph
(A)": and

(vii) in subparagraph (C) (iii), as so redes-
ignated, by striking "subparagraph (B)' and
inserting 'subparagraph (A)"; and

(C) in paragraph (1O)(A). by striking
"shall and inserting "may'.

() APPLICATION—The amendments made
by paragraph (1) shall not apply to a con-
tract for the procurement of infant formula
under section 17(h)(8) of the Act that is in ef-
fect on the effective date of this subsection.

(h) NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON MA-
TERNAL, INFANT, ANt) FETAL NUTRITION—Sec-
tion 17(k)(3) of the Act is amended by strik-
ing "Secretary shall designate" and insert-
ing 'Council shall elect".

(i) COMPLETED STUDY: COMMUISTIY COL-
LEGE DEMONSTRATION: GRANTS FOR INFORMA-
TION ANt) DATA SYSTEM.—Section 17 of the
Act is amended by striking subsections (n).
(o). and (p).

0) DISQUAUFICATION OF VENDORS WHO
ARE DISQUALIFIED Ur'i 'r FOOD STAMP
PROCRAIs4.—Sectjon 17 of the Act, as so
amended, is further amended by adding at
the end the following:
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(n) DISQUALIFICATION OF VENDORS WHO

ARE DISQUALIFIED UNDER r FOOD STAMP
PRocT.—

(1) IN GENERAL—The Secretary shall
issue regulations providing criteria for the
disqualification under this section of an ap-
proved vendor that is disqualified from ac-
cepting benefits under the food stamp pro-
gram established under the Food Stamp Act
of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2011 et seq.).

(2) TERMS.—A disqualification under
paragraph (1)—

'(A) shall be for the same period as the
disqualificauon from the program referred
to in paragraph (1);

(B) may begin at a later date than the
disqualification from the program referred
to in paragraph (1); and

'(C) shall not be subject to judicial or
administrative review.".
SEC. 831. CASH GRANTS FOR NIJTRITION EDU-

CATION.

Section 18 of the Child Nutrition Act of
1966 (42 U.S.C. 1787) is repealed.
SEC. 832. NUTRITION EDUCATION AND TRAINING.

(a) FIINGS.—Sectjon 19 of the Child Nu-
trition Act of 1966 (42 U.S.C. 1788) is amend-
ed—

(1) in subsection (a). by striking 'that—
and all that follows through the period at

the end and inserting 'that effective dis-
semination of scientifically valid informa-
tion to children participating or eligible to
participate in the school lunch and related
child nutrition programs should be encour-
aged.': and

(2) in subsection (b). by striking "encour-
age' and all that follows through 'establish-
ing and inserting establish".

(b) USE O FUNDS—Section 19(f) of the
Act is amended—

(1) in paragraph (1)—.
(A) by striking subparagraph (B): and
(B) in subparagraph (A)—
(i) by striki (A)":
(ii) by striking clauses (ix) through (xix):
(iii) by redesignating clauses (i) through

(viii) and (xx) as subparagraphs (A) through
(H) and (I), respectively; and

(iv) in subparagraph (H). as so redesig-
nated, by inserting 'and" at the end:

(2) by strikiri paragraphs (2) and (4); and
(3) by redesignating paragraph (3) as

paragraph (2).
(c) ACCOUNTS. RECORDS. ij REpoI-rs.—

The second sentence of section 19(g)(l) of the
Act is amended by striking at all times be
available" and inserting "be available at any
reasonable time.

(d) STATE COORDINATORS FOR NUTRITION;
STATE PLAN—Section 19(h) of the Act is
amended—

(1) in the second sentence of paragraph
(1)—

(A) by striking as provided in paragraph
(2) of this subsection": and

(B) by striking as provided in paragraph
(3) of this subsection";

(2) in paragraph (2). by striking the sec-
ond and third sentences: and

(3) by striking paragraph (3).
(e) AUThORIZATION OF APPR1ATIONS.—

Section 19(i) of the Act is amended—
(I) in the first sentence of paragraph

(2) (A) by striking 'and each succeeding fis-
cal year";

(2) by redesignating paragraphs (3) and
(4) as paragraphs (4) and (5), respectively;
and

(3) by inserting after paragraph (2) the
following:

(3) FISCAL. YEARS 1997 THROUGH 2002.—
(A) IN GENERAL.—There are authorized

to be appropriated to carry out this section
$l0.000,000 for each of fiscal years 1997
through 2002.

(B) Gr.—

(i) IN GENERAL.—Grants to each State
from the amounts made available under sub-
paragraph (A) shall be based on a rate of 50
cents for each child enrolled in schools or in-
stitutions within the State. except that no
State shall receive an amount less than
$75.000 per fiscal year.

(ii) INSUFFICIENT FUNDS.—If the amount
made available for any fiscal year is insuffi-
cient to pay the amount to which each State
is entitled under clause (i), the amount of
each grant shall be ratably reduced.".

(f) ASSESSMENT—Section 19 of the Act is
amended by striking subsection (j).

(g) EFEcrivE DATE—The amendments
made by subsection (e) shall become effec-
tive on October 1. 1996.
SEC. 833. BREASTFEEDING PROMOTION PRO-

GRAM.
Section 21 of the Child Nutrition Act of

1966 (42 U.S.C. 1790) is repealed.
TITLE IX—FOOD STAMP PROGRAM AND

RELATED PROGRAMS
SEC. 901. DEFINITION OF CERTIFICATION PE-

RIOD.
Section 3(c) of the Food Stamp Act of

1977 (7 U.S.C. 2012(c)) is amended by striking
Except as provided' and all that follows

and inserting the following: "The cer-tifi-
cation period shall not exceed 12 months, ex-
cept that the certification period may be up
to 24 months if all adult household members
are elderly or disabled. A State agency shall
have at least I contact with each certified
household every 12 months.'.
SEC. 902. EXPANDED DEFINITION OF 'COUPOr.r.

Section 3(d) of the Food Stamp Act of
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2012(d)) is amended by striking
or type of certificate' and inserting "type

of certificate, authorization cards, cash or
checks issued in lieu of coupons or access de-
vices. including, but not limited to, elec-
tronic benefit transfer cards and personal
identification numbers
SEC. 903. TREATMENT OF CHILDREN LIVING AT

HOME.

The second sentence of section 3(i) of the
Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2012(i)) is
amended by striking •(who are not them-
selves parents living with their children or
married and living with their spouses)
SEC. 904. ADJUSTMENT OF THRJFFY FOOD PLAN.

The second sentence of section 3(o) of the
Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2012(o)) is
amended—

(1) by striking shall (1) make' and in-
serting the following:
•shall—

"(1) make;
(2) by striking •scale, (2) make' and in-

serting the following:
'scale;

'(2) make";
(3) by striking 'Alaska. (3) make" and

inserting the following:
'Alaska:

• '(3) make'; and
(4) by striking 'Columbia, (4) through"

and all that follows through the end of the
subsection and inserting the following:
• 'Columbia; and

"(4) on October 1, 1996, and each October
I thereafter, adjust the cost of the diet to re-
flect the cost of the diet, in the preceding
June. and round the result to the nearest
lower dollar increment for each household
size, except that on October 1, 1996, the Sec-
retary may not reduce the cost of the diet in
effect on September 30. 1996.".
SEC. 905. DEFINITION OF HOMELESS INDIVIDUAL.

Section 3(s)(2)(C) of the Food Stamp Act
of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2012(s)(2)(C)) is amended by
inserting "for not more than 90 days after
temporary accommodation.

SEC. 906. INCOME EXCLUSIONS.
(a) EXCLUSION o CERTAiN JTPA IN-

COME.—Section S of the Food Stamp Act of
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2014) is amended—
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(1) in subsection (d)—
(A) by striking and (16) and inserting

•(16)"; and
(B) by inserting before the period at the

end the following: and (17) income re-
ceived under the Job Training Partnership
Act (29 U.S.C. 1501 et seq.) by a household
member who is less than 19 years of age":
and

(2) in subsection (. by striking under
section 204(b)(l)(CY' and all that follows and
inserting shall be considered earned income
for purposes of the food stamp program.".

(b) EXCLUSION OF LIFE INSURANCE POLI-
CIES—Section 5(g) of the Food Stamp Act of
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2014(g)) is amended by adding
at the end the following:

(6) The Secretary shall exclude from fi-
nancial resources the cash value of any life
insurance policy owned by a member of a
household..

(c) IN-TANDEM EXCLUSIONS FROM Ir'-
COME.—Section S of the Food Stamp Act of
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2014) is amended by adding at
the end the following:

'(n) Whenever a Federal statute enacted
after the date of the enactment of this Act
excludes funds from income for purposes of
determining eligibility, benefit levels, or
both under State plans approved under part
A of title IV of the Social Security Act, then
such funds shall be excluded from income for
purposes of determining eligibility, benefit
levels, or both, respectively, under the food
stamp program of households all of whose
members receive benefits under a State plan
approved under part A of title IV of the So-
cial Security Act.".
SEC. 907. DEDUCTIONS FROM INCOME.

Section 5(e) of the Food Stamp Act of
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2014(e)) is amended—

(1) in the 1st sentence—
(A) by striking "$85" and inserting

"$134";
(B) by striking "S145. $120. $170. and $75,

respectively" and inserting the following:
"$229, $189. $269, and S118, respectively, for
fiscal year 1996: and a standard deduction of
$120 a month for each household, except that
households in Alaska, Hawaii, Guam, and the
Virgin Islands of the United States shall be
allowed a standard deduction of $200, $165,
$234, and $103, respectively, for fiscal years
thereafter, adjusted in accordance with this
subsection";

(2) in the 2nd sentence by striking
"Such" and all that follows through "each
October 1 thereafter," and inserting 'On Oc-
tober 1. 2001. and on each October 1 there-
after, such standard deductions shall be ad-
justed';

(3) by striking the 14th sentence; and
(4) by inserting after the 9th sentence the

following:
"A State agency may make use of a standard
utility allowance mandatory for all house-
holds with qualifying utility costs if the
State agency has developed I or more stand-
ards that include the cost of heating and
cooling and I or more standards that do not
include the cost of heating and cooling, and
if the Secretary finds that the standards will
not result in an increased cost to the Sec-
retary. A State agency that has not made
the use of a standard utility allowance man-
datory shall allow a household to switch, at
the end of a certification period, between the
standard utility allowance and a deduction
based on the actual utility costs of the
household.".
SEC. 908. VEHICLE ALLOWANCE

Section S(g)(2) of the Food Stamp Act of
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2014(g)(2)) is amended to read as
follows:

(2) INCLUDED ASSETS.—
"(A) IN GENERAL.—Subject to the other

provisions of this paragraph, the Secretary
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shall, in prescribing inclusions in. and exclu-
sions from, financial resources, follow the
regulations in force as of June 1. 1982 (other
than those relating to licensed vehicles and
inaccessible resources).

(B) ADDITIONAL IrJCLUD ASSETS.—The
Secretary shall include in financial re-
sources—

(i) any boat, snowmobile, or airplane
used for recreational purposes:

"(ii) any vacation home:
(iii) any mobile home used primarily for

vacation purposes:
"(Iv) subject to subparagraph (C), any li-

censed vehicle that is used for household
transportation or to obtain or continue em-
ployment to the extent that the fair market
value of the vehicle exceeds a level set by
the Secretary, which shall be $4,600 begin-
ning October 1, 1995. and adjusted on each
October 1 thereafter to reflect changes in the
new car component of the Consumer Price
Index for All Urban Consumers published by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics for the 12-
month period ending on June 30 preceding
the date of such adjustment and rounded to
the nearest 5O: and

(v) any savings or retirement account
(including an individual account), regardless
of whether there is a penalty for early with-
drawal.

(C) EXCLUDED \'ZHICLEs.—A vehicle (and
any other property, real or personal, to the
extent the property is directly related to the
maintenance or use of the vehicle) shall not
be included in financial resources under this
paragraph if the vehicle is—

'(i) used to produce earned income:
"(ii) necessaxy for the transportation of

a physically disabled household member: or
"(iii) depended on by a household to

carry fuel for heating or water for home use
and provides the primary source of fuel or
water, respectively, for the household.".
SEC. 909. VENDOR PAYMENTS FOR TRAJ4SI-

TIONAL HOUSING COUNTED AS IN-
COME.

Section 5(k)(2) of the Food Stamp Act of
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2014(k) (2)) is amended—

(1) by striking subparagraph (F): and
(2) by redesignaung subparagraphs (G)

and (H) as subparagraphs (F) and (G). respec-
tively.
SEC. 910. INCREASED PENALTIES FOR VIOLATING

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM REQUIRE-ME.
Section 6(b) (1) of the Food Starrip Act of

1977 (7 U.S.C. 2015(b) (1)) is amended—
(1) in clause (i)—
(A) by striking "six months" and insert-

ing "1 year': and
(B) by adding "and' at the end; and
(2) striking clauses (ii) and (iii) and in-

serting the following:
"(ii) permanently upon—
(I) the second occasion of any such de-

termination: or
"(II) the first occasion of a finding by a

Federal. State, or local court of the trading
of a controlled substance (as defined in sec-
tion 102 of the Controlled Substarmes Act (21
U.S.C. 802)). firearms, ammunition, or explo-
sives for coupons,",
SEC. 911. DISQUALIFICATION OF CONVICTED IN-

DIVIDUALS,
Section 6(b)(l)(ii) of the Food Stamp Act

of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2015(b)(l)(iii)). as aniended by
section 910. is amended—

(I) in subclause (I). by striking "or" at
the end

(2) in subclause (II). by strikthg the pe-
riod at the end and inserting ": or": and

(3) by inserting after subclause (II) the
following:

"(IV) a conviction of an offense under
subsection (b) or (c) of section 15 involving
an item covered by subsection (b) or (c) of
section 15 having a value of $500 or more,".
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SEC. 912. D1SQUAUF1CATON.

(a) IN GENER...—Section 6(d) of the Food
Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2015(d)) is amend-
ed by striking "(d)(J) Unless otherwise ex-
empted by the provisions' and all that fol-
lows through paragraph (I) and inserting the
following:

(d) CONDmOrS OF PARTICIPATION.—
(1) W0Rx REQUIREMENTS.—

"(A) IN CENERAL.—No physically and
mentally fit individual over the age of 15 and
under the age of 60 shall be eligible to par-
ticipate in the food stamp program if the in-
dividual—

'(i) refuses, at the time of application
and every 12 months thereafter. to register
for employment in a manner prescribed by
the Secretary:

"(ii) refuses without good cause to par-
ticipate in an employment and training pro-
gram under paragraph (4). to the extent re-
quired by the State agency:

"(iii) refuses without good cause to ac-
cept an offer of employment, at a site or
plant not subject to a strike or lockout at
the time of the refusal, at a wage not less
than the higher of—

(I) the applicable Federal or State mini-
mum wage: or

"(II) 80 percent of the wage that would
have governed had the minimum hourly rate
under section 6(a)(I) of the Fair Labor Stand-
ards Act of 1938 (29 U.S.C. 206(a) (1)) been ap-
plicable to the offer of employment:

"(iv) refuses without good cause to pro-
vide a State agency with sufficient informa-
tion to allow the State agency to determine
the employment status or the job availabil-
ity of the individual:

"(v) voluntarily and without good
cause—

"(I) quits ajob: or
"(II) reduces work effort and. after the

reduction. the individual is working less
than 30 hours per week: or

"(vi) fails to comply with section 20.
(B) HOUSEHOLD INELICTBILITY.—If an in-

dividual who is the head of a household be-
comes ineligible to participate in the food
stamp program under subparagraph (A), the
household shall. at the option of the State
agency. become ineligible to participate in
the food stamp program for a period, deter-
mined by the State agency. that does not ex-
ceed the lesser of—

"(i) the duration of the ineligibility of
the individual determined under subpara-
graph (C): or

"(ii) 180 days.
"(C) DURATION OF INEUCIBILITY.—

(i) FIRST VIOLATION—The first time
that an individual becomes ineligible to par-
ucipate in the food stamp program under
subparagraph (A). the individual shall re-
main ineligible until the later of—

(1) the date the individual becomes eli-
gible under subparagraph (A):

"(II) the date that is I month after the
date the individual became ineligible; or

(III) a date determined by the State
agency that is not later than 3 months after
the date the individual became ineligible.

"(ii) SECOND VIOLATION—The second time
that an individual becomes ineligible to par-
ticipate in the food stamp program under
subparagraph (A). the individual shall re-
main ineligible until the later of—

(I) the date the individual becomes eli-
gible under subparagraph (A):

"(II) the date that is 3 months after the
date the individual became ineligible: or

"(III) a date determined by the State
agency that is not later than 6 months after
the date the individual became ineligible.

"(iii) Tmsw OR SUBSEQUENT VIOLATION,—
The third or subsequent time that an indi-
vidual becomes ineligible to participate in
the food stamp program under subparagraph
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(A), the individual shall remain ineligible
until the later of—

(I) the date the individual becomes eli-
gible under subparagraph (A):

(II) the date that is 6 months after the
date the individual became ineligible:

"(III) a date determined by the State
agency: or

(IV) at the option of the State agency.
permanently.

"(D) ADflrsrrxrION.—
'(i) GOOD CAUSE.—The Secretary shall

determine the meaning of good cause for the
purpose of this paragraph.

"(ii) VOLUNTARY QUIT—The Secretary
shall determine the meaning of voluntarily
quitting and reducing work effort for the
purpose of this paragraph.

(iii) DETERMINATION BY STATE AGENCY.—
"(I) IN CENERA.L.—Subject to subclause

(II) and clauses (i) and (ii). a State agency
shall determine—

"(aa) the meaning of any term in sub-
paragraph (A):

(bb) the procedures for determining
whether an individual is in compliance with
a requirement under subparagraph (A); and

"(cc) whether an individual is in compli-
ance with a requirement under subparagraph
(A).

'(II) NOT LESS RESTRICTIVE.—A State
agency may not determine a meaning. proce-
dure, or determinaon under subclause (I) to
be less restrictive than a comparable mean-
ing, procedure, or determination under a
State program funded under part A of title
IV of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601
et seq.).

"(iv) STRflc ACAINST THE COVERNMENT.—
For the purpose of subparagraph (A)(v), an
employee of the Federal Government, a
State. or a political subdivision of a State.
who is dismissed for participating in a strike
against the Federal Government, the State.
or the political subdivision of the State shall
be considered to have voluntarily quit with-
out good cause.

"(v) SELEc'rINC A HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD.—
(I) Ir CENERAL.—For the purpose of this

paragraph, the State agency shall allow the
household to select any adult parent of a
child in the household as the head of the
household if all adult household members
making application under the food stamp
program agree to the selection.

(II) Dr FOR WJC DESICNATION.—A
household may designate the head of the
household under subclause (I) each time the
household is certified for participation in the
food stamp program. but may not change the
designation during a certification period un-
less there is a change in the composition of
the household,

"(vi) CHANCE IN HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD.—If
the head of a household leaves the household
during a period in which the household is in-
eligible to participate in the food stamp pro-
gram under subparagraph (B)—

(I) the household shall, if otherwise eli-
gible. become eligible to participate in the
food stamp program: and

"(H) if the head of the household be-
comes the head of another household. the
household that becomes headed by the indi-
vidual shall become ineligible to participate
in the food stamp program for the remaining
period of ineligibility.".

(b) COrqFORIaNc AJNDMENT.—
(I) The second sentence of section 17(b)(2)

of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C.
2026(b) (2)) is amended by striking "6(d)(l)(i)"
and inserting "6(d)(l)(A)(i)",

(2) Section 20(f) of the Food Stamp Act of
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2029(f)) is amended to read as
follows:

(f) DISQUAUFATION.—An individual or
a household may become ineligible under
section 6(d)(l) to participate in the food
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stamp program for failing to comply with
this section.'.
SEC. 913. CARETAKER EXEMPnON.

Section 6(d)(2)(B) of the Food Stamp Act
of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2015(d)(2)(B)) is amended to
read as fo1lo: '(8) a parent or other mem-
ber of a household with responsibility for the
care of (i) a dependent child under the age of
6 or any lower age designated by the State
agency that is not under the age of 1. or (ii)
an incapacitated person;'.
SEC. 914. EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING.

(a) IN C J...—Section 6(d)(4) of the
Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2015(d) (4)) is
amended—

(1) in subparagraph (D)—
(A) in clause (i), by striking 'to which

the application and all that follows through
•'30 days or less':

(B) in clause (ii). by striking but with
respect" and all that follows thxough child
care': and

(C) in clause (iii). by striking ". on the
basis of' and all that follows through
"clause (ii)' and inserting the exemption
continues to be valid";

(2) in subparagraph (E). by striking the
third sentence: AND

(3) by adding at the end the following:
(0) Notwithstanding any other provi-

sion of this paragraph, the amount of Fed-
eral funds a State agency uses in any fiscal
year after fiscal year 1996 to carry out this
paragraph with respect to individuals who
receive benefits under a State plan approved
under part A of title IV of the Social Secu-
rity Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.) shall not ex-
ceed the amount of Federal funds the State
agency used in fiscal year 1995 to carry out
this paragraph with respect to individuals
who received benefits under such plan.".

(b) FUND]NC.—Section 16(h) of the Food
Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2025(h)) is amend-
ed by striking (h) (1) (A) The Secretary" and
all that follows through the end of paragraph
(1) and inserting the following:

(h) FUNDINC OF EMPLOYMENT AND TRAIN-
INC PROGRAMS.—

(1) IN CRAL.—
(A) Aou'-rs.—To carry out employ-

ment and training programs, the Secretary
shall reserve for allocation to State agencies
from funds made available for each fiscal
year under section 18(a)(l) the amount of
$150.000.000 for each of the fiscal years 1996
through 2002.

(B) ALLOCATION,—The Secretary shall
allocate the amounts reserved under sub-
paragraph (A) among the State agencies
using a reasonable formula (as determined
by the Secretary) that gives consideration to
the population in each State affected by sec-
tion 6(o).

'(C) REALLOCATION._
'(i) NOT1CATION.—A State agency shall

promptly notify the Secretary if the State
agency determines that the State agency
will not expend all of the funds allocated to
the State agency under subparagraph (B).

(ii) R.LLOCATION.—0n notification
under clause (i). the Secretary shall reallo-
cate the funds that the State agency will not
expend as the Secretary considers appro-
priate and equitable.

(D) M1'UM ALOCATIX.—Notwith.
standing subparagraphs (A) through (C) the
Secretary shall ensure that each State agen-
cy operating an employment and training
program shall receive not less than $50,000 in
each fiscal year.".

(d) REPORTS—Section 16(h) of the Food
Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2025fn)) is amend-
ed-

(I) in paragraph (5)—
(A) by striking "(5) (A) The Secretary'

and inserting "(5) The Secretary": and
(B) by striking subparagraph (B): and

(2) by striking paragraph (6).
SEC. 915. COMPARABLE TREATMENT FOR DIS-

QUALIFICATION.
(a) IN GErrE.i..—Sectjon 6 of the Food

Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2015) is amended
by adding at the end the following:

'(i) COMPARABLE TRmiErn- FOR Dis-
QUALIFICATION.—

"(1) IN CENERAL.—If a disqualification is
imposed on a member of a household for a
failure of the member to perform an action
required under a Federal. State. or local law
relating to a means-tested public assistance
program, the State agency may impose the
same disqualification on the member of the
household under the food stamp program.

(2) RULES AND PROCEDURES—If a dis-
qualification is imposed under paragraph (I)
for a failure of an individual to perform an
action required under part A of title IV of
the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et
seq.), the State agency may use the rules and
procedures that apply under part A of title
IV of such Act to impose the same disquali-
fication under the food stamp program.

(3) APPLICATION AFTER DISQUALIFICATION
PERiOD—A member of a household disquali-
fied under paragraph (1) may. after the dis-
qualification period has expired, apply for
benefits under this Act and shall be treated
as a new applicant, except that a prior dis-
qualification under subsection (d) shall be
considered in determining eligibility.

(b) STATE PLA.N PROVISIONS—Section
11(e) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C.
2020(e)) is amended—

(1) in paragraph (24). by striking and"
at the end:

(2) in paragraph (25), by striking the pe-
riod at the end and inserting a semicolon;
and

(3) by adding at the end the following:
'(26) the guidelines the State agency

uses in carrying out section 6(i): and.
(c) CONFORMINC AMENDMj_5ection

6(d) (2) (A) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7
U.S.C. 2015(d)(2)(A)) is amended by striking
'that is comparable to a requirement of
paragraph (1)".
SEC. 916. DISQUALIFICATION FOR RECEIPT OF

MULTIPLE FOOD STAMP BENEFITS.
Section 6 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977

(7 U.S.C. 2015). as amended by section 915. is
amended by adding at the end the following:

(j) DISQUALIFICATION FOR RECEIPT OF
MULTIPLE FOOD STJp BENEFITS—An indi-
vidual shall be ineligible to participate in
the food stamp program as a member of any
household for a 10-year period If the individ-
ual is found by a State agency to have made.
or is convicted in a Federal or State court of
having made, a fraudulent statement or rep-
resentation with respect to the identity or
place of residence of the individual in order
to receive multiple benefits simultaneously
under the food stamp program.".
SEC. 917. DISQUALIFICATION OF FLEEING FEL-

ONS.
Section 6 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977

(7 U.S.C. 2015), as amended by sections 915
and 916, is amended by adding at the end the
following:

(k) DISQUALIFICATION OF FLEEINC F-
ONS.—No member of a household who is oth-
erwise eligible to participate in the food
stamp program shall be eligible to partici-
pate in the program as a member of that or
any other household during any period dur-
ing which the individual is—

"(1) fleeing to avoid prosecution, or cus-
tody or confinement after conviction, under
the law of the place from which the individ-
ual is fleeing, for a crime, or attempt to
commit a crime, that is a felony under the
law of the place from which the individual is
fleeing or that, in the case of New Jersey. is
a high misdemeanor under the law of New
Jersey; or
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(2) violating a condition of probation or

parole imposed under a Federal or State
law.".

SEC. 918. COOPERATION WITH CHILD SUPPORT
AGENCIES.

Section 6 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977
(7 U.S.C. 2015). as amended by sections 915.
916. and 917, is amended by adding at the end
the following:

( CUSTODIAL PARENT'S COOPERATION
Wim CHILD SUPPORT ACENCIES.—

"(1) IN CENERAL.—At the option of a
State agency. subject to paragraphs (2) and
(3). no natural or adoptive parent or other
individual (collectively referred to in this
subsection as the individual) who is living
with and exercising parental control over a
child under the age of 18 who has an absent
parent shall be eligible to participate in the
food stamp program unless the individual co-
operates with the State agency administer-
ing the program established under part D of
title IV of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.
651 et seq.)—

'(A) in establishing the paternity of the
child (if the child is born out of wedlock);
and

(B) in obtaining support for—
(i) the child; or

"(ii) the individual and the child.
(2) GOOD CAUSE FOR NONCOOPAfl._

Paragraph (1) shall not apply to the individ-
ual if good cause is found for refusing to co-
operate. as determined by the State agency
in accordance with standards prescribed by
the Secretary in consultation with the Sec-
retary of Health and Human Services. The
standards shall take into consideration cir-
cumstances under which cooperation may be
against the best interests of the child.

(3) FEEs—Paragraph (1) shall not re-
quire the payment of a fee or other cost for
services provided under part D of title IV of
the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 651 et
seq.).

(m) NONCUSTODLAL PARENT'S COOPERA.
nON WITH CHILD SUPPORT ACENCIES.—

(1) IN CENERP.L.—At the option of a
State agency, subject to paragraphs (2) and
(3). a putative or identified noncustodial par-
ent of a child under the age of 18 (referred to
in this subsection as 'the individual') shall
not be eligible to participate in the food
stamp program if the individual refuses to
cooperate with the State agency administer-
ing the program established under part D of
title IV of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.
651 et seq.)—

"(A) in establishing the paternity of the
child (if the child is born out of wedlock):
and

"(B) in providing support for the child.
"(2) REFUSAL '10 COOPERATE.—
"(A) GUIDELINES—The Secretary, in con-

sultation with the Secretary of Health and
Human Services. shall develop guidelines on
what constitutes a refusal to cooperate
under paragraph (1).

'(B) PROCEDURES—The State agency
shall develop procedures. using guidelines
developed under subparagraph (A). for deter-
mining whether an individual is refusing to
cooperate under paragraph (1).

(3) FEEs.—Paragraph (1) shall not re-
quire the payment of a fee or other cost for
services provided under part D of title IV of
the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 651 et
seq.).

'(4) PRIvACY—The State agency shall
provide safeguards to restrict the use of in-
formation collected by a State agency ad-
ministering the program established under
part D of title rv of the Social Security Act
(42 U.S.C. 651 et seq.) to purposes for which
the information is collected.".
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SEC. 919. DISQUALIFICATION RELATING TO

CHILD SUPPORT ARREARS
Section 6 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977

(7 U.S.C. 2015). as amended by sections 915.
916. 917 and 918. is amended by adding at the
end the following:

(o) DISQUALIFICATION FOR CHILD Sup-
PORT ARLs.—

"(I) IN CERAL.—At the option of a
State agency, except as provided in para-
graph (2). no individual shall be eligible to
participate in the food stamp program as a
member of any household during any month
that the individual is dehnquent in any pay.
ment due under a court order for the support
of a child of the individual.

(2) EXCEPTIONS—Paragraph (1) shall not
apply if—

(A) a court is allowing the individual to
delay payment: or

(B) the individual is complying with a
payment plan approved by a court or the
State agency designated under part D of title
IV of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 651
et seq.) to provide support for the child of
the individual:'.
SEC. 9a0. WOR} REQUIREMENT FOR ABLE-BOD-

IED RECIPIENTS,
(a) IN GENER.—Section 6 of the Food

Stamp Act of 19.7? (7 U.S.C. 2015). as amended
by sections 915. 916. 917. 918. and 919. is
amended by adding at the end the following:

(p) WOi* REQUIREMENT,—
(1) DEFiNTrION OF WORJ( PROCRAM.—In

this subsection, the term 'work program'
means—

(A) a program under the Job Training
Partnership Act (29 U.S.C. 1501 et seq.):

(B) a program under section 236 of the
Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2296): or

(C) a progrrn of employment or train-
ing operated or supervised by a State or
local governmen:. as determined appropriate
by the Secretary.

(2) WoRK REQLTXREMENF._No individual
shall be eligible to participate in the food
stamp program as a member of any house-
hold if. during e preceding 12 months, the
individual received food stamp benefits for
not less than 6 months during which the in-
dividual did not—

(A) work 20 hours or more per week.
averaged monthly:

(B) particioate in a workfare program
under section O or a comparable State or
local workfare program:

(C) particioate in and comply with the
requirements of an approved employment
and training program under subsection (d)(4);
or

(D) particicate in and comply with the
requirements of a work program for 20 hours
or more per week.

(3) ExcEPTIoc.—Paragraph (2) shall not
apply to an inthvidual if the individual is—

(A) under IS or over 50 years of age:
"(B) medicaiiy certifIed as physically or

mentally unfit fo employment;
(C) a parent or other member of a

household with a dependent child under 18
years of age; or

CD) otherwLse exempt under subsection
(d)(2).

'(4) WjvR-
(A) IN CENRAL.—The Secretary maywaive the applicability of paragraph (2) to

any group of individuals in the State if the
Secretary makes a determination that the
area in which the individuals reside—

Ci) has an unemployment rate of over 8
percent: or

(ii) does no: have a sufficient number of
jobs to provide employment for the individ.
uals.

(B) R.EPORT.—The Secretary shall report
the basis for a waiver under subparagraph
(A) to the Committee on Agriculture of the
House of Representatives and the Committee

on Agnculture Nutrition, and Forestry of
the Senate,".

(b) Wox A TRAIMNC PROCRAMS—Sec.
tion 6(d)(4) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7
U.S.C. 2015(d)(4)) is amended by adding at the
end the following:

(0) REQUIRED PARTICIPATION IN WORK
AND TRAINING PROCRAMS.—A State agency
shall provide an opportunity to participate
in the employment and training program
under this paragraph to any individual who
would otherwise become subject to disquali.
fication under subsection (p).

C?) COORDINATING WORK REQUIRE.
MENrS.-

(i) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any
other provision of this paragraph, a State
agency that meets the participation require-
ments of clause (ii) may operate the employ-
ment and training program of the State for
individuals who are members of households
receiving allotments under this Act as part
of a program operated by the State under
part F of title IV of the Social Security Act
(42 U.S.C. 681 et seq.). subject to the require.
ments of such Act.

(ii) PAZI-ICIPATION REQUIREMENTS—A
State agency may exercise the option under
clause (i) if the State agency provides an op-
portunty to participate in an approved em-
ployment and training program to an indi-
vidual who is—

(1) subject to subsection (p);
(II) not employed at least an average of

20 hours per week;
"(III) not participating in a workfare

program under section 20 (or a comparable
State or local program): and

"(TV) not subject to a waiver under sub.
section (i)(4).'.
SEC. sai. ENCOURAGE ELECTRONIC BEEF1T

TRANSFER SYSTEMS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Section 7(i) of the Food
Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2016(1)) is amend-
ed—

(1) by amending paragraph (1) to read as
foUows

(1) ELECTRONIC BENEFIT TRANSFERS
(A) I pwwrA'rIoN._Each State agen-

cy shall implement an electronic benefit
transfer system in which household benefits
determined under section 8(a) or 24 are is-
sued from and stored in a central databank
before October 1. 2002, unless the Secretary
provides a waiver for a State agency that
faces unusual barriers to implementing an
electronic benefit transfer system.

(B) TIMELY INLENTATION._State
agencies are encouraged to implement an
electronic benefit transfer system under sub-
paragraph (A) as soon as practicable.

(C) STATE FLB1LrTY._Subject to
paragraph (2). a State agency may procure
and implement an electronic benefit transfer
system under the terms, conditions, and de-
sign that the State agency considers appro-
priate.

"CD) OPERATIONL—An electronic benefit
transfer system should take into account
generally accepted standard operating rules
based on—

(i) commercial electronic funds transfer
technology;

-. (ii) the need to permit interstate oper-
ation and law enforcement monitoring: and

-. (iii) the need to permit monitoring and
investigations by authorized law enforce-
ment agencies.";

(2) in paragraph (2)—
(A) by striking effective no later than

April 1, 1992.';
(B) in subparagraph (A)—
(i) by striking '. in any 1 year,": and
(ii) by striking "on-line":
(F) by adding at the end the following:

(I) procurement standards,'; and
(3) by adding at the end the following:
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(7) REpcEr.rr OF BErcrrs.—Regula

tions issued by the Secretary regarding the
replacement of benefits and liability for re-
placement of benefits under an electronic
benefit transfer system shall be similar to
the regulations in effect for a paper food
stamp issuance system.".

(b) SENSE OF CONGRESS—It is the sense
of Congress that a State that operates an
electronic benefit transfer system under the
Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2011 et seq.)
should operate the system in a manner that
is compatib'e with electronic benefit trans-
fer systems operated by other States.
SEC. 922. VALUE OF MINIMUM ALLOTMENT.

The proviso in section 8(a) of the Food
Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2017(a)) is amend-
ed by striking '. and shall be adjusted" and
all that follows through •S5.
SEC. 923. BENEFITS ON RECERTIFICATION,

Section 8(c)(2)(B) of the Food Stamp Act
of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2017(c)(2)(B)) is amended by
striking - 'of more than one month",
SEC. 924. OPTIONAL COMBINED ALLOTMENT FOR

EXPEDITED HOUSEHOLDS.
Section 8(c)(3) of the Food Stamp Act of

1977 (7 U.S.C. 2017(c) (3)) is amended to read as
follows:

-. (3) O'not COMBINrED LLOT?T FOR
EXPEDITED HOUSEHOLDS_A State agency
may provide to an eligible household apply-
ing after the 15th day of a month, in lieu of
the initial allotment of the household and
the regular allotment of the household for
the following month, an allotment that is
equal to the total amount of the initial al-
lotment and the first regular allotment. The
allotment shall be provided in accordance
with section 1I(e)(3) in the case of a house-
hold that is not entitled to expedited service
and in accordance with paragraphs (3) and (9)
of section 11(e) in the case of a household
that is entitled to expedited service.".
SEC. 925. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH OThER

MEANS-TESTED PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
PROGRAMS.

Section 8(d) of the Food Stamp Act of
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2017(d)) is amended to read as
follows:

-- (d) REDUCTION OF PU8LIC ASSISTANCE
BEI'prrs.—

"(I) IN GE.\IRAL.—If the benefits of a
household are reduced under a Federal,
State. or local law relating to a means-test-
ed public assistance program for the failure
of a member of the household to perform an
action required under the law or program.
for the duration of the reduction—.

(A) the household may not receive an
increased allotment as the result of a de-
crease n the income of the household to the
extent that the decrease is the result of the
reduction: and

(B) the State agency may reduce the al-
lotment of the household by not more than
25 percent.

(2) Rus AND PROCEDJREs.—If the al-
lotment of a household is reduced under this
subsection for a failure to perform an action
required under part A of title IV of the So-
cial Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.). the
State agency may use the rules and proce-
dures that apply under part A of title IV of
such Act to reduce the allotment under the
food stamp program.".
SEC. 926. ALLOTMENTS FOR HOUSEHOLDS RESID-

ING IN CENTERS.
Section 8 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977

(7 U.S.C. 2017) is amended by adding at the
end the following:

(f) Au.om1's FOR HOUSEMOLDS RESID-
ING IN CEr'rrERS.—

(I) IN GENERAL.—In the case of an indi-
vidual who resides in a center for the pur-
pose of a drug or alcoholic treatment pro-
gram described in the last sentence of sec-
tion 3(i), a State agency may provide an al-
lotment for the individual to—
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(A) the center as an authorized rep-

resentative of the individual for a period
that is less than I month: and

(B) the individual, if the individual
leaves the center.

(2) DIcr PAYMENT—A State agency
may require an individual referred to in
paragraph (I) to designate the center in
which the individual resides as the author-
ized representative of the individual for the
purpose of receiving an allotment..
SEC. 9Z7. AUTHORiTY TO ESTABUSH AUTHORIZA.

TIO PERIODS.
Section 9(a)(1) of the Food Stamp Act of

1977 (7 U.S.C. 2018(a)(1)) is amended by adding
at the end the following:
"The Secretary is authorized to issue regula-
tions establishing specific time periods dur-
ing which authorization to accept and re-
deem coupons under the food stamp program
shall be valid.".
SEC 928. SPECWIC PERIOD FOR PROHIBITING

PARTICIPATION OF STORES BASED
ON LCK OF BL'SINESS INrEGRITY.

Section 9(a)(1) of the Food Stamp Act of
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2018(a)(1)). as amended by sec-
tion 927. is amended by adding at the end the
following:
'The Secretary is authorized to issue regula-

tions establishing specific time periods dur-
ing which a retail food store or wholesale
food concern that has an application for ap-
proval to accept and redeem coupons denied
or that has such an approval withdrawn on
the basis of bsL,ess integrity and reputa-
tion cannot submit a new application for ap-
proval. Such periods shall reflect the sever-
ity of business integrity infractions that are
the basis of such denials or withdrawals,".
SEC. 929. INFORMATION FOR VERIFYING ELIGI-

BIUTY FOR AUThORIZATION.
Section 9(c) of the Food Stamp Act of

1977 (7 U.S.C. 2018(c)) is amended—
(1) in the 1st sentence by inserting

which may include relevant income and sales
tax filing documents.' after submit infor-
mation" and

(2) by inserting after the 1st sentence the
following:
"The regulations may require retail food
stores and whojesale food concerns to pro-
vide written autnorrzation for the Secretary
to verify all reie'ant tax filings with appro-
priate agencies and to obtain corroborating
documentation from other sources in order
that the accuracy of information provided by
such stores and concerns may be verified.",
SEC. 930. WAITING PERIOD FOR STORES THAT

IN1TL.LLY FAIL TO MEET AUTHOR-
IZATION CRITERIA.

Section 9(d) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977
(7 U.S.C. 2018(d)) is amenoed by adding at the
end the following:
"Regulations issued pursuant to this Act
shall prohibit a retail food store or wholesale
food concern that has an application for ap-
proval to accept and redeem coupons denied
because it does not meet criteria for ap-
proval establisned by the Secretary in regu-
lations from sumitting a new application
for six months from the date of such de-
nial.".
SEC. 93i. OPERATION OF FOOD STAMP OFFICES.

Section 11(e)(2 of the Food Stamp Act of
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2OZOe)(2)) is amended to read as
follows:

(2)(A) that tn State agency shall estab-
lish procedures governing the operation of
food stamp offic that the State agency de-
termines best serve households in the State,
including housenoids with special needs.
such as households with elderly or disabled
members, housenolds in rural areas with
low-income members, homeless individuals.
households residing on reservations, and
households in areas in which a substantial
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number of members of low-income house-
holds speak a language other than English.

'(B) In carrying out subparagraph (A), a
State agency—

(i) shall provide timely, accurate, and fair
service to applicants for, and participants in,
the food stamp program:

(ii) shall develop an application contain-
ing the information necessary to comply
with this Act:

"(iii) shall permit an applicant household
to apply to participate in the program on the
same day that the household first contacts a
food stamp office in person during office
hours:

"(iv) shall consider an application that
contains the name, address, and signature of
the applicant to be filed on the date the ap-
plicant submits the application;

"(v) shall require that an adult representa-
tive of each applicant household certify in
writing, under penalty of perjury, that—

(I) the information contained in the ap-
plication is true and

(II) all members of the household are citi-
zens or are aliens eligible to receive food
stamps under section 6(f);

"(vi) shall provide a method of certifying
and issuing coupons to eligible homeless in-
dividuals. to ensure that participation in the
food stamp program is limited to eligible
households; and

"(vii) may establish operating procedures
that vary for local food stamp offices to re-
flect regional and local differences within
the State,

(C) Nothing in this Act shall prohibit the
use of signatures provided and maintained
electronically, storage of records using auto-
mated retrieval systems only, or any other
feature of a State agency's application sys-
tem that does not rely exclusively on the
collection and retention of paper applica-
tions or other records,

"(D) The signature of any adult under this
paragraph shall be considered sufficient to
comply with any provision of Federal law re-
quiring a household member to sign an appli-
cation or statement.":

(2) in the last sentence of subsection (i) by
striking "No" and inserting "Other than in a
case of disqualification as a penalty for fail-
ure to comply with a public assistance pro-
gram rule or regulation, no".
SEC. 932 MANDATORY CLAIMS COLLECTION

METHODS.

(a) ADrnNIsTinON.—Section 11 (e)(8) of the
Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2020(e)(8)) is
amended by inserting . or refunds of Federal
taxes as authorized pursuant to section 3720A
of title 31 of the United States Code" before
the semicolon at the end.

(b) COLLECTION OF CLAiMS—Section 13(d) of
the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2022(d))
is amended—

(1) by striking "may' and inserting
"shall" and

(2) by inserting "or refunds of Federal
taxes as authorized pursuant to section 3720A
of title 31 of the United States Code" before
the period at the end.

(c) RELATED AMENDMENTS—Section 6103(1)
of the Internal Revenue Code (26 U.S.C.
6103(1)) is amended—

(1) by striking "officers and employees in
paragraph (10)(A) and inserting "officers,
employees or agents, including State agen-
cies'; arid

(2) by striking "officers and employees" in
paragraph (10)(B) and inserting "officers, em-
ployees or agents, including State agencies".
SEC. 933. EXCHANGE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT IN-

FORMATION.

Section 11(e)(8) of the Food Stamp Act of
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2020(e) (8)) is amended—

(1) by striking "that (A) such" and insert-
ing the following:
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'that—

"(A) the":
(2) by striking "law, (B) notwithstanding"

and inserting the following:
"law:

"(B) notwithstanding':
(3) by striking 'Act, and (C) such" and in-

serting the following:
"Act:

(C) the": and
(4) by adding at the end the following:
(D) notwithstanding any other provision

of law. the address, social security number.
and, if available, photograph of any member
of a household shall be made available, on
request. to any Federal, State, or local law
enforcement officer if the officer furnishes
the State agency with the name of the mem-
ber and notifies the agency that—

(i) the member—
"(I) is fleeing to avoid prosecution, or cus-

tody or confinement after conviction, for a
crime (or attempt to commit a crime) that,
under the law of the place the member is
fleeing. is a felony (or, in the case of New
Jersey. a high misdemeanor), or is violating
a condition of probation or parole imposed
under Federal or State law: or

"(II) has information that is necessary for
the officer to conduct an official duty relat-
ed to subclause (I);

"(ii) locating or apprehending the member
is an official duty; and

"(iii) the request is being made in the prop-
er exercise of an official duty: and

"(E) the safeguards shall not prevent com-
pliance with paragraph (16):",
SEC. 934. EXPEDITED COUPON SERVICE.

Section II(e)(9) of the Food Stamp Act of
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2020(e)(9)) is amended—

(1) in subparagraph (A)—
(A) by striking "five days' and inserting

"7 days": and
(B) by inserting "and" at the end:
(2) by striking subparagraph (B):
(3) in subparagraph (D) by striking ". (B).

or (C)" and inserting 'or (B)"; and
(4) by redesignating subparagraphs (C) and

(D) as subparagraphs (B) and (C). respec-
tively.
SEC. 935. WITHDRAWING FAIR HEARING RE-

QUESTS.
Section 11(e)(I0) of the Food Stamp Act of

1977 (7 U.S.C. 2020(e)(I0)) is amended by in-
serting before the semicolon at the end a pe-
nod and the following: "At the option of a
State, at any time prior to a fair hearing de-
termination under this paragraph. a house-
hold may withdraw, orally or in writing, a
request by the household for the fair hear-
ing. If the withdrawal request is an oral re-
quest. the State agency shall provide a writ-
ten notice to the household confirming the
withdrawal request and providing the house-
hold with an opportunity to request a hear-
ing
SEC. 936. INCOME, ELIGIBILITY, AND IMM]GRA-

TION STATUS VERIFICATION SYS-
TEMS,

Section II(e)(19) of the Food Stamp Act of
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2020(e) (19)) is amended by strik-
ing "that information is' and inserting 'at
the option of the State agency, that informa-
tion may be".
SEC. 937. BASES FOR SUSPENSIONS AND DIS-

QUALIFICATIONS.
Section 12(a) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977

(7 U.S.C. 2021 (a)) is amended by adding at the
end the followin
"Regulations issued pursuant to this Act
shall provide criteria for the finding of viola-
tions and the suspension or disqualification
of a retail food store or wholesale food con-
cern on the basis of evidence which may in-
clude, but is not limited to, facts established
through on-site investigations, inconsistent
redemption data, or evidence obtained
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through transaction reports under electronic
benefit transfer systems.",
SEC. 938. AUThORrTY TO SUSPEND STORES VIO-

LATING PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
PEING ADMINISTRATIVE AND JU
DICIAL REVIEW.

(a) SUspEsJoN AumORrry.—Sectjon 12(a)
of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.s.c.
2021(a)). as amended by Section 937. is amend-
ed by adding at the end the following:
"Such regulations may establish criteria
under which the authorization of a retail
food store or wholesale food conce1-r to ac-
cept and redeeri coupons may be suspended
at the time such Store or concern is initially
found to have Committed violations of pro-
gram requirements. Such suspension may co-
incide with the period of a review as provided
in section 14. Tne Secretary shall not be lia-
ble for the value of any sales lost dunng any
suspension or disqualification period.".(b) Cooc A rDMENT.—Section 14(a)
of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C.
2023(a)) is amended—

(1) in the 1st sentence by inserting "sus-
pended," before disqualified or subjected":

(2) in the 5th sentence by inserting before
the period at the end the following:

except that in the case of the suspension
of a retail food store or wholesale food con-
cern pursuant to section 12(a). such suspen-
sion shall remain in effect pending any ad-
mlnlstratjve or judicial review of the pro-
posed disqualification action, and the penod
of suspension shall be deemed a part of any
penod of disqualification which is imposed.
and

(3) by striking the last sentence.
SEC. 939. DISQUALIFICATION OF RETAILERS WHO

ARE DISQUALIFIED FROM THE WIC
PROGRAM.

Section 12 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7
U.S.C. 2021) is amended by adding at the end
the following:

(g) The Secretary shall issue regulations
providing critei-ia for the disqualification of
approved retail food stores and wholesale
food concerns tnat are otherwise disqualified
from accepting Denefits under the Special
Supplemental Nutrition Program for
Women, Infan and Children (WIC) author-
ized under section 17 of the Child Nutrition
Act of 1966. Such disqualification—

(1) shall be for the same period as the dis-
qualification from the WIC Program:

"(2) may begm at a later date: and
(3) notwiths—_anding section 14 of this Act.

shall not be subject to administrative orju-
dicial review.".
SEC. 940. PER!&.XENT DEBARMENT OF RETAIL-

ERS WHO INTENTIONALLY SUBMIT
FALSIFIED APPLICATIONS.

Section 12 of zhe Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7
U.S.C. 2021). as amended by section 939. is
amended by adding at the end the following:

'(h) The Secretary shall issue regulations
providing for the permanent disqualification
of a retail food store or wholesale food con-
cern that is determined to have knowingly
submitted an application for approval to ac-
cept and redeem coupons which contains
false informario about one or more sub-
stantive matters which were the basis for
providmg approval. Any disqualification im-
posed under this subsection shall be subject
to admmjstrat.e and judicial review pursu-
ant to section 14. but such disqualification
shall remain in effect pending such review.".
SEC. 941. EXPANDED CIVIL AND CRIMINAL FOR-

FETXDRE FOR VIOLATIONS OF THE
FOOD STAMP ACT.

(a) FORFritR OF ITEMS EXCHANCED IN
FOOD sTAMP FICK1NC.—5ecrjon 15(g) of
the Food stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2024(g))
is amended by striking "or intended to be
furnished".

(b) CIVIL AND CRIMINAL FORFEITIJRE.—5ec-
tion 15 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7
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U.S.C. 2024)) is amended by adding at the end
the following:

"(h)(I) CIVIL FORFEITtj FOR FOOD STAMP
BNEEiT VIOLATIONS.—

"(A) Any food stamp benefits and any
property, real or personal—

(i) constituting, derived from, or trace-
able to any proceeds obtained directly or in-
directly from, or

'(ii) used, or intended to be used, to com-
mit. or to facilitate.
the commission of a violation of subsection
(b) or subsection (c) involving food stamp
benefits having an aggregate value of not
less than $5,000. shall be subject to forfeiture
to the United States.

(B) The provisions of chapter 46 of title
18. United States Code, relating to civil for-
feitures shall extend to a seizure or forfeit-
ure under this subsection, insofar as applica-
ble and not inconsistent with the provisions
of this subsection.

(2) CRiMINAL FOpErnJ FOR FooD 5TAMP
BEr'rr VIOLATIONS.—

"(A)(i) Any person convicted of violating
subsection (b) or subsection (c) involving
food stamp benefits having an aggregate
value of not less than $5,000, shall forfeit to
the United States, irrespective of any 5tate
law—

(I) any food stamp benefits and any prop-
erty constituting. or derived from, or trace-
able to any proceeds such person obtained di-
rectly or indirectly as a result of such viola-
tion: and

"(II) any food stamp benefits and any of
such person's property used, or intended to
be used, in any manner or part. to commit.
or to facilitate the commission of such viola-
tion,

"(ii) In imposing sentence on such person.
the court shall order that the person forfeit
to the United States all property described
in this Subsection.

"(B) All food stamp benefits and any prop-
erty subject to forfeiture under this sub-
section, any seizure and disposition thereof.
and any administrative or judicial proceed-
ing relating thereto, shall be governed by
subsections (b). (c), (e), and (g) through (p) of
section 413 of the Comprehensive Drug Abuse
Prevention and Control Act of 1970 (21 U.S.C.
853). insofar as applicable and not inconsist-
ent with the provisions of this subsection,

"(3) APpuc,Iu1-y,—This subsection shall
not apply to property specified in subsection
(g) of this section.

'(4) RULES—The Secretary may prescribe
such rules and regulations as may be nec-
essary to carry Out this subsection,".
SEC. 942. EXPANDED AUTHORITY FOR SHARING

INFORMAflON PROVIDED BY RE-
TAILERS.

(a) AMENDMENT TO S0cIAi SEcuRrry ACT.—
Section 205(c)(2)(C)(iii) of the Social Security
Act (42 U.S.C. 405(c) (2)(C) (iii)), as amended by
section 316(a) of the Social Secunty Admin-
istrative Reform Act of 1994 (Public Law 103—
296: 108 Stat, 1464), is amended—

(1) by inserting in the 1st sentence of sub-
clause (II) after "instrumentality of the
United States' the following: '. or State
government officers and employees with law
enforcement or investigative responsibil-
ities, or State agencies that have the respon-
sibility for administering the Special Sup-
plemental Nutrition Program for Women, In-
fants and Children (WIC)";

(2) by inserting in the last sentence of sub-
clause (II) immediately after "other Fed-
eral" the words "or State"; and

(3) oy inserting "or a State' in subclause
(III) immediately after "United States",

(b) At Nrt.EN-r 1D Ir'rr1. REVENUE CODE
OF 1986.—Section 6109(0(2) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986 (26 U.S.C. 6109(0(2)) (as
added by section 3 16(b) of the Social Security
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Administrative Reform Act of 1994 (Public
Law 103—296: 108 Stat. 1464)) is amended—

(1) by inserting in subparagraph (A) after
'instrumentality of the United States" the
following: ". or State government officers
and employees with law enforcement or in-
vestigative responsibilities, or State agen-
cies that have the responsibility for admin-
istenng the Special Supplemental Nutrition
Program for Women. Infants and Children
(WIC)":

(2) in the last sentence of subparagraph (A)
by inserting "or State" after "other Fed-
eral"; and

(3) in subparagraph (B) by inserting 'or a
State" after "United States",
SEC. 943. LIMITATION OF FEDERAL MATCH.

Section 16(a)(4) of the Food Stamp Act of
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2025 (a) (4)) is amended by insert-
ing after the comma at the end the follow-
ing: "but not including recruitment activi-
ties.",
SEC. 944. COLLECTION OF OVERISSUANCES,

Section 16(a) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977
(7 U.S.C. 2025(a)) is amended by striking "25
percent during the period beginning October
1, 1990" and all that follows through "error
of a State agency" and inserting the follow-
ing: "25 percent of the overissuances col-
lected by the State agency under section 13,
except those overissuances arising from an
error of the State agency".
SEC. 945. STANDARDS FOR ADMINISTRATION,

(a) IN GENERAL,—Secrjon 16 of the Food
Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2025) is amended
by striking subsection (b),

(b) COoNc AMENDMENIS,—
(1) The 1st sentence of section 11(g) of the

Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2020(g)) is
amended by striking "the Secretary's stand-
ards for the efficient and effective adminis-
tration of the program established under sec-
tion 16(b)(1) or",

(2) Section 16(c)(1)(B) of the Food Stamp
Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2025(c)(1)(B)) is amended
by striking 'pursuant to subsection (b)'.
SEC. 946. RESPONSE TO WAIVERS,

Section 17(b)(1) of the Food Stamp Act of
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2026(b)(1)) is amended by adding
at the end the following:

"(C) RESPONSE TO WAIVERS,—
(i) RESPONSE—Not later than 60 days

after the date of receiving a request for a
waiver under subparagraph (A), the Sec-
retary shall provide a response that—

(I) approves the waiver request;
(II) denies the waiver request and ex-

plains any modification needed for approval
of the waiver request:

(III) denies the waiver request and ex-
lains the grounds for the denial: or

"(IV) requests clarification of the waiver
request.

"(ii) FAILURE TO RESPOND—If the Sec-
retary does not provide a response in accord-
ance with clause (i), the waiver shall be con-
sidered approved. unless the approval is spe-
cifically prohibited by this Act,

(iii) NOTiCE OF DENIAL—On denial of a
waiver request under clause (i)(III), the Sec-
retary shall provide a copy of the waiver re-
quest and a description of the reasons for the
denial to the Committee on Agriculture of
the House of Representatives and the Com-
mittee on Agriculture. Nutrition, and For-
estry of the Senate,",
SEC. 947. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.

The 1st sentence of section 18(a)(1) of the
Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2027(a)(1)) is
amended by striking '1991 through 1997" and
inserting "1996 through 2002".
SEC. 948. AUTHORIZE STATES TO OPERATE SIM-

PLIFIED FOOD STAMP PROGRAMS.
(a) AumORrr' FOR PROGRAM—The Food

Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2011 et seq.) is
amended by adding at the end the following:
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SEC. 24. SIMPLIFIED FOOD STAMP PROGRAM.

(a) DEFTh.ThON.—In this section. the term
Federal costs does not include any Federal

costs incurred under section 17.
(b) STATE OPTJON.—Subject to subsection

(d). a State may elect to carry Out a sim-
plified food stamp program for households
described in subsection (c)(1). statewide or in
a political subdivision of the State. in ac-
cordance with this section.

(c) PROCRAM REQU1REMEITS.—If a State
elects to carry Out such simplified food
stamp program. within the State or a politi-
cal subdivision of the State—

(1) only households in which all members
receive assistance under a State program
funded under part A of title 1V of the Social
Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.) shall re-
ceive benefits under this section. Such
households shall be automatically eligible to
participate in such simplified food stamp
program: and

"(2) subject to subsection (f). benefits
under such simplified food stamp program
shall be determined under rules and proce-
dures established by the State under—

(A) a State program funded under part A
of title IV of the Social Secunty Act (42
U.S.C. 601 et seq.):

-- (B) the food stamp program; or
(C) a combination of a State program

funded under part A of title 1V of the Social
Security Act (42 US..C. 601 et seq.) and the
food stamp program.

-. (d) STATE PJ.A.N.—(l) A State may not op-
erate such simplified food stamp program
unless the Secretary approves a State plan
for the operation of such simplified food
stamp program under paragraph (2).

"(2) The Secretary is authorized to approve
any State plan to carry out such simplified
food stamp program if the Secretary deter-
mines that the plan—

(A) simplifies program administration
while fulfilling the goals of the food stamp
program to permit low-income households to
obtain a more nutritious diet:

(B) complies with this section:
(C) would not increase Federal costs for

any fiscal year: and
(D) would not substantially alter, as de-

termined by the Secretary, the appropriate
distribution of benefits according to house-
hold need.

- (e) COST DErERuNArIoN.—(1) During each
fiscal year and not later than 90 days after
the end of each fiscal year. the Secretary
shall determine using data provided by the
State deemed appropriate by the Secretary
whether such simplified food stamp program
being carried Out by a State is increasing
Federal costs under this Act above what the
costs would have been for the same popu-
lation had they been subject to the rules of
the food stamp program.

(2) If the Secretary determines that such
simplified food stamp program has increased
Federal costs under this Act for any fiscal
year or any portion of any fiscal year. the
Secretary shall notify the State not later
than 30 days after the Secretary makes the
determination under paragraph (I).

"(3)(A) Not later than 90 days after the
date of a notification under paragraph (2).
the State shall submit a plan for approval by
the Secretary for prompt corrective action
that is designed to prevent such simplified
food stamp program from increasing Federal
costs under this Act.

(B) If the State does not submit a plan
under subparagraph (A) or carry Out a plan
approved by the Secretary, the Secretary
shall terminate the approval of the State op-
erating such simplified food stamp program
and the State shall be ineligible to operate a
future Simplified Program.

- (f) RULES AND PRocEDUS.—(l) In operat-
ing such simplified food stamp program, a
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State or political subdivision of a State may
follow the rules and procedures established
by the State or political subdivision under a
State program funded under part A of title
IV of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601
et seq.) or under the food stamp program.

"(2) In operating such simplified food
stamp program. a State or political subdivi-
sion shall comply with the requirements of—

(A) section 5(e) to the extent that it re-
quires an excess shelter expense deduction:

(B) subsections (a) through (g) of section

(C) section 8(a) (except that the income of
a household may be determined under a
State program funded under part A of title
IV of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601
et seq.)):

(D) subsections (b) and (d) of section 8:
"(E) subsections (a). (c). (d). and (n) of sec-

tion 11:
"(F) paragraphs (8). (9). (12). (18). (20). (24).

and (25) of section 11(e):
"(C) section I1(e)(2). to the extent that it

requires the State agency to provide an ap-
plication to households on the 1st day they
contact a food stamp office in person during
office hours to make what may reasonably
be interpreted as an oral or written request
for food stamp assistance and to allow those
households to file such application on the
same day:

"(H) section 11(e)(3). to the extent that it
requires the State agency to complete cer-
tification of an eligible household and pro-
vide an allotment retroactive to the period
of application to an eligible household not
later than 30 days following the filing of an
application:

"(I) section 11(e)(10) (or a comparable re-
quirement established by the State under a
State program funded under part A of title
IV of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601
et seq.)): and

(J) section 16.
"(3) Notwithstanding any other provision

of this section. a household may not receive
benefits under this section as a result of the
eligibility of the household under a State
program funded under part A of title IV of
the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et
seq.). unless the Secretary determines that
any household with income above 130 percent
of the poverty guidelines is not eligible for
such simplified food stamp program..

(b) REPE.ALER.—Section 8 of the Food
Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2017) is amended
by striking subsection (e).

(c) REQUIREMENTS—Section 11(e) of the
Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2020(e)) is
amended—

(1) in paragraph (24) by striking "and" at
the end;

(2) in paragraph (25) by striking the period
at the end: and

(3) by adding at the end the following:
"(26) if a State elects to carry Out a sim-

plified food stamp program under section 24.
the plan of the State agency for operating
such simplified food stamp program, includ-
ing—

"(A) the rules and procedures to be fol-
lowed by the State to determine food stamp
benefits: and

(B) a description of the method by which
the State will carry Out a quality control
system under section 16(c).".

(d) Ra OF DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS.—
Section 17 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7
U.S.C. 2026) is amended by—

(1) by striking subsection (i): and
(2) redesignating subsections (j) through (1)

as subsections (i) through (k). respectively.
SEC. 949. EMERGENCY FOOD ASSISTANCE PRO-

GRAM.
(a) DiN1T1ONS.—Sectjon 201A of the

Emergency Food Assistance Act of 1983 (Pub-
lic Law 98-8: 7 U.S.C. 612c note) is amended
to read as follows:
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SEC. 201A. DEFINITIONS.
"In this Act:

(1) ADDITIONAL COMMODITIES—The tei-m
'additional commodities' means commodities
made available under section 214 in addition
to the commodities made available under
sections 202 and 203D.

(2) AVERAGE MONTHLY NUMBER OF UNEM-
PLOYED PERSONS—The term 'average month-
ly number of unemployed persons' means the
average monthly number of unemployed per-
sons in each State in the most recent fiscal
year for which information concerning the
number of unemployed persons is available.
as determined by the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics of the Department of Labor.

(3) ELIGIBLE RECIPIENT AGENCY—The term
'eligible recipient agency' means a public or
nonprofit organization—

(A) that administers—
(i) an emergency feeding organization:

"(ii) a charitable institution (including a
hospital and a retirement home, but exclud-
ing a penal institution) to the extent that
the institution serves needy persons:

"(iii) a summer camp for children, or a
child nutrition program providing food serv-
ice:

(iv) a nutrition project operating under
the Older Americans Act of 1965 (42 U.S.C.
3001 et seq.). including a project that oper-
ates a congregate nutrition site and a
project that provides home-delivered meals:
or

"(v) a disaster relief program:
"(B) that has been designated by the ap-

propriate State agency, or by the Secretary:
and

"(C) that has been approved by the Sec-
retary for participation in the program es-
tablished under this Act.

"(4) EMERGENCY FEEDING ORGANIZATION.—
The term 'emergency feeding organization'
means a public or nonprofit organization
that administers activities and projects (in-
cluding the activities and projects of a chari-
table institution, a food bank, a food pantry.
a hunger relief center, a soup kitchen, or a
similar public or private nonprofit eligible
recipient agency) providing nutrition assist-
ance to relieve situations of emergency and
distress through the provision of food to
needy persons, including low-income and un-
employed persons.

(5) FooD BANK—The term 'food bank'
means a public or charitable institution that
maintains an established operation involving
the provision of food or edible commodities.
or the products of food or edible commod-
ities. to food pantries, soup kitchens, hunger
relief centers, or other food or feeding cen-
ters that, as an integral part of their normal
activities, provide meals or food to feed
needy persons on a regular basis.

(6) FooD PANrRv.—The term 'food pantry'
means a public or pnvate nonprofit organiza-
tion that distributes food to low-income and
unemployed households, including food from
sources other than the Department of Agri-
culture. to relieve situations of emergency
and distress.

(7) POVERTY LINE—The term poverty
line' has the same meaning given the term in
section 673(2) of the Community Services
Block Grant Act (42 U.S.C. 9902(2)).

"(8) SOuR KITCHEN—The term soup kitch-
en' means a public or charitable institution
that, as an integral part of the normal ac-
tivities of the institution, maintains an es-
tablished feeding operation to provide food
to needy homeless persons on a regular basis.

'(9) TOTAL VALUE OF Ar)DrrIONAL COMMOD-
ITIES.—The term 'total value of additional
commodities' means the actual cost of all
additional commodities made available
under section 214 that are paid by the Sec-
retary (including the distribution and proc-
essing costs incurred by the Secretary).
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(ID) VALUE OF ADDmON.& COMMODITIES

ALLOCATED TO EACH STATE.—Tr term 'value
of additional commodities allocated to each
State means the actual cost of additional
commodities made available under section
214 and allocated to each State that are paid
by the Secretary (including the distribution
and processtng costs incurred by the Sec-
retary).".

(b) STATE PLN.—Sectjon 202A of the
Emergency Food Assistance Act of 1983 (Pub-
lic Law 98-8: 7 U.S.C. 612c note) (7 U.S,C. 612c
note) is amended to read as follo:
SEC. ZOZA. STATE PLAN.

(a) IN GEpr,z.,,—To receive commodities
under this Act, a State shall submit a plan of
operation and administration every 4 years
to the Secretai for approval. The plan may
be amended at any time, with the approval
of the Secretar'v.

(b) REQL1REENTh.—Each plan shall.—
(1) designate the State agency responsible

for distributing the commodies received
under this Act:

• (2) set forth a plan of operation and ad-
ministration to expeditioush' distribute
commodities under this Act;

(3) set forth the standards of eligibility
for recipient agencies: and

(4) set forth the standards of eligibility
for individual or household recipients of
commodities, which shall require—

•

(A) individuaLs or househoI to be com-
prised of needy persons: and

(B) individual or household members to
be residing in the geographic lDcation served
by the distributing agency at ce time of ap-
plying for assistance.

• (c) STA ADVISORY BOA.—The Sec-
retary shall encourage each State receiving
commodities under this Act to establish a
State advisory board consisthig of represent-
atives of all interested entities, both public
and private, in the distributjo of commod-
ities received under this Act n the State.".

(c) AUT1-IORJZATION' OF APPROpkTIONS FOR
ADr1SrxrvE FUND5.—Secrjon 204(a)(1) of
the Emergency Food Assistan Act of 1983
(Public Law 98-s, 7 U.S.C. 612c note) (7 U.S.C.
612c note) is amended—

(1) in the 1st sentence—
(A) by striking "1991 through 1995" and in-

serting "1996 through 2002"; and
(B) by striking "for State and local" and

all that follo through 'unde this title"
and inserthg 'to pay for the dii-et and indi-
rect administrative costs of the State relat-
e to the processing, transporng, and dis-
tributing to eligible recipient agencies of
commodities provided by the Secretary
under this Act and commodiies secured
from other sources"; and

(2) by striking the fourth senttce.
(d) TECHJCAL AN'11EJrrs.—The Emer-

gency Food Assistance Act of !983 (Public
Law 9&—8: 7 U.S.C. 612c note) U.S.C. 612c
note) is amended—

(1) in the 1st sentence of section 203B(a). by
striking "203 and 203A of this .At" and in-
setting "203A";

(2) in section 204(a). by sthiig "title"
each place it appears and inszthg "Act":
and

(3) by striking section 212.
(e) REPOr O EFAP.—Secrjo 1571 of the

Food Security At of 1985 (Pub1j Law 99-198:
7 U.S.C. 612c note) is repealed.
SEC. 950. FOOD BANK DEMONSTRATION

PROJECT.
Section 3 of the Charitable Ass".stance and

Food Bank Act of 1987 (Public 1.2w 100-232; 7
U.S.C. 612c note) is repealed.
SEC. 951. REPORT O'J ENTITLEMENT COMMODITY

PROCESSING.
Section 1773 of the Food, AgriiJture. Con-

servation, and Trade Act of 1990 Public Law
101—624: 7 U.S.C. 612c note) is amended by
striking subsection U).
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TITLE X—MISCELLANEOUS

SEC. 1001. EXPENDITURE OF FEDERAL FUNDS IN
ACCORDANCE WITH LAWS AND PRO.
CEDURES APPLICABLE TO EXPENDI.
TURE OF STATE FUNDS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any
other provision of law, any funds received by
a State under the provisions of law specified
in subsection (b) shall be expended only in
accordance with the laws and procedures ap-
plicable to expenditures of the State's own
revenues, including appropriation by the
State legislature, consistent with the terms
and conditions required under such provi-
sions of law.

(b) PROVISIONS OF LAW—The provisions of
law specified in this subsection are the fol-
lowing

(1) Part A of title IV of the Social Security
Act (relating to block grants for temporary
assistance for needy families).

(2) Section 25 of the Food Stamp Act of
1977 (relating to the optional State food as-
sistance block grant).

(3) The Child Care and Development Block
Grant Act of 1990 (relating to block grants
for child care).
SEC. 1002. ELIMINATION OF HOUSING ASSIST-

ANCE WI-H RESPECT TO FUGITIVE
FEWNS AND PROBATION AND PA-
ROLE VIOLATORS.

(a) EucIBn.,rry FOR ASSISTANCE—The Unit-
ed States Housing Act of 1937 (42 U.S.C. 1437
et seq.) is amended—.

(1) in section 6(1)—
(A) in paragraph (5). by striking "and" atthe end
(B) in paragraph (6). by striking the period

at the end and inserting ": and"; and
(C) by inserting immediately after para-

graph (6) the following new paragraph:
"(7) provide that it shall be cause for im-

mediate termination of the tenancy of a pub-
lic housing tenant if such tenant—

"(A) is fleeing to avoid prosecution, or cus-
tody or confinement after conviction, under
the laws of the place from which the individ-
ual flees for a crime, or attempt to commit
a crime, which is a felony under the laws of
the place from which the individual flees. or
which, in the case of the State of New Jer-
sey. is a high misdemeanor under the laws of
such State: or

(2) is violating a condition of probation or
parole imposed under Federal or State law.':
and

(2) in section 8(d)(1)(B)—
(A) in clause (iii). by striking and" at the

end;
(B) in clause (iv). by striking the period at

the end and inserting ': and": and
(C) by adding after clause (iv) the following

new clause:
"(v) it shall be cause for termination of the

tenancy of a tenant if such tenant—
(I) is fleeing to avoid prosecution, or cus-

tody or confinement after conviction. under
the laws of the place from which the individ-
ual flees, for a crime, or attempt to commit
a crime. which is a felony under the laws of
the place from which the individual flees, or
which, in the case of the State of New Jer-
sey. is a high misdemeanor under the laws of
such State or

(II) is violating a condition of probation
or parole imposed under Federal or State
law".

(b) PROVISION OF INFORMATION TO LAw EN-
FORCEMENT ACENCIES.—Title I of the United
States Housing Act of 1937 (42 U.S.C. 1437 et
seq.). as amended by section 601 of this Act,
is amended by adding at the end the follow-
ing:
"SEC. 28. EXCHANGE OF lNFORJWTjON WITH

LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES.
"Notwithstanding any other provision of

law. each public housing agency that enters
into a contract for assistance under section
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6 or 8 of this Act with the Secretary shall
furnish any Federal. State. or local law en-
forcement officer, upon the request of the of-
ficer. with the current address, Social Secu-
rity number. and photograph (if applicable)
of any recipient of assistance under this Act,
if the officer—

(I) furnishes the public housing agency
with the name of the recipient: and

(2) notifies the agency that—
(A) such recipient—
(i) is fleeing to avoid prosecution, or cus-

tody or confinement after conviction, under
the laws of the place from which the individ-
ual flees, for a crime, or attempt to commit
a crime, which is a felony under the laws of
the place from which the individual flees, or
which, in the case of the State of New Jer-
sey, is a high misdemeanor under the laws of
such State: or

(ii) is violating a condition of probation
or parole imposed under Federal or State
law: or

"(iii) has information that is necessary for
the officer to conduct the officer's official
duties:

(B) the location or apprehension of the re-
cipient is within such officer's official du-
ties: and

(C) the request is made in the proper exer-
cise of the officer's official duties.".
SEC. 1003. SENSE OF ThE SENATE REGARDING

ENTERPRISE ZONES.
(a) FINDINCS.—The Senate finds that:
(I) Many of the Nation's urban centers are

places with high levels of poverty, high rates
of welfare dependency, high crime rates. poor
schools, and joblessness;

(2) Federal tax incentives and regulatory
reforms can encourage economic growth, job
creation and small business formation in
many urban centers:

(3) Encouraging private sector investment
in America's economically distressed urban
and rural areas is essential to breaking the
cycle of poverty and the related ills of crime,
drug abuse. illiteracy, welfare dependency.
and unemployment:

(4) The empowerment zones enacted in 1993
should be enhanced by providing incentives
to increase entrepreneurial growth. capital
formation, job creation. educational oppor-
tunities. and home ownership in the des-
ignated communities and zones.

(b) SENSE OF THE SENATE—Therefore, it is
the Sense of the Senate that the Congress
should adopt enterprise zone legislation in
the One Hundred Fourth Congress, and that
such enterprise zone legislation provide the
following incentives and provisions:

(I) Federal tax incentives that expand ac-
cess to capital, increase the formation and
expansion of small businesses, and promote
commercial revitalization:

(2) Regulatory reforms that allow local-
ities to petition Federal agencies, subject to
the relevant agencies' approval, for waivers
or modifications of regulations to improve
job creation, small business formation and
expansion. community development, or eco-
nomic revitalization objectives of the enter-
prise Zones:

(3) Home ownership incentives and grants
to encourage resident management of public
housing and home ownership of public hous-
ing:

(4) School reform pilot projects in cerrain
designated enterprise zones to provide low-
income parents with new and expanded edu-
cational options for their children's elemen-
tary and secondary schooling.
SEC. 1004. SENSE OF THE SENATE REGARDING

THE INABILITY OF THE NONCUSFO.
DIAL PARETT TO PAY CHILD SUP-
PORT.

It is the sense of the Senate that—
(a) States should diligently continue their

efforts to enforce child support payments by
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the noncustodiaj parent to the custodial par-
ent. regardless of the employment status or
location of the noncustodjal parent: and

(b) States are encouraged to pursue pilot
programs in which the parents of a nonadult.
noncustodial parent who refuses to or is un-
able to pay child support must—

(I) pay or contribute to the child support
owed by the noncustodial parent: or

(2) otherwise fulfIll all financial obliga-
tions and meet all conditions imposed on the
noni-custodial parent, such as participation
in a work program or other related activity.
SEC. 1005. FOOD STAMP ELIGIBILITY.

Section 6(f) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977
(7 U.S.C. 2015(1)) is amended by striking the
third sentence and inserting the following:

'The State agency shall, at its option, con-
sider either all income and financial re-
sources of the individual rendered ineligible
to participate in the food stamp program
under this subsection, or such income, less a
pro rata share, and the financial resources of
the ineligible individual, to determine the
eligibility and the value of the allotment of
the household of which such individual is a
member.".
SEC. 1006. ESTABLISHING NATIONAl. GOALS TO

PREVENT TEENAGE PREGNANCIES.
(a) IN C'Erau.. —Not later than Januaiy 1.

1997, the Secretary of Health and Human
Services shall establish and implement a
strategy for—

(I) preventing out-of-wedlock teenage preg-
nancies, and

(2) assuring that at least 25 percent of the
communities in the United States have teen-
age pregnancy prevention programs in place.

(b) REPORT—NOt later than June 30. 1998.
and annually thereafter, the Secretary shall
report to the Congress with respect to the
progress that has been made in meeting the
goals described in paragraphs (I) and (2) of
subsection (a).
SEC. 1007. SENSE OF THE SENATE REGARDING

ENFORCEMENT OF STATUTORY
RAPE LAWS.

It is the sense of the Senate that States
and local jurisdictions should aggressively
enforce statutory rape laws.
SEC. 1008. SANCTIONING FOR TESTING POSITIVE

FOR CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES.
Notwithstanding any other provision of

law. States shall not be prohibited by the
Federal Government from sanctioning wel-
fare recipients who test positive for use of
controlled substances,
SEC. 1009. ABSTIJcENCE EDUCATION.

Title V of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 701-709) is amended by adding at the
end the following new section:

- 'ABSTINENCE EDUCATION
"SEC. 510. (a) There are authorized to be

appropriated $75000.000 for the purposes of
enabling the Sec-etaiy. through grants, con-
acts, or otherwise to provide for abstinence
education, and at the option of the State,
where appropriate, mentoring. counseling.
and adult supervision to promote abstinence
from sexual acth'iry, with a focus on those
groups which are most liekly to bear chil-
dren out of wedlock,

'(b) For purposes of this section. the term
'abstinence education' means an educational
or motivational program which—

'(1) has as its exclusive purpose. teaching
the social. psychological, and health gains to
be realized by abstaining from sexual activ-it)

(2) teaches abstinence from sexual activ-
ity outside marriage as the expected stand-
ard for all school age children:

'(3) teaches that abstinence from sexual
activity is the only certain way to avoid out-
of-wedlock pregnancy. sexually transmitted
diseases, and other associated health prob-
lems;
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"(4) teaches that a mutually faithful

monogamous relationship in context of mar-
riage is the expected standard of human sex-
ual activity;

(5) teaches that sexual activity outside of
the context of marriage is likely to have
harmful psychological and physical effects:

(6) teaches that bearing children out-of-
wedlock is likely to have harmful con-
sequences for the child. the child's parents,
and society:

(7) teaches young people how to reject
sexual advances and how alcohol and drug
use increases vulnerability to sexual ad-
vances: and

'(8) teaches the importance of attaining
self-sufficiency before engaging in sexual ac-
tivity.".
SEC. JOb. PROVISIONS TO ENCOURAGE ELEC-

TRONIC BENEFIT TRANSFER SYS-
TEMS.

Section 904 of the Electronic Fund Trans-
fer Act (15 U.S.C. 1693b) is amended—

(I) by striking '(d) In the event" and in-
serting "(d) APPLICABILITY TO SERVICE PRO-
WDERS OThER THAN CERTAIN FINANCIAL IN-
STITUTIONS.—

(1) IN CENERAL.—In the event": and
(2) by adding at the end the following new

paragraph:
(2) STATE AND LOCAL COVERNNT ELEC-

IRONIC BENEFIT TRA.NSFER PROGRAMS.—
"(A) EXEMPTION CENERALLY.—The disclo-

sures, protections, responsibilities. and rem-
edies established under this title, and any
regulation prescribed or order issued by the
Board in accordance with this title, shall not
apply to any electronic benefit transfer pro-
gram established under State or local law or
administered by a State or local govern-
ment,

(B) EXCEPTION FOR DIRECT DSfl IN-
RECIPIENT'S ACCOUNT—Subparagraph (A)
shall not apply with respect to any elec-
tronic funds transfer under an electronic
benefit transfer program for deposits di-
rectly into a consumer account held by the
recipient of the benefit.

"(C) RULE OF CONSTRUCTION—No provision
of this paragraph may be construed as—

(i) affecting or altering the protections
otherwise applicable with respect to benefits
established by Federal, State, or local law:
or

"(ii) otherwise superseding the application
of any State or local law.

(D) ELECnONIC BENErr TRANSFER PRO-
GRAM DEFiNED—For purposes of this para-
graph. the term electronic benefit transfer
prograrn'_

(i) means a program under which a gay-
ernment agency distributes needs-tested
benefits by establishing accounts to be
accessed by recipients electronically, such as
through automated teller machines. or
point-of-sale terminals; and

"(ii) does not include employment-related
payments, including salaries and pension. re-
tirement, or unemployment benefits estab-
lished by Federal, State, or local govern-
ments.".
SEC. 1011. REDUCTION IN BLOCK GRANTS TO

STATES FOR SOCIAL SERVICES.
Section 2003(c) of the Social Security Act

(42 U.S.C. 1397b(c)) is amended—
(1) by striking "and' at the end of para-

graph (4): and
(2) by striking paragraph (5) and inserting

the following:
(5) $2,800,000,000 for each of the fiscal

years 1990 through 1996 and for each fiscal
year after fiscal year 2002; and

(6) S2.520.000.000 for each of the fiscal
years 1997 through 2002.".
SEC. IOIZ. EFFICIENT USE OF FEDERAL. TRANS-

PORTATION FUNDS.
The Secretary of Health and Human Serv-

ices is encouraged to work in coordination
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with State agencies to ensure that Federal
transportation funds that may be used for
the benefit of persons receiving public assist-
ance pursuant to this Act and the amend-
ments made by this Act are most efficiently
used for such purpose. The Secretary shall
work with the individual States to develop
criteria and measurements to report back to
the Congress, within 3 years after the date of
the enactment of this Act. the following:

(1) The use of competitive contracting or
other market-oriented strategies to achieve
efficiencies,

(2) The efficient use of all related transpor-
tation funds to support persons receiving as-
sistance pursuant to this Act and the amend-
ments made by this Act,

(3) The actual value derived from transpor-
tation services to achieve such purposes.

(4) The application of such analyses to
other support services to achieve such pur-
poses.
SEC. 1013. ENHANCED FEDERAL MATCH FOR

CHILD WELFARE AUTOMATION EX-
PENSES,

(a) IN GENERAL—Section 474(a)(3)(C) of the
Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 674(a)(3)(C)) is
amended to read as follows:

(C) 50 percent (or. if the quarter is in fis-
cal year 1997. 75 percent) of so much of such
expenditures as are for the planning, design,
development, or installation of statewide
mechanized data collection and information
retrieval systems (including 50 percent (or. if
the quarter is in fiscal year 1997. 75 percent)
of the full amount of expenditures for hard-
ware components for such systems) but only
to the extent that such systems—

(i) meet the requirements imposed by reg-
ulations:

"(ii) to the extent practicable, are capable
of interfacing with the State data collection
system that collects information relating to
child abuse and neglect:

(iii) to the extent practicable. have the
capability of interfacing with. and retrieving
information from, the State data collection
system that collects information relating to
the eligibility of individuals under part A
(for the purposes of facilitating verification
of eligibility of foster children); and

'(iv) are determined by the Secretary to be
likely to provide more efficient, economical.
and effective administration of the programs
carried Out under a State plan approved
under this part:'.

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments
made by this section shall be effective on
and after October 1, 1996.

Subtitle 8—Earned Income Tax Credit
SEC. 1021. EARNED INCOME CREDIT AND OTHER

TAX BENEFITS DENIED TO flD1VID-
UALS FAXLG TO PROVIDE TAX-
PAYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS.

(a) EARNED INCOME CREbIT.—
(I) IN CENERAL.—Section 32(c)(l) of the In-

ternal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to indi-
viduals eligible to claim the earned income
credit) is amended by adding at the end the
following new subparagraph:

"(F) IDENTIFICATION NUER REQUIRE-
MENT—The term 'eligible individual' does
not include any individual who does not in-
clude on the return of tax for the taxable
year—

(i) such individual's taxpayer identifica-
tion number. and

'(ii) if the individual is married (within
the meaning of section 7703), the taxpayer
identification number of such individual's
spouse."

(2) SPECIAL IDErrrIpcATION NUER,—Sec-
tion 32 of such Code is amended by adding at
the end the following new subsection:

(I) IDEN1-IF1CATION NuMBERS.—Solely for
purposes of subsections (c)(1)(F) and
(c)(3)(D), a taxpayer identification number



means a social security number issued to an
individual by the Social Security Adminis-
tration (other than a social security number
issued pursuant to subclause (II) (or that
portion of subclause (III) that relates to sub-
clause (II)) of section 205(c) (2) (B)(i) of the So-
ciai Security Act)"

(b) PERSONAL EXEMPTION.—
(1) IN GENERAL—Section 151 of such Code

(relating to allowance of deductions for per-
sonal exemptions) is amended by adding at
the end the following new subsection:

(e) INDflFyING INFoRL-noN RE-
QUIRED—No exemption shall be allowed
under this section with respect to any indi-
vidual unless the taxpayer identification
number of such individual is included on the
return claiming the exemption:

(2) CONP0RM1rG AMENDMENTS.—
(A) Subsection (e) of section 6109 of such

Code is repealed.
(B) Section 6724(d)(3) of such Code is

amended by adding 'and' at the end of sub-
paragraph (C). by striking subparagraph (D).
and by redesignating subparagraph (E) as
subparagraph CD).

(c) DEPENDEwr C.gE CREDIT—Subsection
(e) of section 21 of such Code (relating to ex-
penses for household and dependent care
services necessary for gainful employment)
is amended by adding at the end the follow-
ing new paragraph:

(10) IDErXTIY1NG INFORMAT1ON REQUIRED
Wrl-i-i RESPECT TO QUALJFYJNG INDIVIDUALS.—
No credit shall be allowed under this section
with respect to any qualifying individual un-
less the taxpayer identification number of
such individual is included on the return
claiming the credit."

(d) EXTENSION OF PROCEDURES APPLICABLE
TO MAT ?&flCAj. OR CLERjc,. EpJoRs—
Section 6213(g)(2) of such Code (relating to
the definition of mathematical or clerical er-
rors) is amended—

(1) by striking "and' at the end of subpai-a-
graph CD), arid

(2) by striking the period at the end of sub-
paragraph CE) and inserting a comma, and

(3) by adding at the end the following new
subparagraphs:

(F) an omission of a correct taxpayer
identification number required under section
21 (relating to expenses for household and de-
pendent care services necessary for gainful
employment), section 32 (relating to the
earned income credit) to be included on a re-
turn, or section 151 (relating to allowance of
deductions for personal exemptions), and

(G) an entry on a return claiming the
credit under section 32 with respect to net
earnings from self-employment described in
section 32(c)(2)(A) to the extent the tax im-
posed by section 1401 (relating to self-em-
ployment tax) on such net earnings has not
been paid."

(e) DATE—The amendments
made by this section shall apply with respect
to returns the due date for which (without
regard to extensions) is more than 30 days
after the date of the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 1022. RULES RELATING TO DENIAL OF

EARNED INCOME CREDIT ON BASIS
OF DISQUALIFIED INCOME.

(a) REDUCTION IN DISQUAUFIED INCOME
THRESIIOLID—

(1) fl'J GENERAL.—Section 32(i)(l) of the In-
ter-nal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to de
nial of credit for individuals having exces-
sive investment income) is amended by
striking "52.350' and inserting "S2.200".

(2) ADJUSTMENT FOR INFLATION._Section
32(j) of such Code is amended to read as fol-
lows:

(j) Ir T1ON ADJUSTMNTS.-_
'(1) IN GENERAL—In the case of any tax-

able year beginning after the applicable cal-
endar year. each dollar amount referred to in
paragraph (2)(B) shall be increased by an
amount equal to—

(A) such dollar amount, multiplied by
(8) the cost-of-living adjustment deter-

mined under section l(fl(3) for the calendar
year in which the taxable year begins, except
that subparagraph (B) thereof shall be ap-
plied by reference to the CPI for the calendar
year preceding the applicable calendar year
rather than the CPI for calendar year 1992.

(2) DEFINrTIONS, ETC—For purposes of
paragraph (I)—.

(A) APPLICABLE CALENDAR YEAR—The
term 'applicable calendar year' means—

'(i) 1994 in the case of the dollar amounts
referred to in clause (i) of subparagraph (B),
and

(ii) 1996 in the case of the dollar amount
referred to in clause (ii) of subparagraph (B).

"(B) DOu AMOUNTS.—The dollar
amounts referred to in this subparagraph
are—

(1) the dollar amounts contained in sub-
section (b)(2)(A), and

(ii) the dollar amount contained in sub-
section (i)(l),

(3) ROUNDING.—
'(A) IN GENERAL—Except as provided in

subparagraph (8). if any dollar amount after
being increased under paragraph (I) is not a
multiple of $10. such dollar amount shall be
rounded to the nearest multiple of $10 (or, if
such dollar amount is a multiple of $5, such
dollar amount shall be increased to the next
higher multiple of $10).

"(B) DISQUALIFIED INCOME THRESHOLD
AMOUNT.—If the dollar amount referred to in
paragraph (2) (8) (ii) after being increased
under paragraph (I) is not a multiple of 5D.
such amount shall be rounded to the next
lowest multiple of $50.'

(b) DEFNrnON OF DXSQUALIFIED INCOME.—
Paragraph (2) of section 32(i) of such Code
(defining disqualified income) is amended bystriking and" at the end of subparagraph
(8). by striking the period at the end of sub-
paragraph (C) and inserting a comma, and by
adding at the end the following new subpara-
graphs:

CD) the capital gain net income (as de-
fined in section 1222) of the taxpayer for such
taxable year. and

"CE) the excess (if any) of—
'(i) the aggregate income from all passive

activities for the taxable year (determined
without regard to any amount included in
earned income under subsection (c)(2) or de-
scribed in a preceding subparagraph), over

'(ii) the aggregate losses from all passive
activities for the taxable year (as so deter-
mined).
For purposes of subparagraph CE). the term
passive activity has the meaning given such

term by section 469,"
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments

made by this section shall apply to taxable
years beginning after December 31. 1995.
SEC. 1023. MODIFICATION OF ADJUSTED GROSS

INCOME DEFINITION FOR EARNED
INCOME CREDIT.

(a) IN GENERAI..—Subsections (a)(2),
(c)(l)(C), and (f)(2)(B) of section 32 of the In-
ternal Revenue Code of 1986 are each amend-
ed by striking adjusted gross income" and
inserting 'modified adjusted gross income".

(b) MODIFIED ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME DE-
FINED—Section 32(c) of such Code (relating
to definitions and special rules) is amended
by adding at the end the following new para-
graph:

'(5) MODIFIED ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME.—
'(A) IN GERAL.—The term modified ad-

justed gross income' means adjusted gross
income—

'(i) determined without regard to the
amounts described in subparagraph (B). and

'(ii) increased by
(I) the amount of interest received or ac-

crued by the taxpayer during the taxable
year which is exempt from tax, and
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"(II) amounts received as a pension or an-

nuity, and any distributions or payments re-
ceived from an individual retirement plan,
by the taxpayer during the taxable year to
the extent not included in gross income.
Clause (ii)(II) shall not include any amount
which is not includible in gross income by
reason of section 402(c), 403(a)(4), 403(b)(8),
408(d) (3). (4), or (5). or457(e)(l0).

'(B) CERTAIN AMOUNTS DISREGARDED_An
amount is described in this subparagraph if
it is—

"(i) the amount of losses from sales or ex-
changes of capital assets in excess of gains
from such sales or exchanges to the extent
such amount does not exceed the amount
under section 1211(b)(l),

'(ii) the net loss from estates and trusts,
(iii) the excess (if any) of amounts de-

scribed in subsection (i)(2)(C)(ij) over the
amounts described in subsection (i) (2) (C) (i)
(relating to nonbusiness rents and royalties),
and

"(iv) the net loss from the carrying on of
trades or businesses, computed separately
with respect to—

(I) trades or businesses (other than farm-
ing) conducted as sole proprietorships.

(II) trades or businesses of farming con-
ducted as sole proprietorships, and

"(III) other trades or businesses.
For purposes of clause (iv), there shall not be
taken into account items which are attrib-
utable to a trade or business which consists
of the performance of services by the tax-
payer as an employee.'

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments
made by this section shall apply to taxable
years beginning after December 31. 1995.
SEC. 1024. NOTICE OF AVAILABILrfl' REQUIRED

TO BE PROVIDED TO APPLICANTS
AND FORMER RECIPIENTS OF TEM-
PORARY ASSISTMiCE FOR NEEDY
FAMILIES, FOOD STAMPS, AND MED-
ICAID.

(a) TiPoiv ASSISTANCE FOR NEEDY
FAMJLI!S.—Section 408(a), as added by sec-
tion 103 of this Act. is amended by adding at
the end the following:

'(16) NOTICE OF EITC AVAILABILITY._A
State to which a grant is made under section
403 shall provide written notice of the exist-
ence and availability of the earned income
credit under section 32 of the Internal Reve-
nue Code of 1986 to—

(A) any individual who applies for assist-
ance under the State program funded under
this part, upon receipt of the application;
and

(B) any individual whose assistance under
the State program is terminated, in the no-
tice of termination of such assistance.".

(b) Foon STAMpS—Section 11(e) of the
Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2020(e)) is
amended—

(1) in paragraph (24) by striking "and' at
the end:

(2) in paragraph (25) by striking the period
at the end and inserting ': and'; and

(3) by inserting after paragraph (25) the fol-
lowing:

'(26) that whenever a household applies for
food stamp benefits, and whenever such ben-
efits are terminated with respect to a house-
hold, the State agency shall provide to each
member of such household notice of—

(A) the existence of the earned income
tax credit under section 32 of the Internaj
Revenue Code of 1986: and

"(B) the fact that such credit may be appli-
cable to such member,".

(c) MEDICAID—Section 1902(a) (42 U.S.C.
1396a(a)) is amended—

(I) by striking 'and' at the end of para-
graph (61);

(2) by striking the period at the end of
paragraph (62) and inserting "; and': and

(3) by adding at the end the following new
paragraph:
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(63) provide that the State shall provide
notice of the existence and availability of
the earned income tax credit under section
32 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to
each individual applying for medical assist-
ance under the State plan and to each indi-
vidual whose eligibility for medical assist-
ance under the State plan is terminated.".
SEC. 1025. NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY OF EARNED

INCOME TAX CREDIT AND DEPEND-
ENT CARE TAX CREDIT TO BE IN.
CLUDED ON W-4 FORM.

Section 11114 of the Omnibus Budget Rec-
onciliation Act of 1990 (26 U.S.C. 21 note), re-
lating to program to increase public aware-
ness. is amended by adding at the end the
following new sentence: "Such means shall
include printing a notice of the availability
of such credits on the forms used by employ.
ees to determine the proper number of with-
holding exemptions under chapter 24 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986.'.
SEC. 1026. ADVANCE PAYMENT OF EARNED IN-

COME TAX CREDIT THROUGH STATE
DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS.

(a) IN GENE&j.,.—Section 3507 of the Inter-
nal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to the ad-
vance payment of the earned income tax
credit) is amended by adding at the end the
following:

(g) STATE DEMONSTRATIONS.—
"(1) IN GENERAL—In lieu of receiving

earned income advance amounts from an em-
ployer under subsection (a). a participating
resident shall receive advance earned income
payments from a responsible State agency
pursuant to a State Advance Payment Pro-
gram that is designated pursuant to para-
graph (2).

(2) DESIGNATIONS.—
(A) IN GENERAL.—From among the States

submitting proposals satisfying the require-
ments of subsection (g)(3). the Secretary (in
consultation with the Secretary of Health
and Human Services) may designate not
more than 4 State Advance Payment Dem-
onstrations. States selected for the dem-
onstrations may have, in the aggregate. no
more than 5 percent of the total number of
household participating in the program
under the Food Stamp program in the imme-
diately preceding fiscal year. Administrative
costs of a State in conducting a demonstra-
tion under this section may be included for
matching under section 403(a) of the Social
Security Act and section 16(a) of the Food
Stamp Act of 1977.

(B) WHEN DESIGNATION MAY BE MADE—Any
designation under this paragraph shall be
made no later than December 31. 1995.

(C) PERIOD FOR ilCH DESIGNATION IS IN
EFFECT.-

(i) IN GENERAL—Designations made under
this paragraph shall be effective for advance
earned income payments made after Decem-
ber 31. 1995. and before January 1. 1999.

(ii) SPECIAl.. RULES.—
(I) OF DESIGNATIONS—The

Secretary may revoke the designation under
this paragraph if the Secretary determines
that the State is not complying substan-
tially with the proposal described in para-
graph (3) submitted by the State.

(II) AUTOTIC TERMINATION OF DESIGNA-
TIONS—Any failure by a State to comply
with the reporting requirements described in
paragraphs (3) (F) and (3) (G) has the effect of
immediately terminating the designation
under this paragraph (2) and rendering para-
graph (5)(A)(ii) inapplicable to subsequent
payments.

(3) PROPOSALS—NO State may be des-
ignated under subsection (g)(2) unless the
State's proposal for such designation—

(A) identifies the responsible State agen-
cy.

'(B) describes how and when the advance
earned income payments will be made by
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that agency. including a description of any
other State or Federal benefits with which
such payments will be coordinated.

'(C) describes how the State will obtain
the information on which the amount of ad-
vance earned income payments made to each
participating resident will be determined in
accordance with paragraph (4),

(D) describes how State residents who
will be eligible to receive advance earned in-
come payments will be selected, notified of
the opportunity to receive advance earned
income payments from the responsible State
agency. and given the opportunity to elect to
participate in the program.

(E) describes how the State will verify, in
addition to receiving the certifications and
statement described in paragraph (7)(D)(iv),
the eligibility of participating residents for
the earned tax credit.

(F) commits the State to furnishing to
each participating resident and to the Sec-
retary by January 31 of each year a written
statement showing—

(i) the name and taxpayer identification
number of the participating resident, and

(ii) the total amount of advance earned
income payments made to the participating
resident during the prior calendar year.

'(G) commits the State to furnishing to
the Secretary by December 1 of each year a
written statement showing the name and
taxpayer identification number of each par-
ticipating resident,

(H) commits the State to treat the ad-
vanced earned income payments as described
in subsection (g)(5) and any repayments of
excessive advance earned income payments
as described in subsection (g)(6).

(I) commits the State to assess the devel-
opment and implementation of its State Ad-
vance Payment Program, including an agree-
ment to share its findings and lessons with
other interested States in a manner to be de-
scribed by the Secretary. and

(J) is submitted to the Secretary on or
before June 30. 1995.

(4) AMouNT AND TIMING OF ADVANCE
EARNED INCO PAYMENTS.—

(A) AMOUNT.—
(i) IN GENERAL—The method for deter-

mining the amount of advance earned in-
come payments made to each participating
resident is to conform to the full extent pos-
sible with the provisions of subsection (c).

(ii) SPECLA.L. RULE—A State may. at its
election, apply the rules of subsection
(c)(2)(B) by substituting 'between 60 percent
and 75 percent of the credit percentage in ef-
fect under section 32(b)(1) for an individual
with the con-esponding number of qualifying
children' for 60 percent of the credit per-
centage in effect under section 32(b)(1) for
such an eligible individual with I qualifying
child in clause (i) and the same percentage
(as applied in clause (i))' for '60 percent' in
clause (ii).

(B) Tmi]NG.—The frequency of advance
earned income payments may be made on
the basis of the payroll periods of participat-
ing residents, on a single statewide schedule.
or on any other reasonable basis prescribed
by the State in its proposal; however, in no
event may advance earned income payments
be made to any participating resident less
frequently than on a calendar-quarter basis.

(5) PAYMENTS TO BE TREATED AS PA'MENTS
OF WTII'U'IOLDING AND FICA TAXES.—

(A) IN GENERAL—For purposes of this
title, advance earned income payments dur-
ing any calendar quarter—

(i) shall neither be treated as a payment
of compensation nor be included in gross in-
come, and

(ii) shall be treated as made Out of—
(I) amounts required to be deducted by

the State and withheld for the calendar
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quarter by the State under section 340J (re-
lating to wage withholding). and

(II) amounts required to be deducted for
the calendar quarter under section 3102 (re-
lating to FICA employee taxes), and

(III) amounts of the taxes imposed on the
State for the calendar quarter under section
3111 (relating to FICA employer taxes).
as if the State had paid to the Secretary, on
the day on which payments are made to par-
ticipating residents, an amount equal to
such payments.

(B) ADVANCE PAYMENTS EXCEED TAXES
DUE.—If for any calendar quarter the aggre-
gate amount of advance earned income pay-
ments made by the responsible State agency
under a State Advance Payment Program ex-
ceeds the sum of the amounts referred to in
subparagraph (A)(ii) (without regard to para-
graph (6)(A)). each such advance earned in-
come payment shall be reduced by an
amount which bears the same ratio to such
excess as such advance earned income pay-
ment bears to the aggregate amount of all
such advance earned income payments.

(6) STATE REPAYMENT OF EXCESSIVE AD.
VANCE EARNED INCO PAYMENTS.—

"(A) IN GENERAL—Notwithstanding any
other provision of law, in the case of an ex-
cessive advance earned income payment a
State shall be treated as having deducted
and withheld under section 3401 (relating to
wage withholding), and therefore is required
to pay to the United States, the repayment
amount during the repayment calendar quar-
ter.

(B) EXCESSIVE ADVANCE EARNED INCOME
PAYMENT.—For purposes of this section. an
excessive advance income payment is that
portion of any advance earned income pay-
ment that, when combined with other ad-
vance earned income payments previously
made to the same participating resident dur-
ing the same calendar year. exceeds the
amount of earned income tax credit to which
that participating resident is entitled under
section 32 for that year.

- '(C) REPAYMENT AMOUNT—The repayment
amount is equal to 50 percent of the excess
of—

(i) excessive advance earned income pay-
ments made by a State during a particular
calendar year. over

'(ii) the sum of—
"(1) 4 percent of all advance earned income

payments made by the State during that cal-
endar year. and

(II) the excessive advance earned income
payments made by the State during that cal-
endar year that have been collected from
participating residents by the Secretary.

(D) REPAYMENT CALENDAR QUARTER.—The
repayment calendar quarter is the second
calendar quarter of the third calendar year
after the calendar year in which an excessive
earned income payment is made.

"(7) DEFINm0NS.—For purposes of this sec-
tion—

(A) STATE ADVANCE PAYMENT PROCRAM.—
The term State Advance Payment Program'
means the program described in a proposal
submitted for designation under paragraph
(1) and designated by the Secretary under
paragraph (2).

(B) RESPONSIBLE STATE AGENCY—The
term responsible State agency' means the
single State agency that will be making the
advance earned income payments to resi-
dents of the State who elect to participate in
a State Advance Payment Program.

(C) ADVANCE EARNED INCOME PAYWrS.—
The term advance earned income payments'
means an amount paid by a responsible State
agency to residents of the State pursuant to
a State Advance Payment Program.

(D) PARTICIPATING RESIDENT—The term
participating resident' means an individual

who—
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'(i) is a resident of a State that has in ef-

fect a designated State Advance Payment
Program.

'iii) makes the election described in para-
graph (3)(C) pursuant to guidelines pre-
scribed by the State.

"(iii) certifies to the State the number of
qualifying children the individual has, and

(iv) provides to the State the certifI-
cations and statement set forth in sub-
sections (b)(i). (b)(2), (b)(3), and (b)(4) (except
that for purposes of this clause (iv). the term
'any employer shall be substituted for 'an-
other employer' in subsection (b)(3)). along
with any other information reqwred by the
State.".

(b) TECHNtC.A1. ASSISTANCE.—The Secretar-
ies of Treasury and Health and Human Serv-
ices shall jointiy ensure that technical as-
sistance is pro'ided to State Advance Pay-
ment Programs and that these programs are
rigorously evaluated.

(c) ArJi REPORTS.—The Secretary shall
issue annual reports detailing the extent to
which—

(I) residents participate in the State Ad-
vance Payment Programs.

(2) participating residents file Federal and
State tax returns.

(3) participating residents report accu-
rately the amount of the advance earned in-
come payments made to them by the respon-
sible State agency during the year. and

(4) recipients of excessive advance earned
income payments repaid those amounts.
The report shall also contain an estimate of
the amount of advance earned income pay-
ments made by each responsible State agen-
cy but not reported on the tax returns of a
participating resident and the amount of ex-
cessive advance earned income payments.

(d) AtjrHovrIoN OF APPROPRiATIONS.—
For purposes of providing technical assist-
ance described in subsection (b). preparing
the reports described in subsection (c). and
providing grants to States in support of des-
ignated State Advance Payment Programs.
there are authorized to be appropriated in
advance to the Secretary of the Treasury
and the Secretary of Health and Human
Services a total of S1.400.000 for fiscal years
1996 through 1999.

KERRY AMENDMENT NO. 4913
(Ordered to lie on the table.)
Mr. KERRY submitted an amend-

ment intended to be proposed by him
to the bill. S. 1956. supra; as follows:

Section 413 of the Social Security Act, as
added by section 2103. is amended by adding
at the end thereof the followmg new sub-
section:

(h) Ci-nu POVERTY RKrEs.—
"(1) IN GENAL.—Not later than 90 days

after the date of the enactment of this part.
and annually thereafter, the chief executive
officer of a State shall submit to the Sec-
retary a statement of the child poverty rate
in the State as of such date of enactment or
the date of such subsequent statements.
Such subsequent statements shall include
the change in such rate from the previous
statement. if any.

"(2) INCREASErc RATE.—
'(A) IN GENERAL—With respect to a State

that submits a statement under paragraph
(I) that indicates an increase of 5 percent or
more in the child poverty rate of the State
from the previous statement the State shall.
not later than 90 days after the date of such
statement, prepare and submit to the Sec-
retary a correcrjve action plan in accordance
with paragraph (3).

(3) CORRECmt ACTION PLAN,—
(A) IN GENDAL—A corrective action plan

submitted under paragraph (2) shall outiine
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that manner in which the State will reduce
the child poverty rate within the State. The
plan shall include a description of the ac-
tions to be taken by the State under such
plan.

() ABOCT MODIFICATIONS.—
During the 60-day period that begins with
the date the Secretary receives the correc-
tive action plan of a State under subpara-
graph (A). the Secretary may consult with
the State on modifications to the plan.

(C) ACCEPTANCE OF PLAN—A corrective
action plan submitted by a State in accord-
ance with subparagraph (A) is deemed to be
accepted by the Secretary if the Secretary
does not accept or reject the plan during 60-
day period that begins on the date the plan
is submitted.

"(4) COMPLIANCE WITH PLAN.—
"(A) IN GENERAL—A State that submits a

corrective action plan under this subsection
shall continue to implement such plan until
such time as the Secretary makes the deter-
mination described in subparagraph (B).

(B) DETERMINATION—A determination de-
scribed in this subparagraph is a determina-
tion that the child poverty rate for the State
involved has fallen to. and not exceeded for
a period of 2-consecutive years. a rate that is
not greater than the rate contained in the
most recent statement submitted by the
State under paragraph (I) which did not trig-
ger the application of paragraph (2).

(C) LA.BoR SURPLUS AREA—With respect
to a State that submits a corrective action
plan under paragraph (2HB), such plan shall
continue to be implemented until the area
involved is no longer designated as a Labor
Surplus Area.

(5) METHODOLOCY.—The Secretary shall
promulgate regulations establishing the
methodology by which a State shall deter-
mine the child poverty rate within such
State. Such methodology shall, with respect
to a State. take into account factors includ-
ing the number of children who receive free
or reduced-price lunches, the number of food
stamp households, and the county by county
estimates of children in poverty as deter-
mined by the Census Bureau.

FRIST (AND OTHERS) AMENDMENT
NO. 4914

Mr. FRIST (for himself, Mr. ABRk-
i-lAM, Mr. SANTORUM, Mrs. HUTCHISON,
Mr. BOND. and Mr. THOMPSON) proposed
an amendment to the bill. 5. 1956.
supra: as follows:

At the appropriate place, add the following
new section:
SEC. . SENSE OF CONGRESS.

(a) FINDINGS.-_Congress rmds that—
(I) the Secretary of He&th and Human

Services has not approved in a timely man-
ner. State waiver requests for programs car-
ried out under part A of tide IV of the Social
Security Act or other Federal law providing
needs-based or income-based benefits (re-
ferred to in this resolution as 'welfare re-
form programs'):

(2) valuable time is running out for these
states which need to obtain the waivers in
order to implement the changes as planned;

(3) across the country there are 16 States.
with 22 waiver requests for welfare reform
programs, awaiting approval of the requests
by the Secretary of Health and Human Serv-
ices;

(4) on July 21, 1995. in Burlington. Ver-
mont. President Clinton promised the Gov-
ernors that the Secretary of Health and
Human Services would approve their waiver
requests within 30 days; and

(5) despite the President's promise, the av-
erage delay in approving such a waiver re-
quest is currently 210 days and some of the
waiver requests have been pending since 1994.
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(b) SENSE OF CONGRESS—It is the sense of
Congress that the President should ensure
that the Secretary of Health and Human
Services approves the following waiver re-
quests for Georgia—Jobs First Project. sub-
mitted 7/S/94; Georgia—Fraud Detection
Project. submitted 7/1/96: Indiana—Impacting
Families Welfare Reform Demonstration,
submitted 12/14195: Kansas—Actively Creat-
ing Tomorrow for Families Demonstration,
submitted 7126/94; Michigan—To Strengthen
Michigan Families, submitted 6/27/96: Min-
nesota—Work First Program. submitted 4/4/
96; Minnesota-_AFDC Barrier Removal
Project, submitted 4/4/96; New York—
L.earnfare Program, submitted 5/31/96; New
York—Intentional Program Violation Dem-
onstration, submitted 5/31/96: Oklahoma—
Welfare Self-Sufficiency Initiative, submit-
ted 10/27/95: Pennsylvania—School Attend-
ance Improvement Program. submitted 9/12/
94; Pennsylvania—Savings for Education
Program, submitted 12/29/94; Tennessee—
Families First, submitted 4/30/96: Utah—Sin-
gle Parent Employment Demonstration, sub-
mitted 7/2196: Virginia—Virginia Independ-
ence Program. submitted 5/24/96: Wisconsin—
Work Not Welfare and Pay for Performance,
submittedI29/96: And Wyoming—New Oppor-
tunities and New Responsibilities—Phase II,
submitted 5/13/96.

HARKIN (AND COATS)
AMENDMENT NO. 4915

Mr. HARKIN (for himself and Mr.
COATS) proposed an amendment to the
bill, 5. 1956. supra; as follows:

Section 408 of the Social Security Act. as
added by section 2103, is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new sub-
section:

"(d) STATE REQunEr To EN-I-ER 1NT0 A PER-
SONAL RESPONSIBILITY AGREEMENT WITH
EACH FAfiLY RECEIVING ASSISTANCE.—

(I) IN GENERAL—Each State to which a
grant is made under section 403 shall require
each family receiving assistance under the
State program funded under this part to
enter into a personal responsibility agree-
ment (as developed by the State) with the
State,

"(2) PERSONAL RESPONSIBIUTY AGREE-
MENT—For purposes of this subsection, the
term 'personal responsibility agreement'
means a binding contract between the State
and each family receiving assistance under
the State program funded under this part
that—

(A) contains a statement that public as-
sistance is not intended to be a way of life.
but is intended as temporary assistance to
help the family achieve self-sufficiency and
personal independence:

(B) outlines the steps each family and the
State will take to get the family off of wel-
fare and to become self-sufficient, including
an employment goal for the individual and a
plan for promptly moving the individual into
paid employment;

"(C) specifies a negotiated time-limited pe-
riod of eligibility for receipt of assistance
that is consistent with unique family cir-
cumstances and is based on a reasonable plan
to facilitate the transition of the family to
self-sufficiency:

"CD) provides for the imposition of sanc-
tions if the individual refuses to sign the
agreement or does not comply with the
terms of the agreement, which may include
loss or reduction of cash benefits;

"(E) provides that the contract shall be in-
valid if the State agency fails to comply
with the contract: and

"(F) provides that the individual agrees
not to abuse illegal drugs or other sub-
stances that would interfere with the ability
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of the individual to become self-sufficient, or
provide for a referral for substance abuse
treatment if necessary to increase the em-
ployabilitv of the individual.

"(3) ASSCSSMENT.—The State agency shall
provide, through a case manager, an initial
and thorough assessment of the skills, prior
work experience, and employability of each
parent for use in developing and negotiating
a personal responsibility contract.

(4) DI5PLrE RESOLUTION—The State agen-
cy shall establish a dispute resolution proce-
dure for disputes related to participation in
the personal responsibility contract that
provides the opportunity for a hearing.

HARKN AMENDMENT NO. 4916
Mr. HARKIN proposed an amendment

to the bill. S. 1956. supra; as follows:
Strike section 1253.

ASHCROFT AMENDMENT NO. 4917
Mr. SANTORUM (for Mr. ASHCROFT)

proposed an amendment to the bill. S.
1956, supra: as follows:

At the appropriate place in chapter 9 of
subtitle A. insert the following:
sEC. —- 5ACfloN5 FOR FAILING To ENsURE

THAT MINOR CHILDREN ARE IMMU-
NIZED.

(a) TANF.—
(1) IN CE"ZERAL.—Notwithstanding any

other provisrnn of law, a State shall not be
prohibited by the Federal Government from
sanctioning a recipient of assistance under a
State program funded under part A of title
IV of the Social Security Act for failing to
provide verification that such recipient's
minor children have received appropriate im-
munizations against contagious diseases as
required by the law of such State.

(2) EXCEPT3QN.—In the event that a State
requires verification of immunizations, para-
graph (1) shall not apply to a caretaker de-
scribed in such paragraph who relies solely
or partially upon spiritual means rather
than medical treatment, in accordance with
the religious beliefs of such caretaker.

(b) FOOD STPs.—
(I) IN CENAL.—A caretaker recipient of

assistance or benefits under the food stamp
program, as thfined in section 3(h) of the
Food Stamp Act of 1977, shall provide ver-
ification that any dependent minor child re-
siding in such recipient's household has re-
ceived appropriate immunizations against
contagious diseases as required by the law of
the State in which the recipient resides.

(2) EXCEPTION—Paragraph (I) shall not
apply to a caretaker described in such para-
graph who relies solely or partially upon
spiritual means rather than medical treat-
ment. in accordance with the religious be-
liefs of such caretaker.

(3) IND!v1D1.. PENALTIES—The failure of a
caretaker described in paragraph (1) to com-
ply with the requirement of such paragraph
within the 6-month period beg1nning with
the month that includes the date that the
caretaker first receives benefits under the
food stamp program shall result in a 20 per.
cent reduction in the monthly amount of
benefits paid under such program to such
caretaker for each month beginning after
such period, until the caretaker complies
with the requirement of paragraph (1).

(c) SSI.—
(1) IN CENAL.—A caretaker of a minor

child who receives, on their own behalf or on
behalf of such child, payments under the sup-
plemental security income program under
title XVI of the Social Security Act (42
U.5C. 1681 et seq.) shall provide verification
that the child has received appropriate im-
munizations against contagious diseases as
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required by the law of the State in which the
child resides.

(2) EXCEPTI0N—Paragraph (I) shall not
apply to a caretaker described in such para-
graph who relies solely or partially upon
Spiritual means rather than medical treat-
ment. in accordance with the rehgious be-
liefs of such caretaker.

(3) IN'DIVIDUAL PEALTIES.—The failure of a
caretaker described in paragraph (I) to com-
ply with the requirement of such paragraph
within the 6-month period beginning with
the month that includes the date that the
caretaker first receives, on their own behalf
or own behalf of such child. payments under
the supplemental security income program
shall result in a 20 percent reduction in the
monthly amount of each payment made
under such program on behalf of the care-
taker or such child for each month beginning
after such period, until the caretaker com-
plies with the requirement of paragraph (I).

WELLSTONE (AND SIMON)
AMENDMENT NO. 4918

Mr. WELLSTONE (for himself and
Mr. SIMON) proposed an amendment to
1he bill. 5. 1956, supra; as follows:

At the appropriate place insert the follow-
rng:

IMPOVERI5HED CDREN PROvIsION.—
(A) REPoRT BY THE 5ECRETARY. ACCOM-

PANIED BY LECISLATIVE PROPOSAL—The Sec-
rezary of Health anid Human Services shall
develop data and, by January 30, 1999. shall
report to Congress with respect to whether
the National child poverty rate for Fiscal
Year 1998 is higher than it would have been
had this Act not been implemented. If the
Secretary determines that this rate has in-
creased and that such increase is attrib-
utable to the implementation of provisions
of this Act, then such report shall contain
the Secretary's recommendations for legisla-
tion to halt this increase. The Secretary's
report shall be made public and shall be ac-
companied by a legislative proposal in the
form of a bill reflecting said recornmenda-
tions.

(B) CoNcSsIoN...j. ACTION,—
'(l) The bill described in (A) shall be intro-

duced in each House of Congress by the Ma-
jority Leader or his designee upon submis-
sion and shall be referred to the committee
or committees with jurisdiction in each
House.

(2) DISCHARGE—If any committee to
which is referred a bill described in para-
graph (1) has not reported such bill at the
end of 20 calendar days after referral, such
committee shall be discharged from further
consideration of such bill, and such bill shall
be placed on the appropriate calendar of the
House involved,

(3) FLOOR CONSrDERATION.—Any bill de-
scribed in paragraph (1) placed on the cal-
endar as a result of a committee's report or
the provisions of paragraph (2) shall become
the pending business of the House involved
within 60 days after it has been placed on the
calendar of such House, unless such House
shall otherwise determine."

WELLSTON'E (AND MURRAY)
AMENDMENT NO. 4919

Mr. WELLSTONE (for himself and
Mrs. MURRAY) proposed an amendment
to the bill, 5. 1956. supra: as follows:

At the end of section 402(a) of the Social
Security Act. as added by section 2103(a) (1).
add the following:

(7) CERT1FICAT10 OF STANDAJD5 AND PRO-
CEDURES 'ID ENSURE ThAT THE STATE WILL
SCREEN FOR AND DTIFY DOSTC V1O-
LENC-
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'(A) IN CENERAL.—A certification by the

chief executive officer of the State that the
State has established and is enforcing stand-
ards and procedures to—

(i) screen and identify individuals receiv-
ing assistance under this part with a history
of domestic violence while maintaining the
confidentiality of such individuals;

"(ii) refer such individuals to counseling
and supportive services: and

"(iii) waive. pursuant to a determination
of good cause, other program requirements
such as time limits (for so long as necessary)
for individuals receiving assistance. resi-
dency requirements, child support coopera-
tion requirements, and family cap provi-
sions, in cases where compliance with such
requirements would make it more difficult
for individuals receiving assistance under
this part to escape domestic violence or un-
fairly penalize such individuals who are or
have been victimized by such violence. or in-
dividuals who are at risk of further domestic
violence.

"(B) DOMESTIC VIOLENCE DEFINED—For pur-
poses of this paragraph, the term 'domestic
violence' has the same meaning as the term
'battered or subjected to extreme cruelty'. as
defined in section 408(a) (8) (C)(iii).

"(8) CERTIFICATION RECARDINC ELICI8ILITY
OF INDIVIDUAL M'o HAS BEEN BATrERED OR
5IJBJECTEZ) 'ID E'CrREME CRUELTY—A certifi-
cation by the chief executive officer of the
State that the State has established and is
enforcing standards and procedures to ensure
that in the case of an individual who has
been battered or subjected to extreme cru-
elty, as determined under section
408 (a) (8) (C) (iii), the State will determine the
eligibility of such individual for assistance
under this part based solely on such individ-
ual's income.

DEWINE AMENDMENT NO. 4920
Mr. DEWINE proposed an amendment

to the bill, 5. 1956, supra; as follows:
At the end of chapter 7 of subtitle A of

title II, add the following:
SECTION 2703. CLARIFICATION OF REASONABLE

EFFORTS REQUIREMENT BEFORE
PLACEMENT IN FOSTER CARE.

(a) IN GENER..L.—Sectjon 471(a)(15) of the
Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 671(a)(15)) is
amended to read as follows:

(15) provides that. in each case—
'•(A) reasonable efforts will be made—

(i) prior to the placement of the child in
foster care, to prevent or eliminate the need
for removing the child from the child's
home: and

"(ii) to make it possible for the child to re-
turn home; and

"(B) in determining reasonable efforts, the
best interests of the child, including the
child's health and safety. shall be of primary
concern:".

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—
(1) IN CENERAL.—Except as provided in

paragraph (2), the amendment made by sub-
section (a) shall be effective on the date of
the enactment of this Act.

(2) EXCEPTION—In the case of a State plan
for foster care and adoption assistance under
part E of title IV of the Social Security Act
which the Secretary of Health and Human
Services determines requires State legisla-
tion (other than legislation appropriating
funds) in order for the plan to meet the addi-
tional requirement imposed by the amend-
ment made by subsection (a). such plan shall
not be regarded as failing to comply with the
requirements of such title solely on the basis
of its failure to meet this additional require-
ment before the first day of the first cal-
endar quarter beginning after the close of
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the first regular session of the State legisla-
ture that begins after the date of the enact-
ment of this Act. For purposes of the pre-
vious sentence in the case of a State that
has a 2-year legislative session, each year of
such session shall be deemed to be a separate
regular session of the State legislature.

GRAHAM (AND OTHERS)
AMENDMENT NO. 4921

Mr. GRAHAM (for himself. Mrs. FEIN-
STEIN. Mr. SIMON, Mrs. MURRAY. and
Mrs. BOXER) proposed an amendment to
the bill, S. 1956. supra: as follows:

Beginning on page 562 strike line 5 through
the end of line 23 on page 567.

Beginning on page 567 strike line 14
through the end of page 582 line 2.

Beginning on page 585 line 13 strike anthrough the end of line 25 on page 587.

DODD (AND OTHERS) AMENDMENT
NO. 4922

Mr. DODD (for himself. Ms. SNOwE.
Mr. KENNEDY. Ms. MIKULSKI, Mr. HAR-
KIN, Mr. KOHL Mr. KERRY, Mrs. MUR-
RAY, Mr. KERREY. Mr. COHEN, Mr. REID,
and Mr. LEAHY) proposed an amend-
ment to the bill. 5. 1956. supra: as fol-
lows:

In the amendment made by section 2807,
strike "3•' and insert "4••.

FAIRCLOTI-j AMENDMENT NO. 4923
Mr. ROTH (for Mr. FAIRCLOTH) pro-

posed an amendment to the bill. S.
1956, supra; as follows:

On page 239. between lines 21 and 22. insert
the following:

(1) ENcoUCEt-1- To PROVIDE CHILD
CARE SERVICES.An individual participating
in a State community service program may
be treated as being engaged in work under
subsection (c) if such individual provides
child care sd-vices to other individuals par-
ticipating in the community service program
in the manner, and for the penod of time
each week, determined appropriate by theState.

COATS AMENDMENT NO. 4924
Mr. ROTH (for Mr. COATS) proposedan amendment to the bill, 5. 1956,

supra; as follows:
On page 221. between lines 20 and 21. insert

the following new subsection:
(h) USE O Fur's FOR INDIVIDUAL DEv-

O1'irr AccOUN-l-$,_
(1) IN CNERAL.—A State operating a pro.-gram funded under this part may use

amounts received under a grant under sec-
tion 403 to carry Out a program to fund indi-
vidual development accounts (as defined in
paragraph (2)) established by individuals eli-
gible for assistance under the State program
under this part.

(2) INDXVIDU DE/EL0pMErJ-r ACcOUNTS.—
(A) ESTABLI5HJ 'TUnder a State pro-

gram carried Out under paragraph (1). an in-
dividual development account may be estab-
lished by or on behalf of an individual eligi-
ble for assistance under the State program
operated under this part for the purpose of
enabling the individual to accumulate funds
for a qualified purpose described in subpara-
graph (B).

(B) QuAupir PURPOsE—A qualified pur-
pose described in this subparagraph is I or
more of the following, as provided by the
qualified entity providing assistance to the
individual under this subsection:

(i) POSTSECONDARY EDUCATIONAL EX.
PEN5ES._Postsecondaiy educational ex-
penses paid from an individual development
account directly to an eligible educational
institution,

(ii) FIRST-HOME PURCftA.$E_Qualified ac-
quisition costs with respect to a qualified
principal residence for a qualified first-time
homebuyer, if paid from an individual devel-
opment account directly to the persons to
whom the amounts are due.

(iii) BUSINESS CAPITAUZATION.Amounts
paid from an individual development account
directly to a business capitalization account
which is established in a federally insured fi.
nancial institution and is restricted to use
solely for qualified business capitalization
expenses.

(C) CONTRIBUTIONS TO BE FROM EARNED IN-
COME—An individual may only contribute to
an individual development account such
amounts as are derived from earned income.
as defined in section 911(d)(2) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986.

(D) W1TH1JIWAL OF FUNDS—The Sec-
retary shall establish such regulations as
may be necessary to ensure that funds held
in an individual development account are
not withdrawn except for I or more of the
qualified purposes described in subparagraph
(B).

(3) REMENTS,—
(A) IN CENERAL.—An individual develop-

ment account established under this sub-
section shall be a trust created or organized
in the United States and funded through
periodic contributions by the establishing in-
dividual and matched by or through a quali-fied entity for a qualified purpose (as de-
scribed in paragraph (2)(B)).

(B) QUAUFIED ENTrr(,—For purposes of
this subsection, the term 'qualified entity'
means either—

(i) a not-for-profit organization described
in section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986 and exempt from taxation under
section 501(a) of such Code; or

(ii) a State or local government agency
acting in cooperation with an organization
descnbed in clause (i).

(4) No R IJCTi0N IN BENEFrrs,—No,ith
standing any other provision of Federal law
(other than the Internal Revenue Code of
1986) that requires consideration of I or more
financial circumstances of an individual, for
the purpose of determining eligibility to re-
ceive. or the amount of. any assistance or
benefit authorized by such law to be provided
to or for the benefit of such individual, funds
(including interest accruing) in an individual
development account under this subsection
shall be disregarded for such purpose with re-
spect to any period during which such indi-
vidual maintains or makes contributions
into such an account,

(5) DEFINITiONS_For purposes of this sub-
section—

(A) ELIGIBLE EDUCATIONAL INSTITTJflON,—
The term 'eligible educational institution'
means the following:

(i) An institution described in section
481(a)(1) or 1201(a) of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 18(a)(1) or I141(a)), as
such sections are in effect on the date of the
enactment of this subsection.

"(ii) An area vocational education school
(as defined in subparagraph (C) or (D) of sec-
tion 521(4) of the Carl D. Perkins Vocational
and Applied Technology Education Act (20
U.S.C. 2471(4))) which is in any State (as de-
fined in 5ecton 521 (33) of such Act), as such
sections are in effect on the date of the en-
actment of this subsection.

(B) POST-SECONDJy EDUCATIONAL EX-
PENSES—The term post-secondary edu-
eauonal expenses means—

(i) tuition and fees required for the enroll-
ment or attendance of a student at an eligi-
ble educational institution, and
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(ii) fees, books, supplies, and equipment

required for courses of instruction at an eli-
gible educational institution.

(C) QUALIFIED ACQUI5Fn0N COSTS—The
term 'qualified acquisition costs' means the
costs of acquiring, constructing, or recon-
structing a residence. The term includes any
usual or reasonable settlement, financing, or
other closing costs.

(D) QUA11FIED BUSINESS—The term quali-
fied business means any business that does
not contravene any law or public policy (as
determined by the Secretary).

CE) Qu&uj BUSINESS CAPITAUZATION
EXPENSES—The term qualified business cap-
italization expenses means qualified expend-
itures for the capitalization of a qualified
business pursuant to a qualified plan.

(F) QUAIIFIED EXPENDITJRES.The term
'qualified expenditures means expenditures
included in a qualified plan, including cap-
ital. plant. eluipment, working capital, and
inventory expenses.

(C) QUALIFIED FIRST-fl HOMEBUy—
(i) IN CENERAL—The term qualified first-

time homebuyer means a taxpayer (and, if
marned, the taxpayer's spouse) who has no
present ownership interest in a pñncipal res-
idence during the 3-year period ending on the
date of acquisition of the principal residence
to which this subsection applies.

"(ii) DA1t OF ACQtJ1SIflO,The term 'date
of acquisition' means the date on which a
binding contract to acquire. construct, or re-
construct the principal residence to which
this subparagraph applies is entered into.

(H) QUAUFIED PLAN—The term 'qualified
plan' means a business plan which—

(i) is approved by a financial institution,
or by a nonprofit loan fund having dem-
onstrated fiduciary integrity,

"(ii) includes a description of services or
goods to be sold, a marketing plan, and pro-
jected financial statements, and

"(iii) may require the eligible individual to
obtain the assistance of an experienced en-
trepreneurial advisor,

(I) QUAUiwt PRINCIPAL smENcE—The
term 'qualifIed plincipal residence means a
plincipal residence (within the meaning of
section 1034 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986), the qualified acquisition costs of which
do not exceed 100 percent of the average area
purchase pnce applicable to such residence
(determined in accordance with paragraphs
(2) and (3) of section 143(e) of such Code).

ABRAHAM AMENDMENT NO. 4925
Mr. ROTH (for Mr. ABRAEAM) pro.

posed an amendment to the bill. S.
1956, Supra; as follows:

Beginning on page 202. line 20, strike a
grant' and all that follows through line 13
on page 203. and insert the following: "an il-
legitimacy reduction bonus if—

'(i) the State demonstrat that the num-
ber of out-of-wedlock births that occurred in
the State during the most recent 2-year pe-
riod for which such information is available
decreased as compared to the number of such
births that occurred during the previous 2-
year period: and

'(ii) the rate of induced pregnancy termi-
nations in the State for the fiscal year is less
than the rate of induced pregnancy termi-
nations in the State for fiscal year 1995.

"(B) PARTICIPATION IN ILLECFflMACY
BONUS—A State that demonstrates a de-
crease under subparagraph (A) (i) shall be eli-
gible for a grant under paragraph (5).

On page 203, line 19. strike '(B)" and insert
"(C)".

On page 204, line 7, strike "(C)" and insert

On page 204. lines 13 and 14. strike 'for fis.
cal year 1995" and insert "the preceding 2 fis-
cal years".
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On page 214. between lines 10 and 11. insert

the following:
(5) BONUs TO REWARD DECREASE IN ILLECIT-

IMACY.-
(A) IN CENERAL.—The Secretary shall

make a grant pursuant to this paragraph to
each State determined eligible under para-
graph (2)(B) for each bonus year for which
the State demonstrates a net decrease in
out-of-wedlock births.

(B) AMOUNT OF GRANT.—
(i) IN CERAL.—Subject to this subpara-

graph, the Secretary shall determine the
amount of the grant payable under this para-
graph to a low illegitimacy State for a bonus
year.

• (ii) To FIVE STATES—with respect to
States determined eligible under paragraph
(2)(B) for a fiscal year, the Secretary shall
determine which five of such States dem-
onstrated the greatest decrease in out-of-
wedlock births under such paragraph for the
period involved. Each of such five States
shall receive a grant of equal amount under
this paragraph for such fiscal year but such
amount shall not exceed $20000000 for any
single State.

'(iii) LESS THAJ-J FIVE STATES—With re-
spect to a fiscal year. if the Secretary deter-
mines that there are less than five States el-
igible under paragraph (2)(B) for a fiscal
year, the grants under this paragraph shall
be awarded to each such State in an equal
amount but such amount shall not exceed
$25,000,000 for any single State.

(C) BONUS YEAR—The term bonus year'
means fiscal years 1999. 2000. 2001. 2002. and
2003.

"(I)) APPROPRLATION,_Out of any money in
the Treasury of the United States not other-
wise appropriated, there are appropriated for
fiscal years 1999 through 2003. such sums as
are necessary for grants under this para-
graph.

THE CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION
AND TREATMENT ACT AMEND-
MENTS OF 1996

COATS AMENDMENT NO. 4926
Mr. ROTh (for Mr. COATS) proposed

an amendment to the bill (5. 919) to
modify and reauthorize the Child
Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act,
and for other purposes; as follows:

Beginning on page 83. strike line 6 and all
that follows through line 10 on page 86. and
insert the following:

(b) EucIBxLrr REQUIREMENTS,—.
'(1) iN GENERAL—In order for a State to

qualify for a grant under subsection (a). such
State shall provide an assurance or certifi-
cation. signed by the chief executive officer
of the State, that the State—

(A) has in effect and operation a State
law or Statewide program relating to child
abuse and neglect which ensures—

"(1) provisions or procedures for the report-
ing of known and suspected instances of
child abuse and neglect:

"(ii) procedures for the immediate screen-
ing. safety assessment, and prompt inves-
tigation of such reports:

(iii) procedures for immediate steps to be
taken to ensure and protect the safety of the
abused or neglected child and of any other
child under the same care who may also be
in danger of abuse or neglect;

(iv) provisions for immunity from pros-
ecution under State and local laws and regu-
lations for individuals making good faith re-
ports of suspected or known instances of
child abuse or neglect;

(v) methods to preserve the confidential-
ity of all records in order to protect the

rights of the child and of the child's parents
or guardians, including requirements ensur-
ing that reports and records made and main-
tained pursuant to the purposes of this Act
shall only be made available to—

(I) individuals who are the subject of the
report:

(II) Federal. State. or local government
entities, or any agent of such entities, hav-
ing a need for such information in order to
carry Out its responsibilities under law to
protect children from abuse and neglect:

"(III) child abuse citizen review panels:
"(IV) child fatality review panels:
CV) a grant jury or court, upon a finding

that information in the record is necessary
for the determination of an issue before the
court or grant jury; and

(VI) other entities or classes of individ-
uals statutorily authorized by the State to
receive such information pursuant to a le-
gitimate State purpose:

"(vi) provisions which allow for public dis-
closure of the findings or information about
the case of child abuse or neglect which has
resulted in a child fatality or near fatality:

"(vii) the cooperation of State law enforce-
ment officials, court of competent jurisdic-
tion. and appropriate State agencies provid-
ing human services:

(viii) provisions requiring, and procedures
in place that facilitate the prompt
expungement of any records that are acces-
sible to the general public or are used for
purposes of employment or other background
checks in cases determined to be unsubstan-
tiated or false. except that nothing in this
section shall prevent State child protective
service agencies from keeping information
on unsubstantiated reports in their casework
files to assist in future risk and safety as-
sessment: and

(lx) provisions and procedures requiring
that in every case involving an abused or ne-
glected child which results in a judicial pro-
ceeding, a guardian ad litem shall be ap-
pointed to represent the child in such pro-
ceedings: and

'(B) has in place procedures for responding
to the reporting of medical neglect (includ-
ing instances of withholding of medically in-
dicated treatment from disabled infants with
life-threatening conditions), procedures or
programs, or both (within the State child
protective services system), to provide for—

(i) coordination and consultation with in'
dividuals designated by and within appro—
priate health-care facilities;

"(ii) prompt notification by individuals
designated by and within appropriate health-
care facilities of cases of suspected medical
neglect (including instances of withholding
of medically indicated treatment from dis-
abled infants with life-threatening condi-
tions): and

(iii) authority. under State law. for the
State child protective service system to pur-
sue any legal remedies, including the author-
ity to initiate legal proceedings in a court of
competent jurisdiction, as may be necessary
to prevent the withholding of medically indi-
cated treatment from disabled infants with
life threatening conditions.

(2) LIMtTArIoN.—With regard to clauses
(v) and (vi) of paragraph (1)(A), nothing in
this section shall be construed as restricting
the ability of a State to refuse to disclose
identif,ing information concerning the indi-
vidual initiating a report or complaint alleg-
ing suspected instances of child abuse or ne-
glect, except that the State may not refuse
such a disclosure where a court orders such
disclosure after such court has reviewed, in
camera, the record of the State related to
the report or complaint and has found it has
reason to believe that the reporter know-
ingly made a false report.

"(3) DEFINITION—For purposes of this sub-
section, the term 'near fatality' means an
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act that, as certified by a physician. places
the child in serious or critical condition.

On page 91, strike lines I and 2. and insert
the following: ". serious physical or emo-
tional harm, sexual abuse or exploitation, or
an act of failure to act which presents an im-
minent risk of serious harm:'.".

On page 91, strike lines 9 through II, and
insert the following: '$lOO.OOO,OOO for fiscal
year 1997. and such sums as may be necessary
for each of the fiscal years 1998 through
2001,",

On page 92, line 23, strike "Case" and in-
sert Except with respect to the withholding
of medically indicated treatments from dis-
abled infants with life threatening condi-
tions, case",

On page 114, lines 19 and 20, strike "1996
through 2000" and insert "1997 through 2001".

On page 120, line 10, strike' 2000" and insert
'2001".
On page 120, line 22, strike "and 1996" and

insert "through 1997".
On page 120, line 23. strike "1997 through

2000" and insert "1998 through 2001".
On page 121, lines 8 and 9. strike "1996, and

1997" and insert "1996, and 1997 through
2001".

On page 121. line 23, strike "2000" and in-
sert "2001",

NOTICES OF HEARINGS
cOMIOr1tE ON ITWIAN AFFAiRS

Mr. McCAIN, Mr. President, I would
like to announce that the Senate Com-
mittee on Indian Affairs will meet dur-
ing the session of the Senate on
Wednesday. July 23. 1996 beginning at
9:30 am. to conduct a markup and
hearing on the following: Committee
markup of 5. 199. the Trading with In-
dian Act, Repeal: H.R. 3068, to revoke
the Charter of the Prairie Island Indian
Community: 5. 1962. the Indian Child
Welfare Act Amendments of 1996, H.R.
2464, Utah Schools and Land Improve-
ment Act. Amendment. and 5. 1893. the
Torres-Mai-tjnez Desert Cahuilla Indi-
ans Claims Settlement Act: 5. 1970, the
National Museum of the American In-
dian Act Amendments of 1996; 5. 1973,
the NavajofHopi Land Dispute Settle-
ment Act of 1996: and 5. 1972, the Older
American Indian Technical Amend-
ments Act. The markup will be held in
room 485 of the Russell Senate Office
Building.

Those wishing additional information
should contact the Committee on In-
dian Affairs at 224—2251.

COMMrTIEE ON ENERGY AND NATURAL
RESOURCES

Mr. MURKOWSKI. Mr. President. I
would like to announce for the infor-
mation of the Senate and the public
that 5. 1737. a bill to protect Yellow-
stone National Park. the Clarks Fork
of the Yellowstone National Wild and
Scenic River and the Absaroka-
Beartooth National Wilderness Area,
has been re-referred to the Full Com-
mittee and will not be considered at
the hearing scheduled before the Sub-
committee on Parks, Historic Preser-
vation. and Recreation on July 25. 1996
at 9:30 am.

For further information. please call
Jim O'Toole at 202—224—5161,
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Senate
FRIDAY, JULY 19, 1996

PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY.
WORK OPPORTUNITY. AND MED-
ICAID RESTRUCTURING ACT OF
1996

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
Senate will now resume consideration
of 5. 1956, which the clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

A bill (S. 1956) to provide for reconciliation
pursuant to section 202(a) of the concurrent
resolution on the budget for fiscal year 1997.

The Senate resumed consideration of
the bill.

Pending:
Murray amendment No. 4903. to restore

funds for the summer food service program
for children.

Faircloth amendment No. 4905. to prohibit
recruitment activities in SSI outreach pro-
grams. demonstration projects. and other ad-
ministrative activities.

Breaux amendment No. 4910. to ensure
needy children receive noncash assistance to..
provide for basic needs until the Federal 5-
year time limit applies.

A motion to waive the Congressional Budg-
et Act with respect to consideration of
amendment No. 4910, listed above.

Faircloth amendment No. 4911. to address
multigenerational welfare dependency.

Biden-Specter amendment No. 4912. in the
nature of a substitute.

A motion to waive the Congressional Budg-
et Act with respect to consideration of
amendment No. 4912. listed above.

First modified amendment No. 4914. ex-
pressing the sense of the Congress that the
President should ensure approval of State
%vaver requests.

Harkin amendment No. 4916. to strike sec-
tion 1253. relating to child nutrition require-
ments.

Santorum (for Ashcroft) amendment No.
4917, to ensure that recipients of caretakers
of minor recipients of means-tested benefits
programs are held responsible for ensuring
that their minor children are up to date on
immunizations as a condition for receiving
welfare benefits.

Wellstone-Simon amendment No. 4918. to
require a report to Congress on the impact of
increased numbers of impoverished children
and recommendations for legislation to cor-
rect the increase.

A motion to waive the Congressional Budg-
et Act with respect to consideration of
amendment No. 4918, listed above.

Graham amendment No. 4921. to strike the
provisions restricting welfare and public
benefits for aliens.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mrs.
HUTCHISON). The Senate will now pro-
ceed to 10 rollcall votes with respect to
amendments offered on July 18. 1996,
with 2 minutes for explanation equally
divided before each vote.

The Senator from New Mexico is rec-
ognized.

Mr. DOMENICI. Madam President.
this morning the Senate will resume
consideration of the reconciliation bill
and begin a lengthy series of rollcall
votes. There may be from 8 to 10 votes
consecutively, in order this morning.
Therefore, all Members should be pre-
pared to remain in or around the Sen-
ate Chamber to allow these votes to be
completed in a timely manner.

Following these votes, the Senate
will continue to debate amendments to
reconciliation. However, any votes or-
dered on those amendments will be or-
dered to begin at 9:30 on Tuesday.

I remind my colleagues if they still
intend to offer their amendments,
those that were listed, they must offer
them today or Monday.

• This 'bui1et" symbol identifies statements or insertions which are not spoken by a Member of the Senate on the floor.
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Madam President, I ask unanimous

consent that all votes ordered after the
first vote be reduced to 10 minutes in
length, and that no second-degree
amendments be in order to any of those
amendments in the voting sequence
that is scheduled for today.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

AMENDMENT NO. 4903
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

pending question is on the Murray
amendment. Under the previous order,
the question occurs on amendment No.
4903, offered by the Senator from Wash-
ington fMrs. MURRAYJ.

The yeas and nays have been ordered.
Mrs. MURRAY addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Washington is recognized.
Mrs. MURRAY. Madam President,

since last night when I offered this
amendment, I have been contacted by a
number of Members from both sides of
the aisle who would like to work with
me to perhaps come to an agreement
on this issue. I ask, therefore, unani-
mous consent to withdraw the amend-
ment at this time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? Without objection, it is so
ordered. The amendment is withdrawn.

The amendment (No. 4903) was with-
crawn.

Mr. DOMENICI. Madam President,
before you call the next amendment, I
understand the next scheduled amend-
ment, under the order, would have been
a Faircloth amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. That iscorrect.
Mr. DOMENICI. It is now my under-

standing that is being worked out and
the Senator seeks, and I understand it
is all right with the minority, that
that amendment be set aside until
Tuesday. Then we would proceed to the
Breaux amendment.

The PRESIDG OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. DOMENICI. So I propose that as
a unanimous-consent request.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. DOMENICI. Madam President,
Senator BREAUX was not aware he
would be up first, so I suggest the ab-
sence of a quorum for a couple of min-
utes so he can be advised.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.

The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded tocall the roll.
Mr. DOMENTCI Madam President, I

ask unanimous consent that the order
for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. DOMENICI. Senator BREAUX has
arrived. I think under our sequencing
and the order, we have Senator
BREAUX's motion to waive the point of
order that is up now, and there are 2
minutes on each side.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Equally
divided.

Mr. DOMENICI. Two minutes equally
divided.

Mr. EXON. May I clarify one point.
As I understand it, the Breaux amend-
ment will be the first amendment that
will be voted upon: is that right? That
will be a 15-minute vote? Have we or-
dered 10 minute votes thereafter? Is
that the order?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Yes.
That is the order.

Mr. EXON. Thank you.
Mr. BREAIJX addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Louisiana is recognized.
Mr. BREAUX. I thank the Chair.

MOTION TO WAIVE THE BUDGET ACT—
AMENDMENT NO. 4910

Mr. BREAUX. Madam President, my
colleagues, what we are trying to do
with welfare reform is very simple. I
think we can all agree we should be
tough on work, we should be good for
kids. Everybody knows we should put
work first, but in doing that we should
not put children last.

I am afraid the Republican bill, with-
out my amendment, does exactly that
simply because of this. The Republican
plan says that after you take the par-
ent off of AFDC assistance, you forget
about the children. You absolutely for-
bid the State in their own wisdom to
determine whether they should give
any assistance to the children who are
innocent victims of welfare at the sins
of the parents. We should not be pun-
ishing the children for what their par-
ents have not done correctly.

So let us be as tough as we can on
work, make the parent go to work, but
when the parent is taken off welfare,
for Gods sake, can't we as a nation at
least allow the States to use their
block grant money to provide the
things that a child needs in order to
survive in this country? That is the
issue. Are we going to disregard the
children? Or are we going to help the
children while we are so tough on the
parents? My amendment, I think,
shouldpass.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator's time has expired.

Mr. ROTH addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Delaware has 1 minute.
Mr. ROTH. Madam President, I

strongly oppose the Breaux amendment
which would seriously undermine the
real 5-year time limit on welfare as-
sistance. One of the most important
features of welfare reform is that re-
cipients must understand that public
assistance is temporary, not a way of
life.

Opponents of the 5-year time limit
would have the American people be-
lieve this bill would abandon children.
This is simply not true. Families and
children would still be eligible for food
stamps, Medicaid, housing assistance,
WIC, and dozens of other means-tested
programs.

Let me reiterate that 5. 1956, the bill
before us, is identical to H.R. 4 on this
issue when it passed the Senate on a
vote of 87 to 12 last September. The
Senate rejected amendments to weak-
en the 5-year time limit then, and it
should do so again.
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If States want to use vouchers to pro-

vide services beyond the time limit,
they could do so with State funds or
with title XX funds of social services
block grants. The State can also ex-
empt 20 percent of the caseload from
the limit for those truly hardship
cases. I urge the defeat of the amend-
ment.

Mr. DOMENICI addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New Mexico.
Mr. DOMENICI. Madam President,

this is a new mandate, extremely cost-
ly, a huge new bureaucracy; and noth-
ing in the bill prohibits the States
from using their own money to do this.

Mr. GRASSLEY. Madam President,
the bill provides for a lifetime limit of
5 years for welfare benefits. This means
that there is an actual drop-dead date
so that families are held truly account-
able for their choices. Knowing that
there is a concern for those who are un-
able to work, the bill allows a 20-per-
cent hardship exemption from the life-
time limit.

Working Americans live in a system
where if they don't show up for work,
they are not paid and are likely to lose
their job. They want welfare recipients
to live with that same reality. Tax-
paying Americans don't understand
why their hard work is subsidizing
those who are not working.

According to the mail I receive in my
office, working Iowans believe that
welfare recipients ought to have to
work also. And they believe welfare re-
cipients should not be able to receive
benefits forever.

Mr. McCAIN. Madam President, the
Personal Responsibility, Work Oppor-
tunity, and Medicaid Restructuring
Act of 1996 will dramatically improve
our welfare system. By requiring able-
bodied welfare recipients to work, it
will encourage welfare families to
move from dependency to self-suffi-
ciency. In addition, adult recipients
who refuse to engage in required work
will have their benefits reduced, and
individuals will be able to receive fed-
erally funded benefits for more than S
years, or fewer at the option of the
State. In recognition of the fact that
not all families will be able to enter
the work force effectively, the States
are given a 20-percent hardship exemp-
tion to the 5-year limit on benefits.

Today, my colleague, Senator
BREAUX, introduced an amendment
which would have provided vouchers of
those families which were denied cash
assistance as a result of these limita-
tions. Because this provision would un-
dermine the important goal of encour-
aging families to work and move off
welfare, and because the most troubled
families will be protected by the hard-
ship exemption, I have decided to vote
against the amendment. This vote
does, however, raise a number of issues
which should be addressed by the con-
ference committee, including the im-
pact which ending cash benefits may
have on foster care costs in the States,
and the impact of the benefits limita-
tion on children.
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The PRESIDiNG OFFICER. The

question occurs on agreeing to the mo-
tion to waive the Budget Act in rela-
tion to the Breaux amendment No.
4910. The yeas and nays have been or-
dered. The clerk will call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk called
the roll.

?vlr. FORD. I announce that the Sen-
ator from Georgia IMr. NUNN] and the
Senator from Arkansas IMr. PRYOR]
are necessarily absent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
any other Senators in the Chamber de-
siring to vote?

The yeas and nays resulted—yeas 51,
nays 47, as follows:

IRolicall Vote No. 205 Leg.]
YEAS—Si

Akaka Fenstein Levin
Baucus Ford Lieberman
Bien Glein Mikulski
Binaman Graham Moseley.Braun
Boxer Harkin Moynihan
Bradley Heflin Murray
Breaux Hollings Fell
Bryan lnouye Reid
Burr.oers Jefiortis Robb
Byrd Johnston Rockefeller
Chafee Kassebaum Sarbanes
Conrad Kennedy Simon
Dashle Kerrev Snowe
Dodd Kerry Specter
Dogan Kohl Warner
Exon L.au:enberg Wellstone
Femgold Leanv Wyden

NAYS—47
Abraham Frahm Mack
Asncroft Frist McCain
Beinett Gorton McConnell
Bone Gramm Murkowski
Brorn Grains Nickles
Burns Grassley Pressler
Canobell Gregg Roth
Coats ia:ch Santorum
Cochran Haield Shelby
Cohen Helms Simpson
Coverdell Huchison Smith
Craig irthofe Stevens
DArnaro Kemothorne Thomas
DeWine Kyl Thompson
Don'.enici Loi Thurmond
Faircloth Luar

NOT VOTINC—2
Nun Prvor

The PRESIDING OFFICER. On this
vote, the yeas are 51, the nays are 47.

Three-fifths of the Senators duly cho-
sen and sworn not having voted in the
affirmative, the motion is rejected.
The point of order is sustained and the
amendment falls.

AMENDMENT NO. 4911

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the question occurs
on the motion to table amendment No.
4911 offered by the Senator from North
Carolina, [Mr. F..IRCLOTH].

The Chair recognizes Senator
FCLOm for 1 minute.

Mr. FAIRCLOTH. Madam President.
the welfare bill before us requires that
minors must live at home with a par-
ent as a condition of receiving assist-
ance.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. If the
Senator will withhold, the Senator
cannot be heard. The Senate will come
to order.

Tne Senator from North Carolina.
Mr. FAIRCLOTI-I. Madam President,

this amendment states that if that par-
ent is currently receiving welfare bene-
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fits and has been for the last 3 years.
then the minor may not receive cash
benefits. If the parent is currently re-
ceiving welfare, and the minor child is
herself alone living at home, then we
are requiring that three generations of
welfare recipients live under one roof.

My amendment would ensure that
when we require three generations of
welfare recipients to live under one
roof, and there is a clear history of wel-
fare dependency in that household,
then we will only send one cash check.

My amendment is not intended to re-
duce benefits, and it does not prohibit
the State from providing assistance in
any noncash form—food, whatever. The
amendment simply would limit the
amount of cash that is given to house-
holds with three generations of welfare
where there is a clear history of wel-
fare dependency.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from California is recognized for 1
minute.

Mrs. BOXER. Thank you, Madam
President.

The underlying bill denies assistance
to teenage moms who do not live at
home. Democrats agree with this. We
have this in our bill. But what the
Faircloth amendment says is, you will
be denied assistance as a teenage mom
if you live at home if the home you are
living in has received welfare.

I have to say this: This Faircloth
amendment sets up two categories of
teenage moms, one category that gets
aid when they live at home and one
category that does not.

I thought we were for family unity. I
think that is the question Members
must ask themselves: Are we for family
unity? If we are, we should vote down
the Faircloth amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amend-
ment of the Senator from North Caro-
lina. On this question, the yeas and
nays have been ordered, and the clerk
will call the roll.

The bill clerk called the roll.
Mr. FORD. I announce that the Sen-

ator from Georgia [Mr. NUNN], and the
Senator from Arkansas [Mr. PRYOR],
are necessarily absent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
GRAMS). Are there any other Senators
in the Chamber who desire to vote?

The result was announced—yeas 21,
nays 77, as follows:

[Rollcall Vote No. 206 Leg.)
YEAS—21

Ashcroft Helms Murkowski
Byrd Hutchison Nickles
Coverdell Inhofe Pressler
Faircloth Kyl Shelby
Gramm Lott Smith
Grams Mack Thompson
Grassley McConnell Thurmond

NAYS—77
Abraham Bradley Coats
Akaka Breaux Cochran
Baucus Brown Cohen
Bennett Bryan Conrad
Biden Bumpers Craig
Bingarnan Bums D'Amato
Bond Campbell Daschle
Boxer Chafee DeWine
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Dodd
Domenici

Inouve
Jeffords

Murray
Pel]

Dorgan Johnston Reid
Exon Kassebaum Robb
Feingold Kempthorne Rockefeller
Feinstein Kennedy Roth
Ford Kerrey Santorum
Frahm Kerrv Sarbanes
Frist Kohl Simon
Glenn
Gorton

Lautenber
Leahy

Simpson
Snowe

Graham Levin Specter
Gregg Lieberman Stevens
Harkin Lugar Thomas
Hatch McCain Warner
Hatfield Mikuiski Weflstone
Heflin Moseley.Braun Wvden
Hollings Moynihan

NOT VOTING—2
Nunn Pryor

The amendment (No. 4911) was re-
jected.

Mrs. BOXER. Mr. President, I move
to reconsider the vote.

Mr. LEVIN. I move to lay that mo-
tion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

Mr. DOMENICI. May we have order,
please, Mr. President.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Can we
have order in the Chamber, please.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, Sen-
ators have asked how much longer will
we be voting. It looks to me, if we can
stay close to the 10 minutes, we will be
out of here before noon.

Can I ask, how long did we take on
the last vote?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Approxi-
mately 12 minutes.

Mr. DOMENICI. We have six amend-
ments remaining, so if we can stay
near the 10 minutes. you can do your
own arithmetic. It looks to me like an
hour and 30 minutes is what it would
take. We never get it done that effi-
ciently, but that is sort of what you
ought to be looking at.

Regular order.
MOTION TO WAIVE THE BUDGET ACT—

AMENDMENT NO. 4912

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the question now
occurs on agreeing to the motion to
waive the Budget Act for the consider-
ation of amendment No. 4912 offered by
the Senator from Delaware, [Mr.
BIDEN]. There are 2 minutes of debate
equally divided.

Mr. MOYNIHAN addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New York.
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, may

I point out that yesterday 46 Demo-
crats voted for an amendment by our
distinguished Democratic leader which
had a conditional entitlement. It main-
tained for a period of 5 years a right of
a child to some public support if need-
ed. This measure would abolish that
entitlement in title IV of the Social
Security Act, an entitlement which is
provided for the aged, the unemployed,
for the disabled. We would only strip
the Social Security Act of the provi-
sion for children. I hope Democrats,
who put that legislation in place 60
years ago, will not vote to repeal it
today. It is not reform. It is repeal.

Thank you, Mr. President.
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Mr. DOMENICI addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New Mexico.
Mr. DOMENICI. What bill are you re-

ferr-ing to, I ask the Senator from New
York. this bill that is pending or the
underlying bill?

Mr. MOYNIHAN. I spoke of Mr.
DASCHLE'S amendment yesterday, and I
spoke to Mr. BIDEN and Mr. SPECTER'S
amendment today.

Mr. DOMENICI. I see. All right.
Mr. BIDEN addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Delaware.
Mr. BIDEN. I believe I have 1 minute

in support of this legislation. I said
yesterday the Biden-Specter bill is a
question of, is it better than the under-
1yng bill? The underlying bill does the
same thing the Senator just suggested
that this bill does. The differences are,
we save $53 billion. There is $3 billion
in work funds for the States, individual
responsibility contracts, no food stampblock grants as the underlying bill
has, and the State option for vouchers.
among other things.

I think this is a much preferable bill
than the underlying bill, and I would
encourage my colleagues to vote for
the Biden-Specter amendment, which
is better known, quite frankly, as the
Castle-Tanner bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
has elapsed.

Mr. DOMENICI. Wait a minute. Mr.
President. 1 do not believe that our
time has elapsed. Nobody authorized
the Senator from New York to speak in
opposition. He spoke. I did not object.
I was, but I saw he was on the rightack.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. If that is
the case, the Senator from New Mexico
has 1 minute.

Mr. DOMENICI. I yield to the distin-
gu.shed Senator from Delaware [Mr.
ROTH].

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Delaware.

Mr. ROT}-I. Mr. President, I strongly
oppose the Specter-Biden substitute.
'While it does include some of the provi-
sions of 5. 1956 such as ending the mdi-
viciual entitlement it stops far short of
the goals of welfare reform. The Spec-
ter-Bjden substitute is $10 billion short
on savings and short on time limits. It
has an open-ended contingency fund. It
does include, however, a liberalization
on Medicaid benefits in which Medicaid
could be extended to illegal aliens.

I would like to clarify that our legis-
lation does include transitional Medic-
aid benefits for 1 year for those fami-
lies leaving welfare. It also includes
emergency Medicaid coverage for ille-
gal aliens which is current law.

Mr. President, I urge defeat of the
Specter-Biden amendment. I yield back
the remainder of my time.

The PRESIDiNG OFFICER. All time
for debate has elapsed. The question is
on the motion to waive the Budget Actfor consideration of amendment No.
4912.

The yeas and nays have been ordered.

The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. FORD. I announce that the Sen-

ator from Arkansas IMr. PRYORJ and
the Senator from Georgia IMr. NUNNJ
are necessarily absent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
any other Senators in the Chamber
who desire to vote?

The yeas and nays resulted—yeas 37.
nays 61, as follows:

IRoilcall Vote No. 207 Leg.J

Nunn Pryor

The PRESIDING OFFICER. On this
vote, there are 37 ayes, 61 nays. Three-
fifths of the Senators duly chosen and
sworn not having voted in the affirma-
tive, the motion is rejected. The point
of order is sustained, and the amend-
ment falls.

Mr. DOMENICI addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New Mexico.
Mr. DOMENICI How much time did

we use on that amendment?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. We used

over 13 minutes.
Mr. DOMENICI. Regular order, Mr.

President.
MOTION TO WAIVE THE BUDGET AcT—

AMENDMENT NO. 4914, AS MODIFIED

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the question now
occurs on amendment No. 4914 offered
by the Senator from Tennessee [Mr.
FRIST]. There are 2 minutes for debate
equally divided.

Mr. FRJST addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Tennessee.
Mr. FRIST. Mr. President, this

amendment, submitted on behalf of my
colleagues Senators ABR4J-iAJvI, BOND,
SAr'rroRuM HUTCHISON and ThOMPSON,
simply asks for a sense of the Senate
that the President ensure approval of
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the waiver requests of States such as
Tennessee and 14 other States which
have waiver requests before the De-
partment of Health and Human Serv-
ices.

On October 31, 1995. the President as-
sured the Governors on that day that
he would take care of these requests
within 30 days. Mr. President, it has
been 79 days for Tennessee. Others with
waiver requests have been waiting as
long as 2 years. Tennessee needs ac-
tion. Michigan needs action.

I urge my colleagues to support this
amendment.

Mr. DODD addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Connecticut.
Mr. DODD. Mr. President. the Senate

is not in order.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. May we

please have order in the Chamber so we
can conclude these votes? Can we have
order in the Chamber?

The Senator from Connecticut.
Mr. DODD. Mr. President, it is with

reluctance that I rise in Oppesition to
this amendment, because of my respect
and affection for the Senator from Ten-
nessee. But, this amendment would
allow for waivers across the board in 16
States without any idea of what is in
these waivers.

I point out to my colleagues, that the
administration has approved a record
67 waivers in 40 States. We've reduced
welfare by 1.3 million people. The food
stamp rolls are down. We are heading
in the right direction.

Today, however, we are debating a
national welfare reform program. That
should be our focus. The sense-of-the-
Senate resolution that would approve
waivers to 16 States without any idea
what is in those waivers, I think is
wrong, with all due respect. We don't
have any idea what sort of impact
these waivers will have on children,
Mr. President.

Mr. President, I rise in Opposition to
the amendment offered by my col-
league from Tennessee. I am uneasy
about this amendment because it
would express the sense of the Congress
that 16 welfare waivers should be ap-
proved, without us knowing what those
waivers propose to do.

The President already has approved a
record 67 welfare reform waivers in 40
States. Thats quite a record. Welfare
caseloads are down by 1.3 million peo-
ple. food stamp rolls are lower, and
child support collections are up. So a
lot of progress has been made in recent
years, States are experimenting, and
we're debating a national welfare re-
form bill. I think we'd all like to see
the passage of a bipartisan welfare re-
form bill that puts people to work and
protects children.

But this amendment asks us to give
our approval to 16 different welfare
plans without the benefit of knowing
exactly what they propose to do. In my
view, it should make us uneasy to ap-
prove 16 plans without knowing what
the impact would be on the children in
those States.
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Akaka
Baucus
Biden
Bingaman
Boxer
Breaux
Bryan
Bumpers
Conrad
Daschle
Dodd
Dorgan
Exon

Abraham
Ashcroft
Bennett
Bond
Bradley
Brown
Burns
Byrd
Campbell
Chafee
Coats
Cochran
Cohen
Coverdell
Craig
DAmato
DeWine
Domenici
Faircloth
Frahm
Frist

YEAS—37
Fe ingold
Feinstein
Ford
Glenn
Graham
Harkin
Heflin
Hollings
lnouye
Johnston
Kerrey
Kerry
Kohl

NAYS—61
Gorton
Gramm
Grams
Grassley
Gregg
Hatch
Hatfield
Helms
Hutchjson
Inhofe
Jeffords
Kassebaum
Kempthoi-ne
Kennedy
Kyl
Leahy
Lott
Lugar
Mack
McCain
McConnell

NOT VOTING—2

Lautenberg
Levn
Lieberman
Mikulskj
Murray
Pell
Reid
Robb
Rockefeller
Specter
Wyden

Moseley.Braun
Moynihan
Murkowski
Nickles
Pressler
Roth
Sanrorum
Sarbanes
Shelby
Simon
Simpson
Smith
Snowe
Stevens
Thomas
Thompson
Thurmond
Warner
Wellsrone
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Mr. President. my understanding is

that in one of the State waivers, the
State asks to set a 5-year lifetime
limit on welfare benefits that would
begin in 1987. That's a retroactive time
lirrijt. If this is true, a mother who had
been off assistance for the last 4 years,
but lost her job by no fault of her own,
would be told she could have no assist-
ance at all. What would happen to her
children? We don't know, because the
details of the plan do not accompany
the amendment before us today.

I understand that another waiver
would terminate food stamp benefits if
a mother does not comply with the
work program. Now I know my col-
leagues on the other side of the aisle
have argued that kids won't be hurt by
welfare reform after the time limit, be-
cause food stamps are still there. Not
under this sort of waiver as far as I can
tell.

So Mr. President, I urge caution on
this amendment. I also raise a point of
order against the bill under the Byrd
nile, section 313(b)(1)(A) of the Con-
gressional Budget Act of 1974.

Mr. FRIST. Mr. President, pursuant
to section 904 of the Budget Act, I
move to waive the point of order
against amendment No. 4914 to the bill.
I ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There appears to be a sufficient sec-
ond.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

question is on agreeing to the motion
to waive the Congressional Budget Act
with respect to amendment No. 4914, as
modified. The yeas and nays have been
ordered. The clerk will call the roll.

The bill clerk called the roll.
Mr. FORD. I announce that the Sen-

ator from Georgia [Mr. NUNN] and the
Senator from Arkansas [Mr. PRYOR]
are necessarily absent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
any other Senators in the Chamber de-
siring to vote?

The yeas and nays resulted—yeas 55,
nays 43, as follows:

tRolicall Vote No. 208 Leg.)
YEAS—55

Abraham Gorton McCain
Ashcroft Gramm Mcconnell
Bennett Grams MurkOwski
Bond Grasslv Nickles
Bt,wn Gregg Pressler
Burns Hatch Roth
chafee Hatfield 5antorum
Coats
Cochran

Heflin
Helms

shelby
simpson

Conen Hutchon 5mith
Caverdell lrthofe 5nowe
Craig Jeffo 5pecter
DAxnato Kassebaum 5tevens
DeWme Kempthome Thomas
Dornenici Kohl Thompson
Faircioth Kvl Thurmond
Feitein Lott Warner
Frahrn Lugar
Frisz Mack

NAYS—43
Akaka Bradley campbell
Baucus Breaux Conrad
Bióen Bryan Daschle
Bixigaman Bumpers Dodd
Boxer Byrd Dorgan

Exon
Feingold
Ford

Kerrey
Kerry
Lautenberg

Pe11
Reid
Robb

Glenn Leahy Rockefel)er
Graham Levin 5arbanes
Harkin Lieberman 5imon
Hollings Mikuiski Wellstone
lnouye Moseley-Braun Wyden
Johnston Moynihan
Kennedy Murray

Nunn Pryor

The PRESIDING OFFICER. On this
question, there are 55 yeas. the nays
are 43. Three-fifths of the Senators
duly sworn not having voted in the af-
firmative, the motion is rejected. The
point of order is sustained, and the
amendment falls.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent the Harkin amend-
ment, which was next in line, be set
aside and be reconsidered on Tuesday.
He is in the process of negotiating. We
did that for a Republican Senator.

The next order of business is Senator
ASHCROFT, if this request is granted.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

MOTION TO WAIvE THE BUDGET AcT—
AMENDMENT NO. 4917

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the question now
occurs on amendment No. 4917, offered
by the Senators from Pennsylvania and
Missouri. There are 2 minutes for de-
bate equally divided.

Mr. ASHCROFT. Mr. President, I rise
with an amendment that would allow
States to require welfare recipients to
bring up to date the immunizations of
their minor children. Immunizations in
America are free to individuals who are
on welfare. Yet we have a number of
children who are, every year, afflicted
with serious disabling diseases which
will persist into disabilities of their
adulthood for lack of immunizations.

This amendment would simply pro-
vide States the authority, as it relates
to programs which States share the
cost of, and would require immuniza-
tions where the Federal Government
funds the entirety of the welfare bene-
fit. If you did not provide your children
with the immunizations that were ap-
propriate, you would have a 20-percent
decrease until the children were prop-
erly immunized. This is in the interest
of children.

Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I do not
disagree with the thrust of what my
colleague is saying, that parents
should be responsible for immunizing
their children. But I am afraid that we
are aiming at the parents, but hurting
the child. If the child is not fully im-
munized, to cut off that child from nec-
essary food, medicine, or other re-
sources is, I think, misguided.

We need to encourage and promote
immunizations, but we do not want to
simultaneously deny a child—through
the fault of the parent who does not
get the child fully immunized—the
benefit of the necessary nutritional
and medical services they would other-
wise get. That is the effect of this
amendment.
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I respect my colleagues thrust, but

do not penalize the child. The child
would be the one to suffer. In cases
where a child is behind in immuniza-
tions, that child could lose access to
food and SSI for as long as a year while
they catch up on their immunization
schedule. Immunizations cannot be
given all at once, I am told.

Mr. ASHCROFT. Will the Senator
yield?

Mr. DODD. I am happy to yield to the
Senator.

Mr. ASHCROFT. Is the Senator
aware there is a 6-month grace period?

Mr. DODD. I respect that. My col-
league knows, as well, that innocent
children should not be penalized be-
cause their parents may be irrespon-
sible. That is the net effect of this
amendment.

Mr. ASHCROFT. Will the Senator
yield?

Mr. DODD. I yield to the Senator.
Mr. ASHCROFT. Is the Senator

aware this is just a 20-percent decrease
in the benefit for the 6-month interval?

Mr. DODD. If it is a 5-percent de-
crease, why should an innocent child
pay for the irresponsibility of a parent?
That does not make sense. We ought to
encourage immunizations, promote and
do what we can. The 6-year-old or 2-
year-old child whose parent is irrespon-
sible should not be denied nutrition
and adequate medical benefits.

I suggest, as well, the pending
amendment is not germane. I rise to
make a point of order that it violates
section 305(b) of the Congressional
Budget Act.

Mr. ASHCROFT. Mr. President, I
move the point of order be waived.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator request a rollcall?

Mr. ASHCROFT. I do request a roll-
call vote.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

question is on agreeing to the motion
to waive the Budget Act on amendment
4917.

The yeas and nays have been ordered.
The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. FORD. I announce that the Sen-

ator from Georgia [Mr. NUNN] and the
Senator from Arkansas [Mr. PRYOR]
are necessarily absent.

The yeas and nays resulted—yeas 58,
nays 40, as follows:

ERolicall Vote No. 209 Leg.)
YEAS—58

Abraham Craig Hatfield
Ashcroft DAmato Helms
Baucus DeWine Hollings
Bennett Domenici Hutchison
Biden Exon Inhofe
Bingaman Faircloth Jeffords
Bond Frahm Kassebaum
Brown Frist Kempthome
Burns Gorton Kyl
Chafee Gramm L.ott
Coats Grams Lugar
Cochran Grassley Mack
cohen Gregg Mccain
Coverdell Hatch McConnell
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NOT VOTING—2
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M'.kowskj Shelby Thomas
N:iUes Sur.pson
F.sler Smith

Thompson

?,o Snowe
Thurmond
WarnerR Specter

Saorum Stevens

NAYS—40
A.aka Fore LiebermanSxer Gie.-u, MikulskjE.iey Graham Moseley.Braun.-aux Harkin
&vn He1in
&zers motive

Murray
PellBv Johnston Reidia bet] Kennedy RockefellerCrad Kerrev Sarbanesdile Kerv Simon

Koi1 WelistoneDoan Lauzenberg Wydeneo1d LeavFtein
NOT VOTING—2

Prvor

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
KYL). On this vote, the yeas are 38, the
ravs are 40. Three-fifths of the Sen-
ators duly chosen and sworn, not hav-
ing voted in the affirmative, the mo-
tion is rejected. The point of order is
Sustained and the amenjment falls.

MOTION TO WAIVE THE BUDGET AcT—
AMENDMENT NO. 4918

The PRESIDG OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the question occurs
on the motion to waive the Budget Actfo: consideration of amendment No.
4918 by the Senator from Minnesota
[Mr. WELLSTONTEI.

The yeas and nays have been ordered.
Mr. WELLSTONE Mr. President,

could I ask for order in the Chamber.
The PRESIDEG OFFICER. There

a- 2 minutes of debate equally di-vided. The Senator from Minnesota
would like to be heard.

Mr. WELLSTONE Mr. President. I
am not going to speak until I have
ortier in the Chamber. I would like for
mv colleagues to please listen.

Tne PRESIDING OFFICER. Would
the Senators take their conversations
to the cloakroom?

1r. WELLSTOYE. Mr. President, I
thank the Chair. I am going to wait
i.mzjj we have order.

Tne PRESID]NG OFFICER. I know
there are Members anxious to leave.
The vote will not occur until the Sen-
ate comes to order.

Tne Senator from Minnesota.
Mr. WELLSTONE Mr. President, I

would like to make a plea to my col-
leagues. Please err on the side of cau-
tion when we are dealing with the lives
of noor children in America.

This amendment says that Health
and Human Serices studies this legis-
lation and if, God forbid, there are pro-
visions in this legislation that create
more impoverished children, their re-
port comes back to us at the end of 2years and we take action—quick ac-
tion—to modify these provisions so
that we can correct the problem.

Democrats and Republicans: This is
the right thing to do. We ought to
evaluate the action that we are taking
th this legislation And God knows we
ought to take the corrective action, if
that is necessary, to make sure that we
ar not creating more poverty among
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children. This is the right thingto do. Rockefeller
It is a fail-safe mechanism. It is a safe- Sarbanes

ty net built into the legislation.
I hope—I hope—every Democrat and Abraham

Republican will support this. We must
do this if we are to understand what

&ndthis legislation means and be able to Brown
take corrective action, if necessary, to Burns
help poor children in America. feePlease support this amendment. CoaMr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I Cochran
yield time to Senator Roil-i. Cohen

Coverdel]Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I oppose Craigthe Wellstone amendment. It is wholly DAmato
unnecessary and unprecedented. DeWine

In regard to studying welfare reform,
this amendment is wholly unnecessary.
The legislation is filled with studies,
evaluations and rankings of successful mP1l
and unsuccessful States. unn

We absolutely want to know what
works in welfare reform. But what is
unacceptable and unprecedented is the
rules given to the Secretary of HHS in
sending recommendations to the Con-
gress which must then be considered
under expedited procedures in Con-
gress.

Let me point out that there were
about 11.7 million AFDC recipients in
1990. In 1993 the caseload exceeded 14
million for the first time. The caseload
was over 14 million again in 1994. Last
year HHS told the Congress that, if wedo nothing, there will still be more
children in poverty. That is under the
current welfare system.

Again, we welcome the study. The
legislation includes a study. But no
Congress should yield its authority to
a Cabinet Secretary for this or any
other reason.

I urge defeat of the amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

question is on agreeing to the motion
to waive the Budget Act for consider-
ation of amendment No. 4918. The yeas
and nays have been ordered, and the
clerk will call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk called
the roll.

Mr. NICKLES. I announce that the
Senator from Colorado [Mr. CAMPBELL]
and the Senator from Wyoming EMr.
THOMAS) are necessarily absent.

Mr. FORD. I announce that the Sen-
ator from Georgia [Mr. NUNNI and the
Senator from Arkansas [Mr. PRYOR]
are necessarily absent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
any other Senators in the Chamber
who desire to vote?

The yeas and nays resulted—yeas 46,
nays 50, as follows:

Ro11ca11 Vote No. 2i0 Leg.]
YEAS—46

Akaka Feingold Kohl
Baucus Feinsteti, LautenbergBiden Ford Leahy
Bingaman Glenn LevinBoxer Graham LiebermanBradley
Breaux
Bryan
Bumpers
Conrad
Daschle
Dodd

Harkm
Heflin
Hollings
lnOuye
Jeffords
Johnston
Kennedy

MikWski
Moseley-Brauri
Moynihan
Murray
Pell
Reid

Dorgan Kerrey Robb

Pryor
Thomas

The PRESIDING OFFICER. If there
are no other Senators wishing to vote,
the yeas are 46, the nays are 50. Three-
fifths of Senators duly chosen and
sworn not having voted in the affirma-
tive, the motion is rejected. The point
of order is sustained. The amendment
falls.

The Senator from New Mexico.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. this

next vote on the Graham amendment
will be the last vote ordered today,
which means there will be no addi-
tional rollcall votes. However, we are
going to remain in session to take up
amendments. If Senators want to offer
amendments. they have to offer them
either today or Monday. We are going
to be here a few hours to take amend-
ments. We are putting a list together.
to try to make some sense of this after-
noon. If we start on our side and go to
your side, we would ask the DAmato
amendment on work be in order. Then
you have one immediately following
that?

Mr. EXON. I am certainly pleased to
respond to my friend.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Nebraska.

Mr. EXON. At the present time we
have three Democratic amendments in
this order: Following D'Amato would
be Feinstejn, then Conrad, and then
Graham. There may be some others. I
would simply say to my colleagues on
this side, at the present time we have
seven Republican amendments andthree Democratjc amendmeni. This
afternoon would be an excellent time
to offer your amendment. If you would
come to us, any Democrat, we could
schedule you right after the Graham
amendment.

Mr. DOMENICI. I have some others
to put in order, but I will do it after
the vote.

AMENDMENT NO. 4921
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under

the previous order. the question occurs
on the motion to table amendment No.
4921 offered by the Senator from Flor-
ida [Mr. GRAI-IAIvIJ. The yeas and nays
have been ordered. Under the previous
order, there will be 2 minutes of discus-
sion equally divided.

The Senate will come to order.
The Chair was in error. The vote is

not on the motion to table. This is an
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Simon
Snowe

NAYS—50
Frahm
Frist
Gorton
Gramm
Grams
Grassley
Gregg
Hatch
Hatfield
Helms
Hutch ison
Inhofe
Kassebaum
Kempthorne
Kyl
Lott
Lugar

NOT VOTING—4

Welistone
Wyden

Mack
McCain
McConnell
Murkowskt
Nickies
Pressler
Roth
Santorum
she'by
Simpson
Smith
Specter
Stevens
Thompson
Thurmond
Warner
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up-or-down vote on amendment No.
4921. offered by the Senator from Flor-
ida. who will be recognized as soon as
the Senate comes to order.

The Senator from Florida is recog-
nized.

Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, the
issue presented by this motion to
strike is a simple one. We have already
spent weeks debating the issue of the
benefits for legal aliens—legal aliens.
On May 2, we passed a comprehensive
immigration bill which outlined the re-
straints that we felt were appropriate.
We are now coming, today, to essen-
tially trash all of that work that we
have done by developing an entirely
new set of principles as it relates to the
eligibility of legal aliens, a new set of
nrinciples that have gone unstudied
and unexamined, but represent some
very significant policy shifts. It moves
away from the principle of restraining
benefits by looking to the sponsor to
pay for the benefits of the legal alien,
and it represents outright bars to legal
aliens, from political refugees and
asylees, as well as those who came in
with a sponsor. It substantially in-
creases the shift of responsibility to
local governments.

Mr. President, we have already dealt
with this issue. We should let the im-
migration conference come to closure
and not impose a new set of
unexamined, duplicative, and I con-
skier inappropriate policies. It should
now be rejected.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator has expired. Who yields
time?

Mr. DOMENICI. I yield the time we
have to Senator SIMPSON.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Wyoming is recognized.

Mr. SIMPSON. Mr. President, this
will cost $16 billion. Our Nation's im-
migration law is very clear on one
point. No one may immigrate to the
United States of America if he or she is
likely at any time to become a public
charge. And the American public ex-
Pects the newcomers will work and re-
ceive any needed support from the rel-
atives who brought them here. Period.
That is the law.

There is considerable evidence that
this promise of self-sufficiency is not
being honored. That is why in the other
bill we enforce the affidavit of sponsor-
ship. The welfare reform bill contains
provisions which ensure that immi-
grants are self-sufficient. The bill
shifts the welfare costs from the Amer-
ican taxpayers onto those who sponsor
their immigrant relatives to the coun-
try. The immigration bill is in con-
ference. It is not in peril. We have re-
solved 150 items of the Senate issues,
120 House issues. We have three signifi-
cant issues yet to be resolved. But
these provisions on immigrant welfare
are important. We cannot afford to
have these reforms delayed, and the
Graham amendment would do just
that. The simple premise: Sponsor
brings the immigrant, sponsor prom-
ises to pay, sponsor pays before the
taxpayer pays.
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Mr. GRASSLEY. Mr. President. since

1882 Federal law has provided that
probability of becoming a public
charge is ground for immigrants' exclu-
sion from the United States. Addition-
ally, becoming a public charge which a
noncitizen is currently a deportable of-
fense.

According to the Census Bureau,
there were 23 million foreign-born per-
sons in the United States in 1994, rep-
resenting 9 percent of the population.
That is the highest level in the last 50
years.

Aliens over 65 are 5 times more likely
to be on SSI than citizens over 65,
making the program a retirement plan
for elderly noncitizens. SSI applica-
tions by noncitizens grew 370 percent
from 1982 to 1992 versus 39 percent for
citizens.

Without reform, over 2 million non-
citizens will continue collecting guar-
anteed cash welfare, health care, and
food benefits, costing taxpayers more
than $20 billion over 6 years.

In this legislation, sponsors, not tax-
payers, are held responsible for sup-
porting noncitizens because sponsor
agreements are made legally binding
documents. Deeming is expanded to
apply to most Federal programs. Both
deeming and sponsorship continue
until the alien becomes a citizen, un-
less the noncitizen has worked for at
least 10 years.

Most nonncitizens who arrive after
the date of enactment would not be eli-
gible for most Federal welfare benefits
during their first 5 years in the United
States.

Refugees and veterans and their fam-
ilies and emergency medical services
are excepted.

Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President, most im-
migrants are hard working, and com-
mitted to self-sufficiency. Unfortu-
nately, others have become dependent
on a variety of Government benefits.
The Personal Responsibility, Work Op-
portunity, and Medicaid Restructuring
Act of 1996 addresses this issue by lim-
iting the eligibility of qualified aliens
for certain Federal benefits, including
SSI and food stamps. In addition, the
legislation grants State authority to
limit the eligibility of qualified aliens
to certain State public benefits.

My colleagues, Senator GRAHAM, has
offered an amendment which would re-
move these provisions from the bill.
While I cannot support this amend-
ment because it undermines the prin-
ciple that individuals who immigrate
to this Nation should be self-sufficient,
I believe that the amendment is impor-
tant because it draws attention to the
plight of those hard-working immi-
grants who may need assistance as a
result of events which are beyond their
control. Therefore, I strongly rec-
ommend that the conference commit-
tee consider the needs of those immi-
grants who are committed to self-suffi-
ciency but who are in need through no
fault of their own.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, this
will cost the taxpayers $16 billion.
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I move to table the amendment.
Mr. President. I ask for the yeas and

nays.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a

sufficient second?
There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

question is on agreeing to the motion
to table amendment No. 4921.

The yeas and nays have been ordered.
The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. NICKLES. I announce that the

Senator from Colorado [Mr. CAMPBELL]
and the Senator from Wyoming [Mr.
THOMAS] are necessarily absent.

Mr. FORD. I announce that the Sen-
ator from Georgia [Mr. NUNN} and the
Senator from Arkansas [Mr. PRYOR]
are necessarily absent.

The result was announced—yeas 62,
nays 34, as follows:

Mr. BROWN addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Colorado.
Mr. BROWN. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent to proceed for 60
seconds as in morning business.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? Without objection, it is so
ordered.

RATIFICATION OF THE INTER-
NATIONAL RUBBER AGREEMENT
Mr. BROWN. Mr. President, as a

Member of the Senate, I have seldom
used the opportunity to put holds on
bills. It has been a very rare occasion,
but I have in the past few weeks put a
hold on the ratification of the Inter-
national Rubber Agreement. It is an
outrage to consumers and an outrage
to free enterprise.

Mack
McCain
McConnell
Mikuiski
Murkowski
Nickles
Pressler
Robb
Rockefefler
Roth
5antoruxn
5helby
5impson
5mith
5nowe
5pecter
5tevens
Thompson
Thurmond
Warner

Abraham
Ashcroft
Baucus
Bennett
Bond
Brown
Burns
Byrd
Coats
Cochran
Cohen
Conrad
Coverdell
Craig
DAmato
DeWine
Domenici
Dorgan
Exon
Faircloth
Frahm

Akaka
Biden
Bingaman
Boxer
Bradley
Breaux
Bryan
Bumpers
Chafee
Daschle
Dodd
Feingold

Campbell
Nunn

IRollcall Vote No. 211 Leg.]
YEAS—62

Frist
Gorton
Gramm
Grams
Grassley
Gregg
Harkin
Hatch
Hatfield
Heflin
Helms
Hollings
Hutchison
Inhofe
Jeffords
Kassebaum
Kempthorne
Kyl
Leahy
Lott
Lugar

NAYS—34
Feinstein
Ford
Glenn
Graham
lnOuye
Johnston
Kennedy
Ken-ey
Kerry
Kohl
Lautenberg
Levin

NOT VOTING—4
Pryor
Thomas

Lieberman
Moseley.Braun
Moyrnhan
Murray
Pell
Reid
5arbanes
5imon
Wellstone
Wyden
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It is not my practice to have this

issue decided by a hold, and I recognize
the need for the Senate to have an op-
portunity for all Members to go on
record on that issue. My intention is to
try to get comments from the Attorney

-. General with regard to its antitrust
implications, and once those comments
are back, to allow it to come to the
floor for a full vote. If, indeed, the At-
torney General does not respond to our
inquiries, I will withdraw the hold in
any case in early September so that
the Senate can work its will on that
issue.

PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY
WORK OPPORTUNITy, AND MED-
ICAID RESTRUCTURING ACT OF
1996

The Senate continued with the con-
sideration of the bill.

Mr. DOMENICI addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New Mexico.
Mr. DOMENICI. Thank you very

much, Mr. President.
Pursuant to the order, we have not

decided how long we will be here, but I
think it will work out because of Sen-
ators agreeing to take their amend-
ments up today. We will not be here
late. Here is what I know to this point.
I say to the Senator, we are going totry to go back arid forth. Senator
DArv1ATo's amendment has been agreed
to as being the next in order. I ask Sen-
ator D'AviTO if he will agree to a time
lirnft?

Mr. D'AMATO Fifteen minutes,
twenty minutes.

Mr DOMENICI. How about 15 min-
utes on a side for Senator D'AMATO?

Mr. EXON. I have no instructions on
this side.

We will agree to the 15 minutes.
Mr. DOMENICI. Thirty minutes

equally divided on Senator D'AIVIATO's
amendment. Senator FEINSTEIN has an
Immigration amendment. Let me make
a unanimous consent request on her be-
half. Senator F srn.j had an amend-
rnent called "work requirement" on
our previous consolidated finite list of
amendments. She has asked if she
could substitute, for that work require-
n-ient, an immigration amendment that
has to do with prospective application
of the alien law in this bill.

So I ask unanimous consent that it
be in order that she substitute that
measure for the one that she had pre-
viously listed as reserved. That means
she will not take up the previously re-
served one. It will be gone.

The PRESIDII'4G OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. DOMENICI. Would the Senator
agree to a half-hour equally divided?

Mr. EXON I talked to Senator FEIN-
STEIN about this. She wants to reserve
the full 1 hour. Hopefully, we can cut
that down, but she has others who
want to speak. So at least we have
agreed to have a half-hour equally di-
vided on D'Amato. We would have tinsist on 2 hours equally divided.

Maybe that can be cut down on the
Feinstein-Boxer amendment.

Mr. DOMENICI. Well, then, just a
moment. Does the Senator have an
early departure time?

Mrs. FEINSTEIN. The cosponsor of
the amendment, Senator BOXER, does.

Mr. DOMENICI. I say to the Senator.
we have a number of Senators who
would like to go in a short period of
time and not take very long. I am won-
dering if we might try to get a couple
of those in at 30 minutes, and then
come back to the Senator for the full
time.

Mrs. BOXER. Will the Senator yield?
I say to my senior Senator, I think we
should agree to an hour equally di-
vided. I only need 10 minutes, giving
the Senator 20 minutes. I think that
Senator DONIcI has been very gra-
cious to us. I am willing to cut mine
back even further to 5 or 6 minutes, if
you needed more time than that.

Mrs. FEINSTEIN. Mr. President, if I
might address the Chairman, I will do
my level best and will agree to the half
hour, with the proviso that if there is
something I need to respond to, I have
an opportunity to do so.

Mr. DOMENICI. We will see if we can
do it that way.

Mr. President, an hour equally di-
vided on the Feinstein amendment.

Senator CHAFEE, you are next. How
much would you desire?

Mr. CHAFEE. Half hour equally di-
vided.

Mr. DOMENICI. Any objection to a
half hour equally divided?

Mr. EXON. No objection here.
Mr. DOMENICI. Following that is a

food stamp block grant amendment by
Senator CONR.t.

Mr. EXON. We have no instructions
on that at the present time. I told him
he would be later. I cannot agree to
that at this time. We will check with
Senator CONRAD in a few moments and
let you know.

Mr. DOMENICI. I will move ahead. I
have one on behalf of Senator G]WM.
It will take exactly 1 minute on my
side. Could you agree to a limited time
on that amendment?

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, I heard
some reference to the Conrad amend-
ment, which I want to speak about for
2 minutes at some point. I will do it at
any time.

Mr. EXON. I think we can agree to a
shortened time on Gramm, but I will
check on that.

Mr. DOMENICI. I think we will waste
more time this way than if we just pro-
ceed. Let me stop with the Chafee
amendment as a request on time lim-
its, and just indicate the order, there-
after, without time agreements.

Mr. EXON. Right.
Mr. DOMENICI. Following Chafee, we

agreed that Senator CONRAD's amend-
ment would be the next order of busi-
ness on food stamps. Following that
would be a Gramm amendment—I am
supposed to offer that—on drugs. If I
am not here, Senator S.r'rrORuM will do
that. Following that will be Graham-
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Bumpers on funding formula. That
would be the sixth amendment, if they
are looking at when they would come
up today. Following that is a Demo-
cratic amendment.

Mr. EXON. We do not have anything
after Graham-Bumpers at this junc-
ture. It does not mean we may not
have more, but we cannot make agree-
ment on something we do not have on
the list.

Mr. DOMENICI. After the Graham-
Bumpers funding formula, we would
put in the order, Helms on food stamps,
to be followed by a Democratic amend-
ment, if they come up with one. to be
followed by a Shelby amendment, to be
followed by a Democratic amendment,
if they come up with one, to be fol-
lowed by an Ashcroft amendment. That
is all we have on our side.

I ask that be the order for this after-
noon.

Mr. EXON. Have you placed Shelby
above Pressler in your list?

Mr. DOMENICI. We are working to
clear Pressler.

Mr. EXON. OK. Is it proper to say
Pressler, then Shelby?

Mr. DOMENICI. Correct. Then you
have one and we have Ashcroft.

If there are no Democratic amend-
ments, the Republican amendments
will be taken in that order.

Mr. EXON. I will get back with you
on Senators GRjjaJ4 and CONr&i.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Chair considers that a proposed order,
and there is no unanimous consent re-
quest propounded yet.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order an-
nounced as agreed upon be the order of
business for the Senate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER Without
objection. it is so ordered.

Mr. DOMENICI. I thank the Chair.
AMENDMENT NO. 4927

(Purpose: To require welfare recipients to
participate in gainful community service)
Mr. D'AIvIATO. Mr. President, I send

an amendment to the desk and ask for
its immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

The Senator from New York EMr.
D'AN&Aro], for hiniself, Mr. LEVIN, Mr.
SANTORUM. Mr. GRAMM, Mi-s. HuTcjusoN, Mr.
PRE55LER, Mr. FMRcL0m, Mr. Cic, Mr.
STEvjs, Mr. BURI's, Mr. SMITh, Mr.
COVERDEU. Mr. Gi&ssLEy, Mr. AsHcR0FT,
Mr. BROWN, Mr. THOMPsON, Mr. MCCONNELL,
Mr. BOND, Mr. Gi&Ms, Mr SHELBY, Mr. JEF-
FORDs. Mr. MACK, Mr. MURKOW5I(J, Mr. BEN-
NErr, Mr. L0TT, and Mr. NcItEs, proposes
an amendment numbered 4927.

Mr. D'AMATO. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Section 402(a)(1)(B) of the Social Security
Act, as added by section 2103(a) (1), 15 amend-
ed by adding at the end the following:

(iii) Not later than one year after the
date of enactment of this Act, unless the
State opts out of this provision by notif'ing
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the Secretary, a State shall. Consistent with
the exception provided in section 407(e)(2),
require a parent or caretaker receiving as-
sstance under the program who, after re-
Ceiving such assistance for two months is
not exempt from work requirements and is
not engaged in work, as determined under
section 407(c), to participate in community
service employment. with minimum hours
per week and tasks to be determined by the
State."

Mr. DAMATO. Mr. President. I offer
this amendment on behalf of myself
and 24 other colleagues. 24 Senators,
who join with me in saying we should
really end welfare as we know it. That
is something that President Clinton
has spoken about and has been a con-
cern of the American people. a bona
fide concern. It is a concern of even
welfare recipients themselves, who tell
us time and time again in a unifying
voice, "Reform this system, change
this system: the system entraps us; it
does not give us hope: it does not give
US opportunities."

What this amendment does, it goes
right to the core of one of the great
problems. That is. seeing to it that
able-bodied recipients who have, in
some cases, become trapped in the wel-
fare syndrome be given an opportunity
for work experience, to become self-
sustaining, so they can feel part of this
great country. that they can experi-
ence pride in work, so that even those,
Mr. President, who do not have a job,
under this amendment will have the
opportunity to participate and to feel
they are earning their way in their
cornmun ity.

What this amendment does, it says a
State can require able-bodied recipi-
ents to take community service in lieu
of a job, where there is no job, where
they are not involved in a job-training
program. Why should we have to wait 2
years. have a recipient on welfare for 2
years, before we say to them. "You
should report to a community service
project. work at a hospital, work in the
park, work helping to clean the high-
ways"? We are talking about able-bod-
ied recipients.

Let me make clear this in no way
will impinge upon that single parent
who is the custodian of a child. Under-
stand that. Indeed, there is a specific
exemption which indicates that if there
is a custodial parent caring for a child
under the age of 11, that adult can
demonstrate an inability to obtain
needed child care, then they are re-
lieved of this burden

Let me also point out that many.
many middle-class Americans. working
middle-class families, have single-par-
ent moms who are working. They begin
to see, by the way, "Am I a second-
class citizen? I go to work. I support
one. two. three children" We have mil-
lions of Americans today, moms and
dads, who leave the hoUSe every day.
they have children They go to work.

What we are saying here is really
very, very modest. We are saying,
• Look. you are on welfare. You are re-
ceiving benefits. At the end of 2

months, you take community service.
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You can participate." If there is no job
available in the private sector, let that
person help his or her community. Ev-
erybody gains self-respect. dignity. I
am tired of hearing we want to change
the welfare system as we know it and
then not do much about it.

Yesterday I spoke about a great
American who had more empathy for
poor people. immigrants, for people
who needed help and opportunity and
training, and who did more in estab-
lishing hope and opportunities. I speak
to my parents. and my dad tells me
during the Depression days. what the
WPA, the Works Progress Administra-
tion, what it meant and how it gave
people an opportunity for dignity.
Young people had a job and could re-
port to work and help build the high-
ways and schools, et cetera. It was a
form of community service. It really
was. It gave people that self-fulfill-
ment.

When Franklin Delano Roosevelt,
one of the great architects of trying to
give people the ability to lift them-
selves out of poverty, certainly a figure
that working poor people looked to for
hope during the most terrible times.
when he gave us an admonition and
warned of the evils of entrapping peo-
ple in a welfare system, his words
should take on meaning. Forget about
someone running for office today. a
Democrat or Republican. someone in
the Congress or someone who wants to
get here. Look at someone who said.
1f people stay on welfare for a pro-

longed period of time, it administers a
narcotic to their spirit." That is Presi-
dent Roosevelt. 'If people stay on wel-
fare for a prolonged period of time." he
said, "it administers a narcotic to
their spirit."

He went on to say that "this depend-
ence on welfare' '—listen to this—' 'this
dependence on welfare undermines
their humanity, makes them wards of
the State, and takes away their chance
at America." How prophetic. How pro-
phetic. because here we are 50 years
later. and what have we seen? We have
seen the decline of the human spirit—
the decline of it. Now we have a system
where people figure out how they can
beat the system. bring people here, put
them on the welfare rolls, and how
they feel good about beating the sys-
tem. By the way. if a State does not
want to do this. it can opt out. By
gosh. it is about time we said. hey.
after 2 months on welfare. if you are
able-bodied and if you do not have a
job, you are not in job training, you re-
port for community service. If you do
not want to do that. you are off the
rolls. If you do not want to help your-
self and be part of this process of earn-
ing one's way and contributing either
to your benefit or to the benefit of a
community that is helping you because
you do not have a job, why. then. that
community has no longer a responsibil-
ity and obligation. Indeed, we are doing
something that President Roosevelt
warned us about. We are entrapping
those people: we are destroying their
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dignity. destroying the human spirit.
destroying their opportunity of under-
standing the greatness of a free capital
system where people work and are re-
warded on the basis of their ability.

This amendment was adopted unani-
mously last year. It was offered by
Senator Dole. I proudly offer it on be-
half of Senator Dole again, in the spirit
of overcoming adversity and giving
people hope and opportunity and end-
ing that dependency that acts as a nar-
cotic and seduces the best in people.
That is what it has done for far too
long.

So I hope that we can pass this
unanimously. Again, I say Senator
Dole offered this last year. I am proud
to offer it on behalf of my 24 col-
leagues. I daresay that this should pass
unanimously this time. I yield the
floor.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent to be added as an
original cosponsor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

Mr. DOMENICL Mr. Prsident, yes-
terday, I was on the floor when the
Senator gave his speech with reference
to the whole problem of welfare. I com-
mend him for it. Today. I commend
him for his remarks and for the amend-
ment he has offered. I believe there is
a great deal of concern out there about
whether there will be enough private
sector jobs. I think what we are saying
is. you know, it is not just the private
sector job we are looking for. we are
looking for a change in the behavioral
pattern of people on welfare.

This is a very good test. If. after a
couple of months on welfare, the State
finds or the locality finds community
service-type jobs. the point of it is that
you have to get up. go to work. sign in.
do what you are supposed to do. which
is part of getting you ready. it seems
to me. if you have had less of an oppor-
tunistic life and have not had a chance.
I see it as part of the new weave that
may very well yield a different kind of
tapestry in terms of a life for people
who are on welfare. I hope it passes and
is retained in conference.

Mr. D'AMATO. Mr. President. I yield
back any remaining time on my
amendment.

Mr. EXON. We yield back our time.
Mr. D'AMATO. Mr. President. I ask

for the yeas and nays
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. GOR-

TON). Is there a sufficient second?
There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The vote

on the D'Amato amendment will occur
on Tuesday. with 1 minute for debate
before the vote.

AMENDMENT NO. 4928

(Purpose: To increase the number of adults
and to extend the period of time in which
educational trainixig activities may be
counted as work)
Mr. EXON. Mr. President, this has

been cleared with the chairman of the
committee.

Mr. President, I send an amendment
to the desk and ask for its immediate
consideration.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER The

clerk will report.
The bill clerk read as follows;
The Senator from Nebraska LMr. EXON]. for

Mr. SIMON, for himself. Mrs. MURRAY. Mr.
K.ERREY, Mr. SPECTER, and Mr. JEFFORDS.
pposes an amendment numbered 4928.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President. I ask unan-
irnous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
Beginning on page 233, strike line 15. and

all that follows through line 13 on page 235,
arid insert the following:

(4) LIMITATION ON EDUCATiON AcTIvITIES
COUNTED A5 WORK.—For purposes of deter-
mining monthly participation rates under
paragraphs (1)(B)(i) and (2)(B)(i) of sub-section (b). not more than 30 percent of
adults in all families and in 2-parent families
determined to be engaged in work in the
State for a month may meet the work activ-itv requirement through participation in vo-
cational educational training.

(5) SiNGLE PARENT WITH CHILD UNDER AGE
6 DEEMED TO BE tEETING WORK PARTICIPATION
REQUIREMENTs iF PARENT 15 ENGAGED IN WORK
FOR 20 HOURS P.R WEEK—For purposes of de-
termining monthly participation rates under
subsection (b)(1)CB)(i), a recipient in a 1-par.
ent family who is the parent of a child who
has not attained 6 years of age is deemed to
be engaged in work for a month if the recipi-
ent is engaged in work for an average of at
least 20 hours per week during the month.

(6) TEEN HEAD OF HOtJ5EHOLD WHO MAiN-
T.-1N5 SATISFACTORY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE
DEEMED TO BE MEETING WORK PARTIcIPATION
RQUIREMENT5._For purposes of determining
monthly pai-cipation rates under sub-
section (b)(1)(B)j). a recipient who is a sin-
gle head of household and has not attained 20
years of age is deemed to be engaged in work
fo a month in a fiscal year if the recipient—

(A) maintains satisfactory attendance at
secondary school or the equivalent duringth month; or

(B) participates in education directly re-
lazed to emplovrrient for at least the mini-
mum average number of hours per week
sDecified in the table set forth h paragraph
(1).

(d) WORK ACThTrIES DEFINED.— used inthis section. the term work actjvjtjes
means-

"(1) unsubsidized employment;
(2) subsidized private sector employment;
(3) subsidized public sector employment
(4) work experience (including work asso-

dated with the refurbishing of publicly as-sszed housing) if sufficient private sector
employment is not available;

(5) on-the-job aining:
(6) job search and job readiness assist-

ance:
(7) cornmunit- service programs:

(8) educational training (not to exceed 24
months with respect to any individual;

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I yield the
floor.

Mrs. FEINSTEIN Mr. President, I
would like to thank the chairman of
the committee for the opportunity to
offer this amendment. This amendment
is on behalf of Senators BOXER, GRA-
EAM, and myself.

AMENDMENT NO. 4929

(Purpose: This amendment provides that theban on SSI atoly to those entering the
couxnry on or after the enactment of thisbill and exists until citizenship)
Mr. FEINSTEIN. Mr. President, I

send an amendment to the desk and
ask for its immediate consideration

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The bill clerk read as follows:
The Senator from California (Mrs. FEIN-

STEIN), for herself. Mrs. BOXER, and Mr. GRP-
HAM, proposes an amendment numbered 4929.

Mrs. FEINSTEIN. Mr. President. I
ask unanimous consent that reading of
the amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

(The text of the amendment is print-
ed in today's RECORD under "Amend-
ments Submitted,")

Mrs. FEINSTEIN. Mr. President,
Senator GRAHAM offered an amendment
which deals with the receiving of bene-
fits by people who are newcomers to
this country but here in a legal status
as legal aliens. This amendment re-
lates to that amendment. It provides
that the ban on public benefits for new-
comers to this country become effec-
tive September 1 of this year and last
until they become citizens of this coun-
try, which can take place in 5 years. In
essence, what we would do is take the
provision of the bill which effectively
prevents and throws off of any benefit
program people in this country legally
and we would make that prospective.

I do this as a Californian. This bill
and this amendment has an enormous
impact on California, and I want to say
why.

Presently, in California, are 52.4 per-
cent of all of the legal immigrants in
the country on SSI. Fifty-two percent
of all the legal immigrants in the coun-
try on SSI, aged, blind and disabled,
are in the State of California.

This bill is where a good deal of the
savings are gathered, whether the sav-
ings are $16 or $18 billion, clearly, 52
percent of those savings comes from
California. I am here with my col-
league, Senator BOXER, to tell you that
1 million people—bigger than the popu-
lation of many States—on the date this
bill becomes effective will be thrown
OFF of AFDC, will be thrown off of SSI
immediately. This includes in my city,
San Francisco. very elderly and very
senior Russian immigrants.

I remember watching a woman walk
down Grant Avenue, she happened to
be Chinese. She was so hunched over,
she could barely walk. She is on SSI.
She is a legal immigrant to this coun-
try. She would be summarily thrown
off of SSI.

I happen to agree with something Al-
bert Schweitzer once said: How you
treat the least among us is a test of our
civilization Yet, I understand the need
to make the changes. The costs have
become so great and people are hesi-
tant to pay these costs through their
taxes. Therefore, what do you do?

Do you throw people off into the
streets without no source of support, or
do you send a message to the world and
say: henceforth, when you come to this
country as a newcomer, know that for
the time you are not a citizen, you will
not be able receive any of these bene-
fits; know that before you come; know
that your children will not be eligible
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for AFDC: the grandmothers will not
be eligible for SSI or health benefits—
know that before you come, the term
on which you are comIng to this coun-
try.

I think that is a fair judgment to
make, to send that message. But, I
think it is an unfairjudgment, and pos-
sibly a very difficult judgment. It is
easy to come up to this Chamber and
come up to the desk and cast that aye
vote. It is not going to be so easy when
you see that crippled woman, whether
she be Hispanic, or whether she be Chi-
nese. Russian, African, or any other
newcomer, white too, unable to sur-
vive, unable to participate in a pro-
gram like Self-help for the Elderly or
Unlock in My City, which deals with
Chinese elderly newcomers to a great
extent. I think that is a real dilemma
in this bill.

Let me talk about what it does in
California. It is estimated by the State
and by the Department of Health and
Human Services that the loss for Cali-
fornia is anywhere from $7 billion over
the period of this bill to $9 billion. The
20 highest-loss metropolitan areas are;
No. 1, Los Angeles and Long Beach;
then San Jose, Stockton, Anaheim,
Santa Ana. Fresno, Modesto, San Fran-
cisco. San Diego, Sacramento, Oxnard,
Ventura, Santa Barbara, and Lompoc.
Those are the areas that are impacted
with the largest numbers.

LOS ANGELES COUNTY

This measure is an unfunded man-
date, essentially, on Los Angeles Coun-
ty. Its numbers and costs are a huge
transfer of funds. Los Angeles County
does not have the right to say 'OK. we
have canceled SSI and your AFDC, so
go home." People will still be there. If
they can't walk down the Street, if
they are senile, if they are blind, if
they are totally disabled, they will
have no recourse but to fund them.

Let's take a look at how many people
are involved in Los Angeles County.
and what this transfer of cost is in the
largest county in the United States.

This will immediately, in this county
alone throw off of SSI 93,000 people who
are aged, who are blind and who are
disabled. The transfer to the County is
$236 million this year and every year.
It will throw off of AFDC 190,313 farni-
lies. On the Medicaid provisions alone,
the cost to the county is $100 million.
So, the cost to Los Angeles County per
year in just basic, preliminary esti-
mates in terms of what would end up
being a transfer is $336 million a year.
I am told from some this could create
a situation of bankruptcy for the coun-
ty.

Is this really what we want to do?
Some say welfare reform is a battle for
the soul. Some say it is a battle for the
heart. I really think it is a battle for
the future. I understand the need to
save costs, but I also understand that
truly how we treat the least among us
is the ultimate test of this Nation.

I would submit to you that, yes, if
this amendment passes, we will reduce
the savings of the bill. I would also
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submit to you that unless we do this,
in the largest State in the Union. in 2
or 3 years, we are going to see an abso-
lute picture of devastation.

Forty percent of the Federal funding
losses over the 6 years come from Cali-
fornia. The bill, the way it stands, is
estimated to cost $7 billion to $9 bil-
lion, nearly a million people are ef-
fected in the State of California, and in
Los Angeles County alone, the esti-
mate is 400,000 to 500.000 people im-
pacted unless this amendment passes.

My statement to this body is. in es-
sence, "you could establish your prin-
ciple, your public policy, which is.
after all, what this body is all about,
without actually harming and hurting
people now who are deserving, whose
total ability to live and exist in this
country depends on their ability to re-
ceive SSI, or their ability to receive
AFDC, or their ability to receive the
medical care that they are covered to
get under the law today. In essence. we
change the law midstream on the most
v,dnerable people and are in this coun-
try legally.

I have a real problem with that. I
would think anybody looking at this
bill would have a real problem with
that. at least I would hope they would.
Come to Chinatown in San Francisco.
for example, and stand on a corner for
an hour and watch the elderly go by.
Take 52 percent of all of them that you
see and know that they are SSI, and
know that tomorrow or September 1.
they won't be. That is what this bill
does. It has a very profound implica-
tion for California.

That is why Senator BOXER and I
stand here today. and why Senator
GRAHAM has tried to move the amend-
ment he did and now supports our
amendment. I would submit to you
that the big States, the growth States,
are going to have the biggest impact.

I would submit to you that they will
be: California, on a tier all by itself;
certainly Florida: certainly Texas; cer-
tairily New York: certainly Illinois:
and certainly to an extent New Jersey.
Tnese are the big States that will be
affected by this bill.

I know the votes are here to defeat
the amendment.

The ultimate test of a civilization is
how we treat the least among us. It is
one thing to change the rules ahead, so
everybody knows what rules we as a
country play by. and both Senator
BOxER and I are willing to do that. It is
another thing to say, when you have no
other means of subsistence. "we are
going to change the rules on you
today."

I yield 10 minutes of my time to Sen-
ator BoxER.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from California, Mrs. BOXER.

Mrs. BOXER. I thank the Chair.
I thank the senior Senator from Cali-

fornia [Mrs. FEINSTEIN] for her work
and the staff work on this excellent
amendment. Both Senators from Cali-
fornia have been, shall we say, very
upset about the impact of this bill on
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our great, wonderful. and beautiful
State. We have been talking for several
days about what approach we can take
to keep with the principle of welfare
reform but to make sure we do not
change these rules in the middle of the
game so that innocent children, inno-
cent families. even refugees who come
here without a sponsor but to escape
persecution, are not thrown out on the
street.

I was discussing this with a friend of
mine who said, "Well, they will be
taken care of. Someone is going to
take care of them." I said that I used
to be a county supervisor, and I know
that we have the general assistance
program, and we are required to take
care of those who are completely des-
titute. Where are the counties going to
get the funds to do this? This friend of
mine said, "Well, maybe they will just
change the law, and they won't have to
do it anymore."

My friends, we need welfare reform.
The system does not work. It is bro-
ken. The senior Senator and I want to
fix it. We want to put work first. We
also want to make sure that the most
vulnerable. as she has stated. are pro-
tected. It is perhaps easy to sit in this
beautiful Chamber, in all the luxury of
this beautiful Chamber. far away from
the problem, and vote to say we are
cutting off legal immigrants. It is easy
to say it. I understand that. It is politi-
cally popular to say it.

I remind my friends that we are talk-
ing about people who are here legally,
who waited their turn to come here. We
are talking about refugees, people who
sought asylum. And we are changing
the rules. This bill will harm them
even if they are blind, even if they are
helpless, even if they are children. I
think what Senator FEINSTEIN has
crafted in her amendment goes a long
way to resolving this issue. The amend-
ment would say to those who are here
legally. you came knowing the rules
and we will keep you under those rules.
However, let the word go out across the
world that times are changing. Amer-
ica is changing the rules, and if you
come here after September of this
year, you will no longer have those
same benefits. The senior Senator from
California and I believe this is emi-
nently fair. It does no damage to the
thrust of the underlying bill.

As Senator FEINSTEIN has pointed
out, our State of California is going to
get hit with a tremendous unfunded
mandate. With well over $50 billion of
savings in this bill, we know that over
a third of those savings come from
legal immigrant cutbacks—40 percent
of which will come from our great
State of California. That simply is not
fair. We are talking about a loss of $7
to $9 billion to California alone.

This is an Earth-shattering bill we
are considering. This is a bill that will
bring much needed change to the wel-
fare system. It is putting work first. It
is changing in many ways the social
contract in this country. It is putting
responsibility on the shoulders of many
people in this country.
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I think it is a very important bill.

and I very much want to support it, but
I have to say. how can we be proud to
vote for a bill that would take a blind,
elderly woman with no other means of
support and throw her out on the
street? How can we be proud of a bill
•that takes children and puts them out
on the street?

Today. there are an estimated 4 mil-
lion legal immigrant children in this
country. Some of them will be harmed
if the Feinstein-Boxer amendment is
not adopted. Out of those 4 million
legal immigrant children. about 1.5
million live in the State of California.
How can we stand here and say that we
care about children and yet in the
same breath vote for a bill that could
cause harm to scores of legal immi-
grant children? It is hard for me to
comprehend that.

Senator FEINSTEIN and I have heard
from our counties and cities all over
the State. She has listed for you in de-
scending order the cities and counties
that would be affected the most. I had
an opportunity to speak with one of
Los Angeles' County supervisors, Zev
Yeroslavsky. He provided me with in-
formation which shows what would
happen to Los Angeles. This bill could
be cataclysmic for that city. Again, it
is easy to say let the counties worry
about it. But I thought this body de-
cided we would not put unfunded man-
dates on local governments. And yet
that is what we are doing.

I have to say this. Last night, the
Senator from Florida and the Senator
from Pennsylvania [Mr. SANTORUMI,
got into a debate about just what hap-
pens to legal immigrants in this coun-
try. The Senator from Pennsylvania
made an eloquent statement that this
bill does not adversely impact refugees.
He said we are true to the American
principle of give us your tired and your
poor. If you escape from your country
and you come here. we take you in. I
was very moved by that eloquence, and
then learned, as Senator GRAHAM
pointed out, in a copy of the most re-
cent bill. refugees would also be cut off
5 years after they entered.

The Feinstein amendment would say
we are going to make these changes.
but we are going to make them pro-
spectively. from September of this year
forward.

I cannot imagine that we would
knowingly hurt the most vulnerable in
our society—who are here legally—by
immediately changing the rules. By
immediately telling the aged. blind,
and disabled, with the most severely
disabling diseases and conditions, that
they are thrown out. And to tell the
counties that this is your problem.

I just remember those days when I
was a county supervisor, and a little
child came before me with her family
and looked into my eyes and the eyes
of my colleagues. We. two Democrats
and three Republicans on that board.
would never turn people away.

That would be a violation of every
ethic—be it religious, moral, ethical.
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or governmental. Yet. Without the
Feinstein-Boxer amendment. Which is
also supported by Senator GRAHAM.
that is exactly What we Will do. We Will
force an unfunded mandate on the local
governments. We Will hurt the most
vulnerable in our society. We are
changing the rules in the middle of the
game.

If We support this amendment. Which
I think is a fine amendment, it does no
harm at all to the premise of this bill.
It just means that We phase-in some of
the more restrictive aspects of this
bill.

I urge my colleagues—indeed, i im-
plore my colleagues_think about what
you are doing. Because if this goes for-
ward and we see the most vulnerable
people on the streets of our cities and
our counties and We see our counties
Without the means to handle it. We Will
be very sorry, indeed, that we went for-
Ward. The FeinsteinBoxerGraham
amendment gives us the opportunity to
phase-in all of this.

Again. I thank my colleague. I urge
support for the amendment and I yield
back the time to my colleague.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The sen-
ior Senator from California

Mrs. FEINSTEIN Mr. President how
much time is remaining?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The sen-
ior Senator from California has 7 min-
utes exactly.

Mrs. FEINSTEIN. Just one thought
for this body. Take the most conserv-
ative cost for California $7 billion; 7-
year bill, $1 billion a year. most of it
coming from Los Angeles County, let
us say $500 million a year. California is
a propositjon 13 State. This all has to
come from general assistance. General
assistance is locally funded. Los Ange
les cannot raise its property tax rate
under proposition 13.

How does the county fund it? The
county cannot fund it. This will force.
if the county is to fund it—this willforce the reduction of other county
programs. It could be the sheriff, itcould be the jail. There is no way
around it. The dollars are too big.

The distinguished chairman of the
committee indicated that the savings,by taking all legal immigrants off of
all benefits, is $18 billion What we are
telling you is we Imow 52 percent of
this comes from California Therefore,
if California is a prop 13 State and it
presses the local jurisdictions and they
are funded by property taxes and they
cannot raise their property taxes andthey cannot say "legal immigrants,
leave the country and go home," it is a
real catch-22 for the local government.If I might, just quickly, ask unani-
mous consent to have printed in the
REcoRr a letter dated July 17 from the
Democratic floor leader of the Califor-
nia Assembly and President pro tern-
pore of the Califoj-rja Senate: and amemorandum from the California
State Association of Counties.

There being no objection, the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the
REcoRr as follows:

CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE.
STATE CAPITOL.

Sacramento. CA. July 17. 1996.
Hon. DIANNE FEINSTEIN,
U.S. Senator. Hart Senate Office Building.
Washington. DC.

DEAR SENATOR FEINSTEIN: We write to con-
vey major concerns raised by the most re-
cent proposed welfare reform legislation cur-
rently being considered by Congress.

sERvicEs FOR AGED AND DISABLED LEGAL
IMMIGRANTS

Denying federal benefits to legal immi-
grants disproportionately harms California
communities. Over 230.000 non-citizen legal
immigrants currently receive SSI in Califor-
nia. excluding refugees. This aid is provided
to the aged, blind and disabled, who could
not support themselves by going to work if
their SSI benefits ended. Under HR 3507, SSJ
and Food Stamps would be denied to non-
citizens already legally residing in California
as well as to new legal entrants unlike the
immigration reform legislation currently
under consideration in Congress, which per-
mits continued benefits for existing legalresidents.

The proposed bar on SSI and Food Stamps
for all legal immigrants, and the denial of
other federal means-tested programs to new
legal entrants for their flrst five years in the
country would have a devastating effect on
California's counties, which are obligated to
be the providers of last resort. It is esti-
mated that these proposed changes would re-sult in costs of $9 billion to California's
counties over a seven-year period. At a mini-
mum, the very elderly, those too disabled to
become citizens and those who become dis-abled after they arrive in this country
should be exempted from the prohibition on55J-jf for no other reason than to lessen to
counties the indefensible cost of shifting
care from the federal government to local
taxpayers for a needy population admitted
under U.S. immigration laws.

PROTEcTION FOR cHILDREN
While we agree that welfare dependence

should not be encouraged as a way of life, it
is essential in setting time limits on aid that
adequate protections be provided for chil-
dren once parents hit these time limits.
Some provision must be made for vouchers
or some other mechanism by which the es-
sential survival needs of children such asfood can be met. The Administration has
suggested this sort of approach as a means of
ensuring adequate protection for children
whose parents hit time limits on aid.

Californias child poverty rate was 27 per-cent for 1992 through 1994, substantially
above the national rate of 21 percent. HR 4,which was vetoed by the President would
have caused an additional 1.5 million chil-
dren to become poor. Though estimates have
not been produced for HR 3507, it is likely
that it also would result in a significant ad-
ditional number of children falling below the
poverty level.

ADEQUATE FUNDING FOR CHILD CARE
Funds provided for child care are essential

to meet the needs of parents entering the
work force while on aid and leaving aid as
their earnings increase. For California tomeet required participation rates, about
400,000 parents would have to enter the work
force and an additional 100,000 would have to
increase their hours of work. Even if only 15
percent of these parents need a paid. formal
child care arrangement, California will need
nearly $300 million per year in new child care
funds.

Thank you for your consideration of these
concerns. If your staff have any questions
about these issues, they can contact Tim
Gage. at (916) 324—0341.

Sincerely,
BILL LOCKYER,

July 19, 1996
President pro tempore.

California Senate.
RICHARD KATZ.

Democratic Floor
Leader, California
Assembly.

CALIFORNIA STATE ASSOCIATION
OF COUNTIES,

Sacramento. CA. July 15, 1996.
To: California Congressional Delegation.
From: Mike Nevin, CSAC President.
Re Welfare reform legislation.

I am writing once again to bring to your
attention a very important issue involving
the impact of the welfare reform bill on local
government. As I understand it, the Congress
plans to submit a new welfare reform bill to
the President that does not contain Medicaid
reform. However, the bill will still contain
measures which pose serious and substantial
cost shifts to local government including
drastic health care costs.

The measures, HR. 3507 and 5. 1795. pro-
pose to eliminate SSI and food scamps to
legal immigrants including those already le-
gally residing in California. In addition, it
would eliminate future immigrants from eli-
gibility for 50 to 80 federal programs for five
years and disqualifies those same immi-
grants from these programs until citizen-
ship. The fiscal effect of these provisions
would be to drain $23 billion of federal money
nationwide from major welfare programs
over seven years. California, which is home
to the largest number of noncitizen legal im-
migrants in the country would lose at least
$9 billion over seven years.

Once legal immigrants are no longer eligi-
ble for federal social service programs, Cali-
fornia's 58 counties will still be responsible
for providing social services and medical
care to them. A recent study issued by the
University of California at Los Angeles indi-
cates that an estimated 830,000 immigrants
would converge Onto county health programs
if changes are made at the federal level to
exclude them from health coverage. The
counties in California are legally and fiscally
responsible under state law to provide a
'safety net" to indigent persons in the form

of cash aid and health care. Currently, local
governments are bursting at the seams from
the impact of these programs.

Changes of this magnitude at the federal
level could cause many counties to meet the
same fate as Orange County did two years
ago when it declared bankruptcy. Counties
are already struggling financially as year
after year they have been forced to absorb
reductions in payments because of local,
state and federal budget difficulties. We can-
not now absorb these costs as well. We
strongly urge you to consider your vote on
these very important pieces of legislation
and the long-range impact they will have on
local government once the publicity is over.
We would request that you do not support
these measures should they contain these
faulty policies which would merely shift the
cost and responsibility to the counties.

There are additional concerns that we have
with the proposal and Margaret Péna of my
staff is available to discuss them with you.
She can be reached at (916) 327—7523. Thank
you for your consideration.

NEW CALIFORNIA COAUTION,
San Francisco, CA. July 17, 1996.

To: Kathleen Reich, Office of Senator Fein-
stein.

From: Tanya Broder.
Re Welfare bills pending before the House

and Senate floor—the Califorrua impact
of the immigrant provisions.

Attached as you requested are:
1. A letter from the California State Asso-

ciation of Counties on this issue.
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2. A one-pager prepared by the National

Immigration Law Center on the current wel-
fare bills.

3. A 2-pager on the California impact. I put
this together, based largely on materials pre-
pared by NILC. It is being refined—let me
know if anything is unclear.

Please do not hesitate to call me at 243—
8215. extension 319. if you have any questions
or need additional information. Please in-
form us of the Senators position on any or
all of these issues as soon as you can. Thank
you for your interest.

Mrs. FEINSTEIN. Mr. President, how
much of my time is remaining?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator has 4 minutes and 46 seconds.

Mrs. FEINSTEIN. I yield 4 minutes
to the distinguished Senator from Flor-
ida.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Florida is recognized.

Mr. GRAI-jAIvI. Mr. President. this is
certainly an issue of dollars. It is cer-
tainly an issue of impact on local insti-
tutions required to provide services.
But it is also fundamentally an issue of
fairness, fairness in many dimensions.
Let me just mention two.

One of those is the fact that very few
of these local communities requested
the circumstance in which they find
themselves. Immigrants. legal and ille-
gal, come into this country for a vari-
ety of reasons but virtually none of
them come in because they receive an
invitation from a particular commu-
nity. It is Federal policy that deter-
mines who can come legally. It is Fed-
eral willingness to allocate resources
that will determine whether we can en-
force the immigration laws that we
have enacted or will we be faced with
floodtides of illegal immigration. Un-
fortunately. my State, as does Califor-
ma. peculiarly has to deal with this
issue. We have had hundreds of thou-
sands of immigrants in all categories,
from refugees to parolees to asylees to
special categories of entrants, come
into our State, as well as those who
have come through the normal immi-
gration process. All those decisions are
made by those of us who are privileged
to be Federal officials.

The consequences of those decisions
almost always fall at a local level: At
a hospital attempting to cope with
overwhelming numbers of persons seek-
ing medical assistance; at an edu-
cational institution, a school that is
overcrowded because of the large surge
of immigrant children—the social in-
stitutions. My State was so over-
whelmed that we went to Federal court
with a request, under litigation, that
we be compensated for the expenses the
State had paid on behalf of those per-
sons who came to the United States as
a result of Federal action.

The U.S. Supreme Court ruled on
that case just a few weeks ago. Unfor-
tunately for the State of Florida, the
ruling was: You may have a good case.
You may have a strong moral basis for
your litigation. But it is not a justici-
able case before the Federal courts.
You have to find your relief through
the political processes, not through the
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judicial processes. That is what we are
about today. Fundamental fairness in
terms of the Federal Government as-
suming its appropriate responsibility
for the financial cost of the immigra-
tion decisions that it has made.

There is a second issue of fairness
and that is as it relates to the individ-
ual affected. These people who came
here under the current immigration
law did so under a set of standards and
expectations that did not include that
they were going to have their benefits
peremptorily terminated. If this is a
good idea to have in effect today, we
should have done it 10 or 20 years ago.

I think it is fundamentally unfair to
have these people in the country under
the rules that have applied—we are
dealing, here. with legal aliens. people
who pay the same taxes we do and are
subject to the same responsibilities;
but now, at the last moment, we are
going to say you are not going to get
the same benefits. I think that is un-
fair. The amendment that has been of-
fered by the Senators from California
would relieve us from that unfairness. I
hope it will be adopted.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The 4
minutes of the Senator has expired.
The Senator from California has 26 sec-
onds remaining.

Mrs. FEINSTEIN. I yield to the other
side and request I be allowed to reserve
the remainder of my time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Pennsylvania.

Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President, this
is a debate that is virtually identical
to the debate we engaged in last night
at a rather late hour with the Senator
from Florida on his amendment. His
amendment removes all the provisions
dealing with legal immigrants from the
bill, for current participants in the
welfare system and future participants
in the welfare system. What the Fein-
stein amendment does is simply makes
the provisions in the bill prospective
but grandfathers in everybody who is
in the system. The Graham amend-
ment, to my understanding, was going
to reduce the savings in the budget by
somewhere from $16 to $18 billion. My
understanding is the Feinstein amend-
ment reduces the savings in the rec-
onciliation bill from $10 to $12 billion.
It is still a dramatic revenue loss. As
was in the case of the Graham bill. in
the Feinstein bill there are no offsets.
This is just a reduction in savings,
going to pay for legal immigrants to
continue to receive welfare benefits.

Let me, for the benefit of those who
were not up at 11:30 last night listening
to this debate. go through how the un-
derlying bill works and, in fact, a little
bit of the history of the underlying
provisions in this act, the underlying
bill. What is in this legislation before
us are provisions that were passed in
H.R. 4 last year and passed both the
House and Senate. They were in the
Senate bill that passed the Senate last
year 87 to 12. They are in the Demo-
cratic substitute, which I believe—I
might be wrong—the Members who are
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debating this amendment and advocat-
ing this amendment voted for. The
Daschle substitute has this identical
provision in the bill. the same provi-
sion as the Republican bill.

What the Senators from California
and Florida are attempting to do is to
remove what has passed the Congress
once, what has passed this Senate
twice, what has been included in both
Democratic and Republican bills.

I suggest this has been a fairly well-
tested provision. It is clear the vast
majority of the Members of this Senate
believe that we have been too generous
with legal immigrants coming into this
country. and I will explain why they
feel that way.

In fact. the Graham amendment
today was tabled; in other words. de-
feated, on a motion of 62 to 34. So this
is not, frankly. even a partisan issue.
as you see. It has very strong biparti-
san support.

Let me explain what the underlying
bill does, what the Feinstein amend-
ment is attempting to change. What we
do in this bill is recognize that there
are various classes of immigrants.

For purposes of simplification. we
will talk about three major classes of
immigrants. One is what are called ref-
ugees. These are people who come to
this country who are seeking refuge
from political persecution or other
kinds of persecution in a foreign coun-
try, and they come to our shores seek-
ing help and refuge in the United
States.

What we say to those people. as the
Senator from California referred to
earlier, just like the Statue of Liberty
says. we are open and we allow those
people in, and we do even more. The
Statue of Liberty did not say, "Give us
your poor, your hungry," and all the
other things it says, "and the Govern-
ment will feed them." It says, come on
in here and have a chance at American
life, come on in and have a chance at
the opportunity of America. Nowhere
that I see on the Statue of Liberty does
it say anything about the Government
having welfare programs for everybody
for as long as they are in this country.
I do not think that is on there. I can
check, but I am pretty sure it is not on
there. What is on there is an oppor-
tunity that America presents to the
people in this country, and we continue
that, certainly.

Second, we, in this bill, provide for
welfare benefits for refugees for 5
years. They are eligible for every bene-
fit that a citizen of this country is eli-
gible for.

Now, why 5 years? Because after 5
years, they are eligible for citizenship,
and if they apply for citizenship and go
through the program to get their citi-
zenship and are successful, they are
citizens and are eligible for every right
with respect to social services as any
other American. So that is why we
limit it to 5 years.
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Some would say. "What you're doing

here is sort of coercing people to be-
come citizens." I think that is. frank-

- ly, not true. I do not think most refu-
gees come here because they are look-
ing for welfare benefits. I think most
people come here because they are
looking for the things that are on the
Statue of Liberty; they are looking for
the opportunity that is America. In
fact, the vast majority of those people
do not end up on welfare, for the long
term, anyway. So what we do is we say.
"Look, we have an expectation in this
country that people are not coming
here for social services," and all we are
doing is patterning a law to reflect
that expectation.

What I just described with respect to
refugees also applies to asylees.
.ksylees are people like the two players
from the Cuban baseball team last
week, or the week before, who were in
this country and escaped from their
hotel and claimed political asylum and
were granted that asylum. Those two
players are probably not going to be
needing any welfare benefits, given
their talent level.

But there are people who do claim
asylum here and end up on welfare, and
they are treated the same as refugees:
5 years until they are eligible for citi-
zenship, and then the expectation is
you can either decide to be a citizen of
this country and avail yourselves of all
the benefits and responsibilities of citi-
zenship, or you take the option you are
not going to be a citizen and no longer
be eligible for these programs. That is
a decision you make. It is not a deci-
sion we are forcing on anybody. You
make that decision. I think that is a
reasonable time. It is 5 years. It is a
very generous offer. So that is the one
side of the immigrant calculation.

The other side is what is called
'sponsored immigrants." Those are the

majority of immigrants who come tothis country. They are people who
come here under what is called a spon-sorship agreement wherein most—I
would not say all—but in the vast ma-
jority of cases, these are family mem-
bers under the family reunification
provisions of the immigration law.
They are mothers and fathers of peoplewho live in this country: they are sis-
ters and brothers or children of the
people who live in this country. They
come into this country under this
sponsorship agreement.

What does the sponsorship agreement
say? If you are the sponsor, if you are
the citizen of the country who is bring-
mg in your mother, then you sign a
piece of paper that says. "I will takeresponsibility for providing for the
needs of the person I want to bring to
this country. I will provide for them.
My income, my assets will be deemed
available to them for purposes of deter-
mining whether they are eligible for
benefits." That is under current law.

What does the immigrant who comes
to this country sign? They sign a piece
of paper that says, "I am willing and
capable, able to work, and I will not be

a public charge." They sign a legal doc-
ument saying they will not be a public
charge. You say. "That should take
care of it. That is pretty solid. They
are contracts." One would think they
are legally binding when they sign
them. The fact is, they are not legally
binding.

Mrs. BOXER. Will the Senator yield
on that point for a question?

Mr. SANTORUM. Yes, I will yield.
Mrs. BOXER. I want to make sure

the Senator realizes that Senator FEIN-
STEIN and I, in this amendment, do not
change any of the things my friend is
talking about. We do not touch any-
thing in the underlying bill.

All the Senator does, and I back her
100 percent, as does the Senator from
Florida, is to say that since we are
changing the rules that have been in
effect for a long time, let's make them
apply to people who are coming as of
September of this year rather than
change the rules for the folks who are
here now. But everything the Senator
says, Senator FEINSTEIN 's amendment
does as much for future immigrants. I
want to make sure the Senator was
clear on that point.

Mr. SANTORUM. For the Senator to
suggest the Feinstein amendment does
not touch it is not accurate. You say it
does not apply to anybody here, so you
would remove all the provisions of this
act with respect to people in this coun-try.

Mrs. BOXER. It is prospective. Our
amendment makes it prospective, but
it says to the folks here, 'We are not
going to change your rules in the mid-
dle of the game." All the things my
friend is explaining, none of those are
touched by the Feinstein-Boxer amend-
ment.

Mr. SANTORUM. They are not
touched prospectively. Again, all these
provisions I am explaining do apply
and will apply to people who are in this
country. So. for example, if you have a
sponsored immigrant who is in this
country receiving welfare benefits,
maybe has been receiving them for 20
years. we suggest after 20 years, if you
are not a citizen, if you are here receiv-
ing welfare benefits, which in many
cases—and I was getting to the point
with respect to sponsored immigrants,
because what has been happening is
that we have seen a chronic trend, and
the Senator from New Mexico was on
the floor yesterday with a chart that
illustrates this, what happens with a
lot of the sponsored immigrants—and
these people are in this country now—
is that son and daughter are bringing
over mom and dad, and mom and dad
come frito this country, they sign these
documents, they have signed them al-
ready, but they are not legally enforce-
able, No. 1.

No. 2, the welfare departments in the
States do not know what the Immigra-tion and Naturalization Service is
doing. They do not talk to each other.
There is no communication. So mom
comes into the country. She is 70 years
old. She goes down to the SSI office,
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and guess what? She is on SSI. By the
way. when she qualifies for SSI. she
qualifies for Medicaid. When she quali-
fies for SSI, she qualifies for food
stamps. and she qualifies for a whole
variety of other programs, all paid for
by the taxpayer.

So what we have become in this
country. not prospectively, but now, is
a retirement home for millions of peo-
ple all over the world to come here and
have you. the taxpayer, pay for their
retirement.

Now, I do not think that is right.
What the amendment of the Senator
from California says is, "Well, they are
here, let them stay. and we'll continue
to pay for them." If it is wrong, it is
wrong. And whether it is prospective or
not. it is wrong.

Mrs. FEIN5TEIN. Will the Senator
yield for a question?

Mr. SANTORUM. I will be happy to
yield.

Mrs. FEINSTEIN. Thank you very
much for yielding.

Let me make this point. Under
present law, affidavits of support are
not legally enforceable. In the imrrii-
gration bill, that is one of the thingsthat is achieved. It is a binding con-
tract, an affidavit, so that in the future
these contracts will be legally enforce-
able. I support that. I agree with you
on this point. But the point that we are
trying to make is that at present they
are not. Therefore. there has been a
kind of a change.

The other point that I want to make
to you is that this is not the same as
the Daschle bill. This bill is not the
same as the Daschle bill on this point.
The Daschle bill has certain exemp-
tions. The disabled are exempted. Refu-
gees are exempted. Battered women
and children are exempted. Veterans
are exempted. That is a point I really
appreciate the opportunity to make.

Mr. SANTORUM. With respect to
this list, I know in this bill—and I have
not read every page of all of this—my
belief is veterans are exempted. also. I
say to the Senator from California.
having worked on this issue for quite
some time, I think you may have a le-
gitimate point with respect to a refu-
gee who is 90 years old who is in this
country and has been here for a long
time as to whether we want to knock
them off this system. I suggest to the
Senator that, while I will not be a con-
feree, I would be sympathetic and
would communicate my sympathy with
respect to some very difficult, isolated
cases for the very old or the severely
disabled who may be on these programs
today. But yours goes well beyond
that.

I mean, I think we can look at the
hard cases, but I think what your bill
does is basically let people who signed
a document—it is true that it is not a
legally binding document, but I can
guarantee you when they set that fri
front of them, and it is fairly legal
looking. when they signed that—I
mean, I do not know about you. but
when I sign a document, put my name
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on something saying I am going to do
something. I want to live up to that
end of the bargain.

We want them to live up to their end
of the bargain. What your bill does is
let them off the hook. We do not want
to let them off the hook. We want peo-
ple who come to this country who say
they are not going be a public charge
and people who bring their relatives
into this country who say they are
going to take care of them to live up to
the deal.

What your bill does is say there is no
deal, you do whatever you want, and
we will pay the charge. I do not think
that is what we want to say in this
country. I do not think that is what we
want to do.

While I understand what your con-
cern is—and the Senator from Califor-
nia is a thoughtful person, and I find
myself in agreement with her many
times. I think the point you have made
with the impact on California. I cannot
argue the fact that the impact on Cali-
fornia will be disproportionate with re-
spect to this particular provision.

The fact of immigration has, as you
know, its pluses and its minuses. You
can make the decision. not me, as to
whether it is a plus or a minus in Cali-
fornia. But what I say is the Congres-
sional Budget Office has said—and I
will read from their report that they
sent to the Senator from Delaware
with respect to unfunded mandates.

Both Senators from California talked
extensively about the impact of un-
funded mandates as a result of this leg-
islation. Unfunded mandates was a bill
that we passed last year that said that
we are tired of the Government, the
Federal Government, passing bills. im-
posing mandates on State and local
Governments without coming up with
the money for these State and local
governments to fulfill the mandate. re-
quiring them to do something but not
paying them the money to do it.

According to the Congressional Budg-
et Office. this bill does not have un-
funded mandates. I will read the sec-
tion. 0n balance' '—obviously in every
bill there are pluses and minuses. I ac-
cept that:

On balance, spending by State and local
governments on federally mandated activi-
ties could be reduced by billions of dollars
over the next 5 years as a result of the enact-
ment of this bill.

I. again, have some sympathy for the
Senator from California because you
have a disproportionate impact with
respect to legal immigrants. You may
be one of those States that is on the
minus side while another State is on
the plus side. But on balance. in this
country. this is not an unfunded man-
date. That is the way I think we have
to look at things.

Mrs. FEINSTEIN. Will the Senator
yield?

Mr. SANTORUM. I will be happy to.
Mrs. FEINSTEIN. Just on that one

point. lf I may. I appreciate what the
Senator is saying. But when you con-
tinue to read the report that you were
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reading from the Congressional Budget
Office, it does say:

While the new mandates imposed by the
bill would result in additional costs to some
States, the repeal of existing mandates and
the additional flexibility provided are likely
to reduce spending by more than the addi-
tional costs.

That cannot be true for California. In
a way. it is a play with words because
the numbers are so big in California in
terms of 52 percent of the impact of
this section of the bill with SSI falling
on California. Fifty-two percent of all
of the SSI users are in California. That
is who you are talking about. Those
are the elderly. Those are the blind.
Those are the disabled. By this bill,
boom, they are off. That is the issue
that both of us are trying to bring re-
spectfully to your attention.

What I do not understand is—and I
understand the savings. See. the reason
this section of the bill has the large
amount of savings that it does is be-
cause of California, because $7 to $9 bil-
lion of it is California. The minute you
transfer It and it goes to the county—
because California alone is a propo-
sition 13 State and cannot raise its
property tax to accommodate the gen-
eral assistance added burden—you
could force some counties—and LA
could be one under this; you just have
to know this because the numbers are
so huge in Los Angeles. It is a very pre-
cipitous situation.

Mr. SANTORUM. I suggest a couple
things to the Senator from California.
No. 1, this is a policy that I think needs
to be changed. and, No. 2, the fact of
the matter is that there are a lot of
people on these programs who can and
should be working, as a result of their
coming into this country and signing
this document, should be working
under the law.

What your bill does is take those peo-
ple off the hook. You can say. well,
there is going to be a tremendous im-
pact to these counties. Yeah. well. that
may be true. But I guess the point I am
making is, we should stand up for what
people sign their names on, which is
that they were going to not be a public
charge and the people who are going to
take care of them—I go back to the
sponsorship agreement.

Mrs. BOXER. Will the Senator yield?
Mr. SANTORUM. Let me finish my

point. I go back to the sponsorship
agreement. What you are ignoring here
is, you say. well, it is going to fall on
the counties. Under what I described,
under the system I described of SSI, for
example, who should the burden fall
on? Clearly. it should fall on the spon-
sor—not the county.

Sponsors, when they bring people
into this country—there is a certain
economic criteria to be able to bring
someone in with a sponsor. These peo-
ple have in fact taken a walk. They
have said. well, you know, let the Gov-
erriment pick up this cost. I do not
want to pick up mom's cost. I want to
buy my other Mercedes. Well. let us
not buy another Mercedes. Let us pay
for mom.
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What you are suggesting is that all

these people who have three cars in
their garage are going to let mom
starve or put them on LA County's wel-
fare rolls. which may not exist as you
so eloquently state. I am saying that a
lot of these people who sponsor people
into this country are going to have to
start footing the bill. That is what we
are pushing here. You make the as-
sumption that everybody who is on SSI
is going to fall on to the county or the
State. I do not make that assumption.
I make the assumption that people who
sign legal documents saying they were
going to take care of people are going
to now have to belly up. They are going
to have to pay the bill.

Mrs. BOXER. Will the Senator yield?
Mr. SANTORUM. Yes.
Mrs. BOXER. We do not disagree

with you. I want to make it clear. I
want to make it clear. The senior Sen-
ator from California and I do not dis-
agree with you. We believe that the
sponsors who can. should and must pay
for people they sponsor to come to the
country.

But I want to make a point to my
friend. It is worthy to note that ap-
proximately 400,000 legal immigrants
receive AFDC in California. Out of
those, 62 percent are refugees. They do
not have a sponsor. This goes back to
your debate with the Senator from
Florida last night. We also have a situ-
ation where many of those on SSI, who
are sponsored. something may have
happened to their families or their
sponsors in the interim.

So, my friend is talking about a prin-
ciple that we agree with. But yet in the
underlying bill there is no recognition
of the fact that a lot of these legal irn-
migrants do not have a sponsor to fall
back on. A lot of these elderly do not
have a sponsor to fall back on.

I think before we pass this sweeping
reform. what Senator FEINSTEIN and
my amendment does is say. we are will-
ing to say as of September, even
though we have some reservations and
we know it is tough and we know it
will hurt our State, we are willing to
go along with it. But please, we say to
you. Senator from Pennsylvania, tak-
ing a lead in this bill. consider what we
are telling you. Rather than just have
an argument, maybe there is some
room here where we can work together
so when we bring this bill out, we will
not hurt a lot of kids and a lot of very
sick. elderly. and blind people.

Thank you for your generosity.
Mr. SANTORUM. Reclaiming my

time to make a couple of points. All
the refugees you talk about have a 5-
year exemption from the ineligibility
for benefits. Anyone that is in this
country is eligible for benefits up to
the first 5 years they are in this coun-
try.

Mrs. BOXER. They are cut off after 5
years.

Mr. SANTORUM. After the fifth year
they are no longer eligible. As the Sen-
ator from California knows they are el-
igible. after a 5-year period, to apply
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for citizenship. Once they apply for
citizenship and are accepted, they
would again be eligible if, in fact, they
need be.

As the Senator from California
knows, the hurdle for getting their
citizenship in this country is not ex-
traordinary. So if people are, in fact, in
such desperate condition as the Sen-
ator suggests, I think the answer would
be, in fact, to get these people into Citi-
zenship programs. I suggest that is a
positive thing.

As we all know, those who are non-
citizens who do not know the language
or Cannot, in many cases, successfully
interact into the economic mainstream
of our country, obviously have a much
more difficult time succeeding. So, in
fact, forcing or encouraging citizenship
would be a positive thing for many of
the people that we are talking about
here. I think that has to be looked at.

No. 2. we are talking about a 1-year
transition. In some cases we will have
people who have exhausted their 5
years who now say wait. I will not be
eligible for benefits, and I will be
brought in for some sort of redeter-
mination here. It will be basically a
year process. I suggest during that
year process, if they still are concerned
or they still are, in fact, disabled or be-
lieve they would not be able to work,
they can begin to go through the proc-
ess during that transition year to get
their citizenship. I think we provide
plenty of avenues for the truly disabled
refugees and asylees to be able to stay
on these benefits if, in fact, they aretruly disabled. It takes some initiative
on their part, but my goodness, should
we not expect some initiative on the
people's part, to create some link be-
tveen themselves and this country in
order to receive benefits?

I remind the Senators from Califor-
rila, I believe, and I can be corrected,
but I believe we are the only country in
the world who actually provides wel-
fare benefits for their immigrants as
soon as they come into this country.
We are, in a sense, already very gener-
ous. I am not saying we shouid not be
generous to those who are in need. But.
at some point. like we are saying to
moms who are having children and are
on AFDC. there is a contract here. If
we are going to limit moms with chil-
dren on AFDC to 5 years. I think we
have every right to limit refugees in
this country who come here for 5 years.
What we are saying to the refugees, un-
like what we are saying to the moms,
you get your citizenship in the fifth
year. you can get back on the rolls. We
do not let moms back on the rolls.

We are being painted as being cruel
and knocking all these people off. when
in fact what we are being is somewhat
principled. I believe it will actually
work to the benefit of the refugees who
will seek citizenship. which will make
them more likely to be successful in
their economic life in America.

I think there are a lot of positive
things we can say. This is not. as I am
sure will be noted in some publications,

any kind of immigrant-bashing—noth-
ing like that. We think people who are
sponsored immigrants should live up to
their contract, and people who are ref-
ugees. and immigrants, and asylees
should have a period of time in which
we will help them, and then at some
point they have to help themselves,
just like a lot of other people who are
going to be dealing with the welfare
system with AFDC.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
KYL). The Senator from Pennsylvania
has a minute and a half remaining. and
the Senator from California has I
minute remaining.

Mr. SANTORUM. I yield back the
balance of my time.

Mrs. FEINSTEIN. I say, and I think I
speak on behalf of my colleague. Sen-
ator BOXER, as well. we are not disput-
ing that the time has come to make
some changes. We are not even disput-
ing that perhaps there are some who
are on SSI or AFDC that can find other
ways of support. What we are disputing
is that this language is so ironclad that
it throws the baby out with the bath
water.

I was mayor of San Francisco for 9
years. a member of the board of super-
visors for 9, for a total of 18 years. I
know these communities. I can tell you
that there are several hundred thou-
sand people who do not have another
source of support. In Los Angeles, I
know, I have seen it with my own eyes.
This bill does not allow for any fine
tuning.

I think both Senator BOXER and I
would be happy to sit down with the
other side and try to work out a proc-
ess of evaluation whereby you could
fine tune this bill so people who truly
are blind, who truly can barely walk
down a street, who truly have no access
to three meals a day can have a source
of subsistence in this country.

The PRESIDING OFFICER All time
is expired.

Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President, pur-
suant to section 310(d)(2), I raise a
point of order against the pending
amendment because it reduces outlay
savings for the Finance Committee
below the level provided in the rec-\
onciliation instructions, and the
amendment would not make com-
pensating outlay reductions or revenue
increases.

Mrs. FEINSTEIN. Pursuant to Sec-
tion 904 of the Congressional Budget
Act of 1974. I move to waive the appli-
cable sections of that act. I ask for the
yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under

the previous order, the Senator from
Rhode Island is recognized.

Mr. CHAFEE. I understand I am rec-
ogTaized for 15 minutes.

AMENDMENT NO. 4931
(Purpose: To maintain current eligibility

standards for Medicaid and provide addi-
tional State flexibility)
Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President, yester-

day we voted not to reform the Medic-
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aid Program. This is a welfare bill we
are on. not a Medicaid bill. We put off
any Medicaid reforms, if you would.
until another day. Because of the link
between welfare eligibility and Medic-
aid eligibility, this bill will repeal the
guarantee—the word I am using is
-"guarantee' '—it will repeal the guaran-
tee of Medicaid coverage for 1.5 million
children age 13 through 18. and 4 mil-
lion mothers.

Mr. President, once again. this is not
a Medicaid bill. yet we repeal existing
Medicaid guarantees.

Under our amendment, the amend-
ment I am presenting. and I send to the
desk now on behalf of myself. Senators
BREAux, COHEN, GRj-Ipj1, JEFFORDS.
KERREY of Nebraska, HATFIELD, MuR-
y, SNOWE, LIEBERMAN, REID, and
ROCKEFELLER.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

The Senator from Rhode Island [Mr.
CHAFEE). for himself, Mr. BRzux. Mr.
COHEN, Mr. GRAHAM, Mr. JEFFOR.D5, Mr.
KERREY. Mr. HATFIELD. Mrs. Muiy, Ms.
SNOWE, Mr. LIEBERMAN Mr. REm, and Mr.
ROCKEFELLER, proposes an amendment num-
bered 4931.

Mr. CHAFEE. I ask unanimous con-
sent reading of the amendment be dis-
pensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Beginning with page 256. line 20. strike all
through page 259. line 4. and insert the fol-
lowing:

"(12) AssURING MEDICAID covEcE FOR
LOW-INCOME FAMILIES.—

(A) IN CENERAL.—Notwithstanding any
other provision of this Act, subject to the
succeeding provisions of this paragraph, with
respect to a State any reference in title XLX
(or other provision of law in relation to the
operation of such title) to a provision of this
part, or a State plan under this part (or a
provision of such a plan). including stand-
ards and methodologies for determining in-
come and resources under this part or such
plan. shall be considered a reference to such
a provision or plan as in effect as of July 1.
1996. with respect to the State.

(B) CONsTRUCTIONs.—.
(i) In applying section 1925(a)(1), the ref-

erence to section 402(a)(8)(B)(ji)(IJ) is
deemed a reference to a corresponding earn-
ing disregard rule (if any) established under
a State program funded under this part (as
in effect on or after October 1. 1996).

(ii) The provisions of former section 406(h)
(as in effect on July 1. 1996) shall apply. in
relation to title XIX, with respect to individ-
uals who receive assistance under a State
program funded under this part (as in effect
on or after October 1. 1996) and are eligible
for medical assistance under title XIX or
who are described in subparagraph (C)(i) in
the same manner as they apply as of July 1.
1996, with respect to individuals who become
ineligible for aid to families with dependent
children as a result (wholly or partly) of the
collection or increased collection of child or
spousal support under part D of this title.

(iii) With respect to the reference in sec-
tion 1902(a) (5) to a State plan approved under
this part, a State may treat such reference
as a reference either to a State program
funded under this part (as in effect on or
after October 1, 1996) or to the State plan
under title XIX.
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"(C) ELIGIBILITYCRiTERiA.—
•(i) IN GENERAL.—For purposes of title

XIX. subject to clause (ii). in determining
eligibility for medical assistance under such
title, an individual shall be treated as receiv-
ing aid or assistance under a State plan ap-
proved under this part (and shall be treated
as meeting the income and resource stand-
ards under this part) only if the individual
meets—

"(I) the income and resource standards for
determining eligibility under such plan: and

'(II) the eligibility requirements of such
plan under subsections (a) through (c) of
former section 406 and former section 407(a).
as in effect as of July 1. 1996. Subject to
clause (ii)(II), the income and resource meth-
odologies under such plan as of such date
shall be used in the determination of wheth-
er any individual meets income and resource
standards under such plan.

(ii) STATE OpTION.—For purposes of apply-
thg this paragraph, a State may—

"(I) lower its income standards applicable
with respect to this part, but not below the
income standards applicable under its State
plan under this part on May 1, 1988; and

"(II) use income and resource standards or
methodologies that are less restrictive than
the standards or methodologies used under
the State plan under this part as of July 1.
1996.

"(iii) ADDITIONAL STATE OPTION WITH RE-
SPECT OF TANF RECIPIENT5.—FOr purposes of
applying this paragraph to title XIX. a State
may. subject to clause (iv). treat all individ-
ual (or reasonable categories of individuals)
receiving assistance under the State pro-
grain funded under this part (as in effect on
or after October 1, 1996); as individuals who
are receiving aid or assistance under a State
plan approved under this part (and thereby
eligible for medical assistance under title
XDQ.

(IV) TRANSITIONAL COvERAGE.—For pur-
poses of section 1925, an individual who is re-
ceiving assistance under the State program
funded under this part (as in effect on or
after October 1, 1996) and is eligible for medi-
cal assistance under title XIX shall be treat-
ed as an individual receiving aid or assist-
ance pursuant to a State plan approved
under this part (as in effect as of July 1. 1996)
(and thereby eligible for continuation of
medical assistance under such section 1925).

(I)) WAIvER5.—In the case of a waiver of a
provision of this part in effect with respect
to a State as of July 1, 1996, if the waiver af-
fects eligibility of individuals for medical as-
sistance under title XIX. such waiver may
(but need not) continue to be applied, at the
option of the State. in relation to such title
after the date the waiver would otherwise ex-
pire. If a State elects not to continue to
apply such a waiver, then, after the date of
the expiration of the waiver. subparagraphs
(A). (B), and (C) shall be applied as if any
provisions so waived had not been waived.

(E) STATE OPTION TO USE 1 APPLICATION
FORM.—Nothing in this paragraph, this part.
or title XIX. shall be construed as preventing
a State from providing for the same applica-
tion form for assistance under a State pro-
gram funded under this part (on or after Oc-
tober 1. 1996) and for medical assistance
under title XIX.

(F) REQUIREMENT FOR RECEIPT OF FUNDS.—
A State to which a grant is made under sec-
tion 302 shall take such action as may be
necessary to ensure that the provisions of
this paragraph are carried out provided that
the State is otherwise participating in title
XIX of this Act.

Mr. CI-IAFEE. Mr. President, under
our amendment, we make sure that no
low-income mothers and Children who
are eligible for Medicaid under current
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law, under the existing law, will lose
their health care coverage under Med-
icaid if the State lowers its eligibility
standards for cash assistance or AFDC.

Now, this is not some open-ended
lifetime entitlement to Medicaid cov-
erage. I am sure that will be raised.
and we are ready for that one. All this
amendment does is apply current law
income and resource standards and
methodologies in determining eligi-
bility for Medicaid. If a family's in-
come increases, if there is no longer a
dependent child in the home. these
folks will lose Medicaid eligibility
under our amendment. just as they
would under current law.

Exactly who are we talking about.
Mr. President? First, the individuals
we are talking about. their incomes, on
an average, are about 38 percent of the
poverty level. Some will argue that we
do not need this amendment because
children under 100 percent of poverty
are already covered. In other words. we
are worried about these children. Some
will say, oh. do not worry about them
because if they are at 100 percent of
poverty or less, they are covered. But
that is not true, Mr. President. By 2002,
they will all be covered up to the age of
18, but not until then. Thus, children
between the ages of 13 and 18 will not
be guaranteed coverage. Their mothers,
unless they are pregnant. will lose the
guarantees as well.

Mr. President, I refer everyone to
this chart. Under the bill that we have,
pregnant women continue to be cov-
ered. Children under 13 are covered.
That is under 100 percent of poverty or
less. The aged. blind, and disabled are
covered. Who loses out? Who is losing
out on the guarantees? It is nonpreg-
nant women and children 13 to 18 that
are going to fall through the cracks.

So, Mr. President. some will argue
that we are backtracking from pre-
vious welfare reform measures by re-
moving this guarantee. I want to re-
mind my colleagues that both the
1-louse and the Senate-passed versions
of 1-I.R. 4, which passed here 87 to 12,
had the very provision in it that I am
talking about. which I am seeking to
obtain. You might say, well. if the
1-louse version had it and the Senate
version had it, then, obviously. when
we came to conference, it was there.
But it was dropped in conference, in
some type of maneuver. Even though it
was in both bills that were passed. it
was dropped from the freestanding wel-
fare reform bill that passed.

I also point out, Mr. President, that
the welfare reform bill that passed yes-
terday in the House of Representatives
has this same language that I am talk-
ing about here and trying to put into
our legislation. Mr. President, if we
really want this welfare reform pro-
posal to achieve the results of moving
women off of welfare and into work, we
should not, in one fell swoop, remove
their cash assistance and their medica1
coverage. This is a prescription, I be-
lieve, for failure of welfare reform.

Mr. President, I will conclude my
section of the remarks before turning
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it over to the Senator from Louisiana
by saying this. In the Finance Commit-
tee, we had all kinds of hearings in
connection with welfare reform, and
two points came clearly through: that,
if you want to get individuals off of
welfare—and we are particularly talk-
ing. in most of these cases. about
women—they need support. One of the
two things they need in the form of
support is child care. adequate child
care and the availability of that: sec-
ond is Medicaid coverage for them-
selves and for their children.

So, Mr. President. I earnestly hope
that this amendment will be adopted. I
think it is one that the managers will
accept.

I yield 5 minutes to the Senator from
Louisiana.

Mr. BREAUX. Mr. President, I thank
the distinguished Senator for yielding
me some time and for his continued
outstanding work in trying to make
sure that whatever we do in this body
is fair. All of us want to be tough on
work. We have said that many times.
We also should be fair to children and
to pregnant women. We should be fair
to those who are the neediest among
us.

This legislation makes fundamental
changes in the Medicaid Program. and
that is not supposed to be what we are
doing. Our Republican colleagues have
offered an amendment which has taken
Medicaid out of the equation. We are
working on a welfare bill. But without
the Chafee-Breaux amendment and a
number of our colleagues. this legisla-
tion will still adversely affect those
people who are on Medicaid and hea1th
care assistance. The question is, why?
Very simple. Because under the current
law, people who are eligible for AFDC
assistance are also eligible for Medic-
aid. Therefore, under this legislation.
the States could be changing all of the
eligibility requirements for AFDC and,
in doing so, kick off, potentially, 4 mil-
lion people who are on Medicaid be-
cause of their eligibility for AFDC. It
sounds complicated. but it is not rea1-
ly. We made a decision in the Congress
and the people who run the Medicaid
Program that the standards for AFDC
would be the standards for Medicaid
eligibility. That was a decision that
should not now be changed without a
careful consideration of whether that
is good policy or not.

Nobody is debating Medicaid eligi-
bility on this floor. But when you
change the welfare program, you. in
fact. will be changing the Medicaid eli-
gibility for millions of Americans. As
Senator CHAFEE shows, we are talking
about pregnant women. children under
13, people who are the least able to
take care of themselves in our country.
I think that is just not what we are all
about in this country.

It is interesting to note that both the
House and the Senate bills that were
passed last year contained a provision
just like the Chafee amendment. We
have already adopted this before. By a
vote of 87 to 12, the legislation that
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contains the Chafee.-Breaux amend-
ment was passed by this Senate body.
That language in the House bill and in
the Senate bill said very clearly that
we would continue Medicaid coverage,
health care coverage, for poor children
and their parents who would have
oualified for AFDC assistance under
the rules in effect at that time.

Now we have essentially the same
bill before the Senate, but it does not
have that provision in it anymore. I do
not know where it was dropped or how
it got dropped. This is almost a tech-
nical amendment because we have al-
ready adopted this amendment. When
the welfare reform bills were pre-
viously before the House and the Sen-
ate. there was no disagreement in the
House and no disagreement in the Sen-
ate that the people who are Medicaid-
eligible because of AFDC eligibility
would continue to have that eligibility.
That is what the policy should be. If we
vant to come back later on and change
Medicaid eligibility, let us do it that
way. Let us have a fair debate about
whether we are going to take the aged,the blind, the disabled, pregnant
women, or children, the people least
advantaged among us, and kick them
off of not only welfare but off of Medic-
aid, too. At least allow us to have some
discussion about it.

With that, Mr. President, I reserve
the remainder of the time that was
yielded to me from Senator CHAFEE.

Mr. ROTH addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Delaware.
Mr. ROTH. I will soon offer a second-

degree amendment to the Chafee-
Breaux amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment would not be in order until
the time has expired.

Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President, I won-
der if the Chair would be good enough
to point that out again on a second-de-
gree amendment? It cannot be offered
until all time has expired?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. That iscorrect.
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, let me dis-

cuss the purpose of my amendment.
Trie purpose of my amendment to the
Cnafee-Breau, amendment is to ensure
Medicaid coverage to all individuals
currently receiving Medicaid benefits
because of their eligibility through the
current AFDC Program.

By this approach we would ensure
that no child or adult currently receiv-
ing Medicaid benefits would lose coy-
erage because of welfare reform.

Let me first explain that under ourbill as currently written we believe
that no child would lose Medicaid cov-
erage because of welfare reform. The
Congressional Budget Office has not
scored any Medicaid babies because of
the change in AFDC. But how can that
be?

The overwhelming reason for this is
because Medicaid eligibility is nolonger tied exclusively to AFDC eligi-bility. Medicaid eligibility was ex-
panded in the late 1980's and is now

tied to the national poverty level as
well as to AFDC eligibility. This is an
important point. Medicaid eligibility is
higher than State AFDC eligibility. We
believe that children currently receiv-
ing Medicaid would not be affected by
the change to the AFDC Program. The
minimum Federal standard is that
pregnant women, infants, and children,
and children under the age of 6, under
133 percent of the Federal poverty
level, must be covered by Medicaid.
Children age 6 to 13 must be covered if
under 100 percent of the poverty level.

Moreover, the General Accounting
Office recently reported that 40 States
have already expanded Medicaid cov-
erage to pregnant women, infants, or
children beyond these Federal man-
dates. One State has chosen to go as
high as 300 percent of the Federal pov-
erty level. Thirty-two States extend
coverage to pregnant women and chil-
dren up to 150 percent of the poverty
level. Some States have extended cov-
erage to children up to 19 years of age.

So the overwhelming evidence points
to the conclusion that States are ex-
panding Medicaid eligibility, not re-
ducing it.

For 3 years President Clinton has
been saying that the key to getting
people off welfare is giving child care
and Medicaid coverage. Governors al-
ready know this, and that is what they
are doing. But to be on the cautious
side, the bill, as amended, in commit-
tee provides for a 1-year transition pe-
riod for anyone who may lose Medicaid
eligibility as States change AFDC into
the block grants, if there is still some
concern that this is not enough. That
is the reason that at the appropriate
moment I will offer my amendment to
grandfather in those individuals cur-
rently receiving Medicaid benefits so
long as they are still under the poverty
level.

Let me point out, Mr. President, thatthere is no difference between the
Chafee-Breaux amendment and my
amendment in the second degree in re-
gard to individuals currently receiving
Medicaid. As I have already indicated,
those individuals will continue to re-
ceive Medicaid, an approach which I
think is, indeed, fair and equitable. The
difference is that the Chafee-Breau,
amendment applies to categories rath-
er than people. That means that some-
one 5 or 10 years from now may not
qualify for Medicaid under a State'snew welfare program. Nevertheless,
they could claim eligibility under theold program.

It seems to me that this creates seri-
ous issues of inequity. I think it also is
very burdensome to the State as it
would require them to maintain these
eligibility standards without end. I
know that the Governors are deeply
concerned about the Chafee-Breaux ap-
proach. They think it is unduly admin-istratively burdensome to have to
maintain two sets of systems. It is in
contrast with the purpose of this legis-
lation which is to create flexibility as
we move forward with welfare reform,
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Medicaid, and other reforms, What we
hope to do is to develop the kind of
flexibility that will enable the States
to develop approaches to these prob-
lems that brings some positive result.
But it is hard to see how requiring a
State to continue indefinitely an old

•program as the Chafee-Breaux amend-
ment does. It is. indeed, hard to grasp.

So I hope that my good friends and
colleagues, Senator CHAFEE and Sen-
ator BREAUX, would look at the amend-
ment which I intend to offer as soon as
all time has expired. As I said, it seems
to me that this is. indeed, a fair and eq-
uitable approach. We are protecting
those who are currently receiving Med-
icaid under AFDC. They will continue
indefinitely to be eligible so long as
they meet the requirements of AFDC.
But I find it hard to see the equity, the
fairness, the reason for, or the prin-
ciple behind that we should continue in
effect old programs that are going to
be modified.

The basic purpose of welfare reform
is to provide flexibility to the States.
We think that the Chafee-Breaw(
amendment is a step in the opposite di-rection.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.
Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President. I yield

the Senator from West Virginia 2 min-utes.
Mr. President, I have how much

time?
The PRESrtjG OFFICER. Five

minutes.
Mr. ROCKEFELLER Mr. President, I

hope Members on both sides of the aisle
will vote for this amendment offered
by my colleagues from Rhode Island
and Louisiana, Senators CHAF andBiatjx. It is the kind of amendment
that deserves strong support from this
body.

There is absolutely no reason for wel-
fare reform to cause innocent children
to lose health insurance, We can and
we should enact a bill that is very
tough and very clear about requiring
adults to work or prepare for work if
they want to get public assistance. But
we do need to pass the Chafee-Breajjx
amendment to make sure that children
who are eligible for Medicaid do not
lose their health coverage as we change
the welfare system. We need to pass
this amendment to make sure that los-
ing health care is not the price of leav-
ing welfare and getting ajob.

Mr. President. with this amendment,
we are not proposing a new benefit or
new spending. We are just trying to
protect the way that poor children now
can see a doctor when they're sick, get
their vaccinations and their checkups,
and receive basic medical care. Up to
1.5 million children and 4 million par-
ents are at serious risk of losing their
Medicaid coverage unless this amend-
ment prevails.

Mr. President, I truly believe the
American people, including West Vir-
ginians. want us to adopt this amend-
ment. The public has made it very
clear that they expect Congress to
make distinctions between responsible
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reform and reckless change. Americans
want all children to have a chance in
this country. and they know that
health care is where that chance starts
and lasts. You have to be healthy to
learn, to grow, and to become produc-
tive.

As our constituents demand changes
in welfare, they are not asking us to
abandon children or take health care
away from those who need it. In fact,
they get pretty upset when they see
Congress doing something that will
hurt children or health care.

It is counterintuitive, counter-
productive, and just plain wrong to
push the parents of poor children into
the workplace, and then pull health
care out from under them. The mothers
who succeed in leaving welfare for
work are rarely going to start with
jobs that offer health insurance for
themselves or their families. According
to one study, 78 percent of women who
worked their way off welfare ended up
in jobs that did not offer health insur-
ance. Two-thirds of these women were
still not able to get insurance after 18
months.

It is cruel to ask a mother to make
the choice between working and hold
ing onto health insurance.

This amendment is the critical way
we can make sure parents have every
reason to get ajob and get off welfare—
because Medicaid will be a source of
coverage for a limited amount of time,
for the transition from welfare to
work.

Congress is going to make bold
changes in the welfare system. But
please, let's not take the country back-
ward in this life-and-death issue of
health care for children and their par-
ents as they leave welfare for work. It's
our responsibility to deal with this
part of the health care system, because
unfortunately, the private sector just
isn't there. Medicaid has to be there for
them, or these families and children
join the uninsured and have a much
more difficult time getting out of the
rut they're trying to escape.

Ask any doctor, hospital, or commu-
nity—when families don't have health
insurance, they end up using the emer-
gency room as their source of health
care. That's costly, inefficient, and
burdens the health care system.

Mr. President, as we act on welfare
reform, I hope we realize it is not just
about saving money. We want to pro-
mote personal responsibility, the work
ethic, and stronger families. The
Chafee-Breaux amendment is a very
specific way all of us in this body can
make sure that poor families are not
punished in the cruelest way, by losing
their health insurance. All we want to
do is to make sure basic health care is
still there for these children and fami-
lies while we get much tougher about
the parents getting work and getting
off welfare for good. I urge all of my
colleagues to support this amendment,
which will make it even more possible
for low-income parents to join the
work force,
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Congress decided more than 10 years

ago that the Federal Government had
an important role in setting minimum
standards of health coverage for preg-
nant women and children. Congress
voted for—and two Republican Presi-
dents signed—legislation in 1986. in
1987, in 1988, in 1989, and in 1990 that no
matter where they lived, children were
guaranteed a decent standard of health
coverage.

Texas currently sets its overall eligi-
bility for Medicaid at 18 percent of pov-
erty except for pregnant women and
young children because, frankly. Con-
gress forced it and many other States
to set higher standards for pregnant
women and children. While many of my
colleagues do not want to, in any way,
impinge on a State's flexibility, there
is a time and place for decent minimal
standards. Mr. President, this is the
time, and this is the place. This is for
some of our country's neediest chil-
dren.

Mr. President, let us not go back in
time, and repeal extremely important
health care protections for pregnant
women and children.

Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President, I would
like to save 2 minutes for the Senator
from Florida, who is expected. So I will
save that time for him.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
seeks recognition?

Who yields time?
The time runs equally if neither side

seeks recognition.
Mr. CHAFEE addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Rhode Island.
Mr. CFIAFEE. Mr. President, how

much time do I have remaining?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator has 2 minutes and 20 seconds.
Mr. CHAFEE. I will use up the re-

mainder of my time.
Mr. President, the second-degree

amendment, as I understand it, by the
Senator from Delaware says that all
those individuals who are currently eli-
gible for Medicaid would be eligible in
the future even though the eligibility
standards might be lowered, and thus if
a new person came along, they would
not be eligible for Medicaid because the
cash assistance payments standard
would have been lowered.

Mr. President, to me that is a very
impractical proposal because what you
have to do is get a list of everybody
who is currently. I presume, on Medic-
aid, who meets the eligibility stand-
ards, and then I presume that is the
permanent list.

If somebody comes along who is at
the same level, so you have two women
side by side. one who qualifies because
of the existing standards and another
comes along in the future who does not
quite get there by whatever date this
bill passes and the AFDC standards or
the cash assistance standards have
then been dropped, this other woman
does not qualify, she and her children.
She has dependent children. You might
say, 0h, no, do not worry about those
children; they are taken care of under
the 100 percent poverty."
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No, they are not. That is very clear—

100 percent of poverty only covers
those under 13. Next year it will be 14
and 15. But a woman who has a 15-year
old child comes along, with the same
financial situation as her neighbor.
who came in time to qualify and gets
it, and the second one does not, that is
not very fair.

So I hope, Mr. President, when we
come to vote on this second-degree
amendment, as I understand it and as
it has been explained, it will be re-
jected. and then we can get to the
Chafee-Breaux amendment as origi-
nally proposed and take care of these
individuals who are being knocked
off—nonpregnant women and children
13 through 18.

How much time do I have, Mr. Presi-
dent?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator's time has expired.

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, how much
time do I have?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
at9r has 3 minutes and 59 seconds.

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I yield the
remainder of my time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
has been yielded or used.

AMENDMENT NO. 4932 TO AMENDMENT NO. 4931

(Purpose: To maintain the eligibility for
medicaid for any individual who is receiv-
ing medicaid based on their receipt of
AFDC, foster care or adoption assistance,
and to provide transitional medicaid for
families moving from welfare to work)
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I now call

up my amendment in the second de-
gree.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Delaware IMr. ROTHI

proposes an amendment numbered 4932 to
amendment No. 4931.

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I ask unan-
imous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be in-

serted, insert the following:
"(12) CONTINUATION OF MEDIcAID FOR cER-

TAiN Low-INcOME iNDIVIDUALs.—
(A) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any

other provision of this Act. a State to which
a grant is made under section 403 shall take
such action as may be necessary to ensure
that—

(i) any individual who, as of the date of
the enactment of the Personal Responsibil-
ity and Work Opportunity Act of 1996. is re-
ceiving medical assistance under title XIX as
a result of such individual's receipt of aid or
assistance under a State plan approved under
this part (as in effect on July 1, 1996). or
under a State plan approved under part E (as
so in effect)—

(I) shall be eligible for medical assistance
under the States plan approved under title
XIX, so long as such individual continues to
meet the eligibility requirements applicable
to such individual under the State's plan ap-
proved under this part (as in effect on July
1. 1996); and

"(II) with respect to such individual. any
reference in—

"(aa) title XIX;
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(bb) any other provision of law in relation

to the operation of such title:
(cc) the State plan under such title of the

State in which such individual resides: or•

' (dd) any other provision of State law in
relation to the operation of such State plan
under such title, to a provision of this part.
or a State plan under this part (or a provi-
sion of such a plan), including standards and
methodologies for determining income and
resources under this part or such plan, shall
be considered a reference to such a provision
or plan as in effect as of July 1, 1996; and

(ii) except as provided in subparagraph
(B). if any family becomes ineligible to re-
ceive assistance under the State program
funded under this part as a result of—

(I) increased earnings from employment;
(II) the collection or increased collection

of child or spousal support; or
(III) a combination of the matters de-

scribed in subclauses (I) and (II), and such
fanily received such assistance in at least 3
of the 6 months immediately preceding the
month in which such ineligibility begins, the
fani1y shall be eligible for medical assist-
ance under the States plan approved undertitle XIX during the immediately succeeding
12-month period for so long as family income
(as defined by the State), excluding any re-fund of Federal income taxes made by reason
of section 32 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986 (relating to earned income tax credit)
and any payment made by an employer
under section 3507 of such Code (relating to
advance payment of earned income credit), is
less than the poverty line, and that the fam-
ily will be appropriately notified of such eli-gibility.

(B) EXCEPTION.—NO medical assistance
may be provided under subparagraph (A) to
any family that contains an individual whohas had all or part of any assistance provided
under this part (as in effect on July 1. 1996.or as in effect, with respect to a State. on
and after the effective date of chapter 1 of
subtitle A of title II of the Personal Respon-
sibility and Work Opportunity Act of 1996)
terminated as a result of the application of—"(i) a preceding paragraph of this sub-section

'(ii) section 407(e)(1); or
"(iii) in the case of a family that includes

an individual described in clause (i) of sub-
paragraph (A), a sanction imposed under theState plan under this part (as in effect on
July 1, 1996),

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President. I have, of
course, already discussed the purpose
of my amendment. As I said, the pur-pose of my amendment is to ensure
Medicaid coverage to all individuals
currently receiving Medicaid benefits
because of their eligibility through the
current AFDC program. As I said, thiswould ensure no child or adult cur-rently receiving Medicaid benefits
would lose coverage because of welfare
reform, I believe this is fair. I think it
is equitable. I think it just makes com-mon sense.

Yes, there are going to be changes inthe future. That is the reason we are
providing for welfare reform. Hope-fully. at a later stage we will have
Medicaid reform. I personally thoughtit was a mistake to separate the two
reforms because they are intel-related.
But it makes no sense to me. when we
are trying to provide greater flexibility
to the Governors, to require that two
sets or systems of eligibility be main-tained if a State changes the welfare
program under TANF.

As far as the administrative burdens
are concerned, I would say to my good
friend from Rhode Island, that his plan,
too, will require the maintenance of
two books. The difference is that in
time ours will become less important.

But I hope the sponsors of the basic
amendment will review and look at my
proposal, as I believe it is an approach
that does provide for equity in that it
guarantees all those who are currently
receiving Medicaid benefits under
AFDC would continue to do so.

I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who

yields time?
Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President, do I un-

derstand we have 15 minutes on the
new amendment? Is that the proposal?
I guess there was never any time agree-
ment, was there?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. For the
second-degree amendment there is 1

hour equally divided, controlled half an
hour on each side.

Mr. CI-IAFEE. I will just take a cou-
ple of minutes.

Mr. President, it seems to me we
have to make up our minds around
here. Are we dealing with Medicaid re-
form or are we not? The ground rules
were—what we did in the Finance Com-
mittee, we dealt with welfare. we dealt
with Medicaid. Then we came to the
floor and we dropped off the Medicaid
provisions.

Now what we are trying to do, it
seems to me, in a back-door way, is
make very severe changes in Medicaid
without us considering it a Medicaid
bill. If we are dealing with Medicaid we
get into all kind of different things. We
get into the Boland amendment and
matter-s we dealt with in the Finance
Committee. But that is not the ap-
proach.

Yes, it was very clear. we are sever-
ing the two: Welfare is here, Medicaid
is here: we are dropping Medicaid off
and sticking with welfare. Yet in one
fell swoop here, because of the eligi-
bility standards of AFDC, or cash as-
sistance, Medicaid goes along with it.
And you have to be very, very careful
then. When you have dropped the
major Medicaid portions of the bill,
what are you going to do about this
group that loses their Medicaid cov-
erage, the ones I am talking about? It
does not do any good to say that is all
right, we will take care of those on the
list now. What about in the future? Are
we going to let a State just drop right
down on its cash assistance way below
the levels they are not permitted to go
now—which is May 1, l988—and then go
right down? OK, that is welfare reform.
We say if they are 38 percent of poverty
on May 1, 1988, if they want to go down
to 15 percent of poverty, all right. That
is welfare reform. But they should not,
the individuals should not lose their
Medicaid coverage in those changes.
That is the problem with the second-
degree amendment that was presented
here.

We wifl have a chance to visit more
on this. I presume. I do not know what
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the arrangement is for Tuesday. I sup-
pose we will go right into the votes.
Maybe a minute or 2 minutes equally
divided and an explanation of some
type. as we have done here today. I
might say. as you know all, the amend-
ments we voted on today and were de-
bated last evening, all were under an
arrangement of no second-degree
amendments. Today is different, appar-
ently. So the chairman of the Finance
Committee came forward with a sec-
ond-degree amendment.

Mr. President, I would like, on my
time. to ask the chairman of the Fi-
nance Committee if I am correct in be-
lieving that you could end up with a
situation where you have two similar
individuals. let us say women on wel-
fare currently. Let us just look ahead a
year from now. Under this proposal,
you could find one individual currently
receiving Medicaid coverage and an-
other individual in exactly the same
Position—exacuy, children the same
age. earned income exactly the same,
welfare benefits exactly the same. One
would be entitled to Medicaid coverage
and one would not be, because that sec-
ond woman is not on the rolls cur-
rently? Am I correct in that? I ask the
distinguished chairman of the FinanceCommittee,

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I say to
the Senator from Rhode Island, that is
correct. What we have provided here isa transition rule, trying to ease the
change by providing that all women
and children who are currently receiv-
ing Medicaid benefits because of AFDC
programs will continue to do so. But,
to answer him directly. yes. that is
true for a year from now and it will be
true 5 years from now. It would be true
10 years from now.

Mr. CHAFEE. I wonder if I am also
correct in suggesting that. under the
proposal of the Senator from Delaware,
under his second-degree amendment,
you could have a situation where the
woman is on the rolls now and there-
fore she is Medicaid eligible. Then sup-
pose she goes off as a result of earn-
ings. Can that individual come back on
if her earnings fall below the earnings
limitation? Yes, fall below, so she
would be eligible once again for cash
assistance? Would she get Medicaid?

Mr. ROTH. Once people go off the
rolls, their eligibility in the future
would depend upon the new program.
So they would not go back on the basis
of AFDC.

Mr. CHAFEE, So it seems to me that
an individual who is locked in under
the present system, as suggested by the
second-degree amendment, that indi-
vidual would make a great mistake to
get off Medicaid, because, let's say. the
eligibility was dropped and they would
not currently qualify. So the key thing
is to stay on Medicaid, do not get off.

Mr. SANTORtJM. Will the Senatoryield?
Mr. CHAFEE. Sure.
Mr. SANTORUM. I do not think that

would be correct. If the person is no
longer eligible for AFDC, what you are
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suggesting is they should keep working
in a low-wage job just for the purposes
of keeping Medicaid and not try to get
a promotion where you can get benefits
and other kinds of things. I am not
sure that would be a logical economic
move for somebody.

Mr. CHAFEE. I am sorry. did I miss
a question?

Mr. SANTORUM. I said, what you are
suggesting is that someone who is no
longer on AFDC but is Medicaid eligi-
ble because of this grandfathering is
not going to have an incentive to take
a better job, potentially with benefits.
potentially with opportunities for
greater advancement, because if they
come into a situation where they lose
that job, they would not be able to get
back on Medicaid. I am looking at
someone making an economically ra-
tional decision. To me that would not
be an economically rational decision.

I think the grandfathering does take
care of that situation, and if that
mother does have a problem and falls
back on AFDC, she is then eligible for
Medicaid again. I do not think I see the
problem that the Senator from Rhode
Island has put forward.

Mr. CHAFEE. That is not the testi-
mony that we had before the Finance
Committee. The testimony we had was
very clear that the Medicaid situation
is a big factor, not just for the adult,
but for the children likewise. It affects
people's behavior.

Mr. SANTORUM. These are people
who are not on AFDC anymore. These
are people who are working. because.if
they were on AFDC. they would be in-
cluded under the new program.

Mr. CHAFEE. What we are talking
about here are two different standards.
Let's say under current law, somebody
is eligible for AFDC. Automatically
that individual gets Medicaid. In the
welfare reform bill that we have before
us, we are saying to the States.
"You're not bound by that May 1988
level. You can go below that, if you
want."

OK, that is fine, we all agree with
that. That is what we voted on. But
let's say the May 1988 levels were in
the State 50 percent of the poverty
level. and the State decides, "We're
going to get tougher on welfare eligi-
bility. We're going to make it so you
can't get it if you are above 38 percent
of the poverty level.'

Under the Roth proposal. he is say-
ing, 'That is right, you drop it down,
but if you are currently receiving Med-
icaid at the 50 percent level. that is all
right, forget the 38 percent. you are
taken care of."

What I am saying is that that person
who now is covered is going to be vely,
very reluctant to get off Medicaid and
take a job, because that person cannot
get back on, according to the informa-
tion I received from the manager of the
bill.

Mr. ROTH. Inherent in what the Sen-
ator from Rhode Island is saying is
that the Governors. in developing new
programs, are inherently going to
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shortchange those on welfare. The fact
is. and as you know, in the Finance
Committee, it was clearly shown that
much of the spending in welfare, Med-
icaid and other programs is beyond
what is required by the Federal Gov-
ernment. In fact. I think in the case of
Medicaid. they were spending more
than 50 percent on a voluntary basis.

So I think it is wrong to assume nec-
essarily that the programs that are
going to be developed under TANF are
going to be less desirable.

Let me say. a family could increase
earnings and drop off AFDC but still be
eligible for Medicaid if less than 100
percent of poverty. So there are alter-
natives.

I yield the floor.
Mr. CHAFEE. I am ready to yield my

time back, if the manager of the bill is
ready to yield his back.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
is yielded back.

Under the previous order. the Sen-
ator from North Dakota, Mr. CONRAD,
will be recognized to offer his amend-
ment.

Mr. CHAFEE addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Rhode Island.
Mr. CHAFEE. I did not say I yielded

my time back, I said ' ready to yield
my time back."

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Chair misunderstood.

Mr. CHAFEE. So I still have time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator has 26 minutes; the other side has
18 minutes.

AMENDMENT NO. 4933 TO AMENDMENT NO. 4931

(Purpose: To maintain current eligibility
standards for medicaid and provide addi-
tional State flexibility)
Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President, I do now

yield back my time. and send a perfect-
ing amendment to the desk.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report the amendment.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

The Senator from Rhode Island [Mr.
CI-LAFEE]. for himself, Mr. Bux, Mr.
COHEN, Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. JEFFORD5. Mr.
KERREY, Mr. HATFIELD. Mrs. MURRAY. Ms.
SNOWE. Mr. LIEBERMAN. Mr. REID. and Mr.
ROcKEFELLER, proposes an amendment num-
bered 4933 to amendment No. 4931.

Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the read-
ing of the amendment be dispensed
with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. JEF-
FORDS). Without objection, it is so or-
dered.

The amendment is as follows:
Strike all after the first word and insert

the following:
MEDIcAID cOvERAGE FOR Low-INcoME FAMI-

LIEs.—
(A) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any

other provision of this Act, subject to the
succeeding provisions of this paragraph, with
respect to a State any reference in title XIX
(or other provision of law in relation to the
operation of such title) to a provision of this
part, or a State plan under this part (or a
provision of such a plan). including stand-
ards and methodologies for determining in-
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come and resources under this part or such
plan. shall be considered a reference to such
a provision or plan as in effect as of July 1.
1996. with respect to the State.

(B) CONsTRucTIONs.—
"(i) In applying section 1925(a)(1). the ref-

erence to section 402(a)(8)(B)(ii)(II)' is
deemed a reference to a corresponding earn-
ing disregard rule (if any) established under
a State program funded under this part (as
in effect on or after October 1. 1996).

(ii) The provisions of former section 406(h)
(as in effect on July 1. 1996) shall apply, in
relation to title XIX, with respect to individ-
uals who receive assistance under a State
program funded under this part (as in effect
on or after October 1, 1996) and are eligible
for medical assistance under title XIX or
who are described in subparagraph (C)(i) in
the same manner as they apply as of July 1.
1996. with respect to individuals who become
ineligible for aid to families with dependent
children as a result (wholly or partly) of the
collection or increased collection of child or
spousal support under part D of this title.

"(iii) With respect to the reference in sec-
tion 1902(a) (5) to a State plan approved under
this part. a State may treat such reference
as a reference either to a State program
funded under this part (as in effect on or
after October 1, 1996) or to the State plan
under title XIX.

(C) ELIGIBILITY cRITERIA.—
(i) IN GENERAL.—FOr purposes of title

XIX. subject to clause (ii), in determining
eligibility for medical assistance under such
title, an individual shall be treated as receiv-
ing aid or assistanceunder a State plan ap-
proved under this part (and shall be treated
as meeting the income and resource stand-
ards under this part) only if the mdividual
meets—

(I) the income and resource standards for
determining eligibility under such plan: and

"(II) the eligibility requirements of such
plan under subsections (a) through (c) of
former section 406 and former section 407(a),
as in effect as of July 1. 1996. Subject to
clause (ii)(II), the income and resource meth-
odologies under such plan as of such date
shall be used in the determination of wheth-
er any individual meets income and resource
standards under such plan.

"(ii) STATE OPTION—For purposes of apply-
ing this paragraph, a State may—

(I) lower its income standards applicable
with respect to this part. but not below the
income standards applicable under its State
plan under this part on May 1. 1988: and

"(ii) use income and resource standards or
methodologies that are less restrictive than
the standards or methodologies used under
the State plan under this part as of July 1,
1996.

"(iv) TRANSITIONAL c0vERAGE.—For pur-
poses of section 1925. an individual who is re-
ceiving assistance under the State program
funded under this part (as in effect on or
after October 1. 1996) and is eligible for medi-
cal assistance under title XIX shall be treat-
ed as an individual receiving aid or assist-
ance pursuant to a State plan approved
under this part (as in effect as of July 1, 1996)
(and thereby eligible for continuation of
medical assistance under such section 1925).

(D) WAIvER5.—In the case of a waiver of a
provision of this part in effect with respect
to a State as of July 1. 1996. if the waiver af-
fects eligibility of individuals for medical as-
sistance under title XIX, such waiver may
(but need not) continue to be applied. at the
option of the State, in relation to such title
after the date the waiver would otherwise ex-
pire. If a State elects not to continue to
apply such a waiver, then, after the date of
the expiration of the waiver, subnaragraphs
(A). (B). and (C) shall be applied as if any
provisions so waived had not been waived.
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(E) STATE OPTION TO USE I APPLICATiON

FORM.—Nothing in this paragraph, this part.
or title XIX. shall be construed as preventing
a State from providing for the same applica-
uon form for assistance under a State pro-
gram funded under this part (on or after Oc-
tober 1. 1996) and for medical assistance
under title XIX.

(F) REQWREMENT FOR RECEIPT OF FUNDS.—
A State to which a grant is made under sec-
uon 403 shall take such action as may be
necessary to ensure that the provisions of
this paragraph are carried out provided that
the state is otherwise participating in title
XIX of this Act.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, there is 1 hour for
debate equally divided. Who yields
time?

Mr. CHAFEE addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Rhode Island is recognized.
Mr. CHAFEE. If I could just have 30

seconds to explain the perfecting
amendment. What that does is make
sure that that population that I was
previously discussing, who now or inthe future qualify under the present
eligibility rules, will continue to be eli-
gible for Medicaid.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Whoyields time?
Mr. SANTORUM. We yield back the

remainder of our time.
Mr. CHAFEE. I yield back my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator yields back the remainder of histime.
Mr. CONRAD addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from North Dakota is recognized.
AMEI'WMEN NO. 4934

(Purpose: To strike the State food assistance
block grant)

Mr. CONRAD. Mr. President. I call up
my amendment that is at the desk.The PRESIDING OFFICER. Theclerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk readas follows:
The Senator from North Dakota EMr.CorA for himself, Mr. JEFFORD5. Mr.KEIy, Mr. LEAHY, Mrs. Mgjy. and Mr.

REiD, proposes amendment numbered 4934.
Mr. CONRAD. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that further read-ing of the amendment be dispensedwith.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

objection, it is so ordered.
The amendment is as follows:
On page 8. line 24. strike "for fiscal year!996" and insert 'for the period beginning

October 1. 1995, arid ending November 30.96".
On page 9. strike lines I through 5 and in-sert the following:
"(ii) for the period beginning December 1.996, arid ending September 30. 2001, $120.

S206, $170. $242, arid S106, respectively;
"(iii) for the period beginning October 1,

2001, and ending August 31. 2002, $113. $193,
S159. $227. arid $100, respectively: and

"(iv) for the period beginning September i,2002. and ending September 30. 2002, $120.
S!06. $170, S242. and S106, respectively.

Beginning on page 94, strike line 14 and all
that follows through page 111. line 6.

Mr. CONRAD. Mr. President, I amproud to be joined by my colleague,
Senator JEFFORDS, the distinguished

occupant of the Chair. Senators
KERREY. LEAHY, MURRAY. and REID in
offering an amendment to preserve our
Nation's Food Stamp Program by
eliminating the food stamp block
grant.

This is one of the most important is-
sues in the pending welfare reform leg-
islation. Members in this Chamber and
people around the country often talk of
the need for a real bipartisan effort to
reform our welfare system. Our amend-
ment is a true bipartisan undertaking.

I am hopeful that my colleagues will
consider the amendment and the bene-fits it will provide for our Nation's
children and elderly, our cities and our
rural areas. Block granting the Food
Stamp Program is a mistake for this
country. I am confident that if my col-
leagues give careful consideration tothe Food Stamp Program, how it
works, who it serves, and how it was
developed, that they will vote for our
amendment.

I want to make clear to my col-
leagues and others who are watching
what this amendment is about. It is
about providing food to hungry people.
That is what is at issue. This amend-
ment is about making certain that
hungry people are fed. That is the most
basic test of the fundamental decency
of any society. Are hungry people fed?
This amendment provides the answer.
It says that in America hungry people
will not go without food.

Mr. President, I want to make clearat the outset that the cost of our
amendment is fully offset over the 6-
year budget period. This amendment
reduces the standard deduction inorder to provide the revenue necessary
to pay for the amendment. With our
amendment, the Agriculture Commit-
tee will still be in full compliance withits budget reconciliation target.

Mr. President, the Food Stamp Pro-
gram is the anchor for our Nation's nu-
tritional safety net. The program de-
veloped from a decision by Congress
that no child, indeed no person, in our
wealthy country with its abundant
food supply should go hungry.

My colleagues will remember that
former Senator Dole, the apparent Re-
publican Presidential nominee, was aleader in this effort. So. too, wasformer Senator George McGovern, a
former Democratic Presidential nomi-
nee. In fact, we ought to wish former
Senator McGovern a happy birthdaybecause this is Senator McGovern's
birthday today.

So we had a fully bipartisan effort
that formed the Food Stamp Program.
It remains a valid goal for our country
and for those of us in this Chamber
who share with our colleagues in the
House of Representatives and the
President of the United States the re-sponsibility for making these deci-sions.

My colleagues should know that fully
51 percent of food stamp recipients are
children, 7 percent are elderly. and 9
percent are disabled.

To further illustrate. I have brought
with me this chart indicating the dis-
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tribution of food stamp benefits to
households. And 82 percent of food
stamp households are households with
children. This chart shows that. Now,
82 percent of the food stamp eligible
households in this country are house-
holds with children. Only 18 percent
are without children.

Mr. President, I want to make clear,
we are defending the basic notion of a
Food Stamp Program. That does not
mean that we are not supportive of
changes to reform the Food Stamp Pro-
gram, to improve its implementation
and to save money, because this bill
has substantial savings out of the Food
Stamp Program, over $20 billion.

We are not affecting those savings.
But we are saying, do not block grant
the Food Stamp Program. Do not do
that. That is a mistake for this coun-
try. And it will fundamentally under-
mine the Food Stamp Program and the
nutritional safety net that it provides.

Mr. President, currently every child
who needs food is eligible for food
stamps. Under a block grant, a State
would have no obligation to provide
benefits to children—none, no obliga-
tion to provide for children. There are
no standards whatsoever regarding who
should receive benefits or how much in
benefits they should receive under the
bill we have before us.

Mr. President. block granting the
Food Stamp Program would tear a hole
in the safety net that makes certain 14
million children do not go to bed hun-
gry at night or do not go to school with
hunger pains. This is what preserving
our Nation's Food Stamp Program is
about. And these are the people we
place at risk by block granting the
Food Stamp Program and eliminating
the food safety net.

The Food Stamp Program, as my col-
leagues know well, is a carefully craft-
ed program that has a tremendously
impressive history of responding to
economic fluctuations in our country
and changes in child and adult poverty
levels. The Food Stamp Program has
been successful in fighting hunger be-
cause it automaticauy covers more
people when economic downturns or
natural disasters push more Americans
below the poverty line.

Block granting the Food Stamp Pro-
gram would eliminate this automatic
response to increases in poverty that
the current program provides. I have
brought two charts which iliustrate
the Food Stamp Program's responsive-
ness to fluctuations in poverty.

The first is a chart that shows from
1979 to 1993 how the Food Stamp Pro-
gram responded directly to changes in
the overall poverty rate. My colleagues
can see the red line shows the poverty
population in this country. The blue
line shows food stamp participation. As
poverty rates have changed, as the in-
cidence of poverty has changed, one
can see that the food stamp participa-
tion rate has moved in tandem with it.
In other words, responding directly to
increases in poverty.
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The second chart is perhaps more

compelling to those who think the Fed-
eral Government should protect kids
but are less sympathetic to their par-
ents. This chart illustrates how the
Food Stamp Program responds to
changes in the child poverty rate.
Again, the red line shows increases in
the child poverty rate from 1979
through 1993. Again, the food stamp
participation rate tracks closely with
it. Make no mistake, the Food Stamp
Program is the most important part of
our arsenal to fight the battle against
poverty in America.

This responsiveness, the responsive-
ness of the Food Stamp Program to
economic fluctuations, led the Na-
tional Governors' Association and the
drafters of this welfare bill to improve
the AFDC block grant contingency
fund trigger by basing it on an increase
in food stamp participation.

Mr. President, it does not make sense
to turn around and block grant the pro-
gram and eliminate the programs abil-
ity to respond to dramatic changes
caused by economic downturns or natu-
ral disasters. It makes no sense to take
away that automatic stabilizer that is
a central feature of the Food Stamp
Program.

Again, this does not mean we cannot
make changes in the Food Stamp Pro-
gram. We can. We should. We should
achieve additional savings, and we will.
This amendment does not affect those
changes and those savings.

A block grant with limited funding
cannot respond to changes in poverty
levels, nor can it respond to a severe
economic downturn or to a natural dis-
aster. The need for a State to help its
children, elderly, and working families,
would come precisely at a time when
the State's economy is least able to
support increased food assistance ex-
penditures.

Let me just share with my colleagues
the example from the State of Florida,
because I think it is most instructive.
I want to make clear this is not a ques-
tion of Governors or States being
mean-spirited or wanting to limit food
stamps in a time of need. We are not
questioning here the good faith of our
Nation's Governors. We are not ques-
uoning the good faith of our Nation's
State legislators. This is a question of
economic reality. There simply is no
way for any State to accurately plan in
advance for dramatic increases in food
aid required by severe economic
downturns or natural disasters.

Governor Chiles of Florida gave testi-
mony at the Senate agriculture hear-
ing on nutrition in May of last year
that illustrated this point. He included
a chart with his testimony which out-
lined Florida's food stamp participa-
uon benefits from October 1987 to Jan-
uary 1995. I have brought the chart of
Governor Chiles because I think it can
help Members understand why block
granting the Food Stamp Program
could have unintended consequences we
would all regret.

The way the food stamp block grant
is structured in the bill before the Sen-
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ate, a State is required to decide sev-
eral months before the beginning of the
next fiscal year if it wants to exercise
the block grant option. A State would
then be bound to its decision for the re-
mainder of the fiscal year. Therein lies
the problem. Mr. President.

We will look at the chart from Flor-
ida that Governor Chiles presented.
From October 1987 to October 1989, we
can see the demand for food stamps in
Florida was level. No block grant de-
mands were increasing. They were basi-
cally stable. So a Governor could have
felt confident that his or her State
would have been better off with the
block grant and would not put anyone
at risk of going hungry if they were
basing that on the experience of 1987 to
1989.

However, from October 1989 to mid-
1992, there was a national recession,
and Floridas food stamp caseload ex-
ploded. One can see how the food stamp
caseload just went up on almost a
straight line in the State of Florida.
No block grant could have responded to
the increase in families that needed
food stamps in Florida during this
time. No State would be able to predict
or prepare for this dramatic growth in
demand for food assistance.

That was not the end of the story in
Florida because we will recall the tes-
timony of Governor Chiles. Then the
big one hit. a natural disaster. The nat-
ural disaster was Hurricane Andrew,
and its devastating blow was felt all
across Florida. The sharp increase in
demand for food aid help in September
1992 shows the impact of Hurricane An-
drew. A block grant could not have re-
sponded to the immediate and massive
need for food created by this natural
disaster.

Mr. President, this is a central point
with respect to this amendment. If we
adopt a circumstance in which a State
must commit to a flat amount of fund-
ing, a flat block grant amount for food
stamps, and then that State is hit by
either an economic downturn, impos-
sible to predict, or a natural disaster,
again, impossible to predict, and the
demand for food aid skyrockets as it
did in Florida, the need for food for
that State's children and for other peo-
ple cotild not and would not be met.

Mr. President. Florida is not alone.
Natural disasters hit nearly every
State in the last year, from a drought
in Texas to flooding in Missouri, to
earthquakes in California. We all know
the litany of natural disasters over the
last several years. Are we really going
to abandon the children in those States
to a flat amount of funding for food
stamps with no ability to adjust for an
economic downturn or a natural disas-
ter? I think not. I think America is
better than that. The National Food
Stamp Program should respond to the
needs of families that temporarily need
food during these times of crisis.

As a matter of fact, using almost ex-
actly the same formula as is in the cur-
rent welfare proposal, the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture estimated if a
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block grant proposal had been enacted
in 1990, in 1994 every State would have
fallen short of the funding needed to
provide food aid for their children.
Choose any State and children would
have suffered.

Mr. President, the case for this
amendment does not end there. The ob-
ligation that is in the bill before the
Senate could destroy the Food Stamp
Program. I believe we have a strong na-
tional interest in ensuring that chil-
dren and other vulnerable members of
our society do not go hungry. Others
may argue this is a State option, that
the decision to take the risk that chil-
dren go hungry should be left to each
State.

It is not that simple, Mr. President.
The block grant option contains within
it the potential to destroy the National
Food Stamp Program. That is because
if States opt for the block grant, their
representatives no longer have a stake
in the Federal program. They could
vote for deep cuts in the Food Stamp
Program without any adverse impact
on their States or districts.

Mr. President, I believe the underly-
ing bill has in it the seeds of the de-
struction of the Food Stamp Program.
Too many of us have labored for too
long on a bipartisan basis to make cer-
tain that if people are hungry in this
country, they have a chance of being
fed, to allow that to happen.

I also want to emphasize there is a
different rationale for block granting
the AFDC Program than the Food
Stamp Program. We have heard many
calls for block granting the AFDC Pro-
gram. That has a certain logic to it.
Many States have indicated their de-
sire to block grant the AFDC Program
in order to make better use of the sig-
nificant number of State dollars that
are spent on the AFDC Program.
States may also want block grants for
AFDC, in the hope of eventually
achieving savings at the State level.
These arguments do not apply to the
Food Stamp Program because it is a
Federal program. Food stamp benefits
are fully funded by the Federal Govern-
ment. There is no State match. There
is no State maintenance of effort re-
quirement.

Mr. President, I also want to address
the issue of State flexibility. I firmly
believe that real welfare reform re-
quires greatly increased State flexibil-
ity. I introduced an entire welfare re-
form package of my own, which pro-
vided for a dramatic increase in tax
flexibility. That made sense. I have al-
ready explained why a block grant ap-
proach to food stamps is bad policy and
completely undermines the benefits
and integrity of the Food Stamp Pro-
gram.

I know, however, that there are those
in this Chamber who support the block
grants solely on the basis of supporting
anything that increases State flexibil-
ity. I will address this issue because it
is important. Without the block grant,
the welfare bill before us makes the
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biggest steps to expand State flexibil-
ity in operating the Food Stamp Pro-
gram that the program has experienced

• in two decades. States will have broad,
new authority to simplify food stamp
rules and develop their own policies to
promote work and responsibility. That
is as it should be.

States will have broad, new flexibil-
ity to streamline food stamp benefits
to coordinate with their application of
benefits under the AFDC block grant.
They have the option to convert food
stamp benefits to wage subsidies, and
the option to determine if they want to
provide benefits to people who are de-
linquent in child support payments.
States also have almost complete flexi-
bility to structure programs to pro-
mote employment and self-sufficiency
and to impose strict work require-
ments.

Federal rules impeding implementa-
tion of State electronic benefit trans-
fer systems would be eliminated under
the current bill, as would a large num-
ber of provisions which micromanage
food stamp administration. We do not
change any of that, Mr. President.That dramatically increased State
flexibility is completely preserved
under the amendment we are offering. I
understand and support the need for
State flexibility. But, as I have already
pointed out, this is a Federal program,
part of a national commitment to en-
sure that children and vulnerable
Americans do not go hungry. And it
works. We here in the Senate have a re-
sponsibility to ensure that Federal tax
dollars applied to the Food Stamp Pro-
gram succeed in fulfilling this commit-
ment. We should not use the doctrine
of State flexibility to put millions of
American children and seniors at risk
of going to bed hungry at night. We are
a better nation than that. We are a bet-
ter people than that. We are a better
Senate than that.

I hope my colleagues will join me in
saying that, in America. the hungry
will be fed.

Mr. SANTORIJM addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Pennsylvania is recognized.
Mr. SANTORUM. I thank the Chair,

First, let me say. Mr. President, that
we have had votes on block grants here
in the Senate in the past. We had one
on the bill last year. In fact, when it
came out of the Agriculture Commit-
tee. there was no block grant. The
block grant was offered here on the
floor of the Senate and was passed in
the Senate. It was included in the wel-
fare reform bill that was passed here in
the Senate. It was included in the bill
that passed originally, as I said before.
in the Senate, which passed 87 to 12.
The Senator from North Dakota voted
for that, as well as other provisions in
the bill. The block grant included in
the Senate bill—

Mr. CONRAD. If the Senator will
yield, I would like to correct the
RECORD. The Senator from North Da-
kota did not vote for the block grant.
The Senator from North Dakota voted

against the block grant. But when a
Senator is presented with the question
of supporting the overall bill, that is a
different question.

Mr. SANTORUM. It was included in
the Senate bill, which passed 87 to 12
here, in the reconciliation bill. and in
the welfare bill that was vetoed by the
President. In fact, the block grant pro-
vision that is in this bill actually has a
lot higher hurdles for States to jump
over to get a block grant, because in
the bill that originally came through
here, there was a requirement in the
original Senate bill that 85 percent of
the money be spent on food.

In this bill. 94 percent of the money
has to be spent on food stamp aid. So
States have a higher requirement. In
this bill. you can get a block grant
only if you have EBT, electronic bene-
fits transfer, a computerized way of
providing food stamps. In the other
bill, there was no such electronic bene-
fits transfer.

In this bill, you have to meet one of
these criteria to get in. An error rate
of under 6 percent. The national error
rate is between 9 and 10 percent. So
you have to have a pretty good error
rate to be able to qualify for a block
grant. There are only a few States who
qualify—Massachusetts Alabama. Ken-
tucky. Arkansas, Louisiana, South Da-
kota. and the Virgin Islands. Maryland,
Texas, and South Carolina qualify for
electronic benefits transfer. If you have
an error rate above 6 percent. you have
to use State dollars to. in fact, pay
down the error rate to make up the dif-
ference—obviously. an expense of the
States.

So we have a much higher standard
here of qualifying, and the standard is
set for the purpose of making sure that
the States that do take a block grant
either have a technologically advanced
program like electronic benefits trans-
fer, where you get the debit card in-
stead of the stamps. which you then
use to purchase your food. or you have
a good system which has a low error
rate. I think when you consider the
fact that only 7j urisdictions out of the
50-some that we have receiving these
programs have such a low error rate, I
think we have set the standard pretty
high here. So this is not an easy thing
that lots of States are going to jump
into. Most States will not qualify for
these block grants. So we believe we
have set an appropriate standard.

The Senator from South Dakota
talked about the Florida rate and how
it was going along at a nice rate, and
then jumped up. and they got caught
and they were stuck. Well. as the Sen-
ator from North Dakota knows, they
are not stuck. Under this bill. as under
the previous block grant proposals. the
Governor and legislature of Florida can
opt in. but they can also opt out. It is
a one-time thing. You stay in, or when
you go out. you are out forever. If they
do not want to swim in the pond and do
not like the water temperature. they
can get out. They would have to sit on
the beach and watch. They had their
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chance to swim. We think that is fair
and that gives an adequate chance for
States who run into difficult situa-
tions.

This is certainly a safety valve for a
State that might find itself in some
sort of cataclysmic situation. The
other things we allow States to do.
which is positive. is to take the money
that they have had—I cannot see the
exact years on the chart, but say they
had 3 or 4 good years. where it was
perking along at a low rate, and be-
cause we have given them a block
grant. they do not have to comply with
all the bells and whistles that we re-
quire in Washington; they can run
their own program. As most Governors
told me. they can run it a heck of a lot
more efficiently than we make them
run it out of Washington. So let us as-
sume—and I do not think it is unrea-
sonable to assume this—if the food
stamp rate stays the same and we are
giving increases in funding. then they
would be able to save money. We allow
them to keep up to 10 percent of the
total amount that they—I will re-
phrase that. If they do not spend all of
the money that has been allocated to
them in the block grant, and they
spend. let us say 95 percent of it, well,
the 5 percent they do not spend they
can put in a fund and carry it over.
They can carry over up to 10 percent
every year. and up to 30 percent of an
annual allocation, which means they
can have a rainy day fund here to take
care of situations where you have that
little spike because of a hurricane or
something like that. That is what pru-
dent State planners should do when it
comes to these kinds of programs. We
provide for that in this bill.

So we think that there are adequate
safeguards there for these kinds of
spikes in benefits. The Senator also
said there is no maintenance of effort
provision. Under the current Food
Stamp Program, 50 percent of the ad-
ministrative costs are paid for by the
Federal Government. and 50 percent
are paid for by the State government.

They said we do not reQuire them to
maintain their effort; in other words,
require them to pick up 50 percent of
the cost. That is true and it is not true.
Specifically, do we require them to
pick up the effort? No. But what we
say. as I referred to earlier, is that now
94 percent of the money they get must
go for food stamps; 6 percent is admin-
istrative. What is the average adminis-
trative cost for the Food Stamp Pro-
gram today? Coincidentafly. 12 percent.
What does that mean? That means that
6 percent now is going to be federally
funded. That is the 6 percent you can
use for administrative costs, and, if
they want to continue their spending
at a rate of 12 percent for dministra-
tive costs, who is going to pick up the
other 6 percent? The State with State
funds. No, we do not specifically say
you have to maintain effort. But we
give you only half of the money you
would normally use to administer the
program. So. if they can do a betterjob
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administering the program, if they get
from 12 percent down to 10 percent. we
say you can keep the savings, and you
can use State dollars for the savings.

I do not think that is a bad thing. I
think if they can reduce their adminis-
trative costs they should get the bene-
fit of reducing those costs.

So we have set up a system that says
we want to give you the opportunity, if
you think you can run this program
better than we can, if you think you
can feed more people, if you think you
can do it more efficiently, we are going
to give you the opportunity. When you
do that, you have to submit a plan to
HHS. They have to get approval. You
have to say in that plan how you are
going to serve a specific population. As
you know, when we submit plans here,
as we had this discussion earlier today
about getting waivers approved by the
Department of Health and Human
Services, that is not an easy thing to
do sometimes.

So we put hurdles in place to make
sure that these plans are adequate to
serve the needs of hungry people in the
respective States, and we require them
to maintain a quality control program,
and, frankly, you know that just
makes sense. So we have adequate con-
trols in there to make sure this is a
good plan for the people of the State.
We give them the option to do it. If
they have a bad year or some doom on
the horizon, they can get out. So we
give them the flexibility to get out. We
give them the opportunity to save
money on administrative costs by put-
ting in a better system, and we set
standards so they have to either be
technologically advanced like an EBT
system—that is a much more efficient
system to get into this program in the
fIrst place—or they have to have lower
error rates, which means they have to
have a well-run program to get in here.

So, I believe we have come up with a
plan here that provides adequate safe-
guards for the hungry in those respec-
uve States, gives States an incentive
to be innovative, to be efficient, to pro-
vide actually more and better food
services to the people in their State,
and in the end provide the safety valve
for States that might find themselves
in the situation which Florida found
themselves in with an escape hatch, a•
one-time escape hatch in the bill.

So, I think what this bill has done is
it has taken what was—frankly, no of-
fense to the author—a relatively crude
Food Stamp Block Program that was
offered here on the floor and has been
refined through conference because
some of these cases are made in the
conference bill. and additionally re-
fined by the Agriculture Committee.
which the Senator from North Dakota
and I both sit on. As you know, excel-
lent work comes out of that commit-
tee. We have refined it, and now we are
at the point where I suggest we have a
fairly solid, responsible program that
is going to be limited in impact be-
cause of the limitation of States and
their ability to get in here and have
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adequate safeguards to make sure that
not only people who are in this pro-
gram are fed, but that States that run
into problems can get out.

I reserve the remainder of my time.
Mr. CONRAD. Mr. President, our col-

league from Pennsylvania has not only
misplaced me by putting me in South
Dakota—I represent North Dakota—

Mr. SANTORUM. I apologize. I am
sorry.

Mr. CONRAD. But also misplacing
his argument as well. The simple re-
ality is Florida did not get advance no-
tice of Hurricane Andrew. Nobody
called up the Governor and said, when
he would have had to make the deci-
sion under this bill to opt in and take
the block grant that, "Hey, Governor, 9
months from now you are going to be
hit by a hurricane." You know, if the
Governor would have looked back to
the pattern back in 1987 to 1989, any
Governor might have concluded it is a
safe bet to go with a block grant.

The problem is people do not have ad-
vance notice of an economic downturn.
That is what happened here. They do
not have advance notice of an actual
disaster. That is what happened here.
All the opt in and opt out would not
have done them a bit of good in Flor-
ida. When these hungry people showed
up. these were not people who have
been on the welfare rolls for 10 years,
these were not people who did not
work. These are people who were hit by
a natural disaster and needed food. The
State of Florida would not have been
able to provide it under a block grant.

Is that what we want to do in this
courlt.ry? I think not.

Mr. SANTORUM. Will the Senator
yield?

Mr. CONRAD. Let me conclude.
We want a plan and a program that is

going to assw-e us, as the Food Stamp
Program does now, that if people are
hungry, if they have been hit by a
sharp economic downturn and a natu-
ral disaster, that they are going to
have a chance to be fed.

Let me just say, with respect to the
notion of opt in and opt out, that you
have a one-time opt out here; one time..
Does that mean Florida is never going'
to be hit by another natural disaster?
Does that mean that Florida is never
going to be hit again by an economic
downturn?

Mr. President, this is not well-craft-
ed. This is not well thought through. It
goes right to the heart of the Food
Stamp Program. More importantly, it
goes right to the heart of the question
in America: Are we going to make sure
that hungry people are fed?

I am happy to yield.
Mr. SANTORUIvI. Mr. President, in

response to the last assertion that
Florida would not be hit by another
natural disaster if Florida opts out of a
block grant, in the Federal entitlement
program they are covered under the ex-
isting Food Stamp Program.

I do not understand why the opt out
is such a bad idea. The fact is that
what you want to accomplish is to put
them back into the main program.
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Mr. CONRAD. If I may say to my col-

league, the opt out is not just a bad
idea. What is a bad idea is the opt in
because once you have opted in you are
stuck for that year. You are stuck.
Florida would have been stuck. They
would not have been able to feed these
people who are hungry. The problem is
the opt in.

That is what this amendment seeks
to say. It says. "Look, we are not going
to have a program that endangers chil-
dren. We are not going to have a pro-
gram that endangers people who are
vulnerable."

Mr. President, it seems to me that
this is a circumstance in which we
should all understand that half of the
States are eligible immediately, I am
told under this bill, to go under the
Block Grant Program: 40 would be eli-
gible within 2 years. This is not some
narrow. finely crafted amendment.
This is a wholesale assault on the Food
Stamp Program. That is what this is.

I do not think that is what this Sen-
ate ought to be doing. I do nt think
that is what this Congress ought to be
doing.

Further, there is no guarantee under
this legislation that protects children
who are now eligible. There is no indi-
vidual guarantee to children in this
legislation. And most serious of all,
there is absolutely no protection for a
State that is hit by a natural disaster
or a sharp economic downturn. That is
the reality of the underlying legisla-
tion.

I do not think we want to take that
risk with America's kids. I do not
think we want to take that risk with
the States that may face something
they are wholly unprepared for.

What is going to happen in Califor-
nia? What if California opted in and de-
cided in July of a year that the next
year they were going to be block grant-
ed? They are going to take a set
amount of money for food stamps. And
then California has the big one, has a
huge earthquake, and millions of peo-
ple are displaced and hungry. and they
show up at Federal centers looking for
food assistance. Are we really going to
have a system that says that we are
sorry, California is out of money; you
just are going to have to go hungry.
and maybe you can go over to Nevada
and find some food over there?

This is not well thought through,
this provision of block granting food
stamps. We ought to make this change,
the change that is contained in this
amendment.

I say to my friend that he has estab-
lished a new standard. The standard
here is it is good because it passed the
Senate sometime in the past, or that it
is acceptable because it passed the Sen-
ate sometime in the past. That is a new
standard. I do not think that is the
standard we want to apply in judging
whether or not legislation is well-craft-
ed.

I am afraid all too often things that
have passed this Chamber, perhaps
even things that passed the other
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Chamber, are things that need a lot
more work. And that is why we have
offered this amendment.on a bipartisan
basis.

Mr. SANTORUM addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Pennsylvania is recognized.
Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President. from

the numbers that I have, I have four
States that would be eligible for block
grant under the EBT provision, seven
States would be under the error rate of
under 6 percent. That is out of 53 juris-
dictions that are eligible for the pro-
gram. So I have 11 jurisdictions of 53
that would be eligible today, not 40.

Now, I will say that all 53 jurisdic-
tions are eligible, if the States are will-
ing to pay down the error rate. That
would be unlikely, we suspect, for any
jurisdiction that would want to put up
money, State money in advance to get
a Federal block grant. So what we are
looking at here is 11 States today.

Now, the Senator from North Dakota
may be anticipating a lot more States
going on with electronic benefits trans-
fer, and I know that is being worked on
in several States, but as we speak right
now we are looking at 11 jurisdictions.
So this is not opening the floodgates by
any stretch of the imagination.

What the Senator also has talked
about is the State of Florida being
stuck if, in fact, they get hit with a
bad economy and on top of that, in the
case of Florida, a natural disaster.

I suggest that if the Senator from
North Dakota looks at his chart, he
will see several—I cannot tell the
months or years. but an extended pe-
riod of time where the rate did not go
up, the number of people on food
stamps did not go up. As I said before,
under our program, States would be
able to save a portion of the money, up
to 10 percent of the annual block grant,
and let it go into next year. So they
could build up a rainy day fund or a re-
serve fund for bad times.

Now, if you look at the Florida exam-
ple. and let us say Florida is one of
those States that is a little skittish
and wanted to get out, before Hurri-
cane Andrew there looked to be a sub-
stantial period of time where benefits
were increasing fairly dramatically
prior to the hurricane. So they cer-
tainly would have had ample notice of
a rising food stamp roll and been able
to get out, if they were concerned, well
before the hurricane.

That is just using Florida's example.
They would have been able to get out
during the period of economic down-
turn, but I think what is more impor-
tant is that they are able to plan for
this by taking the good times—and we
have, as in most capitalist economies,
economic business cycles. During the
good times, they can save some money,
and during the bad times, they can
draw down that surplus.

The Senator from North Dakota also
indicated that they would not be able
to pay these people benefits: they
would run out of money. Well. the Sen-
ator knows that hurricane, I think, oc-
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curred sometime in the summer, which
is only halfway through the year.

At that point, they still have half the
block grant left. They could move that
funding forward and fill that need and
then come in at the end. I would sus-
pect. with State dollars to make sure
they get to the end of the year. The
State can always put up their own
money to fill the need and, in fact. hav-
ing created a plan which creates an en-
titlement for food stamps, they would
be required to come up with their own
money. Then they have to make the
decision. as I said before, whether they
want to continue a program that puts
them at some sort of risk. My feeling is
that is a decision for the States to
make

But to suggest that the State will
have no money to pay people food
stamps is just not accurate. They will
have the money. It will be their own
money, not the block grant. But that is
the choice they make. The Governors
and State legislators are not stupid.
They know there are giod times and
there are bad times, there are natural
disasters, and on balance they are
going to make a decision that they can
run a program so much better than we
let them run it today that, given all
these exigencies, and they know they
exist, they are going to run a better
program and save money in the proc-
ess.

That is a decision we leave up to
them to make. We trust the Governors
in the State. We trust State legislators
to be able to sit down and rationally
come up with a decision, that they
want to take responsibility for this be-
cause they can do it better and serve
the needs of their people better. I want
to give people the option to do it, but
there are sufficient safeguards that
they have a good program to start,
which is why these hurdles are in
place, and that they have a good plan
and that they implement it, which is
why we require HHS approval. And if
they screw up, frankly, they have a
chance to get out.

So we make them have a good plan to
start. We require them to submit a
good plan to continue, and if they end
up having a lousy plan, they can get
out. That. to me, is as well thought out
as you can possibly get and is as flexi-
ble as you can possibly get for an op-
portunity for States to take control of
this very important program that feeds
millions of people.

I reserve the remainder of my time.
Mr. CONRAD addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from North Dakota is recognized.
Mr. CONRAD. The problem with the

argument of the Senator from Penn-
sylvania is that it is wholly focused on
what is in the interest of the State
government. What he forgets about is
who we are trying to serve here. We are
talking about hungry people. He is
worried about what happens to the
structure of the State government. I
am worried about what happens to the
people who are hungry in that State if
the State officials make this mistake.
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Let us go back to the example of

Florida. From 1987 to 1989. their case-
load was flat. Then they had economic
downturn and the caseload started to
explode. They did not have advance
warning of an economic downturn.
More clearly, they did not have warn-
ing of what happened here where we see
the spike in demand for food aid for
people caused by a natural disaster.
They would have had to make the deci-
sion to go to the block grant under this
proposal back here in July of the pre-
vious year.

Now, unless they were prophetic.
they might have thought if they had a
pattern like they saw back in 1987 to
1989, it was safe to take a block grant.
But then if they would have had a nat-
ural disaster like Andrew, what would
have happened to the people who were
hungry that lined up for help? The Sen-
ator says. well, the State could have
put in their money. That is at the very
time the State is having to put their
money into every other part of this dis-
aster.

You go find out about the budget of
the State of Florida during this period.
They were under enormous stress be-
cause of the combination of economic
downturn and natural disaster. That is
the very time this underlying bill
would say: State. come up with some
more money.

That is a dream. That is not con-
nected to reality. That is a wish. That
is a hope. People cannot eat wishes and
hopes. People need food when they are
hungry. This, to me, is one of those cir-
cumstances where we have before us a
proposal that does not meet the needs
of the people. I am not so worried
about the State government. I am wor-
ried about the people who in my State
or any other State would be denied
food because of an economic downturn
or a natural disaster that was unfore-
seen. unpredicted, and the State bet
the farm that nothing bad was going to
happen.

How much time remains?
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

SANTORUM). Twenty-nine minutes.
Mr. CONRA.D. I yield whatever time

the Senator from Vermont desires.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Vermont is recognized.
Mr. JEFFORDS. I thank the Senator.
Mr. President, I rise to urge my col-

leagues to join Senator CONRAD, my-
self, and our cosponsors in supporting
the amendment to remove the optional
block grant from the welfare bill.

I have three major objections to
block granting the Food Stamp Pro-
gram. First. I am very concerned about
the opportunity for fraud if we turn the
Food Stamp Program over to the
States. Second, I am fearful that a food
stamp block grant could put our most
vulnerable populations at risk. Finally.
I believe the bill as crafted proposes a
solid program that will afford the
States a great deal of flexibility with-
out irretrievably compromising our na-
tional nutritional safety net. I think
the program proposed in the bill should
be given an opportunity to prove itself.
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Under current food stamp law, the

USDA operates a sophisticated com-
puter system that identifies suspicious
food stamp redemption patterns. Fed-
eral undercover agents visit the sus-
picious stores and gather evidence of
illegal activity. If food stamps are con-
vetted to a block grant, much of this
responsibility will shift to the States.
Few States will be able to match the
antifraud capabilities and resources of
this Federal operation. Although I un-
derstand the States' desire for greater
flexibility, we know that at this time
only a handful have developed an elec-
tronic system that could provide the
assurances of fraud prevention that we
have at the Federal level. In this time
of quickly diminishing Federal re-
sources, I am reluctant to sacrifice the
efficiencies and success of the program
that the Department of Agriculture
has developed.

Next, let me share my concern that
the optional food stamp block grant
would end the assurance of a nutri-
tional safety net under the Nation's
poor—particularly its children. Poor
families and elderly individuals would
be left at serious risk during economic
downturns in States opting for the
block grant. The block grant fails to
provide any adjustment during a reces-
sion for increases in unemployment
and poverty. States also would receive
no additional funds in the event that
food prices rise unexpectedly. States
would be forced to curtail eligibility
and benefits during these times. Unem-
ployed workers who need food stamps
temporarily could end up on a waiting
list—depriving their families of critical
food assistance. After unemployment
compensation, the Food Stamp Pro-
gram is the Nation's principle counter-
cyclical tool to respond to recessions.

Block granting the Food Stamp Pro-
gram puts children at risk. Preserving
national standards for food stamps
takes on even greater importance if the
AFDC Program is converted to a block
grant since no poor child is assured of
receiving cash assistance under an
AFDC block grant. Maintaining the
National Food Stamp Program at least
guarantees that a food assistance safe-
ty net of last resort is in place for poor
children. Given this very great risk. I
frankly am not sure why a State would
choose a block grant. nonetheless it is
possible a State would, and I fear its
poorest citizens could end up suffering
the consequences.

Finally. I believe there is no reason
for a State to choose a block grant—
the welfare bill as drafted gives the
States unprecedented flexibility to run
their own food stamp programs with-
out a block grant.

Under this refoi-rn bill:
States get flexibility to set their own

food stamp benefit rules for families
that receive AFDC. If they choose.
States could drop many of the rules
that now apply to families, and then
substitute their own rules—without se-
curing a waiver. States also may inte-
grate food stamp and cash assistance
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benefit eligibility as they see fit.
States have asked for a long time for
this flexibility, and the bill as drafted
gives it to them.

States can convert food stamp bene-
fits to wage subsidies provided to em-
ployers. In other words, States may re-
quire food stamp recipients in wage
subsidy projects to work for wages
rather than food stamps. Again, this is
something many States have asked for.
and the bill as drafted gives it to them.

States have the flexibility to dis-
qualify custodial parents who do not
cooperate with efforts to establish pa-
ternity or child support orders. States
may also disqualify absent parents who
fail to make their child support pay-
ments.

States are freed from federally im-
posed administrative requirements.
The bill lifts an array of Federal re-
quirements regarding food stamp appli-
cation forms, the application process.
and how States should coordinate with
other assistance programs would be re-
moved. States can make their own de-
cisions on how to administer their food
stamp programs. This is flexibility the
States asked for. and the bill gives it
to them.

I have listed four ways that this bill
provides much greater flexibility to
the States than they have ever had in
the Food Stamp Program—and there
are many more provisions in the bill
that give the States the flexibility
they have asked for with regard to the
Food Stamp Program.

For the reasons described above. I
urge my colleagues to join me in sup-
porting this amendment to remove the
optional block grant from the bill.

Mr. KERREY. Mr. President. I am
proud to be an original cosponsor of
this amendment to strike the optional
food stamp block grant. This bill pro-
vides States ample flexibility to de-
velop their food assistance programs
without a block grant structure. We
should not place minimum national
eligibility and benefit floors for this
important food assistance safety net at
risk in an effort to provide States with
even more flexibility.

Maintaining the national standards
for food stamps is particularly impor-
tant under this bill. Children and their
families may lose cash assistance
under the welfare block grant—even if
parents are unable to find work. The
National Food Stamp Program ensures
that a basic food assistance safety net
is still available to these families and
prevents children from being at risk for
unmet nutritional needs. If we are
going to cut funding for cash assist-
ance and block-grant the welfare pro-
gram. we need to be very conscious of
the changes we make to other safety-
net programs that also serve poor
Americans.

Block grants will place both States
and food stamp beneficiaries at risk.
These block grants would not adjust
for increases in unemployment or pov-
erty. or unexpected increases in food
prices. States would need to stretch
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their block grant dollars by providing
fewer benefits to each enrollee under
these circumstances—or they may be
forced to cut eligibility.

States do not need an optional food
stamp block grant. This bill provides
States with substantial new flexibility
to design their food stamp programs.
For example:

States could largely develop their
own food stamp benefit rules and they
may integrate the food stamp eligi-
bility process with welfare.

Federal requirements for employ-
ment and training programs related to
food stamp eligibility would be re-
pealed—States could design these pro-
grams as they choose.

States could convert food stamp ben-
efits to wage subsidies.

Federal rules that make electronic
benefit systems difficult to implement
would be repealed, while Federal re-
quirements for food stamp applica-
tions, coordination with other safety-
net programs. and other administrative
rules would also be deleted.

These are significant changes to the
current Food Stamp Program. States
will be better able to design and admin-
ister their programs using innovative
approaches to promoting work and self-
sufficiency for food stamp bene-
ficiaries. We should not also establish a
food stamp block grant, thereby elimi-
nating the national floor for eligibility
and benefits. thereby threatening low-
income children and their families.

I encourage my colleagues to join me
in voting for this amendment.

The 'tRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
SANTORUM). The Senator from North
Dakota.

Mr. CONRAD. Mr. President, just a
couple of quick additional points so we
can, hopefully. persuade the occupant
of the chair of the wisdom of this
amendment. I think he is perhaps right
on the brink. now. of corning over to
our side. If we can just provide him
some additional information, he will
come to our side on this argument.

The Senator from Pennsylvania was
indicating that just a handful of States
would be eligible. That strikes me as
an indication of the weakness of their
argument. If the argument is this un-
derlying bill is not so bad because only
a handful of States can qualify, that
does not speak very well of the position
in the legislation. The fact is. not a
handful of States qualify; every State
can qualify. Every State can qualif'.
Every State could be in a position of
not meeting the needs of hungry people
at the time of economic recession or
natural disaster.

The facts I have suggest that about
half the States now could take block
grant with no cost. Others could come
in by paying a small cost. But within 2
or 3 years. nearly 40 States would be in
a position to be in the block grant at
no cost. In addition to that. with re-
spect to what happens to participation
rates during a recession. I have a chart
that shows what has happened in var-
ious States during an economic down-
turn. during the period of 1989 to 1992.
when the country was in a recession.
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Nevadas participation rate went up

over 90 percent; Floridas rate went up
over 100 percent; Delaware's rate went
up over 70 percent; Vermont's rate
went up nearly 60 percent. These are
not things that a State does a very
good job of forecasting. They even do
less well at forecasting natural disas-
ters.

In my own State of North Dakota. we
had a natural disaster back in 1988 and
1989. It was a drought. Nobody fore-
casted the drought was coming. Out of
the blue we have a drought. All of a
sudden our participation rates jumped.
and not just in food stamps, but other
programs as well. Food stamps are dif-
ferent because we are talking about
hungry people. We are talking about
preyenting people who cannot get food
from having some alternative that is
humane.

The Florida example is just as clear
as it can be. You have to opt in the
year before. If they had opted in. they
would have been stuck with the level of
funding provided for in this block
grant. If you look at it. in 194, Flor-
ida, their actual money, because of the
flexibility of the National Food Stamp
Program__they got $1.4 billion. Under
the block grant they would have gotten
$440 million. That is a $1 billion hole
that would have had to be filled in
somewhere.

The Senator from Pennsylvania sug-
gests they just take it out of other
State money. What other State money?Every State I know budgets their
money right up to the full ability of
the State revenue sources to cover
those expenditures. They may have a
bit of a rainy day fund, but it is not
enough to cover a natural disaster
when the State is faced with expend i-
tures for all manner of other require-
ments. They have to deal with roads.
They have to deal with bridges. They
have to deal with all kinds of other ex-
traordinary expenses at the time of a
natural disaster. The last thing we
should have people worrying about is
whether, in the midst of a natural dis-
aster, hungry people are going to get
fed. That is what this amendment ad-
dresses. I hope my colleagues will sup-port it.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. JEF-
FORDS). The Senator from Pennsylva-
nia.

Mr. SANTORUM Mr. President, the
Senator from North Dakota keeps men-
tioning how, under this program, we
are not worried about people who are
in need of food. The very fact is. States
must submit a plan to be approved by
HI-IS to satisf' the Depai-trnent of
Health and Human Services of that
very fact, whether we are going to
meet the needs. In fact, we require
them to specify how they are going to
serve everybody, and specific popu-
lations.

To suggest we have not set up ade-
quate safeguards to make sure.
through these block grants, people will
be adequately served is not reflective
of what is actually in the legislation.

Second. you mentioned—
Mr. CONRAD. Will the Senator yield

on that point?
Mr. SANTORUM. Sure.
Mr. CONRAD. I ask my colleague,

what in the State plan enables it to
deal with a natural disaster like Hurri-
cane Andrew? The State plan has the
States setting out what they are going
to do with the resources that they have
under the block grant. When they are
hit with a natural disaster and the
need skyrockets, they are not given
any more money. What good does the
plan do that does not anticipate this
disaster? Obviously, they would not be
taking the option of going to the block
grant if they were anticipating it, so
clearly it would not be in their plan.

Mr. SANTORUM. To answer your
question, as the Senator from North
Dakota knows, the State of Florida
during the time of Hurricane Andrew
was eligible for disaster assistance, and
that covers a variety of things. Having
just gone through that in Pennsylva-
nia, a substantial amount of disaster
assistance was funneled through the
Department of Agriculture. and, in
fact, there are programs available for
people to meet some of the needs that
are there during the time of disaster.

Mr. CONRAD. Will the Senator yield?
Mr. SANTORUM. We are not at-

tempting nor would I recommend we
block grant emergency assistance. So
you keep pointing back to one State in
one instance and draw a bad case for
that. It would be—I am not arguing
there would not be a severe strain. But
I suggest the Governor of Florida and
the State Legislature of Florida knows
that occasionally they are hit by hurri-
canes. It is not like these hurricanes
are just, "Gee, wow, in Florida we had
a hurricane. We never see that." They
see them all the time and they know
they can be disastrous, and that should
go into their calculation whether they
want to go into this in the first place.

We are assuming. and I think it is a
good assumption, that the Governor
and the State legislature are not going
to take on this enormous responsibility
without having thought through what'
the different consequences would be,
given natural disasters or given eco-
nomic downturn, and a whole lot of
other things.

We believe that there still will be
States out there that. because of the
enormous burden that the Federal Gov-
ernment forces upon them with this
program that drives up costs for them
and makes their program inefficient,
can take the money and take the risk
and still do a better job, and they are
willing to assume that risk.

They do so with eyes open wide. If
their eyes were not open, they cer-
tainly are open now as a result of our
discussion. That if they do not have
the money. if they have an economic
downturn or disaster, they have to
come up with their own State money.

I will announce to State Governor-s
now, if you take a block grant under
this proposal and run out of money at
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the end of the year. it is your respon-
sibility. Now everybody has been
warned. and they are going to have to
make a decision based on what they
think is the best thing to do.

I think what this whole welfare re-
form bill is about is trying to get away
from the paternalism of the Federal
Government and the inefficiency of the
Federal Government in trying to
micromanage programs out of Wash-
ington, DC, for Fargo, ND, and other
places. What we are trying to do here is
assure, to the extent we can. that
States that get involved have good pro-
grams. We make sure they have low
error rates or high technology to run
an efficient system.

We ensure that when they take the
program. after they now run a good
program, that when they opt for a
block grant. which is to cut the ties to
the Federal program. in fact, take it
and let them run it themselves, that
they have to submit a plan. which ade-
quately covers all the people we are
concerned about, and is approved by
HHS. Again, a prudent step to making
sure they are not taking the money
and spending it on a fleet of Volvos for
all the Cabinet Secretaries; that. in
fact they are spending it on helping the
poor who need food.

We have adequate safeguards in here
to make sure that the poor who are in
need of food assistance get it: that the
States run a good operation. We have
those safeguards in place.

One other thing. The Senator from
North Dakota voted for in committee
and supported in committee an amend-
ment that was put forward by the Sen-
ator from Vermont, the ranking mem-
ber, Senator LE\HY, as a further,
frankly. disincentive for these States
to take a block grant.

Under the old formula, States could
either take the 1994 allocation for food
stamps or the average of 1992, 1993, and
1994. Senator LEAJiY, and others on
your side of the aisle, were saying,
"Gee, well, with the reductions in food
stamp benefits under our bill. that may
be a very attractive thing for them to
take—take that high figure, since our
numbers are going to be coming down.'

So what you added in committee was
a provision that said that in no case
could either the 1992. 1993, 1994 average
or 1994 allocation be higher than the
1997 levels after the reforms have been
put in place. So you make it even less
tantalizing to go ahead and take a
block grant.

All I suggest is, we spent a lot of
time on this amendment. It has been a
good debate and discussion. I hope
those who were listening are still lis-
tening after an hour of this debate. I
think it has been informative, I think
what we have seen here is we set very
high hurdles; we have not made this to
be the most attractive block grant pro-
posal out there. What we have said to
States is, "If you think you can do it
better, given these high hurdles to get
into this program, we are going to give
you the opportunity to do it."
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I think that is only fair to give

States the opportunity to run a better
program that helps the people in their
State.

Mr. CONRAD. Mr. President, how
much time do I have remaining?

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
CRAIG). The Senator has 17 minutes 5
seconds remaining.

Mr. CONRAD. Mr. President. the ar-
gument of the Senator from Pennsylva-
nia with respect to a natural disaster
reveals the weakness of his argument.
The Senator from Pennsylvania sug-
gests, if you have a natural disaster
and you are stuck with this block
grant program that provides only a set
amount of money, it cannot be ad-
justed for the magnitude of the disas-
ter, that, well, you have economic as-
sistance.

Economic assistance is not for food
assistance, that is why we have the
Food Stamp Program. Economic assist-
ance is to meet the other disaster
needs that a State meets in a cir-
cumstance of unforeseen natural disas-
ter. Economic assistance programs are
not designed to replace the Food
Stamp Program.

Mr. President. if that is what he is
suggesting is Out there for people to be
counting on, if they face a natural dis-
aster. those people are going to be in a
world of hurt.

I might also say, the notion that
Governors are put on notice because we
in the Senate have a debate at 3

o'clock in the afternoon on Friday is
probably not a very reliable thing for
any of us to depend upon. I doubt if any
Governor is watching this debate or
paying very close attention to what
goes on in the Senate Chamber.

Mr. SANTORtJM. I will be happy to
send each Governor a copy of this de-
bate so they will be fully informed as
to what they are getting into.

Mr. CONRAD. I welcome that. No
question, they will be riveted by the
comments of the two of us this after-
noon.

Let me just end on this note. The
harsh reality is. if a State opts into
this block grant—and we go back to
the example of Florida. but we do not
need Florida's example, we could take
dozens of examples of what has hap-
pened to States in times of economic
downturn or natural disaster—what we
would find, without exception, is that
these things are unpredictable; that if
a State had opted into the block grant,
taken a flat amount of money to pro-
vide for the food needs of its people and
then have something unforeseen occur,
whether it was an economic downturn,
a drought. a hurricane, an earthquake,
they only have that set amount of
money. no matter what the need is.

What happens to those people? What
would have happened to hungry people
in Florida if there was not the auto-
matic adjustment provided by the Fed-
eral Food Stamp Program? I can tell
you what would have happened. The
State of Florida would have been pre-
sented with an impossible choice: meet
the other disaster needs of the State in
that circumstance or divert money to
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food which would have otherwise been
provided for with the Federal Food
Stamp Program.

What a hellacious choice to present
the State officials of Florida or the
State officials of Pennsylvania. They
have had natural disasters. They just
had one. Or the State of North Dakota,
or the State of California. We saw Cali-
fornia beset by one disaster after an-
other. We saw them have landslides,
fires. earthquakes all in 1 year. Their
caseload skyrocketed. But if they
would have had a set amount of money
for food stamps. some people who had
legitimate needs would not have been
served.

Mr. President, America is better than
that. America is better than that. This
Senate is better than that. When there
is a disaster, we have a spirit of neigh-
borliness in this country and we go to
help out. When there was a disaster in
Pennsylvania, the Federal Government
helped out. When there was a disaster
in my State, the people of America ral-
lied, through their Federal Govern-
ment, and helped us, and it made a dif-
ference in people's lives.

This bill. as it is written, is just a
mistake. We should not leave a cir-
cumstance in which people who are
hungry do not have the opportunity to
be fed.

This amendment. which is a biparti-
san amendment. addresses that need. I
hope my colleagues will support it.

Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President, I
yield back the remainder of our time.

Mr. CONRAD. I yield back the bal-
ance of our time.

AMENDMENT NO. 4935
(Purpose: To deny welfare benefits to indi-

viduals convicted of illegal drug posses-
sion, use or distribution)
Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President, I

send an amendment to the desk on be-
half of Senator GRAMM of Texas.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The bill clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr.

SANTORIJM) for Mr. GRAMM proposes an
amendment numbered 4935.

Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that further
reading of the amendment be dispensed
with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
On page 364, between lines 14 and 15. insert

the following new section:
SEC. . DENIAL OF BENEFITS FOR CERTAIN

DRUG RELATED CONVICTIONS.
(a) IN GENERAL.—An individual convicted

(under Federal or State law) of any crime re-
lating to the illegal possession, use, or dis-
tribution of a drug shall not be eligible for
any Federal means-tested public benefit, as
defined in Section 2403(c)(1) of this Act.

(b) FAMILY MEMBERS EXEMPT—The prohi-
bition contained under subsection (a) shall
not apply to the family members or depend-
ants of the convicted individual in a manner
that would make such family members or de-
pendents ineligible for welfare benefits that
they would otherwise be eligible for. Any
benefits provided to family members or de-
pendents of a person described in subsection
(a) shall be reduced by the amount which
would have otherwise been made available to
the convicted individual.
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(c) PERIOD OF PROHIBITION—The prohibi-

tion under subsection (a) shall apply—
(1) with respect to an individual convicted

of a misdemeanor, during the 5-year period
beginning on the date of the conviction or
the 5-year period beginning on January 1.
1997, whichever is later: and

(2) with respect to an individual convicted
•of a felony, for the duration of the life of
that individual.

(d) ExcEPTIONS—Subsection (a) shall not
apply with respect to the following Federal
benefits:

(1) Emergency medical services under title
XV or XIX of the Social Security Act.

(2) Short-term. non-cash, in-kind emer-
gency disaster relief.

(3)(A) Public health assistance for immuni-
zations.

(B) Public health assistance for testing and
treatment of communicable diseases if the
Secretary of Health and Human Services de-
terrnines that it is necessary to prevent the
spread of such disease.

(e) EFFECTIvE DATE—The denial of Federal
benefits set forth in this section shall take
effect for convictions occurring after the
date of enactment.

U) REGULATIONS.—Not later than December
31, 1996, the Attorney General shall promul-
gate regulations detailing the means by
which Federal and State agencies. courts,
and law enforcement agencies will exchange
and share the data and information nec-
essary to implement and enforce the with-
holding of Federal benefits.

Mr. SANTORUM. This amendment,
to my understanding. is an amendment
that says that if you are convicted of a
Federal drug crime. that if it is a mis-
demeanor crime you are ineligible for a
means-tested benefit for 5 years, if it is
a felony you are ineligible perma-
nently. I ask for the yeas and nays on
the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second? There appears to be.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. GRAHAM addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Florida.
AMENDMEr'T NO. 4903

Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, on be-
half of Senator EXON, I ask unanimous
consent that the amendment offered
and withdrawn by the Senator from
Washington, Senator MURRAY, remain
on the list of amendments that are in
order to offer today or Monday.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

Mr. GRAHAM. Thank you, Mr. Presi-
dent.

Mr. President. I am going to be offer-
ing an amendment prior to that. I also
ask unanimous consent that the
amendment which I am going to offer
be subject to modification prior to the
time of the vote on Tuesday.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

Mr. GRAHAM. Thank you, Mr. Presi-
dent.

AMENDMEN'T NO. 4936

(Purpose: To modify the formula for deter-
mining a State family assistance grant to
include the number of children in poverty
residing in a State)
Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, I send

an amendment to the desk.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will report.
The bill clerk read as follows;
The Senator from florida LMr. CRAHAMI,

for himself and Mr. BUMPERS, proposes an
amendment numbered 4936.

Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that further read-
ing of the amendment be dispensed
with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
On page 196. strike line 16 and insert the

following:
DEFINED—ExCept as provided in subpara-

graph (C). as used in this part, the term
On page 198. between lines 9 and 10. insert

the following:
"(C) RULES FOR FIScAL YEARS 1997, 1998, 1999.

2000. AND 2001.—
"(i) IN CENERAL.__Notwithstanding sub-

paragraph (A). in the case of fiscal years
1997. 1998. 1999. 2000, and 2001. the State fam-
ily assistance grant for a State for a fiscal
year shall be an amount equal to the sum
of—

"(I) the applicable percentage for such fis-
cal year of the State family assistance grantfor such fiscal year, as determined under
subparagraph (B). and

(H) an amount equal to the State child
poverty allocation determined under clause
(iii) for such fiscal year.

(ii) APPLIcABLE PERcENTAGE—FOr pur-poses of this subparagraph, the applicable
percentage for a fiscal year is as follows:

The applicableIf the fis cal year is: percentage is
1997

80
1998

60
1999

40

2001
0.

(iii) STATE cE4JLD POVERTY ALLOCATION.....
For purposes of this subparagraph, the State
child poverty allocation for a State for a fis-cal year is an amount equal to the poverty
percentage of the greater of—

"(I) the product of the aggregate amount
appropriated for fiscal year 1996 under sub-
paragraph (C) and the child poverty ratio forsuch State for such fiscal year. as deter-
mined under clause (iv): and

"(II) the minimum amount determined
under clause (v).
For purposes of this clause, the poverty per-
centage for any fiscal year is a percentageequal to 100 percent minus the applicable
percentage for such fiscal year under clause
(ii).

"(iv) CHILD POVERTY RATIO.—For purposes
of clause (iii), the term 'child poverty ratio'
means, with respect to a State and a fiscal
year—.-

"(I) the average number of minor childrenin families residing in the State with in-
comes be'ow the poverty line, as determined
by the Director of the Bureau of the Census.
for the 3 preceding fiscal years: divided by

"(II) the average number of minor children
in families residing in all States with in-
comes below the poverty line, as so deter-
mined, for such 3 preceding fiscal years.

"(v) MINIMUM AMOUNT.—For purposes ofclause (iii). the minimum amount is the less-er of—
"(I) $100,000,000• or
"(II) an amount equal to 150 percent of the

total amount required to be paid to theState under former section 403 for fiscal year
1995 (as such section was in effect on June 1.
1996).

"(vi) REDUcTION IF AMOUNTS r.ur AVAIL-
ABLE.—If the aggregate amount by which

State family assistance grants for all States
increases for a fiscal year under this para-
graph exceeds the aggregate amount appro.
priated for such fiscal year under subpara-
graph (C). the amount of the State famfly
assistance grant to a State shall be reduced
by an amount equal to the product of the ag-
gregate amount of such excess and the child
poverty ratio for such State.

"(vu) 3-PREcEDING FISCAL YEARS—For pur-
poses of clause Civ). the tei-m '3-preceding fis-
cal years' means the 3 most recent fiscal
years preceding the current fiscal year for
which data are available.

(D) PUBLICATION OF ALLOCATIONS._.NOt
later than January 15 of each calendar year.
the Secretary shall publish in the Federal
Register the amount of the family assistance
grant to which each State is entitled under
this paragraph for the fiscal year that begins
on October 1 of such calendar year.

On page 198. line 10. strike (C)" and insert

On page 200. line 11. strike "(D)' and insert"(F)".
On page 200. line 17. strike "(C)" and insert

On page 200. line 23, strike "(C)" and insert

On page 201, line 5. strike "(C)" and insert

On page 201, line 20. strike "(C)' and insert

On page 201, line 25, strike "(C)" and insert

On page 202. line 5. strike "(C)" and insert

On page 202. line 9, strike "(E)" and insert"(C)",
Beginning with page 205, line 4, strike all

through page 211. line 3.
Mr. GRAJ-IAM. Mr. President, if thereis one phrase that has characterized

the debate on welfare reform, it is the
phrase that "we are going to end wel-
fare as we have known it." What we
have known welfare as has a number of
dimensions. We have focused a great
deal of attention, for instance, on the
issue of what will it take to cause wel-
fare to be seen as a temporary pro-
gram, not as a permanent lifestyle.

There is another dimension to wel-
fare as we have known it. And that is
how the Federal Government has par-
ticipated financially with the States in
financing the cost of welfare. And Ispeak specifically to the cash pay-
ments under the Aid to Families with
Dependent Children.

The current law is essentially a
matching formula in which the Statesindicate what they are prepared to
commit to this program and then theFederal Government matches that
amount. There are nuances to that
statement but that is fundamentally
the status quo.

This bill, with a minor modification,
intends to retain that aspect of welfare
as we have known it. That is, we would
continue to maintain the State byState Federal allocations as they have
developed under the current system.
And those State by State allocations,
as you would imagine, are extremely
divergent.

As an example, to use the State of
the Presiding Officer, Idaho. in 1996,
per child in poverty-_that is of all the
children in Idaho who live at or below
the poverty level—if you divide the
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number of dollars that are coming from
the Federal Government to the State
of Idaho by that number of children,
the result is $495. That is what Idaho
receives per poor child.

Just to move across the line into
your adjoining State of Washington,
the State of Washington. with the
same mathematical formula, in 1996
will receive $1,948 or approximately
four to five times, per child in poverty,
what Idaho receives.

That result is now going to be cast
into the stone of block grants. That is
the basis upon which Idaho will be re-
ceiving its money between now and the
year 2001 50 that essentially those
same discrepancies will be maintained.

What has not been retained, however,
Mr. President, is what is the purpose of
the allocation of funds. Under the cur-
rent system, the purpose of the alloca-
tion of funds from the Federal Govern-
ment to the States and into the eligi-
ble families is essentially economic
support. It pays for the rent, the lights.
the food, the school supplies, the dia-
pers. all the things that a family needs.

What we are now about to do is shift
to a different goal. And that differentgoal is to. yes, continue to provide
some economic support, but with a
heavy emphasis on funding those ac-tivities which will facilitate people
getting off of welfare and into work.What are those kinds of activities
that are now going to be funded? Well.
they include job training. They include
child care. They include some of the
support services such as transportation
for people to get to the job training or
to get to the job. Those types of ex-
penditures, within a range. tend to be
fairly consistent from State to State.

It does not cost a great deal less or
more to provide that set of services in
Moscow, ID, as in Spokane, WA. Yet
Washington is going to have four to
five times as many dollars per child in
poverty to pay for those services as is
Idaho. Therefore, Idaho is going to
have a much more difficult time finan-
cially in terms of being able to pay for
those kinds of transitional services and
have anything left over to cover the
economic needs of families who are in
poverty than will States that com-
mence this process at a much higher
level.

That, Mr. President, is the prefacefor the amendment that is offered
today by Senator BUMPERS and myself
entitled "Children's Fair Share." And
our premise is that we ought to, over
time, have as a national goal to treat
each child in poverty in America as
being of equal worth, and equal dignity
and equal importance to their opportu-
nities for the future of our Nation.

Our approach is a simple one. Rather
than take the status quo, which is
predicated on the old welfare system
and the old objectives, we should focus
on a needs-based formula. As a result,
over time, States would receive fund-
ing based on the number of poor chil-
dren in their State.

Why are Senator BUMPERS and I of-
fering this amendment? Any formula
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allocation should be guided by some
underlying principles and policy jus-
tifIcations. One fundamental principle
is fairness—fairness to Americas chil-
dren, fairness to the States, fairness to
the Nation. If we are going to block
grant welfare, we must be very careful
that we are block granting with fair-
ness.

The General Accounting Office issued
a report in February 1995 entitled,
B1ock Grants: Characteristics, Experi-
ence, and Lessons Learned." What are
the lessons that have been learned
from our previous history with block
grants that we should take into ac-
count as we start on the block grant
for welfare?

The General Accounting Office report
stated, "Because initial funding alloca-
tions used in current block grants were
based on prior categorical grants. they
were not necessarily equitable.' That.
Mr. President. describes the cir-
cumstance that we face this afternoon
with this legislation—_inequitable allo-
cations of block grant funds because
they were based on prior categorical
grants.

Senator BUMPERS and I propose a
funding formula that would clearly
meet the following principles. First.
block grant funding should reflect need
or the number of persons in the indi-
vidual States that would need assist-
ance. Think about that principle, that
one that seems rational.

Second, a State's access to Federal
funding should increase if the number
of people in need of assistance in-
creases; conversely, a State's access to
Federal funding should decrease if the
number of people in need of that assist-
ance decrease. Does that sound logical
and reasonable?

Third. States should not be perma-
nently disadvantaged because of the
old categorical policies. In this case.
the policies and circumstances sur-
rounding welfare as we have known it,
which we are attempting to discard.

Fourth, if requirements and penalties
are to be imposed upon the States, as
envisaged by this bill, then fairness
dictates that all States have an equi-
table and reasonable chance of reach-
ing those goals.

Mr. President, I suggest these prin-
ciples sound rather simple. In sharp
contrast, the legislation which is be-
fore the Senate fails to meet these
tests of fairness. In fact. the formula
used in this bill would perpetuate in-
equities into the future. Those inequi-
ties would, in fact. grow.

Let me give an example. I cited the
example of two neighboring States,
Idaho and Washington. Let me cite two
neighboring jurisdictions, the District
of Columbia and the State of Virginia.
Today, the District of Columbia per
child in poverty receives $1,611; in the
State of Virginia. $728. That is what
the situation is today.

Now, what is the proposal of the un-
derlying bill for the year 2001? Are we
going to bring these together? Are we
going to move toward eliminating the
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$680 difference between the District of
Columbia and the State of Virginia?
Unfortunately, it is just the opposite,
Mr. President. In the year 2001, under
the plan that is before the Senate, the
District of Columbia will receive $1,752
per child in poverty: the State of Vir-
ginia will receive $748. Rather than
closing toward fairness, we will see a
widening in which, in the year 2001. the
District of Columbia will have approxi-
mately $1,000 more per child in poverty
than does the State of Virginia. I find
it hard to think of a policy rationale
that would justify such a result.

Mr. President, ironically, in the
name of reform. in the name of change.
we are locking in past inequities. re-
packaging them as block grants and
failing to take into account future pop-
ulations or economic changes among
the States. failing to take into account
the very obligations we are about to
give to the States to perform and the
necessity that if all States are going to
achieve those objectives and if all
States are goir!g to be held to both
sanctions and rewards for their success
or failure in achieving those objectives.
that all States should commence this
new adventure of welfare reform from
an essentially equitable position.

By allocating future spending on the
basis of 1995 allocations, this bill fails
to distribute money based on any
measure of need. It fails to take into
account population growth or eco-
nomic changes. It would permanently
disadvantage States well into the fu-
ture based upon choices and cir-
cumstances of 1995. It would unfairly
impose penalties on States.

The formula in this welfare bill
would result in extreme disparities be-
tween States in Federal funding for
poor children. I have given four exam-
ples to date. I might say all of these ex-
amples and all of the statistics I am
using are the product of a report done
by the Congressional Research Service
dated July 18. 1996.

In this report. it points out that
under the underlying bill the State of
our leader, the State of Mississippi.
would receive $355 per child in poverty.
while the State of New York would re-
ceive $1,998, or almost six times more
than the poor child in Mississippi. In
fact, if we combine the amount per
poor child in the States of Alabama,
Arkansas, Louisiana, South Carolina.
and Texas. the total of funds per poor
child in those five States would not
equal what a poor child. for instance,
in the State of Massachusetts would re-
ceive. To put it another way. the Fed-
eral Government effectively values
some poor children five times more
than it does children in the State of
Alabama, Arkansas, Louisiana. South
Carolina, and Texas.

That is not the end of it, Mr. Presi-
dent, because under this bill. States
that fail to meet the work require-
ments. States that are not able to put
the money into effective job training,

job search, job placement. child care.
transportation, the other activities
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that have been found as necessary in
order to get people from welfare to
work. they are going to be subject to a
penalty.

Now. in a previous version of this
bill. that penalty was 5 percent of the
State's grant. So if the State was going
'to receive $1 million. it would be penal-
ized 5 percent if it failed to meet the
work requirement. This bill, Mr. Presi-
dent. if we believe it, makes that 5 per-
cent cumulative, so that in the first
year. you are penalized a percent; if
you fail in the second year. you get pe-
nalized 10 percent; in the third year,
you get penalized 15 percent. and so
forth. up until you are penalized one
quarter. or 25 percent of your State
grant.

That is not the only penalty in this
bill, Mr. President. The language goes
so far as to say a State can be penal-
ized up to 25 percent per quarter in
terms of the allocation of grant funds.

Mr. President. today is a historic
day. It is the opening of the centennial
Olympics in Atlanta. Much of the
world's focus for the next few days will
be on Atlanta and on the Olympic
events. I would liken this funding for-
mula dilemma to a variation of one of
the most celebrated contests in the
Olympics. Let us say you have Dennis
Mitchell and Gail Devers lined up at
the start of the 100-meter dash. Then
you have a less talented runner lined
up 30 yards behind these two Olympic
superstars. Then you have Senator
BUMPERS—who. unfortunately could
not join us this afternoon, but will
make some remarks on Monday-_and I,
who have been assigned a position 200
yards behind these superstars. The gun
goes off. Now, we are all going to be
judged on whether we can reach the
finish line in the 100-meter dash in
under 11 seconds. If you do. you get the
acclaim of the crowd and you may even
get a medal. If not, you are subject to
penalty.

Well. not surprisingly. Dennis and
Gail reach that goal easily. The runner
that started 30 meters further behind
makes it in about 13 or 14 seconds. fail-
ing to meet the goal despite a valiant
attempt. Now. Senator BUMPERS and I,
I hate to admit. we do not even come
close to making the goal. Even Michael
Johnson, the world-record holder. can
only run the 200-meter dash in 19.66
seconds. However, even he would be pe-
nalized in this scenario. That would be
a travesty of the Olympic spirit. That
would be a sad race to observe.

But, Mr. President, it gets worse.
Since Senator BUMPERS and I lost the
race. and the runner at 130 yards also
failed to meet the standard, we would
have to move further back for the next
race. Since they had reached the goal.
Dennis and Gail would move 10 meters
closer for the next race.

That is essentially the structure of
this bill. Those who start out in an ad-
vantaged position are placed in the
prospect that they will get rewards be-
cause they have achieved the goals.
Those who start—as Senator BUMPERS
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and I are going to have to do—ZOO yards
behind the regular starting line and
therefore have relatively little expec-
tation of reaching the goal. we are
going to be further penalized, now hav-
ing to be 300 yards behind the starting
line.

That, Mr. President, is an absurd re-
sult. However, it is exactly the situa-
tion that our States must deal with if
this bill passes with its combination of
funding formulas, incentives, and pen-
alties.

Mr. President, as we change welfare
as we know it. we should recommit
ourselves to the value that we place
upon all of America's children. We
should want to see that all of those
children have the same opportunity to
succeed and that they start from the
same place in life's starting line. There
is no justification for poor children to
be treated with less or more value by
the Federal Government depending
upon in which State they happen to
live.

Mr. President, I urge the adoption of
the Graham-Bumpers amendment,

Mr. SANTORUM, Mr. President, I
rise in Opposition to the amendment. I
will respond as to why. The Senator
from Florida repeatedly talked about
how those States that are currently
disadvantaged that are way behind
from the start are going to get put fur-
ther behind, as if the States who were
far behind were there—as I heard this
term a lot on the floor—through "no
fault of their own." I hear that all the
thne. They are disadvantaged for no
fault of their own. The fact is that the
reason they are so far behind is di-
rectly a result of the decisions that
those States made with respect to how
much money they want to put forward
in State dollars to help the poor in
their States.

if you look at the chart of the Sen-
ator from Florida, the majority of the
States that are advantaged, according
to him, by the current system are
States like New York, Pennsylvania,
Michigan, Ohio. California New Jer-
sey—those States who have invested
significant State dollars in AFDC,
Medicaid, and a lot of other programs
that are aimed at helping the poor.
They are high-benefit States: they are
States that are willing to spend tax
dollars to meet a Federal match, to
help the poor in their State. Therefore.
they have a higher per capita spending
rate on the poor than States like Flor-
ida, Texas, Arkansas, and the others.

So when it comes to them redoing
the formulas in a block grant. we look
at what States are spending now and
what the Federal Government puts in
now. What the Federal Government
puts in now is based on what the State
puts in. It is a match. So the Federal
share, yes, in Pennsylvania is higher
than it would be if you start all over
and say we are going to pay so much
for everybody. But, by doing what, you
would take Pennsylvania and a pro-
gram in Pennsylvania that has been es-
tablished for a long time and has been

supported by the State and just cut the
legs out from under it to give it to a
State who has not been providing those
services in the past. How is that fair?

If you want to talk about fair, you
have a State actually spending dollars,
putting forth an effort and putting to-
gether a program they believe better
meets the needs and is willing to spend
money to help the poor, and you are
going to create a block grant and take
money away from them because they
were being better neighbors—I will use
that term. I do not think that is fair.
The whole premise of the Hutchison
formula—Senator HUTCHISON was the
one who worked tirelessly, and I mean
tirelessly, because there have been a
lot of contentious issues I have dealt
with in the area of welfare reform over
the past 2 years. I do not want to use
too strong of a term, but nothing ap-
proaches the animosity that is raised
on an issue than when you are talking
about dollars for the States back home.
That is really where people draw the
line.

So to be able to come up. as we have
done, with a compromise formula that
says we want to make sure no one is
hurt, that no State is cut, that they
are held harmless in the allocation
they get from the Federal Government.
and we set a separate growth fund for
States that are hydro-States to give
them money, a separate pot of money.
$800 million. almost $1 billion, to use
for growth. Florida gets over $100 mil-
lion of the $800 million in that fund. We
try to take care of both. For those who
have been doing a good job. spending
resources, taking care of the poor in
their States, hold them harmless and,
at the same time, provide for growth
for the other States that, frankly, have
not been meeting the national average
when it comes to providing services for
the poor.

We think that is a fair balance. If we
had all the money in the world. we
would give everything to everybody.
But we do not. We do not have enough
money to provide the same level for ev-
erybody that the State of New York,
for example, provides for their bene-
ficiaries. So we have to make, as the
Senator from Florida, and I am sure
everybody listening, realizes, you have
to compromise, This was the com-
promise we came up with. Is it perfect?
Absolutely not. Is it fair from an objec-
tive standpoint? I think the Senator
from Florida can make the argument
that, no, it is not fair. Is it fair given
where we had to start? I make the ar-
gument that, yes, given the situation
we found ourselves in, it is. If we were
going to redo this and go back to 1965.
instead of developing an AFDC Pro-
gram, or whatever current revision of
the AFDC Program was created, and
start aU over, would we have done it
differently? Absolutely. But we are not
there. We are here, We have a history
of States that have invested. We have a
history of programs. And to go in and
just decimate those programs because
of this block grant, I think would be
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tragic to a lot of people and a lot of
States, and certainly it would be an
enormous hardship on, frankly, the
States that are having some of the
very worst budgetary times and a lot of
economic problems like in the North-
east, in the upper Midwest. and in the
•case of California and the west coast.

So we think what we have done here
is a balance given where we had to
start. It is not—and I agree with the
Senator from Florida—from an objec-
tive position. as if we were starting
from day one a fair solution. I will not
argue that. But what I will argue is
that given where we had to start,
which is a long history of providing
services to the poor, this is the best
and the fairest we could come up with
given those set of circumstances and
the hand we were dealt.

So. I do not fault at all the Senator
from Florida for standing up. as he has
done not only on this bill but last year
on several amendments, and
articulately advocating for his State
and for other States that do not get as
much money as they think they de-
serve. He certainly has a right to do
that, and he is certainly justified in
doing that, I think what we have done
here is to accommodate him and his
State as best we can given the cir-
cumstances, in providing funds for
them to be able to get some more re-
sources.

I will anticipate the comment, which
is that it is not enough. I cannot even
argue that it is not enough. But what I
am saying is you would find that the
States like Pennsylvania and New
York. which are not going to see any
growth at all in their allocation, would
tell me that is not enough. Nobody has
enough. This is a situation where ev-
eryone is getting squeezed. and we are
hoping that even though they are get-
ting a smaller allocation, that they
will be able to take this block grant
and be able to redesign this program.
That is what this is all about—giving
them the flexibility. Yes, less money in
a sense, but more flexibility to be able
to design a program that more effi-
ciently provides for the poor in their
States, that more efficiently transi-
tions people off welfare into productive
lives than the current system does,
which will save money if they do so in
a proper fashion,

So. we think there is a good balance
between enough money and certainly
maximum flexibility to be able to ac-
complish the purpose without any addi-
tional money, or any change in the
funding formulas here.

I reserve the remainder of my time.
Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President. let me

just make a few points.
The Senator from Pennsylvania has

made a very good argument, if we were
going to leave the welfare program as
we have known it for the last three-
plus decades. The whole premise of us
being here today until this job is done
is that we want to change that welfare
system as we have known it.

So, to say that we are going to
change the whole chassis drivetrain
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and other aspects of this vehicle, but
keep the engine of how we distribute
the money to pay to make the vehicle
mobile, exactly the same as we had in
the past, is, I think, an intellectual dis-
connect. If we are going to change the
program, we have to look at what is
going to be required on a nationwide
basis and on a State-by-State basis in
order to accomplish the objectives of
the new—not the old—welfare system.

The fact is that the change that is
going to be most fundamental to the
States is that they are now going to
take on the requirement subject to
both carrots and sticks in sanctions to
move people from welfare to work. We
have had some experience with this.
Mr. President. Two of the longest term
pilot programs in welfare reform are in
the cities of Gainesville and Pensacola.
FL. They have been working for sev-
eral years to try to determine, not in
theory. but in practice, with real peo-
ple.

What does it take to get folks off
welfare? What does it take to get them
that first job and then get them in the
position that they can hold the job in
the future? The fact is it takes, for
many of those people. a significant in-
vestment. We have to invest in job
training for people who do not have
any job skills. You have to invest in
job placement for people who have
never gone Out tO get ajob before. You
have to invest in child care so that
there is somebody there to look after
the kids while the mother is in train-
ing and in the first months of employ-
ment.

Those all have significant costs.
Those costs are within ranges fairly
consistent from State to State across
the country. Yet. we are going to start
some States with four, or five, or six
times more money than others with
poor children in order to be able to pay
for those common transitional ex-
penses.

I am afraid that we are about to
build into the architecture of welfare
reform failure for many States. and
then after we have built in failure, we
are going to impose heavy sanctions on
those States that fail, which will make
it even less likely that they will be
able to achieve success.

I fear that the result of all of that is
going to be that we will waste several
years in accomplishing the objectives
that we all see, which is to move people
from dependence to independence and
self-sufficiency and pride that comes
with the ability to support oneself,
that we are going to lose that oppor-
tunity over the next period as we start
this process with a fundamentally.
structurally failed architecture.

Mr. President. if I thought that we
were starting this from a suspect place
but that was just a necessary political
accommodation in order to get off the
blocks, and then we would soon be
moving towards a greater level of eq-
uity, I could accept that as a prag-
matic means of moving from the old to
the new.
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Are we going to be making that tran-

sition? Let us just look at two of the
States that I cited: the State of Mis-
sissippi and the State of New York.
How long under the Hutchison amend-
ment will it take for the State of Mis-
sissippi to reach the State of New York
in its funds available for poor children?
Will the Senator from Pennsylvania
think that maybe when we celebrate
the 300th anniversary of the country in
the year 2076, would we have done it by
then? Sadly not. Will we have done it
when we celebrate the 400th anniver-
sary of the country in the year 2176?
Mr. President, sadly not.

It will, in fact, not be until the year
2202, exactly 206 years from today, 2202,
before Mississippi will finally close the
gap and be the equivalent of New York.
That means that it will be some six to
seven generations before that gap is
closed.

My colleague and friend from Penn-
sylvania is a patient man. He is pre-
pared to wait until the year 2202 to
achieve equity. I am more impatient. I
do not believe that my life expectancy
is going to extend to that year. I would
like to see some more reasonable date
at which we will begin to achieve par-
ity among the States so we can then
expect the States to be subject to a
parity of sanctions and incentives in
terms of whether they have, in fact,
achieved the goal of moving people
from welfare to work.

We have suggested a 5-year transi-
tional plan to achieve that result. The
Senator from Pennsylvania was very
gracious in recognizing that this is a
legitimate concern, and I recognize
that it is not easy to do. You have peo-
ple who have been operating under the
old system with certain sets of expec-
tations. But. frankly, we are asking
lots of people to change their whole
pattern. We are asking people who have
been essentially waiting to receive a
check once a month now to get up
every day and go to work. That is a
change. We are asking communities
that have previously closed the door to
employment opportunities for many of
these people to open the door and cre-
ate the chance for them to become self-
sufficient.

I think that we ought to, as politi-
cians, challenge ourselves, be willing
to make some of the same kinds of ad-
justments in this new system. And cer-
tainly one of those adjustments ought
to be fundamental fairness in the way
we treat American children wherever
those children happen to live in this
great Nation.

That is the purpose of the Graham-
Bumpers amendment. Mr. President, as
I indicated earlier, by unanimous con-
sent I have reserved the right to mod-
ify this amendment up to the time of
the vote on Tuesday. We would be re-
ceptive to further ideas as to how to
better achieve this objective.

I also indicated that my friend and
cosponsor, Senator BUMPERS, will uti-
lize some time on Monday to speak fur-
ther on this matter. I hope that over
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the next few days my colleagues will
study this issue of fundamental fair-
ness—the fact that some 35 States
would be benefited as we move, over
time. toward fairness—and ask them-
selves, is it not time as we change wel-
fare as we have known it to also
'change a pattern of expenditure of Fed-
eral funds which has seriously dis-
advantaged many of the poorest chil-
dren in America?

Thank you, Mr. President.
Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President, if I

could just make one quick comment,
and that is I think the Senator's exam-
ple of Mississippi and New York actu-
ally illustrates the point as to why the
formula in the underlying bill is a fair-
er formula. To suggest the cost of liv-
ing to provide for a poor child in Mis-
sissippi is the same as it is to provide
for a child in Manhattan I think is ob-
vious. It is not the same. The cost of
living in a lot of areas in this country
is substantially lower than it is else-
where. California is one of the States
that would be harmed by the Senator's
amendment. There is a much higher
cost of living in the States that are
highlighted than in the other States.

So there is a disparity. and one of the
reasons that States like Pennsylvania.
California, and New York have to spend
more money is because the Federal
grants are set at a flat level. which
may be very adequate for Mississippi
but certainly not for New York City or
San Francisco or Philadelphia and a
lot of other places. So the States have
had to make up that difference and. in
fact. drawn more Federal dollars as a
result. There is in a sense, it sounds. an
inequity. that a child in Mississippi
should be given the same as a child in
New York when in a sense the child in
Mississippi, to maintain the standard
of living, needs less money than a child
in New York. where the cost of living is
higher.

So that is part of what makes these
discussions on formulas so incredibly
complex and difficult, and very dif-
ficult to resolve. But I think we have
done the best we possibly can.

Mr. President, I yield back the re-
mainder of my time. If the Senator
from Florida is finished. if he will yield
back his time, we will then move on to
the next amendment.

Mr. GRkI-IAJvI. Mr. President. I yield
back the remainder of my time.

I would like to, however. submit for
the RECORD a list of the penalties and
rewards contained in this bill as a
means of underscoring the discrepancy
in the likelihood of States being sub-
ject to sanction or receiving incentives
based on the amount of funds that they
will receive under this bill per child in
poverty.

I ask unanimous consent that "Use of
Rewards and Penalties for the Welfare
Work Requirements" be printed in the
RECORD.

There being no objection. the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
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USE OI REWARDS AND PEIALTIES IOR THE

WELIARE WORK REQUIREMENTS
PENALTIES

Failure to Satisfy Minimum Participation
Rates

Failure to Comply with Paternity Estab-
-• lishment and Child Support Enforcement Re-

quirements
Failure to Timely Repay a Federal Loan

Fund for State Welfare Programs
Failure of Any State to Maintain Certain

Level of Historic Effort
Substantial Noncompliance of State Child

Support Enforcement Program Require-
ments

Failure of State Receiving Amounts from
Contingency Fund to Maintain 100% of His-
toric Effort

Failure to Comply with Provisions of LV-A
Or the State Plan

Required Replacement of Grant Fund Re-
ductions Caused by Penalties

REWARDS

Reduction of Required State Spending
from 80% to 72% for States that Achieve Pro-
gram Goals

Grant to Reward States that Reduce Out-
of-Wedlock Births

Bonus to Reward High Performance States
AMENDMENT NO. 4931

(Purpose: To Change retention rates under
the food stamp program)

Mr. SANTORIjM. Mr. President. on
behalf of the Senator from South Da-
kota, Mr. PgssL., I send an amend-
ment to the desk.

The PRESID]NG OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

The Senator from Pennsylvania EMr.
SANTORUMI, for Mr. PRESSLER, for himself
and Mr. DAscI-II, proposes an amendment
numbered 4937.

The amendment is as follows:
Beginning on page 70. strike line 21 and all

that follows through page 71. line 3, and in
sert the following:

(c) RETEN-TION RATE—The provision of
the first sentence of section 16(a) of the Food
Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2025(a)) is amend-
ed by striking "25 percent during the period
beginning October 1. 1990" and all that fol-
lows through 'setion 13(b)(2) of this Act"
and inserting "35 percent of the value of all
funds or allotments recovered or collected
pursuant to subsecUons (b) (1) and (c) of sec-
uon 13 and 20 percent of the value of all
funds or allotments recovered or collected
pursuant to section 13(b)(2) of this Act".

Mr. DASCHLE. Mr. President. I want
to take a few minutes to explain the
pending amendment. Eliminating food
stamp fraud and abuse is of paramount
importance, both in my State of South
Dakota and across the Nation. Clearly.
if there are steps that can be taken to
curb the fraudulent use of food stamps.
then we, as lawmakers, have a respon-
sibility to take them. This amendment
is one such step, and I believe it is fun-
damentally sound policy.

This amendment provides States in-
centives to police the fraudulent use of
food stamps. By granting States the
authority to retain 35 percent of a food
stamp overissuance in instances of in-
tentional fraud and 20 percent in the
event of nonintentionaj overissuance.
they are encouraged to pursue per-
petrators to the fullest extent of the

law. A recent study by the South Da-
kota Department of Social Services
demonstrated unequivocally that a
two-tiered system. such as the one pro-
posed by this amendment, is far more
effective at encouraging States to pur-
sue food stamp fraud than the flat re-
tention rate system proposed in the un-
derlying reconciliation bill.

Moreover. this amendment has been
scored by the Congressional Budget Of-
fice as having no significant cost. I
urge my colleagues on both sides of the
aisle to support the amendment.

Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President, this
amendment has been agreed to by both
sides. and I ask unanimous consent it
be agreed to and that the motion to re-
consider be laid upon the table.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment (No. 4937) was agreed
to.

AMENDMENT NO. 4930

(Purpose: To strengthen food stamp work
requirements)

Mr. HELMS addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from North Carolina.
Mr. HELMS. I thank the Chair.
I call up amendment No. 4930 which

is at the desk. and I ask that it be stat-
ed.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows.

The Senator from North Carolina [Mr.
HELMS), for himself, Mr. FAIRcI..om, Mr.
GRM, Mr. NIcKLES, Mr. SHELBY, and Mr.
SMITH, proposes an amendment numbered
4930.

Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered,

The amendment is as follows:
Strike section 1134 and insert the follow-

ing:
SEC. i134. WORK REQUIREMENT.

Section 6 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7
U.S.C. 2015), as amended by section 1133. is
amended by adding at the end the following:

(o) WORK REQUIREMENT—
(1) DEPINITION OF WORK PROGRAM—In this

subsection, the term 'work program'
means—

(A) a program under the Job Training
Partnership Act (29 U.S.C. 1501 et seq.);

'(B) a program under section 236 of the
Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2296); or

'(C) a program of employment or training
operated or supervised by a State or political
subdivision of a State that meets standards
approved by the Governor of the State, in-
cluding a program under subsection (d)(4),
other than a job search program or a job
search training program.

(2) WoRK REQUIREMENT_Subject to para-
graph (3), no individual shall be eligible to
participate in the food stamp program as a
member of any household if the individual
did not—

(A) work 20 hours or more per week, aver-
aged monthly;

(B) participate in and comply with the re-
quirements of a work program for at least 20
how-s or more per week, as determined by
the State agency: or

(C) participate in and comply with the re-
quirements of a program under section 20 or
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a comparable program established by a State
or political subdivision of a State.

(3) EXEMPTIONS—Paragraph (1) shall not
apply to an individual if the individual is—

(A) a parent residing with a dependent
child under 18 years of age:

(B) mentally or physically unfit;
'(C) under 18 years of age;
(D) 50 years of age or older: or
(E) a pregnant woman.".

Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, as we so
frequently say around this place. I will
be brief. The pending amendment, of-
fered by Senator FAIRCLOTH and me,
and cosponsored by the distinguished
Senator from Texas, [Mr. GRAMMI, the
distinguished Senator from Oklahoma,
[Mr. NICKLES], the distinguished Sen-
ator from Alabama. [Mr. SHELBY]. and
the distinguished Senator from New
Hampshire, [Mr. SMITH], is very simple.
It requires able-bodied food stamp re-
cipients to go to work for at least 20
hours a week—if they expect to con-
tinue to receive food stamps free of
charge—at the expense, I might empha-
size, of those taxpayers who work 40
hours a week or more to pay the bill.

I must be candid—other food stamp
proposals do not go nearly far enough,
in my judgment, in making workfare a
reality. I do not believe it is fair to
working Americans, many of whom
have to work two jobs or more in order
to feed and clothe their families, to
have to pay taxes to support those who
are not motivated to get off their rear
ends and join the work force of Amer-
ica.

Who knows, Mr. President, if they
tried it, they might like it. If they are
obliged to go to work a little bit for
their free food stamps, they might just
be surprised to discover that it is re-
warding to work regularly and perma-
nently like most other Americans have
to do.

Excluded from the requirements of
this amendment—let me emphasize
this—excluded are young people under
18. although some young people under
18 are busy many nights shooting each
other, parents of youngsters under 18.
physically disabled people, pregnant
women, and people over 50 years of age.

Credible evidence indicates there are
at least 12 million able-bodied people in
this country presently receiving food
stamps, many without doing one lick
of work to get them. My fellow spon-
sors of this amendment and I are sim-
ply proposing that these people must
start working for at least 20 hours a
week to qualify for free food stamps.
That will leave the other 20 hours for
them to get busy and find full-time
jobs so that they can be supported by
themselves instead of the Federal tax-
payers.

I am convinced that there are many
kinds of honest work for food stamp re-
cipients to do. The pending amendment
allows recipients to Sign up for job
training programs at the Federal level
as well as for employment and training
programs at the State level.

The pending amendment puts ac-
countability into the Federal Food
Stamp Program by putting an end to
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giving food stamp benefits to able-bod-
ied people who just refuse to work. If
they are not willing to work, then the
working taxpayers should not be forced
to finance deliberate idleness.

Mr. President. in a moment I shall
move to table my own amendment be-
cause I have been informed that an ef-
fort is being contemplated to try to
avoid an up-or-down vote on it. I want
to go on record regarding the signifi-
cance of what this amendment pro-
poses. and I want all other Senators to
go on record likewise.

So I will move to table this amend-
ment (No. 4930) and ask for the yeas
and nays. And, of course. I will vote
against tabling, as will the other Sen-
ators who are cosponsoring this amend-
ment. and I do hope that there will be
enough Senators who will vote against
tabling to make it a viable amend-
ment.

I am quite confident that some atten-
tion will be given to how Senators will
vote on this tabling motion. So let me
reiterate, just to make it perfectly
clear, that Senators favoring the re-
quirement that able-bodied food stamp
recipients must go to work for at least
20 hours a week in order to be eligible
for free food stamps, those Senators
should vote against tabling this
amendment as I will vote against ta-
bling. Senators not favoring this work
requirement for those receiving free
food stamps should, of course, vote aye.
in favor of tabling the amendment
sponsored by the Senator from North
Carolina.

Therefore. Mr. President. I move to
table amendment No. 4930. Mr. Presi-
dent, I ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. HELMS. Mr. President. I yield

the floor and yield such time as I may
have.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Florida.

Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, our
colleague, Senator LEAHY of Vermont.
was unable to be here this afternoon.
He has asked me to make a statement
on his behalf in reference to the
amendment that has just been offered
by the Senator from North Carolina.

Speaking on Senator LEAHY's behalf:
I oppose the Helnis amendment. It would

deny food stamps to millions of unemployed
workers, including factory workers who have
worked for 10 or 20 years and then are laid off
when a plant closes. The Helms amendment
would replace the tough work requirements
already in the bill with a flat prohibition on
the provision of food stamps to unemployed
workers between the ages of 18 and 50 who
are not disabled and do not have children
under the age of 18. The Senate defeated a
version of Senator HELMs' amendment last
year by a vote of 66 to 32. Under the Helms
amendment, no unemployed worker without
a minor child in the household, no such
worker could receive food stamps unless he
or she was working at least 20 hours per
week in a workfare slot. If the worker was
furloughed or laid off, he or she generally
would be immediately removed from the
Food Stamp Program.
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The amendment does not provide funding

to create wor-kfare positions to which these
individuals could be referred. The amend-
ment simply denies food stamps to laid-off
workers who are looking for a new job but
have not yet found one.

Mr. President, I offer that statement
in behalf of our colleague, Senator
LEAHY.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
record will so note.

AMENDMENT NO. 4936

Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, I ask
for the yeas and nays on the amend-
ment which I offered.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to it being in order? Without
objection. it is so ordered.

Is there a sufficient second?
There appears to be a sufficient sec-

ond.
The yeas and nays were ordered.

AMENDMENT NO. 4938

(Purpose: To preserve eligibility of immi-
grants for programs of student assistance
under the Public Health Service Act)
Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent I may offer an
amendment on behalf of the Senator
from Illinois. Senator SIMON.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, I send
an amendment to the desk for Mr.
SIMON and ask for its immediate con-
sideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Florida IMr. GRAHAMI.

for Mr. SIMON. proposes an amendment num-
bered 4938.

Mr. GRAI-LAM. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
In Section 2403(c)(2)(H), after "1965" and

before the period at the end, add ". and Ti-
tles III. VII, and VIII of the Public Health
Service Act".

Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent all time on this
amendment be yielded back.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President. I ask
the amendment be laid aside.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. GRAHAM. I thank the Chair.
Mr. CRMG addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Idaho.
Mr. CRAiG. Mr. President, my col-

league. Senator SHELBY, from Ala-
barna. will be coming over shortly to
lay down an amendment in relation to
adoption tax credit. In cosponsoring
this amendment with him to the wel-
fare reform bill that would provide a
refundable tax credit for the adoption
expenses. I am excited about this legis-
lation and feel that this is an impor-
tant time to move it.

It has not even been a year since our
last joint effort to pass the amendment
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to H.R. 4. That amendment was over-
whelmingly supported, and I hope my
colleagues will respond to our efforts
today in an equally positive manner.
This amendment provides tax credit
support to families as they struggle
with the bureaucratic process involv-
ing adoption. Many people who are
aware that I have become an adoptive
parent recognize the roadblocks that
all of us face when we choose this
course in the process of building a fam-
ily.

I have had that experience. I do not
want others to have the kind of dif-
ficulty that many families do in this
process. That is why 1 have worked
with others to assure that we make all-
out efforts to build an adoption tax
credit so that adoptive families, or
those who use adoption to build fami-
lies, can find it as rewarding and no
more difficult than those who are suc-
cessful in building a family in a natu-
ral way.

This amendment changes the Inter-
nal Revenue Code of 1986 by providing a
refundable tax credit for adoption ex-
penses. It also excludes employees and
military adoption assistance benefits
and withdrawals from IRA's used for
adoption expenses from gross income.

What does an adoption tax credit
have to do with welfare reform? Frank-
ly. not much, Mr. President, if we are
discussing our current welfare system.
but a great deal, I think, if we are dis-
cussing a dramatically reformed sys-
tem. Then we want innovation and cre-
ativity. The current welfare system
has created a dependence on Federal
programs while the envisioned system
encourages independence. Welfare
spending has been growing at an alarm-
ing pace, but so has the number of chil-
dren living in poverty, and so has the
number of children who need families.

Providing a future for these children
by uniting them with loving families
who can provide not only their finan-
cial welfare but also their emotional
welfare has to be a goal of this Con-
gress. As we move toward a system
that promotes greater strength in the
American family, we ought to encour-
age efforts like this by using the adop-
tion tax credit.

Too often we read stories about the
tragic experiences couples have en-
dured in order to adopt a child. It is my
hope that our work here will lead to
more happy stories and fewer heart-
breaking reports.

Adoption is a too often overlooked
option to get the best of all worlds:
uniting a child with a loving, nurturing
family. I think we need to keep focused
on that single fact by continuing our
efforts to improve this process.

I am pleased to be here again, with
my colleague from Alabama. Senator
SHELBY to offer this important amend-
ment today. We need to give adoptive
families a fairer shake. I urge my col
leagues to support improving access to
adoption. by voting for the SHELBY
amendment.

I certainly hope this Senate will re-
spond as willingly as they did on H.R.
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4 in the inclusion of this amendment in
Our welfare reform package.

Mr. President. I suggest the absence
of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.

The legislative clerk proceeded to
call the roll.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
ASI-3CROF-r). Without objection, it is so
ordered.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President. it was my
intent to send an amendment to the
desk which would strengthen and ac-
celerate the work requirement that is
contained in this bill. My amendment,
in the form of the Levin-Doe amend-
ment, was added to the Senate-passed
welfare reform bill last September. I
offered it, Senator Dole at that time
cosponsored it. and it was adopted.

The reason that I offered the amend-
ment then and support this approach
now is that I believe work require-
ments should be clear and should be
strong and should be applied promptly.

The amendment would add a require-
ment that welfare recipients either be
in job training, be in school, or be
working in private-sector jobs within 3
months of the receipt of benefits. Thaty the heart of the Levin—Dole
amendment.

If private sector jobs cannot be
found, then those recipients would be
required to perform community service
employment. Community service em-
ployment is the backup in the Levin—
Dole amendment, in the approach
which is essential, and it would be re-
cuired that somebody engage in that
community service within months.

This requirement would be phased in
to allow States the chance to adjust
administratively, and States would be
permitted the option to opt out of the
requirement by notification to the Sec-
retary of Health and Human Services.

The bill before us requires welfare re-
cipients to work within 2 years of the
receipt of benefks—2 years. The ques-
tion is, why ivait 2 years? Why should
an able-bodied person receiving welfare
benefits not be required to work for 2
years? That was a flaw in the bill last
time, which was corrected with the
Levin—Dole amendment; it is a flaw in
this bill, which woiJd have been cor-
rected in the lDaschle substitute; and is
now, hopefully, going to be corrected in
a manner that I am going to describe.

But the heart of my approach, which
we have fought for now for 2 years, is
that able-bodied welfare recipients who
are not in private sector jobs, who are
not in job training, who are not in
school, work within months and not be
allowed to go without working for 2
years. There is no reason to wait 2
years when we are talking about able-
bodied people receiving welfare bene-
fits. There is no reason why those folks
should not be working within months.

Last night, I shared with the Demo-
cratic and Republican staffs my

amendment, which would do the same
thing as the Levin-Dole amendment
did last year. We were informed this
morning that the Democratic staff had
been able to clear this amendment on
this side. We were awaiting clearance
on the Republican side.

Earlier today, Senator D'AMATO of-
fered an amendment on this subject.
We have now had a chance to review
the D'Amato amendment. The
D'Amato amendment, with one or two
very technical changes, is the Levin—
Dole amendment. So we are happy to
cosponsor the D'Amato amendment. It
is indeed the same amendment.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
sent that I be listed as a cosponsor of
the D'Amato amendment immediately
following Senator D'AMATO'S name.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, when the
D'Amato amendment was offered, since
the Democratic staff had not had an
opportunity to review the amendment
to see- if it was the same amendment,
to see whether or not it could be
cleared on this side, it was not cleared
on this side at that time. As I said, we
have subsequently had the opportunity
to read this amendment. It is the same
amendment. I am happy to cosponsor
it.

I see no particular reason, unless
somebody wishes there to be a rollcall,
why this ought to be necessarily held
up for a rollcall. It makes no particular
difference to me because I think it will
pass overwhelmingly if it is put to a
rolIcall.

But I do want to inform the Chair
and our colleagues that. as far as I
know, this amendment has been
cleared on our side because, in fact, my
amendment had been cleared on this
side. So I will yield the floor and sim-
ply state that, should the floor man-
agers wish to have a voice vote on this
amendment at this time, as far as I
know on this side that would be fine.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-sent that the so-called Levin—Dole
amendment and the two amendments
that I have referred to in my remarks
be printed in the REcoRD.

There being no objection, the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

LEvIN-DOLE AMENDMENT No. 2486, As
MODIFIED

On page 12, between lines 22 and 28, insert
the following:

(C) COMMUNITY sERvicEs—Not later than 2
years after the date of the enactment of this
Act, consistent with the exception provided
in section 401(d), require participation by.
and offer to. unless the State opts out of this
provision by notifying the Secretary, a par-
ent or caretaker receiving assistance under
the program, after receiving such assistance
for 3 months—

(i) is not exempt from work requirements:
and

(ii) is not engaged in work as determined
under section 401(c)
in community service employment, with
minimum hours per week and tasks to be de-
terrnined by the State.
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AMENDMENT To REQUIRE TANF RECIPIENTS

To PARTIcIPATE IN COMMUNITY SERVICE EM-
PLOYMENT

Section 402(a)(1)(B) of the Social Security
Act, as added by section 2l03(afl. is amend-
ed by adding at the end of the following:

"(iii) Not later than 2 years after the date
of the enactment of this Act, unless the
State opts out of this provision by notifying
the Secretary, a State shall, consistent with
the exception provided in section 407(e)(2),
require a parent or caretaker receiving as-
sistance under the program who, after re-
ceiving such assistance for 3 months and is
not exempt from work requirements and is
not engaged in work, as determined under
section 407(c), to participate in community
service employment, with minimum hours
per week and tasks to be determined by the
State.

AMENDMENT No. 4927

Section 402(a)(1)(B) of the Social Security
Act, as added by section 2103(a)(1), is amend-
ed by adding the end the following:

(iii) Not later than I year after the date
of enactment of this Act, unless the State
opts out of this provision by notifying the
Secretary, a State shall, consistent with the
exception provided in section 407(e)(2), re-
quire a parent or caretaker receiving assist-
ance under the program who. after receiving
such assistance for 2 months is not exempt
from work requirements and is not engaged
in work, as determined under section 407(c),
to participate in community service employ-
ment. with minimum hours per week and
tasks to be determined by the State."

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, I yield the
floor.

Mr. SHELBY addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Alabama.
Mr. SHELBY. Mr. President, I send

an amendment to the desk.
Mr. LEVIN. I wonder if the Senator

would yield?
Mr. SHELBY. Certainly.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Michigan.
Mr. LEVIN. I wonder if I could make

inquiry of the manager of the bill on
the other side whether or not it is their
wish to continue to list this, now the
D'Amato-Levin amendment. for a roll-
call on Tuesday or whether they would
like to have this voice voted now since
it has been cleared on this side.

Mr. ROTH. I say to my distinguished
friend from Michigan that, as he
knows, the yeas and nays have been or-
dered. There are people on this side
who want a recorded vote.

Mr. LEVIN. I thank my friend. And I
thank my friend from Alabama.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Alabama.

AMENDMENT NO. 4939

(Purpose: To amend the Internal Revenue
Code of 1986 to provide a refundable cx-edit
for adoption expenses and to exclude from
gross income employee and military adop-
tion assistance benefits and withdrawals
from IRAs for certain adoption expenses)
Mr. SHELBY. Mr. President, I send

an amendment to the desk and ask for
its immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Alabama Mr. SHELBYJ,

for himself, Mr. Cjtjc, Mr. Grams, Mr.
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COATS, and Mr. HELMS, proposes an amend-
rnent numbered 4939.

Mr. SHELBY. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that further read-
ing of the amendment be dispensed
with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
At the appropriate place, insert:

SEC. . REFUNDABLE CREDIT FOR ADOPTION EX.
PEN5E5.

(a) IN GENERAL—Subpart C of part IV of
subchapter A of chapter 1 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to refundable
credits) is amended by redesignating section
35 as section 36 and by inserting after section
34 the following new section:
SEC. 35. ADOPTION EXPENSES.

(a) ALLOWANCE OF CREDIT—In the case of
an individual, there shall be allowed as a
credit against the tax imposed by this sub-
title for the taxable year the amount of the
qualified adoption expenses paid or incurred
by the taxpayer during such taxable year.

(b) LIMITATIONS.—
(1) DOLLAR LIMITATION—The aggregate

amount of qualified adoption expenses which
may be taken into account under subsection
(a) with respect to the adoption of a child
shall not exceed $5,000.

(2) INCOME LIMITATION—The amount al-
lowable as a credit under subsection (a) for
any taxable year shall be reduced (but not
below zero) by an amount which bears the
same ratio to the amount so allowable (de-
termined without regard to this paragraph
but with regard to paragraph (1)) as—

(A) the amount (if any) by which the tax-
payer's adjusted gross income exceeds
S60,000. bears to

(B) $40,000.
• (3) DENIAL OF DOUBLE BENEFIT.—

(A) IN GENERAL—No credit shall be al-
lowed under subsection (a) for any expense
for which a deduction or credit is allowable
under any other provision of this chapter.

"(B) GRANTS.—NO credit shall be allowed
under subsection (a) for any expenses to the
extend that funds for such expense are re-
ceived under any Federal. State. or local
program.

"(c) QUALIFIED ADOPTION EXPEN5E5.—FOr
purposes of this section, the term 'qualified
adoption expenses' means reasonable and
necessary adoption fees, court costs, attor-
ney fees, and other expenses which are di-
rectly related to the legal and finalized adop-
tion of a child by the taxpayer and which are
not incurred in violation of State of Federal
law or in carrying out any surrogate
parenting arrangement. The term 'qualified
adoption expenses shall not include any ex-
penses in connection with the adoption by an
individual of a child who is the child of such
individual's spouse.

'(d) MARRIED COUPLES MUST FILE JOINT
RETURNS—Rules similar to the rules of para-
graphs (2), (3). and (4) of section 21(e) shall
apply for purposes of this section."

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—
(1) Paragraph (2) of section 1324(b) of title

31. United States Code, is amended by insert-
ing before the period ', or from section 35 of
such Code",

(2) The table of sections for subpart C of
part IV of subchapter A of chapter 1 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 is amended by
striking the last item and inserting the fol-
lowing:
'Sec. 35. Adoption expenses.

"Sec. 36. Overpayments of tax.".
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments

made by this section shall apply to taxable
years beginning after December 31, 1996.
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SEC. . EXCLUSION OF ADOPTION ASSISTANCE.

(a) IN GENERAL—Part III of subchapter B
of chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986 (relating to items specifically excluded
from gross income) is amended by redesig-
nating section 137 as section 138 and by in-
serting after section 136 the following new
section:
SEC. 137. ADOPTION ASSISTANCE.

(a) IN GENEjL,.—Gross income of an em-
ployee does not include employee adoption
assistance benefits, or military adoption as-
sistance benefits, received by the employee
with respect to the employee's adoption of a
child.

(b) DEFINITION5.—For purposes of this sec-
tion—

(1) EMPLOYEE ADOPTION ASSISTANCE BENE-
FITS—The term employee adoption assist-
ance benefits' means payment by an em-
ployer of qualified adoption expenses with
respect to an employee's adoption of a child.
or reimbursement by the employer of such
qualified adoption expenses paid or incurred
by the employee in the taxable year.

"(2) EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE.—The terms
'employer' and employee' have the respec-
tive meanings given such term by section
127(c).

"(3) MILITARY ADOPTION ASSISTANCE BENE-
FITS.—The term 'military adoption assist-
ance benefits' means benefits provided under
section 1052 of title 10, United States Code.
or section 514 of title 14. United States Code.

"(4) QUALIFIED ADOPTION EXPENSES—The
term 'qualified adoption expenses' means
reasonable and necessary adoption fees.
court costs. attorney fees, and other ex-
penses which are directly related to the legal
and finalized adoption of a child by the tax-
payer and which are not incurred in viola-
tion of State or Federal law or in carrying
Out any surrogate parenting arrangement.
The term qualified adoption expenses' shall
not include any expenses in connection with
the adoption by an individual of a child who
is the child of such individual's spouse.
• "(c) COORDINATION WITH OTHER PROw-
SIONS.—The Secretary shall issue regulations
to coordinate the application of this section
with the application of any other provision
of this title which allows a credit or deduc-
tion with respect to qualified adoption ex-
penses."

(b) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.—The table of
sections for part III of subchapter B of chap-
ter 1 of such Code is amended by striking the
item relating to section 137 and inserting the
following new items:
'Sec. 137. Adoption assistance.
"Sec. 138. Cross references to other Acts."

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendments
made this section shall apply to taxable
years beginning after December 31. 1996.
SEC. . WITHDRAWAL FROM IRA FOR ADOPTION

EXPENSES,
(a) IN GERAL.—SubsectiOn (d) of section

408 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (re-
lating to tax treatment of distributions) is
amended by adding at the end the following
new paragraph:

"(8) QUALIFIED ADOPTION EXPENSES.—
"(A) IN GENERAL.—Any amount which is

paid or distributed Out of an individual re-
tirement plan of the taxpayer, and which
would (but for this paragraph) be includible
in gross income, shall be excluded from gross
income to the extent that—

"(i) such amount exceeds the sum of—
(I) the amount excludable under section

137, and
"(II) any amount allowable as a credit

under this title with respect to qualified
adoption expenses; and

(ii) such amount does not exceed the
qualified adoption expenses paid or incurred
by the taxpayer during the taxable year.
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(B) QUALIFIED ADOPTION EXPENSES,—For

purposes of this paragraph, the term 'quali-
fied adoption expenses' has the meaning
given such term by section 137.'

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE—The amendment
made by this section shall apply to taxable
years beginning after December 31, 1996.

Mr. SHELBY. Mr. President, I rise
today to offer an amendment on behalf
of myself. Senators CRkIG, GRAMS,
COATS, and HMS. The amendment
will help provide, Mr. President, homes
for thousands of children who are wait-
ing to be adopted in this country. This
amendment is the same amendment
which was agreed to by a vote of 93 to
5 right here in the Senate during its
consideration of welfare reform this
past fall.

Mr. President, this strong bipartisan
vote shows that the Senate is Commit-
ted—committed—to making adoption
more affordable for working families in
America.

Mr. President, regardless of what
kind of welfare reform we pass in this
Chamber, the grim reality is that the
out-of-wedlock birthrate in this coun-
try is projected to reach 50 percent
very soon after the turn of the century.
which is only a few years away.

Mr. President, we are not far from
having one out of every two children
born in this country born into a home
where there is no father. That is a pro-
found change in our culture which will
have enormous consequences for Amer-
ican society as we have known it. One
of these consequences, no doubt. will be
an increase in the number of children
neglected and. yes. abandoned. It is
therefore more important than ever-
more important than ever—for us to
help find ways to provide for these chil-
dren.

Mr. President, study after study
shows and common sense tells us that
a child is much better off being adopted
by a stable, two-parent family than
being shipped around from foster
homes to State agencies, and back
again. There are currently hundreds of
thousands of children in America wait-
ing to be adopted. But the current fi-
nancial burden prevents many parents
from doing so.

Many people do not realize how ex-
pensive it is to adopt a child. There are
many fees and costs involved with
adopting a child. including maternity
home care. normal prenatal and hos-
pital care for the mother and the child,
preadoption foster care for an infant.
home study" fees and, yes. legal fees.

These costs range anywhere from about
$13,000 to $36.000 according to the Na-
tional Council for Adoption.

Mr. President, I know of many fami-
lies in my State, and perhaps your
State, that would love to adopt a child
into their family but simply do not
have $13,000, much less $36,000 to do so,
As a result of this enormous cost, chil-
dren are denied homes. and parents are
denied children.

Mr. President, the amendment I am
offering today will help make adoption
financially possible for many children
and families. It provides a $5,000 fully
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refundable tax credit for adoption ex-
penses, it also provides that when an
employer pays for adoption expenses
incurred by an employee, the employee
does not have to count that assistance
as income for taxable purposes,

Finally, Mr. President, this amend-
ment provides that withdrawals from
an IRA can be made penalty free and
excluded from income if used for quali-
fied adoption expenses. These measures
are a first step in tearing down the
massive financial barriers to adoption
in this country.

Mr. President. I believe the question
before us today is not if the number of
abandoned children is going to increase
over the next few years; no one dis-
putes that. We know the answer to
that. The real question for us to answer
is, what are we going to do about it?
This amendment would be a big first
start in America. I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

Mr. ROTH addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Delaware.
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I agree

with my good friend, Senator SHELBY,
that we need tax incentives to promote
adoptions. Adoption is good for the
child, is good for the family, and it is
good for society. It was for this reason
that the Finance Committee unani-
mously passed out •of committee an
adoption tax credit bill.

The Shelby amendment, unlike the
Finance Committee adoption tax credit
bill, provides a refundable tax credit.
The Finance Committee decided
against a refundable credit in its legis-
lation because of the very, very serious
history of problems we have had with
fraud in refundable credits,

I also point out that unlike the Shel-
by amendment, the Finance Commit-
tee bill, which, as I said, passed out of
the committee unanimously, provides
not only a $5,000 credit for non-special-
needs adoptions, but also a $6,000 credit
for special-needs adoptions. I think
this is a very important provision of
this legislation that addresses a very,
very special need.

Going back to the Shelby amend-
ment, I must point out also that it is
not paid for. If the Shelby amendment
were to pass, we would be required to
find additional savings in the welfare
bill of $1,515 billion over the next 6
years. The Finance Committee bill, on
the other hand, is fully offset.

Let me also say that I have been as-
sured by the majority leader that he
will schedule the adoption tax credit
legislation which passed out of the Fi-
nance Committee for floor consider-
ation before the end of the year.

Although I strongly support giving
tax incentives for the promotion of
adoptions, Senator SJ-iLBY's amend-
ment is not germane to the welfare leg-
islation. Therefore, it is my intent
when the time on this amendment has
expired to make a point of order.

Mr. SHELBY. The Senator from
Delaware talked about refundables.

Why do we have in our bill a refundable
tax credit? Basically. because many
low-income people in America want to
adopt a child and would not have the
$5,000 tax liability, and thus would not
benefit as much from the Finance Com-
mittee proposal. The adoption commu-
nity supports our version. I hope the
Senate will continue to support it.

I yield back the remaining time, if
the Senator from Delaware will yield
back his time.

Mr. ROTH. I make the additional
comment that under our legislation,
the tax credit can be carried over for 5
years. I believe, therefore, we have ad-
dressed the problem about which Sen-
ator SHELBY is concerned.

I yield back the balance of my time.
It is my understanding the Senator has
yielded back his time.

Mr. SHELBY. I yield back my time.
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I make a

point of order against the Shelby
amendment under sections 305 and 310
of the Budget Act on the grounds that
the amendment is not germane.

Since the amendment, if adopted,
would reduce revenue by $1,515 billion
over the next 6 years, I also make a
point of order against the amendment
under section 310(d)(2) of the Budget
Act.

Mr. SHELBY. Mr. President, I move
to waive any provisions of the Budget
Act which might impinge upon my
amendment, and I ask for the yeas and
nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, the Fnst

amendment is a sense of the Senate
amendment which would state the view
of Congress that the President should
ensure that the Secretary. of the De-
partment of Health and Human Serv-
ices approve some 22 welfare waiver re-
quests submitted from 16 States.

I cannot support such a sweeping
blanket amendment.

My own State of Michigan has a
waiver application pending which was
submitted late in June which contains
some 75 individual waivers. This re-
quest has much merit. The proposal
contains work requirements which
seem to be similar to legislation which
I succeeded in adding to the Senate-
passed welfare reform bill last year and
which I will offer to this bill. However,
we have not been given any oppor-
tunity to evaluate the various waiver
requests of the other 15 States em-
bodied in this amendment. We just do
not know the details of welfare waiver
submissions from Utah or Georgia or
Kansas or Wyoming or other States in-
cluded in the amendment.

The President and the Department of
Health and Human Services have ap-
proved more than 60 waivers, more
than any previous President. I support
this kind of flexibility. I hope that be-
fore this session of Congress ends, we
will have, in law, comprehensive bi-
partisan welfare reform which makes
such waivers unnecessary.
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I want to comment on several other

amendments to the pending legisla-
tion.

I cannot support two Ashcroft
amendments which would mandate
that States take specific actions with
respect to drug testing and with re-
spect to recipients who have not immu-
nized their children. The underlying
bill permits States to test welfare re-
cipients for use of illegal drugs and to
sanction recipients who test positive.
The bill also does not preclude States
from sanctioning recipients who are
negligent in failing to properly immu-
nize their children. Requiring States to
take these actions is not consistent
with the intent of this legislation
which is to provide greater flexibility
to the States to better design their spe-
cific welfare measures in ways that
better suit needs and circumstances in
their States and localities.

I support the Graham amendment to
strike certain provisions relative to
legal. I repeat, legal, immigrants. The
underlying bill goes too far because it
would deny food stamps to severely dis-
abled legal immigrants who have
worked, and then become disabled, and
because it would take food stamps
away from legal immigrants, who wait-
ed their turn and came here under the
rules, retroactively. I will support a
Feinstein amendment which would
make the prohibition against legal im-
migrants receiving food stamp assist-
ance prospective. That is more fair.
That will serve as a warning to future
immigrants that they cannot expect to
receive these benefits, but it does not
yank the rug out from under legal im-
migrants who have played by the rules.

Mr. LIEBER.MAN. Mr. President, the
country's primary welfare program—
aid to families with dependent children
[AFDC]—is a failure, both for those
participating in it and for those paying
for it. What started as a well-inten-
tioned program in the 1930's to help
widows today has become an enormous
program that takes basic American
values—work, reward for work, family,
and personal responsibility_.and turns
them on their head.

The incentives in the current welfare
system contradict our shared values
and motivates harmful behavior by
welfare recipients. Today's welfare pro-
gram financially rewards parents who
don't work, don't marry, and have chil-
dren out-of-wedlock,

The program is failing to move wel-
fare recipients off dependency and into
the work force. It is a factor in the
breakdown of two-parent families and
the buildup of teen pregnancy. AFDC
started as a program to assist families
in poverty but now is seen as a pro-
gram that perpetuates poverty.

Mr. President. there is bipartisan
agreement that our welfare system
must be changed so welfare incentives
reward our society's shared values of
work, marriage, and personal respon-
sibility. Both parties have included
work requirements as integral parts of
their welfare proposals. I believe that
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Democrats and Republicans alike wish
to use our Nations welfare programs
to combat social ills—particularly the
growth in out-of-wedlock pregnancies
among teenagers. I am convinced that
members of both parties are concerned
with the impact of any type of welfare
reform on children—who comprise 9 of
the 14 million recipients of Federal
AFDC dollars.

The first priority for welfare reform
is to put welfare recipients to work.
The public demands that we stop giv-
ing cash to adults on welfare, and start
giving them jobs, and they're right.
Virtually all welfare experts, both lib-
eral and conservative, agree that work
and its rewards are the solution to the
welfare crisis.

We have considerable experience with
work programs. The Job Opportunities
Basic Skills Program. which has come
to be known as JOBS, was passed in
1988 under the leadership of Senator
MOYNIHAN. Evaluations of the JOBS
Program that have been conducted
have shown that the programs have
had some success; they have begun to
make a difference.

Our experience with that program
has taught us several important les-
sons. First, programs that emphasize
placing welfare recipients in jobs as
quickly as possible are the most suc-
cessful and cost-effective. Inevitably,
setting placement as a priority creates
a degree of conflict with other program
goals such as assisting in training and
education. Yet, long delays in job
placement can occur while welfare re-
cipients are routed through a succes-
sion of training programs.

Second, assessing recipients' individ-
ual needs and addressing those needs is
critical to placing them successfully.
Do they have appropriate child care?
Do they need supplementary education
or training? Do they have the skills
and ability necessary for the proposed
job? Little purpose is served in placing
a welfare recipient in a job if their
child care needs can not be addressed.
transportation to and from the job is
unworkable, or special skills are need-
ed.

Third. successful programs form
strong links with local employers and
work hard to maintain those links with
the local employers, who are the source
of the jobs. The work requirements in
the bill before us will apply to over 1.5
million adults. By comparison, ap-
proximately 4 million individuals cur-
rently work at or below the minimum
wage. Finding jobs for an additional 1.5
million adults. without simply displac-
mg current workers, is going to be a
massive challenge.

I am pleased that the current legisla-
tion includes funds for a performance
bonus to States that move people into
real jobs and off of welfare. In the cur-
rent welfare system, income mainte-
nance is the focus—processing applica-
tions and mailing checks to people.
The welfare proposals that I voted
against last fall, equated reform with
savings rather than returning recipi-
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ents to work. We must change that
focus. and put a premium on getting
people into the work force. where their
lives can be sounder on a sounder foun-
dation. States that embrace the 'work
first" philosophy and turn their wel-
fare systems into effective employment
offices ought to be rewarded. Other-
wise, a welfare maintenance system
will be perpetuated.

The performance bonus requires the
Secretary of Health and Human Serv-
ices (HHS) to develop and publish a for-
mula that allocates the bonus fund to
States based on the number of welfare
recipients who become ineligible for
cash assistance because of employment
in an unsubsidized job. The incentive
payments provided by this amendment
will be distributed based on the State's
success in getting long-term recipients
off welfare and into lasting jobs and on
the unemployment conditions of a
State.

I am also pleased to introduce
amendments to reduce teen pregnancy
and help young mothers and their chil-
dren avoid the cycle of long-term wel-
fare dependency. As part of last year's
welfare debate, I joined with Senator
CONRAD to introduce an amendment
that proposed numerous provisions to
prevent teen pregnancy. Most of the
provisions in that amendment are in-
cluded in the bill before us. and I ap-
preciate that very much. The legisla-
tion requires teen mothers to live at
home or in safe, adult-supervised living
arrangements—so-called second chance
homes. It establishes national goals re-
garding education strategies and reduc-
tion of pregnancy rates. It includes a
sense of the Senate provision attacking
pregnancies that result from statutory
rape.

However, there is more that can be
done. The birth rate for single teenage
parents has tripled since 1960, signaling
that the battle against teenage preg-
nancy is ever more critical. The power
to change any community must in-
volve an internal structure at the
grassroots level. The battle against
teenage pregnancy must begin at the
local level. because changing the atti-
tudes and behavior of teens requires an
intimate, hands-on involvement.

My amendment requires States to
dedicate 3 percent of their share of the
title XX social service block grant—an
amount equal to $714 million—to pro-
grams and services that stress to mi-
nors the difficulty of being a teenage
parent. By teaching minors to delay
parenthood. these programs will infuse
our children with a clear understand-
ing of the consequences of teenage
childbearing.

I will also offer an amendment to re-
duce the incidence of statutory rape in
the Nation which many studies link to
teenage pregnancies in the Nation.

Shockingly, the majority of the men
who father the families of teenage
mothers are adults. The National Cen-
ter for Health and Statistics reported
in 1991 that almost 70 percent of births
to teenage girls were fathered by men
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age 20 or older. Moreover. the younger
the mother. the greater the age gap be-
tween her and the father. There are
men who are impregnating girls age 14
and younger. and they are on average
10 to 15 years older, according to a 1990
study by the California Vital Statistics
Section. Similar studies bear Out this
result.

These adult men are impregnating an
increasing number of girls age 11—14.
Despite a slight drop in the overall
teen birth rate in the last few years,
the birth rate for girls age 14 and under
increased 26 percent in the late 1980s.
These girls are not just young moth-
ers—they are children. And sexual
predators are taking advantage of their
inability to form and articulate a deci-
sion about their bodies. In order to
choose abstinence for young girls and
to make this choice clear to adult men,
the Federal Government must focus
some resources on predatory adult men
in order to both stop and hopefully dis-
suade them from their illegal behavior.

Kathleen Sylvester of the Progres-
sive Policy Institute says that the
most recent research indicates that in
those States where awareness of this
problem has been raised. prosecutors
have organized themselves to be ag-
gressive and obtained adequate sen-
tences for convicted offenders. Califor-
nia, Connecticut, and New York have
all established special units in their
district attorneys' offices to target sex-
ual predators and counsel their vic-
tims. Florida is getting tough as well.
Pending legislation would charge a
man over the age of 18 who has inter-
course with a girl under the age of 15
with second-degree statutory rape, a
felony. To spur the other States to fol-
low their example and stop these crimi-
nals, the Federal Government must
send them unequivocal proof that we
are serious in this intent.

To this end, I applaud the inclusion
in the present bill that it is the sense
of the Senate that States should ag-
gressively enforce statutory rape laws.
I propose an amendment which would
add three additional steps for us to
take. First, it appropriates $6 million
to the Attorney General of the United
States to fight statutory rape, particu-
larly by predatory older men who com-
mit repeat offenses. The appropriation
will enable the Justice Department to
pay strict attention to the crime of
statutory rape, as part of its violence
against women initiative. The money
should be used to research both the
linkage between statutory rape and
teen pregnancy. as well as those preda-
tory older men who are repeat offend-
ers. It should also provide for the edu-
cation of State and local law enforce-
ment officials on the prevention and
prosecution of statutory rape.

Second, my amendment requires the
States to work to reduce the incidence
of statutory rape. Activities would in-
clude the expansion of criminal law en-
forcement, public education. and coun-
seling services. as well as the resti-uc-
turing of teen pregnancy prevention
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programs to include men. Third. it re-
quires States to certify to the Federal
Government that they are engaged in
such activities to stop statutory rape.

A 1992 sampling of 500 teen mothers
r'ealed that two-thirds had histories
of sexual abuse with adult men averag-
ing age 27. Another study conducted in
Washington State studied 535 teen
mothers and discovered that 62 percent
of them experienced rape or molesta-
tion before their first pregnancy, and
the mean age of the offenders was 27.
Clearly, the reality of mothers sacrific-
mg educational opportunities to give
birth to fatherless babies and live in
poverty is not a choice but a symptom
and a result of a greater problem.
Large numbers of older men are cross-
ing legal and social boundaries to en-
gage in sexual activity with girls below
the age of consent, and thereby emo-
tionally rob them of their power to say
'no" in later years.

This bill makes strides in demanding
the responsibility of fathers. It stipu-
lates and enforces their duty to own up
to their paternity, to pay child sup-
port, and to set a good example for
their children by working in private
sector or community service jobs. It
should further- impress upon a certain
group of men their duty to refrain from
sexually preying on young girls and
dispossessing them of their fundamen-
tal right to make sexual, educational,
and career choices.

Although the American public sup-
ports tough welfare measures, they are
reluctant to cut people ofF and leave
ciefenseless children without some
means of basic support. Welfare re-
f3rm, therefore, must balance cutbacks
with programs that create training and
employment opportunities. The reform
movement must include a component
that provides those on public assist-
ance with the necessary skills and
tathing required to genuinely compete
in the work force. Welfare reform de-
mands accountability not just from the
poor, but from government as well.

The Senate bill is better than the
House bill in many ways. Welfare must
change to focus on work and on per-
sonal responsibility_but it need not be
unfair to children. The Senate bill con-
tains more funding for child care, it
maintains existing child protection
programs such as adoption assistance,
foster care, and child abuse and ne-
1ect. It does not require, but gives
States the option to employ a family
cap and to deny payments to minor,
single mothers, and it does not allow
States to penalize mothers who can't
work because they can't find or afford
child care.

There are still serious problems with
the Senate bill most of which have to
do with the prospects for children who
parents are not acting responsibly.

Under the proposed bill. States can
opt out of the Federal Food Stamp Pro-
grain and receive a State block grant.
Tnis provision will put many poor chil-
dren and elderly at risk Under a flat
block grant, States will be unable to

meet the needs of poor families during
periods of recession or high unemploy-
ment. The Food Research and Action
Center estimates that 5. 1795 will re-
duce food and nutrition assistance to 14
million children and 2 million elderly
persons due to the overall cuts in the
Federal Food Stamp Program.

The bill repeals the Mickey Leland
Child Hunger Relief Act which removed
the cap on the food stamp shelter de-
duction for low income families. Food
stamp shelter deduction provides fami-
lies who are not receiving housing aid
additional food stamp benefits. The
Senate Finance-passed bill will reduce
cash assistance for families who qual-
ify for this deduction-_forcing them to
choose between providing food for their
children or paying the rent.

The new legislation will also have a
very unfair and potentially very harm-
ful impact on nearly a million legal
immigrants. The bill bans legal immi-
grants, many of whom have been here
over 10 years, from the Supplemental
Security Income ISSI] assistance pro-
gram, Medicaid and food stamps. Re-
cipients of SSI, most of who are poor
elderly or disabled immigrants will re-
main impoverished. The rapid phase-in-
period will leave many who are cur-
rently receiving assistance without
any basic means of support.

The bill also does little to maintain a
contingency fund and serious mainte-
nance of effort requirements for the
States. And it fails to provide suffi-
cient bonuses to States that are suc-
cessful in moving welfare recipients
into unsubsidized jobs:

This bill is far from perfect, but it
can bring some measure of consistency
back to our values and the incentives
in our welfare system. It can lead a na-
tional effort to cut down on the num-
ber of people on the welfare rolls and
add to the number in to jobs. It can at-
tack the intertwined problems of teen-
age pregnancy and welfare dependency.

There is a tragic link between wel-
fare and a host of other problems fac-
ing our society today, including crime,
illegitimacy. drug abuse, poverty, and
illiteracy. This legislation attempts to \
severe that link. In effect, w&re trying
to destroy the welfare cycle and return
welfare to its original purpose—a tem-
porary form of assistance for the very
poor as they seek to work their way
Out of hard times.

If the promise of the legislation is re-
alized, millions of American families
will move off welfare into real jobs,
and we will see a resu1ting decrease in
poverty, crime, illegitimacy, and an in-
crease in economic development and
family stability.

I hope that my amendments will be
adopted so that we can obtain improve-
ments in the conference committee
with the House of Representatives.

AsSETs FOR INDEPENDENCE AMENDMENT
Mr. COATS. Mr. President, many of

the congressional efforts at reforming
the welfare system have focused on the
elimination of the Federal bureauc-
racy, the devolution of Federal author-
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ity. and the transfer of funds to the
State bureaucracy In some respects.
these reforms may be effective and effi-
cient. In other areas. the devolution
will prove too limited in that authority
and funds remain remote from the peo-
ple and communities who would most
benefit from change and who are most
capable of effecting that change

Devolution to the States almost cer-
tainly will not change one critical flaw
in traditional welfare programs—a
focus on income maintenance and
spending instead of a focus on asset-
building and saving. The current wel-
fare system in fact punishes the accu-
mulation of assets by terminating eli-
gibility for assistance when minimal
asset levels are achieved.

There is then a need to help low-in-
come individuals and families, whether
working or on welfare, to develop and
reaffirm strong habits for saving
money and to invest that money in as-
sets rather than spending it on
consumer goods or other items that
may not help lift the individual or fam-
ily from poverty There is particularly
a need to focus on the building of as-
sets whose high return on investment
propels them into economic independ-
ence and personal and familial stabil-
ity.

In addition, there is a recognized
need to help revitalize low-income
communities by reducing welfare rolls
and increasing tax receipts. employ-
ment, and business activity with local
enterprises and builders.

Mr. President, the assets for inde-
pendence amendment approved by the
Senate yesterday would allow States to
use part of their block grant moneys to
establish an individual development
account [IDA] savings accounts to help
welfare recipients and low-income fam-
ilies build the family's assets and
strengthen its ability to remain inde-
pendent from Government income-
maintenance programs.

In some respects, IDAs are like
IRA's for the working poor. Invest-
ments using assets from IDA savings
accounts are strictly limited to three
purposes: purchase of home, post-sec-
ondary education, or business capital-
ization. These purposes are connected
with extremely high returns on invest-
ment and can propel both the commu-
nities and the families benefiting from
the home, education, or small business
into a new economic and personal pros-
perity

Just how might an IDA work? The in-
dividual or family deposits whatever
they can save—typically $5 to $20 a
month—in the account. The sponsoring
organization matches that deposit with
funds provided by local churches and
service organizations, corporations,
foundations, and State or local govern-
ments. With Federal block granted
welfare funds, a State match of these
deposits can also be deposited in the
account.

Just what are some of those benefits?
Most fundamentally, participants will
develop and reaffirm strong habits for
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saving money. To assist this, sponsor
organizations will provide participat-
ing individuals and families intensive
financial counseling and counseling to
develop investment plans for edu-
cation, home ownership, and entrepre-
neurship.

In addition, participating welfare and
low-income families build assets whose
high return on investment propels
them into independence and stability.
The community will also benefit from
the significant return on an invest-
ment in IDA's: We can expect welfare
rolls to be reduced; tax receipts to in-
crease; employment to increase; and
local enterprises and builders can ex-
pect increased business activity.
Neighborhoods will be rejuvenated as
new microenterprises and increased
home renovation and building drive in-
creased employment and community
development.

In fact, it is estimated that an in-
vestment of SJOO million in asset build-
ing through these individual accounts
would generate 7,050 new businesses,
68.799 new job 'ears, $730 million in ad-
ditional earnings. 12.000 new or reha-
bilitated homes. $287 million in savings
and matching contributions and earn-
ings on those accounts, S188 million in
increased assets for low-income fami-
lies, 6.600 families removed from wel-
fare rolls. 12.000 youth graduates from
vocational education and college pro-
grams. 20.000 adults obtaining high
school. vocational, and collecTe degrees.

Source: Corporation for nterprise
Development, The Return of the
Dream: An Analysis of the Probable
Economic Return on a National Invest-
ment in Individual Development Ac-
counts," May 1995.

IDA's are planned or now available
on a small scale across the country. in-
cluding Indiana, Illinois, Virginia. Or-
egon. and Iowa. The assets for inde-
pendence amendment has been devel-
oDed after a review of numerous, simi-
lar, successful programs, and most no-
tably one run by the Eastside Commu-
nity Investments community develop-
rnent corporation in Indianapolis, IN.
Tne amendment incorporates a number
of protections developed with their as-
sistance and based on their experience.
For example, accounts will be held in a
-ust. In addition, sponsor organiza-
dons must cosign any withdrawal of
funds; withdrawals are strictly limited
to home purchase, education, and
microenterprise.

I challenge this Congress to consider
the $5.4 trillion we have spent on wel-
fare programs in the past 30 years.
Have these programs that focus on in-
come maintenance been successful? Do
we honestly believe that we can give
money to low-income citizens and have
them spend their way out of poverty?
Or is it time to consider a new ap-
pz-oach, not just an approach that fo-
cuses on a Federal bureaucracy or even
a substituted State bureaucracy. but
an approach that empowers families
and communities directly to build as-
sets with high returns on investment—
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returns whose economic and personal
growth approaches the exponential?

The assets for independence amend-
ment does just this. It does not con-
centrate on Government programs but
focuses on community efforts to put
high-return assets in the hands of fami-
lies. I am very pleased that we have in-
cluded it in this vital legislation.

coATs-wYDEN KINsHIP CARE AMENDMENT
Mr. WYDEN. Mr. President, I rise in

support of the Coats-Wyden kinship
care amendment, which was agreed to
by the Senate last night. I would like
to thank my colleague. Senator COATS,
for his assistance with this important
amendment.

Grandparents caring for grand-
children represent an underappreciated
natural resource in our Nation. They
hold tremendous potential for curing
one of our society's most pressing mal-
adies: The care of children who have no
parents. or whose parents simply aren't
up to the task of providing children a
stable. secure. and nurturing living en-
vironment.

There is such a great reservoir of
love and experience available to us.
arid more especially to the tens of
thousands of American children who
desperately need basic care giving. We
provide public assistance to strangers
for this kind of care. but the folks
available to provide foster care homes
are in short supply.

It is time that States and the Federal
Government begin to promote policies
that open doors to relatives who are
ready. willing and able to care for
these children. Some States have al-
ready been moving in this direction for
over a decade. Over the past 10 years
the number of children involved in ex-
tended family arrangements has in-
creased by 40 percent. Currently. more
than 3 million children are being raised
by their grandparents. In other words,
5 percent of all families in this country
are headed by grandparents.

However, in many places States still
lack a system that includes relatives in
the decisionmaking process when chil-
dren are removed from the home. I
have heard case after case of relatives
who never heard from the child protec-
tion agency when a grandchild or other
related child was removed from the
home. Once the child was taken, ex-
tended family members had no contact
and no way of finding out what then
happened to the children. Sometimes
brothers and sisters have been sepa-
rated and a grandparent has spent
years in court trying to reunite their
family.

I have repeatedly heard the frustra-
tion of grandparents whose grand-
children, as far as they knew. dis-
appeared in the night. and once the
children entered the State child pro-
tection system they literally dis-
appeared from their families' lives.

The amendment that we proposed,
similar to one that was adopted by the
House last spring, and to language that
has been in almost every welfare bill
since then, would give relatives pref-
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erence over stranger caregivers when
the State determines where to place a
child who has been removed from the
home. It's time we start developing
policies that make it easier, instead of
more difficult, for families to come to-
gether to raise their children.

As we rethink our child protection
system. we need to rededicate our-
selves to looking to families, including
extended families, for solutions. When
a child is separated from their parents.
it is usually a painful and traumatic
experience. Living with people that a
child knows and trusts gives children a
better chance in the world and gives
families a better chance to rebuild
themselves.

Again. I thank my colleague from
across the aisle, Senator COATS, for his
help with this amendment.

Mr. SHELBY. Mr. President, I sug-
gest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.

The legislative clerk proceeded to
call the roll.

Mr. BINGAMAN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

MORNING BUSINESS
Mr. BINGAMAN. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that we go into
morning business with Senators al-
lowed to speak for up to 5 minutes
each.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

THE FEDERAL OIL AND GAS ROY-
ALTY SIMPLIFICATION AND
FAIRNESS ACT OF 1996
Mr. BINGAMAN. After extensive ne-

gotiations over the past year with the
Department of the Interior. the af-
fected States. and the industry, the
Federal Oil and Gas Royalty Fairness
Act is now before the Senate for final
passage. This bipartisan reform of the
Federal Royalty Program is identical
to the version passed by the Senate En-
ergy and Natural Resources Committee
in May.

The Federal Oil and Gas Royalty
Fairness Act will result in a simpler,
fairer and more cost effective way to
administer oil and gas royalty collec-
tions on Federal lands. This is impor-
tant legislation for the independent
producers in New Mexico and for inde-
pendent producers throughout the Na-
tion.

The bill, H.R. 1975, amends the Fed-
eral Oil and Gas Royalty Management
Act of 1982 with respect to royalty col-
lections on Federal lands and the Outer
Continental Shelf. It does not apply to
Indian lands.

The bill establishes a statute of limi-
tations to ensure royalty audits and
collections are final within 7 years
from the date of production; estab-
lishes reciprocity with respect to pay-
ment of interest on royalty overpay-
ments and underpayments; simplifies
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lMr. HEFUNJ was added as a cosponsor
of S. 1505. a bill to reduce risk to public
safety and the environment associated
with pipeline transportation of natural
gas and hazardous liquids, and for
other purposes.

S. 1729
At the request of Mrs. HuTcinsoN. the

name of the Senator from New Mexico
[Mr. BINGAMAN] was added as a cospon-
sor of 5. 1729. a bill to amend title 18.
United States Code, with respect to
stalking.

S. 1897

At the request of Mrs. KASSEBAUM.
the name of the Senator from Mary-
land [Ms. MixuLsi<i] was added as a co-
sponsor of 5. 1897. a bill to amend the
Public Health Service Act to revise and
extend certain programs relating to
the National Institutes of Health, and
for other purposes.

S. 1899
At the request of Mr. STEVENS, the

name of the Senator from Idaho [Mr.
KEMPTHORNEI was added as a cosponsor
of 5. 1899, a bill entitled the Mollie
Beattie Alaska Wilderness Area Act".

S. 1965
At the request of Mr. BIDEN. the

name of the Senator from Wisconsin
[Mr. FEINGOLD] was added as a cospon-
sor of 5. 1965. a bill to prevent the ille-
gal manufacturing and use of meth-
amphetamine.

AMENDNT NO. 4910

At the request of Mr. BiAux the
name of the Senator from California
[Mrs. BOXER] .vas added as a cosponsor
of amendment No. 4910 proposed to S.
1956, an original bill to provide for rec-
onciliation pursuant to section 202(a)
of the concurrent resolution on the
budget for fiscal year 1997.

AMENDMENTS SUBMITrED

THE PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITy,
WORK OPPORTUNITY. AND MED-
ICAID RESTRUCTUG ACT OF
1996

D'AMATO (AND OTHERS)
AMENDMENT NO. 4927

Mr. D'AMATO (for himself. Mr.
LEVIN, Mr. SANTORUM, Mr. GR.AMM, Mrs.
HUTCHISON. Mr. PRESSLER. Mr.
FAIRCLOTH, Mr. CRsJG, Mr. STEvENs.
Mr. BURNS, Mr. SMITH, Mr. COVERDELL,
Mr. GR.ASSLEY. Mr. ASHCROVr, Mr.
BROWN, Mr. THOMPSON, Mr. MCCON-
NELL, Mr. Bo>nj, Mr. GRs. Mr. SL-
BY, Mr. JEFFORDS, Mr. MACK. Mr. MuR-
KOWSKI. Mr. BENNETr, Mr. Lorr, Mr.
DoraCI, and Mr. NICKLES) proposed
an amendment to the bill (5. 1956) to
provide for reconciliation pursuant to
section 202(a) of the concurrent resolu-
tion on the budget for fiscal year 1997:
as follows:

Section 402(a) (1) (B) of the Social Security
Act, as added by section 2103(a) (1), is amend-
ed by adding at the end the following:

(ill) Not later than one year after the
date of enactnent of this Act, unless the
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State opts Out of this provision by notifying
the Secretary, a State shall, consistent with
the exception provided in section 407(e)(2).
require a parent or caretaker receiving as-
sistance under the program who, after re-
ceiving such assistance for two months is
not exempt from work requirements and is
not engaged in work, as determined under
section 407(c). to participate in community
service employment, with minimum hours
per week and tasks to be determined by the
State."

SIMON (AND OTHERS)
AMENDMENT NO. 4928

Mr. EXON (for Mr. SIMON. for him-
self. Mrs. MURRAY, Mr. KERREY, Mr.
SPECTER, and Mr. JEFFORDS) proposed
an amendment to the bill. 5. 1956,
supra: as follows:

Beginning on page 233. strike line 15. and
all that follows through line 13 on page 235.
and insert the following:

(4) LIMrrATI0N ON EDUCATION ACTIVITIES
CourrrED AS WORK—For purposes of deter-
mining monthly participation rates under
paragraphs (1)(B)(i) and (2)(B)(i) of sub-
section (b), not more than 30 percent of
adults in all families and in 2-parent families
determined to be engaged in work in the
State for a month may meet the work activ-
ity requirement through participation in vo-
cational educational training.

(5) SINcI.. PARENT WITH CFflLD UNDER AGE
6 DEEMED TO BE MEETING WORK PARTICIPATION
REQUIREMEWrS IF PARENT IS ENGAGED IN WORK
FOR 20 HOURS PER WEEK—For purposes of de-
termining monthly participation rates under
subsection (b)(1)(B)(i), a recipient in a 1-par-
ent family who is the parent of a child who
has not attained 6 years of age is deemed to
be engaged in work for a month if the recipi-
ent is engaged in work for an average of at
least 20 hours per week during the month.

(6) TEEN HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD WHO MAIN-
TAINS SATISFACTORY SCHOOL ATrENDANCE
DEED TO BE MEETING WORK PARTICIPATION
REQUIREMENTS.—For purposes of determining
monthly participation rates under sub-
section (b)(1)(B)(i), a recipient who is a sin-
gle head of household and has not attained 20
years of age is deemed to be engaged in work
for a month in a fiscal year if the recipient—

(A) maintains satisfactory attendance at
secondary school or the equivalent during
the month: or

(B) participates in education directly re-
lated to employment for at least the mini-
mum average number of hours per week
specified in the table set forth in paragraph
(1).

(d) WORK ACTIVITIES DEFINED—AS used in
this section. the term work activities'
means— ..

(1) unsubsidized employment:
(2) subsidized private sector employment:
(3) subsidized public sector employment:

'(4) work experience (including work asso-
ciated with the refurbishing of publicly as-
sisted housing) if sufficient private sector
employment is not available;

(5) on-thejob training:
(6) job search and job readiness assist-

ance:
(7) community service programs:

"(8) educational training (not to exceed 24
months with respect to any individual);

FEINSTEIN (AND OTHERS)
AMENDMENT NO. 4929

Mrs. FEINSTEIN (for herself, Mrs.
Box, and Mr. GRAHAM) proposed an
amendment to the bill. 5. 1956. supra;
as follows:
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Beginning on page 569. line 15. strike all

through the end of line 10. page 589. and in-
sert the following:

(D) This provision shall apply beginning on
the date of the aliens entry into the United
States.

(3) SPECIFIED FEDERAL PROCRAM DEFINED.—
For purposes of this chapter, the term "spec-
ified Federal program' means any of the fol-
lowing:

(A) SSI.—The supplemenra1 security in-
come program under tit1e XVI of the Social
Security Act, including supplementary pay-
ments pursuant to an agreement for Federal
administration under section 1616(a) of the
Social Security Act and payments pursuant
to an agreement entered into under section
2 12(b) of Public Law 93-66.

(B) FOOD STAMPs—The food stamp pro.
gram as defined in section 3(h) of the Food
Stamp Act of 1977.

(b) Liur ELIGIBILITY FOR DESIGNATED
FEDERAL PROCRA1fS.—

(1) IN GENERAL—Notwithstanding any
other provision of law and except as provided
in section 2403 and paragraph (2), a State is
authorized to determine the eligibility of an
alien who is a qualified alien (as defined in
section 2431) for any designated Federal pro-
gram (as defined in paragraph (3)).

(2) E.xCEPrIoNs.—Qualified aliens under
this paragraph shall be eligible for any des-
ignated Federal program.

(A) Tn-ufr1tD ExcErjioN FOR REFUGEES
AND ASYLEES.—

(i) An alien who is admitted to the United
States as a refugee under section 207 of the
Immigration and Nationality Act until 5

years after the date of an aliens entry into
the United States.

(ii) An alien who is granted asylum under
section 208 of such Act until 5 years after the
date of such grant of asylum.

(iii) An alien whose deportation is being
withheld under section 243(h) of such Act
until 5 years after such withholding.

(B) CERTAIN PERMANENT RESIDENT ALIENs.—
An alien who—

(i) is lawfully admitted to the United
States for permanent residence under the
Immigration and Nationality Act: and

(ii) (I) has worked 40 qualifying quarters of
coverage as defined under title II of the So-
cial Security Act or can be credited with
such qualifying quarters as provided under
section 2435. and (II) did not receive any Fed-
eral means-tested public benefit (as defined
in section 2403(c)) during any such quarter.

(C) VETEiw AND ACTIVE DUTY EXCEPTION.—
An alien who is lawfully residing in any
State and is—

(i) a veteran (as defined in section 101 of
title 38. United States Code) with a discharge
characterized as an honorable discharge and
not on account of alienage.

(ii) on active duty (other than active duty
for training) in the Armed Forces of the
United States, or

(iii) the spouse or unmarried dependent
child of an individual described in clause (i)
or (ii).

(3) This provision shall apply beginning on
the date of the aliens entry into the United
States.

(4) DESIGNAT FEDERAL PROGRAM DE-
FINEI).—For purposes of this chapter. the
term designated Federal program" means
any of the following:

(A) TEMPORARY ASSISTANCE FOR NEEDY FAM-
ILIES—The program of block grants to
States for temporary assistance for needy
families under part A of title LV of the Social
Security Act.

(B) SocL SERVICES BLOCK GRANT.—The
program of block grants to States for social
services under title XX of the Social Secu-
rity Act.

(C) MICA1D.—The program of medical as-
sistance under title XV and XLX of the So-
cial Security Act.
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SEC. Z403. FIVE-YEAR LIMITED ELIGIBILITY OF

QUALIFIED ALIENS FOR FEDERAL
MEANS-TESTED PUBLIC BENEFIT.

(a) IN GENERAL—Notwithstanding any
other provision of law and except as provided
in subsection (b), an alien who is a qualified
alien (as defined in section 2431) and who en-
ters the United States on or after the date of
the enactment of this Act is not eligible for
any Federal means-tested public benefit (as
defined in subsection (c)) for a period of five
years beginning on the date of the aliens
entry into the United States with a status
within the meaning of the term "qualified
alien".

(b) ExCEPrior5.—The limitation under sub-
section (a) shall not apply to the following
aliens:

(I) ExcTiON FOR RE1.JGEES AND
ASYLEES.—

(A) An alien who is admitted to the United
States as a refugee under section 207 of the
Immigration and Nationality Act.

(B) An alien who is granted asylum under
section 208 of such Act.

(C) An alien whose deportation is being
withheld under section 24 3(h) of such Act.

(2) VETEi AND ACTIVE DUTY EXCEPTION.—
An alien who is lawfully residing in any
State and is—

(A) a veteran (as defined in section 101 of
title 38. United States Code) with a discharge
characterued as an honorable discharge and
not on account of alienage.

(B) on active duty (other than active duty
for training) in the Armed Forces of the
United States, or

(C) the spouse or unmarried dependent
child of an individual described in subpara-
graph (A) or (B).

(c) FEDER MEANS-TESr PUBLIC BENEFIT
DEFIN.—

(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), for
purposes of this chapter. the term "Federal
means-tested public benefit" means a public
benefit (including cash, medical, housing.
and food assistance and social services) of
the Federal Government in which the eligi-
bility of an individual, household, or family
eligibility unit for benefits, or the amount of
such benefits, or both are determined on the
basis of income, resources, or financial need
of the individual, household, or unit.

(2) Such term does not include the follow-
ing:

(A) Emergency medical services under title
XV or XIX of the Social Security Act.

(B) Short-term, non-cash, in-kind emer-
gency disaster relief,

(C) Assistance or benefits under the Na-
tional School Lunch Act.

(I)) Assistance or benefits under the Child
Nutrition Act of 1966.

(E) (i) Public health assistance for immuni-
zations.

(ii) Public health asststance for testhg and
treaunent of a communicable disease if the
Secretary of Health and Human Services de-
termines that it is necessary to prevent the
spread of such disease.

(F) Payments for foster care and adoption
assistance under part E of title IV of the So-
cial Security Act for a child who would, in
the abscence of subsection (a). be eligible to
have such payments made on the child's be-
half under such part, but only if the foster or
adoptive parent or parents of such child are
not described under subsection (a).

(C) Programs, services, or assistance (such
as soup kitchens, crisis counseling and inter-
vention, and short-term shelter) specified by
the Attorney General, in the Attorney Gen-
eral's sole and unreviewable discretion after
consultation with appropriate Federal agen-
cies and departments, which (i) deliver in-
kind services at the community level, in-
cluding through public or private nonprofit
agencies; (ii) do not condition the provision
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of assistance, the amount of assistance pro-
vided, or the cost of assistance provided on
the individual recipient's income or re-
sources; and (iii) are necessary for the pro-
tection of life or safety.

(I-I) Programs of student assistance under
titles IV, V. IX, and X of the Higher Edu-
cation Act of 1965.

(I) Means-tested programs under the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act of
1965.

SEC. Z404. NOTIFICATION AND INFORMATION RE-
PORTING.

(a) NOTIFICATION—Each Federal agency
that administers a program to which section
2401. 2402, or 2403 applies shall, directly or
through the States, post information and
provide general notification to the public
and to program recipients of the changes re-
garding eligibility for any such program pur-
suant to this subchapter.

(b) INFORMATION REPORTING UNtER TITLE
IV OF ThE SoCI SECURITY ACT—Part A of
title IV of the Social Security Act, as
amended by section 2103(a) of this Act, is
amended by inserting the following new Sec-
tion after section 411:
SEC. 411k STATE REQUIRED TO PROVIDE CER-

TAIN INFORMATION.

"Each State to which a grant is made
under section 403. shall, at least 4 times an-
nually and upon request of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service, furnish the Im-
migration and Naturalization Service with
the name and address of. and other identif'-
ing information on, any individual who the
State knows is unlawfully in the United
States."

(c) SSI.—Section 1631(e) of such Act (42
U.S.C. 1383(e)) is amended—

(I) by redesignating the paragraphs (6) and
(7) inserted by sections 206(d) (2) and 206(t) (I)
of the Social Security Independence and Pro-
grams Improvement Act of 1994 (Public Law
103—296: 108 Stat. 1514. 1515) as paragraphs (7)
and (8), respectively: and

(2) by adding at the end the following new
paragraph:

(9) Notwithstanding any other provision
of law, the Commissioner shall. at least 4
times annually and upon request of the Im-
migration and Naturalization Service (here-
after in this paragraph referred to as the
'Service'), furnish the Service with the name
and address of. and other identifying infor-
mation on. any individual who the Commis-
sioner knows is unlawfully in the United
States. and shall ensure that each agreement
entered into under section 1616(a) with a
State provides that the State shall furnish
such information at such times with respect
to any individual who the State knows is un-
lawfully in the United States."

(d) iNFORMATION REPORTING FOR HOUSING
PROCR.1S.—Titje I of the United States
Housing Act of 1937 (42 U.S.C. 1437 et seq.) is
amended by adding at the end the following
new section:
SEC. Z7. PROVISION OF NFORMAT1ON TO LAW

ENFORCEMENT AND OThER AGEN-
CIES.

"Notwithstanding any other provision of
law, the Secretary shall, at least 4 times an-
nually and upon request of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service (hereafter in this
section referred to as the 'Service'), furnish
the Service with the name and address of.
and other identifying information on. any in-
dividual who the Secretary knows is unlaw-
fully in the United States, and shall ensure
that each contract for assistance entered
into under section 6 or 8 of this Act with a
public housing agency provides that the pub-
lic housing agency shall furnish such infor-
mation at such times with respect to any in-
dividual who the public housing agency
knows is unlawfully in the United States.".
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Subchapter B—Eligibility for State and Local

Public Benefits Programs
SEC. Z411. ALIENS WHO ARE NOT QUALIFIED

ALIENS OR NONIMMIGRANTS INELI-
GIBLE FOR STATE AND LOCAL PUB-
LIC BENEFITS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any
other provision of law and except as provided
in subsections (b) and (d), an alien who is
not—

(1) a qualified alien (as defined in section
2431).

(2) a nonimmigrant under the Immigration
and Nationality Act, or

(3) an alien who is paroled into the United
States under section 212(d) (5) of such Act for
less than one year.
is not eligible for any State or local public
benefit (as defined in subsection (c)).

(b) EXCEPTJONS.—Subsectjon (a) shall not
apply with respect to the following State or
local public benefits:

(I) Emergency medical services under title
XV or XIX of the Social Security Act.

(2) Short-term, non-cash, in-kind emer-
gency disaster relief.

(3) (A) Public health assistance for immuni-
zations.

(B) Public health assistance for testing and
treatment of a communicable disease if the
Secretary of Health and Human Services de-
termines that it is necessary to prevent the
spread of such disease.

(4) Programs, services, or assistance (such
as soup kitchens. crisis counseling and inter-
vention. and short-term shelter) specified by
the Attorney General, in the Attorney Gen-
eral's sole and unreviewable discretion after
consultation with appropriate Federal agen-
cies and departments, which (A) deliver in-
kind services at the community level, in-
cluding through public or private nonprofit
agencies; (B) do not condition the provision
of assistance, the amount of assistance pro-
vided, or the cost of assistance provided on
the individual recipient's income or re-
sources: and (C) are necessary for the protec-
tion of life or safety.

(c) STATE OR LOCAL PUBLIC BENEFrr DE-
11NED.—

(1) Except as provide in paragraph (2), for
purposes of this subchapter the term "State
or local public benefit" means—

(A) any grant. contract, loan, professional
license. or commercial license provided by
an agency of a State or local government or
by appropriated funds of a State or local gov-
ernment: and

(B) any retirement, welfare, health, dis-
ability, public or assisted housing. post-
secondary education. food assistance, unem-
ployment benefit. or any other sunilar bene-
fit for which payments or assistance are pro-
vided to an individual, household. or family
eligibility unit by an agency of a State or
local government or by appropriated funds of
a State or local government.

(2) Such term shall not apply—
(A) to any contract, professional license. or

commercial license for a nonimmigrant
whose visa for entry is related to such em-
ployment in the United States; or

(B) with respect to benefits for an alien
who as a work authorized nonimmigrant or
as an alien lawfully admitted for permanent
residence under the Immigration and Nation-
ality Act qualified for such benefits and for
whom the United States under reciprocal
treaty agreements is required to pay bene-
fits, as determined by the Secretary of State.
after consultation with the Attorney Gen-
eral.

(d) STATE AUTHORITY TO PROVIDE FOR ELI-
GIBILITY OF ILLEGAL ALIENS FOR STATE AND
LOCAL PUBLIC BENEFITS.—A State may pro-
vide that an alien who is not lawfully
present in the United States is eligible for
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any State or local public benefit for which
such alien would otherwise be ineligible
under Subsection (a) only through the enact-
ment of a State law after the date of the en-
actment of this Act which affirmatively pro-
vides for such eligibility.
SEC. 2412. STATE AUThoRITy TO LIMIT ELIGI-

BU..ITY OF QUALIFIED ALIENS FOR
STATE PUBLIC BENEFITS.

(a) N C L.—Notwithstanding any
other provision of law and except as provided
in subsection (b), a State is authorized to de-
tel-mine the eligibility for any State public
benefits (as defined in subsection (c) of an
alien who is a qualified alien (as defined in
section 2431). a nonirnmigrant under the Im-
migration and Nationality Act, or an alien
who is paroled into the United States under
section 212(d)(5) of such Act for less than oneyear.

(b) ExcErloNs_Qualified aliens under
this subsection shall be eligible for any State
public benefits.

(1) TI-ui.n- EXCEPTION FOR REFUGEES
AND ASYLEES.-

(A) An alien who is admitted to the United
States as a refugee under section 207 of the
Immigration and Nationality Act until 5
years after the date of an alien's entry into
the United States.

(B) An alien who is granted asylum under
section 208 of such Act until 5 years after the
date of such grant of asylum.

(C) An alien whose deportation is being
withheld under section 243(h) of such Act
until 5 years after such withholding.

(2) CERTJN PERMANENT Rsfl)r ALIENS.—
An alien who—

(A) is lawfully admitted to the United
States for permanent residence under the
Immigration and Nationality Act: and

(B)(i) has worked 40 qualifyrng quarters of
coverage as defined under title II of the So-
cial Security Act or can be credited with
such qualifying quarters as provided under
section 2435, and (ii) did not receive any Fed-
eral means-tested public benefit (as defined
in section 2403(c)) during any such quarter.

(3) Vr AND ACTIVE DlJrY (CEPTION.—
An alien who is lawfully residing in any
State and is—

(A) a veteran (as defined in section 101 of
title 38. United States Code) with a discharge
characterized as an honorable discharge and
not on account of alienage.

(B) on active duty (other than active duty
for training) in the Armed Forces of the
United States, or

(C) the spouse or unmarried dependent
child of an i.ndividual described in subpara-
graph (A) or (B).

(4) This proision applies to those entering
the country on or after the enactment.

(c) STATE PUBLIC BENEPTrS DEFTJ.—The
term "State public benefits" means any
means-tested public benefit of a State or po-
litical subdivision of a State under which the
State or political subdivision specifies the
standards for eligibility, and does not in-
clude any Federal public benefit,

Subchapter C—Attribution of income and
Affidavits of Support

SEC. 2421. FEDERAL ATrRIBUTION OF SPONSOR'S
INCOME AND RESOURCES TO AU.

(a) IN GE RAL._Notwithstanding any
other provision of law, in determining the
eligibility and the amount of benefits of analien for any Federal means-tested publicbenefits program (as defined in section
24O3(c)), the income and resources of the
alien shall be deemed to include the follow-
i.ng:

(1) The income and resources of any person
who executed an affidavit of support pursu-
ant to section 213A of the Immigration and
Nationality Act (as added by section 2423) on
behalf of such alei.n.

(2) The income and resources of the spouse
(if any) of the person.

(b) APPLICATION-_Subsection (a) shall
apply with respect to an alien until such
time as the alien—

(1) achieves United States citizenship
through naturalization pursuant to chapter 2
of title III of the Immigration and National-
ity Act: or

(2)(A) has worked 40 qualifying quarters of
coverage as defined under title II of the So-
cial Security Act or can be credited with
such qualifying quarters as provided under
section 2435, and (B) did not receive any Fed-
eral means-tested public benefit (as defined
in section 2403(c)) during any such quarter.

(c) REVIEw OF INCOME AND RESOURCES OF
ALIEN UPON REAPPLICATION_Whenever an
alien is required to reapply for benefits
under any Federal means-tested public bene-
fits program, the applicable agency shall re-
view the income and resources attributed to
the alien under subsection (a).

(d) This provision shall apply beginning on
the date of the aliens entry into the United
States.

HELMS (AND OTHERS)
AMENDMENT NO. 4930

Mr. HELMS (for himself. Mr.
FAIRCLOTH. Mr. NICKLES. Mr. SHELBY.
Mr. SMITH, and Mr. CRAMM) proposed
an amendment to the bill, 5. 1956,
Supra: as follows:

Strike section 1134 and insert the follow-
ing:
SEC. 1134. WORK REQUJREMr

Section 6 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7
U.S.C. 2015), as amended by section 1133, is
amended by adding at the end the following:

"(o) Woix REQUIMr—
"(1) DEFINITION OF WORK PROGRAM.In this

subsection, the term work program
means—

(A) a program under the Job Training
Partrership Act (29 U.S.C. 1501 et seq.);

"(B) a program under secuon 236 of the
Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2296): or

(C) a program of employment or training
operated or supervised by a State or political
subdivision of a State that meets standards
approved by the Governor of the State. in-
cluding a program under subsection (d)(4).
other than a job search program or a job
search training program.

(2) WORK REQUIREMENT._Subject to para-
graph (3). no individual shail be eligible to
participate in the food stamp program as a
member of any household if the individual
did not—

(A) work 20 hours or more per week, aver-
aged monthly:

(B) participate in and comply with the re-
quirernents of a work program for at least 20
hours or more per week, as determined by
the State agency: or

(C) participate in and comply with the re-
quirements of a program under section 20 or
a comparable program established by a State
or political subdivision of a State.

(3) EXEMPTiONS_Paragraph (1) shall not
apply to an individual if the individual is—

(A) a parent residing with a dependent
child under 18 years of age:

(B) mentally or physically unfit:
(C) under 18 years of age:
(D) 50 years of age or older- or
(E) a pregnant woman.".

CHAFEE (AND OTHERS)
AMENDMENT NO. 4931

Mr. CHAFEE (for himself. Mr.
BREAtJX, Mr. COHEN. Mr. CI.aM, Mr.
JEFFORDS, Mr. KERJEY, Mr. HATFIELD.
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Mrs. MURRAY. Ms. SNOWE. Mr.
LIEBERMAN, Mr. REID, and Mr. ROCKE-
FELLER) proposed an amendment to the
bill, 5. 1956. supra: as follows:

Beginning with page 256. line 20. strike all
through page 259. line 4. and insert the fol-
lowing:

(12) ASSURING ICA1D COVERAGE FOR
LOW-INCOME FAMILIES.—

"(A) IN GENERAL_Notwithstanding any
other provision of this Act, subject to the
succeeding provisions of this paragraph, with
respect to a State any reference in title XIX
(or other provision of law in relation to the
operation of such title) to a provision of this
part, or a State plan under this part (or a
provision of such a plan), including stand-
ards and methodologies for determining in-
come and resources under this part or such
plan. shall be considered a reference to such
a provision or plan as in effect as of July 1,
1996, with respect to the State.

(B) CONSTRUCTION.—
(i) In applying section 1925(a)(I), the ref-

erence to 'section 402(a)(8)(B)(ii)(IIy is
deemed a reference to a corresponding earn-
ing disregard rule (if any) established under
a State program funded under this part (as_
in effect on or after October 1, 1996).

"(ii) The provisions of former section 406(h)
(as in effect on July 1. 1996) shall apply, in
relation to title XIX. with respect to individ-
uals who receive assistance under a State
program funded under this part (as in effect
on or after October 1. 1996) and are eligible
for medical assistance under title XIX or
who are described in subparagraph (C)(i) in
the same manner as they apply as of July 1,
1996. with respect to individuals who become
ineligible for aid to families with dependent
children as a result (wholly or partly) of the
collection or increased collection of child or
spousal support under part D of this title.

(iii) With respect to the reference in sec-
tion 1902(a) (5) to a State plan approved under
this part, a State may treat such reference
as a reference either to a State program
funded under this part (as in effect on or
after October 1. 1996) or to the State plan
under title XIX.

(C) EuGmiu-ry CRITERIA.—
(i) IN GENERAL—For purposes of title

XIX, subject to clause (u). in determining
eligibility for medical assistance under such
title, an individual shall be treated as receiv-
ing aid or assistance under a State plan ap-
proved under this part (and shall be treated
as meeting the income and resource stand-
ards under this part) only if the individual
meets—

(I) the income and resource standards for
determining eligibility under such plan: and

(II) the eligibility requirements of such
plan under subsections (a) through (c) of
former section 406 and former section 407(a),
as in effect as of July 1. 1996. Subject to
clause (ii)(H), the income and resource meth-
odologies under such plan as of such date
shall be used in the determination of wheth-
er any individual meets income and resource
standards under such plan.

(ii) STATE OPTION.—For purposes of apply-
ing this paragraph, a State may—

'(I) lower its income standards applicable
with respect to this part, but not below the
income standards applicable under its State
plan under this part on May 1, 1988: and

(Ii) use income and resource standards or
methodologies that are less restrictive than
the standards or methodologies used under
the State plan under this part as of July 1,
1996.

"(iii) ADDITIONAL STATE OON WITh RE-
SPECT TO TANP RECIPIEWrS._For purposes of
applying this paragraph to title XIX, a State
may. subject to clause (iv). treat all individ-
uals (or reasonable categories of individuals)
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receiving assistance under the State pro-
gram funded under this part (as in effect on
or after October 1, 1996) as individuals who
are receiving aid or assistance under a State
plan approved under this part (and thereby
eligible for medical assistance under title
XIX).

(iv) TR&jSrflONAL COVERAGE.—For pur-
poses of section 1925. an individual who is re-
ceiving assistance under the State program
funded under this part (as in effect on or
after October 1. 1996) and is eligible for medi-
cal assistance under title XIX shall be treat-
ed as an individual receiving aid or assist-
ance pursuant to a State plan approved
under this part (as in effect as of July 1. 1996)
(and thereby eligible for continuation of
medical assistance under such section 1925).

"(I)) WAiVERS—In the case of a waiver of a
provision of this part in effect with respect
to a State as of July 1. 1996. if the waiver af-
fects eligibility of individuals for medical as-
sistance under title XIX. such waiver may
(but need not) continue to be applied, at the
option of the State. in relation to such title
after the date the waiver would otherwise ex-
pire. If a State elects not to continue to
apply such a waiver, then, after the date of
the expiration of the waiver. subparagraphs
(A). (B), and (C) shall be applied as if any
provision so waived had not been waived.

CE) STATE OPTION TO USE 1 APPUCATION
FORM.—Nothing in this paragraph, this part.
or title XtX. shall be construed as preventing
a State from providing for the same applica-
tion form for assistance under a State pro-
gram funded under this part (on or after Oc-
tober 1, 1996) and for medical assistance
under title XIX.

(F) REQUIREMENT FOR RECEIPT OF 1UNDS.—
A State to which a grant is made under sec-
tion 403 shall take such action as may be
necessary to ensure that the provisions of
this paragraph are carried out provided that
the State is otherwise participating in title
XtX of this Act.

ROTH AMENDMENT NO. 4932

Mr. ROTH proposed an amendment to
amendment No. 4931 proposed by Mr.
CHAFEE to the bill, S. 1956. supra: as
follows:

In lieu of the matter proposed to be in-
serted, insert the following:

"(12) CONTINUATION OF DICAID FOR CER-
TAIN LOW-INCO INDIVIDUALS.—

"(A) IN GERAL.—Notwithstaxding any
other provision of this Act, a State to which
a grant is made under section 403 shall take
such action as may be necessary to ensure
that—

(i) any individual who, as of the date of
the enactment of the Personal Responsibil-
ity and Work Opportunity Act of 1996. is re-
ceiving medical assistance under title XtX as
a result of such individual's receipt of aid or
assistance under a State plan approved under
this part (as in effect on July 1, 1996). or
under a State plan approved under part E (as
so in effect)—

(I) shall be eligible for medical assistance
under the States plan approved under title
XIX. so long as such individual continues to
meet the eligibility reqturements applicable
to such individual under the State's plan ap-
proved under this part (as in effect on July
1. 1996); and

(II) with respect to such individual, any
reference in—

'(aa) title XIX
(bb) any other provision of law in relation

to the operation of such title:
(cc) the State plan under such title of the

State in which such individual resides; or
(dd) any other provision of State law in

relation to the operation of such State plan
under such title.
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to a provision of this part. or a State plan
under this part (or a provision of such a
plan), including standards and methodolo-
gies for determining income and resources
under this part or such plan, shall be consid-
ered a reference to such a provision or plan
as in effect as of July 1. 1996: and

'(ii) except as provided in subparagraph
(B). if any family becomes ineligible to re-
ceive assistance under the State program
funded under this part as a result of—

"(I) increased earnings from employment:
"(II) the collection or increased collection

of child or spousal support: or
(Hi) a combination of the matters de-

scribed in subclauses (I) and (II),
and such family received such assistance in
at least 3 of the 6 months immediately pre-
ceding the month in which such ineligibility
begins, the family shall be eligible for medi-
cal assistance under the State's plan ap-
proved under title XIX during the imme-
diately succeeding 12-month period for so
long as family income (as defined by the
State). excluding any refund of Federal in-
come taxes made by reason of section 32 of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating
to earned income tax credit) and any pay-
ment made by an employer under section
3507 of such Code (relating to advance pay-
ment of earned income credit), is less than
the poverty line, and that the family will be
appropriately notified of such eligibility.

(B) EXCEVrION.—No medical assistance
may be provided under subparagraph (A) to
any family that contains an individual who
has had all or part of any assistance provided
under this part (as in effect on July 1, 1996.
or as in effect. with respect to a State, on
and after the effective date of chapter 1 of
subtitle A of title II of the Personal Respon-
sibility and Work Opportunity Act of 1996)
terminated as a result of the application of—

(i) a preceding paragraph of this sub-
section;

"(ii) section 407(e) (1); or
'(iii) in the case of a family that includes

an individual described in dause (i) of sub-
paragraph (A). a sanction imposed under the
State plan under this part (as in effect on
July 1, 1996).

CHAFEE (AND OTHERS)
AMENDMENT NO. 4933

Mr. CHAFEE (for himself. Mr.
BREAUX. Mr. COHEN. Mr. GRAM. Mr.
JEFFORDS. Mr. KERREY, Mr. HATFIELD.
Mrs. MURRAY, Ms. SNOwE. Mr.
LIEBER.MAN, Mr. REID. and Mr. ROCKE-
FELLER) proposed an amendment to
amendment No. 4931 proposed by Mr.
CHAFEE to the bill. 5. 1956. supra: as
follows:

Strike all after the first word and insert
the following:

'MEDICAID COVERAGE FOR Low-INCOME
FuIiEs.

"(A) IN GENERAL—Notwithstanding any
other provision of this Act, subject to the
succeeding provisions of this paragraph, with
respect to a State any reference in title XIX
(or other provision of law in relation to the
operation of such title) to a provision of this
part. or a State plan under this part (or pro-
vision of such a plan). including standards
and methodologies for determining income
and resources under this part or such plan,
shall be considered a reference to such a pro-
vision or plan as in effect as of Ju!y 1, 1996,
with respect to the State.

(B) CoNs'rlwc'I-IONs,—
'(i) In applying section 1925(a)(l), the ref-

erence to 'section 402 (a) (8) (B) (ii) (II)' is
deemed a reference to a corresponding earn-
ing disregard rule (if any) established under
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a State program funded under this part (as
in effect on or after October 1, 1996).

(ii) The provisions of former section 406(h)
(as in effect on July 1. 1996) shall apply. in
relation to title XIX. with respect to individ-
uals who receive assistance under a State
program funded under this part (as in effect
on or after October 1. 1996) and are eligible
for medical assistance under title XIX or
who are described in subparagraph (C)(i) in
the same manner as they apply as of July 1,
1996. with respect to individuals who become
ineligible for aid to families with dependent
children as a result (wholly or partly) of the
collection or increased collection of child or
spousal support under part D of this title.

(iii) With respect to the reference in sec-
tion 1902(a) (5) to a State plan approved under
this part, a State may treat such reference
as a reference either to a State program
funded under this part (as in effect on or
after October 1. 1996) or to the State plan
under title XIX.

"(C) ELIGIBILTIY CRITERIA.—
"(i) IN GENERAL—For purposes of title

XtX, subject to clause (ii), in determining
eligibility for medical assistance under such
title. an individual shall be treated as receiv-
ing aid or assistance under a State plan ap-
proved under this part (and shall be treated
as meeting the income and resource stand-
ards under this part) only if the individual
meets—

(I) the income and resource standards for
determining eligibility under such plan: and

"(II) the eligibility requirements of such
plan under subsections (a) through (c) of
former section 406 and former section 407(a),
as in effect as of July 1, 1996. Subject to
clause (ii)(I1), the income and resource meth-
odologies under such plan as of such date
shall be used in the determination of wheth-
er any individual meets income and resource
standards under such plan.

"(ii) STATE OPTION—For purposes of apply-
ing this paragraph. a State may—

"(I) lower its income standards applicable
with respect to this part. but not below the
income standards applicable under its State
plan under this part on May 1, 1988: and

"(II) use income and resource standards or
methodologies that are less restrictive than
the standards or methodologies used under
the State plan under this part as of July 1,
1996.

"(iv) TRANSrflONAL COVERAGE—For pur-
poses of section 1925. an individual who is re-
ceiving assistance under the State program
funded under this part (as in effect on or
after October 1, 1996) and is eligible for medi-
cal assistance under title XIX shall be treat-
ed as an individual receiving aid or assist-
ance pursuant to a State plan approved
under this part (as in effect as of July 1, 1996)
(and thereby eligible for continuation of
medical assistance under such section 1925).

(D) WAIVERS,—In the case of a waiver of a
provision of this part in effect with respect
to a State as of July 1, 1996. if the waiver af-
fects eligibility of individuals for medical as-
sistance under title XIX such waiver may
(but need not) continue to be applied, at the
option of the State. in relation to such title
after the date the waiver would otherwise ex-
pire. If a State elects not to continue to
apply such a waiver, then, after the date of
the expiration of the waiver, subparagraphs
(A), (B). and (C) shall be applied as if any
provisions so waived had not been waived,

"CE) STATE OPTION TO USE 1 APPUCATION
FORM—Nothing in this paragraph. this part.
or title XtX, shall be construed as preventing
a State from providing for the same applica-
tion form for assistance under a State pro-
gram funded under this part (on or after Oc-
tober 1, 1996) and for medical assistance
under title XIX.
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(F) REQUI r FOR RECEIPT OF FUNDS.—
A State to which a grant is made under sec-
tion 403 shall take such action as may be
necessary to ensure that the provisions of
this paragraph are carried out provided that
the State is otherwise participating in title
XIX of this Act.

CONRAD (AND OTHERS)
AMENDMENT NO. 4934

Mr. CONRAD (for himself. Mr. JEF-
FORDS. Mr. KERREY. Mr. LEAw', Mrs.
MURRAY. and Mr. REID) proposed an
amendment to the bill. 5. 1956, supra;
as follows:

On page 8. line 24, strike "for fiscal year
1996" and insert for the period beginning
October 1. 1995. and ending November 30.
1996".

On page 9. strike lines I through 5 and in-
sert the follo.ng:

(ii) for the period beginning December 1.
1996, and endmg September 30. 2001. $120.
$206. *170, $242. and $106. respectively;

(iii) for the period beginning October 1.
2001. and ending August 31. 2002. $113. $193.
$159. $227. and $100 respectively; and

(iv) for the period beginning September 1.
2002. and ending September 30. 2002. $120.
$206. $170. $242. and $106. respectively.

Beginning on page 94. strike line 14 and all
that follows through page 111. line 6.

GRAMM AMENDMENT NO. 4935
Mr. SANTORUM (for Mr, GRAMM)

proposed an amendment to the bill. S.
1956. supra: as follows:

On page 364. between lines 14 and 15. insert
the following new section:
SEC. . DENIAL OF BENEFITS FOR CERTAIN

DRUG RELATED CONVICTIONS.
(a) IN GENERAL.—An individual convicted

(under Federal or State law) of any crime re-
lati.ng to the illegal possession, use, or dis-
tribution of a drug shall not be eligible for
any Federal means-tested public benefit, as
defined in Section 2403(c)(1) of this Act.

(b) FAMILYMns EXEMPT.—The prohi-
bition contained under subsection (a) shall
not apply to the family members or depend-
ants of the convicted individual in a manner
that would make such family members or de-
pendants ineligible for welfare benefits that
they would otherwise be eligible for. Any
benefits provided to family members or de-
pendents of a person described in subsection
(a) shall be reduced by the amount which
would have otherwise been made available to
the convicted individual.

(c) PgoD O PROHIB1TION._The prohibi-
tion under subsection (a) shall apply—

(1) With respect to an individual convicted
of a misdemeor, during the 5-year period
beginning on the date of the conviction or
the 5-year period beginning on January 1.
1997, whichev is latet-; and

(2) with respect to an individual convicted
of a felony, for the duration of the life of
that individual.

(d) EXCEPTIONS_Subsection (a) shall not
apply with respect to the following Federal
benefits:

(I) Emergency medical services under title
XV or XIX of the Social Security Act.

(2) Short-tei-m, non-cash, in-kind emer-
gency disaster relief.

(3) (A) Public health assistance for immunj-
zations.

(B) Public health assistance for testing and
treatment of Communicable diseases if the
Secretary of Health and Human Services de-
termines that it is necessary to prevent the
spread of such disease.

(e) EFFECTIVE DATE—The denial of Federal
benefits set forth in this section shall take

effect for convictions occurring after the
date of enactment.

(f) REGULATIONS—NOt later than December
31, 1996. the Attorney General shall promul-
gate regulations detailing the means by
which Federal and State agencies, courts,
and law enforcement agencies will exchange
and share the data and information nec-
essary to implement and enforce the with-
holding of Federal benefits.

GRAHAM (AND BUMPERS)
AMENDMENT NO. 4936

Mr. GRAHAM (for himself and Mr.
BUMPERS) proposed an amendment to
the bill. 5. 1956, supra: as follows:

On page 196, strike line 16 and insert the
following:

DEFINED—Except as provided in subpara-
graph (C). as used in this part, the term

On page 198, between lines 9 and 10, insert
the following:

"(C) RuLes FOR SCAL YEARS 197, 1998, 1999,
2000. AND 2001.—

(i) IN GENERAL—Notwithstanding sub-
paragraph (A), in the case of fiscal years
1997, 1998. 1999. 2000, and 2001. the State fam-
ily assistance grant for a State for a fiscal
year shall be an amount equal to the sum
of—

"(I) the applicable percentage for such fis-
cal year of the State family assistance grant
for such fiscal year. as determined under
subparagraph (B), and

"(II) an amount equal to the State child
poverty allocation determined under clause
(iii) for such fiscal year.

(ii) APPUCABLE PERCENIAGE.....For pur-
poses of this subparagraph, the applicable
percentage for a fiscal year is as follows:

The applicablo
'1fthc fiscal ycar is: perccntagc is

1997 80
1998 60
1999 40
2000 20
2001 0

(iii) STATE CHILD POVERTY ALLOCATION.—
For purposes of this subparagraph, the State
child poverty allocation for a State for a fis-
cal year is an amount equal to the poverty
percentage of the greater of—

(I) the product of the aggregate amount
appropriated for fiscal year 1996 under sub-
paragraph (G) and the child poverty ratio for
such State for such fiscal year. as deter-
mined under clause (iv); and

(H) the minimum amount determined
under clause (v).
For purposes of this clause, the poverty per-
centage for any fiscal year is a percentage
equal to 100 percent minus the applicable
percentage for such fiscal year under clause
(ii).

(iv) CHILD POVERTY RATIO—For purposes
of clause (iii). the term 'child poverty ratio'
means, with respect to a State and a fiscal
year—

(I) the average number of minor children
in families residing in the State with in-
comes below the poverty line, as determined
by the Director of the Bureau of the Census,
for the 3 preceding fiscal years: divided by

"(II) the average number of minor children
in families residing in all States with in-
comes below the poverty line, as so deter-
mined, for such 3 preceding fiscal years.

(v) MJrJIMUM AMOUNT—For purposes of
clause (iii), the minimum amount is the less-
er of—

"(I) $100,000,000; or
"(11) an amount equal to 150 percent of the

total amount required to be paid to the
State under former section 403 for fiscal year
1995 (as such section was in effect on June 1,
1996).
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"(vi) REouc'rrOr'r IF AMOU?'fl'S NOT AVAIL-

ABLE—If the aggregate amount by which
State family assistance grants for all States
increases for a fiscal year under this para-
graph exceeds the aggregate amount appro-
priated for such fiscal year under subpara-
graph (G), the amount of the State family
assistance grant to a State shall be reduced
by an amount equal to the product of the ag-
gregate amount of such excess and the child
poverty ratio for such State,

(vii) 3-PREC€tINc FISCAL YEARS.—For pur-
poses of clause (iv). the term '3-precedmg
fiscal years means the 3 most recent fiscal
years preceding the current fiscal year for
which data are available.

(D) PUBLICATION OF ALLOCATIONS—Not
later than January 15 of each calendar year.
the Secretary shall publish in the Federal
Register the amount of the family assistance
grant to which each State is entitled under
this paragraph for the fiscal year that begins
on October 1 of such calendar year.

On page 198, line 10. strike "(C)" and insert

On page 200. line II. strike '(D)" and insert
"(F)".

On page 200. line 17. strike "(C)" and insert

On page 200. line 23. strike "(C)' and insert

On page 201, line 5. strike "(C)" and insert

On page 201, line 20. strike "(C)' and insert

On page 201. line 25. strike "(C)" and insert

On page 202. line 5, strike "(C)" and insert

On page 202, line 9, strike '(E)" and insert

Beginnmg with page 205. line 4. strike all
through page 211. line 3.

PRESSLER (AND DASCHLE)
AMENDMENT NO. 4937

Mr. SANTORUM (for Mr. Pij
for himself and Mr. DASCHLE) proposed
an amendment to the bill. 5. 1956.
supra: as follows:

Begmning on page 70. strike line 21 and all
that follows through page 71. line 3. and m-
sert the following:

(c) RETENTION RATE—The provision of the
first sentence of section 16(a) of the Food
Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2025(a)) is amend-
ed by striking" 25 percent during the period
beginning October 1. 1990" and all that fol-
lows through "section 13(b)(2) of this Act"
and inserting '35 percent of the value of all
funds or allotments recovered or collected
pursuant to subsections (b) (1) and (c) of sec-
tion 13 and 20 percent of the value of all
funds or allotments recovered or collected
pursuant to section 13(b)(2) of this Act".

SIMON AMENDMENT NO. 4938
Mr. GRAHAM (for Mr. SIMON) pro-

posed an amendment to the bill. S.
1956. Supra: as follows:

In Section 2403(c)(2)(Ifl, after "1965" and
before the period at the end, add ", and Ti-
tles UI, VII, and VIII of the Public Health
Service Act".

SHELBY (AND OTHERS)
AMENDMENT NO. 4939

Mr. SHELBY (for himself, Mr. Cic.
Mr. GMS. Mr. COATS, and Mr. HELMS)
proposed an amendment to the bill, S.
1956. supra; as follows:

At the appropriate place, insert:
SEC. . REFUNDABLE CREDIT FOR ADOPTION EX.

PENSES.
(a) IN GENERAL—Subpart C of part IV of

subchapter A of chapter 1 of the Internal
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Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to refundable
credits) is amended by redesignating section
35 as section 36 and by inserting after section
34 the following new section:
SEC. 35. ADOPTION DPENSES.

(a) Al OW&JCE OF CREDIT.—In the case of
an individual, there shall be allowed as a
credit against the tax imposed by this sub-
title for the taxable year the amount of the
qualified adoption expenses paid or incurred
by the taxpayer during such taxable year.

(b) LIMITATIONS.—
(1) DOLLAR LIMiTATION.—The aggregate

amount of qualified adoption expenses which
may be taken into account under subsection
(a) with respect to the adoption of a child
shall not exceed S5,000.

(2) INCOME LIMiTATION.—The amount al-
lowable as a credit under subsection (a) for
any taxable year shall be reduced (but not
below Zero) by an amount which bears the
same ratio to the amount so allowable (de-
termined without regard to this paragraph
but with regard to paragraph (1)) as—

(A) the amount (if any) by which the tax-
payer's adjusted gross income exceeds
$60,000, bears to

(B) S40,000.
(3) DENL1.. OF DOUBLE BENEFIT.—

"(A) IN GEJ\tRAL,—No credit shall be al-
lowed under subsection (a) for any expense
for which a deduction or credit is allowable
under any other provision of this chapter.

(B) GRANTS—No credit shall be allowed
under subsection (a) for any expense to the
extent that funds for such expense are re-
ceived under any Federal. State, or local
program.

(c) QUALlE ADOPTION EXPENSES.—For
purposes of this section. the term 'qualified
adoption expenses' means reasonable and
necessary adoption fees, court costs, attor-
ney fees, and other expenses which are di-
rectly related to the legal and finalized adop-
tion of a child by the taxpayer and which are
not incurred in violation of State or Federal
law or in carrying Out any surrogate
parenting arrangement. The term qualified
adoption expenses' shall not include any ex-
penses in connection with the adoption by an
individual of a child who is the child of such
individual's spouse.

(d) MARRED COUPLES MUST VILE JOINT
RETUR1,S.—RU1eS similar to the rules of para-
graphs (2). (3). and (4) of section 21(e) shall
apply for purposes of this section."

(b) CONFORIG AMENDMENTS.—
(1) Paragraph (2) of section 1324(b) of title

31, United States Code, is amended by insert-
ing before the period '. or from section 35 of
such Code".

(2) The table of sections for subpart C of
part IV of subchapter A of chapter 1 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 is amended by
striking the last item and inserting the fol-
lowing:
'Sec. 35. Adoption expenses.
"Sec. 36. Overpayments of tax.".

(c) EF1cnvE DATh.—The amendments
made by this section shall apply to taxable
years beginning after December 31. 1996.
SEC. . EXCLUSION OF ADOFflON ASSISTANCE.

(a) IN Gr.R,&i—Part III of subchapter B
of chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986 (relating to items specifically excluded
from gross income) is amended by redesig-
nating section 137 as section 138 and by in-
serting after section 136 the following new
section:
SEC. 137. ADOPTION ASSISTANCE.

(a) IN GE1L.—Gross income of an em-
ployee does not include employee adoption
assistance benefits, or military adoption as-
sistance benefits, received by the employee
with respect to the employee's adoption of a
child.
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(b) DEFINITIONS—For purposes of this sec-

tion—
(1) EMPLOYEE ADOPTION ASSISTANCE BENE-

FITS—The term employee adoption assist-
ance benefits' means payment by an em-
ployer of qualified adoption expenses with
respect to an employee's adoption of a child.
or reimbursement by the employer of such
qualified adoption expenses paid or incurred
by the employee in the taxable year.

(2) EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE—The terms
employer' and employee have the respec-
tive meanings given such terms by section
127(c).

(3) MILITARY ADOPTION ASSISTANCE BENE-
FITS.—The tel-rn military adoption assist-
ance benefits' means benefits provided under
section 1052 of title 10, United States Code,
or section 514 of title 14, United States Code.

(4) QUALIFIED ADOPTION EXPENSES.—The
term 'qualified adoption expenses' means
reasonable and necessary adoption fees,
court costs, attorney fees, and other ex-
penses which are directly related to the legal
and finalized adoption of a child by the tax-
payer and which are not incurred in viola-
tion of State or Federal law or in carrying
Out any surrogate parenting arrangement.
The term 'qualified adoption expenses shall
not include any expenses in connection with
the adoption by an individual of a child who
is the child of such individual's spouse.

(c) COORDINATION WITH OTHER PROVI-
SIONS.—The Secretary shall issue regulations
to coordinate the application of this section
with the application of any other provision
of this title which allows a credit or deduc-
tion with respect to qualified adoption ex-
penses.'

(b) CLERICAL A1NvNT.—The table of
sections for part III of subchapter B of chap-
ter 1 of such Code is amended by striking the
item relating to section 137 and inserting the
following new items:
'Sec. 137, Adoption assistance.
"Sec. 138. Cross references to other Acts.'

(c) EFFFcr1vE DATE.—The amendments
made this section shall apply to taxable
years beginning after December 31. 1996.
SEC. WITHDRAWAL FROM IRA FOR AflOPTION

EXPENSES.
(a) IN GENERAL.—Subsection (d) of section

408 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (re-
lating to tax treatment of distributions) is
amended by adding at the end the following
new paragraph:

•'(8) QUAUFIW ADOPTION ENSES.—
• (A) IN GENERAL—Any amount which is

paid or distributed Out of an individual re-
tirement plan of the taxpayer, and which
would (but for this paragraph) be includible
in gross income, shall be excluded from gross
income to the extent that—

"(1) such amount exceeds the sum of—
(I) the amount excludable under section

137. and
"(II) any amount allowable as a credit

under this title with respect to qualified
adoption expenses: and

"(ii) such amount does not exceed the
qualified adoption expenses paid or incurred
by the taxpayer during the taxable year.

"(B) QUALIFIED ADOPTION EXPENSES.—For
purposes of this paragraph, the term quali-
fled adoption expenses has the meaning
given such tel-rn by section 137,"

(b) EFFECTIVE DATh.—The amendment
made by this section shall apply to taxable
years beginning after December 31, 1996.

NOTICES OF HEARINGS
COMMITTEE ON ENERCY AND NATURAL

RESOURCES

Mr. MURKOWSKI. Mr. President. I
would like to announce for the public

July 19, 1996
that the hearing scheduled before the
full Energy and Natural Resources
Committee to receive testimony re-
garding 5. 1678, the Department of En-
ergy Abolishment Act, has been post.
poned. The hearing was scheduled to
take place on Tuesday, July 23, 1996, at
9:30 am., in room SD-366 of the Dirk-
sen Senate Office Building in Washing-
ton, DC, and will be rescheduled later,

For further information, please call
Karen Hunsicker. counsel (202) 224—3543
or Betty Nevitt, staff assistant at (202)
224—0765.

SUBCOMMITTEE ON FORESTS AND PUBLIC LANDS

Mr. CRAIG. Mr. President, I would
like to announce for the public that
the hearing scheduled before the Sub-
committee on Forests and Public
Lands of the Committee on Energy and
Natural Resources to receive testi-
mony regarding 5. 931, 5. 1564, 5, 1565.
5. 1649, 5. 1719, and 5. 1921, bills relat-
ing to the Bureau of Reclamation, has
been postponed from Tuesday, July 30,
1996, at 2:30 p.m., to Thursday, Septem-
ber 5. 1996. at 2 p.m. and will take place
in room SD-366 of the Dirksen Senate
Office Building in Washington, DC.

For further information, please call
James P. Beirne, senior counsel (202)
224—2564 or Betty Nevitt, staff assistant
at (202) 224—0765.

COMMITrEE ON ENERCY AND NATURAL
RESOURCES

Mr. MURKOWSKI. Mr. President, I
would like to announce for the public
that an oversight hearing has been
scheduled before the Committee on En-
ergy and Natural Resources.

The hearing will take place Thurs-
day, August 1, 1996, at 2 p.m. in room
SD-366 of the Dirksen Senate Office
Building in Washington, DC.

The purpose of this oversight hearing
is to receive testimony on the imple-
mentation of section 2001 of Public Law
104—19, the emergency timber salvage
amendment.

Those who wish to submit written
statements should write to the Com-
mittee on Energy and Natural Re-
sources, U.S. Senate, Washington, DC
20510. For further information, please
call Judy Brown or Mark Rey at (202)
224—6170.

AUTHORITY FOR COMMITTEE TO
MEET

COMUTFEE ON FOREICN RELATIONS
Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President, I

ask unanimous consent that the Com-
mittee on Foreign Relations be author-
ized to meet during the session of the
Senate on Friday, July 19, at 11:30 am.
in S—116.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS

TRIBUTE TO AMERICAN LEGION
POST No. 88 AS THEY DEDICATE
THEIR WAR MEMORIAL

• Mr. SMITH. Mr. President. I rise
today to recognize American Legion
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RECOGNITION OF THE ACTING

MAJORITY LEADER
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The

able chairman of the Budget Commit-
tee, Senator DoNICI, is recognized.

SCHEDULE
Mr. DOMENICI. This morning the

Senate will immediately resume con-
sideration of the reconciliation bill
until the hour of 2 p.m. Any Senator
still intending to offer an amendment
to that bill must do so prior to that
time. tinder the consent agreement
reached on Friday, all previously or-
dered votes on amendments as well as
votes ordered today will begin at 9:30
a.m. tomorrow morning. No rollcall
votes will occur today. However, all
Senators should be notified that there
will be a lengthy series of rollcall votes
on Tuesday morning. Also, at 2 o'clock
today the Senate will begin the Agri-
culture appropriations bill, and once
again any votes ordered in relation to
that bill will occur following the
stacked votes at 9:30 a.m. tomorrow
morning.

PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY.
WORK OPPORTUNITY. AND MED-
ICAID RESTRUCTURING ACT OF
1996

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
-— -. .- clerk will report the bill.

The legislative clerk read as follows:
A bill (S. 1956) to provide for reconciliation

pursuant to section 202(a) of the concurrent
resolution on the budget for the fiscal year
1997.

The Senate resumed consideration of
the bill.

Pending:
Faircioth amendment No. 4905. to prohibit

recruitment activities in SSI outreach pro-
grams, demonstration projects. and other ad-
ministrative activities.

Harkin amendment No. 4916. to strike sec-
tiOn 1253. relating to child nutrition require-
ments.

DAmato amendment No. 4927. to require
welfare recipients to participate in gainful
community sex-vice.

Exon (for Simon) amendment No. 4928. to
increase the number of adults and to extend
the period of time in which educational
training activities may be counted as work.

Feinstein-Boxer amendment No. 4929. to
provide that the ban on supplemental secu-
rity income benefits apply to those aliens en-
tering the country on or after the enactment
of this bill.

Chafee amendment No. 4931, to maintain
current eligibility standards for Medicaid
and provide additional State flexibility.

Roth amendment No. 4932 (to amendment
No. 4931). to maintain the eligibility for Med-
icaid for any individual who is receiving
Medicaid based on their receipt of AFDC.
foster care or adoption assistance, and to
provide transitional Medicaid for families
moving from welfare to work.

Chafee amendment No. 4933 (to amendment
No. 4931). to maintain current eligibility
standards for Medicaid and provide addi-
tional State flexibility.

Conrad amendment No. 4934, to eliminate
the State food assistance block grant.

Santorum (for Gramm) amendment No.
4935. to deny welfare benefits to individuals
convicted of illegal drug possession, use or
distribution.

Graham amendment No. 4936. to modif'
the formula for determining a State family
assistance grant to include the number of
children in poverty residing in a State.

Helms amendment No. 4930, to strengthen
food stamp work requirements.

Graham (for Simon) amendment No. 4938.
to preserve eligibility of immigrants for pro-
grams of student assistance under the Public
Health Service Act.

Shelby amendment No. 4939. to provide a
refundable credit for adoption expenses and
to exclude from gross income employee and
military adoption assistance benefits and
withdrawals from IRAs for certain adoption
expenses.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, let me
summarize where we are for Senators
and staffers. We have used approxi-
mately 16 of the 20-hour statutory
time. Amendments can be offered and
debated today between 10 a.m. and 2
p.m. The amendments have to be on
the general list of amendments agreed
to last Thursday.

• This "bullet" symbol identifies statements or insertions which are not spoken by a Member of the Senate on the floor.
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The Senate met at 10 a.m., and was
called to order by the President pro
tempore [Mr. TwJRMoND}.
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As of today. we will have disposed of

over 23 amendments. We have had 10
rollcall votes and 13 voice votes. As of
Friday night. we have 15 amendments
pending for possible votes beginning to-
morrow at 9:30. and we could add to
that list today as many as another 19
amendments. I am not saying we will,
but we cou'd if all of those remaining
on the agreed-on list that we agreed on
Thursday night are offered today. So it
is possible that beginning tomorrow we
could have as many as 34 rollcall votes
but certainly at least 20, not counting
final passage.

It is my understanding that the dis-
Unguished Senator from Kentucky
[\lr. FoJ, is first. It is on that side.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
distinguished Democratic whip is rec-
ognized.

AMENDMENT NO. 4940

(Purpose: To allow States the option to pro-
vide non-cash assistance to children after
the 5-year time limit. as provided in report
No. 104—430 (the conference report to H.R. 4

— as passed during the 1st session of the 104th
Congress))
Mr. FORD. Mr. President. I send an

amendment to the desk and ask for its
immediate consideration.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
clerk will report.

The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Kentucky [Mr. F0RDJ

proposes an amendment numbered 4940.
Mr. FORD. Mr. President, I ask unan-

imous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. With-
out objection. it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
• On page 250. line 4, insert cash" before
'assistance".

Mr. FORD. Mr. President. this is an
amendment that I think could almost
be accepted. Although we could not
aQree on the Breaux amendment of last
week regarding noncash assistance for
children. I hope we can agree on this
one. One of the reasons welfare reform
is so complicated is that it is usually
hard to separate the adults on welfare
from the children. Many want to get
tougher on the adults, especially those
who have been on welfare for a long pe-
riod of time. But I do not hear anyone
who says get tougher on children. This
amendment separates those issues be-
cause it is about how we as a Nation
are ultimately responsible for the wel-
fare of our children.

Under the Republican bill, after 5
years. States may not use any Federal
block grant money to assist families
whatsoever. This applies to cash and
noncash benefits as well. The current
bill goes much further than H.R. 4.
which passed Congress last year and
was vetoed by the President. In my
view, this makes the bill much tougher
on children. H.R. 4 prohibited cash as-
sistance after 5 years. It did not pro-
hibit noncash assistance like vouchers
that could be used for clothing or medi-
cine or other needs of our children.

My amendment makes this bill iden-
tical to H.R. 4 by allowing States to
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use Federal b'ock grant funds to pro-
vide noncash assistance after adults on
welfare have reached their 5-year limit.

If you favor State flexibility, you
shou'd support this amendment. Some
supporters of this bill have said State
flexibility is one of their top priorities,
yet on this issue the bill is less flexible
than H.R. 4. We say send this welfare
reform back to the States, but yet we
say: States, do it the way we tell you
to do it. That is not flexibility for the
States.

The National Governors' Association
supports this amendment. This amend-
ment does not increase the cost of the
bill, nor add to the deficit. It deals
with how the Federal block grant funds
allocated to each State may be used.
And so. Mr. President, in a letter dated
June 26. 1996, the National Governors'
Conference urged support for an
amendment to apply the time limit in
the bill only to cash assistance.

I ask unanimous consent that a copy
of this letter be printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection. the letter
was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

NATIONAL GOVERNORS AssociATioN,
äshingron, DC, June 26. 1996.

SENATE FINANcE COMMITTEE.
• U.S. Senate, Washington. DC.

DEAR FiNANCE COMMITTEE MEMBER: The na-
tion's Governors appreciate that 5. 1795, as
introduced, incorporated many of the Na-
tional Governors' Association's (NGA) rec-
ommendations on welfare reform. NGA hopes
that Congress will continue to look to the
Governors' bipartisan efforts on a welfare re-
form policy and build on the lessons learned
through a decade of state experimentation in
welfare reform.

However, upon initial review of the Chair-
man's mark, NGA believes that many of the
changes contained in the mark are con-
tradictory to the NGA bipartisan agreement.
The mark includes unreasonable modifica-
tions to the work requirement, and addi-
tional administrative burdens, restrictions
and penalties that are unacceptable. Gov-
ernors believe these changes in the Chair-
mans mark greatly restrict state flexibility
and will result in increased, unfunded costs
for states, while at the same time undermin-
ing states ability to implement effective wel-
fare reform programs. These changes threat-
en the ability of Governors to provide any
support for the revised welfare package, and
may. in fact, result in Governors opposing
the bill.

As you mark up the welfare provisions of
5. 1795. the Personal Responsibility and
Work Opportunity Act of 1996, NGA strongly
urges you to consider the recommendations
contained in the welfare reform policy
adopted unanimously by the nation's Gov-
ernors in February. Governors believe that
these changes are needed to create a welfare
reform measure that will foster independ-
ence and promote responsibility, provide
adequate support for families that are en-
gaged in work, and accord states the flexibil-
ity and resources they need to transform
welfare into a transitional program leading
to work.

Below is a partial list of amendments that
may be offered during the committee mark-
up and revisions included in the Chairman's
mark that are either opposed or supported
by NGA. This list is not meant to be exhaus-
tive, and there may be other amendments or
revisions of interest or concern to Governors
that are not on this list. In the NGA welfare
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reform policy, the Governors did not take a
position on the provisions related to benefits
for immigrants, and NGA will not be making
recommendations on amendments in these
areas. As you mark up 5. 1795. NGA urges
you to consider the following recommenda-
tions based on the policy statement of the
nation's Governors on welfare reform,

THE GOVERNORS URGE YOU TO SUPPORT THE
FOLLOwING AMENDMEN,Ts:

Support the amendment to permit states
to count toward the work participation rate
calculation those individuals who have left
welfare for work for the first six months that
they are in the workforce (Breaux). The Gov-
ernors believe states should receive credit in
the participation rate for successfully mov-
ing people off of welfare and into employ-
ment, thereby meeting one of the primary
goals of welfare reform. This will also pro-
vide states with an incentive to expand their
job retention efforts.

Support the amendment that applies the
time limit only to cash assistance (Breaux).
5. 1795 sets a sixty-month lifetime limit on
any federally funded assistance under the
block grant. This would prohibit states from
using the block grant for important work
supports such as transportation orjob reten-
tion counseling after the five-year limit.
Consistent with the NGA welfare reform pol-
icy, NGA urges you to support the Breaux
amendment that would apply the time limit
only to cash assistance.

Support the amendment to restore funding
for the Social Service Block Grant (Rocke-
feller). This amendment would limit the cut
in the Social Sex-vices Block Grant (SSBG)
to 10 percent rather than 20 percent. States
use a significant portion of their SSBG funds
for child care for low-income families. Thus,
the additional cut currently contained in S.
1795 negates much of the increase in child
care funding provided under the bill,

Support technical improvements to the
contingency fund (Breawc). Access to addi-
tional matching funds is critical to states
during periods of economic recession. NGA
supports two amendments proposed by Sen-
ator Breaux. One clarifies the language re-
lating to maintenance of effort in the contin-
gency fund and another modifies the fund so
states that access the contingency fund dur-
ing only part of the year are not penalized
with a less advantageous match rate.

Support the amendment to extend the 75
percent enhanced match rate through fiscal
1997 for statewide automated child welfare
information systems (SAC WIS), (Chafee.
Rockefeller). Although not specifically ad-
dressed in the NGA policy, this extension is
important for many states that are trying to
meet systems requirements that wiil
strengthen their child welfare and child pro-
tection efforts.

Governors urge you to oppose amendments
or revisions to the Chairman's mark that
would limit state flexibility, create unrea-
sonable work requirements,impose new man-
dates, or encroach on the ability of each
state to direct resources and design a welfare
reform program to meet its unique needs.

In the area of work, Governors strongly op-
pose any efforts to increase penalties. in-
crease work participation rates, further re-
strict what activities count toward the work
participation rate or change the hours of
work required. The Governors' policy in-
cluded specific recommendations in these
areas, many of which were subsequently in-
corporated into 5. 1795, as introduced. The
recommendations reflect a careful balancing
of the goals of welfare reform, the availabil-
ity of resources, and the recognition that
economic and demographic circumstances
differ among states. Imposing any additional
limitations or modifications to the work re-
quirements would limit state flexibility.



Oppose the revision in the Chairman's
mark to increase the number of hours of
Work required per week to thirty-five hours
in future years. NGA's recommendation that
the work requirement be set at twenty-five
hours was incorporated into S. 1795. Many
states will set higher hourly requirements.
but this flexibility will enable states to de-
sign programs that are consistent with local
labor market Opportunities and the avail-
ability of child care.

Oppose the revision in the Chairmans
mark to decrease to four weeks the number
of weeks that job search can count as work.
NGA supports the twelve weeks ofjob search
contained in S. 795, as introduced. Job
search has proven to be effective when an in-
dividual first enters a program and also after
the completion of individual work compo-
nents, such as workfare or community serv-
ice. A reduction to four weeks would limit
state flexibility to use this cost-effective
strategy to move recipients into work.

Oppose the revision in the Chairmans
mark to increase the work participation
rates. NGA opposes any increase in the work
participation rates above the original S. 1793
requirements. Many training and education
activities that are currently counted under
JOBS will not count toward the new work re-
quirements. Consequently, states will face
the challenge of transforming their current
JOBS program into a program that empha-
sizes quick movement into the labor force.
An increase in the work rates will result in
increased costs to states for child care and
work programs.

Oppose the revision in the Chairman's
mark to increase penalties for failure to
meet the work participation requirements.
The proposed amendment to increase the
penalty by 5 percent for each consecutive
failure to meet the work rate is unduly
harsh, particularly given the stringent na-
ture of the work requirements. Ironically,
the loss of block grant funds due to penalties
will make it even more difficult for a state
to meet the work requirements.

Oppose the amendment requiring states to
count exempt families in the work participa-
tion rate calculation (Gramm). This amend-
ment would retain the state option to ex-
empt families with children below age one
from the work requirements but add the re-
quirement that such families count in the
denominator for purposes of determining the
work participation rate. This penalizes
states that grant the exemption, effectively
eliminating this option. The exemption in S.
1795 is an acknowledgment that child care
costs for infants are very high and that there
often is a shortage of infant care.

Oppose the amendment to increase work
hours by ten hours a week for families re-
ceiving subsidized child care (Gramm). This
amendment would greatly increase child
care costs as well as impose a higher work
requirement on families with younger chil-
dren, because families with other children—
particularly teenagers—are less likely to
need subsidized child care assistance.

Oppose the revision in the Chairman's
mark to exempt families with children below
age eleven. 5. 1795. as introduced, prohibits
states from sanctioning families with chil-
dren below age six for failure to participate
in work if failure to participate was because
of a lack of child care. This revision would
raise the age to eleven. NGA is concerned
that this revision effectively penalizes states
because they still would be required to count
these individuals in the denominator of the
work participation rate.
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Oppose the revision in the Chairman's
mark to increase the maintenance-of-effort
requirement above the 75 percent in the cash
assistance block grant or further narrow the
definition of what counts toward mainte-
nance-of-effort.

Oppose the revisions in the Chairman's
mark that increase state plan requirements
and include additional state penalties.

Oppose the amendment to limit hardship
exemption to 15 percent (Gramm). NGA pol-
icy supports the current provision in 5. 1795,
as introduced, that allows states to exempt
up to 20 percent of their caseload from the
five.year lifetime limit on benefits.

Oppose the amendment to mandate that
states provide in-kind vouchers to families
after a state or federal time limit on benefits
is triggered (Breaux. Moseley-Braun). NGA
believes that states should have the option
to provide non-cash forms of assistance after
the time limit, but they should not be man-
dated to do so.

Oppose the provision in the Chairman's
mark to restrict the transferability of funds
Out of the cash assistance block grant to the
child care block grant only, The Governors
believe that it is appropriate to allow a
transfer of funds into the foster care pro-
gram or the Social Services Block Grant.

Oppose a family cap mandate in the Chair-
man's mark. NGA supports a family cap as
an option, rather than a mandate, to pro-
hibit benefits to additional children born or
conceived while the parent is on welfare.

Governors urge you to consider the above
recommendations.

Sincerely,
RAYMOND C. SCHEPPACH.

Mr. FORD. The administration sup-
ports this amendment, Mr. President.
In a letter dated July 16, 1996, the act-
ing 0MB Director urges the adoption of
voucher language that protects chil-
dren.

I ask unanimous consent that a copy
of this letter be printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESI-
DENT. OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT
AND BUDGET.

Washington. DC, July16, 1996.
Hon. JOHN R. KAsICH,
Chainnan. Committee on the Budget. U.S.

House of Representatives. Washington, DC.
DEAR MR. CHAIrAN: I am writing to ti-ans-

mit the Administration's views on the wel-
fare provisions of H.R. 3734, the 'Welfare and
Medicaid Reform Act of 1996." We under-
stand that the Rules Committee plans to
separate the welfare and Medicaid portions
of the bill and consider only the welfare pro-
visions on the House floor.

We are pleased that the Congress has de-
cided to separate welfare reform from a pro-
posal to repeal Medicaid's guarantee of
health care for the elderly, poor, pregnant
and people with disabilities. We hope that re-
moving this 'poison pill' from welfare re-
form is a breakthrough that indicates that
the Congressional leadership is serious about
passing bipartisan welfare reform this year.

It is among the Administration's highest
priorities to achieve bipartisan welfare re-
form reflecting the principles of work, fain-
ily, and responsibility. For the past three
and a half years. the President has dem-
onstrated his commitment to enacting real
welfare reform by working with Congress to
create legislation that moves people from
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welfare to work, encourages responsibility,
and protects children. The Administration
sent to Congress a stand.alone welfare bill
that requires welfare recipients to work, im-
poses strict time limits on welfare, toughens
child support enforcement, is fair to chil-
dren, and is consistent with the President's
commitment to balance the budget.

• The Administration is also pleased that
the bill makes many of the important im-
provements to H.R. 4 that we rec-
ommended—improvements that were also in-
cluded in the bipartisan National Governors'
Association and Castle-Tanner proposals. We
urge the Committee to build upon these im-
provements. At the same time. however, the
Administration is deeply concerned about
certain provisions of H.R. 3734 that would ad-
versely affect benefits for food stamp house-
holds and legal immigrants. as well as with
the need for strong State accountability and
flexibility. And. the bill would still raise
ta,ces on millions of working families by cut-
ting the Earned lncome Ta,c Credit (EITC).

IMPROVEMENTS CONTAiNED IN H.R. 3734
We appreciate the Committees' efforts to

strengthen provisions that are central to
work-based reform. such as child care, and to
provide some additional protections for chil-
dren and families. In rejecting H.R. 4. the
President singled out a number of provisions
that were tough on children and did too lit-
tle to move people from welfare to work.
H.R. 3734 includes important changes to
these provisions that move the legislation
closer to the President's vision of true wel-
fare reform. We are particularly pleased with
the following improvements:

Child Care. As the President has insisted
throughout the welfare reform debate, child
care is essential to move people from welfare
to work. The bill reflects a better under-
standing of the child care resources that
States will need to implement welfare re-
form. adding $4 billion for child care above
the level in H.R. 4. The bill also recognizes
that parents of school-age children need
child care in order to work and protect the
health and safety of children in care.

Food Stamps. The bill removes the annual
spending cap on Food Stamps that was in-
cluded in H.R. 4. preserving the program's
ability to expand during periods of economic
recession and help families when they are
most in need.

Child Nutrition. The bill no longer includes
the H.R. 4 provisions for a child nutrition
block-grant demonstration, which would
have undermined the program's ability to re-
spond automatically to economic changes
and maintain national nutrition standards.

Child Protection. We commend the Com-
mittee for preserving the open-ended nature
of Title IV—E foster care and adoption assist-
ance programs. current Medicaid coverage of
eligible children, and the national child data
collection initiative.

Supplemental Security Income (SSI). The
bill removes the proposed two-tiered benefit
system for disabled children receiving SSI
that was included in H.R. 4, and retains full
cash benefits for all eligible children.

Work Performance Bonus. We commend
the Committee for giving states an incentive
to move people from welfare to work by pro-
viding $1 billion in work performance bo-
nuses by 2003. This provision is an important
element of the Administration's bill, and
will help change the culture of the welfare
office.

Contingency Fund. The bill adopts the Na-
tional Governors Association (NGA) rec-
ommendation to double the size of the Con-
tingency Fund to $2 billion, and add a more
responsive trigger based on the Food Stamp
caseload changes. Further steps the Congress
should take to strengthen this provision are
outlined below.
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Hardship Exemption. We commend the

Committee for following the NGA rec-
onmendation and the Senate-passed welfare
-eform bill by allowing states to exempt up
to O% of hardship cases that reach the five-
year time limit.

We remain pleased that Congress has de-
cided to include central elements of the
P-esident's approach—time limits, work re-
ouirements, the toughest possible child sup-
port enforcement, requiring minor mothers
to live at home as a condition of assistance—
in this legislation.

The Administration strongly supports sev-
e-al provisions included in 5. 1795. as re-
oted by the Senate Finance Committee.

These provisions include: allowing transfers
only to the child care block grant, increasing
th maintenance of effort requirement with
a tightened definition of what counts toward
tnls requirement, improving the fair and eq-
uitable treatment and enforcement lan-
guage, and eliminating the child protection
biock grant. We urge the Congress to include
tnese provisions in H.R. 3734.

KEY CONCERNS WITH I-LR. 3734

The Administration however remains deep-
ly concerned that the bill still lacks other
important provisions that have earned bipar-
tisan endorsement.

Size of the cuts. The welfare provisions in-
co-t,orate most of the cuts that were in the
vetoed bill—$59 billion over 6 years (includ-
ing the EITC and related savings in Medic-
aid) over six years. These cuts far exceed
those proposed by the NGA or the Adminis-
trauon. Cuts in Food Stamps and benefits to
legal immigrants are particularly deep. The
President's budget demonstrates that cuts of
this size are not necessary to achieve real
welfare reform, nor are they needed to bal-
ajce the budget.

Food Stamps. The Administration strongly
opposes the inclusion of a Food Stamp block
grant, which has the potential to seriously
undermine the Federal nature of the pro-
gram, jeopardizing the nutrition and health
of millions of children, working families, and
the elderly, and eliminating the program's
abthty to respond to economic changes. The
Administration is also concerned that the
bill makes deep cuts in the Food Stamp pro-
g-arn, including a cut in benefits to house-
holds with high shelter costs that dispropor-
tionately affects families with children, and
a four-month time limit on childless adults
who are willing to work, but are not offered
a work slot.

Legal Immigrants. The bill retains the ex-
cessively harsh and uncompromising immi-
gration provisions of last year's vetoed bill.
While we support the strengthening of re-
eu]rements on the sponsors of legal immi-
grants applying for SSI, Food Stamps, and
AFDC. the bill bans SSI and Food Stamps for
virtually all legal immigrants, and imposes a
five-year ban on all other Federal programs,
including non-emergency Medicaid. for new
legal immigrants. These bans would even
cover legal immigrants who become disabled
after entering the country. families with
children, and current recipients. The bill
would deny benefits to 0.3 million immigrant
children and would affect many more chil-
dren whose parents are denied assistance.
Tne proposal unfairly shifts costs to States
with high numbers of legal immigrants. In
addition, the bill requires virtually all Fed-
eral. State. and local benefits programs to
vez-i1' recipients' citizenship or alien status.
Tnese mandates would create significant ad-
ministrative burdens for State, local, and
non-profit service providers, and barriers to
participation for citizens.

Medical Assistance Guarantee. Even after
the proposed removal of the Medicaid rec-
oni1iation provisions from HR. 3734, the Ad-

ministration opposes provisions that do not
guarantee continued Medicaid eligibility
when States change AFDC rules. Specifi-
cally. we are concerned that families who
reach the 5 year time limit or additional
children born to families that are already re-
ceiving assistance could lose their Medicaid
eligibility and would be unable to receive the
health care services that they need.

Protection in Economic Downturn. Al-
though the contingency fund is twice the
size of that contained in the vetoed bill, it
still does not allow for further expansions
during poor economic conditions and periods
of increased need. We are also concerned
about provisions that reduce the match rate
on contingency funds for states that access
the fund for periods of less than one year.

State Maintenance of Effort. Under HR.
3437. States could reduce the resources they
provide to poor children. We are deeply con-
cerned that the bill provides the proposed
cash assistance block grant with transfer au-
thority to the Social Services Block
Grant(SSBG). Transfers to SSBG could lead
States to substitute Federal dollars for State
dollars in an array of State social services
activities, potentially cutting the effective
State maintenance of effort levels required
for the cash block grant.

Resources for Work. Based on Congres-
sional Budget Office (CBO) estimates, H.R.
3734 would leave states with a $9 billion
shortfall over six years in resources for work
if they maintained their current level of cash
assistance. Morever, the Economic and Edu-
cational Opportunity Committee increased
this shortfall and cut State flexibility by
raising the weekly number of hours that
States must place recipients in work activi-
ties and increasing the participation rates.
The Economic and Educational Opportuni-
ties amendments would also create a short-
fall in child care funding. As CBO has noted,
most states would probably accept block
grant penalties rather than meet the bill's
participation rates and truly refocus the sys-
tem on work.

Vouchers. The bill actually reduces State
flexibility by prohibiting States from using
block grant funds to provide vouchers to
children whose parents reach the time limit.
H.R. 4 contained no such prohibition, and the
NGA opposes it. We strongly urge the adop-
tion of the voucher language that protects
children similar to that in the Administra-
tion's bill and Castle-Tanner.

Worker Displacement, We are deeply con-
cerned that the bill does not include ade-
quate protections against worker displace-
ment. Workers are not protected from par-
tial displacement such as reduction in hours.
wages, or benefits, and the bill does not es-
tablish any avenue for displaced employees
to seek redress.

Family Caps. The House bill reverts back
to the opt-out provision on family caps
which would restrict State flexibility in this
area. The Administration as well as NGA,
seeks complete State flexibility to set fam-
ily cap policy.

EITC. The Administration opposes the pro-
visions in HR 3734 that increase the EITC
phase-out rates thereby raising taxes on
more than four million low-income working
families, with seven million children. In ad-
dition. the budget resolution instructs the
revenue committees to cut up to $18.5 billion
more from the EITC. Thus. EITC cuts could
total over $2 billion, and such large increases
on working families are particularly ill-con-
ceived when considered in the context of real
welfare reform—that is. encouraging work
and making work pay.

We are also concerned that the bill repeals
the Family Preservation and Support pro-
gram, which may mean less State spending
on abuse and neglect prevention activities.
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We strongly support the bipartisan welfare
reform initiatives from moderate Repub-
licans and Democrats in both Houses of Con-
gress. The Castle-Tanner proposal addresses
many of our concerns, and it would strength-
en State accountability efforts. welfare to
work measures, and protections for children.
It provides a foundation on which this Com-
mittee should build in order to provide more
State flexibility, incentives for AFDC recipi-
ents to move from welfare to work: more pa-
rental responsibility; and protections for
children. It is a good strong bill that would
end welfare as we know it. Castle-Tanner
provides the much needed opportunity for a
real bipartisan compromise and should be
the basis for a quick agreement between the
parties.

The President stands ready to work with
the Congress to address the outstanding con-
cerns so that we can enact a strong biparti-
san welfare reform bill to replace the current
system with one that demands responsibil-
ity, strengthens families, protects children.
and gives States broad flexibility and the
needed resources to get the job done.

Sincerely,
JACOB J. LEW,

Acting Director.
Mr. FORD. As I have stated, my

amendment makes the bill identical to
H.R. 4. If we are serious about passing
a welfare reform bill acceptable to both
the Congress and the administration,
why Should we allow this bill to be
even tougher on children than H.R. 4
which the President vetoed?

Mr. President, the American Public
Welfare Association also supports this
amendment. I ask unanimous consent
that a copy of a June 26, 1996. letter
from APWA be printed in the REcO1r.

There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

AMERICAN PUBLIC
WELFARE ASSOCIATION,

Washington, DC. June 26, 1996.
DEAR SENATOR: As the Senate Finance

Committee considers amendments to 5. 1795,
the Personal Responsibility and Work Oppor-
tunity Act of 1996. the American Public Wel-
fare Association (APWA) urges your commit-
ment to increased state flexibility in the de-
sign and implementation of welfare pro-
grams in light of the promising reform ef-
forts underway in states throughout the
country. Listed below are amendments that
may be offered during the Committee's con-

\ sideration of 5. 1795. In accordance with the
policies adopted by the APWA. we urge your
support or opposition to the following
amendments:

AMENDMENTS TO SUPPORT
Calculation of Work Participation Rate

(Breaux): An amendment to count clients
who leave welfare for work in the work par-
ticipation rate calculation. States would be
permitted to count their participation for
the first 6 months they are engaged in at
least 25 hours of work per week in a private
sector job. APWA strongly supports this
amendment to credit states with success-
fully moving welfare clients off welfare and
into private sector employment.

Child Welfare Information Systems
(Chafee/Rockefeller): An aj'nendment to ex-
tend the enhanced match rate of 75% for fed-
eral fiscal year 1997 for the statewide auto-
mated child welfare information systems
(SACWIS). APWA strongly supports contin-
ued funding for SACWIS systems which are
critical to improving child welfare services.

Title XX Reductions (Rockefeller): An
amendment to reduce the proposed 20 per-
cent cut in the Social Services Block Grant
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(Title XX) to 10 percent. APWA urges the
adoption of this amendment to reduce cuts
in the Title XX Block Grant which states use
to provide critical supportive work and fam-
liv services.

AMENDMENTS TO SUPPORT

Contingency Fund (Breaux): An amend-
ment to clarify the calculation of state
maintenance of effort in the contingency
fund. APWA strongly supports this clarifica-
tion of qualified state expenditures for the
purpose of calculating state maintenance of
effort.

Contingency Fund (Breaux): An amend-
ment to modify the contingency fund to pro-
side that states which access contingency
fund during only part of the year are not pe-
nalized. APWA strongly supports this
amendment to ensure that states do not
have their federal match rate for contin-
gency funds reduced if these states only re-
cwre funds for part of the year.

Child Welfare Services (Chafee): An amend-
ment to retain current law that makes alien
children, who do not qualify for AFDC. eligi-
ble for IV—E foster care and adoption assist-
ance if they meet the other eligibility re-
qwrements. APWA policy supports current
law for Title IV-E or its optional block grant
poposaI for this program. Consistent with
this policy. APWA supports retaining this
articular provision in current law that has
been omitted in the bill.

Five Year Time Limit (Breaux): An amend-
ment to provide states with the flexibility to
use Temporary Assistance to Needy Family
(TANF) block grant funds as in-kind assist-
ance to children of families which have
reached the 5 year lifetime time limit.

AMENDMENTS TO OPPOSE

Work Exemption (Conrad): An amendment
to exempt single parents with children under
age 11 who cannot find child care from the
tenalties for refusing to meet work require-
ments. APWA opposes this amendment be-
cause it would exempt single adults from
work requirements, yet financially penalizes
states for failure to meet the bills work par-
tic pation rates.

Increased Hours of Work (Pressler): An
amendment to increase how-s of work re-
ouired per week. APWA opposes this amend-
ment because it fails to provide additional
funds for the provision of child care services
needed to meet increased hours of work.

AMENDMENTS TO OPPOSE
Decreased Job Search (Pressler): An

amendment to decrease the number of weeks
job search activities can count towards the
work participation rate. APWA supports job
search as a valid work activity that should
count toward work participation.

Increase work participation rate (Pressler):
An amendment to increase work participa-
don rates contained in the bill. APWA op-
poses this amendment because it fails to pro-
Vide additional funds for placement, child
care and other supportive work services
needed to meet increased work participation
rates.

Work Participation Rate Penalties
(Gramiri): An amendment to impose an addi-
tional 5 percent penalty on states for con-
secutive failure to meet the work participa-
tion requirements. APWA opposes this
amendment to increase penalties on states
beyond those contained in the bill.

Work Participation Rate (Gramm): An
amendment to limit to one year the excep-
tion to the work participation rate calcula-
tion for families with children under 1 year
of age.

Exemption (Gramm): An amendment to
allow states to exempt families with chil-
dren under 1 year of age from the work re-
quirement, but require that such exempt
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families count for purposes of determining
the work participation rate. APWA opposes
this amendment because it would exempt
single adults from work requirements. yet fi-
nancially penalizes states for failure to meet
the bills work participation rates.

Work Requirement (Gramm): An amend-
ment to increase the work requirement on
families if they receive federally funded
child care assistance by: 1) 10 additional
hours a week for a single parents and b) 30
hours per week for the nonworking spouse in
a two-parent family. APWA opposes this
amendment because it fails to recognize the
additional funds required for placement.
child care and other supportive work serv-
ices needed to meet increased work require-
ments.

Paternity Establishment (Gramm): An
amendment to strengthen the requirements
for paternity establishment as a condition
for receiving benefits, with a state option to
exempt as much as 25% of the population.
APWA believes states should have the option
to impose this requirement. but it should not
be a mandate.

Hardship Exemption (Gramm): An amend-
ment to limit the hardship exemption from
the five year lifetime time limit to 15 per-
cent from the 20 percent exemption in ..S.
1795. APWA supports the hardship exemption
of at least 20 percent of the entire caseload.

Thank you for your consideration of these
APWA positions. If you have any questions.
please feel free to contact me or Elaine Ryan
at (202) 682—0100.

Sincerely
A. SIDNEY JOHNSON III.

Executive Director.
Mr. FORD. Mr. President, we can

keep the restriction on cash assistance
after 5 years. but let us not take a step
backward and prohibit all forms of
noncash assistance. This prohibition is
aimed directly at our children, and I
think it is misguided.

If we want a welfare reform com-
promise. if we want to avoid being un-
necessarily harsh on our children, if we
want to maximize State flexibility, we
should pass this amendment. It is sup-
ported by the National Governors' As-
sociation. and it makes the bill iden-
tical to H.R. 4. which passed the Con-
gress last year. It does not add to the
cost of the bill and it promotes State
flexibility.

During the conference last year. the
Governors lobbied hard for this par-
ticular amendment. I know none of my
colleagues take these decisions lightly,
but I hope you will remember that each
one of us will be forever wedded to
these decisions. We are essentially pro-
viding a road map for the future, the
futures of hundreds of thousands of
children in this country. Make no mis-
take about it. 5 or 10 or 15 years from
now. when these children have become
young adults. you and I must take
some responsibility for their successes
or failures.

Of course, they will have their set-
backs, just like you and me. But let us
assure that those setbacks are not set
in motion by the decisions we make
today. By passing this amendment. I
believe one day each of us can look at
our future parents, doctors, lawyers,
farmers and teachers. taking pride in
our role to assure they grew up with a
safe place to sleep at night. clothes on
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their backs. and food in their stom-
achs.

If we fail to pass this amendment,
the children who become trapped in
lives of mediocrity or fall through the
cracks to obscurity will belong to us as
well.

Mr. President. I ask unanimous con-
sent a letter from my Governor in Ken-
tucky. who is now part of the leader-
ship of the National Governors' Asso-
ciation. supporting this amendment be
printed in the RECORD at this point.

There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUcKY,
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR,

Frankfort. KY. July 18. 1996.
Hon. WENDELL FORD,
Russell Senate Office Building, Washington,

DC.
DEAR SENATOR FORD: As the Senate begins

its welfare debate this week, I understand
you plan to offer an amendment that would
allow states to use federal block grant funds
to provide non-cash assistance to the chil-
dren of welfare families. after a family has
reached the proposed five-year lifetime limit
on benefits. I am writing to offer my full
support of that amendment.

Welfare has always been a federal-state
partnership and responsibility. The federal
government must continue to assist states
efforts to support children of welfare par-
ents. To abandon these children after any
amount of time is a horrible breach of this
partnership and adds up to nothing but an
over-burdensome unfunded mandate on the
states. As a nation. we have committed our-
selves to protecting the lives and well-being
of the innocent. In this case. we are talking
about the most innocent of all—our children.

Any welfare reform legislation must in-
clude provisions to move recipients to work.
I support a tough and responsible approach
that makes welfare recipients work and
urges them to move off the program. How-
ever, any welfare reform must also continue
to provide a safety net for those recipients'
children. These children have no control over
the direction of their young lives.

It is also conceivable that in a span of 20—
30 years. a hard working family trying to
carry their own weight in our society and
provide for their families could fall on hard
times during downturns in the economy. It
would be particularly unfortunate to punish
these families who are attempting to con-
tribute to society but who from time to time
need limited assistance.

Therefore, I fully support your amendment
to insure the federal government does not
shirk its responsibility to our children and
lay an inappropriate fiscal burden on the
states. You will find that other governors
across the nation will also support this ac-
tion. The National Governors' Association.
in a June 26 letter to Congress. expressed its
support for the content included in this
amendment. Congress should defer to this bi-
partisan support from the nations gov-
ernors. After all, it is we governors who will
be charged with implementing any national
welfare reform program.

Thank you and please contact me if I can
be of any further assistance on this matter.

Sincerely.
PAUL E. PATrON.

Mr. FORD. Mr. President, the Catho-
lic Bishops' Conference supports this
amendment. I ask unanimous consent a
letter from the Catholic Bishops' Con-
ference in support of my amendment be
printed in the RECORD.
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There being no objection, the letter

was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

US. CATHOLIC CONFERENCE.
Washington. DC. July 17. 1996.

DEAR SENATOR: The Catholic Bishops' Con-
ference has long suggested genuine welfare
reform that strengthens families, encourages
productive work, and protects vulnerable
children. We believe genuine welfare reform
is an urgent national priority, but we oppose
abandonment of the federal government's
necessary role in helping families overcome
poverty and meet their children's basic
needs. Simply cutting resources and trails-
ferring responsibility is not genuine reform.

As Chairman of the Domestic Policy Com-
mittee of the United States Catholic Con-
ference, I share the goals of reducing illegit-
imacy and dependency, promoting work and
erripowering families. However, I am writing
to you to express our concern about provi-
sions in 5 1795. (Senate Budget Committee's
Reconciliation report 5 1956), which would
result in more poverty, hunger and illness
for poor children As the Senate considers
this bill, we strongly urge you to support
amendments in five essential areas.

(1) FAMILY CAP
We urge the Senate to support efforts to re-

move the family cap which denies increased
assistance for additional children born to
mothers on welfare unless state law repeals
it. See the attached briefing sheet on why
the "opt Out" is effectively a mandatory cap
which the Senate rejected on a bipartisan
basis 66-34. We urge the Senate again to re-
ject this measure which will encourage abor-
tions and hurt children.

We believe the so-called "opt-out" prov-
sion is. in reality, a federally mandated farn-
iiv cap because it can only be removed by
the unprecedenteri and extreme requirement
that both houses of a state legislative pass
and the Governor sign a law repealing the
federal mandate. The Bishops' Conference's
OOsitiOn to the family cap is based on the
belief that children should not be denied ben-
efits because of their mothers' age or depend-
erce on welfare These provisions, whatever
then- intentions, are likely to encourage
abortion, especially in those states which
Day for abor-tjors, but not for assistance to
these children Tnese states say to a young
woman, we will iay for your abortion, but we
will not help you to raise your child in dig-
fli:)P.

New Jersey is the state with the most ex-teience with a family cap. In May 1995, New
Jersey welfare officials announced that the
aor'tion rate among poor women increased
3E% in the eight months after New Jersey
barr-ed additional payments to women on
welfare who gave birth to additional chil-
dren. This increase is exactly what pro-life
Oonents of the family cap predicted, A
study conducted by Rutgers University also
has shown that the New Jersey law barring
additional payments to welfare mothers who
h2ve more children has not affected birth-
rates significantly among those women. The
study refutes several earlier announcementsthat birth rates among New Jersey welfare
mothers had dropped dramatically since the
state implemented the policy in 1992. While
state officials recently reported a drop in the
birth rate among welfare mothers, officials
are wary of linking this deline with irnposi-
tion of the family cap.

Although these results are prelimary, the
abortion increase coupled with the absence
of an association between the family cap and
bi'th rates suggest that the policy of deny-
ing children beneflts doesn't do much to re-
duce illegitimate births except by increasthg
abortions.

On a related matter, we support efforts to
assure that teen parents are offered the edu-

cation, training and supervision necessary
for them to become good parents and produc-
tive adults. We also believe that teen parents
should be discouraged from setting up inde-
pendent households and endorsed this ap-
proach in our own statement on welfare re-
form.

(2) NATIONAL SAFETY NET

We urge the Senate to permit states to
provide vouchers or cash payments for the
needs of children after the time limits have
been reached. The Senate bill cuts off all as-
sistance after two consecutive years on wel-
fare and five years in a lifetime, regardless
of the efforts of the family or the needs of
children.
We support more creative and responsive

federal-state-community partnership, but we
cannot support destruction of the social safe-
ty net which will make it more difficult for
poor children to grow into productive indi-
viduals. We cannot support reform that de-
stroys the structures, ends entitlements, and
eliminates resources that have provided an
essential safety net for vulnerable children
or permits states to reduce their commit-
ment in these areas. Society has a respon-
sibility to help meet the needs of those who
cannot care for themselves especially young
children, In the absence of cash benefits.
vouchers would provide essential support for
poor children.

(3) FOOD AND NUTRITiON

We urge the Senate to remove the optional
state block grant and reduce the cuts in food
stamps, The Senate bill cuts more than $25
billion in food assistance to poor children
and families, permits a state block grant of
the federal food stamp program, and cuts
single adults (18—50) from food stamps even if
they have made every effort to find ajob or
a training slot.

We cannot support "reform" that elimi-
nates resources that have provided an essen-
tial safety net for vulnerable families and
children. Over half the cuts in this bill are in
the Food Stamp program. These cuts will
likely create an even greater burden on chil-
dren and families when coupled with other
changes called for in this bill, The optional
food stamp block grant also troubles us.
These fixed payments will make it difficult
for states to respond to increased need in
times of economic downturns,

(4) EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT
We urge the Senate to reduce the cuts in

the EITC. 5 1795, as passed by the Finance
Committee, includes $5 billion in EITC cuts,
nearly 40% coming from the credit for low-
income working families without significant
assets. These reductions would affect nearly
five million families with children.

We support real welfare reform which leads
to productive work with wages and benefits
that permit a family to live in dignity. Real
jobs at decent wages, and tax policies like an
effective Earned Income Tax Credit EEITC],
can help keep families off welfare,

(4) LEGAL IMMIGRANTS

We urge the Senate to permit legal immi-
grants to receive essential benefits and at
the very least to receive health care through
Medicaid. The Senate bill denies assistance
to all legal immigrants in "means-tested
programs" (i.e., AFDC, Medicaid. Food
Stamps). We urge the Senate to reject this
unfair provision and, at least, substitute the
less punitive restrictions contained in the re-
cently passed Immigration bill (i.e.. permit
Medicaid assistance. etc.),

We cannot support punitive approaches
that target immigrants, including legal resi-
dents, and take away the minimal benefits
that they now receive, The provisions in the
Immigration and Reform Act of 1995
1H.R2202J would at least leave fewer families
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and children without essential health care
and cash supports. even though these provi-
sions go beyond what the bishops would sup-
port.

In summary. we urge you to support genu-
ine welfare reform, not this legislation
which simply reduces resources and reallo-
cates responsibilities without adequately

• protecting children and helping families
overcome poverty. Without substantial
changes. this legislation falls short of the
criteria for welfare reform articulated by the
nations Roman Catholic bishops and we
urge you to oppose it.

Sincerely.
Rev. WILLIAM S. SKYL5TAD,

Bishop of Spokane,
Chair. Domestic Policy Committee.

Mr. FORD, Mr. President, the Catho-
lic Conference of Kentucky has written
a letter endorsing and supporting my
amendment, I ask unanimous consent
it be printed in the RECORD also,

There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

CATHOLIC CONFERENCE OF KENTUCKY,
Frankfort, KY. July 19. 1996.

Senator WENDELL FORD,
Senate Office Building. Washington. DC.

DEAR SENATOR FoRD: As you are well
aware from previous correspondence with the
Catholic Conference of Kentucky, the Bish-
ops have major concerns about the welfare
reform legislation which passed the House on
Thursday. The United States Catholic Con-
ference Office of Government Liaison has in-
formed staff that the Senate is expected to
take this up immediately. On behalf of the
Bishops, 1d like to touch upon key issues
with you.

The Family Cap. which your voting record
has been perfect on. will prohibit states from
using federal funds to provide cash assist-
ance to children born to current welfare re-
cipients, The "opt-out" provision is virtually
a federal mandatory cap. We ask you to con-
tinue to support removing this prohibition
on Kentucky's use of federal funds for Ken-
tucky's children,

The Social Safety Net would no longer
exist as this bill ends the guarantee of basic
assistance to poor children and families.
Please support any amendments which would
allow Kentucky to meet their needs through
continued support either as cash payments
or vouchers when they reach the time limit.

The Food Stamp program would experience
massive spending reductions. Please support
any amendments to remove the optional food
stamp block grant and ease the harshness of
the provision which terminates food stamps
to individuals, 18 to 50 years old, who cannot
find work,

Legal Immigrants would be denied benefits
when, despite their contributions through
work and taxes, they fall on hard times
Please support any amendments which wouk
permit legal immigrants to receive benefits
and, at the very least. to receive health care
though Medicaid

We know that the debate will be heated
and the rhetoric will flow, but we know that
Kentuckia can look to their Senior Sen-
ator for balance Thanks so much for your
consideration of these matters and for all
that you do for us in Washington, D.C.
Please do not hesitate to call if you have
questions concerning any of this, See you at
Fancy Farm!

Sincerely,
JANE J. CHiLES.

Mr. FORn So, Mr. President, I think
this amendment moves us closer to
compromise, I urge the adoption of my
amendment. As I said earlier, this is
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one that ought to be accepted. The dis-
tinguished former Governor of New
Hampshire, on the floor of the Senate
last week said, as it related to the
Breaux amendment, he did not like the
first half, but the second half of the
amendment he liked very much, which
is basically the amendment I offered
here today.

I yield the floor.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The

distinguished chairman of the Budget
Committee is recognized.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. as I
understand it. nothing we are doing
here today precludes us from raising a
point of order on this amendment?

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
Senator is correct.

Mr. DOMENICI. If one lies. We are
not sure at this point. We are going to
go see if it does.

Mr. FORD. If I may say to my friend,
Mr. President. the point of order would
lie against the Breaux amendment. But
in talking with the Parliamentarian
and others, this particular amendment
would not have a point of order against
it. I hope the Senator would not do
that.

Mr. DOMENICI. We are not going to
do that unless it lies. If it lies, we will
do that.

Mr. FORD. Fine. Let us find out.
Mr. DOMENICI. Let me say, the ar-

guments have been •made more elo-
quently than I can make them. As I un-
derstand it, tomorrow, when this mat-
ter comes up for a vote, we will each
have a minute to respond. I think I will
not respond at this point other than to
say clearly there are benefits beyond
the cash assistance benefit that is
being modified here. That program
called AFDC, the cash assistance, we
are trying to terminate that as a way
of life after 5 years. That does not
mean that other programs that assist
people who are poor, including poor
children, are terminated by this bill.
So voucher-type programs in the hous-
ing area and others are still going to be
available.

The question is, Do you want to
break the cycle of dependency in this
basic AFDC Program at 5 years. or do
you want to break that and then start
up another one? That is the issue. Do
you want to start up a whole new bu-
reaucracy of vouchers and the like. or
do you want to break that dependency
and get on with changing the very cul-
ture of the welfare system.

I think part of that is what this
amendment addresses. We will have to
decide as a Senate what we want to do
about that.

I yield back any time I have in oppo-
sition to the amendment at this point.
I assume the Senator is going to yield
his back shortly, I say to my col-
league?

Mr. FORD. Yes. I will.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The

distinguished Democratic whip is rec-
ognized.

Mr. FORD. Mr. President. flexibility
by the Governors of the various States.
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I think, is very important. Regarding
the Governors who will be responsible
for this, their association has asked
they be allowed to do this without
being cut off.

Last week they said this amendment
would be unnecessary because States
can already use title XX money. the so-
cial services block grant, to fund these
vouchers. Social services block grant.
title XX. is simply inadequate to meet
those needs. Title XX has been funded
at essentially the same level since 1991.
There is a greater demand on these
funds today than ever before.

Title XX funds are used to provide—
now listen to this—title XX funds are
used to provide aid to the homebound
elderly. What the opponents of this
amendment are saying to States is:
Choose between your homebound elder-
ly and your poorest children. but do
not expect any State flexibility to use
your welfare block grant. That is what
they are saying.

I have never seen and heard people
being against poor children as I have
heard for the last several days. Every-
one says to Governors. to whom we
want to give flexibility and give this
block grant to. that you cannot have
flexibility with children. It just does
not make sense. I have been a Gov-
ernor. We have had hard times. My
State is one of the States that has not
asked for a waiver. Our welfare rolls
are down 23 percent. It is because of
the economy. basically. We still have
about 14 or 15 counties that are in dou-
ble-digit unemployment. They have
problems.

What if we have an economic down-
turn? We are going to need all the
flexibility in the States we can have.
But we come here and listen. day after
day alter day: "There are other pro-
grams you can use. You can use title
XX." the Republicans said last week.
But that is aid to the homebound elder-
ly. Are you going to force a Governor
to make the decision between the
homebound elderly and our poorest
children? Do not expect any State
flexibility to use your welfare block
grant. Governor.

Title XX block grants are also used
for preventing or remedying neglect.
abuse. exploitation of children unable
to protect their own interests, like pre-
venting or reducing inappropriate in-
stitutional care by providing commu-
nity-based or home-based care. or other
alternatives. That is title XX.

Why not give the Governors and the
States the flexibility they are asking
for? All we are doing is just returning
this bill to the same position as H.R. 4,
in the last session. that most people on
the other side voted for.

Now we say. "Oh. they've got other
places." This bill allows States to ex-
empt 20 percent of the welfare rolls. it
does not count time spent on welfare as
a minor—it allows all these things. But
after 5 years, you are through. Period.

If you are going tO give them the wel-
fare block grant. they ought to have an
opportunity. It is just beyond me. after
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you work your heart out to try to
eliminate poverty in your State and
your counties and your cities and you
know what needs to be done. that we
say up here, for sound bites—sound
bites—we are going to give it back to
the States, but we are going to tell the
States how to do it. That does not
make sense to a former Governor. It
does not make sense. If you are going
to put the responsibility on my back. if
you are going to put the responsibility
on a Governor somewhere. give him the
ability to make decisions and not strip
him of that ability, do not keep him in
a box where he cannot reach out and
help children.

That is all I am asking for, Mr. Presi-
dent. is the ability of a Governor to
have flexibility to use the money that
we send to him, and it will be shorter
than it is this year. Do not kid yourself
about title XX. It has not been in-
creased in 5 years. It is the same
amount of money, and we are grow-
ing—more people. The percentage of el-
derly is growing every year. but we are
not sending any more money. It is the
same amount. It has been level. it has
been flat for 5 years, and they say, take
it out of title XX, take it out of home-
bound elderly. and give it to the poor-
est of children? That is a heck of a
choice to give to an individual who has
the responsibility of leading his State.

So. Mr. President. I hope that my
colleagues will join with me in saying
to those Governors out there. "We're
going to give you a very heavy load to
carry, and that load is trying to work
out welfare reform and make it work in
your State." Let's not handcuff him or
her. Let's give him or her the flexibil-
ity to do what is in the best interest.
particularly for children.

I yield the floor.
I yield back the remainder of my

time.
Mr. DOMENICI addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The

distinguished chairman of the Budget
Committee.

Mr. DOMENICI. I yield back the re-
mainder of my time.

I gather now. under previous arrange-
ments, Senator ASHCROVr is going to
offer an amendment. Mr. President, is
the Senator ready?

Mr. ASHCROFT. Yes, I am.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The

junior Senator from Missouri is recog-
nized.

Mr. FORD. Will the Senator yield for
10 seconds? I apologize for this.

Mr. ASHCROFT. No problem at all.
Mr. FORD. Mr. President, I ask unan-

imous consent that Senator REID be
added as a cosponsor of my amend-
ment.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. With-
out objection. it is so ordered.

Mr. FORD. I thank the Senator from
Missouri.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
able Senator from Missouri is recog-
nized.
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AMENDMENT NO. 4941

(Purpose: To provide that a family may not
receive TANF assistance for more than 24
consecutive months at a time unless an
adult in the family is working or a State
exempts an adult in the family from work-
ing for reasons of hardship, and that a fam-
ily may not receive TANF assistance if the
family includes an adult who fails to en-
sure that their minor dependent children
attend school or such adult does not have.
or is not working toward attaining, a high
school diploma or its equivalent)
Mr. ASHCROFT. Mr. President, I

send an amendment to the desk for
consideration.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
clerk will report.

The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Missouri [Mr. A5HcR0FTJ

oroposes an amendment numbered 4941.
Mr. ASHCROFT. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that the reading of
the amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. With-
out objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
Strike section 408(a)(3) of the Social Secu-

rity Act, as added by section 2103(a) (1), and
insert the following:

(8) No A55ISTANcE FOR MORE THAN 5 YEARs;
FOR FAiLURE TO ENSURE MINOR DEPENDENT
cHILDREN ARE IN scHooL; OR FOR FAILING TO
HAVE OR wo TOWARD A HIGH SCHOOL DI-
PLOMA OR ITS EQUIVALENT.

(A) IN GENERAL—Except as provided in
subparagraphs (B) and (C), a State to which
a grant is made under section 403 shall not
use any part of the grant to provide assist-
alice—

Ci) to a family that includes an adult who
has received assistance under any State pro.
grain funded under this part attributable to
funds provided by the Federal Government—

(I) for 60 months (whether or not consecu-
tive) after the date the State program funded
under this part commences; or

(II) for more than 24 consecutive months
after the date the State program funded
under this part commences unless such adult
is engaged in work as required by section
402(a)(1)(A)(ii) or exempted by the State by
reason of hardship pursuant to subparagraph
(C); or,

(ii) to a family that includes an adult who
has received assistance under any State pro.
grain funded under this part attributable to
funds provided by the Federal Government
or under the food stamp program. as defined
in section 3(h) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977,
unless such adult ensures that the minor de-
pendent children of such adult attend school
as required by the law of the State in which
the minor children reside: or.

(iii) to a family that includes an adult who
is older than age 20 and younger than age 51
wno has received assistance under any State
Program funded under this part attributable
to funds provided by the Federal Govern-
ment or under the food stamp program, as
cefined in section 3(h) of the Food Stamp Act
of 1977, if such adult does not have, or is not
working toward attaining, a secondary
scnool diploma or its recognized equivalent
unless such adult has been determined in the
judgment of medical, psychiatric, or other
aP3ropriate professionals to lack the req-
uisite capacity to complete successfully a
course of study that would lead to a second-
ary school diploma or its recognized equiva-
lent.

(B) MINOR CHILD EXCEPTION.—In determin-
ing the number of months for which an indi-
vidual who is a parent or pregnant has re-
ceived assistance under the State program

funded under this part for purposes of sub-
paragraph (A)(i), the State shall disregard
any month for which such assistance was
provided with respect to the individual and
during which the individual was—

(i) a minor child; and
(ii) not the head of a household or married

to the head of a household.
(C) HARDSHIP EXCEPTION.—
(i) IN GENERAL.—The State may exempt a

family from the application of subparagraph
(A) of this paragraph, or subparagraph (B) of
paragraph (1), by reason of hardship or if the
family includes an individual who has been
battered or subjected to extreme cruelty.

(ii) LIMITATION—The number of families
with respect to which an exemption made by
a State under clause (i) is in effect for a fis-
cal year shall not exceed 20 percent of the
average monthly number of families to
which assistance is provided under the State
program funded under this part.

(iii) BATTERED OR SUBJECT TO EXTREME CRU-
ELTY DEFINED—For purposes of clause (i), an
individual has been battered or subjected to
extreme cruelty if the individual has been
subjected to—

(I) physical acts that resulted in, or threat-
ened to result in, physical injury to the indi-
vidual;

(II) sexual abuse;
(III) sexual activity involving a dependent

child:
(IV) being forced as the caretaker relative

of a dependent child to engage in nonconsen-
sual acts or activities;

(V) threats of, or attempts at, physical or
sexual abuse:

(VI) mental abuse; or
(VII) neglect or deprivation of medical

care.
CD) RULE OF INTERPRETATION._Subpara

graph (A)(i) of this paragraph and subpara-
graph (B) of paragraph (1) shall not be inter-
preted to require any State to provided as-
sistance to any individual for any period of
time under the State program funded under
this part.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I say
to the Senator from Missouri, do we
have a copy of the Senator's amend-
ment?

Mr. ASHCROFT. The Senator will be
pleased to send a copy of the amend-
ment to the Senator from New Mexico.

The Senator from Missouri inquires,
should we be operating under a time
agreement here?

Mr. DOMENICI. We do not have to. I
know of no other Senator prepared to
offer an amendment. Take as much
time as you like. You are entitled to an
hour.

Mr. ASHCROFT. I am sure we will be
able to accomplish what we need to ac-
complish in substantially less time.

Mr. President, thank you for this op-
portunity to offer an amendment. I be-
lieve that it is important for us in this
Congress, and in the bill which is be-
fore the Senate, to change the char-
acter of welfare. That is the challenge
which is before us. We have to change
a system which has provided people
with a condition—a condition of de-
pendence, a condition of relying on
others, a condition which has been a
trap—and we need to change welfare
from being a condition to being a tran-
sition.

The welfare situation should be a
time when we prepare ourselves for the
next step in our lives, when we prepare
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ourselves to be out of dependence and
out of reliance on others, we prepare
ourselves to be industrious, to be inde-
pendent and reliant upon ourselves.

Welfare cannot be something that is
a lifestyle. It has to be something that
is just for a while. It has to be some-
thing that moves us forward. I believe
there are fundamental components of
this bill which will do that, but we can
enhance them substantially in their ca-
pacity to change the character of wel-
fare, to change it from a way of life, to
change it to a way of escape, to change
it from a lifestyle, to change it to
being a transition, to change it from a
condition to being a transition.

Mr. President, according to Senator
MOyr'j1HAN, the average welfare recipi-
ent spends 12.98 years on the rolls. That
is a substantial and monumental waste
of human resource. We have individuals
who are reliant, who are dependent,
whose level of contribution and produc-
tivity in our culture is very, very, very
low, and that 12 years is a teaching
time as well as a time of existence.

Unfortunately, that 12 years becomes
a time when young people are taught
dependence instead of independence.
They are taught reliance on Govern-
ment instead of self-reliance.

One of the things we should ask our-
selves about everything we do in Gov-
ernment is: What does it teach? What
does it reinforce? What basic principles
and values are advanced by it? And a
welfare system that provides for 12.98
years as the average time a welfare re-
cipient spends on the rolls—what about
those that are on there longer? This is
not teaching something that is valu-
able to our culture. We need to be rein-
forcing, providing incentives for sup-
port for a system that does not insti-
tute a condition for life, making a ca-
reer of welfare, but energizes a transi-
tion for life, leaving welfare and going
to work.

The 12.98 years is reflected in the fact
that we have had soaring rates in the
kind of social conditions that intensify
the challenge and the condition of wel-
fare—a 600-percent increase in illegit-
imacy over the last three decades. I
think we can agree that the welfare
system we now have is a miserable fail-
ure, but if we do not build into this sys-
tem things to change the outcomes, we
are going to end up with the same
problerrxs just being tougher and tough-
er to solve.

Industrialist friends of mine tell me
that whatever system you have, you
can be assured that it is perfecuy de-
signed to give you what you are get-
ting, and if you do not like what you
are getting, you need to change the
system.

This welfare bill that we are debating
today will shorten the time from 12.98
years down. It will limit most welfare
recipients to a 5-year lifetime limit on
temporary assistance to needy fami-
lies.

The big challenge of the 12-year prob-
lem is. What kind of habits do you
build in 12 years?
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I suspect that if you involve yourself

in a routine for 12 years. it is very dif-
ficult ever to break that routine. Soci-
ologists tell us, if you want to lose
weight—that is one of the things I
want to do—they say you have to
change your habits for about 6 or 7
weeks in order to have a new habit of
diet, a new way to consume food. We
are talking about changing habits that
people have hardened for 12.98 years on
average.

One of the problems I have is that we
have said we are going to change this
by shortening the time period to 5
'ears. Well. 5 years will build a habit
which is so strong that it is almost im-
possible to break. I think we need to
find a way to restructure the system so
that everyone looks at that 5-year pe-
riod as if it is an insurance policy and
they do not want to take any more Out
of that bank of 5 years than they need
to at the moment because there might
come a time sometime later in life
when they would have a desperate need
for assistance. I believe that is what we
need to do.

So we need to help people understand
that there is 5 years. That is a lifetime
limit. You should only draw from that
savings account or reserve for emer-
gencies what you desperately need and
not use that 5 years as a way to create
the habit of dependence which will be
aJ.most impossible for you to break.

But this bill would allow for most in-
dividuals 5 years—S years—without
work. Five years without work would
build such a habit that I believe we
would nearly disable the individuals, as
we have with our current system.

I was stunned when I read in one of
my home State papers last year that
there was an experiment under a waiv-
er granted by the Federal Government
where they invited 140 welfare recipi-
ents to show up at a Tyson Foods
plant. Only half of them showed up for
work. They were invited to come in to
look for a job. Of the half that showed
up, only 39 accepted jobs. Of the 39 that
accepted jobs. fewer than 30 were on
the job a week after.

See, what we have done is we have
built habits. We have established a con-
dition for welfare. We do not have wel-
fare as a transition, as a place of move-
ment; it has become a place of repose.
I believe we need to change that. For
us to say that, even under this bill.
which is a significant reform, for us to
say that we would allow people to have
5 straight years without work, where
your self-esteem or your skills, your
motivation would atrophy, would with-
er—if you do not use a muscle for 5
weeks, it gets weak, If you do not do
not use it for 5 months, it almost dis-
appears. If you do not use it for 5 years.
it is gone.

We have here the most important
muscle in human character—self-es-
teem. skills, motivations. We are still
providing in this bill that for as long as
3 years you can simply be there not
working. The bill, as it stands, requires
15 percent of the unexempted popu-
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lation to work in the first year period.
and 25 percent in the second year pe-
riod—25 percent. That is one Out of
four. So for three Out of four, they
could go right by the first 2-year period
and not even be involved in work.

I believe, though. as a result of this.
that welfare recipients, other than that
25 percent who actually went to work.
could just choose to coast along for the
full 5 years of benefits with no addi-
tional incentive to get a job. I think
that is where this bill needs correction.
It needs dramatic correction.

I propose to amend this welfare bill
to allow welfare recipients, able-bodied
welfare recipients without infant chil-
dren. to collect only 24 months of con-
secutive temporary assistance-to-
needy-families benefits. At the end of
those 2 years, if the recipient still re-
fuses to work. I say. cut the benefit.
What this really does is not result in
cut benefits: this results in more peo-
ple being willing to work.

Instead of saying to an individual
who gets on welfare. if you work the
system, you can last for 5 years, create
the habits of reliance, create the habits
of repose, reject the habits of industry
and work: this would basically say, you
better get to work, learning to get a
job right away, because after 2 years,
in spite of the fact that there is a 5-
year lifetime limit, there is a 24-month
consecutive receipt-of-benefit limit for
able-bodied adults without infant chil-
dren.

If a welfare recipient then decides
not to work in the 2-year time span.
the payment would cease. By doing
this. we simply hope to inject a con-
cept which is too novel which ought to
be commonplace. That is the concept
that work is beneficial and that it pays
better and is better than welfare. 0th-
erwise. we are simply going to be
tempting people to stay on and approx-
imate, or approach at least. as much as
they can of the 12.98 years of time on
welfare, which is now a debilitating
and disabling influence in the Amer-
ican culture for too many Americans.

Our intention is to leave the time pe-
riod between any times you consume
your 24 consecutive months total up to
the States, so that recipients could not
leave the welfare rolls and sign up
again a week later. I think States
could make these judgments about
what kind of interval that would be
needed between the 24-month periods.
Our central point. our responsibility
here, is to say that we want to provide
as part of the structure of our reform
the energy to change. legislation that
changes welfare from being a lifestyle
to being a transition. We want to start
to energize a commitment on the part
of recipients to make the changes in
the way they live so that they avoid
prolonged exposures to the welfare sys-
tem and find themselves at an earlier
time being capable of sustaining them-
selves.

We want welfare recipients to look at
this 5-year period as a lifetime cushion,
not to be consumed in the first need or
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the second need, hopefully never to be
consumed. Our objective should be that
no one ever bumps the 5-year limit.
Our objective should be that we ener-
gize people to go to work so quickly
and so enthusiastically that they
maintain their reserve to the day they
die.

Permitting able-bodied welfare re-
cipients to remain on assistance for a
straight 5-year-long block of time sim-
ply would reinforce, reteach, perpet-
uate, and underscore the current cycle
of dependence. We need to stop this
cycle of dependence. not just for indi-
viduals. but for what it teaches to our
children. Welfare has become an
intergenerational phenomenon, where
people are on so long that their chil-
dren grow up knowing only one life-
style—it is welfare. By limiting the un-
interrupted block of time that welfare
recipients remain on the rolls. we will
reduce the level of dependence on gov-
ernment assistance.

Welfare can be habit forming, and
has been habit forming. It..can be ad-
dictive. It can be destructive, and it
has been. We need to take the sti-uc-
tural components of the welfare sys-
tem, which are dehumanizing. demean-
ing and disabling, Out of the system.
We need to energize each individual to
view welfare as transitional. We should
do that by saying there can be no more
than 24 consecutive months on welfare
for any able-bodied individual without
infant children. unless they will work.

I just indicate that on Tuesday of
this last week President Clinton or-
dered that in case we do not pass wel-
fare reform in the next few months, the
Department of Health and Human
Services will give States the power to
cut off benefits if an able-bodied adult
refuses to work after 2 years. This is
not a Draconian message. This is a
message and this is a concept called for
by the President of the United States.

For us to deliver a welfare system
back to the American people which re-
inforces, underlines. and strengthens
the bad habit of long-term dependency
would not only be an affront to the
American people. but it would be our
failure to respond to a President who
has asked us to do much better. There
is something much better that we
should be doing, and something we can
do. If we want to break the long-term
aspects. the intergenerational aspects
of welfare. we have to be a part of this
teachin& idea in a real way.

When I was Governor of the State of
Missouri and I had the great privilege
of serving the people of my State, we
came to Washington to ask for a waiv-
er, a waiver from the regulations of the
Federal Government. The waiver was
simply this: We said, please give Mis-
souri the right to say to welfare recipi-
ents, if you do not make sure your kids
are in school, you will not get your full
benefit. It was a way of saying welfare
is not a place where you can throw re-
sponsibility to the wind. It was a way
of saying, if you are a parent. you have
to be responsible for at least some fun-
damental basic things. like getting
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your kids to school, because we do not
want your kids to stay at home and
learn welfare, we want your kids to go
to school and learn how to be produc-
tive. We were able to get that waiver.
The program was called People Attain-
ing Self-Sufficiency, PASS. PASS had
some reference to school. We wanted
kids to pass in school by having good
attendance,

I think there is another part of the
structure of welfare reform that we
should embrace as we send the bill to
the President of the United States. We
should not have to have States coming
to Washington, waiting 2 or 3 years,
filling out enough paperwork to choke
a horse in order to have the privilege of
saying to people, We expect you to
make sure your kids are in school or
we are not going to make sure your
check is in the mail." It is that simple.
It is very fundamental. If you are on
welfare, yotu- kids should be in school,
because it is especially important to
break the intergenerational chain of
dependence. Part of this measure is to
make sure we say to the individuals,
"You have some responsibility."

Another important concept of this
amendment is that it would allow
States to require temporary assistance
to needy families and food stamp re-
cipients to either have a high school
education or work toward attaining a
high school education. It is my judg-
ment that it is not very realistic to say
to people, "We are sending you to
work, but you do not have to have the
kind of fundamental and basic skills
that come from educaUon." I am not
talking about worker training here. I
am talking about education. I am talk-
ing about the fact that an educated
person can read the manual and train
himself or herself. I am talking about
the fundamental responsibility of cul-
ture, not the responsibility of a busi-
ness to train people to do its business.
I am talking about the fundamental re-
sponsibility of a culture to train its
citizens by way of education.

EducaUon is different, really, from
training. Education is the basis upon
which training builds. A person who
cannot read or write will have a hard
time, no matter how much training she
gets. I believe if a person is going to be
receiving this assistance that we need
to say to them. You are going to have
to invest in yourself to the extent of
having a high school education or a
general equivalency diploma. The truth
of the matter is you have a responsibil-
ity. and you have to be prepared to
meet that responsibility."

As a matter of fact, this is a far more
important thing than it has ever been
before, because once we put a time
limit on these matters, we need to en-
ergize people to be ready in order to
fend for themselves when the time
limit has expired. I hope we will have a
2-year time length on consecutive
months of benefits. 24 months, and I
believe in a 5-year lifetime benefit, as
well. With that in mind we will have to
make sure that people can fend for

themselves at the expiration of that
time.

Mr. President, I reserve the balance
of my time, but I am happy to yield
back my time on the amendment when
all time is ready to be yielded back.

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, I see the
distinguished chairman of the Budget
Committee on the floor; is he seeking
recognition?

Mr. DOMENICI. I wondered who on
the Democratic side was going to op-
pose this amendment.

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, I was
going to make a general statement. I
will be introducing an amendment
later. I was going to be making a short
but general statement, if there is no
objection to that.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, might
I ask staff, perhaps they could confer
with Senator LEAHY.

Is there somebody on your side that
wants to respond to this amendment?

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, I say to
the distinguished Senator from New
Mexico, I came to the floor because
there was not anybody on the floor at
this moment. I notice there that have
been some quorum calls. I thought
rather than hold up anything later on,
as I would take probably less time than
it would take now in discussing this, if
I could just make a couple of com-
ments about the nutrition aspects of
the reconciliation bill.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I have
no objection if the distinguished Sen-
ator from Missouri has no objection to
temporarily setting this aside while
the Senator from Vermont proceeds.

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, I wish to
speak just briefly on matters involving
nutrition aspects of the reconciliation
bill. I will, later on, have amendments
in that regard. It seems like this was a
good time to speak.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, we
need not set anything aside, but give
him unanimous consent to proceed on a
matter not related to this amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
McCAIN). The unanimous-consent re-
quest by the Senator from New Mexico
is agreed to, and the Senator from Ver-
mont is recognized to speak.

Mr. LEAHY. I thank my distin-
guished friend from New Mexico, the
distinguished Presiding Officer from
Arizona, and the distinguished Senator
from Missouri.

Mr. President, my message today is
very simple—my concern is that the
nutrition cuts in the reconciliation bill
are going to make children go hungry
if they are allowed to stay as they are.

At the beginning of this Congress, I
attacked some of those people with the
Contract With America crowd because
they wanted to repeal the School
Lunch Act, at that time in the name of
balancing the budget. I also attacked
them because they wanted to repeal
the school breakfast program and then
they wanted to repeal the summer food
service program. I am not sure why
they did that. but it was interesting to
see how the American public reacted.
They reacted with outrage.
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Now I am afraid that the same Amer-

ican public is being fooled, because
these nutrition cuts are now being
made in a reconciliation bill. The same
nutrition cuts that could not be made
frontally are going to be made indi-
rectly in the reconciliation bill.

It appears to me that the Contract
With America crowd has totally aban-
doned its effort to balance the budget.
Now they will settle for just taking
food from children. The amendment to
strike Medicaid without an offset
means that senior citizens vote, but it
shows they understand that children do
not vote. If children could vote, there
is no doubt in my mind these nutrition
cuts wouAd not be in this bill. In fact.
if children could vote, the nutrition
cuts that cut the school lunch, school
breakfast, and summer reading pro-
grams would not even be attempted.

Nationwide, the nutrition cuts will
take the equivalent of 20 billion meals
from low-income families over the next
6 years. Children do not have political
PAC's. Children do not vote. But now
we find out what happens, children are
the ones that will be hurt by these
cuts,

If these cuts had something to do
with balancing the budget. or were part
of a larger effort to balance the budget,
that would at least provide some jus-
tification, These programs that the Re-
publican majority propose in child care
food programs, these cuts hurt pre-
school-age children in day care homes
in my home State of Vet-mont and in
the rest of the Nation. Families with
children will absorb at least 70 percent
of the food stamp reductions. The im-
pact on Vermont will be significant.
The average food stamp benefit will
drop to 65 cents per person per meal.
Def, anybody to eat at 65 cents per
meal. I think parents will have a very
difficult time feeding hungry children
on a 65-cent budget. I remember my
three children when they were going up
could eat you out of house and home.
They certainly could not be fed on 65
cents a meal.

Most of these food stamp cuts are
done cleverly. There is S23 billion that
comes from provisions that alter the
mathematical factors and formula used
in computer software, so nobody sees
or figures it out. But the end result is
there are lower benefits for children.

Children will go hungry because new
computer programs are used. These
hungry children will not even know
they have been reformed: neither will
their parents. All they will know is
they are going to be a lot, lot hungrier
once the computers turn on.

Over 95 percent of the cuts in nutri-
tion programs are unrelated to welfare
reform. Most cuts are simply imple-
mented by computer software. I do not
know how that represents reform—un-
less somebody feels that a computer
can think and feed and knows hunger.
and a computer can recognize hungry
children.

In fact. in a couple of years, hunger
among Vermont children will dramati-
cally increase under this bill. As it is
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now written in the nutrition areas, it is
antifamily. antichild. it is mean-spir-
ited, and it is really beneath what a
great country should stand for. It takes
food from children, and it does vir-
tually nothing to reform or improve
nutrition programs. In fact, it is not
even an attempt to balance the budget.
so we can at least say we are doing
that for the children in future years.

A lot of talk was made last year
about the Contract With America and
about how the budget will be balanced
with real cuts. I said at that time that
I did not think the people who were
'Stalking that talk" would "walk the
walk" by making the real cuts. I was
right.

That net result of this Congress will
be that the Agriculture Committee
baseline is greatly reduced, and that
other committees will get away with-
out contributing a penny, let alone
their fair share, toward balancing the
budget. But what that means is. when
it works its way down, it works its way
down to children.—Why? As I said be-
fore. children do not vote, children do
not contribute to PAC's, children do
not hire lobbyists. children do not get
involved in campaigns. So children will
go hungry. It is as simple as that. Ev-
erybody else gets protected.

The distinguished chairman of the
Budget Committee was on the floor
here a minute ago. I remember when he
came before the Agriculture Commit-
tee in 1990. He called the Food Stamp
Program "the backbone of our way of
helping the needy in this country." I
agreed with Senator DOvNICI when he
said that. But now that backbone is
being broken in this bill. In a couple of
years, there will be a stream of news
stories about hungry children standing
in lines at soup kitchens, because over
80 percent of food stamp benefits go to
families with children.

Let us not have a bill that punishes
children because they cannot vote. Let
us do what the distinguished Senator
from New Mexico said in 1990. Let us
remember our children. Let us remem-
ber the Food Stamp Program, which,
as he said so eloquently, 'is the back-
bone of our way of helping the needy in
this country."

So, Mr. President, I will have amend-
ments later on to improve this. unless
improvements are made before that
time. I yield the floor.

Mr. DOMENICI addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New Mexico is recognized.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. I un-

derstand that the Democratic side will
have no one responding to the Senator
from Missouri. If the Senator finishes,
he can yield back the remainder of his
time, and we will ask that they yield
back any time they have. and the Sen-
ator's amendment will be final. unless
the point of order lies, and the Senator
will have time tomorrow to explain it.

I appreciate the comments of the dis-
tinguished Senator from Vermont. I
say. however, that statements I made
with reference to food stamps should
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not mean that the Senator from New
Mexico does not think that, from time
to time. we must look at the program.
because it is frequently abused and
abused in many ways. We have lent
ourselves to some of that abuse by the
way we have written the law.

I know we are setting about in this
bill to reform food stamps and make
sure that it is less fraudulently used.
But I wanted to make sure that my en-
tire thoughts about it. as I went before
the committee in 1990, are at least here
in principle in the RECORD today.

Mr. LEAHY. If the Senator will yield
on that point. would the Senator from
New Mexico agree with me that the
Food Stamp Program. properly used,
can be of extreme benefit to low-in-
come children.

Mr. DOMENICI. There is no question
about it. We do not have a better pro-
gram—

The PRESIDING OFFICER. I admon-
ish both Senators to observe the rules
of the Senate. You must address each
other through the Chair.

Mr. LEAHY. I believe I had, Mr.
President. I believe I asked if the Sen-
ator would yield so I might ask him a
question.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. But the
Chair did not rule. Without objection,
the Senator from Vermont is recog-
nized to ask a question of the Senator
from New Mexico.

I think the Senator from Vermont
knows the rules.

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, I repeat
my question to the Senator from New
Mexico. Would he not agree that the
food stamp proposal. properly used, is
extremely helpful in feeding low-in-
come children in this country?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from New Mexico is recognized.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. I was
going to respond to the question.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen..
ator from New Mexico is recognized.

Mr. DOMENICI. Certainly. I agree. I
do not know that we have found a bet-
ter way. yet. even with all of its faults,
to get nutrition into the hands of the
poor. I repeat that, however, I think
the Senator from Vermont knows that
no matter how good it is, it is fre-
quently abused. We sometimes 'right
it" in ways that make it subject to
being abused more so. I only wanted to
make that comment. I agree that we
have not yet found a better way. Cash
benefits do not seem to work as well
because. indeed. they are not used for
nutritional items. If we keep a tight
grasp on making sure they are not
fraudulently traded and they are used
for nutrition. we do not have anything
better yet that I am aware of.

Mr. LEAI-ly. Mr. President, my point
is that we have seen some great
changes in the Food Stamp Program.
some very significant improvements,
over the years. We have seen other im-
provements that we wait to come
forth, like the use of electronic benefit
transfer.

I have been very proud to work very
closely with the now chairman of the
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Senate Agriculture Committee and. be-
fore that, the ranking member of the
Senate Agriculture Committee, the
senior Senator from Indiana, in mak-
ing these improvements. They have
saved a lot of money. I also point out
that the Food Stamp Program is ex-
tremely important.

During the last administration, 40,000
to 45,000 people were added every single
week in the 4 years President Bush was
President—40,000 to 45,000 every single
week for 4 years were added. That is, in
over 200 weeks they were added to the
food stamp rolls.

Let me just remind my friend from
New Mexico and others about this.
When we talk about whether this pro-
gram is utilized in a Republican or
Democratic administration. it is a pro-
gram for everybody. During the Bush
administration. every single week. be-
cause of the way the economy was,
40,000 people were added, at the tax-
payers' expense. to the food stamp
rolls.

We have been fortunate with the ef-
forts to balance the budget and im-
prove the economy. and since President
Clinton came in, 2 million people have
been able to drop from the food stamp
rolls. as compared to 40,000 people a
week being added in the 200 weeks dur-
ing the past administration. Two mil-
lion people have now been taken off in
this administration. That is good news
for the economy and good news for the
taxpayers. But it also points out that
in both Democratic and Republican ad-
ministrations, we should be protecting
the Food Stamp Program.

Reform it? Yes. My point is, of
course, that a computer program that
simply cuts children off without reform
is not reform. We should be willing to
stand up as legislators and make the
tough decisions on how to reform the
Food Stamp Program. and not simply
say to a computer program: Here. you
do it. We cannot totally cut off chil-
dren because they do not vote, they do
not contribute. and they are not part of
the political process. They will never
complain.

We will not touch anything in areas
of senior citizens. or anybody else. be-
cause they do vote and they do com-
plain. By golly. those children—tough.
Go hungry.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. HAT-

FIELD). Who seeks recognition?
Mr. ASHCROFT addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Missouri.
Mr. ASHCROFT. Thank you. Mr.

President. I will make a few remarks
about the amendment which I pro-
posed.

I want to reinforce again the concept
that we need to change the character
of welfare. We need to change welfare
from being a condition in which people
exist to being a transition from de-
pendency—not only from dependency
but long-term dependency—to inde-
pendence, to work. to growth, and to
opportunity. If we are going to do that,
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we should not acquiesce to a 5-year
limit which allows people to go onto
welfare and just get on it and stay for
5 years without doing anything. We
should require of individuals—or at
least provide that States require of in-
dividuals—that a number of things be
done.

One, we should say no longer can you
stay on welfare for more than 24
months in any one stretch without
going to work or preparing for work by
taking work training and getting an
education.

Second. we should say never can you
stay on welfare if you do not fulfill
your responsibility to send your kids
to school. If you are going to be on wel-
fare, your kids ought to be in school.
Children who are in school are less of a
burden to individuals on welfare than
children who are allowed to stay home
or otherwise avoid their responsibility.

Third, if we expect people eventually
to become self-reliant in their own set-
ting. we are going to have to ask those
individuals to have fundamental edu-
cational qualifications as well. In my
judgment, that is the reason we ought
to allow States to require that individ-
uals who are seeking to continue to re-
ceive welfare benefits either have or be
in the process of attaining the kind of
educational qualifications that would
come with a high school diploma or a
GED.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
sent that all time be yielded back on
the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. ASHCROF1' addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Missouri.
AMENDMENT NO. 4942 TO AMENDMENT NO. 4941

(Purpose: To provide that a family may not
receive TANF assistance for more than 24
consecutive months at a time unless an
adult in the family is working or a State
exempts an adult in the family from work-
ing for reasons of hardship)
Mr. ASHCROFT. Mr. President. I

send my amendment to the desk.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will report.
The bill clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Missouri (Mr. AsHcR0Fr)

proposes an amendment numbered 4942 to
amendment No. 4941.

Mr. ASHCROFI'. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be in-

serted by the amendment, insert the follow-
ing:

(8) No ASsISTANcE FOR MORE THAN 5
YEARS.—

(A) IN CENERAL.—Except as provided in
subparagraphs (B) and (C). a State to which
a grant is made under section 403 shall not
use any part of the grant to provide assist-
ance to a family that includes an adult who
has received assistance under any State pro-
cram funded under this part attributable to
funds provided by the Federal Government
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for 60 months (whether or not consecutive)
after the date the State program funded
under this part commences. However, a
State shall not use any part of such grant to
provide assistance to a family that includes
an adult who has received assistance under
any State program funded under this part at-
tributable to funds provided by the Federal
Government for more than 24 consecutive
months unless such an adult is—

(i) engaged in work as required by Section
402(a) (1) (A) (ii); or,

(ii) exempted by the State from such 24
consecutive month limitation by reason of
hardship, pursuant to subparagraph (C).'.

(B) MINOR CHILD ExcEPTION—In determin-
ing the number of months for which an indi-
vidual who is a parent or pregnant has re-
ceived assistance under the State program
funded under this part for purposes of sub-
paragraph (A). the State shall disregard any
month for which such assistance was pro-
vided with respect to the individual and dur-
ing which the individual was—

(i) a minor child: and
(ii) not the head of a household or married

to the head of a household.
(C) HARDSHIP EXCEPTION.—
(i) IN CENERAL.—The State may exempt a

family from the application of subparagraph
(A) of this paragraph, or subparagraph (B) of
paragraph (1), by reason of hardship or if the
family includes an individual who has been
battered or subjected to extreme cruelty.

(ii) Limitation.—The number of families
with respect to which an exemption made by
a State under clause (i) is in effect for a fis-
cal year shall not exceed 20 percent of the
average monthly number of families to
which assistance is provided under the State
program funded under this part.

(iii) BATFERED OR SUBJECT TO EXTREME CRU-
ELTY DEFINED.—For purposes of clause (i), an
individual has been battered or subjected to
extreme cruelty if the individual has been
subjected to—

(I) physical acts that resulted in. or threat-
ened to result in. physical injury to the indi-
vidual;

(II) sexual abuse;
(III) sexual activity involving a dependent

child;
(IV) being forced as the caretaker relative

of a dependent child to engage in nonconsen-
sual acts or activities;

(V) threats of. or attempts at, physical or
sexual abuse;

(VI) mental abuse: or
(VII) neglect or deprivation of medical

care.
(D) RULE OF INTERPRETATION—Subpara-

graph (A) of this paragraph and subpara-
graph (B) of paragraph (1) shall not be inter-
preted to require any State to provided as-
sistance to any individual for any period of
time under the State program funded under
this part.

Mr. ASHCROFT. I ask unanimous
consent that all time be yielded back
on the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

AMEt.'DMENT NO. 4943 TO AMENDMENT NO. 4941
(Purpose: To provide that a state may sanc-

tion a family's TANF assistance if the fam-
ily includes an adult who fails to ensure
that their minor dependent children attend
school)
Mr. ASHCROFT. Mr. President, I

send an amendment to the desk.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will report.
The bill clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Missouri (Mr. A5HcR0FT)

proposes an amendment numbered 4943 to
amendment No. 4941.
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Mr. ASHCROFT. Mr. President. I ask

unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

Mr. DOMENICI. I object. I do not
know what the amendment is.

Mr. President. I no longer have an
objection, if he would renew his re-
quest. I understand what he is doing
now. I did not understand. I do now.

Mr. ASHCROFT. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
In the language proposed to be inserted by

the amendment, strike all after the fist
word and insert the following:

SANCTION WELFARE RECIPIErT5 FOR FAILING
To ENSURE THAT MINOR DEPENDENT CHiL-
DREN ATrEND ScHooL.—

(A) IN CENERAL.—A State to which a grant
is made under section 403 shall not be prohib-
ited from sanctioning a family that includes
an adult who has received assistance under
any State program funded under this part at-
tributable to funds provided by the Federal
Government or under the food stamp pro-
gram, as defined in section 3(h) of the Food
Stamp Act of 1977, if such adult fails to en-
sure that the minor dependent children of
such adult attend school as required by the
law of the State in which the minor children
reside.

Mr. ASHCROFT. Mr. President, I
send an amendment to the desk.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. with-
out the Senator losing his right to the
floor, might I ask unanimous consent
to have the privilege of the floor to ask
a question of the Senator?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. DOMENICI. Is it the purpose of
the amendment—it is perfectly legiti-
mate and proper—to make sure that
there is no second-degree amendment
offered to the Senator's amendment?

Mr. ASHCROFT. That is correct.
Mr. DOMENICI. I believe I have au-

thority from the other side. If the Sen-
ator wants to propose a unanimous
consent request that there be no sec-
ond-degree amendment, it would be
granted. Does the Senator prefer not to
do that?

Mr. ASHCROFT. Yes. I would prefer
to have the amendment.

AMENDMENT NO. 4944 TO AMENDMENT NO. 4941

(Purpose: To provide that a state may sanc-
tion a family's TANF assistance if the fain-
ily includes an adult who does not have, or
is not working toward attaining, a second-
ary school diploma or its recognized equiv-
alent)
Mr. ASHCROFT. Mr. President. I

send an amendment to the desk, and I
ask for its immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The bill clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Missouri (Mr. ASHCROT)

proposes an amendment numbered 4944 to
amendment No. 4941.

Mr. ASHCROFT. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
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In the language proposed to be stricken by

the amendment, strike all after the first
word and insert the following:

REQUIREMEN'T FOR HIGH SCHOOL D!PLOMA OR
EQU!VALENL—

(A) IN GENERAL.—A State to which a grant
is made under section 403 shall not be prohib-
ited from sanctioning a family that includes
an adult who is older than age 20 and young-
er than age 51 and who has received assist-
ance under any State program funded under
this part attributable to funds provided by
the Federal Government or under the food
stamp program, as defined in section 3(h) of
the Food Stamp Act of 1977. if such adult
does not have, or is not working toward at-
taining, a secondaiy school diploma or its
recognized equivalent unless such adult has
been determined in the judgment of medical.
psychiatric, or other appropriate profes-
sionals to lack the requisite capacity to
complete successfully a course of study that
would lead to a secondary school diploma or
its recognized equivalent.

Mr. ASHCROFT. Mr. President, there
are three basic thrusts that are under-
taken in these amendments. They are
the conversion of a system from being
a system of conditioning people to be
dependent to transitioning people to be
at work.

The first thrust is that we would
have a 24-consecutive-month limit on
welfare for those who refuse to work or
get training at the end of the 24
months. It seems to me that is some-
thing that the President of the United
States called for last week and which
we ought to have.

The second component of this strat-
egy is to say that those who are on wel-
fare should have their children in
school. It is not something that is un-
known or mysterious. The fact of the
matter is that high school dropouts av-
erage $12809 a year, a poverty-level
standard of living for a family of three.
For an individual who has a high
school degree. the average is S18,737, a
46-percent higher income than the av-
erage for dropouts.

Half of those arrested for drug viola-
tions in 1995 did not have a high school
diploma. And the preponderance of all
crimes, 40 percent of all crimes, were
committed by those who did not finish
high school. It is time for us to ask
those who are involved in the welfare
system by way of receiving benefits
under temporary assistance to needy
families to make sure that their chil-
dren are in school.

A high school degree is a key to es-
caping from the welfare trap. Statistics
show that it keeps kids out of jail.
Every parent has a principal and pri-
mary responsibility to make sure their
children receive the kinds of fun-
damentals that will allow them to fend
for themselves. Every child can attend
school in America. Every child can
earn a high school diploma. It costs
nothing but commitment and respon-
sibiitv. Too often this opportunity is
ignored—even trashed. Teens drop Out
of school, grade school, or skip classes.
This is a tragic waste of a precious re-
source, one on which our culture must
rely.

All of our Government institutions
should do everything possible to ensure
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that children go to school and earn a
degree. Government should certainly
not be paying parents to let their kids
play hooky and skip school. If you are
on welfare, your kids should be in
school. Parents should not be co-
conspirators in perpetuating their chil-
dren in a lifetime on and off of welfare,
in and out of minimum-wage jobs, and
irresponsibility. Children must go to
school in order to break the cycle of
dependency, to change welfare from
being a long-term condition into being
a transition.

The amendment that I propose allows
States—I repeat, allows States—to
sanction welfare recipients of the tem-
porary assistance to needy families
that do not ensure that their children
are attending school. It also allows
States to sanction food stamp recipi-
ents who do not send their children to
school. Children who graduate from a
welfare system should be armed with a
degree rather than with a habit of de-
pendence. It is the key to self-reliance
and success.

We have watched, as the Nation has
watched, the Olympics. We need our
full team on the field whenever we
play. Even "The Dream Team" would
have a tough time if they did not have
the entire capacity of the team avail-
able as a resource. And yet we allow
our citizens sometimes to ask for our
help and to persist in receiving it with-
out equipping themselves, without
making a commitment to themselves.
The last component of my amendments
is really a way of saying if you are
going to be on welfare. you have to
have or be working toward a high
school diploma so you can work for
yourself and help yourself.

It is no mystery. States may require
that temporary assistance. to needy
families and food stamp recipients
work toward attaining a high school
diploma or its equivalent as a condi-
tion of receiving welfare assistance.
This requirement would not apply if an
individual was determined in the judg-
ment of medical, psychiatric, or other
appropriate professionals to lack the
requisite capacity to attain a high
school diploma or GED.

During the debate this year in the
Senate, Senator SIMON once said, "We
can have all the job training in the
world, but if we do not face the prob-
lem of basic education, we are not
going to do what we ought to do for
this country."

I cannot agree more with that state-
ment. It does not pay us to provide job
training upon job training upon job
training when welfare recipients have
not achieved proficiency in the fun-
damental underlying skills of mathe-
matics, English, and reading which
provide people with the tools to benefit
from job training and to assimilate
changes in the job market. We do not
have jobs and crafts that do not
change. They all have new processes
and new procedures. As technology
marches on, it is important to make
sure that individuals cannot only get
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the right kind of job training but they
possess the fundamental characteristic
of being educated in order to be able to
take advantage ofjob training when it
comes along.

A person over 18 without a high
school diploma averages $12,800 in earn-
ings: with a high school diploma.
$18,700 in earnings. A $6,000 difference
is the difference between dependence
and independence, the difference be—
tween self-reliance and reliance on
Government. The U.S. Sentencing
Commission determined that 40 percent
of the individuals who commit crimes
are individuals without high school di-
plomas. The Commission also found
that these individuals are responsible
for 50 percent of all drug violations. If
people are going to receive welfare ben-
efits, they should at least be working
toward the fundamental equipping, en-
abling, freeing achievement of having a
high school education.

Mr. President, I would be pleased to-
gether with the opponents of this
amendment on the other side of the
aisle to yield back the remainder of the
time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator has yielded back the remain-
der—.-

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I need
somebody from the other side of the
aisle to yield back their time or we
cannot proceed with any other amend-
ments.

Mr. CONRAD. We are willing to yield
back the time on this side.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
has been yielded back.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, pursu-
ant to the previous understanding. I
believe the distinguished Senator is en-
titled to offer his amendment at this
point.

AMENDMENT NO. 4945

(Purpose: To expand State flexibility in
order to encourage food stamp recipients
to look for work and to prevent hardshi)
Mr. CONRAD. Mr. President, I would

call up my amendment that is at the
desk.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The bill clerk read as follows:
The Senator from North Dakota 1M.

CoNRn). for himself and Mr. LEAHY. pro-
poses an amendment numbered 4945.

Mr. CONRAD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
On page 6. strike lines 14 through 16 and in-

sert the following:
Section 5(d)(7) of the Food Stamp Act of

1977 (7 U.S.C. 2014(d)(7)) is amended by stxik-
ing "21 years of age or younger" and insert-
mg "19 years of age or younger (17 years of
age or younger in fiscal year 2002)".

On page 21. line 3, strike "$5,100" and in-
sert "$4.650'.

On page 49. line 3. strike •10" and insert
"20".

On page 49, line 12, strike "1 month" and
insert "2 months".

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from North Dakota.
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Mr. CONRAD. I thank the Chair.
I am joined in this amendment by my

colleague from Vermont. Senator
LEA.l-w, the ranking member of the Sen-
ate Agriculture Committee. This
amendment addresses a serious prob-
lem with the food stamp provisions of
the welfare bill that is before us now.

..tS I describe our amendment, I would
like to bring my colleagues attention
to the chart beside me and the number
600.000 because that is the impact of
the food stamp provisions before us;
600.000 Americans will lose eligibility
each month under the provision that is
in the bill before us.

The 600,000 estimated by the Congres-
sional Budget Office is to be the num-
ber of people who would be terminated
from the Food Stamp Program in any
given month because they are unable
to find a job within the 4-month time
limit provided for in this legislation.
Our amendment insists on work, and
that is as it should be. But it promotes
State flexibility by giving States an
option to assist people who would oth-
erwise be at risk of going hungry. Our
amendment achieves these goals in two
ways. First, the amendment would ex-
pand the State option to exercise a
hardship exemption. The amendment
increases the hardship exemption from
10 percent to 20 percent of the eligible
population and makes it consistent
with the AFDC block grant.

Simply stated, we are allowing
States, instead of being able to declare
10 percent of their eligible population
hardship cases not bound by the 4-
month limit, to increase that at State
option to 20 percent.

Second, the amendment allows
States to count job search as work for
2 months instead of the 1 month pro-
vided in the bill before us. I want to be
clear to my colleagues that the cost of
this amendment is fully offset over the
6-year budget period. The Agriculture
Committee will still be in full compli-
ance with its budget reconciliation tar-
get

Mr. DOMENICI. Will the Senator
yield?

Mr. CONRAJD. I would be happy to
yield to my colleague if we do not have
an interruption.

Mr. DOMENICI, I want to use my
time.

Mr. President. in behalf of the distin-
guished chairman of the Agriculture
Committee, I understand the amend-
ment offered by Senator CONRAD allows
States to exempt up to 20 percent of
the able-bodied 18 to 50-year-olds from
the work requirement and allow up to
2 months of job search per year to
count as work.

Mr. CONRAD. That is correct.
Mr. DOMENICI, I believe the Food

Stamp Program should have a strong
work requirement as the Senator has
indicated. I am now speaking in behalf
of the chairman of the Agriculture
Committee. Senator Luc under-
stands the Senator's concern about the
individuals who are willing to work
may be unable to find a job due to cir-
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cumstances beyond their control. Sen-
ator continues on that in behalf
of the Agriculture Committee, he finds
the offsets acceptable and the amend-
ment acceptable.

So at this point I want the Senator
to know I am going to yield back all
the time we have in opposition and in-
dicate for the REcOJW we are willing to
accept the amendment.

Mr. CONRAD. I appreciate that from
the able manager of the bill. I will just
proceed briefly to outline the rationale
for the amendment and then yield back
our time as well.

Mr. President, everybody here agrees
that work is important and that food
stamp benefits should be temporary.
But the work requirement provision in
the pending welfare bill would have the
unintended effect of preventing people
who want to find work from securing a
job. How can my colleagues seriously
argue that people can be expected to
find a job, to sit through an interview
when they have not eaten? It does not
work. I understand and support the
work ethic in America, but I also be-
lieve our society has achieved a level of
decency where we will not deny food
assistance to people who have been un-
able to find ajob in just 4 months.

The reason I felt it was important to
offer this amendment is I have dealt
with people who are in this exact cir-
curnstance. I remember very well a
young fellow who worked construction
in my State—very frankly, not the
smartest guy in the world, and he had
a hard time finding work, but he was
able to work construction. He was a
strong kid and he was able to work in
that way. But the construction season
in my state is not very long. You are
lucky if you can be in construction 6
months out of the year in North Da-
kota some years.

This young fellow would work during
the construction season, which usually
starts in April in North Dakota, but
come winter, November, the construc-
tion season ended. He was not able to
find additional work. And I tell you, he
came from a family that had next to
nothing. He had next to nothing, lived
in a very modest basement apartment,
and that fellow needed some help dur-
ing the winter to eat. That is just the
reality of the circumstance.

Under this legislation, after 4
months, that guy would not get any
help. Is that really what we want to do
in America? Is that really what we
want to do? We want to say to some-
body, if you cannot find a job in 4
months. you do not get any food assist-
ance? Is that what we have come to in
this country? I find that hard to be-
lieve.

I really must say to my colleagues, if
that is where we are, then something is
radically wrong in this country. Amer-
ica is better than that. We are a
wealthy nation, with a rich and abun-
dant food supply. We should not know-
ingly adopt a national policy which
promotes hunger. Certainly we should
promote work. but not cut people off
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from food if they have not been able to
find a job in 4 months. This amend-
ment gives States the option to provide
food for people who are unable to find
a job within 4 months, at least 20 per-
cent they can exempt as hardship
cases. and they can count 2 months of
looking for work as part of work.

As I already mentioned and as the
chart serves to remind us, in addition
to the number of people cut off the
Food Stamp Program because of the
tightened eligibility requirements and
work registration requirements. the
Congressional Budget Office has esti-
mated the welfare bill before us will
cut 600,000 people off of food stamps
each month because they cannot find a
job within the 4-month time limit.
These 600,000 people will then be at risk
of going hungry, more worried about
finding their next meal than finding a
job.

I cannot believe that is what we are
about here in the U.S. Senate. Accord-
ing to a study done in 1993, 83 percent
of the people who would be affected by
this draconian provision are below 50
percent of the poverty line. We are
talking about folks who do not have
anything. Now we are going to say to
them, "If you do not get ajob within 4
months, you do not get to eat"? I can-
not believe we are going to do that.

I am all for strong work require-
ments. I introduced my own welfare re-
form bill that had the toughest work
requirements of any bill before us. But
this is not a work provision. This is a
hunger provision. We are talking about
food for people who cannot find a job. I
think it is entirely reasonable to give
States the option to continue food
stamp coverage for an additional
month of intensive job search, to help
make sure that poor people complete
the transition from welfare to work.

The Senate-passed welfare reform
bill that was supported by 87 Senators
contained 6 months of food stamp eligi-
bility for people in this category. Bi-
partisan efforts to reform the welfare
system, including the Chafee-Breaux
approach and the Specter-Biden pro-
posal, also contained a 6-month food
stamp time limit. These are far more
humane and realistic provisions.

Mr. President, for those who think
the majority of people affected by this
provision are just scamming the sys-
tem and are not interested in working,
let me put this in perspective by traxis-
lating it into dollar terms. Under the
Food Stamp Program, the maximum
level of benefits for a single person is
$119 a month. That is about $4 a day.
The Congressional Budget Office esti-
mates that every one of the 600,000 who
cannot find a job would accept job
training or a work slot if one was
available through the Food Stamp Em-
ployment Training Program. These
600.000 people are. consequently, receiv-
ing less than $4 a day in food stamps.

I ask my colleagues to think sez-i-
ously about what this means, less than
$4 a day in food stamps. Does it not
make sense if there were actually min-
imum wage jobs available for $4.25 an
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hour that individuals would work at
these jobs? Why would anyone trade a
S4.25-an-hour job for $4 a day in food
stamps? I do not think the vast major-
ity of people would make that kind of
trade. Clearly, we are talking about
circumstances in which those jobs are
not available. People cannot find those
jobs. This is not a case of they are bet-
ter off taking welfare than taking ajob
for $4 in food assistance. You would be
much better off, clearly, with $4 an
hour in ajob.

Before I close. I want to spend just a
minute talking about the hardship ex-
emption. Again, I share the view of
those who believe we must set limits
and push people from welfare to work.
But I think it is important to recognize
there are people who just do not have
the skills to find a job. or else have
some personal hardship that means
they will not be employed after 4

months on food stamps. Every one of
us know people who, frankly, are mar-
ginal in the employment arena. They
cannot find work. They are not edu-
cated, they are not trained, they may
have one or more disabilities.

It is important. I think, also, to con-
sider the devastating effects of natural
disasters or economic downturn on a
particular area, which may make it dif-
ficult for people to find employment in
4 months. If you have a natural disas-
ter like a hurricane, tornado. earth-
quake, or a series of disasters as we
have seen in California, all of a sudden
an area may not have much in the way
of employment. People may not be able
to find a job.

I think it is also important for us to
understand this issue affects urban
areas and could cause increased ten-
sions in some of America's biggest
cities. A recent study showed that for
every McDonald's opening in New York
City, there were 14 applicants. They
wanted to work. wanted to have a job.
For whatever reason, they were not
able to find a job. That circumstance
has improved because the national
economy has improved, but we all
know the economy is subjected to cy-
cles. Sometimes it is good and strong
and sometimes it is not so good. not so
strong.

What are we going to say to people
who cannot find ajob after 4 months?
We are going to deny them food
stamps? What are we telling them?
Telling them to go to the garbage can
to find something to eat?

I have people right now going
through my neighborhood who are
looking in garbage cans trying to find
something to eat, and my neighbor-
hood in this town is eight blocks from
where we are right now, eight blocks
due east of the Capitol of the United
States. I have people every day going
through my neighborhood. going
through garbage cans. If we want more
of it, I suppose we just stick with what
is in the underlying bill.

I might say it is not just urban areas,
but rural areas as well. There are parts
of my State which have very low pop u-
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lations, small communities, and jobs
are scarce in some of these areas. An
individual who has worked hard for 20
years in a small business in a rural
area, and maybe that business fails,
now this person may be willing to work
all night and all day if given the
chance. but the harsh reality is he or
she may not be able to find a job. The
truth of the matter is, it may take
more than 4 months for a new business
to come to that community.

We need to give States the option to
offer food assistance to hard-working
people who experience extreme hard-
ship. It is wrong to force States to cut
these people off from food assistance.
Instead, we should give States the
flexibility to continue to provide food
stamps to a limited number. up to 20
percent of individuals who face some
special hardship, Mr. President, 20 per-
cent of the eligible population. instead
of 10 percent that is in the underlying
bill.

Mr. President, it may not be politi-
cally popular t care about adults who
are hungry and cannot find a job. but I
want my colleagues to think about
what it would be like to be without
food. We are not talking here about the
luxuries. We are talking about food. It
strikes me it is bad policy. and bad for
the country, to knowingly create a
class of desperate people across the
country, struggling for the most basic
human necessity. food.

Fundamentally, it does not make
sense, to deny food to people who are
working hard to find a job and cannot
find one. These people are less, not
more likely to find a job if they are
spending their time trying to find their
next meal instead of trying to find
their next job.

I ask my colleagues to join me in giv-
ing States additional flexibility to con-
tinue to provide food assistance to peo-
ple who are unable to find work within
the 4 months provided for in this legis-
lation.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. If there

be no further debate, the question is on
agreeing to the amendment.

The amendment (No. 4945) was agreed
to.

Mr. CONRAD. Mr. President, I move
to reconsider the vote. and I move to
lay that motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

Mr. CONRAD. Mr. President, I sug-
gest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk pro-
ceeded to call the roll.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I have
two amendments by Senator
LIEBERMAN which we are going to ac-
cept.
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AMENDMENT NO. 4946

(Purpose: To add provisions to reduce the
incidence of statutory rape)

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. on be-
half of Senator LIEBERMAN. I send an
amendment to the desk. This amend-
ment has been agreed to on both sides.
1 ask unanimous consent that it be
agreed to and that the motion to re-
consider be laid upon the table.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered. The clerk
will report the amendment.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

The Senator from New Mexico I Mr. DOMEN-
Ic!). for Mr. LIESERMAN. proposes an amend-
ment numbered 4946.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that the reading of
the amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
Section 2101 is amended—
(1) by redesignating paragraphs (7) through

(9) as paragraphs (8) through (10). respec-
tively;

(2) in paragraph (10). as so redesignated, by
inserting ", and protection of teenage girls
from pregnancy as well as predatory sexual
behavior alter "birth"; and

(3) by inserting after paragraph (6), the fol-
lowing:

(7) An effective strategy to combat teenage
pregnancy must address the issue of male re-
sponsibility, including statutory raoe cul-
pability and prevention. The increase of
teenage pregnancies among the youngest
girls is particularly severe and is linked to
predatory sexual practices by men are
significantly older.

(A) It is estimated that in the late 1980's
the rate for girls age 14 and under giving
birth increased 26 percent.

(B) Data indicates that at least half of the
children born to teenage mothers are fa-
thered by adult men. Available data suggests
that almost 70 percent of births to teenage
girls are fathered by men over age 20.

(C) Surveys of teen mothers have revealed
that a majority of such mothers have his-
tories of sexual and physical abuse. pri-
manly with older adult men.

Section 402(a)(1)(A) of the Social Security
Act, as added by section 2103(a)(1), is amend-
ed—

(1) by redesignating clauses (vi) and (vii) as
clauses (vii) and (viii), respectively: and

(2) by inserting alter clause (v). the follow-
ing:

"(vi) Conduct a program. designed to reach
State and local law enforcement officials,
the education system. and relevant counsel-
ing services, that provides education and
training on the problem of statutory rape so
that teenage pregnancy prevention programs
may be expanded in scope to include men.

Section 2908 is amended—
(1) by inserting '(a) SENsE OF THE SEN-

ATE.—' before "It': and
(2) by adding at the end the followthg
(b) JUSTICE DEPARTMENT PROGRAM ON

STATUTORY RAPE.—
(1) E5TASLI5HMENT.—Not later than Janu-

ary 1. 1997. the Attorney General shall estab-
lish and implement a program that—

(A) studies the linkage between statutory
rape and teenage pregnancy. particuiarly by
predatory older men committing repeat of-
fenses; and

(B) educates State and local criminal law
enforcement officials on the prevention and
prosecution of statutory rape, focusing in
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particular on the commission of statutory
rape by predatory older men committing re-
neat offenses, and any links to teenage preg-
nancy.

(c) VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN 1NITIA-
T]VE.—The Attorney Generai shall ensure
that the Department of Justices Violence
-Against Women initiative addresses the issue
of statutory rape, particularly the commis-
sion of statutory rape by predatory older
men committing repeat offenses.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment is agreed to.

The amendment (No. 4946) was agreed
to.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. that
was an amendment to minimize the in-
cidence of statutory rape that is occur-
ring in the United States.

AMENDMENT NO. 4947
(Purpose: To require States which receive

grants under title XX of the Social Secu-
rity Act to dedicate 1 percent of such
grants to programs and services for mi-
nors)
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I have

a second amendment on behalf of Sen-
ator LIEBERMAN. I make the same
unanimousconsent request. I ask
unanimous consent that this amend-
ment be agreed to and that the motion
to reconsider be laid upon the table.

I send the amendment to the desk.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

objection, it is so ordered. The clerk
will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

The Senator from New Mexico [Mr. DOMEN-
iciJ. for Mr. LIEBERJVIAN, proposes an amend-
ment numbered 4947.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that the reading of
the amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
Section 2903 is amended—
(1) by inserting '(a) IN GENERAL.)—" before

•Section"; and
(2) by adding at the end the following:
(b) DEDICATION OF BLOCK GRANT SHARE.—

Section 2001 of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 1397) is amended—

(1) in the matter of preceding paragraph
(1). by inserting "(a)' before "For"; and

(2) by adding at the end the following:
"(b) For any fiscal year in which a State

receives an allotment under section 2003.
such State shall dedicate an amount equai to
1 percent of such allotment to fund programs
and services that teach minors to—

"(1) avoid out-of-wedlock pregnancies:
and".

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment is agreed to.

The amendment (No. 4947) was agreed
to.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, the
subject matter of this amendment is a
1 percent setaside from the social serv-
ices block grant which has been agreed
to on our side by the respective chair-
man of the committee.

I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk pro-

ceeded to call the roll.
Mr. DORGAJ'4. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. DORGAN. If I might ask the

manager of the bill, Senator BYFW and
I would like to introduce a piece of leg-
islation. Inasmuch as I see no other
Member seeking recognition to offer an
amendrrient to the pending business, I
ask unanimous consent to proceed as if
in morning business with the under-
standing that if additional amend-
ments become available, we—

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?

Mr. DOMENICI. Reserving the right
to object, could you give us an esti-
mate as to how much time you might
use?

Mr. DORGAN. I ask for 30 minutes
and would expect not to use the entire
30 minutes.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I will
not object so long as the Senator would
add that the time used, even though it
is as in morning business, would be
charged against the time remaining on
the bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I thank
the Chair.

(The remarks of Mr. DORGAN and Mr.
BYRD pertaining to the introduction of
5. 1978 are located in today's REcoIn
under "Statements on Introduced Bills
and Joint Resolutions.")

Mr. BUMPERS addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

MACK). The Senator from Arkansas.
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, the

Senator from Florida, Senator Ga-
HAM, offered an amendment on behalf
of himself and the Senator from Arkan-
sas Friday afternoon. Unhappily. I was
not here and did not get a chance to
speak on it. I would like to seize the
opportunity now to just make a few re-
marks.

Before doing that, I ask unanimous
consent that I be permitted to yield to
the Senator from North Dakota to
allow him to lay down an amendment
without debate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

AMENDMENT NO. 4948

(Purpose: To strike provisions relating to
the Indian child care set aside)

Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President. I send
an amendment to the desk sponsored
by myself and cosponsored by Senator
MCCAIN and Senator INOuyE.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The legislative clerk read as follows:
The Senator from North Dakota [Mr. DOR-

CAN), for himself. Mr. McCAIN, and Mr.
INOLJYE, proposes an amendment numbered
4948.

Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
In section 2813(1). strike subparagraph (B).
Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I intend

to discuss this amendment briefly at
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some point following the presentation
by the Senator from Arkansas. and I
very much appreciate his indulgence.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield for a moment?

Mr. BUMPERS. Yes.
Mr. DOMENICI. This is child support

regarding Indians?
We passed it on voice vote on Thurs-

day.
Mr. BUMPERS. Will the Senator re-

peat that. I am sorry: I did not hear
him.

Mr. DOMENICI. I just addressed the
amendment sent to the desk.

Mr. DORGAN. It is a different
amendment. It deals With the 3 percent
set aside. and I do not believe it has
been passed.

Mr. DOMENICI. Could we have the
amendment?

I thank the Senator.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Arkansas.
AMENDMENT O. 4936

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, the
amendment being offered by Senator
GRAi-AM of Florida and me is the same
one we offered last year. It might have
a few minor changes in it, but essen-
tially it simply says that the block
grant formula in this welfare bill
should be changed to take into consid-
eration the number of poor children in
each State.

I am not very crazy about this bill to
begin with, but I cannot possibly vote
for a bifi that discriminates against
the State of Arkansas to the extent
this one does. It is not just Arkansas,
it is particularly Southern States, but
a lot of other States get caught up in
it, too.

Under the formula. the District of
Columbia will get $4,222 for each wel-
fare recipient and the State of Arkan-
sas will get $390. Why is a child in the
District of Columbia worth 11 times as
much as a poor child in Arkansas?
That is a legitimate question, is it not?

I will tell you the answer. The an-
swer is. through the years, the Federal
Government has matched the States to
some percentage or another. It is not
the same in every State. For example,
in my State, because we are a rel-
atively poor State, we get a big match,
I think 73 to 75 percent. So for every
dollar we put up. we get about $3 from
the Federal Government. The District
of Columbia does not do quite as well.
But the reason the District of Colum-
bia gets such a staggering amount of
money per child is because they have
used a tremendous amount of their re-
sources to put into the AFDC Program.

That is perfectly laudable and I am
not criticizing the District of Colum-
bia. But I will tell you something. and
it gives me no joy to say it publicly. I
come from a State which has one of the
lowest per capita incomes in the Na-
tion. We are a poor State. We have
been ever since the War Between the
States. We have tried everything in the
world and continue to strive to do ev-
erything we can to improve the plight
of our people. We tried to improve our
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economy so there would be more jobs
and better paying jobs. and in the past

— several years we have met with some
success. But we are not New York.
California. or New Jersey in per capita
income.

The reason this bill is fundamentally
flawed and unfair is because it says to
you, the State of Arkansas. this is
what you have received for the last 3
years. 1991 through 1994. and that is
what you are going to continue to re-
ceive. In short, if you were poor, no
matter how hard you tried to do better
under the AFDC program, if you were
poor and simply could not do it. it is
tough.

What does this bill do? It says we are
locking you in on the basis of what you
got during that 3-year period. I do not
care if you had floods. tornadoes. if you
had a wave of immigrants move into
your State, which brings a lot of pov-
erty to States like Florida, you are
still going to get what you got for 3
years, on average. There is a little 2½
percent 'gimmie" in the bill, but not
enough to amount to anything.

One of the things that really is a
travesty in this bill is the treatment of
AFDC administrative costs. I hate to
say these things because I am not
jumping on other States. I am simply
trying to defend my own. But look
what has happened in New York and
New Jersey. The nationwide average.
in 1994, of administrative costs for ad-
ministering the program we have now
was $53.42. During that same period of
time, the average cost of administering
the program in New York was $106.68
and in New Jersey $105.26. What do we
do under this bill? We lock that admin-
istrative cost in and say we will con-
tinue to compensate you, no matter
how inefficient you may have been.

I am sorry the Senator from West
Virginia left the floor. The average ad-
ministrative cost for administering the
AFDC Program in West Virginia is
S13.34, and that is what they are going
to get through the year 2000 if this bill
passes, while New York will be receiv-
irig eight times as much. We are going
to give them that, lock them in, no
matter how inefficient they may be in
administering the program.

One of the interesting things about
this bill was pointed out in the New
York Times this morning. Let us take
my State as an example, and let us as-
sume push comes to shove and we are
running out of money, we are suddenly
not going to be able to continue. The
Federal Government says, 'That's
tough, we gave you the block grant,
you have to live with it. We do not care
how many poor children you have, we
are going to give you what you got as
an average between 1991 and 1994, and
you will live with it. Do not come back
up here with your hand out."

Do you know what they allow the
States to do? Kick people off welfare.
Each State can make it's work require-
ments as stringent as they want to
make them. What does the Federal
Government do in such a case? We do
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not say, "If you kick those people off
welfare we are going to quit giving you
the money for that family.'• We con-
tinue to give them the money for the
family. So there is an incentive to the
States. if they have any difficulty at
all with the program, to kick people
off, knowing they are going to continue
to get the same amount of money.

I do not want to take too much time.
I know there is not a lot of time be-
tween now and 2 o'clock when we go to
the agricultural appropriations bill.
But one of the most troubling things
about this bill, completely aside from
this grossly unfair funding formula, is
that I have heard people in the U.S.
Senate and in Congress say things that
are so punitive in nature. It is as
though we are passing this bill to pun-
ish people for being poor. You can call
that bleeding heart liberalism—call it
whatever you want to call it. I am not
for keeping people on the welfare cycle.
I am for reforming welfare, to make
jobs a lot more attractive to those peo-
ple. I am for reforming welfare so
women can have day care for their chil-
dren and get job training and find a
job, preferably one that provides health
care so we do not have to pay for Med-
icaid for them.

But in the debate,just to use my own
State as an example, there is sort of
the suggestion that the youngsters. the
babies that are born in College Station,
AR. which is an unspeakably poor area,
have the same opportunities as the
children born in Pleasant Valley. our
most affluent suburb. And everybody
who does not happen to make it as well
as the people in Pleasant Valley, some-
how or another we seem to think they
are lowdown.

I said on the floor before and I will
say it again, my brother went to Har-
vard Law School, courtesy of the tax-
payers of the United States on the GI
bill. We have a little difficult time
sometimes discussing these issues, but
I remind him that it was more than
Harvard Law School that made him
successful.

I would not be a U.S. Senator if I had
not been able to go to a good law
school. like Northwestern, also com-
pliments of the U.S. Government. who
paid for all of it, except what Betty
made working.

So I remind my brother about the
largess of the Federal Government,
which I have been trying to pay back
all of my life, by thanking the tax-
payers, being a good public servant,
and doing my dead-level best to make
this a better country for my children
and grandchildren to grow up in. But I
also remind my brother that we were
also fortunate because we chose our
parents well. These AFDC children did
not choose their parents well. Some-
how there is a certain vindictiveness, a
punitive aspect to this bill toward
those children, a lot of whom are going
to suffer under the terms of this bill,
and suffer a lot, because they had the
temerity not to choose their parents
well.
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So, I do not have any trouble voting

against this bill. especially because it
discriminates against my State in a to-
tally unacceptable way. I know my
State. I was Governor of my State. I
know where the money comes from,
and I know where it goes. We have
areas along the Mississippi River,
which we call the delta. and if we are
going to pass a bill to alleviate the tax
burden on people in the District of Co-
lumbia because their people are mov-
ing out because of crime or the tax rate
or something else, I want to include
the delta.

I can tell you, you will not find an
inner city in America with more de-
plorable poverty than you will find in
the delta of Mississippi and Arkansas.
So I want them to have the same
break.

As I say. if we were not struggling to
do the best we can, I would not object.
But we do not have the money that
New York, New Jersey. California, and
other States have to put into this pro-
gram. It is not just Arkansas. Mr.
President, your home State of Florida,
as you know all too well without me
saying it, will lose $1 billion under this
bill.

The two Senators from Texas voted
against the Graham-Bumpers proposal
last year—and I assume they will do it
again—and it cost the State of Texas $3
billion. And on it goes. It is a grossly
unfair formula. It is indefensible.

In this morning's New York Times,
my position is vindicated at least by
one columnist, David Ellwood, who is
professor of public policy at Harvard
School of Government. He says. and
this is just a portion of it:

States would get block grants to use for
welfare and work programs. But the grants
for child care, job training, workfare, and
cash assistance combined would amount to
less than $15 per poor child per week in *
Mississippi and Arkansas.

Mr. President, $15 a week for all of
those things.

Mr. DOMENICI. Will the Senator
yield for a question?

Mr. BUMPERS. I will be happy to
yield.

Mr. DOMENICI. Does that not mean
that is what they are getting now?

Mr. BUMPERS. I beg your pardon?
Mr. DOMENICI. Does that not mean

that is what they are getting now?
Mr. BUMPERS. It means that is what

they have gotten as an average for 1991
and 1994.

Mr. DOMENICI. Are you suggesting
it is appreciably better than 1994?

Mr. BUMPERS. Well, I am sure it is
somewhat better.

Mr. DOMENICI. Will the formula be-
come more satisfactory if it was
brought to 1995? I do not think we got
the evidence. My point is. however we
go—I do not know which way the Sen-
ate is going to go—the truth of the
matter is, those poor children you are
speaking of in those two States are not
getting very much now. That is the
reason they are not going to get very
much under this bill.

Mr. BUMPERS. They are not going
to get very much, but why do you want
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to lock in an inequity? You say it has
always been unequal but want to lock
it in?

Mr. DOMENICI. I did not say that. I
wanted to make sure the RECORD re-
flected when you expressed yourself—
and I have great respect for you. You
are representing a cause and an ap-
proach that ought to be looked at care-
fully. But when you say they are only
going to get $15 on average, it has to be
made clear they are not getting much
more than $15 now.

Mr. BUMPERS. That's true, they are
not getting much more than that. I can
tell you the number of poor children in
my State is higher by far than the na-
tional average.

What I am saying is that if you want
to address the problems of poor people.
go where the poor people are, not
where the people are more affluent.
That is the reason I object; I object to
these staggering sums going to the
other States.

In 1994, Arkansas had a terrible Med-
icaid shortage of funds. We could not
come up with our matching share to
the extent that was necessary to pro-
vide health care for all of our poor chil-
dren. Do you know what the State leg-
islature did under the Governor's lead-
ership? They passed one of the most
unpopular taxes you can pass in any
State. It was a nickel a bottle on soft
drinks, and the money it raised kept us
from kicking people out of nursing
homes, and it kept us from having poor
children on the streets who need health
care and are not able to get it.

That is the reason I am complaining
today. It was a monumental effort on
the part of Arkansas to come up with
our share of the money so we could
take care of our children.

So here we have a formula that says
in the future you are going to get $390
a year per poor child. And there are 38
additional States that will be hurt by
this bill. You would think it would be
adopted with flying colors.

If I may continue with the article
from Mr. Ellwood of the New York
Times:

Governor Thompson says he can make re-
form succeed with block grants. But the leg-
islation provides more than three times as
much money per poor child in wealthier
States like Wisconsin, California. and New
York as it does for many States with much
higher levels of poverty. Even if they wanted
to, there is no way poor States could carry
out plans like Governor Thompsons.

Here is a man who spent his entire
Life studying this problem. He closes
this article by saying:

Welfare politics has turned ugly.
Rhetoric has replaced reality: saying a bill

is about work or that cuts are in the best in-
terests of children does not make it so. Ap-
parently the legislation is being driven by
election-year fears. But Members of Congress
and President Clinton need to stand up for
our children. This bill should not be passed.
If legislation like this is adopted, I hope the
President vetoes it in the name of real wel-
fare reform.

Mr. President. I spoke about elec-
tion-year issues the other day in the
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Energy Committee, on which I sit,
when we were dealing with the Bound-
ary Water Canoe Wilderness Area,
about 1.100 lakes along the Minnesota-
Canadian border. I went out there in
1978 for Wendy Anderson, who was serv-
ing in the Senate from the State of
Minnesota at the time and with whom
I served as Governor. The Boundary
Water Canoe Wilderness Area came up
the year Wendy was running for re-
election. It was a big political issue.
Wendy lost his seat, not for that reason
only. But he lost plenty of votes be-
cause of the Boundary Water Canoe
Wilderness Area dispute.

Now we have another big Boundary
Water Canoe Wilderness Area dispute
in Minnesota. I am not taking sides on
that necessarily, but there are a lot of
ads being run in Minnesota right now.
I said in the committee—and I mean
it—I will do everything I can to keep a
bill of this kind from passing this year,
because it is entirely too important for
the U.S. Congress to be dealing with in
an election year.

That is exactly the way I feel about
this welfare bill. It ought to be passed
next year, not now in an election year
where everybody is trying to grow hair
on their chest to prove they are tough-
er on welfare than everyone else. But
we are not going to wait. As a con-
sequence, we are getting ready to pass
a bad bill.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-sent that the article by David T.
Ellwood in the New York Times be
printed in the REcOrI.

There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

WELFARE REFORM IN NAME ONLY
(By David T. Ellwood)

BONDLJRANT. Wv.—I have spent much of my
professional life seeking to reform welfare. I
have worked with Republican and Demo-
cratic governors. And until I returned to
academia a year ago. I was fortunate to be a
co-chairman of President Clinton's welfare
reform effort. I deeply believe that the well-
being of the nation's children depends on
real reform. We must turn away from the
failed system focused on determining eligi-
bility and check writing and create a new
one based on work and responsibility.

But the Republican bills in the House and
Senate are far more about budget-cutting
than work. Bathed in the rhetoric of reform,
they are more dangerous than most people
realize. No bill that is likely to push more
than a million additional children into pov-
er-ty—many in working families—is real re-
form.

Proponents claim the bills are about work.
and the legislation does obligate states to re-
quire large numbers of recipients to work.
Fair enough. Serious work requirements are
crucial to meaningful change. But its one
thing to write work into legislation, and it's
another to get recipients jobs.

Gov. Tommy Thompson of Wisconsin, a Re-
publican, has emphasized that reform often
involves spending more, not less, money on
things like job training and child care. In-
stead. the Congressional bills would make
major cuts—reducing food stamps for the
working poor. aid to disabled children and to
legal immigrants who are not yet citizens.
When the dust settles, there would not be
much money for welfare reform at all.
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States would get block grants to use for

welfare and work programs. But the grants
for child care, job training, workfare and
cash assistance combined would amount to
less than $15 per poor child per week in poor
Southern states like Mississippi and Arkan-
sas. Moving people from welfare to work is
hard. On $15 a week—whom are we kidding?

Governor Thompson says he can make re-
form succeed with block grants. But the leg-
islation provides more than three times as
much money per poor child in wealthier
states like Wisconsin, California and New
York as it does for many states with much
higher levels of poverty. Even if they wanted
to. there is no way poor states could carry
Out plans like Governor Thompsons.

States cannot and will not do the impos-
sible. The legislation gives them an out.
They may set time limits of any length and
simply cut families off welfare regardless of
their circumstances—and still get their full
Federal block grants.

It wOnt matter if the people want to work.
It won't matter if they would happily take
workfare jobs so they could provide some-
thing for their families. It won't matter if
there are no private jobs available.

States may want to offer workfare jobs.
but limited Federal grants may preclude
that. People who are willing to work but are
unable to find ajob should not be abandoned.
If they are, what happens to their children?

What is dangerous about the Republican
legislation is not that it gives states the lead
or reduces Federal rules. States really are
the source of most creative work on true re-
form. Witness the approximately 40 states
for which some Federal regulations have
been waived.

It is worrisome that this legislation places
new and often mean-spirited demands on
states while changing the social and finan-
cial rules of the game in a way that strongly
encourages cutting support rather than get-
ting people jobs.

What is particularly distressing about the
pre-election rush to enact legislation is that
significant reform is finally starting at the
state level, with active support from the
Clinton Administration. Some remarkably
exciting ideas (as well as some alarming
ones) are being tried. There is no evidence
that a lack of Federal legislation has seri-
ously slowed this momentum.

Indeed, President Clinton has talked about
issuing an executive order requiring states
to put people to work after two years—with-
Out new legislation and without any danger
of sizable rises in child poverty or major ben-
efit cuts. Passing the legislation now in Con-
gress seems far more likely to slow reform
than speed it—and it could result not in
greater independence of poor families but in
a spiral of ever-increasing desperation.

Welfare politics has turned ugly. Rhetoric
has replaced reality: saying a bill is about
work or that cuts are in the best interests of
children does not make it so. Apparently the
legislation is being driven by election-year
fears. But members of Congress and Presi-
dent Clinton need to stand up for our chil-
dren. These bills should not be passed. And if
legislation like this is adopted. I hope the
President vetoes it in the name of real wel-
fare reform.

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, I yield
the floor.

Mr. DOMENICI addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New Mexico.
Mr. DOMENITCI. Mr. President, I am

certain that we will have some argu-
ments in Opposition to the amendment
for doing the formula differently than
Senator BUMPERS has addressed. I am
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trying to see if one of those who is
from the committee that wrote the bill
would come down and do that. If not, I
will address the issue.

But I say, the part of your argu-
ment—I say this to Senator BUMPERS—
that says we ought to put this matter
off, I do not think so. I think you ought
to get your chance here to present your
case. I think we ought to proceed.

Part of the argument you make indi-
cates that we have waited far too long
to do something to reform this system
and reforming the system in the con-
text I am speaking of right now. I am
not necessarily speaking about the
workfare approach. It is way past due
for that.

But essentially we have sat by for
years since AFDC, a cash program,
came into being decades ago. We have
let it develop to the extent it has char-
acteristics of the type you are speaking
to. Obviously, poor States were given
the option to have very poor programs.
But if we would have told them, "You
ought to have richer programs," they
would have said. We can't afford any
richer program."

A State like New York, which you
speak of, has very, very high taxes.
They have had a very, very liberal ap-
proach to taxing their people. Thus,
they can put up a lot of money for wel-
fare. Since it is a high-pay State, they
decided to have a very hefty welfare
program. As a matter of fact, they
have plenty of poor people in spite of
all that.

I did not interrupt when you said we
ought to put the money where the poor
people are, but I would venture to say
that there are far more poor people in
the State of New York than there are
in three or four of the States you spoke
of combined, certainly more than Ar-
kansas, Mississippi, States of that size.

Just because New York has a very
high wage scale does not mean there
are not a lot of poor people there. But
the problem is, we are confronted with
a welfare program that grew in an en-
virorirnent where we asked States to
match. We gave them options as to how
much they wanted to put into welfare.
We even gave them options of how
much they would pay the beneficiaries
and how much per child in a welfare
home. We have just left it there for
years and did not do anything about it.

Now we have States with hardly a
program in terms of real dollars and
States like New York, which has spent
a lot of money on the program. Sooner
or later we have to decide, in reform,
what do we do about that? Perhaps you
suggest that you have a better idea on
what we do to make that a situation in
the future that is not as bad as you see
it in the past. But this is not an easy
one. Nor is it an easy one in Medicare.
You addressed Medicare for a fleeting
moment about—

Mr. BUMPERS. Medicaid.
Mr. DOMENICI. Excuse me. Medic-

aid. About your State being unable to
pay. One of the things we are forget-
ting here in the United States and in
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this land when we debate Medicaid re-
form is that States cannot afford the
Medicaid Program we are telling them
to have.

Your State fell short of money a few
years ago. Mine is short this year.
There is $21 million they do not have to
pay for the program in Medicaid. We
only match it with 25 cents on the dol-
lar. I do not know what yours is, but I
would imagine, considering the profile
of poverty, the demographics of pov-
erty, you are probably at a 25-percent
match, meaning that the Feds pay
most of it. but it is so expensive to pro-
vide the service under the current sys-
tem the States cannot even pay for it.

If we think here the evolution of a
formula in transition was difficult for
welfare, it is much more difficult on
Medicaid because of the very same
facts, plus the program is much, much
more encompassing in terms of how
many billions of dollars it spent. Wel-
fare is a small program in terms of the
dollars spent on Medicaid, even in your
State and my State.

So it is not going to be easy to come
up with a formula because we have let
them grow up side by side with States
like New York and States like Arkan-
sas and States like Mississippi or New
Mexico. I take that back. New Mexico's
welfare program is in the middle of the
ranks. Its Medicaid is about in the mid-
dle of the Nation.

So I would have asked that Harvard
professor who wrote that article you
quoted from—it sounded brilliant—I
would ask—maybe he has done it—but
where is his welfare program? He says
we ought to have welfare reform. We
need one. It is easy to say, throw one
out. We need one. We have to make
some decisions and get on with trying
it. I yield the floor at this point.

Mr. BUMPERS. I wonder if the Sen-
ator would yield for a moment? Would
the Senator yield for a unanimous con-
sent request?

Mr. DOMENICI. I would be pleased
to.

Mr. BUMPERS. Let me make one
other observation, because I know the
Senator has labored in the vineyard a
long time on welfare. It is one of those
issues for which the time never seems
right. I said we ought to do it next
year. We tried to do it last year, which
was not an election year. It did not
work out.

But I think the Senator, for whom I
have the utmost respect—and when I
talk about Members of Congress that
seem to lack some compassion, I am
certainly not talking about my friend
from New Mexico. I know he has la-
bored long and hard for this. It is a
complex issue. The deeper I got into it
on this amendment, the more complex
it became.

But I will say this—and I think the
Senator would agree with me—you can-
not make a program like this work.
not the way it ought to work, when, for
example, a child in Massachusetts or
New York or someplace else is worth 10
times as much as a child in Arkansas
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or Mississippi. We are not ever going to
get our act together when we have that
much disparity. I am not saying there
does not have to be effort, because ef-
fort is important.

Some of these States have made
monumental efforts. But effort is a
comparative thing. We have made ef-
forts, too. Compared to some others
maybe it was not as great. When the
Senator talks about how many poor
children there are in New York. I know
the Senator is correct when he says
there are probably more poor children
in New York than there are in Mis-
sissippi, Alabama, and Arkansas put
together.

But we are talking about poor chil-
dren as a percentage of the population.
We are talking about how many poor
children you have compared to all the
children in the State or all the people
in the State. When you get to that
point, New York is not in the running
with Arkansas. I want to say to the
Senator from New Mexico, I appreciate
his comrrints. As I say, I have the ut-
most respect for his efforts to get this
bill passed and all the effort he has
made in the past. I just happen to dis-
agree with him. I yield the floor.

Mr. DOMENICI addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New Mexico.
Mr. DOMENICI. I wonder if we could

do this, I say to Senator BUMPERS. The
time is 1 o'clock. We are going to be
finished and run out of time at 2
o'clock. I want to offer an opportunity
for a couple of Senators who would be
very adversely affected by the Sen-
ator's amendment to speak, not as long
as the Senator did, but for some period
of time. I am going to make one obser-
vation and then ask consent.

I say to Senators, they should know,
for instance, under this amendment the
State of Arkansas will have 131 percent
increase; the State of Louisiana will
have 170 percent; New Mexico would
have an increase of 3 percent: Califor-
nia would have a reduction of $1.2 bil-
lion, a 31 percent reduction, New York
a reduction of 49 percent: Massachu-
setts, 50 percent; and on and on. I think
some of those Senators might want to
come down and make their case as to
why the formula should be based on
what they have been putting into the
program during the immediate past
decade or so.

Having said that, I ask unanimous
consent we set aside the Bumpers
amendment, but from the Republican
side we reserve up to 10 minutes of the
hour that we might have in rebuttal,
and that Senator BUMPERS be allowed,
if that occurs, an additional 5 minutes,
if we use 10.

Mr. BUMPERS. Either Senator GRA-
HAM or myself.

The PRESIDING OFFICER Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, let me
make one other observation: According
the charts Senator GRAHAM has com-
piled. I do not know where the Senator
got the figure that we will get such a
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big increase. The truth is we will get
S282 million less per capita over the

- next 6 years simply because we are
using the 1991 and 1994 formula.

Mr. DOMENICI. I will be happy to
- make available the formula of the Con-

gressional Research Service. July 18.
1996. This formula has a chart for the
increase in every State. and we just
took your increase and put the per-
centage on it. That is where we got
that number. We will be happy to make
the chart available.

Mr. President, let me make one last
point, then we will move to the next
amendment. I use this time off the bill.

Mr. President. whatever the distin-
guished Senator from Arkansas has
said relative to what we have been pay-
ing as part of the welfare program of
the United States for children and this
huge disparity of 10 to 1, the point I
want to make is that is not the feature
of this bill. That is what has transpired
over time. It is the reality today.
Maybe Senator BUMPERS and others
would say that is why welfare has
failed. I did not hear that before. I
thought it was some other characteris-
tic, but that is the truth.

Now we are confronted with, if you
are going to change the basic quality of
welfare and what is expected, what do
you do about that financial disparity
that existed over time, which is ex-
treme. This bill tends to perpetuate
that for 5 years in the fox-rn of a block
grants, but there is a lot of flexibility
added.

I do not want to speak to that
amendment any more because we re-
served time. I yield the floor.

Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President. just
prior to Senator BuMPERS making his
statement, I offered an amendment.
This is not the amendment that was
agreed to last week. This is a different
amendment. We have provided the
amendment, I believe, or at least dis-
cussed it with both sides.

I wanted to take just 2 or 3 minutes
to discuss that amendment, and I also
wanted to introduce a second amend-
ment which I believe is going to be
agreed to. I am offering the second
amendment on behalf of Senator
DASCHLE, myself. Senator DOMENICI
and Senator MCCAIN. It is an amend-
ment that has been worked out by both
sides to exempt certain individuals liv-
ing in areas of low labor market par-
ticipation from the 5-year limitation
on assistance.

If I might. in a capsule, point out
that the welfare reform bill provides a
20-percent exemption that is available
to the States. What we could have and
likely would have are circumstances
where there are areas in which vir-
tually no jobs are available and you
have very high unemployment. That
situation would soak up the exemption
almost immediately. This amendment
addresses and corrects that arid pro-
vides some more flexibility to the
States.
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AMENDMENT NO. 4949

(Purpose: To exempt certain individuals liv-
ing in areas of low labor market participa-
tion from the 5-year limitation on assist-
ance)
Mr. DORGAN. I offer this amend-

ment, and I send it to the desk.
Mr. DOMENICI. I ask unanimous

consent that the amendment be in
order.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. JEF-
FORDS). Without objection. it is so or-
dered.

The clerk will report the amendment.
The bill clerk read as follows:
The Senator from North Dakota IMr. D0R-

CANI, for Mr. DA5cHLE, for himself, Mr. DOR-
CAN, Mr. DOMENIcI, and Mr. McCAIN, proposes
an amendment No. 4949.

Mr. DORGAN. I ask unanimous con-
sent the reading of the amendment be
dispensed.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
On page 250. line 2. strike "and (C)" and in-

sert ", (C). and (D)".
On—page 252, between lines 9 and 10, insert

the following:
(D) ExcERnON FOR EXTREMELY LOW LABOR

MARKET PARTIcIPATION
(i) IN CENERAL.—In determining the num-

ber of months for which an adult received as-
sistance under the State program funded
under this part, the State may disregard any
and all months in which the individual re-
sided in an area of extremely low labor mar-
ket participation (as defined under clause
(ii).

(ii) EXTREMELY LOW LABOR MARKET PAR-
TIcIPATION AREA.—For purposes of clause (i).
an adult is considered to be living in an area
of extremely low labor market participation
if such adult resides on a reservation of an
Indian Tribe—

"(1) with a population of at least 1000 indi-
viduals; and

"(II) with at least 50% of the adult popu-
lation not employed, as determined by the
Secretary using the best available data from
a Federal agency.

On page 252. line 10. strike "(D)' and insert

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. I am a
cosponsor. and I indicate so that every-
body would understand this does not
say this is mandated. This says that
the Governors, in putting together
their plan for their State. can, if they
find an area—and this is pretty much
going to be Indian areas. I believe, be-
cause of the enormous unemployment
number: it is 50 percent—it will be
available as a flexible tool in terms of
putting together packages.

Mr. DORGAN. The Senator is correct.
Mr. DOMENICI. We accept the

amendment on our side.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

question is on agreeing to the amend-
me nt.

The amendment (No. 4949) was agreed
to.

Mr. DORGAN. I move to table the
amendment.

Mr. DOMENICI. I move to reconsider
the vote.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

AMENDMENT NO. 4948

Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, if I
might just for a couple of minutes ad-
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dress the previous amendment that I
offered that deals with the tribal child
care set-aside. I hope we perhaps might
be able to see this amendment accepted
before we go to votes tomorrow.

The amendment I have offered on be-
half of myself. Senator MCCMN. and
Senator INOUYE, restores the current
set-aside for Indian child care funding.
The current set-aside is 3 percent of
the child care development block
grant. which is now available to Indian
tribes for child care. The welfare re-
form bill cuts that 3 percent down to I
percent.

The funds the Indian tribes are now
able to access with the child care de-
velopment block grant have been very
important. They have allowed the
tribes to successfully run a wide range
of child care programs. In 1994. that
set-aside helped more than 500 tribes
provide child care.

Last year, when the welfare reform
bills passed both the House and the
Senate. they retained the 3-percent set-
aside for tribal child care programs.
The conference bill inexplicably re-
duced that tribal allocation from 3 per-
cent to 1 percent. the same level that is
now contained in this reconciliation
bill.

The reduction in the tribal set-aside
occurs at the very same time that
State child care funds would increase
substantially. The question I ask is. if
an increase in child care is critical to
State efforts to move people from wel-
fare to work, and I believe it is, then
why is it not also critical for real wel-
fare reform in Indian country and for
Indian tribes to provide child care?

I want to make a point that Indian
children under age 6 are more than
twice as likely as the average child in
America to live in circumstances of
poverty. Indian children under 6 who
live on reservations are three times
more likely to live in circumstances of
poverty than non-Indian children.

I toured, not so long ago. a child care
center on a facility in North Dakota
that is jointly run by four tribes, Unit-
ed Tribes Technical College. It is a
wonderful place where American Indi-
ans come to receive educational and
vocational training. They study. they
graduate, they go out and get work.
That center is run by a wonderful man
named David Gipp. who does an ex-
traordinarily good job. They have a
child care center at U-Tech. I have
toured that child care center a couple
of times.

U-Tech reminds you of the need and
the importance of child care in this
building-block process to move people
from welfare to work. You have to be
able to get the job skills. Often, to get
job skills. if you have children, you
have to try to find child care. All of us
know that it is notjust in Indian coun-
try. but across this country, increas-
ingly, that poverty is a problem often
faced by young women with children in
single-parent households.

Now, when they try to get skills and
then get a job. the question is, What
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kind of child care can they access to
take care of their children? To them.
just like in every other household, the
most important thing in their lives are
their children. They want to make sure

-. the children have an opportunity. If
they go to work, when they go to work.
they want to have an opportunity to
place their children in child care in a
place where they have some confidence
and trust. That is why this amendment
is so important.

It breaks your heart to take a look
at what is happening in some areas of
the country with very high unemploy-
ment. especially Indian reservations.
with people who want an opportunity
to work. They want a job. On many of
these reservations—and we have a cou-
ple in North Dakota—there virtually
are no jobs. If you look at the map and
try to figure out, where do we carve
out a reservation and say these are In-
dian reservations, do you think they
carved out the fertile Red River Val-
ley? No. They carved out reservations

— where there are no great opportunities
and where there has not been a sub-
stantial amount of economic activity.
not very many jobs, not very many
companies moving in to provide oppor-
tunities.

As we attempt to decide how to re-
form the welfare system—and we
should, because it does not work very
well—we need to understand that the
two linchpins that can help people
move from welfare to work are child
care and health care. The absence of
one or both means that you cannot suc-
ceed in moving someone from welfare
to work. The presence of both means
that you can say to people that we ex-
pect something from you in response to
what we are going to offer for you.
Part of that is job training and em-
ployment. but also attendant to it is
adequate and proper child care. I do
hope that, between now and tomorrow.
we might find an opportunity to see
whether this amendment might be ac-
cepted.

Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President, I rise
today in support of the amendment of-
fered by my colleague. Senator DOR-
CAN. The amendment ensures that In-
dian tribes will continue to receive 3
percent of funding provided under the
child care development block grant
program, as it stands under current
law.

I am pleased that the proposed budg-
et reconciliation measure under con-
sideration includes provisions which I
and other Senators sponsored to ad-
dress the unique needs and require-
ments of Indian country to directly ad-
minister welfare programs.

Mr. President, welfare assistance pro-
grams are intended to protect poor peo-
ple and children. As reported, the bill
does not go far enough to ensure that
Indian tribes. particularly Indian chil-
dren, who are the most vulnerable of
our population and among the poorest
of the poor. will be protected. Indian
children under the age of 6 are more
than twice as likely as the average
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non-Indian child to live in poverty. In-
dian children under the age of 6 resid-
ing on Indian reservations are three
times more likely than non-Indian
children to live in poverty.

The need in Indian country is enor-
mous and far outweighs the limited
Federal dollars allocated to Indian
tribal governments. Because the need
for assistance to Indian children is so
compelling. I have been quite con-
cerned that the reported bill reduced
the tribal allocation from 3 percent to
1 percent. Such a cut would have
harmed tribal efforts to bring more In-
dian people into the work force and re-
sulted in diminishment of existing
tribal child care programs.

Mr. President, I believe we should
maintain the 3-percent-funding alloca-
tion under present law to ensure that
Indian children receive an equal and
fair opportunity to a brighter future as
is provided to all other American chil-
dren. This commitment also honors the
unique trust relationship that the
United States has with Indian tribal
governments.

I am pleased that we have reached
agreement to adopt this amendment
and thank Senator DOMENICI, chairman
of the Budget Committee. and Senator
ROTH, chairman of the Finance Com-
mittee, for accepting it. I also want to
thank Senator DORGAN for once again
demonstrating his commitment to im-
prove the lives of Indian children. I
urge my colleagues to work diligently
at conference with the House to ensure
that the welfare bill we send to the
President maintains this provision.

AMENDMENT NO. 4934

Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I want
to make one additional comment. not
on this amendment. but on the one of-
fered by Senator CONRAD. That amend-
ment is the issue of the optional food
stamp block grant.

My understanding of the amendment
is that the block grant option that ex-
ists in the bill is a problem, and the
amendment would repeal the block
grant. The amendment's supporters be-
lieve—and I firmly believe—that if we
decide that it is a function of national
will. a national objective to decide that
those .who do not have enough to eat,
then we are going to try to help get
them some food.

If that is a national issue. it is not an
issUe between one county and another
county. or one State and another
State, or one city and another city. It
is an issue of national determination
that we do not want people in this
country to be hungry. We do not want
kids to go without meals. We want to
develop a national standard that
makes sure this country, as good and
generous and as strong as this country
is, can feed those people among us who
have suffered some difficulties, who
were unfortunate enough to be born
into circumstances of poverty, who
have had some other disadvantages.
and who find themselves down and out,
down on their luck. and also hungry.

We know what to do about hunger.
This is not some mysterious disease for
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which there is no cure. We know what
causes hunger and how to resolve it.

Part of this bill deals with the issues
of resolving hunger and helping people
get prepared for the workplace. An-
other part says you cannot prepare 8-
year-olds for a job. We ought not to
prepare 1O-year-olds for a job. If we
have kids living in poverty. or
grownups living in poverty, we want to
make sure that we have a system to
say that we will help them get back on
their feet. While we are helping them
get back on their feet, we do not want
them to be hungry—kids. adults, any-
body in this country. That is why we
have had a Food Stamp Program. Is it
perfect? No. Has it worked well? Sure.
We ought not, in any way. decide that
we should retreat from that. That is
why I so strongly support the amend-
ment offered by Senator CONRAD and
Senator JEFFORDS.

Mr. President, I yield the floor.
AMENDMENT NO. 4948

Mr. DOMENICI addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New Mexico.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, on the

amendment which is pending. with ref-
erence to the 1 versus 3 percent set-
aside. we have cleared this with the
committee of jurisdiction. What will
happen when we adopt this amendment
is that we will return the percentage to
its current law. This is a ceiling, not a
mandated level. For those reasons, the
committee indicates that we will ac-
cept it on our side.

Therefore, I yield back any time on
the amendment and indicate that we
are willing to accept the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
is yielded back.

The question is on agreeing to the
amendment.

The amendment (No. 4948) was agreed
to.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I
move to reconsider the vote.

Mr. DORGAN. I move to lay that mo-
tion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

Mr. DOMENICI. I thank the Senator
for offering the amendment.

Mr. DORGAN. I thank the Senator
from New Mexico for his help.

Mr. DOMENTCI. Mr. President, I sug-
gest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.

The bill clerk proceeded to call the
roll.

Mr. FORD. Mr. President, I ask unan-
imous consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

AMENDMENT No. 4950

(Purpose: To strike amendments to the
summer food service program for children)
Mr. FORD. Mr. President, I send an

amendment to the desk.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will report.
The bill clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Kentucky IMr. FORD].

for Mrs. MURRAY, proposes an amendment
numbered 4950.
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Mr. FORD. Mr. President. I ask unan-

imous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows;
Strike section 1206.
Mr. FORD. Mr. President. Senator

MURRAY is unavoidably detained. I am
proposing her amendment.

This is an amendment she discussed
last week and withdrew with the oppor-
tunity to be able to submit it today. It
strikes section 1206. The bill reduces
the rate of the Summer Food Service
Program.

The Food Research Action Council's
surveys and past experience leads them
to conclude that the cut could result
in:

A 30- to 35-percent drop in the num-
ber of sponsors;

A 20-percent cut in the number of
children participating;

Many larger sponsors dropping their
smaller sites;

A significant decline in meat quality
as sponsors cut food costs.

I ask unanimous consent that "the
need for the Murray amendment strik-
ing provisions relating to the Summer
Food Program" be printed in the
RECORD.

There being no objection, the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

The need for the Murray amendment strik-
irig provisions relating to the summer food
program:

The Senate bill makes an eleven percent
Cut to the reimbursement rate for lunches
provided in the summer food program. The
reduction (a 23120 cent Cut on each lunch.
from S2.16/S2.12 to $1.93) is substantial. Many
programs around the country serve 50 or
fewer children. Over half of current sponsors
already lose money under current rates.
Their margins to absorb cuts are extremely
narrow. Estimates vary by state, but the
Food Research Action Councils surveys and
past experience lead them to conclude that
the cut could result in: a 30—35 percent drop
in the number of sponsors (especially in
rural districts): a 20 percent cut in the num-
ber of children participating: many larger
sponsors dropping their smaller sites: weaker
supervision and monitoring and a decline in
program integrity: a significant decline in
meal quality as 5POfl5OTh Cut food costs and
very few new sponsors. It is already difficult
to recruit new sponsors, even though only
one in six eligible children receive meals.
The recruitment of new sponsors by advo-
cacy groups would likely stop, and with it.
future growth.

The effect of the amendment:
Strikes section 1206 of the bill, which re-

duces the rates for the Summer Food Pro-
gram.

Mr. FORD. Mr. President. I yield the
floor.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I sug-
gest the absence of a quorum. We are
not going to respond yet. We are just
beginning to understand the amend-
ment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk pro-
ceeded to call the roll.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

objection, it is so ordered.
AMENDMENT NO. 4951

(Purpose: To provide additional
amendments)

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I offer
in behalf of Senator Rom technical
amendments to the bill. These have
been requested by the Finance Com-
mittee and been approved and rec-
ommended for adoption by the major-
ity and the minority of the Finance
Committee. I send the technical
amendments to the desk and ask for
their immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows.

The Senator from New Mexico [Mr. DOMEN-
iciJ, for Mr. ROTK. proposes an amendment
numbered 4951.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
On page 193. line 8. strike 'is" and insert

"has been".
On page 238. line 4. insert any temporary

layoffs and" after "including".
On page 238. line 6. strike overtime" and

insert 'nonovertime".
On page 238. strike line 7 through 13. and

insert the following:
'wages. or employment benefits: and".
Mr. EXON. No objection.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

objection, the amendment is agreed to.
The amendment (No. 4951) was agreed

to-
AMENDMENT NO. 4952

(Purpose: To strike additional penalties for
consecutive failure to satisfy minimum
participation rates)
Mr. GRAT-LAM addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Florida is recognized.
Mr. GRAHAM. I rise for purposes of

offering an amendment. I send an
amendment to the desk.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows.

The Senator from Florida [Mr. GRJi)
proposes an amendment numbered 4952:

Strike section 409(a) (3) (C) of the Social Se-
curity Act, as added by section 2103(a)(1).

Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, as read,
the purpose of this motion to strike is
to strike section 409(a)(3)(C) which was
added to this bill during its consider-
ation before the Senate Finance Com-
mittee. The provision which I would
offer to strike provides:

Notwithstanding the limitation described
in Subparagraph (A), the Secretary shall re-
duce the grant payable to the State . . . for
a fiscal year, in addition to the reduction im-
posed under subsection (A), by an amount
equal to 5 percent of the State family assist-
ance grant, if the Secretary determines that
the State failed to comply with section 407(a)
for 2 or more consecutive preceding fiscal
years.

That language was added in the Sen-
ate Finance Committee to language
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that had been in the bill in its previous
form, in its current reconciliation ver-
sion, as well as in other versions of
welfare reform. That previous version
states that the Secretarr can sanction
a State which fails to meet its work re-
quirements by an amount up to 5 per-
cent of the State's family assistance
grant.

The amendment that was offered,
first, removes the discretion from the
Secretary: second, instead of saying up
to 5 percent, it makes it an absolute 5
percent in addition to whatever sanc-
tion has been levied in the previous fis-
cal year against a State which failed to
meet its work requirement.

Why am I offering this amendment? I
am offering it, first, because the lan-
guage of the amendment is very ob-
scure. In its claimed reading, it seems
to say that there will be an additional
amount, equal to 5 percent of the
State's family assistance grant, as a
sanction if the State had failed for 2
consecutive years to meet its work re-
quirements. That, apparently, is not
the way it is being interpreted by oth-
ers, including one of the groups which
is strongly opposed to this provision,
which is the National Conference of
State Legislatures. They are interpret-
ing this to be a cumulative sanction.
That it would be. if you failed to meet
your work requirements for 2 consecu-
tive years and had been subject to a
penalty because of failure to do so, you
would be subject to an additional man-
datory 5-percent cut in the third year:
an additional 5-percent cut, or a cumu-
lative 15 percent in the next year: an
additional 5 percent in the year after
that, up to a maximum of a 25-percent
reduction in your grant.

So one of my concerns with this very
important provision that was added—
frankly, as a member of the Finance
Committee, I can stipulate, without
any consideration by the committee—
is, just what does it mean? It could be
very draconian in its impact. It could
be only very serious.

So that is one issue. A second issue is
the fact that the States, through the
organizations that we have looked to,
to do much of the policy work for a bill
which purports to grant increased au-
thority to States, are opposed to this
provision.

I ask unanimous consent to have a
series of letters from State-based orga-
nizations printed at the conclusion of
my remarks.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

(See exhibit 1.)
Mr. GRAI-IAM, I would like to use, il-

lustrative of the letters I received, this
letter dated today. July 22, from the
National Conference of State Legisla-
tures. This letter states, in part:

State legislators want welfare reform to
succeed. In order to succeed, we need ade-
quate implementation time to craft com-
preherisive welfare reform that best fits the
needs in our individual states. In 5. 1956.
both the work participation rate require-
ments and penalties begin the first year of
the block grant. Therefore, we strongly sup-
port Senator Bob Grahanis amendment to
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strike the language imposing a cumulative
penalty of five percent of the block grant per
year on states that fail to meet the man-
dated work requirements. Imposing harsh
and excessive penalties will only make it
more difficult for states to succeed. State
legislators are committed to welfare reform
and have proved it through passage of nu-
merous laws reforming their welfare sys-
tems. We have asked the federal government
for flexibility to change the current system
and hope for legislation to empower the
states.

The Congress has challenged us to go even
further, yet the current bill leaves no room
for adjustment, even if a state experiences a
recession, high unemployment or natural
disaster. Despite our best effort, there may
be states who cannot meet the work require-
ments. To add compounding financial pen-
alties will severely restrict state efforts even
further—just at the moment when they
could use assistance from their federal part-
ner.

Mr. President, the letter from the
National Conference of State Legisla..
tures points out a fundamental dif-
ference between the sanction that we
had previously proposed, and which
stays in this bill, and that which was
added in the Finance Committee. The
previous sanction made it in the discre-
tion of the Secretary of HHS as to
whether to levy such a penalty, and at
what level to do it up to 5 percent. So
the Secretary could take into consider-
ation—maybe the reason the State of
Vermont failed to meet its work re-
quirement was because they had an un-
expected natural disaster in Vermont,
as we did in Florida with Hurricane
Andrew, or maybe they had an unusual
economic recession and more people
were unable to find work, and therefore
they could not meet the work require-
ments for those persons who are com-
ing off welfare. The cumulative lan-
guage gives no such discretion to the
Secretary to take those kinds of real-
world conditions into account.

A third reason for offering this
amendment is the reason that was the
basis of discussion earlier today by my
colleague, Senator BUMPERS, and my-
self on Friday. That is. we start this
process from a very inequitable alloca-
uon of funds among the 50 States. The
reason it is so inequitable is because
we are basically using the status quo
which was based on a Stat&s financial
ability and political willingness to put
up substantial amounts of money for
welfare and then draw down an equiva-
lent amount of Federal matching
funds. That formula has resulted in dis-
parities of in the range of 4 and 5 to 1
between high-benefit States and low-
benefit States in the amount of funds
that they have per poor person.

For instance, in the State of Arkan-
sas, for every person in their State who
has an income below the poverty level,
they would get $397 of Federal support.
In the State of New York, under this
legislation, in the year 2000 they would
get $1,961 for every person below 100
percent of poverty level. When you
compound that large inequity in the
amount of Federal funds per State with
a common requirement that all States
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have to meet in terms of getting a pro-
portion of their welfare population off
welfare and into work, you have enor-
mous differences in the impact of this
legislation.

Mr. President, I am going to truncate
my remarks because I know there are
some amendments that have to be of-
fered before 2 o'clock. But let me, just
for my colleagues, point out that the
State of Arkansas, in the year 2000, has
estimated it will have to spend 49 per-
cent of the funds which today go to
provide economic support to pay for ev-
erything from school supplies to cloth-
ing to diapers to utilities, 49 percent of
those funds will have to go to meet the
work requirements, that is, to pay for
the job training, to pay for the child
care, to pay for the other support serv-
ices such as job placement. That is in
the State of Arkansas.

In my State, which is a middle State
in terms of benefits, 36 percent of our
funds would have to go to meet those
requirements, whereas in New York
State, only 14 percent of their com-
bined State-Federal funds would be re-
quired in order to pay for exactly the
same work assistance that Arkansas
and Florida would have to provide,
thus leaving a very inequitable amount
left over for the fundamental economic
support that this program for 60 years
has been providing to indigent families
in America.

So, for those three reasons—lack of
clarity as to what this amendment is
supposed to mean; second, the strong
opposition of the States because of its
lack of flexibility; and, third, the in-
equitable application of this cumu-
lative sanction amendment—I offer
this amendment. At the appropriate
time. I will urge its support.

EXHIBIT 1

NATIONAL CONFERENcE OF
STATE LEGIsLATuREs,

Washington, DC. July 22, 1996.
DEAR SENATOR: The National Conference of

State Legislatures (NCSL) is committed to
continuing our work with the Congress to
enact comprehensive, bipartisan welfare re-
form legislation this year. As you consider
amendments to 5. 1956. state legislators offer
the following positions for your consider-
ation. We strongly believe that the final wel-
fare reform bill must: (1) provide maximum
flexibility to state and local governments;
(2) preserve existing state authority and
avoid preemption; (3) fund federally-man-
dated activities; (4) avoid cost-shifts to
states; and (5) ensure that states have ade-
quate implementation time for programs
fully- or partially-devolved to the states.

State legislators want welfare reform to
succeed. In order to succeed, we need ade-
quate implementation time to craft com-
prehensive welfare reform that best fits the
needs in our individual states. In 5. 1956,
both the work participation rate require-
ments and penalties begin in the first year of
the block grant. Therefore, we strongly sup-
port Senator Bob Graham's amendment to
strike the language imposing a cumulative
penalty of five percent of the block grant per
year on states that fail to meet the man-
dated work requirements. Imposing harsh
and excessive penalties will only make it
more difficult for states to succeed. State
legislators are committed to welfare reform
and have proved it through passage of nu-
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merous laws reforming their welfare sys-
tems. We have asked the federal government
for flexibility to change the current system
and hope for legislation to empower the
states.

The Congress has challenged us to go even
further, yet the current bill leaves no room
for adjustment, even if a state experiences a
recession, high employment or natural disas.
ter. Despite our best effort, there may be
states who cannot meet the work require-
ments. To add compounding financial pen-
alties will severely restrict state efforts even
further—just at the moment when they
could use assistance from their federal part-
ner. Senator Graham's amendment also al-
lows the Secretary to reduce state penalties
after assessing the individual experience of
that state. We have always opposed cookie-
cutter welfare reform. The current bill does
not allow for the diversity of state experi-
ence in reforming the system and the timing
of state legislative sessions to enact the laws
necessary to change the system.

The Congressional Budget Office has esti-
mated that there is a $13 billion shortfall in
the cash assistance block grant to meet the
work requirements. NCSL has always sup-
ported deficit reduction and we understand
the limitation on available funds for work.
However, the current bill as drafted penal-
izes us as we charter unknown waters to cre-
ate a new system to retrain state workers.
create employment slots, verify work slots
and, of course, be successful at moving re-
cipients to work. A distinction is not made
for states who have made a good faith effort
but fail to meet the requirements for reasons
beyond their control. We are very concerned
that this will hamper state creativity, inno-
vation and excellence. State legislators urge
you to support Senator Graham's amend-
ment.

C TUBBE5ING,
Deputy Executive Director.

NATiONAL GOVERNMENT A55OCLATION,
Washington, DC. June 26. 1996.

Senate Finance Committee.
U.S. Senate.
Washington, DC

DEAR FiNANcE C0MMITItE MEMBER: The na-
tion's Governors appreciate that 5. 1795. as
introduced, incorporated many of the Na-
tional Governors' Association's (NGA) rec-
ommendations on welfare reform. NGA hopes
that Congress will continue to look to the
Governor's bipartisan efforts on a welfare re-
form policy and build on the lessons learned
through a decade of state experimentation in
welfare reform.

However, upon initial review of the Chair-
man's mark. NGA believes that many of the
changes contained in the mark are con-
tradictory to the NGA bipartisan agreement.
The mark includes unreasonable modifica-
tions to the work requirement, and addi-
tional administrative burdens, restrictions
and penalties that are unacceptable. Gov-
ernors believe these changes in the Chafr-
man's mark greatly restrict state flexibility
and will result in increased, unfunded costs
for states, while at the same time undermin-
ing states ability to implement effective wel-
fare reform programs. These changes threat-
en the ability of Governors to provide any
support for the revised welfare package, and
may. in fact, result in Governors opposing
the bill.

As you mark up the welfare provisions of
5. 1795, the Personal Responsibility and
Work Opportunity Act of 1996, NGA strongly
urges you to consider the recommendations
contained in the welfare reform policy
adopted unanimously by the nation's Gov-
ernors in February. Governors believe that
these changes are needed to create a welfare

Sincerely,
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reform measure that will foster independ-
ence and promote responsibility, provide
adequate support for families that are en-
gaged in work, and accord states the flexibil-
itv and resources they need to transform
welfare into a transitional program leading
to work.

Below is a partial list of amendments that
may be offered during the Committee mark-
up and revisions included in the Chairman's
mark that are either opposed or supported
by NGA. This list is not meant to be exhaus-
tive, and there may be other amendments or
revisions of interest or concern to Governors
that are not on this list. In the NGA welfare
reform policy, the Governors did not take a
position on the provisions related to benefits
for immigrants, and NGA will not be making
recommendations on amendments in these
areas. As you markup S. 1795, NGA urges you
to Consider the following recommendations
based on the policy statement of the nations
Governors on welfare reform.

The Governors urge to support the follow-
jiio amendments:

upport the amendment to permit states
to count toward the work participation rate
ca1cuation those individuals who have left
welfare for work for the first six months that
they are in the workforce (Breaux). The Gov-
ernors believe states should receive credit in
the participation rate for successfully mov-
ing people off of welfare and into employ-
ment, thereby meeting one of the primary
goals of welfare reform. This will also pro-
i-ide states with an incentive to expand their
job retention efforts.

Support the amendment that applies the
time limit only to cash assistance (Breaux).
5. 1795 sets a sixty-month lifetime limit on
any federally funded assistance under the
block grant. This would prohibit states from
using the block grant for important work
supports such as transportation or job reten-
tion counseling after the five-year limit.
Consistent with the NGA welfare reform pol-
icy, NGA urges you to support the Breaux
amendment that would apply the time limit
only to cash assistance.

Support the amendment to restore funding
for the Social Services Block Grant (Rocke-
feller). This amendment would limit the cut
iii the Social Set-vices Block Grant (SSBG)
to 10 percent rather than 20 percent. States
use a significant portion of their SSBG funds
for child care for low-income families. Thus,
the additional cut currently contained in S.
1795 negates much of the increase in child
care funding provided under the bill.

Support technical improvements to the
contingency fund (Breaux). Access to addi-
tional matching funds is critical to states
during periods of economic recession. NGA
supports two amendments proposed by Sen-
ator Breaux. One clarifies the language re-
lating to maintenance of effort in the contin-
gency fund and another modifies the fund so
states that access the contingency fund dur-
ing only part of the year are not penalized
with a less advantageous match rate.

Support the amendment to extend the 75
aercent enhanced match rate through fiscal
1997 for statewide automated child welfare
information systems (SACWIS), (Chafee.
Rockefeller). Although not specifically ad-
dressed in the NGA policy, this extension is
important for many states that are trying to
meet systems requirements that will
strengthen their child welfare and child pro-
tection efforts.

Governors urge you to oppose amendments
or revisions to the Chairmaj'i's mark that
would limit state flexibility, create unrea-
sonable work requirements, impose new
mandates, or encroach on the ability of each
state to direct resources and design a welfare
reform program to meet its unique needs.

In the area of work. Governors strongly op-
pose any efforts to increase penalties, in-
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crease work participation rates, further re-
strict what activities count toward the work
participation rate, or change the hours of
work required. The Governor's policy in-
cluded specific recommendations in these
areas, many of which were subsequently in-
corporated into 5. 1795. as introduced. The
recommendations reflect a careful balancing
of the goals of welfare reform, the availabil-
ity of resources, and the recognition that
economic and demographic circumstances
differ among states. lmposing any additional
limitations or modifications to the work re-
quirement would limit state flexibility.

The Governors urge you to oppose the fol-
lowing amendments or revisions in the area
of work:

Oppose the revision in the Chairman's
mark to increase the number of hours of
work required per week to thirty-five hours
in future years. NGAs recommendation that
the work requirement be set at twenty-five
hours was incorporated into 5. 1795. Many
states will set higher hourly requirements,
but this flexibility will enable states to de-
sign programs that are consistent with local
labor market opportunities and the avail-
ability of child care.

Oppose the revision in the Chairman's
mark to decrease to four weeks the number
of weeks that job search can count as work.
NGA supports the twelve weeks ofjob search
contained in 5. 1795. as introduced. Job
search has proven to be effective when an in-
dividual first enters a program and also after
the completion of individual work compo-
nents, such as workfare or community serv-
ice. A reduction to four weeks would limit
state flexibility to use this cost-effective
strategy to move recipients into work.

Oppose the revision in the Chairman's
mark to increase the work participation
rates. NGA opposes any increase in the work
participation rates above the original 5. 1795
requirements. Many training and education
activities that are currently counted under
JOBS will not count toward the new work re-
quirements. Consequently, states will face
the challenge of transforming their current
JOBS program into a program that empha-
sizes quick movement into the labor force,
An increase in the work rates will result in
increased costs to states for child care and
work programs.

Oppose the revision in the Chairman's
mark to increase penalties for failure to
meet the work participation requirements.
The proposed amendment to increase the
penalty by 5 percent for each consecutive
failure to meet the work rate is unduly
harsh, particularly given the stringent na-
ture of the work requirements. Ironically,
the loss of block grant funds due to penalties
will make it even more difficult for a state
to meet the work requirements.

Oppose the amendment requiring states to
count exempt families in the work participa-
tion rate calculation (Gramm), This amend-
ment would retain the state option to ex-
empt families with children below age one
from the work requirements but add the re-
quirement that such families count in the
denominator for purposes of determining the
work participation rate, This penalizes
states that grant the exemption, effectively
eliminating this option. The exemption in S.
1795 is an acknowledgment that child care
costs for infants are very high and that there
often is a shortage of infant care.

Oppose the amendment to increase work
hours by ten hours a week for families re-
ceiving subsidized child care (Gramm). This
amendment would greatly increase child
care costs as well as impose a higher work
requirement on families with younger chil-
dren, because families with other children—
particularly teenagers—are less likely to
need subsidized child care assistance.
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Oppose the revision in the Chairman's

mark to exempt families with children below
age eleven. 5. 1795, as introduced, prohibits
states from sanctioning families with chil-
dren below age six for failure to participate
in work if failure to participate was because
of a lack of child care. This revision would
raise the age to eleven. NGA is concerned
that this revision effectively penalizes states
because they still would be required to count
these individuals in the denominator of the
work participation rate.

The Governors urge you to oppose the fol-
lowing amendments or revisions in the chair-
man's mark in these additional areas:

Oppose the revision in the Chairman's
mark to increase the maintenance-of-effort
requirement above the 75 percent in the cash
assistance block grant or further narrow the
definition of what counts toward mainte-
nance-of-effort,

Oppose the revisions in the Chairman's
mark that increase state plan requirements
and include additional state penalties.

Oppose the amendment to limit hardship
exemption to 15 percent (Gramm). NGA pol-
icy supports the current provision in 5. 1795.
as introduced, that allows states to exempt
up to 20 percent of their caseload from the
five-year lifetime limit on benefits.

Oppose the amendment to mandate that
states provide in-kind vouchers to families
after a state or federal time limit on benefits
is triggered (Breaux, Mosely-Braun). NGA
believes that states should have the option
to provide non-cash forms of assistance after
the time limit, but they should not be man-
dated to do so.

Oppose the provision in the Chairman's
mark to restrict the transferability of funds
Out of the cash assistance block grant to the
child care block grant only. The governors
believe that it is appropriate to allow a
transfer of funds into the foster care pro-
gram or the Social Services Block Grant.

Oppose a family cap mandate in the Chair-
man's mark, NGA supports a family cap as
an option, rather than a mandate, to pro-
hibit benefits to additional children born or
conceived while the parent is on welfare,

Governors urge you to consider the above
recommendations,

Sincerely,
RAYMOND C. SCHEPPACH,

Executive Director.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES,
Washington, DC. July 12, 1996.

DEAR MEMBER OF CONGRESS: You may be
voting soon on the Welfare and Medicaid re-
form bill (H.R. 3507/5. 1795). The National As-
sociation of Counties (NAC0) is encouraged
that there were improvements to the welfare
section of the bill, including: increased funds
for child care: maintaining current law for
foster care adoption assistance maintenance
and administration payments; and no fund-
ing cap for food stamps nor a block grant for
child nutrition, However, there are not
enough improvements to warrant our sup-
port. In some respects, particularly the work
requirements, the bill has become even more
burdensome. NACo particularly opposes the
following welfare provisions;

1. The bill ends the entitlement of Aid to
Families with Dependent Children, thereby
dismantling the safety net for children and
their families.

2. The eligibility restriction for legal im-
migrants goes too far. The most objection-
able provisions include denying Supple-
mental Security Income and Food Stamps.
particularly to older immigrants. In fact, by
changing the implementation date for these
provisions, the bill has become more oner-
ous. NACo is also very concerned about the
effect of the deeming requirements particu-
larly with regard to Medicaid and children in
need of protective services.
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3. The participation requirements have be-

come even more unrealistic. NAC0 particu-
larly opposes the increased work narticipa-
tion rates and increased penalties, the
changes in the hours of work reouired. and
the new restrictions on the activities that
may count toward the participation rates.

As the level of government closest to the
people, local elected officials understand the
unportance of reforming the welfare system.
While NACo is glad that the bill does contain
language that requires some consultation
with local officials we prefer the stronger
language that is contained in the bipartisan
welfare reform bill (H.R. 3266).

NACo also continues to oppose the Medic-
aid provisions. By capping the fiscal respon-
sibility of the federal government and reduc-
ing the state match for the majoriry of the
states, the bill could potentially shift bil-
lions of dollars to counties with responsibil-
ity for the uninsured. Allowing the states to
determine the amount, duration and scope of
services even for the remaining populations
which would still be guaranteed coverage,
will mean that counties will be ultimately
responsible for services not covered ade-
quately by the states. While we suzrnort the
increased use of managed care and additional
state and local flexibility in operating the
Medicaid program, we do not suptort th re-
peal of Medicare as envisioned in the current
le°islation.

it is currently written, the Medicaid
and Welfare Reform bill could potentially
shift costs and liabilities, create new un-
funded mandates upon local gove-nments,
and penalize low income families. Such a
bill, in combination with federal cuts and in-
creased demands for services, will ieave local
governments with two options: cut other es-
sential services, such as law enforcement. or
raise revenues. NACo therefore urges you to
vote against H.R. 3507/S. 795.

Sincerely.
DOUGLAS R. ROVIN,

President.
Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, I ask

for the yeas and nays.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a

sufficient second?
There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ma-

jority manager is recognized.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I take

1 minute from our side to indkate our
objection to the amendment. In the bill
on page 273, there is a section that
reads: 'Reasonable Cause for Excep-
tion.—" And it applies to the areas the
Senator from Florida is referring to.

It says:
The Secretary may not impose a penalty

on a State under subsection (a) with respect
to a requirement if the Secretary óetermines
that the State has reasonable cause for fail-
ing to comply with the requirement

Then it has two exceptions to this,
and neither of the two are matters cov-
ered by the concern of the Senator. So
I believe there is flexibility, and for
those State legislators and staff up
here who looked at it, I suggest they
read that provision.

In addition, there is a whole process
following that provision for how a
State would determine that they had
reasonable cause.

Having said that. I am going to yield
back any time I have on the amend-
ment.
ELECTRONIc BENEFIT TRANSFER 5YSEM5 AND

WELFARE REFORM
Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, a

number of consumer groups have ex-
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pressed concern about a provision in
the pending welfare reform bill that ex-
empts users of electronic benefit trans-
fer systems [EBT's] users from the pro-
tections of the Electronic Benefit
Transfer Act.

EBT's are a useful reform to modern-
ize the distribution of welfare benefits.
They are comparable to automated
teller machines. They offer a conven-
ient way for welfare recipients to use a
card to withdraw their cash benefits
from a bank machine or pay for food at
a grocery store. Although a few States
may now have in place such a program.
it is likely to become much more com-
mon in the years ahead. Massachusetts
is in the process of implementing such
a system for its 80.000 welfare recipi-
ents.

If the final welfare reform bill in-
cludes the exemption from consumer
protections, EBT users will not have
the same basic safeguards against ben-
efit losses caused by computer error,
merchant fraud, or theft that other
credit card holders now have. Clearly,
it is unfair to deny reasonable safe-
guards to welfare beneficiaries.

I understand that a realistic com-
promise is being developed to protect
EBT users from benefit losses while en-
suring that States are not exposed to
unmanageable costs. I am hopeful that
any welfare reform bill enacted into
law will contain such protections. and
I urge all Senators to support them.

TEEN PREGNANcY AND STATUTORY RAPE
Mr. LIEBERMAN. Mr. President, I

am pleased that the Senate has made
progress in two areas critical to re-
forming welfare—teen pregnancy and
statutory rape. Both sides of the aisle
have worked together to bring about
this progress. and I am left hopeful
that we can infuse future negotiations
on other welfare issues with -this bipar-
tisan spirit of cooperation.

Mindful of the American public's de-
mand for legislative progress this year.
I joined other colleagues in sponsoring
initiatives that would not only benefit
children, but also reduce welfare spend-
ing. Budget specialists and community
leaders emphasized the necessity of
dealing with two underlying welfare
problems—teen pregnancy and statu-
tory rape. In examining these prob-
lems. we answered two necessary ques-
tions: First, who is on welfare? and
Second, how did they get there?

Teenage out-of-wedrock pregnancy is
a primary cause of long-term welfare
dependency. Currently. 53 percent of
AFDC funds go to households begun by
teenage births. Senator CONRAD and I
proposed an amendment to last year's
Senate bill which requires teen moth-
ers to live at home or in adult-super-
vised settings, establishes national
goals regarding education strategies
and reduction of pregnancy rates, and
rewards States who meet these goals
with a cash bonus.

The Senate included these provisions
in the bill in front of us and strength-
ened the Federal role in combating this
problem. However, teen pregnancy pre-
vention is a battle that must be fought
at the local level, as troubled teens de-
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mand direct individual attention and
investment. By accepting my amend-
ment which compels States to devote 1
percent of their Social Security block
grant—$23 .8 million—to prevention
services, the Senate has spurred them
to assume this responsibility. We are
succeeding in aiding President Clinton
as he endeavors, in his own words, to
get all the leaders of all sectors of our
society involved in this fight."

The Federal Government. too, re-
cently assumed more responsibility in
accepting my amendment which tar-
gets the crime of statutory rape, a di-
rect and indirect cause of teen preg-
nancy. The great majority of babies
born to teen mothers are fathered by
adult men, and the partners of the
youngest mothers under the age of 14
are on average 10 to 15 years older than
them. This Senate is sending sexual
predators an unequivocally stern mes-
sage—that we choose abstinence for
children, and that we will not tolerate
those who take advantage of a child's
inability to form and articulate a deci-
sion about her body. Previously, we
concurred that it is the Sense of the
Senate that States should aggressively
enforce statutory rape laws. Now, we
are taking additional steps. The
amendment requires the Justice De-
partment to pay strict attention to
this crime. They are to research the
link between statutory rape and teen
pregnancy, as well as those predatory
men who commit these crimes repeat-
edly. They will also educate State and
local law enforcement officials to effec-
tively prevent and prosecute statutory
rape.

Again, we include the States in this
fight. This amendment compels the
States to create and expand criminal
law enforcement, public education, and
counseling initiatives and to resti-uc-
ture teen pregnancy prevention pro-
grams to include men. Finally. States
must certify to the Federal Govern-
ment that they are engaged in such ac-
tivities to stop statutory rape.

By focusing on the problems of teen
pregnancy and statutory rape through
these amendments, we are economizing
our future welfare expenditures and
improving the lives of poor children.
The reality of mothers sacrificing edu-
cational opportunities to give birth to
fatherless babies and live in poverty is
not a choice. It is partly a result of the
greater problems these amendments
address.

I appreciate, and the American public
will appreciate our bipartisan unity in
demanding responsibility from fathers.
They must own up to their paternity.
pay child support, and set a good exam-
ple for their children by working in pri-
vate sector or community seT-vice jobs.
A certain group of men must refrain
from sexually preying upon young girls
and dispossessing them of their fun-
damental right to make sexual, edu-
cational, and career choices.
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Problems remain in this bill. I appeal

to my colleagues to work together so
that we can present not just a few
amendments, not just one improve-
ment, but an entire bill to the Amer-
ican citizenry that truly reforms the
current system.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I
know Senator EXON needs some time.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I thank the
chairman for his consideration. I will
say, there are several matters that I
must, as manager of the bill on this
side, have very limited and short de-
bate on. things I need to enter. I might
be able to do that between now and 2
oclock, but if not, in order to protect
the interests of those I represent, I ask
unanimous consent that the 2 o'clock
hour be extended by 10 minutes. to 10
minutes past 2, if necessary to accom-
modate the Senator from Nebraska to
carry out the duties that I must ad-
dress.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?

Mr. DOMENICI. Reserving the right
to object, I do not know what it is youwant to do. Do you want to offer
amendments on behalf of Senators?

Mr. EXON. Yes, these are things I
have to do as a manager of the bill on
this side, including points of order re-
quests.

Mr. DOMENICI. Let me make onefurther request. Are any of those
amendments for Senators who did not
come today to offer their amendments?
How many are those?

Mr. EXON. There are three amend-
ments that were on the list that theSenators have not come to formally
offer today, and I intend to perfoi-rn
that duty for them.

Mr. DOMENICI. So long as we clearly
understand, this does not flow to Sen-
ators who come in here at 5 minutes
after, this applies to you.

Mr. EXON. I amend the request, if I
might. I ask unanimous consent that,
if necessary to discharge the duties as-
signed to the Democratic leader of the
Budget Committee, that the additional
10 minutes be assigned to this Senator
and this Senator only.

Mr. DOMENICI. I have no objection.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. EXON. I thank my friend for his

usual good cooperation. There are two
amendments I will offer. They have
been cleared on both sides. I think we
can dispose of them quickly.

AMENDMENT NO. 4953
(Purpose: To allow States to choose the most

appropriate agency to assist abused and
neglected children, by enabling them to
choose proprietary as well as non-profit or
government agencies to care for children
in foster care, as provided in report num-
ber 104—430 (the conference report to H.R. 4
as passed during the 1st session of the 104th
Congress). and S. 1795, as introduced in the
Senate during the 2d session of the 104th
Congress, and before the Finance Commit-
tee Chairman's modiflcation to such bill)
Mr. EXON. Mr. President. on behalf

of the Senator from Louisiana [Mr.
BREpijxJ, I send an amendment to the

desk and ask for its immediate consid-
eration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

The Senator from Nebraska IMr. Ex0NI, for
Mr. BREAUX, proposes an amendment num-
bered 4953.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I ask unan-
imous consent that the reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
At the end of section 2109(a), add the fol-

lowing:
(17) Section 472(c)(2) (42 U.S.C. 672(c)(2)) is

amended by striking 'nonprofit".
Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I ask unan-

imous consent that the amendment be
agreed to and the motion to reconsider
be laid on the table.

Mr. DOMENICI. We have no objec-
tion. We accept that amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment (No. 4953) was agreed
to.

AMENDMENT NO. 4954
(Purpose: To provide for community steering

committees demonstration projects)
Mr. EXON. Mr. President, in similar

fashion, on behalf of the Senator from
Nebraska [Senator KERREY] I send an
amendment to the desk and ask for its
immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

The Senator from Nebraska (Mr. EXONJ. for
Mr. KERREY, proposes an amendment num-
bered 4954.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I ask unan-
imous consent that the reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
At the end of chapter 1 of subtitle A oftitle II, add the following:

sEc. . coMMuNrry STEERING cOMMrrrEEs
DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS.

(a) IN GENERAL—The Secretary of Health
and Human Services (in this section referred
to as the 'Secretary") shall enter into agree-
ments with not more than 5 States that sub-
mit an application under this section. in
such form and such manner as the Secretary
may specify, for the purpose of conducting a
demonstranon project described in sub-
section (b).

(b) DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT.—
(1) COMMUNITY STEERING COMMITTEES.—
(A) ESTAELISHMENT._A demonstration

project conducted under this section shall es-
tablish within a State in each participating
county a Community Steering Committee
that shall be designed to help recipients of
temporary assistance to needy families
under a State program under part A of title
IV of the Social Security Act who are par-
ents move into the non-subsidized workforce
and to develop a holistic approach to the de-
velopment needs of such recipients family.

(B) MEMBERSHJP._A Community Steering
Committee shall consist of local educators.
business representativ and social service
providers.

(C) G0AJ.s AND DUTIES.—
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(i) GOALS—The goals of a Community

Steering Committee are—
(I) to ensure that recipients of temporary

assistance to needy families who are parents
obtain and retain unsubsidized employment;
and

(II) to reduce the incidence of
intergenerational receipt of welfare assist-
ance by addressing the needs of children of
recipients of temporary assistance to needy
families.

(ii) DuTIES—A Community Steering Com-
mittee shall—

(I) identify and create unsubsidized em-
ployment positions for recipients of tem-
porary assistance to needy families;

(II) propose and implement solutions to
barriers to unsubsidized employment of re
cipients of temporary assistance to needy
families;

(III) assess the needs of children of recipi-
ents of temporary assistance to needy farni-
lies: and

(IV) provide services that are designed to
ensure that children of recipients of tem-
porary assistance to needy families enter
school ready to learn and that, once en-
rolled, such children stay in school.

(iii) PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY—A primary
responsibility of a Community Steering
Committee shall be to work on an ongoing
basis with parents who are recipients of tem-
porary assistance to needy families and who
have obtained nonsubsidized employment in
order to ensure that such recipients retain
their employment. Activities to carry out
this responsibility may include—

(I) counseling;
(II) emergency day care:
(III) sick day care;
(IV) transportation:
(V) provision of clothing:
(VI) housing assistance: or
(VII) any other assistance that may be nec-

essary on an emergency and temporary basis
to ensure that such parents can manage the
responsibility of being employed and the de-
mands of having a family.

(iv) FOLLOW-UP SERVICES FOR CHILDREN—A
Community Steering Committee may pro-
vide special follow-up services for children of
recipients of temporary assistance to needy
families that are designed to ensure that the
children reach their fullest potential and do
not, as they mature, receive welfare assist-
ance as the head of their own household.

(c) REPORT.—Not later than October 1. 2001.
the Secretary shall submit a report to the
Congress on the results of the demonstration
projects conducted under this section.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I ask unan-
imous consent that the amendment be
agreed to and the motion to reconsider
be laid upon the table.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, let me
just mention that amendment we had
agreed to over the weekend. We worked
on that with Senator KgREy. We have
no objection. We had already agreed to
it.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment (No. 4954) was agreed
to.

AMENDMENT O. 4935

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, under the
previous order, all points of order must
be raised today before the 2 o'clock
deadline, or under the extended time
that we have agreed to.

Pursuant to that order, I now address
amendment No. 4935, offered by the
Senator from Texas. Senator GFWvU'4.
Mr. President, the amendment is not
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germane, and I raise a point of order
that the Gramm amendment violates
section 305(b) of the Congressional
Budget Act.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. I
move to waive the point of order and
ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There appears to be a sufficient sec-
ond.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
AMENDMENT NO. 4901

Mr. EXON. Mr. President. also pursu-
ant to the previous order. I now address
amendment No. 4901. offered by the
Senator from North Carolina, Senator
FAIRCLOTH.

The amendment is not germane. and
I raise a point of order that the
Faircloth amendment violates section
305 of the Congressional Budget Act.

Mr. DOMENICI. Pursuant to the ap-
propriate provisions of the Budget Act.
I move to waive the point of order
against the amendment and I ask for
the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There appears to be a sufficient sec-
ond.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
AMENDMENT NO. 4955

(Purpose: To permit assistance to be pro-
vided to needy or disabled legal immigrant
children when sponsors cannot provide re-
imbursement)
Mr. EXON. Mr. President, on behalf

of the Senator from Massachusetts,
Senator KENNEDY, I send an amend-
ment to the desk and ask for its imme-
diate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

The Senator from Nebraska Mr. EXON]. for
Mr. KENNEDY, proposes an amendment num-
bered 4955.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President. I ask unan-
imous consent that the reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
On page 572. strike out line 10 and all that

follows through page 577. line 10. and insert
the following:

(E) ExcEPTION OR cHILDREN—Paragraph
(I) shall not apply to the following:

(i) SSI.—An alien who has not attained the
age of 18 years and who is eligible by reasons
of disability for supplemental security in-
come under title XVI of the Social Security
Act.

(ii) FooD 5TAMP5.—An alien who has not
attained the age of 18 years. only for pur-
poses of eligibility for the food stamp pro-
gram as defined in section 3(h) of the Food
Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2012(h)).

(3) SPECIFIED FEDERAL PROGRAM DEflNED.—
For purposes of this chapter. the term "spec-
ified Federal program" means any of the fol-
lowing:

(A) SSI.—The supplemental security in-
come program under title XVI of the Social
Security Act, including supplementary pay-
ments pursuant to an agreement for Federal
administration under section 1616(a) of the
Social Security Act and payments pursuant
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to an agreement entered into under section
212(b) of Public Law 93—66.

(B) FooD 5TAMP5.—The food stamp pro-
gram as defined in section 3(h) of the Food
Stamp Act of 1977.

(b) LIMITED ELIGIBILITY OR DESIGNATED
FEDERAL PROGRAMS.—

(1) IN GENERAL—Notwithstanding any
other provision of law and except as provided
in section 2403 and paragraph (2). a State is
authorized to determine the eligibility of an
alien who is a qualified alien (as defined in
section 2431) for any designated Federal pro-
gram (as defined in paragraph (3)). except
that States shall not ban from such pro-
grams qualified aliens who have not attained
the age of 18 years.

(2) ExcEPTI0N5.—Qualified aliens under
this paragraph shall be eligible for any des-
ignated Federal program.

(A) TIME-LIMITED EXcEPTION FOR REFUGEES
AND A5YLEE5.—

(i) An alien who is admitted to the United
States as a refugee under section 207 of the
Immigration and Nationality Act until 5

years after the date of an aliens entry into
the United States.

(ii) An alien who is granted asylum under
section 208 of such Act until 5 years after the
date of such grant of asylum.

(iii) An alien whose deportation is being
withheld under section 243(h) of such Act
until 5 years after such withholding.

(B) CERTAIN PERMANENT RESIDENT ALIENS.—
An alien who—

(i) is lawfully admitted to the United
States for permanent residence under the
Immigration and Nationality Act; and

(ii)(I) has worked 40 qualifying quarters of
coverage as defined under title II of the So.
cial Security Act or can be credited with
such qualifying quarters as provided under
section 2435, and (II) did not receive any Fed-
eral means-tested public benefit (as defined
in section 2403(c)) during any such quarter.

(C) VETERAN AND ACTIvE DUTY EXcEPTION.—
An alien who is lawfully residing in any
State and is—

(i) a veteran (as defined in section 101 of
title 38. United States Code) with a discharge
characterized as an honorable discharge and
not on account of alienage.

(ii) on active duty (other than active duty
for training) in the Armed Forces of the
United States, or

(iii) the spouse or unmarried dependent
child of an individual described in clause (i)
or (ii).

(D) TRJJSITxON OR THOSE cURRENTLY RE-
cEIVING BENEflTS.—An alien who on the date
of the enactment of this Act is lawfully re-
siding in any State and is receiving benefits
under such program on the date of the enact-
ment of this Act shall continue to be eligible
to receive such benefits until January 1. 1997.

(3) DESIGNATED FEDERAL PROGRAM DE-
INED.—For purposes of this chapter. the
term 'designated Federal program" means
any of the following:

(A) TEMPORARY ASSIsTANcE OR NEEDY SAM-
IUES.—The program of block grants to
States for temporary assistaiice for needy
families under part A of title IV of the Social
Security Act.

(B) SOCIAL SERVICES BLOcK GRANT.—The
program of block grants to States for social
services under title XX of the Social Secu-
rity Act.

(C) MEDICAID.—The program of medical as-
sistance under title XV and XIX of the So-
cial Security Act.
SEC. 2403. FIVE.YEAR LIMITED ELIGIBILITY OF

QUALIFIED ALIENS FOR FEDERAL
MEANS-TESTED PUBLIC BENEFiT.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any
other provision of law and except as provided
in subsection (b). an alien who is a qualified
alien (as defined in section 2431) and who en-
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ters the United States on or after the date of
the enactment of this Act is not eligible for
any Federal means-tested public benefit (as
defined in subsection (c)) for a period of five
years beginning on the date of the aliens
entry into the United States with a status
within the meaning of the term qualified
alien".

(b) EXCEPTIONS—The limitation under sub-
section (a) shall not apply to the following
aliens:

(I) EXCEPTiON OR REFUGEES AND
ASYLEES.—

(A) An alien who is admitted to the United
States as a refugee under section 207 of the
Immigration and Nationality Act.

(B) An alien who is granted asylum under
section 208 of such Act.

(C) An alien whose deportation is being
withheld under section 243(h) of such Act.

(2) VETERAN AN'D ACTIVE DUTY EXCEPTION.—
An alien who is lawfully residing in any
State and is—

(A) a veteran (as defined in section 101 of
title 38. United States Code) with a discharge
characterized as an honorable discharge and
not on account of alienage.

(B) on active duty (other than active duty
for training) in the Armed Forces of the
United States, or

(C) the spouse or unmarried dependent
child of an individual described in subpara-
graph (A) or (B).

(3) EXCEPTION FOR CHILDREN.—An alien who
has not attained the age of 18 years.

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I am
deeply concerned that for the first time
in history. Congress will ban legal im-
migrants from most assistance pro-
grams. Banning legal immigrants from
these programs will also deny their
children the assistance they need to be-
come healthy. productive members of
society. The amendment I am offering
will exempt children from these bans.

The Republican bill permanently
bans legal immigrants from SSI and
food stamps. It bans them for 5 years
from Medicaid. AFDC and other pro-
grams. It also gives States the option
of going even farther, and permanently
banning them from Medicaid, AFDC,
and social service block grants.

Several preliminary points are im-
portant to understand about this issue.

First, this bill is a ban. Banning is
not the same as deeming. In deeming,
we look to the sponsor for payment be-
fore the Government pays. Under ban-
ning, the sponsor is not involved. The
ban covers legal immigrants. with or
without sponsors.

Second. we are not talking about ille-
gal immigrants. This bill bans legal
immigrants from safety net programs.
These are individuals and families who
come here legally, play by the rules,
and pay their taxes. They are future
citizens trying to make it in this coun-
try. Yet this bill would repay them by
banning them from assistance if they
fall on hard times.

Third, the bans application to chil-
dren makes no sense. Many children
will be affected and harmed, but many
others will not. It depends entirely on
where they were born. Children born in
the United States are U.S. citizens and
will be eligible for assistance. even if
their parents are legal immigrants. But
children born overseas will be caught
by the ban. So children in the same
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family will be treated differently, de-
pending on where they were born. This
is unfair.

Fourth, the children involved often
live in the families of U.S. citizens. A
typical case involves a citizen who has
married and brought his new spouse
and the spouse's child to America.
Surely, they deserve help.

AFDC, SSI, food stamps and Medic-
aid are programs which are especially
critical to children's health and devel-
opment. Banning legal immigrant chil-
dren from these programs puts their
well-being at stake, and it puts the
public at risk, too.

Legal immigrants can get sick like
everyone else. Their families can fall
on hard times. They can become dis-
abled. Banning them from basic assist-
ance programs means that when their
sponsors can't provide support, immi-
grants won't get the help they need.
Their medical conditions will go un-
treated and their disabilities will wors-
en.

These children are future citizens.
Like all other children in America,
they need and deserve to be assured of
good health and good nutrition. If the
Federal Government abandons them,
communities will suffer.

When immigrant children get sick,
they infect other children. By banning
them from Medicaid, we are also ban-
ning them from school-based care
under the Early and Periodic Screen-
ing. Detection, and Treatment Pro-
gram, which provides basic health care
to school-age children. It is part of
Medicaid in most states.

Under this bill, legal immigrant chil-
dren will be banned from going to the
school nurse when they feel sick in
school. If they try to see the nurse, the
nurse cannot treat them because they
are immigrants. They have no private
insurance and they are banned from
Medicaid. If the illness gets worse,
their parents may take them to the
local emergency room—a very expen-
sive alternative and not likely to be
pursued unless the illness seems severe.

Suppose a child has tuberculosis. In
the time it took for the illness to wors-
en enough to be covered by emergency
Medicaid, many classmates have been
exposed—all because no early help was
available.

In addition to Medicaid, the Repub-
lican bill bans legal immigrant chil-
dren from SSI, which provided assist-
ance to the blind and disabled. Nine
thousand legal immigrant children are
blind or disabled. They have some of
the most complex and life-threatening
needs of all. As a practical matter,
such cases often involve tragic acci-
dents, where expensive long-term care
is needed to deal with debilitating con-
ditions. If SSI is not available, children
literally will die.

The Republican bill also bans legal
immigrant children from food stamps,
which could sentence them to a life-
time of health problems due to poor
nutrition. Parents will have to turn to
soup kitchens and food pantries just to
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feed their children. Yet, soup kitchens
are already stretched beyond their ca-
pacity. Almost all soup kitchens limit
the number of times a person can come
to the kitchen for food. Some kitchens
allow one visit a month. Others allow
only three to six visits a year. If we cut
off food stamps, many legal immigrant
children will have nowhere to turn for
food.

Nutrition is vital to the development
of a child. Immigrant children are no
exception. Without access to food
stamps, some immigrant children will
suffer a lifetime of anemia, stunted
growth, and even permanent brain
damage.

Finally, it makes no sense to ban
legal immigrants from AFDC pay-
ments. AFDC allows mothers to place
their children in child care, so that the
parent can work or go to school. With-
out AFDC. parents will have to stay
home to take care of their children.
This bill is not welfare reform for legal
immigrants. It will push families fur-
ther into poverty, with no chance of es-
cape.

For all of these reasons. I urge the
Senate to adopt this amendment, and
reject this harsh and extreme attack
on immigrant children.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I yield
back time on the amendment.

Mr. DOMENICI. Pursuant to section
310(d) (2), I raise a point of order against
the pending Kennedy amendment on
behalf of the Finance Committee.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I move to
waive the point of order and ask for the
yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There is a sufficient second
The yeas and nays were ordered.

AMENDMENT NO. 4956

(Purpose: To allow a 2-year implementation
period under the Medicaid program for im-
plementation of the attribution of spon-
sor's income, the 5-year ban, and other pro-
visions)
Mr. EXON. Mr. President, on behalf

of the Senator from Massachusetts,
Senator KENNEDY, I send another
amendment to the desk and ask for its
immediate consideration.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

The Senator from Nebraska [Mr. EXONj. for
Mr. KENNEDY, proposes an amendment num-
bered 4956.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I ask unan-
imous consent that the reading of the
amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

(The text of the amendment is print-
ed in today's Rcogj under "Amend-
ments Submitted.")

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, the
changes in Medicaid for legal immi-
grants in this legislation will have a
major impact on health care institu-
tions and on the public health.

Virtually all of the Nation's hos-
pitals have called on Congress to delay
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implementation of these changes for at
least 2 years because of their far-reach-
ing consequences. Those who have
urged such a transition include:

The American Association of Eye and
Ear Hospitals.

The American Hospital Association,
The Association of American Medical

Colleges,
The American Osteopathic

Healthcare Association.
The Federation of American Health

Systems, InterHealth,
The National Association of Chil-

dren's Hospitals,
The National Association of Commu-

nity Health Centers,
The National Association of Psy-

chiatric Health Systems,
The National Association of Public

Hospitals,
Premier, Inc.; and
The Catholic Health Association of

the United States.
My amendment responds to their

concern by postponing the implemen-
tation of the Medicaid changes on im-
migrants for 2 years, in order to enäble
State and local governments and hos-
pitals and clinics to make the major
adjustments required under this bill.

Even with this transition, these
changes will hurt the health care sys-
tem and harm the public health. It is
bad public health policy to deny Medic-
aid to legal immigrants. Last April.
the National Conference of State Leg-
islatures, the National Association of
Counties, and the National League of
Cities wrote to Congress stating:

Without this program eligibility. many
legal immigrants will not have access to
health care. Legal immigrants will be forced
to turn to State indigent health care pro-
grams, public hospitals, and emergency
rooms for assistance or avoid treatment al-
together. This will in turn endanger the pub-
lic health and increase the cost of providing
health care to everyone.

But if these changes are to take
place, then we should at least give
health providers the time they need to
adjust.

Although the bill continues emer-
gency Medicaid for legal immigrants,
they would be banned from regular
Medicaid for 5 years. After that. they
can qualify for Medicaid only if their
sponsor's income and resources are too
low to assist them. But States can de-
cide to ban legal immigrants perma-
nently from Medicaid.

Hospitals fear that if Medicaid is re-
stricted, the loss of funds will require
them to reduce services for everyone—
citizens and non-citizens alike. Espe-
cially vulnerable are the most costly
services, such as trauma care, burn
treatment, and neonatal intensive
care.

This crisis in funding will particu-
larly affect hospitals that serve com-
munities with large numbers of immi-
grants. In the case of public hospitals.
most patients have Medicaid coverage.
Today, at Cambridge City Hospital in
Massachusetts, 48 percent of the pa-
tients are immigrants. That means the
hospital could lose half of its Medicaid
funding under this bill.
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For Los Angeles County Hospital. the

figure is 60 percent. For Jackson Me-
morial Hospital in Miami. 40 percent.
For San Francisco General Hospital. 30
percent. For Harris County Hospital in
Houstorii. 30 percent.

The sudden loss of Medicaid income
when the immigrant population is de-
nied coverage may well jeopardize the
quality of health care in the entire
community those hospitals serve.

In addition, those without health
coverage through insurance or Medic-
aid are less likely to receive preventive
medical care and timely immunization.
The result is unnecessarily higher risks
of disease in the community as a
whole. The care system will try to pre-
vent this result, but it is a gamble that
Congress should not impose.

At a minimum, the health care sys-
tem needs time to adjust. Under this
bill, the Medicaid changes go into ef-
fect immediately for future immi-
grants. States may choose to deny
Medicaid starting on January 1. 1997.
That's unfair and unrealistic. Hospitals
and State and local governments need
time to adjust. Community health cen-
ters need to find ways to expand, as
Medicaid resources dry up for hospital
care. State legislatures will need to
adopt new laws and adjust spending to
compensate for the loss of Medicaid.

These complicated changes cannot
occur overnight, especially in Califor-
nia, Texas, Florida, New York, New
Jersey, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania,
Illinois, arid other States with large
immigrant populations..

These changes should not go into ef-
fect at all. But if they do. I urge my
colleagues at least to hear the pleas
and heed the plight of the hospitals.
Tney need more time and they deserve
it.

I urge the adoption of this amend-
ment.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I yield
back time on the amendment.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, pursu-
ant to appropriate sections of the
Budget Act, I raise a point of order
against the pending Kennedy amend-
ment on behalf of the Finance Commit-
tee.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President. at this
point. I move to waive all points of
order against the pending amendment.
I ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.

AMENDMENT NO. 4957

(Purpose: To modify remittance requirement
from 5 to 7 days for child support enforce-
ment payments)
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. since

the hour of 2 is arriving and we have
agreed to extra time just for Senator
EXON, I send an amendment to the desk
in behalf of Senator NICKLES. It was on
the list. It modifies the requirement
for remittance, making it 7 days in-
stead of 5 for child support payments. I
send that amendment to the desk.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

The Senator from New Mexico [Mr. DOMEN-
icij. for Mr. NJcKLE5. proposes an amendment
numbered 4957.

Mr. DOMEMCI. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that the reading of
the amendment be dispensed with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
On page 438. line 15, strike "5" and insert

Mr. EXON. We have no objection to
this amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, the amendment is agreed to.

The amendment (No. 4957) was agreed
to.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I
move to reconsider the vote by which
the amendment was agreed to.

Mr. EXON. I move to lay that motion
on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, in 1986, the
Congress enacted the so-called Byrd
rule," named for our esteemed col-
league. Senator BYRD, now incor-
porated into the Congressional Budget
Act of 1974 as section 313. Although it
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may seem arcane to those not imme-
diately involved in the budget process.
the Byrd rule has become a very impor.
tant tool to curb provisions in the rec-
onciliation bill that are extraneous to
the purpose of deficit reduction. It
helped close Pandora's box of reconcili-
ation abuse, of which Senator BYRD so
eloquently warned more than 10 years
ago.

The Byrd rule provides six definitions
of what constitute extraneous matter,
but the term generally applies to provi-
sions unrelated to the reconciliation
deficit reduction goals.

For example, a provision in reconcili-
ation could be challenged by a Senator
if it produces no changes in revenue or
spending or if such changes are merely
incidental. Sixty votes are necessary to
waive a point of order raised under the
Byrd rule. Last year's reconciliation
bill contained numerous Byrd rule vio-
lations. This year's bill is also brim-
ming with violations. I will shortly
present a full list to the Chair and
raise a point of order, but I want to
highlight two of them..

First, there is a provision that de-
letes a requirement that the Secretary
of Agriculture promulgate rules so that
school lunch contracts comply with the
applicable meat inspection laws.

Second, there is a provision that
strikes the requirement that positive
efforts shall be made by service insti.
tutions to use small business and mi-
nority-owned businesses as sources of
supplies and services for these school
lunch programs.

Mr. President, once again, these are
simply other add-ons that we should
look to. Once again, this is not an all-
inclusive list, but it gives the Senate a
flavor of the violations that I will
shortly raise.

With that, Mr. President, I send a list
of provisions to the desk that I have
referenced, and pursuant to section
313(d) of the Congressional Budget Act,
I raise a point of order that these pro-
visions violate section 313(b)(1) of that
act.

The list follows:

Section Subject Violatim Ratina!e

SeD 12O6O) Posijve efforts

rue I—Committee i Agriculwre—4griculuire and Related Prvisicis
Subtiue A—Food Stamps and Ccmmodity Dismbution

Chapei i—Food Stamp Program

313(b)(i)(A) __.__. No budgetary impact
313(b)(1)(A)

_______—

No budgetary impacL
313(b)(1)(A) __.. No budgetary impact

Subtitle B.—Oiild Nutrition pigrams
Chaptes i—Amendmits to the Sthoof Lijch Act

Mnual aiowten of diId nuthtiot incn eligibility Imits 3i3)(1)(A) _... No budgetary impact.
Vezmit food wts __._._............ 313(b)(1)(A) — — No budgetary impaa
Meat insptii

______

EhminaUng projeczs _..._. 3i3)(1)(A) ._______ No budgetary impact

Subtitle B—OiiId Nutñlion rams
Chapei 2—Ainendjnits to the Child Nuthtjon kt of 1966

Delete requireJn fcr WIC partian*s to be provided drug abuse edu- 3i3fl1)(A) —________
cation.

Mno&ncmg ami1 9C income _. ... 313(b)(1)(A) — No budgetaiy impact

Deletes USDKS aairty to use a po1ion of WC canyver funds fot inno- 313(b)(1)(A) .________ No budgetaiy impactvative denatjon pfoJects to find more umovative ways ofomoUng
breastfeedi anag WIC pailicipants..
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Se 1126 Caretakecex
S&. 1148 Ezpedted sevc2
Sec. 1159

______________________

Waiver aUthcity

Se 12(b)
Sec. 1205(g)

Sec. i7(b) —________
Sec. 19(c).

Sec. i259(d)(i)

Sec. i259(e)(2) line 13 suike Z ixi

Sec. 1259(g)(1)(C)

No budgetary impact
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h apte 8:

Sec 2815

____

th Qiapt
Sec. 2909 ._. Abstinence edixation

Mr. DOMENICI addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. BEN-

NEIT). The Senator from New Mexico.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, might

I inquire of the distinguished Senator,
before I lodge my waiver with this,
have we finished the work that you had
alluded to that you had to do?

Mr. EXON. 'A'e have one other mat-
ter. It is simply something to offer into
the RECORD, a letter from the Presi-
dent on the matter that I think you
will have no objection to. Other than
that, I have nothing further, after the
motion that I have just made.

Mr. DOMENICI. I assume when we
dispose of that, and you get your inser-
tion, we are finished and have complied
with the order about completing the
work on this bill?

Mr. EXON. The Senator is correct.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. since

I have not had time nor has our staff
had time to review the list of subject
matters for Byrd rule points of order—
and I want to state in a very specific
way that I totally agree with the state-
ments of the Senator from Nebraska as
to why we have a Byrd rule. It is not
totally perfect, but it is much better
than having this law and this reconcili-
ation without that kind of limitation.
Nonetheless, we have not had a chance
to review them. So what I would like
to do—and I am going to do this now;
I want to explain it to Senator EXON—
I am going to move to waive each one
and then we will reserve until tomor-
row and consult with all of you on
which ones we may indeed seek a vote.
if any.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President. the request
from the Senator is entirely in order. I
had anticipated that they would have
some time to look at the list because
we have just completed it ourselves
and sent it to the desk. Therefore. I
have no objection to the request just
made and would awee to it.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I
move to waive the Budget Act with re-
spect to each individual point of order
that has just been sent to the desk and
lodged by the minority.

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD — SENATE
EXTRANEOUS PROV!SIONS IN S. 1956—Continued

I might inform the Senate that, with-
out votes on the points of order if we
elect to seek waiver, there are 22
stacked votes now in the event we vote
on everything that we have heretofore
cleared. The starting time, according
to the previous order, unless changed.
will be 9:30 a.m. tomorrow morning.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator is correct.

Mr. EXON addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Nebraska.
Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I ask unan-

imous consent that a letter stating the
administrations position on the bill be
printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

EXEcUTIvE OFFIcE OF THE PRESI-
DENT. OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT
AND BUDGET.

Washington, DC, July 18. 1996.
Hon. J. JAMES EXON.
Committee on the Budget. U.S. Senate, Wash-

ington, DC.
DEAR SENATOR ExoN: I am writing to

transmit the Administration's views on
5. 1956, the Personal Responsibility. Work
Opportunity, and Medicaid Restructuring
Act of 1996."

We understand that the Senate Republican
leadership plans to move to strike the Med-
icaid provisions of this reconciliation legis-
lation—leaving a welfare-only bill for Senate
floor consideration.

We are pleased with this decision to sepa-
rate welfare reform from provisions to repeal
Medicaid's guarantee of health care for the
elderly, the poor, pregnant women. and peo-
ple with disabilities. We hope that removing
this "poison pill" from welfare reform is a
breakthrough that shows that the Repub-
lican leadership seriously wants to pass bi-
partisan welfare reform this year.

Enacting bipartisan welfare reform reflect-
ing the principles of work, family, and re-
sponsibility is among the Administration's
highest priorities. For the past three-and-a-
half years. the President has demonstrated
his commitment to enacting real welfare re-
form by working with Congress to enact leg-
islation that moves people from welfare to
work. encourages responsibility. and pro-
tects children. The Administration sent Con-
gress a stand-alone welfare bill that requires

welfare recipients to work. imposes strict
time limits on welfare, toughens child sup-
port enforcement, is fair to children. and is
consistent with the Presidents commitment
to balance the budget.

The Administration is pleased that the bill
makes many of the important improvements
to HR. 4 that we recommended__improve.
ments also included in the bipartisan Na-
tional Governors Association (NGA) and
Breaux-Chafee proposals. The Senate bill im-
proves upon the bill that the House is now
considering. We urge the Senate to build on
these improvements, and to continue the bi-
partisan spirit displayed in last years debate
on welfare reform, At the same time. how-
ever, the Administration is deeply concerned
about certain provisions of 5. 1956 that
would adversely affect benefits for Food
Stamp households and legal immigrants, as
well as the need for strong State account-
ability and flexibility. And, the bill would
still raise taxes on millions of workers by
cutting the Earned Income Tax Credit
(EITC).

IMPROVEMENTs CONTAINED IN 5, 1956
We appreciate the Finance and Agriculture

Committees' efforts to strengthen provisions
central to work-based reform. such as child
care. and to provide additional protections
for children and families. In rejecting H.R. 4.
the President singled Out a number of provi-
sions that were tough on children and did too
little to move people from welfare to work.
5. 1956 includes important changes to these
provisions that move the legislation closer
to the President's vision of true welfare re-
form, We are particularly pleased with the
following improvements:

Child Care. As the President has insisted
throughout the welfare reform debate, child
care is essential to move people from welfare
to work. The bill reflects a better under-
standing of the child care resources that
States will need to implement welfare re-
form, adding S4 billion for child care above
the level in HR. 4. The bill also recognizes
that parents of school-age children need
child care in order to work.

Food Stamps. The bill removes the annual
spending cap on Food Stamps. preserving the
program's ability to expand during periods of
economic recession and help families when
they are most in need. We are concerned,
however. with other Food Stamp proposals,
as discussed below,

Maintenance of Effort, The Administration
strongly supports the Finance Committee's
changes to State maintenance of effort

Section Subject

i Oiapter 1:
Sec. 403)(9)"

Sec. 405(e)
"Sec. 408(a)c2y' -- -

"Sec. 409(a)(7)(C)"
Sec. 2104 -.
Sec.2113

m Oiaper 2:

Sec. 2225

_____

i Oiapter 4:
Sec. 2403(c)(1)
Sec. 2412(c)i Sec. 2423
'Sec. 213A(fl(2)

Sec. 2424

__
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Sec. 2424 Cosignawre of alien student loans

TitJe R—Cnmiflee i Finance
Subtiue A—Weltare Reform

B4dge Sccring—directs CBO not o include program in the baseline aIt 313)(1)(C) ._....... _._.... Na üi Fixnce's sdiaii.
Collection of S*ate aveIpamerns to Iamiti Irom Fedezal tax refunds .__. 313)(1)(A) ........___.... No Jdgetary impt
NO additiaI Ca assistance fC thildren born to families receiving as- 313)(1)(A) No Xdgetary Impact.

Sistance.
pphcabIe perc2nLage reduced for tgh performance States _.. 313)(1)(A) No budgetary impaa.
Services provided by diarnable. or private organizations ......._....._._. 313)(1)(A) ...................._. No budgetazy Impact
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(MOE) and transfer provisions and believes
these are critical eiements of bipartisan wel-
fare reform. The Committee removed the ob-
jectionable transfer authority to the Title
XX Social Services Block Grant and other
programs and would allow transfers to child
care only. In addition, the Committee re-
stored the 80 percent MOE level in last years
Senate bill and tightened the definition of
what counts toward this requirement.

Work Performance Bonus. We commend the
Committee for giving States an incentive to
move people from welfare to work by provid-
mg SI billion in work program performance
bonuses by 2003. This provision was an im-
portant element of last years Senate bill
and the Administrations bill, and will help
change the culture of the welfare office.

Contingency Fund. The bill adopts the NGA
recommendation to double the Contingency
Fund to $2 billion, and add a more responsive
trigger based on the Food Stamp caseload.
Below, the Administration recommends fur-
ther steps that Congress should take to
strengthen this provision.

Equal Protection. The Committee includes
provisions that would require States to es-
tablish objective criteria for delivery of ben-
efits and to ensure equitable treatment. We
are pleased that the Committee also incor-
porates appropriate State accountability
measures.

Hardship Exemption. We commend the Fi-
nance Committee for following the NGA rec-
ommendation and restoring last year's Sen-
ate provisions allowing States to exempt up
to 20 percent of hardship cases that reach the
five-year limit.

Transitional Medicaid. We are pleased that
the Finance Committee, has taken steps to
ensure the continuation of Medicaid cov-
erage for some of those who are
tr'ansitioning from welfare to work. We are
concerned, however, that States could deny
this transitional Medicaid to many who
would lose cash benefits for various reasons.
In addition, we still have concerned with
Medicaid coverage for those on cash assist-
ance, as noted below.

Worker Displacement. We are pleased that
the bill incorporates provisions against
worker displacement, including protections
from partial displacement as well as avenues
1o- displaced employees to seek redress.

Child Nutrition. The bill now indudes many
provisions proposed by the Administration,
and no longer includes HR. 4's provisions for
a child nutrition block-grant demonstration.
in addition, the bi.U exempts the child nutri-
tion program from burdensome administra-
tive provisions related to its alien provi-
sions. We believe that the Senate could fur-
ther improve the bill by including the Ad-
ministration's proposed 8 percent commod-
ity floor.

Child Protection. We commend the Finance
Committee for preserving the Title IV-E fos-
ter care and adoption assistance programs
(including related Medicaid coverage), and
other family support and child abuse preven.
uon efforts.

Supplemental Security Income (551). The bill
removes the proposed two-tiered benefit sys-
tem for disabled children receiving SSI. and
retains full cash benefits for all eligible chil-
dren.

We remain pleased that Congress has de-
cided to include central elements of the
President's approach—time limits, work re-
quirements, the toughest possible child sup-
port enforcement, and the requirement that
minor mothers live at home as a condition of
assistance—in this legislation.

KEY CONCERNS WITH S. 956
The Administration, however, remains

deeply concerned that 5. 1956 still lacks
other important provisions that have earned
bipartisan endorsement.
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Size of the cuts. The welfare provisions in-

corporate most of the cuts in the vetoed
bill—about $60 billion over six years (includ-
ing the EITC and related savings in Medic-
aid). These cuts far exceed those proposed by
the NGA or the Administration, Cuts in Food
Stamps and benefits to legal immigrants are
particularly deep. The President's Budget
demonstrates that cuts of this size are not
necessary to achieve real welfare reform, nor
are they needed to balance the budget.

Food Stamps. The Administration strongly
Opposed the inclusion of a Food Stamp grant
option, which could seriously undermine the
Federal nature of the program. jeopardizing
the nutrition and health of millions of chil-
dren. working families, and the elderly. and
eliminating the program's ability to respond
to economic changes. The Administration
also is concerned that the bill makes deep
cuts in the Food Stamp program, including a
cut in benefits to households with high shel-
ter costs that disproportionately affects fam-
ilies with children. and a four-month time
limit on childless adults who are willing to
work but are not offered a work slot.

Legal Immigrants. The bill retains the ex-
cessively harsh and uncompromising immi-
gration provisions of last year's vetoed bill.
While we support the strengthening of re-
quirements on the sponsors of legal immi-
grants applying for SSI. Food Stamps, and
Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC), the bill bans SSI and Food Stamps
for virtually all legal immigrants, and im-
poses a five-year ban on most other Federal
programs, including non-emergency Medic-
aid, for new legal immigrants. These bans
would even cover legal immigrants who be-
come disabled after entering the country,
families with children, and current recipi-
ents. The bill would deny benefits to 300.000
immigrant children and would affect many
more children whose parents are denied as-
sistance. The proposal unfairly shifts costs
to States with high numbers of legal immi-
grants. In addition, the bill requires most
Federal, State, and local benefits programs
to verify recipients' citizenship or alien sta-
tus. These mandates would create extremely
difficult and costly administrative burdens
for State, local. and non-profit service pro-
viders, as well as barriers to participation
for citizens. Also. the Administration urges
that Senate not go in the harsh direction
that the House Rules Committee did yester-
day in reporting a provision that would
broaden the ban on current immigrants from
receiving Medicaid coverage.

Medical Assistance Guarantee. The Adminis-
tration opposes provisions that do not guar-
antee continued Medicaid eligibility when
States change AFDC rules. We are concerned
that families who lose cash assistance for
various reasons. such as reaching the fIve-
year limit or having additional children
while they are receiving assistance, could
lose their Medicaid eligibility and be unable
to receive the health care services that they
need. In addition, State flexibility to change
these AFDC rules could adversely affect
Medicaid eligibility determinations, includ-
ing eligibility for poverty-related pregnant
women and children,

Protection in Economic Downturn. Although
the Contingency Fund is twice what it was in
the vetoed bill, it still does not allow for fur-
ther expansions during poor economic condi-
tions and periods of increased need. We are
also concerned about provisions that reduce
the match rate on contingency funds for
States that access the fund for periods of
under a year.

Resources for Work. 5. 1956 would not pro-
vide the resources States need to move re-
cipients into work. The bill increases the
work mandates on States above the levels in
H.R. 4 while providing no additional re-
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sources for States to meet these more strin-
gent rates. Based on CBO estimates, the Sen-
ate bill would provide $12 billion less over six
years than is required to meet the bill's
work requirements and maintain the current
level of cash assistance to poor families. CBO
notes that "most States would be unlikely
to satisfy this requirement." Moreover, the
Senate bill would lead to a 52A billion short-
fall in child care resources (assuming States
maintain their current level of cash assist-
ance benefits, continue current law Transi-
tional and At-Risk child care levels, and do
not transfer amounts from the cash block
grant to child care).

Vouchers. The bill actually reduces State
flexibility by prohibiting States from using
block grant funds to provide vouchers to
children whose parents reach the time limit.
HR. 4 contained no such prohibition, and the
NGA opposes it. We strongly urge the adop-
tion of voucher language. similar to that in
the Administration's bill and Breaux-Chafee,
that protects children,

Child Care Health and Safety Protections.
The bill repeals current child care health and
safety protections and cuts set-aside funds to
the States to improve the safety and quality
care. We strongly urge the Senate to restore
these basic health and safety protections,
which were enacted with strong bipartisan
support in 1990 and maintained in last year's
Senate bill and are essential to the safety
and well-being of millions of young children.

Family Caps. The Senate bill reverts back
to the opt-out provision on family caps
which would restrict State flexibility in this
area. The Administration, as well as the
NGA seeks complete State flexibility to set
family cap policy.

EITC. The Administration opposes the pro-
vision in 5. 1956 that raises taxes on over
four million low-income adult workers by
ending inflation adjustments for working
households without dependent children, and
thereby substantially cutting the real value
of their tax credit over time. Raising taxes
on these workers is wrong. In addition, the
budget resolution instructs the revenue com-
mittees to cut up to $18.5 billion more from
the EITC. Thus, EITC cuts could total over
$20 billion. Such large tax increases on work-
ing families are particularly ill-conceived
when considered in the context of real wel-
fare reform—that is, encouraging work and
making work pay.

We strongly support the bipartisan welfare
reform initiatives of moderate Republicans
and Democrats in both the House and Sen-
ate. The Breaux-Chafee proposal addresses
many of our concerns, and it would strength-
en State accountability efforts, welfare to
work measures, and protections for children,
It provides a foundation on which the Senate
should build in order to provide more State
flexibility; incentives for AFDC recipients to
move from welfare to work: more parental
responsibility: and protections for children,
It is a good. strong proposal that would end
welfare as we know it. Breaux-Chafee pro-
vides the much needed opportunity for a real
bipartisan compromise, and it should be the
basis for a quick agreement between the par-
ties,

The President stands ready to work with
Congress to address the outstanding con-
cerns so we can enact a strong, bipartisan
welfare reform bill to replace the current
system with one that demands responsibil-
ity, strengthens families, protects children,
and gives States broad flexibility and the
needed resources to get the job done.

Sincerely.
JACOB J. LEW,

Acting Director.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. PreSident, par-

liamentary inquiry. IS it Correct, pur-
Suant to the regular order, we would
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now proceed with the agriculture ap-
propriations bill?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator is correct.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I
yield the floor and suggest the absence
of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk pro-
ceeded to call the roll.

Mr. COCHRAN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. COCHRAN. Mr. President. what
is the business now before the Senate?

AGRICULTURE. RURAL DEVELOP-
MENT, FOOD AND DRUG ADMIN-
ISTRATION. AND RELATED
AGENCIES APPROPRIATIONS FOR
FISCAL YEAR 1997
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under

the previous order, the clerk will re-
port the agi-ictilture appropriations
bill.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

A bill (HR. 3603) making appropriations
for Agriculture. Rural Development. Food
and Drug Administration, and Related Agen-
cies programs for the fiscal year ending Sep-
tember 30. 1997. and for other purposes.

The Senate proceeded to consider the
bill, which had been reported from the
Committee on Appropriations, with
amendmen: as follows:

(The parts of the bill intended to be
stricken are shown in boldface brack-
ets and the parts of the bill intended to
be inserted are shown in italic).

I-LR. 3603
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rep-

rentatjy of the United States of America in
Congress assembled. That the following sums
are appropriated. Out of any money in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, for Ag-riculture, Rural Development. Food and
Dug Administration and Related Agencies
programs for the fiscal year ending Septem-
ber 30, 1997. and for other Purposes, namely:

TITLE I
AGR1CULT!jpL PROGRAMS

PRODUCTION. PROCESsING. AND MARKETING
OFFICE o THE SEcRETARY

(INcLUDING TRANsFERS OF FUNDs)
For necessary expenses of the Office of the

Secretary of Agriculture, and not to exceed
375.000 for emploment under 5 U.S.C. 3109.
S2.836.000: Provided, That not to exceed $11,000of this amount, along with any unobligated
balances of representation funds in the For-
eign Agricultural Service shall be available
for official reception and representation ex-
penses, not otherwise provided for, as deter.
rnmed by the Seci-etaryl: Provided further,
That none of the ?unds appropriated or 0th-
erwise made available by this Act may be
used to detail an individual from an agency
funded in this Act to any Under Secretary
office or Assistant Secretary office for more
than 30 days): Provided further, That none of
the funds made available by this Act may be
used to enforce section 793(d) of Public Law
104—127.

EXEcUTIVE OPERATIONs
ci-u Ec0N0MI5-r

For necessary expenses of the Chief Econo-
rrnst. including economic analysis, risk as-

sessment, cost-benefit analysis. and the
functions of the World Agricultural Outlook
Board, as authorized by the Agricultural
Marketing Act of 1946 (7 U.S.C. 1622g), and in-
cluding employment pursuant to the second
sentence of section 706(a) of the Organic Act
of 1944 (7 U.S.C. 2225). of which not to exceed
$5,000 is for employment under 5 U.S.C. 3109.
$4.23 1.000.

NATIONAL APPEALS DIVISION

For necessary expenses of the National Ap-
peals Division, including employment pursu-
ant to the second sentence of section 706(a)
of the Organic Act of 1944 (7 U.S.C. 2225), of
which not to exceed $25,000 is for employ-
ment under 5 U.S.C. 3109, $l1.718.000.

OFFICE OF BUDGET AND PROGRAM ANALYsIS

For necessary expenses of the Office of
Budget and Program Analysis, including em-
ployment pursuant to the second sentence of
section 706(a) of the Organic Act of 1944 (7
U.S.C. 2225). of which not to exceed $5.000 is
for employment under 5 U.S.C. 3109.
$5 .986.000.

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

For necessary expenses of the Office of the
Chief Financial Officer, including employ-
ment pursuant to the second sentence of sec-
tion 706(a) of the Organic Act of 1944 (7 U.S.C.
2225), of which not to exceed $10,000 is for em-
ployment under 5 U.S.C. 3109. $4.283.000: Pro-
vided. That the Chief Financial Officer shall
actively market cross-servicing activities of
the National Finance Center.

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
ADMINISTRATION

For necessary salaiies and expenses of the
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Admin-
istration to carry Out the programs funded
in this Act. $613,000.
AGRICULTURE BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES AND

RENTAL PAYMENTS

ONcLUDING TRANSFERS OF FUNDS)

For payment of space rental and related
costs pursuant to Public Law 92—313, includ-
ing authorities pursuant to the 1984 delega-
tiOn of authority from the Administrator of
General Services to the Department of Agri-
culture under 40 U.S.C. 486. for programs and
activities of the Department which are in-
cluded in this Act, and for the operation,
maintenance. and repair of Agriculture
buildings $120,548,000: Provided, That in the
event an agency within the Department
should require modification of space needs.
the Secretary of Agriculture may transfer a
share of that agency's appropriation made
available by this Act to this appropratjon.
or may transfer a share of this appropriation
to that agency's appropr1ation. but such
transfers shall not exceed 5 percent of the
funds made available for space rental and re-
lated costs to or from this account. In addi-
tion, for construction, repair, improvement
extension, alteration, and purchase of fixed
equipment or facilities as necessary to carry
Out the programs of the Department, where
not otherwise provided, [$5,000,000].
$25,587,000 to remain available until ex-
pended; making a total appropriation of
[S125.548.000) $146,135,000.

HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMINT

(INCLUDING TRANSFERS OF FUNDS)

For necessary expenses of the Department
of Agriculture. to comply with the require-
ment of section 1O7(g) of the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation. and
Liability Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 96O7(g),
and section 6001 of the Resource Conserva-
tion and Recovery Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C.
6961, $15,700,000. to remain available until ex-
pended: Provided, That appropriations and
funds available herein to the Department for
Hazardous Waste Management may be trans-
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ferred to any agency of the Department for
its use in meeting all requirements pursuant
to the above Acts on Federal and non-Fed-
eral lands.

DEPARTMENTAL ADMINISTRATION

(INCLUDING TRANSFERS OF FUNDS)
For Departmental Administration.

t$28.304.000) $30,529,000. to provide for nec-
essary expenses for management support
services to offices of the Department and for
general administration and disaster manage-
ment of the Department, repairs and alter-
ations, and other miscellaneous supplies and
expenses not otherwise provided for and nec
essary for the practical and efficient work of
the Department, including employment pur-
suant to the second sentence of section 706(a)
of the Organic Act of 1944 (7 U.S.C. 2225), of
which not to exceed $10,000 is for employ-
ment under 5 U.S.C. 3109: Provided, That this
appropriation shall be reimbursed from ap-
plicable appropriations in this Act for travel
expenses incident to the holding of hearings
as required by 5 U.S.C. 551-558: Provided fur-
ther. That of the total amount appropriated nor
less than $11,774,000 shall be made avaliable for
civil rights enforcement.

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
CONGRESSIONAL RELATIONS

(INCLUDING TRANSFERS OF FUNDS)
For necessary salaries and expenses of the

Office of the Assistant Secretary for Con-
gressional Relations to carry out the pro-
grams funded in this Act, including pro-
grams involving intergovernmental affairs
and liaison within the executive branch,
[$3,728,000] $3,668,00tk Provided That no other
funds appropriated to the Department in this
Act shall be available to the Department for
support of activities of congressional rela-
tions: Provided further, That not less than
S2.241.000 shall be transferred to agencies
funded in this Act to maintain personnel at
the agency level.

OFFICE OF COMMUNICATIONS

For necessary expenses to carry on serv.
ices relating to the coordination of programs
involving public affairs, for the dissernina-
tion of agricultural information, and the co-
ordination of information, work. and pro-
grams authorized by Congress in the Depart-
ment, $8138000, including employment pur--
suant to the second sentence of section 70&(a)
of the Organic Act of 1944 (7 U.S.C. 2225). of
which not to exceed $10,000 shall be available
for employment under 5 U.S.C. 3109. and not
to exceed $2.000.000 may be used for farmers'
bulletins.

OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL

(INcLUDING TRANSFERS OF FUNDS)
For necessary expenses of the Office of the

Inspector General, including employment
pursuant to the second sentence of section
70&(a) of the Organic Act of 1944 (7 U.S.C.
2225), and the Inspector General Act of 1978.
as amended, $63,028,000, including such sums
as may be necessary for contracting and
other arrangements with public agencies and
private persons pursuant to section 6(a)(9) of
the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amend-
ed. including a sum not to exceed $50,000 for
employment under 5 U.S.C. 3109: and includ-
ing a sum not to exceed $95,000 for certain
confidential operational expenses including
the payment of informants, to be expended
under the direction of the Inspector General
pursuant to Public Law 95—452 and section
1337 of Public Law 97-98: Provided, That funds
transferred to the Office of the Inspector
General through forfeiture proceedings or
from the Department of Justice Assets For-
feiture Fund or the Department of the Treas-
ury Forfeiture Fund, as a participating agen-
cy. as an equitable share from the forfeiture
of property in investigations in which the Of-
fice of the Inspector General participates, or

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD — SENATE
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Prices plunged. And again. June 12.

just a month ago. another 165.000 tons.
Look what happened to prices: a steep
decline as more foreign sugar was
brought in. that benefited whom? Bene-
fited the refiners because they were
getting more sugar to process through
their plants, more throughput, more
activity, more profit.

I do not begrudge them and their
profit. But let us look at what is hap-
pening with respect to the throughput
of the refiners, because the Gregg
amendment is misnamed. It ought to
be called the "refiners benefit bill."
That is really what we are talking
about. You are picking sides in an eco-
nomic fight and you are saying we
want to give the refiners more than
they are getting now.

Let us look at what the throughput
has been through cane refiners' plants
in the last 10 years—1985—86 to 1995—96.

Back in 1986—87, we were looking at
3.3 million short tons. Had a bad year
in 1987—88. Then we went to 5.4 million
short tons. Went up to 5.9 million—that
is the peak—in 1990-91. Then we saw
some pulling back. But in 1995-96 we
see a record for the refiners in terms of
throughput. 6.4 million short tons—6.4
million short tons. And yet what do we
have before us? The refiners benefit
bill. They have just had record
throughput. That is the amount of
product going through their plants.
They just had a record year.

Well, throughput alone does not tell
you what the refiners are experiencing.
You have to look at the difference be-
tween the raw sugar price and the re-
fined sugar price. That will tell you.
combined with throughput, how well
our refiner friends are doing.

What do we find when we look at
that? Well, it is very, very interest-
ing—very interesting, indeed. This
chart shows from 1990 to 1996 raw sugar
prices. That is in red. I hope there is
nothing in the way of their seeing ex-
actly what has happened to raw sugar
prices.

They have been stable for 10 years.
This awful program that is gouging
consumers has provided them with sta-
ble prices for 10 years. Name anything
else that people buy in this country
that has been stable for 10 years. Tell
me one thing that has been stable for
10 years. But sugar prices. raw sugar
prices have been stable. I wish I could
say the same thing for refined sugar
because refined sugar, you can see,
starting in 1995, took off like a scalded
cat. Refined sugar prices jumped, and
jumped dramatically at the same time
raw sugar prices were falling. Raw
sugar prices were falling; refined sugar
prices were skyrocketing, I have al-
ready shown you the record throughput
for refiners in 1995—96. And yet what we
have before us is a refiners benefit bill.
That is the Gregg amendment.

Why should we be passing a refiners
benefit bill when they have just had
the biggest throughput in their history
and, No. 2, the best margins—the best
margins—that you can find in the last
10 years?

Mr. President, what has happened, I
believe. is very clear. This is a trans-
parent argument. The refiners want to
continue to make more money by re-
fining cheap sugar from the world mar-
ket. This amendment not only breaks
the promises of reliability, certainty,
and reduced Government interference
in agriculture that was made to Amer-
ican farmers only 4 months ago. but it
is bad policy that would send shock
waves through a domestic industry, a
domestic industry that produces tens
of thousands ofjobs in this country.

I hope my colleagues will join me in
soundly rejecting the Gregg amend-
ment.

Let me just conclude by saying this
is, again, not like the typical industry.
Senator GREGG refers to the computer
industry, and says there is no Govern-
ment involvement there. He is right.
That is a whole different ball game
than the worldwide sugar industry,
where every single major producing
country has a program. Every single
one of them aggressively supports their
producers. If we are to abandon ours,
the results will be very. very clear.

No. 1, we have seen what has hap-
pened in the past in tern-is of prices.
Prices will skyrocket. That is undeni-
able. The world price the Senator re-
fers to as 15 percent of the market is a
dump market. It has no relationship to
supply/demand relations in the world.
The vast majority of sugar moves
under contract in the world. So that
dump market and its so-called world
price is not a world price at all, it is a
dump price. That is what people get for
sugar produced above and beyond their
contractual requirements. If you take
away the program you are going to get
exactly what we saw the last two
times: Prices skyrocket. So consumers
are not going to be helped, they are
going to be hurt.

No. 2, the processors in this country,
beet processors and cane processors,
are going to be hurt. I have already
shown all the plants that have closed
in 1994, 1995, and 1996. A lot of plants
have closed. Only one refiner but a lot
of processing plants have closed. So
those folks would be hurt. When they
are hurt the farmers are hurt because
the farmers are directly tied with those
processing facilities. All of a sudden, if
you yank out from U.S. producers any
support, what you have done is
changed the balance of power in these
world markets.

Who have you helped? You have
helped our foreign competitors. The
Gregg amendment is great if you rep-
resent a foreign country and you
produce sugar. They would look for-
ward to the day the United States pulls
the plug on its producers and its proc-
essors. They are just waiting for the
opportunity to come in and take over
this industry, take the jobs. take the
economic growth, and take the eco-
nomic opportunity.

American farmers who produce sugar
are the most efficient in the world. We
are ready to compete head to head with
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anybody at any time. But what our
producers are not prepared to do is to
take on not only the farmers of an-
other country but the governments of
other countries. That is not a fair
fight. And our Government should not
abandon our producers and our proc-
essors, helping foreign governments,
foreign producers. foreign processors
against the refiners of this country.
That is what this amendment is really
about. I hope this Chamber will do as it
has done before and reject the Gregg
amendment and reject it in a resound-
ing way.

I yield the floor.
Mr. KENNEDY addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Massachusetts.

PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY,
WORK OPPORTUNITY, AND MED-
ICAID RESTRUCTURING ACT OF
1996

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I
thank my colleagues, ou- managers.
for indicating when might be an appro-
priate time to speak on an issue. the
underlying issue, which is welfare re-
fox-n-i in a way not to interfere with de-
bate on the agricultural appropriations
bill. I will take that opportunity now,
to speak on this underlying measure,
which the Senate will address tomor-
row.

There will be a series of amendments.
I offered amendments dealing with the
children of legal immigrants and also
to provide, if we are going to go into
these rather draconian measures in
cutting off help and assistance to these
children. to another amendment. which
has been described in the RECORD ear-
lier today. to help and assist the local
counties and communities where they
are going to have a particular burden,
trying to implement the provisions to
terminate help. assistance to poor chil-
dren.

I have a fuller explanation on that. I
will not take the time of the Senate on
those measures. which are more fully
explained in the RECORD earlier today.
I will address the overall issue which is
before us, and that is the proposal
placed on the Senate agenda, which we
will vote on tomorrow, under the title
of the welfare reform.

Mr. President, in putting forward
this legislation, I believe the Repub-
lican majority is asking us to codify
extremism and call it virtue. Their
plan will condemn millions of Amer..
ican children to poverty as the price
for the misguided Republican revolu-
tion. If children could vote, this Repub-
lican plan to slash welfare would be as
dead as the Republican plan to slash
Medicare. In fact. the driving force be-
hind this attack on children is not wel-
fare reform at all. It is the desperate
Republican need to find some way. any
way. to pay for their tax breaks for
wealthy.

Honest welfare reform is long over-
due. The current system is broken.
Major change is needed. I support hon-
est reforms that end welfare as a way
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of life and make it a waystation to
work. But honest reform does not
produce anywhere near the massive
savings needed to pay for the Repub-
lican tax breaks. Child care costs
money. Job training and education
cost money. And our Republican
friends have absolutely no interest in
real reform if it costs money.

The proposal before us is not welfare
reform. It is nothing more than legisla-
tive snake oil. and it is the wrong n-ied-
icine for what ails us as a Nation. Real
welfare reform is about protecting chil-
dren and putting people to work, not
putting on a show. But that is what
this is—theater, pure and simple: a
glaring and callous example ofjust how
low the Republican majority will go,
even if it comes at the expense of mil-
lions of American children.

For the Republican majority, this
bill may be child's play, but they are
playing with real children's lives and
real childrens futures. This bad bill is
Robin Flood in reverse, robbing poor
children to pay for tax breaks for rich
Republicans.

Since the Republican takeover of
Congress. our colleagues have brought
us many poison pills wrapped in the
rhetoric of reform. But this may well
be the most cruel and extreme measure
of the entire Republican revolution—
because it inflicts so much harm on so
many children, In fact, it pushes back
60 years of social progress.

In 1935. Congress made a bold pledge
to the elderly and the children of our
communities that this rich Nation
would not let them sink into poverty.
It was a sign of what we stood for as a
nation. Republicans may consider de-
stroying this covenant as a virtue—but
Bishop Weakiand of Milwaukee has
called it "a moral blemish on the
Earth's most affluent society." I could
not agree more.

I ask unanimous consent to have the
Bishop's full statement printed in the
RECORD.

There being no objection, the state-
ment was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

IFrom the Washington Post. July 4, 19961
WiscoNsiN W0RXs: BREAKING A COVENANT

(By Rembei-c C. Weakland. OSB)
Catholics in Wisconsin have been in the

trenches serving the needy since the Daugh-
ters of Charity began their work with the
poor of Milwaukee in 1843. I and my family
relied on welfare to survive in the 1930s. So
it comes naturally for me to consider the im-
plications of Wisconsin's proposal for welfare
reform, known as Visconsin Works or

Certainly the Catholic bishops and others
in the church who grapple with the needs of
the poor agree that the current welfare sys-
tem is in need of major reform. Both the U.S.
Catholic Conference and the Wisconsin
Catholic Conference have said so. Both have
challenged the status quo. Both have offered
constructive proposals for helping the poor
more effectively.

Yet as I reflect on the W—2 proposal in
light of my experience and the tenets of
Catholic social teaching. I remain convinced
of the need for the community to guarantee
a "safety net' for the poor, especially chil-
dren. Accordingly. though the W-2 proposal
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has merit in important respects, it would be
a mistake for the president and Congress to
embrace comprehensive legislation or re-
quests from individual states, even my own,
that withdraw this guarantee.

Catholic social teaching holds that the
poor, especially children, have a moral claim
on the resources of the community to secure
the necessities of life. For more than 60
years. our society has recognized this claim
with a covenant that ensures a minimal level
of assistance for food, clothing and shelter to
poor children and their families. Millions of
children have relied on that covenant since
the 1930s. In Wisconsin, more than 120,000
children rely on Aid to Families With De-
pendent Children (AFDC) today.

People of goodwill can argue over the need
to modify AFDC so it better serves that pur-
pose. But it is patently unjust for a society
as affluent as ours to nullify that covenant.

Unfortunately, as enacted, the Wisconsin
Works program does just that. The enabling
statute for the W.-2 proposal specifically
states no one is entitled to W-2 services,
even who are eligible to receive them.

It is one thing to change the rules of the
welfare system. It is quite another thing to
say. "Even if you play by the new rules, soci-
ety will not help you." Ibis is not welfare
reform but welfare repeal. Such a message
may be politically attractive in this election
year: it is not morallyjustifiable,

Even if one accepts the premise that the
W—2 program offers poor families help in re-
turn for work, this premise collapses if the
help is not provided. The president and Con-
gress must insist that W—2, indeed any wel-
fare reform proposal, serve all who are eligi-
ble.

Critics of the welfare system allege that
public assistance undermines personal re-
sponsibility. This generalizes about poor
families when we should strive to take a
more personal view.

In the first place. the children of the poor
did not choose their families. We should not
afflict these children with hunger in order to
infuse their parents with virtue.

Additionally. we cannot judge a person's
failure to work in isolation from larger
forces. My experience from our work with
the U.S. bishops' pastoral letter on economic
justice impressed on me the truth that poor
families are especially vulnerable to eco-
nomic downturns triggered by national or
international events.

Nor can prosperous states ensure full em-
ployment. Even in states, like Wisconsin,
that enjoy healthy economies and relatively
low employment, not all who want to work
can earn a family wage. So long as this is the
case, it is unwise and unjust for the federal
government to abandon its commitment to
the poor. Our covenant with needy children
must remain the responsibility of the entire
American family.

Moreover, this critique of welfare ignores
the fact that rights and responsibilities are
not mutually exclusive but complementary.
In the context of welfare policy, a right to
work is grounded in a responsibility to sup-
port a family. This is relevant when assess-
ing another aspect of W—2.

According to our state's own projections,
75 percent of the families now on AFDC will
be assigned to W—2 work slots that provide
less than a full-time worker earns at the
minimum wage. Accordingly, the respon-
sibility of these parents to care for their
children must be supported when necessary
by a safety net adequate to meet the fami-
ly's basic needs.

Finally, the president and Congress must
recognize that they cannot repeal the assur-
ance of public assistance in Wisconsin with-
out making it a national policy. Once such a
repeal is granted to a single state, others
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will seek similar license. The poor will lose
their safety net by degrees as surely as if
Congress and the president repealed it all at
once. Such an outcome would be a tragedy
for the poor and a moral blemish on the
earths most affluent society.

One can appreciate the burden of difficult
choices in an election year.

Nonetheless, the short-term political out-
look of the candidate must not cloud the
moral vision of the leader. America's 60-year
covenant with its poor children and those
who nurture them must remain unbroken.

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, let me
just mention a few points:

For more than 60 years, our society
has recognized this claim with a cov-
enant that ensures a minimal level of
assistance for food, clothing, and shel-
ter for poor children and their families.
Millions of children have relied on that
covenant since the 1930's. In Wisconsin,
more than 120,000 children rely on aid
to families with dependent children
today.

People of good will can argue over the need
to modif' AFDC so it better serves that pur-
pose. But it is patently unjust for a society
as affluent as ours to nullify that covenant.

And that is what this measure does.
In the first place, the children of the poor

did not choose their families. We should not
afflict these children with hunger in order to
infuse their parents with virtue.

And then he continues:
Even in States like Wisconsin which enjoy

healthy economies and relatively low unem-
ployment, not all who want to work can earn
a family wage. So long as this is the case, it
is unwise and unjust for the Federal Govern-
ment to abandon its commitment to the
poor. Our covenant with the needy children
must remain the responsibility of the entire
American family.

And the last full paragraph:
One can appreciate the burden of difficult

choices in an election year. Nonetheless, the
short-term political outlook of the candidate
must not cloud the moral vision of the lead-
er. America's 60-year-old covenant with its
poor children and those who nurture them
must remain unbroken.

Mr. President, I divert for a moment
to two other articles that have been
quoted to some extent during the
course of the debate on this welfare re-
form: George Will's article about
"Women and Children First?" I quote a
paragraph:

Furthermore, there is hardly an individual
or industry in America that is not in some
sense "in the wagon." receiving some Fed-
eral subvention. If everyone gets out, the
wagon may rocket along. But no one is pro-
posing that. Instead, welfare reform may
give a whole new meaning to the phrase
• 'women and children first."

Effectively, what is included in this.
women and children first, they are the
ones whose interests end up on the
chopping blocks. When most think of
the women and children first, every
young student who has read through
history probably thinks of the Titanic.
where women and children were first.
Mr. Will's excellent article and com-
mentary on this welfare debate sug-
gests. I believe, that the women and
children first will have an entirely new
and different meaning.

Then today there is in the New York
Times an article by David Ellwood,
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who has been a very thoughtful both
commentator and policymaker on the
issues of welfare reform and has writ-
ten extensively about it. Those who
have had the opportunity to hear him
or listen to him testify can attest to
his strong commitment to altering and
changing the current system and try-
ing to find ways to do it effectively,
and also to protect the interests of the
most vulnerable in our society.

He points Out in his excellent article
in the Times today. Monday. July 22.
'Welfare Reform in Name Only":

States would get block grants to use for
welfare and work programs. But the grants
for child care. job training. workfare. cash
assistance combined would amount to less
than $15 per poor child per week in poor
Southern States, like Mississippi and Arkan-
sas. Moving people from welfare to work is
hard. On $13 a week—whom are we kidding?

As the article points out, on $15 a
week, you are talking about providing
the basic elements of life: roof over the
head of the child, clothes for the child.
food for the child, as well as for the
training of the child, child care for the
child—for $15 a week. We see other ex-
arnples.

Instead of 88 cents per meal, it will
be down to 66 cents per meal per child.
Mr. President, $26 billion will be taken
Out of nutrition programs for children
and put on to the other side of the
ledger for tax benefits and breaks for
wealthy individuals. It makes no sense.

Mr. President, nearly 14 million poor
children live in America. Each night.
100,000 of them sleep on the streets.
scared and homeless. Their faces are
pressed against the windows of our
glitter and affluence, and Congress is
about to pull down the shade.

It may be fashionable in some quar-
ters these days to demonize families on
welfare. to pretend that poor people are
lazy and dont care about their chil-
dren.

Listen to just one story I heard re-
cently from a middle-class suburban
woman. She tried hard to keep the
family together. but she finally fled
when her husband badly beat her and
her son, and smashing a chair over her
son's head, repeatedly kicking him in
the ribs and in the face. She left every-
thing behind.

She and her son fled to her parents'
home. but the husband found them
there. She tried to work. but her hus-
band always found her, threatening
both her and her employers. She and
her son finally took refuge in a shelter.
With no other choice, she turned to
AFDC. As she told me:

The support I received from AFDC enabled
me to get Out, move on to heal myself and
my son, and create a new life. It cost the
Government a little over $400 a month for 6
months—less than the cost of a modest fu-
neral. Investing in family safety and support
seems like the kind of investment this coun-
try should protect. Cutting off this lifeline
means that the futures of our children are
definitely at stake. Let me tell you in all se-
riousness, these cuts are deadly.

It is true that some cuts never heal,
and these cuts, I believe, in this meas-
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ure are deadly: Close to $60 billion in
harsh, extreme. and unjustifiable cuts
over the next 6 years.

The reality is that this Nation's safe-
ty net is fragile and fraying. The Re-
publican response is to rip even more
holes in the safety net and require mil-
lions more children to fend for them-
selves. No terrorist could possibly do so
much harm to our country.

Nearly half of the Republican savings
are from the Food Stamp Program—$28
billion in cuts. affecting 14 million
children. By the year 2002, the Repub-
lican proposal would provide poor chil-
dren in America only 65 cents a meal.
just about enough to buy a soft drink.

We know that hungry children are
more susceptible to sickness and early
death. We know that malnutrition re-
tards growth and delays brain develop-
ment.

We just had, a year ago. the publica-
tion of the Carnegie Commission talk-
ing about what happens to a child's
brain during the early formative years
unless there is sufficient nutrition ben-
efits to that child. It slows their whole
ability to achieve academically and
emotionally. arid it works to their
long-term disadvantage.

In short, hungry children can't learn.
They are twice as likely to be absent
from school and four times as likely to
be unable to study.

The Republican revolution says, "Let
them eat cake." I say it's the wrong
priority for Congress and the wrong
priority for America.

Our colleagues attempt to justify
this outrage by claiming food stamps
are fraught with waste, fraud, and
abuse, but the Republican plan has vir-
tually nothing to do with 'ending the
abuses. That is the interesting point.
They make the case we ought to cut
back this program because there is
abuse and fraud in these programs. But
70 percent of the cuts come directly at
programs aimed at families with chil-
dren. Only 2 percent of the cuts are
aimed at waste. fraud. and abuse.

The real fraud. waste, and abuse is
the scheme to take food from the
mouths of children in the guise of wel-
fare reform. The Republican plan also
targets children's health care. To be
sure, the Republican leadership bowed
to the inevitable and dropped their dra-
conian Medicaid provisions from this
bin to avoid a certain Presidential
veto. But this bill still jeopardizes
health care for millions of mothers and
children.

We know under Medicaid, 18 million
children receive Medicaid and about 75
percent of those children's parents are
working—playing by the rules and
working. Under the program that was
proposed, you would have seen any-
where from 5 to 8 million of those chil-
dren completely dropped from Medicaid
if that had moved forward. What we are
talking about now is the alleged wel-
fare reform provisions.

Women will not get the prenatal care
they need under this particular pro-
gram. The 4 million women included
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would have coverage under this pro-
gram. They will not get the prenatal
care they need. Adolescents will not
get the help to avoid pregnancy and
stay in school. Injuries and preventable
illnesses will now become life-threaten-
ing. for example, when they could have
been easily treated. Sick children can't
learn, and sick parents can't work.

Children with disabilities are also at-
tacked under the proposal. Mr. Presi-
dent, 300.000 children with serious dis-
abilities—mental retardation, tuber-
culosis, autism, head injuries, arthri-
tis—would lose the direct guaranteed
assistance that they have under the
Supplemental Security Income Pro-
gram -

When Democratic Senators proposed
that States be required, or at least
given the option, of offering vouchers
after the time limit to provide children
with necessities, such as diapers,
clothes, cribs, medicine and school sup-
plies, the Republicans said a resound-
ing no. Why? Because "enough is
enough." they say. "It's time to go
cold turkey," they say, even if this bill
is the real turkey.

Enough is enough. Enough of the
back-room deals with high-paid cor-
porate lobbyists. Enough of disman-
tling commitments to children and
families who desperately need help.
Enough of cruelty called charity.

Even when Democrats asked for a
look back provision—to provide help if
the worst predictions materialize and
this bill actually becomes the disaster
we predict for children—the Republican
majority said, "stop overreacting". To
them I say, tell that to the countless
families who are looking for a chance
not a check—a chance for their chil-
dren to reach for the American dream.

Stripped down—this is the Repub-
lican plan they call welfare reform—no
resources, no guarantees, no vouchers,
no look back. no regrets. It does not
get much more extreme than that.

As George Will said in his article,
No child in America asked to be here. Each

was summoned into existence by the acts of
adults. And no child is going to be spir-
itually improved by being collateral damage
in a bombardment of seventies targeted at
adults who may or may not deserve more se-
vere treatment.

The comments I am making this
evening. Mr. President, are from Mr.
George Will, David Ellwood, and Biship
Weakiand, who has been one of the
most thoughtful of the bishops in
terms of children's interests and chil-
dren's rights. They all have reached
the same conclusion, Mr. President,
about this measure in terms of its
harshness and its retreat from a fun-
damental sense of decency and caring
for the neediest in our society. and
that is poor children in our society.

But the Republican majority tells us
not to worry. They say the welfare
miracles of Wisconsin and Michigan
demonstrate that block grants and
deep cuts really work. But the facts
show this is far from the truth.

It takes money to reform welfare. In
Wisconsin, after major changes in the
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State welfare program, administrative
costs rose 72 percent. Wisconsin Gov-
ernor Thompson himself said that for
welfare reform to be successful, It will
cost more up front to transfer the wel-
fare system than many expect."

For welfare reform to succeed, it also
takes jobs. Wisconsin and Michigan
learned this lesson the hard way. In
Wisconsin, a trucking company praised
by Governor Thompson and Presi-
dential candidate Bob Dole for hiring
welfare recipients, laid off 45 employ-
ees this week, including the welfare
workers. It was a business slowdown
they said.

In Michigan, only one-fifth of former
general relief recipients have found
jobs. The majority of beneficiaries
have become even more destitute.

So it goes when social experiments
go wrong. The Republican majority is
prepared to push welfare families off
the cliff in the hope that they'll learn
to fly. And what happens if they fall?
Nearly 9 million children, who make up
the majority of AFDC recipients, will
pay the price. Nine million children.
and the majority of AFDC recipients
will pay the price. And as a society. so
will we.

This is not just theory—the Congres-
sional Budget Office agrees. They re-
cently issued a preliminary assessment
of the Republican legislation. And like
last year, they said it will not work.
According to their study. most States
will not even attempt to implement
the legislation's work requirements,
because putting people to work is too
expensive. In fact, the report says
States will fall $13 billion short of the
mark. and simply throw up their
hands.

Nevertheless, the Republicans con-
tinue to defy the facts.

We have had. as I mentioned. church
leaders, conservative columnists, those
who have spoken and written about the
various welfare reform programs with
extraordinary credibility—the Congres-
sional Budget Office taking the par-
ticular relevant facts—all reaching the
same conclusion, that this is going to
be an extraordinary disaster in its im-
pact on poor children. Like last year,
they said it will not work. Neverthe-
less, the majority continues to defy the
facts.

They insist that this legislation is
about putting people to work. Trust us,
they say. That is not acceptable.

As Catholic Charities USA said in a
recent letter: The welfare proposal re-
flects ignorance and prejudice far more
than the experience of this nation's
poorest working and welfare families."

In the final analysis, that is what
this legislation is about—ignorance
and prejudice. The American people
know that pulling the rug Out from
under struggling families is wrong. De-
nying health care for sick or disabled
children is wrong. Keeping families
trapped in poverty and violence is
wrong. Condemning homeless children
to cold grates is wrong.

Perhaps the greatest irony of all is
now on display, as America hosts the
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Olympic Games. We justifiably take
pride in being the best in a variety of
different events. We may well win a fist
full of golds in Atlanta. but America is
not winning any medals when it comes
to caring for our children.

The United States has more children
living in poverty and spends less of its
wealth on children than 16 out of the 18
industrial countries in the world. The
United States has a larger gap between
rich and poor children than any other
industrial nation in the world. Children
in the United States are 1.6 times more
likely to be poor than Canadian chil-
dren, 2 times more likely to be poor
than British children, and 3 times more
likely to be poor than French or Ger-
man children.

When it comes to our children, Amer-
ica shoi.dd go for the gold.

Mr. President, not that just assign-
ing resources. money. on this is nec-
essarily the answer to all the problems.
But it is a pretty good reflection of
where the Nation's priorities are. When
the bell tolls tomorrow afternoon on
that measure that is going to cut back
$27 billion out of children's feeding pro-
grams. to move that payment from 88
cents to 65 cents, that is going to be a
really clear indication about where the
majority believes this Nation's prior-
ities are—to use those savings for tax
breaks for the wealthy individuals of
this country. That is wrong. We should
all take some time to think about what
kind of country we want and about
what we are doing to children. to our-
selves and the Nation. Surely we can
do better than this bad bill.

Mr. President, I yield the floor. I see
our two floor managers. I appreciate
their courtesy.

Mr. COCHRAN addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Mississippi.

AGRICULTURE. RURAL DEVELOP-
MENT, FOOD AND DRUG ADMIN-
ISTRATION, AND RELATED
AGENCIES APPROPRIATIONS ACT
FOR FISCAL YEAR 1997
The Senate continued with the con-

sideration of the bill.
cURRENT EFFORT5 TO PROTECT sALMON

HABITAT

Mr. KEMPThORNE. Mr. President, I
rise to take note and compliment the
Natural Resources Conservation Serv-
ice's current efforts to encourage and
provide technical assistance to private
landowners who have salmon habitat
on their property. In coordination with
the Northwest Power Planning Coun-
cil's plan for fish and wildlife protec-
tion, and other Federal agencies, the
NRCS is working with conservation
districts across Idaho, Oregon and
Washington to assist local property
owners on basin-wide and watershed
specific plans to protect and restore
habitat for dwindling runs for coho
salmon, steelhead, sea-run cutthroat,
and many chinook salmon runs.

These efforts have been widely popu-
lar in my home State, in particular in
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the Clearwater and Lemhi Valleys
where local landowners appreciate hav-
ing the support to take the initiative
to preserve this important cultural and
economic resource. Conservation dis-
tricts have proven to be a most effec-
tive method to successfully involve all
important local stakeholders in a mu-
tually acceptable way.

Mr. President, it is my intention to
commit the Senate to exploring in fu-
ture legislation the ways in which we
might better foster this growing part-
nership. Would the chairman of the
subcommittee agree that this is the
sort of incentive approach that merits
further consideration?

Mr. COCHRAN. Mr. President, the
committee agrees that this is the sort
of cooperative. incentive-based rela-
tionship that shoi.dd be fostered in
order to protect natural resources. as
is the goal of the Natural Resources
Conservation Service.

YELLOWSTAR TFU5TLE CONTROL

Mr. KEMPThORNE. Mr. President, I
rise to clarify this Congress' commit-
ment to research that will develop con-
trols for noxious weeds that are prob-
lems across this country. In partici.dar,
I would like to highlight research being
done with the Agrici.dtural Research
Service to control yellowstar thistle.

Yellowstar thistle is a problem
across the West. Over 5 million acres
across the western United States are
currently infested with this noxious
weed. Scientists at the University of
Idaho tell me that it costs an average
of $1 per acre in lost production and
costs to control this weed. It doesn't
take a rocket scientist to figure out
that we're talking about $5 million lost
annually across the West.

Mr. CRAIG. Mr. President, I concur
with the remarks of Senator
KEMPTHORNE. In addition, I understand
that. currently, it is nearly impossible
to eradicate yellowstar thistle once it
has infected the narrow, arid canyon
lands of the West, and in particular.
the canyons of the Clearwater. Snake
and Salmon Rivers of my home State.

Mr. President, it is my understanding
that the research to control this weed
is reaching a critical stage. where prac-
tical biological controls should be
available for public use within the next
few years. Is it the intention of this
bill to fund research with direct and
immediate practical applications for
the agricultural industry?

Mr. COCHRAN. The Senator is cor-
rect.

Mr. KEMPThORNE. I also noted that
the committee specifically directed the
ARS to continue funding the Albany.
CA yellowstar thistle initiative. Is it
the intention of the committee that
the ARS continue current yellowstar
thistle research contracts associated
with that program, including the re-
search efforts with the University of
Idaho?

Mr. COCHRAN. Yes, it is.
Mr. JOHNSTON. Mr. President, I

would like to engage in a colloquy with
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[Mr. INH0FE) was added as a cosponsor
of S. 1252. a bill to amend the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986 to provide addi-
tional tax incentives to stimulate eco-
nomic growth in depressed areas, and
for other purposes.

5. 14S7

At the request of Mr. FORD. his name
was added as a cosponsor of 5. 1487, a
bill to establish a demonstration
project to provide that the Department
of Defense may receive Medicare reim-
bursement for health care services pro-
vided to certain Medicare-eligible cov-
ered military beneficiaries.

5. 1491

At the request of Mr. GRS. the
name of the Senator from Wyoming
[Mr. THOMAS) was added as a cosponsor
of S. 1491. a bill to reform
antimic:robial pesticide registration,
and for other purposes.

5. 1501

At the request of Mr. COHEN, the
name of the Senator from Wisconsin
[Mr. KOHL.] was added as a cosponsor of
5. 1501, a bill to amend part V of title
28. United States Code, to require that
the Department of Justice and State
attorneys general are provided notice
of a class action certification or settle-
ment, and for other purposes.

5. 1639

At the request of Mr. FORD. his name
was added as a cosponsor of 5. 1639. a
bill to require the Secretary of Defense
and the Secretary of Health and
Human Services to carry Out a dem-
onstration project to provide the De-
partment of Defense with reimburse-
ment from the Medicare program for
health care services provided to Med i-
care-eligible beneficiaries under
TRIC ARE.

5. 1729

At the request of Mrs. HUTCHISON. the
name of the Senator from New Mexico
[Mr. DoMNIcI] was added as a cospon-
sor of 5. 1729, a bill to amend title 18,
United States Code, with respect to
stalking.

5. 1854

At the request of Mr. HATCH. the
name of the Senator from South Da-
kota [Mr. PRESSLER] was added as a co-
sponsor of 5. 1854, a bill to amend Fed-
eral criminal law with respect to the
prosecution of violent and repeat juve-
nile offenders and controlled sub-
stances, and for other purposes.

5. 1950

At the request of Mr. LAUTENBERC,
the name of the Senator from New Jer-
sey [Mr. BRADLEY) was added as a co-
sponsor of 5. 1950. a bill to amend the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act to
improve the quality of coastal recre-
ation water-s. and for other purposes.

AMENDMENTS SUBMITTED

THE PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITy.
WORK OPPORTUNITY, AND MED-
ICAID RESTRUCTING ACT OF 1996

FORD (AND REID) AMENDMENT
NO. 4940

Mr. FORD (for himself and Mr. REID)
proposed an amendment to the bill (S.
1956) to provide for reconciliation pur-
suant to section 202(a) of the concur-
rent resolution on the budget for fiscal
year 1997: as follows:

On page 250, line 4. insert "cash" before
"assistance'.

ASHCROFT AMENDMENT NO. 4941
Mr. ASHCROFT proposed an amend-

ment to the bill, 5. 1956, supra; as fol-
lows:

Strike Section 408(a)(8) of the Social Secu-
rity Act, as added by section 2103(a) (1), and
insert the following:

(8) No ASSISTANCE FOR MORE THAN 5 YEAR5
FOR FAILURE TO ENSURE MINOR DEPENDENT
CHILDREN ARE IN SCHOOL: OR FOR FAILING TO
HAvE OR wORK TOwARD A HIGH SCHOOL DI-
PLOMA OR ITS EQUIvALENT.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—Except as provided in
subparagraphs (B) and (C). a State to which
a grant is made under section 403 shall not
use any part of the grant to provide assist-
ance—

(i) to a family that includes an adult who
has received assistance under any State pro-
gram funded under this part attributable to
funds provided by the Federal Government—

(I) for 60 months (whether or not consecu-
tive) after the date the State program funded
under this part commences; or

(II) for more than 24 consecutive months
after the date the State program funded
under this part commences unless such adult
is engaged in work as required by section
402(a)(1)(A)(ii) or exempted by the State by
reason of hardship pursuant to subparagraph
(C): or.

(ii) to a family that includes an adult who
has received assistance under any State pro-
gram funded under this part attributable to
funds provided by the Federal Government
or under the food stamp program, as defined
in section 3(h) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977,
unless such adult ensures that the minor de-
pendent children of such adult attend school
as required by the law of the State in which
the minor children reside: or,

(iii) to a family that includes an adult who
is older than age 20 and younger than age 51
who has received assistance under any State
program funded under this part attributable
to funds program, as defined in section 3(h)
of the Food Stamp Act of 1977, if such adult
does not have. or is not working toward at-
taining, a secondary school diploma or its
recognized equivalent unless such adult has
been determined in the judgment of medical.
psychiatric, or other appropriate profes-
sionals to lack the requisite capacity to
complete successfully a course of study that
would lead to a secondary school diploma or
its recognized equivalent.

(B) MINOR CFULD EXCEPTION—In determin-
ing the number of months for which an indi-
vidual who is a parent or pregnant has re-
ceived assistance under the State program
funded under this part for purposes of sub-
paragraph (A)(i). the State shall disregard
any month for which such assistance was
provided with respect to the individual and
during which the individual was—
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(i) a minor child; and
(ii) not the head of a household or married

to the head of a household.
(C) HARDSHIP EXCEPTION.—
(i) IN GENERAL.—The State may exempt a

family from the application of subparagraph
(A) of this paragraph, or subparagraph (B) of
paragraph (1). by reason of hardship or if the
family includes an individual who has been
battered or subjected to extreme cruelty.

(ii) LIMITATION.—The number of families
with respect to which an exemption made by
a State under clause (i) is in effect for a fis-
cal year shall not exceed 20 percent of the
average monthly number of families to
which assistance is provided under the State
program funded under this part.

(iii) BATrERED OR SUBJECT TO EXTREME CRU-
ELTY DEFINED.—For purposes of clause (i). an
individual has been battered or subjected to
extreme cruelty if the individual has been
subjected to—

(I) physical acts that resulted in. or threat-
ened to result in. physical injury to the indi-
vidual;

(II) sexual abuse;
(III) sexual activity involving a dependent

child:
(IV) being forced as the caretaker relative

of a dependent child to engage in nonconsen-
sual acts or activities:

(V) threats of. or attempts at. physical or
sexual abuse;

(VI) mental abuse; or
(VII) neglect or deprivation of medical

care.
CD) RULE OF INTERPRETATI0N.Subpara-

graph (A) (i) of this paragraph and subpara-
graph (B) of paragraph (1) shall not be inter-
preted to require any State to provided as-
sistance to any individual for any period of
time under the State program funded under
this part.

ASHCROFT AJvIENDMENT NO. 4942
Mr. ASHCROFT proposed an amend-

ment to amendment No. 4941 proposed
by him to the bill, 5. 1956, supra: as fol-
lows:

In lieu of the matter proposed to be in-
serted by the amendment, insert the follow-
ing:

(8) No ASSISTANCE FOR MORE THAN 5

YEARS.—
(A) IN GENERAJL.—EXcept as provided in

subparagraphs (B) and (C). a State to which
a grant is made under section 403 shall not
use any part of the grant to provide assist-
ance to a family that includes an adult who
has received assistance under any State pro-
gram funded under this part attributable to
funds provided by the Federal Government
for 60 months (whether or not consecutive)
after the date the State program funded
under this part commences. However, a
State shall not use any part of such grant to
provide assistance to a family that includes
an adult who has received assistance under
any State program funded under this part at-
tributable to funds provided by the Federal
Government for more than 24 consecutive
months unless such an adult is—

(i) engaged in work as required by Section
402(a) (1) (A) (ii); or,

(ii) exempted by the State from such 24
consecutive month limitation by reason of
hardship. pursuant to subparagraph (C).".

(B) MINOR CHILD EXCEPTION.—In determin-
ing the number of months for which an indi-
vidual who is a parent or pregnant has re-
ceived assistance under the State program
funded under this part for purposes of sub-
paragraph (A), the State shall disregard any
month for which such assistance was pro-
vided with respect to the individual and dur-
ing which the individual was—
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(i) a minor child: and
(ii) not the head of a household or married

to the head of a household
(C) HARDSHIP EXCEPTION.—
(i) IN GENERAL.—The State may exempt a

family from the application of subparagraph
(A) of this paragraph, or subparagraph (B) of
oaragraph (1). by reason of hardship or if the
family includes an individual who has been
battered or subjected to extreme cruelty.

(ii) LIMITATION.—The number of families
vith respect to which an exemption made by
a State under clause (i) is in effect for a fis-
cal year shalt not exceed 20 percent of the
average monthly number of families to
which assistance is provided under the State
program funded under this part.

(iii) BATTERED OR SUBJECT TO EXTREME CRU-
EL.TY DEFINED.—For purposes of clause (i). an
individual has been battered or subjected to
extreme cruelty if the individual has been
subjected to—

(I) physical acts that resulted in. or threat-
ened to result in. physical injury to the indi-
vidual:

(II) sexual abuse:
(III) sexual activity involving a dependent

child;
(IV) being forced as the caretaker relative

of a dependent child to engage in nonconsen-
sual acts or activities;

(V) threats of. or attempts at. physical or
sexual abuse;

(VI) mental abuse; or
(VII) neglect or deprivation of medical

care.
CD) RULE OF INTERPRETATION.—Subpara.

graph (A) of this paragraph and subpara-
graph (B) of paragraph (1) shall not be inter-
preted to require any State to provided as-
sistance to any individual for any period of
time under the State program funded under
this part.

ASHCROFT AMENDMENT NO. 4943
Mr. ASHCROFT proposed an amend-

ment to amendment No. 4941 proposed
by him to the bill, S. 1956, supra: as fol-
lows:

In the language proposed to be inserted by
the amendment, strike all after the first
word and insert the following:

SANCTION WELFARE RECIPIENTS FOR FAILING
TO ENSURE THAT MINOR DEPENDENT Cl-ULDREN
ArItND SCHOOL.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—A State to which a grant
is made under section 403 shall not be prohib-
ited from sanctioning a family that includes
an adult who has received assistance under
any State program funded under this part at-
tributable to funds provided by the Federal
Government or under the food stamp pro-
gram, as defined in section 3(h) of the Food
Stamp Act of 1977. if such adult fails to en-
sure that the minor dependent children of
such adult attend school as required by the
law of the State in which the minor children
reside.

ASHCROFT AMENDMENT NO. 4944
Mr. ASHCROFT proposed an amend-

ment to amendment No. 4941 proposed
by him to the bill. S. 1956. supra; as fol-
lows:

In the language proposed to be stricken by
the ajnendment, strike all after the first
word and insert the following:

REQUIREMENT FOR HiGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA OR
EQeIVALENT.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—A State to which a grant
is made under section 403 shall not be prohib-
ited from sanctioning a family that includes
an adult who is older than age 20 and young-
er than age 51 and who has received assist-
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ance under any State program funded under
this part attributable to funds provided by
the Federal Government or under the food
stamp program, as defined in section 3(h) of
the Food Stamp Act of 1977. if such adult
does not have, or is not working toward at-
taining. a secondary school diploma or its
recognized equivalent unless such adult has
been determrned in the judgment of medical.
psychiatric, or other appropriate profes-
sionals to lack the requisite capacity to
complete successfully a course of study that
would lead to a secondary school diploma or
its recognized equivalent.

CONRAD (AND LEAHY)
AMENDMENT NO. 4945

Mr. CONRAD (for himself and Mr.
LEAHY) proposed an amendment to the
bill. 5. 1956, supra: as follows:

On page 6, strike lines 14 through 16 and in-
sert the following:

Section 5(d)(7) of the Food Stamp Act of
1977 (7 U.S.C. 2014(d) (7)) is amended by strik-
ing "21 years of age or younger" and insert-
ing "19 years of age or younger (17 years of
age or younger in fiscal year 2002)".

On page 21. line 3. strike •'$S 100" and in-
sert "$4,650".

On page 49. line 3. strike •'IO" and insert
'20".

On page 49. line 12. strike "1 month" and
insert '2 months".

LIEBERMMI AMENDMENTS NOS.
4946—4947

Mr. DOMENICI (for Mr. LIEBEPJVLN)
proposed two amendments to the bill.
5. 1956. supra; as follows:

AMENDMENT NO. 4946
Section 2101 is amended—
(1) by redesignating paragraphs (7) through

(9) as paragraphs (8) through (10), respec-
tively:

(2) in paragraph (10), as so redesignated. by
inserting . and protection of teenage girls
from pregnancy as well as predatory sexual
behavior" after "birth"; and

(3) by inserting after paragraph (6). the fol-
lowing:

(7) An effective strategy to combat teenage
pregnancy must address the issue of male re-
sponsibility, including statutory rape cul-
pability and prevention. The increase of
teenage pregnancies among the youngest
girls is particularly severe and is linked to
predatory sexual practices by men who are
significantly older.

(A) It is estimated that in the late 1980's,
the rate for girls age 14 and under giving
birth increased 26 percent.

(B) Data indicates that at least half of the
children born to teenage mothers are fa-
thered by adult men. Available data suggests
that almost 70 percent of births to teenage
girls are fathered by men over age 20.

(C) Surveys of teen mothers have revealed
that a majority of such mothers have his-
tories of sexual and physical abuse primarily
with older adult men.

Section 402(a)(1)(A) of the Social Security
Act, as added by section 2103(a) (1), is amend-
ed—

(1) by redesignating clauses (vi) and (vii) as
clauses (vii) and (viii). respectively; and

(2) by inserting after clause (v). the follow-
ing:

(vi) Conduct a program, designed to reach
State and local law enforcement officials.
the education system, and relevant counsel-
ing services, that provides education and
training on the problem of statutory rape so
that teenage pregnancy prevention programs
may be expanded in scope to include men.
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Section 2908 is amended—
(1) by inserting (a) SENSE OF THE SEN-

ATE.— before 'It'; and
(2) by adding at the end the following:
(b) JUSTICE DEPARTMENT PROGRAM ON

STATUTORY RAPE.—
(1) ESTABLISHMENT.—NOt later than Janu-

ary 1, 1997, the Attorney General shall estab-
lish and implement a program that—

(A) studies the linkage between statutory
rape and teenage pregnancy. particularly by
predatory older men committing repeat of-
fenses; and

(B) educates State and local criminal law
enforcement officials on the prevention and
prosecution of statutory rape, focusing in
particular on the commission of statutory
rape by predatory older men committing re-
peat offensives, and any links to teenage
pregnancy.

(c) VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN INITIATIvE.—
The Attorney General shall ensure that the
Department of Justice's Violence Against
Women initiative addresses the issue of stat-
utory rape. particularly the commission of
statutory rape by predatory older men com-
mitting repeat offenses.

AMENDMENT NO. 4947

Section 2903 i' amended—
(1) by inserting "(a) IN GENEJ_.—" before

'Section'; and
(2) by adding at the end the following:
(b) DEDICATION OF BLOCK GRANT SHARE.—

Section 2001 of the Social Security Act (42
U.S.C. 1397) is amended—

(1) in the matter preceding paragraph (1).
by inserting (a)" before For": and

(2) by adding at the end the following:
(b) For any fiscal year in which a State

receives an allotment under section 2003.
such State shall dedicate an amount equal to
1 percent of such allotment to fund programs
and services that teach minors to—

(1) avoid out-of-wedlock pregnancies:
and".

DORGAN (AND OTHERS)
AMENDMENT NO. 4948

Mr. DORGAN (for himself, Mr.
MCCPJN, Mr. IN0uYE. and Mr. DASCHLE)
proposed an amendment to the bill. S.
1956. supra; as follows:

In section 2813(1). strike subparagraph (B).

DASCHLE (AND OTHERS)
AMENDMENT NO. 4949

Mr. DORGAN (for Mr. DASCHLE. for
himself, Mr. DORGAN, Mr. DoNxcI.
and Mr. MCCAIN) proposed an amend-
ment to the bill. 5. 1956, supra: as fol-
lows:

On page 250, line 2. strike 'and (C)" and in-
sert ", (C). and CD)".

On page 252, between lines 9 and 10, insert
the following:

"CD) EXCEPTION FOR EXTREMELY LOW LABOR
MARKET PARTICIPATION.—

"(i) IN GENERAL—In determining the num-
ber of months for which an adult received as-
sistance under the State program funded
under this part, the State may disregard any
and all months in which the individual re-
sided in an area of extremely low labor mar-
ket participation (as defined under clause
(ii).

• '(ii) EXrREMELY LOW LABOR MARKET PAR-
TICIPATION AREA—For purposes of clause (i).
an adult is considered to be living in an area
of extremely low labor market participation
if such adult resides on a reservation of an
Indian tribe.

(I) with a population of at least 1.000 indi-
viduals: and
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(11) with at least 50% of the adult popu-

lation not employed, as determined by the
Secretary using the best available data from
a Federal agency.

On page 252, line 10. strike "(D)" and insert

MURRAY AMENDMENT NO. 4950
Mr. FORD (for Mrs. MURRAY) pro-

posed an amendment to the bill. S.
1956. supra: as follows:

Strike section 1206.

ROTH AMENDMENT NO. 4951
Mr. DOMENICI (for Mr. ROTh) pro-

posed an amendment to the bill, S.
1956, supra; as follows:

On page 193, line 8, strike •is" and insert
'has been".

On page 238. line 4. insert •any temporary
layoffs and' after 'including".

On page 238. line 6. strike "overtime" and
insert 'nonovertirne".

On page 238. strike lines 7 through 13. and
insert the following: 'wages, or employment
benefits; and".

GRAHAM AMENDMENT NO. 4952
Mr. GRAHAM proposed an amend-

ment to the bill, 5. 1956, supra; as fol-
lows:

Strike section 409(a) (3) (C) of the Social Se-
curity Act, as added by section 2103(a)(l).

BREAUX AMENDMENT NO. 4953
Mr. EXON (for Mr. BREAUX) proposed

an amendment to the bill, 5. 1956,
supra; as follows:

At the end of section 2109(a). add the fol-
lowing:

(17) Section 472(c)(2) (42 U.S.C. 672(c)(2)) is
amended by striking nonprofit".

KERREY AMENDMENT NO. 4954
Mr. EXON (for Mr. KERREY) proposed

an amendment to the bill, 5. 1956,
supra; as follows:

At the end of chapter 1 of subtitle A of
title H. add the following:
sEC. . COMMUNITY STEERING C0MMITrEE5

DEMONSTRATION PROJECTs.
(a) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary of Health

and Human Services (in this section referred
to as the Secretary") shall enter mto agree-
ments with not more thai-i 5 States that sub-
mit an application under this section, in
such form and such manner as the Secretary
may specify, for the purpose of conducting a
demonstration project described in sub-
section (b).

(b) DESCRiPTION OF PROJECT.—
(I) COMMUNITY 5TEERING COMMITTEEs.—
(A) STABLISHMENTA demonstration

project conducted under this section shall es-
tablish within a State in each participating
county a Community Steering Committee
that shall be designed to help recipients of
temporaiy assistance to needy families
under a State program under part A of title
IV of the Social Security Act who are par-
ents move into the non-subsidized workforce
and to develop a holistic approach to the de-
velopment needs of such recipient's family.

(B) MEMBERSHIP.—A Community Steering
Committee shall consist of local educators,
business representatives and social service
Providers.

(C) GOALS AND DUTIES.—
(i) GOALS—The goals of a Community

Steering Committee are—

(1) to ensure that recipients of temporary
assistance to needy families who are parents
obtain and retain unsubsidized employment;
and

(11) to reduce the incidence of
intergenerational receipt of welfare assist-
ance by addressing the needs of children of
recipients of temporary assistance to needy
families.

(ii) DUTIES—A Community Steering Com-
mittee shall—

(1) identify and create unsubsidized em-
ployment positions for recipients of tem-
porary assistance to needy families;

(II) propose and implement solutions to
barriers to unsubsidized employment of re-
cipients of temporary assistance to needy
families;

(III) assess the needs of children of recipi-
ents of temporary assistance to needy fami-
lies; and

(IV) provide services that are designed to
ensure that children of recipients of tem-
porary assistance to needy families enter
school ready to learn and that, once en-
rolled, such children stay in school.

(iii) PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY._A primary
responsibility of a Community Steering com-
mittee shall be to work on an ongoing basis
with parents who are recipients of temporary
assistance to needy families and who have
obtained nonsubsidized employment in order
to ensure that such recipients retain their
employment. Activities to carry out this re-
sponsibility may include—

(1) counseling;
(II) emergency day care;
(III) sick day care;
(IV) transportation;
(V) provision of clothing;
(VI) housing assistance; or
(VII) any other assistance that may be nec-

essary on an emergency and temporaiy basis
to ensure that such parents can manage the
responsibility of being employed and the de-
mands of having a family.

(iv) FOLLOW-UP SERVICES FOR CHILDREN—A
Community Steering Committee may pro-
vide special follow-up services for children of
recipients of temporaiy assistance to needy
families that are designed to ensure that the
children reach their fullest potential and do
not, as they mature, receive welfare assist-
ance as the head of their own household.

(c) REPORT.—NOt later than October 1, 2001.
the Secretary shall submit a report to the
Congress on the results of the demonstration
projects conducted under this section.

KENNEDY AMENDMENTS NOS. 4955-
4956

Mr. EXON (for Mr. KENNEDY) pro-
posed two amendments to the bill. S.
1956, supra; as follows:

AMENDMENT No. 4955
On page 572, between lmes 9 and 10, insert

the following:
(E) EXCEPTION FOR CHILDREN.—Paragraph

(I) shall not apply to the following:
(i) SS1.—An alien who has not attained the

age of 18 years and who is eligible by reasons
of disability for supplemental security in-
come under title XVI of the Social Security
Act.

(ii) FOOD STAMP5.—An alien who has not
attamed the age of 8 years, only for pur-
poses of eligibility for the food stamp pro-
gram as defined in section 3(h) of the Food
Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 202(h)).

(3) SPECIFIED FEDERAL PROGRAM DEFINED.—
For purposes of this chapter, the term "spec-
ified Federal progran" means any of the fol-
lowing:

(A) SSI.—The supplemental security in-
come program under title XVI of the Social
Security Act. including supplementary pay-
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ments pursuant to an agreement for Federal
administration under section 1616(a) of the
Social Security Act and payments pursuant
to an agreement entered into under section
212(b) of Public Law 93-66.

(B) FOOD STAMPS—The food stamp pro-
gram as defined in section 3(h) of the Food
Stamp Act of 1977.

(b) LIMITED ELIGIBILITY FOR DESIGNATED
FEDERAL PROGRAMS.—

(1) IN GENERAL—Notwithstanding any
other provision of law and except as provided
in section 2403 and paragraph (2), a State is
authorized to determine the eligibility of an
alien who is a qualified alien (as defined in
section 2431) for any designated Federal pro-
gram (as defined in paragraph (3)). except
that States shall not ban from such pro-
grams qualified aliens who have not attained
the age of 18 years.

(2) EXCEPTIONS—Qualified aliens under
this paragraph shall be eligible for any des-
ignated Federal program.

(A) TIME-LIMITED EXCEPTION FOR REFUGEES
AND ASYLEES.—

(i) An alien who is admitted to the United
States as a refugee under section 207 of the
Immigration and Nationality Act until 5
years after the date of an alien's entry into
the United States.

(ii) An alien who is granted asylum under
section 208 of such Act until 5 years after the
date of such grant of asylum.

(iii) An alien whose deportation is being
withheld under section 243(h) of such Act
until 5 years after such withholding.

(B) CERTAIN PERMANENT RESIDENT ALIENS.—
An alien who—

(i) is lawfully admitted to the United
States for permanent residence under the
Immigration and Nationality Act: and

(ii) (I) has worked 40 qualifying quarters of
coverage as defined under title II of the So-
cial Security Act or can be credited with
such qualifying quarters as provided under
section 2435, and (II) did not receive any Fed-
eral means-tested public benefit (as defined
in section 2403(c)) during any such quarter.

(C) VETERAN AND ACTIVE DUTY EXCEPTION.—
An alien who is lawfully residing m any
State and is—

(i) a veteran (as defined in section 101 of
title 38. United States Code) with a discharge
characterized as an honorable discharge and
not on account of alienage.

(ii) on active duty (other than active duty
for training) in the Armed Forces of the
United States, or

(iii) the spouse or unmarried dependent
child of an individual described in clause (i)
or (ii).

(D) TRAr'srrIoN FOR THOSE CURRENTLY RE-
CEIVING BENEFITS.—An alien who on the date
of the enactment of this Act is lawfully re-
siding in any State and is receiving benefits
under such program on the date of the enact-
ment of this Act shall continue to be eligible
to receive such benefits until January 1. 1997.

(3) DESIGNATED FEDERAL PROGRAM DE-
FINED.—For purposes of this chapter. the
term "designated Federal program" means
any of the following:

(A) TEMPORARY ASSISTANCE FOR NEEDY FAM-
ILIES.—The program of block grants to
States for temporary assistance for needy
families under part A of title IV of the Social
Security Act.

(B) SOCIAL SERVICES BLOCK GRANT.—The
program of block grants to States for social
services under title XX of the Social Secu-
rity Act.

(C) MEDICAID—The program of medical as-
sistance under title XV and XIX of the So-
cial Security Act.
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SEC. 2403. FIVE-YEAR LIMITED ELIGIBILITY OF

QUALIFIED AUENS FOR FEDERAL
MEANS-TESTED PUBLIC BENEETr.

;a) IN GENERAL—Notwithstanding any
other provision of law and except as provided
ir subsection (b), an alien who is a qualified
alien (as defined in section 2431) and who en-
ters the United States on or after the date of
the enactment of this Act is not eligible for
any Federal means-tested public benefit (as
defined in subsection (c)) for a period of five
years beginning on the date of the aliens
entry into the United States with a status
within the meaning of the term "qualified
alien'.

(b) EXCEPTIONS.—The limitation under sub-
section (a) shall not apply to the following
aliens:

(1) EXCEPTION FOR REFUGEES AND
.ASYLEES.—

(A) An alien who is admitted to the United
States as a refugee under section 207 of the
immigration and Nationality Act.

(B) An alien who is granted asylum under
section 208 of such Act.

(C) An alien whose deportation is being
withheld under section 243(h) of such Act.

(2) VETERAN AND ACTIVE DUTY EXCEPTION.—
An alien who is lawfully residing in any
Szate and is—

A) a veteran (as defined in section 101 of
title 38, United States Code) with a discharge
tharacterized as an honorable discharge and
not on account of alienage,

(B) on active dur' (other than active duty
for training) in the Armed Forces of the
United States, or

(C) the spouse or unmarried dependent
child of an individual described in subpara-
graph (A) or (B).

(3) EXCEPTION FOR CHILDREN—An alien who
has not attained the age of 18 years.

AM DMENT NO. 4956
On page 575. strike out line 16 and all that

follows through page 598. line 23. and insert
the following:

(D) TRANSITION FOR THOSE CURRENTLY RE-
.1VING BENEFITS__An alien who on the date
of the enactment of this Act is lawfuUy re-
sithng in any State and is receiving benefits
t.rnder such program on the date of the enact-
merit of this Act shall continue to be eligible
to receive such benefits until January 1, 1997.

(3) DESIGNATED FEDERAL PROGRAM DE-
LD.—For purposes of this chapter. the
term "designated Federal program" means
any of the following:

A) TEMPORARY ASSISTANCE FOR NEEDY RAM-
IES.—The program of block grants to
Sates for temporary assistance for needy
families under part A of title IV of the Social
Security Act.

(B) SOCIAL SERVICES BLOCK GRANT.—The
program of block grants to States for social
se-vices under title XX of the Social Secu-
ity Act.

(C) MEDICP.iD.—The program of medical as-
sstance under title XV and XIX of the So-
Q.al Security Act, except that for the 2-year
ei-iod beginning on the date of enactment of

this Act, this subDaragraph shah not apply.
SEC. 2403. FiVE-YEAR LIMITED ELIGIBIUTY OF

QUALIFIED ALIENS FOR FEDERAL
MEANS-TESTED PUBLIC BENEFIT.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any
other provision of law and except as provided
in subsection (b). an alien who is a qualified
alien (as defined in section 2431) and who en-zrs the United States on or after the date of
the enactment of this Act is not eligible for
-y Federal means-tested public benefit (as
cifined in subsection (c)) for a period of five
years beginning on the date of the aliens
1try into the United States with a status
within the meaning of the term 'qualified
alien'.

(b) EXCEPTIONS—The limitation under sub-
section (a) shall not apply to the following
aliens:

(1) EXCEPTION FOR REFUGEES AND
ASYLEES.—

(A) An alien who is admitted to the United
States as a refugee under section 207 of the
Immigration and Nationality Act.

(B) An alien who is granted asylum under
section 208 of such Act.

(C) An alien whose deportation is being
withheld under section 243(h) of such Act.

(2) VETERAN AND ACTIVE DUTY EXCEPTION.—
An alien who is lawfully residing in any
State and is—

(A) a veteran (as defined in section 101 of
title 38, United States Code) with a discharge
characterized as an honorable discharge and
not on account of alienage.

(B) on active duty (other than active duty
for training) in the Armed Forces of the
United States, or

(C) the spouse or unmarried dependent
child of an individual described in subpara-
graph (A) or (B).

(c) FEDERAL MEANS-TESTED PUBLIC BENEFIT
DEFINED.—

(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2). for
purposes of this chapter. the term 'Federal
means-tested public benefit' means a public
benefit (including cash, medical, housing,
and food assistance and social services) of
the Federal Government in which the eligi-
bility of an individual, household, or family
eligibility unit for benefits, or the amount of
such benefits, or both are determined on the
basis of income, resources, or financial need
of the individual, household, or unit.

(2) Such term does not include the follow-
ing:

(A) Emergency medical services under title
XV or XIX of the Social Security Act.

(B) Short-term, non-cash, in.kind emer-
gency disaster relief.

(C) Assistance or benefits under the Na-
tional School Lunch Act.

(D) Assistance or benefits under the Child
Nutrition Act of 1966.

(E) (i) Public health assistance for immuni-
zations.

(ii) Public health assistance for testing and
treatment of a communicable disease if the
Secretary of Health and Human Services de-
termines that it is necessary to prevent the
spread of such disease.

(F) Payments for foster care and adoption
assistance under part E of title IV of the So-
cial Security Act for a child who would, in
the absence of subsection (a), be eligible to
have such payments made on the child's be-
half under such part, but only if the foster or
adoptive parent or parents of such child are
not described under subsection (a).

(G) Programs, services. or assistance (such
as soup kitchens, crisis counseling and inter-
vention, and short-term shelter) specified by
the Attorney General, in the Attorney Gen-
eral's sole and unreviewable discretion after
consultation with appropriate Federal agen-
cies and departments, which (i) deliver in-
kind services at the community level, in-
cluding through public or private nonprofit
agencies: (ii) do not condition the provision
of assistance, the amount of assistance pro-
vided, or the cost of assistance provided on
the individual recipient's income or re-
sources: and (iii) are necessary for the pro-
tection of life or safety.

(H) Programs of student assistance under
titles IV, V. IX, and X of the Higher Edu-
cation Act of 1965.

(I) Means-tested programs under the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act of
1965.

(J) For the 2-year period beginning on the
date of enactment of this Act, any item or
service provided under a State plan under
title XIX (or title XV, if applicable) of the
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Social Security Act (other than emergency
medical services described in subparagraph
(A)).
SEC. 2404. NOTIFICATION AND INFORMATION RE-

PORTING.
(a) NOTIflCATION.—Each Federal agency

that administers a program to which section
2401, 2402, or 2403 applies shall. directly or
through the States. post information and
provide general notification to the public
and to program recipients of the changes re-
garding eligibility for any such program pur-
suant to this subchapter.

(b) INFORMATION REPORTING UNDER TITLE
IV OF THE SocI?1 SECURITY ACT.—Part A of
title IV of the Social Security Act, as
amended by section 2103(a) of this Act, is
amended by inserting the following new sec-
tion after section 411:
"SEC. 411A. STATE REQUIRED TO PROVIDE CER-

TAIN INFORMATION.
'Each State to which a grant is made

under section 403 shall, at least 4 times an-
nually and upon request of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service, furnish the Im-
migration and Naturalization Service with
the name and address of, and other identify-
ing information on, any individual who the
State knows is unlawfully in the United
States.".

(c) SSI.—Section 1631(e) of such Act (42
U.S.C. 1383(e)) is amended—

(1) by redesignating the paragraphs (6) and
(7) inserted by sections 206(d) (2) and 206(0(1)
of the Social Security Independence and Pro-
grams Improvement Act of 1994 (Public Law
103—296: 108 Stat. 1514, 1515) as paragraphs (7)
and (8). respectively; and

(2) by adding at the end the following new
paragraph:

"(9) Notwithstanding any other provision
of law, the Commissioner shall. at least 4
times annually and upon request of the Im-
migration and Naturalization Service (here-
after in this paragraph referred to as the
'Service), furnish the Service with the name
and address of, and other identif,ing infor-
mation on. any individual who the Commis-
sioner knows is unlawfully in the United
States, and shall ensure that each agreement
entered into under section 1616(a) with a
State provides that the State shall furnish
such information at such times with respect
to any individual who the State knows is un-
lawfully in the United States.".

(d) INFOrtanON REPORTING FOR HOUSING
PROGRAMS.—TiUe I of the United States
Housing Act of 1937 (42 U.S.C. 1437 et seq.) is
amended by adding at the end the following
new section:
"SEC. 27. PROVISION OF INFORMATION TO LAW

ENFORCEMENT AND OThER AGEN-
CIES.

Notwithstanding any other provision of
law, the Secretary shall, at least 4 times an-
nually and upon request of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service (hereafter in this
section referred to as the Service'), furnish
the Service with the name and address of,
and other identil'ing information on, any in-
dividual who the Secretary knows is unlaw-
fully in the United States, and shall ensure
that each contract for assistance entered
into under section 6 or 8 of this Act with a
public housing agency provides that the pub-
lic housing agency shall furnish such infor-
mation at such times with respect to any in-
dividual who the public housing agency
knows is unlawfuUy in the United States.".
Subchapter B—Eligibility for State and Local

Public Benefits Programs
SEC. 2411. ALIENS WHO ARE NOT QUALIFIED

ALIENS OR NONIMMIGRANTS INELI-
GIBLE FOR STATE AND LOCAL PUB-
LIC BENEFITS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any
other provision of law and except as provided
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in subsections (b) and (d), an alien who is
not—

(1) a qualified alien (as defined in section
2431),

(2) a nonimmigrant under the Immigration
and Nationality Act, or

(3) an alien who is paroled into the United
States under section 212(d) (5) of such Act for
less than one year.

is not eligible for any State or local public
benefit (as defined in subsection (c)).

(b) EXCEPTIONS.—Subsection (a) shall not
apply with respect to the following State or
local public benefits:

(1) Emergency medical services under title
XV or XIX of the Social Security Act.

(2) Short-tex-m, non-cash, in-kind emer-
gency disaster relief.

(3)(A) Public health assistance for immuni-
zations.

(B) Public health assistance for testing and
eatment of a communicable disease if the
Secretary of Health and Human Services de-
temlines that it is necessary to prevent the
spread of such disease.

(4) Programs, services, or assistance (such
as soup kitchens, crisis counseling and inter-
vention, and short-term shelter) specified by
the Attorney General, in the Attorney Gen-
erals sole and unreviewable discretion after
consultation with appropriate Federal agen-
des and departments, which (A) deliver in-
kind services at the community level, in-
cluding through public or private nonprofit
agencies; (B) do not condition the provision
of assistance, the amount of assistance pro-
vided, or the cost of assistance provided on
the individual recipient's income or re-
sources: and (C) are necessary for the protec-
tion of life or safety.

(c) STATE OR LOCAL PUBLIC BENEFIT DE-
FINED.—

(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), for
Purposes of this subchapter the term "State
or local public benefit' means—

(A) any grant. contract, loan, professional
license, or commercial license provided by
an agency of a State or local government or
by appropriated funds of a State or local gov-
ernment; and

(B) any retirement, welfare, health, dis-
ability, public o- assisted housing, post-
secondary education, food assistance. unem-
loyment benefit, or any other similar bene-
fit for which payments or assistance are pro-
vided to an individual, household, or family
eligibility unit by an agency of a State or
local government or by appropriated funds of
a State or local government.

(2) Such term shall not apply—
(A) to any contract, professional license, or

commercial license for a nonimmigrant
whose visa for enuy is related to such em-
ioyment in the United States: or

(B) with respect to benefits for an alien
wno as a work authorized nonimmigrant or
as an alien lawfully admitted for permanent
residence under the Immigration and Nation-
ality Act qualified for such benefits and for
whom the United States under reciprocal
treaty agreements is required to pay bene-
fits, as determined by the Secretary of State,
after consultation with the Attorney Gen-
eai.

(d) STATE AUTHORITY To PROVIDE FOR Eu-
G]BILITY OF ILLEGAL AuErzS FOR STATE AND
LOCAL. PUBLIC BENEFITS.—A State may pro-
side that an alien who is not lawfully
resent in the United States is eligible for

any State or local public benefit for which
such alien would otherwise be ineligible
under subsection (a) only through the enact-
ment of a State law after the date of the en-
acment of this Act which affirmatively pro-
vides for such eligibility.
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SEC. 2412. STATE AUTHORITY TO LIMIT ELIGI-

BILITY OF QUALIFIED ALIENS FOR
STATE PUBLIC BENEFITS.

(a) IN GENER.—Notwithstanding any
other provision of law and except as provided
in subsection (b), a State is authorized to de-
termine the eligibility for any State public
benefits (as defined in subsection (c) of an
alien who is a qualified alien (as defined in
section 2431), a nonimmigrant under the Im-
migration and Nationality Act, or an alien
who is paroled into the United States under
section 212(d)(5) of such Act for less than one
year.

(b) EXCEPTIONS—Qualified aliens under
this subsection shall be eligible for any State
public benefits.

(1) TIME-LIMITED EXCEPTION FOR REFUGEES
AND ASYLEES.—

(A) An alien who is admitted to the United
States as a refugee under section 207 of the
Immigration and Nationality Act until 5
years after the date of an alien's entry into
the United States.

(B) An alien who is granted asylum under
section 208 of such Act until 5 years after the
date of such grant of asylum.

(C) An alien whose deportation is being
withheld under section 243(h) of such Act
until 5 years after such withholding.

(2) CERTAIN PERMANENT RESIDENT ALIENS.—
An alien who—

(A) is lawfully admitted to the United
States for permanent residence under the
Immigration and Nationality Act: and

(B)(i) has worked 40 qualifying quarters of
coverage as defined under title II of the So-
cial Security Act or can be credited with
such qualifying quarters as provided under
section 2435. and (ii) did not receive any Fed-
eral means-tested public benefit (as defined
in section 2403(c)) during any such quarter.

(3) VETERAN AND ACTIVE DUTY EXCEPTION.—
An alien who is lawfully residing in any
State and is—

(A) a veteran (as defined in section 101 of
title 38. United States Code) with a discharge
characterized as an honorable discharge and
not on account of alienage.

(B) on active duty (other than active duty
for training) in the Armed Forces of the
United States, or

(C) the spouse or unmariied dependent
child of an individual described in subpara-
graph (A) or (B).

(4) TNSITION FOR ThOSE CURRENTLY RE-
CEIVING BENEFITS.—An alien who on the date
of the enactment of this Act is lawfully re-
siding in any State and is receiving benefits
on the date of the enactment of this Act
shall continue to be eligible to receive such
benefits until January 1. 1997.

(c) STATE PUBLIC BENEFITS DEFINED.—The
term "State public benefits" means any
means-tested public benefit of a State or po-
litical subdivision of a State under which the
State or political subdivision specifies the
standards for eligibility, and does not in-
clude any Federal public benefit.

Subchapter C—Attribution of Income and
Affidavits of Support

SEC. 2421. FEDERAL ATtRIBUTION OF SPONSOR'S
INCOME AND RESOURCES TO ALIEN.

(a) IN GENERAL—Notwithstanding any
other provision of law, in determining the
eligibility and the amount of benefits of an
alien for any Federal means-tested public
benefits program (as defined in section
2403(c)), the income and resources of the
alien shall be deemed to include the follow-
ing:

(1) The income and resources of any person
who executed an affidavit of support pursu-
ant to section 213A of the Immigration and
Nationality Act (as added by section 2423) on
behalf of such alien.

(2) The income and resources of the spouse
(if any) of the person.
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(b) APPLICATION—Subsection (a) shall

apply with respect to an alien until such
time as the alien—

(1) achieves United States citizenship
through naturalization pursuant to chapter 2
of title III of the Immigration and National-
ity Act; or

(2)(A) has worked 40 qualifying quarters of
coverage as defined under title II of the So-
cial Security Act or can be credited with
such qualifying quarters as provided under
section 2435. and (B) did not receive any Fed-
eral means-tested public benefit (as defined
in section 2403(c)) during any such quarter.

(c) REVIEW OF INCOME AND RESOURCES OF
ALIEN UPON REAPPLICATION—Whenever an
alien is required to reapply for benefits
under any Federal means-tested public bene-
fits program. the applicable agency shall re-
view the income and resources attributed to
the alien under subsection (a).

(d) APPLICATION.—
(1) If on the date of the enactment of this

Act, a Federal means-tested public benefits
program attributes a sponsor's income and
resources to an alien in determining the
alien's eligibility and the amount of benefits
for an alien, this section shall apply to any
such determination beginning on the day
after the date of the enactment of this Act.

(2) If on the date of the enactment of this
Act. a Federal means-tested public benefits
program does not attribute a sponsor's in-
come and resources to an alien in determin-
ing the alien's eligibility and the amount of
benefits for an alien, this section shall apply
to any such determination beginning 180
days after the date of the enactment of this
Act.

(e) EXCEPTION—For the 2-year period be-
ginning on the date of the enactment of this
Act. subsection (a) shall not apply to medi-
cal assistance provided under a State plan
under title XIX (or title XV, if applicable) of
the Social Security Act.
SEC. 2422. AUTHORITY FOR STATES TO PROVIDE

FOR ATI'RIBUTION OF SPONSORS IN-
COME AND RESOURCES TO TEE
ALIEN WITH RESPECT TO STATE
PROGRAMS,

(a) OPTIONAL APPLICATION TO STATE PRO-
GRAMS.—Except as provided in subsection
(b), in determining the eligibility and the
amount of benefits of an alien for any State
public benefits (as defined in section 2412(c)).
the State or political subdivision that offers
the benefits is authorized to provide that the
income and resources of the alien shall be
deemed to include—

(1) the income and resources of any indi-
vidual who executed an affidavit of support
pursuant to section 213A of the Immigration
and Nationality Act (as added by section
2423) on behalf of such alien, and

(2) the income and resources of the spouse
(if any) of the individual.

(b) EXCEPTIONS.—Subsection (a) shall not
apply with respect to the following State
public benefits:

(1) Emergency medical services.
(2) Short-term. non-cash, in-kind emer-

gency disaster relief.
(3) Programs comparable to assistance or

benefits under the National School Lunch
Act.

(4) Programs comparable to assistance or
benefits under the Child Nutrition Act of
1966.

(5)(A) Public health assistance for immuni-
zations.

(B) Public health assistance for testing and
treatment of a communicable disease if the
appropriate chief State health official deter-
mines that it is necessary to prevent the
spread of such disease.

(6) Payments for foster care and adoption
assistance.
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(7) Programs. services, or assistance (such

as soup kitchens, crisis counseling and inter-
vention, and short-term shelter) specified by
the Attorne' General of a State. after con-
sultation with appropriate agencies and de-
partments, which (A) deliver in-kind services
at the community level, including through
public or private nonprofit agencies; (B) do
not condition the provision of assistance, the
amount of assistance provided, or the cost of
Ssistance provided on the individual recipi-
ent's income or resources: and (C) are nec-
essary for the protection of life or safety.

(8) For the 2-year period beginning on the
date of the enactment of this Act, benefits
and services comparable to benefits and serv-
ices provided under a State plan under title
XIX (or title XV. if applicable) of the Social
Security Act (other than emergency medical
services described in paragraph (I).
SEC. 2423. REQUIREMENTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFI-

DAVIT OF SUPPORT.
(a) IN GENER.At.—Title II of the Immigra-

tion and Nationality Act is amended by in-
serting after section 213 the following new
Section:

'REQU1REMENTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFIDAVIT OF
SUPPORT

"SEc. 213A. (a) ENFORCEABILITY._(1) No af-
fidavit of support may be accepted by the At-
torney General or by any consular officer to
establish that an alien is not excludable as a
public charge under section 212(a)(4) unless
such affidavit is executed as a contract—.-

(A) which is legally enforceable against
the sponsor by the sponsored alien, the Fed-
eral Government, and by any State (or any
political subdivision of such State) which
provides any means-tested public benefits
program, but not later than 10 years after
the alien last receives any such benefit;

(B) in which the sponsor agrees to finan-
cially support the alien, so that the alien
will not become a public charge; and

(C) in which the sponsor agrees to submit
to the jurisdiction of any Federal or State
court for the purpose of actions brought
under subsection (e)(2).

(2) A contract under paragraph (1) shall
be enforceable with respect to benefits pro-
vided to the alien until such time as thealien achieves United States citizenship
through naturalization pursuant to chapter 2of title III.

(b) FORMS.—NOt later than 90 days after
the date of enactment of this section, the At-
torney General, in consultation with the
Secretary of State and the Secretary of
Health and Human Services, shall formulate
an affidavit of support consistent with the
orovisions of this section.
- "(c) REMEDXES.-_Remedies available to en-
force an affidavit of support under this sec-
zion include any or all of the remedies de-
scribed in section 3201. 3203, 3204. or 3205 of
title 28. United States Code, as well as an
order for specific performance and payment
of legal fees and other costs of collection.
and include corresponding remedies avail-
able under State law. A Federal agency may
seek to collect amounts owed under this sec-
tion in accordance with the provisions of
subchapter II of chapter 37 of title 31. United
States Code.

(d) NOTIFICATION OF CHANCE OF AD-
DRESS.—

(1) IN GENERAL.—The sponsor shall notify
the Attorney General and the State in which
the sponsored alien is currently resident
within 30 days of any change of address of
the sponsor during the period specified in
subsection (a) (2).

"(2) PENALTY.—Ariy person subject to the
requirement of paragraph (1) who fails to
satisfy such requirement shall be subject to
a civil penalty of—

(A) not less than $250 or more than $2,000,
or

(B) if such failure occurs with knowledge
that the alien has received any means-tested
public benefit, not less than $2,000 or more
than $5,000.

"(e) REiMBURSEMENT OF GOVERNMENT Ex-
PENSES.—(1)(A) Upon notification that a
sponsored alien has received any benefit
under any means-tested public benefits pro-
gram, the appropriate Federal, State. or
local official shall request reimbursement by
the sponsor in the amount of such assist-
ance.

(B) The Attorney General, in consultation
with the Secretary of Health and Human
Services, shall prescribe such regulations as
may be necessary to carry out subparagraph
(A).

"(2) If within 43 days after requesting reim-
bursement, the appropriate Federal, State.
or local agency has not received a response
from the sponsor indicating a willingness to
commence payments, an action may be
brought against the sponsor pursuant to the
affidavit of support.

(3) If the sponsor fails to abide by the re-
payment terms established by such agency.
the agency may. within 60 days of such fail-
ure, bring an action against the sponsor pur-
suant to the affidavit of support.

(4) No cause of action may be brought
under this subsection later than 10 yearsafter the alien last received any benefit
under any means-tested public benefits pro-
grain.

"(5) If. pursuant to the terms of this sub-
section. a Federal, State. or local agency re-
quests reimbursement from the sponsor in
the amount of assistance provided, or brings
an action against the sponsor pursuant to
the affidavit of support, the appropriate
agency may appoint or hire an individual or
other person to act on behalf of such agency
acting under the authority of law for pur-
poses of.collecting any moneys owed. Noth-
mg in this subsecuon shall preclude any ap-
propriate Federal, State, or local agency
from directly requesting reimbursement
from a sponsor for the amount of assistance
provided, or from bringing an action against
a sponsor pursuant to an affidavit of support.

• (f) DEFINITIONS.—For the purposes of this
section—

• '(1) SPONSOR—The term 'sponsor' means
an individual who—

(A) is a citizen or national of the United
States or an alien who is lawfully admitted
to the United States for permanent resi-
dence;

"(B) is 18 years of age or over;
"(C) is domiciled in any of the 50 States or

the District of Columbia; and
"(D) is the person petitioning for the ad-

mission of the alien under section 204.
(2) MEr.S-1tSThD PUBUC BENEFITS PRO-

GRAM.—The term meaxiS-tested public bene-
fits program means a program of public ben-
efits (including cash, medical, housing, and
food assistance arid social services) of the
Federal Government or of a State or politi-
cal subdivision of a State in which the eligi-
bility of an individual, household, or faniily
eligibility unit for benefits under the pro-
gram, or the amount of such benefits, or
both are determined on the basis of income,
resources, or financial need of the individual,
household or unit,",

(b) CLERICAL AMENDMflT..The table of
contents of such Act is amended by inserting
after the item relating to section 213 the fol-
lowing:

Sec. 213A. Requirements for sponsor's am-
davit of support.".

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—Subsection (a) of sec-
tion 213A of the Immigration and National-
ity Act, as inserted by subsection (a) of this
section. shall apply to affidavits of support
executed on or after a date specified by the
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Attorney General, which date shall be not
earlier than 60 days (and not later than 90
days) after the date the Attorney General
formulates the form for such affidavits under
subsection (b) of such section.

(d) BENEFITS NOT SUBJECT TO REIMBURSE-
MENT.—Requirements for reimbursement by
a sponsor for benefits provided to a spon-
sored alien pursuant to an affidavit of sup-
port under section 213A of the Immigration
and Nationality Act shall not apply with re-
spect to the following:

(1) Emergency medical services under title
XV or XIX of the Social Security Act.

(2) Short-term, non-cash, in-kind emer-
gency disaster relief.

(3) Assistance or benefits under the Na-
tional School Lunch Act.

(4) Assistance or benefits under the Child
Nutrition Act of 1966.

(5)(A) Public health assistance for immuni-
zations.

(B) Public health assistance for testing and
treatment of a communicable disease if the
Secretary of Health and Human Services de-
termines that it is necessary to prevent the
spread of such disease.

(6) Payments for foster care and adoption
assistance under part E of title IV of the So-
cial Security Act for a child, but only if the
foster or adoptive parent or parents of such
child are not otherwise ineligible pursuant
to section 2403 of this Act.

(7) Programs, services, or assistance (such
as soup kitchens. crisis counseling and inter-
vention, and short-term shelter) specified by
the Attorney General, in the Attorney Gen-
eral's sole and unreviewable discretion after
consultation with appropriate Federal agen-
cies and departments. which (A) deliver in-
kind services at the community level, in-
cluding through public or private nonprofit
agencies; (B) do not condition the provision
of assistance, the amount of assistance pro-
vided, or the cost of assistance provided onthe individual recipient's income or re-
sources; and (C) are necessary for the protec-
tion of life or safety.

(8) Programs of student assistance under
titles IV, V. IX, and X of the Higher Edu-
cation Act of 1965.

(9) For the 2-year period beginning on the
date of the enactment of this Act, any item
or service provided under a State plan under
title XIX (or title XV. if applicable) of the
Social Security Act (other than emergency
medical services described in paragraph (I)).

NICKLES AMENDMENT NO. 4957
Mr. DOMENICI (for Mr. NICKLES) pro-

'posed an amendment to the bill, S.
1956, supra; as follows:

On page 438. line 15, strike "5" and insert

THE AGRICULTURE, RURAL DE-
VELOPMENT, FOOD AND DRUG
ADMINISTRATION, AND RELATED
AGENCIES APPROPRIATIONS
ACT, 1997

COCHRAN AMENDMENT NO. 4958
Mr. COCHRAN proposed an amend-

ment to the bill (H.R. 3603) making ap-
propriations for Agriculture, Rural De-
velopment, Food and Drug Administra-
tion, and related agencies programs for
the fiscal year ending September 30.
1997, and for other purposes; as follows:

On page 12, line 25, strike "$46,068,000" and
insert in lieu thereof $46,018,000",

On page 14, line 10, strike $418,358.000" and
insert in lieu thereof "3418.308,000",
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Senate
The Senate met at 9:30 a.m., and was

called to order by the President pro
ternpore IMr. THIJRMOND].

PRAYER

The Chaplain. Dr. Lloyd John
Oiivie, offered the following prayer:

The Lord is gracious and full of corn-
passion. slow to anger and great in mercy.

The Lord is good to all, and His tender
mercies are over all His works.—Psalm
145:8—9.

Gracious God, who gives us so much
more than we deserve in blessings and
withholds what we deserve for our lack
of faithfulness and obedience, we praise
You for Your loving kindness and
mercy. With a fresh realization of Your
unqualified grace to us. we recognize
our need to be to the people of our lives
what You have been to us and to give
mercy as we have received it so gener-
ously from You. We think of people
\vno need our forgiveness, another
chance, encouragement, and affirrna-
tion. Often we punish people with our
purgatorial pouts, leaving them to
wonder about what they can do to re-
gain our approval. Dear Father, help us
to be agents of reconciliation and re-
newal. May grace overcome our
grudges and joy diffuse our judgments.
Ma this be a day of new beginnings in
which we are initiative in reaching Out
to one another in genuine friendship.
We ask Your blessing and power upon
tnis Senate, particularly today with
tne multiplicity of votes ahead. Guide
and direct, 0 great God. In the name of
Jesus who taught us how to love You
and to love one another. Amen.

PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY.
WORK OPPORTUNITY. AND MED..
ICAID RESTRUCTURING ACT OF
1q96

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
DEWINE). The clerk will report the bill.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

A bill (S. 1956) to provide for reconciliation
pursuant to section 202(a) of the concurrent
resolution on the budget for fiscal year 1997.

The Senate resumed consideration of
the bill.

Pending:
Faircloth amendment No. 4905. to prohibit

recruitment activities in SSI outreach pro-
grams. demonstration projects. and other ad-
ministrative activities.

Harkin amendment No. 4916. to strike sec-
tion 1253. relating to child nutrition require.
ments.

D'Amato amendment No. 4927. to require
welfare recipients to participate in gainful
community service.

Exon (for Simon) amendment No. 4928. to
increase the number of adults and to extend
the period of time in which educational
training activities may be counted as work.

FeinsteirifBoxer amendment No. 4929. to
provide that the ban on supplemental secu-
rity income benefits apply to those aliens en-
tering the country on or alter the enactment
of this bill.

Chafee amendment No. 4931. to maintain
current eligibility standards for Medicaid
and provide additional State flexibility.

Roth amendment No. 4932 (to amendment
No. 4931), to maintain the eligibility for Med-
icaid for any individual who is receiving
Medicaid based on their receipt of AFDC.
foster care or adoption assistance, and to
provide transitional Medicaid for families
moving from welfare to work.

Chalee amendment No. 4933 (to amendment
No. 4931). to maintain current eligibility
standards for Medicaid and provide addi-
tional State flexibility.

Conrad amendment No. 4934. to eliminate
the State food assistance block grant.

Santorum (for Gramm) amendment No
4935. to deny welfare benefits to individuals
convicted of illegal drug possession. use or
distribution.

Graham amendment No. 4936. to modify
the formula for determining a State family
assistance grant to include the number of
children in poverty residing in a State.

Helms amendment No. 4930. to strengthen
food stamp work requirements.

Graham (for Simon) amendment No. 4938.
to preserve eligibility of immigrants for pro-
grams of student assistance under the Public
Health Service Act.

Shelby amendment No. 4939. to provide a
refundable credit for adoption expenses and

to exclude from gross income employee and
military adoption assistance benefits and
withdrawals from IRAs for certain adoption
expenses.

Ford amendment No. 4940. to allow States
the option to provide non-cash assistance to
children alter the 5-year time limit, as pro.
vided in conference report number 104—430 to
HR. 4. (Family Self-Sufficiency Act).

Ashcroft amendment No. 4941. to set a time
limit of 24 consecutive months for TANF as-
sistance and allows States to sanction recipi-
ents if minors do not attend school.

Ashcroft amendment No. 4942 (to amend-
ment No. 4941). to provide that a family may
not receive TANF assistance for more than
24 consecutive months at a time unless an
adult in the family is working or a State ex-
empts an adult in the family from working
for reasons of hardship.

Ashcroft amendment No. 4943 (to amend-
ment No. 4941). to provide that a State may
sanction a family's TANF assistance if the
family includes an adult who fails to ensure
that their minor dependent children attend
school.

Ashcroft amendment No. 4944 (to amend-
ment No. 4941), to provide that a State may
sanction a family's TANF assistance if the
family includes an adult who does not have.
or is not working toward attaining a second-
ary school diploma or its recognized equiva.
lent.

Dorgan amendment No. 4948. to strike pro-
visions relating to the Indian child care set
aside.

Ford (for Murray) amendment No. 4950. to
strike section 1206. relating to the summer
food service program for children.

Graham amendment No. 4952. to strike ad.
ditional penalties for consecutive failure to
satisfy minimum participation rates.

Exon (for Kennedy) amendment No. 4955. to
permit assistance to be provided to needy or
disabled legal immigrant children when
sponsors cannot provide reimbursement.

Exon (for Kennedy) amendment No. 4956. to
allow a 2-year implementation period under
the Medicaid program for implementation of
the attribution of sponsor's income and the
5.year ban.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President. I hope that
the Chair at this time will advise the
Senate of the procedures agreed to. As
I understand the procedures, we will
have a series of 24 or more rollcall

• This "bullet" symbol identifies statements or insertions which are not spoken by a Member of the Senate on the floor.
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votes. The first roilcall will be 15 min-
utes and then 10 minutes on all there-
after, is that correct?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator has stated that correctly.

The able Senator from South Caro-
lina is recognized for 1 minute.

MOTION TO WAIVE THE BUDGET AcT—
AMENDMENT NO. 4905

Mr. FAIRCLOTH. Mr. President, this
amendments purpose is to send a sim-
ple. clear message. which is that the
taxpayers' money should not be spent
to increase the number of people on
welfare.

Six years ago, Congress instructed
the Social Security Administration to
increase participation in the SSI Pro-
gram. Since then, the cost has soared
and the number of enrollees has more
than tripled. Now it is time to send a
message that this effort should stop.
Nothing is more indicative of an out-
of-control welfare system than this
practice of using taxpayers' dollars to
increase the number of people on wel-
fare.

I urge my colleagues to vote to waive
the point of order and pass this amend-
ment.

I yield the floor.
Mr. EXON addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Nebraska.
Mr. EXON. Mr. Preident, we oppose

the amendment offered by the Senator
from North Carolina. What this amend-
rnent simply does is to say that people
who are on SSI, or who might qualify
under SSI, under the law, do not have
the right to be informed about their
Opt ons.

Certainly, we do not encourage solic-
iting people to join the SSI Program.
But the Faircloth amendment goes fur-
ther than that, in our opinion. There-
fore, we think the basic right of infor-
rnation, the people's right to know, a
l21timate service to answer proper in-
quiries should be kept in place. We
think that the amendment offered by
the Senator from South Carolina goes
far beyond what his supposed intent is.

Therefore, we have raised a point of
order and we hope the point of order
will be sustained.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Question is on agreeing to the motion
to waive.

The yeas and nays have been ordered.
The clerk will call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk called
the roll.

Mr. NICKLES. I announce that the
Senator from Kansas [Mrs. KASSEBAUM]
is absent due to a death in the family,

Mr. FORD. I announce that the Sen-
ator from Hawaii lMr. INOiJYE] is nec-
essarily absent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
any other Senators in the Chamber de-
siring to vote?

The yeas and nays resulted—yeas 41.
nays 57, as follows:

Abraham Frist McConnell
Ashcroft Gorton Murkowskj
Brown Gramm Nickles
Burns Grams Pressler
Byrd Grasslev

-

Roth
Coats Gregg Santorum
Cochran Helms Shelby
Coverdell Hutchison Simpson
Craig inhofe Smith
D'Amato Kempthorne Thomas
DeWine Kyl Thompson
Domenici Lott Thurmond
Faircioth
Frahm

Mack
McCain

Warner

NAYS—57
Akaka Feinold Lieberman
Baucus Feinstejn Luar
Bennett Ford Mikulski
Biden Glenn Moselev-Braun
Bingaman Graham Moynihan
Bond Harkin Murray
Boxer Hatch Nunn
Bradley Hatfield Pell
Breaux Heflin Pryor
Bryan Hollins Reid
Bumpers Jeffords Robb
Campbell Johnston Rockefeller
Chafee Kennedy Sarbanes

Kerrey 5imon
Conrad Retry 5nowe
Daschle Kohl Specter

Lautenberg 5tevens
Dorgan Leahy Welistone

Inouye Kassebaum

The PRESIDING OFFICER. On this
vote the yeas are 41, the nays are 57.
Three-fifths of the Senators duly cho-
sen and sworn not having voted in the
affirmative, the motion is not agreed
to arid the amendment falls.

The Senator from Iowa.
Mr. WELLSTONE. Mr. President,

will the Senator yield for 5 seconds?
Mr. DOMENICI addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New Mexico.
Mr. DOMENICI. Will the Senator

yield for just 30 seconds?
Mr. HARKIN. Yes.
Mr. DOMENICI. How much time did

we use on the first amendment?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. One

minute over.
Mr. DOMENICI. According to the

unanimous-consent agreement, we are
on 10 minutes now for the amendments,
and let me just name the next four, so
Senators involved will know kind of
where they are. Senator HuN is next
on child nutrition, Senator D'AMATO on
work requirements, Senator SIMON on
education work exemptions, and then
Senator FEINsmm on immigration.

I thank you for yielding. 1 thank the
Chair.

Mr. WELLSTONE. Mr. President,
will the Senator yield for a 10-second
unanimous-consent request?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Minnesota.

Mr. WELLSTONE. I ask unanimous
consent that Laureen Lazarovici, a fel-
low in my office, have the privilege of
the floor during consideration of this
vote.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. WELLSTONE. I thank the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Iowa is recognized for I
minute.

July 23, 1996
AMENDMENT NO. 4916

Mr. HARKIN. Mr. President, this
amendment would simply continue a
small program that provides assistance
to help start and expand school break-
fast and summer food programs for
low-income kids. This is directly relat-
ed to education. When these kids come
in to school, they can have breakfast in
the morning: they can receive meals in
the summer when school is out—but
only if there is a school breakfast or
summer food program locally. That is
why the start-up and expansion grants
are so important.

Also. I want to say that this amend-
ment does not prevent the nutrition
portion of this bill from meeting the 6-
year budget instruction. The Ag Com-
mittee's portion of the bill reduces
spending by $570 million more than its
instruction. This program will spend
only £39 million for grants over 6 years.
but it is a vitally important program.

This amendment is supported by the
American School Food Service Asso-
ciation, the Food Research and Action —
Center, and the Children's Defense
Fund. I ask you not to cut a program
that gets kids into school and gets
them learning. It is directly related to
education, and we do not have to cut
other programs to continue this one
because the Ag Committee has more
than enough money to pay for it.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator's time has expired.

The Senator from Indiana.
Mr. LUGAR. I rise in opposition to

this amendment. It has been almost
universally opposed, first of all. The
issue the Senator from Iowa wishes to
strike appears in President Clinton's
most recent welfare reform proposal.
Likewise, the reform which we try to
bring about in this bill was in the mi-
nority leader's reconciliation bill. The
reason is that four out of every five
low-income children attend school with
a breakfast program. The program has
expanded very rapidly. It is not clear
that expansion funds would have a
marginal effect. The amendment that
we are considering reduces savings by
$112 million. This means, if Senator
HARlaN's amendment is adopted, we
will have to find the savings probably
in some other nutrition programs. I
find that unacceptable.

Mr. President, I move to table the
amendment and ask for the yeas and
nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
COATS). Is there a sufficient second?
There is a sufficient second on the mo-
tion to table.

The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

question is on agreeing to the motion.
The yeas and nays have been ordered.
The clerk will call the roll.

The bill clerk called the roll.
Mr. NICKLES. I announce that the

Senator from Kansas [Mrs. KASSEBAUM]
is absent due to a death in the family.

The result was announced—yeas 56,
nays 43, as follows:
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[Rolicall Vote No. 213 Leg.

YEAS— 56
Faircioth
Frahm
Frist
Gorton
Gramm
Crams
Grassley
Gregg
Hatch
Hatfield
Helms
Hutchison
Inhofe
Jeffords
Kempthorne
Kvl
Loct
Lugar
Mack

NAYS—43
Glenn
Graham
Harkin
Heflin
HoUings
Inouve
Johnston
Kennedy
Kerrey
Kerrv
Kohl
Lautenberg
Leahy
Levin
Lieberman

NOT VOTING—i

Kssebaum

The motion to lay on the table the
amendment (No. 4916).was agreed to.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I
move to reconsider the vote by which
the motion was agreed to.

Mr. FORD. I move to lay that motion
on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

AMENDMENT NO. 4927

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the Senator from
New York, Senator D'At&kTo, is recog-
nized for 1 minute.

Mr. D'AMATO. Mr. President. this
amendment will really strengthen the
work requirements in this bill. It says
very clearly iS we want to change wel-
fare as we know it, this is the way to
do it, because it will require that those
able-bodied recipients be required to
report for a job. If there is no job in the
private sector available, if they are not
into job training, then community
service. There are parks to be cleaned
and roads to be repaired and there is
work in hospitals.

It was no less than Franklin Delano
Roosevelt who said it best. He said if
people stay on welfare for prolonged
periods of time, it administers a nar-
cotic to their spirit. This dependence
on welfare undermines their humanity,
makes them wards of the State.

That is Franklin Delano Roosevelt.
He cared about people, working people.
He wanted to see to it that people had
helD when they truly needed it. but he
understood welfare could become
enzrapping and a narcotic. Community
service is something that will give
pr-ide to people who need assistance.

Mr. EXON addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Nebraska.

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD — SENATE
Mr. EXON. Mr. President, we have no

one on this side who has sought time to
speak against the amendment. There-
fore. I yield our time to the Senator
from Michigan.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Michigan.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President. I thank
my friend from Nebraska. We need this
amendment because the bill provides
that even able-bodied people could not
work for up to 2 years. and there is no
reason that if a private sector job is
not available and if someone is not in
job training or in school that an able-
bodied person should not be offered and
should not be required to accept a com-
munity service position.

So this is a very needed amendment.
It is the same amendment which I of-
fered along with Senator Dole last Sep-
tember. and I hope it gets not only a
strong vote in the Senate. but I hope
that this time it is retained in con-
ference and is not dropped in con-
ference the way it was last time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. -The
question is on agreeing to amendment
No. 4927 by the Senator from New York
and the Senator from Michigan. The
yeas and nays have been ordered. The
clerk will call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk called
the roll.

Mr. NICKLES. I announce that the
Senator from Kansas [Mrs. KASSEBAUM]
is absent due to a death in the family.

The result was announced—yeas 99,
nays 0, as follows:

[Roiicali Vote No. 214 Leg.]

Abraham Feinstein Lugar
Akaka Ford Mack
Ashcroft Frahm McCain
Baucus Frist McConnell
Bennett Glenn Mikulski
Biden Gorton Moseey.Braun
Bingaman Graham Moynihan
Bond Gramm Murkowski
Boxer Grams Murray
Bradley Grassley Nickles
Breaux Gregg Nunn
Brown Harkin Pell
Bryan Hatch Pressler
Bumpers Hatfield Pryor
Burns Heflin Reid
Byrd Hehns Robb
campben Hoflings Rockefeller
chafee Hutchison Roth
coats Inhofe Santorum
cochran Inouye Sarbanes
cohen Jeffords Shelby
Conrad Johnston Simon
Coverdell Kempthorne Simpson
Craig Kennedy Smith
D'Amato Kerrey Snowe
Dasch)e Kerry Specter
DeWine Kohl Stevens
Dodd Kyl Thomas
Domenici Lautenberg Thompson
Dorgan Leahy Thurmond
Exon Levin Warner
Faircloth Lieberman Weflstone
Feingold Lott Wyden

NOT VOTING—i
Kassebaum

The amendment (No. 4927) was agreed
to.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, I move to
reconsider the vote.

Mr. DOMENICI. I move to table the
motion.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

S8495
AMENDMENT NO. 4928. A5 MODIFIED

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the Senator from Il-
linois is recognized for 1 minute.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent to modify my
amendment. It is a purely technical
modification.

Mr. DOMENICI. We have no objec-
ti on.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment (No. 4928). as modi-
fied. is as follows:

Beginning on page 233, strike iine 15. and
au that foiiows through iine 13 on page 235.
and insert the foiiowing:

LIMITATION ON EDUCATION ACTIVITIES
COUNTED AS WORK—For purposes of deter-
mining monthiy participation rates under
paragraphs (1)(B)(i) and (2)(B)(i) of sub-
section (b), not more than 30 percent of
aduits in au families and in 2-parent famiiies
determined to be engaged in work in the
State for a month may meet the work activ-
ity requirement through participation in
educationai training.

(5) SINGLE PARENT WITH CHILD UNDER AGE
6 DEEMED TO BE MEETING WORK PARTICIPATION
REQUIREMENTS IF PARENT IS ENGAGED IN WORK
FOR 20 HOURS PER WEEK—For purposes of de-
termining monthly participation rates under
subsection (b)(I)(B)(i), a recipient in a 1-par-
ent famiiy who is the parent of a chiid who
has not attained 6 years of age is deemed to
be engaged in work for a month if the recipi-
ent is engaged in work for an average of at
ieast 20 hours per week during the month.

(6) TEEN HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD WHO MMN'-
TAINS SATISFACTORY SCHOOL ATrENDANCE
DEEMED TO BE MEETING WORK PARTICIPATION
REQUIREMENTS—For purposes of determining
monthly participation rates under sub-
section (b)(I)(B)(i), a recipient who is a sin-
gie head of househoid and has not attained 20
years of age is deemed to be engaged in work
for a month in a fiscai year if the recipient—

(A) maintains satisfactory attendance at
secondary schooi or the equivaient durthg
the month; or

(B) participates in education directly re-
iated to empioyrnent for at ieast the mini-
mum average number of hours per week
specified in the tabie set forth in paragraph
(I).

(d) WORK ACTIVITIES DEFINED—As used in
this section. the term 'work activities'
means—

(I) unsubsidized empioyrnent;
(2) subsidized private sector empioyrnent;
(3) subsidized pubiic sector empioyment:
(4) work experience (inciuding work asso-

ciated with the refurbishing of publicly as-
sisted housing) if sufficient private sector
empioyment is not avaiiabie;

(5) on-the-job training:
(6) job search and job readiness assist-

ance;
(7) community service programs:
(8) educational training (not to exceed 24

months with respect to any individual):".
Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, I believe

this may be adopted by voice vote. It is
cosponsored by Senators MURRAY,
SPECTER, JEFFORDS, and BOB K.ERREY.
The bill without this amendment says
States can get credit above the age of
50 only for vocational education. The
reality is for many people learning how
to read and write, getting that high
school equivalency is at least equally
important. This permits that possibil-
ity.

I know of no objection to the amend-
ment. I hope it can be adopted by voice
vote.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there

further debate?
Mr. EXON. There is no objection on

this side.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. we

agree to accept the amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

question is on agreeing to the amend-
ment.

The amendment (No. 4928), as modi-
fied, was agreed to.

Mr. SIMON. I move to reconsider the
vote.

Mr. EXON. I move to table the mo-
tion.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

MOTION TO WAIVE THE BUDGET ACT—
AMENDMENT NO. 4929

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, the
next amendment is the Feinstejn
amendment. The Senator from Penn-
sylvania, Senator SANTORUM, will be
responding on our side. It is an impor-
tant amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from California is recQgnized to
speak.

Mrs. FEINSTEIN. Mr. President. this
bill as drafted would remove from SSI.
from AFDC, and from Medicaid, every-
one legally in this country that hap-
pens to be a newcomer. It is retroactive
in that respect.

The amendment that Senator BoxER
arid I put forward would make this pro-
spective. Every newcomer coming into
the country after September 1 would
not be able to count on any welfare
benefits until they became a citizen,
wriich generally takes about 5 years.

This is a huge item. In my State
alone, it would affect more than 1 mil-
lion people. Thousands of them are ref-
ugees. They have no sponsors. They are
aged, they are blind, they are disabled,
they are children. This would imme-
diately throw them off of whatever as-
sistance they have, with no other re-
course. Los Angeles County alone esti-
mates the cost is $500 million.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The I
minute has expired.

Mrs. FEB\TSTEThI. I thank the Chair.
Mr. SANTORUM addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Pennsylvania [Mr.
SANTORUM] is recognized.

Mr. SANTORTJM. Mr. President. first
off, this amendment would cost about a
quarter of the savings in the bill. It is
about a $15 billion additional cost
added to this bifi. But on substantive
ground, this is similar to the vote we
took last week on the Graham amend-
rnent. What thLs underlying bill did,
what the Democratic substitute did.
what the bill that passed here in the
Senate last time did was say that spon-
soi-s have to live up to their contrac-
tual obligations. They signed a docu-
ment saying they would provide for
people that come to this country. Peo-
ple come to this country and sign a
document saying they would not be-
come wards of the State. What is hap-
pening is that millions of people are
coming to this country, bringing moms

and dads over. They are coming into
this country and going down to the SSI
office and qualifying for SSI benefits
and you and the taxpayers of this coun-
try are picking up and being the retire-
ment home for the rest of the world.
That is not what this program should
be about. What we do is take care of
refugees. If they come, they have a 5-
year period where they qualify for all
of the benefits. That is more than fair.
Sponsors should pay what they say
they are going to pay.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. I ask
for 5 seconds.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. DOMENICI. This is a waiver of

the Budget Act. You are waiving 15 bil-
lion dollars' worth of savings. I do not
believe you ought to waive the Budget
Act for $15 billion.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the motion
to waive the Budget Act.

The yeas and nays have been ordered.
The clerk will call the roll.
The bill clerk called the roll.
Mr. NICKLES. I announce that the

Senator from Kansas [Mrs. KASSEBAUM]
is absent due to a death in the family.

Mr. FORD. I announce that the Sen-
ator from Hawaii [Mr. IN0UYE] is nec-
essarily absent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
any other Senators in the Chamber de-
siring to vote?

The yeas and nays resulted—yeas 46.
nays 52, as follows:

lnouye Kassebaum

The PRESIDING OFFICER. On this
vote. the yeas are 46, and the nays are
52. Three-fifths of the Senators duly
chosen and sworn, not having voted in
the affirmative, the motion is rejected
and the amendment falls.

July 23, 1996
AMENDMENT NO. 4933 TO AMENDMENT NO. 4931
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under

the previous order, the Senator from
Rhode Island is recognized for 1

minute.
Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President, this leg.-

islation is welfare reform. We dropped
out the changes in Medicaid. and we
are told that this is not a Medicaid bill.
Yet, this bill permits the States not
only to drop eligibility levels for cash
assistance—AFDC_but also for Medic-
aid. The States can throw a woman and
small children off cash assistance and
at the same time take away their Med-
icaid. their only chance for any medi-
cal services.

My amendment says, go ahead, if you
wish, reduce eligibility levels for wel-
fare, but Medicaid eligibility levels
should remain as they are today.

Furthermore, what constitutes in-
come in calculating Medicaid eligi-
bility remains as it is now. In other
words, if my amendment is not adopt-
ed, States will be able to count school
lunches and even disaster relief toward
what makes a person eligible for Med-
icaid.

I yield the remainder cf my time to
the Senator from Louisiana.

Mr. BREAUX. Mr. President. I just
say to our colleagues that if you want
to continue mothers and children fur-
ther to be eligible for Medicaid, you
have to support this amendment. By
opposing this amendment, you are say-
ing to mothers and children in the fu-
ture that you are going to be taken off.
or could be taken off. Medicaid and
health benefits without any further in-
surance. I think that is wrong.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator from Rhode Island has
expired.

Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President, have
the yeas and nays been ordered?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The yeas
and nays have not been ordered.

Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President, I ask for
the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Delaware has 1 minute.
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I point out

that what we have before us is the
Chafee perfecting amendment. This
perfecting amendment only makes a
technical change in the basic Chafee
amendment. I have no objection to
that technical amendment. In fact. I
would have been willing to accept the
perfecting amendment on a voice vote.
But. since he has gotten the yeas and
nays, I urge everybody to vote aye on
the technical change.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
further debate on the amendment? If
not. the question is on agreeing to the
amendment of the Senator from Rhode
Island. On this question. the yeas and
nays have been ordered. and the clerk
will call the roll.

The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. NICKLES. I announce that the

Senator from Kansas [Mrs. KASSEBAUM]
is absent due to a death in the family.
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Mikuiski
Moseley.Braun
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Murray
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Weilstone
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Akaka
Biden
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Bradley
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Bryan
Bumpers
Chafee
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Conrad
Daschle
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Feinstein
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Ashcroft
Baucus
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Exon
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IRoflcall Vote No. 215 Leg.}
YEAS—46

Ford
Glenn
Graham
Harkin
Heflin
Ho]lings
Johnston
Kennedy
Kerrey
Kerry
Kohi
L.autenberg
Leahy
Levin
Lieberman
Mack

NAyS—52
Frahm
Frist
Gorton
Gramm
Grams
Grassiey
Gregg
Hatch
Hatfieid
Helms
Hutchison
Inhofe
Jeffords
Kempthorne
Kyi
Lott
L.ugar
McCain

McConnell
Murkowskj
Nickies
Nunn
Pressier
Robb
Roth
Santorum
Shelby
Simpson
Smith
Stevens
Tnomas
Thompson
Thurmond
Warner

NOT VOTING—2
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The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

CAMPBELL). Are there any other Sen-
ators in the Chamber who desire to
vote?

The result was announced—yeas 97.
nays 2, as follows:

[Rolicail Vote No. 216 Leg.J

NOT VOTING—I
Kassebaum

The amendment (No. 4933) was agreed
to.

AMENDMENT NO. 4932 To AMENDMENT NO. 4931

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Question now occurs on the Roth
amendment No. 4932. with 2 minutes
being equally divided. The Senator
from Delaware [Mr. ROTH] is recog-
nized.

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President. the pur-
pose of my amendment is to ensure
continued Medicaid coverage to all in-
dividuals currently receiving Medicaid
benefits because of their eligibility
through the current AFDC benefits.
This will ensure that no child or adult
currently receiving Medicaid benefits
would lose coverage because of welfare
reform.

My amendment also provides for 1

year of transitional Medicaid benefits.
This guarantees that families leaving
welfare will continue to receive Medic-
aid coverage for a full year to help in
the critical transition from welfare to
work. The problem with the Chafee-
Breaux amendment is that it would
force the States to maintain current
eligibility standards indefinitely into
the future. That means that someone. 5
or 10 years from now. may not qualify
under a State's new welfare program
but nevertheless wouid claim eligi-
bility under the old program. This cre-
ates serious issues of equity.

The Governors are deeply concerned
about the Chafee-Breaw approach, as
it would be burdensome to administer.

I urge the adoption of the Roth
amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Nebraska is recognized.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President. we should
oppose the Roth amendment because it
negates the Chafee-Breaux amendment
that was just agreed to. I yield the re-
mainder of the time to Senator Chafee.

Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President. if you
voted yes on the Chafee amendment we
just agreed to, then you should vote no
on the Roth amendment. The Roth
amendment allows States to dras-
tically reduce Medicaid coverage for all
groups of women and children. If the
Roth amendment prevails and we
strike the protections that we just
adopted in my amendment, the Roth
amendment grandfathers only those
AFDC-eligible individuals who are en-
rolled in Medicaid at the time of enact-
ment. There are no protections for
those who meet the same standards
after the enactment.

Second, it strikes the provisions in
my amendment that reinstate the
standard for calculating income. Thus.
a pregnant woman or 6-year-old child
with a family income below the current
poverty standards will not qualify for
Medicaid coverage if the State adopts a
more restrictive income test, such as
school lunches or food stamps.

Finally. I would say the United
States has the highest percentage of
children in poverty of any industrial
nation in the world. I certainly hope
we will not make it worse by denying
these children their Medicaid coverage.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
has expired. The yeas and nays have
not been ordered.

Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President, I ask for
the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

question is on agreeing to the amend-
ment. The yeas and nays have been or-
dered.

The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. NICKLES. I announce that the

Senator from Kansas [Mrs. KASSEBAUM]
is absent due to a death in the family.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
any other Senators in the Chamber
who desire to vote?

The result was announced—yeas 31.
nays 68. as follows:

ERoilcall Vote No. 217 Leg.]
YEAS—31

NAYS—68
Baucus
Biden
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Bradley Glenn
Breaux Graham

Moseley.Braun

Bryan Harkin
Moynihan

Bumpers Hatfield
Murray

Byrd Heflin Pell
Campbell Hollings Pressler
Chafee lnouye
Coats Jeffords Reid

•cochran Johnston
Cohen Kennedy Rockefeller
Conrad Kerrey Sarbanes
DAmato Kerry Simon
Daschle Kohl
DeWine Kyl Snowe
Dodd Lautenberg Specter
Dorgan Leahy Thompson
Exon Levin
Feingold Lieberman Wellstone
Feinstein Lugar
Ford Mccain

Kassebaum

The amendment (No. 4932) was re-
jected.

Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President, I move
to reconsider the vote by which the
amendment was rejected.

Mr. BREAUX. I move to lay that mo-
tion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

vOTE ON AMENDMENT NO. 4931, AS AMENDED
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

question now is on agreeing to Chafee
amendment No. 4931, as amended.

The amendment (No. 4931), as amend-
ed, was agreed to.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I move to
reconsider the vote by which the
amendment was agreed to.

Mr. DOMENICI. I move to lay that
motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

AMENDMENT NO. 4934

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, there will now be 2
minutes equally divided on the Conrad
amendment No. 4934.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Nebraska.

Mr. EXON. I yield to the Senator
from North Dakota.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from North Dakota [Mr. CONRAD]
is recognized.

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President. point of
order. The Senate is not in order. This
is an important amendment. Senator
CONRAD should be heard.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. There
will be order.

The Senator from North Dakota.
Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, I make a

point of order again, the Senate is still
not in order.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Senators
having conversations will take their
conversations to the Cloakroom.

The Senator from North Dakota.
Mr. CONRAD. I thank the Chair. Mr.

President, this is a bipartisan amend-
ment about feeding hungry people.
This has always been a bipartisan pri-
ority in this Chamber. The father of
the Food Assistance Program is Sen-
ator Dole. the former Republican lead-
er, and former Senator George McGov-
ern.

Our amendment, a bipartisan amend-
ment, preserves the most important
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Athaham

B.aucus
Sennett
Siden
Suagaman
Bond
Boxer
BrdIey
Sreaux
Bryan
Bumpers
Sums
Erd
Canpbell
Cafee
Coats
Cochran
Cohen
Conrad
C.overdell
Craig
DAmato
Dachle
DeVine
Dodd
Domenici
Dorgan
Eton
Faircloth
eLngold
Fthtstein
Ford

\shcroft

YEAS—97
Frahm
Frist
Glenn
Gorton
Graham
Gramm
Grams
Grasstey
Gregg
Harkin
Hatch
HatfIeld
Heflin
Helms
Hollirigs
Hutchison
Inbofe
lnouye
Jeffords
Johnston
Kempthorne
Kennedy
Kerrey
Kerry
Kohl
Kyl
Lautenberg
Leahy
Levin
Lieoerman
Lore
Lugar
Mack

NAYS—2
Brown

McCain
McConnell
Mikulski
Moseley.Braun
Moynihan
Murkowski
Murray
Nickles
Nunn
Pell
Pressler
Pryor
Reid
Robb
Rockefeller
Roth
Santorum
Sarbanes
Shelby
Simon
Simpson
Smith
Snowe
Specter
Stevens
Thomas
Thompson
Thurmond
Warner
WelLstone
Wyden

Ashcroft
Bennett
Brown
Bums
Coverdell
Craig
Domenici
Faircloth
Frahm
Gorton
Gramm

Abraham
Akaka

Grams
Grassley
Gregg
Hatch
Helms
Hutchison
Inhofe
Kempthorne
Lott
Mack
Mcconnell

Murkowski
Nickles
Roth
Santorum
Shelby
Smith
Stevens
Thomas
Thurmond

Bingaman
Bond
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feature of our Food Assistance Pro-
gram. It maintains the automatic ad-
justment in funding to respond to eco-
nomic downturns or natural disasters.
A pure block grant would leave States
with a fixed amount of money no mat-
ter what happens.

If we look at the example of Florida,
we see very clearly what can happen.
They had a flat demand for food assist-
ance. Then we had a national recession,
and demand for food assistance in-
creased dramatically. Then there was a
natural disaster, Hurricane Andrew,
and the demand for food assistance ex-
ploded. Under the pure block grant,
that State would have had no ability to
respond to the demand for food assist-
ance.

No block grant could have responded
to this increase in need. The block
grant would destroy the Food Stamp
Program.

Mr. President, America is better than
that. This Senate is better than that. I
hope my colleagues will support the
amendment.

Mr. SANTORUM addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Pennsylvania [Mr.
S.ANTORUM}, is recognized for 1 minute.

Mr. SANTORUM. Mr. President, we
oppose this amendment for a couple of
reasons. First, the Conrad amendment
requires a $1 billion cut in food stamps.
This is a $1 billion reduction in food
stamps to pay for this provision.

Second, we set very high standards
for States to qualify to get into these
block grants. They have to have a low
error rate of 6 percent. There are only
seven States that can qualify with that
error rate.

Third, they have to have electronic
benefits. Only four States qualify.

The Senator from North Dakota
would lead Members to believe all
these Governors and State legislatures
do riot know what they are getting into
by opting for a block grant, that they
00 not see economic recessions and dis-
asters. In fact, they understand the
risks they are taking when they offer a
block grant.

We want to give them the option to
do it, but set a very high standard for
them to get in in the first place. They
have to have a good program to get in.
They have an option, if things are bad,
to get out—it is a one-time option—but
an option to get out if things get bad.
There are adequate safeguards, and if
there are problems, people are able to
use a one-time option to get out.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
has expired.

The rollcall vote has not been called
for.

Mr. SANTORTJM. I ask for the yeas
and nays.

The PRESIDThG OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDfl4G OFFICER. The

clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. NICKLES. I announce that the

Senator from Wyoming [Mr. THOMAS] is
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necessarily absent. I also announce the
Senator from Kansas [Mrs. KASSEBAUM]
is absent due to a death in the family.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
any other Senators in the Chamber de-
siring to vote?

The result was announced—yeas 53,
nays 45. as follows:

IRoilcall Vote No. 218 Leg.]

Akaka
Baucus

Feinstein Lieberman

Biden
Ford
Glenn

Mikulskj

Bingarnan Graham
Moseley-Braun

Boxer Harkin
Moynihan

Bradley Hatfield
Murray

Breaux
Nunn

Bryan
Heflin Fell

Bumpers
Hollings Pryor

Byrd
lnouye
Jeffords

Reid

Campbell Johnston
Robb

Chafee
Rockefeller

Conrad
Kennedy Sarbanes

Daschle
Kerrey Simon

Dodd
Kerry
Kohl

Snowe

Dorgan
Specter

Exon
Laurenberg Wellsrone

Feingold
Leahy
Levin

Wyden

NAYS—45
Abraham
Ashcroft

Frahm Mack

Bennett
Frist McCain

Bond
Gorton McConnell

Brown
Gramm Murkowskj

Burns
Grams Nickles

Coats
Grasley Pressler

Cochran
Gregg Roth

Cohen
Hatch
Helms

Santorum

Coverdell
Shelby

Craig
Simpson

D'Amato
Smith

DeWine
Domenjcj

Kempthoi-ne
Kyl

Stevens
Thompson

Faircloth
Lott Thurmond

Kassebaum Thomas

The amendment (No. 4934) was agreed
to.

Mr. HEFLIN. Mr. President, I move
to reconsider the vote.

Mr. LEVIN. I move to lay that mo-
tion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

MOTION TO WAIVE THE BUDGET ACT—
AMENDMENT NO. 4935

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the question occurs
on the motion to waive the Budget Act
for the consideration of amendment
No. 4935 offered by the Senator from
Pennsylvania on behalf of the Senator
from Texas [Mr. GRkMM}.

The yeas and nays have been ordered.
Mr. GRAMM addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Texas is recognized.
Mr. GRAMM. Mr. President, I believe

my amendment is the pending amend-
ment. I think the regular order is for 1
minute of debate on each side. I had
hoped this amendment might be ac-
cepted by a voice vote. But I will go
ahead and take my minute now.

What my amendment does is denies
means-tested benefits to people who
are convicted of possessing, using, or
selling drugs.

In minor cases, they lose welfare for
5 years. In major cases, they lose it for
life. What an individual does does not
affect the eligibility of that individ-
ual's children or other family mem-
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bers. We have an exemption in the bill
for emergency medical services, emer-
gency disaster relief, and assistance
necessary to protect public health from
communicable diseases.

None of these provisions applies until
date of enactment. These provisions
will apply only on convictions after
that date. But the bottom line is. if we
are serious about our drug laws, we
ought not to give people welfare bene-
fits who are violating the Nation's drug
laws. I hope my colleagues will adopt
this provision and do so with a re-
sounding vote.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, while I ap-
preciate the thrust of the amendment
offered by the Senator from Texas. we
strongly oppose it.

I yield to the Senator from Massa-
chusetts.

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President. if I
can have the attention of the Senate
for a moment. This amendment says
that anyone convicted of drug posses-
sion, distribution, or use may not ob-
tain any Federal means-tested public
benefit. It includes even misdemeanor
convictions.

The Conference of Mayors and the
National League of Cities are strongly
opposed to the amendment. This is
what they say:

It would undermine the whole notion of
providing drug treatment as an alternative
sentence to a first-time drug offender if the
individual requires Federal assistance to ob-
tain the treatment.

This would make drug addicts ineli-
gible for any of the effective drug
treatment programs that are being de-
veloped by the States and the Federal
Government. It would eliminate any
prenatal care for mothers that get con-
victed of drug crimes. We have seen
those programs developed in commu-
nity health centers all across this
country: they try to get those mothers
back to work and reunited with their
families. Those programs will be off
limits to the people who need them
most.

Under this amendment, if you are a
murderer, a rapist, or a robber, you can
get Federal funds: but if you are con-
victed even for possession of mari-
juana, you cannot. It is overly broad
and is strongly opposed by the mayors
and the National League of Cities. I
hope the Senator will not get the 60
votes.

Mr. MACK. Mr. President, I rise
today in opposition to amendment No.
4935 offered by Senator GRavI1vI. This
amendment would deny Federal means-
tested benefits to individuals convicted
of illegal drug possession, use, or dis-
tribution. Personally, I agree with the
idea of not giving Government benefits
to drug dealers, however, I do not
think the Federal Government should
continue to tell the States how to run
their welfare programs.

There are provisions in the bill to en-
sure that criminals are not milking the
system. We keep saying that we want
the States to decide what is best for
their States. I believe we have already

NOT VOTING—2
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put enough mandates on the block
grants, and the denial of benefits in the
Gramm amendment would just in-
crease mandates. Let the States make
those decisions.

Mr. GRAJ4M. Mr. President. I ask for
the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

question is on the motion to waive the
Budget Act.

The clerk will ca'l the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. NICKLES. I announce that the

Senator from Kansas EMrs. KASSEBAUM]
is absent due to a death in the family.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
any other Senators in the Chamber de-
siring to vote?

The yeas and nays resulted—yeas 74,
nays 25, as follows:

IRolicali Vote No. 219 Leg.)
YEAS—74 .

Abaham Exon Lugar
Ashcroft Faircioth Mccain
Baucus Feinstein Mcconneu
Biden Fore Mikulski
Bond Frahm Murkowski
Boxer Frist Nickles
Breawc Gorton Nunn
Brawn Graham Pressler
Srvn Gramm Pryor
Bumpers Grams Reid
Burns Grassley Rockefeller
Byrd Gregg Roth
Campbell Harkin Santorum
Coas Heflin Shelby
Cocriran Helms Simpson
Cohen Hutchison Smith
Conrad Inhofe Snowe
Coverell Johnston Stevens
Craig Kempthorne Thomas
DAmato Kerry Thompson
Dasdile Kvl Thurrnond

me Leahy Warner
Dodd Levin Wellstone
Domenici Lieberman Wyden
Doran Lott

NAYS—25
Akaa Houings Moynihan
Bennett lnouve Murray
Biriaman Jeffords Pell
Br1ey Kennedy Robb
cz-.afee Kerrey Sarbanes
Feingold Kohl Simon
Glenn Lautenberg Specter
Hazcn Mack
Matheid Moseey.Braun

NOT VOTING—i
Kassebaum

The PRESIDING OFFICER. On this
vote the yeas are 74, the nays are 25.
Three-fifths of the Senators duly cho-
sen and sworn having voted in the af-
firmative, the motion is agreed to.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I
think it would be in order to ask unan-
irnous consent, if Senator GRJvi?vI will
agree, to vitiate the yeas and nays and
adopt the amendment by voice vote.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

The question now occurs on agreeing
to amendment No. 4935.

The amendment (No. 4935) was agreed

Mr. DOMENICI addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New Mexico [Mr. DOrvIENICIJ.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. I ask

unanimous consent that amendment
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No. 4936, known as the Graham-Bump-
ers amendment, be temporarily set
aside and that it be the pending busi-
ness when the Democrats and Repub-
licans return after their lunch break.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? The Chair hears none, and it
is so ordered.

Mr. DOMENICI. I thank the sponsor
of the amendment.

I yield the floor.
AMENDMENT NO. 4930

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the question occurs
on agreeing to the motion to table
amendment No. 4930 offered by the Sen-
ator from North Carolina EMr. HELMS].
by the yeas and nays. to be preceded by
2 minutes of time divided in equal
manner.

Mr. HELMS. Mr. President. I hope
the time will not begin running on me
until we have order.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ate will be in order.

Mr. HELMS. I thank the Chair.
Mr. President, on Friday afternoon. I

got wind of a little effort to try to
block Senators having to take a public
stand—

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President. the Sen-
ate is not order. Could we please have
order.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Senators
will take their conversations to the
Cloakroom.

The Senator from North Carolina.
Mr. HELMS. I believe I will wait

until we have order.
This time I thank the Chair.
In order to protect myself against a

little legerdemain here between Friday
afternoon and the final unanimous con-
sent. I moved to table my own amend-
ment and asked for the yeas and nays.
I did that because I want Senators to
take a stand on this amendment which
requires able-bodied food stamp recipi-
ents to go to work for at least 20 hours
a week if they expect to continue to re-
ceive food stamps free of charge at the
expense, of course, of taxpayers who
have to work 40 hours a week or more
to support their families.

The Congressional Budget Office says
that this amendment will cause a lot of
people to flake off the food stamp rolls
because they do not want to work and
they will go to work other-wise. It will
save the taxpayers $2.8 billion over the
next 6 years.

I repeat, this amendment requires
able-bodied food stamp recipients to go
to work for at least 20 hours a week if
they expect to continue to receive food
stamps free of charge.

I reserve the remainder of my time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Vermont.
Mr. LEAI-IY. Mr. President, the de-

scription sounds good but for the same
reason that the Senate last year by a
vote of 66 to 32 voted down a similar
amendment, we ought to do it again.

What it does, it denies food stamps to
unemployed workers when they are
looking for work. You have a recession.
you have a disaster such as a hurri-
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cane, or somebody has just been laid
off from the factory that they worked
in for 10 years, as they are looking for
a new job. they cannot get food stamps.
That is a time that they need it the
most. We could actually have such a
situation as we had in the earthquakes
in California. People's businesses were
destroyed. their homes were destroyed,
somebody has been working for 10 or 15
years, and they would be told: Sorry,
you are not working 20 hours a week:
you do not get food stamps.

We defeated this by a 2-to-i margin
in the Senate. Republicans and Demo-
crats. last year. We should do it again
this year. If Senator HELMS' motion is
to table his own amendment, this is
one time I agree with him—we ought to
dojust that.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time
has expired. The question occurs on
agreeing to the motion to table amend-
ment 4930. The yeas and nays have been
ordered. The clerk will call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk called
the roll. —

Mr. NICKLES. I announce that the
Senator from Kansas EMrs. KASSEBAUM]
is absent due to a death in the family

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
ASHCROFr). Are there any other Sen-
ators in the Chamber who desire to
vote?

The result was announced—yeas 56,
nays 43, as follows:

Kassebaurn

The motion to lay on the table the
amendment (No. 4930) was agreed to.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I move to
reconsider the vote by which the mo-
tion was agreed to.

Mr. FORD. I move to lay that motion
on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

[Roiicali Vote No. 220 Leg.]
YEAS—56

Dorgan Leahy
Exon Levin
Feingold Lieberrnan
Feinstein Lugar
Fore Mack
Glenn Mikulski
Gorton Moseley.Braun
Harkin Moynihan
Hatfield Murray
Heflin Nunn
Hoflmgs Pell
lnouye P!yOr
Jeffords Robb
Johnston Rockefefler
Kennedy Sarbanes
Kerrey Simon
Kerry Snowe
Kohl Wellstone
Lautenberg

Akaka
Baucus
Bennett
Biden
Bingaman
Bond
Boxer
Bradley
Breawc
Bumpers
Byrd
chafee
Cochran
cohen
conrad
Daschle
DeWine
Dodd
Domemci

Abraham
Ashcroft
Brown
Bryan
Burns
Campbell
coats
Coverdell
craig
DAmato
Faircloth
Frahm
Frist
Graham
Gramm

NAYS—43
Grams
Grassley
Gregg
Hatch
Helms
Hutchison
Inhofe
Kempthorne
Kyl
Lott
Mccain
Mcconnell
Murkowski
Nickles
Pressler

NOT VOTING—i

Reid
Roth
Santorum
Shelby
Simpson
Smith
Specter
Stevens
Thomas
Thompson
Thurmond
Warner
Wyden
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AMNME NO. 4938

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question now, under the previous order.
occurs on amendment No. 4938 offered
by the Senator from Florida on behalf
of the Senator from Illinois [Mr.
SLM0N]. Under the previous order, there
are 2 minutes to be divided equally be-
tween sides.

The Senator from Illinois [Mr.
SLM0N], is recognized.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, if I may
have the attention of my colleagues.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President we
have agreed to accept the amendment.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, this
amendment simply adds the Public
Health Service Act in terms of the ex-
emption, so not only people who plan
to become lawyers and engineers, but
people who become nurses and physi-
cians can be exempt. It is acceptable,
as far as I know, by everyone. I am
willing to take a voice vote.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does
anyone wish to speak in opposition? If
not, the question is on agreeing to
amendment No 4938 offered by the Sen-
ator from Florida on behalf of the Sen.-
ator from Illinois, [Mr. SIMON].

The amendment (No. 4938) was agreed
to-

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I move to
reconsider the vote by which the
amendment was agreed to.

Mr. REID. I move to lay that motion
on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

MOTION TO WAIVE THE BUDGET ACT—
AMErDMENT NO. 4939

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question now occurs on Shelby amend-
ment No. 4939. There will be 2 minutes
equally divided between sides.

The Senator from Alabama is recog-
nized.

Mr SHELBY. Mr. President, first of
all. I ask unanimous consent that Sen-
ator A &&i be added as a cosponsor.

Tne PRESIDING OFFICER Without
objection it is so ordered.

Mr. SHELBY. Mr. President, this is
the same amendment which was adopt-
ed by the Senate on a vote of 93 to 5 on
the welfare reform bill last year. It
provides a $5,000 tax break for adoption
expenses, and it will allow thousands of
children to find a home in America.

The amendment is offset with sav-
ings in the underlying bill. There is no
guarantee that the adoption legislation
reported by the Finance Committee
will be considered at all this year. This
may be our last chance to pass this leg-
islation which has overwhelming bipar-
tisan support.

Again, Mr. President, 93 Senators inthis Chamber voted for this exact
amendment last fall under almost iden-
tical circumstances. If we do not adopt
this adoption tax credit now, we might
lose our chance this year. I ask we
waive the Budget Act and adopt this
amendment.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
sent that Senator D'AMATO be added asa cosponsor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. DOMENICI. Senator Rom speaks
in Opposition.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Delaware.

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President I, like Mr.
S-IELBY, strongly support the use of tax
incentives to promote adoption, and
that is why the Finance Committee
unanimously reported out of commit-
tee an adoption tax credit bill.

The distinguished majority leader
has assured me that he will schedule
action on the Finance Committee bill
before the end of this year. Unlike the
Finance Committee-passed adoption
tax credit bill, Mr. SHELBY's adoption
tax credit is refundable, provides no
extra credit for special needs adoption,
and is not paid for. I remind my col-
leagues that we have had tremendous
problems with fraud with refundable
credits. Take, for example the earned
income credit.

Furthermore if Mr. SHElBY's amend-
ment is adopted, we will be—required to
find an additional $1.5 billion over 6
years in savings from the welfare legis-
lation.

In addition to these issues, Mr. SHEL-
sY's amendment is not germane to the
welfare bill. I believe we need incen-
tives to promote adoption, however,
now is not the time to consider such
legislation. I urge my colleagues to
vote against Mr. SHELBY'S motion to
waive the Budget Act.

I yield the remainder of my time.
Mr. MOYNI}4pJ Mr. President, I

concur with our chairman. The Com-
mittee on Finance reported J-LR. 3286,
the Adoption Promotion and Stability
Act of 1996, unanimously on June 12,
1996. It is on the calendar, and the ma-
jority leader has promised prompt ac-
tion on it.

As the chairman has indicated, the
Finance Committee bill provides an ad-
ditional credit for special needs chil-
dren. This was a subject of bipartisan
concern during the Finance Commit-
tee's consideration of the bill. The
pending amendment fails to take spe-
cial needs cases into account, and in
any event the amendment is not ger-
mane to the reconciliation legislation
before us.

I join Chairman Rom in raising a
point of order that the amendment of
the Senator from Alabama is not ger-
mane.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the question now
occurs on agreeing to the motion to
waive the Budget Act for consideration
of amendment No. 4939 offered by the
Senator from Alabama, [Mr. SHELBY].
The yeas and nays have been ordered.

Mi-. DOMENTCI Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that I may make
an announcement. It will take me 7
seconds.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, this is
the last vote before lunch. We will re-
turn at 2 o'clock. At 2 o'clock. the
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pending business will be the Graham-
Bumpers formula change amendment.

I thank the Chair and yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The yeas

and nays were ordered on the Shelby
amendment No. 4939.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the motion
to waive the Budget Act on the amend-
ment No. 4939.

The clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk called

the roll.
Mr. NICKLES. I announce that the

Senator from Kansas [Mrs. KASSEBAUM]
is absent due to a death in the family.

The PRESIDING OFFICER Are there
any other Senators in the Chamber de-
siring to vote?

The yeas and nays resulted—yeas 78,
nays 21, as follows:

IRolicall Vote No. 221 Leg.)
YEAS—73

Abraham Glenn
Akaka Gorton

Mack

Ashcroft Gramm
McCain

Baucus Grams
McConnell

Bennett Grassley
Biden Harkin

Murkowskj

Btngaman Hatch
Murray

Bond Hatfield
Nunn

Boxer Heflin
Pell
Pressler

Bradley Helms
Burns Hollings
Campbell Hutchison

Robb

Coats Inhofe
Santorum

Cochran Jeffords
Sarbanes

Cohen Kempthoi-ne
Shelby

Coverdell Kennedy
Craig Kerrey

Simpson
Smith

DAmato Kerry
DeWine Kohl
Dodd Kyl

Specter

Dorgan
Exon Lealiy

Thomas

Faircloth Levin
Thompson

Ford Lieberman
Thurmond

Frahm Lott
Warner
Weflstone

Frist Lugar Wyden

NAYS—2i
Breaux Daschle
Brown Domenici

Johnston

Bryan Feingold
Moseley-Braun

Bumpers Feinstein
Moynihan

Byrd Graham
Nickles

Chafee Gregg
Fzyor
Rockefeller

Conrad lnouye Roth

Kassebaum

The PRESIDING OFFICER. On this
vote, the yeas are 78 and the nays are
21.

Three-fifths of the Senators duly cho-
sen and sworn having voted in the af-
firmative. the motion is agreed to.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I move to
reconsider the vote.

Mr. DOMENICI. I move to lay that
motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

Mr. DOMENTCI. Mr. President, in
light of that vote, I wonder if we ought
to vitiate the yeas and nays and adopt
the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The yeas
and nays have not been ordered.

The question is on agreeing to
Amendment No. 4939.

The amendment (No. 4939) was agreed
to-

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I move to
reconsider the vote.
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Mr. SHELBY. I move to lay that mo-

uon on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was

agreed to.
MANDATORY APPROPRJATIOr FOR THE SOCIAL

SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. sec-
tion 2211(e)(5) of this bill provides a
S300 million mandatory appropriation
to the Social Security Administration.

The bill requires SSA to review the
eligibility of hundreds of thousands of
beneficiaries who may no longer be eli-
gible for supplemental security income
IS SI] benefits.

This mandatory appropriation is im-
portant because it is intended to give
SSA the resources it needs to do this

job right.
But I am concerned about the prece-

dent of creating new entitlement
spending for Federal agencies. and I
understand that the House has dropped
this provision from its bill because of
this concern.

Last year. in the Social Security
earnings test bill, we-created a special
process to allow the Appropriations
Committee to provide additional fund-
ing for SSA to conduct continuing dis-
ability reviews—or CDR's—without
forcing cuts in other discretionary
spending.

For the years 1996 through 2002, this
process will accommodate an addi-
tional $2.7 billion for CFR's, and all
signs indicate that it is working.

Although I do not plan to strike this
mandatory appropriation here on the
floor, I hope that, in conference, in-
stead of creating a new entitlement for
SSA. we can build upon the CDR fund-
ing process—and give the Appropria-
tions Committee an additional allow-
ance to fund the work SSA must do
under this bill.

RECESS
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under

the previous order, the Senate stands
in recess until 2 p.m. this afternoon.

Thereupon, the Senate, at 12:35 p.m..
recessed until 2:01 p.m.; whereupon. the
Senate reassembled when called to
order by the Presiding Officer (Mr.
SMITH).

AMENDMENT NO. 4936

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the question now
occurs on amendment No. 4936 offered
by the Senator from Florida [Mr. GRE.-
}-LAM). The yeas and nays have been or-
ciered. However, the vote will be pre-
ceded by 2 minutes of debate evenly di-
vided in the usual manner.

Mr. GRAHAM addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Florida is recognized.
Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, this

amendment speaks to fundamental
fairness by providing that a poor child
will be treated the same by their Fed-
eral Government wherever they happen
to live and that each State will receive
the same amount of money based on
the number of poor children within
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that State. That is not only fairness; it
also, in my opinion, is fundamentally
required if this bill is to achieve its ob-
jective of providing States a reasonable
amount of resources in which to pro-
vide for the transition from welfare to
work.

I yield the remainder of my time to
my colleague. Senator BUMPERS.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Arkansas.

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President. the
Senator from Florida is actually the
architect of this amendment, and he
has done an outstanding job. Thirty-
eight States are going to be penalized
under this bill because what we are
using is the 1991 and 1994 figures. If
your State made a monumental effort
during those years. you may be re-
warded under this bill. If you did not
because you could not, you would be
punished for the next 6 years. West Vir-
ginia has a $13.34 per case administra-
tive cost, New York has $106. So be-
cause West Virginia has been provi-
dent. they are going to get punished.
Because New York has been improvi-
dent. they get rewarded. That is not
equitable.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator's time has expired.

The Senator from Texas.
Mrs. HUTCHISON. Mr. President. I

am going to ask our Members to come
together and do what is right for Amer-
ica and welfare reform. Right now we
have a fair funding formula. A non-
growth State never loses from its 1994
base or its 1995 base, whichever base it
chooses. The growth States are able to
grow because that is essential, and we
know it is fair. There are no losers in
the underlying bill. The Graham-
Bumpers amendment creates winners
and losers. It says to California, Michi-
gan. Minnesota. and New York. "You
are going to have to go below and actu-
ally cut the welfare in your State
below the 1994 and 1995 limits." Mr.
President, that is wrong. We came to-
gether and we made a very, very fair
proposal, and it was accepted because
there are no losers.

Now, Mr. President, we must keep
that fairness. If we really want welfare
reform, we must have fairness for all
States. That is what the underlying
bill is.

Please vote against the Graham-
Bumpers amendment.

Mr. McCAIN. Mr. President, the Per-
sonal Responsibility, Work Oppor-
tunity. and Medicaid Restructuring
Act of 1996 (5. 1956) replaces the cur-
rent AFDC Program with a new tem-
porary assistance for needy families
ITANF] block grant. The TANF block
grant will distribute Federal funds to
the States according to a formula
which is based on recent Federal ex-
penditures under the programs which
are to be consolidated into the TANF,
with supplemental funds based on pop-
ulation growth and low Federal ex-
penditures per poor person in the
States. By emphasizing historical fund-
ing for welfare benefits, this formula
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recognizes that the cost of living dif-
fers from State to State. and that cer-
tain States have historically supported
generous welfare benefits through the
expenditure of their own funds.

My colleagues, Senators GRAJ-IAM and
BUMPERS. have offered an amendment
to 5. 1956 which would significantly
change the formula for the TANF block
grants. Because the Graham-Bumpers
formula would dramatically decrease
TANF allotments in certain States and
would arbitrarily and unfairly force
the elimination or reduction of exist-
ing welfare benefits. I am unable to
support this amendment. This vote
does, however, raise the important
issue of the disparities in TANF block
grant allotments which the formula
will create. While I recognize that dif-
ferences in the cost of living and other
factors necessitate some disparity in
allotments. I encourage the conference
committee to explore appropriate al-
ternatives which address these dispari-
ties, further assisting States which
have low Federal expenditures per poor
person under the formula and which ex-
perience population growth.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question now occurs on agreeing to
amendment No. 4936 offered by the Sen-
ator from Florida [Mr. GRAHAMJ. On
this question. the yeas and nays have
been ordered, and the clerk will call
the roll.

The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. NICKLES. I announce that the

Senator from Minnesota IMr. GRAMS) is
necessarily absent.

I also announce that the Senator
from Kansas IMrs. KASSEBAUM] is ab-
sent due to a death in the family.

Mr. FORD. I announce that the Sen-
ator from Illinois IMs. MOSELEY-
BRA.UN] is necessarily absent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
any other Senators in the Chamber
who desire to vote?

The result was announced—yeas 37,
nays 60. as follows:

YEAS—37
Akaka Faircloth Mack
Baucus Ford McConnell
Biden Frahm Funn
Bingaman Graham Fell
Breaux Heflin Pressler
Bryan Helms Pryor
Bumpers HoJJLngs Reid
Byrd lnouye Robb
Coats Jeffords Rockefeller
Conrad Johnston Simon
Daschle Kerrey Warner
Dorgan Leahy
Exon Lugar

NAYS—60
Abraham DeWine Inhofe
Ashcroft Dodd KempthOrne
Bennett Domenici Kennedy
Bond Feingold Kerr)'
Boxer Feiristein Kohl
Bradley Frist Kyl
Brown Glenn Lautenberg
Burns Gorton Levin
Campbell Gramm Lieberman
Cha fee Grassley Lott
Cochran Gregg McCain
Cohen Harkin Mikuiski
Coverdell Hatch Moynihan
Craig Hatfield Murkowski
D'Amato Hutchison
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Mr. SHELBY. I move to lay that mo-

tion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was

agreed to.
MANDATORY APPROPRIATION FOR THE SOCiAL

sECURITY ADMiNISTRATION

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. sec-
tion 2211(e)(5) of this bill provides a
S300 million mandatory appropriation
to the Social Security Administration.

The bill requires SSA to review the
eligibility of hundreds of thousands of
beneficiaries who may no longer be eli-
gible for supplemental security income
ESSI] benefits.

This mandatory appropriation is im-
portant because it is intended to give
SSA the resources it needs to do thisjob right.

But I am concerned about the prece-
dent of creating new entitlement
spending for Federal agencies, and I
understand that the House has dropped
this provision from its bill because of
this concern.

Last year. in the Social Security
earnings test bill, we created a special
process to allow the Appropriations
Committee to provide additional fund-
ing for SSA to conduct continuing dis-ability reviews—or CDR's—without
forcing cuts in other discretionary
spending.

For the years 1996 through 2002, this
process will accommodate an addi-
tional $2.7 billion for CFR's, and all
signs indicate that it is working.

Although I do not plan to strike this
mandatory appropriation here on the
floor, I hope that, in conference, in-
stead of creating a new entitlement for
SSA, we can build upon the CDR fund-
ing process—and give the Appropria-
tions Committee an additional allow-
ance to fund the work SSA must do
under this bill.

RECESS
The PRESIDTh,JG OFFICER. Under

the previous order, the Senate stands
in recess until 2 p.m. this afternoon.

Thereupon, the Senate, at 12:35 p.m..
recessed until 2:01 p.m.; whereupon. the
Senate reassembled when called to
order by the Presiding Officer (Mr.
SMITH).

AMENDMENT NO. 4936

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the question now
occurs on amendment No. 4936 offered
by the Senator from Florida [Mr. Gr-
HAM]. The yeas and nays have been or-
dered. However, the vote will be pre-
ceded by 2 minutes of debate evenly di-
vicied in the usual manner.

Mr. GRAHAM addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Florida is recognized.
Mi-. GRfiJ-LA.M. Mr. President, this

amendment speaks to fundamentaj
faii-ness by providing that a poor child
vvill be treated the same by their Fed-
eral Government wherever they happen
to live and that each State will receive
the same amount of money based on
the number of poor children within
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that State. That is not only fairness: it
also. in my opinion, is fundamentally
required if this bill is to achieve its ob-
jective of providing States a reasonable
amount of resources in which to pro-
vide for the transition from welfare to
work.

I yield the remainder of my time to
my colleague, Senator BUMPERS.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Arkansas.

Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, the
Senator from Florida is actually the
architect of this amendment. and he
has done an outstanding job. Thirty-
eight States are going to be penalized
under this bill because what we are
using is the 1991 and 1994 figures. If
your State made a monumental effort
during those years, you may be re-
warded under this bill. If you did not
because you could not. you would be
punished for the next 6 years. West Vir-
ginia has a $13.34 per case administra-
tive cost, New York has $106. So be-
cause West Virginia has been provi-
dent, they are going to get punished.
Because New York has been improvi-
dent, they get rewarded. That is not
equitable.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen..
ator's time has expired.

The Senator from Texas.
Mrs. HUTCHISON. Mr. President, I

am going to ask our Members to come
together and do what is right for Amer-
ica and welfare reform. Right now we
have a fair funding formula. A non-
growth State never loses from its 1994
base or its 1995 base. whichever base it
chooses. The growth States are able to
grow because that is essential, and we
know it is fair. There are no losers in
the underlying bill. The Graham-
Bumpers amendment creates winners
and losers. It says to California, Michi-
gan, Minnesota, and New York. "You
are going to have to go below and actu-
ally cut the welfare in your State
below the 1994 and 1995 limits." Mr.
President, that is wrong. We came to-
gether and we made a very, very fair
proposal. and it was accepted because
there are no losers.

Now, Mr. President, we must keep
that fairness. If we really want welfare
reform, we must have fairness for all
States. That is what the underlying
bill is.

Please vote against the Graham-
Bumpers amendment.

Mr. McCAJN. Mr. President, the Per-
sonal Responsibility, Work Oppor-tunity, and Medicaid Restructuring
Act of 1996 (5. 1956) replaces the cur-
rent AFDC Program with a new tem-
porary assistance for needy families
[TANF] block grant. The TANF block
grant will distribute Federal funds tothe States according to a formula
which is based on recent Federal ex-
penditures under the programs which
are to be consolidated into the TANF,
with supplemental funds based on pop-
ulation growth and low Federal ex-
penditures per poor person in the
States. By emphasizing historical fund-
ing for welfare benefits, this formula
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recognizes that the cost of living dif-
fers from State to State. and that cer-
tain States have historically supported
generous welfare benefits through the
expenditure of their own funds.

My colleagues, Senators GRAHAM and
BUMPERS, have offered an amendment
to 5. 1956 which would significantly
change the formula for the TANF block
grants. Because the Graham-Bumpers
formula would dramatically decrease
TANF allotments in certain States and
would arbitrarily and unfairly force
the elimination or reduction of exist-
ing welfare benefits, I am unable to
support this amendment. This vote
does, however, raise the important
issue of the disparities in TANF block
grant allotments which the formula
will create. While I recognize that dif-
ferences in the cost of living and other
factors necessitate some disparity in
allotments, I encourage the conference
committee to explore appropriate al-
ternatives which address these dispari-
ties, further assisting States which
have low Federal expenditures per poor
person under the formula and which ex-
perience population growth.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question now occurs on agreeing to
amendment No. 4936 offered by the Sen-
ator from Florida [Mr. GRAJ4AIvI]. On
this question. the yeas and nays have
been ordered, and the clerk will call
the roll.

The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. NICKLES. I announce that the

Senator from Minnesota [Mr. GRAMS] is
necessarily absent.

I also announce that the Senator
from Kansas [Mrs. KASSEBAUM] is ab-
sent due to a death in the family.

Mr. FORD. I announce that the Sen-
ator from Illinois [Ms. MOSELEY-
BRAUN] is necessarily absent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
any other Senators in the Chamber
who desire to vote?

The result was announced—yeas 37,
nays 60, as follows:

Vote No. 222 Leg.)
YEA5—37

Akaka Faircloth Mack
Baucus Ford Mcconnell
Biden Frahm Nunn
Bingarnan Graham Pell
Breawc Heflin Pressler
Bryan Helms Pryor
Bumpers Hollings Reid
Byrd Inouye Robb
coats Jeffords Rockefeijer
conrad Johnston Simon
Daschle . Kerrey Warner
Dorgan Leahy

Lugar

NAYS—60
Abraham DeWine Inhofe
Ashcroft Dodd Kempthorne
Bennett Domenici Kennedy
Bond Feingold Kerry
Boxer Feinstein Kohl
Bradley Frist Kyl
Brown Glenn Lautenberg
Burns Gorton Levin
Campbell Gramm Lieberrnan
Chafee Grassley Lott
Cochran Gregg McCain
Cohen Harkin Mikuiski
Coverdell Hatch Moynthan
craig Hatfield Murkowski
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Sinipson
Srr.ith
Snowe
Specter
Stevens

NOT VOTING—3
Grains Kassebaum Moseley-Braun

The amendment (No. 4963) was re-
jected.

AMENDMENT NO. 4940

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the Senate will now
consider amendment No. 4940. offered
by the Senator from Kentucky, [Mr.
FORD]. Under that same previous order.
2 minutes of debate will be evenly di-
vided in the usual manner.

Mr. FORD. Mr. President, may we
have order?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ate will come to order.

Mr. FORD. Mr. President. this
amendment gives States the option of
providing noncash assistance to chil-
ciren once their adult parents have
reached the 5-year limit. It does not af-
fect the ban on cash assistance after 5
years. It would allow States to use
their block grants to provide clothing.
school supplies, medicine, and other
things for the poorest children.

This amendment makes this bill
identical to H.R. 4, the welfare bill
passed last December. It provides State
flexibility. It adds no new costs.

Mr. SANTORtJM. Mr. President. the
Senate is not in order.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator is correct. The Senator will sus-
oend. The Senate will be in order.

Mr. FORD. Mr. President. this bill
adds no new costs or no new bureauc-
racy. It is supported by the National
Governors' Association. I remind my
colleagues on the other side, there are
31 Republican Governors. It is sup-
ported by the U.S. Catholic Conference,
the National Conference of State Leg-
islatures, the American Public Welfare
Association.

To say we can use funds from title
XX, title XX is money for homebound
elderly. It has not been increased since
1991. This makes the Governors make a
choice between homebound elderly and
the poorest of our children. It is just
bad policy.

Mr. President. let us give the Gov-
ernors the flexibility they have asked
for, they worked hard for. We give
them responsibility. Let us not tell
them how to operate.

I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time

of the Senator has expired.
Tne Senator from Delaware is recog-

nizd.
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President. I strongly

oppose the Ford amendment as it
would seriously undermine the real 5-
year time limit on welfare assistance.
One of the most important features of
welfare reform is that recipients must
understand that public assistance is
temporary, not a way of life. Let us be
straight about this. These benefits
would go to the entire family under the
Ford amendment. If you are going to
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give vouchers for housing. the whole
family benefits. If you are giving any
type of assistance, it benefits the whole
family. There is no distinction between
the child and the rest of the family.

Under the bill, even after the 5-year
time limit, families and children would
still be eligible for food stamps, Medic-
aid. housing assistance, WIC. and doz-
ens more means-tested programs.

Over 5 years, a typical welfare family
receives more than $50,000 in tax-free
benefits. Five years is enough time to
finish a high school degree or learn a
skill through vocational training. It is
enough for a welfare family to change
course.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator has expired. All time for
debate on the amendment has expired.

Mr. FORD. Mr. President, I ask for
the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

question is on agreeing to the amend-
ment. The yeas and nays have been or-
dered.

The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. NICKLES. I announce that the

Senator from Kansas [Mrs. KASSEBAUM]
is absent due to a death in the family.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
any other Senators in the Chamber
who desire to vote?

The result was announced—yeas 48,
nays 51, as follows:

Ro11ca11 Vote No. 223 Leg.)

Akaka Feinstein McConnefl
Baucus Glenn MLkulski
Biden Graham Moseley-Braun
Bingainan Harkin Moynthan
Boxer Heflin Murray
Bradley Hollings Nunn
Breaux lnouye Pell
Bryan Johnston Pryor
Bumpers Kennedy Reid
Byrd Kerrey Robb
Conrad Kerry Rockefeller
Daschle Kohl Sarbanes
Dodd Lautenberg Simon
Dorgan Leahy Specter
Exon Levin Wellstone
Feingold Lieberman Wyden

NAYS—51
Abraham Ford Lugar
Ashcroft Frahm Mack
Bennett Frist McCain
Bond Gorton Murkowski
Brown Gramm Nickles
Burns Grams Pressler
Campbell Grassley Roth
Chafee Gregg Santorum
Coats Hatch Shelby
Cochran Hatfield Simpson
Cohen Helms Smith
Coverdefl Hutchison Snowe
Craig Inhofe Stevens
DAmato Jeffords Thomas
DeWine Kempthorne Thompson
Domenici Kyl Thurmond
Faircloth

NOT VOTING—I
Kassebaum

The amendment (No. 4940) was re-
jected.

Mr. FORD. Mr. President, I move to
reconsider the vote, and I ask for the
yeas and nays.
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Mr. LOTT. I move to table the mo-

tion to reconsider, and I ask for the
yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

question is on agreeing to the motion
to lay on the table the motion to re-
consider the Ford amendment No. 4940.

The yeas and nays have been ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. NICKLES. I announce that the

Senator from Kansas [Mrs. KASSEBAUMI
is absent due to a death in the family.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
any other Senators in the Chamber de-
siring to vote?

The result was announced—yeas 50.
nays 49, as follows:

Kassebaum

The motion to lay on the table the
motion to reconsider was agreed to.

Mr. EXON addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Nebraska.
Mr. EXON. Mr. President. in an effort

to try to save time I would like to sug-
gest that we consider—since we have
four Ashcroft amendments, I wish that
we would, if the Senator from Missouri
would agree—that we could voice vote
through the next two amendments and
then have the real contest on the third
of the Ashcroft amendments. I think
that would save some time. I would
like to ask if the Senator from Mis-
souri would consider such a move in
order to move things along.

Mr. ASHCROFT. Mr. President, I am
happy to have the time reduced to 4
minutes on the amendment. But I
think it is important that we have the
votes.

Nickles
Roth
Santorum
Sa.banes
5eJby

Thomas
Thompson
Thurmond
Welistone
Wyden

Mack
McCain
Murkowski
Nickles
Pressler
Roth
Santorum
Shelby
Simpson
Smith
Snowe
Stevens
Thomas
Thompson
Thurmond
Warner

Abraham
Ashcroft
Bennett
Bond
Brown
Burns
Campbell
Chafee
Coats
Cochran
Cohen
Coverdell
Craig
DAmato
DeWine
Domenici
Faircloth

Akaka
Baucus
Biden
Bingaman
Boxer
Bradley
Breaux
Bryan
Bumpers
Byrd
Conrad
Daschle
Dodd
Dorgan
Exon
Feingold
Feinstein

tRolicall Vote No. 224 Leg.]
YEAS—50

Frahm
Frist
Gorron
Gramm
Grams
Grassley
Gregg
Hatch
Hatfield
Helms
Hutchison
Inhofe
Jeffords
Kempthorne
Kyl
Lott
Lugar

NAYS—49
Ford
Glenn
Graham
Harkin
Heflin
Hollings
lnouye
Johnston
Kennedy
Kerrey
Kerry
Kohl
Lautenberg
Leahy
Levin
Lieberman
McConnell

NOT VOTING—I

Mikuiski
Moseley.Braun
Moynihan
Murray
Nunn
Pell
Pryor
Reid
Robb
Rockefefler
Sarbanes
Simon
Specter
Welistone
Wyden
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ate will be in order so the Chair can
hear the comments of the Senator.
Senators will please take their con-
versations out of Senate and to the
cloakroom.

Mr. DOMENICI. We cannot reduce it
4 minutes. We tried it before. The clos-
est they can come is somewhere be-
tween 7 and 8. The Senator is entitled
to his votes. They have asked him to
reduce them in number. If he does not
care to, let us proceed with his amend-
ments. He is absolutely entitled to do
that.

Mr. ASHCROFT. I would be happy to
reduce the time. But I would prefer to
have the votes, and I would object to
the unanimous-consent request.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I withdraw
my kind offer.

[Laughter.]
AMENDMENT NO. 4944 TO AMENDMENT NO. 4941

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the Senate will now
consider amendment No. 4944 offered bythe Senator from Missouri [Mr.
ASHCROFT], to his amendment No. 4941.
The debate will be limited to 2 minutes
equally divided.

The Senator from Missouri is recog-
nized.

Mr. ASHCROFT Mr. President, this
amendment highlights the value which
is at the very heart of our culture and
our nature—the importance of edu-
cation and learning. This amendment
really says that if you are on wel-fare—

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the
Senator suspend? The Senate will be in
order so the Senate may hear the Sen-
ator from Missouri on his amendment.

The Senator from Missouri.
Mr. ASHCROFT. Mr. President, it is

the thrust of this amendment that if
you are on welfare and you have not
completed your high school diploma
the best way to get ajob and keep ajob
is to achieve a level of education that
our society expects of all adults, and
that is a high school education.

So this amendment would allow
States to require individuals to get a
high school education or its equivalent.
This amendment is permissive, and it
states that if you are a 20- to 50-year-
old welfare recipient who does not have
a high school diploma, you must begin
working toward attaining a high school
diploma or a GED as a condition of re-
ceiving benefits. An exception is made
for people who are not capable.

Job training will not equip welfare
recipients to work if they have not
achieved the basic and fundamental
proficiency in education skills. How
can we expect to train someone to
work as a cashier if they cannot add,
subtract, multiply, or divide?

The facts are indisputable. A person
over 18 without a high school diploma
averages $12,800 in earnings; with a
high school diploma, averages $18,700 in
earnings. Mr. President, $6,000 is the
difference between dependence and
independence; between welfare and
work.

This is permissive to the States.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time

of the Senator has expired.
The Senator from Nebraska.
Mr. EXON. Mr. President. there is no

Opposition to this amendment that I
know of. I recommend that all Sen-
ators vote in favor of the amendment.

I would simply point out that the
amendment does nothing more than
what the States can already do.

I will vote for this amendment, and
the one that follows. I will strongly op-
pose the third amendment by the Sen-
ator from Missouri.

Mr. ASHCROFT. Mr. President, in
that event I would be pleased to accept
a voice vote.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amend-
ment of the Senator from Missouri.

The amendment (No. 4944) was agreed
to.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I move to
reconsider the vote by which the
amendment was agreed to.

Mr. DOMENICI. I move to lay that
motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

AMENDMENT NO. 4943 TO AMENDMENT NO. 4941

The PRESIDrNG OFFICER. The
question is now on amendment No. 4943
to amendment No. 4941 offered by the
Senator from Missouri.

The Senator from Missouri.
Mr. ASHCROFT. Thank you. Mr.President.
As I mentioned earlier, education isthe key to breaking the

intergenerational cycle of welfare de-
pendency. This amendment would
allow States to require that parents on
welfare be responsible for ensuring that
their minor children are in school.

It would be this simple. If you are on
welfare, your children should be in
school. If we care about breaking the
vicious intergenerational cycle of wel-
fare we should care about making sure
that individuals who are on welfare ac-
cept the responsibility of sending their
children to school. We must look to the
long-term in reforming welfare. We
must look at what we can do to saves
the future of our children. Every child
in America can attend school. Every
child can earn a high school diploma. It
costs nothing but commitment. Too
often education is ignored and trashed
because it is devalued by our welfare
culture. Teen dropout rates soar. They
skip classes. We should not pay parents
to encourage lifestyles of dependency
on and off welfare and in and out of
minimum-wage jobs. States should be
able to give children on welfare a fight-
ing chance.

Mr. EXON addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Nebraska.
Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I know of

no one on this side of the aisle or on
the other side of the aisle that opposes
this amendment by the Senator from
Missouri. I would simply state what I
said on the last amendment. If the Sen-
ator insists on a rollcall vote. I rec-
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ommend that all Senators vote in favor
of the amendment as. like the preced-
ing amendment, it does nothing more
than what the States can already do. I
hope that we could move things along,
and I would point out that I will
strongly oppose the next amendment
offered by the Senator from Missouri.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amend-
ment of the Senator from Missouri.

The amendment (No. 4943) was agreed
to.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I move to
reconsider the vote by which the
amendment was agreed to.

Mr. DOMENICI. I move to lay that
motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

AMENDMENT NO. 4942 TO AMENDMENT NO. 4941

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the question occurs
on amendment No. 4942 offered by the
Senator from Missouri [Mr. ASHCROFT],
to his amendment No. 4941.

The Senator from Missouri.
Mr. ASHCROFT. Mr. President, we

need to change welfare from a condi-
tion in which people live to a transi-
tion from which people go; a transition
from dependency to independence.

Under this bill we allow most people
to spend 5 straight years on the welfare
rolls. Without really going to work in 5
years, think what can happen in terms
of building habits, self-esteem, skills,
and motivation. If you do not use a
muscle for 5 weeks, it gets weak. If you
do not use it for 5 months, it atrophies.
If you do not use it for 5 years, it dis-
appears. It is forever useless.

This amendment says that 2 years in
a row—24 months—is long along
enough for able-bodied recipients with-
out infants or children to be able to re-
ceive welfare without starting down a
path of work. We need to change the
character of welfare from the condition
of welfare to a transition toward inde-
pendence and work. Mr. President, 5
straight years on welfare only rein-
forces a dependent lifestyle that we are
trying to change.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator's time has expired.

Mr. ASHCROFT. Mr. President, I ask
for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mrs. MURRAY addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Washington.
Mrs. MURRAY. Thank you. Mr.

President.
Mr. President, the amendment of-

fered by the Senator from Missouri
provides that a family may not receive
welfare assistance for more than 24
months consecutively, unless the adult
is working, or the State has an exemp-
tion of the adult for hardship. I would
support this amendment if the Senator
would require States to offer work to
parents. There may be many parents
who are willing to work and who want
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to work but cannot find a job, or per-
haps they cannot find child care for
their children so that they can be at
work.

The underlying bill says that a moth-
er should not be penalized if she has a
child under 11, or i-f she cannot afford
to find child care. This amendment
would be inconsistent with the under-
lying bill. It aims right at the mother.
But it hits the child.

I urge my colleagues to defeat this
amendment. It goes too far.

The PRESIDiNG OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amend-
ment. The yeas and nays have been or-
dered. The clerk will call the roll.

The bill clerk called the roll.
Mr. NICKLES. I announce that the

Senator from Kansas [Mrs. KASSEBAUM]
is absent due to a death in the family.

The result was announced—yeas 37,
nays 62, as follows:

tRollcall Vote No. 225 Leg.J
YEAS—37

.Abahaxn Gramm McCain
Athcroft Grams McConnell
Bond Grassley MurkowskiBrn Hatch Nickles
Burns Hatfield Pressler
Coats Helms Roth
Cochran Hoffings Santorum
Cordell Hutchison Shelby
Craig lnhofe Smtth
DA.mato Kempthorne Thompson
Fairtloth Kyl Thurmond
Frahn-i Lort
Frist Lugar -

NAYS—62
Akak Fethgold Mikuiski
Baucus Feirtstein Moseley-Braun
Bennett
Bicen

Ford
Glenn

Moynihan
Murray

BLamas Gorton Nunri
Boxer Graham PellB1ey Gregg Pryor
Br2aux Harkin Reid
Bryan Heflin Robb
Bumpers lnouye RockefellerBy Jeffords Sarbanes
Campbell Johnston SimonCfee Kenneth' Simpson
Coiien Kerrey Snowe
Con-d Ken Specter
Daschle Kohl Stevens
DeWme Laurenberg Thomas
Dodd Leahy Warner
Domnji Levin Welistone
Dcgar
Exon

Lieberman
Mack

Wyden

NOT VOTINC—!
Kassebaum

The amendment (No. 4942) was re-
jected.

Mr EXON. Mr. President, I move to
reconsider the vote.

Mr. ASHCROFr. I move to lay that
motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Nebraska.

AMENDMENT NO. 4941, AS AMENDED

Mr. EXON. Mr. President. because
the substitute has failed, what remains
is—and I believe the Senator from Mis-
souri agrees—what remains is the un-
derlying amendment, as amended by
the amendments that we adopted by
voice vote.

Consequently, I suggest we now sim-
ply adopt the underlying amendment
as amended by voice vote as well.
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Mr. ASHCROFT addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Missouri is recognized.
Mr. ASHCROFT. Mr. President. that

is consistent with my understanding of
where we are. I am pleased to agree
with the ranking member.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amend-
ment. as amended.

The amendment (No. 4941), as amend-
ed. was agreed to.

Mr EXON. Mr. President. I move to
reconsider the vote.

Mr. FORD. I move to lay that motion
on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

AMENDMENT NO. 4950

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, Senator
MURRAY is now scheduled for recogni-
tion, I believe. Is that correct? The
Senator from Washington should be
recognized. I suggest.

The PRESIDrNG OFFICER. The
question now occurs on amendment No.
4950. The Senator from Washington is
recognized for up to 1 minute.

Mrs. MURRAY. Mr. President, the
amendment before us strikes the provi-
sion in the bill that cuts the reim-
bursement rate on the Summer Food
Program dramatically. The bill pro-
poses to cut 23 cents from every school
lunch provided in this critical summer
program. This will have a dramatic ef-
fect, especially in our rural areas.

I think we have had the debate on
this floor. Everyone understands the
need to have good. strong nutrition for
our children in order for them to learn.
The Summer Food Program is espe-
cially critical. Children are not bears.
They do not hibernate. They need to
eat in the summer as much as they do
in the school year.

I urge my colleagues to vote for this
amendment and put back in effect the
important Summer Food Program. I
understand the majority is willing, per-
haps, to accept this on a voice vote. If
that is the case, I am more than happy
to oblige.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, the Senate
is not in order.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ate will come to order so we may pro-.
ceed.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, the Senate
may not have heard the closing re-
marks by the Senator from Washing-
ton. I believe she suggested the amend-
ment has been cleared on both sides
and she will accept a voice vote.

Mr. SANTORUM. That is our under-
standing. The amendment has been
cleared on this side. We are willing to
accept the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. If there
is no further debate, the question is on
agreeing to the amendment.

The amendment (No. 4950) was agreed
to.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I move to
reconsider the vote.

Mr. SANTORUM. I move to lay that
motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
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AMENDMENT NO. 4952

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question now occurs on amendment No.
4952. offered by the Senator from Flor-
ida Mr. GRAHAM].

The Senator from Florida is recog-
nized.

Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President. the
amendment I offer strikes an amend-
ment which was adopted in the Senate
Finance Committee. The current bill
as it was submitted to the committee
contains a sanction against the States
in the hands of the Secretary of HHS.

The Secretary, at the Secretary's dis-
cretion, can levy up to a 5-percent
withholding of a State's welfare funds
if the State fails to meet the work re-
quirements. The amendment offered in
the committee provides that if a State
fails to meet that standard for 2

straight years, then it shall be penal-
ized. without discretion in the hands of
the Secretary, by a mandatory 5 per-
cent. And although there is some con-
fusion. it is assumed that this is a cu-
mulative 5 percent, up to a total of 25
percent of the State's welfare pay-
ments.

This is strongly opposed by the State
and local organizations, from the Na-
tional Governors' Association, the Na-
tional Conference of State Legislators,
the National Association of Counties,
all of whom feel it denies to the Sec-
retary the necessary discretion.

This also will severely penalize those
low-benefit States which are the most
likely to be unable to meet the work
requirements.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator's time has expired.

The Senator from Texas.
Mr. GRAMM. Mr. President. if there

is a hallmark of this bill, it is work. If
there is one thing that every Democrat
and every Republican boasts about in
this bill, it is that it requires able-bod-
ied men and women to work.

Last year's bill simply had a one-
time penalty for not meeting the work
requirements. Members of the Finance
Committee were - concerned that a
State, or the District of Columbia.
would simply take the 5-percent pen-
alty each year rather than make a
good-faith effort to meet the work re-
quirements in this bill—even with the
ability to exempt 20 percent of welfare
recipients. Without this compounding
provision, we have no real ability to
produce a good-faith effort on the part
of the States.

We have had meetings between the
House and the Senate on this issue. We
met with the Governors. We worked
out what we believe is a compromise. I
hope my colleagues will stay with this
provision. If you want a work require-
ment. you have to enforce it.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator's time has expired.

Mr. SANTORTJM. Mr. President, I
move to table the Graham amendment
and ask for the yeas and nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There is a sufficient second.
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The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

cuestion is on agreeing to the motion
to lay on the table amendment No.
4952. The yeas and nays have been or-
dered. The clerk will call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk called
the roll.

Mr. NICKLES. I announce that the
Senator from Kansas [Mrs. KASSEBAUM)
is absent due to a death in the family.

The result was announced—yeas 56,
nays 43, as follows:

IRolicall Vote No. 226 Leg.]
YEAS—56

Abtaham Ford Mack
Asicroft Frahm McCain
Bennett Frist McConnell
Bond Cotton MurkowskiBJey Gramm Nickles
r,wn Grams Pressler
burns Grassley Roth
Campbell Gregg Santorum
Cafee Hatch Shelby
Coats Hatfield Simpson
Cothran Helms smith
Cohen Hollings Snowe
Coverdell Hutchison Specter
Craig Inhofe Stevens
DAxnato Kempthorne Thomas
DeWine Kohl Thompson
Domenici Kyl Thurmond
Faircloth I_ott Warner
Femgold Lugar

NAYS—43
Akaka Glenn Moseley.Braun
Baucus Graham Moynihan
Eien Harkth Murray
Sugaman Heflin Nunn
Boxer lnouye Pell
Ereaux Jeffords Pryor
Bryan Johnston Reid
Sumpers Kennedy Robbvr Kerrey Rockefeller
Conrad Kerry Sarbanes
Daschle Lautenberg Sunon
odd Leahy Welistone
Dorgan Levin Wyden
Exon Lieberman
Feinstein Mikuiski

NOT VOTING—i
Kassebaum

The motion to lay on the table the
amendment (No. 4952) was agreed to.

MOTION To WAIVE THE BUDGET AcT—
AMENDMENT NO. 4955

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to amendment
No. 4955 offered by the Senator from
Massachusetts [Mr. KENNEDYJ.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Massachusetts is recognized
for up to 1 minute.

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, this
aniendment is about children. It is
about the children of legal immigrants.
It is also about deeming. What we are
saving is, under this prograni, legal im-
migrant children are not going to be
excluded from the range of benefits. We
are saying you are deemed to the per-
son that is going to sponsor you. If
that person that sponsors you runs into
hard times, we will not deny the chil-
dren the benefits they would otherwise
receive. That is half the legal immi-
grants' children.

The other half have no sponsor—no
sDonsor—have no one to deem to be-
cause they are the children of those
who come here under the work permit.
We should not exclude those individ-
uals. They will become Americans, one;
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and two, more frequently than not,
they are with divided households where
brothers and sisters would be eligible.
The cost will be $1 billion in 6 years, af-
fecting 450,000 children that at one
time or another might take advantage
of the system.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Delaware has 1 minute.

Mr. ROT!-!. Mr. President, I oppose
the Kennedy amendment. It would seri-
ously erode fundamental welfare re-
form as it relates to noncitizens. The
amendment does not just apply to chil-
dren who are already here. The exemp-
tion applies to those who will come to
the United States in the future, as
well.

The bill provides for a 5-year ban on
Federal means-tested benefits, includ-
ing cash, medical assistance, housing,
food assistance, and social services.
The Kennedy amendment creates a new
exception to all these benefits to aliens
under age 18. It is the taxpayer, not the
families and sponsors of the children,
who will assume the responsibility for
their needs. This is the wrong signal tq
send to those who would come here for
opportunity, not a handout, and for the
families here who pay for those bene-
fits.

The Kennedy amendment would re-
sult in a loss of substantial savings in
the bill. I urge my colleagues to vote
against the Kennedy amendment and
uphold the budget point of order
against it.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on the motion to waive the
Budget Act.

The yeas and nays have been ordered.
The clerk will call the roll.
The bill clerk called the roll.
Mr. NICKLES. I announce that the

Senator from Kansas [Mrs. KASSEBAUM)
is absent due to a death in the family.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
any other Senators in the Chamber de-
siring to vote?

The yeas and nays resulted—yeas 51,
nays 48, as follows:

[Rolicall Vote No. 227 Leg.1

Akaka Feingold
Baucus Feinstein
Biden Ford

Lieberman

Bingaman Glenn
Mikulski

Boxer Graham
Moseley.Braun

Bradley Harkin
Moynihan

Breaux Hatfield
Murray

Bryan Holflngs
Nunn
Pell

Bumpers lnouye
Campbell Jeffords

Pryor

Chafee Johnston
Cohen Kennedy

Robb
Rockefeller

Conrad Kerrey sarbanes
Daschle Kerry 5imon
Dodd Kohl
Dorgan Lautenberg

5pecter
Welistone

Exon Leahy Wyden

NAYS—43
Abraham Craig
Ashcroft DAmato

Grassley

Bennett DeWjne
Gregg

Bond Domenici
Hatch

Brown Faircloth
Heflin

Burns Frahm
Helms

Byrd Frist
Hutchison

Coats Gorton
Inhofe

Cochran Gramm
Kempthorne

Coverdell
Kyl

Lugar Pressler 5nowe
Mack Roth 5tevens
McCain 5antorum Thomas
McConnell shelby Thompson
Murkowskl 5impson Thurmond

NOT VOTING—I
Kassebaum

The PRESIDING OFFICER. On this
vote, the yeas are 51, and the nays are
48. Three-fifths of the Senators duly
chosen and sworn, not having voted in
the affirmative, the motion is rejected,
and the amendment falls.

Mr. KENNEDY addressed the Chair.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I

move to reconsider the vote by which
the motion was rejected.

Mr. KENNEDY. I move to lay that
motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table
agreed to.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Massachusetts.

MOTION TO WAIvE THE BUDGET ACT—
AMENDMENT NO. 4956

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, I be-
lieve that it is in order now for the
consideration of my other amendment.
Am I correct that the time allocated is
1 minute and 1 minute in opposition? Is
that correct?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator is correct.

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, this
amendment is a very simple and fun-
damental amendment, but it is one
that is desperately important to coun-
ty hospitals and to rural hospitals
around the country.

The effect of this amendment would
be to defer the Medicaid prohibitions of
the welfare provisions for legal immi-
grants for 2 years so that the local hos-
pitals are able to accommodate the
provisions of this legislation. Under
the provisions of the legislation, all
immigrants would be prohibited from
the day that they enter the United
States, and all of those who are in this
country, any State could knock them
out in January of next year.

Probably the most important health
facilities that we have in this counov
in many respects are not the teaching
hospitals but the county hospitals that
provide emergency assistance. If we
put this enormous burden—and it esti-
mated to be $287 million over the pe-
riod of the next 2 years; that is the cost
of it—it is going to have an impact on
Americans because the county hos-
pitals are going to deteriorate in qual-
ity; they are going to be inundated
with additional kinds of cases that
they are not going to be compensated
for; and they are not going to be able
to treat Americans fairly or equitably.

All we are asking for is a 2-year pe-
riod.

This is endorsed by the American
Hospital Association, the National As-
sociation of Public Health Hospitals.
the National Associations of Childrens
Hospitals, community health centers,
and the Catholic Health Association.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator's time has expired.
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Mr. ROTH addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

THOMPSON). The Senator from Dela-
ware.

Mr. ROTH. Mr. President. the Ken-
nedy amendment would delay Medicaid
restrictions on noncitizens for 2 years.
In effect, the Kennedy amendment says
we need welfare reform but not quite
yet. That is not good enough for those
who bear the cost of these programs.

Let us not lose sight of this debate.
These welfare programs were not de-
signed to serve noncitizens. The re-
strictions that we have placed on non-
citizens have broad bipartisan support.
This is no time to turn our backs on re-
form. The Kennedy amendment would
result in a loss of substantial savings
in the bill.

So I, therefore, urge my colleagues to
vote against the Kennedy amendment
and uphold the budget point of order
against it.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on the motion to waive the
Budget Act. The yeas and nays have
been ordered, and the clerk will call
the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk called
the roll.

Mr. NICKLES. I announce that the
Senator from Kansas [Mrs. KASSEBAUM]
is absent due to a death in the family.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there
any other Senators in the Chamber
who desire to vote?

The yeas and nays resulted—yeas 35,
nays 64. as follows:

IRoilcall Vote No. 228 Leg.J

Akaka Graham Mikuiski
Bióen Hatfield Moseley-Braun
Bingarnan Hoflings Moynihan
Boxer lnouye Murray
Chafee Jeffords Pell
Conrad Johnston Robb
Daschle Kennedy Sarbajies
Dodd Kerry Simon
Exon Kohl Specter
Feingold Laurenberg Wellstone
Feinstein Leahy Wyden
Glenn Levin

NAYS—64
Abraham Faircioth McCain
Ash.roft Ford McConnell
Baucus Frahm Murkowski
Bennett Frist Nickles
Bond Corton Nunn
Bradley Grarnm Pressler
Breaux Grams Pryor
Brawn Grassley Reid
Br'an Gregg Rockefefler
Bumpers Harkin Roth
Burns Hatch Santorum
Brd Hefin Shelby
Campbell Helms Simpson
Coats Hurchison Smith
Cochran Inhofe Snowe
Cohen Kempthorne Stevens
Coverdell Kerrey Thomas
Craig Kyl Thompson
DAmaro Liebermari Thurmond
DeWine Lott Warner
Domenici Lugar
Dorgan Mack

NOT VOTING—I
Kassebaum

The PRESIDING OFFICER. On this
vote, the yeas are 35, the nays are 64.
Three-fifths of the Senators duly cho-
sen and sworn not having voted in the
affirmative, the motion is rejected and
the amendment falls.
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The Senator from New Mexico.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I be-

lieve this finishes the amendments
that were on our list as of Thursday
night. Those who wanted votes have
had their votes. Those have been dis-
posed of.

Yesterday. Senator EXON raised an
omnibus Byrd rule point of order
against a number of provisions con-
tained in the bill. In order to preserve
our rights, I moved to waive the Budg-
et Act with respect to each point of
order individually.

At this time, I now withdraw my mo-
tions to waive with respect to all but
the following three provisions: No. 1.
section 408(a)(2), which is known as the
family cap: No. 2. section 2104. which
deals with services provided by chari-
table organizations; and. No. 3. section
2909. which deals with abstinence edu-
cation.

It is our intention to have a separate
vote on each of these three. Therefore,
I ask unanimous consent that it be in
order for me to request the yeas and
nays on the three at this point.

I ask for the yeas and nays.
Mr. EXON. Reserving right to object.

I would simply say to my friend and
colleague from New Mexico, I appre-
ciate the fact he has expedited things a
great deal by. I think, eliminating 22 of
the 25 points of order that we raised.

Mr. DOMENICI. Correct.
Mr. EXON. I simply remind all that.

for any or all of these three to be
agreed to. it would require 60 votes. Is
that correct?

Mr. DOMENICI. That is correct.
Mr. EXON. In view of that, and in

view of the fact that time is running
on. and I think we all recognize we are
going to be on this bill—with closing
statements from the managers and the
two leaders and then final passage—it
looks to me like we are going to run up
toward 6 o'clock if we do not expedite
things.

I am just wondering—I make the sug-
gestion to expedite things—rather than
have three separate votes, could we
package these three into one vote? I re-
mind all, the chance of these motions
being agreed to, with the 60-vote point
of order, is not very likely. But if there
is strong feeling in the Senate on
these, then the 60 votes would be there.

Will the Senator consider packaging
the three into one vote?

Mr. DOMENICI. First, I thank Sen-
ator EXON for all the cooperation he
has exhibited and the efforts he made
to expedite matters. But we have, on
our own, taken 22 of your 25 points of
order and said they are well taken. So,
in that respect. we have already elirni-
nated an awful lot of votes that could
have taken place.

Frankly, this is done without any-
body whimpering about them on this
side of the aisle. They have all agreed
with my analysis and said that is good,
save the three.

Conferring with the chairmen of the
Finance Committee and the Agri-
culture Committee, I arrived at that
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conclusion; 22 are gone. We would like
just three votes on those three waivers.
I would like to do them quickly. We
will only ask for 2 minutes on a side to
debate the issues. since none of them
have been before the Senate as a sub-
stantive matter. That is the best I can
do. I hope the Senator will agree with
that, I ask Senator EXON.

Mr. EXON. What you are saying is
three is the minimum?

Mr. DOMENICI. Three is the mini-
mum. but obviously we sure got rid of
plenty of them.

Mr. EXON. I withdraw my objection.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a

sufficient second?
There appears to be a sufficient sec-

ond.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. I ask

unanimous consent that there be 4
minutes equally divided on each of
these points of order—two for those in
opposition and two for those who sup-
port it.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection. it is so ordered.

MOTION TO WAIVE THE BUDGET AcT—5ECTI0N
408(A) (2)

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, the
first of our waivers will be the family
cap. I have already moved to waive it
in the previous motion, and I now yield
the time to argue in favor of the waiver
to Senator GRAMM of Texas.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Texas.

Mr. GRAMM. Mr. President. first of
all, only a tortured view of the Byrd
rule would say that our language on
the family cap does not save money.
But what I want to focus on here is
that this is not a controversial provi-
sion of the bill but is an integral part
of the overall welfare reform measure.

As I am sure colleagues on both sides
of the aisle will remember, we have had
serious debate over this issue. We have
gone back and forth. There have been
differences. There are some people who
believe—I am one of those people—that
we should have a family cap and that
we ought not to give people more and
more money in return for having more
and more children while on welfare.
There are other people who believe
that we should have no family cap and
that the current incentives built into
the system should continue.

What we have in this bill is a crafted
compromise that was adopted in com-
mittee with broad support. We aUow
States, at their option, through their
action, to opt out of the family cap if
they choose. This is a broad-based com-
promise. It has been supported on a bi-
partisan basis, and for that reason, I
feel very strongly that to preserve
common sense in this bill in a way that
is coherent and can work, we need to
preserve this compromise language.

So I ask Members on both sides of
the aisle to vote to waive the Byrd rule
and keep this provision in place. This
provision simply says the family cap
exists unless the State opts out. If
States decides that they want to con-
tinue to give additional cash payments
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to those who have more and more chil-
dren while on welfare, the States can
do that.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ators 2 minutes has expired.

Mr. GRAMM. This is compromise
language. I hope on a bipartisan basis
that we will preserve this compromise.

Mr. EXON addressed the Chair.
Mr. EXON. Mr. President, I yield our

time to the Senator from Louisiana.
Mr. BREAIJX. Mr. President, I will

say, in response to the Senator from
Texas. that there is bipartisan agree-
ment, and the bipartisan agreement is
that this is a bad idea: The National
Governors' Association, the NGA,
headed by Gov. Tommy Thompson. who
I think is a leading Republican, op-
poses this measure. The NGA, in their
letter to all Members of the Congress.
say very clearly:

1'he NGA supports a family cap as an
option rather than as a mandate to
prohibit benefits to additional children
born or conceived while the parent is
on welfare.

What this amendment does is to re-
quire that the States affirmatively
pass legislation to get out from under
this mandate that people in Washing-
ton are sending down to the States.
T'nat is why the bipartisan NGA
strongly opposes the provisions in the
bill as it is written.

They would like the option to do that
if they want to. but they certainly do
not want Washington to mandate that
they cannot have assistance to chil-
ciren of a family who are born while
they are on welfare, simply because
they do not want to penalize the chil-
dren.

Be as tough as we want to be on the
mothers and the parents, but not on
the children. In addition to that. the
Catholic Bishops' Conference, which
has been very active. along with a
number of other groups, feels very
strongly this legislation should not
have the mandate the bill currently
has. They say very clearly that this
provision would result in more poverty,
hunger and illness for poor children.
T'nis is something that gets me. They
say. 'We urge the Senate to reject this
measure which would encourage abor-
tioris and hurt children."

I am not sure everybody comes down
on these, but I think when you have
the Catholic Bishops' Conference say-
ing, if a mother is faced with that
choice, abortion becomes a real option,
they think they should not be encour-
aged and, therefore, they do not sup-
port Washington mandating that
States have to take a certain action.
Let them have the option.

If we strike this provision, the State
has the option to deny additional bene-
fits to additional children if they want
to. but we should not be dictating to
the States on a block grant welfare
program how they have to handle this
situation.

I strongly urge that we not move to
waive the Byrd rule.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator's time has expired.

The question is on agreeing to the
motion to waive the Budget Act. The
yeas and nays have been ordered. The
clerk will call the roll.

The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. NICKLES. I announce that the

Senator from Kansas [Mrs. KASSEBAUM]
is absent due to a death in the family.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
DEWINE). Are there any other Senators
in the Chamber desiring to vote?

The yeas and nays resulted—yeas 42.
nays 57, as follows:

IRoilcall Vote No. 229 Leg.)

Abraham
Ashcroft

Gorton McConnell

Bennett
Gramm Murkowski

Bond
Grams Nickles

Brown
Grassley Pressler

Burns
Gregg Roth

Coats
Helms 5antorum

Cochran
shelby

Coverdell
Inhofe 5impson

Craig
Kempthorne 5mith

DAmato
Kyl 5tevens

Faircloth
Liebei-man Thomas

Frahm
Lort Thompson

Frist
Mack
McCain

Thui-mond
Warner

NAYS—57
Akaka
Baucus

Exon Leahy

Biden
Bingaman

Feingold
Feinstein

Levin
Lugar

Boxer
Ford Mikulski

Bradley
Glenn Moseley.Braun

Breaux
Moynihan
Murray

Bumpers
Hatch Nunn

Byrd
Hatfield Pell

Campbell
Chafee
Cohen

Hollings
Jnouye

Pryor
Reid
Robb

Conrad
Jeffords Rockefeller

Daschle
Johnston 5arbanes

DeWine
Kennedy 5imon

Dodd
Kerrey 5nowe

Domenici
Kerry specter

Dorgan
Kohl Wellstone

NOT VOTING—i
Kassebaum

The PRESIDING OFFICER. On this
question. the yeas are 42. the nays are
57. Three-fifths of the Senators duly
chosen and sworn not having voted in
the affirmative, the motion is rejected,
and the point of order is sustained.

Mr. DOMENICI. I move to reconsider
the vote.

Mr. LOTT. I move to lay it on the
table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I ask unan-
imous consent that immediately fol-
lowing the third reading of H.R. 3734,
the following Senators be recognized
for up to 5 minutes each for closing re-
marks: Senator Momuwsj, Senator
Rom, Senator EXON. Senator DOMEN-
Id; I further ask that following the
conclusion of these remarks, the floor
managers be recognized. Senator
DASCI-ILE to be followed by Senator
Lorr, for closing remarks utilizing
their leader time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. LOTT. I further ask immediately
following passage of H.R. 3734, the Sen-
ate request—

The PRESIDING OFFICER. If the
majority leader will suspend.
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Mr. EXON. My apologies. We thought

things were cleared. They are not. We
will have to object. pending a few mo-
ments. Could the Senator hold off for 5
minutes for a chance to work this Out?

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President. I am will-
ing to do that, but I thought we had an
agreement whereby we could get an un-
derstanding of how much time—after
all the days and hours that have gone
into this bill—and we could have clos-
ing statements.

That is fine. to have final statements
as to the position of the various Sen-
ators on what is in this legislation; it
was with the understanding that we
would also go ahead and get the agree-
ment and go to conference.

Mr. EXON. We also thought that we
had an agreement, but I am sure you
have had exceptions on your side. as we
have, and in the best of times they do
not always work out.

I do not think it is a lengthy delay.
I simply say we will try and give the
Senator an answer in 5 minutes.

Mr. LOTT. Can we proceed with the
next vote?

I yield the floor.
MOTION TO WAIVE THE BUDGET ACT—sECTION

2104

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
THOMPSON). The question is on the mo-
tion to waive the point of order. sec-
tion 2104. The yeas and nays have been
ordered.

Mr. ASHCROFT. In moving to waive
the Budget Act. the point of order re-
garding the charitable organizations. I
yield 30 seconds to my colleague from
Indiana.

Mr. COATS. I thank the Senator. I
urge my colleagues to support the
Ashcroft provision, which allows for
delivery of social services through reli-
gious charities. I urge this for two
compelling reasons.

First, it is much more cost effective
than the current Federal bureaucratic
system. Utilization of facilities that
are already there, that are neighbor-
hood based and utilizating volunteers
makes delivery of those services far
more efficient than the Government
can do.

Second, they get better results. Sur-
vey after survey, in hearing after hear-
ing that we have conducted in the Chil-
dren and Families Subcommittee on
Labor and Human Resources has prov-
en the effectiveness in doing this. I
urge my colleagues to support the
Ashcroft amendment.

I yield back the balance of my time.
Mr. ASHCROFT. Mr. President, there

is a real reason to employ the services
of nongovernmental charitable organi-
zations in delivering the needs of indi-
viduals who require the welfare state.
Despite our good intentions, our wel-
fare program and delivery system have
been a miserable failure. Yet. Ameri-
ca's faith-based charities and non-
governmental organizations, from the
Salvation Army to the Boys and Girls
Clubs of the United States have been
very successful in moving people from
welfare dependency to the independ-
ence of work and the dignity of self-re-
liance.
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The legislation that we are consider-

ing is a provision that was in the Sen-
ate welfare bill that passed last year. It
passed the Senate by an 87 to 12 mar-
gin. President Clinton's veto of that
bill last year was not related to this
measure. I spoke to the President
about it personally. In his State of the
Union Address, just a few weeks later,
he indicated the need to enlist the help
of charitable and religious organiza-
tions to provide social services to our
poor and needy citizens.

Based upon the record of this Senate,
which voted 87-12 in favor of such a
concept last year after a thorough de-
bate and consideration, based upon the
support of the Executive, based upon
the record of welfare as a failure and
the need to employ and tap the re-
source of nongovernmental, charitable.
religious, and other organizations, I
urge the Senate to pass this motion to
waive the Budget Act.

Mr. EXON addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Nebraska.
Mr. EXON. Mr. President. I speak in

opposition to the amendment. I simply
point out to all that, in my opinion,
this is a direct violation of the church-
and-state relationship.

I yield the remainder of my time to
my colleague from Illinois.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Illinois is recognized.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. President. I think
we have to look at this very carefully.
It provides that States can contract for
welfare delivery with charitable, reli-
gious. or private organizations. I have
no objection to charitable or private
organizations, but we have been very
careful in this church-and-state area.

My father happened to be a Lutheran
minister. I believe in the effectiveness
of religion not only in our personal
lives, but in giving stability to our Na-
tion. We have been careful. For exam-
ple. we permit religious schools to have
some school lunch money. We permit
some title I funds. We permit, under
certain circumstances, assistance for
disabled people that can be provided to
religious organizations. But. under
this, what we do is we not only say
that religious organizations do not
need to alter their form of internal
governance—I have no objection to
that—or remove icons, Scripture, or
other symbols—I personally have no
objection to that. though I know some
who do—we permit churches and reli-
gious organizations to propagate peo-
ple before they can get assistance. I
think that clearly crosses the line in
church/state relations. I think a hun-
gry person should not have to be sub-
jected to a religious lecture from a Lu-
theran. a Catholic. a Jew, or a Muslim
before they get assistance. What if
someone objects? If someone ob-
jects—

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
of the Senator has expired.

Mr. SIMON. I will close by saying.
within a reasonable period, you appeal
to the State. and the State eventually
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makes a decision. I think we should
not waive this.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the motion.

The yeas and nays have been ordered.
The clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk called

the roll.
Mr. NICKLES. I announce that the

Senator from Kansas [Mrs. KASSEBAUM]
is absent due to a death in the family.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
ABRAHAM). Are there any other Sen-
ators in the Chamber desiring to vote?

The yeas and nays resulted—yeas 67,
nays 32. as follows:

tRoilcall Vote No. 230 Leg.]

Abraham Frist McCain
Ashcrofz Gorton McConnell
Baucus Gramm Mikuiski
Bennett Grams Moynihan
Biden Grassley Murkowski
Bingarnan Gregg Nickles
Bond Hatch Nunn
Bradley Hatfield Pressler
Breawc Heflin Roth
Brown Helms Santorum
Burns Hutchison Sarbanes
Campbell Inhofe Shelby
Coats lnouye Simpson
Cochran Johnston Smith
Cohen Kempthome Snowe
Coverdefl Kerrey Stevens
Craig Kerry Thomas
DAmato Kohl Thompson
DeWine Kyl Thurmond
Dodd Lieberman Warner
Domenicj Lott Wellstone
Faircloth Lugar
Frahm Mack

NAYS—32
Akaka Feinstein Moseley.Braun
Boxer Ford Murray
Bryan Glenn Pefl
Bumpers Graham Pryor
Byrd Harkin Reid
Chafee hollings Robb
Conrad Jeffords Rockefeller
Daschie Kennedy Simon
Dorgan Lautenberg Specter
Exon Leahy Wyden
Feingold Levin

NOT VOTING—i
Kassebaum

The PRESIDING OFFICER. On this
vote the yeas are 67. the nays are 32.
Three-fifths of the Senate duly chosen
and sworn having voted in the affirma-
tive, the motion is agreed to.

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. I
move to reconsider the vote.

Mr. EXON. I move to lay that motion
on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, I opposed
the motion to waive the Byrd rule
point of order against the language of
section 2104 which would provide a spe-
cific authorization for States to con-
tract with charitable. private. or reli-
gious organizations to provide services
under this act. States, without this
provision, are able to enter into such
contracts provided that they are con-
sistent with the establishment clause
of the Constitution and the State con-
stitution and statutes of the State in-
volved. Therefore, I believe this provi-
sion is unnecessary.

I also voted against the language be-
cause it could inadvertently actually
create a headache for religious organi-
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zations that currently deliver social
services under Federal contract. Reli-
gious organizations currently contract
to deliver social services for the Fed-
eral Government. They do so separate
from their religious activities, keeping
separate accounts, for instance.

Under the bill's language. neither the
Federal Government nor a State may
refuse to contract with an organization
based on the religious character of the
organization, but if a recipient of those
benefits objects to the religious char-
acter of an organization from which
that individual would receive assist-
ance. the State must provide that indi-
vidual with assistance from an alter-
native provider that is accessible" to
the individual. So if a religious organi-
zation is currently delivering services
in a way that is consistent with the
Constitution but an individual objects
to that institution having the con-
tract, that individual could precipitate
an expensive bureaucratic second track
for the delivery of services for that one
individual. While this may not be the
intent of the bill's language. it could
easily lead to that.

It is ultimately the Constitution
which determines under what condi-
tions religious organizations can be
contracted with by the Federal or
State governments for the delivery of
publicly funded social services. The
statute cannot amend the Constitu-
tion. Indeed, this bill's language
purports to require, in section 2104C,
that programs be implemented consist-
ent with the establishment clause of
the U.S. Constitution. What the bill's
language therefore unwittingly does is
confuse rather than expand.

MOTION TO WAIVE THE BUDGET ACT—sECTION
2909

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is now on agreeing to the mo-
tion to waive section 2909. There are 4
minutes equally divided. The Senate
will come to order.

The Senator from New Mexico.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. I be-

lieve the regular order would be Sen-
ator FAIRCLOTH, and he has 2 minutes.
Is that correct?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator is correct.

Mr. DOMENICI. Regular order.
please. Mr. President.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from North Carolina is recognized.

Mr. FAIRCLOTI-i. Mr. President, in
1994, when President Clinton sent his
first welfare reform bill to Congress. he
said that preventing teenage pregnancy
and out-of-wedlock births was a criti-
cal part of welfare reform. I hope we all
could agree with the President on that
point and also agree to waive the point
of order against the funding for absti-
nence education programs.

Abstinence education programs
across the country have shown very
promising results in reducing teenage
pregnancies and reducing the teenage
pregnancy rate. and it deserves to be
expanded with Federal assistance. This
provision does not take funds from ex-
isting programs and will be a critical
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help in meeting the bill's goal of reduc- Mr. DOMENICI addressed the Chair.
ing out-of-wedlock births. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

Mr. President. our colleagues on the ator from New Mexico.
other side have asked us repeatedly to Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. Sen-
consider the children. Abstinence edu- ator FAIRCLOTH has yielded me his re-cation is an effective means to help maining 30 seconds.
children avoid the trap of teenage preg- Mr. President and fellow Senators,
nancy. I urge my colleagues to vote to Senator FAIRCLOTH is suggesting some-
waive the Budget Act on this provision, thing here that I believe we ought to

Mr. EXON addressed the Chair, try. What he is saying is we have tried
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- so many things with reference to teen-ator from Nebraska. age pregnancy, why not try a programMr. EXON. I yield our time to the that says to our young people: WeSenator from Washington. would like to give you the advantagesThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- of abstinence.ator from Washington is recognized. Now, you do not have to believe inThe Senate will come to order, that: you do not have to be an advocateplease. of it. but you ought to give it a try.Mrs. MURRAY. I thank the Chair. We have tried all kinds of thingsMr. President, the bill before U5 under the rubric of Planned Parent-takes $75 million from the Maternal hood and yet anybody that tries to sug-and Child Health Block Grant Program gest and receive funding for a programto fund the abstinence program. I am that does this cannot be funded. I be-sure that everyone here can agree ab- lieve it ought to be funded, and I thinkstinence is important. However, I we ought to waive the Budget Act. Istrongly urge my colleagues not to commend the Senator for this sugges-allow us to rob the Maternal and Child tion.Health Block Grant Program to fund I yield the remainder of my time.this abstinence program. The PRESIDING OFFICER. TheThe maternal and child health block question is now on agreeing to waivegrant provides critical dollars for pre- the Budget Act.natal care, newborn screening, and care Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. I amfor children with disabilities, It pro- sorry: I should have gotten your atten-vides for vital resources like parent tion sooner. On behalf of the majorityeducation, health screenings and im- leader, we are now prepared to entermunizaUon, children. preventive dental into an agreement.visits, and sudden infant death syn- The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-drome counseling, ate will please come to order.I am sure my colleagues will agree

UNANIMOUS-CONSENT AGREEMENTwe should not reduce these vital re- Mr. DOMENICI. I ask unanimoussources by 13 percent. I have a chart consent that immediately followinghere showing how much that will re- the third reading of H.R. 3734, the fol-duce each State's allocation if you are lowing Senators be recognized for up tointerested.
5 minutes for closing remarks: Sen-Let me read quickly to you from the
ators MOYNIHAN, RoTh, EXON, and Do-Association of State and Territorial
MENICI. Further. I ask that followingHea1th OffIcials, who say:
the conclusion of the remarks of theState health officers object to the new set-
four managers, Senator DASCHLE beaside on the grounds that states, not the fed-

eral government, are better able to decide recognized to be followed by Senator
what programs are necessary arid effective Lorr for closing remarks utilizing
for their communities. State health officials leaders' time.
share the laudable goals of reducing unin- The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
tended pregnancies and exposure to sexually objection. it is so ordered.
transmitted diseases. In fact. abstinence edu- Mr. DOMENICI. I ask unanimouscation is an integral component of most ma- consent that immediately followingtex-nal and child health programs. Ironically,

the passage of H.R. 3734, the Senate in-due to the new administrative costs states
sist on its amendments, request a con-will incur arid the reduction of overall block

grant funds. this set-aside will actualiy do ference with the House on the disagree-
harm to states' overall abstinence promotion ing votes thereon, and the Chair be au-efforts. thorized to appoint conferees on the

Mr. President, if we agree that absti- part of the Senate, all without further
nence— action or debate.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, the Senate The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
is not in order. I can hardly hear the objection, it is so ordered.
Senator. VOTE ON MOTION TO WAIVE THE BUDGET ACT—

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- SECTION 2909
ate will please come to order. The question is on agreeing to the

The Senator from Washington is rec- motion to waive the Budget Act. Theognized. yeas and nays have been ordered. The
Mrs. MURRAY. I thank the Chair. clerk will call the roll.Mr. President, if we agree abstinence The legislative clerk proceeded toprograms are vital, fine; let us pay for call the roll.

them. But let us not steal from the Mr. NICKIES. I announce that thecritical maternal and child health pro- Senator from Kansas [Mrs. KASSEBAUM]grams that are so important to so is absent due to a death in the family.many parents across this country. I Mr. FORD. I announce that the Sen-
urge my colleagues to vote no on the ator from Hawaii [Mr. INOUYE] is nec-
motion to waive the Budget Act. essarily absent.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there

any other Senators in the Chamber
who desire to vote?

The yeas and nays resulted—yeas 32,
nays 46, as follows:

Abraham
Ashcroft
Bennett
Biden
Bond
Brown
Burns
Campbell
Coats
Cochran
Coverdell
Craig
DAmato
DeWine
Domenicj
Exon
Faircloth
Frahm

Akaka
Baucus
Bingaman
Boxer
Bradley
Breaux
Bryan
Bumpers
Byrd
Chafee
Cohen
Conrad
Daschle
Dodd
Dorgan
Femgold

lnouye

IRollcall Vote No. 231 Leg.)
YEAS—52

Frist McConnell
Gorton Murkowskj
Gramm Nickles
Grams Nunn
Grassley Pressler
Gregg Roth
Hatch Santorum
Hatfield Shelby
Heflin Simpson
Helms Smith
Hutchison Specter
Inhofe Stevens
Kempthorne Thomas
Kyl Thompson
Lott Thurmond
Lugar Warner
Mack
McCain

NAYS—46
Feinstejn Mikulski
Ford Moseley-Braun
Glenn Moynihan
Graham Murray
Harkin Pell
Hollings Pryor
Jeffords Reid
Johnston Robb
Kennedy Rockefeller
Kerrey Sarbanes
Kerry Simon
Kohl Snowe
Lautenberg Welistone
Leahy Wyden
Levin
Lieberman

NOT VOTING—2
Kassebaum

The PRESIDING OFFICER. On this
vote, the yeas are 52. the nays 46.
Three-fifths of the Senators duly cho-
sen and sworn not having voted in the
affirmative, the motion is rejected. and
the point of order is sustained.

Mrs. MURRAY. Mr. President. I
move to reconsider the vote by which
the motion was rejected.

Mr. LEVIN. I move to lay that mo-
tion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

POINTS OF ORDER
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

Chair informs the Senate that there
are 22 points of order remaining. The
Chair sustains all but the 15th point of
order raised against section
4 09(a) (7) (C).

Mr. KEMPTHORNE. Mr. President,
yet again during the 104th Congress we
find ourselves debating welfare reform
on the floor of the Senate. It is regret-
table that we even have to take the
time to debate this issue. We have al-
ready twice passed solid welfare reform
plans which would give States the nec-
essary flexibility to truly provide for
the unique needs of the less fortunate
in their States. Unfortunately, the
President's vetoes of the two previous
welfare reform proposals has left us
with no real reform and has left States
floundering.

Just over 10 months ago, I stood here
on the Senate floor and said that wel-
fare reform was long overdue. It stili
is. We all know the welfare system in
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this Nation is seriously flawed. Main.
taming the status quo is not only not
an option. I believe it is morally
wrong. We must break the cycle of pov-
erty which our current system has per-
petuated. As Franklin Delano Roo-
sevelt once said. •The lessons of his-
tory show conclusively that continued
dependence upon relief induces a spir-
itual and moral disintegration fun-
damentally destructive to the national
fiber. To dole out relief in this way is
to administer a narcotic, a subtle de-
stroyer of the human spirit." If we are
to restore that spirit, we must give
those on welfare a fighting chance—a
chance I believe they want—to once
again become contributing members of
our society.

After debating this issue for months,
I believe it is sale to say that a major-
ity of Members of Congress recognize
that the only true way to reform the
welfare system is to turn it over to the
States. True reform, innovative re-
form, will come from the States, and

should give them the opportunity to
prove that they are capable of making
the changes the system needs. Turning
these programs over to the States will
provide them with the opportunity to
shape poverty-assistance programs to
meet local needs. It will provide States
and local officials with the change to
use their own creativity and their own
intimate knowledge• of the people's
needs to address their problems. And
we do not make them go through a se-
ries of bureaucratic hoops in order to
get a waiver to do so.

Mr. President, my home State of
Idaho is currently in the process of ap-
plying for just such a waiver. In order
to get to this point, the Governor ap-
pointed a Welfare Reform Advisory
Council which met with people in com-
munities around the State to solicit
suggestions on how the current system
could be reformed. From those meet.-
ings came 44 specific proposals for
making welfare work. These rec-
ommendations fall into four cat-
egories: Making welfare a two-way
agreement and limiting availability;
mandatory work requirements and im-
provements to the child care system
which will allow recipients with young
children to work; new eligibility stand-
ards which focus on maintaining the
integrity of the family structure; and
improving child support enforcement.

The people of Idaho have spoken on
the directions in which they wish to go
with welfare reform. Unfortunately,
the requirement to attain waivers is
preventing these reforms from being
enacted. To make matters worse, not
only is the system not being reformed,
but limited, vital resources are being
used to apply for the waivers instead of
for helping the needy. The current
process is slow, time consuming, and
inefficient. This is why block grants
are so necessary. The people of Idaho
want a system which helps the truly
needy, and they have worked diligently
to plan just such a system. Instead.
they are given additional bureaucracy.
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It is time we let the States, like Idaho,
implement reforms, rather than Just
write about them.

Idaho's concerns are not unique.
Many of the States see the same prob-
lems with the current welfare system.
At the same time, the best manner in
which to address these concerns varies
considerably across the Nation. A
cookie-cutter, one-size-fits-all ap-
proach simple does not fit in a diverse
nation. That is why we must finally let
go of Federal control.

I believe the welfare reform debate is
about one word—freedom. It is the free-
dom of State and local governments to
decide how best to provide assistance
to the needy. It is the freedom of the
various levels of government to create
innovative ways to meet the unique
needs of the downtrodden in their city,
county or State. It is the freedom to
follow local customs and values rather
than Federal mandates. I have said for
some time that when the Government
tries to establish a one-size-fits-all,
cookie-cutter approach to address a
perceived need, it ignores the unique
circumstances which are so important
in developing the best way to address
that need.

I do not want anyone in this country
who is struggling to make something
of themselves, regardless of the State
in which they reside, to be hampered in
their efforts because of rules and regu-
lations which ignore the fact that this
Nation is not uniform—that people in
all areas of the country have unique
circumstances which simply cannot be
addressed in one prescriptive Federal
package. What I hope to do, what I be-
lieve this legislation does, is give cur-
rent and future welfare recipients the
freedom to break out of poverty.

Mr. President, this bill is also about
freedom for those who are already on
welfare, or who are at risk of entering
the welfare rolls. Under the current
system, generations have grown up
without knowing the satisfaction of
work and personal improvement. The
value of family has been ignored, aid-
ing the increasing rate of illegitimacy.
And possibly worst of all. children have
been raised without hope in a system
that does more to continue poverty
than to break the welfare cycle. For far
too many, the system offers no incen-
tives and no promise of a better future.

For more than 30 years, we have tried
to dictate to the States how best to
take care of their needy. After 30 years,
it is time to accept that the experi-
ment is a failure. And thus, it is time
we let the States take control and de-
velop their own solutions to the prob-
lem of poverty in this Nation.

Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, three
times in the last year we have stood on
this floor to debate welfare reform. The
first time, the bill passed the Senate by
a large bipartisan majority. 87 to 12.

Yet, the President has vetoed it. He
has since vetoed welfare reform legisla-
tion twice more.

Today, we are standing here again.
We have yet again passed legislation to
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reform a failed and broken welfare sys-
tem, a system which has dragged the
most vulnerable of our population into
a pit of dependency.

We must stop this cycle. We must
give these families the hope and help
they deserve. This legislation would do
just that.

This legislation reforms the old sys-
tem into a new one. This legislation
will take a system of degrading, esteem
depleting handouts and transform it
into a transitional system of support
that helps families gain work experi-
ence, training, and self-sufficiency.
This bill creates a system that gives
beneficiaries a leg up and not a shove
down.

In watching the Olympic long-dis-
tance cycling event a few nights ago.
my heart went out to those athletes
who had trained so hard, but who had
hit "the wall," that point in an endur-
ance contest when the goal seems over-
whelming and when it seems impos-
sible to take another step or pedal an-
other foot.

Mr. President, many of our welfare
recipients under our current system
have faced the wall. Our current sys-
tem is one that simply encourages de-
pendence: an individual's self-esteem is
shattered; when a better life seems be-
yond reach: and it becomes easier to
quit and accept the help of others.

This legislation will help American
families climb over the wall of poverty.
It will build self-confidence and hope
for the future on a foundation of work
and accomplishment.

Yet, Mr. President, welfare recipients
are not the only ones who have hit the
proverbial wall with our welfare sys-
tem. The taxpayers have hit it too.
Frankly, while they are a compas-
sionate people. while they want to help
those who are less fortunate, they also
want to see personal responsibility and
individual effort restored as a quid pro
quo to receiving help.

Americans have become frustrated
that the increasing billions of dollars
we spend on the war on poverty is not
reducing poverty. It is not building
strong families. It is just not working.

Mr. President. the legislation before
us today would create a transitional
system. One that stresses temporary
assistance and not a permanent hand-
out. It requires that beneficiaries go to
work and get the training and edu-
cational skills they need to get and
keep a job. No longer will beneficiaries
be able to get something for nothing.
This system will give them the help
they need to get into a job and move
into self-sufficiency.

Mr. President, this bill gives the
States the flexibility they need to de-
sign the best systems they can to ad-
dress their unique mix of economic cli-
mate, beneficiary characteristics, and
resources available. The Federal Gov-
ernment cannot be responsive to local
conditions but the States can.

This bill moves the decisionmaking
and system design authority to the
States where it belongs. It doesn't sirn-
ply leave Federal funds on the stump
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as some have suggested. States are re-
ouired to submit their plans and live
up to them. They must serve their
needy populations and provide them
the resources necessary to move them
into jobs and self-sufficiency.

This legislation is the fourth time
the Senate has passed welfare reform
legislation. This is yet another chance
for the President to honor his pledge to
reform welfare as we know it." It is

another chance for all of us to throw
over a system that provides no real
hope, no real help, no real progress.
American low-income families deserve
more and so do the American tax-
payers.

Mr. LEVIN. Mr. President, the
present welfare system does not serve
the Nation well. It does not serve fami-
lies and children well. It does not serve
the American taxpayer well.

This bill contains several provisions
which I hope can be moderated in the
conference between the House and the
Senate and in discussion with the
President.

Meaningful reform should protect
children and establish the principle
that able-bodied people work. It should
tighten child support enforcement laws
and be more effective in getting absent
fathers to support their children. The
bill before us represents a constructive
effort. It is an improvement over the
bill the President vetoed last year be-
cause it provides more support for
child care, requires a greater mainte-
nance of effort from the States, and
does not block grant food stamp assist-
ance. And, the Senate has improved the
bill which the Finance Committee re-
ported by passing amendments which
maintain current standards for Medic-
aid and which eliminate excessive lim-
its on food stamp assistance.

The funding levels in this bill are
aimed at assuring that adequate child
care resources will be available for
children as single parents make the
transition into work. Those levels are
significantly improved. This strength-
ens the work requirement because it
better assures that States can effec-
tively move people into job training.
private sector employment, and com-
munity service jobs.

I am particularly pleased that the
Senate approved my amendment, of-
fered with Senator D'AMATO, which
greatly strengthens the work require-
ment in the bill. The original legisla-
tion required recipients to work within
2 years of receipt of benefits. My
amendment adds a provision which re-
quires that unless an able-bodied per-
son is in a private sector job. school or
job training, the State must offer, and
the recipient must accept community
service employment within 2 months of
receipt of benefits.

I would prefer a bill which did not
end the Federal safety net for children,
a bill like the Daschle work first legis-
lation which failed in the Senate nar-
rowly and which I cosponsored. I would
prefer a bill which permitted noncash
voucher assistance targetted to the
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children of families where the adult
parent is no longer eligible for assist-
ance. I would prefer a bill which pro-
tects legal immigrants who have be-
come disabled.

So the decision is a difficult and a
close one. On balance, however, I be-
lieve that it is so critical that we re-
form the broken welfare system which
currently serves the American tax-
payer and America's children poorly.
that it is necessary to move this legis-
lation forward to the next stage.

I believe that it is particularly im-
portant that partisanship not dominate
the conference between the House and
Senate. I am hopeful that the congres-
sional leadership work with the Presi-
dent to forge a final bipartisan welfare
reform bill behind which we can all
close ranks.

Mr. GLENN. Mr. President, I rise
today to oppose what is called welfare
reform but is really radical change and
a surrender of the Nation's responsibil-
ity to our children. This measure ends
our 60-year national guarantee of aid
to the poor and the disadvantaged.
Make no mistake. the poor and the dis-
advantaged to whom we refer are our
children. Today one in five children
live in poverty and I am not convinced
that this bill will improve our problem
and I fear that it will only make it
worse.

I want our welfare system reformed
and I voted for an alternative Demo-
cratic welfare reform plan. the Work
First Act of 1996, which was based upon
last year's Democratic welfare pro-
posal. Work First promotes work while
protecting children. It requires parents
to take responsibility to find a job.
guarantees child-care assistance and
requires both parents to contribute to
the support of their children. When
this alternative failed, I supported
many of the amendments to improve
the bill and guarantee assistance to
poor children.

I am concerned that there are al-
ready far too many poor children in
this country. I believe that this bill
will cause many more children to live
in poverty. It is estimated that 130,185
children in Ohio will be denied aid in
2005 because of a mandated 5-year time
limit; 52,422 babies in Ohio will be de-
nied cash aid in 2000 because they were
born to families already on welfare;
79,594 children in Ohio will be denied
benefits in 2000 should assistance levels
be frozen at 1994 levels. In total. at
least 262.000 children in Ohio would be
denied benefits when these welfare pro-
visions are fully implemented.

Last year's Senate-passed bill would
have pushed an additional 1.2 million
children into poverty. In Ohio alone,
43,500 children will be pushed into pov-
erty by the bill now before us. Mr.
President, I cannot support legislation
that would cause this kind of unaccept-
able harm.

I have been concerned from the start
that simply washing our hands of the
Federal responsibility for welfare and
turning it over to States is no guaran-
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tee of success. This is very risky policy
and we will no longer have a mecha-
nism for guaranteeing a national safe-
ty net for our poorest families.

Perhaps if we were more concerned
with moving people from welfare to
work rather than Just moving people
off welfare we would be making a real
start. However, I am not convinced
that merely putting a time limit on
benefits will lead to employment. I am
not convinced that this legislation
ends welfare as we know it, it just ends
welfare.

In the end Mr. President, the changes
we contemplate today will take away
from those least able to afford it and
will have a devastating impact on chil-
dren's health, education, nutrition, and
safety. Providing adequate assistance
for our children will save money in the
long run and be cost effective. I oppose
this bill.

Mr. WELLSTONE. Mr. President, the
people of Minnesota and of the Nation
have made it clear that they want a
welfare system that helps people make
a successful transition from welfare de-
pendency to work. I support that goal.
That is why I voted for a workfare pro-
posal with a tough, 5-year time limit
on welfare benefits. That workfare pro-
posal would move recipients quickly
into jobs. requiring all able-bodied re-
cipients to work and turning welfare
offices into employment offices. It
would provide adequate resources for
child care. recognizing that families
can't realistically transition to the
workplace unless their kids are being
looked after. The bill was called work
first because it provided the tools need-
ed to get welfare recipients into jobs
and to keep them in the workplace.

Unfortunately, work first, the
workfare proposal I voted for. did not
prevail in the Senate. Instead, we in
the Senate are faced with a bill that
would punish innocent children. By
sending an underfunded block grant to
States. this bill would obliterate the
already frayed safety net for children.
Last year during this debate, the Office
of Management and Budget estimated
that 1.2 to 1.5 million children would be
pushed into poverty by such a welfare
reform proposal. About the same num-
ber would suffer under this year's plan.
The deep cuts in food stamps in this
bill would mean that many thousands
of children would go hungry. I will not
sit back and vote for consigning 1 mil-
lion children to poverty. I will not be
party to actions that mean that there
will be more hungry and homeless chil-
dren in the most prosperous Nation on
Earth.

Unfortunately. the majority in the
Senate did not agree to crucial im-
provements to the legislation. When I
asked that we look at the effect of this
legislation on poor children and revisit
this legislation after 2 years if we find
out that it is pushing more children
into poverty. my colleagues turned me
down. That was a clear signal to me
that the suffering of children is not
being taken as seriously as it should be
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by this Congress. When several Demo-
cratic Senators tried to allow States to
use their grants to provide vouchers for
children's necessities like disperse and
clothes after their parents reached the
time limits for aid, we were turned
down by the majority. When several
Democratic Senators tried to place
more humane limits on the aid legal
immigrants could receive, we were
again turned down by the majority.
And although we were successful in en-
suring that food stamps are not block
granted, I continue to have serious
concerns about a bill that cuts $28 bil-
lion from food stamps, which provide
the most basic necessities.

In addition, I am very concerned that
this bill will drop or deny SSI benefits
to over 300000 children during the next
6 years. This was also a concern I had
with the work first bill I supported ear-
lier. While I admit that there are some
problems in the SSI Program, we can
certainly address the problems through
more targeted reforms and regulatory
changes.

I have voted for workfare. Indeed, I
voted for an amendment to strengthen
the work requirements in this bill by
requiring able-bodies welfare recipients
to participate in community service
jobs within 2 months of receiving aid. I
support moving families from welfare
to work. I believe we can accomplish
that in ajust and humane way. I do not
believe, however, that the bill we have
before us today is just and humane.
and I will not vote to punish innocent
children.

Mr. KERREY. Mr. President, I rise
today to state my opposition to final
passage of the Republican welfare re-
form legislation. I will vote against
this legislation simply because a!-
though it portends welfare reform, it is
about neither welfare nor reform.

Let me be clear—I am certainly not
against reforming our welfare system.
Indeed, I have voted for welfare reform
in the past because I agree that the
current system is clearly broke and in
dire need of repair. But if we are going
to have reform it should be meaningful
and not reform for reform's sake.

For me. meaningful welfare reform
means concentrating on preparing indi-
viduals to enter the work force. And by
preparing individuals to enter the work
force we must prepare them for all the
challenges that lie ahead. It is impor-
tant to note that the No. 1 reason peo-
ple enroll for AFDC benefits is divorce
Or separation.

No doubt, the American taxpayers
who pay for this system and those who
are recipients of welfare programs
want arid deserve a better system.
However, reform without the thought
of consequence will do more harm than
good.

Already 20 percent of our Nations
children live in poverty, and undoubt-
edly this bill will add to that total—by
the millions. And while AFDC caseload
has decreased in Nebraska, child pov-
erty continues to rise. Last year 3 per-
cent of children in Nebraska were on
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AFDC, yet 11 percent of children lived poor and people who are not poor.
in poverty. Above poverty, American families

My friend, colleague and noted expert spend about 9 percent of their income
Senator MOYNIHAN took to the floor for child care. Below poverty, it is al-
last week to report that more than one most 25 percent of their income. As
million children will be thrown off the well, as of 1993, 38 percent of working
welfare roles should this legislation be- households under the poverty line are
come law. He said, "It is as if we are •uninsured. While health care reform
going to live only for this moment, and legislation that passed the Senatelet the future be lost," Mr. President, unanimously languishes, this legisla-
surely what is before us is not true wel- tion, regrettably, makes health care
fare reform. It is merely a way to cut pressures even harder to bare.
the deficit on the backs of the neediest My Democratic colleagues offered anunder the guise of welfare reform. amendment that would have convertedIndeed, this legislation does have its funding formulas to help States—likework provisions. I offered an amend- Nebraska—with larger proportions ofment accepted by both the Republican children on poverty. This provisionand Democratic leadership that would would have provided aid to States andallow states to contract—on a dem- individuals truly in need. The Senateonstration basis—with community voted this measure down, showing thesteering committees ICSC's] to develop true failings of this legislation—it de-innovative approaches to help welfare nies aid to those who are truly in need.recipients move in to the workforce. Other amendments designed to helpThe CSC's, created by the amendment, children, but which failed, included anwould be locally based and include edu- amendment that would have ensuredcators, business representatives, social health care and food stamps for chil-service providers and community lead- dren of legal immigrants. and aners. The main charge of the CSC's amendment that would have providedwould be to identify and develop job vouchers for children whose familiesopportunities for welfare recipients, have hit the 5-year term limit so thathelp recipients prepare for work they may care for the children. Butthrough job training, and to help iden- these important measures—whichtif' existing education and training re- would have made the reform legisla-sources within the community. As tion more humane—failed on party-linewell, CSC's would focus on the needs of votes.the entire family rather than Just on Mr. President, the people of the statethe needs of adult recipients. of Nebraska—indeed most Americans—This is the type of work provision are strongly in favor of welfare rulesthat works—and I support—because it that give work a greater priority thanencourages individuals on welfare to benefits. But much of this legislation ismove into the work force. It provides being driven solely by the need to re-much needed resources so that once duce the deficit and it has an ideologi-these individuals get into the work cal bent to it that says it has to be oneforce, it works to ensure they stay in way or the other. The impetus of thisthe work force. But this measure alone reform is not driven by a desire to sayis not enough. that the system is going to work bet-To keep a job, individuals—especially

ter—it is sadly about matters of politi-parents—need other things. We need to cal expediency.make certain that every person who is
moving into the ranks of the employed By pushing mothers and an alarming

amount of children off the welfare roleshas high-quality, affordable child care;
and further onto the fringe of society,otherwise, they are not going to be

able to be successful in the workplace. this legislation will do more harm than
We need a system that gives individ- good. From a taxpayer standpoint, a
uals the opportunity to earn reason- beneficiary standpoint, and a provider
able wage. and to have access to health standpoint, we need a welfare system
care, education and training. These are that operates in a more efficient, effec-

tive and hopefully humanitarian fash-the elements of a system that works
ion. Unfortunately, this legislationand this is the kind of system we
does not offer the necessary reforms toshould be working toward.

As a nation we need to focus our ef- bring us that system.
forts on job creation, education and I yield the floor.
personal savings, as well as on mean- Mr. KYL. Mr. President, since Presi-
ingful reform to our entitlement pro- dent Johnson declared his War on Pov-
grams. These elements, more than any- erty, the Federal Government, under
thing else, will help to ensure a bright- federally designed programs, has spent
er future for all working Americans. more than 5 trillion on welfare pro-

Mr. President, the legislation before grams. But, during this time, the pov-
us today endeavors to move welfare erty rate has increased from 14.7 to 15.3
mothers into the work force, but it re- percent.
moves valuable resources that would After trillions of dollars spent on
help the individuals achieve the goal of welfare over the past 30 years, we are
employment because it lessens their still dealing with a system that hurts
access to child care and health insur- children, rather than helps them. The
ance. current system discourages work, pe-

There is a tremendous differential nalizes marriage, and destroys personal
between the relative cost of child care responsibility and, oftentimes, se1f
for somebody who is in the ranks of the worth.
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According to the Public Agenda

Foundation. 64 percent of welfare re-
cipients agree that "welfare encour-
ages teenagers to have children out of
wedlock," and 62 percent agree that it
"undermines the work ethic."

And, there are serious negative con-
sequences when a child is born out-of-
wedlock. Children born out-of-wedlock
have a substantially higher risk of
being born at a very low or moderately
low birth weight. Children born out of
wedlock are more likely to experience
low verbal cognitive attainment, as
well as more child abuse, and neglect.
Children born out of wedlock are more
likely to have lower cognitive scores,
lower educational aspirations, and a
greater likelihood of becoming teenage
parents themselves. Children born out
of wedlock are three times more likely
to be on welfare when they grow up.

Who would not be full of despair and
without hope for the future when pre-
sented with such a scenario?

S. 1956 seeks to change this by allow-
ing States to design programs that
counter these trends, and to change
general welfare policy so that it pro-
motes work and marriage,

STATE BLOCK GRANTS
5. 1956 replaces the current AFDC

and related child care programs with a
general block grant and a child care
block grant.

Limited success in reforming welfare
has occurred when States and localities
have been given the opportunity to go
their own way. In Wisconsin, for exam-
ple—and we all know that Wisconsin is
waiting for approval of a waiver to con-
tinue to reform its welfare system—a
successful program there diverts indi-
viduals from ever getting on welfare.
Under a local initiative in the city of
Riverside, CA, individuals on welfare
are staying in jobs permanently. In
both Wisconsin and Riverside. welfare
rolls have been reduced.

Arizona is a good example of why re-
form is still needed. Arizona applied in
July 1994 to implement a new State
welfare program, EMPOWER, based on
work, responsibility, and accountabil-
ity. It took the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services bureauc-
racy a full year to approve the waiver.

A shift to block grants to States
make sense. By allowing States to de-
sign their own programs, decisions will
be more localized, and the costs of the
Federal bureaucracy will be reduced.

NONWORK AND ILLEGITIMAcY
It must be emphasized over and over

that there are two fundamental driving
forces behind welfare dependency that
must be addressed in any welfare re-
foi-rri bill: nonwork and nonmarriage.

Nonwork and illegitimacy are key
underlying causes of our welfare crisis
and, even with the effective elimi-
nation of the Federal welfare bureauc-
racy. they will remain as its legacy if
we choose not to address them, People
will never get out of the dependency
cycle if federal funds reinforce destruc-
tive behavior.

NON WORK

Let us deal with the facts: To escape
poverty and get off welfare, able-bodied
individuals must enter and stay in the
workforce. As Teddy Roosevelt said.
'The first requisite of a good citizen in
this Republic of ours is that he shall be
able and willing to pull his own
weight."

Another fact: The JOBS program
that passed as a part of the Family
Support Act of 1988 moves a far too
small number of welfare recipients into
employment. Less than 10 percent of
welfare recipients now participate in
the JOBS program.

In order to receive all of their block
grant funding. under 5. 1956, States
will be required to move toward what
should be their primary goal: self-suffi-
ciency among all their citizens.

5. 1956 requires that 50 percent of a
caseload be engaged in work by the
year 2002. There are work components
of this bill that could be strengthened
but it provides a good beginning to-
ward these goals. In addition, under S.
1956 welfare recipients must be engaged
in work no later than 2 years after re-
ceiving their first welfare payment.
States must also lower welfare benefits
on a pro rata basis for individuals who
fail to show up for required work.

ILLEGITIMAcY

Our Nation's illegitimacy rate has in-
creased from 10,7 percent in 1970 to
nearly 30 percent in 1991. Eighty-nine
percent of children receiving AFDC
benefits now live in homes in which no
father is present.

It must be reemphasized what role
the breakdown of the family has played
in our societal and cultural decline.
This is not really even a debatable
point. The facts support a devastating
reality. According to a 1995 U.S. Census
Bureau report, the one-parent family is
six times more likely to live in poverty
than the two-parent family.

5. 1956 provides measures to combat
illegitimacy. including providing an in-
centive fund for states to reduce ille-
gitimacy rates.

In addition, Federal funds under the
block grants, unless a State opts out,
may not be used to provide additional
assistance for mothers having addi-
tional children while on welfare. If the
rules of welfare are stated clearly to a
mother in the beginning. and if allow-
ances are made for noncash essentials
like diapers and other items, then such
an approach is fair. If such a rule re-
duces out-of-wedlock births. it may
turn out to be more fair than most
other aspects of welfare.

Mr. President, the Congress has
passed welfare reform two other times,
and twice the President has vetoed the
legislation. There is an urgency to the
task at hand. Children's lives are being
compromised-_it is time to work to-
ward a system that is recognized for
the number of children that never need
to be on welfare, rather than the num-
ber of children who are brought into
the failed welfare state. The Senate
should pass 5. 1956.
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Mr. COATS. Mr. President, in 1962,
President Kennedy, in his budget mes-
sage to Congress, noted:

The goals of our public welfare program
must be positive and constructive, it must
contribute to the attack on dependency. ju-
venile delinquency, family breakdown, ille-
gitimacy, ill health, and disability. it must
replace the incidence of these problems, pre-
vent their occurrence and recurrence, and
strengthen and protect the vulnerable in a
highly competitive world.

This statement presents the strong,
initial common ground that we share:
that Government has a legitimate role
in supporting our most helpless and
desperate families with dependent chil-
dren.

Certainly. our second ground of
agreement is that an appropriate wel-
fare policy should do nothing to harm
the family being supported. Families
are the foundation of our Nation's val-
ues. They teach us the principles of ec-
onomics, the value of relationships,
and the importance of moral truths.
They define our view of work, respon-
'ibility, and authority. They teach us
the meaning of trust, the value of hon-
esty, and are the wellspring of every
individual's strength against alien-
ation, failure, and despair.

During countless eras when no other
organized unit of society even func-
tioned, the family was the institution
that made survival of the cultural, po-
litical, economic. and social order pos-
sible.

We should agree on what a welfare
policy should protect—the family—and
what it should protect against—de-
pendence on the State. We should also
agree that this Nation's current wel-
fare policy has diverged greaUy from
President Kennedy's vision.

The Government has attempted to
end poverty by establishing an
engorged bureaucracy and writing
checks, all told pouring over $5 trillion
into the war on poverty. At the same
time, individual dependence on the
Government has increased, individual
dignity has declined, and the family
has been dealt a near fatal blow.

Today. there are more people living
in poverty than ever before—and the
only thing the Government welfare
state has succeeded at doing is spawn-
ing generations of people who will be
born, live, and die without ever having
held a steady job. owned a home. or
known the strength of a two parent
family.

Individual dependence on the State
has increased with every Government
intervention. Indeed, the population re-
ceiving welfare payments receives
checks for extraordinarily long periods
of time. Under current law, 25 percent
of women can expect to receive those
payments for more than 8 years. The
typical recipient receives payments for
almost 4 years. Forty percent of recipi-
ents return to the welfare rolls at least
once.

Government intervention has dis-
torted the economic incentive system
that. at least in part, motivates a per-
son to give of his labor. Government
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intervention eliminates the need to
work to support oneself and ones fam-
ily by providing money regardless of
whether one works. Dependence on
such a system is all but inevitable.

Given time, a cash payment that is
not tied to a requirement to work will
undermine the second motivation to
work; namely. the desire to produce
some benefit, whether tangible or in-
tangible, for oneself or for society. Who
can doubt that a person experiencing
such a disconnection for any pro-
tracted period of time will eventually
suffer a loss of individual dignity as
the welfare system undermines the
moral and personal responsibility of
the recipient?

Today however, we are turning to the
issue of solutions. Whatever the pro-
posed solution, we must gauge its effec-
tiveness and desirability in terms of
the three common grounds discussed
throughout this debate. Does our pol-
icy foster dependence on the Govern-
ment or promote independent action by
the individual? Does it promote —the
dignity of the human person or under-
mine it? Does it destroy the family or
build it up?

I am convinced that we will only
achieve successful welfare reform when
we begin to emphasize personal respon-
sibility. Unfortunately, for far too long
welfare programs supported by the
Federal Government have failed to ac-
knowledge and promote personal re-
sponsibility, and many other core
American values.

I would argue that the key goal of
welfare reform must be to promote
self-sufficiency. A beginning step to-yj self-sufficiency is to change peo-
ple's expectations about welfare. A re-
cent GAO study noted that a key chal-
lenge for States is to learn how to
break the entitlement mentality—the
view that public assistance is a guaran-
teed benefit. States had to start help-
ing individuals understand that a job
was in their best interests.

One successful approach to encourage
greater responsibility which is being
experimented with by several States is
the use of personal responsibility
agreements. I am proud to say that In-
diana has been at the forefront of help-
irig individuals and families achieve
long-term stability and self-sufficiency
through the use of personal responsibil-
ity agreements. With personal respon-
sibility agreements, Indiana's welfare
reform plan moves families away from
dependence and toward work. More
than 39,000 individuals and families in
Indiana have signed personal respon-
sibility agreements as of April 1996.

Indiana's agreements require that
families who receive AFDC understand
that welfare is temporary assistance,
and not a way of life. They must de-
velop a self-sufficiency plan and go to
work as quickly as possible, recogniz-
ing sanctions will be imposed for quit-
ting a job, refusing to accept a job or
dropping out of the job program. Fami-
lies must also take responsibility for
their children's timely immunizations

and regular school attendance. Fur-
thermore, their AFDC benefits will be
limited to the number of children in
the family within the first 10 months of
qualifying for AFDC. Teenage recipi-
ents must live with parents or other
adults. And finally, families are lim-
ited to a 2-year period of AFDC assist-
ance ajob placement track.

The amendment proposed by Senator
HARKIN and myself last Thursday
makes it clear that States must de-
velop these personal responsibility
agreements, such as those required of
families in both Indiana and Iowa. This
amendment is necessary because under
current law States who wish to enter
into this agreement with their resi-
dents. must first apply to Washington
for a waiver of current welfare laws.
This requirement to get permission
from Washington for such common
sense reforms not only steals valuable
time from a State's reform efforts, but
also represents a completely unneces-
sary Government intrusion. This
amendment frees States from the ex-
tended negotiations that are now nec-
essary to receive a Federal waiver, and
enables States to move forward from
failed, dependence-ridden, welfare pro-
grams to programs which promote
independence, self-sufficiency, and
long-term economic stability.

Senator HARKIN has been a real lead-
er in the area of personal responsibility
agreements, having recognized early
their success in the State of Iowa. He
introduced a very similar amendment
to H.R. 4 last year which was ulti-
mately dropped in conference. This
year. personal responsibility agree-
ments are found in both the House wel-
fare reform package. H.R. 3507. and in
the President's welfare bill. The
amendment adopted here last Thursday
requires States to adopt this common
sense reform measure which ensures
that everyone who receives assistance
understands from day one that the as-
sistance is a temporary measure in-
tended to help the family achieve self-
sufficiency and independence through
employment.

Personal responsibility agreements
help raise people's expectations while
at the same time, giving them a clear
goal and positive vision for their fu-
ture.

The time has come for us to reform
our Nation's welfare system. A year
ago we passed legislation that is nearly
identical to the bill before us today. We
have adjusted the bill in many ways in
an effort to find the magic formula
that would satisfy the opponents of
real reform. We have produced a solid
package that is best described as a
good first step. And we are told that
President Clinton may—just may—ac-
tually sign this bill.

This welfare bill makes several im
portant changes to the existing sys-
tem. It ends the Federal entitlement
and places strict time limits and work
requirements on welfare recipients.
Most importantly, this bill turns the
task of redesigning public welfare sys-
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tems over to the States. We will no
longer be treated to the spectacle of
Governors coming to the Department
of Health and Human Services to ask
permission for common-sense welfare
reform measures.

The lesson for this protracted politi-
cal exercise is that President Clinton
has abdicated leadership on welfare. In
1992, he promised to end welfare as we
know it. In 1995 and 1996 he fought to
preserve the status quo at every turn.
Now, when pollsters and consultants
tell him that signing a welfare reform
bill might help his reelection cam-
paign. the President has begun to edge
his way toward the Rose Garden for a
signing ceremony—a ceremony that
should have been held a year ago.

Welfare reform is simply too impor-
tant for this kind of gamesmanship. If
President Clinton had signed this bill a
year ago, we could have begun the dif-
ficult task of changing a culture of de-
pendence and despair into a culture of
self-sufficiency and hope. A year later
our path has gotten longer and steeper
and rockier. For tens of thousands the
habit of dependence has grown stronger
while hope and will to change have
grown fainter. The burden of this fail-
ure falls not on Congress—we have
done our job not once, not twice, but
three times. The burden of failure falls
squarely on the shoulders of the Presi-
dent. The very least he can do now is
sign this bill.

Mr. KOHL. Mr. President, I want to
say that I believe the chairman and
ranking member of the Subcommittee
have done an excellent job in putting
together this bill under very difficult
budgetary circumstances. They have
done an exceptional job of protecting
core programs that are of utmost im-
portance to the Nation's farmers, con-
sumers, and communities.

There is one provision in this bill
that I think is of great importance and
deserves special mention, and that is
the language with regard to cost con-
tainment for the WIC program.

I think it's fair to say that every
Member of the Senate supports the
WIC program. The long-term benefits
accruing to society from ensuring ade-
quate pre-natal and neo-natal nutrition
have been well documented and
uncontested.

A large portion of the cost of the WIC
program is associated with the pur-
chase of infant formula for WIC recipi-
ents. Fortunately, in recent years com-
petition between formula manufactur-
ers bidding for WIC contracts has led to
significant savings in the program.
with companies offering rebates on in-
fant formula in order to win WIC con-
tracts. Unfortunately, the competition
that led to these rebates has been
greatly diminished by the recent with-
drawal by one of the competitors,
Wyeth Laboratories, from the WIC in-
fant formula market. Fortunately, an-
other formula manufacturer, Carna-
tion, has recently entered the WIC for-
mula market, which could help ensure
competition and therefore help contain
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the costs of the program. However, in
many States, the price of Carnation
formula is significantly cheaper than
other brands of infant formula, which
makes it difficult for Carnation to
offer rebates as high as their competi-
tors. However, Carnation may still be
able to offer the lowest bid, if measured
on a lowest net price basis.

Unfortunately. some States are
awarding WIC formula contracts sim-
ply on the basis of which company of-
fers the highest rebate, as opposed to
the lowest net price bid. The det-
riments of this simplistic approach are
two-fold. First, by focusing on highest
rebate instead of lowest net price.
States are spending more for infant
formula than they should. Second, by
biasing the WIC formula bid process to-
ward the companies offering the high-
est rebate, States are effectively ex-
cluding additional competitors, such as
Carnation, from the WIC formula mar-
ket, and thus jeopardizing future cost
containment efforts.

To address this problem, the Senate
Agriculture appropriations bill in-
cludes language that requires States to
award infant formula contracts to the
bidder offering the lowest net price, un-
less the State can adequately dem-
onstrate that the retail price of dif-
ferent brands of infant formula within
the State are essentially the same.

I commend the managers of the bill
for including this common-sense lan-
guage, which I believe will help secure
the long-term viability of the WIC pro-
gram. It is my hope that this provision
will be maintained in conference.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I am
pleased to rise in support of 5. 1956, the
Senate's latest attempt to reform the
Nation's welfare system. On two occa-
sions in the last year, the Congress has
sent welfare reform legislation to the
White House, and on both occasions,
our efforts have only been met with the
veto pen. I sincerely hope that, as the
saying goes, the third time will be the
charm.

5. 1956 is in many respects identical
to H.R. 4. the welfare reform bill ap-
proved in the Senate with my support
by a vote of 87 to 12 on September 19.
1995. Again we are proposing to block
grant the AFDC [Aid to Families with
Dependent Children] program, giving
over the responsibility of day-to-day
administration to the Nation's Gov-
ernors, while requiring strict work re-
qu.irements for able-bodied AFDC re-
cipients, 5 year maximum eligibility.
limitations on non-citizens, and home
residency and school attendance re-
qu.irements for unmarried teenage
mothers.

I am proud to report that these ac-
tions are in keeping with the impor-
tant steps the Commonwealth of Vir-
ginia has already taken to reform our
own State welfare system. What we in
Virginia have accomplished under Gov-
ernor George Allen through a laborious
process of gaining Federal waiver au-
thority, the Senate is now poised to ap-
prove for the entire Nation.
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In Virginia we call our welfare re-

form plan the Virginia Independence
Program, and we have successfully
been in the implementation stage since
July 1. 1995. Our goals are simple and
to the point: To strengthen disadvan-
taged families, encourage personal re-
sponsibility, and to achieve self-suffi-
ciency.

On a quarterly basis, and as re-
sources become available in different
State locales, we are requiring all able-
bodied AFDC recipients to work in ex-
change for their benefits. Increased in-
come of up to 100 percent of the pov-
erty level is allowed while working to-
ward self-sufficiency. Those unable to
find jobs immediately will participate
in intensive community work experi-
ence andjob training programs.

To ease the transition from depend-
ence to sell-sufficiency, we are also
making available an additional 12
months of medical and child care as-
sistance. We understand that these
benefits must be provided if single par-
ents. in particular, are going to be able
to fully participate in job training and
new work opportunities.

Mr. President, let me sum up by say-
ing that the Federal Government has
been fighting President Lyndon John-
son's War on Poverty for 30 years. Ag-
gregate Government spending on wel-
fare programs during this period has
surpassed S3.4 trillion in constant 1993
dollars. Despite this enormous spend-
ing our national poverty rate remains
at aboiit the same level as 1965.

Mr. President, the welfare system we
have today is badly broken and we
must fIx it.

I'd like to add a personal note to this
debate. Yesterday, I had the good for-
tune to visit a true laboratory of wel-
fare reform in Norfolk, VA. This lab-
oratory is entitled the Norfolk Edu-
cation and Employment Training Cen-
ter", otherwise known as NEET.

Mr. President, my visit with Norfolk
city officials and the NEET employees
and students truly strengthened my be-
lief that States and local commu-
nities—not the Federal bureaucrats in
Washington—are best equipped to help'
individuals break out of welfare.

The city of Norfolk has done a superb
job overseeing the NEET Program.
There is real cooperation between the
city and the contracting private entity
that is running the job training center.
There was a genuine pride in the faces
of the city workers, NEET employees.
and the NEET graduates and students.

I commend the city employees who
work with the NEET Center, and in
particular, Ms. Suzanne Puryear, the
director of the Norfolk Department of
Human Services. I would also like to
commend Ms. Sylvia Powell and the
other fine employees at the NEET Cen-
ter. There is outstanding talent in
these two operations, and I believe the
business community in Norfolk recog-
nizes this.

Without getting into all of the de-
tails, I would like to note that individ-
uals referred to the center are given
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opportunities to develop a number of
job skills, including computer work.
and if necessary, the students are as-
sisted with studying for and earning a
GED. They are also provided help with
job interview preparation as well as ac-
tual job search and post-employment
support.

Mr. President, there is tremendous
talent among the NEET students and
graduates. Arlene Wright came to
NEET as a welfare recipient. Today,
after some 7 months of training and a
loan from NEET, Ms. Wright is the
proud owner and director of the Tender
Kinder Care day care center.

I also spoke with some of the stu-
dents. One of the most poignant com-
ments came from Ray Rogers. In her
words, Mr. President, Ms. Rogers said
that NEET is the kind of program that
"helps you pick yourself up. You learn
that you can take the things that you
know and apply them to a job."

Pick yourself up. These are very pow-
erful words. It is time that more Amer-
icans are helped to pick themselves up
and not just be another statistic wait-
ing for another Govermnent check. If
we provide opportunity and instruction
at the State and local level, there will
be more Ms. Wrights and Ms. Rogers
and Nicole Steversons and others
whom I met yesterday in Norfolk.

Mr. FEINGOLD. Mr. President. I in-
tend to vote in favor of the pending
welfare reform bill.

Last September. I voted for the Sen-
ate-passed welfare reform bill.

I did so then with substantial res-
ervations about many of the provisions
in that bill. I do so today with many of
the same kinds of reservations.

I am voting for this measure for two
principal reasons.

First, I believe that the current wel-
fare system is badly broken, and we
must find an alternative to the status
quo. No one likes the current system.
least of all the families trapped in an
endless cycle of dependency, poverty,
and despair. The current system is
plagued by perverse incentives that
discourage work. Reforming such a
complex system requires taking some
risks, and this bill, any welfare reform
measure. entails some risks. However,
some assumption of risk is necessary
to change the status quo.

Second. I am concerned that continu-
ation of a system dominated by de-
tailed prescriptions from Federal offi-
cials in Washington may stifle the in-
novative approaches from State and
local governments that can help
change the status quo.

The basic premise behind this bill.
and much of the reform movement
today, is that the current system has
failed and that we ought to allow the
States the opportunity to try to do a
better job and give them the flexibility
to try new approaches to these seem-
ingly intractable problems. This ap-
proach places a great deal of faith in
the good will of State governments to
implement programs designed to help.
not punish, needy citizens.
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Under the framework provided by

this legislation. States like Wisconsin
would have the opportunity to imple-
ment programs like the Wisconsin W-2
program without the necessity of se-
curing numerous waivers from the re-
quirements of current law. Indeed, pas-
sage of this measure will render moot
much of the need for the current volu-
minous waiver application filed by the
State of Wisconsin earlier this year
which has caused much controversy.
Although some aspects of the W-2 pro-
gram, particularly those dealing with
Medicaid services. may still require re-
view by HHS, the block grant author-
ity provided for under this legislation
is designed to allow the broad flexibil-
ity and State control needed to imple-
ment State initiated welfare reform
programs.

As a former State legislator myself. I
have a good deal of respect for the de-
sire of State and local officials to re-
form this system and help break the
cycle of poverty for low-income fami-
lies. I believe that there need to be cer-
tain underlying protections that are
national in scope. For example. I be-
lieve civil rights protections must be
uniform throughout our Nation to as-
sure that the guarantees of our Federal
Constitution are extended to all citi-
zens, regardless of their place of resi-
dence. I also believe that where Fed-
eral funds are being expended, the Fed-
eral Government has an obligation to
impose certain requirements that
should be universal. But States should
have sufficient flexibility to design
how services are actually provided to
allow them the opportunity to try out
new ideas and approaches.

For these reasons, I voted last Sep-
tember for the Senate-passed welfare
reform bill; at that time, however. I in-
dicated that if the bill returned from
conference with punitive, inequitable
provisions, I would withdraw my sup-
port. Unfortunately, the conference re-
turned a bill which incorporated provi-
sions that were simply unacceptable.
The bipartisan welfare reform measure
that the Senate had crafted was dis-
carded in favor of a measure based
upon the House-passed bill. which was
punitive in nature rather than focused
upon helping families move from wel-
fare to the workforce. I therefore voted
against that measure.

I am pleased to say that the Senate,
over the course of this debate, has
crafted a measure which will make fun-
damental changes in the Federal role
in the welfare area and at the same
time has rejected various provisions
which would be harmful to those most
in need. The Senate has addressed sev-
eral important issues and corrected
some of the flaws in the legislation.

First, in the area of child care, the
Senate bill provides more resources for
child care services than contained in
the bill we passed last fall. Specifi-
cally, the bill increases funding for
child care services by almost $6 billion
to $13.8 billion from $8 billion con-
tained in last year's bill. The Senate
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also adopted Senator DODDs amend-
ment by a vote of 96 to 0 which rein-
stated critical health and safety stand-
ards for licensed child care facilities.

Second, by adopting the Chafee-
Breawc amendment relating to Medic-
aid coverage for needy children. the
Senate provided a critical safety net.
As we endeavor to reform cash grant
programs, it is important that access
to medical care is not inadvertently
sacrificed. The Chafee-Breaux amen d-
ment reestablished these protections.
Had Chafee-Breaux not been adopted, I
would not have been able to accept this
bill.

Third, the Senate bill retains a State
maintenance of effort requirement at
80 percent of the 1994 contribution.
That is the provision the Senate adopt-
ed last fall which was unfortunately di-
luted in the conference version. Res-
toration of this provision was also key
for me. Without such a maintenance of
effort requirement, Federal dollars
would simply replace State contribu-
tions and States like Wisconsin which
make substantial contributions to in-
vesting in welfare programs would have
simply seen their dollars shifted to
States which fail to make these kinds
of commitments from their State
treasuries.

I am also pleased that the Senate
struck the language providing for im-
position of a family cap which would
prohibit States from providing assist-
ance for children born while a family is
on welfare. This is another example of
where the conference report that the
President vetoed contained language
that had been rejected by the Senate.
Moreover, the bill that was presented
to the Senate last week contained this
unfortunate language. However, this
family cap language was struck by a
Byrd point of order.

The Senate also wisely adopted the
Conrad amendment that struck provi-
sions that would have allowed block
granting of foods stamps. Food stamps
have been the mainstay of many farni-
lies who have been thrown into dire
circumstances because of a sudden job
loss. an unexpected illness that has
sidelined the family breadwinner, or
other family misfortunes. Although the
bill provides strong work incentives to
make sure that individuals receiving
these benefits are working toward self-
sufficiency, it no longer allows this
safety net program to be withdrawn en-
tirely from needy families.

Mr. President, although the Senate
rejected many onerous amendments
and provisions, there remain provisions
in the bill that I don't support.

This is not a reform bill that I would
have drafted if I had been the author.

I believe the immigration provisions
are too harsh and fail to provide the
kind of balanced response that we
strived to achieve in the immigration
reform legislation now pending in con-
ference. While I support the concept of
deeming. the kind of absolute ban on
assistance for many legal immigrants
which is contained in this bill is not
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carefully tailored to preserve scarce re-
sources while still providing humane,
essential services to those individuals
who have come to this country legally.

I am concerned that the Senate nar-
rowly rejected the Ford amendment
which would have allowed States to
provide noncash vouchers to provide
services for children when their fami-
lies reached the 5-year time limit of
eligibility for cash assistance. I have
repeatedly voted to support allowing
vouchers in such circumstances. I
think it is a reasonable response to
make sure that young children are not
denied basic support when their par-
ents fail to make the transition into
the work force within the designated
time period. I recognize that the bill
allows a State to exempt 20 percent of
their caseloads from the time-limit
provisions. but I do not believe that
this is adequate protection for the chil-
dren involved.

I also fear that the level of cuts in
food stamp funds may be too deep, and
will hurt needy families. These cuts
may need to be revisited. either in con-
ference or in other legislation.

I remain uncertain about ultimate
wisdom of terminating our 60-year Fed-
eral commitment of a guaranteed Fed-
eral safety net for young children. The
Senator from New York [Mr. Moy-
NIHAN] has been an eloquent leader in
articulating the dangers of eliminating
this entitlement protection for needy
children and replacing it with a patch-
work quilt of State programs. Clearly,
there will be States that will fail to use
this opportunity to enact real welfare
reform measures and instead. pursue
punitive measures designed to stig-
matize those who seek welfare assist-
ance in times of need. Children in these
States will be harmed by not having
the Federal safety net that exists
today in the AFDC program. On the
other hand. if a number of the States
use this opportunity to help devise ef-
fective ways to help families move out
of welfare and into the work force,
many children will benefit from the
higher incomes and better opportuni-
ties they will have.

We are faced with a difficult choice,
Mr. President. On the one hand. chil-
dren are hurt by the current system;
yet, many may be hurt by the loss of
this Federal safety net. The bill does
contain assessment provisions that will
allow Congress to make changes, if
necessary. if eliminating the entitle-
ment under Federal law causes undue
hardships. I think those of us who vote
for this experiment need to watch care-
fully how it is implemented and be pre-
pared to take action if the results fall
short of what we hope will occur.

Mr. President, as I said at the outset,
I am voting for this bill because we
cannot continue the current system. I
am hopeful that the States will seize
this opportunity to develop approaches
that will help welfare recipients and
their families become economically
self-sufficient, rather than punishing
those who fall through the system. I
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believe that the problems of welfare
policy are so complex and difficult that
it is a mistake to believe that there is
only one approach that will work. This
bill is intended to encourage State ex-
perimentation with approaches that
will work.

In the final analysis. Mr. President,
this vote challenges us to decide
whether or not we want to perpetuate
the status quo. In my view, the status
quo is unacceptable. Therefore. I will
support this legislation and the effort
to bring about fundamental welfare re-
forms.

5OUTH DAXOTA'S WORKFARE WORKS
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. as

the Senate once again nears final ac-
tion on a workfare bill. I am reminded
of an old commonsense saying, 'Give a
man a fish and you feed him for a day.
Teach a man to fish and you feed him
for a lifetime". This sums up the clear,
fundamental difference between to-
day's failed liberal welfare system and
the cornmonsense reform bill before us.
The current welfare system has failed.
We all know it. Instead of assisting
needy Americans, the current system
holds Americans down, perpetuates a
cycle of dependency, increases moral
decay, and cripples self-respect. Wel-
fare was meant to be a safety net, not
a way of life. The bill before us would
change the system and the lives of
many Americans for the better. This
bill would restore the values of per-
sonal responsibility and self-suffi-
ciency by making work, not Govern-
ment benefits, the centerpiece of wel-
fare. I am proud to be a part of the
team that has brought this historic
legislation to the floor.

Why does the cur-rent system not
work? Generations of able-bodied fami-
lies have stayed on the dole rather
than work. The rationale is simple:
Welfare recipients today can sit at
home and make more each week than
individuals working full time on the
minimum wage. This disincentive to
work is an insult to hardworking
Americans, In essence, we have a Gov-
ernment program that challenges the
American work ethic. South Dakotans
demonstrate that a hard work ethic
provides for themselves a.nd their fami-
lies. Many work long hours, seek over-
time, or have two, even three jobs to
make ends meet. Imagine how they
must feel when their tax dollars are
used to support Americans who need
not work. I can tell you how they feel—
upset. If we work for our wages, wel-
fare recipients should work for bene-
fits. That is why we need workfare.

I am pleased Chairman RoTh in-
cluded my workfare amendments dur-
ing the Finance Committee's markup
consideration of welfare reform. These
amendments would ensure that welfare
recipients put in a full work week, just
as other Americans do. in order to re-
ceive benefits. These entitlements
would increase the number of welfare
recipients who must work and avoid a
liberal loophole to avoid real work.

Workfare is not a new idea. Fifteen
years ago, South Dakotans wanted to
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address their own special needs and de-
velop real solutions for their welfare
system. South Dakota wanted
workfare. not welfare. The problem is,
Federal law makes it difficult to exper-
iment with workfare, especially since
the current administration has sought
to protect the current, failed system.
For example, in August 1993, South Da-
kota sought a Federal waiver to oper-
ate a workfare program. That waiver
took nearly a year to approve. Today,
South Dakota has a system that re
quires recipients to sign a social con-
tract and imposes a tough 2-year time
limit on benefits. This approach has
worked. South Dakota has successfully
decreased its welfare caseload by 17
percent since January 1993 and saved
more than $5.6 million. South Dakota's
experience is proof that workfare
works.

Just as important are the success
stories behind the statistics—the
South Dakotans who have moved from
welfare to work. Let me share two such
stories about two very special ladies
with unique circumstances: Marilou
Manguson of Rapid City and Belinda
Mayer of Sioux Falls. They deserve our
praise. Marilou and her 10-year-old son
were receiving AFDC and food stamps.
When she applied for welfare, she was
informed she would have to get a job.
For 4 months, Marilou attended com-
puter and accounting courses, and pre-
pared every day for interviews with the
South Dakota Job Service Job Club.
Two weeks later she found a full time
job with a government sales agency. In
contrast. 20 years ago. when Marilou
was on welfare, she says all one needed
to do is show up to get a check.
Marilou now knows the old system
didn't help her. She said, "You can't
just sit at home and do nothing. You
have to get out and do something for
yourself." She's absolutely right.
Today, Marilou is not receiving any
welfare assistance.

When Belinda Mayer's ex-husband
quit paying child support, she was left
to care for a child. but was only earn-
ing $6 per hour. Belinda applied for wel-
fare benefits so she could obtain a 2-
year accounting degree from Western
Dakota Technical Institute [WDTI]
and. hopefully. find a better job. She
continued to receive benefits while she
went to school and was able to obtain
child support. This May, Belinda grad-
uated and found a job right away as a
commercial service specialist with
Norwest Bank in Sioux Falls. For Be-
linda, welfare reform is a very impor-
tant issue. As she says. help should be
there. "but it should not become a
crutch" for people. Both of these
women can look forward to a very sta-
ble, solid future for themselves and
their families. I am very proud of their
hard work and applaud their efforts.

Their success is South Dakota's suc-
cess. South Dakota has reached out to
enable those in times of difficulty to
regain control of their lives.

These examples demonstrate that
workfare is achieving success at the
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local level. South Dakota was fortu-
nate to get its waiver approved to run
a workfare program. Other States are
still waiting for waiver approval. This
waiver process reflects a basic problem:
a one-size-fits-all system run by Fed-
eral bureaucrats. Welfare cannot be
solved one waiver at a time. Federal
bureaucrats have worked to preserve
the current. failed system by being
slow to approve State waivers. That
must change. States should be given
the flexibility to seek solutions and al-
ternatives to welfare problems. I have
more faith in South Dakotans' dedica-
tion to welfare reform than I do in
Washington bureaucrats.

Clearly, we need greater State flexi-
bility also because there is not a grand.
"one-size" solution to ending welfare
dependency. Welfare reform programs
in Oglala. Fort Thompson. or Rapid
City. SD may not necessarily work in
Los Angeles or New Orleans. South Da-
kota's welfare problems are unique.
and even differ greatly from our near-
est neighbors. My State has three of
the five poorest counties in the coun-
try. We have some of the lowest wages
in the country. We also have the high-
est percentage of welfare recipients
who are Native Americans. In some
reservation areas, unemployment runs
higher than 80 percent. Long distances
between towns and a lack of public
transportation and quality child care
are further barriers to gainful employ-
ment.

To promote greater State flexibility,
the bill before us would provide welfare
assistance in the form of block grants
to the States. Block grants would give
States the freedom to craft solutions
that best serve local needs. It has been
proven time and again that Washing-
ton bureaucrats cannot understand
unique local needs from thousands of
miles away. The distance, both lit-
erally and figuratively, that separates
Washington from our cities and towns
prevents the most appropriate solu-
tions from being tailored to our prob-
lems.

Workfare is not just about restoring
responsibility at the individual and
State level, it is about protecting chil-
dren in need. The workfare bill before
us would ensure that children have
quality food and shelter. This bill
would increase our investment in child
care by $4.5 billion and increase child
protection and neglect funds by $200
million over current law. What this bill
eliminates is cumbersome bureaucracy
and needless regu1ations.

The bill also would strengthen child
support enforcement and give States
new tools to crack down on deadbeat
parents. These reforms represent the
toughest child support laws ever passed
by Congress. One woman in South Da-
kota has informed me that her ex-hus-
band owes her thousands of dollars in
overdue child support. For her and
many other parents in the same dif-
ficult situation, this bill would help.
The current system fosters iflegit-
imacy and discourages marriage and
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parental responsibility. Real welfare
reform should promote the basic fam-
ily unit, and crack down on those who

-• deliberately walk away from meeting
the needs of their children. The dis-
incentives to a sound family structure
also must be changed. More and more
children are growing up without the
moral guidance and financial support
of parents, especially fathers. This is a
tragedy of our time.

We also no longer can tolerate the
blatant abuses of the system. Last
year. I was shocked to learn the extent
to which prisoners are able to continue
to receiving welfare benefits. The
worklare bill we passed last year in-
cluded my amendment to crack down
on prisoner welfare fraud. I am pleased
this provision is in the current bill. It
would put an end to cash payments to
alcohol and drug addicts, which only
subsidizes their habits.

Several years ago. President Clinton
promised America he would change
welfare as we know it. Two years ago,
Congress made the same promise. Last
year Congress delivered on that prom-
ise and passed workfare. Urifortu-
nately, President Clinton vetoed that
workfare bill. I hope the President will
do the right thing this time and sup-
port our workfare legislation.

Again, I am proud to be part of this
effort to enact workfare legislation.
The workfare bill before us would end
welfare dependency by requiring work
and placing a time limit on benefits.
We can change the welfare system and
encourage people to become self-suffi-
cient and productive members of soci-
ety, once again. We can provide more
protection for children. I hope my col-
leagues on both sides of the aisle will
show the same support for workfare
that we demonstrated last year. Amei-i-
cans deserve more than a handout for
today, they deserve the hope and hap.
piness that come through personal fi-
nancial independence and the self-real-
ization of work

Mr. GRAMS. Mr. President. I rise
today in support of the legislation be.
fore us to reform our failed welfare sys-
tem. I commend the majority leader
for getting this legislation to the
floor—I know it has taken a con-
centrated effort to bring us to this
point.

Since the beginning of the 104th Con.
gress, we have been debating the state
of this Nation's welfare system. Every-
one understands that the system is
broken. It encourages illegitimacy. It
fails to recognize the importance of
marriage and family. It offers no hope
or opportunity for those Americans
who are trapped within its layers of bu-
reauct-acy.

Of course, it was not supposed to be
this way.

After signing the 1964 Welfare Act.
President Lyndon Johnson proclaimed,
"We are not content to accept the end-
less growth of relief rolls or welfare
rolls," and he promised the American
people that "the days of the dole in our
country are numbered." The New York
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Times predicted the legislation would
lead to the restoration of individual
dignity and the longrun reduction of
the need for Government help.

In 1964, Americas taxpayers invested
$947 million to support welfare recipi-
ents—an investment which President
Johnson declared would eventually,
quote, result in savings to the coun-
try and especially to the local tax-
payers" through reductions in welfare
caseloads, health care costs. and the
crime rate. Yet, 30 years later, none of
those predictions have materialized,
and the failure of the welfare system
continues to devastate millions of
Americans every day—both the fami-
lies who receive welfare benefits and
the taxpayers who subsidize them.

Despite a $5.4 trillion investment in
welfare programs since 1964, at an aver-
age annual cost that had risen to $3,357
per taxpaying household by 1993:

One in three children in the United
States today is born Out of wedlock.

One child in seven is being raised on
welfare through the Aid to- Families
with Dependant Children Program.

And our crime rate has increased 280
percent.

Mr. President, those are the kinds of
devastating statistics which until the
104th Congress were ignored by the bu-
reaucratic establishment in Washing-
ton. Those are the statistics this legis-
lation will finally address. By rewrit-
ing Federal policies and working in
close paitnership with the States, we
can create a welfare system which will
effectively respond to the needs of
those who depend upon it, at the same
time it protects the taxpayers.

Our legislation sets in place the
framework for meeting those needs by
offering opportunity, self-respect, and
most importantly, the ability for those
who are down on their luck to take
control of their own lives.

And yes. we are asking something of
them in return.

The most significant change in our
welfare system is that we will require
able-bodied individuals to work in ex-
change for the assistance they receive
from the American taxpayers.

Mr. President, my colleagues and I
have come to the floor repeatedly this
session to suggest that our present wel-
fare system promotes dependency by
discouraging recipients from working.
In fact, the Government routinely
makes it so easy for a welfare recipient
to skip the work and continue collect-
ing a Federal check that there's abso-
lutely no incentive to ever get Out of
the house and find work. And if some-
one actually takes the initiative to get
a job, they risk forfeiting their welfare
benefits entirely.

Last year, during Senate consider-
ation of the "Work Opportunity Act"
Senator S-1EI..y and I joined forces to
ensure that welfare recipients receive
benefIts only after they work. After
all, American taxpayers are putting in
at least 40 hours on the job each week,
and are sometimes forced to take an
additional job or work overtime hours
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just to make ends meet. I believe wel-
fare recipients should be held to the
same standards, the same work ethic,
to which the taxpayers are held. Those
beliefs are reflected in this legislation.

Under our pay-for-performance provi-
sions, welfare recipients will be re-

- quired to work in exchange for their
benefits. If an adult is not employed
within 2 years. the benefits will stop. Is
that enough of a push to make a dif-
ference? Yes. according to the Congres-
sional Budget Office. It released a re-
port this month which estimates these
tough work requirements will put 1.7
million people who are currently on
welfare into the work force. That is al-
most four times the number of welfare
recipients who are working today.

To ease their transition into the job
market and help single parents find ac-
cessible and affordable child care. we
fold seven major Federal child-care
programs into a child care and develop-
ment grant, with total funding of $22
billion over 7 years.

In addition, Mr. President, our bill
recognizes that locally elected offi-
cials—our State legislators and Gov-
ernors—are more capable than their
unelected counterparts in far-off Wash-
ington to administer effective pro-
grams on the State and local level. And
so this welfare reform legislation will
give States like Minnesota the flexibil-
ity to make their own rules and de-
velop their own innovative programs.
and in doing so assist those who need
our help most.

But despite all the good this legisla-
tion will accomplish, I must temper my
enthusiasm with my disappointment
that the only way to move this bill for-
ward was to strip away its Medicaid re-
form provisions. Mr. President, the ad-
ministration cannot hope to resolve
the problems with the Medicaid system
by turning its back and pretending
these problems do not exist. At some
point. they will be forced to deal with
a system that is too unwieldy and un-
able to fully serve the needy. By de-
manding, by threat of veto, that we
tackle Medicaid another day, the ad-
ministration has ensured that political
gamesmanship has won out over politi-
cal will.

The sensible Medicaid reforms out-
lined in the original reconciliation
package would strengthen the system
by increasing Medicaid spending from
$96.1 billion in 1996 to S137.6 billion in
2002. That is an average annual rate of
growth of 6.2 percent. States would be
given additional flexibility in deliver-
ing care. while Federal protections
would be maintained to ensure that
those who need Medicaid's assistance
will not be denied.

Unfortunately, those reforms will
now have to wait. But I can assure you
that they will be revisited—if not by
this Congress and this administration,
then certainly by the next.

Mr. President, the legislation before
us today to overhaul our failed welfare
programs is a positive step away from
a system which has held nearly three
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generations hostage with little hope of
escape. Only through its enactment
can we offer these Americans a way
out, and a way up.

As Americans. we need to look with-
in ourselves rather than continuing to
look to Washington for solutions. Does
anybody really believe the Federal
Government embodies compassion.
that it has a heart? Of course not—
those are qualities found only outside
Washington. in America's commu-
nities.

Mr. President. there is no one I can
think of who better exemplifies heart
and compassion than Corla Wilson-
Hawkins. and I was fortunate to have
had the opportunity to meet her. She
was one of 21 recipients of the 1995 Na-
tional Caring Awards for her outstand-
ing volunteer service to her commu-
nity.

Corla is known as Mama Hawk be-
cause, more than anything else, she
has become a second mother to hun-
dreds of schoolchildren in her West
Side Chicago commu_nity, children
who, without her guidance, might go
without meals, or homes, or a loving
hug.

Mama Hawk gives them all that and
more, and she and the many caring
Americans like her represent the good
we can accomplish when ordinary folks
look inward, not to the Government—
and follow their hearts, not the trail of
tax dollars to Washington.

Mama Hawk tells a story that illus-
trates how the present welfare system
has permeated our culture and become
as ingrained as the very problems it
was originally created to solve.

These are her words:
When I first started teaching, I asked my

kids, what did they want to be when they
grew up? What kind ofjob they wanted. Most
of them said they wanted to be on public aid.
I was a little stunned. I said, "Public aid—I
did not realize that was a form of employ-
ment.•' They said, "Well, our moms on pub-
lic aid. They make a lot of money and. if you
have a baby. they get a raise."

Mr. President. that is the percep-
tion—maybe even the reality—we are
fighting to change through the Per-
sonal Responsibility and Work Oppor-
tunity Act of 1996. While there is more
to accomplish, this bill is a good first
step toward fulfilling a promise to
truly end welfare as we know it.
• Mrs. KASSEBAUM. Senator Ron-i,
the budget reconciliation bill (5. 1795)
includes a proposal that is in the juris-
diction of the Senate Committee on
Labor and Human Resources. As you
know, last year during debate on the
welfare bill, the Child Care and Devel-
opment Block Grant Amendments Act
of 1995 (S. 850). which was approved
unanimously by the Labor Committee
on May 26, 1995, was incorporated into
FLR 4. And H.R 4 was then included in
last year's budget reconciliation bill.
During the conference on last year's
budget reconciliation bill, conferees
from the Labor Committee and the Fi-
nance Committee reached agreement
on a unified system for all Federal
child care assistance, including child
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care assistance for low-income working
families as well as for welfare families
and for families at risk of becoming de-
pendent on welfare. This consolidation
and unified system for child care is a
major improvement over current law.

I would also like to bring to your at-
tention a proposal contained in the
House reconciliation bill that falls
within the jurisdiction of the Labor
Committee. The House bill incor-
porates the Child Abuse Prevention
and Treatment Act Amendments of
1995 (5. 919), which was unanimously
approved by the Labor Committee on
July 18, 1995. Although this proposal
was not included in 5. 1795, it will be
considered during the budget reconcili-
ation conference.

Because of the unique procedures
that apply to budget reconciliation
bills, the Labor Committee was not
given the opportunity to mark up the
child care proposal in 5. 1795 and the
child abuse authorizations in the House
bill. I am concerned that members of
the Finance Committee will be nego-
tiating changes in these Labor Com-
mittee programs during the budget rec-
onciliation conference without any
input from the committee of jurisdic-
tion.

Senator ROTH. Let me assure the
distinguished chaii-rnan of the Senate
Committee on Labor and Human Re-
sources that I recognize that the child
care and development block grant is
within the jurisdiction of the Labor
Committee, with the Finance Commit-
tee retaining jurisdiction over the enti-
tlement funds for child care that flow
through this program. As you know,
the Finance Committee's entitlement
funds must be used to provide child
care services to families receiving as-
sistance under the new TANF block
grant. families transitioning from wel-
fare to work. and families at risk of be-
coming dependent upon welfare. I also
recognize that the Labor Committee
has jurisdiction over the Child Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Act.

Mrs. KASSEBAUM. I thank the dis-
tinguished Chairman of the Finance
Committee. Mr. President. I request
that a copy of a letter sent to Chair-
man Rom by myself. Senator KEN-
NEDY, Senator COATS. and Senator
DODD and a copy of 5. 850, the Child
Care and Development Block Grant
Amendments Act of 1995, as approved
by the Senate Committee on Labor and
Human Resources, be made a part of
the REco. The text of 5. 919, the
Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment
Act Amendments, as approved by the
Senate appears in the CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD of Friday. July 19, 1996.

The material follows:
U.S. SENATE. C0MMITrEE ON

LABOR AND HUMAN REsouRcEs,
Washington, DC. June 24. 1996.

Hon. WILLIA,M V. Ro-n. JR.,
Chairman. Committee on Finance. U.S. Senate,

Washington. DC.
DEAR BILL: It is our understanding that

the Committee on Finance intends to mark-
up reconciliation language based on 5. 1795,
the "Personal Responsibility and Work Op-
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portunity Act of 1996.' We presume that the
Committee on Finance intends to include
provisions in Title VIII on child care and
provisions in Title VII on child abuse and ne-
glect that were part of last year's conference
agreement on welfare reform. Because this
language will be reported by the Finance
Committee to the Senate Committee on the
Budget as part of budget reconciliation, it
will have special status during floor consid-
eration of the legislation. One of the condi-
tions of that special status is that extra-
neous provisions are not in order. Section
313(b)(I)(C) of the Congressional Budget and
Impoundment Control Act of 1974. as amend-
ed by the "Byrd Rule,' creates a point of
order against extraneous provisions that are

not in the jurisdiction of the Commit-
tee withjurisdiction over said title or provi-
sion."

We are making recommendations to the
Committee on Finance in an effort to facili-
tate the reconciliation process. However, we
strongly believe that it must be made clear
that the budget procedures in no way alter
existing jurisdiction over child care and
child abuse/neglect. In order to make this
clear, we expect to engage in a colloquy
when the reconciliation bill comes to the
floor, rather than using the Byrd rule to pre-
serve the committee's jurisdiction.

Titles VII and VIII of 5. 1795 include extra-
neous provisions in the form of changes in
authorizations under the jurisdiction of the
Senate Committee on Labor and Human Re-
sources. Last year, during the development
and consideration of the welfare provisions
in the Balanced Budget Act of 1996 and the
welfare reform bill. members of the Labor
Committee were active participants. The
child care and child abuse and neglect provi-
sions in the Senate-passed welfare reform
bill were, in fact, Labor Committee-passed
bills and were included in the conference ne-
gotiations for both the Balanced Budget Act
of 1996 and the welfare reform legislation.
Both of these Labor Committee bills were
passed with strong bipartisan support. To
meet the requirements of the Congressional
Budget and Impoundment Control Act, the
Labor Committee's child abuse and neglect
provisions were dropped from the conference
report for the Balanced Budget Act of 1996.
but were included in the welfare reform leg-
islation.

Members of the Senate Committee on
Labor and Human Resources were conferees
on the Balanced Budget Act of 1996, due to
the inclusion of the child care provisions and
House inclusion of the child abuse and ne-
glect provisions. If this bill were going
through the normal legislative process for
changes in authorization bills, the Commit-
tee on Labor and Human Resources would be
entitled to make modifications to the provi-
sions under its jurisdiction. However, be-
cause the Finance Committee has included
changes in Labor Committee programs in the
Medicaid-welfare reconciliation bill, the
Committee on Labor and Human Resources
will be precluded from the opportunity to
make changes in the bill.

Under these circumstances, we recognize
that the only way that revisions can be made
to programs under the jurisdiction of the
Labor Committee is to have these changes
made during Finance Committee consider-
ation of the Medicaid-welfare reconciliation
bill. In anticipation of the mark-up of the
legislation by the Finance Committee, we
would like to recommend several modifica-
tions to the Labor Committee provisions in
the bill.

In "Title Vill—Child Care:"
1. Maintain the health and safety stand-

ards in current law;
2. Increase the set-aside for activities to

improve the quality of child care from 3 per-
cent to 4 percent;
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3. Increase the age from under six (6) to

wider eleven (11) when a single custodial par-
ent could not be sanctioned for failing to

-: meet the work requirements if adequate, af-
fordable child care is not available: and

4. Require the states to maintain 100 per-
cent of 1995 child care funding to be eligible
for additional child care funds.

All of the recommended modifications to
Title VIII were passed by the House Commit-
tee on Economic and Educational Opportuni-
ties.

In "Title Vu—Child Protection Block
Grant Programs and Foster Care. Adoption
Assistance and Independent Living Pro-
grams" of the Finance Committee bill, a
number of authorizations that are in theju-
risdiction of the Committee on Labor and
Human Resources are rewritten to be con-
solidated into block grants. These changes
have never been formally considered, or de-
bated by the full Labor Committee. In addi-
tion, the Medicaid-welfare reconciliation bill
even strikes several important provisions
that were included in the last year's rec-
onciliation conference report and reported
Out by the relevant House committees in
this year's reconciliation bill. Specifically.
those provisions concern the prompt
expungement of child abuse records on un-
substantiated or false cases: the appoint-
ment of guardian ad litems: and the inclu-
sion of material in support of the state's cer-
tification concerning the reporting of medi-
cal neglect of disabled infants.

We look forward to working with the mem-
bers of the Finance Committee on this legis-
lation and being formally included in the
conference negotiations on provisions under
the jurisdiction of the Committee on Labor
and Human Resources.

Sincerely.
NANCY LANDON

KASSEBALJM,
Chairman, Committee

on Labor and
Human Resources.

DAr COATS,
Chairman, Subcomznir-

tee on Children and
Families.

EDWARD M. KENNEDY.
Ranking Member.

Committee on Labor
and Human Re-
sources.

CHRISTOPHER DODD,
Ranking Member. Sub-

committee on Chil-
dren and Families.

5. 850
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rep-

resentatives of the United States of America in
Congress assembled.
SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the 'Child Care
and Development Block Grant Amendments
Act of 1995".
SEC. L AMENDMENTS TO THE CHILD CARE AND

DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT ACT
OF 1990.

(a) AUTHORIZATION O APPROPRIATIONS.—
Section 638B of the Child Care and Develop-
ment Block Grant Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 9858)
is amended to read as follows:
SEC. 658B. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIA-

TIONS.
There are authorized to be appropriated

to carry Out this subchapter $1 .000.000,000 for
fiscal year 1996. and such sums as may be
necessary for each of the fIscal years 1997
through 2000.".

(b) Lw ACENCY,—Section 658D(b) of the
Child Care and Development Block Grant
Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 9858b(b)) is amended—

(1) in paragraph (1)—
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(A) in subparagraph (A), by striking

"State" and inserting "governmental or
nongovernmental": and

(B) in subparagraph (C). by inserting "with
sufficient time and Statewide distribution of
the notice of such hearing." after hearing
in the State": and

(2) in paragraph (2), by striking the second
sentence.

(c) APPLICATION AND PLAN—Section 658E of
the Child Care and Development Block Grant
Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 9858c) is amended—

(I) in subsection (b), by striking 'imple-
mented—' and all that follows through
"plans." and inserting implemented during
a 2-year period.'

(2) in subsection (c)—
(A) in paragraph (2)—
(i) in subparagraph (A)—
(I) in clause (iii) by striking the semicolon

and inserting a period: and
(II) by striking 'except" and all that fol-

lows through "1992."; and
(ii) in subparagraph (E)—
(I) by striking clause (ii) and inserting the

following new clause:
"(ii) the State will implement mechanisms

to ensure that appropriate payment mecha-
nisms exist so that proper payments under
this subchapter will be made to providers
within the State and to permit the State to
furnish information to such providers."; and

(II) by adding at the end thereof the follow-
ing new sentence: "In lieu of any licensing
and regulatory requirements applicable
under State and local law, the Secretary, in
consultation with Indian tribes and tribal or-
ganizations, shall develop minimum child
care standards (that appropriately reflect
tribal needs and available resources) that
shall be applicable to Indian tribes and tribal
organization receiving assistance under this
subchapter. ' and

(iii) by striking subparagraphs (H) and (I):
and

(B) in paragraph (3)—
(i) in subparagraph (C)—
(I) in the subparagraph heading, by strik-

ing 'AND TO INCREASE" and all that follows
through CARE SERVICES"

(II) by striking '25 percent" and inserting
15 percent": and
(III) by striking 'and to provide before-"

and all that follows through '658H)": and
(ii) by adding at the end thereof the follow-

ing new subparagraph:
(D) LIMITATION ON ADMINISTRAflVE

COSTS.—Not more than 5 percent of the ag-
gregate amount of payments received under
this subchapter by a State in each fiscal year
may be expended for administrative costs in-
cur-red by such State to carry Out all its
functions and duties under this subchapter.".

(d) SLIDINC FEE SCALE.—
(I) IN CENERAL.—Sectjon 658E(c)(5) of the

Child Care and Development Block Grant
Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 9858c(c)(5)) is amended
by inserting before the period the following:

and that ensures a representative distribu-
tion of funding among the working poor and
recipients of Federal welfare assistance'.

(2) EuclBarry._Section 658P(4)(B) of the
Child Care and Development Block Grant
Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 9858n(4)(B)) is amended
by striking 75 percent" and inserting '100
percent'S.

(e) QLJALITY.—Section 658G of the Child
Care and Development Block Grant Act of
1990 (42 U.S.C. 9852e) is amended—

(I) in the matter preceding paragraph (1)—
(A) by striking "A State" and inserting
(a) IN GE1..—A State";
(B) by striking 'not less than 20 percent

of"; and
(C) by striking 'one or more of the follow-

ing" and inserting "carrying out the re-
source and refer-i-al activities described in
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subsection (b), and for one or more of the ac-
tivities described in subsection (c).';

(2) in paragraph (I). by inserting before the
period the following: ". including providing
comprehensive consumer education to par-
ents and the public, refer-x-als that honor pa-
rental choice, and activities designed to im-
prove the quality and availability of child
care"

(3) by striking "(I) RESOURCE AND REFER-
RAL PROCRAMS.—Operating and inserting
the following:

"(b) RESOURCE AND REFERRAL PROCRAMS.—
The activities described in this subsection
are operating":

(4) by redesignating paragraphs (2) through
(5) as paragraphs (I) through (4), respec-
tively;

(5) by inserting before paragraph (I) (as so
redesignated) the following:

(c) OTHER ACTIvITIES.—The activities de-
scribed in this section are the following:":
and

(6) by adding at the end thereof the follow-
ing:

"(5) BEFORE- AND AFTER-SCHOOL ACTIVI-
TIES.—Increasing the availability of before-
and after-school care.

(6) INFANT CARE.—Increasing the avail-
ability of child care for infants under the age
of 18 months,

(7) NONTRADITIONAL WORK HOUR$.—In-
creasing the availability of child care be-
tween the hours of 5:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m.

(d) NONDISCRIMINATION.—With respect to
child care providers that comply with appli-
cable State law but which are otherwise not
required to be licensed by the State, the
State, in carrying Out this section, may not
discriminate against such a provider if such
provider desires to participate in resource
and referral activities carried Out under sub-
section (b).".

(f) REPEAL.—Section 658H of the Child Care
and Development Block Grant Act of 1990 (42
U.S.C. 92580 is repealed.

(g) Er4FORCEr.rn.—Section 6581(b) (2) of the
Child Care and Development Block Grant
Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 9858g(b)(2)) is amend-
ed—

(I) in the matter following clause (ii) of
subparagraph (A). by striking "finding and
that" and all that follows through the period
and inserting flnding and may impose addi-
tional program requirements on the State.
including a requirement that the State reim-
burse the Secretary for any funds that were
improperly expended for purposes prohibited
or not authorized by this subchapter. that
the Secretary deduct from the admirustra-
tive portion of the State allotment for the
following fiscai year an amount that is less
than or equal to any improperly expended
funds, or a combination of such options."
and

(2) by striking subparagraphs (B) and (C).
(h) REPORTS.—Section 658K of the Child

Care and Development Block Grant Act of
1990 (42 U.S.C. 9858i) is amended—

(I) in the section heading. by striking "AN-
NUAL REPORT" and inserting ' REPORTS":
and

(2) in subsection (a)—
(A) in the subsection heading, by striking

'ANNUAL REPORT" and inserting 'REPORTS";
(B) by striking "December 31, 1992, and an-

nually thereafter" and inserting •December
31, 1996. and every 2 years thereafter":

(C) in paragraph (2)—
(i) in subparagraph (A). by inserting before

the semicolon "and the types of child care
programs under which such assistance is pro-
vided":

(ii) by striking subparagraph (B): and
(iii) by redesignating subparagraphs (C)

and (D) as subparagraphs (B) and (C). respec-
tively:

(D) by striking paragraph (4):
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(E) by redesignating paragraphs (5) and (6)

as paragraphs (4) and (5). respectively:
(F) in paragraph (4). as so redesignated, by

striking 'and" at the end thereof;
(C) in paragraph (5). as so redesignated. by

adding "and" at the end thereof: and
(H) by inserting after paragraph (5). as so

redesignated, the following new paragraph:
(6) describing the extent and manner to

which the resource and referral activities are
being carried out by the State:".

(i) REPORT y SECRETARy—Section 658L of
the Child Care and Development Block Crant
Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 9858j) is amended—

(1) by striking "1993" and inserting "1997':
(2) by striking "annually" and inserting

"bi-annually"; and
(3) by striking "Education and Labor' and

inserting 'Economic and Educational Oppor-
tunities'•,

(j) ALLOTMEr'rrs,—Section 6580 of the Child
Care and Development Block Crant Act of
1990 (42 U.S.C. 9858m) is amended—

(1) in subsection (c), by adding at the end
thereof the following new paragraph:

(6) CONSTRUCTION OR RENOVATION OF FA-
CILITIES.—

(A) REQUEST FOR USE OF FUNDS.—An In-
dian tribe or tribal organization may submit
to the Secretary a request to use amounts
provided under this subsection for construc-
tion or renovation purposes.

"(B) DETERMINATION.—With respect to a re-
quest submitted under subparagraph (A). and
except as provided in subparagraph (C). upon
a determination by the Secretary that ade-
quate facilities are not otherwise available
to an Indian tribe or tribal organization to
enable such tribe or organization to carry
Out child care programs in accordance with
this subchapter, and that the lack of such fa-
cilities will inhibit the operation of such
programs in the future, the Secretary may
permit the tribe or organization to use as-
sistance provided under this subsection to
make payments for the construction or ren-
ovation of facilities that will be used to
carry out such programs.

(C) LIM1TATION.—The Secretary may not
permit an Indian tribe or tribal organization
to use amounts provided under this sub-
section for construction or renovation if
such use will result in a decrease in the level
of child care services provided by the tribe or
organization as compared to the level of such
services provided by the tribe or organiza-
tion in the fiscal year preceding the year for
which the determination under subparagraph
(A) is being made.

(D) UNIFORM PROCEDURES.—The Secretary
shall develop and implement uniform proce-
dures for the solicitation and consideration
of requests under this paragraph."; and

(2) in subsection (e)—
(A) in paragraph (1), by striking "Any" and

inserting Except as provided in paragraph
(4)any"; and

(B) by adding at the end thereof the follow-
ing new paragraph:

"(4) INDIAN TRIBES OR TRiBAL ORCANIZA-
TIONS.—Any portion of a grant or contract
made to an Indian tribe or tribal organiza-
tion under subsection (c) that the Secretary
determines is not being used in a manner
consistent with the provision of this sub-
chapter in the period for with the grant or
contract is made available, shall be reallo-
cated by the Secretary to other tribes or or-
ganization that have submitted applications
under subsection (c) in proportion to the
original allocations to such tribes or organi-
zation.

(k) DEFINITIONS,_SectiOn 658? of the Child
Care and Development Block Crant Act of
1990 (42 U.S.C. 9858n) is amended—

(1) in paragraph (2). in the first sentence by
inserting "or as a deposit for child care serv-
ices if such a deposit is required of other
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children being cared for by the provider"
after 'child care services"; and

(2) in paragraph (5)(B)—
(A) by inserting "great grandchild, sibling

(if the provider lives in a separate resi-
dence)." after 'grandchild.":

(B) by striking "is registered and"; and
(C) by striking "State' and inserting ap-

plicable".
(1) APPLICATION OF SUBCHAPTER—The Child

Care and Development Block Crant Act of
1990 (42 U.S.C. 9858 et seq.) is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new
section:
"SEc. 658T. APPLICATION TO OTHER PROGRAMS.

"Notwithstanding any other provision of
law, a State that uses funding for child care
services under any Federal program shall en-
sure that activities carried Out using such
funds meet the requirements, standards, and
criteria of this subchapter and the regula-
tions promulgated under this subchapter.
Such sums shall be administered through a
uniform State plan. To the maximum extent
practicable, amounts provided to a State
under such programs shall be transferred to
the lead agency and integrated into the pro-
gram established under this subchapter by
the State.".
SEC. 3. SENSE OF THE SENATE.

(a) FINDINGS—The Senate finds that—
(1) the availability and accessibility of

quality child care will be critical to any wel-
fare reform effort;

(2) as parents move from welfare into the
workforce or into job preparation and edu-
cation, child care must be affordable and
safe;

(3) whether parents are pursuing job train-
ing. transitioning off welfare, or are already
in the work force and attempting to remain
employed, no parent can be expected to leave
his or her child in a dangerous situation;

(4) affordable and accessible child care is a
prerequisite for job training and for entering
the workforce; and

(5) studies have shown that the lack of
quality child care is the most frequently
cited barrier to employment and self-suffi-
ciency.

(b) SENSE OF THE SENATE.—It is the sense
of the Senate that the Federal Covei-nment
has a responsibility to provide funding and
leadership with respect to child care.
SEC. 4. REPEALS AND TECHNICAL AND CONS

FORMING AMENDMENTS.
(a) STATE DEPENDENT CARE DEVELOPMENT

CN'rs ACT.—The State Dependent Care De-
velopment Crants Act (42 U.S.C. 9871 et seq.)
is repealed.

(b) CHILD DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATE SCHOL-
ARSHIP ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1985.—The Child
Development Associate Scholarship Assist-
ance Act of 1985 (42 U.S.C. 10901 et seq.) is re-
pealed.

(c) ADDITIONAL CONFORMING AMEND-
MENTS.—

(1) RECOMMENDED LEGISLATION.—Ajter con-
sultation with the appropriate committees of
the Congress and the Director of the Office of
Management and Budget, the Secretary of
Health and Human Services shall prepare
and submit to the Congress a legislative pro-
posal in the form of an implementing bill
containing technical and conforming amend-
ments to reflect the amendments and repeals
made by this Act.

(2) SUBMISSION TO CONGRESS.—Not later
than 6 months after the date of enactment of
this Act, the Secretary of Health and Human
Services shall submit the implementing bill
referred to under paragraph (1)..

Mr. WELLSTONE. Mr. President, I
ask the chairman if it is his under-
standing that this bill should not un-
dermine or contradict the violence
against women act?
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Mr. ROTH. Yes, that is my under-

standing.
RECONCILiATION, THE DEFICIT AND SENATE

PROCEDURE
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President. on the

Democrat side of the aisle, the charge
has been made that we are abusing rec-
•onciliation in a way that has never
been done before. Reconciliation is a
process that is designed to allow expe-
dited consideration of the budget. The
budget has become an extremely con-
troversial issue and efforts to include
extraneous matter in reconciliation
has led to abuse in the past by both Re-
publicans and Democrats.

We adopted in the Byrd rule in 1985
to prohibit the inclusion of extraneous
matter in reconciliation. Making de-
terminations on whether something is
extraneous falls on the shoulders of the
Parliamentarians. This is a small of-
fice, comprising just three Par-
liamentarians, that must make judg-
ments on very controversial and com-
plicated issues in a very short period of
time. I think they do their best to
apply a very ambiguous standard
against very complicated and lengthy
reconciliation legislation.

With Republicans in control of the
Senate and the House, we have heard
from Democrats that reconciliation is
being abused. Just for the record, let
me read a couple of statements made
by Senators CaAF and Danforth dur-
ing consideration of the 1993 omnibus
reconciliation bill, a reconciliation bill
that was considered when the Demo-
crats were in control of the Senate.

The conference report on the 1993 rec-
onciliation bill comprised President
Clinton's controversial budget pack-
age. This legislation included provi-
sions that had nothing to do with defi-
cit reduction regarding bovine growth
hormones and a national vaccination
program. Senator Danforth raised a
point of order and the Chair ruled
against him. Senator Danforth then ap-
pealed the ruling of the Chair.

During the debate on the appeal. Sen-
ator CaAF effectively stated that the
Chair's ruling made a "complete joke
out of the Byrd rule" and Senator Dan-
forth implied that the Byrd rule was
being applied on a "whimsical basis"
and that "anything goes" under the
standard that was being used for the
Byrd rule's enforcement in 1993.

Mr. President, during consideration
of the budget resolution, the distin-
guished minority leader raised a point
of order against the budget resolution
because it "creates a budget reconcili-
ation bill devoted solely to worsening
the deficit". The Presiding Officer did
not sustain that point of order and the
Senate upheld the Chair's ruling on an
appeal. I do not want the Senate to be
left with the impression that the budg-
et act allows Congress to use reconcili-
ation to generate an unlimited number
of bills that would increase the deficit
under reconciliation procedures. Such
a use of reconciliation would be clearly
abusive.

We had no intention of using rec-
onciliation to increase the deficit. In
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fact, the budget resolution we adopted
and the reconciliation instructions it
includes will not only reduce the defi-
cit. it will balance the budget. Even if
an effort was made to use reconcili-
ation solely to increase the deficit, the
budget rules would have prohibited it.

The budget act grants special status
in the Senate to reconciliation legisla-
tion and any effort to abuse this proc-
ess represents an abuse of the Senate.
While I do not think we have abused
reconciliation, I was troubled by the
minority leader's point of order and I
want to review with the Senate what
has occurred since the minority leader
made his point of order and inquiries of
the Chair. I think this is particularly
important as we proceed with rec-
onciliation legislation.

The minority leaders chief concern
was that reconciliation should not be
used to increase the deficit. The Sen-
ate-reported budget resolution in-
cluded three sets of reconciliation in-
structions to generate three individual
reconciliation bills. The first bill would
reduce outlays by $124.8 billion and the
second by $214.8 billion. The two bills
combined would reduce the deficit by
S339.6 billion. If, and only if, these two
bills were enacted, then a third rec-
onciliation instruction would be trig-
gered to reduce revenues by not more
than $116.1 billion. In addition, under
the Senate's pay-as-you-go point of
order legislation cannot cause an in-
crease in the deficit unless it is offset
by previously enacted legislation. Even
undue the Senate-reported resolution,
reconciliation could not increase the
deficit. In fact, reconciliation had to
result in an overall reduction in the
deficit.

Mr. President, the minority leader's
concern focused on the third instruc-
tion in the resolution that called for a
reconciliation bill that would reduce
revenues by not more than $116.1 bil-
lion and would reduce outlays by $11.5
billion. The minority leader was cor-
rect that third reconciliation bill
viewed alone would increase the defi-
cit: however, we would never have got-
ten to that third bill without first hay-
ma done the first two bills.

conference, we modified the rec-
onciliation instructions to permit a re-
duction in revenues in the first instruc-
tion. Since the outlay reductions in
this first instruction exceeded the reve-
nue reduction, this first bill could not
increase the deficit. Therefore, rec-
onciliation could not be used in this
first bill to increase the deficit. The
resolution also provides a revenue re-
duction instruction for the third rec-
onciliation bill if the revenue reduc-
tions are not included in the first bill.

As the minority leader pointed out
during consideration of the budget res-
olution, under one of the Byrd rule
points of order—section 313(b)(1)(E) of
the Budget Act—a provision of a rec-
onciliation bill is subject to the Byrd
rule if it would cause an increase in the
deficit in a year alter the period cov-
ered by the reconciliation instructions
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and it is not offset by other provisions
in the bill. In addition, the pay-as-you-
go point of order prohibits consider-
ation of legislation that would increase
the deficit unless it was offset by the
enactment of other legislation that re-
duced the deficit. The Parliamentarian
made it clear to us that the budget res-
olution could not and the fiscal year
1997 budget resolution does not include
provisions to exempt reconciliation
from any Senate rule, the Byrd rule.
budget act rules, or even the pay-as-
you-go rule.

While this first instruction called for
a reduction in revenues, both the
House of Representatives and the Sen-
ate have chosen not to include revenue
reductions in their first reconciliation
bills. While the Senate did agree to an
amendment that would cause a reduc-
tion in revenues from an adoption tax
credit, this amendment was only
adopted alter the Senate voted 78 to 21
to waive a budget act point of order
against this amendment.

This first reconciliation bill will re-
duce spending and the deficit by over
$50 billion. We have spend almost a
week on this legislation and considered
over 50 amendments. In addition, the
minority has exercised its rights under
the Byrd rule and the presiding officer
has sustained points of order against 23
provisions in the bill.

Mr. President. the resolution calls
for two more reconciliation bills. I do
not know if we will complete action on
these two subsequent reconciliation
bills. If we do. these subsequent bills
must comply with the Byrd rule, budg-
et act guidelines, and the pay-as-you-
go point of order. Therefore, our reso-
lution never allowed and Senate rules
would not have permitted using rec-
onciliation to increase the deficit.

ABANDONING OUR cHILDREN
Mr. LAUTENBERG. Mr. President,

this is a historic and unfortunate time
for the U.S. Senate. This body is on the
verge of ending a 60 year guarantee
that poor children in this country
would not starve.

For 60 years. we could rest easier at
night knowing children across the
country had a minimal safety net. The
bill before us will take away this peace
of mind and throw up to 1.5 million
children into poverty.

Mr. President, I agree that the wel-
fare system is in need of repair. I be-
lieve that it needs to help promote
work and self sufficiency. I think it
should also protect children. Unfortu-
nately, the Republican welfare bill
does none of this.

First, the Republican bill does not
promote work. The bill calls for work
requirements for welfare recipients.
but it does not provide the resources to
put people to work. In fact, the CBO
said that "Most states would be un-
likely to satisfy this Iwork] require-
ment for several reasons."

One major reason is that this bill
cuts funding for work programs by
combining all welfare programs into a
capped block grant.
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Second. the Republican bill hurts

children. It would make deep cuts in
the Food Stamp Program which mil-
lions of children rely on for their nutri-
tional needs. It would also end the
guarantee that children will always
have a safety net.

• Under the Republican bill, a State
could adopt a 60-day time limit and
after that the children would be cut off
from the safety net entirely. The State
would not even be required to provide a
child with a voucher for food, clothing,
or medical care.

When you take all of these policies
together, this bill will throw approxi-
mately 1.5 million children into pov-
erty.

And this is a conservative estimate.
It could be much higher.

Mr. President, my conscience will
not let me vote for a bill that would
plunge children into poverty. I cannot
vote to leave our children unprotected.
I was I of only 11 Democrats to vote
against the original Senate welfare bill
that would have pjit 1.2 million chil-
dren into poverty.

I voted against the conference report
on this bill that would have doomed 1.5
million children to the same fate. And
I will vote against this bill for the
same reason. We must not abandon our
children.

Mr. President, I hold a different vi-
sion of what the safety net in this
country should be. I am afraid that
this bill will leave children hungry and
homeless.

I am afraid that the streets of our
Nation's cities might some day look
like the streets of the cities of Brazil.
If you walk around Brazilian cities,
you will see hungry children begging
for money, begging for food, and even
engaging in prostitution. I am not
talking about 18 year olds, I am talk-
ing about 9 year olds.

Tragically, this is what happens to
societies that abandon their children.

When we don't protect our children,
they will resort to anything to survive.

I don't want to see this happen in our
country.

I want to see this country invest in
its children. I think we should invest
more in child care, health and nutri-
tion so that our children can become
independent, productive citizens. I
want to give them the opportunity to
live the American dream like I had to
good fortune to do.

If we don't, we will create a perma-
nent underclass in this country. We
will have millions of children with no
protection. We will doom them to pov-
erty and failure.

Mr. President. as a member of the
Budget Committee. I also want to com-
ment on the priorities that are re-
flected in this reconciliation bill. De-
spite the fact that this bill is only lim-
ited to salety net programs, it is still
considered a reconciliation bill. This
bill receives the same protections as a
budget balancing bill but there is no
balanced budget in it.

This reconciliation bill seeks to cut
the deficit only by attacking salety net
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programs for poor children. There are
no cuts in corporate loopholes or tax
breaks. Despite the fact that tax ex-
pnditures cost the Federal Treasury
over $400 billion per year. there are no
such savings in this bill.

There are no grazing fee increases or
mining royalty increases. There are no
savings in the military budget or in
NASA's budget.

The only cuts in this bill come from
women and children. This reconcili-
ation bill gives new meaning to putting
women and children first.

Mr. President, I urge my colleagues
to vote against this bill. I urge all Sen-
ators to stand for the 1.5 million chil-
dren and reject this bill.

I yield the floor.
Mr. ROCKEFELLER. Mr. President. I

believe our welfare system desperately
needs reform, and most Americans
agree. It is obvious that there is a
strong consensus that parents seeking
public assistance must be required to
work or prepare for work. I wish it
were more obvious that innocent chil-
ciren should be protected, and I have
worked hard to make this case over the
years as welfare reform has been de-
bated.

As Governor of West Virginia in 1982,
I started one of the first workfare pro-
grams of the country because I believe
in work. and I am proud that West Vir-
ginia continues to use this community
work program today. I have met par-
ents who are proud to do community
service and who have used their experi-
ence to gain skills that ultimately got
them a paying job. This is what we
should do. Moving from welfare de-
pendency to work is hard, but it is the
best path for families and their future.

While the debate about welfare re-
form is full of slogans and simplistic
claims, it is far from easy to achieve
the fundamental goals of promoting
work and protecting children. The de-
tails of welfare reform do count, and
that's why the Congress has consumed
so much time and energy on this topic.

I regret that the Senate found itself
acting on welfare reform under the
rules of budget reconciliation legisla-
tion, which has strictly limited our de-
bate to just 20 hours and has dras-
tically con.strained our ability to con-
sider amendments to modify the pro-
posal. Using reconciliation procedures,
the majority has taken advantage of a
special way to prevent its notion of
welfare reform from being subject to
true debate and alterations.

Last year. when the Senate worked
on a bipartisan welfare reform bill. we
spent 8 days debating welfare reform
and held 43 rollcall votes. In an impor-
tant signal of bipartisanship, an addi-
tional 62 amendments were accepted.
While Democrats did not prevail with
all of our amendments, we did have the
chance to present our ideas and argu-
ments for a genuine test of the Sen-
ates will. It is unfortunate that the
Republican leadership was not willing
to take up welfare reform this year in
the same fair, open process.

But even under the rules and con-
straints of reconciliation, some bipar-
tisan progress has been made on the
Senate floor. We have restored the Fed-
eral health and safety standards for
child care by a rollcall vote of 96 to 0.
We agreed to another amendment to
invest more money to enhance the
quality and availability of child care.
Child care is the key to helping parents
work, and parents need to have con-
fidence in the care that their child is
receiving.

I was also proud to cosponsor the
Chafee-Breaux amendment to ensure
continued Medicaid coverage to poor
women and their children. Welfare re-
form should not be about reducing
health care to needy families, and
thanks to the bipartisan vote of 97 to 2.
we know that health care coverage will
be available for families with parents
who are making the struggle to go
from welfare to work—now and into
the future.

We eliminated the optional food
stamps block grant which had the po-
tential to unravel this country's com-
mitment to ensuring decent nutrition
for all poor children, needy families,
and dependent senior citizens, no mat-
ter what State they reside in. An op-
tional block grant of food stamps could
have weakened the country's nutrition
programs. One of my greatest fears is
that States that choose the block
grant would be forced to reduce bene-
fits in times of recession or other times
of need. like national disasters. With
our agricultural resources. America
should not go backward and become a
nation where some of its people and
children go hungry.

And. I cosponsored the Breawc vouch-
er amendment which assured basic sup-
port for innocent children for at least 5
years, and then gave States the option
to provide non-cash assistance to chil-
dren after a family reached the 5 year
time limit. This amendment got 51
votes, but the rules of reconciliation
demanded 60—so it fell.

An alternative amendment was of-
fered by Senator FOir, but it also
failed by a a single vote. Because both
of the voucher amendments failed.
States are prohibited from using block
grant funding to provide vouchers for
children, and this is disturbing. Pre-
vious welfare bills from last year of-
fered greater flexibility to States on
vouchers.

But some of the amendments that
passed are important bipartisan efforts
to improve the bill. There is more we
should do to protect innocent children,
and I can only hope that our colleagues
will understand this in conference or in
the near future.

But time has run out under the rules
of reconciliation, and we now are faced
with a final vote on this legislation.

In my view, this welfare reform bill
poses a huge experiment__and some-
thing that must be watched and evalu-
ated carefully.

Proponents express full confidence
that this new, bold welfare reform bill
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will change the system and put parents
to work, quickly allowing children to
benefit as their parents move from de-
pendency to self-sufficiency.

Opponents of the legislation charge
that millions of children may be cast
into poverty, and potentially end up on
streets.

Because people end up on welfare for
such different reasons and in different
circumstances. it is not clear what the
results will be. This legislation charts
a new course for welfare. but it is
untested

I hope that proponents are right, and
that this legislation has the right in-
centives. My hope is that the new pres-
sure of a time limit will effectively and
efficiently move parents into work, and
families will benefit.

To help ensure this, I fought hard
throughout this Congress to secure the
proper funding for child care. which is
essential for single parents to go to
work. Thanks to the effort of many
dedicated Members, this legislation in-
vests $13 billion in child care—more
money than we are now spending, and
this is a major accomplishment.

The legislation we are now consider-
ing has a larger contingency fund than
the previously passed Senate bill to
offer help to States in times of eco-
nomic downturns and recessions, which
is especially needed for States like
West Virginia that are vulnerable to
economic ups and downs.

Under the new block grant. States
will have enormous flexibility—and
strict requirements—to move families
from welfare to work.

Will the combination of more child
care money and the incentive of time
limits be the right mix? Will our econ-
omy continue to grow, and unemploy-
ment rates stay low so welfare recipi-
ents truly have a real chance to com-
pete and get jobs?

We will never know the answers. un-
less we try.

Because the American people want
and expect welfare reform, I will vote
to try this new approach—and hope
that Congress does its part to push for
the desired results.

But I also believe that this effort
must be watched carefully and closely
to ensure that the innocent children,
who represent two-thirds of the people
who depend on welfare. are not hurt.

This is why I fought so hard with
others last year to secure $15 million
for research and evaluation. Every
Member who votes for this legislation
has an obligation to work with their
State to ensure that this new system
works. and to monitor the national
progress as well.

Throughout this debate. I have tried
to focus my attention on the needs of
children. As usual in today's political
environment, areas of bipartisan agree-
ment do not attract attention, but
they are still important.

In key areas for children, progress
has been made. The Senate bill retains
current law on foster care and pro-
grams to protect abused and neglected
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children. Such children are the most
vulnerable group in our country, and I
was active in a bipartisan group dedi-
cated to retaining the foster care enti-
tiement and prevention programs for
abused and neglected children.

The child support enforcement provi-
sions in the legislation are another ex-
ample of positive, bipartisan efforts.
And because it was bipartisan, little
attention has been given to these ac-
complishments. But these provisions
include bold action to crack down on
deadbeat parents who shirk their
obiligation to pay child support. Cur-
rently, over $20 billion is uncollected in
child support payments and arrearages.
Strengthening child support enforce-
ment will truly help children of all in-
come levels, and this is meaningful ac-
tion to underscore the importance of
families, and support children.

There has been a sincere effort to im-
prove this bill, and the positive
changes are the result of untold hours
of hard work and dedication.

The keypoint is that the current sys-
tem does not have public support or
confidence, and this is not healthy for
the country. The cynicism and frustra-
tion we see among Americans toward
Government stems partly from their
anger about welfare. Even families de-
pendent on our existing system admit
that they are frustrated and that the
system can trap families into a cycle of
dependency. We need to make the leap
with real changes, tougher rules, and
more common sense. We have an oppor-
tunity to help families and build more
support for the protections that should
stay in place. if the job is done right. A
great deal has been promised by the ar-
chitects of this bill and others such as
many Governors, and I hope we will see
the hard work, skill, and compassion
required to bring about the right kind
of results.

Today. I cast my vote for change.
Mrs. BOXER. Mr. President, today I

am forced to vote against a welfare re-
form measure that I believe is bad for
children and bad for the State of Cali-
fornia. costing my State billions of dol-
lars.

This is a difficult vote for me because
I stand in favor of welfare reform. I
want to get people off welfare and put
them to work. I voted in favor of the
Senate welfare reform bill last year be-
cause I support this principle.

I also continue to support giving
States additional flexibility to run
their welfare programs, cracking down
on deadbeat parents and reducing teen
pregnancy.

costs TO cALIFoRNIA
In California today, we have approxi-

mately 4 million legal immigrants re-
siding in our State—40 percent of the
Nation's legal immigrants. Thus. the
proposed cuts in benefits to legal im-
migrants will have a dramatic and dis-
proportionate impact on California,
which Senator FEINSTEIN and I have
quantified as best we can.

This bill saves nearly $60 billion over
6 years. Where do these savings come

from? More than one-third of the sav-
ings will come from restricting bene-
fits to legal immigrants. Of this
amount. California will have to shoul-
der 40 percent of the losses. This is sim-
ply unfair to California.

It has been estimated that Califor-
nia's loss of Federal funds under this
bill could be up to $9 billion over 6
years due to the restrictions on bene-
fits to legal immigrants.

This will mean a massive cost shift
to California's 58 counties. For exam-
ple. over half of the immigrants on
Supplemental Security Income [SSIJ
and Aid to Families with Dependent
Children IAFDC} live in California. Ac-
cording to the California State Senate
Office of Research. over 230.000 aged,
blind and disabled legal immigrants
could lose their SSI benefits almost
immediately. The Congressional Budg-
et Office estimates that I million poor
legal immigrants would be denied Food
Stamps under the bill. with many of
them living in California.

If legal immigrants are made ineli-
gible for Federal and State programs.
California's counties will be respon-
sible for providing social services and
medical care to them. tinder California
law, counties are legally and fiscally
responsible to provide a safety net to
indigent persons.

The safety net is already overbur-
dened in many counties. Some of the
counties most heavily impacted by
legal immigrants have already faced is-
sues of bankruptcy. This welfare bill
will only further threaten the financial
viability of these counties.

The largest county in the Nation, Los
Angeles County. will be severely im-
pacted by these provisions. Los Angeles
County estimates that under this bill.
93.000 legal immigrants would lose
their SSI benefits in their county
alone. If these legal immigrants ap-
plied for county general assistance, it
would cost Los Angeles County $236
million.

California counties further fear dam-
age to their health system if the State
exercises its option to deny all Medic-
aid coverage, including emergency\
care, to most legal immigrants.

That is why I cosponsored an amend-
ment with my distinguished colleague
from California, Senator FEINSTEIN. to
mitigate some of the impact of the
legal immigrant provisions on Califor-
nia. The Feinstein-Boxer amendment
would have applied legal immigrant
provisions of the bill prospectively.
This would allow us to make changes
for immigrants who have yet to enter
the country. but keep the rules of the
game unchanged for those legal imrni-
grants already present.

I think it is important to note who
some of these legal immigrants are.
Many of them are children. Many of
them are disabled and unable to work.
Many of them are refugees, with no
sponsor to fall back on if they are cut
off from the assistance they des-
perately need. According to the Cali-
forrila State Senate Office of Research,
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approximately 60 percent of legal im-
migrants receiving AFDC in California
are refugees.

The Feinstein-Boxer amendment
would have decreased the outflow of
Federal dollars from California, while
maintaining what I believe is a fair ap-
proach for legal immigrants already in
our country. Unfortunately, our
amendment failed.

vOUcHERS FOR CHILDREN
A second reason why I cannot sup-

port this bill is the prohibition on pro-
viding vouchers for noncash items to
children if their family's time limit for
assistance has expired. Vouchers could
be used to pay for items such as school
supplies, diapers, food, clothing and
other necessary items for children. An
amendment to require States to give
vouchers to children whose families ex-
ceed time limits shorter than 5 years
did not pass in the Senate. An amend-
ment to give States the option to do
this failed as well with only two Re-
publicans voting in favor.

I believe the bill's language goes too
far to penalize children for their par-
ents' inability to find work. What kind
of country are we when we deny such
necessities to innocent children?

POOD STAMPS

In addition, the bill would make
major cuts in funding to the existing
Food Stamp Program. Reductions in
the bill for food stamps amount to ap-
proximately $27.5 billion over 6 years—
nearly half of the bill's savings. By the
year 2002, food stamp spending would
be reduced by nearly 20 percent. The
poorest households would be affected
since nearly half of the cuts in food
stamps would come from households
with incomes below half of the poverty
line.

coNcLusioN
The drafters of this latest welfare re-

form bill wisely improved certain pro-
visions of the bill to increase child care
funding. retain the Federal guarantee
to school lunch programs—although
funding for school lunch has been un-
wisely cut. and maintain child protec-
tive services for abused and neglected
children.

In addition. key amendments to
maintain Medicaid coverage for cur-
rent welfare recipients, strike the op-
tional food stamp block grant. and en-
sure Federal health and safety stand-
ards for child care successfully passed
the Senate.

I wholeheartedly support all of these
improvements to the underlying legis-
lation.

However, for the reasons I have stat-
ed above, I cannot support this welfare
reform bill that shifts major costs to
the State of California and shreds the
safety net for poor children. I hope
that in conference my concerns will be
addressed. One State should not be un-
fairly penalized as California is. and no
child should suffer as a result of our
work.

Mr. DORGAN. Mr. President, I will
vote for the welfare reform bill before
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us today because I believe the welfare
system in this country is broken and
needs to be fixed.

The welfare system serves no one
well—not recipients and not taxpayers.
We need to preserve a safety net for
those who truly need help, but that
safety net should be one that encour-
ages work, facilitates self-reliance, and
doesn't punish innocent kids.

The legislation before us is not per-
fect, and I have concerns about many
aspects of the bill.

Despite my reservations, this bill
permits us to move the welfare reform
process forward. This bill requires re-
cipients to work after receiving welfare
for 2 years. and set a 5—year limit on
total assistance. It permits recipients
to use some of their time on assistance
to get the education and training they
need to find and keep a job. It provides
child care for welfare recipients who
want to work. It places a priority on
preventing teen pregnancies. And it re-
quires absent fathers to help pay for
the costs of raising their children.

And we have made some important
improvements since this bill was intro-
duced. We increased the requirement
that States continue to make their
own contributions to maintaining a
strong safety net. We strengthened pro-
visions to guarantee that the Food
Stamp Program will provide assistance
when people need it most. And we re-
stored money for the summer food pro-
gram for kids.

I will support this legislation despite
my reservations, and advance the bill
to conference with the hope that it will
be further improved in conference. If
the final bill does not maintain a
strong safety net for children, I will
not support it.

Ms. MIKULSKJ. Mr. President, I was
ready to vote for a welfare reform bill
today. I believe we need welfare re-
form. I have fought for a tough welfare
reform bill. and I have voted for wel-
fare reform.

It is deeply disappointing to me that
I must vote against final passage of
this bill.

I voted for the bill which the Senate
passed last year. I hoped at that time
that the conference on that bill would
make even further improvements in
the bill. and that we would be able to
send a good bill to the President for his
signature.

I was disappointed when the con-
ferees last year took an acceptable bill
and turned it into an unacceptable and
punitive one. Welfare reform was with-
in our grasp last year. But we let it slip
away by placing political consider-
ations ahead of sound policy decisions.
I hope we will not make the same mis-
take this year.

I have not only voted for welfare re-
form, but I am one of the coauthors of
the work first bill, which would have
ended welfare as we know it. Along
with my coauthors, the Democratic
leader, Senator DASCHLE and Senator
BREAUX, I am proud that we crafted a
plan that is tough on work but not
tough on children.
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Our plan called for a time-limited

and conditional entitlement. It would
have required all able-bodied adults to
go to work. Our plan provided people
with the tools to move from welfare to
work: tools like job training. job
search assistance, and most impor-
tantly, child care.

We recognized that the No. 1 barrier
to work is the lack of affordable child
care. So our bill provided sufficient
funds to ensure that child care would
be available to families as parents
moved into the work force.

The work first bill also protected
children. We made sure that our reform
was targeted at adults not at children.
We included provisions to ensure that
no child would go hungry or go without
needed health care because a parent
had failed to find and keep ajob.

So let me be clear. I support welfare
reform. Throughout this Congress, I
have fought for welfare reform. I have
coauthored not one. but two. major
welfare initiatives. And I had hoped to
be able to vote for a welfare reform bill
today.

Unfortunately, I cannot vote for this
bill. This bill does not provide ade-
quate protection for children. What
will happen to children once their par-
ents reach the time limit for benefits?
Without vouchers to ensure that the
basic subsistence needs of children are
met. we know that children will suffer
if their parents have not found jobs. We
simply cannot punish children for the
shortcomings of their parents.

Although we adopted a good amend-
ment today to prevent the Food Stamp
Program from becoming a block grant,
this bill still contains deep cuts in food
stamps. Families who depend on the
Food Stamp Program to meet their
basic nutritional needs will suffer from
the cuts in this bill. Even families with
full-time workers sometimes need food
stamps because their full-time jobs
don't provide enough money to feed
their families. This bill will hurt them
too.

This bill does not provide enough
money for child care. In fact. it is like-
ly that States will be unable to meet
the work requirements of the bill be-
cause of the inadequate level of child
care funding. Parents who are ready to
work and who want to work will not be
able to work if there is not child care
which is both affordable and available.

These holes in the safety net for chil-
dren are of deep concern to me. If pro-
tecting children is a priority for this
Congress, how can we take a chance on
a bill which is sure to hurt innocent
children. We cannot.

Mr. President, I have not given up on
welfare reform. While I cannot vote
• 'yes'• for this bill today, I hope that
the conference on the bill will continue
to build on the progress we have made
on this issue. Unlike last year's con-
ference, which took an adequate bill
and made it unacceptable, I hope that
this year's conference will make a
good, strong bill out of this unaccept-
able bill.
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I urge the conferees on the bill to

continue to work with the White House
and with the best minds from both par-
ties to reach agreement on a plan we
can all support. and that the President
will sign. We can do it. We can have a
plan that saves lives, saves tax dollars,
creates opportunities for work. and
protects children.

I hope the conferees will negotiate in
good faith to achieve a plan that is
tough on work and protects kids. I
would be proud to vote for that plan.

PROTECT cHILDREN
Mr. KERRY. Mr. President, there is

nothing more important to this debate
today than constantly reminding our-
selves that our focus ought to be this
Nation's children and their well-being.
That was the focus when, under Frank-
lin Roosevelt's leadership over 60 years
ago. title TV-A of the Social Security
Act was originally enacted. As we pro-
ceed in this debate about children—and
it is a debate about children because
over two-thirds of current welfare re-
cipients indeed are children—their in-
terests should be uppermost in our
minds.

There is no disagreement that I can
find in this Chamber, and very, very
little across the Nation. that our wel-
fare system needs reform. Despite what
on the part of many who have been in-
volved in legislating, implementing,
and administering the existing welfare
program is good faith and intentions,
that welfare system has been buffeted
by the forces of society and culture; for
far too many it offers little real help or
incentives for movement toward self-
sufficiency. Instead, for far too many,
it has become at best an indifferent
means of providing a bare subsistence
income.

In many ways. our world and our Na-
tion are very different places than
when the original Federal welfare pro-
gram was established in the thirties.
The objective, Mr. President, ought to
be the same. But the means must be
adjusted. The objective is to prevent
human misery, to give Americans, es-
pecially children, a helping hand when
they otherwise face destitution and
poverty. A handout may once have
functioned with considerable effective-
ness to help those in poverty toward
that objective. Now we understand the
importance of child care. training.
work search assistance, health care,
and other ingredients if families are to
move toward self-sufficiency.

We know that 15.3 million children in
this Nation live in poverty. This means
that 21.8 percent of our children—over
one in five children—are impoverished.
In Massachusetts, there are more than
176,000 in this category. Despite the
stereotypes, Mr. President, the major-
ity of America's poor children are
white—9.3 million—and live in rural or
suburban areas—8.4 million—rather
than in central cities where 6.9 million
of them reside.

The other point on which we can
agree, because it is a fact rather than
an opinion, is that the child poverty
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rate in this Nation is currently dra-
matically higher than the rate in other
maj or industrialized nations. Accord-
in to an excellent, comprehensive re-
cent report by an international re-
search group called the Luxembourg
Income Study. the child poverty rate
in the United Kingdom is less than half
our rate—9.9 percent. the rate in
France is less than one-third our rate—
6.5 percent. and the rate in Denmark—
3.3 percent—is about one-sixth our
rate.

We know that poverty is bad for chil-
dren. This for many would qualify as a
truism, but perhaps others require to
be shown. Nobel Prize-winning econo-
mist Robert Solow and the Children's
Defense Fund recently conducted the
first-ever study of the long-term im-
pact of child poverty. They found that
their lowest estimate was that the fu-
ture cost to society of a single year of
poverty for the 15 million poor children
in the United States is S36 billion in
lost output per worker. When they in-
cluded lost work hours, lower skills.
and other labor market disadvantages
related to poverty, they found that the
future cost to society was $177 billion.

Mr. President. the way in which the
Republicans who control both the Sen-
ate and the House of Representatives
repeatedly have attempted to reform
welfare is not what I believe this Na-
tion wants or believes is the proper
way, the best way, or the moral way to
address poverty and millions of fami-
lies that are not self-sufficient in our
late 20th century society. A number of
the components of Republican co-
called welfare reform proposals, even
charitably, can best be described as pu-
nitive, or budget driven. I simply re-
coiled as I reviewed proposals, for ex-
ample, to eliminate the access of chil-
dren to health care. I shook my head in
disbelief as I read provisions that
wouid deny food stamps—and very
probably a minimally nutritious diet—
to children whose parents in some
cases have made unacceptable choices.
no matter how misguided and unac-
ceptable they are.

But we are faced here. in the institu-
uon that has been elected by the peo-
ple of the United States to make the
Nation's major policy decisions and to
design its major government inter-
actions with those people. with the ne-
cessity to work together to produce
change. Either we struggle successfully
to reach some kind of middle ground
which a majority can accept, or we do
nothing at all.

Surely. in welfare as in all other
areas, there are those who so fear
change—for any of a host of reasons—
that they prefer the status quo. I do
not believe the status quo best serves
this Nation and its people. I do not be-
lieve the status quo best serves this
Nation's future. And I do not believe
the status quo best serves those who
are the unfortunate, the impoverished,
the destitute, the left out in our Na-
tion.

Democrats have labored mightily to
turn a punitive bill into one that will
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work, one that would be desirable for
the country. I was personally involved
in that effort. Last week. I offered an
amendment that the Senate approved
by voice vote which makes what I be-
lieve to be an important change. In
keeping with my belief that we must
keep our eye on the ball as we legis-
late—and that objective in this case is
to reduce poverty and increase the self-
sufficiency of America's poor fami-
lies—my amendment provides that if a
State's child poverty rate increase by 5
percent. then the State must file a cor-
rective action plan with the Secretary
of Health and Human Services. If
States can—as they and the Republican
authors of this bill fervently maintain
they can—achieve economies of scale
never realized when the program was
overseen by the Federal Government,
and successfully refocus the program
on moving the family heads in welfare
families and other impoverished fami-
lies toward self-sufficiency, then child
poverty should decrease. More chil-
dren, and more families, will be better
off if this new approach works. But if
that is not the outcome—if child pov-
erty increases, then my amendment
will require States to confront that re-
ality and to adjust in an attempt to
meet the program's objectives. I and
many others will be watching ex-
tremely closely to see how the program
works, and to see how this adjustment
mechanism I authored functions.

And if neither the program nor the
adjustment mechanism functions ac-
ceptably, I will be the first to fight to
devise a new approach. Ultimately, if
we are sending Federal money to the
States to combat poverty, we must de-
mand that poverty recede.

When I came to the Senate floor this
morning, I was gravely concerned that
the democratic process, as it often will,
had produced an unacceptable product.
Despite the addition of my amendment
and some amendments by others. this
bill still tore huge holes in the safety
net.

Today. repair stitches were made in
two of the most distressing of these
holes. The Senate voted to maintain
the current eligibility standards for
Medicaid, ensuring that those who now
qualify for medical assistance, includ-
ing those who do so by virtue of their
eligibility for the welfare program the
legislation would abolish, will continue
to qualif' for medical assistance. The
repair made by the Chafee-Breaux
amendment was of great importance.

The Senate also voted to preserve the
Food Stamp Program as a Federal as-
sistance program that wifi be available
to all Americans on the basis of the
same income and assets limits that
now apply. That means the Food
Stamp Program will continue to oper-
ate as a safety net on a national basis,
ensuring that, at the very least, Ameri-
cans can eat—and that the assistance
will fluctuate as it must based on eco-
nomic conditions across the Nation.
The Department of Agriculture had es-
timated that, if the block grant origi-
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nally proposed in this legislation had
been in place during the last national
recession, 8.3 million fewer children
would have been served by the pro-
gram. Under this bill, not only would
they not have had food stamps. many
of them would have had no welfare ei-
ther. Where would they have been, Mr.
President? Fortunately. we stitched up
this hole today.

When I cast my vote for final pas-
sage. I will be very mindful of these
critical changes today. I also will be
mindful of the fact that this bill was in
several ways better than the welfare
reform legislation that the Senate
passed last fall. This bill includes near-
ly $4 billion more for day care for the
children of parents required to find and
hold jobs. It includes a $2 billion con-
tingency fund to help States as they
try to help what inevitably will be a
growing number of impoverished peo-
ple when recessions hit. as they un-
questionably will.

I also will be acutely mindful, Mr.
President, of the limits to which I am
willing to go with this experiment
called for by President Clinton during
the 1992 Presidential campaign and en-
dorsed by the Republican Party in the
1994 congressional elections. Ideally,
this bill will be improved and strength-
ened in conference committee. That is
certainly possible if the President, who
has been very quiet when asked how he
believes this bill must be augmented,
will clearly enunciate what he believes
to be essential ingredients if he is to
sign welfare reform legislation into
law. I maintain hope that we can pro-
vide vouchers that will continue to
provide basic human necessities for
children whose parents hit the lifetime
assistance limit imposed by this bill. I
also hope that the cutoff of legal immi-
grants will be rethought and at the
very least made less severe. The Presi-
dent can and I hope will lead the way
in both these matters and others.

At the very least, Mr. President,
there must not be reversion or erosion
in this legislation. We must not see re-
trenchment with regard to those few
hard-won improvements that make
this bill a marginally acceptable risk.
It is time for an experiment that we
hope will improve the lives and oppor-
tunities of millions of families and
their children. It is not time to take
frightful risks with those lives, based
on a groundless faith that harsh dis-
cipline will remedy all social ills. I
must serve notice that if the legisla-
tion that returns for final Senate ap-
proval increases those risks, I will op-
pose it.

If this bill becomes law, Mr. Presi-
dent, no one should prepare to relax.
We have much, much more to do and
this is only the opening chapter. As
this new picture unfolds. I will be
watching intently—and I will not be
alone—to be certain that our efforts
and resources have a positive effect on
children and families, and that they
have real opportunities to realize their
potential as human beings. That is the
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objective we seek, and it is on reaching
that objective that we must insist.

Mrs. FEINSTEIN. Mr. President, I
had truly hoped that I could support
legislation that could deliver meaning-
ful and historic reform of our Nation's
welfare system, but this bill forces
California to bear far more than our
fair share of the burden.

Last year I voted for the Senate bill
and against the conference bill because
California's concerns were not met.
This year, I would hope that some of
these items could be fixed in con-
ference committee, so that we are able
to vote for a bill at the end of this
process.

Nearly one-third of the net reduc-
tions contained in this bill fall on just
one State: California. California is
being asked to shoulder $17 billion in
cuts—one-third of the entire savings.
The question is, what is the State able
and willing to provide to fill in the
gap? An examination of Governor Wil-
son's budget indicates that dollars
budgeted for food stamps. AFDC, and
benefits for legal immigrants drop
from an estimated $1.9 billion in the
current fiscal year to just over $1.5 bil-
lion in 1997—therefore, counties cannot
expect a large bailout from the State.

Consequently, for those who deserve
special help, whether they be aged,
blind, developmentally disabled or
mentally ill, an increased burden will
most certainly fall on the counties.

NO sAFETY NET FOR CHILDREN

5. 1795 ends the Federal guarantee of
cash assistance for poor children and
families, and provides no safety net for
children whose parents reached the 5
year time limit on benefits. There are
approximately 2.7 million AFDC recipi-
ents in California, of which 68 percent
are children. Under the time limit. 3.3
million children nationwide arid 514,000
children in California would lose all as-
sistance after 5 years.

The Children's Defense Fund esti-
mates that under this bill, 1.2 million
more children would fall into poverty.
California's child poverty rate was 27
percent for 1992—94, substantially above
the national average of 21 percent.
Under this bill, even more children in
California would be living in poverty.

FOOD sTAMPs DRA5TICALLY REDUCED
California will lose $4.2 billion in

cuts to the Food Stamp Program, re-
ducing benefits for 1.2 million house-
holds. Nearly 2 million children in
California receive food stamp benefits.
Children of legal immigrants would be
eliminated from food stamp benefits
immediately.

CHiLD CARE 1JND1NG 1NADEQUA
Currently in California, paid child

care is not available to 80 percent of el-
igible AFDC children. The Senate wel-
fare reform bill awards child care block
grants to States based on their current
utilization of Federal child care funds.
But California's current utilization
rate is low, so California would be in-
stitutionally disadvantaged under this
bill.

NO HEALTH COVERACE FOR CHILDREN
The Senate bill ends the Federal

guarantee of health insurance or Med-
icaid for women on AFDC and their
children. In California. 290,000 children
and 750.000 parents would lose cov-
erage, according to the Children's De-
fense Fund. California has the third
highest uninsured rate in the Nation at
22 percent of the population.

DENIAL OF BENEFITS TO LEGAL IMMIGRANTS
The Senate welfare reform bill would

deny SSI and flood stamps to most
legal immigrants, including those al-
ready residing in California. In 1994,
15.4 percent, or 390,000, of AFDC recipi-
ents in California were noncitizens,

Fifty-two percent of all legal immi-
grants in the United States who are on
SSI and AFDC reside in California. Los
Angeles County estimates that 234,000
aged, blind, and disabled legal immi-
grants would lose SSI benefits, 150,000
people would lose AFDC, and 93,000 SSI
recipients would lose benefits under
this bill. The county estimates that
the loss of SSI funds could result in a
cost shift to the county of more than
$236 million annually. Loss of Medicaid
coverage for legal immigrants would
shift an additional $100 million per
year.

With this in mind, I cannot support
this bill, because I believe it unfairly
disadvantages California. It would be
my hope that as the conference process
continues, this can be taken into con-
sideration and the bill that emerges
can be fair across the board and not
single out any one State for one-third
of the burden of the cuts.

It is especially important that indi-
vidual counties in California take a
close look at the impact this legisla-
tion will have on theirjurisdiction. For
example, Los Angeles County contin-
ues to be the most devastated county
in the Nation under this bill with al-
most $500 million in added costs each
year. California counties must help us
press our case with the House-Senate
conferees on the impact of this bill.

The PRESIDiNG OFFICER. The
question is on the engrossment and
third reading of the bill.

The bill was ordered to be engrossed
for a third reading and was read the
third time.

The PRESIDiNG OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the clerk will re-
port H.R. 3734.

The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:

A bill (H.R. 3734) to provide for reconcili-
ation pursuant to section 201(a)(1) of the con-
current resolution on the budget for fiscal
year 1997.

The Senate proceeded to consider the
bill.

The PRESIDiNG OFFICER. Under
the previous order, all after the enact-
ing clause of H.R. 3734 is stricken and
the text of 5. 1956, as amended, is in-
serted in lieu thereof.

The question is on the third reading
of the bill.

The bill (1-1.R. 3734), as amended, was
ordered to a third reading and was read
the third time.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under

the previous order, the Senator from
New York is recognized for 5 minutes.

Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, I
have the honor to yield 2 minutes to
my distinguished friend from New Jer-
sey. Senator BRADLEY.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from New Jersey.

Mr. BRADLEY. Mr. President. I do
not think we have really even started
to talk about the consequences of this
act on the lives of people who actually
live in American cities. If this bill
passes and we look ahead 5 years into
the future, city streets will not be
safer, urban families will not be more
stable, new jobs will not be created and
schools will not be better. None of
these things will happen. Instead, this
bill will simply punish those in cities
least able to cope.

With the repeal of title IV of the So-
cial Security Act, the Federal Govern-
ment would have broken its promise to
children who are poor. It will have
washed its hands of any responsibility
for them. It will have passed the buck.

What we need to do to change the
broken welfare system is not block
grants. What we need is not transfer-
ring pots of money from one group of
politicians to another group of politi-
cians without regard to need, ru'es or
accountability.

In fact, with the block grant, we will
even be paying for people who have
been shifted off the State welfare rolls
onto the Federal SSI rolls. In 22 States
that have cut welfare rolls. 247,000
adults went off AFDC and 206,000 went
on to SSI.

Because Governors are good at gam-
ing Federal funding systems, we will be
paying for these 206,000 people through
the block grant at the same time we
are paying for them through SSI. What
we need is a steady Federal commit-
ment and State experimentation so
that we can change welfare in a way
that will encourage marriage, get peo-
ple off welfare rolls and into jobs for
the long term. Sadly, this bill will
produce the opposite result.

Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, I
have the honor to yield 2 minutes to
my distinguished friend from Illinois.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Illinois is recognized.

Ms. MOSELEY-BRUN. Mr. Presi-
dent, I thank very much the Senator
from New York.

Mr. President, I believe that the Sen-
ate will rue the day that we pass this
legislation. This day, this bill opens up
the floor under poor children which in
our lifetimes no child has ever had to
fall no matter how poor, how irrespon-
sible its parents might be. This day, in
the name of reform, this Senate will do
actual violence to poor children, put-
ting millions of them into poverty who
were not in poverty before.

No one in the debate on this legisla-
tion has fully or adequately answered
the question: What happens to the chil-
dren? They are, after all, the greatest
number of people affected by this legis-
lation.

CONGRESSION RECORD — SENATE
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Mr. President, 67 percent of the peo-

ple who are receiving welfare today are
children, and 60 percent of those chil-
dren are under the age of 6 years old.
This bill makes a policy assault on
nonworking parents, but it uses the
children as the missiles and as the
weapons of that assault.

t believe that this bill does not—does
not—move in the direction of reform.
Reform would mean that we give peo-
ple the ability to work, to take care of
their own children. It would have a
commitment to job creation, to ade-
quate child care, to job training, to job
placement. But this legislation, Mr.
President, does none of those things.

This legislation does not give able-
bodied people a chance to work and
support their own children. It simply is
election-year politics and rhetoric
raised to the level of policy. I believe
this bill cannot be fixed—not in con-
ference committee, not on anybody's
desk—and I believe that this bill is a
shame on this U.S. Senate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from New York has 30 seconds re-
maining.

Mr. MOYNI}-L&N Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent for an additional 20
seconds.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, Sen-
ators such as I, such as Senator PAUL
WELL.STONE, cannot conceive that the
party of Social Security and of civil
rights could support this legislation
which commences to repeal, to under-
mine both. Our colleagues in the House
did not, nor should we.

The Washington Post concluded this
morning's editorial, I quote:

This vote will likely end up in the history
books, and the right vote on this bill is no.

I thank the Chair, and I yield the
floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the Senator from
Delaware is now recognized for up to 5
minutes.

Mr. ROT}-I. Mr. President, 5. 1956 is a
good package, and just as this Congress
has begun to reverse 30 years of liberal-
spending policies, this welfare reform
proposal reverses 30 years of social pol-
icy.

Mr. President, 30 years of welfare pol-
icy has demonstrated that Government
cannot promote policies that divide
families and expect healthy children:
Government cannot centralize power
and expect strong communities: Gov-
ernment cannot challenge and under-
mine religion and then expect an abun-
dance of faith, hope, and charity.

This reform initiative is largely
based on the proposals made by our Na-
tion's Governors, and it mirrors the
Personal Responsibility and Work Op-
portunity Act of 1995. Remember. Mr.
President. that act was reported out of
the Finance Committee and passed the
Senate by a vote of 87 to 12 before
being vetoed by Bill Clinton.

This legislation is much the same.
While it doesn't have everything it
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should—while it does not, for example.
contain any provision to reform Medic-
aid—it represents a good start. There
have been compromises, Mr. President.
Welfare reform is so important to the
American people that they have let us
know that there should be compromise,
if that's what it takes.

This legislation, I believe, represents
a good compromise. It contains real
work requirements. It contains real
time limits. It cancels welfare benefits
for felons and noncitizens. It returns
the power to the States and commu-
nities, and it encourages personal re-
sponsibility toward combating illegit-
imacy.

Mr. President, this welfare reform
proposal is the first step in a necessary
effort to bring compassion and sensibil-
ity to a process that has gotten out of
hand. It benefits children by breaking
the back of Government dependency; it
requires sincere effort on the part of
their parents—effort that will restore
respect, pride, and economic security
within the home—effort that will lay a
new foundation for future generations.

Our current failed system has not
done this. Prof. Walter Williams shows
how the money spent on poverty pro-
grams since the 1960's could have
bought the entire assets of the Fortune
500 companies and virtually all U.S.
farm land. Consider that again—all the
assets of the Fortune 500 companies
and virtually all U.S. farm land. With
all this, where are we? Welfare rolls are
at record highs, problems are mounting
and the attendant consequences are
worse than ever.

Our reform legislation ends this de-
structive cycle. It replaces the hope-
lessness of the current system that en-
genders dependency with the hope that
comes from self-reliance. Thirty years
is long enough. The safety net has be-
come a snare. Freedom for the families
trapped in dependency comes only
through responsibility—through per-
sonal accountability—and that is the
step we take today with this legisla-
tion.

I appreciate all who have worked on
both sides of aisle to bring us to this
point. We have established a reform
proposal that the President should be
able to sign. I ask him to make good on
his promise. Mr. president, please take
this first, important step toward end-
ing welfare as we know it.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the Senator from
Nebraska is now recognized for 5 min-
utes.

Mr. EXON. Mr. President, the welfare
reform bill before us will win no beauty
contests. It is not the fairest of them
all—and I intend the double meaning.

With reservations, I voted in commit-
tee to send the measure to the floor. I
wanted changes for fairer treatment of
children and other stated concerns. We
have made some improvements, but
more are needed.

In the opinion of this Senator, we
have already voted on the best welfare
reform bill. That distinction belongs to
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the Democratic work first plan that re-
grettably, in my view, did not pass the
Senate.

I believe. Mr. President. that the bill
before us is maybe, just maybe, the
framework for a welfare plan that can
win the support of a majority in both

• Houses, and just as important, the ap-
proval of the President. It is near the
best plan we can pass and bring to bear
on a welfare system that cries out for
change.

I will not strike my tent now because
I did not get everything I wanted in
this bill. I believe that it goes a long
way to reforming much that is wrong
with the welfare system. We cannot
lose this opportunity to break welfare's
bitter cycle of dependency.

It is my sincerest hope that the ma-
jority will work with those of us ap-
pointed as minority conferees and with
the President during conference to im-
prove this measure, and to push that
process forward. I hope, as well, that
the Senate will insist on its more mod-
erate positions in the conference with
the House.

Mr. President, in my 18 years in the
Senate, this Senator has always sought
the middle ground. I do so again today.
I will vote for this bill today and re-
serve my final determination until the
conference report returns to the Sen-
ate.

In closing, let me take a moment to
thank the Democratic staff, and in par-
ticular, Bill Dauster, Joan Huffer, Jodi
Grant, and Mary Peterson. They have
provided invaluable service to this Sen-
ator and our caucus.

I yield the balance of my time to the
Senator from California.

Mrs. FEINSTEIN. I thank the Sen-
ator.

Mr, President, how I wish I could
vote for this bill. I voted for the last
Senate bill and then voted against the
conference committee report because I
did not think the conference commit-
tee report was an improvement on the
Senate bill,

Today I, and I believe my colleague
from California. will vote against this
bill in hopes that when the bill comes
out of conference it is a bill that does
not so severely disadvantage one State
in this Union, and that State is Califor-
nia.

Mr. President, as I look at the sav-
ings of this bill, a net of about $55 bil-
lion, $17 billion of those savings come
from the largest State in the Union
and the State I believe most impacted
by poor people. We know $9 billion
comes from the cutoff of legal immi-
grants, including refugees and asylees
who have no sponsor—the aged, the
halt and the blind—S3.5 billion of
AFDC, and $4.2 billion of food stamps.
totaling about a $17 billion impact on
the State of California.

Now, I ask the State legislature, the
State of California, look at the budget.
Are they prepared to pick up some of
the difference? I ask the counties to let
Senator BOxER and I know how this
bill impacts your county, because I
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suspect it is going to be a major trans-
fer, particularly on counties like Los
Angeles. I suspect Los Angeles County
will be the county most impacted by
the passage of this bill in the United
States of America.

A fair bill, OK, I vote for; but a bill
that says, OK, we will take from the
biggest State in the Union as much as
we possibly can—and that is what this
bill has done to date. I do not believe it
is a fair-share bill. I do not believe we
see communities across the Nation
doing their share. Perhaps because we
have the two largest metropolitan
areas in the Nation is one of the rea-
sons why this bill will fall very hard on
poor people and cities, and particularly
on cities that have large numbers of
dispossessed.

Mrs. BOXER. Will the Senator yield?
Mrs. FEINSTEIN. I am happy to

yield to the Senator.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. All time

has expired.
Mrs. BOXER. I ask unanimous con-_sent for 3D additional seconds, if I

might.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without

objection, it is so ordered.
Mrs. BOXER. In my 3D seconds, I

want to underscore, first of all, what
my senior Senator said, which is that
we are very willing to make changes in
welfare. We want to reform welfare. We
both said that when we ran for the U.S.
Senate. We have both supported our
Democratic leader's bill, and we even
voted for a Senate bill.

The fact of the matter is that this,
essentially, is paid for by one State. I
will tell you, that is unfair. Yes, we are
the largest State, and we have a lot of
the population, but not to the extent
that we are hit.

Also, when this country cannot pay
for diapers for its children and food and
school supplies for its kids. I think we
ought to relook at who we are.

Thank you.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under

the previous order, the Senator from
New Mexico is recognized for 5 minutes
30 seconds.

Mr. LOTT addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The ma-

jority leader is recognized.
Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I yield 3

minutes of my leader time to the Sen-
ator from Pennsylvania [Mr.
SANTORUM].

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Pennsylvania is recognized.

Mr. SANTORUM. I thank the major-
ity leader. Mr. President, Ijust want to
say that this is welfare reform. This is
the dramatic change in the system
that the American public has been ask-
ing for for years and years and years.
This is the real deal. This is the oppor-
tunity to change millions of people's
lives. This is the opportunity that peo-
ple who are poor in this country have
been wanting and asking for for a long,
long time—the opportunity to get edu-
cation and training that is meaningful,
the opportunity to go to work, and if
you cannot find a job in the private

sector, if you cannot get a job on your
own, the State will assist you getting
that job. If you cannot find a private-
sector job. the State will assist you in
getting a public-sector job. There are
no more barriers because of labor
unions to get that job in the public or
private sector. This is the real deal
when it comes to work, when it comes
to education, training, and helping
families get out of poverty. From now
on, after this bill, we are no longer
going to measure whether we are suc-
cessful in poverty by how many people
we have on the welfare rolls, but by
how many we got off of the welfare
rolls, because they have dynamic op-
portunities for education and training
to make that happen. And, yes, they
have requirements.

We have had lots of welfare reform
pass in the U.S. Senate for years and
years. But there has never been the re-
quirement to have to work. I know
some people say that is mean and
tough. I can tell you that it is the only
way that you move people who are hav-
ing struggling times in their lives off of
those welfare rolls. It is tough love—
but the operative word is love. It is
there and it is to help people.

I hear a lot of people say, Well, this
is going to punish children, and we
should not punish the children," as if
the current system does not punish
children, as if illegitimacy rates where
over a third of all the children born in
America are born to single moms does
not punish children. That does not hurt
kids not to have a father in the house-
hold? That does not hurt kids not to
have the work values that are taught
in the household where a mom gets up
in the morning and a dad gets up in the
morning and goes to work? That does
not hurt kids? It does not hurt kids to
have to go out and play in a play-
ground and worry about stepping on a
needle from a drug addict? Of course, it
does. This system hurts kids. That is
why we are here—because the system
hurts kids.

The issue before us is whether it is
more important to have a Federal safe-
ty net system that is there to provide
for every aspect—and the majority
leader will talk about this—of the 50 or
more programs that are there to take
care of every possible need a child in
America has. Is that what we want? Do
we want the Federal Government guar-
anteeing every aspect of everybody's
life? Or do we want solid families, sale
neighborhoods, good schools, the val-
ues of work, and an opportunity to pur-
sue the American dream? I will trade
guarantees of Government protection
of every aspect of someone's life for a
solid home, a solid community, and
loving parents.

I yield the floor.
Mr. DOMENICI addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from New Mexico.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, first,

I thank the majority leader for his
backing on this bill and for his con-
stantly pushing us to get this job done.
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I want to thank Senator Dole, who left
the Senate to run for President, for his
work before he left here. Without that
work in leading us on the budget reso-
lution that created it, we would not be
here.

Now, Mr. President, I want to talk
about history, because I heard a couple
of speakers from the other side say
that history would rue this day. I be-
lieve history will praise this day, be-
cause I believe a system that has failed
in every single aspect will now be
thrown away, and we will start over
with a new system that has a chance of
giving people an opportunity instead of
a handout. They will have a chance to
get trained and educated, go to work
and feel responsible, instead of this law
on the books for decades that is out of
tune with our times, which makes peo-
ple feel dependent, makes people feel
neglected. It is time that it be changed.

Now, frankly, kids are us, and this
bill is about our kids, because if any-
body thinks the children that are
under this welfare system are getting a
good deal today, then, frankly, I do not
know what could be a rotten deal, be-
cause they are getting the worst of
America. We are perpetuating among
their adult relatives and parents a sys-
tem of dependency, a system that lets
them think less of their children be-
cause they think less of themselves. We
can go right down the line.

We intend to return responsibility to
the States, with prescriptions that are
set out by us that give them plenty of
room to do a better job than we have
been doing. That is what this approach
is all about.

This is a bill that gives those who
have been campaigning for years, say-
ing, Let us get rid of welfare as we
know it' '—and I will not even cite who
used that the most. Well, we are finally
doing that today. When we come out of
conference, we are going to send our
President a bill. Our President is going
to have before him a bill that says:
Here, Mr. President, you can get rid of
welfare as you know it. Just sign this
endeavor.

Now, from my own standpoint, I have
been part of trying to push reform and
save money. Many times, the bullets
that we vote on are not real bullets,
but this is a real one. When you vote on
this bill. you are going to change the
law. When you voted on amendments,
they were real amendments. I com-
pliment the Senate for a tough job.
There were many amendments. The bill
that came out of it is a better bill than
when it started. I believe some other
Senators will cite the many aspects of
this bill that protect our children. For
myself, I believe there are 8 or ID provi-
sions. Food stamps remain an individ-
ual entitlement, current law Medicaid
protection, child care subsidized, child
development block grants—$5 billion
more, for a total of $14 billion. So peo-
ple can go to work and have somebody
care for their children. This and many
more provisions make this a bill that
we can be proud of for our children.
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Last but not least, let me conclude, if

ever we had a chance to say to Ameri-
cans, as Americas economy grows, we
want you to be part of it, profit from
it, have a dream, and this is an oppor-
tunity for welfare recipients of the past
to participate in a real future, and for
us to never again have welfare people
among us that we think we are helping
when, in fact, we have been hurting
them. Let them share in the dream,
also. That is our hope, that is our wish,
and that is what we believe history will
say about this effort.

I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under

the previous order, the Democratic
leader is recognized.

Mr. DASCHLE. Mr. President, as I
understand it now, both leaders have
their leader time to be used for pur-
poses of closing the debate. I will yield
2 minutes of my time to the distin-
guished Senator from Louisiana.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Louisiana is recognized.

Mr. BREAUX. Mr. President, I thank
the leader for yielding. Is this bill per-
fect? Of course not. Nothing that we as
humans do is ever perfect. But is it a
bill that desires and needs and deserves
our support at this time in order to
send it to conference? The answer, I
think, is clearly yes.

President Clinton said that the goal
of welfare reform should be to be tough
on work, but good for kids. This bill is
tough on work. It sets time limits for
now long someone can be on welfare. It
sets out work requirements. It tells
teen parents, for the first time, that
they have to live with an adult or with
their parents. It is a tough bill on
work, but it is a'so a bill that is good
for kids.

This bill has the same language on
vouchers as a bill that passed this body
87 to 12.

I would have liked the Ford amend-
ment to pass. But the language is ex-
acrJy what we passed already 87 to 12
when it comes to taking care of fami-
lies after this time limit on welfare is
determined.

There are about 49 programs that
will be available to families after the 5-
year limit is reached; 49 separate pro-
grams that we in America say we are
going to make available to families.

We have corrected the Food Stamp
Program with the Conrad amendment.
It is still an entitlement program.

We have preserved the Medicaid
health protections for families and for
children, and for pregnant mothers. It
is still an entitlement program.

We have added $5 billion to what
passed this Senate in terms of child
care. We have current law on child wel-
fare protections for foster care because
of our amendments.

We have SSI cash payments for dis-
abled children, social service programs
for children under title XX, housing as-
sistance, child nutrition assistance for
children, the school lunch program, the
school breakfast program, and the
summer food program.
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This bill is not perfect. But it is a

major step in the right direction. It de-
serves our support and our vote to send
it to conference and see if it can some-
how be improved. It is not a perfect
bill. But I would suggest it is a major
improvement over the current system.

Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, I yield 3
minutes of my leader time to the dis-
tinguished Senator from Oklahoma.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-
ator from Oklahoma is recognized.

Mr. NICKLES. Mr. President, first I
would like to compliment Senator Do-
MENICI and Senator ROTH for their lead-
ership on this bill; in addition, Senator
LOTr and Senator Dole because they
have worked hard to bring this about.
This truly is a historic piece of legisla-
tion because we really are reforming
welfare. And we should. The present
welfare system is broke. It is a failure.
It has not worked.

We have 334 federally defined welfare
programs stacked on top of each other.
They cost hundreds of billions of dol-
lars. The cost of welfare in 1960 was $24
billion. The cost of welfare in 1995 was
almost $400 billion. We have spent tril-
lions of dollars in the last three dec-
ades. What do we have? We have more
welfare dependency, more people de-
pendent on the Federal Government,
and more people addicted to welfare. In
my opinion, it has hurt the bene-
ficiaries in many cases more than it
has helped them, and it certainly has
hurt the taxpayers in the process.

We need to help taxpayers save some
money. nut, more importantly, we
need to help the so-called beneficiaries
to help them climb away from welfare
into jobs: into more self-reliance; into
more independence and away from
more Government dependence.

This bill has time limits. This bill
has rea' work requirements. This bill is
real welfare reform.

President Clinton, as a candidate and
also recently, has been saying that we
need to end welfare as we know it. I
have applauded that comment. But, un-
fortunately, his actions have not done
that. He has vetoed real welfare reform
twice. I hope he does not veto this bill.

A "yes" vote, in my opinion, is a vote
for real welfare reform. A "no" vote is
a vote for status quo: the continuation
of a welfare cycle in a welfare system
that unfortunately is a real failure.

I thank my leader.
Mr. DASCHLE addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The mi-

nority leader.
Mr. DASCHLE. Mr. President, let me

begin by congratulating the distin-
guished Senator from Nebraska for his
admirable job in helping to manage
this piece of legislation on the Senate
floor. I also want to commend the dis-
tinguished Senator from Connecticut,
Senator DODD, the Senator from Mary-
land, Senator MIKULSKI, Senator
BREAUx, and so many others on our
side who have worked so diligently now
over the better part of 18 months in an
effort to bring us to this point.

I think it is fair to say that everyone
of us knows that reform is necessary.
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We also know after the experience we
have had for the last 18 months that
there is no easy solution.

Democrats offered the Work First'
bill that did three things: It required
work for benefits. It provided flexibil-
ity for States, and it required protec-
tion for children. I am disappointed
that not one Republican voted for that
piece of legislation.

Every single Democrat supported
welfare reform when it came to the
Senate floor—not once, not twice, but
on three different occasions.

In spite of our failure to convince our
Republican colleagues to join us in
passing a bill that represented mean-
ingful welfare reform, Democrats have
worked with Republicans to improve
the pending bill.

There are, as a result of our amend-
ments, more resources for child care.
There is a greater requirement for
States for maintenance of State effort.
There is a requirement for access to
Medicaid and food assistance, and pro-
tection for women from domestic vio-
lence.

So now at this hour at the end of this
debate the question is very simple: Is
this bill now good enough to pass? In
my view, unfortunately, the answer is
no. Too many kids will still be pun-
ished. Too many promises about work
will remain unfulfilled. Too many op-
portunities to truly reform welfare will
have been lost.

The Congressional Budget Office says
that most States, even with the bill be-
fore us today at this moment, will fail
to meet the work requirement. The
Congressional Budget Office says there
are insufficient funds in this legisla-
tion to make a meaningful difference.
The bill is heavy on rhetoric, and we
have heard a lot of it today and
throughout this debate. But in my
view, Mr. President, this bill is still too
light on real reform. It is either a huge
new unfunded mandate to the States,
or an admission by Republicans that
they really do not expect this bill to
work in the first place.

But perhaps my biggest concern is
the concern that many of us share for
children. This bill says that it does not
matter how bad things are, how des-
titute, how sick, or how poor kids may
be. Kids of any age—6 months or 6
years—are going to have to fend for
themselves. When it comes to kids,
when it comes to their safety net, this
bill is still too punitive.

And I have heard the discussion of a
list of other Federal programs that
may be provided. But, Mr. President,
the emphasis is on 'may.' We are talk-
ing for the most part about discre-
tionary programs here that are in large
measure underfunded today.

Eight million children in this coun-
try do not deserve to be punished. They
need to be protected.

You can come up with a litany as
long as you want of programs that
technically are designed to provide as-
sistance. But, if they do not have the
resources, if we do not have the safety
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net, if they do not have the opportuni-
ties to access those programs, then.
Mr. President. they are meaningless.

Finally, the treatment of legal immi-
grants in this bill is far too harsh. We
ought to require more responsibility of
sponsors, and the "Work First" bill did
that. But this bill even cuts off assist-
ance to legal immigrants who are dis-
abled. What kind of message does that
send about what kind of people we are?
We can do better than this. On a mat-
ter so important we have no choice but
to do better.

This bill must be improved. This bill
must protect kids. It must not force
the States to solve these problems by
themselves. It must provide some em-
pathy for disabled citizens regardless of
where they have come from.

We can improve it in conference, if
the political will is there—since we are
not doing it here. Or. we are not doing
it this afternoon. But, because it is not
done, the best vote on this bill, the
best vote at this time, is to vote "no.'

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con-
sent that excerpts from the CBO re-
port, to which I referred about the
States' inability to meet the work
rates under the pending bill. be printed
in the RECORD.

I yield the floor.
There being no objection. the ex-

cerpts were ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

First. the bill requires that. in 1997. states
have 25 percent of certain families receiving
cash assistance in work activities. The par-
ticipation rates rise by 5 percentage points a
year through 2002. Participants would be re-
quired to work 20 hours a week through 1998.
25 hours in 1999. 30 hours in 2000 and 2001, and
35 hours in 2002 and after. Families with no
adult recipient or with a recipient experienc-
ing a sanction for non-participation (for up
to 3 months) are not included in the partici-
pation calculation. Families in which the
youngest child is less than one year old
would be exempt at state option. A state
could exempt a family for a maximum of one
year.

States would have to show on a monthly
basis that individuals in 50 percent of all
non-exempt families are participating in
work activities in 2002. CR0 estimates that
this would require participation of 1.7 mil-
lion families. By contrast, program data for
1994 indicate that, in an average month, ap-
proximately 450.000 individuals participated
in the JOBS program. (The bill limits the
number of individuals in education and
training programs that could be counted as
participants, so many of these individuals
would not qualify as participants under the
new program). Most states would be unlikely
to satisfy this requirement for several rea-
sons. The costs of administering such a large
scale work and training program would be
high. and federal funding would be frozen at
historic levels. Because the pay-off for such
programs has been shown to be low in terms
of reductions in the welfare caseload, states
may be reluctant to commit their own funds
to employment programs. Moreover, al-
though states may succeed in reducing their
caseloads through other measures, which
would in turn free up federal funds for train-
ing, the requirements would still be difficult
to meet because the remaining caseload
would likely consist of individuals who
would be the most difficult and expensive to
uain.
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Second. while tracking the work require-

ment for all families, states simultaneously
would track a separate guideline for the
smaller number of non-exempt families with
two parents participating in the AFDC-Un-
employed Parent (AFDC-UP) program. By
2002, the bill would require that 90 percent of
such families have an adult participate in
work-related activities at least 35 hours per
week. In addition, if the family used federal
funds to pay for child care, the spouse would
have to participate in work activities at
least 20 hours per week. In 1994. states at-
tempted to implement a requirement that 40
percent of AFDC-UP families participate.
and roughly 40 states failed the requirement.

Finally. states would have to ensure that
all parents who have received cash assist-
ance for two years or more since the bill's ef-
fective date. The experience of the JOBS pro-
gram to date suggests that such a require-
ment is well outside the states' abilities to
implement.

In sum, each work requirement would rep-
resent a significant challenge to states.
Given the costs and administrative complex-
ities involved, CBO assumes that most states
would simply accept penalties rather than
implement the requirements. Although the
bill would authorize penalties of up to 5 per-
cent of the block grant amount, CBO as-
sumes—consistent with current practice—
that the Secretary of Health and Human
Services would impose small penalties (less
than one-half of one percent of the block
grant) on non-complying states.

Mr. LOTT addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. GOR-

TON). The majority leader.
Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, first I

would like to thank the managers of
the bill. the Senator from Delaware,
Senator RoTh, the Senator from New
Mexico, enator DOMENICI, and the
Senator from Nebraska, Senator EXON.
I guess Senator EXON is managing his
last reconciliation bill on the floor,
and maybe he will get to take up a con-
ference report. But I am sure this is a
blessing in many ways for the Senator
from Nebraska. He has always been
very kind and approachable. We appre-
ciate his cooperation—on both sides of
the aisle. Senator BRux certainly
has worked to try to make this a bipar-
tisan bill. Senator HUTCHISON today
showed real courage in saying we
should keep the formula that has been
worked out and has been agreed to,

It has been a very slow process. It has
taken too long, in my opinion, to get
to this point on this bill. But we are
here.

But I am shocked to hear the Demo-
cratic leader say after 18 months. after
a1l these efforts. after changes have
been made. working across the aisle to
get rea1 welfare reform. that the an-
swer will still be no,

I think this is a case of Senators who
ta'k a lot about wanting welfare re-
form, but every time they have the op-
portunity to actually do something
about it, they back away from it.

Now. we have had amendments ac-
cepted on both sides. some that obvi-
ously we did not agree with, some that
you did not agree with. but it has been
a bipartisan effort. So we are now in a
position where we can take this posi-
tive step forward to go to conference
and then send another welfare reform
bill to the President.
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The Senate stands on the brink of

passing a welfare reform bill worthy of
the name: not a hollow shell that we
will send to the President and say we
will give you real welfare reform and
not do it.

We have done this before—twice, as a
matter of fact—but in both cases,
President Clinton vetoed what we sent
him. I hope this will not be the case
this time around.

After we pass this bill—and I'm cer-
tain it will pass—it should not take too
long for our Senate and House con-
ferees to work out their differences so
we can send a bill to the White House,

I appeal to President Clinton to con-
sider carefully its provisions. They
have the broad support of the Amer-
ican people.

They emphasize work as the best way
out of the welfare trap. That's why the
bill significantly expands resources
available to the States for child care.
This bill will give States the flexibility
they need to help welfare recipients
into the mainstream of American life.

The bill also ends the entitlement
status of welfare, That's an important
step. It will not only help to control
costs, but will let State and local gov-
ernments speed the transition from
welfare to productive participation in
the economy.

It imposes time limits for welfare
and discourages illegitimacy. which ev-
eryone now realizes is the single most
important root cause of poverty in this
country.

A lot of questions have been raised
about programs for children. As a mat-
ter of fact, there are some 49 programs
included in this bill. I ask unanimous
consent that this list of selected pro-
grams which benefit children be in-
cluded in the RECORD.

There being no objection. the mate-
rial was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
SELEcTED PROGRAMs FOR WincH FAMILIES ON

WELFARE WOULD CONTINUE TO BE ELIGIBLE
AFTER 5 YEARS
Supplemental Security Income.
Social Services Block Grant,
Medicaid,
Food Stamps.
Maternal and Child Health Services Block

Grant Programs.
Community Health Center Services,
Family Planning Methods and Services,
Migrant Health Center Services.
Family nutrition block grant programs.
School-based nutrition block grant pro-

grams.
Rental assistance.
Public Housing.
Housing Loan Program.
Housing Interest Reduction Program.
Loans for Rental and Cooperative Housing.
Rental Assistance Payments.
Program of Assistance Payments on Behalf

of Homeowners,
Rent Supplement Payments on Behalf of

Qualified Tenants,
Loan and Grant Programs for Repair and

Improvement of Rural Dwellings.
Loan and Assistance Programs for Housing

Farm Labor,
Grants for Preservation and Rehabilitation

of Housing.
Grants and Loans for Mutual and Self-Help

Housing and Technical Assistance,
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Site Loans Program.
Grants for Screening, Referrals, and Edu-

cation Regarding Lead Poisoning in infants
and Chiidren.

Chiid Protection Block Grant.
Title XIX-B subpart I and ii Public Health

Service Act.
Titie III Oider Americans Act Programs.
Titie Il—B Domestic Voiunteer Service Act

Programs.
Titie Il—C Domestic Voiunteer Service Act

Programs.
Low-Income Energy Assistance Act Pro-

gram.
Weatherization Assistance Program.
Community Services Block Grant Act Pro-

grams.
Legai Assistance under Legai Services Cor-

poration Act.
Emergency Food and Sheiter Grants under

McKinney Homeless Act.
Chiid Care and Deveiopment Biock Grant

Act Programs.
State Program for Providing Chiid Care

(section 402(j) SSA)
Stafford student ioan program.
Basic educational opportunity grants.
Federai work Study.
Federai Suppiement education opportunity

grants.
Federai Perkins ioans.
Grants to States for state student incen-

tives.
Grants and feiiowships for graduate pro-

grams.
Speciai programs for students whose fami-

lies are engaged in migrant and seasonai
farmwork.

Loans and Schoiarships for Education in
the Heaith Professions.

Grants for Immunizations Against Vac-
cine-Preventabie Diseases.

Job Corps.
Sunmer Youth Empioyment and Training.
Programs of Training for Disadvantaged

Aduits under Title Il-A and for Disadvan-
taged Youth under Titie Il—C of the Job
Training Partnership Act.

Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC).
Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, this list in-

cludes supplemental security income,
social services block grants. Medicaid,
food stamps, family nutrition block
grants, school-based nutrition block
grants, grants for screening, referral
arid education regarding lead poison-
ing, not to mention Medicare and hous-
irig assistance—a long list of programs
that will help children.

So there are good programs here that
wifl be preserved and, in many cases,
improved. So if you really want welfare
reform, this is it.

This may be the last opportunity to
get genuine welfare reform. Vote yes.
Send this bill to conference. We will
get it out of conference next week, and
we will send it to the President before
the August recess.

I hope the President will not veto
welfare reform for a third time in i8
months.

Mr. President. I ask for the yeas and
nays.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?

There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill

having been read the third time, the
question is, Shall it pass? The yeas and
nays have been ordered. The clerk will
call the roll.
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The bill clerk called the roll.
Mr. NICKLES. I announce that the

Senator from Kansas LMrs. KASSEBAUM]
is absent due to a death in the family.

Mr. FORD. I announce that the Sen-
ator from Hawaii LMr. INOuYE] is nec-
essarily absent.

I further announce that, if present
and voting, the Senator from Hawaii
LMr. INOuYE] would vote nay."

The PRESIDING OFFICER, Are there
any other Senators in the Chamber
who desire to vote?

The result was announced—yeas 74.
nays 24, as follows:-

tRoiicaii Vote No. 232 Leg.1

Abraham Ford Lugar
Ashcroft Frahm Mack
Baucus Frist McCain
Bennett Gorton McConnell
Biden Gramm Murkowski
Bond Grams Nickles
Breaux Grassley Nunn
Brown Gregg Pressler
Bryan Harkin Reid
Burns Hatch Robb
Byrd Hatfield Rockefeller
Campbell Heflin Roth
Chafee Helms Santorum
Coats Hollings Shelby
Cochran Hutchison Simpson
Cohen Inhofe Smith
Conrad Jeffords Snowe
Coverdell Johnston Specter
Craig Kempthorne Stevens
D'Amato Kerry Thomas
DeWine Kohl Thompson
Domenici Kyl Thurmond
Dorgan Levin Warner
Exon Lieberman Wyden
Feingold Lott

NAYS—24
Akaka
Bingaman

, Feinstein
Glenn

Moseley-Braun
Moynihan

Boxer Graham Murray
Bradley Kennedy Pell
Bumpers Kerrey Pryor
Daschle Lautenberg Sarbanes
Dodd Leahy Simon
Faircloth

lnouye Kassebaum

The bill (H.R. 3734), as amended, was
passed.

(The text of the bill will be printed in
a future edition of the RECORD.)

Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, I
move to reconsider the vote by which
the bill passed.

Mr. COCHRAN. I move to lay that
motion on the table.

The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the Senate insists
on its amendment, requests a con-
ference with the House and appoints
conferees on the part of the Senate.

The Presiding Officer (Mr. GORTON)
appointed, from the Committee on the
Budget, Mr. DOMENICI, Mr. NICKLES,
Mr. GRAMM, Mr. EXON, and Mr. HOL-
LINGS; from the Committee on Agri-
culture, Nutrition and Forestry, Mr.
LUG, Mr. HELMS. Mr. COCHRAN, Mr.
SANTORUM, Mr. LEAHY, Mr. HEFLIN, and
Mr. HARKIN; from the Committee on Fi-
nance, Mr. ROTh, Mr. CHAFEE, Mr.
GRASSLEY, Mr. HATCH. Mr. SIMPSON,
Mr. MOyMHAI'4. Mr. BRADLEY, Mr.
PRYOR, and Mr. ROCKEFELLER; from the
Committee on Labor and Human Re-
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sources, Mrs. KASSEBAUM and Mr.
DODD, conferees on the part of the Sen-
ate.

Mr. KENNEDY. Mr. President, the
cosmetic improvements made in this
bad bill cannot possibly justify its pas-
sage. It is no answer to say that this
bill is less extreme than previous bills.
Less extreme is still too extreme.

This bill condemns millions of inno-
cent children to poverty in the name of
welfare reform. But no welfare bill wor-
thy of the name reform would lead to
such an unconscionable result. This
bill is not a welfare reform bill—it is a
"Let them eat cake" bill.

In fact, welfare reform would have
nothing to do with the tens of billions
of dollars in this bill in harsh cuts that
hurt children. Cuts of that obscene
magnitude are totally unjustified.
They are being inflicted for one reason
only—to pay for the massive tax
breaks for the wealthy that Bob Dole
and the Republican majority in Con-
gress still hope to pass. Today the Re-
publican majority has succeeded in
pushing extremism and calling it vir-
tue. It is nothing of the sort. This bill
will condemn millions of American
children to poverty in order to proivde
huge tax breaks for the rich.

These are the wrong priorities for
America. If children could vote, this
Republican plan to slash welfare would
be as dead as their plan to slash Medi-
care. But children don't vote—and they
will pay a high price in blighted lives
and lost hope.

Perhaps the greatest irony of all is
now on display, as America hosts the
Olympic games. We justifiably take
pride in being the best in many dif-
ficult events. We may well win a fistful
of golds in Atlanta. But America is not
winning any gold medals in caring for
children.

The United States already has more
children living in poverty—the United
States already spend less of its wealth
on its children—than 16 out of the 18
major industrial nations in the world.
The United States has a larger gap be-
tween rich and poor children than any
other industrial nation. Children in the
United States are twice as likely to be
poor than British children, and three
times as likely to be poor than French
or German children. And we call our-
selves the leader of the free world?
Shame on us. Shame on the Senate.
Surely we can do better—and there is
still time to do it.

AGRICULTURE. RURAL DEVELOP-
MENT, FOOD AND DRUG ADMIN-
ISTRATION, AND RELATED
AGENCIES APPROPRIATIONS ACT

• FOR FISCAL YEAR 1997
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under

the previous order, the clerk will re-
port H.R. 3603.

The legislative clerk read as follows:
A biii (H.R. 3603) making appropriations

for Agricuiture. Rural Deveiopment, Food
and Drug Administration, and Reiated Agen-
cies programs for the fiscai year ending Sep-
tember 30, 1997.

NOT VOTING—2





In the Senate of the United States,
July 23, 1996.

Resolved, That the bill from the House of iRepresenta-
tives (H.R. 3734) entitled "An Act to provide for reconcili-
ation pursuant to section 201(a)(1) of the concurrent resolu-
tion on the budget for fiscal year 1997", do pass with the
following

AMENDMENT:

Strike out all after the enacting clause and insert:

1 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

2 This Act may be cited as the "Personal Responsibility,

3 Work Opportunity, and Medicaid Restructuring Act qf

4 19.96".
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TITLE I—AGRICULTURE AND
2 RELATED PROVISIONS
3 SEC. 1001. SHORT TITLE; TABLE OF CONTENTS.

4 (a) SHORT TITLE.—This title may be cited as the "Ag-

5 ricultural Reconciliation Act of 1996".

6 (b) T4BLE OF CONTENTAS.—The table of contents of this

7 title is as follows:

TITLE I—AGRICULTURE AND RELATED PROVISIONS

Sec. 1001. Short title; table of contents.

Subtitle A—Food Stamps and Commodity Distribution

CHAPTER 1—FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

Sec. 1111. Definition of certification period.
Sec. 1112. Definition of coupon.
Sec. 1119. Treatment of children living at home.
Sec. 1114. Adjustment of thrifty food plan.
Sec. 1115. Definition of homeless individual.
Sec. 1116. State option for eligibility standards.
Sec. 1 11 7. Earnings of students.
Sec. 1 118. Energy assistance.
Sec. 1119. Deductions from income.
Sec. 1120. Vehicle allowance.
Sec. 1121. Vendor payments for transitional housing counted as income.
Sec. 1122. Simplified calculation of income for the self-employed.
Sec. 1123. Doubled penalties for violating food stamp program requirements.
Sec. 1124. Disqualification of convicted individ'uals.
Sec. 112.5. Disqualification.
Sec. 1126. Emplopnent and trctini'nq.
Sec. 1127. Food stamp eligibility.
Sec. 1128. Comparable treatment for disqualification.
Sec. 1129. Disqualification for receipt of multiple food stamp benefits.
Sec. 1130. Disqualification of fleeing felons.
Sec. 1131. Cooperation with child support agencies.
Sec. 1132. Disqualification relati'nq to child support arrears.
Sec. 1133. Work require'nent.
Sec. 1134. Encouragement of electronic benefit transfer systems.
Sec. 1135. Value of minimum allotment.
Sec. 1136. Benefits on recertification.
Sec. 1137. Optional combined allotme,'nt for expedited households.
Sec. 1138. Failure to comply with other means-tested public assistance programs.
Sec. 1139. Allotments for households residing in centers.
Sec. 1140. Condition precedent Jbr approval of retail food stores and wlwlesale

food conceiii.
Sec. 1141. Authority to establish authorization period.s.
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Sec. 1142. Information for verifying eligibility for aut/wrization.
Sec. 1143. Wait1ng period for stores that fail to meet authorization criteria.
Sec. 1144. Operation of food stamp offices.
Sec. 1145. State employee and training standards.
Sec. 1146. Exchange of law enforcement information.
Sec. 1147. Withdrawing fair hearing requests.
Sec. 1148. Income, eligibility, and imtniqration status verification systems.
Sec. 1149. Disqualification of retailers who intentionally submit jblsijied applica-

tions.

Sec. 1150. Disqualification of retailers who are disqualified under the WIC pro-
gram.

Sec. 1151. Collection of overissuances.
Sec. 1152. Authority to suspend stores violating program requirements pending

administrative and judicial review.
Sec. 1153. Expanded criminal .fo?feiture for violations.
Sec. 1154. Limitation on Federal match.
Sec. 1155. Standards for administration.
Sec. 1156. Work supplementation or support program.
Sec. 1157. Response to waivers.
Sec. 1158. Employment initiatives program.
Sec. 1159. Reaut/wrization.
Sec. 1160. Simplified food stamp program.

CHAPTER 2—COM.1IODITy DISTRIBUTION PROGRjI1'jS

Sec. 1171. Emergency food assistance program.
Sec. 1172. Food hank demonstration project.
Sec. 1173. Hunger prevention programs.
Sec. 1174. Report on entitlement commodity processing.

Subtitle B—Child Nutrition Programs

CHAPTER 1—AMENDMENTS TO THE NATIONAL SCHOOL LUNCH ACT

Sec. 1201. State disbursement to schools.
Sec. 1202. Nutritional and other program requirements.
Sec. 1203. Free and reduced price policy statement.
Sec. 1204. Special assistance.
See.. 1205. Miscellaneous provisions a'ncl definitions.
Sec. 1206. Commodity distribution.
Sec. 1207. Child and adult care jbod pro qrarn.
Sec. 1208. Pilot projects.
Sec. 1209. Reduction of paperwork.
Sec. 1210. Information on income eli.qthility.
Sec. 1211. Nutrition guidance for child nutrition programs.

CHAPTER 2—AME.VJ.MEvTS TO 'rIlE CHILD NUTRITIO.v ACT OF 1966

Sec. 1251. Special milk program.
Sec. 1252. Free and reduced price policy statement.
Sec. 1253. Sciwol breakfast program ciuthorzation.
Sec. 1254. State administrative expenses.
Sec. 1255. Requlations.
Sec. 1256. Prohibitions.
Sec. 1257. Miscellaneous provisions and definitions.
Sec. 12.58. Accounts and records.
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Sec. 125.9. Special sup plemental nutrition program for women, infants, and chil-
dren.

Sec. 1260. Cash grants for nutrition education.
Sec. 1261. Nutrition education and traini'&j.
Sec. 1262. Rounding rules.

1 Subtitle A—Food Stamps and
2 Commodity Distribution
3 CHAPTER 1—FOOD STAMP PROGRAM

4 SEC. 1111. DEFINITION OF CERTIFICATION PERIOD.

5 Section 3(c) of the Food Stamp Act qf 1977 (7 U.S.C.

6 2012(c)) is amended by striking "Except as provided" and

7 all that follows and inserting the fbllowing: "The certifi-

8 cation period shall not exceed 12 months, except that the

9 certification period may be up to 24 months f all adult

10 household members are elderly or disabled. A State agency

11 shall have at least 1 contact with each certified household

12 every 12 months.".

13 SEC. 1112. DEFINITION OF COUPON.

14 Section 3(d) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C.

15 2012(d)) is amended by striking "or type of certificate" and

16 inserting "type of certificate, authorization card, cash or

17 check issued in lieu of a coupon, or access device, including

18 an electronic benefit transfer card or personal identification

19 number, ".

20 SEC. 1113. TREATMENT OF CHILDREN LIVING AT HOME.

21 The second sentence of section 3(i) of the Food Stamp

22 Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2012(i)) is amended by striking
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1 "(who are not themselves parents living with their children

2 or married and living with their spouses) ".

3 SEC. 1114. ADJUSTMENT OF THRIFTY FOOD PLAN.

4 The second sentence of section 3(o) of the Food Stamp

5 Act of 1977 (7 U. S.c. 2012(o)) is amended—

6 (1) by striking "shall (1) make" and inserting

7 the following: "shall—

8 "(1) make";

9 (2) by striking "scale, (2) make" and inserting

10 the following: "scale;

11 "(2) make";

12 (3,) by striking "Alaska, (3,) make" and inserting

13 the following: "Alaska;

14 "(3) make"; and

15 (4) by striking "columbia, (4) through" and all

16 that follows through the end qf the subsection and in-

17 serting the following: "columbia; and

18 "(4) on October 1, 1.996, and each October 1

19 thereafter, adjust the cost qf the diet to rfiect the cost

20 of the diet in the preceding June, and round the re-

21 sult to the nearest lower dollar increment for each

22 household size, except that on October 1, 1996, the

23 Secretary may not reduce the cost qf the diet in ffect

24 on September 30, 1996.".
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1 SEC. 1115. DEFINITION OF HOMELESS INDIVIDUAL.

2 Section 3(s)(2)(C) of the Food Stamp 4ct of 1977 (7

3 U. S. C. 2012(s) (2) (C)) is amended by inserting 'for not

4 more than 90 days" ofter "temporary accommodation".

5 SEC. 1116. STATE OPTION FOR ELIGIBILITY STANDARDS.

6 Section 5(i) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C.

7 2014(d)) is amended by striking "(b) The Secretary" and

8 inserting the following:

9 "(b) ELIGIBILITY STALVDARDS.—EXCept as otherwise

10 provided in this Act, the Secretary".

11 SEC. 1117. EARNINGS OF STUDENTS.

12 Section 5(d)(7) of the Food Stamp Act qf 1977 (7

13 U.S.C. 2014(d) (7)) is amended by striking "21 years qf age

14 or younger" and inserting "19 years of age or younger (17

15 years qf age or younger in fiscal year 2002,) ".

16 SEC. 1118. ENERGYASSISTANCE.

17 (a) IN GENER.—Section 5(d,) of the Food Stamp Act

18 qf 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2014(d)) is amended by striking para-

19 graph (11) and inserting the .following: "('il)(A) any pay-

20 ments or allowances made ,Jbr the purpose qf providing en-

21 ergy assistance under any Federal law, or (B) a 1-time

22 pay'inent or allowance made under a Federal or State law

23 for the costs of weatherization or emergency repair or re-

24 placement qf an unsaft or inoperative .furnace or other heat-

25 ing or cooling device, ".
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1 (b) CoivFoRMmrG AMENDMENTS.—Section 5(k) of the

2 Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2014(k)) is amended—

3 (1) in paragraph (1)—

4 (A) in subparagraph (A), by striking "plan

5 fbr aid to families with dependent children ap-

6 proved" and inserting "program funded"; and

7 (B) in subparagraph (B), by striking ", not

8 including energy or utility-cost assistance, ";

9 (2) in paragraph (2), by striking subparagraph

10 (C) and inserting the fbllowing:

11 "(C) a payment or allowance described in sub-

12 section (d)(11);"; and

13 (3) by adding at the end the .following:

14 "(4) THIRD PARTY ENERGY ASSISTANCE PAY-

15 MENTS.—

16 "(A) ENERGY ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS.—For

17 purposes qf subsection (d)(1), a payment made

18 under a State law to provide energy assistance

19 to a household shall be considered money payable

20 directly to the household.

21 "(B) ENERGY ASSISTANCE EXPENSES.—For

22 purposes of subsection (e) (7), an expense paid on

23 behalf of a household under a State law to pro-

24 vide energy assistance shall be considered an out-
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1 qf.pocket expense incurred and paid by the

2 household. ".

3 SEC. 1119. DEDUCTIONS FROM INCOME.

4 (a) IN GE1VERAL.—Section 5 of the Food Stamp Act

5 of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2014) is amended by striking subsection

6 (e) and inserting the jbllowing:

7 "('e,) DEDUCTIONS FROM INCOME.—

8 "(1) STAIVDARD DEDUCTION.—

9 "(A) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary shall

10 allow a standard deduction for each household in

11 the 48 contiguous States and the District of Co-

12 lumbia, Alaska, Hawaii, G-uam, and the Virgin

13 Islands of the United States of—

14 "(i) for the period beginning October 1,

15 1995, and ending November 30, 1996, $134,

16 $229, $189, $269, and $118, respectively;

17 "('ii for the period beginning Decem-

18 ber 1, 1996, and ending September 30,

19 2001, $120, $206, $170, $242, and $106, re-

20 spectively;

21 "(iii) for the period beginning October

22 1, 2001, and ending August 31, 2002, $113,

23 $193, $159, $227, and $100, respectively;

24 and
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1 "(iv) jbr the period beginning Septem-

2 ber 1, 2002, and ending September 30,

3 2002, $120, $206, $1 70, $242, and $106, re-

4 spectively.

5 "(B) ADJUSTMENT FOR INFLATION.—On

6 October 1, 2002, and each October 1 there qfter,

7 the Secretary shall adjust the standard deduction

8 to the nearest lower dollar increment to reflect

9 changes in the Consumer Price Index for all

10 urban consumers published by the Bureau of

11 Labor Statistics, for items other than food, for

12 the 12-month period ending the preceding June

13 30.

14 "(2) EARNED INCOME DEDUCTION.—

15 "(A,) DEFINITION OF EARNED INCOME.—In

16 this paragraph, the term 'earned income' does

17 not include—

18 "(i) income excluded by subsection (d);

19 or

20 "(ii) any portion qf income earned

21 under a work supplementation or support

22 program, as defined under section 1 6(b),

23 that is attributable to public assistance.

24 "(B) DEDUCTION.—Except as provided in

25 subparagraph (C), a household with eai'ned in-
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1 come shall be allowed a deduction of 20 percent

2 cf all earned income to compensate fbr taxes,

3 other mandatory deductions from salary, and

4 work expenses.

5 "(C) EXCEPTION.—The deduction described

6 in subparagraph (B) shall not be allowed with

7 respect to determining an overissuance due to the

8 •failure qf a household to report earned income in

9 a timely manner.

10 "(3) DEPENDENT CARE DEDUCTION.—

11 "(A) IN GENERAL.—A household shall be

12 entitled, with respect to expenses (other than ex-

13 cluded expenses described in subparagraph (B))

14 fbr dependent care, to a dependent care deduc-

15 tion, the maximum allowable level of which shall

16 be $200 per month for each dependent child

17 under 2 years of age and $175 per month for

18 each other dependent, for the actual cost qf pay-

19 ments necessary Jbr the care of a dependent J the

20 care enables a household member to accept or

21 continue employment, or training or education

22 that is preparatory for employment.

23 "(B) EXCLUDED EXPENSES.—The excluded

24 expenses referred to in subparagraph (A) are—
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1 "ri) expenses paid on behalf of the

2 household by a third party;

3 "(ii) amounts made available and ex-

4 eluded, fbr the expenses referred to in sub-

5 paragraph (A), under subsection (d) (3); and

6 "(iii) expenses that are paid under see-

7 tion 6(d)(4).

8 "(4) DEDUCTION FOR CHILD SUPPORT PAY-

9 il'JENTS.—

10 "(A) IN GENERAL—A household shall be en-

11 titled to a deduction for child support payments

12 made by a household member to or fbr an mdi-

13 vidual who is not a member of the household if

14 the household member is legally obligated to

15 make the payments.

16 "(B) METHODS FOR DETERMINING

17 AMOUNT.—The &cretary may prescribe by regu-

18 lation the methods, including calculation on a

19 retrospective basis, that a State agency shall use

20 to determine the amount of the deduction for

21 child support payments.

22 "(5,) HOMELESS SHELTER ALLOWANCE.—Under

23 rules prescribed by the &cretary, a &ate agency may

24 develop a standard homeless shelter allowance, which

25 shall not exceed $143 per month, .for such expenses as
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1 may reasonably be expected to be incurred by house-

2 holds in which all members are homeless individuals

3 but are not receiving free shelter throughout the

4 month. A State agency that develops the allowance

5 may use the allowance in determining eligibility and

6 allotments Jbr the households. The State agency may

7 ma/ce a household with extremely low shelter costs in-

8 eligible fbr the allowance.

9 "(6) EXCESS MEDICAL EXPENSE DEDUCTION.—

10 "(A,) IN GENERAL.—A household containing

11 an elderly or disabled member shall be entitled,

12 with respect to expenses other than expenses paid

13 on behalf of the household by a third party, to

14 an excess medical expense deduction fbr the por-

15 tion qf the actual costs of allowable medical ex-

16 penses, incurred by the elderly or disabled mem-

17 ber, exclusive of' special diets, that exceeds $35

18 per month.

19 "(B) METHOD OF GLAIMING DEDUCTION. —

20 "(i) IN GENERAL.—A State agency

21 shall offr an eligible household under sub-.

22 paragraph (A) a method qf' claiming a de-.

23 duction ,fbr recurring medical expenses that

24 are initially verfied under the excess medi-

25 cal expense deduction in lieu qf submitting
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1 information on, or verification of actual ex-

2 penses on a monthly basis.

3 "(ii) METHOD.—The method described

4 in clause (i) shall—

5 "(I) be designed to minimize the

6 burden fOr the eligible elderly or dis-

7 abled household member choosing to de-

8 duct the recurrent medical expenses of

9 the member pursuant to the method;

10 "(II) rely on reasonable estimates

11 qf the expected medical expenses qf the

12 member Jbr the certification period (in-

13 cluding changes that can be reasonably

14 anticipated based on available infor-

15 mation about the medical condition of

16 the member, public or private medical

17 insurance coverage, and the current

18 verified medical expenses incurred by

19 the member); and

20 "(III) not require .furt her report-

21 ing or verification of' a change in med-

22 ical expenses if such a change has been

23 anticipated .fbr the certification period.

24 "(7) EXCESS SHELTER EXPENSE DEDUCTION.—
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1 "(A) IN GENERAL.—A houselwld shall be

2 entitled, with respect to expenses •other than ex-

3 penses paid on behalf of the household by a third

4 party, to an excess shelter expense deduction to

5 the extent that the monthly amount expended by

6 a household fOr shelter exceeds an amount equal

7 to 50 percent of monthly household income after

8 all other applicable deductions have been al-

9 lowed.

10 "(B) MAXIMUM AMO UNT OF DEDUCTION.—

11 "(i) THRO UGH DECEMBER 31, 1 996.—

12 In the case of a household that does not con-

13 tam an elderly or disabled individual, dur-

14 ing the 15-month period ending December

15 31, 1996, the excess shelter expense deduc-

16 tion shall not exceed—

17 "(1) in the 48 contiguous States

18 and the District of Columbia, $247 per

19 month; and

20 "(II) in Alaska, Hawaii, Guam,

21 and the Virgin Islands qf the United

22 States, $429, $353, $300, and $182 per

23 month, respectively.

24 "('i,) AFTER DECEMBER 31, 19.96.—In

25 the case of a household that does not contain
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1 an elderly or disabled individual, qfter De-

2 cember 31, 1996, the excess shelter expense

3 deduction shall not exceed—

4 "(I) in the 48 contiguou.s States

5 and the District of Columbia, $342 per

6 month; and

7 "(II) in Alaska, Hawaii, Guam,

8 and the Virgin Islands qf the United

9 States, $594, $489, $415, and $252 per

10 month, respectively.

11 "(C) STANDARD UTILITY ALLOWANCE.—

12 "(i) IN GENERAL—In computing the

13 excess shelter expense deduction, a State

14 agency may use a standard utility allow-

15 ance in accordance with regulations pro-

16 mulgated by the Secretary, except that a

17 State agency may use an allowance that

18 does not fluctuate within a year to rflect

19 seasonal variations.

20 "cii) RESTRICTIONS ON HEATING AND

21 COOLING EXPENSES.—An allowance Jbr a

22 heating or cooling expense may not be used

23 in the case of a household that—

24 "(I) does not incur a heating or

25 cooling expense, as the case may be;
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1 "(II) does incur a heating or cool-

2 ing expense but is located in a public

3 housing unit that has central utility

4 meters and charges households, with re

5 gard to the expense, only Jbr excess

6 utility costs; or

7 "(III) shares the expense with,

8 and lives with, another individual not

9 participating in the food stamp pro-

10 gram, another household participating

11 in the food stamp program, or both,

12 unless the allowance is prorated be-

13 tween the household and the other mdi-

14 vidual, household, or both.

15 "(iii) MA.NDA TORY ALLOWANCE.—

16 "(I) IN GENE RAL.—A State agen-

17 cy may make the use of a standard

18 utility allowance mandatory jbr all

19 households with qualiJjing utility costs

20

21 "(aa) the State agency has

22 developed 1 or more standards

23 that include the cost of heating

24 and cooling and 1 or more stand-
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1 ards that do not include the cost

2 of heating and cooling; and

3 "(bb) the Secretary finds that

4 the standards will not result in

5 an increased cost to the Secretary.

6 "(II,) HOUSEHOLD ELECTION.—A

7 State agency that has not made the use

8 of a standard utility allowance man-

9 datonj under subclause (I) shall allow

10 a household to switch, at the end of a

11 certification period, between the stand-

12 ard utility allowance and a deduction

13 based on the actual utility costs of the

14 household.

15 "(iv) AVAILABILITY OF ALLOWANCE TO

16 RECIPIENTS OF ENERGY ASSISTANCE. —

17 "(I,) IN GENERAL—Subject to

18 subclause (II), f a State agency elects

19 to use a standard utility allowance

20 that reflects heating or cooling costs,

21 the standard utility allowance shall be

22 made available to households receiving

23 a payment, or on behalf qf which a

24 payment is made, under the Low-In-

25 come Home Energy Assistance Act qf
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1 1981 (42 U.S.C. 8621 et seq.) or other

2 similar energy assistance program, f

3 the household still incurs out-o f-pocket

4 heating or cooling expenses in excess qf

5 any assistance paid on behalf of the

6 household to an energy provider.

7 "(II) SEPARATE ALLOWANCE. —A

8 State agency may use a separate

9 standard utility allowance .for house-

10 holds on behalf of which a payment de-

11 scri bed in subclause (I) is made, but

12 may not be required to do so.

13 "(III STATES NOT ELECTING TO

14 USE SEPARATE ALLOWANCE.—A State

15 agency that does not elect to use a sep-

16 arate allowance but makes a single

17 standard utility allowance available to

18 households incurring heating or cooling

19 expenses (other than household de-

20 scribed in subclause (I) or (II) of

21 clause (ii)) may not be required to re-

22 duce the allowance due to the provision

23 (directly or indirectly) of assistance

24 under the Low-Income Home Energy
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1 Assistance Act of 1981 (42 U.S.C. 8621

2 et seq.).

3 "IT' PRORATION OF ASSIST-

4 AiVCE.—For the purpose qf the food

5 stamp program, assistance provided

6 under the Low-Income Home Energy

7 Assistance Act of 1981 (42 U.S.C. 8621

8 et seq.) shall be considered to be pro-

9 rated over the entire heating or cooling

10 season .fbr which the assistance was

11 provided.".

12 (b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Section 11(e) ('3d of

13 the Food Stamp Act qf 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2 020(e) (3)) is

14 amended by striking ". Under 'rules prescribed" and all that

15 •fbllows through "verifies higher expenses".

16 SEC. 1120. VEHICLE ALLOWANCE. V

17 Section 5(g) qf the Food Stamp Act qf 1977 (7 U.S.C.

18 2014(g)) is amended by striking paragraph (2) and insert-

19 ing the jbllowing:

20 "(2) INCLUDED ASSETS.—

21 "(A) Iv GENERAL.—Subject to the other

22 provisions of this paragraph, the Secretary shall,

23 in prescribing inclusions in, and exclusions

24 from, financial resources, Jbllow the regulations

25 in .fbrce as of June 1, 1982 (other than those re-
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1 lating to licensed vehicles and inaccessible re-

2 sources).

3 "(B) ADDITIONAL INCLUDED ASSETS.—The

4 Secretary shall include in financial resources—

5 "(i) any boat, snowmobile, or airplane

6 used for recreational purposes;

7 "(ii) any vacation home;

8 "(iii) any mobile home used primarily

9 Jbr vacation purposes;

10 "(iv) subject to subparagraph (C), any

11 licensed vehicle that is used fbr household

12 transportation or to obtain or continue em-

13 ployment to the extent that the fttir market

14 value of the vehicle exceeds $4, 600 through

15 &ptember 30, 1996:, and $4, 650 beginning

16 October 1, 1996; and

17 "(v) any savings or retirement account

18 (including an individual account), regard-

19 less of whether there is a penalty .fbr early

20 withdrawal.

21 "(C) EXCLUDED VEHICLES.—A vehicle (and

22 any other property, real or personal, to the ex-

23 tent the property is directly related to the main-

24 tenance or use of the vehicle) shall not be in-
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1 cluded in financial resources under this para-

2 graph f the vehicle is—

3 "'i) used to produce earned income;

4 "('ii,) necessary for the transportation

5 of a physically disabled household member;

6 or

7 "(iii) depended on by a household to

8 carry frel Jbr heating or water Jbr home use

9 and provides the primary source of fuel or

10 water, respectively, for the household.".

11 SEC. 1121. VENDOR PAYMENTS FOR TRANSITIONAL HO US-

12 ING COUNTED AS INCOME.

13 Section 5(lc)(2) qf the Food Stamp Act qf 1977 (7

14 U. S.C. 2014 (7c, (2)) is amended—

15 (1) by striking subparagraph (F); and

16 (2) by redesignating sub paragraphs (G) and (H)

17 as sub paragraphs (F) and (G), respectively.

18 SEC. 1122. SIMPLIFIED CALCULATION OF INCOME FOR THE

19 SELF-EMPLOYED.

20 Section 5 qf the Food Stamp Act qf 1977 (7 U. S. C.

21 2014) is amended by adding at the end the fbllowing:

22 "'n,) SIMPLIFIED CALCuLATION OF INCOME FOR THE

23 SELF-EMPLOYED.—

24 "(1) IN GENERAL—Not later than 1 year after

25 the date of enactment of this subsection, the Secretary
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1 shall establish a procedure, designed to not increase

2 Federal costs, by which a State may use a reasonable

3 estimate of income excluded under subsection (d) (9)

4 in lieu of calculating the actual cost qf producing sef-

5 employment income.

6 "(2) INCLuSIvE OF ALL TYPES OF INCOME.—The

7 procedure established under paragraph (1) shall allow

8 a State to estimate income fbr all types qf self-em-

9 plo yment income.

10 "(3) DIFFERENCES FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF

11 INCOME.—The procedure established under paragraph

12 (1) may differ fbr different types of sefemployrnent

13 income. ".

14 SEC. 1123. DOUBLED PENALTIES FOR VIOLATING FOOD

15 STAMP PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS.

16 Section 6(b)(l) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7

17 U.S.C. 2015(b) (1)) is amended—

18 (1) in clause (i), by striking "six months" and

19 inserting "1 year"; and

20 (2) in clause (ii), by striking "1 year" and in-

21 serting "2 years".

22 SEC. 1124. DISQUALIFICATION OF CONVICTED INDIVID-

23 UALS.

24 Section 6(b)(1)(iii) of the Food Stamp Act qf 1977 (7

25 U.S. C. 201 5(b)(1)(iii)) is amended—
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1 (1) in subclause (II), by striking "or" at the end,

2 (2) in subclause (III,), by striking the period at

3 the end and inserting "; or"; and

4 '3,) by inserting after subclause (III,) the follow-

5 ing:

6 "(I 1') a conviction qf an qffense under sub-

7 section (1) or (c) qf section 15 involving an item

8 covered by subsection (b) or (c) qf section 15 hay-

9 ing a value of $500 or more.

10 SEC. 1125. DISQUALIFICATION.

11 (a) IN GENERAL—Section 6(d) qf the Food Stamp Act

12 of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2015(d)) is amended by striking "('d,)(l)

13 Unless otherwise exempted by the provisions" and all that

14 jbllows through the end of paragraph (1) and inserting the

15 fbllowing:

16 "(d) CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION.—

17 "(1) WORK REQUIREMENTh.—

18 "(A,) IN GENERAL.—No physically and

19 mentally fit individual over the age qf 15 and

20 under the age of 60 shall be eligible to partici-

21 pate in the fbod stamp program f the individ-

22 ual—

23 "(i) reJises, at the time qf application

24 and every 12 months thereafte7; to register
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1 jbr employment in a manner prescribed by

2 the Secretary;

3 "ii) refuses without good cause to par-

4 ticipate in an employment and training

5 program established under paragraph (4),

6 to the extent required by the State agency;

7 "(iii) rfitses without good cause to ac-

8 cept an offer of employment, at a site or

9 plant not subject to a strike or kckout at

10 the time of the refrsal, at a wage not less

11 than the higher qf—

12 "(1) the applicable Federal or

13 State minimum wage; or

14 "(II) 80 percent of the wage that

15 would have governed had the minimum

16 hourly rate under section 6(a) (1) of the

17 Fair Labor Standards Act qf 1938 (29

18 U.S.C. 206(a)(1)) been applicable to

19 the offer of employment;

20 "(iv) refuses without good cause to pro-

21 vide a State agency with stfficient i'njbrma-

22 tion to allow the State agency to determine

23 the employment status or the job availabil-

24 ity qf the individual;
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1 "(v) voluntarily and without good

2 cause—

3 "(I) quits a job; or

4 "(II) reduces work ffort and,

5 cfter the reduction, the individual is

6 working less than 30 hours per week;

7 or

8 "(vi) fttils to comply with section 20.

9 "(B) HOUSEHOLD INELIGIBILITY.—If an

10 individual who is the head of a household be-

11 comes ineligible to participate in the food stamp

12 program under subparagraph (A), the household

13 shall, at the option of the State agency, become

14 ineligible to participate in the fbod stamp pro-

15 gram for a period, determined by the State agen-

16 cy, that does not exceed the lesser of—

17 "(i) the duration of the ineligibility qf

18 the individual determined under subpara-

19 graph (C); or

20 "(ii) 180 days.

21 "(C) DURATION OF INELIGIBILITY.—

22 "(i) FIRST VIOLATION.—The first time

23 that an individual becomes ineligible to

24 participate in the fbod stamp program
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1 under subparagraph (A), the individual

2 shall remain ineligible until• the later of—

3 "(I) the date the individual be-

4 comes eligible under subparagraph (A);

5 "(II) the date that is 1 month

6 after the date the individual became

7 ineligible; or

8 "(III) a date determined by the

9 State agency that is not later than 3

10 months after the date the individual

11 became ineligible.

12 "(ii) SECOND VIOLATION.—The second

13 time that an individual becomes ineligible

14 to participate in the fbod stamp program

15 under subparagraph (A), the individual

16 shall remain ineligible until the later of—

17 "(I) the date the individual be-

18 comes eligible under subparagraph (A,);

19 "(II) the date that is 3 months

20 after the date the individual became

21 ineligible; or

22 "(III) a date determined by the

23 State agency that is not later than 6

24 months after the date the individual

25 became ineligible.
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1 "(iii,) THIRD OR SUBSEQUENT VIOLA—

2 TION.—The third or subsequent time that

3 an individual becomes ineligible to partici-

4 pate in the fbod stamp program under sub-

5 paragraph (A), the individual shall remain

6 ineligible until the later qf—

7 "(I) the date the individual be-

8 comes eligible under subparagraph (A);

9 "(II) the date that is 6 months

10 after the date the individual became

11 ineligible;

12 "(III) a date determined by the

13 State agency; or

14 "(IV) at the option of the State

15 agency, permanently.

16 "(D) ADMINISTRATION.—

17 "(i) GOOD CAUSE.—The &cretary

18 shall determine the meaning of good cause

19 fbr the purpose qf this paragraph.

20 "(ii VOLUNTARY QUIT.—The &cretary

21 shall determine the meaning of voluntarily

22 quitting and reducing work efjbrt for the

23 purpose qf this paragraph.

24 "(iii DETERMINATION BY STATE

25 AGENCY.—
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1 "(Ij) IN GENERAL .—Subject to

2 subclause (II) and clauses (i) and (ii),

3 a State agency shall determine—

4 "(aa) the meaning qf any

5 term used in subparagraph (A);

6 "('bb,) the procedures fbr de-

7 termining whether an individual

8 is in compliance with a require-

9 ment under subparagraph (A);

10 and

11 "(cc) whether an individual

12 is in compliance with a require-

13 ment under subparagraph (A).

14 "(II) NOT LESS RESTRICTIVE.—A

15 State agency may not use a meaning,

16 procedure, or determination under sub-

17 clause (I) that is less restrictive on in-

18 dividuals receiving benefits under this

19 Act than a comparable meaning, proce-

20 dure, or determination under a State

21 program funded under part A of title

22 IV of the Social Security Act (42

23 U.S.C. 601 et seq.).

24 "(iv) STRIKE AGAINST THE GOVERN-

25 MENT.—For the purpose qf subparagraph
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1 (A) (v), an employee qf the Federal Govern-

2 ment, a State, or a political subdivision qf

3 a State, who is dismissed for participating

4 in a strike against the Federal Government,

5 the State, or the political subdivision qf the

6 State shall be considered to have voluntarily

7 quit without good cause.

8 "(v) SELECTING A HEAD OF HOUSE-

9 HOLD.—

10 "(I) IN GENERAL.—FOr purposes

11 of this paragraph, the State agency

12 shall allow the household to select any

13 adult parent of a child in the house-

14 hold as the head of the household if all

15 adult household members making ap-

16 plication under the food stamp pro-

17 gram agree to the selection.

18 "(II) TIME FOR MAKING DESIGNA-

19 TION.—A household may designate the

20 head of the household under subclause

21 (I) each time the household is certified

22 jbr participation in the jbod stamp

23 program, but may not change the des-

24 ignation during a certification period
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1 unless there is a change in the corn-

2 position of the household.

3 "(vi) CHAJVGE IN HEAD OF HOUSE-

4 HOLD.—If the head of a household leaves the

5 household during a period in which the

6 household is ineligible to participate in the

7 jbod stamp program under subparagraph

8 (B)—

9 "(I) the household shall, f other-

10 wise eligible, become eligible to partici-

11 pate in the food stamp program; and

12 "(II) if the head qf the household

13 becomes the head of another household,

14 the household that becomes headed by

15 the individual shall become ineligible

16 to participate in the fbod stamp pro-

17 gram jbr the remaining period of ineli-

18 gibility.".

19 (b) CONFORMING Aj1IENDMENT. —

20 (1) The second sentence of section 1 7(b) (2) of the

21 Food &amp Act qf 1977 (7 U.s.C. 2026(b) (2)) is

22 amended by striking "6(d)(1)(i)" and inserting

23 "6(d) (1) (A) (i)".
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1 (2) Section 20 of the Food Stamp Act qf 1977

2 (7 U. S.c. 2029) is amended by striking subsection ('f,)

3 and inserting the fbllowing:

4 "(f) DIASQUALIFICATION.—An individual or a house-

5 hold may become ineligible under section 6(d) (1) to partici-

6 pate in the fbod stamp program fbr failing to comply with

7 this section.".

8 SEC. 1126. EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING.

9 (a) IN GENERAL.—Section 6(d)(4) qf the Food Stamp

10 Act of 1977 (7 U. S.c. 2015(d) (4)) is amended—

11 (1) by striking "(4)(A) Not later than April 1,

12 1987, each" and inserting the following:

13 "(4) EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING.—

14 "(A) IN GENERAL.—

15 "(i) IMPLEMEiVTATIOiY.—Each";

16 (2) in subparagraph (A)—

17 (A) by inserting "work," after "skills, train-

18 ing,"; and

19 (B) by adding at the end the following:

20 "(ii,) STATEWIDE WORKFORCE DEVEL-

21 OPMENT SYSTEM.—Each component of an

22 employment and training program carried

23 out under this paragraph shall be delivered

24 through a statewide worlçfbrce development
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1 system, unless the component is not avail-

2 able locally through such a system. ";

3 (3,) in subparagraph (B)—

4 (A) in the matter preceding clause ri), by

5 striking the colon at the end and inserting the

6 jbllowing. ", except that the &ate agency shall

7 retain the option to apply employment require-

8 ments prescribed under this subparagraph to a

9 program applicant at the time of application:";

10 (B) in clause (i), by striking "with terms

11 and conditions" and all that fOllows through

12 "time of application"; and

13 (C) in clause (iv)—

14 (i) by striking subclauses (I) and (II);

15 and

16 (ii) by redesignating subclauses (III)

17 and (IV) as subclauses (I) and (II), respec-

18 tively;

19 (4) in subparagraph (D,)—

20 (A) in clause ri,), by striking "to which the

21 application" and all that fOllows throuqh "30

22 days or less";

23 (B) in clause ('ii,), by striking "but with re-

24 spect" and all that fbllows through "child care";

25 and
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1 (C) in clause (iii,), by striking ", on the

2 basis of' and all that follows through "clause

3 (ii)" and inserting "the exemption continues to

4 be valid";

5 (5) in subparagraph (E), by striking the third

6 sentence;

7 (6) in subparagraph (G)—

8 (A) by striking "(G)(i) The State" and in-

9 serting "(G) The State"; and

10 (B) by striking clause (ii);

11 (7) in subparagraph (H), by striking "(iJ)(i)

12 The Secretary" and all that follows through "(ii) Fed-

13 eral funds" and inserting "(H) Federal funds";

14 (8) in subparagraph (I) (i) (II), by striking ' or

15 was in operation," and all that follows through "So-

16 cial Security Act" and inserting the following: "), ex-

17 cept that no such payment or reimbursement shall ex-

18 ceed the applicable local market rate";

19 (9)(A) by striking subparagraph (K) and (L)

20 and inserting the following:

21 "(K,) LIMITATION ON FUNDING.—Notwith-

22 standing any other provision of this paragraph,

23 the amount qffrnds a State agency uses to carry

24 out this paragraph (including frnds used to

25 carry out subparagraph (I)) for participants
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1 who are receiving benefits under a State pro-

2 gram funded under part A qf title IV qf the So-

3 cial Security Act (42 U. S. C. 601 et seq.) shall

4 not exceed the amount qf funds the State agency

5 used in fiscal year 1995 to carry out this para-

6 graph ,fbr participants who were receiving bene-

7 fits in fiscal year 1995 under a State program

8 funded under part A qf title IV of the Act (42

9 U. S.C. 601 et seq.). "; and

10 (B) by redesignating sub paragraphs (M) and (N)

11 as sub paragraphs (L) and (M), respectively; and

12 (10) in subparagraph (L), as so redesignated—

13 (A) by striking "(L) (i) 77ie Secretary" and

14 inserting "(L) The Secretary"; and

15 (B) by striking clause (ii).

16 (b) FutYDING.---Sectio'n 16(h) qf the Food Stamp Act

17 of 1977 (7 U.S. C. 2025(h)) is amended by striking

18 "(h)('l)(A,.) The Secretary" and all that follows through the

19 end qf paragraph (1) and inserting the following:

20 "(Ii) FUNDING OF EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PRO-

21 GRAMS.—

22 "(1) liv GENERAL.—

23 "(A) AMOUNTS.—TO carry out employment

24 and training programs, the Secretary shall re-

25 serve fbr allocation to State agencies from frnds
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1 made available for each fiscal year under section

2 18(a) (1) the amount of—

3 "'i,.) .fbr fiscal year 1996, $75, 000,000;

4 and

5 "(ii for each qf fiscal years 1997

6 through 2002, $85,000,000.

7 "(B) ALLOCATION.—The Secretary shall al-

8 locate the amounts reserved under subparagraph

9 (A) among the State agencies using a reasonable

10 formula (as determined by the Secretary) that

11 gives consideration to the population in each

12 State affected by section 6(o).

13 "(C) REALLOCATION.—

14 "(i) NOTIFICATION.—A State agency

15 shall promptly notfy the Secretary f the

16 State agency determines that the State

17 agency will not expend all of the funds allo-

18 cated to the State agency under sub para-

19 graph (B).

20 "(ii) REALLOCATION.—On not 2f2cation

21 under clause (i), the Secretary shall reallo-

22 cate the .ftnds that the State agency will not

23 expend as the Secretary considers appro-

24 priate and equitable.
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1 "(D) MINIMUM ALLOCATION.—Notwith-

2 standing subparagraphs (A) through (C), the

3 Secretary shall ensure that each State agency op-

4 erating an employment and training program

5 shall receive not less than $50,000 Jbr each fiscal

6 year.".

7 (c) ADDITIONAL M4TcHING FUNDS.—Section 1 6(h,.) (2)

8 qf the Food Stamp Act qf 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2025(h) (2)) is

9 amended by inserting before the period at the end the ollow-

10 ing: ' including the costs for case management and case-

11 work to fbcilitate the transition from economic dependency

12 to selfsufficiency through work".

13 (d) REPORTS.—Section 16(h) of the Food Stamp Act

14 of 1977 (7 U.S. C. 2 025(h)) is amended—

15 (1) in paragraph (5)—

16 (A) by striking "(5)(A) The Secretary" and

17 inserting "(5) The Secretary"; and

18 (B) by striking subparagraph (B); and

19 (2) by striking paragraph (6).

20 SEC. 1127. FOOD STAMP ELIGIBILITY.

21 The third sentence of. section 6(f) of the Food Stamp

22 Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2015(f)) is amended by inserting ",

23 at State option," cfter "less".
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1 SEC. 1128. COMPARABLE TREATMENT FOR DISQUALIFICA-

2 TION.

3 (a) IN GENERAL.—Section 6 qf the Food Stamp Act

4 of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2015,) is amended by adding at the end

5 the fbllowing:

6 "(i) COMPARABLE TREATMENT FOR DISQuALIFICA-

7 TION.—

8 "(1) IN GENERAL.—If a disqualification is im-

9 posed on a member of a household .fbr a fbilure qf the

10 member to perform an action required under a Fed-

11 eral, State, or local law relating to a means-tested

12 public assistance program, the State agency may im-

13 pose the same disqualification on the member qf the

14 household under the fbod stamp program.

15 "(2) RuLES AVD PROCEDURES.—If a disquali-

16 fication is imposed under paragraph (1) fbr a fbilure

17 of an individual to perfbrm an action required under

18 part A of title IV qf the Social Security Act (42

19 U.S.C. 601 et seq.), the State agency may use the

20 rules and procedures that apply under part A of title

21 IV qf the Act to impose the same disqualification

22 under the jbod stamp program.

23 "(3) APPLICATION AFTER DISQUALIFICATION PE-

24 RIOD.—A member of a household disqualfIed under

25 paragraph (1) may, after the disqualification period

26 has expired, apply fbr benfits under this Act and
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1 shall be treated as a new applicant, except that a

2 prior disqualification under subsection (d) shall be

3 considered in determining eligibility. ".

4 b) STATE PLji1r PROvISIoivs.Section 11(e) of the

5 Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U. S. C. 202 0(e)) is amended—

6 (1) in paragraph (24), by striking "and" at the

7 end;

8 (2) in paragraph (25), by striking the period at

9 the end and inserting a semicolon; and

10 (3) by adding at the end the following:

11 "(26) the guidelines the State agency uses in car-

12 rying out section 6(i); and".

13 (c) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Section 6(d) (2) (A) of

14 the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S. C. 2015(d) (2) (A)) is

15 amended by striking "that is comparable to a requirement

16 of paragraph (1)".

17 SEC. 1129. DISQUALIFICATION FOR RECEIPT OF MULTIPLE

18 FOOD STAMP BENEFITS.

19 Section 6 of the Food Stamp Act qf 1977 (7 U.S.C.

20 2015), as amended by section 1129, is amended by adding

21 at the end the fbllowing:

22 "(j) DISQUAjJFICAq'ION FOR RECEIPT OF MULTIPLE

23 FooD STAMP BENEFITS.—An individual shall be ineligible

24 to participate in the fbod stamp program as a member qf

25 any household .fbr a 10-year period if. the individual is
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1 found by a State agency to have made, or is convicted in

2 a Federal or State court of having made, a fraudulent state-

3 ment or representation with respect to the identity or place

4 of residence of the individual in order to receive multiple

5 benefits simultaneously under the food stamp program. ".

6 SEC. 1130. DISQUALIFICATION OF FLEEING FELONS.

7 Section 6 qf the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S. C.

8 2015), as amended by section 1130, is amended by adding

9 at the end thefbllowing:

10 "(k,) DISQuALIFIcATIoN OF FLEEING FELONS.—NO

11 member of a household who is otherwise eligible to partici-

12 pate in the jbod stamp program shall be eligible to partici-

13 pate in the program as a member of that or any other

14 household during any period during which the individual

15

16 "(1) fleeing to avoid prosecution, or custody or

17 confinement after conviction, under the law qf the

18 place from which the individual is fleeing, for a

19 crime, or attempt to commit a crime, that is a felony

20 under the law qf' the place from which the individual

21 is .fleeing or that, in the case qf New Jersey, is a high

22 misdemeanor under the law qf New Jersey; or

23 "(2) violating a condition qf probation or parole

24 imposed under a Federal or State law. ".
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1 SEC. 1131. COOPERATION WITH CHILD SUPPORT AGENCIES.

2 Section 6 qf the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C.

3 2015,), as amended by section 1131, is amended by adding

4 at the end the jbllowing:

5 "(1,) CuST0DDJI PARENT'S COOPERATION WITH CHILD

6 SUPPORT AGENCIES.—

7 "(1) IN GENERAL.—At the option of a State

8 agency, subject to paragraphs (2) and (3), no natural

9 or adoptive parent or other individual (collectively re-

10 Jèrred to in this subsection as 'the individual') who is

11 living with and exercising parental control over a

12 child under the age of 18 who has an absent parent

13 shall be eligible to participate in the Jbod stamp pro-

14 gram unless the individual cooperates with the State

15 agency administering the program established under

16 part D of title IV of the Social Security Act (42

17 U.S.C. 651 et seq.)—

18 "(A) in establishing the paternity of the

19 child (if the child is born out of wedlock); and

20 "(B) in obtaining support Jbr—

21 "('i) the child; or

22 "(ii,) the individual and the child.

23 "(2) GOOD CAUSE FOR NONCOOPERATION.—

24 Paragraph (1) shall not apply to the individual f

25 good cause is Jbund .fbr refusing to cooperate, as deter-

26 mined by the State agency in accordance with stand-
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1 ards prescribed by the Secretary in consultation with

2 the Secretary of Health and Human Services. The

3 standards shall take into consideration circumstances

4 under which cooperation may be against the best in-

5 terests of the child.

6 "(3) FEES.—Paragraph (1) shall not require the

7 payment of a fee or other cost for services provided

8 under pare D of title IV of the Social Security Act

9 (42 U.S.C. 651 et seq.).

10 "(m) NONcusTODj4L PARENT'S COOPERATION WITH

11 CHILD SUPPORT AGENCIES.—

12 "(1) Iv GENERAL.—At the option qf a State

13 agency, subject to paragraphs (2) and (3), a putative

14 or identified noncustodial parent of a child under the

15 age of 18 (referred to in this subsection as 'the in di-

16 vidual') shall not be eligible to participate in the food

17 stamp program if the individual refitses to cooperate

18 with the State agency administering the program es-

19 tablished under pare D of title IV qf the Social Secu-

20 rity Act (42 U.S.C. 651 et seq.)—

21 "(A) in establishing the paternity of' the

22 child (if the child is born out of wedlock,); and

23 "(B) in providing support fOr the child.

24 "(2) REFUSAL TO COOPERATE.—
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1 "(A) GUIDELINES.—The Secretary, in con-

2 sultation with the Secretary qf Health and

3 1-luman Services, shall develop guidelines on

4 what constitutes a ref itsal to cooperate under

5 paragraph (1).

6 "(B) PROCEDUREAS.—The State agency shall

7 develop procedures, using guidelines developed

8 under subparagraph (A), for determining wheth-

9 er an individual is rfusing to cooperate under

10 paragraph (1).

11 "(3) FEES.—Paragraph (1) shall not require the

12 payment of a fee or other cost for services provided

13 under part D qf title IV qf the Social Security Act

14 (42 U.S.C. 651 et seq.).

15 "(4) PRTVACY.—The State agency shall provide

16 safeguards to restrict the use qf infbnnation collected

17 by a State agency administering the program estab-

18 lished under part D of title IV qf the Social Security

19 Act (42 U.S.C. 651 et seq.) to purposs fbr which the

20 infbrmation is collected. ".

21 SEC. 1132. DISQUALIFICATION RELATiNG TO CHILD SUP-

22 PORT ARREARS.

23 Section 6 of the Food Stamp Act qf 1977 (7 U.S.C.

24 2015), as amended by section 1132, is amended by adding

25 at the end the fbllowing:
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1 "('n) DISQUALIFICATION FOR CHILD SUPPORT AR-

2 REARS.—

3 "(1) IN GENERAL.—At the option of a State

4 agency, no individual shall be eligible to participate

5 in the ,fbod stamp program as a member of any house—

6 hold during any month that the individual is delin-

7 quent in any payment due under a court order ,fbr the

8 support qf a child qf the individual.

9 "(2) ExCEPTIONS .—Paragraph (1) shall not

10 apply if—

11 "(A) a court is allowing the individual to

12 delay payment; or

13 "(B) the individual is complying with a

14 payment plan approved by a court or the State

15 agency designated under part D qf title IV of the

16 Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 651 et seq.) to

17 provide support .fbr the child of the individual.".

18 SEC. 1133. WORK REQUIREMENT.

19 (a) IN GENERAL.—Section 6 qf the Food Stamp Act

20 of' 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2015), as amended by section 1133, is

21 amended by adding at the end the jbllowing:

22 "('o,) WORK REQUIREMENT.—

23 "(1) DEFINITION OF WORK PROGRAM.—In this

24 subsection, the term 'work program' means—
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1 "(A) a program under the Job Training

2 Partnership Act (29 U.AS1.C. 1501 et seq.);

3 "(B) a program under section 236 qf the

4 Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.AS.G. 2296); or

5 "(C) a program qf employment or training

6 operated or supervised by a &ate or political

7 subdivision of a &ate that meets standards ap-

8 proved by the Governor of the &ate, including a

9 program under subsection (d)(4), other than a

10 job search program or a job search training pro-

11 gram.

12 "(2) WORK REQUIREMENT.—Subject to the other

13 provisions of this subsection, no individual shall be el-

14 igible to participate in the jbod stamp program as a

15 member of any household if; during the preceding 12-

16 month period, the individual received food stamp ben-

17 efits for not less than 4 months during which the in-

18 dividual did not—

19 "(A) work 20 hours or more per week, aver-

20 aged monthly;

21 "(B) participate in and comply with the re-

22 quirements of a work program for 20 hours or

23 more per week, as determined by the State agen-

24 cy;
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1 "(C) participate in and comply with the re-

2 quirements of a program under section 20 or a

3 comparable program established by a State or

4 political subdivision of a State; or

5 "(D) receive an exemption under paragraph

6 (6).

7 "(3) EXCEPTIOiV.—Paragraph (2) shall not

8 apply to an individual f the individual is—

9 "(A) under 18 or over 50 years of age;

10 "(B) medically certJied as physically or

11 mentally unfit fbr employment;

12 "(C) a parent or other member of a house-

13 hold with responsibility for a dependent child;

14 "(D) otherwise exempt under subsection

15 (d)(2); or

16 "(E) a pregnant woman.

17 "(4) WMvER.—

18 "(A) IN GENERAL.—On the request of a

19 State agency, the Secretary may waive the ap-

20 plicability of paragraph (2) to any group of in-

21 dividuals in the State if' the Secretary makes a

22 determination that the area in which the mdi-

23 viduals reside—

24 "ri) has an unemployment rate of' over

25 10 percent; or
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1 "cii,) does not have a sufficient number

2 of jobs to provide employment for the mdi-

3 viduals.

4 "(B) RESPONSE.—The Secretary shall re-

5 spond to a request made pursuant to sub para-

6 graph (A) not later than 15 days qfter the State

7 agency makes the request.

8 "(C) REPORT.—The Secretary shall report

9 the basis for a waiver under subparagraph (A)

10 to the Committee on Agriculture of the House qf

11 Representatives and the Committee on Agri-

12 culture, Nutrition, and Forestry of the Senate.

13 "(5 SUBSEQUENT ELIGIBILITY.—

14 "(A,) IN GENERAL—An individual shall be-

15 come eligible to participate in the food stamp

16 program if during a 30-day period, the individ-

17 ual—

18 "(i) works 80 or more hours;

19 "(ii) participates in and complies with

20 the requirements of a work program for 80

21 or more hours, as determined by a State

22 agency; or

23 "(iii) participates in and complies

24 with the requirements of a program under

25 section 20 or a comparable program estab-
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1 lished by a State or political subdivision qf

2 a State.

3 "(B,) AFTER BECOMING ELIGIBLE.—An in-

4 dividual shall remain su1ject to paragraph (2)

5 during any 12-month period subsequent to be-

6 coming eligible to participate in the Jbod stamp

7 program under subparagraph (A), except that

8 the term 'preceding 12-month period' in para-

9 graph (2) shall mean the preceding period begin-

10 ning on the date the individual most recently

11 satisfied the requirements qf subparagraph (A).

12 "(6) STATE AGENCY EXEMPTIONS.—

13 "(A) Iv GENERAL.—A State agency may ex-

14 empt an individual jbr purposes qf paragraph

15 (2)(D)—

16 "(i) by reason of hardship; or

17 "(ii) if the individual participates in

18 and complies with the requirements of a

19 program qf job search or job search training

20 under clauses (i) or (ii) of subsection

21 (d) (4) (B) that requires an average qf not

22 less than 20 hours per week qf participa-

23 tion.

24 "(B,) LIMITATION ON HARDSHIP EXEMP-

25 riov.—The average monthly number qf individ—
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1 uals receiving benefits due to a hardship exemp-

2 tion granted by a &ate agency under subpara-

3 graph (A,)('i) fOr a fiscal year may not exceed 20

4 percent of the average monthly number qf mdi-

5 viduals receiving allotments during the fiscal

6 year in the State who are not exempt from the

7 requirements of this subsection under paragraph

8 (3,) or (4).

9 "(C) LIMITATION ON JOB SEARCH EXEMP-

10 TION.—A &ate agency may not exempt an mdi-

11 vidual under subparagraph (A) (ii) for more than

12 2 months during any 12-month period.".

13 (b) TRvsITIoN PROvISIOiv.—During the 1-year pe-

14 nod beginning on the date of enactment of this Act, the

15 term "preceding 12-month period" in section 6(o) of the

16 Food Stamp Act of 1977, as added by subsection (a), means

17 the preceding period that begins on the date of enactment

18 of thisAct.

19 SEC. 1134. ENCOURAGEMENT OF ELECTRONIC BENEFIT

20 TRANSFER SYSTEMS.

21 (a) IN GENERiU1.—&ction 7('i) of the Food &amp Act

22 of 1977 (7 U.S!.C. 2016(i)) is amended—

23 (1) by striking paragraph (1) and inserting the

24 jbllowing:

25 "(1) ELECTRONIC BENEFIT TRANSFERS.—
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1 "(A) IMPLEMENTATION.—Not later than Oc-

2 tober 1, 2002, each State agency shall implement

3 an electronic benfit tranfer system under which

4 household benefits determined under section 8(a)

5 or 26 are issued from and stored in a central

6 databan unless the Secretary provides a waiver

7 jbr a State agency that fttces unusual barriers to

8 implementing an electronic benefit transftr sys-

9 tem.

10 "(B) TIMELY IMPLEMENTATION.—Each

11 State agency is encouraged to implement an elec-

12 tronic benfit transfer system under subpara-

13 graph (A) as soon as practicable.

14 "(C) STATE FLEXIBILITY—Subject to para-

15 graph (2), a State agency may procure and im-

16 plement an electronic benefit transfer system

17 under the terms, conditions, and design that the

18 State agency considers appropriate.

19 "(D) OPERA TION.—An electronic benefit

20 transfer system should take into account gen-

21 erally accepted standard operating rules based

22 on—

23 "(i) commercial electronic fttnds trans-

24 fer technology;
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1 "(ii) the need to permit interstate op-

2 eration and law enjbrcement monitoring;

3 and

4 "(iii) the need to per'rnit monitoring

5 and investigations by authorized law en-

6 fbrcement agencies. ";

7 (2) in paragraph (2)—

8 (A) by striking "fftctive no later than

9 April 1, 1992,";

10 (B) in subparagraph (A)—

11 (i) by striking ", in any 1 year, "; and

12 (ii) by striking "on-line";

13 (C) by striking subparagraph (D) and in-

14 serting the following:

15 "(D)(i) measures to maximize the security

16 of a system using the most recent technology

17 available that the State agency considers appro-

18 priate and cost effective and which may include

19 personal identification numbers, photographic

20 identification on electronic benefit transfer cards,

21 and other measures to protect against fraud and

22 abuse; and

23 "(ii) effictive not later than 2 years after

24 the date of enactment of this clause, to the extent

25 practicable, measures that permit a system to
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1 dfJèrentiate items qf .fbod that may be acquired

2 with an allotment from items qf .fbod that may

3 not be acquired with an allotment;";

4 (D) in subparagraph (G), by striking "and"

5 at the end;

6 (E) in subparagraph (H), by striking the

7 period at the end and inserting "; and"; and

8 (F) by adding at the end the following:

9 "(Id procurement standards. ' and

10 (3) by adding at the end the jbllowing:

11 "(7) REPLACEMENT OF BENEFITS.—Regulations

12 issued by the Secretary regarding the replacement Qf

13 benfits and liability Jbr replacement of benfits under

14 an electronic benefit transfer system shall be similar

15 to the regulations in effect fbr a paper-based fbod

16 stamp issuance system.

17 "(8) REPLACEMENT CARD FEE.—A State agency

18 may collect a charge for replacement of an electronic

19 benfit tranfèr card by reducing the monthly allot-

20 ment of the household receiving the replacement card.

21 "(9) OPTI0NAi PHOTOGRAPHIC IDENTIFICA-

22 TION.—

23 "(A) IN GENERAL—A State agency may re-

24 quire that an electronic benfit card contain a

25 photograph of 1 or more members qf a household.
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1 "(B) OTHER AUTHORIZED USERS.—If a

2 State agency requires a photograph on an elec-

3 tronic benefit card under subparagraph (A), the

4 State agency shall establish procedures to ensure

5 that any other appropriate member qf the house-

6 hold or any authorized representative of the

7 iwusehold may utilize the card.

8 "(10) APPLICABLE LAW—Disclosures, protec-

9 tions, responsibilities, and remedies established by the

10 Federal Reserve Board under section 904 of the Elec-

11 tronic Fund Transfrr Act (15 U. S.C. 1 693b) shall not

12 apply to benefits under this Act delivered through any

13 electronic benfIt transfer system. ".

14 (b,) SENSE OF COiVGRESS.—It is the sense of Congress

15 that a State that operates an electronic benefit tran.frr sys-

16 tem under the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2011 et

17 seq.) should operate the system in a manner that is compat-

18 ible with electronic benfit transfer systems operated by

19 other States.

20 SEC. 1135. VALUE OF MINIMUM ALLOTMENT.

21 The proviso in section 8(a) of the Food Stamp Act of

22 1977 (7 U.S.C. 201 7(a)) is amended by striking ", and shall

23 be adjusted" and all that fblkws through "$5".
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1 SEC. 1136. BENEFITS ON RECERTIFICATION.

2 Section 8(c) (2) (B) qf' the Food Stamp 4ct qf' 1977 (7

3 U. S.C. 201 7(c) (2) (B)) is amended by striking "of' more than

4 one month".

5 SEC. 1137. OPTIONAL COMBINED ALLOTMENT FOR EXPE-

6 DITED HOUSEHOLDS.

7 Section 8(c) qf the Food Stamp Act of' 1977 (7 U.S. C.

8 201 7(c)) is amended by striking paragraph (3) and insert-

9 ing the following:

10 "(3,) OPTIONAL COMBINED ALLOTMENT FOR EX-

11 PEDITED HOUSEHOLDS.—A State agency may pro-

12 vide to an eligible household applying cfter the 15th

13 day of' a month, in lieu of the initial allotment of the

14 household and the regular allotment qf the household

15 fbr the following month, an allotment that is equal to

16 the total amount of' the initial allotment and the first

17 regular allotment. The allotment shall be provided in

18 accordance with section 11(e) (3) in the case of a

19 household that is not entitled to expedited service and

20 in accordance with paragraphs (3) and (9) of' section

21 11(e) in the case qf a household that is entitled to ex-

22 pedited service. ".
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1 SEC. 1138. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH OTHER MEANS-TEST-

2 ED PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS.

3 Section 8 of the Food &amp Act qf 1977 (7 U.S.C.

4 2017) is amended by striking subsection (d) and inserting

5 the fbllowing:

6 "('dV) REDUCTION OF PUBLIC ASSISTANcE BENE-

7 FITS.—

8 "(1) Lv GENEI?AL.—If the benefits of a household

9 are reduced under a Federal, State, or local law relat-

10 ing to a means-tested public assistance program for

11 the fttilure of a member of the household to perform

12 an action required under the law or program, fOr the

13 duration of the reduction—

14 "(A) the household may not receive an in-

15 creased allotment as the result of a decrease in

16 the income of the household to the extent that the

17 decrease is the result of the reduction; and

18 "(B) the State agency may reduce the allot-

19 ment of the household by not more than 25 per-

20 cent.

21 "(2) RULES AJVD PROCEDURES.—1f the allotment

22 of a household is reduced under this subsection .fbr a

23 fttilure to per fbrm an action required under part A

24 of title IV of the Social Security Act (42 U. S. C. 601

25 et seq.), the State agency may use the rules and proce-

26 dures that apply under part A qf title IV qf the Act
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1 to reduce the allotment under the ,fbod stamp pro-

2 gram. ".

3 SEC. 1139. ALLOTMENTS FOR HOUSEHOLDS RESIDING IN

4 CENTERS.

5 Section 8 qf the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S. C.

6 2017) is amended by adding at the end the jbllowing:

7 "('j) ALLOTMENTS FOR HOUSEHOLDS RESIDING IN

8 CENTERS.—

9 "(1) IN GENERAL—In the case of an individual

10 who resides in a center for the purpose qf a drug or

11 alcoholic treatment program described in the last sen-

12 tence of section 3(i), a State agency may provide an

13 allotment fbr the individual to—

14 "(A) the center as an authorized representa-

15 tive qf the individual for a period that is less

16 than 1 month; and

17 "(B) the individual, if the individual leaves

18 the center.

19 "('2) DIRECT PAYMENT.—A State agency may re-

20 quire an individual referred to in paragraph ('1) to

21 designate the center in which the individual resides as

22 the authorized representative of the individual ,fbr the

23 purpose of receiving an allotment. ".
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1 SEC. 1140. CONDITION PRECEDENT FOR APPROVAL OF RE-

2 TAIL FOOD STORES AND WHOLESALE FOOD

3 CONCERNS.

4 Section 9(a)(1) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7

5 U.S.C. 2018(a) (1)) is amended by adding at the end the

6 following: "No retail food store or wholesale Jbod concern

7 of a type determined by the Secretary, based on fttctors that

8 include size, location, and type of items sold, shall be ap-

9 proved to be authorized or reauthorized for participation

10 in the Jbod stamp program unless an authorized employee

11 qf the Department of Agriculture, a designee of the Sec-

12 retary, or, f practicable, an official of the State or local

13 government designated by the Secretary has visited the store

14 or concern Jbr the purpose of determining whether the store

15 or concern should be approved or reauthorized, as appro-

16 priate.".

17 SEC. 1141. AUTHORITY TO ESTABLISH AUTHORIZATION PE-

18 RIODS.

19 Section 9(a) qf the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S. C.

20 2018(a)) is amended by adding at the end the jbllowing:

21 "('3,) AUTHORIZATION PERIODS.—The Secretary

22 shall establish specific time periods during which au-

23 thorization to accept and redeem coupons, or to re-

24 deem benefits through an electronic ben$t tran.fèr

25 system, shall be valid under the fbod stamp pro-

26 gram.".
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1 SEC. 1142. INFORMATION FOR VERIFYING ELIGIBILITY FOR

2 AUTHORIZATION.

3 Section 9(c) qf the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S. C.

4 2018(c)) is amended—

5 (1) in the first sentence, by inserting ", which

6 may include relevant income and sales tax filing doc-

7 uments," after "submit iflformation"; and

8 (2) by inserting after the first sentence the fol-

9 lowing: "The regulations may require retail food

10 stores and wholesale fbod concerns to provide written

11 authorization for the Secretary to verify all relevant

12 tax filings with appropriate agencies and to obtain

13 corroborating documentation from other sources so

14 that the accuracy qf information provided by the

15 stores and concerns may be verfIed. ".

16 SEC. 1143. WAITING PERIOD FOR STORES THAT FAIL TO

17 MEET AUTHORIZATION CRITERIA.

18 Section 9(d) qf the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C.

19 2018(d)) is amended by adding at the end the fbllowing:

20 "A retail food store or wholesale food concern that is denied

21 approval to accept and redeem coupons because the store

22 or concern does not meet criteria ,fbr approval established

23 by the Secretanj may not, fbr at least 6 months, submit

24 a new application to participate in the program. The Sec-

25 retary may establish a longer time period under the preced-
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1 ing sentence, including permanent disqualification, that re-

2 flects the severity qf the basis qf the denial. ".

3 SEC. 1144. OPERATION OF FOOD STAMP OFFICES.

4 Section 11 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C.

5 2020), as amended by sections 1119(b) and 1129(b), is

6 amended—

7 (1) in subsection (e)—

8 (A) by striking paragraph (2) and inserting

9 the following:

10 "(2)(A) that the State agency shall establish pro-

11 cedures governing the operation of fbod stamp qffices

12 that the State agency determines best serve households

13 in the State, including households with special needs,

14 such as households with elderly or disabled members,

15 households in rural areas with low-income members,

16 homeless individuals, households residing on reserva-

17 tions, and households in areas in which a substantial

18 number of members of low-income households speak a

19 language other than English.

20 "('B) In carrying out subparagraph (A), a State

21 agency—

22 "i shall provide timely, accurate, and fur

23 service to applicants for, and participants in,

24 the Jbod stamp program;
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1 "cii) shall develop an application contain-

2 ing the infbrmation necessary to comply with

3 this Act;

4 "('iii) shall permit an applicant household

5 to apply to participate in the program on the

6 same day that the household first contacts a ,food

7 stamp qffice in person during office hours;

8 "(iv) shall consider an application that con-

9 tains the name, address, and signature of the ap-

10 plicant to be filed on the date the applicant sub-

11 mits the application;

12 "(v) shall require that an adult representa-

13 tive qf each applicant household certiftj in writ-

14 ing, under penalty of peijury, that—

15 "(I) the information contained in the

16 application is true; and

17 "(II all members of the household are

18 citizens or are aliens eligible to receive .food

19 stamps under section 6(f);

20 "(vi) shall provide a method qf certftjing

21 and issuing coupons to eligible homeless individ-

22 uals, to ensure that participation in the ,fbod

23 stamp program is limited to eligible households;

24 and
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1 "(vii) may establish operating procedures

2 that vary for local fbod stamp qffices to rflect

3 regional and local differences within the &ate.

4 "(C) Nothing in this Act shall prohibit the use

5 qf signatures provided and maintained electronically,

6 storage qf records using automated retrieval systems

7 only, or any other feature of a &ate agency's applica-

8 tion system that does not rely exclusively on the col-

9 lection and retention qf paper applicatioi'is or other

10 records.

11 "(D) The signature of any adult under this

12 paragraph shall be considered sufficient to comply

13 with any provision of Federal law requiring a house-

14 hold member to sign an application or statement. ";

15 (B) in paragraph (3)—

16 (i) by striking "shall—" and all that

17 jbllows through "provide each" and insert-

18 ing "shall provide each"; and

19 (ii) by striking "(B) assist" and all

20 that .follows through "representative qf the

21 &ate agency;";

22 (C) by striking paragraphs (14) and (25);

23 (D)(i) by redesignating paragraphs (15,)

24 through (24) as paragraphs (14) through (23),

25 respectively; and
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1 (ii) by redesignating paragraph (26), as

2 paragraph (24); and

3 (2) in subsection (i)—

4 (A) by striking "ri,) Notwithstanding" and

5 all that follows through "(2)" and inserting the

6 following:

7 "(i) APPLICATION AJVD DENIAL PROCEDURES.—

8 "(1) APPLICATION PROCEDURES.—Notwithstand-

9 ing any other provision qf law, "; and

10 (B) by striking "; (3) households" and all

11 that follows through "title IV of the Social Secu-

12 rity Act. No" and inserting a period and the .fol-

13 lowing:

14 "(2) DENL4L AND TERMINATION.—Except in a
15 case qf disqualification as a penalty fOr failure to

16 comply with a public assistance program rule or reg-

17 ulation, no".

18 SEC. 1145. STATE EMPLOYEE AND TRAINING STANDARDS.

19 Section 11(e)(6) of the Food Stamp Act qf 1977 (7

20 U.S.C. 2020(e) (6)) is amended—

21 (1) by striking "that (A) the" and inserting

22 "that—

23 "(A) the";

24 (2) by striking "Act; (B) the" and inserting

25 "Act; and
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1 "(B) the";

2 (3,) in subparagraph (B), by striking "United

3 States Civil Service Commission" and inserting "0f

4 fice of' Personnel Management"; and

5 (4) by striking sub paragraphs (C) through (E).

6 SEC. 1146. EXCHANGE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT ThTFORMA

7 TION.

8 Section 11(e)(8) qf the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7

9 U. S. C. 2 020(e) (8)) is amended—

10 (1) by striking "that (A) such" and inserting the

11 following: "that—

12 "(A) the";

13 (2) by striking "law, (B) notwithstanding" and

14 inserting the ,following: "law;

15 "(B) notwithstanding";

16 (3) by striking "Act, and (C) such" and insert-

17 ing the following: "Act;

18 "(C) the"; and

19 (4) by adding at the end the fbllowing:

20 "(D) notwithstanding any other provision

21 of law, the address, social security number, and,

22 f' available, photograph qf any member of a

23 household shall be made available, on request, to

24 any Federal, State, or local law e'nfbrcement offi-

25 cer if the qfficer fttrnishes the State agency with
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1 the name qf the member and notifies the agency

2 that—

3 "(i) the member—

4 "(I) is fleeing to avoid prosecu-

5 tion, or custody or coflfinement after

6 conviction, for a crime (Or attempt to

7 commit a crime) that, under the law of

8 the place the member is fleeing, is a

9 felony (or, in the case qf New Jersey,

10 a high misdemeanor), or is violating a

11 condition qf probation or parole im-

12 posed under Federal or State law; or

13 "(II) has infbrmation that is nec-

14 essary fbr the qfJicer to conduct an offi-

15 cial duty related to subclause (I);

16 "('ii) locating or apprehending the

17 member is an qfficial duty; and

18 "(iii) the request is being made in the

19 proper exercise qf an Qffzcial duty; and

20 "(E) the saftguards shall not prevent com-

21 pliance with paragraph (16);".

22 SEC. 1147. WITHDRAWING FAIR HEARING REQUESTS.

23 Section 11(e) (10) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7

24 U. S.c. 2020(e) (10)) is amended by inserting bfbre the

25 semicolon at the end a period and the fbllowing: "At the
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1 option of a State, at any time prior to a fur hearing deter-

2 mination under this paragraph, a household may with-

3 draw, orally or in writing, a request by the household Jbr

4 the ftuir hearing. If the withdrawal request is an oral re-

5 quest, the State agency shall provide a written notice to

6 the household confirming the withdrawal request and pro-

7 viding the household with an opportunity to request a hear-

8 ing".

9 SEC. 1148. INCOME, ELIGIBILITY, AND IMMIGRATION STA-

10 TUS VERIFICATION SYSTEMS.

11 Section 11 qf the Food Stamp Act qf 1977 (7 U.S. C.

12 2020) is amended—

13 (1) in subsection (e) (18), as redesignated by sec-

14 tion 1145(1)(D)—

15 (A) by striking "that injbrmation is" and

16 inserting "at the option of the State agency, that

17 information may be"; and

18 (B) by striking "shall be requested" and in-

19 serting "may be requested"; and

20 (2) by adding at the end the following:

21 "(p) STATE VERIFICATION OPTIoN —Notwithstanding

22 any other provision of law, in carrying out the .fbod stamp

23 program, a State agency shall not be required to use an

24 income and eligibility or an immigration status verifica-
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1 tion system established under section 1137 qf the Social Se-

2 curity Act (42 U.S.C. 1320b—7).".

3 SEC. 1149. DISQUALIFICATION OF RETAILERS WHO INTEN-

4 TIONALLY SUBMIT FALSIFIED APPLICATIONS.

5 Section 12(b) qf the Food Stamp Act qf 1977 (7 U.S.C.

6 2021(b)) is amended—

7 (1) in paragraph (2), by striking "and" at the

8 end;

9 (2) in paragraph (3), by striking the period at

10 the end and inserting "; and"; and

11 (3) by adding at the end the following:

12 "(4) fOr a reasonable period qf time to be deter-

13 mined by the Secretary, including permanent dis-

14 qualfication, on the knowing submission of an appli-

15 cation for the approval or reauthorization to accept

16 and redeem coupons that contains false information

17 about a substantive matter that was a part of the ap-

18 plication.".

19 SEC. 1150. DISQUALIFICATION OF RETAILERS WHO ARE DIS-

20 QUALIFIED UNDER THE WIC PROGRAM.

21 Section 12 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C.

22 2021) is amended by adding at the end the following:

23 "(g) DISQUALIFICATION OF RETAILERS WHO ./tRE

24 DISQuALIFIED UNDER THE WIC PROGRAM.—
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1 "('1) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary shall issue

2 regulations providing criteria ,fbr the disqualification

3 under this Act oJ an approved retail ,fbod store and

4 a wholesale fbod concern that is disqualified from ac-

5 cepting benefits under the special supplemental nutri-

6 tion program ,fbr women, infttnts, and children estab-

7 lished under section 17 of the Child Nutrition Act of

8 1966 (7 U.S.C. 1786).

9 "(2) TERMS.—A disqualification under para-

10 graph (1)—

11 "(A) shall be for the same length of time as

12 the disqualification from the program referred to

13 in paragraph (1);

14 "(B) may begin at a later date than the dis-

15 qualification from the program rferred to in

16 paragraph (1); and

17 "(C) notwithstanding section 14, shall not

18 be su1ject to judicial or administrative review. ".

19 SEC. 1151. COLLECTION OF OVERISSUANCES.

20 (a COLLECTION OF OvERISSUAjvGES.—Section 13 qf

21 the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2022) is amended—

22 (1) by striking subsection (b) and inserting the

23 jbllowing:

24 "(b) COLLECTION OF OVERISSUAJVGES.—
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1 "(1) IN GENERAL.—Except as otherwise provided

2 in this subsection, a State agency shall collect any

3 overissuance qf coupons issued to a household by—

4 "(A) reducing the allotment qf the house-

5 hold;

6 "(B) withholding amounts from unemploy-

7 ment compensation from a member qf the house-

8 hold under subsection (c);

9 "(C) recovering from Federal pay or a Fed-

10 eral income tax refitnd under subsection (d); or

11 "(D) any other means.

12 "(2) COST EFFECTIVENESS.—Paragraph (1)

13 shall not apply f the State agency demonstrates to

14 the sati.ftiction qf the Secretary that all qf the means

15 rferred to in paragraph (1) are not cost effective.

16 "(3) MAXIMUM REDUCTION ABSENT FRA UD. —If

17 a household received an overissuance qf coupons with-

18 out any member qf the household being found ineli-

19 gible to participate in the program under section

20 6(b)(1) and a State agency elects to reduce the allot-

21 ment of the household under paragraph (1) (A), the

22 State agency shall not reduce the monthly allotment

23 of the household under paragraph (1) (A) by an

24 amount in excess qf' the greater qfi—
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1 "(A,) 10 percent qf the monthly allotment qf

2 the household; or

3 "(B) $10.

4 "(4) PROCEDURES.—A State agency shall collect

5 an overissuance of coupons issued to a household

6 under paragraph (1) in accordance with the require-

7 ments established by the State agency ,fbr providing

8 notice, electing a means of payment, and establishing

9 a time schedule ,fbr payment. "; and

10 (2) in subsection (d)—

11 (A) by striking "as determined under sub-

12 section (b) and except .fbr claims arising from an

13 error qf the State agency," and inserting ", as

14 determined under subsection (b)(1), "; and

15 (B) by inserting before the period at the end

16 the .following: "or a Federal income tax refitnd as

17 authorized by section 3720A of title 31, United

18 States Code".

19 (b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT8.—Secion 11(e) (8) (C)

20 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2020(e) (8) (C))

21 is amended—

22 (1) by striking "and excluding claims" and all

23 that fbllows through "such section"; and

24 (2) by inserting bfore the semicolon at the end

25 the fbllowing: "or a Federal income tax rfitnd as au-
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1 thorized by section 3720A qf title 31, United States

2 Code".

3 (c) RETENTIOIV RATE .—The proviso of the .first sen-

4 tence of section 16(a) of the Food Stamp Act qf 1977 (7

5 U.S.C. 2025(a)) is amended by striking "25 percent during

6 the period beginning October 1, 1990" and all that .follows

7 through "section 13(b,)(2) of this Act" and inserting "35

8 percent qf the value of all fttnds or allotments recovered or

9 collected pursuant to subsections (b)(1) and (c) of section

10 13 and 20 percent qf the value qf all funds or allotments

11 recovered or collected pursuant to section 13(b) (2) qf this

12 Act".

13 SEC. 1152. AUTHORITY TO SUSPEND STORES VIOLATING

14 PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS PENDING ADMIN-

15 ISTRATIVE AND JUDICIAL REVIEW.

16 Section 14(a) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C.

17 2023(a)) is amended—

18 (1) by redesignating the first through seventeenth

19 sentences as paragraphs (1) through (17), respectively;

20 and

21 (2) by adding at the end the fbllowing:

22 "(18) SUSPENSION OF STORES PENDING RE-

23 VIEw.—Notwithstanding any other provision of this

24 subsection, any permanent disqualification of a retail

25 fbod store or wholesale food concern under paragraph
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1 (3) or (4) of section 12(b) shall be effective from the

2 date of receipt qf the notice of disqualification. If the

3 disqualification is reversed through administrative or

4 judicial review, the Secretary shall not be liable for

5 the value of any sales lost during the disqualification

6 period. ".

7 SEC. 1153. EXPANDED CRIMINAL FORFEITURE FOR VIOLA-

8 TIONS.

9 (a) FORFEITURE OF ITEMS EXCHANGED IN FOOD

10 STAMP TRAFFICKING.—The .first sentence of section 15(g)

11 of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S. C. 2024(g)) is

12 amended by striking "or intended to be jitrnished".

13 (b) CRIMINAL FORFEITURE.—Section 15 qf the Food

14 Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U. S.C. 2024) is amended by adding

15 at the end the following..

16 "(h) CRIMINAL FORFEITURE.—

17 "(1) IN GENERAL.—In imposing a sentence on a

18 person convicted qf an offense in violation qf sub-

19 section (b) or (c), a court shall order, in addition to

20 any other sentence imposed under this section, that

21 the person Jbrftit to the United States all property de-

22 scribed in paragraph (2).

23 "(2) PROPERTY SUBJECT TO FORFEITURE.—All

24 property, real and personal, used in a transaction or

25 attempted transaction, to commit, or to Jbcilitate the
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1 commission of; a violation (other than a mis-

2 demeanor) qf subsection or or proceeds trace-

3 able to a violation qf subsection (b) or (c), shall be

4 subject to focfèiture to the United States under para-

5 graph (1).

6 "(3) INTEREST OF OWNER.—No interest in prop-

7 erty shall be fbcfèited under this subsection as the re-

8 sult of any act or omission established by the owner

9 'if the interest to have been committed or omitted

10 without the knowledge or consent of the owner.

11 "4 PROGEEDS.—The proceeds from any sale of

12 •fbféited property and any monies orfèited under this

13 subsection shall be used—

14 "(A) first, to reimburse the Department qf

15 Justice .fbr the costs incurred by the Department

16 to initiate and complete the fbrjéiture proceed-

17 ing;

18 "(B) second, to reimburse the Department qf

19 Agriculture QfJice qf Inspector General for any

20 costs the Qffice incurred in the law enfbrcement

21 eJjbrt resulting in the fbrftiture;

22 "(C) third, to reimburse any Federal or

23 State law enfbrcement agency Jbr any costs in-

24 curred in the law enfbrcement effort resulting in

25 the .fofèiture; and
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1 "(D) Jburtli, by the Secretary to carry out

2 the approval, reauthorization, and compliance

3 investigations qf retail stores and wholesale .fbod

4 concerns under section 9.".

5 SEC. 1154. LIMITATION ON FEDERAL MATCH.

6 Section 16(a)('4,) of the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7

7 U.S.C. 2025(a)(4)) is amended by inserting after the

8 comma at the end the following: "but not including recruit-

9 ment activities, ".

10 SEC. 1155. STANDARDS FOR ADMINISTRATION.

11 (a) IN GENERAL.—Section 16 of the Food Stamp Act

12 of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2025) is amended by striking subsection

13 (b).

14 (b CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—

15 (1) The first sentence cf section 11(g) of the Food

16 Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2020(g)) is amended by

17 striking "the Secretary's standards jbr the efficient

18 and effective administration of the program estab-

19 lished under section 16(b)(1) or".

20 (2) Section 16(c) (1) (B) qf the Food Stamp Act

21 cf 1977 (7 U. S. C. 2 025(c) (1) (B)) is amended by strik-

22 ing "pursuant to subsection (b)".
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1 SEC. 1156. WORK SUPPLEMENTATION OR SUPPORT PRO-

2 GRAM.

3 Section 16 qf the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C.

4 2025), as amended by section 1157(a), is amended by in-

5 serting after subsection (a) the fbllowing:

6 "(b) WORK SUPPLEMENTATION OR SUPPORT PRO-

7 GRAM.—

8 "(1) DEFINITION OF WORK SUPPLEMENTATION

9 OR SUPPORT PROGRAM.—In this subsection, the term

10 'work supplementation or support program' means a

11 program under which, as determined by the Sec-

12 retary, public assistance (including any benefits pro-

13 vided under a program established by the State and

14 the Jbod stamp program) is provided to an employer

15 to be used fbr hiring and employing a public assist-

16 ance recipient who was not employed by the employer

17 at the time the public assistance recipient entered the

18 program.

19 "(2) PROGRAM.—A State agency may elect to

20 use an amount equal to the allotment that would oth-

21 e'rwise be issued to a household under the fbod stamp

22 program, but fbr the operation of this subsection, •fbr

23 the purpose of subsidizing or supporting a job under

24 a work supplementation or support program estab-

25 lished by the State.
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1 "(3) PROCEDURE.—I[ a State agency makes an

2 election under paragraph (2) and identifies each

3 household that participates in the food stamp pro-

4 gram that contains an individual who is participat-

5 ing in the work supplementation or support pro-

6 gram—

7 "(A) the Secretary shall pay to the State

8 agency an amount equal to the value qf the allot-

9 ment that the household would be eligible to re-

10 ceive but fbr the operation of this subsection;

11 "(B) the State agency shall expend the

12 amount received under subparagraph (A) in ac-

13 cordance with the work supplementation or sup-

14 port program in lieu of providing the allotment

15 that the household would receive but fbr the oper-

16 ation of this subsection;

17 "(C) for purposes qf—

18 "(i) sections 5 and 8(a), the amount

19 received under this subsection shall be err-

20 cluded from household income and resources;

21 and

22 "(ii) section 8(b), the amount received

23 under this subsection shall be considered to

24 be the value of an allotment provided to the

25 household; and
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1 "(D) the household shall not receive an al-

2 lotment from the State agency for the period

3 during which the member continues to partici-

4 pate in the work supplementation or support

5 program.

6 "(4) OTHER WORK REQUIREMENTS.—No mdi-

7 vidual shall be excused, bij reason of the fact that a

8 State has a work supplementation or support pro-

9 gram, from any work requirement under section 6(d),

10 except during the periods in which the individual is

11 employed under the work supplementation or support

12 program.

13 "(5) LENGTH OF PARTICIPATION.—A Stce gen-

14 cy shall provide a description qf how the pubi as-

15 sistance recipients in the program shall, within a spe-

16 cific period of time, be moved from supplemented or

17 supported employment to employment that is not sup-

18 plemented or supported.

19 "(6) DISPLACEMENT.—A work supplementation

20 or support program shall not displace the employ-

21 ment of individuals who are not supplemented or sup-

22 ported. ".
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1 SEC. 1157. RESPONSE TO WAIVERS.

2 Section 1 7(b) (1) of the Food Stamp 4ct qf 1977 (7

3 U.S.C. 2026(b) (1)), as amended by section 1159, is amend-

4 ed by adding at the end the fbllowing.

5 "(D,) RESPONSE TO WAIVERS.—

6 "(i) RESPONSE.—NOt later than 60

7 days after the date of receiving a request Jbr

8 a waiver under subparagraph (A,), the Sec-

9 retary shall provide a response that—

10 "(1) approves the u)aiver request;

11 "(II) denies the waiver request

12 and describes any modification needed

13 Jbr approval of the waiver request;

14 "(III) denies the waiver request

15 and describes the grounds Jbr the de-

16 nial; or

17 "(TV) requests clarification of the

18 waiver request.

19 "(ii) FAIL URE TO RESPOND.—if the

20 Secretary does not provide a response in ac-

21 cordance with clause (i), the waiver shall be

22 considered approved, unless the approval is

23 specifically prohibited by this Act.

24 "(iii) NOTIcE OF DENL4L.—On denial

25 of a waiver request under clause (i) (III,), the

26 Secretary shall provide a copy qf the waiver
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1 request and a description qf the reasons for

2 the denial to the Committee on Agriculture

3 qf the House of Representatives and the

4 Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and

5 Forestry qf the Senate. ".

6 SEC. 1158. EMPLOYMENT INITIATIVES PROGRAM.

7 Section 17 qf the Food Stamp Act of' 1977 (7 U.S.C.

8 2026) is amended by striking subsection (d) and inserting

9 the following:

10 "(d) EMPLOYMENT INITL4TIVES PROGRAM.—

11 "(1) ELECTION TO PARTWIPATE.—

12 "(Ad IN GENE RAL.—Subject to the other

13 provisions of this subsection, a State may elect

14 to carry out an employment initiatives program

15 under this subsection.

16 "(B) REQUIREMENT.—A State shall be eli-

17 gible to carry out an employment initiatives pro-

18 gram under this subsection only f not less than

19 50 percent of the households in the State that re-

20 ceived Jbod stamp benefits during the summer qf'

21 1993 also received benefits under a State pro-

22 gram funded under part A of title IV qf the So-

23 cial Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.) during

24 the summer of 1993.

25 "(2) PROCEDURE.—
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1 "(A) IN GENERAL.—A State that has elected

2 to carry out an employment initiatives program

3 under paragraph (1) may use amounts equal to

4 the ,fbod stamp allotments that would othenvise

5 be issued to a household under the fbod stamp

6 program, but fbr the operation qf this subsection,

7 to provide cash benefits in lieu qf the Jbod stamp

8 allotments to the household f the household is el-

9 igible under paragraph (3).

10 "(B) PAYWIENT.—The Secretanj shall pay to

11 each State that has elected to carry out an em-

12 ployment initiatives program under paragraph

13 (1) an amount equal to the value qf the allot-

14 ment that each household participating in the

15 program in the State would be eligible to receive

16 under this Act but for the operation of this sub-

17 section.

18 "(C) OTHER PRO VISIONS .—For purposes qf

19 the food stamp program (other than this sub-

20 section)—

21 "(i) cash assistance under this sub-

22 section shall be considered to be an allot-

23 ment; and

24 "(ii) each houselwld receiving cash ben-

25 efits under this subsection shall not receive
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1 any other ,food stamp benefit during the pe-

2 nod jbr which the cash assistance is pro-

3 vided.

4 "(D) ADDITIONAL PAYMENTS.—Each State

5 that has elected to carry out an employment mi-

6 tiatives program under paragraph (1) shall—

7 "(i) increase the cash benefits provided

8 to each household participating in the pro-

9 gram in the State under this subsection to

10 compensate Jbr any State or local sales tax

11 that may be collected on purchases of .food

12 by the household, unless the Secretary deter-

13 mines on the basis of information provided

14 by the State that the increase is unnecessary

15 on the basis of the limited nature of the

16 items subject to the State or local sales tax;

17 and

18 "(ii) pay the cost qf any increase in

19 cash benefits required by clause (i).

20 "(3) ELIGIBILITY—A household shall be eligible

21 to receive cash benefits under paragraph (2) f an

22 adult member of the household—

23 "(A) has worked in unsubsidized employ-

24 ment fbr not less than the preceding 90 days;
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1 "(B) has earned not less than $350 per

2 month from the employment rfèrred to in sub-

3 paragraph (A) fbr not less than the preceding 90

4 days;

5 "(C)('i) is receiving benefits under a State

6 program nded under part A qf title IV qf the

7 Social &curity Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.); or

8 "(ii) was receiving benfits under a State

9 program funded under part A qf title IV qf the

10 Social S1ecurity Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.) at the

11 time the member first received cash benefits

12 under this subsection and is no longer eligible for

13 the State program because of earned income;

14 "(D) is continuing to earn not less than

15 $350 per month .from the employment referred to

16 in subparagraph (A); and

17 "(E) elects to receive cash benefits in lieu of

18 food stamp benfits under this subsection.

19 "(4) EVALUATION.—A State that operates a pro-

20 gram under this subsection fbr 2 years shall provide

21 to the Secretary a written evaluation qf the impact of

22 cash assistance under this subsection. The State agen-

23 cy, with the concurrence qf the Secretary, shall deter-

24 mine the content of the evaluation. ".
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1 SEC. 1159. REAUTHORIZATION.

2 The first sentence qf section 18(a,)(1) of the Food

3 Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2027(a) (1)) is amended by

4 striking "1991 through 1.997" and inserting "1996 through

5 2002".

6 SEC. 1160. SIMPLIFIED FOOD STAMP PROGRAM.

7 (a) IN GENERAL—The Food Stamp Act qf 1977 (7

8 U.S.C. 2011 et seq.) is amended by adding at the end the

9 following:

10 "SEC. 26. SIMPLIFIED FOOD STAMP PROGRAM.

11 "('a) DEFINITION OF FEDERAL COSTS.—In this sec-

12 tion, the term 'Federal costs' does not include any Federal

13 costs incurred under section 17.

14 "(b) ELECTION.—Subject to subsection (d), a State

15 may elect to carry out a Simplified Food Stamp Program

16 (rfèrred to in this section as a 'Program'), statewide or

17 in a political subdivision of the State, in accordance with

18 this section.

19 "(c) OPERATION OF PROGRAM.—1J a State elects to

20 carry out a Program, within the State or a political sub-

21 division of the State—

22 "(1) only households in which all members re-

23 ceive assistance under a State program fttnded under

24 part A of title IV of the Social Security Act (42

25 U. S.C. 601 et seq.) shall receive benefits under the

26 Program;
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1 "(2) a household in which all members receive

2 assistance under a State program frnded under part

3 A of title IV of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.

4 601 et seq.) shall automatically be eligible to partici-

5 pate in the Program; and

6 "(3,) subject to subsection ('D, benefits under the

7 Program shall be determined under rules and proce-

8 dures established by the State under—

9 "(A) a State program funded under part A

10 qf title fj7 of the Social Security Act (42 U.S. C.

11 601 et seq.);

12 "(B) the food stamp program (other than

13 section 27); or

14 "(C) a combination of a State program

15 funded under part A of title IV qf the Social Se-

16 curity Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.) and the food

17 stamp program (other than section 27).

18 "(d) APPROVAL OF PROGRAM.—

19 "(1) STATE PLAN.—A State agency may not op-

20 erate a Program unless the Secretary approves a

21 State plan Jbr the operation of the Program under

22 paragraph (2).

23 "(2) APPROVAL OF PLAN.—The Secretary shall

24 approve any State plan to carry out a Program f the

25 Secretary determines that the plan—
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1 "(A) complies with this section; and

2 "(B) contains sufficient documentation that

3 the plan will not increase Federal costs for any

4 fiscal year.

5 "(e) INCREASED FEDERAIJ CosTs.—

6 "(1) DETERMINATION.—

7 "(A) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary shall de-

8 tennine whether a Program being carried out by

9 a State agency is increasing Federal costs under

10 this Act.

11 "(B) No EXCL UDED HO USEHOLDS.—In

12 making a determination under subparagraph

13 (A), the Secretary shall not require the State

14 agency to collect or report any iifbrmation on

15 households not inclv.ded in the Program.

16 "(C) ALTERNA TTVE ACCOUNTING PERI-

17 ODS.—The Secretary may approve the request qf

18 a State agency to apply alternative accounting

19 periods to determine f Federal costs do not ex-

20 ceed the Federal costs had the State agency not

21 elected to carry out the Program.

22 "(2) NOTIFIcATION.—If the Secretary determines

23 that the Program has increased Federal costs under

24 this Act Jbr any fiscal year or any portion qf any fis-

25 cal year; the Secretary shall notify the State not later
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1 than 30 days after the Secretary makes the deter-

2 mination under paragraph (1).

3 "(3) ENFORCEMENT.—

4 "(A,) CORRECTIVE ACTION.—Not later than

5 90 days cfter the date qf a not',fication under

6 paragraph (2), the State shall submit a plan fbr

7 approval by the Secretary ,fbr prompt corrective

8 action that is designed to prevent the Program

9 .from increasing Federal costs under this Act.

10 "(B) TERMINATIoN—If the State does not

11 submit a plan under subparagraph (A) or carry

12 out a plan approved by the Secretary, the Sec-

13 retary shall terminate the approval qf the State

14 agency operating the Program and the State

15 agency shall be ineligible to operate a future Pro-

16 gram.

17 "(jf) RULES AJVD PROCEDURES.—

18 "(1) IN GENERAL.—In operating a Program, a

19 &ate or political subdivision qf a State may fblkw

20 the rules and procedures established by the State or

21 political subdivision under a State program Jitnded

22 under part A qf title 1T7 qf the Social Security Act (42

23 U.S.C. 601 et seq.) or under the Jbod stamp program.

24 "(2) STANDARDIZED DEDUCTIONS.—In operat-

25 ing a Program, a State or political subdivision qf a
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1 &ate may standardize the deductions provided under

2 section 5(e). In developing the standardized deduc-

3 tion, the AS1tate shall consider the work expenses, de-

4 pendent care costs, and shelter costs of participating

5 households.

6 "(3) REQUIREMENTS.—In operating a Program,

7 a &ate or political subdivision shall comply with the

8 requirements oj:_

9 "(A) subsections (a) through (g) qf section 7;

10 "(B) section 8(a) (except that the income qf

11 a household may be determined under a &ate

12 program frnded under part A of title IV of the

13 &cial &curity Act (42 U.AS1.C. 601 et seq.));

14 "(C) subsection (b) and (d) of section 8;

15 "(D) subsections (a), (c), (d), and (n) of sec-

16 tion 11;

17 "(E) paragraph (3) qf section 11(e), to the

18 extent that the paragraph requires that an eligi-

19 ble household be certified and receive an allot-

20 ment Jbr the period of application not later than

21 30 days after filing an application;

22 "(F) paragraphs (8), (12), (16), (18), (20),

23 '24), and '25,) of section 11(e);

24 "(G) section 11(e)(10) (or a comparable re-

25 quirement established by the &ate under a &ate
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1 program funded under part A of title IV of the

2 Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.)); and

3 "(H) section 16.

4 "(4,) LIMITATION ON ELIGIBILITY —Notwith-

5 standing any other provision of this section, a house-

6 hold may not receive benefits under this section as a

7 result of the eligibility of the household under a State

8 program finded under part A of title IV of the Social

9 Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.), unless the Sec-

10 retary determines that any household with income

11 above 130 percent of the poverty guidelines is not eli-

12 gible Jbr the program. ".

13 (b) STATE pJJy PROvISIOiVS.—Section 11(e) of the

14 Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2020(e)), as amended

15 by sections 1129(b) and 1145, is amended by adding at the

16 end the following:

17 "25 if a State elects to carry out a Simplified

18 Food Stamp Program under section 26, the plans qf

19 the State agency jbr operating the program, includ-

20 ing—

21 "(A) the rules and procedures to be fOllowed

22 by the State agency to determine food stamp ben-

23 efits;

24 "(B) how the State agency will address the

25 needs of households that experience high shelter
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1 costs in relation to the incomes of the households;

2 and

3 "(C) a description qf the method by which

4 the State agency will carry out a quality control

5 system under section 16(c). ".

6 (c) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—

7 (1) Section 8 of the Food Stamp Act qf 1.977 (7

8 U.S.C. 2017), as amended by section 1140, is amend-

9 ed—

10 (A) by striking subsection (e); and

11 (B) by redesign ating subsection (f) as sub-

12 section (e).

13 (2) Section 17 qf the Food Stamp Act of 1977

14 (7 U.S.C. 2026) is amended—

15 (A) by striking subsection (i); and

16 (B) by redesignating subsections (j) through

17 (1) as subsections (i) through (k), respectively.

18 CHAPTER 2—COMMODITY DISTRIBUTION

19 PROGRAMS

20 SEC. 1171. EMER GENCY FOOD ASSISTAJ%TCE PROGRAM.

21 a) DEFINITIONS.—Section 201A of the Emergency

22 Food Assistance Act of 1983 (Public Law 98—8; 7 U.S.C.

23 612c note) is amended to read as fbllows:

24 "SEC. 201A. DEFINITIONS.

25 "In this Act:
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1 (d) L urcri, BREAKFAST, AND S UPPLEMENT RATES.—

2 The third sentence of section 11 (a)(3) (B) of the National

3 School Lunch Act (42 U. S.c. 1 759a(a) (3) (B)) is amended

4 by striking "onefburth cent" and inserting "lower cent in-

5 crement".

6 (e) EFFEGTTVE DATE.—The amendments made by this

7 section shall become effective on July 1, 1996.

8 TITLE Il—COMMITTEE ON
9 FINANCE

10 Subtitle A—Welfare Reform
11 SEC. 2001. SHORT TITLE OF SUBTITLE.

12 This subtitle may be cited as the "Personal Respon-

13 sibility and Work Opportunity Act qf 19.96".

14 SEC. 2002. TABLE OF CONTENTS OF SUBTITLE.

15 The table of contents fOr this subtitle is as follows:

TITLE II—CO!'IMITTEE ON FINANCE

Subtitle A—Welfare Refonn

Sec. 2001. Slwrt title.
Sec. 2002. Table of contents.

CHAPTER 1—BLOCK GRIL.VTh FOR TEMPORARY ASS1STAXCE FOR NEEDY

FIL1IILIES

Sec. 2101. Finciincjs.
Sec. 2102. Reference to Social Security Act.
Sec. 2103. Block Orants to State..
Sec. 2104. Services provided by charitable, reliiou., or private organizations.
Sec. 210.5. Census data on cjrandparents a. primanJ careoivers for their cjrancl—

children.
Sec. 2106. Report on data processing.
Sec. 2107. 2udj on alternative outcomes rneaures.
Sec. 2108. lVelfare Fornuia Fair?iess Commission.
Sec. 2109. ConJbrminy amendments to the Social Security Act.
Sec. 2110. Contbnni'nrj amendments to the Food Stamp Act of 1977 and related

provisions.
Sec. 2111. Conforninq amendments to other laws.
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Sec. 2112. Development of prototype of counteifeit-resistant social security card
required.

Sec. 2113. Modifications to the job opportunities for certain low-income individ-
uals program.

Sec. 2114. Secretarial submission of legislative proposal for technical and con-
forming amendments.

Sec. 2115. Effective date; transition rule.
Sec. 2116. Community Steering Committees demonstration projects.
Sec. 2117. Denial of' benefits for certain drug related convictions.

CHAPTER 2—SUPPLE3IENT.1.L SECURITh' INCOJIE

Sec. 2200. Reference to Social Security Act.

SUBCHAPTER A—ELIGIBILITY RESTRICTIONS

Sec. 2201. Denial of SSI benefits for 10 years to individuals found to have fraud-
ulently misrepresented residence in order to obtain benefits si-
multaneously in 2 or more States.

Sec. 2202. Denial of SSI benefits for ..ñLgitive felons and probation and parole vio-
lators.

Sec. 2203. Treatment of prisoners.
Sec. 2204. Effective date of application .for benefits.

SUBCHAPTER B—BENEFITS FOR DISABLED CHILDRE.V

Sec. 2211. Definition and eligibility rules.
Sec. 2212. Eligibility redeterminations and continuinq disability reviews.
Sec. 2213. Additional accountability requirements.
Sec. 2214. Reduction in cash benefits payable to institutionalized individuals

whose medical costs are covered by private insurance.
Sec. 2215. Regulations.

SUBCHAPTER C—ADDITIONAL ENFORCE.3IENT PROVISION

Sec. 2221. Installment pa'y'ment of large past-due slLpplemental security income
benefits.

Sec. 2222. Regulations.

SUBCHAPTER I)— STUDIES Ii'EGAI?DIXG SUPPLEJIE.VTA.L SECURITY INCOME

PROGRAM

Sec. 2231. Annual report on the s-upplemental security income program.
Sec. 2232. Study by General Accounting Office.

CHAPTER 3—CHILI) SUPPORT

Sec. 2300. Reference to Social Security Act.

SUBCHAPTER A—ELIGIBILITY FOR SERVICES; DISTRIBUTION OF PiIY3IE.VTS

Sec. 2301. State obligation to provide child support eiforcement seruices.
Sec. 2302. Distribution of child support collections.
Sec. 2303. Privacy safeguards.
Sec. 2304. Rights to notification of hearinqs.

SUBG'HAPTER B—LOCATE iLVD CASE TR1IC'KI.VG

Sec. 2311. State case reqistnj.
Sec. 2312. Collection cincl disbursement of support payments.
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Sec. 2913. State directory of neu' hires.
Sec. 2314. Amendments concerninq income withholdin1.
Sec. 2315. Locator information from interstate networki.
Sec. 2316. Expansion of the Federal Parent Locator Serice.
Sec. 231 7. Collection and use of' social security ,,u,nher fhr use in child snpport

enjh rcement.

SUBcFL4PTER (7—STREAMLLVJ.vU tLVI) U.VIFOR]IITY OF PROCEDURES

Sec. 2321. Adoption of uniform State laus.
Sec. 2322. Improvements to frill faith and credit for child support orders.
Sec. 2323. Administrative &nforcement in iitestate cases.
Sec. 2324, Use of forms in interstate entbrce'rnent.
Sec. 232.5. State laws providing expedited procedures.

SUBCHAPTER 1)—PATERNITY EST4BLISHJIEXT

Sec. 2331. State laws concerning paternity establishment.
Sec. 2332. Outreach for volintary paternity establishment.
Sec. 2333. Cooperation by applicants for and recipients qf part A assistance.

SUBGHIIPTER E—PROURAM AD1iLVISTRATION AX!) F1JYDINU

Sec. 2341. Performance-based incentives and penalties.
Sec. 2342. Federal and State reviews and audits.
Sec. 2343. Required reportincj procedures.
Sec. 2344. Automated data processing requirements.
Sec. 234.5. Technical assistance.
Sec. 2346. Reports and data collection by the Secretary.

SUBCHJLPTER F—ESTABLISIIMEX7' iLVD .1IODIFIcATJOX OF SUPPORT ORDERS

Sec. 2351. Simplified process for review and adjustment of child .support ordei;.
Sec. 2352. Furnishinq consumer reports for certain purposes relating to child

sl2pport.

Sec. 2353. Nonliahility for financial institutions providtnq financial records to
State child support enforcement agencies in child support cases.

SUBCHAPTER G—ENFORCEMENT OF SUPPORT ORDERS

Sec.. 2361. Internal Revenue Service collection of arrearaqes.
ASec. 2362. Atthority to collect support from Federal enployee.s.
Sec. 2363. Enforcement of child support obliqat ions of members of the Armed

Forces.
Sec. 2364. Vidinq qf fraudulent transfers.
Sec. 2365. Work requi re'ment for persons ou'iny past-ciu child support.
Sec. 2366. Definition of support order.
Sec. 2367. Reporting arrearaqes to credit bureaus.
Sec. 2368. Liens.
Sec. 2369. State low aiahorizinq suspensio'n qf licenses.
Sec. 2370. Denial of passports for nonpayment qf child 8Uport.
Sec. 2371. I'nte-rnational sip port enforcement.
Sec. 2372. Financial institution data matches.
Sec. 2373. Enforcement of orders against paternal or maternal jrandparents in

cases of minor parents.
Sec. 2374. Nondi.scharqeahility in bankruptcy of certain Ciehi.9 fhr the sitpport of

ci child.

Sec. 2375. Child suport enjbrcement for Indian tribes.
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SUBCHiII'TER H—1IEDICAL SUPPORT

&c. 2376. Correction to ERISA definition of medical child support order.
Sec. 2377. Eiforcement of orders for health care coverage.

SUBCHAPTER I—E.VThLVCLVG RESPONSIBILITY ELVD OPPORTL'.VITY FOR .V0.V-

RESIDE.VTIAL PILREXTS

,Sec. 2381. Grants to States for access and visitation programs.

SUBCHAPTER J—EFFECTIVE DATES AX!) COXFOR.1IIXG jL1IENDJIEXTS

Sec. 2391. Effective dates and conforming amencl'ments.

CHAPTER 4—RESTRICTING VELFARE il.V1 PUBLIC BE.VEFITS FOR ALIENS

Sec. 2400. Statements of national policy concerning welftire aiici immigration.

SUBCHAPTER A—ELIGIBILITY FOR FEDERAL BENEFITS

Sec. 2401. Aliens who are not qualified aliens ineligible Jbr Federal public bene-
fits.

Sec. 2402. Limited eligibility of qualified aliens for certain Federal programs.
Sec. 2403. Five-year limited eligibility of qualified aliens for Federal means-test-

ed public benefit.
Sec. 2404. Not2fication and information reporting.

SUI3CHAPTER B—ELIGIBILITY FOR STATE AXI) LOCiIL PUBLIC BE.VEFITS

PRO GRAMS

Sec. 2411. Aliens who are not qualified aliens or nonimmigrcints ineligible Jhr
State and local public benefits.

Sec. 2412. State authority to limnit eligibility of qualified aliens for State public
benefits.

SUBCI-L1PTER C—ATTRIBUTION OF INCOME AX!) dFFII)AVITS OF SUPPORT

Sec. 2421. Federal attribution of sponsor's income and resources to alien.
Sec. 2422. Authority Jbr States to provide for attribution of sponsors income and

resources to the alien with respect to State programs.
Sec. 2423. Requirements for sponsor's affidavit of support.

SUBCHAPTER D—GENER4L PROT7S'IOXS

Sec. 2431. Definitions.
Sec. 2432. Verification qf eligibility for Federal public benefits.
Sec. 2433. &atu tory construction.
Sec. 2434. Communication between State and locctl qovernment agencies and the

I'inmicjration and Naturalization Service.
Sec. 2435. Qualgin.q quarters.

SCIICI-IAPTER E—COVFORMLVG iL1IEXDMENTS RELATLVG TO ASSISTED 110 USING

Sec. 2441. G'onfbrrninq amendments relating to assisted housing.

SUB(11111'TEJ? F—EiIRNED INCOME CREI)IT DENIED TO LVAUTiIORIZED

EMPLOYEES

Sec. 2451. Earned income credit denied to individuals not authorized to he em-
ployed in th United States.
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CHAPTER 5—REFORM OF PUBLIC HousiNG

Sec. 2501. Failure to comply with other welfare and public assistance projrams.
Sec. 2502. Fraud under means-tested welfare and public assistance programs.

CHAPTER 6—TEUHYJcIL AUE.VDME T RELATLVG TO CHILD PROTECTIOV
PROGRL1IS

Sec. 2601. Ez.ten.ion of enha?wed f¼ndnq for implementation of statewide auto-
mated child welfare infbrnat1on systems.

Sec. 2602. Reclesignation of section 1123.
Sec. 2603. Kinship care.

CHAPTER 7—CHILD CARE

Sec. 2701. Short title and references.
Sec. 2702. Goals.
Sec. 2703. Authorization of appropriations and entitlement authority.
Sec. 2704. Lead cqency.
Sec. 2705. Application and p1cm.
Sec. 2706. Limitation on State allotments.
Sec. 2707. Activities to improve the quality of child care.
Sec. 2708. Repeal of early childhood development and before- and after-school care

requireneiit.
Sec. 2709. Administration and enforcement.
Sec. 2710. Payments.
Sec. 2711. Annual report and audits.
Sec. 2712. Report by the Secretary.
Sec. 2713. Allotments.
Sec. 2714. Definitio'ns.
Sec. 2715. Effective date.

CHAPTER 8—MISUELLeLVEOUS

Sec. 2801. Appropriatio'n by State legislatures.
Sec. 2802. Sanctioning Jbr testing positive for controlled substances.
Sec. 2803. Reduction in block qrants to States for social services.
Sec. 2804. Elimination of housing assistance with respect to fugitive felo and

probation and parole violators.
Sec. 2805. Sense of the Senate regarding enterprise zones.
Sec. 2806. Sense of the Senate regarding the inability of the non-custodial parent

to pay child slLpport.
Sec. 2807. Establishing natwnal goals to prevent teenage pregnancies.
Sec. 2808. Sense of the Senate regarding enfbrceinent of statutory rape laws.
Sec. 2809. Provision to encourage electronic benefit transfer systems.
Sec. 2810. Rules relating to denial of eanieci income credit on basis of disquali-

flied income.
Sec. 2811. Modification of adjusted gross income definition for earned income

credit.
Sec. 2812. Suspems1on of inflation adj?Lstnents Jbr individuals with no qualifying

children.
Sec. 2813. Refitnclahle credit for adoption expenses.
Sec. 2814. Exclusion of adoption assistance.
Sec. 2815. Withdrawal fron IRA for adoption expenses.
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1 CHAPTER 1—BLOCK GRANTS FOR TEM-

2 PORARY ASSISTANCE FOR NEEDY FAM-

3 IL IE S

4 SEC. 2101. FINDINGS.

5 The Congress makes the Jbllowing .findings.

6 (1) Marriage is the Jbundation qJ a succesful so-

7 ciety.

8 (2) Marriage is an essential institution of a suc-

9 cessful society which promotes the interests of chil-

10 dren.

11 (3) Promotion of responsible fttherhood and

12 motherhood is integral to successful child rearing and

13 the well-being of children.

14 (4) In 1992, only 54 percent qf single-parent

15 families with children had a child support order es-

16 tablished and, of that 54 percent, only about one-half

17 received the full amount due. Of the cases enforced

18 through the public child support enJbrcement system,

19 only 18 percent qf the caseload has a collection.

20 (5) The number of individuals receiving aid to

21 families with dependent children (in this section re-

22 ferred to as "AFDC") has more than tripled since

23 1965. More than two-thirds qf these recipients are

24 children. Eighty-nine percent qf children receiving
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1 AFDC benefits now live in homes in which no fttther

2 is present.

3 (A) (Vi,) The average monthly number of chil-

4 dren receiving AFDC benfits—

5 (I,) was 3,300,000 'in 1965,

6 (II,) was 6,200,000 in 1970;

7 (III) was 7,400,000 in 1980; and

8 (IV) was 9,300,000 in 1992.

9 (ii) While the number qf children receiving

10 AFDC benefits increased nearly threfbld between

11 1965 and 1992, the total number qf children in

12 the United States aged 0 to 18 has declined by

13 5.5 percent.

14 (B) The Department qf Health and Human

15 Services has estimated that 12,000,000 children

16 will receive AFDC benefits within 10 years.

17 (C) The increase in the number of children

18 receiving public assistance is closely related to

19 the increase in births to unmarried women. Be—

20 tween 1970 and 1991, the percentage qf live

21 births to unmarried women increased nearly

22 threejbld, from 10.7 percent to 29.5 percent.

23 (6) The increase of out-ofwedlock pregnancies

24 and births is well documented as Jbllows:
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1 (A) It is estimated that the rate qf non-

2 marital teen pregnancy rose 23 percent from 54

3 pregnancies per 1,000 unmarried teenagers in

4 1976 to 66.7 pregnancies in 1991. The overall

5 rate of nonmarital pregnancy rose 14 percent

6 from 90.8 pregnancies per 1,000 unmarried

7 women in 1980 to 103 in both 1991 and 1992.

8 In contrast, the overall pregnancy rate .fbr mar-

9 ned couples decreased 7.3 percent between 1980

10 and 1991, from 126.9 pregnancies per 1,000

11 married women in 1980 to 117.6 pregnancies in

12 1991.

13 (B) The total of all out-qfwedlock births be-

14 tween 1970 and 1991 has risen from 10.7 per-

15 cent to 29.5 percent and if the current trend con-

16 tinues, 50 percent of all births by the year 2015

17 will be out-ofwedlock.

18 (7) An ffèctive strategy to combat teenage preg-

19 nancy must address the issue qf rnal responsibility,

20 including statutory rape culpability and prevention.

21 The increase of teenage pregnancies among the young-

22 est girls is particularly severe and is linked to preda-

23 tory sexual practices by men who are significantly

24 older.
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1 (A) It is estimated that in the late 1980's,

2 the rate for girls age 14 and under giving birth

3 increased 26 percent.

4 (B) Data indicates that at least half of the

5 children born to teenage mothers are ,fathered by

6 adult men. Available data suggests that almost

7 70 percent of births to teenage girls are fathered

8 by men over age 20.

9 (C) Surveys of teen mothers have revealed

10 that a majority of such mothers have histories of

11 sexual and physical abuse, primarily with older

12 adult men.

13 (8) The negative consequences qf an out-ofwed-

14 lock birth on the mother, the child, the fttmily, and so-

15 ciety are well documented as follows:

16 (A) Young women 17 and under who give

17 birth outside of marriage are more likely to go

18 on public assistance and to spend more years on

19 welfbre once enrolled. These combined effects of

20 "younger and longer" increase total AFDC costs

21 per household by 25 percent to 30 percent for 17-

22 year-olds.

23 (B) Children born out-of-wedlock have a

24 substantially higher risk of being born at a very

25 low or moderately low birth weight.
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1 (C) Children born out-of wedlock are more

2 likely to experience low verbal cognitive attain-

3 ?nent, as well as more child abuse, and neglect.

4 (D) Children born out -of Lwedlock were more

5 likely to have lower cognitive scores, lower edu-

6 cational aspirations, and a greater likelihood of

7 becoming teenage parents themselves.

8 (E) Being born out -ojwedlock significantly

9 reduces the chances of the child growing up to

10 have an intact marriage.

11 (F) Children born out-of-wedlock are 3

12 times more likely to be on welfare when they

13 grow up.

14 (9) Currently 35 percent of children in single-

15 parent homes were born out-of-wedlock, nearly the

16 same percentage as that of children in single-parent

17 homes whose parents are divorced (37 percent). While

18 many parents .find themselves, through divorce or

19 tragic circumstances beyond their control, ftcing the

20 difficult task of raising children alone, nevertheless,

21 the negative consequences of raising children in sin-

22 gle-parent homes are well documented as .1bllows:

23 (A,) Only 9 percent of married-couple fami-

24 lies with children under 18 years of age have in-

25 come below the national poverty level. In con-
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1 trast, 46 percent of female-headed houselwlds

2 with children under 18 years of age are below

3 the national poverty level.

4 (B) Among single-parent families, nearly 1/2

5 of the mothers who never married received AFDC

6 while only 1/ qf divorced mothers received

7 AFDC.

8 (C) Children born into fttmilies receiving

9 welfttre assistance are 3 times more likely to be

10 on welfare when they reach adulthood than chil-

11 dren not born into families receiving welfare.

12 (D) Mothers under 20 years of age are at

13 the greatest risk of bearing low-birth-weight ba-

14 bies.

15 (E) The younger the single parent mother,

16 the less likely she is to finish high school.

17 (F) Young women who have children before

18 finishing high school are more likely to receive

19 welftire assistance fbr a longer period qf time.

20 (G) Between 1985 and 1990, the public cost

21 of births to teenage mothers under the aid to

22 families with dependent children program, the

23 Jbod stamp program, and the medicaid program

24 has been estimated at $120,000,000,000.
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1 (H) The absence of a father in the life of a

2 child has a negative ffect on school pecfonnance

3 and peer adjustment.

4 (I) Children of teenage single parents have

5 lower cognitive scores, lower educational aspira-

6 tions, and a greater likelihood of becoming teen-

7 age parents themselves.

8 (J) Children of single-parent homes are 3

9 times more likely to fail and repeat a year in

10 grade school than are children from intact 2-par-

11 ent families.

12 (K) Children from single-parent homes are

13 almost 4 times more likely to be expelled or sus-

14 pended from school.

15 (L) Neighborhoods with larger percentages

16 of youth aged 12 through 20 and areas with

17 higher percentages of single-parent households

18 have higher rates of violent crime.

19 (M) Of those youth held fbr criminal of

20 Jënses within the iState juvenile justice system,

21 only 29.8 percent lived primarily in a home

22 with both parents. In contrast to these incarcer-

23 ated youth, 73.9 percent of the 62,800,000 chil-

24 dren in the Nation's resident population were

25 living with both parents.
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1 (10) Therefore, in light of this demonstration of

2 the crisis in our Nation, it is the sense of the Congress

3 that prevention qf out-of-wedlock pregnancy and re-

4 duction in out-ofwedlock birth and protection of teen-

5 age girls from pregnancy as well as predatory sexual

6 behavior are very important Government interests

7 and the policy contained in part A of title IV of the

8 Social Security Act (as amended by section 2103 (a)

9 qf this Act) is intended to address the crisis.

10 SEC. 2102. REFERENCE TO SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.

11 Except as otherwise specifically provided, wherever in

12 this chapter an amendment is expressed in terms qf an

13 amendment to or repeal of a section or other provision, the

14 reference shall be considered to be made to that section or

15 other provision of the Social Security Act.

16 SEC. 2103. BLOCK GRANTS TO STATES.

17 (a) IN GENERAL. —Part A of title IV (42 U. S. C. 601

18 et seq.) is amended—

19 (1) by striking all that precedes section 418 (as

20 added by section 2803(b) (2) of this Act) and inserting

21 the Jbllowing:
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1 "PART A—BLOCK GRANTS TO STATES FOR

2 TEMPORARY ASSISTANCE FOR NEEDY FAMILIES

3 "SEC. 401. PURPOSE.

4 "(a) IN GENERAL.—Th€ purpose of this part is to in-

5 crease the flexibility of $tates in operating a program de-

6 signed to—

7 "(1) provide assistance to needy ftimilies so that

8 children may be cared fbr in their own homes or in

9 the homes of relatives;

10 "(2) end the dependence of needy parents on gov-

11 ernment benefits by promoting job preparation, work,

12 and marriage;

13 "(3) prevent and reduce the incidence qf out-qf

14 wedlock pregnancies and establish annual numerical

15 goals Jbr preventing and reducing the incidence of

16 these pregnancies; and

17 "(4) encourage the formation and maintenance

18 qf two-parent fttmilies.

19 "(b) No INDIvIDUAL ENTITLEMENT.—This part shall

20 not be interpreted to entitle any individual or fttmily to

21 assistance under any $tate program funded under this

22 part.

23 "SEC. 402. ELIGIBLE STATES; STATE PLAN.

24 "(a) IN GENERAL.—AS used in this part, the term 'eli-

25 gible $tate' means, with respect to a fiscal year, a $tate

26 that, during the 2-year period immediately preceding the
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1 fiscal year, has submitted to the Secretary a plan that the

2 Secretary has found includes the fbllowing:

3 "(1) OUTLINE OF FAMILY ASSISTANCE PRO-

4 GRAM.—

5 "(A) GENERAL PROVISIONS.—A written

6 document that outlines how the State intends to

7 do the Jbllowing:

8 "(i) Conduct a program, designed to

9 serve all pblitical subdivisions in the State

10 (not necessarily in a uniform manner), that

11 provides assistance to needy frimilies with

12 (or expecting) children and provides parents

13 with job preparation, work, and support

14 services to enable them to leave the program

15 and become self-sufficient.

16 "(ii) Require a parent or caretaker re-

17 ceiving assistance under the program to en-

18 gage in work (as defined by the State) once

19 the State determines the parent or caretaker

20 is ready to engage in work, or once the par-

21 ent or caretaker has received assistance

22 under the program for 24 months (whether

23 or not consecutive), whichever is earlier.

24 "(iii) Ensure that parents and care-

25 takers receiving assistance under the pro-
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1 gram engage in work activities in accord-

2 ance with section 407.

3 "(iv) Take such reasonable steps as the

4 State deems necessary to restrict the use

5 and disclosure ,f intbrmation about mdi-

6 viduals and .fttmilies receiving assistance

7 under the program attributable to fands

8 provided by the Federal Government.

9 "(v) Establish goals and take action to

10 prevent and reduce the incidence of out-of-

11 wedlock pregnancies, with special emphasis

12 on teenage pregnancies, and establish nu-

13 merical goals Jbr reducing the illegitimacy

14 ratio of the State (as defined in section

15 403(a) (2) (B)) tbr calendar years 1996

16 through 2005.

17 "(vi) Conduct a program, designed to

18 reach State and local law enforcement offi-

19 cials, the education system, and relevant

20 counseling services, that provides education

21 and training on the problem qf statutory

22 rape so that teenage pregnancy prevention

23 programs may be expanded in scope to in-

24 dude men.
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1 "(vii) Determine, on an objective and

2 equitable basis, the needs of and the amount

3 qf assistance to be provided to needy fami-

4 lies, and, except as provided in subpara-

5 graph (B), treat fttmilies qf similar needs

6 and circumstances similarly.

7 "(viii) Grant an opportunity jbr a fair

8 hearing bejbre the appropriate State agency

9 to any individual to whom assistance under

10 the program has been denied, reduced, or

11 terminated, or whose request Jbr such assist-

12 ance is not acted on with reasonable

13 promptness.

14 "(B) SPECIAL PROVISIONS.—

15 "(i) The document shall indicate

16 whether the State intends to treat families

17 moving into the State from another State

18 differently than other families under the

19 program, and f so, how t1ie State intends

20 to treat such Jbmilies under the program.

21 "(ii) The document shall indicate

22 whether the State intends to provide assist-

23 ance under the program to individuals who

24 are not citizens of the United States, and if
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1 so, shall include an overview of such assist

2 ance.

3 "ciii) Not later than one year cfter the

4 date qf enactment of this Act, unless the

5 State opts out of this provision by notfijing

6 the Secretary, a State shall, consistent with

7 the exception provided in section 407(e) (2),

8 require a parent or caretaker receiving as-

9 sistance under the program who, after re-

10 ceiving such assistance fbr two months is

11 not exempt from work requirements and is

12 not engaged in work, as determined under

13 section 407(c), to participate in community

14 service employment, with minimum hours

15 per week and tasks to be determined by the

16 State.

17 "(2) CERTIFICATION THAT THE STATE WILL OP-

18 ERATE A CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM. —

19 A certification by the chief executive qfficer of the

20 State that, during the fiscal year, the State will oper-

21 ate a child support enforcement program under the

22 State plan approved under part D.

23 "3 GERTIFICATION THAT THE STATE WILL OP-

24 ERATE A FOSTER CARE AND ADOPTION ASSISTANCE

25 PROGRAJtL—A certification by the chief executive qifi-
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1 cer qf the State that, during the fiscal year, the State

2 will operate a foster care and adoption assistance

3 program under the State plan approved under part

4 E, and that the State will take such actions as are

5 necessary to ensure that children receiving assistance

6 under such part are eligible fbr medical assistance

7 under the State plan under title XIX (or XV 'f appli-

8 cable,).

9 CERTIFICATION OF THE ADMINISTRATION

10 OF THE PROGRAM.—A certification by the chief execu-

11 tive qfficer qf the State specfijing which State agency

12 or agencies will administer and supervise the pro-

13 gram referred to in paragraph (1) Jbr the fiscal year,

14 which shall include assurances that local governments

15 and private sector organizations—

16 "(A) have been consulted regarding the plan

17 and design of welfttre services in the State so

18 that services are provided in a manner appro-

19 priate to local populations; and

20 "(B) have had at least 45 days to submit

21 comments on the plan and the design of such

22 services.

23 "(5 CERTIFICATION THAT THE STATE WILL

24 PROVIDE INDIANS WITH EQUITABLE ACCESS TO AS-

25 SISTANcE.—A certification by the chief executive qJfi-
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1 cer of the State that, during the fiscal year, the State

2 will provide each Indian who is a member qf an In-

3 dian tribe in the State that does not have a tribal

4 family assistance plan approved under section 412

5 with equitable access to assistance under the State

6 program funded under this part attributable to .funds

7 provided by the Federal Government.

8 "(6) CERTIFICATIOiV OF STANDARDS AND PROCE-

9 DURES TO ENS URE AGAINST PROGRAM FRAUD AND

10 ABUSE.—A cert'fication by the chif' executive officer

11 of the State that the State has established and is en-

12 forcing standards and procedures to ensure against

13 program fraud and abuse, including standards and

14 procedures concerning nepotism, cofiicts of interest

15 among individuals responsible .fbr the administration

16 and supervision of' the State program, kickbacks, and

17 the use qf political patronage.

18 "(7) CERTIFICATION OF STANDARDS AND PR OCE-

19 DURES TO ENSURE THAT THE STATE WILL SCREEN

20 FOR AND IDENTIFY DOMESTIC VIOLENCE.—

21 "('A) IN GENERAL.—A certification by the

22 chief' executive officer of the State that the State

23 has established and is e'nfbrcing standards and

24 procedures to—
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1 "(i) screen and identif'j individuals re-

2 ceiving assistance under this part with a

3 history of domestic violence while maintain-

4 ing the confidentiality of such individuals;

5 "(ii) reftr such individuals to counsel-

6 ing and supportive services; and

7 "(iii) waive, pursuant to a determina-

8 tion of good cause, other program require-

9 ments such as time limits (fbr so long as

10 necessary) •fbr individuals receiving assist-

11 ance, residency requirements, child support

12 cooperation requirements, and fttmily cap

13 provisions, in cases where compliance with

14 such requirements would make it more df-

15 ficult •for individuals receiving assistance

16 under this part to escape domestic violence

17 or unfairly penalize such individuals who

18 are or have been victimized by such yb-

19 lence, or individuals who are at risk qffrr-

20 ther domestic violence.

21 "(B) DoMEs TIC VIOLENGE DEFINED. —For

22 puiposes qf this paragraph, the term 'domestic

23 violence' has the same meaning as the term 'bat-

24 tered or subjected to extreme cruelty', as defined

25 in section 408(a) (8) (C) (iii).
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1 "('8,) CERTIFICATION REGARDING ELIGIBILITY OF

2 INDIVIDUAL WHO HAS BEEN BATTERED OR SUB-

3 JECTED TO EXTREME CRUELTY.—A certification by

4 the chief executive qffIcer qf the State that the State

5 has established and is enfbrcing standards and proce-

6 dures to ensure that in the case of an individual who

7 has been battered or subjected to extreme cruelty, as

8 determined under section 408(a) (8) (C) (iii), the State

9 will determine the eligibility qf such individual jbr

10 assistance under this part based solely on such mdi-

11 vidual's income.

12 "(b) PUBLIC AVAILABILITY OF STATE PLAN SUM-

13 MARY.—The State shall make available to the public a sum-

14 mary of any plan submitted by the State under this section.

15 "SEC. 403. GRANTS TO STATES.

16 "(a) GRANTS.—

17 "(1) FAMILY ASSISTANCE GRANT.—

18 "(A) IN GENERAL .—Each eligible State

19 shall be entitled to receive from the Secretary, jbr

20 each of fiscal years 1996, 199? 19.98, 1999,

21 2000, and 2001 a grant in an amount equal to

22 the State family assistance grant.

23 "(B) STATE FAMILY ASSISTANCE GRANT DE-

24 FINED.—As used in this part, the term 'State

25 frimily assistance grant' means the greatest qf—
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1 "ri) 1/9 qf the total amount required to

2 be paid to the State under former section

3 403 (as in ffct on September 30, 1995) fbr

4 fiscal years 1992, 1993, and 1994 (other

5 than with respect to amounts expended by

6 the State for child care under subsection (g)

7 or (i) qf former section 402 (as so in ef-

8 fect));

9 "(ii)(I) the total amount required to be

10 paid to the State under former section 403

11 •fbr fiscal year 1994 (other than with respect

12 to amounts expended by the State fbr child

13 care under subsection (g) or (i) qf Jbrmer

14 section 402 (as so in effect)); plus

15 "(II) an amount equal to 85 percent of

16 the amount (f any) by which the total

17 amount required to be paid to the State

18 under former section 403(a)(5) for emer-

19 gency assistance Jbr fiscal year 1995 exceeds

20 the total amount required to be paid to the

21 State under Jbrmer section 403(a) (5) Jbr fis-

22 cal year 1994, f; during fiscal year 1994 or

23 1995, the Secretary approved under former

24 section 402 an amendment to the fbrmer

25 State plan to allow the provision qf emer-
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1 gency assistance in the context qf ftimily

2 preservation; or

3 "(iii) 4/ of the total amount required

4 to be paid to the State under fbrmer section

5 403 (as in effect on September 30, 1995) fbr

6 the 1st 3 quarters of fiscal year 1995 (other

7 than with respect to amounts expended by

8 the State under the State plan approved

9 under part F (as so in ffect) or fbr child

10 care under subsection (g) or (i) Qf former

11 section 402 (as so in ffect)), plus the total

12 amount required to be paid to the State fbr

13 fiscal year 1995 under fbrmer section 403(1,)

14 (as so in efftct).

15 "(C,) TOTAL AMO UNT REQUIRED TO BE PAID

16 TO THE STATE UNDER FORMER SECTION 403 DE-

17 FINED.—As used in this part, the term 'total

18 amount required to be paid to the State under

19 fbriner section 403' means, with respect to a fis-

20 cal year—

21 "(i) in the case of a State to which sec-

22 tion 1108 does not apply, the sum qf—

23 "(I) the Federal share of mainte-

24 nance assistance expenditures •fbr the

25 fiscal year, before reduction pursuant
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1 to subparagraph (B) or (C) qf• section

2 403(b) (2) (as in effect •on September

3 30, 1995), as reported by the State on

4 AF Form 231;

5 "(II) the Federal share of admin-

6 istrative expenditures (including ad-

7 ministrative expenditures for the devel-

8 opment of management injbrmation

9 systems) .for the ,fIscal year, as reported

10 by the State on ACF Form 231;

11 "(III) the Federal share of emer-

12 gency assistance expenditures Jbr the

13 •fiscal year, as reported by the State on

14 ACF Form 231;

15 "(TV) the Federal share of expend-

16 itures Jbr the fiscal year with respect to

17 child care pursuant to subsections (g)

18 and (i) of jbrmer section 402 (as in ef

19 ject on September 30, 1995), as re-

20 ported by the State on AF Form 231;

21 and

22 "(17,) the aggregate amount re-

23 quired to be paid to the State Jbr the

24 fiscal year with respect to the State

25 program operated under part F (as in
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1 effect on September 30, 1995,), as deter-

2 mined by the Secretary,. including ad-

3 ditional obligations or reductions in

4 obligations made cfter the close of the

5 fiscal year; and

6 "(ii) in the case of a State to which

7 section 1108 applies, the lesser of—

8 "(I) the sum described in clause

9 (i); or

10 "(II) the total amount certified by

11 the Secretary under fOrmer section 403

12 (as in effect during the fiscal year)

13 with respect to the territory.

14 "(D) INFORMATION TO BE USED IN DETER-

15 MINING AMOUNTS.—

16 "(i) FOR FISCAL YEARS 1992 AND

17 1993.—

18 "('I,) In determining the amounts

19 described in subclauses (I) through

20 (IV,) of subparagraph (C)(i) fbr any

21 State fbr each of fiscal years 1992 and

22 1993, the Secretary shall use informa-

23 tion available as of April 28, 1995.

24 "(II) In determining the amount

25 described in subparagraph (C) ('i,) (1')
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1 for any State fbr each qf fiscal years

2 1992 and 1993, the Secretary shall use

3 information available as of January 6;

4 1995.

5 "(ii) FOR FISCAL YEAR 1991.—In deter-

6 mining the amounts described in subpara-

7 graph (C) (ij) jbr any State for fiscal year

8 1994, the Secretary shall use ifbrination

9 available as of April 28, 1995.

10 "(iii) FOR FISCAL YEAR 1995.—

11 "(I) In determining the amount

12 described in subparagraph (B) (ii) (II)

13 fbr any State for fiscal year 1995, the

14 Secretary shall use the information

15 which was reported by the States and

16 estimates made by the States with re-

17 spect to emergency assistance expendi-

18 tures and was available as qf August

19 11, 1995.

20 "(IIj) In determining the amounts

21 described in subclauses (I) through

22 (III) of subparagraph (C) (ij) jbr any

23 State •fbr •fiscal year 1995, the Sec-

24 retary shall use infbrmation available

25 as of October 2, 1995.
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1 "(III,) In determining the amount

2 described in subparagraph (C) (i) (117,)

3 •fbr any State fbr fiscal year 1995, the

4 Secretary shall use information avail-

5 able as of February 28, 1996.

6 "(IT') In determining the amount

7 described in subparagraph (C) (i) (T')

8 for any State for fiscal year 1995, the

9 Secretary shall use information avail-

10 able as of October 5, 1995.

11 "(Ed APPROPRIATION.—Out of any money

12 in the Treasury of the United States not other-

13 wise appropriated, there are appropriated fbr

14 fiscal years 1996, 1997 1998, 1999, 2000, and

15 2001 such sums as are necessary for grants

16 under this paragraph.

17 "(2) GRANT TO REWARD STATES THAT RED UCE

18 OUT-OF-WEDLOCK BIRTHS.—

19 "(A) IN GENERAL.—Each eligible State

20 shall be entitled to receive from the Secretary fbr

21 fiscal year 1998 or any succeeding fiscal year,

22 an illegitimacy reduction bonus f—

23 "(i) the State demonstrates that the

24 number of out ofwedlock births that oc-

25 curred in the State during the most recent
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1 2-year period j br which such irfbnnation is

2 available decreased as compared to the

3 number of such births that occurred during

4 the previous 2-year period; and

5 "('ii, the rate of induced pregnancy ter-

6 minations in the State fbr the fiscal year is

7 less than the rate qf induced pregnancy ter-

8 minations in the State fbr fiscal year 1995.

9 (B) PAITIcIPATIoAr IN ILLEGITIMACY

10 BONUS.—A State that demonstrates a decrease

11 under subparagraph (A) ('1) shall be eligible for a

12 grant under paragraph (5).

13 "('II) the rate of induced preg-

14 nancy terminations in the State for the

15 fiscal year is less than the rate of in-

16 duced pregnancy terminations in the

17 State for fiscal year 1995.

18 "(C) ILLEGITIMACY RATIO.—As used in this

19 paragraph, the term 'illegitimacy ratio' means,

20 with respect to a State and a fiscal year—

21 the number of out_ofwedlock births

22 that occurred in the State during the most

23 recent fiscal year .1br which such infbrma-

24 tion is available; divided by
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1 "(ii) the number of births that occurred

2 in the &ate during the most recent fiscal

3 year for which such ifbrmation is avail-

4 able.

5 "(D) DISREGARD OF CHAJVGES IN DATA DUE

6 TO CHANGED REPORTING METHODS.—For pur-

7 poses qf subparagraph (A), the &cretary shall

8 disregard—

9 ""i) any difference between the illegit-

10 imacy ratio of a &ate for a fiscal year and

11 the illegitimacy ratio qf the &ate the pre-

12 ceding 2 fiscal years which is attributable

13 to a change in &ate methods of reporting

14 data used to calculate the illegitimacy ratio;

15 and

16 "ii any dfJèrence between the rate of

17 induced pregnancy terminations in a &ate

18 for a fiscal year and such rate fbr fiscal

19 year 1995 which is attributable to a change

20 in &ate methods qf reporting data used to

21 calculate such rate.

22 "(E) APPROPRIATION.—OUt of any money

23 in the Treasury of the United &ates not other-

24 wise appropriated, there are appropriated jbr

25 fiscal year 1998 and .fbr each succeeding fiscal
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1 year such sums as are necessary for grants under

2 this paragraph.

3 "3,) SUPPLEMENTAL GRAATT FOR POPULATION

4 INCREASES IN CERTA1N STATES.—

5 "(A) IN GENERAL—Each qualif,ing State

6 shall, subject to subparagraph (F), be entitled to

7 receive from the Secretary—

8 "(i) fOr fiscal year 1.998 a grant in an

9 amount equal to 2.5 percent of the total

10 amount required to be paid to the State

11 under Jbrmer section 403 (as in effect dur-

12 ing fiscal year 1994) for fiscal year 19.94;

13 and

14 "cii,) fbr each of fiscal years 1999,

15 2000, and 2001, a grant in an amount

16 equal to the sum qfi—

17 "(I) the amount (f any) required

18 to be paid to the State under this

19 paragraph fOr the immdiately preced-

20 ing fiscal yea'r and

21 "(II,) 2.5 percent of the sum qf—

22 "(aa) the total amount re-

23 quired to be paid to the State

24 under former section 403 (as in
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1 ffect during fiscal year 1994) fbr

2 •fiscal year 1994; and

3 "('bb) the amount if any) re-

4 quired to be paid to the State

5 under this paragraph fbr the .fis-

6 cal year preceding the fiscal year

7 fbr which the grant is to be made.

8 "(B) PRESERVATION OF GRANT WITHOUT

9 INCREASES FOR STATES FAILING TO REMAIN

10 QUALIFYING STATES.—.Each State that is not a

11 qualifjing State .fbr a fiscal year specified in

12 subparagraph (A) (ii) but was a qualiftjing State

13 fbr a prior fiscal year shall, subject to subpara-

14 graph (F), be entitled to receive from the Sec-

15 retary fbr the specified fiscal yea a grant in an

16 amount equal to the amount required to be paid

17 to the State under this paragraph fbr the most

18 recent fiscal year jbr which the State was a

19 qualifjing State.

20 "(C) QUALIFYING STATE.—

21 "(i) IN GENERAL—For purposes qf

22 this paragraph, a State is a qualifijing

23 State .fbr a fiscal year fi—

24 "(I) the level of welfbre spending

25 per poor person by the State .fbr the
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1 immediately preceding fiscal year is

2 less than the national average level qf

3 &ate welfttre spending per poor person

4 for such preceding fiscal year and

5 "(II) the population growth rate

6 of the &ate (as determined by the Bu-

7 reau of the Census) for the most recent

8 fiscal year for which information is

9 available exceeds the average popu-

10 lation growth rate fbr all &ates (as so

11 determined) fbr such most recent fiscal

12 year.

13 '(ii) ASTATE MUST QUALIFY IN FISCAL

14 YEAR 1998.—Notwithstanding clause (i), a

15 &ate shall not be a qual',fying &ate Jbr

16 any fiscal year after 1998 by reason of

17 clause i) if the &ate is not a qualiJjing

18 &ate for fiscal year 1998 by reason qf

19 clause (i).

20 "(iii) CERTAIN STATES DEEMED

21 QUALIFYING STATES.—For purposes of this

22 paragraph, a State is deemed to be a quali-

23 fjing AState Jbr fiscal years 1998, 1999,

24 2000, and 2001 f—
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1 "(I) the level qf welfare spending

2 per poor person by the State fbr fiscal

3 year 1997 is less than 35 percent of the

4 national average level qf State wefbre

5 spending per poor person for fiscal

6 year 1996; or

7 "(II) the population qf the State

8 increased by more than 10 percent

9 from April 1, 1990 to July 1, 1994, ac-

10 cording to the population estimates in

11 publication CB94-204 qf the Bureau of

12 the Census.

13 "(D) DEFINITIONS.—As used in this para-

14 graph:

15 "'i,) LEVEL OF WELFARE SPENDING

16 PER POOR PERSON.—The term 'level of

17 State welfbre spending per poor person'

18 means, with respect to a State and a fiscal

19 year—

20 "(I) the sum qf—

21 "(aa) the total amount re-

22 quired to be paid to the State

23 under fbrmer section 403 (as in

24 effect during fiscal year 1994) fbr

25 fiscal year 19.94; and
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1 "(bb) the amount (if any
2 paid to the State under this para-

3 graph for the immediately preced-

4 ing fiscal year; divided by

5 "(II,) the number qf individuals,

6 according to the 1990 decennial census,

7 who were residents qf the State and

8 whose income was below the poverty

9 line.

10 "('ii,) NATIONAL AVERAGE LEVEL OF

11 STATE WELFARE SPENDING PER POOR PER-

12 SOjv.—The term 'national average level qf

13 State welfare spending per poor person'

14 means, with respect to a fiscal yea an
15 amount equal to—

16 "(I) the total amount required to

17 be paid to the States under Jbrmer sec-

18 tion 403 (as in ffect during fiscal year

19 1994) for fiscal year 1994; divided by

20 "(II) the number of individuals,

21 according to the 1990 decennial census,

22 who were residents of any State and

23 whose income was below the poverty

24 line.
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1 "(iii) STATE.—The term 'State' means

2 each of the 50 States of the United States

3 and the District of Columbia.

4 "(E,) APPROPRIATION.—Out of any money

5 in the Treasury qf the United States not other-

6 wise appropriated, there are appropriated for

7 fiscal years 1998, 1999, 2000, and 2001 such

8 sums as are necessary for grants under this

9 paragraph, in a total amount not to exceed

10 $800,000,000.

11 "(F) GRANTS REDUCED PRO RATA IF INSUF-

12 FICIENT APPROPRIATIONS. —If the amount ap-

13 propriated pursuant to this paragraph for a Jis-

14 cal year is less than the total amount of pay-

15 ments otherwise required to be made under this

16 paragraph for the fiscal year, then the amount

17 otherwise payable to any State for the fiscal year

18 under this paragraph shall be reduced by a per-

19 centage equal to the amount so appropriated di-

20 vided by such total amount.

21 "(G,) B UDGET SCORING.—Notwithstanding

22 section 257(b) (2) of the Balanced Budget and

23 Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985, the base-

24 line shall assume that no grant shall be made

25 under this paragraph cfter fiscal year 2000.
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1 "(4) BONUS TO REWARD HIGH PERFORMANCE

2 STATES.—

3 "(A) IN GENERAL—The Secretary shall

4 make a grant Oursuant to this paragraph to

5 each State for each bonus year ,fbr which the

6 State is a high pe'ifbrming State.

7 "(B) AMOUNT OF GRA]',TT. —

8 "(i) IN GENERAL —Subject to clause

9 (ii) of this subparagraph, the Secretary

10 shall determine the amount qf the grant

11 payable under this paragraph to a high

12 pefonning State Jbr a bonus year, which

13 shall be based on the score assigned to the

14 State under subparagraph (D)(i) Jbr the JIs-

15 cal year that immediately precedes the

16 bonus year.

17 "(ii) LJMJTATJON.—The amount pay-

18 able to a State under this paragraph for a

19 bonus year shall not exceed 5 percent qf the

20 State fttmily assistance grant.

21 "(C) FORMULA FOR MEASURING STATE PER-

22 FORWJANCE.—Not later than 1 year after the date

23 of the enactment of the Personal Responsibility

24 and Work Opportunity Act qf 1996, the Sec-

25 retary, in consultation with the National Gov-
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1 ernors' Association and the American Public

2 Welfare Association, shall develop a fbrinula for

3 measuring State pecfbrmance in operating the

4 State program funded under this part so as to

5 achieve the goals set fbrth in section 401 (a). Such

6 •fb'rinula shall emphasize the extent to which the

7 State increases the number of families that be-

8 come ineligible for assistance under the State

9 program fttnded under this part as a result qf

10 unsubsidized employment.

11 "(D) SCORING OF STATE PERFORMANGE;

12 SETTING OF PERFORM4jVCE THRESHOLDS.—For

13 each bonus yea7, the Secretary shall—

14 "(i) use the •fbrinula developed under

15 subparagraph (C) to assign a score to each

16 eligible State for the fiscal year that imme-

17 diately precedes the bonus year; and

18 "(ii) prescribe a pec'fbrinance threshold

19 in such a manner so as to ensure that—

20 "(I) the average annual total

21 amount qf grants to be made under

22 this paragraph fbr each bonus year

23 equals the amount specified fbr such

24 bonus year in subparagraph E,)ii);

25 and
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1 "(II) the total amount of grants to

2 be made under this paragraph for all

3 bonus years equals $1, 000,000,000.

4 "('E,) DEFINITIONS.—As used in this para-

5 graph:

6 "('i,) BoNus YEAR.—The term 'bonus

7 year' means fiscal years 1999, 2000, 2001,

8 2002, and 2003.

9 "('ii,) THE AMOUNT SPECIFIED FOR

10 SUCH BONUS YEAR.—The term 'the amount

11 specified for such bonus year' means the fol-

12 lowing:

13 "(I,) For fiscal years 1999, 2000,

14 2001, and 2002, $175,000,000.

15 "(II,) For fiscal year 2003,

16 $300,000,000.

17 "ciii,) HIGH PERFORMING STATE.—The

18 term 'high perfOrming State' means, with

19 respect a bonus yeai; an eligible State

20 whose score assigned pursuant to subpara-

21 graph (D) ri,) fbr the fiscal year immediately

22 preceding the bonus year equals or exceeds

23 the pefbrmance threshold prescribed under

24 subparagraph (D) (ii) fbr such preceding fis-

25 cal year.
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1 "(F,) APPROPRIATION.—OUt of any money

2 in the Treasury of the United States not other-

3 wise appropriated, there are appropriated Jbr

4 fiscal years 1999 through 2003 $1,000,000,000

5 for grants under this paragraph.

6 "(5) BoNus TO REWARD DEGREASE IN ILLEGIT-

7 IMAGY—

8 "(A) IN GENERAL—The Secretary shall

9 make a grant pursuant to this paragraph to

10 each State determined eligible under paragraph

11 (2) (B) .for each bonus year for which the State

12 demonstrates a net decrease in out-of-wedlock

13 births.

14 "(B) AMOUNT OF GRANT.—

15 "(i) IN GENERAL.—Subject to this sub-

16 paragraph, the Secretary shall determine

17 the amount of the grant payable under this

18 paragraph to a low illegitimacy State .for a

19 bonus year.

20 "(ii) To FIVE STATES.—With respect

21 to States determined eligible under para-

22 graph (2) (B) jbr a fiscal year, the Secretary

23 shall determine which Jive of such States

24 demonstrated the greatest decrease in out-oJ

25 wedlock births under such paragraph Jbr the
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1 period involved. Each of such •five States

2 shall receive a grant of equal amount under

3 this paragraph fbr such fiscal year but such

4 amount shall not exceed $20,000,000 fbr

5 any single State.

6 "ciii,) LESS THAN FIVE STATES.—With

7 respect to a fiscal year, if the Secretary de-

8 termines that there are less than five States

9 eligible under paragraph (2)(B) for a fiscal

10 year, the grants under this paragraph shall

11 be awarded to each such State in an equal

12 amount but such amount shall not exceed

13 $25,000,000 Jbr any single State.

14 "(C) BONUS YEAR.—The term 'bonus year'

15 means fiscal years 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, and

16 2003.

17 "(D) APPROPRIATION.—Out of any money

18 in the Treasury of the United States not other-

19 wise appropriated, there are appropriated .fbr

20 fiscal years 1999 through 2003, such sums as are

21 necessary fOr grants under this paragraph.

22 "(b) CONTINGENCY FUND.—

23 "(1) ESTABLISHMENT.—There is hereby estab-

24 lished in the Treasury of the United States a .fund

25 which shall be known as the 'Contingency Fund .for
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1 State Welfbre Programs' (in this section rfèrred to as

2 the 'Fund',).

3 "(2) DEPOSITS INTO FUND.—Out qf any money

4 in the Treasury of the United States not otherwise

5 appropriated, there are appropriated fbr fiscal years

6 1998, 1999, 2000, and 2001 such sums as are nec-

7 essary fbr payment to the Fund in a total amount not

8 to exceed $2,000,000,000.

9 "(3) GRvTs.—

10 "(A) PROVISIONAL PAYMENTS.—lf an eligi-

11 ble State submits to the Secretary a request for

12 finds under this paragraph during an eligible

13 month, the Secretary shall, subject to this para-

14 graph, pay to the State, from amounts appro-

15 priated pursuant to paragraph (2), an amount

16 equal to the amount of funds so requested.

17 "(B) PAYMENT PRIORITY—The Secretary

18 shall make payments under subparagraph (A) in

19 the order in which the Secretary receives requests

20 fbr such payments.

21 "(C) LIMITATIONS.—

22 "(i,) MONTHLY PAYMENT TO A

23 STATE.—The total amount paid to a single

24 State under subparagraph (A) during a
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1 month shall not exceed 1/12 of 20 percent of

2 the State family assistance grant.

3 "cii,) PAYMENTS TO ALL STATES.—The

4 total amount paid to all States under sub-

5 paragraph (A) during fiscal years 1998

6 through 2001 shall not exceed the total

7 amount appropriated pursuant to para-

8 graph (2).

9 "4 ANNUAL RECONUILL4TJOjV.—Notwjth,stand-

10 ing paragraph (3), at the end of each fiscal year, each

11 State shall remit to the Secretary an amount equal

12 to the amount (f any) by which the total amount

13 paid to the State under paragraph (3) during the fis-

14 cal year exceeds—

15 "(A) the Federal medical assistance percent-

16 age Jbr the State for the ,fiscal year (as dJined

17 in section 1905(b), as in effect on September 30,

18 1995) of' the amount (if any) by which the ex-

19 penditures under the State ro gram funded

20 under this part Jbr the fiscal year exceed historic

21 State expenditures (as dJined in section

22 409(a,)(7)(B,) (iii)); multiplied by

23 "(B) 1/12 times the number of months dur-

24 ing the fiscal year Jbr which the Secretary makes

25 a payment to the State under this subsection.
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1 "(5) ELIGIBLE MONTH.—As used in paragraph

2 (3)(A), the term 'eligible month' means, with respect

3 to a State, a month in the 2-month period that begins

4 with any month fbr which the State is a needy State.

5 "(6) NEEDY STATE.—For purposes qf paragraph

6 (5), a State is a needy State jbr a month f—

7 "(A) the average rate qfi—

8 "(i) total unemployment in such State

9 (seasonally adjusted) Jbr the period consist-

10 ing of the most recent 3 months for which

11 data Jbr all States are published equals or

12 exceeds 6.5 percent; and

13 "(ii) total unemployment in such State

14 (seasonally adjusted) for the 3-month period

15 equals or exceeds 110 percent qf such aver-

16 age rate Jbr either (or both) of the cor-

17 responding 3-month periods ending in the 2

18 preceding calendar years; or

19 "(B) as determined by the Secretary qf Ag-

20 riculture (in the discretion of the Secretary of

21 Agriculture), the monthly average number qf in-

22 dividuals (as of the last day of each month) par-

23 ticipating in the jbod stamp program in the

24 State in the then most recently concluded 3-
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1 month period jbr which data are available ex-

2 ceeds by not less than 10 percent the lesser qj:_

3 "ri,) the monthly average number qf in-

4 dividuals (as of the last day qf• each month)

5 in the State that would have participated

6 in the •fbod stamp program in the cor-

7 responding 3-month period in fiscal year

8 1994 if the amendments made by chapter 4

9 of the Personal Responsibility and Work

10 Opportunity Act of 1996 and the amend-

11 ments made by chapter 1 qf subtitle A qf

12 title I of the Agricultural Reconciliation Act

13 of 1996 had been in ffect throughout fiscal

14 year 1994; or

15 "('jii,) the monthly average number qf

16 individuals (as of the last day of each

17 month) in the State that would have par-

18 ticipated in the .fbod stamp program in the

19 corresponding 3-month period in fiscal year

20 1995 if the amendments made by chapter 4

21 qf the Personal Responsibility and Work

22 Opportunity Act of 1996 and the amend-

23 ments made by chapter 1 of subtitle A qf

24 title I of the Agricultural Reconciliation Act
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1 of 1996 had been in effect throughout fiscal

2 year 1995.

3 "(7) OTI-IER TERMS DEFINED.—As used in this

4 subsection:

5 "(A) STATE.—The term 'State' means each

6 qf the 50 States qf the United States and the

7 District of Columbia.

8 "(B) SECRETARY.—The term 'Secretary'

9 means the Secretary qf the Treasury.

10 "(8) ANNUAL REPORTS.—The Secretary shall an-

11 nually report to the Congress on the status qf the

12 Fund.

13 "SEC. 404. USE OF GRANTS.

14 "(a) GENERAL RULES.—AS1ubject to this part, a &ate

15 to which a grant is made under section 403 may use the

16 grant—

17 "(1) in any manner that is reasonably cal-

18 culated to accomplish the purpose qf this part, includ-

19 ing to provide low income households with assistance

20 in meeting home heating and cooling costs; or

21 "(2) in any manner that the State was author-

22 ized to use amounts received under part A or 1 as

23 such parts were in effect on September 30, 1995.

24 "('b LIMITATION ON USE OF GRANT FOR ADMINISTRA-

25 T[VE PURPOSES.—
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1 "(1) LIMITATION.—A State to which a grant is

2 made under section 403 shall not expend more than

3 15 percent of the grant .fbr administrative purposes.

4 "(2) EXcEPTION.—Faragraph (1) shall not

5 apply to the use qf a grant fbr irifonnation technology

6 and computerization needed jbr tracking or monitor-

7 ing required by or under this part.

8 "('c,) AUTHORITY To TREAT INTERSTATE IMMIGRANTS

9 UNDER RULES OF FORMER STATE.—A State operating a

10 program frnded under this part may apply to a fttmily

11 the rules (including benefit amounts) of the program funded

12 under this part Qf another State f' the fttmily has moved

13 to the State from the other State and has resided in the

14 State fbr less than 12 months.

15 "(d) AUTHORITY To USE PORTION OF GRANT FOR

16 OTHER PURPOSES.—

17 "('1) IN GENE RAL.—A State may use not more

18 than 30 percent qf the amount of the grant made to

19 the State under section 403 ,fbr a fiscal year to carry

20 out a State program pursuant to the Child Care and

21 Development Block Grant Act of' 1990.

22 "(2) APPLICABLE RULES.—Any amount paid to

23 the State under this part that is used to carry out a

24 State program pursuant to a provision of law speci-

25 fled or described in paragraph (1) shall not be subject
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1 to the requirements of this part, but shall be subject

2 to the requirements that apply to Federal funds pro-

3 vided directly under the provision of law to carry out

4 the program.

5 "(e) AUTHORITY To RESERVE CERTAIN Aivio UNTS FOR

6 ASSISTvcE.—A State may reserve amounts paid to the

7 State under this part jbr any fiscal year fOr the purpose

8 of providing, without fiscal year limitation, assistance

9 under the State program funded under this part.

10 "(f) AUTHORITY To OPERATE EMPLOYMENT PLACE-

11 MENT PRooRitiw.—A State to which a grant is made under

12 section 403 may use the grant to make payments (Or pro-

13 vide job placement vouchers) to State-approved public and

14 private job placement agencies that provide employment

15 placement services to individuals who receive assistance

16 under the State program funded under this part.

17 "(g IMPLEMENTATION OF ELECTRONIC BENEFIT

18 TRANSFER SYSTEM.—A State to which a grant is made

19 under section 403 is encouraged to implement an electronic

20 benefit transfer system fbr providing assistance under the

21 State program .Jitnded under this part, and may use the

22 grant fbr such pu?'pose.

23 "(Ii) USE OF FUNDS FOR INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT

24 ACCOUNTS.—
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1 "(1) IN GENERAL.—A State operating a pro-

2 gram fitnded under this part may use amounts re-

3 ceived under a grant under section 403 to carry out

4 a program to fund individual development accounts

5 (as defined in paragraph (2)) established by individ-

6 uals eligible Jbr assistance under the State program

7 under this part.

8 "(2) INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT ACCOUNTS.—

9 "(A) ESTABLJSHMENT.—lJnder a State pro-

10 gram carried out under paragraph (1), an in di-

11 vidual development account may be established

12 by or on behalf of an individual eligible for as-

13 sistance under the State program operated under

14 this part for the purpose of enabling the individ-

15 ual to accumulate funds to for a qualified pur-

16 pose described in subparagraph (B).

17 "(B) QUALIFIED PURPOSE.—A qualified

18 purpose described in this subparagraph is 1 or

19 more qf the fbllowing, as provided by the quali-

20 fied entity providing assistance to the individual

21 under this subsection:

22 "(i) POSTSECONDARY EDUCATIONAL

23 EXPENSES. —Postsecondary educational ex-

24 penses paid from an individual develop-
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1 ment account directly to an eligible edu-

2 cational institution.

3 "(ii) FIRST-HOME PURCHASE.—Quali-

4 fied acquisition costs with respect to a

5 qualified principal residence jbr a qualified

6 first-time homebuyer, f paid from an mdi-

7 vidual development account directly to the

8 persons to whom the amounts are due.

9 "(iii) BUSINESS CAPITALIZATION.—

10 Amounts paid from an individual develop-

11 ment account directly to a business capital-

12 ization account which is established in a

13 federally insured financial institution and

14 is restricted to use solely for qualified busi-

15 ness capitalization expenses.

16 "(C) CONTRIBUTIONS TO BE FROM EARNED

17 INCOME.—An individual may only contribute to

18 an individual development account such

19 amounts as are derived from earned income, as

20 defined in section 911 (d) (2) of the Internal Reve-

21 nue Code of 1986.

22 "(D) WITHDRAWAL OF FUNDS.— The Sec-

23 reta'ry shall establish such regulations as may be

24 necessary to ensure that funds held in an mdi-

25 vidual development account are not withdrawn
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1 except Jbr 1 or more of the qualified purposes de-

2 scribed in subparagraph (B).

3 "(3) REQUIREMENTS.—

4 "(A) IN GE1VERAL.—An individual develop-

5 ment account established under this subsection

6 shall be a tnst created or organized in the Unit-

7 ed States and frnded through periodic contribu-

8 tions by the establishing individual and matched

9 by or through a qualified entity jbr a qualified

10 purpose (as described in paragraph (2)(B).

11 "(B) QUALIFIED ENTITY—For purposes of

12 this subsection, the term 'qualified entity' means

13 either—

14 "(i) a not -Jbr-profit organization de-

15 scribed in section 501(c)(3) of the Internal

16 Revenue Code of 1986 and exempt from tax-

17 ation under section 501 (a) of such Code; or

18 "(ii) a State or local government agen-

19 cy acting in cooperation with an organiza-

20 tion described in clause ('i).

21 "('4) No REDUCTION IN BENEFITS.—Notwith-

22 standing any other provision qf Federal law ('other

23 than the Internal Revenue Code of 1986) that requires

24 consideration of 1 or more financial circumstances of

25 an individual, jbr the purpose of determining eligi-
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1 bility to receive, or the amount of; any assistance or

2 benefit authorized by such law to be provided to or fbr

3 the benefit qf such individual, jitnds (including inter-

4 est accruing) in an individual development account

5 under this subsection shall be disregarded fbr such

6 purpose with respect to any period during which such

7 individual maintains or makes contributions into

8 such an account.

9 "(5) DEFINITIONS.—FOr purposes qf this sub-

10 section—

11 "(A) ELIGIBLE EDUCATIONAL INS TITU-

12 TION.—The term 'eligible educational institution'

13 means the following:

14 "(i) An institution described in section

15 481(a)(1) or 1201(a) of the Higher Edu-

16 cation Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 1088(a) (1) or

17 1141(a)), as such sections are in effect on

18 the date qf the enactment of this subsection.

19 "(ii) An area vocational education

20 school (as dfined in subparagraph (C) or

21 (D) of section 521(4) of the Carl D. Perkins

22 Vocational and Applied Technology Edu-

23 cation Act (20 U.S.C. 2471 (4))) which is in

24 any State (as defined in section 521(33) qf
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1 such Act), as such sections are in effect on

2 the date of the enactment qf this subsection.

3 "(B) POST-SECONDARY EDUCATIONAL EX-

4 PEIVSES. —The term 'post -secondary educational

5 expenses' means—

6 "(i) tuition and fees required for the

7 enrollment or attendance of a student at an

8 eligible educational institution, and

9 "(ii) fees, books, supplies, and equip-

10 ment required for courses qf instruction at

11 an eligible educational institution.

12 "(C) QUALIFIED ACQUISITION COSTS.—The

13 term 'qualified acquisition costs' means the costs

14 of acquiring, constructing, or reconstructing a

15 residence. The term includes any usual or rea-

16 sonable settlement, financing, or other closing

17 costs.

18 "D QUALIFIED BUSINESS.—The term

19 'qualfIed business' means any business that does

20 not contravene any law or public policy (as de-

21 termined by the Secretary).

22 "(E) QUALIFIED BUSINESS CAPITALIZATION

23 EXPENSES.—The term 'qualified business cap-

24 italization expenses' means qualified expendi-
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1 tures Jbr the capitalization qJ a qualified busi-

2 ness pursuant to a qualified plan.

3 "(F) QuALIFIED EXPENDITURES.—The term

4 'qualified expenditures' means expenditures in-

5 cluded in a qualified plan, including capital,

6 plan1, equipment, working capita4 and inven-

7 tory expenses.

8 "(G) QUALIFIED FIRST- TIME HOME-

9 BUYER.—

10 "(i) IN GENERAL—The term 'qualified

11 first-time homebuyer' means a taxpayer

12 (anc1, if married, the taxpayer's spouse) who

13 has no present ownership interest in a prin-

14 cipal residence during the 3-year period

15 ending on the date qf acquisition of the

16 principal residence to which this subsection

17 applies.

18 "(ii) DATE OF ACQUISITION.—The

19 term 'date qf acquisition' means the date on

20 which a binding contract to acquire, con-

21 struct, or reconstruct the principal residence

22 to which this subparagraph applies is en-

23 tered into.

24 "(H) QUALIFIED PLAR.—The term 'quali-

25 fled plan' means a business plan which—
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1 "ri) is approved by a financial institu-

2 tion, or by a nonprofit loan fiend having

3 demonstrated fiduciary integrity,

4 "cii,) includes a description of services

5 or goods to be sold, a marketing plan, and

6 projected financial statements, and

7 "(iii) may require the eligible individ-

8 ual to obtain the assistance qf an experi-

9 enced entrepreneurial advisor.

10 "(I) QUALIFIED PRINCIPAL RESIDENCE.—

11 The term 'qualified principal residence' means a

12 principal residence (within the meaning of' sec-

13 tion 1034 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986),

14 the qualified acquisition costs of which do not ex-

15 ceed 100 percent qf the average area purchase

16 price applicable to such residence (determined in

17 accordance with paragraphs (2) and (3) qf sec-

18 tion 143(e) qf such Code).

19 "SEC. 405. ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS.

20 "('a) QUARTERLY—The Secretary shall pay each grant

21 payable to a State under section 403 in quarterly install-

22 'ments.

23 "(b) NOTIFJCATION.—NOt later than 3 months befbre

24 the payment of any such quarterly installment to a State,

25 the Secretary shall notify the State qf' the amount qf any
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1 reduction determined under section 412(a) (1) (B) with re-

2 spect to the State.

3 "('c.) COMPUTATION AND CERTIFICATION OF PAYMENTS

4 TO STATES.—

5 "(1) COMPUTATION.—The Secretary shall esti-

6 mate the amount to be paid to each eligible State for

7 each quarter under this part, such estimate to be

8 based on a report filed by the State containing an es-

9 timate by the State of the total sum to be expended

10 by the State in the quarter under the State program

11 funded under this part and such other iflformation as

12 the Secretary may find necessary.

13 "(2) CERTIFICATION.—The Secretary qf Health

14 and Human Services shall certifj to the Secretary of

15 the Treasury the amount estimated under paragraph

16 (1) with respect to a State, reduced or increased to

17 the extent qf any overpayment or underpayment

18 which the Secretary qf Health and Human Services

19 determines was made under this part to the State Jbr

20 any prior quarter and with respect to which adjust-

21 ment has not been made under this paragraph.

22 "d PAYMENT METI-IOD.—Upon receipt qf a certfi-

23 cation under subsection (c) (2) with respect to a State, the

24 Secretary of the Treasury shall, through the Fiscal Service

25 of the Department of the Treasury and bfbre audit or set-
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1 tlement by the General Accounting Office, pay to the State,

2 at the time or times fIxed by the Secretary of Health and

3 Human Services, the amount so certified.

4 "SEC. 406. FEDERAL LOANS FOR STATE WELFARE PRO-

5 GRAMS.

6 "(a) LOAN AUTHORITY.—

7 "(1) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary shall make

8 loans to any loan-eligible State, Jbr a period to matu-

9 rity of not more than 3 years.

10 "('2) LOAN-ELIGIBLE STATE.—As used in para-

11 graph (1), the term 'loan-eligible State' means a State

12 against which a penalty has not been impoeê;:nder

13 section 409 (a) (1).

14 "(b) RATE OF INTEREST.—The Secretary shall charge

15 and collect interest on any loan made under this section

16 at a rate equal to the current average market yield on out-

17 standing marketable obligations of the United States with

18 remaining periods to maturity comparable to the period to

19 maturity of the loan.

20 "(c) USE OF Lov.—A State shall use a loan made

21 to the State under this section only fbr any purpose Jbr

22 which grant amounts received by the State under section

23 403(a) may be used, including—

24 "1) welfbre anti-fraud activities; and
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1 "(2) the provision qf assistance under the State

2 program to Indian jbmilies that have moved from the

3 service area qf an Indian tribe with a tribal family

4 assistance plan approved under section 412.

5 "(d) LIMITATION ON TOTAL AMOUNT OF LOANS TO A

6 STATE.—The cumulative dollar amount of all loans made

7 to a State under this section during fiscal years 1997

8 through 2001 shall not exceed 10 percent of the State fbmily

9 assistance grant.

10 "(e) LIMITATION ON To TAL AMO UNT OF OUTSTANDING

11 Lovs.—The total dollar amount of loans outstanding

12 under this section may not exceed $1, 700,000,000.

13 "(f) APPROPRIATION.—Out of any money in the Treas-

14 ury of the United States not otherwise appropriated, there

15 are appropriated such sums as may be necessary for the

16 cost of loans under this section.

17 "SEC. 407. MANDATORY WORK REQUIREMENTS.

18 "(a) PARTICIPATION RATE REQUIREMENTS.—

19 "(1) ALL FAJTIILIES.—A State to' which a grant

20 is made under section 403 Jbr a fiscal year shall

21 achieve the minimum participation rate specified in

22 the Jbllowing table ,fbr the fiscal year with respect to

23 all families receiving assistance under the State pro-

24 gram frnded under this part:
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The minimum
participation

"If the fiscal year is: rate is:
1996 1.5

1997 2.5

1998 30
1999 3.5

2000 40
2001 4.5

2002 and thereafter 50.

1 "(2) 2-PARENT FAMILIE&—A State to which a

2 grant is made under section 403 jbr a fiscal year

3 shall achieve the minimum participation rate speci-

4 fied in the following table for the fiscal year with re-

5 spect to 2-parent families receiving assistance under

6 the State program funded under this part:

The minimum
participation

"If the fiscal year is: rate is:
1996 50
1997 75
1998 7.5

1999 and thereafter 90.

7 "rb) CALCULATION OF PARTICIPATION RATES.—

8 "(1) ALL FAMILIES.—

9 "(A.) AVERAGE MONTHLY RATE.—For pur-

10 poses of subsection (a)(1), the participation rate

11 for all families qf a State for a fiscal year is the

12 average qf the participation rates .for all .Jbmilies

13 qf the State for each month in the fiscal year.

14 "(B) MONTHLY PARTICIPATION RATES.—

15 The participation rate of a State for all fitmilies
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1 f the State .fbr a month, expressed as a percent-

2 age, is—

3 "(i) the number of families receiving

4 assistance under the State program funded

5 under this part that include an adult who

6 is engaged in work fbr the month; divided

7 by

8 "(ii) the amount by which—

9 "(I) the number of families receiv-

10 ing such assistance during the month

11 that include an adult receiving such

12 assistance; exceeds

13 "(II) the number of fttmilies re-

14 ceiving such assistance that are subject

15 in such month to a penalty described

16 in subsection (e)(1) but have not been

17 subject to such penalty for more than 3

18 months within the preceding 12-month

19 period (whether or not consecutive).

20 "2) 2-PARENT FAMILIES.—

21 "(A,) AVERAGE MONTHLY RATE.—For pur-

22 poses of subsection (a)(2), the participation rate

23 fbr 2-parent families of a State Jbr a fiscal year

24 is the average of the participation rates for 2-
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1 parent ftmilies qf the State fbr each month in

2 the fiscal year.

3 "(B) MONTHLY PARTICIPATION RATES.—

4 The participation rate qf a State for 2-parent

5 fbrnilies of the State for a month shall be cal-

6 culated by use qf the formula set forth in para-

7 graph (1) (B), except that in the fbrmula the term

8 'number of 2-parent fttmilies' shall be substituted

9 fbr the term 'number of families' each place such

10 latter term appears.

11 "(3) PRO RATA RED UCTION OF PARTICIPATION

12 RATE DUE TO CASELOAD REDUCTIONS NOT REQUIRED

13 BY FEDERAL L4W.—

14 "(A) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary shall

15 prescribe regulations fbr reducing the minimum

16 participation rate otherwise required by this sec-

17 tion fbr a fiscal year by the number of percent-

18 age points equal to the number of percentage

19 points (if any,) by which—

20 "(i) the average monthly number qf

21 ftmilies receiving assistance during the fis-

22 cal year under the State program funded

23 under this part is less than

24 "(ii) the average monthly number of

25 fbmilies that received aid under the State
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1 plan approved under part A (as in ffect on

2 September 30, 1995,) during fiscal year

3 1995.

4 The minimum participation rate shall not be re-

5 duced to the extent that the Secretary determines

6 that the reduction in the number of fbmilies re-

7 ceiving such assistance is required by Federal

8 law.

9 "(B) ELIGIBILI CHANGES NOT COUNT-

10 ED.—The regulations described in subparagraph

11 (A) shall not take into account amilies that are

12 diverted from a State program frnded under this

13 part as a result of differences in eligibility cri-

14 teria under a State program fitnded under this

15 part and eligibility criteria under the State pro-

16 gram operated under the State plan approved

17 under part A (as such plan and such part were

18 in effect on September 30, 1995). Such regula-

19 tions shall place the burden on the Secretary to

20 prove that such frimilies were diverted as a direct

21 result of differences in such eligibility criteria.

22 "(4) STATE OPTION TO INCLUDE INDfVID UALS

23 RECEIVING ASSISTANCE UNDER A TRIBAL FAMILY AS-

24 SISTANCE PLAN.—For purposes of paragraphs (1) (B)

25 and (2) (B), a State may, at its option, include fami-
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1 lies receiving assistance under a tribal .family assist-

2 ance plan approved under section 412.

3 "5,) STATE OPTION FOR PARTICIPATION RE-

4 QUIREMENT EXEMPTIONS.—

5 "(A) IN GENERAL .—For any fiscal year, a

6 State may, at its option, not require an individ-

7 ual who is a single custodial parent caring for

8 a child who has not attained 12 months qf age

9 to engage in work and may disregard such an

10 individual in determining the participation

11 rates under subsection (a).

12 "(B) LIMITATIOi—The exemption de-

13 scribed in subparagraph (A) may only be ap-

14 plied to a single custodial parent Jbr a total of

15 12 months (whether or not consecutive).

16 "(c) ENGAGED IN WORK.—

17 "(1) ALL FAMILIES.—For purposes qf subsection

18 (b) (1) (B) ri,), a recipient is engaged in work fbr a

19 month in a fiscal year if the recipient is participat-

20 ing in work activities fbr at least the minimum aver-

21 age number of hours per week specified in the fbllow-

22 ing table during the month, not .fèwer than 20 hours

23 per week of which are attributable to an activity de-

24 scribed in paragraph (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7),

25 or (8) of subsection (d):
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The minimum
"If the month is average number of

in fiscal year: hours per week is:
1996 20
1997 20
1998 20
1999 25
2000 30
2001 30
2002 and thereafter

1 "(2) 2-PARENT FAMILIES.—For purposes qf sub-

2 section (b)(2)(B)(i)—

3 "(A) an adult is engaged in work fbr a
4 month in a fiscal year if the adult is making

5 progress in work activities for at least 35 hours

6 per week during the month, not fewer than 30

7 hours per week of which are attributable to an

8 activity described in paragraph (1), (2), (3), (4),

9 (5), (6), (7), or (8) qf subsection (d), and

10 "(B) f the family of such adult receives fed-

11 erallyfünded child care assistance, f the adult's

12 spouse is making progress in work activities for

13 at least 20 hours per week during the month

14 which are attributable to an activity described in

15 paragraph (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), or (7) qf sub-

16 section (d).

17 "3,) LIMITATION ON NUMBER OF WEEKS FOR

18 WHICH JOB SEARGH COUNTS AS WORK.—Notwith-

19 standing paragraphs (1) and (2), an individual shall

20 not be considered to be engaged in work by virtue qf
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1 participation in an activity described in subsection

2 (d)(6), after the individual has participated in such

3 an activity fbr 4 weeks ('except f the unemployment

4 rate in the State is above the national average, in

5 which case, 12 weeks) in a fiscal year. An individual

6 shall be considered to be participating in such an ac-

7 tivity fbr a week if the individual participates in

8 such an activity at any time during the week.

9 "(4 LIMITATION ON EDUCATION ACTIVITIES

10 COUNTED AS WORK—For purposes of determining

11 monthly participation rates under paragraphs

12 (1)(B)(i) and (2)(B)(i) of subsection (b), not more

13 than 30 percent of adults in all ftmilies and in 2-

14 parent fttmilies determined to be engaged in work in

15 the State fbr a month may meet the work activity re-

16 quirement through participation in vocational edu-

17 cational training.

18 "(5) SINGLE PARENT WITH CHILD UNDER AGE 6

19 DEEMED TO BE MEETING WORK PARTWIPATION RE-

20 QUIREMENTS IF PARENT IS ENGAGED IN WORK FOR 20

21 HOURS PER WEEK.—For purposes of determining

22 monthly participation rates under subsection

23 (b)(1)(B)(i), a recipient in a 1-parent family who is

24 the parent of a child who has not attained 6 years

25 of age is deemed to be engaged in work for a month
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1 f the recipient is engaged in work for an average qf

2 at least 20 hours per wee/c during the month.

3 "(6) TEEN HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD WHO JJ'L4JN-

4 TAINS SATISFACTORY SCHOOL ATTENDAiVGE DEEMED

5 TO BE MEETING WORK PARTICIPATION REQUIRE-

6 MENTS.—For purposes qf determining monthly par-

7 ticipation rates under subsection (b)("l)(BXi), a recip-

8 ient who is a single head qf household and has not

9 attained 20 years qf age is deemed to be engaged in

10 work for a month in a fiscal year if the recipient—

11 "(A) maintains satisjbctory attendance at

12 secondary school or the equivalent during the

13 month; or

14 "(B) participates in education directly re-

15 lated to employment fbr at least the minimum

16 average number qf hours per week specfIed in

17 the table set fbrth in paragraph (1).

18 "(d) WORK ACTIVITIES DEFINED.—As used in this

19 section, the term 'work activities' means—

20 "(1) unsubsidized employment;

21 "(2) subsidized private sector employment;

22 "(3) subsidized public sector employment,

23 "(4) work experience (including work associated

24 with the refttrbishing of publicly assisted housing) f
25 svfficient private sector emploijment is not available;
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1 "(5,) on-the-job training;

2 "(6) job search and job readiness assistance;

3 "(7) community service programs;

4 "(8) educational training (not to exceed 24

5 months with respect to any individual);

6 "(9) job skills training directly related to em-

7 plo yment;

8 "(10) education directly related to employment,

9 in the case of a recipient who has not attained 20

10 years qf age, and has not received a high school di-

11 ploma or a certificate qf high school equivalency; and

12 "(11) satisfactory attendance at secondary

13 school, in the case of a recipient who—

14 "('A) has not completed secondary sciwol;

15 and

16 "(B) is a dependent child, or a head of

17 household who has not attained 20 years of age.

18 "(e) PENALTIES AGAINST INDIVIDUALS.—

19 "(1) IN GENERAL.—Except as p'iovided in para-

20 graph (2), if an adult in a ftimily receiving assistance

21 under the S1t ate program .f4inded under this part re-

22 tses to engage in work required in accordance with

23 this section, the S1tate shall—

24 "('A) reduce the amount qf assistance other-

25 wise payable to the frimily pro rata ('or more, at
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1 the option qf the State) with respect to any pe-

2 nod during a month in which the adult so re-

3 fuses; or

4 "(B) terminate such assistance,

5 subject to such good cause and other exceptions as the

6 State may establish.

7 "(2) EXCEPTION.—

8 "(A) IN GENERAL—Notwithstanding para-

9 graph (1), a State may not reduce or terminate

10 assistance under the State program funded under

11 this part based on a refusal qf an adult to work

12 if the adult is a single custodial parent caring

13 fbr a child who has not attained 11 years qf age,

14 and the adult proves that the adult has a dem-

15 onstrated inability (as determined by the State)

16 to obtain needed child care, for 1 or more of the

17 fbllowing reasons:

18 "(i) Unavailability of appropriate

19 child care within a reasonable distance from

20 the individual's home or work site.

21 "(ii) Unavailability or unsuitability qf

22 ifbrmal child care by a relative or under

23 other arrangements.
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1 "(iii) Unavailability of appropriate

2 and afJbrdable formal child care arrange-

3 ments.

4 "(B) INcLUDED IN DETERMINATION OF PAR-

5 TICIPATION RATES.—A State may not disregard

6 an adult for which the exception described in

7 subparagraph (A) applies from determination qf

8 the participation rates under subsection (a).

9 "cf,) NONDISPLA CEMENT IN WORK ACTIVITIES.—

10 "(1) IN GENERAL.—Subject to paragraph (2), an

11 adult in a fttmily receiving assistance under a State

12 program frnded under this part attributable to frnds

13 provided by the Federal Government may fill a Va-

14 cant employment position in order to engage in a

15 work activity described in subsection (d).

16 "(2) No FILLING OF CERTAIN VAGANG7ES.No

17 work assignment to an adult in a fttmily receiving as-

18 sistance under a State program frnded under this

19 part shall result in—

20 "(A) the displacement qf any currently em-

21 plo yed worker (including any temporary layoffi

22 and any partial displacement qf such worker

23 through such matters as a reduction in the hours

24 qf nonovertime work, wages, or employment ben-

25 fits; and
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1 "(B) the termination qf the employment qf

2 any regular employee or any other involuntary

3 reduction of an employer's workfbrce in order to

4 fill the vacancy so created with an adult de-

5 scribed in paragraph (1).

6 "3,) GRIEVANCE PROGEDURE.—A State with a

7 program funded under this part shall establish and

8 maintain a grievance procedure for resolving com-

9 plaints of alleged violations qf the provisions qf para-

10 graph (2) and for providing adequate remedies for

11 any such violations established. The grievance proce-

12 dure established under this paragraph shall include

13 an opportunity .fbr a hearing.

14 "(4) No PREEMPTION.—Nothing in this sub-

15 section shall preempt or supersede any provision qf

16 State or local law that provides greater protection for

17 employees from displacement.

18 "(g,J SENSE OF THE CONGRESS.—It is the sense of the

19 Congress that in complying with this section, each State

20 that operates a program fitnded under this part is encour-

21 aged to assign the highest priority to requiring adults in

22 2-parent families and adults in single-parent frimilies that

23 include older preschool or school-age children to be engaged

24 in work activities.
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1 "'7j,) SENSE OF THE CONGRESS THAT STATES SHOULD

2 IMPOSE CERTAIN REQUIREMENTS ON NONCUSTODIAL, NON-

3 SUPPORTING MINOR PARENTS.—It is the sense of the Con-

4 gress that the States should require noncusto dial, non-

5 supporting parents who have not attained 18 years qf age

6 to frifill community work obligations and attend appro-

7 priate parenting or money management classes after school.

8 "(i) ENCOURAGEMENT To PROVIDE GHILD CARE

9 SERVICES.—An individual participating in a State com-

10 munity service program may be treated as being engaged

11 in work under subsection (c) f such individual provides

12 child care services to other individuals participating in the

13 community service program in the manner, and for the pe-

14 nod of time each week, determined appropriate by the

15 State.

16 "SEC. 408. PROHIBITIONS; REQUIREMENTS.

17 "ta,) IN GENERAL—

18 "(1) No ASSISTANCE FOR FAMILIES WITHOUT A

19 MINOR CHILD.—A State to which a grant is made

20 under section 403 shall not use any part qf the grant

21 to provide assistance to a family—

22 "(A) unless the fttmily includes—

23 "(i) a minor child who resides with a

24 custodial parent or other adult caretaker

25 relative of the child; or
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1 "(ii) a pregnant individual; and

2 "(B) if such family includes an adult who

3 has received assistance under any State program

4 fitnded under this part attributable to frnds pro-

5 vided by the Federal Government, fbr 60 months

6 (whether or not consecutive) after the date the

7 State program funded under this part com-

8 mences (unless an exception described in sub-

9 paragraph (B) or (C) of paragraph (8) applies).

10 "(2) REDUCTION OR ELIMINATION OF ASSIST-

11 ANCE FOR NONCOOPERATION IN ESTABLISHING PA-

12 TERNITY OR OBTAINING CHILD SUPPORT. —If the

13 agency responsible for administering the State plan

14 approved under part D determines that an individual

15 is not cooperating with the State in establishing pa-

16 ternity or in establishing, modj5jing, or enjbrcing a

17 support order with respect to a child of the individ-

18 ual, and the individual does not qualify fbr any good

19 cause or other exception established by the State pur-

20 suant to section 454(29), then the State—

21 "(A) shall deduct not less than 25 percent

22 of the assistance that would otherwise be pro-

23 vided to the family of the individual under the

24 State program nded under this part; and
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1 "(B) may deny the ftimily any assistance

2 under the State program.

3 "(3) No ASSISTANCE FOR FAMILIES NOT ASSIGN-

4 ING CERTAIN SUPPORT RIGHTS TO THE STATE.—

5 "(A) IN GENERAL—A State to which a

6 grant is made under section 403 shall require, as

7 a condition of providing assistance to a family

8 under the State program Jitnded under this part,

9 that a member of the ftimily assign to the State

10 any rights the ftimily member may have (on be-

11 half of the family member or of any other person

12 fbr whom the ftimily member has applied fbr or

13 is receiving such assistance) to support from any

14 other person, not exceeding the total amount of

15 assistance so provided to the frimily, which ac-

16 c'rue (or have accrued) before the date the ftimily

17 leaves the program, which assignment, on and

18 cfler the date the family leaves the program,

19 shall not apply with respect to any support

20 (other than support collected pursuant to section

21 464) which accrued bfbre the ftimily received

22 such assistance and which the State has not col-

23 lected by—
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1 "(i) September 30, 2000, fthe assign-

2 ment is executed on or after October 1,

3 199? and befbre October 1, 2000; or

4 "(ii) the date the .fbmily leaves the pro-

5 gram, f the assignment is executed on or

6 after October 1, 2000.

7 "(B) LIMITATION—A State to which a

8 grant is made under section 403 shall not re-

9 quire, as a condition qf providing assistance to

10 any family under the State program funded

11 under this part, that a member of the family as-

12 sign to the State any rights to support described

13 in subparagraph (A) which accrue ofler the date

14 the .fbmily leaves the program.

15 "(4) No ASSISTANCE FOR TEENAGE PARENTS

16 WHO DO NOT ATTEND HIGH SCHOOL OR OTHER

17 EQUJI7AJJENT TRAINING PROGRAM.—A State to which

18 a grant is made under section 403 shall not use any

19 part qf the grant to provide assistance to an individ-

20 ual who has not attained 18 years of age, is not mar-

21 ned, has a minor child at least 12 weeks of age in

22 his or her care, and has not successfitlly completed a

23 high-school education (or its equivalent), f the mdi-

24 vidual does not participate in—
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1 "(A) educational activities directed toward

2 the attainment of a high school diploma or its

3 equivalent; or

4 "(B) an alternative educational or training

5 program that has been approved by the State.

6 "(5) No ASSISTANCE FOR TEENAGE PARENTS

7 NOT LIVING IN ADULT-SUPERVISED SETTINGS.—

8 "(A) IN GENERAL.—

9 "(i) REQUIREMENT.—EXCept as pro-

10 vided in subparagraph (B), a State to

11 which a grant is made under section 403

12 shall not use any part qf the grant to pro-

13 vide assistance to an individual described

14 in clause (ii) of this subparagraph f the in-

15 dividual and the minor child referred to in

16 clause (ii)(II) do not reside in a place of

17 residence maintained by a parent, legal

18 guardian, or other adult relative qf the in-

19 dividual as such parent's, guardian's, or

20 adult relative's own home.

21 "(ii) INDIVIDUAL DESCRIBED.—FOr

22 purposes of clause (1), an individual de-

23 scribed in this clause is an individual

24 who—
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1 "CI,) has not attained 18 years of

2 age; and

3 "(II) is not married, and has a

4 minor child in his or her care.

5 "(B) EXCEPTION.—

6 "ri) PROvISIOJ\r OF, OR ASSISTAjVC1E IN

7 LOCATING, ADULT-SUPERVISED LIVING AR-

8 RANGEMEJVT.—Jn the case of an individual

9 who is described in clause (ii), the State

10 agency referred to in section 402(a) (4) shall

11 provide, or assist the individual in locating,

12 a second chance home, maternity home, or

13 other appropriate adult-supervised support-

14 ive living arrangement, taking into consid-

15 eration the needs and concerns qf the in di-

16 vidual, and thereafter shall require that the

17 individual and the minor child referred to

18 in subparagraph (A) (ii) (II) reside in such

19 living arrangement as a condition qf the

20 continued receipt of assistance under the

21 State program ftcnded under this part at-

22 tributable to fitnds provided by the Federal

23 Government (or in an alternative appro-

24 priate arrangement, siwuld circumstances
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1 change and the current arrangement cease

2 to be appropriate).

3 "(ii) INDIVIDUAL DESGRIBED.—For

4 purposes of clause (i), an individual is de-

5 scri bed in this clause if the individual is de-

6 scribed in subparagraph (A) (ii), and—

7 "(1) the individual has no parent,

8 legal guardian or other appropriate

9 adult relative described in subclause

10 (II) of his or her own who is living or

11 whose whereabouts are known;

12 "(II) no living parent, legal

13 guardian, or other appropriate adult

14 relative, who would otherwise meet ap-

15 plicable State criteria to act as the in-

16 dividual's legal guardian, of such mdi-

17 vidual allows the individual to live in

18 the home of such parent, guardian, or

19 relative;

20 "(III) the State agency determines

21 that—

22 "(aa) the individual or the

23 minor child referred to in sub-

24 paragraph (A) (ii (II,) is being or

25 has been subjected to serious phys-
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1 ical or emotional harm, sexual

2 abuse, or exploitation in the resi-

3 dence qf the individual's own par-

4 ent or legal guardian; or

5 "(bb) substantial evidence ex-

6 ists of an act or failure to act that

7 presents an imminent or serious

8 harm if the individual and the

9 minor child lived in the same res-

10 idence with the individual's own

11 parent or legal guardian; or

12 "(IT) the State agency otherwise

13 determines that it is in the best inter-

14 est of the minor child to waive the re-

15 quirement of subparagraph (A) with

16 respect to the individual or the minor

17 child.

18 "ciii) SECOND-CHANCE HOME.—For

19 purposes of this subparagraph, the term

20 'second-chance home' means an entity that

21 provides individuals described in clause (ii)

22 with a supportive and supervised living ar-

23 rangement in which such individuals are

24 required to learn parenting skills, including

25 child development, family budgeting, health
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1 and nutrition, and other skills to promote

2 their long-term economic independence and

3 the well-being qf their children.

4 "(6) No MEDICAL SER VWES.—

5 "(A) IN GENERAL .—Except as provided in

6 subparagraph (B), a State to which a grant is

7 made under section 403 shall not use any part

8 qf the grant to provide medical services.

9 "(B) EXCEPTION FOR FAMILY PLAi\ WING

10 SERVICES.—As used in subparagraph (A), the

11 term 'medical services' does not include family

12 planning services.

13 "(7) SANCTION WELFARE RECIPIENTS FOR FAIL-

14 ING TO ENSURE THAT MINOR DEPENDENT CHILDREN

15 ATTEND SCHOOL.—

16 "(A) IN GENERAL.—A State to which a

17 grant is made under section 403 shall not be

18 prohibited from sanctioning a fttmily that in-

19 cludes an adult who has received assistance

20 under any State program f'itnded under this part

21 attributable to frnds provided by the Federal

22 Government or under the fbod stamp program,

23 as defined in section 3(h) of the Food Stamp Act

24 qf 1.977 if such adult fttils to ensure that the

25 minor dependent children qf such adult attend
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1 school as required by the law qf the State in

2 which the minor children reside.

3 "(8) DENL4L OF ASSISTANCE FOR 10 YEARS TO A

4 PERSON FOUND TO HAVE FRAUDULENTLY MISREPRE-

5 SENTED RESIDENCE IN ORDER TO OBTAIN ASSIST-

6 AiVCE IN 2 OR MORE STATES.—A State to which a

7 grant is made under section 403 shall not use any

8 part of the grant to provide cash assistance to an in-

9 dividual during the 10-year period that begins on the

10 date the individual is convicted in Federal or State

11 court qf having made a fraudulent statement or rep-

12 resentation with respect to the place of residence of

13 the individual in order to receive assistance simulta-

14 neously from 2 or more States under programs that

15 are funded under this title, title XV or XIX, or the

16 Food Stamp Act of 1977, or benefits in 2 or more

17 States under the supplemental security income pro-

18 gram under title XVI. The preceding sentence shall

19 not apply with respect to a conviction of an individ-

20 ual, for any month beginning ofter the President of

21 the United States grants a pardon with respect to the

22 conduct which was the subject of the conviction.

23 "(9) DENIAL OF ASSISTAiVC1E FOR FUGITIVE FEL-

24 ONS AND PROBATION AJVD PAROLE VIOLATORS.—
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1 "(A) IN GENERAL—A State to which a

2 grant is made under section 403. shall not use

3 any part qf the grant to provide assistance to

4 any individual who is—

5 "(i) fleeing to avoid prosecution, or

6 custody or confinement fter conviction,

7 under the laws qf the place from which the

8 individual flees, for a crime, or an attempt

9 to commit a crime, which is a .felony under

10 the laws of the place from which the mdi-

11 vidual flees, or which, in the case qf the

12 State of New Jersey, is a high misdemeanor

13 under the laws of such State; or

14 "(ii) violating a condition of probation

15 or parole imposed under Federal or State

16 law.

17 The preceding sentence shall not apply with re-

18 spect to conduct of an individual, .for any month

19 beginning after the President qf the United

20 States grants a pardon with respect to the con-

21 duct.

22 "(B) EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION WITH

23 LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENcIES.—If a State to

24 which a grant is made under section 403 estab-

25 lishes sfeguards against the use or disclosure of
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1 &forrnation about applicants or recipients of as-

2 sistance under the State program funded under

3 this part, the safeguards shall not prevent the

4 State agency administering the program from

5 ,furnishing a Federal State, or local law eifbrce-

6 ment qfficei; upon the request of the qfficer, with

7 the current address of any recipient if the qfficer

8 frrnishes the agency with the name f the recipi-

9 ent and notifies the agency that—

10 "(i) the recipient—

11 "(I) is described in subparagraph

12 (A); or

13 "CII,) has infbrmation that is nec-

14 essary Jbr the officer to conduct the oJ

15 ficial duties of the officer; and

16 "(ii) the location or apprehension of

17 the recipient is within such qfficial duties.

18 "(10) DENIAL OF ASSISTANCE FOR MINOR CHIL-

19 DREN WHO ARE ABSENT FROM THE HOME FOR A 510-

20 NIFICANT PERIOD.—

21 "(A) liv GENERAL.—A State to which a

22 grant is made under section 403 shall not use

23 any part of the grant to provide assistance for

24 a minor child who has been, or is expected by a

25 parent (or other caretaker relative) qf the child
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1 to be, absent from the home for a period qf 45

2 consecutive days or, at the option of the State,

3 such period qf not less than 30 and not more

4 than 180 consecutive days as the State may pro-

5 vide fbr in the State plan submitted pursuant to

6 section 402.

7 "(B) STATE AUTHORITY TO ESTABLISH

8 GOOD CAUSE EXCEPTIONS.—The State may es-

9 tablish such good cause exceptions to sub para-

10 graph (A) as the State considers appropriate f

11 such exceptions are provided fbr in the State

12 plan submitted pursuant to section 402.

13 "(C) DENIAL OF ASSISTANCE FOR RELATIVE

14 WHO FAILS TO NOTIFY STATE AGENCY OF AB-

15 SENCE OF GHILD.A State to which a grant is

16 made under section 403 shall not use any part

17 of the grant to provide assistance for an individ-

18 ual who is a parent (or other caretaker relative)

19 of a minor child and who fttils to notify the

20 agency administering the State program funded

21 under this part of the absence qf the minor child

22 from the home fbr the period specified in or pro-

23 vided fbr pursuant to subparagraph (A), by the

24 end of the 5-day period that begins with the date

25 that it becomes clear to the parent (or relative)
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1 that the minor child will be absent ,fbr such pe-

2 nod so spec'fied or provided for.

3 "11) ASSURING MEDICAID COVERAGE FOR LOW-

4 INCOME FAMILIES.—

5 "(A) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any

6 other provision of this Act, subject to the succeed-

7 ing provisions qf this paragraph, with respect to

8 a State any reftrence in title XIX (or other pro-

9 vision of law in relation to the operation qf such

10 title) to a provision of this part, or a State plan

11 under this part (or a provision of such a plan),

12 including standards and methodologies for deter-

13 mining income and resources under this part or

14 such plan, shall be considered a reftrence to such

15 a provision or plan as in ffèct as of July 1,

16 199 6, with respect to the State.

17 "(B) CONSTRUCTIONS.—

18 "(i) In applying section 1 925(a) (1),

19 the reftrence to 'section 402 (a) (8) (B) (ii)(II)'

20 is deemed a reference to a corresponding

21 earning disregard rule (if any) established

22 under a State program funded under this

23 part (as in fJëct on or after October 1,

24 1996).
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1 "cii) The provisions of fbrmer section

2 406(h) (as in fftct on July 1, 1996) shall

3 apply, in relation to title XIX, with respect

4 to individuals who receive assistance under

5 a State program jiended under this part (as

6 in effect on or after October 1, 1996) and

7 are eligible •for medical assistance under

8 title XIX or who are described in sub para-

9 graph (C) (i) in the same manner as they

10 apply as of July 1, 1996, with respect to in-

11 dividuals who become ineligible for aid to

12 families with dependent children as a result

13 (wholly or partly) of the collection or in-

14 creased collection of child or spousal sup-

15 port under part D of this title.

16 "(iii) With respect to the rference in

17 section 1902 (a) (5) to a State plan approved

18 under this part, a State may treat such ref-

19 erence as a rfèrence either to a State pro-

20 gram funded under this part (as in effect on

21 or after October 1, 1996) or to the State

22 plan under title XIX

23 "(C) ELIGIBILITY CRITERL4.—

24 "(i) IN GENERAL .—For purposes qf

25 title XIX, subject to clause (ii), in dete'rinin-
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1 ing eligibility jbr medical assistance under

2 such title, an individual shall be treated as

3 receiving aid or assistance under a State

4 plan approved under this part (and shall be

5 treated as meeting the income and resource

6 standards under this part) only f the mdi-

7 vidual meets—

8 "(I) the income and resource

9 standards for determining eligibility

10 under such plan; and

11 "(II) the eligibility requirements

12 of such plan under subsections (a)

13 through (c) qf fbrmer section 406 and

14 fbrmer section 407(a),

15 as in ffect as qf July 1, 1996. Subject to

16 clause (ii)(II), the income and resource

17 methodologies under such plan as qf such

18 date shall be used in the determination qf

19 whether any individual meets income and

20 resource standards under such plan.

21 "ii STATE OPTION.—For purposes qf'

22 applying this paragraph, a State may—

23 "(I) lower its income standards

24 applicable with respect to this part,

25 but not below the income standards ap-
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1 plicable under its State plan under

2 this part on May 1, 1988; and

3 "(II,) use income and resource

4 standards or methodologies that are

5 less restrictive than the standards or

6 methodologies used under the State

7 plan under this part as of July 1,

8 1996.

9 "(iii) TRANSITIONAL COVERAGE.—For

10 purposes of section 1925, an individual who

11 is receiving assistance under the State pro-

12 gram JiAnded under this part (as in effect on

13 or afler October 1, 1996) and is eligible Jbr

14 medical assistance under title XIX shall be

15 treated as an individual receiving aid or

16 assistance pursuant to a State plan ap-

17 proved under this part (as in effect as of

18 July 1, 1996) (and thereby eligible for con-

19 tinuation of medical assistance under such

20 section 1925).

21 "(D VVAIVERS.—In the case of a waiver qf

22 a provision of this part in effrct with respect to

23 a State as of July 1, 1996, f the waiver affects

24 eligibility qf individuals fOr medical assistance

25 under title XIX, such waiver may (but need not)
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1 continue to be applied, at the option of the State,

2 in relation to such title after the date the waiver

3 would otherwise expire. If a State elects not to

4 continue to apply such a waiver, then, after the

5 date qf the expiration of the waiver, subpara-

6 graphs (A), (B), and (C) shall be applied as if

7 any provisions so waived had not been waived.

8 "(E,) STATE OPTION TO USE 1 APPLICATION

9 FORM.—Nothing in this paragraph, this part, or

10 title XIX, shall be construed as preventing a

11 State from providing for the same application

12 form fbr assistance under a State program fttnd-

13 ed under this part (on or after October 1, 1996)

14 and fbr medical assistance under title XIX.

15 "(F) REQUIREMENT FOR RECEIPT OF

16 FUNDS.—A State to which a grant is made

17 under section 403 shall take such action as may

18 be necessary to ensure that the provisions qf this

19 paragraph are carried out. Provided, That the

20 State is otherwise participating in title XIX qf

21 this Act.

22 "(b) ALIENS.—For special rules relating to the treat-

23 ment of aliens, see section 2402 of the Personal Responsibil-

24 ity and Work Opportunity Act qf 1996.
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1 "(c) NoNDISCRIMIivATIov PRO VISIONS.—Any program

2 or activity that receives fitnds under this part shall be sub-

3 ject to enforcement authorized under the jbllowing provi-

4 sions of law:

5 "(1) The Age Discrimination Act qf 1975 (42

6 U.S.C. 6101 et seq.).

7 "(2) Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of

8 1973 (29 U.S.C. 794).

9 "(3) The Americans with Disabilities Act of

10 1990 (42 U.S.C. 12101 et seq.).

11 "(4) Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42

12 U.S.C. 2000d et seq.).

13 "(d) STATE REQUIRED To ENTER INTO A PERSONAL

14 RESPONSIBILITY AGREEMENT WITH EACH FAMILY RE-

15 CEJVING ASSISTANCE.—

16 "(1) Iv GENERAL.—Each State to which a grant

17 is made under section 403 shall require each jbmily

18 receiving assistance under the State program Jitnded

19 under this part to enter into a personal responsibility

20 agreement (as developed by the State) with the State.

21 "(2) PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY AGREEMENT.—

22 For puiposes of this subsection, the term 'personal re-

23 sponsibility agreement' means a binding contract be-

24 tween the State and each fbmily receiving assistance
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1 under the State program frnded under this part

2 that—

3 "(A) contains a statement that public as-

4 sistance is not intended to be a way of l'fè, but

5 is intended as temporary assistance to help the

6 family achieve sef-sufficiency and personal inde-

7 pendence;

8 "(B) outlines the steps each family and the

9 State will take to get the fttmily qif of welfare

10 and to become self-sufficient, including an em-

11 ployment goal Jbr the individual and a plan Jbr

12 promptly moving the individual into paid em-

13 ployment;

14 "(C) specifies a negotiated time-limited pe-

15 nod of eligibility for receipt qf assistance that is

16 consistent with unique Jbmily circumstances and

17 is based on a reasonable plan to fttcilitate the

18 transition qf the fttmily to sefLsifficiency;

19 "(D) provides fbr the imposition qf sanc-

20 tions if the individual refitses to sign the agree-

21 ment or does not comply with the terms of the

22 agreement, which may include loss or reduction

23 qf cash benefits;
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1 "(E) provides that the contract shall be in-

2 valid if the State agency fttils to comply with the

3 contract; and

4 "(F) provides that the individual agrees not

5 to abuse illegal drugs or other substances that

6 would interfere with the ability of the individual

7 to become seljsufficient, or provide .fbr a referral

8 •for substance abuse treatment if necessary to in-

9 crease the employability of the individual.

10 "(3) ASSESSMENT.—The State agency shall pro-

11 vide, through a case manager, an initial and thor-

12 ough assessment of the skills, prior work errience,

13 and employability of each parent fbr use in evelop-

14 ing and negotiating a personal responsibility con-

15 tract.

16 "(4) DISPUTE RESOLUTION.—The State agency

17 shall establish a dispute resolution procedure for dis-

18 putes related to participation in the personal respon-

19 sibility contract that provides the opportunity jbr a

20 hearing.

21 "SEC. 409. PENALTIES.

22 "(a) IN GEiVERAL.—Subject to this section:

23 "(1) USE OF GRANT IN VIOLATION OF THIS

24 PART.—
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1 "(A) GENERAL PENALTY.—If an audit con-

2 ducted under chapter 75 qf title 31, United

3 States Code, finds that an amount paid to a

4 State under section 403 for a fiscal year has

5 been used in violation qf this part, the Secretary

6 shall reduce the grant payable to the State under

7 section 403(a) (1) for the immediately succeeding

8 fiscal year quarter by the amount so used.

9 "(B) ENIAJVGED PENALTY FOR INTEN-

10 TIONAL VIOL4TIOiVS.—If the State does not prove

11 to the satisfaction of the Secretary that the State

12 did not intend to use the amount in violation of

13 this part, the Secretary shall further reduce the

14 grant payable to the State under section

15 403(a) (1) .fbr the immediately succeeding fiscal

16 year quarter by an amount equal to 5 percent of

17 the State fbmily assistance grant.

18 "(2) FAILURE TO SUBMIT REQUIRED REPORT.—

19 "(A) IN GENERAL.—If the Secretary deter-

20 mines that a State has not, within 1 month after

21 the end of a fiscal quartei; submitted the report

22 required by section 411 (a) •fbr the quartei; the

23 Secretary shall reduce the grant payable to the

24 State under section 403(a)(1) Jbr the imme-

25 diately succeeding fiscal year by an amount
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1 equal to 4 percent of the State frimily assistance

2 grant.

3 "(B) REsCISsION OF PENALlY—The Sec-

4 retary shall rescind a penalty imposed on a

5 State under subparagraph (A) with respect to a

6 report f the State submits the report before the

7 end qf the fiscal quarter that immediately suc-

8 ceeds the fiscal quarter fbr which the report was

9 required.

10 "3 FAIL URE TO SATISFY MINIMUM PARTICIPA-

11 TION RATES.—

12 "(A) IN GENERAL—if the Secretary deter-

13 mines that a State to which a grant is made

14 under section 403 .for a ,fiscal year has ftiiled to

15 comply with section 407(a) for the fiscal year,

16 the Secretary shall reduce the grant payable to

17 the State under section 403(a) (1) Jbr the imme-

18 diately succeeding fiscal year by an amount

19 equal to not more than 5 percè'nt of the State

20 Jbmily assistance grant.

21 "(B) PENALTY BASED ON SEVERITY OF

22 FAILURE.—The Secretary shall impose reduc-

23 tions under subparagraph (A) based on the de-

24 gree of noncompliance.
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1 "(C) ADDITIONAL PENALTY FOR CONSECU-

2 TIVE NONCOMPLIANCE. —Notwithstanding the

3 limitation described in subparagraph (A), the

4 Secretary shall reduce the grant payable to the

5 State under section 403(a) (1) for a fiscal year,

6 in addition to the reduction imposed under sub-

7 paragraph (A), by an amount equal to 5 percent

8 of the State family assistance grant, if the Sec-

9 retary determines that the State jbiled to comply

10 with section 407(a) Jbr 2 or more consecutive

11 preceding fiscal years.

12 "4 FaiL URE TO PARTICIPATE IN THE INCOME

13 AND ELIGIBILITY VERIFICATION SYSTEM.—1f the Sec-

14 retary determines that a State program jitnded under

15 this part is not participating during a fiscal year in

16 the income and eligibility verification system required

17 by section 1137, the Secretary shall reduce the grant

18 payable to the State under section 403(a) (1) fbr the

19 immediately succeeding fiscal year by an amount

20 equal to not more than 2 percent qf the State ftmily

21 assistance grant.

22 "(5,) FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH PATERNITY ES-

23 TABLISHMENT AND CHILD S UPPORT ENFORCEMENT

24 REQUIREMENTS UNDER PART D.—Notwithstanding

25 any other provision of this Act, f the Secretary deter-
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1 mines that the State agency that administers a pro-

2 gram funded under this part does not en.fbrce the pen-

3 alties requested by the agency administering part D

4 against recipients qf assistance under the State pro-

5 gram who fail to cooperate in establishing paternity

6 or in establishing, modifying, or erfbrcing a child

7 support order in accordance with such part and who

8 do not qualiftj Jbr any good cause or other exception

9 established by the State under section 454(29), the

10 Secretarij shall reduce the grant payable to the State

11 under section 403(a) (1) for the immediately succeed-

12 ing fiscal year ('without regard to this section) by not

13 more than 5 percent.

14 "(6) FAIL URE TO TIMELY REPAY A FEDERAL

15 LOAN FUND FOR STATE WELFARE PROGRAMS.—if the

16 Secretary determines that a State has fttiled to repay

17 any amount borrowed from the Federal Loan Fund

18 for State Welfttre Programs established under section

19 406 within the period of maturity applicable to the

20 loan, plus any interest owed on the loan, the Sec-

21 retary shall reduce the grant payable to the State

22 under section 403(a) (1) fbr the immediately succeed-

23 ing fiscal year quarter ('without regard to this sec-

24 tion) by the outstanding loan amount, plus the inter-

25 est owed on the outstanding amount. The Secretary
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1 shall not jbrgive any outstanding loan amount or in-

2 terest owed on the outstanding amount..

3 "(7) FAIL URE OF ANY STATE TO MAINTAIN CER-

4 TAIN LEVEL OF HISTORIC EFFORT.—

5 "(A) IN GENERAL.—The &cretary shall re-

6 duce the grant payable to the &ate under section

7 403 (a) (1) .fbr fiscal year 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001,

8 or 2002 by the amount (if any) by which quali-

9 fied &ate expenditures for the then immediately

10 preceding fiscal year are less than the applicable

11 percentage of historic &ate expenditures with re-

12 spect to such preceding fiscal year.

13 "(B) DEFINITIONS.—AS used in this para-

14 graph:

15 "(i) QUALIFIED STATE EXPENDI-

16 TURES.—

17 "(I) IN GENERAL.—The term

18 'qualified &ate expenditures' means,

19 with respect to a &ate and a fiscal

20 year, the total expenditures by the

21 State during the fiscal year, under all

22 State programs, fbr any qf the follow-

23 ing with respect to eligible fttmilies:

24 "(aa) Cash assistance.

25 "(bb) Child care assistance.
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1 "(cc) Educational activities

2 designed to increase sefsufJi-

3 ciency, job training, and work ex-

4 cluding any expenditure jbr pub-

5 lic education in the State except

6 expenditures which involve the

7 provision of services or assistance

8 to a member of an eligible family

9 which is not generally available to

10 persons who are not members qf

11 an eligible family.

12 "(dd) Administrative costs in

13 connection with the matter& de-

14 scribed in items (aa), (bb), (cc),

15 and (ee), but only to the extent

16 that such costs do not exceed 15

17 percent qf the total amount of

18 qualified State expenditures •for

19 the fiscal year.

20 "(ee) Any other use qf frnds

21 allowable under section 404(a) (1).

22 "(II EXGL USION OF TRANSFERS

23 FROM OTHER STATE AND LOCAL PRO-

24 GRAMS.—Such term does not include

25 expenditures under any State or local
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1 program during a fiscal year, except to

2 the extent that—

3 "(aa) such expenditures ex-

4 ceed the amount expended under

5 the State or local program in the

6 fiscal year most recently ending

7 bejbre the date of the enactment of

8 the Personal Responsibility and

9 Work Opportunity Act of 1996; or

10 "(bb) the State is entitled to

11 a payment under former section

12 403 (as in effect immediately be-

13 fbre such date of enactment) with

14 respect to such expenditures.

15 "(III) ELIGIBLE FAMILIES.—As

16 used in subclause (I), the term 'eligible

17 families' means families eligible .fbr as-

18 sistance under the State program fund-

19 ed under this part, and fbmilies that

20 would be eligible .fbr such assistance

21 but jbr the application of section

22 408(a)(8) of this Act or section 2402 of

23 the Personal Responsibility and Work

24 Opportunity Act of 1996.
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1 "(ii) APPLICABLE PER CENTAGE.—The

2 term 'applicable percentage' means for fiscal

3 years 1997 through 2001, 80 percent re-

4 duced (f appropriate,) in accordance with

5 subparagraph (C)(ii).

6 "('iii) HISTORIC STATE EXPENDI-

7 TURES.—The term 'historic State expendi-

8 tures' means, with respect to a State, the

9 lesser of—

10 "(1) the expenditures by the State

11 under parts A and F (as in ffect dur-

12 ing fiscal year 1994) •fbr fiscal year

13 1994; or

14 "(II) the amount which bears the

15 same ratio to the amount described in

16 subclause (I) as—

17 "(aa) the State family assist-

18 ance grant, plus the total amount

19 required to be paid to the State

20 under .fbrmer section 403 .fbr fiscal

21 year 1994 with respect to amounts

22 expended by the State for child

23 care under subsection (g) or (i) of

24 section 402 (as in ffèct during

25 fiscal year 1994,); bears to
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1 "(bb) the total amount re-

2 quired to be paid. to the State

3 under fOrmer section 403 (as in

4 effect during fiscal year 1994) for

5 fiscal year 1994.

6 Such term does not include any expendi-

7 tures under the State plan approved under

8 part A (as so in efftct,) on behalf of individ-

9 uals covered by a tribal family assistance

10 plan approved under section 412, as deter-

11 mined by the Secretary.

12 "(iv) EXPENDITURES BY THE STATE.—

13 The term 'expenditures by the State' does

14 not include—

15 "(I' any expenditures from

16 amounts made available by the Federal

17 Government;

18 "(II) State frnds expended jbr the

19 medicaid program under title XV or

20 XIXor
21 "(III) any State ftnds which are

22 used to match Federal funds or are ex-

23 pended as a condition of receiving Fed-

24 eral funds under Federal programs

25 other than under this part.
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1 "(C) APPLICABLE PERCENTAGE REDUCED

2 FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE STATES.—

3 "ri) DETERMINATION OF HIGH PER-

4 FORMAiYG1E STATES.—The Secretary shall

5 use the •fbrmula developed under section

6 403(a) (4) (C) to assign a score to each eligi-

7 ble State that represents the pe'ifbrmance of

8 the State program .finded under this part

9 jbr each fical year, and shall prescribe a

10 pe'ifbnnance threshold which the Secretary

11 shall use to determine whether to reduce the

12 applicable percentage with respect to any el

13 igible State for a fiscal year.

14 "(ii) REDUCTION PROPORTIONAL TO

15 PERFORMANCE.The Secretary shall reduce

16 the applicable percentage fbr a fiscal year

17 with respect to each eligible State by an

18 amount which is directly proportional to

19 the amount (f any) by which the score as-

20 signed to the State under clause (i) fbr the

21 immediately preceding fiscal year exceeds

22 the perfbrmance threshold prescribed under

23 clause (i) fbr such preceding fiscal yeai,

24 subject to clause (iii).
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1 "'iii) LIMIrArIov ON REDUCTION.—

2 The applicable percentage for a fiscal year

3 with respect to a State may not be reduced

4 by more than 8 percentage points under this

5 subparagraph.

6 "(8) SUBSTANTIAL NONCOMPLIANCE OF STATE

7 CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM WITH RE-

8 QUIREMENTS OF PART D.—

9 "(A) IN GENERAL.—1J a State program op-

10 erated under part D is jbund as a result of a re-

11 view conducted under section 452(a)(4) not to

12 have complied substantially with the require-

13 ments of such part fbr any quarter, and the Sec-

14 retary determines that the program is not com-

15 plying substantially with such requirements at

16 the time the finding is made, the Secretary shall

17 reduce the grant payable to the State under sec-

18 tion 403(a)(1) jbr the quarter and each subse-

19 quent quarter that ends before the 1st quarter

20 throughout which the program is found to be in

21 substantial compliance with such requirements

22 by—

23 "(i) not less than 1 nor more than 2

24 percent;
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1 "(ii) not less than 2 nor more than 3

2 percent, f the finding is the 2nd consecutive

3 such finding made as a result qf such a re-

4 view; or

5 "(iii) not less than 3 nor more than 5

6 percent, f the finding is the 3rd or a subse-

7 quent consecutive such finding made as a

8 result of such a review.

9 "(B) DISREGARD OF NONCOMPLIANCE

10 WHICH IS OF A TECHNICAL NA TURE.—For pur-

11 poses of subparagraph (A) and section 452 (a) (4),

12 a State which is not in full compliance with the

13 requirements qf this part shall be determined to

14 be in substantial compliance with such require-

15 ments only f the Secretary determines that any

16 noncompliance with such requirements is of a

17 technical nature which does not adversely affect

18 the pe?Jbrmance qf the State's program operated

19 under part D.

20 "(9) FAILURE OF STATE RECEIVING AMOUNTS

21 FROM CONTINGENCY FUND TO MAINTAIN 100 PERCENT

22 OF HISTORIC EFFORT.—1f at the end qf any fiscal

23 year during which amounts from the Contingency

24 Fund Jbr State Weiftire Programs have been paid to

25 a State, the Secretary finds that the expenditures
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1 under the State program frnded under this part for

2 the fiscal year are less than 100 percent of historic

3 State expenditures (as defined in paragraph

4 (7) (B) (iii) of this subsection), the Secretanj shall re-

5 duce the grant payable to the State under section

6 403(a) (1) jbr the immediately succeeding fiscal year

7 by the total qf the amounts so paid to the State.

8 "('10) FAIL URE TO COMPLY WITH PROVISIONS OF

9 THIS PART OR THE STATE PL4N.—If; after reasonable

10 notice and opportunity fbr hearing, the Secretary de-

11 termines that during a fiscal year a State has not

12 substantially complied with any provision of this

13 part or of the State plan, the Secretary shall, if a pre-

14 ceding paragraph of this subsection does not apply to

15 such noncompliance, reduce the grant payable to the

16 State under section 403(a)(1) for the immediately

17 succeeding •fiscal year by an amount equal to not

18 more than 5 percent of the State .family assistance

19 grant, and shall continue to impose such reduction

20 during each succeeding fiscal year until the Secretanj

21 determines that the State no longer is in noncompli-

22 ance with such provision.

23 "(11) FAIL URE TO COMPLY WITH .5- YEAR LIMIT

24 ON ASSISTANCE.—If the Secretary determines that

25 during a fiscal year a State has not complied with
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1 the provisions of section 4 08(a) (1) (B), the Secretary

2 shall reduce the grant payable to the State under sec-

3 tion 403(a) (1) fbr the immediately succeeding fiscal

4 year by an amount equal to 5 percent of the State

5 fttmily assistance grant.

6 "(12) REQUIRED REPLACEMENT OF GRANT FUND

7 REDUCTIONS CAUSED BY PENALTIES.—If the grant

8 payable to a State under section 403(a) (1) fbr a fiscal

9 year is reduced by reason of this subsection, the State

10 shall, during the immediately succeeding fiscal yeai,

11 expend under the State program frnded under this

12 part an amount equal to the total amount of such re-

13 ductions.

14 "(b) REASONABLE CAUSE EXCEPTIOA—

15 "(1) IN GENERAL—The Secretary may not im-

16 pose a penalty on a State under subsection (a) with

17 respect to a requirement if the Secretary determines

18 that the State has reasonable cause for failing to com-

19 ply with the requirement.

20 "(2) ExCEPTI0iV.—Paragraph (1) qf this sub-

21 section shall not apply to any penalty under para-

22 graph (6) or (7) qf subsection (a).

23 "(c) CORRECTIVE COMPLIANCE PLAN.—

24 "(1) Lv GENERAL.—
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1 "(A,) NOTIFICATION OF VIOL4TION.—Befbre

2 imposing a penalty against a State under sub-

3 section (a) with respect to a violation qf this

4 part, the Secretary shall notfij the State qf the

5 violation and allow the State the opportunity to

6 enter into a corrective compliance plan in ac-

7 cordance with this subsection which outlines how

8 the State will correct the violation and how the

9 State will insure continuing compliance with

10 this part.

11 "(B) 60-DAY PERIOD TO PROPOSE A COR-

12 RECT.[VE COMPLIANGE PLAN.—During the 60-day

13 period that begins on the date the State receives

14 a notice provided under subparagraph (A) with

15 respect to a violation, the State may submit to

16 the Federal Government a corrective compliance

17 plan to correct the violation.

18 "(C) CONSULTATION ABOUT MODIFICA-

19 TIONS.—During the 60-day period that begins

20 with the date the Secretanj receives a corrective

21 compliance plan submitted by a State in accord-

22 ance with subparagraph (B), the Secretary may

23 consult with the State on modifications to the

24 plan.
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1 "(D) ACCEPTAJVCE OF PL— A corrective

2 compliance plan submitted by a State in accord-

3 ance with subparagraph (B) is deemed to be ac-

4 cepted by the Secretary f the Secretary does not

5 accept or reject the plan during 60-day period

6 that begins on the date the plan is submitted.

7 "(2) EFFECT OF CORRECTING VIOLATION.—The

8 Secretary may not impose any penalty under sub-

9 section (a) with respect to any violation covered by a

10 State corrective compliance plan accepted by the Sec-

11 retary if the State corrects the violation pursuant to

12 the plan.

13 "(3) EFFECT OF FAILING TO CORRECT VIOLA-

14 TION.—The Secretary shall assess some or all of a

15 penalty imposed on a State under subsection (a) with

16 respect to a violation if the State does not, in a time-

17 ly manner, correct the violation pursuant to a State

18 corrective compliance plan accepted by the Secretary.

19 "(4) INAPPLICABILITY TO FAIL URE TO TIMELY

20 REPAY A FEDERAL LOAN FUND FOR A STATE WEL-

21 FARE PROGRAM.—This subsection shall not apply to

22 the imposition of a penalty against a State under

23 subsection ('a)(6,).

24 "(d) LIMITATION ON AMO UNT OF PENiii TV. —
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1 "(1) IN GENERAL.—In imposing the penalties

2 described in subsection (a), the Secretary shall not re-

3 duce any quarterly payment to a State by more than

4 25 percent.

5 "(2) CARRYFOR WARD OF UNRECOVERED PEN-

6 ALTIES.—To the extent that paragraph (1) of this

7 subsection prevents the Secretary from recovering dur-

8 ing a fiscal year the Jidl amount of' penalties imposed

9 on a State under subsection (a) of this section for a

10 prior fiscal year, the Secretary shall apply any re-

11 maining amount of such penalties to the grant pay-

12 able to the State under section 403(a) (1) for the im-

13 mediately succeeding fiscal year.

14 "SEC. 410. APPEAL OF ADVERSE DECISION.

15 "(a) IN GENERAL—Within 5 days ofler the date the

16 Secretanj takes any adverse action under this part with re-

17 spect to a State, the Secretary shall notfj the chif execu-

18 tive officer of the State of the adverse action, including any

19 action with respect to the State plan submitted under sec-

20 tion 402 or the imposition of a penalty under section 409.

21 "(b) ADMINISTRATIVE REvIEw.—

22 "(1) IN GENERAL.—Within 60 days after the

23 date a State receives notice under subsection (a) qf an

24 adverse action, the State may appeal the action, in

25 whole or in part, to the Departmental Appeals Board
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1 established in the Department of Health and Human

2 Services (in this section referred to as the 'Board') by

3 filing an appeal with the Board.

4 "(2) PROcEDURAL RULES.—The Board shall

5 consider an appeal filed by a State under paragraph

6 (1) on the basis of such documentation as the State

7 may submit and as the Board may require to support

8 the final decision of the Board. In deciding whether

9 to uphold an adverse action or any portion of such

10 an action, the Board shall conduct a thorough review

11 of the issues and take into account all relevant evi-

12 dence. The Board shall make a final determination

13 with respect to an appeal filed under paragraph (1)

14 not less than 60 days ofler the date the appeal is

15 filed.

16 "(c) JUDICIAL REVIEW OF ADVERSE DECISION. —

17 "(1) IN GENERAL—Within 90 days ofler the

18 date qf a final decision by the Board under this sec-

19 tion with respect to an adverse action taken against

20 a State, the State may obtain judicial review qf the

21 final decision (and the findings incoiporated into the

22 final decision,) by filing an action in—

23 "(A) the district court of the United States

24 Jbr the judicial district in which the principal or
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1 headquarters qffice qf the State agency is located;

2 or

3 "(B) the United States District Court Jbr

4 the District of Columbia.

5 "(2) PROCEDURAL RULES.—The district court in

6 which an action is filed under paragraph (1) shall re-

7 view the final decision of the Board on the record es-

8 tab lished in the administrative proceeding, in accord-

9 ance with the standards qf review prescribed by sub-

10 paragraphs (A) through (E) of section 706(2) of title

11 5, United States Code. The review shall be on the

12 basis qf the documents and supporting data submitted

13 to the Board.

14 "SEC. 411. DATA COLLECTION AND REPORTING.

15 "(a) QUARTERLY REPORTS BY STATES.—

16 "(1) GENERAL REPORTING REQUIREMENT. —

17 "(A) CONTENTS OF REPORT.—Each eligible

18 State shall collect on a monthly basis, and report

19 to the Secretary on a quarterly basis, the Jbllow-

20 ing disaggregated case record ifbrmation on the

21 frimilies receiving assistance under the State pro-

22 gram fitnded under this part:

23 "(i) The county of residence qf the flim-

24 ily.
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1 "(ii) VVhether a child receiving such as-

2 sistance or an adult in the family is dis-

3 abled.

4 "(iii) flw ages qf the members qf such

5 families.

6 "(iv) The number of individuals in the

7 family, and the relation of each family

8 member to the youngest child in the fttmily.

9 "(v) The employment status and earn-

10 ings qf the employed adult in the Jbmily.

11 "(vi) The marital status of the adults

12 in the family, including whether such adults

13 have never married, are widowed, or are di-

14 vorced.

15 "(vii) The race and educational status

16 of each adult in the family.

17 "(viii) The race and educational status

18 of each child in the family.

19 "(ix) Whether the family received sub-

20 sidized housing, medical assistance under

21 the State plan under title XV or the State

22 plan approved under title XIX, fbod stamps,

23 or subsidized child care, and if the latter 2,

24 the amount received.
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1 "(x) The number Qf months that the

2 family has received each type qf assistance

3 under the program.

4 "(xi) If the adults participated in, and

5 the number of hours per week of participa-

6 tion in, the fbllowing activities:

7 "(I) Education.

8 "(II) Subsidized private sector

9 employment.

10 "(III) Unsubsidized employment.

11 "(1T7) Public sector employment,

12 work experience, or community service.

13 "(V) Job search.

14 "(VI) Job skills training or on-

15 the-job training.

16 "(VII) Vocational education.

17 "(xii) InfOrmation necessary to cal-

18 culate participation rates under section

19 407.

20 "(xiii) The type and amount qf assist-

21 ance received under the program, including

22 the amount of and reason jbr any reduction

23 Qf assistance (including sanctions).

24 "cxiv) Any amount of unearned in-

25 come received by any member qf the frmily.
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1 "(xv) The citizenship of the members qf

2 the family.

3 "(xvi) From a sample qf closed cases,

4 whether the family left the program, and 'f

5 so, whether the ftLmily lift due to—

6 "(1,) employment;

7 "(II) marriage;

8 "(III) the prohibition set forth in

9 section 4 08(a) (8);

10 "(IV) sanction; or

11 "(V) State policy.

12 "(B) USE OF ESTIMATES.—

13 "(i) AUTHORITY—A State may com-

14 ply with subparagraph (A) by submitting

15 an estimate which is obtained through the

16 use of scientifically acceptable sampling

17 methods approved by the Secretary.

18 "(ii) SAMPLING AND OTHER METH-

19 ODS.—The Secretary shall provide the

20 States with such case sampling plans and

21 data collection procedures as the Secretary

22 deems necessary to produce statistically

23 valid estimates of the pefbrmance qf State

24 programs titnded under this part. The Sec-

25 retary may develop and implement proce-
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1 dures for veriftjing the quality qf data sub-

2 ?nitted by the States.

3 "(2) REPORT ON USE OF FEDERAL FUNDS TO

4 COvER ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS AND OVERHEAD.—The

5 report required by paragraph (1) ,for a fiscal quarter

6 shall include a statement of the percentage qf the

7 funds paid to the State under this part jbr the quar-

8 ter that are used to cover administrative costs or over-

9 head.

10 "3 REPORT ON STATE EXPENDITURES ON PRO-

11 GRAMS FOR NEEDY FAMILIES.— The report required

12 by paragraph (1) fbr a fiscal quarter shall include a

13 statement of the total amount expended by the State

14 during the quarter on programs tbr needy fitmilies.

15 "(4) REPORT ON NONCUSTODIAL PARENTS PAR-

16 TICIPATING IN WORK ACTIVITIES.—The report re-

17 quired by paragraph (1) fbr a fiscal quarter shall in-

18 dude the number of noncustodial parents in the State

19 who participated in work activities (as defined in sec-

20 tion 40 7(d)) during the quarter.

21 "(5) REPORT ON TRANSITIONAL SERVICES.—The

22 report required by paragraph (1) for a fiscal quarter

23 shall include the total amount expended by the State

24 during the quarter to provide transitional services to

25 a ftimily that has ceased to receive assistance under
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1 this part because of employment, along with a de-

2 scrip tion qf such services.

3 "(6) REGUIAT.iOivS.—The Secretary shall pre-

4 scribe such regulations as may be necessary to dfmne

5 the data elements with respect to which reports are re-

6 quired by this subsection.

7 "(b) ANNUAL REPORTS TO THE CONGRESS BY THE

8 SEcRETARY—Not later than 6 months after the end of fis-

9 cal year 199? and each fiscal year thereafter, the Secretary

10 shall transmit to the Congress a report describing—

11 "(1) whether the States are meeting—

12 "(A) the participation rates described in

13 section 407(a); and

14 "(B) the objectives qf—

15 "(i) increasing employment and earn-

16 ings of needy families, and child support

17 collections; and

18 "(ii) decreasing out-ofwedlock preg-

19 nancies and child poverty;

20 "(2) the demographic and financial characteris-

21 tics of fttmilies applying fbr assistance, fttmilies re-

22 ceiving assistance, and families that become ineligible

23 to receive assistance;

24 "(3,) the characteristics of each State program

25 funded under this part; and
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1 "(4) the trends in employment and earnings qf

2 needy families with minor children living at home.

3 "SEC. 412. DIRECT FUNDING AND ADMINISTRATION BY IN-

4 DIAN TRIBES.

5 "(a) GRANTS FOR INDIAN TRIBES.—

6 "(1) TRIBAL FAMILY ASSISTANCE GRANT.—

7 "(A) IN GENERAL.—For each of fiscal years

8 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, and 2001, the Secretary

9 shall pay to each Indian tribe that has an ap-

10 proved tribal family assistance plan a tribal

11 family assistance grant fbr the fiscal year in an

12 amount equal to the amount determined under

13 subparagraph (B), and shall reduce the grant

14 payable under section 403(a) (1) to any State in

15 which lies the service area or areas of the Indian

16 tribe by that portion of the amount so deter-

17 mined that is attributable to expenditures by the

18 State.

19 "(B) AMOUNT DETERMINED.—

20 "(i) IN GENERAL—The amount deter-

21 mined under this subparagraph is an

22 amount equal to the total amount of the

23 Federal payments to a State or States

24 under section 403 (as in ffëct during such

25 fiscal year) br fiscal year 1994 attributable
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1 to expenditures (other than child care ex-

2 penditures) by the State or States under

3 parts A and F (as so in ffect) fbr fiscal

4 year 1994 for Indian flimilies residing in

5 the service area or areas identified by the

6 Indian tribe pursuant to subsection

7 (b) (1) (C) of this section.

8 "(ii) USE OF STATE SUBMITTED

9 DATA.—

10 "(I) IN GENERAL—The Secretary

11 shall use State submitted data to make

12 each detenination under clause (i).

13 "(II) DISAGREEMENT WITH DE-

14 TERMINATION.—If an Indian tribe or

15 tribal organization disagrees with

16 State submitted data described under

17 subclause (I), the Indian tribe or tribal

18 organization may submit to the Sec-

19 retary such additional "infbrmation as

20 may be relevant to making the deter-

21 mination under clause (i) and the Sec-

22 retary may consider such information

23 befbre making such determination.

24 "(2) GRANTS FOR INDIAN TRIBES THAT RE-

25 CEJTVED JOBS FUNDS.—
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1 "(A) IN GENERAL—The Secretary shall pay

2 to each eligible Indian tribe jbr each qf fiscal

3 years 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, and 2001 a

4 grant in an amount equal to the amount re-

5 ceived by the Indian tribe in fiscal year 1994

6 under section 482(i) (as in ffèct during fiscal

7 year 1994).

8 "(B) ELIGIBLE INDIAN TRIBE.—For pur-

9 poses qf subparagraph (A), the term 'eligible In-

10 dian tribe' means an Indian tribe or Alaska Na-

11 tive organization that conducted a job opportuni-

12 ties and basic skills training program in fiscal

13 year 1995 under section 482(i) (as in effect dur-

14 ing fiscal year 1995).

15 "(C) USE OF GRANT.—Each Indian tribe to

16 which a grant is made under this paragraph

17 shall use the grant for the purpose of operating

18 a program to make work activities available to

19 members Qf the Indian tribe.

20 "(D) APPROPRIATIOZL—OUt qf any money

21 in the Treasury of the United States not other-

22 wise appropriated, there are appropriated

23 $2' 638,474 jbr each fiscal year specified in sub-

24 paragraph (A) •Jbr grants under subparagraph

25 (A).
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1 "(b) 3-YEAR TRIBAL FAMILY AssIsTvcE PLAN.—

2 "('1) IN GENERAL.—Any Indian tribe that de-

3 sires to receive a tribal .family assistance grant shall

4 submit to the Secretary a 3-year tribal .fbmily assist-

5 ance plan that—

6 "(A) outlines the Indian tribe's approach to

7 providing welfare-related services .fbr the 3-year

8 period, consistent with this section;

9 "(B) specifies whether the welfbre-related

10 services provided under the plan will be provided

11 by the Indian tribe or through agreements, con-

12 tracts, or compacts with intertribal consortia,

13 States, or other entities;

14 "(C) identifies the population and service

15 area or areas to be served by such plan;

16 "(D) provides that a Jbmily receiving as-

17 sistance under the plan may not receive duplica-

18 tive assistance from other State or tribal pro-

19 grams funded under this part;

20 "(E) identifies the employment opportuni-

21 ties in or near the service area or areas qf the

22 Indian tribe and the manner in which the In-

23 dian tribe will cooperate and participate in en-

24 hancing such opportunities Jbr recipients qf as-
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1 sistance under the plan consistent with any ap-

2 plicable State standards; and

3 "(F) applies the .fiscal accountability provi-

4 sions qf section 5(f) (1) qf the Indian Self-Deter-

5 mination and Education Assistance Act (25

6 U.S.C. 450c(f)(1)), relating to the submission qf

7 a single-agency audit report required by chapter

8 75 qf title 31, United States Code.

9 "(2) APPROVAL.—The Secretary shall approve

10 each tribal frmily assistance plan submitted in ac-

11 cordance with paragraph (1).

12 "3 CONSORTIUM OF TRIBES.—Nothing in this

13 section shall preclude the development and submission

14 qf a single tribal jbmily assistance plan by the par-

15 ticipating Indian tribes qf an intertribal consortium.

16 "(c,) MINIMUM WORK PTIcIPATIoN REQUIREMENTS

17 iYD TIME LIMITS.—.—The Secretary, with the participation

18 qf Indian tribes, shall establish ,for each Indian tribe receiv-

19 ing a grant under this section minimum work participa-

20 tion requirements, appropriate time limits fbr receipt qf

21 welfbre-related se7vices under the grant, and penalties

22 against individuals—

23 "(1) consistent with the purposes qf this section;

24 "(2) consistent with the economic conditions and

25 resources available to each tribe; and
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1 "(3) similar to comparable provisions in section

2 407(d).

3 "('d.) EMERGENCY ASSISTANGE.—Nothing in this sec-

4 tion shall preclude an Indian tribe from seeking emergency

5 assistance from any Federal loan program or emergency

6 f'itnd.

7 "(e) ACCOUNTABILITY.—Nothing in this section shall

8 be construed to limit the ability qf the Secretary to main-

9 tam program funding accountability consistent with—

10 "(1) generally accepted accounting principles;

11 and

12 "(2) the requirements qf the Indian Self-Deter-

13 mination and Education Assistance Act (25 U.S.C.

14 450 et seq.).

15 "(f)PEN4LTIEs.—

16 "(1) Subsections (a) (1), (a) (6), and (b) of section

17 409, shall apply to an Indian tribe with an approved

18 tribal assistance plan in the same manner as such

19 subsections apply to a State.

20 "(2) Section 409(a) (3) shall apply to an Indian

21 tribe with an approved tribal assistance plan by sub-

22 stituting 'meet minimum work participation require-

23 ments established under section 412(c)' for 'comply

24 with section 407(a)'.
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1 "g,) DATA COLLECTION AND REPORTIiVG.—Section

2 411 shall apply to an Indian tribe with an approved tribal

3 frimily assistance plan.

4 "('Ii,) SPECIAL RULE FOR INDIAN TRIBES IN ALAS-

5 ic.—

6 "("1) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstan ding any other

7 provision qf this section, and except as provided in

8 paragraph (2), an Indian tribe in the State qf Alaska

9 that receives a tribal family assistance grant under

10 this section shall use the grant to operate a program

11 in accordance with requirements comparable to the

12 requirements applicable to the program of the State

13 qf Alaska funded under this part. Comparability of

14 programs shall be established on the basis of program

15 criteria developed by the Secretary in consultation

16 with the State of Alaska and such Indian tribes.

17 "(2) WAIVER.—An Indian tribe described in

18 paragraph (1) may apply to the appropriate State

19 authority to receive a waiver of the requirement qf

20 paragraph (1).

21 "SEC. 413. RESEARCH, EVALUATIONS, AND NATIONAL STUD-

22 IES.

23 "('a,) RESEARCH.—The Secretary shall conduct re-

24 search on the benefits, effects, and costs of operating dif

25 ftrent State programs fnded under this part, including
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1 time limits relating to eligibility jbr assistance. The re-

2 search shall include studies on the ffects qf• difjrent pro-

3 grams and the operation qf such programs on wefare de-

4 pendency, illegitimacy, teen pregnancy, employment rates,

5 child well-being, and any other area the Secretary deems

6 appropriate. The Secretary shall also conduct research on

7 the costs and benefits of State activities under section 409.

8 "(b) DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF INNOVAT[VE

9 APPROACHES To REDUCING WELFARE DEPENDENCY AND

10 INCREASING CHILD WELL-B EING.—

11 "(1) IN GENERAL.—Th€ Secretary may assist

12 States in developing, and shall evaluate, innovative

13 approaches fbr reducing welfare dependency and in-

14 creasing the well-being of minor children living at

15 home with respect to recipients qf assistance under

16 programs funded under this part. The Secretary may

17 provide fi2nds for training and technical assistance to

18 carrj out the approaches developed pursuant to this

19 paragraph.

20 "(2) EVALUATIOiVS.—In perjbnning the evalua-

21 tions under paragraph (1), the Secretary shall, to the

22 maximum extent feasible, use random assignment as

23 an evaluation methodology.

24 "(c) DISSEMINATION OF IivFoRivi4i'Ioiv.—The Sec-

25 retary shall develop innovative methods qf disseminating
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1 ifbrmation on any research, evaluations, and studies con-

2 ducted under this section, including the ,fbcilitation qf the

3 sharing qf infbnnation and best practices among States and

4 localities through the use qf computers and other tech-

5 nologies.

6 "(d) AJ\rIvuAj RANKING OF STATES AND REvIEw OF

7 Mosr AND LEAST SUCcESSFUL WORK PROGRAMS.—

8 "(1) AJVNUAL RANKING OF STATES.—The Sec-

9 retary shall rank annually the States to which grants

10 are paid under section 403 in the order of their suc-

11 cess in placing recipients of assistance under the

12 State program .fitnded under this part into long-term

13 private sector jobs, reducing the overall welfare case-

14 load, and, when a practicable method fbr calculating

15 this infbnnation becomes available, diverting individ-

16 uals from formally applying to the State program

17 and receiving assistance. In ranking States under this

18 subsection, the Secretary shall take into account the

19 average number of minor children living at home in

20 fhmilies in the State that have incomes below the pov-

21 erty line and the amount qf frnding provided each

22 State fbr such ftimilies.

23 "(2) ANNUAL REVIEW OF MOST AND LEAST SUC-

24 CESSFUL WORK PROGRAMS.—The Secretary shall re-

25 view the programs of the 3 States most recently
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1 ranked highest under paragraph (1) and the 3 States

2 most recently ranked lowest under paragraph (1) that

3 provide parents with work experience, assistance in

4 finding employment, and other work preparation ac-

5 tivities and support services to enable the families qf

6 such parents to leave the program and become self-sif

7 ficient.

8 "(e) ANNuAL RANKING OF STATES AND REVIEW OF Is-

9 SUES RELATING TO OUT-OF-WEDLOCK BIRTHS.—

10 "(1) 4\wUAL RANKING OF STATES.—

11 "(A) liv GENERAL.—The Secretary shall an-

12 nually rank States to which grants are made

13 under section 403 based on the fbllowing ranking

14 fttctors:

15 "(i) ABSOLUTE OUT-OF-WEDLOCK RA-

16 TIOS.—The ratio represented by—

17 "(I) the total number of out-ofr

18 wedlock births in families receiving as

19 sistance under the State program

20 under this part in the State fbr the

21 most recent fiscal year for which ifbr-

22 mation is available; over

23 "(II) the total number of births in

24 families receiving assistance under the
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1 $tate program under this part in the

2 $tate jbr such year.

3 "cii,) NET CHANGES IN THE OUT-OF-

4 WEDLOCK RATIO.—The difference between

5 the ratio described in subparagraph (A)(i)

6 with respect to a $tate fbr the most recent

7 fiscal year fbr which such infbrmation is

8 available and the ratio with respect to the

9 State fbr the immediately preceding year.

10 "(2) ANNUAL REVIEW—The $ecretary shallre-

11 view the programs of the 5 $tates most recently

12 ranked highest under paragraph (1) and the 5 $tates

13 most recently ranked the lowest under paragraph (1).

14 "(y9 $TATE-INITIATED EVALUATIONS.—A $tate shall

15 be eligible to receive funding to evaluate the $tate program

16 funded under this part f—

17 "(1) the $tate submits a proposal to the $ec-

18 retary .fbr the evaluation;

19 "(2) the $ecretary determines that the design

20 and approach qf the evaluation is rigorous and is

21 likely to yield i'njbrmation that is credible and will

22 be useful to other $tates; and

23 "('3) unless otherwise waived by the $ecretary,

24 the $tate contributes to the cost of the evaluation,
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1 from non-Federal sources, an amount equal to at least

2 10 percent of the cost qf the evaluation.

3 "(g) FUNDING OF STUDIES AND DEMONSTRATIONS.—

4 "(1) IN GENERAL.—Out qf any money in the

5 Treasury of the United States not otherwise appro-

6 priated, there are appropriated $1,000,000 fbr each

7 of iscal years 1998 through 2001, fbr the purpose qf

8 paying—

9 "(A) the cost of conducting the research de-

10 scribed in subsection (a);

11 "(B) the cost qf developing and evaluating

12 innovative approaches fbr reducing wefttre de-

13 pendency and increasing the well-being of minor

14 children under subsection (b);

15 "(C) the Federal share qf any State-initi-

16 ated study approved under subsection CD; and

17 "(D) an amount determined by the Sec-

18 retary to be necessary to operate and evaluate

19 demonstration projects, relating to this part, that

20 are in ffect or approved under section 1115 as

21 of September 30, 1995, and are continued cfter

22 such date.

23 "(2) ALLocATIov.—Of the amount appropriated

24 under paragraph (1) fbr a fiscal year—
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1 "(A) 50 percent shall be allocated fbr the

2 purposes described in subparagraphs (A) and

3 (B) qf paragraph (1), and

4 "(B) 50 percent shall be allocated Jbr the

5 purposes described in subparagraphs (C) and

6 (D) of paragraph (1).

7 "(3d DEMONSTRATIONS OF INNOVATIVE STRA TE-

8 GIES.—The Secretary may implement and evaluate

9 demonstrations of innovative and promising strate-

10 gies which—

11 "(A) provide one-time capital frnds to es-

12 tablish, expand, or replicate programs;

13 "(B) test performance-based grant-to-loan

14 •financing in which programs meeting perjbrm-

15 ance targets receive grants while programs not

16 meeting such targets repay Jitnding on a pro-

17 rated basis; and

18 "(C) test strategies in multiple States and

19 types qf communities.

20 "(Ii,) CHILD POVERTY RATES.—

21 "(1) IN OENERAL.—Not later than 90 days after

22 the date of the enactment qf this part, and annually

23 thereafter, the chief executive officer of a State shall

24 submit to the Secretary a statement qf the child pov-

25 erty rate in the State as of such date qf enactment or
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the date qf such subsequent statements. Such subse-

quent statements shall include the change in such rate

from the previous statement, if any.

"(2) INCREASE IN RATE.—With respect to a

State that submits a statement under paragraph (1)

that indicates an increase qf 5 percent or more in the

child poverty rate qf the State from the previous state-

ment as a result of the changes made by the Act, the

State shall, not later than 90 days after the date of

such statement, prepare and submit to the Secretary

a corrective action plan in accordance with para-

graph (3).

"(3) CORRECTIVE ACTION PlAN.—

"(A) IN OENERAL.—A corrective action

plan submitted under paragraph (2) shall out-

line that manner in which the State will reduce

the child poverty rate within the State. [7'ie plan

shall include a description qf the actions to be

taken by the State under such pla>n.

"(B) CONSULTATION ABOUT MODIFICA-

TIONS.—During the 60-day period that begins

with the date the Secretary receives the corrective

action plan of a State under subparagraph (A),

the Secretary may consult with the State on

modJications to the plan.
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1 "(C) ACCEPTANCE OF PLAN.— A corrective

2 action plan submitted by a State. in accordance

3 with subparagraph (A) is deemed to be accepted

4 by the Secretanj f' the Secretary does not accept

5 or rject the plan during 60-day period that be-

6 gins on the date the plan is submitted.

7 "(4) COMPLIANCE WITH PLAN.—

8 "(A) IN GENERAL.—A State that submits a

9 corrective action plan under this subsection shall

10 continue to implement such plan until such time

11 as the Secretary makes the determination de-

12 scribed in subparagraph (B).

13 "(B) DETERMINATION. —A determination

14 described in this subparagraph is a determina-

15 tion that the child poverty rate for the State in-

16 volved has Jbllen to, and not exceeded for a pe-

17 nod of 2-consecutive years, a rate that is not

18 greater than the rate contained in the most re-

19 cent statement submitted by the State under

20 paragraph (1) which did not trigger the applica-

21 tion of paragraph (2).

22 "(C) LABOR SURPLUS AREA.—With respect

23 to a State that submits a corrective action plan

24 under paragraph (2), such plan shall con-
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1 tinue to be implemented until the area involved

2 is no longer designated as a Labor. Surplus Area.

3 "(5 METHODOLOGY—The Secretary shall pro-

4 mulgate regulations establishing the methodology by

5 which a States shall determine the child poverty rate

6 within such State. Such methodology shall, with re-

7 spect to a State, take into account .fttctors including

8 the number of children who receive free or reduced-

9 price lunches, the number qf .fbod stamp households,

10 and the county by county estimates qf children in

11 poverty as determined by the Census Bureau.

12 "SEC. 414. STUDY BY THE CENSUS BUREAU.

13 "(a) IN GEivERAL.—The Bureau of the Census shall

14 expand the Survey of Income and Program Participation

15 as necessary to obtain such infbrmation as will enable in-

16 terested persons to evaluate the impact of the amendments

17 made by chapter 1 of the Personal Responsibility and Work

18 Opportunity Act of 1996 on a random national sample qf

19 recipients of assistance under State programs .fitnded under

20 this part and (as appropriate) other low income fttmilies,

21 and in doing so, shall pay particular attention to the issues

22 qf out-qfwedlock birth, wefáre dependency, the beginning

23 and end of welfare spells, and the causes of repeat wefttre

24 spells.
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1 "(b) APPROPRIATION.—OUt qf any money in the

2 Treasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated,

3 there are appropriated $10,000,000 .fbr each qf fiscal years

4 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, and 2002 fbr payment to the Ru-

5 reau of the Census to carry out subsection (a).

6 "SEC. 415. WAIVERS.

7 "(a) CONTINUATIOIV OF WArvERS.—

8 "(1) WAIVERS IN EFFECT ON DATE OF ENACT-

9 MENT OF WELFARE REFORM.—Except as provided in

10 paragraph (3), f any waiver granted to a State

11 under section 1115 or otherwise which relates to the

12 provision qf assistance under a State plan under this

13 part (as in ffèct on September 30, 1996) is in ffèct

14 as of the date of the enactment of the Personal Re-

15 sponsibility and Work Opportunity Act qf 1996, the

16 amendments made by such Act (other than by section

17 2103(d) of such Act) shall not apply with respect to

18 the State before the expiration (determined without

19 regard to any extensions) qf the waivèr to the extent

20 such amendments are inconsistent with the waiver.

21 "(2) WAIVERS GRANTED SUBSEQUENTLY—Ex-

22 cept as provided in paragraph (3,), if any waiver

23 granted to a State under section 1115 or otherwise

24 which relates to the provision of assistance under a

25 State plan under this part (as in ffèct on September
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1 30, 1.996) is submitted to the Secretary befbre the date

2 qf the enactment qf• the Personal Responsibility and

3 Work Opportunity Act of 1996 and approved by the

4 Secretary on or bfbre July 1, 1997 and the State

5 demonstrates to the satisfttction of the Secretary that

6 the waiver will not result in Federal expenditures

7 under title IV of this Act (as in eJj'ct without regard

8 to the amendments made by the Personal Responsibil-

9 ity and Work Opportunity Act of 1996) that are

10 greater than would occur in the absence of the waiver,

11 the amendments made by the Personal Responsibility

12 and Work Opportunity Act of 1996 (other than by

13 section 2103(d) of such Act) shall not apply with re-

14 spect to the State befbre the expiration (determined

15 without regard to any extensions) of the waiver to the

16 extent the amendments made by the Personal Respon-

17 sibility and Work Opportunity Act qf 1996 are incon-

18 sistent with the waiver.

19 "('3,) FINANCING LIMITATION.—Notwithstanding

20 any other provision of law, beginning with fiscal year

21 1996, a State operating under a waiver described in

22 paragraph (1) shall be entitled to payment under sec-

23 tion 403 fbr the fiscal year, in lieu of any other pay-

24 ment provided for in the waiver.

25 "(h) STATE OPTION To TERMINATE WAIVER.—
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1 "(1) IN GENERAL.—A State may terminate a

2 waiver described in subsection (a) befbre the expira-

3 tion of the waiver.

4 "(2) REPORT.—A State which terminates a

5 waiver under paragraph (1) shall submit a report to

6 the Secretanj summarizing the waiver and any avail-

7 able information concerning the result or effect qf the

8 waiver.

9 "3,) HOLD HARMLESS PROVISION.—

10 "(Ad Lv GENERAL—Notwithstanding any

11 other provision of law, a State that, not later

12 than the date described in subparagraph (B),

13 submits a written request to terminate a waiver

14 described in subsection (a) shall be held harmless

15 for accrued cost neutrality liabilities incurred

16 under the waiver.

17 "(B) DATE DESCRIBED.—The date described

18 in this subparagraph is 90 days following the

19 adjournment of the first regular session of the

20 State legislature that begins after the date of the

21 enactment of the Personal Responsibility and

22 Work Opportunity Act of 1996.

23 "(c) SECRETARIAL ENCOURAGEMENT OF CURRENT

24 WAIVERS.—Th€ Secretary shall encourage any State oper-

25 ating a waiver described in subsection (a) to continue the
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1 waiver and to evaluate, using random sampling and other

2 characteristics of accepted scientific evaluations, the result

3 or effect of the waiver.

4 "(d) CONTINUATION OF INDIVID ui WAIVERS. —A

5 State may elect to continue 1 or more individual waivers

6 described in subsection (a).

7 "SEC. 416. ADMINISTRATION.

8 "The programs under this part and part D shall be

9 administered by an Assistant Secretary for Family Support

10 within the Department of Health and Human Services, who

11 shall be appointed by the President, by and with the advice

12 and consent of the Senate, and who shall be in addition

13 to any other Assistant Secretary of Health and Human

14 Services provided jbr by law, and the Secretary shall reduce

15 the Federal workforce within the Department of Health and

16 Human Services by an amount equal to the sum of 75 per-

17 cent of the J'itll-time equivalent positions at such Depart-

18 ment that relate to any direct spendinq program, or any

19 program funded through discretionary spending, that has

20 been converted into a block grant program under the Per-

21 sonal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Act qf 1996

22 and the amendments made by such Act, and by an amount

23 equal to 75 percent of that portion qf the total jitll-time

24 equivalent departmental management positions at such De-

25 partment that bears the same relationship to the amount
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1 appropriated for any direct spending program, or any pro-

2 gram Jitnded through discretionary spending, that has been

3 converted into a block grant program under the Personal

4 Responsibility and Work Opportunity Act qf 1996 and the

5 amendments made by such Act, as such amount relates to

6 the total amount appropriated fbr use by such Department,

7 and, notwithstanding any other provision J' law, the Sec-

8 retary shall take such actions as may be necessary, includ-

9 ing reductions in force actions, consistent with sections

10 3502 and 3595 of title 5, United States Code, to reduce the

11 full-time equivalent positions within the Department qf

12 Health and Human Services by 245 Jitll-time equivalent po-

13 sitions related to the program converted into a block grant

14 under the amendment made by section 2103 qJ the Personal

15 Responsibility and Work Opportunity Act qf 1996, and by

16 60 frll-time equivalent managerial positions in the Depart-

17 ment.

18 "SEC. 417. LIMITATION ON FEDERAL AUTHORITY.

19 "No qfficer or employee qf the Federal Government

20 may regulate the conduct of States under this part or en-

21 ,Jbrce any provision of this part, except to the extent ex-

22 pressly provided in this part. "; and

23 (2) by inserting after such section 418 the fbllow-

24 ing:
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1 "SEC. 419. DEFINITIONS.

2 "As used in this part:

3 "(1) ADULT.—The term 'adult' means an mdi-

4 vidual who is not a minor child.

5 "(2) MINOR CHILD.—The term 'minor child'

6 means an individual who—

7 "(A) has not attained 18 years of age; or

8 "(B) has not attained 19 years of age and

9 is a full-time student in a secondary school (or

10 in the equivalent level of vocational or technical

11 training).

12 "('3 FIScAL YEAR.—The term .'Jiscal year'

13 means any 12-month period ending on September 30

14 of a calendar year.

15 "(4) INDIAN, INDIAN TRIBEI, AND TRIBAL ORGANI-

16 ZATION—

17 "(A) IN GENERAL—Except as provided in

18 subparagraph (B), the terms 'Indian', 'Indian

19 tribe', and 'tribal organization' have the mean-

20 ing given such terms by section 4 qf the Indian

21 SelJDetermination and Education Assistance

22 Act ('25 U.S.C. 450b,).

23 "(B) SPECIAL RULE FOR INDIAN TRIBES IN

24 ALASEA.—The ten 'Indian tribe' means, with

25 respect to the State qf Alaska, only the

26 Metlakatla Indian Community qf the Annette Is-
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1 lands Reserve and the jbllowing Alaska Native

2 regional nonprofit corporations:

3 "(i) Arctic Slope Native Association.

4 "(ii) Kawerak, Inc.

5 "(iii) Maniilaq Association.

6 "(iv) Association of Village Council

7 Presidents.

8 "(v) Tanana Chiefs Conference.

9 "(vi) Cook Inlet Tribal Council.

10 "(vii) Bristol Bay Native Association.

11 "(viii) Aleutian and Pribilof Island

12 Association.

13 "(ix) Chugachmuit.

14 "(x) Tlingit Haida Central Council.

15 "(xi) Kodiak Area Native Association.

16 "(xii) Copper River Native Associa-

17 tion.

18 "(5,) STATE.—

19 "(A) IN GENERAL.—Except as otherwise

20 specifically provided, the term 'State' means the

21 50 States of the United States, the District qf

22 Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the

23 United States Virgin Islands, auam, and Amer-

24 ican Samoa.
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1 "(B,) STATE OPTION TO CONTRACT TO PRO-

2 VIDE SERVICES.The term 'State' includes the—

3 "(i) administration and provision of

4 service$ under the program funded under

5 this part, or under the programs funded

6 under parts B and E of this title, through

7 contracts with charitable, religious, or pri-

8 vate organizations; and

9 "(ii) provision to benficiaries qf as-

10 sistance under such programs with certfi-

11 cates, vouchers, or other forms qf disburse-

12 ment which are redeemable with such orga-

13 nizations. ".

14 (b) GRANTS TO OUTLYING AREAS.—Section 1108 (42

15 U.S.C. 1308) is amended—

16 (1) by redesignating subsection (c) as subsection

17 (g);

18 (2) by striking all that precedes subsection (c)

19 and inserting the .fbllowing:

20 "SEC. 1108. ADDITIONAL GRANTS TO PUERTO RICO, THE

21 VIRGIN ISLANDS, GUAM, AND AMERICAN

22 SAMOA,• LIMITATION ON TOTAL PAYMENTS.

23 "(a) LIMITATION ON TOTAL PAYMENTS TO EACH TER-

24 RITORY.—Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act,

25 the total amount certified by the Secretary qf Health and
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1 human Services under titles I, X XIV, and XVI, under

2 parts A and E of title IT' and under subsection (b) of this

3 section, for payment to any territory ,Jbr a fiscal year shall

4 not exceed the ceiling amount .Jbr the territory for the fiscal

5 year.

6 "(b) ENTITLEMENT TO MATCHING GRANT.—

7 "(1) IN GENERAL—Each territory shall be enti-

8 tled to receive from the Secretary Jbr each fiscal year

9 a grant in an amount equal to 75 percent of the

10 amount (f any) by which—

11 "(A) the total expenditures qf the territory

12 during the fiscal year under the territory pro-

13 grams fitnded under parts A and E qf title IV

14 exceeds

15 "(B) the sum of—

16 "(i) the total amount required to be

17 paid to the territory (other than with re-

18 spect to child care) under •Jbrmer section

19 403 (as in ffèct on September 30, 1995) fbr

20 fiscal year 1995, which shall be determined

21 by applying sub paragraphs (C) and (D) of

22 section 403(a) (1) to the territory;

23 "(ii) the total amount required to be

24 paid to the territory under Jbrmer section
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1 434 (as so in effect,,) fbr fiscal year 1995;

2 and

3 "(iii) the total amount expended by the

4 territory during fiscal year 1995 pursuant

5 to parts A and F of title IV (as so in effect,),

6 other than for child care.

7 "('2) UsE OF GRAiVT.—Any territory to which a

8 grant is made under paragraph (1) may expend the

9 amount under any program operated or .funded under

10 any provision qf law specified in subsection (a).

11 "(c) DEFIiVITIO1VS.—As used in this section:

12 "(1) TERRITORY.—The term 'territory' means

13 Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, and Amer-

14 ican Samoa.

15 "(2) CEILING AMOUNT.—The term 'ceiling

16 amount' means, with respect to a territory and a fis-

17 cal yea'r; the mandatory ceiling amount with respect

18 to the territory, reduced for the fiscal year in accord-

19 ance with subsection (e).

20 "3 MANDÁ TORY CEILING AMO UNT. —The term

21 'mandatory ceiling amount' means—

22 "(A) $102,040,000 with respect to fbr Puer-

23 to Rico;

24 "(B) $4, 683,000 with respect to Guam;
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1 "(C) $3,554,000 with respect to the Virgin

2 Islands; and

3 "(D) $1,000,000 with respect to American

4 Samoa.

5 "(4) To TAL AMO UNT EXPENDED BY THE TERRI-

6 TORY.—The term 'total amount expended by the tern-

7 tory'—

8 "(A) does not include expenditures during

9 the fiscal year from amounts made available by

10 the Federal Government; and

11 "(B) when used with respect to fiscal year

12 1995, also does not include—

13 "(i) expenditures during fiscal year

14 1995 under subsection (g) or (i) qf section

15 402 (as in effect on September 30, 1995,); or

16 "cii,) any expenditures during fiscal

17 year 1995 fbr which the territory (but Jbr

18 section 1108, as in ffect on September 30,

19 1995) would have received reimbursement

20 from the Federal Government.

21 "(d,) Au7r-IoRn'y TO TRANSFER FUNDS AMONG PRO-

22 GRAI1IS.—Notwithstanding any other provision qf this Act,

23 any territory to which an amount is paid under any provi-

24 sion of law spec'ified in subsection (a) may use part or all
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1 of the amount to carry out any program operated by the

2 territory, or jitnded, under any other such provision qf law.

3 "(e) MAINTENANCE OF EFF0RT.—The ceiling amount

4 with respect to a territory shall be reduced for a fiscal year

5 by an amount equal to the amount (f any) by which—

6 "(1) the total amount expended by the territory

7 under all programs of the territory operated pursuant

8 to the provisions of law specified in subsection (a) (as

9 such provisions were in effect for fiscal year 1995) for

10 fiscal year 1995; exceeds

11 "(2) the total amount expended by the territory

12 under all programs qf the territory that are funded

13 under the provisions qf law specified in subsection (a)

14 for the fiscal year that immediately precedes the fiscal

15 year referred to in the matter preceding paragraph

16 (1)."; and

17 (3) by striking subsections (d) and (e).

18 (c) REPEAL OF PROvISIONS REQUIRING REDUCTION

19 OF MEDICAID PAENTS TO STATES THAT REDUCE WEL-

20 FARE PAYMENT LEVELS.—

21 (1) Section 1903(i) (42 U.S.C. 1396b(i)) is

22 amended by striking paragraph (9).

23 (2) &ction 1902 (42 U.S.C. 1396a) is amended

24 by striking subsection (c).
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1 rd,) ELIMINATION OF CHILD CARE PROGRAMS UNDER

2 THE SOCL4L SECURITY ACT.—

3 (1) AFDC AJYD TRANSITIONAL CHILD CARE PRO-

4 GRAMS.—Section 402 (42 U. S. C. 602) is amended by

5 striking subsection (g).

6 (2) AT-RISK CHILD CARE PROGRAM.—

7 (A) AUTHORIZATIOiV.—Section 402 (42

8 U.S.C. 602) is amended by striking subsection

9 (i).

10 (B) FUIVDING PRO VISIONS.—Section 403 (42

11 U. S. C. 603) is amended by striking subsection

12 (n).

13 SEC. 2104. SERVICES PROVIDED BY CHARITABLE, RELI-

14 GIOUS, OR PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS.

15 (a) IN GENERAL.—

16 (1) STATE OPTIONS.—A State may—

17 (A) administer and provide services under

18 the pro grams described in subparagraphs (A)

19 and (B) ri,) qf' paragraph (2) through contracts

20 with charitable, religious, or private organiza-

21 tions; and

22 (B) provide benficiaries of' assistance under

23 the programs described in subparagraphs (A)

24 and (B)ii) qf' paragraph (2) with certificates,
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1 vouchers, or other forms of disbursement which

2 are redeemable with such organizations.

3 (2) PROGRAMS DESCRIBED.—The programs de-

4 scri bed in this paragraph are the fbllowing programs:

5 (A) A State program funded under part A

6 qf title IV qf the Social Security Act (as amend-

7 ed by section 2103(a) qf this Act).

8 (B) Any other program established or modi-

9 fied under chapter 1 or 2 qf this subtitle, that—

10 (i) permits contracts with organiza-

11 tions; or

12 (ii permits certificates, vouchers, or

13 other forms qf disbursement to be provided

14 to beneficiaries, as a means qf providing as-

15 sistance.

16 (b) RELIGIOUS ORw.iivIzATIoivs.—T1w purpose of this

17 section is to allow States to contract with religious organi-

18 zations, or to allow religious organizations to accept certfi-

19 cates, vouchers, or other forms qf disbursement under any

20 program described in subsection (a) (2), on the same basis

21 as any other nongovernmental provider without impairing

22 the religious character of such organizations, and without

23 diminishing the religious freedom qf benficiaries qf assist-

24 ance funded under such program.
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1 (c) NONDISCRIMINATION AGMNST RELIGIOuS ORGANI-

2 ZATIONS.—In the event a State exercises its authority under

3 subsection (a), religious organizations are eligible, on the

4 same basis as any other private organization, as contractors

5 to provide assistance, or to accept certificates, vouchers, or

6 Other fbrms qf disbursement, under any program described

7 in subsection (a) (2) so long as the programs are imple-

8 mented consistent with the Establishment Clause of the

9 United States Constitution. Except as provided in sub-

10 section (k,), neither the Federal Government nor a State re-

11 ceiving frnds under such programs shall discriminate

12 against an organization which is or applies to be a contrac-

13 tor to provide assistance, or which accepts certificates,

14 vouchers, or other forms of disbursement, on the basis that

15 the organization has a religious character.

16 (d) RELIGIOUS CHARACTER AND FREEDOM. —

17 (1) RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS.—A religious or-

18 ganization with a contract described in subsection

19 (a) (1) (A), or which accepts certfIcates, vouchers, or

20 other fbrms of disbursement under subsection

21 (a) (1) (B), shall retain its independence from Federal,

22 State, and local governments, including such organi-

23 zation's control over the definition, development,

24 practice, and expression of its religious belift.
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1 (2) ADDITIONAL SAFEGUARDS.—Neit her the Fed-

2 eral Government nor a State shall require a religious

3 organization to—

4 (A) alter its fbrm qf internal governance; or

5 (B) remove religious art, icons, scripture, or

6 other symbols;

7 in order to be eligible to contract to provide assist-

8 ance, or to accept certificates, vouchers, or other Jbrms

9 qf disbursement, fitnded under a program described in

10 subsection (a)(2).

11 (e) RIGHTS OF BEIVEFIGIARIES OF ASSISTANcE.—

12 (1) IN GENERAL.—If an individual described in

13 paragraph (2) has an objection to the religious char-

14 acter of the organization or institution from which

15 the individual receives, or would receive, assistance

16 jitnded under any program described in subsection

17 (a) (2), the State in which the individual resides shall

18 provide such individual (if otherwise eligible fbr such

19 assistance) within a reasonable period of time after

20 the date of such objection with assistance from an al-

21 ternative provider that is accessible to the individual

22 and the value of which is not less than the value of

23 the assistance which the individual would have re-

24 ceived from such organization.
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1 (2) INDIVIDUAL DESCRIBED.—An individual de-

2 scribed in this paragraph is an individual who re-

3 ceives, applies for, or requests to apply jbr, assistance

4 under a program described in subsection (a) (2).

5 (f,) EMPLOYMENT PcTIcEs.—A religious organiza-

6 tion's exemption provided under section 702 of the Civil

7 Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. 2000e—la) regarding employ-

8 ment practices shall not be c4ffected by its participation in,

9 or receipt of frnds from, programs described in subsection

10 (a)(2).

11 (g) NONDISCRIMINATION AGMNST BENEFICIARIES.—

12 Except as otherwise provided in law, a religious organiza-

13 tioi shall not discriminate against an individual in regard

14 to rendering assistance fttnded under any program de-

15 scri bed in subsection (a) (2) on the basis of religion, a reli-

16 gious belief; or refusal to actively participate in a religious

17 practice.

18 (h) FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY.—

19 (1) IN GENERAL.—Except as provided in para-

20 graph (2), any religious organization contracting to

21 provide assistance ftnded under any program de-

22 scribed in subsection (a)(2) shall be subject to the

23 same regulations as other contractors to account in

24 accord with generally accepted auditing principles for

25 the use of such .finds provided under such programs.
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1 (2) LIMITED AUDIT.—if such organization seg-

2 regates Federal funds provided under such programs

3 into separate accounts, then only the financial assist-

4 ance provided with such funds shall be subject to

5 audit.

6 (i) COMPLIA.NGE.—Any party which seeks to enforce its

7 rights under this section may assert a civil action fbr in-

8 junctive relief exclusively in an appropriate State court

9 against the entity or agency that allegedly commits such

10 violation.

11 (ii) LIMITATIONS ON USE OF FUNDS FOR CERTAIN

12 PURPOSES.—NO funds provided directly to institutions or

13 organizations to provide services and administer programs

14 under subsection (a)(1)(A) shall be expended for sectarian

15 worship, instruction, or proselytization.

16 (k) PREEMPTION.—Nothing in this section shall be

17 construed to preempt any provision qf a State constitution

18 or State statute that prohibits or restricts the expenditure

19 qf State funds in or by religious organizations.

20 SEC. 2105. CENSUS DATA ON GRANDPARENTS AS PRIMARY

21 CAREGIVERS FOR THEIR GRANDCHILDREN.

22 (a) IN GENERAL.—Not later than 90 days after the

23 date of the enactment of this Act, the Secretary qf Com-

24 merce, in carrying out section 141 of title 13, United States

25 Code, shall expand the data collection efjbrts qf the Bureau
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1 of the Census (in this section referred to as the "Bureau")

2 to enable the Bureau to collect statistically significant data,

3 in connection with its decennial census and its mid-decade

4 census, concerning the growing trend of grandparents who

5 are the primary care givers Jbr their grandchildren.

6 (b) EXPANDED CENSUS QuEsTIoiv.—ln carrying out

7 subsection (a), the Secretary of Commerce shall expand the

8 Bureau's census question that details households which in-

9 dude both grandparents and their grandchildren. The ex-

10 panded question shall be formulated to distinguish between

11 the following households:

12 (1) A household in which a grandparent tempo-

13 rarily provides a home for a grandchild fbr a period

14 of weeks or months during periods of parental dis-

15 tress.

16 (2) A household in which a grandparent provides

17 a home for a grandchild and serves as the primary

18 caregiver for the grandchild.

19 SEC. 2106. REPORT ON DATA PROCESSING.

20 (a) 11v GENERAL.—Within 6 months after the date of

21 the enactment of' this Act, the Secretary qf' Health and

22 Human Services shall prepare and submit to the Congress

23 a report on—

24 (1) the status of' the automated data processing

25 systems operated by the States to assist management
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1 in the administration of State programs under part

2 A of title IV of the Social Security Act (whether in

3 effect befbre or after October 1, 1995,); and

4 (2) what would be required to establish a system

5 capable of:.

6 (A) tracking participants in public pro-

7 grams over time; and

8 (B) checking case records qf the States to de-

9 termine whether individuals are participating in

10 public programs of 2 or more States.

11 (b) PREFERRED CONTENTS.—The report required by

12 subsection (a) should include—

13 (1) a plan fbr building on the automated data

14 processing systems of the States to establish a system

15 with the capabilities described in subsection (a)(2);

16 and

17 (2) an estimate of the amount of time required

18 to establish such a system and qf' the cost of establish-

19 ing such a system.

20 SEC. 2107. STUDY ON ALTERNATIVE OUTCOMES MEASURES.

21 (a) STUDY—The Secretary shall, in cooperation with

22 the States, study and analyze outcomes measures fbr evalu-

23 ating the success of the States in moving individuals out

24 of the weftire system through employment as an alternative

25 to the minimum participation rates described in section
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1 407 of the Social Security Act. The study shall include a

2 determination as to whether such alternative outcomes

3 measures should be applied on a national or a State-by-

4 State basis and a preliminary assessment of' the effects of

5 section 409(a) (7) (C) of such Act.

6 (b) REPORT.—NOt later than September 30, 1998, the

7 Secretary shall submit to the Committee on Finance of the

8 Senate and the Committee on Ways and Means of the House

9 of Representatives a report containing the findings of the

10 study required by subsection (a).

11 SEC. 2108. WELFARE FORMULA FAIRNESS COMMiSSiON.

12 (a) ESTABLISHMENT.—There is established a commis-

13 sion to be known as the Welfare Formula Fairness Commis-

14 sion (in this section referred to as the "Commission").

15 (b) MEMBERSHIP.—

16 (1) COMPOSITION.—The Commission shall be

17 composed of 13 members, of whom—

18 (A) 3 shall be appointed by the President,

19 of whom not more than 2 shall be of the same

20 political party;

21 (B) 3 shall be appointed by the Majority

22 Leader of the Senate;

23 (C) 2 shall be appointed by the Minority

24 Leader of the Senate;
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1 (D) 3 shall be appointed by the Speaker of

2 the House of Representatives; and

3 CE,) 2 shall be appointed by the Minority

4 Leader of the House of Representatives.

5 (2) DATE.—The appointments qf the members qf

6 the Commission shall be made not later than 30 days

7 ofler the date of the enactment qf this Act.

8 (c) PERIOD OF APPOINTMEN7 VAC'iivCIES.—Members

9 shall be appointed Jbr the life of the Commission. Any va-

10 cancy in the Commission shall not affect its powers, but

11 shall be filled in the same manner as the original app oint-

12 ment.

13 (d) INITIAL MEETING.—NOt later than 30 days after

14 the date on which all members of the Commission have been

15 appointed, the Commission shall hold its first meeting.

16 (e) MEETINGS.—The Commission shall meet at the call

17 of the Chair.

18 (f) QuoRuzc.—A majority qf the members qf the Corn-

19 mission shall constitute a quorum, but a lesser number qf

20 members may hold hearings.

21 (g) CHMR AND VICE CHAJR.—The Commission shall

22 select a Chair and Vice Chair from among its members.

23 (h) DUTIES OF THE CoMwiIssIoz'.—

24 (1) STUD y.—The Commission shall stud y—
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1 (A) the temporary assistance jbr needy Jbm-

2 ilies block grant program established under part

3 A of title IV of the Social Security Act, as

4 amended by section 2103 qf this Act; and

5 (B) the funding ,fbrmulas applied, the bonus

6 payments provided, and the work requirements

7 established under s'uch program.

8 (2) ]?EPORT.—Not later than September 1, 1998,

9 the Commission shall submit a report to the Congress

10 on the matters studied under paragraph (1).

11 (i) POWERS OF THE COMMISSION.—

12 (1) I-IEAI?IiVGS.—The Commission may hold such

13 hearings, sit and act at such times and places, take

14 such testimony, and receive such evidence as the Com-

15 mission considers advisable tO carry out the purposes

16 of this section.

17 2) INFORMATION FROM FEDERAL AGENcIES.—

18 The Commission may secure directly from any Fed-

19 eral department or agency such infbrmation as the

20 Commission considers necessary to carry out the pro-

21 visions Qf this section. Upon request qf' the Chair qf'

22 the Commission, the head qf such department or agen-

23 cy shall fttrnish such injb'rination to the Commission.

24 (3) POSTAL SERVICES.—The Commission may

25 use the United States mails in the same manner and
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1 under the same conditions as other departments and

2 agencies qf the Federal Government.

3 (4,) GIFTS.—The Commission may accept, use,

4 and dispose qf gifts or donations qf services or prop-

5 erty.

6 (j,) PERSONNEL MATTERS.—

7 (1) COMPENSATION OF MEMBERS.—Each mem-

8 ber of' the Commission who is not an officer or em-

9 ployee qf the Federal Government shall be com-

10 pensated at a rate equal to the daily equivalent of the

11 annual rate of basic pay prescribed ,fbr level IV of the

12 Executive &hedule under section 5315 of' title 5,

13 United &ates Code, for each day (including travel

14 time) during which such member is engaged in the

15 peiformance of' the duties of the Commission. All

16 members of the Commission who are officers or em-

17 ployees qf the United &ates shall serve without com-

18 pensation in addition to that received for their serv-

19 ices as officers or employees qf the Uni'ted &ates.

20 (2) TRAVEL EXPENSES.— Th members of the

21 Commission shall be allowed travel expenses, includ-

22 ing per diem in lieu qf subsistence, at rates author-

23 ized fbr employees qf agencies under subchapter 1 qf'

24 chapter 57 of title 5, United &ates 1ode, while away
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1 from their homes or regular places qf business in the

2 pefbrmance qf services .fbr the Commission.

3 (3,) STAFF.—

4 (A) Lv GENERAL—The Chair of the Corn-

5 mission may, without regard to the civil service

6 laws and regulations, appoint and terminate an

7 executive director and such other additional per-

8 sonnel as may be necessary to enable the Com-

9 mission to perform its duties. The employment qf

10 an executive director shall be subject to confirma-

11 tion by the Commission.

12 (B) COMPENSAT.rOiv.—The Chair of the

13 Commission may fix the compensation of the ex-

14 ecutive director and other personnel without re-

15 gard to the provisions qf chapter 51 and sub-

16 chapter III of chapter 53 qf title 5, United States

17 Code, relating to classification of positions and

18 General Schedule pay rates, except that the rate

19 of pay .tbr the executive director and other per-

20 sonnel may not exceed the rate payable fbr level

21 V of the Executive Schedule under section 5316

22 qt such title.

23 (4) DETAIL OF GOVERNMENT EI1fPLOYEES.—Any

24 Federal Government employee may be detailed to the

25 Commission without reimbursement, and such detail
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1 shall be without interruption or loss qf civil service

2 status or privilege.

3 (5) PROCUREMENT OF TEMPORARY AND INTER-

4 MITTENT SERVICES.—The Chair of the Commission

5 may procure temporary and intermittent services

6 under section 3109(b) qf title 5, United States Code,

7 at rates for individuals which do not exceed the daily

8 equivalent of the annual rate qf basic pay prescribed

9 for level V of the Executive Schedule under section

10 5316 qf such title.

11 (k,) TERMINATION OF THE COMMISSION.— The Com-

12 mission shall terminate not later than December 31, 1998.

13 'Z AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRL4TIONS.—There is

14 authorized to be appropriated to the Commission such sums

15 as are necessary to carry out the purposes qf this section.

16 SEC. 2109. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO THE SOCIAL SE-

17 CURITYACT.

18 (a) AMENDMENTS TO PART D OF TITLE IV—

19 (1) Section 451 (42 U.S.C. 651) is amended by

20 striking "aid" and inserting "assistance under a

21 State program funded".

22 (2) Section 452(a) (10) (C) (42 U. S.C.

23 652(a) (10) (C)) is amended—
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1 (A) by striking "aid to families with de-

2 pendent children" and inserting "assistance

3 under a State program .finded under part A";

4 (B) by striking "such aid" and inserting

5 "such assistance"; and

6 (C) by striking "under section 402(a)(26)

7 or" and inserting "pursuant to section 408(a) (4)

8 or under section".

9 (3) Section 452 (a) (1 0) (F) (42 U.S.C.

10 652 (a) (1 0) (F)) is amended—

11 (A) by striking "aid under a State plan ap-

12 proved" and inserting "assistance under a State

13 program funded"; and

14 (B) by striking "in accordance with the

15 standards referred to in section

16 402 (a) (26) (B) (ii)" and inserting "by the State".

17 (4) Section 452(b) (42 U.S.C. 652(b)) is amend-

18 ed in the first sentence by striking "aid under the

19 State plan approved under part A's' and inserting

20 "assistance under the State program Jinded under

21 part A".

22 (5) Section 452 (d) (3) (B) (i) (42 U.S.C.

23 652(d) (3) (B) (i)) is amended by striking "1115(c)"

24 and inserting "1115(b)".
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1 (6) Section 452(g) (2) (A) (ii) (I) (42 U.S.C.

2 652(g)(2)(A)(ii)(I)) is amended by striking "aid is

3 being paid under the State's plan approved under

4 part A or E" and inserting "assistance is being pro-

5 vided under the State program finded under part A".

6 (7) Section 452 (g) (2) (A) (42 U.S.C.

7 652(g) (2) (A)) is amended in the matter fbllowing

8 clause (iii) by striking "aid was being paid under the

9 State's plan approved under part A or E" and insert-

10 ing "assistance was being provided under the State

11 program frnded under part A".

12 (8) Section 452(g)(2) (42 U.S.C. 652(g)(2)) is

13 amended in the matter following subparagraph (B)—

14 (A) by striking "who is a dependent child"

15 and inserting "with respect to whom assistance

16 is being provided under the State program fund-

17 ed under part A";

18 (B) by inserting "by the State" ofter

19 "fOund"; and

20 (C) by striking "to have good cause fOr re-

21 frsing to cooperate under section 402 (a) (2 6)"

22 and inserting "to qualifj fOr a good cause or

23 other exception to cooperation pursuant to sec-

24 tion 454(29)".
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1 (9) Section 452(h) (42 U.S. C. 652(h)) is amend-

2 ed by striking "under section 402 (a) (2 6)" and insert-

3 ing "pursuant to section 408(a) (4)".

4 (10) Section 453(c)(3) (42 U.S.C. 653(c) (3)) is

5 amended by striking "aid under part A qf this title"

6 and inserting "assistance under a State program

7 fanded under part A".

8 (11) Section 454(5) (A) (42 U.S.C. 654(5) (A))) is

9 amended—

10 (A) by striking "under section 402 (a) (26)"

11 and inserting "pursuant to section 408(a) (4)";

12 and

13 (B) by striking "; except that this para-

14 graph shall not apply to such payments for any

15 month following the first month in which the

16 amount collected is sufficient to make such fam-

17 ily ineligible for assistance under the State plan

18 approved under part A" and inserting a

19 comma.

20 (12) Section 454(6) (D) (42 U.S. C. 654(6) (D)) is

21 amended by striking "aid under a State plan ap-

22 proved" and inserting "assistance under a State pro-

23 gram frnded".

24 (13) Section 456(a)(1) (42 U.S.C. 656(a) (1)) is

25 amended by striking "under section 402 (a) (2 6)".
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1 (14) Section 466(a) (3) (B) (42 U.S.C.

2 666(a)(3)(B)) is amended by striking "402(a)(26)"

3 and inserting "408(a) (3)".

4 (15) Section 466(b,)('2,) (42 U.S.C. 666(b) (2)) is

5 amended by striking "aid" and inserting "assistance

6 under a State program funded".

7 (16) Section 4 69(a) (42 U.S. C. 669(a)) is

8 amended—

9 (A) by striking "aid under plans approved"

10 and inserting "assistance under State programs

11 nded"; and

12 (B) by striking "such aid" and inserting

13 "such assistance".

14 (17) Section 472(c)(2) (42 U.S.C. 672(c)(2)) is

15 amended by striking "nonprofit".

16 (b).REPEAJJ OF PART F OF TITLE IV.—Part F of title

17 IV (42 U.S.C. 681—687) is repealed.

18 (c) AMENDMENT TO TITLE X.—Section 1002(a) (7,) (42

19 U.S.C. 1202(a) (7)) is amended by striking "aid to families

20 with dependent children under the State plan approved

21 under section 402 of this Act" and inserting "assistance

22 under a State program fttnded under part A of title IV".

23 (d) AJWENDMENTS TO TITLE XL—

24 (1) Section 110.9 (42 U.S.C. 1309) is amended

25 by striking "or part A of title IV, ".
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1 (2) Section 1115 (42 U. S. C. 1315) is amended—

2 (A) in subsection (a) (2)—

3 ('i) by inserting "(A)" after "(2)";

4 (ii) by striking "403, ";

5 (iii) by striking the period at the end

6 and inserting ", and"; and

7 (iv) by adding at the end the following

8 new subparagraph:

9 "(B) costs of such project which would not other-

10 wise be a permissible use of nds under part A qf

11 title IV and which are not included as part of the

12 costs of projects under section 1110, shall to the extent

13 and for the period prescribed by the Secretary, be re-

14 garded as a permissible use of fttnds under such

15 part."; and

16 (B) in subsection (c)(3), by striking "the

17 program of aid to frimilies with dependent chil-

18 dren" and inserting "part A qf such title".

19 (3) Section 1116 (42 U. S.c. 1316) is amended—

20 (A) in each of subsections (a)(1), (b), and

21 (d), by striking "or part A of title IV,"; and

22 (B) in subsection (a) (3,), by striking "404, ".

23 (4) Section 1118 (42 U.S.C. 1318) is amended—

24 (A) by striking "403(a), ";
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1 (B) by striking "and part A of title fV ";

2 and

3 (C) by striking ", and shall, in the case of

4 American Samoa, mean 75 per centum with re-

5 spect to part A of title IV".

6 (5) Section 1119 (42 U. S.C. 1319) is amended—

7 (A) by striking "or part A of title IV"; and

8 (B) by striking "403(a), ".

9 (6) Section 1133(a) (42 U.S. C. 1320b—3(a)) is

10 amended by striking "or part A qf title 1V".

11 (7) Section 1136 (42 U.S.C. 1320b—6) is re-

12 pealed.

13 (8) Section 1137 (42 U.S.C. 1320b—7) is amend-

14 ed—

15 (A) in subsection (b), by striking paragraph

16 (1) and inserting the following:

17 "(1) any State program .funded under part A of

18 title IV of this Act;"; and

19 (B) in subsection (d) (1) (B)—

20 (i) by striking "In this subsection—"

21 and all that jbllows through "(ii) in" and

22 inserting "In this subsection, in";

23 (ii) by redesignating subclauses (I),

24 (II), and (III) as clauses (i), (ii), and (iii);

25 and
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1 (iii) by moving such redesignated ma-

2 terial 2 ems to the left.

3 (e) AMENDMENT TO TITLE X[V.—Section 1402 (a) (7)

4 (42 U S.c. 1352(a) (7)) is amended by striking "aid to fttm-

5 ilies with dependent children under the State plan approved

6 under section 402 qf this Act" and inserting "assistance

7 under a State program frnded under part A of title IV".

8 (f) AMENDMENT TO TITLE XVI AS IN EFFECT WITH

9 RESPECT TO THE TERRITORIES.—Section 1602 (a) (11), as

10 in ffèct without regard to the amendment made by section

11 301 qf the Social Security Amendments of 1972 (42 u.S.c.

12 1382 note), is amended by striking "aid under the State

13 plan approved" and inserting "assistance under a State

14 program funded".

15 (g) AMENDMENT TO TITLE XVI AS IN EFFECT WITH

16 RESPECT TO THE STATES.—Section 1611(c) (5,) (A) (42

17 u.S.c. 1382 (c) (5) (A)) is amended to read as follows: "(A)

18 a State program funded under part A of title IV,".

19 (7i) AMENDMENT TO TITLE XIX. —Section 1902(j) (42

20 u.S.c. 1396a(j)) is amended by striking "1108(c)" and in-

21 serling "1108(g)".
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1 SEC. 2110. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO THE FOOD

2 STAMP ACT OF 1977 AND RELATED PRO VI-

3 SIONS.

4 (a) Section 5 qf the Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C.

5 2014) is amended—

6 (1) in the second sentence of subsection (a,), by

7 striking "plan approved" and all that follows through

8 "title IV qf the Social Security Act" and inserting

9 "program funded under part A qf title IV of the So-

10 cial Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.)";

11 (2) in subsection (d,)—

12 (A) in paragraph (5,), by striking "assist-

13 ance to fttmilies with dependent children" and

14 inserting "assistance under a State program

15 fttnded"; and

16 (B) by striking paragraph (13) and redesig-

17 nating paragraphs (14), (15), and (16) as para-

18 graphs (13), (14), and (15), respectively;

19 (3) in subsection (j), by striking "plan approved

20 under part A qf title IV qf such Act (42 U.S.C. 601

21 et seq.)" and inserting "program fitnded under part

22 A of title 1T7 of the Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.)"; and

23 (4) by striking subsection (m) and redesign ating

24 subsection (n), as added by section 1122, as subsection

25 (m).
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1 (b) Section 6 of such Act (7 U.S. C. 2015,) is amend-

2 ed—

3 (1) in subsection (c) (5,), by striking "the State

4 plan approved" and inserting "the State program

5 funded"; and

6 (2) in subsection (e) (6), by striking "aid to .ftmi-

7 lies with dependent children" and inserting "benefits

8 under a State program funded".

9 (c) Section 16(g) (4) of such Act (7 U. S. C. 2025j,) (4))

10 is amended by striking "State plans under the Aid to Fami-

11 lies with Dependent Children Program under" and insert-

12 ing "State programs fttnded under part A of'.

13 (d) Section 17(b)(3) of such Act (7 U.S.C. 2026(b) (3))

14 is amended by adding at the end the .fbllowing new sub para-

15 graph:

16 "(I) The Secretary may not grant a waiver under this

17 paragraph on or after October 1, 1995. Any refrrence in

18 this paragraph to a provision qf title IV qf the Social Secu-

19 rity Act shall be deemed to be a rfërence to such provision

20 as in ffect on September 30, 1995. ".

21 (e) Section 20 of such Act (7 U.S.C. 2029) is amend-

22 ed---

23 (1) in subsection (a) (2) (B) by striking "operat-

24 ing—" and all that .fbllows through "cii.) any other"

25 and inserting "operating any"; and
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1 (2) in subsection (b)—

2 (A) in paragraph (1)—

3 ('i) by striking "(b) (1) A household"

4 and inserting "(b) A household"; and

5 (ii) in subparagraph (B), by striking

6 "training program" and inserting "activ-

7 ity";

8 (B) by striking paragraph (2); and

9 (C) by redesign ating subparagraphs (A)

10 through (F) as paragraphs (1) through (6), re-

11 spectively.

12 (f) Section 5(h) (1) of the Agriculture and Consumer

13 Protection Act of 1973 (Public Law 93—186; 7 U.S.C. 612c

14 note) is amended by striking "the program fbr aid to fami-

15 lies with dependent children" and inserting "the State pro-

16 gram funded".

17 (g) Section 9 of the National School Lunch Act (42

18 U. S. C. 1 758) is amended—

19 (1) in subsection (b)—

20 (A) in paragraph (2) (B) (ii) (II), as amend-

21 ed by section 1202(b)—

22 (i) by striking "program fOr aid to

23 ftimilies with dependent children" and in-

24 serting "State program funded"j and
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1 ('ii) by inserting before the period at

2 the end the following: "(42 U.S.C. 601 et

3 seq.) that the Secretary determines complies

4 with standards established by the Secretary

5 that ensure that the standards under the

6 State program are comparable to or more

7 restrictive than those in effect on June 1,

8 1995"; and

9 (B) in paragraph (6)—

10 (i) in subparagraph (A)(ii)—

11 (I) by striking "an AFDC assist-

12 ance unit (under the aid to families

13 with dependent children program au-

14 thorized" and inserting "a frimily

15 (under the State program frnded"; and

16 (II) by striking ", in a State"

17 and all that follows through

18 "9902(2)))" and inserting "that the

19 Secretary determines complies with

20 standards established by the Secretary

21 that ensure that the standards under

22 the State program are comparable to

23 or more restrictive than those in effect

24 on June 1, 1995"; and
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1 (ii) in subparagraph (B), by striking

2 "aid to •fbmilies with dependent children"

3 and inserting "assistance under the State

4 program funded under part A qf title IV qf

5 the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et

6 seq.) that the Secretary determines complies

7 with standards established by the Secretary

8 that ensure that the standards under the

9 State program are comparable to or more

10 restrictive than those in effect on June 1,

11 1995"; and

12 (2) in subsection (d) (2) (C)—

13 (A) by striking "program for aid to families

14 with dependent children" and inserting "State

15 program funded"; and

16 (B) by inserting befbre the period at the end

17 the .fbllowing: "(42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.) that the

18 Secretary determines complies with standards es-

19 tablished by the Secretary that ensure that the

20 standards under the State program are corn-

21 parable to or more restrictive than those in fféct

22 on June 1, 1.995".

23 (h) Section 17(d) (2) (A) (ii (II,) qf the C7iild Nutrition

24 Act of 1966 (42 U.S.C. 1786(d) (2) (A) cii,) CII,)) is amended—
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1 (1) by striking "program jbr aid to families with

2 dependent children established" and inserting "State

3 program frnded"; and

4 (2) by inserting bfbre the semicolon the fbllow-

5 ing: "(42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.) that the Secreta'ry deter-

6 mines complies with standards established by the Sec-

7 reta'ry that ensure that the standards under the State

8 program are comparable to or more restrictive than

9 those in effect on June 1, 1995".

10 SEC. 2111. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO OTHER LAWS.

11 (a) Subsection (b) of section 508 of the Unemployment

12 Compensation Amendments qf 1976 (42 U.S.C. 603a; Pub-

13 lic Law 94—566; 90 Stat. 2689) is amended to read as .fol-

14 lows:

15 "(b) PRovisioN FOR REIMBURSEMENT OF Ex-

16 PENSES.—FOr purposes of section 455 of the Social Security

17 Act, expenses incurred to reimburse State employment qf-

18 fIces .fbr furnishing information requested qf such offices—

19 "(1) pursuant to the third senAnce of section

20 3(a) of the Act entitled 'An Act to provide Jbr the es-

21 tablishment of a national employment system and for

22 cooperation with the States in the promotion of such

23 system, and .for other pur-poses approved June 61,

24 1933 (29 U.S.C. 49b(a)), or
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1 "(2) by a State or local agency charged with the

2 duty of carrying a State plan jbr child support ap-

3 proved under part D of title IV qf the Social Security

4 Act,

5 shall be considered to constitute expenses incurred in the

6 administration qf such State plan. ".

7 (b) Section 9121 qf the Omnibus Budget Reconcili-

8 ation Act qf 1987 (42 U.S.C. 602 note) is repealed.

9 (c) Section 9122 qf the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation

10 Act of 1987 (42 U.S.C. 602 note) is repealed.

11 (d) Section 221 qf the I-lousing and Urban-Rural Re-

12 covery Act of' 1983 (42 U.S.C. 602 note), relating to treat-

13 ment under AFDC of certain rental payments for ftderally

14 assisted housing, is repealed.

15 (e) Section 159 qf the Tax Equity and Fiscal Respon-

16 sibility Act of'1982 (42 U.S.C. 602 note) is repealed.

17 (f) Section 202(d) qf the Social Security Amendments

18 of1967 ('81 Stat. 882; 42 U.S.C. 602 note) is repealed.

19 (g) Section 903 of the Stewart B. McKinney Homeless

20 Assistance Amendments Act of 1988 (42 U.S.C. 11381 note),

21 relating to demonstration projects to reduce number qf

22 AFDC families in welfrire hotels, is amended—

23 (1) in subsection (a), by striking "aid to frimilies

24 with dependent children under a State plan ap-
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1 proved" and inserting "assistance under a State pro-

2 gram funded"; and

3 (2) in subsection (c), by striking "aid to flimilies

4 with dependent children in the State under a State

5 plan approved" and inserting "assistance in the State

6 under a State program frnded".

7 (h) The Higher Education Act of 1965 (20 U. S. C. 1001

8 et seq.) is amended—

9 (1) in section 404C(c)(3) (20 U.S.C. 1070a—

10 23(c) (3)), by striking "(Aid to Families with Depend-

11 ent Children)"; and

12 (2) in section 480(b) (2) (20 U.S.C.

13 1 087vv(b) (2)), by striking "aid to Jbmilies with de-

14 pendent children under a State plan approved" and

15 inserting "assistance under a State program fttnded".

16 (i) The Carl D. Perkins Vocational and Applied Tech-

17 nology Education Act (20 U.S.C. 2301 et seq.) is amend-

18 ed—

19 (1) in section 231 (d) (3) (A) (ii) (20 U.S.C.

20 2341(d) (3) (A) (ii)), by striking "The program fbr aid

21 to dependent children" and inserting "The State pro-

22 gram jitnded";

23 (2) in section 232 (b) (2) (B) (20 U.S.C.

24 2341a('b) (2) (B,.)), by striking "the program .fbr aid to
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1 fttmilies with dependent children" and inserting "the

2 State program funded' and

3 (3) in section 521 (1 4) (B) (iii) (20 U.S.C.

4 2471(14) (B) (iii)), by striking "the program fbr aid to

5 fttmilies with dependent children" and inserting "the

6 State program funded".

7 (j) The Elementary and Secondary Education Act qf

8 1965 (20 U. S.C. 2701 et seq.) is amended—

9 (1) in section 1113(a) (5) (20 U.S. C. 6313(a) (5)),

10 by striking "Aid to Families with Dependent Chil-

11 dren program" and inserting "State program frnded

12 under part A of title IV qf the Social Security Act";

13 (2) in section 1124(c) (5) (20 U.S. C. 6333(c) (5)),

14 by striking "the program of aid to fttmilies with de-

15 pendent children under a State plan approved under"

16 and inserting "a State program funded under part A

17 of'; and

18 (3,) in section 5203(b) (2) (20 U.S.C.

19 7233 (b) (2))—

20 (A) in subparagraph (A) (xi), by striking

21 "Aid to Families with Dependent ahildren bene-

22 fits" and inserting "assistance under a State

23 program nded under part A of title IV qf the

24 Social Security Act"; and
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1 (B) in subparagraph (B) (viii), by striking

2 "Aid to Families wit/i Dependent Children" and

3 inserting "assistance under the State program

4 jinded under part A of title IV of the Social Se-

5 curity Act".

6 (k) The 4th proviso qf chapter VII qf title I of Public

7 Law 99—88 (25 U.S.C. 13d—1) is amended to read as fbl-

8 lows: "Provided further, That general assistance payments

9 made by the Bureau qf Indian Affbirs shall be made—

10 "(1) after April 29, 1985, and before October 1,

11 1995, on the basis of Aid to Families with Dependent

12 Children (AFDC) standards of need; and

13 "(2) on and after October 1, 1995, on the basis

14 of standards of need established under the State pro-

15 gram fttnded under part A qf title IV qf the Social

16 Security Act,

17 except that where a State ratably reduces its AFDC or State

18 program payments, the Bureau shall reduce general assist-

19 ance payments in such State by the same percentage as the

20 State has reduced the AFDC or State program payment. ".

21 (1) The Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (26 U.S. C. 1

22 et seq.) 'is amended—

23 (1) in section 51(d)(9) (26 U.S.C. 51(d)(9)), by

24 striking all that fbllows "agency as" and inserting

25 "being eligible fbr financial assistance under part A
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1 of title IV of the Social Security Act and as having

2 continually received such financial assistance during

3 the 90-day period which immediately precedes the

4 date on which such individual is hired by the em-

5 ployer.";

6 (2) in section 3304(a) (1 6) (26 U.S.C.

7 3304(a) (1 6)), by striking "eligibility fbr aid or serv-

8 ices," and all that •fbllows through "children ap-

9 proved" and inserting "eligibility Jbr assistance, or

10 the amount qf such assistance, under a State program

11 frnded";

12 (3) in section 6103(1)(7)(D)(i) (26 U.S.C.

13 6103(1)(7)(D)(i)), by striking "aid to frimilies with

14 dependent children provided under a State plan ap-

15 proved" and inserting "a State program funded";

16 (4) in section 61 03 (1) (1 0) (26 U.S.C.

17 6103(1) (1 0))—

18 (A) by striking "(c) or (d)" each place it

19 appears and inserting "(c), (d), or (e)"; and

20 (B) by adding at the end of subparagraph

21 (B) the fbllowing new sentence: "Any return in-

22 fbrmation disclosed with respect to section

23 6402(e) shall only be disclosed to qfficers and em-

24 ployees of the State agency requesting such injbr-

25 mation. ";
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1 (5,) in section 6'lO3p)4,) (26 U.S.C. 6'lO3'p)4,)),

2 in the matter preceding subparagraph (A,)—

3 (A) by striking "(5,), (10)" and inserting

4 "(5)"; and

5 (B) by striking "(9), or (12)" and inserting

6 "(9), (10), or (12) ";

7 (6) in section 6334(a) (11) (A) (26 U.S. C.

8 6334(a) (11) (A)), by striking "(relating to aid to Jam-

9 ilies with dependent children)";

10 (7) in section 6402 (26 U. S. C. 6402)—

11 (A) in subsection (a), by striking "(c) and

12 (d)" and inserting "(c), (d), and (e)";

13 (B) by redesignating subsections (e) through

14 (i) as subsections f) through (j), respectively;

15 and

16 (C) by inserting after subsection (d) the fol-

17 lowing:

18 "(e) COLLECTION OF OVERPAYMENTS UNDER TITLE

19 IV—A OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.—The amount Qf any

20 overpayment to be refunded to the person making the over-

21 payment shall be reduced (after reductions pursuant to sub-

22 sections (c) and (d), but before a credit against ftture liabil-

23 ity .tbr an internal revenue tax) in accordance with section

24 405(e) qf the Social Security Act (concerning recovenj qf
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1 overpay'inents to individuals under State plans approved

2 under part A of title IV qf such Act)."; and

3 (8) in section 7523(b) (3) (C) (26 U.S. C.

4 7523(b) (3) (C)), by striking "aid to flimilies with de-

5 pendent children" and inserting "assistance under a

6 State program funded under part A qf' title IV qf the

7 Social Security Act".

8 (m) Section 3(b) of the Wagner-Peyser Act (29 U.S. C.

9 49b(b)) is amended by striking "State plan approved under

10 part A qf title LV" and inserting "State program .fiinded

11 under part A of title IV".

12 (n) The Job Training Partnership Act (29 U.S. C. 1501

13 et seq.) is amended—

14 (1) in section 4(29)(A)(i) (29 U.S. C.

15 1503(29) (A) (i)), by striking "(42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.)";

16 (2) in section 106(b) (6) (C) (29 U.S. C.

17 1516(b)(6)(C)), by striking "State aid to families

18 with dependent children records," and inserting

19 "records collected under the State program ,fiinded

20 under part A of title IV of the Social Security Act, ";

21 (3) in section 121 (b) (2) (29 U.S.C. 1531 (b) (2))—

22 (A) by striking "the JOBS program" and

23 inserting "the work activities required under

24 title IV qf the Social Security Act"; and

25 (B) by striking the second sentence;
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1 (4) in section 123(c) (29 U.S.C. 1533(c))—

2 (A) in paragraph (1) (E), by repealing

3 clause (vi); and

4 (B) in paragraph (2) (D), by repealing

5 clause (v);

6 (5) in section 203(b) (3) (29 U. S. C. 1 603(b) (3)),

7 by striking ", including recipients under the JOBS

8 program";

9 (6) in subparagraphs (A) and (B) of section

10 204(a)(1) (29 U.S.C. 1604(a)(1) (A) and (B)), by

11 striking "(such as the JOBS program)" each place it

12 appears;

13 (7) in section 205(a) (29 U.S.C. 1605(a)), by

14 striking paragraph (4) and inserting the following:

15 "(4) the portions of title IV of the Social Secu-

16 rity Act relating to work activities;";

17 (8) in section 253 (29 U.S. C. 1632)—

18 (A) in subsection (b)(2), by repealing sub-

19 paragraph (C); and

20 (B) in paragraphs (1)(B) and (2)(B) of

21 subsection (c), by striking "the JOBS program

22 or" each place it appears;

23 (9) in section 264 (29 U.S. C. 1 644).—
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1 (A) in subparagraphs (A) and (B) of sub-

2 section (b) (1), by striking "(such as the JOBS

3 program)" each place it appears; and

4 (B) in subparagraphs (A) and (B) qf sub-

5 section (d) (3), by striking "and the JOBS pro-

6 gram" each place it appears;

7 (10) in section 265(b) (29 U.S.C. 1645(b)), by

8 striking paragraph (6) and inserting the following:

9 "(6) the portion qf title 117 of the Social Security

10 Act relating to work activities;";

11 (11) in the second sentence of section 429(e) (29

12 U. S.C. 1699(e)), by striking "and shall be in an

13 amount that does not exceed the maximum amount

14 that may be provided by the State pursuant to section

15 402('g)('l)('C) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.

16 602(g)(1)(C))";

17 (12) in section 454(c) (29 U.S.C. 1734(c)), by

18 striking "JOBS and";

19 (13) in section 455(b) (29 U.S.'7. 1735(b)), by

20 striking "the JOBS program, ";

21 (14) in section 501 (1) (29 U.S.C. 1791(1)), by

22 striking "aid to families with dependent children

23 under part A of title IV of the Social Security Act (42

24 U.S.C. 601 et seq.)" and inserting "assistance under
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1 the State program frnded under part A of title IV qf

2 the Social Security Act";

3 (15) in section 506(1) (A) ('29 U.S.C.

4 1791e(1)(A)), by striking "aid to fttmilies with de-

5 pendent children" and inserting "assistance under' the

6 State program funded";

7 (16) in section 508(a) (2) (A) (29 U.S.C.

8 1 791g(a) (2) (A)), by striking "aid to fttmilies with de-

9 pendent children" and inserting "assistance under the

10 State program funded"; and

11 (17) in section 701 (b) (2) (A) (29 U.S.C.

12 1792 (b) (2) (A))—

13 (A) in clause (v), by striking the semicolon

14 and inserting "; and"; and

15 (B) by striking clause (vi).

16 (o) Section 3803(c) (2) (C) (iv) 'of title 31, United States

17 Code, is amended to read as follows:

18 "(iv) assistance under a State program ,funded

19 under part A of title IV of the Social Security Act;".

20 (p) Section 2605(b) (2) (A) (i) of' the Low-Income Home

21 Energy Assistance Act of 1981 (42 U.S. C. 8624(b) (2) (A) (i))

22 is amended to read as follows:

23 "(i) assistance under the State pro-

24 gram funded under part A qf title IV qf the

25 Social Security Act;".
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1 (q) Section 303('/) 2) of the Family Support Act qf

2 1988 (42 U. S. C. 602 note) is amended—

3 (1) by striking "(A) "; and

4 (2) by striking subparagraphs (B) and (C).

5 (r) The Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Con-

6 trol Act qf 1985 (2 U.S.C. 900 et seq.) is amended—

7 (1) in the first section 255'h,) 2 U.S.C. 905(h,)),

8 by striking "Aid to families with dependent children

9 (75—0412—0—1—609);" and inserting "Block grants to

10 States for temporary assistance .fbr needy .fttmilies;'

11 and

12 (2) in section 256 (2 U.S.C. 906)—

13 (A) by striking subsection (k); and

14 (B) by redesignating subsection (1) as sub-

15 section (k).

16 (s) The Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C.

17 1101 et seq.) is amended—

18 (1) in section 210(f) (8 U.S.C. 1160(f)), by strik-

19 ing "aid under a State plan approved under" each

20 place it appears and inserting "assistance under a

21 State program .fitnded under";

22 (2) in section 245A(h) (8 U.S.C. 1255a(h))—

23 (A) in paragraph (1) (A) (i), by striking

24 "program of aid to .families with dependent chil-
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1 dren" and inserting "State program of assist-

2 ance"; and

3 (B) in paragraph (2) (B), by striking "aid

4 to fttmilies with dependent children" and insert-

5 ing "assistance under a State program frnded

6 under part A of title IV qf the Social Security

7 Act"; and

8 (3) in section 412(e) (4) (8 U.S.C. 1522 (e) (4)), by

9 striking "State plan approved" and inserting "State

10 program nded".

11 (t) Section 640(a) (4) (B) (i) of the Head Start Act (42

12 U.S. C. 9835 (a) (4) (B) (i)) is amended by striking "program

13 of aid to families with dependent children under a State

14 plan approved" and inserting "State program of assistance

15 funded".

16 (u) Section 9 of the Act of April 19, 1950 (64 Stat.

17 47, chapter 92; 25 U.S.C. 639) is repealed.

18 (v) Subparagraph (E,) of section 213('d,)(6,) qf the

19 School-To-Work Opportunities Act of 1.94 (20 U.S.C.

20 6143(d)(6)) is amended to read asfbllows:

21 "(E) part A of title IV of the Social Secu-

22 rity Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.) relating to work

23 activities;".

24 (iv) Section 552a (a) (8) (B) (iv) (III) of title 5, United

25 States Code, is amended by striking "section 464 or 1137
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1 qf the Social Security Act" and inserting "section 404(e),

2 464, or 1137 of the Social Security Act".

3 SEC. 2112. DEVELOPMENT OF PROTOTYPE OF COUNTER-

4 FElT-RESISTANT SOCL4L SEC URITY CARD RE-

5 QUIRED.

6 (a) DEVELOPMENT.—

7 (1) IN GENERAL.—The Commissioner of Social

8 Security (in this section referred to as the "Commis-

9 sioner") shall, in accordance with this section, develop

10 a prototype of a counterfeit-resistant social security

11 card. Such prototype card shall—

12 (A) be made of a durable, tamper-resistant

13 material such as plastic or polyester,

14 (B) employ technologies that provide secu-

15 rity features, such as magnetic stripes,

16 holograms, and integrated circuits, and

17 (C) be developed so as to provide individ-

18 uals with reliable proqf of citizenship or legal

19 resident alien status.

20 (2) ASSISTANCE BY ATTORNEY GENERAL—The

21 Attorney General of the United States shall provide

22 such infbrmation and assistance as the Commissioner

23 deems necessary to enable the Commissioner to com-

24 ply with this section.

25 (b) STUDYAND REPORT.—
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1 (1) IN GENERAL.—The Commissioner shall con-

2 duct a study and issue a report to the Congress which

3 examines different methods qf improving the social se-

4 curity card application process.

5 (2) ELEMENTS OF STUD Y.—The study shall in-

6 dude an evaluation qf the cost and work load impli-

7 cations qf issuing a counterfeit-resistant social secu-

8 rity card fbr all individuals over a 3-, 5-, and 10-

9 year period. The study shall also evaluate the feasibil-

10 ity and cost implications qf imposing a user fee for

11 replacement cards and cards issued to individuals

12 who apply for such a card prior to the scheduled 3-

13 , 5-, and 10-year phase-in options.

14 (3) DISTRIBUTION OF REPORT.—The Commis-

15 sioner shall submit copies of the report described in

16 this subsection along with a fbcsimile of the prototype

17 card as described in subsection (a) to the Committees

18 on Ways and Means and Judiciary qf the House of

19 Representatives and the Committees on Finance and

20 Judiciary of the Senate within 1 year ofler the date

21 of the enactment of this Act.
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1 SEC. 2113. MODIFICATIONS TO THE JOB OPPORTUNITIES

2 FOR CERTAIN LOW-INCOME INDIVIDUALS

3 PROGRAM.

4 Section 505 qf the Family Support Act qf 1988 (42

5 U.S.C. 1315 note) is amended—

6 (1) in the heading, by striking "DEMONSTRA-

7 TION";

8 (2) by striking "demonstration" each place such

9 term appears;

10 (3) in subsection (a), by striking "in each of fis-

11 cal years" and all that follows throuqh "10" and in-

12 serting "shall enter into agreements with";

13 (4) in subsection (b) (3), by striking "aid to fam-

14 ilies with dependent children under part A qf title IV

15 of the Social Security Act" and inserting "assistance

16 under the program frnded part A of title fV qf the

17 Social Security Act of the State in which the individ-

18 ual resides";

19 (5) in subsection (c)—

20 (A) in paragraph (1) (C), by striking "aid

21 to fitmilies with dependent children under title

22 117 of the Social Security Act" and inserting "as-

23 sistance under a State program finded part A of

24 title IV of the Social Security Act"; and

25 (B) in paragraph (2), by striking "aid to

26 ftimilies with dependent children under title IV
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1 of such Act" and inserting "assistance under a

2 State program funded part A qf• title IV qf the

3 Social Security Act";

4 (6) in subsection (d), by striking "job opportuni-

5 ties and basic skills training program (as provided

6 Jbr under title 117 of the Social Security Act)" and in-

7 serting "the State program funded under part A of•

8 title IV of the Social Security Act"; and

9 (7) by striking subsections (e) through (g) and

10 inserting the jbllowing.

11 "(e) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATION&—For the

12 purpose of conducting projects under this section, there is

13 authorized to be appropriated an amount not to exceed

14 $25,000,000 Jbr any fiscal year.".

15 SEC. 2114. SECRETARL4L SUBMISSION OF LEGISLATIVE

16 PROPOSAL FOR TECHNICAL AND CONFORM-

17 ING AMENDMENTS.

18 Not later than 90 days after the date qf• the enactment

19 of this Act, the Secretary of Health and Human Services

20 and the Commissioner of Social Security, in consultation,

21 as appropriate, with the heads of other Federal agencies,

22 shall submit to the appropriate committees qf the Congress

23 a legislative proposal proposing such technical and con-

24 fbrming amendments as are necessary to bring the law into

25 conformity with the policy embodied in this chapter.
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I SEC. 2115. EFFECTIVE DATE; TRANSITION RULE.

2 (a) EFFECTIVE DATES.—

3 (1) IN GENERAL.—Except as otherwise provided

4 in this chapter, this chapter and the amendments

5 made by this chapter shall take effict on July 1, 1997.

6 (2) DELAYED EFFECTIVE DATE FOR CERTAIN

7 PRO VISIONS.—Notwithstanding any other provision of

8 this section, paragraphs (2), (3), (4), (5), (8), and

9 (10) of section 409(a) and section 411 (a) of the Social

10 Security Act (as added by the amendments made by

11 section 2103(a) of this Act) shall not take effect with

12 respect to a State until, and shall apply only with re-

13 spect to conduct that occurs on or after, the later of—

14 (A) July 1, 1997; or

15 (B) the date that is 6 months after the date

16 the Secretary qf Health and Human Services re-

17 ceives from the State a plan described in section

18 402(a) of the Social Security Act (as added by

19 such amendment).

20 3) ELIMINATION OF CHILD CARE PROGRAMS.—

21 The amendments made by section 2103(d) shall take

22 efftct on October 1, 1996.

23 (4) DEFINITIONS APPLWABLE TO NEW CHILD

24 CARE ENTITLEMENT.—Sections 403(a) (1) (C),

25 403 (a) (1)(D), and 419(4) of the Social Security Act,
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1 as added by the amendments made by section 2103(a)

2 of this Act, shall take ffèct on October 1, 1996.

3 (b) TFjvSITIOIV RULES.—Effèctive on the date of the

4 enactment of this Act:

5 (1) STATE OPTION TO ACCELERATE EFFECTIVE

6 DATE.—

7 (A) IN GENERAL.—if the Secretary of

8 Health and Human Services receives from a

9 State a plan described in section 402(a) qf the

10 Social Security Act (as added by the amendment

11 made by section 2103(a) (1) qf this Act), then—

12 (i) on and after the date of such re-

13 ceipt—

14 (I) except as provided in clause

15 (ii), this chapter and the amendments

16 made by this chapter (other than by

17 section 2103(d) qf this Act) shall apply

18 with respect to the State; and

19 (II) the State shall be considered

20 an eligible State for purposes qf part A

21 of title IV of the Social Security Act

22 (as in effect pursuant to the amend-

23 ments made by such section 2103(a));

24 and
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1 (ii) during the period that begins on

2 the date of such receipt and ends on June

3 30, 1997, there shall remain in effect with

4 respect to the State—

5 (I) section 403(h) of' the Social

6 Security Act (as in ffect on &ptember

7 30, 1995); and

8 (II) all State reporting require-

9 ments under parts A and F qf title IV

10 qf the Social Security Act (as in ffect

11 on September 30, 1995), modified by

12 the Secretary as appropriate, taking

13 into account the State program under

14 part A qf title IV qf the ASocial Secu-

15 rity Act (as in ffect pursuant to the

16 amendments made by such section

17 2103(a)).

18 (B) LIMITATIONS ON FEDERAL OBLIGA-

19 TIONS.—

20 (i) UNDER AFDC PROGRAM.—The total

21 obligations of' the Federal Goveni'inent to a

22 State under part A qf title IV qf' the Social

23 Security Act (as in ffèct on &ptember 30,

24 1995) with respect to expenditures in fiscal
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1 year 1997 shall not exceed an amount equal

2 to the $tate .fbmily assistance grant.

3 (ii) UNDER TEMPORARY FA1ITILY AS-

4 SISTANCE PROGRAM.—Notwithstanding sec-

5 tion 403 (a) (1) of the $ocial $ecurity Act (as

6 in effect pursuant to the amendments made

7 by section 2103(a) of this Act), the total ob-

8 ligations qf the Federal Government to a

9 $tate under such section 403(a) (1)—

10 (11) Jbr fiscal year 1996, shall be

11 an amount equal to—

12 (aa) the $tate Jbmily assist-

13 ance grant; multiplied by

14 ('bb) 1/366 of the number of

15 days during the period that begins

16 on the date the $ecretary of

17 Health and Human $ervices first

18 receives from the $tate a pkin de-

19 scribed in section 402(a) of the

20 $ocial $ecurity Act (as added by

21 the amendment made by section

22 2103(a)(1) of this Act) and ends

23 on $eptember 30, 1996; and

24 (II) fbr fiscal year 1997, shall be

25 an amount equal to the lesser qfi—
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1 (aa) the amount (if any) by

2 which the State family assistance

3 grant exceeds the total obligations

4 of the Federal Government to the

5 State under part A of title IV of

6 the Social Security Act (as in j

7 fect on September 30, 1995) with

8 respect to expenditures in fiscal

9 year 1997; or

10 (bb) the State fttmily assist-

11 ance grant, multiplied by 1t96 qf

12 the nu'inber of days during the pe-

13 nod that begins on October 1,

14 1996, or the date the Secretary of

15 Health and Human Services first

16 receives from the State a plan de-

17 scribed 'in section 402(a) of the

18 Social Security Act (as added by

19 the amendment made by section

20 2103(a) (1) of this Act), whichever

21 is later, and ends on September

22 30, 1997.

23 ('iii) GHILD CARE OBLIGATIONS EX-

24 CL UDED IN DETERMINING FEDERAL AFDC

25 OBLIGATIONS.—As used in this subpara-
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1 graph, the term "obligations qf the Federal

2 Government to the State under part A of

3 title 1T7 of the Social Security Act" does not

4 include any obligation qf the Federal Gov-

5 ernment with respect to child care expendi-

6 tures by the State.

7 (C) SUBMISSION OF STATE PLAN FOR FIS-

8 CAL YEAR 1996 OR 1997 DEEMED ACCEPTANCE OF

9 GRANT LIMITATIONS AND FORMULA AND TERMI-

10 NATION OF AFDC ENTITLEMENT.—The submis-

11 sion qf a plan by a State pursuant to subpara-

12 graph (A) is deemed to constitute—

13 (i) the State's acceptance qf the grant

14 reductions under subparagraph (B) (includ-

15 ing the formula fbr computing the amount

16 of the reduction); and

17 (ii) the termination of any entitlement

18 qf any individual or frimily to benefits or

19 services under the State AFDC program.

20 (D) DEFINITIOvS.—As used in this para-

21 graph:

22 (i) STATE AFDC PROGRAi1L—TIw term

23 "State AFDC program" means the State

24 program under parts A and F qf title IV of
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1 the Social Security Act (as in effect on Sep-

2 tember 30, 1995).

3 (ii) STATE.—The term "State" means

4 the 50 States and the District of Columbia.

5 (iii) STATE FAMILY ASSISTANCE

6 GRANT.—The term "State fbmily assistance

7 grant" means the State family assistance

8 grant (as defined in section 403(a)(1)(B) qf

9 the Social Security Act, as added by the

10 amendment made by section 2103(a)(1) of

11 this Act).

12 (2) CLAIMS, ACTIONS, AND PROCEEDINGS. —The

13 amendments made by this chapter shall not apply

14 with respect to—

15 (A) powers, duties, functions, rights, claims,

16 penalties, or obligations applicable to aid, assist-

17 ance, or services provided befbre the effective date

18 qf this chapter under the provisions amended;

19 and

20 (B) administrative actions and proceedings

21 commenced befbre such date, or authorized befbre

22 such date to be commenced, under such provi-

23 sions.

24 (3 CLOSING OUT ACCOUNT FOR THOSE PRO-

25 GRAMS TERMINATED OR SUBSTANTIALLY MODIFIED BY
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1 THIS CHAPTER.—In closing out accounts, Federal and

2 State officials may use scientifically acceptable statis-

3 tical sampling techniques. Claims made with respect

4 to State expenditures under a State plan approved

5 under part A qf' title IV of the Social Security Act (as

6 in ffèct on September 30, 1995) with respect to as-

7 sistance or services provided on or bfore September

8 30, 1995, shall be treated as claims with respect to ex-

9 penditures during fiscal year 1995 for purposes of re-

10 imbursement even f payment was made by a State

11 on or after October 1, 1995. Each State shall complete

12 the filing of all claims under the State plan (as so in

13 ffèct) within 2 years after the date of the enactment

14 of this Act. The head of each Federal department

15 shall—

16 (A) use the single audit procedure to review

17 and resolve any claims in connection with the

18 close out qf programs under such State plans;

19 and

20 (B) reimburse States ,for any payments

21 made fbr assistance or services provided during

22 a prior fiscal year from nds fbr fiscal year

23 1995, rather than from frnds authorized by this

24 chapter.
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1 (4,) CoArTINuvcE IN OFFICE OF ASSISTANT SEC-

2 RETARY FOR FAMILY SUPPORT.—The individual who,

3 on the day bfore the ffective date of this chap te is

4 serving as Assistant Secretary fbr Family Support

5 within the Department of Health and Human Serv-

6 ices shall, until a successor is appointed to such posi-

7 tion—

8 (A) continue to serve in such position; and

9 (B) except as otherwise provided by law—

10 (i) continue to peform the functions qf

11 the Assistant Secretary for Family Support

12 under section 417 of the Social Security Act

13 (as in efftct befbre such effective date); and

14 ('ii) have the powers and duties of the

15 Assistant Secretary for Family Support

16 under section 416 of the Social Security Act

17 (as in effect pursuant to the amendment

18 made by section 2103(a) (1) of this Act).

19 (c) TERMINATION OF ENTITLEMENT UNDER AFDC

20 PRoGR4M.—EfJèctive October 1, 1996, no individual or

21 imily shall be entitled to any benfits or services under

22 any State plan approved under part A or F of title IV qf

23 the Social Security Act (as in effect on September 30, 1995).
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1 SEC. 2116. COMMUNITY STEERING COMMITTEES DEM-

2 ONSTRATION PROJECTS.

3 (a) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary of Health and

4 Human Services (in this section referred to as the "Sec-

5 retary") shall enter into agreements with not more than .5

6 States that submit an application under this section, in

7 such form and such manner as the Secretary may spec'fy,

8 for the purpose qf conducting a demonstration project de-

9 scri bed in subsection (b).

10 (b) DEScRIPTION OF PROJECT.—

11 (1) ESTABLISI-IMENT.—A demonstration project

12 conducted under this section shall establish within a

13 State in each participating county a Community

14 Steering Committee that shall be designed to help re-

15 cipients of temporary assistance to needy fttmilies

16 under a State program under part A qf title IV of the

17 Social Security Act who are parents move into the

18 non-subsidized worlçfbrce and to develop a holistic ap-

19 proach to the development needs qf such recipient's

20 family.

21 (2) MEMBERSHIP.—A Community Steering

22 Committee shall consist of local educators, business

23 representatives, and social service providers.

24 (3 Gos AND DUTIES.—

25 (A,) GOALS.—The goals of a Community

26 Steering Committee are—
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1 i) to ensure that recipients qf tern-

2 porary assistance to needy ,Jbmilies who are

3 parents obtain and retain unsubsidized em-

4 plo yment; and

5 cii) to reduce the incidence of

6 intergenerational receipt of welfare assist-

7 ance by addressing the needs qf children qf

8 recipients of temporary assistance to needy

9 families.

10 (B) DUTIES.—A Community Steering Corn-

11 mittee shall—

12 (i) identiJj and create unsubsidized

13 employment positions for recipients qf tem-

14 porary assistance to needy flimilies;

15 (ii) propose and implement solutions

16 to barriers to unsubsidized employment qf

17 recipients of temporary assistance to needy

18 families;

19 (iii,) assess the needs of children of re-

20 cipients of temporary assistance to needy

21 families; and

22 (iv) provide services that are designed

23 to ensure that children of recipients qf tem-

24 porary assistance to needy families enter
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1 school ready to learn and that, once en-

2 rolled, such children stay in school.

3 (C) PRniwY RESPONSIBILITY.—A primary

4 responsibility of a Community Steering Commit-

5 tee shall be to work on an ongoing basis with

6 parents who are recipients qf temporary assist-

7 ance to needy families and who have obtained

8 nonsubsidized employment in order to ensure

9 that such recipients retain their employment. Ac-

10 tivities to carry out this responsibility may in-

11 dude—

12 (i) counseling;

13 (ii) emergency day care;

14 (iii) sick day care;

15 (iv) transportation;

16 (v) provision of clothing;

17 (vi) housing assistance; or

18 (vii) any other assistance that may be

19 necessary on an emergency and temporary

20 basis to ensure that such parents can man-

21 age the responsibility of being employed and

22 the demands of having a frimily.

23 (D) FOLLOW-UP SERVICES FOR CHIL-

24 DREN.—A Community Steering Committee may

25 provide special fbllow-up services .for children of
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1 recipients qf' tern porary assistance to needy fami-

2 lies that are designed to ensure that the children

3 reach their fullest potential and do not, as they

4 mature, receive weftire assistance as the head qf

5 their own household.

6 (c) REPORT.—NOt later than October 1, 2001, the Sec-

7 retary shall submit a report to the Congress on the results

8 of' the dernonst ration projects conducted under this section.

9 SEC. 2117. DENIAL OF BENEFITS FOR CERTAIN DRUG RE-

10 LATED CONVICTIONS.

11 (a) IN GENERAL.—An individual convicted (under

12 Federal or State law) of any crime relating to the illegal

13 possession, use, or distribution of a drug shall not be eligible

14 for any Federal means-tested public benfit, as defined in

15 section 2403c1) of this Act.

16 (b) FAMILY MEMBERS EXEMPT.—The prohibition con-

17 tamed under subsection (a) shall not apply to the flimily

18 members or dependents qf the convicted individual in a

19 manner that would make such .ftimily members or depend-

20 ents ineligible .fbr wefare benfits that they would otherwise

21 be eligible fbr. Any benefits provided to flimily members or

22 dependents qf a person described in subsection (a) shall be

23 reduced by the amount which would have otherwise been

24 made available to the convicted individual.
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1 (c) PERIOD OF PROHIBITION.—The prohibition under

2 subsection (a) shall apply—

3 (1) with respect to an individual convicted qf a

4 misdemeanor, during the 5-year period beginning on

5 the date of the conviction or the 5-year period be gin-

6 ning on January 1, 1997, whichever is later; and

7 (2) with respect to an individual convicted qf a

8 felony, fbr the duration of the life of that individual.

9 (d) EXCEPTIONS.—Subsection (a) shall not apply with

10 respect to the jbllowing Federal benfits:

11 (1) Emergency medical services under title XV or

12 XIX of the Social Security Act.

13 (2) Short-term, non-cash, in-kind emergency dis-

14 aster relief

15 (3)(A) Public health assistance fbr immuniza-

16 tions.

17 (B) Public health assistance for testing and

18 treatment of communicable diseases if the Secretary qf

19 Health and Human Services determines that it is

20 necessary to prevent the spread qf such disease.

21 EFFECTIVE DATE.—The denial of Federal benefits

22 set .forth in this section shall take effect fbr convictions oc-

23 curring after the date of enactment.

24 (f) REGULATIONS.—NOt later than December 31, 1996,

25 the Attorney General shall promuiqate regulations detailing
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1 the means by which Federal and State agencies, courts, and

2 law enforcement agencies will exchange and share the data

3 and iiformation necessarvj to implement and eiforce the

4 withholding of Federal benfits.

5 CHAPTER 2—SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY

6 INCOME

7 SEC. 2200. REFERENCE TO SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.

8 Except as otherwise specifically provided, wherever in

9 this chapter an amendment is expressed in terms of an

10 amendment to or repeal of a section or other provision, the

11 reference shall be considered to be made to that section or

12 other provision of the Social Security Act.

13 Subchapter A—Eligibility Restrictions

14 SEC. 2201. DENIAL OF SSI BENEFITS FOR 10 YEARS TO INDI-

15 VIDUALS FOUND TO HAVE FRAUDULENTLY

16 MISREPRESENTED RESIDENCE IN ORDER TO

17 OBTAIN BENEFITS SIMULTANEOUSLY IN 2 OR

18 MORE STATES.

19 (a) IN GEvERAL.—Section 1611(e) (42 U.S.C.

20 1382(e)), as amended by section 105(b) (4) qf the Contract

21 with America Advancement Act of 1996, is amended by re-

22 designating paragraph (5) as paragraph (3 and by adding

23 at the end the ,following new paragraph:

24 "(4)(A) No person shall be considered an eligible mdi-

25 vidual or eligible spouse fbr purposes qf this title during
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1 the 10-year period that begins on the date the person is con-

2 victed in Federal or State court of having made a fraudu-

3 lent statement or representation with respect to the place

4 qf' residence of the person in order to receive assistance si-

5 multaneously from 2 or more States under programs that

6 are fnded under title 1V title XV title XIX, or the Food

7 Stamp Act of 1977, or benefits in 2 or more States under

8 the supplemental security income program under this title.

9 "(B) As soon as practicable after the conviction qf a

10 person in a Federal or State court as described in sub para-

11 graph (A), an official of such court shall notfj the Commis-

12 sioner of such conviction. ".

13 (b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by this

14 section shall take effect on the date of the enactment of this

15 Act.

16 SEC. 2202. DENL4L OF SSI BENEFITS FOR FUGITiVE FELONS

17 AND PROBATION AND PAROLE VIOLATORS.

18 (a) IN GENERAL —Section 1611(e) (42 U.S. C.

19 1382(e)), as amended by section 2201(a) of' this Act, is

20 amended by adding at the end the fOllowing new paragraph:

21 "(5,) No person shall be considered an eligible individ-

22 ual or eligible spouse fbr purposes of this title with respect

23 to any month if during such month the person is—

24 "(A) fleeing to avoid prosecution, or custody or

25 confinement cfter conviction, under the laws qf the
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1 place from which the person flees, fbr a crime, or an

2 attempt to commit a crime, which is a .ftlony under

3 the laws qf the place from which the person flees, or

4 which, in the case of the State of New Jersey, is a

5 high misdemeanor under the laws qf such State; or

6 "(B) violating a condition qf probation or parole

7 imposed under Federal or State law. ".

8 (b) EXCHANGE OFINFORMATION.—&ction 1611(e) (42

9 U.S.C. 1382(e)), as amended by section 2201 (a) qf this Act

10 and subsection (a) of this section, is amended by adding

11 at the end the following new paragraph:

12 "(6) Notwithstanding any other provision qf law

13 (other than section 6103 of the Internal Revenue Code of

14 1986), the Commissioner shall Jitrnish any Federal, State,

15 or local law enforcement officer, upon the written request

16 of the officer, with the current cddress, ASocial ASecurity

17 number, and photograph (if applicable) of any recipient qf

18 benfits under this title, if the qfficer fttrnishes the Commis-

19 sioner with the name f the recipient, and other identifying

20 infbrination as reasonably required by the Commissioner to

21 establish the unique identity of the recipient, and notifies

22 the Commissioner that—

23 "(A) the recipient—

24 "(i) is described in subparagraph (A) or

25 (B) qf paragraph (5); or
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1 "(ii) has infbrmation that is necessary fbr

2 the officer to .conduct the qfficer's official duties;

3 and

4 "(B) the location or apprehension qf the recipi-

5 ent is within the officer's official duties. ".

6 (c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this

7 section shall take effect on the date of the enactment of this

8 Act.

9 SEC. 2203. TREATMENT OF PRISONERS.

10 (a) IMPLEMENTATION OF PROHIBITION AGAINST PAY-

11 MENT OF BENEFITS TO PRISONERS.—Section 1 611 e(1)

12 (42 U.S.C. 1382(e) (1)) is amended by adding at the end

13 the jbllowing new subparagraph:

14 "(I)(i) The Commissioner shall enter into a contract,

15 with any interested State or local institution referred to in

16 subparagraph (A), under which—

17 "(I) the institution shall provide to the Commis-

18 sioner, on a monthly basis, the names, social security

19 account numbers, dates of birth, and such other iden-

20 tifying information concerning the inmates of the in-

21 stitution as the Commissioner may require for the

22 purpose qf carrying out paragraph (1) and

23 "(II) the Commissioner shall pay to any such in-

24 stitution, with respect to each inmate of the institu-

25 tion who is eligible fbr a benfit under this title .fbr
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1 the month preceding the first month throughout which

2 such inmate is in such institution and becomes ineli-

3 gible fbr such benefit (or becomes eligible only fbr a

4 benefit payable at a reduced rate) as a result of the

5 application qf this paragraph, an amount not to ex-

6 ceed $400 if the institution furnishes the information

7 described in subclause (I) to the Commissioner within

8 30 days cfler such individual becomes an inmate of

9 such institution, or an amount not to exceed $200 if

10 the institution furnishes such infbrmation after 30

11 days after such date but within 90 days after such

12 date.

13 "(ii) The provisions of section 552a qf title 5, United

14 States Code, shall not apply to any agreement entered into

15 under clause (i) or to infbrmation exchanged pursuant to

16 such agreement.

17 "(iii) Payments to institutions required by clause

18 ('i,) (II,) shall be made from funds otherwise available for the

19 payment qf benefits under this title and shcjll be treated as

20 direct spending fbr purposes qf the Balanced Budget and

21 Emergency Dficit Control Act of 1985. ".

22 (b DENIAL OF 881 BENEFITS FOR 10 YEs TO A

23 PERSON FOUND To HAVE FRAUDULENTLY OBTAINED 881

24 BENEFITS WHILE IN PRISOZ'L—
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1 (1) IN GENERAL.—Section 1611(e) (1) (42 U.S. C.

2 1382 (e) (1)), as amended by subsection (a) qf this sec-

3 tion, is amended by adding at the end the Jbllowing

4 new subparagraph:

5 "('J) In any case in which the Commissioner qf Social

6 Security finds that a person has made a fraudulent state-

7 ment or representation in order to obtain or to continue

8 to receive benfits under this title while being an inmate

9 in a penal institution, such person shall not be considered

10 an eligible individual or eligible spouse fbr any month end-

11 ing during the 10-year period beginning on the date on

12 which such person ceases being such an inmate. ".

13 (2) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by

14 this subsection shall apply with respect to statements

15 or representations made on or ofter the date of the en-

16 actment of this Act.

17 (c) STUDY OF OTHER POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS IN

18 THE COLLECTION OF INFORMATION RESPECTING PUBLIC

19 INMATES.—

20 (1) STUDY—The Commissioner of Social Secu-

21 rity shall conduct a study of the desirability, asibil-

22 ity, and cost of—

23 (A) establishing a system under which Fed-

24 eral, State, and local courts would fitrnish to the

25 Commissioner such infbrmation respecting court
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1 orders by which individuals are coifined in

2 jails, prisons, or other public penal, correctional,

3 or medical facilities as the Commissioner may

4 require for the purpose of carrying out section

5 1611(e) (1) of the Social Security Act; and

6 (B) requiring that State and local jails,

7 prisons, and other institutions that enter into

8 contracts with the Commissioner under section

9 1611(e) (1) (I) of the Social Security Act furnish

10 the information required by such contracts to the

11 Commissioner by means of an electronic or other

12 sophisticated data exchange system.

13 (2) REPORT—NOt later than 1 year after the

14 date of the enactment of this Act, the Commissioner

15 qf Social Security shall submit a report on the results

16 of the study conducted pursuant to this subsection to

17 the Committee on Finance of the Senate and the Com-

18 mittee on Ways and Means of the I-louse of Represent-

19 atives.

20 SEC. 2204. EFFECTiVE DATE OF APPLICATION FOR BENE-

21 FITS.

22 (a) Iv GEiVERAL.—Subparagraphs (A) and (B) of sec-

23 tion 1611(c) (7) (42 U.S.C. 1382(c) (7)) are amended to read

24 asjbllows:
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1 "(A) the first day qf the month fbllowing the date

2 such application is filed, or

3 "B the first day qf the month •fbllowing the

4 date such individual becomes eligible fbr such benefits

5 with respect to such application.".

6 (b) SPECIAL RULE RELATING TO EMERGENCY AD-

7 VANCE PAYIWENTS.—Section 1631(a) (4) (A) (42 U. S. C.

8 1383(a)(4)(A)) is amended—

9 (1) by inserting 'for the month following the

10 date the application is filed" after "is presumptively

11 eligible fbr such benefits"; and

12 (2) by inserting ' which shall be repaid through

13 proportionate reductions in such benfits over a pe-

14 nod of not more than 6 months" before the semicolon.

15 (c) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—

16 (1) Section 1614(b) (42 U.S. C. 1 382c (b)) is

17 amended by striking "at the time the application or

18 request is filed" and inserting "on the first day of the

19 month .fbllowing the date the applicat2on or request is

20 filed".

21 (2) Section 1631(q) (3) (42 U.S.C. 1 38j(g) (3)) is

22 amended by inserting 'following the month" after

23 "beginning with the month".

24 (d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—
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1 (1) IN GENERAL—The amendments made by

2 this section shall apply to applications for benfits

3 under title XT7I qf the Social Security Act filed on or

4 after the date of the enactment of this Act, without re-

5 gard to whether regulations have been issued to imple-

6 ment such amendments.

7 (2) BENEFITS UNDER TITLE XVi.—For purposes

8 of this subsection, the term 'benefits under title XVI

9 of the Social Security Act" includes supplementary

10 payments pursuant to an agreement fbr Federal ad-

11 ministration under section 1616(a) of the Social Se-

12 curity Act, and payments pursuant to an agreement

13 entered into under section 212(b) of Public Law 93—

14 66.

15 Subchapter B—Benefits for Disabled Children

16 SEC. 2211. DEFINITION AND ELIGIBILITY RULES.

17 (a) DEFINITION OF CHILDHOOD DISABILITY—Section

18 1614(a)(3) (42 U.S.C. 1382c(a)(3)), as amended by section

19 105(b) (1) of the Contract with America Advancement Act

20 of 1996:, is amended—

21 (1) in subparagraph (A), by striking "An mdi-

22 vidual" and inserting "Except as provided in sub-

23 paragraph (C), an individual";

24 (2) in subparagraph (A), by striking "(oi, in the

25 case qf an individual under the age of 18, f he suffers
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1 from any medically deteiminable physical or mental

2 impairment of comparable severity,)";

3 (3,) by redesign ating subparagraphs (C) through

4 as subparagraphs (D) through (J, respectively;

5 (4) by inserting after subparagraph (B) the fol-

6 lowing new subparagraph:

7 "(C) An individual under the age of 18 shall be consid-

8 ered disabled for the purposes qf this title if that individual

9 has a medically determinable physical or mental impair-

10 ment, which results in marked and severe functional limita-

11 tions, and which can be expected to result in death or which

12 has lasted or can be expected to last ,fbr a continuous period

13 of not less than 12 months. Notwithstanding the preceding

14 sentence, no individual under the age of 18 wiw engages

15 in substantial gainful activity (determined in accordance

16 with regulations prescribed pursuant to subparagraph (E))

17 may be considered to be disabled."; and

18 (5) in subparagraph (F), as redesignated by

19 paragraph (3), by striking "(D)" and inserting

20

21 (b) REQUEST FOR COMMENTS TO Lu PROVE DI&ILITY

22 EVALUATION.—NOt later than 60 days after the date of the

23 enactment of this Act, and annually thereaftei, the Commis-

24 sioner qf Social Security shall issue a request fbr comments

25 in the Federal Register regarding improvements to the dis-
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1 ability evaluation and determination procedures for mdi-

2 viduals under age 18 to ensure the comprehensive assess-

3 ment of such individuals, including—

4 (1) additions to conditions which should be pre-

5 sumptively disabling at birth or ages 0 through 3

6 years;

7 (2) specific changes in individual listings in the

8 Listing of Impairments set forth in appendix 1 of

9 subpart P of part 404 of title 20, Code qf Federal

10 Regulations;

11 (3) improvements in regulations regarding deter-

12 minations based on regulations providing for medical

13 and functional equivalence to such Listing qf Impair-

14 ments, and consideration of multiple impairments;

15 and

16 (4) any other changes to the disability deter-

17 mination procedures.

18 (c) CHANGES To CHILDHOOD 551 REGULATIONS.—

19 (1) MODIFICATION TO MEDICAL CRITERIA FOR

20 EVALUATION OF MENTAL AND EMOTIONAL 1)15-

21 ORDERS.—The Commissioner of Social Security shall

22 modfij sections 112.OOC.2. and 112.02B.2.c.(2) qf ap-

23 pendix 1 to subpart P of part 404 of title 20, Code

24 of Federal Regulations, to eliminate rfèrences to
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1 maladaptive behavior in the domain qf' personal/

2 behavorial fiinction.

3 (2) DISCONTINUANCE OF INDIVIDUALIZED F(ThTC-

4 TIONAL ASSESSMENT.—The C!omrnissioner of Social

5 Security shall discontinue the individualized func-

6 tional assessment for children set fbrth in sections

7 416.924d and 416.924e of title 20, Code qf Federal

8 Regulations.

9 (d) MEDICAL iMPROVEMENT REVIEW STANDARD AS IT

10 APPLIES TO INDfVID UALS UNDER THE AGE OF 18. —Sec-

11 tion 1614(a) (4) (42 U.S.C. 1382(a) (4)) is amended—

12 (1) by redesignating subclauses (1) and (ii) of

13 clauses (i) and (ii) of subparagraph (B) as items (aa)

14 and (bb), respectively;

15 (2) by redesignating clauses (i) and (ii) qf sub-

16 paragraphs (A) and (B) as subclauses (I) and (ii),

17 respectively;

18 (3) by redesignating sub paragraphs (A) through

19 (C) as clauses (i) through (iii), respectively;

20 (4) by inserting before clause (i) (as redesignated

21 by paragraph 3,)) the fbllowing new subparagraph:

22 "(A) in the case of an individual who is age 18

23 or older—";
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1 (5) by inserting ofler and below subparagraph

2 (A,)('iii,) (as so redesignated) the fbllowing new sub-

3 paragraph.

4 "(B) in the case of an individual who is under

5 the age qf 18—

6 "(i) substantial evidence which dem-

7 onst rates that there has been medical improve-

8 ment in the individual's impairment or com-

9 bination qf impairments, and that such impair-

10 ment or combination qf impairments no longer

11 results in marked and severe functional limita-

12 tions; or

13 "(ii) substantial evidence which dem-

14 onstrates that, as determined on the basis of new

15 or improved diagnostic techniques or evalua-

16 tions, the individual's impairment or combina-

17 tion of impairments, is not as disabling as it

18 was considered to be at the time of the most re-

19 cent prior decision that the individual was

20 under a disability or continued to be under a

21 disability, and such impairment or combination

22 qf impairments does not result in marked and

23 severe finctional limitations; or";

24 (6) by redesignating subparagraph (D) as sub-

25 paragraph (C) and by inserting in such sub para-
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1 graph "in the case of any individual," befbre "sub-

2 stantial evidence"; and

3 (7) in the first sentence jbllowing subparagraph

4 (C) (as redesignated by paragraph (6)), by—

5 (A) inserting "(i)" bfbre "to restore"; and

6 (B) inserting ' or (ii.) in the case of an in-

7 dividual under the age of 18, to eliminate or im-

8 prove the individual's impairment or combina-

9 tion of impairments so that it no longer results

10 in marked and severe functional limitations"

11 immediately bfore the period.

12 (e) EFFECTIVE DATES, ETC.—

13 (1) EFFECTIVE DATES. —

14 (A) SUBSECTIONS (a) AND (c)

15 (i) IN GENERAL—The provisions of

16 and amendments made by, subsections (a)

17 and (c) shall apply to any individual who

18 applies for, or whose claim is finally adju-

19 dicated with respect to, benefits under title

20 XVI qf the Social Security Act on or after

21 the date of the enactment of this Act, with-

22 out regard to whether regulations have been

23 issued to implement such provisions and

24 amendments.
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1 ('ii, DETERMINATION OF FINAL ADJU-

2 DICATION.—For purposes qf clause (i), no

3 individual's claim with respect to such ben-

4 fits may be considered to be finally adju-

5 dicated befbre such date qf enactment ij; on

6 or after such date, there is pending a re-

7 quest Jbr either administrative or judicial

8 review with respect to such claim that has

9 been denied in whole, or there is pending,

10 with respect to such claim, readjudication

11 by the Commissioner qf Social Security

12 pursuant to relief in a class action or im-

13 plementation by the Commissioner qf a

14 court remand order.

15 (B) SUBSECTION (d).—The amendments

16 made by subsection (d) shall apply with respect

17 to benefits under title XVI of the Social Security

18 Act fbr months beginning on or afler the date qf

19 the enactment of this Act, without regard to

20 whether regulations have been issued to imple-

21 ment such amendments.

22 (2) APPLICATION TO CURRENT RECIPIENTS.—

23 (A) ELIWBILrry REDETERMINATIONS.—

24 During the period beginning on the date of the

25 enactment of this Act and ending on the date
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1 which is 1 year cfter such date of enactment, the

2 Commissioner qf Social Security shall redeter-

3 mine the eligibility of any individual under age

4 18 who is receiving supplemental security in-

5 come benefits by reason qf disability under title

6 XVI qf the Social Security Act as qf the date qf

7 the enactment qf this Act and whose eligibility

8 jbr such benfits may terminate by reason qf the

9 provisions ojç or amendments made by, sub-

10 sections (a) and (c) of this section. With respect

11 to any redetermination under this subpara-

12 graph—

13 (i) section 1614(a) (4) qf the Social Se-

14 curity Act (42 U.S. C. 1382c(a) (4)) shall not

15 apply;

16 (ii) the Commissioner of Social Secu-

17 rity shall apply the eligibility criteria fbr

18 new applicants for benfits under title XVI

19 Qf such Act;

20 (iii) the Commissioner shall give such

21 redetermination priority over all continuing

22 eligibility reviews and other reviews under

23 such title; and

24 (iv) such redetermination shall be

25 counted as a review or redetermination oth-
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1 e7wise required to be made under section

2 208 of the Social Security Independence

3 and Program Improvements Act qf 1994 or

4 any other provision qf title XVI qf the So-

5 cial Security Act.

6 (B) GRANDFATHER PRO VISION.—The provi-

7 sions qf; and amendments made by, subsections

8 (a) and (c) of this section, and the redetermina-

9 tion under subparagraph (A), shall only apply

10 with respect to the benefits of an individual de-

11 scribed in subparagraph (A) for months begin-

12 ning on or after the later qf July 1, 1997, or the

13 date qf the redetermination with respect to such

14 individual.

15 (C) NOTIC'E.—Not later than January 1,

16 1997 the Commissioner of Social Security shall

17 notifj an individual described in subparagraph

18 (A) f the provisions qf this paragraph.

19 (3) R.EPORT.—The Commissione of Social Secu-

20 rity shall report to the Congress regarding the

21 progress made in implementing the provisions qf; and

22 amendments made by, this section on child disability

23 evaluations not later than 180 days ofler the date of

24 the enactment qf this Act.
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1 (4) REG ULA TIONS.—Notwithstandinq any other

2 provision of law, the Commissioner of Social Security

3 shall submit for review to the committees of jurisdic-

4 tion in the Congress any final regulation pertaining

5 to the eligibility of individuals under age 18 fOr bene-

6 fits under title XVI qf the Social Security Act at least

7 45 days bfbre the ffective date qf such regulation.

8 The submission under this paragraph shall include

9 supporting documentation providing a cost analysis,

10 workload impact, and projections as to how the regu-

11 lation will ffect the •fture number qf recipients

12 under such title.

13 5,) APPROPRIATIONS.—

14 (A) IN GENERAL.—Out of any money in the

15 Treasury not otherwise appropriated, there are

16 authorized to be appropriated and are hereby

17 appropriated, to remain available without fiscal

18 year limitation, $200,000,000 fOr fiscal year

19 1997 $75,000,000 for fiscal year 1998, and

20 $25,000,000 for fiscal year 1999, fOr the Com-

21 missioner qf Social Security to utilize only for

22 continuing disability reviews and redeterinina-

23 tions under title XVI of the Social Security Act,

24 with reviews and redeterminations fOr individ-
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1 uals cffëcted by the provisions qf subsection (b)

2 given highest priority.

3 (B) ADDITIONAL FUNDS.—Amounts appro-

4 priated under subparagraph (A) shall be in ad-

5 dition to any nds otherwise appropriated ,fbr

6 continuing disability reviews and redetermina-

7 tions under title XVI of the Social Security Act.

8 (6) BENEFITS UNDER TITLE XVI.—For purposes

9 of this subsection, the term "benfits under title XVI

10 cf the Social Security Act" includes supplementary

11 payments pursuant to an agreement Jbr Federal ad-

12 ministration under section 1616(a) of the Social Se-

13 curity Act, and payments pursuant to an agreement

14 entered into under section 212(b) of Public Law 93—

15 66.

16 SEC. 2212. ELIGIBILITY REDETERMINATIONS AND CONTINU-

17 ING DISABILITY REVIEWS.

18 (a,) CONTINUING DISABILITY REVIEWS RELATING TO

19 CERTAIN GHILDREiV.—Section 1614(a)(3)(H) (42 U.S.C.

20 1382c(a) (3) (H)), as redesignated by section 2211(a) (3) of

21 this Act, is am ended—

22 (1) by inserting "('i)" cfter "(LI)"; and

23 (2) by adding at the end the Jbllowing new

24 clause:
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1 "jj,) (I,) Not less frequently than once every 3 years,

2 the Commissioner shall review in accordance with para-

3 graph (4,) the continued eligibility .fbr benfits under this

4 title qf each individual who has not attained 18 years of

5 age and is eligible for such benfits by reason of an impair-

6 ment (or combination qf impairments) which is likely to

7 improve (or, at the option qf the Commissioner, which is

8 unlikely to improve).

9 "(II) A representative payee qf a recipient whose case

10 is reviewed under this clause shall present, at the time qf

11 review, evidence demonstrating that the recipient is, and

12 has been, receiving treatment, to the extent considered medi-

13 cally necessary and available, of the condition which was

14 the basis fbr providing benefits under this title.

15 "(III) If the representative payee refitses to comply

16 without good cause with the requirements of subclause (II),

17 the Commissioner qf Social Security shall, if the Commis-

18 sioner determines it is in the best interest qf the individual,

19 promptly suspend payment qf benfits to the representative

20 payee, and provide for payment qf benefits to an alternative

21 representative payee of the individual or, f the interest qf

22 the individual under this title would be served thereby, to

23 the individual.

24 "(IV) Subclause (II) shall not apply to the representa-

25 tive payee of any individual with respect to whom the Com-
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1 missioner determines such application would be map pro-

2 priate or unnecessary. In making such determination, the

3 Commissioner shall take into consideration the nature qf

4 the individual's impairment (or combination qf impair-

5 ments). Section 1631(c) shall not apply to a finding by the

6 Commissioner that the requirements of subclause (II) should

7 not apply to an individual's representative payee. ".

8 (b) DISABILITY ELIGIBILITY REDETERMINATIONS RE-

9 QUIRED FOR 221 RECIPIENTS WHO ATTAIN 18 YELus OF

10 AGE.—

11 (1) Lv GENERAL. —Section 1614(a) (3) (H) (42

12 U.S.C. 1382c(a) (3) (H)), as amended by subsection (a)

13 of this section, is amended by adding at the end the

14 fbllowing new clause:

15 "ciii,) if an individual is eligible for benfits under this

16 title by reason of disability for the month preceding the

17 month in which the individual attains the age Qf 18 years,

18 the Commissioner shall redetermine such eligibility—

19 "(I) during the 1-year period beginning on the

20 individual's 18th birthday; and

21 "('II) by applying the criteria used in determin-

22 ing the initial eligibility fbr applicants who are age

23 18 or older.

24 With respect to a redetermination under this clause, para-

25 graph (4,) shall not apply and such redetermination shall
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1 be considered a substitute Jbr a review or redetermination

2 otherwise required under any other provision of this sub-

3 paragraph during that 1-year period.".

4 (2) CONFORMING REPEAL.—&ction 207 of the

5 &cial &curity Independence and Program Improve-

6 ments Act of 1994 (42 U.s.C. 1382 note; 108 Stat.

7 1516) is hereby repealed.

8 (c) CONTINUING DISABILITY REVIEW REQUIRED FOR

9 LOW BIRTH WEIGHT BABIES.—Section 161 4(a)(3)(H) (42

10 UJS.C. 1382c(a) (3) (H)), as amended by subsections (a) and

11 (b) of this section, is amended by adding at the end the

12 following new clause:

13 "(iv) (I) Not later than 12 months after the birth of

14 an individual, the Commissioner shall review in accordance

15 with paragraph (4) the continuing eligibility Jbr benefits

16 under this title by reason qf disability of such individual

17 whose low birth weight is a contributing factor material

18 to the Commissioner's determination that the individual is

19 disabled.

20 "(II) A review under subclause (I) shall be considered

21 a substitute jbr a review otherwise required under any other

22 provision of this subparagraph during that 12-month pe-

23 nod.

24 "III A representative payee of a recipient whose case

25 is reviewed under this clause shall present, at the time qf
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1 review, evidence demonstrating that the recipient is, and

2 has been, receiving treatment, to the extent considered medi-

3 cally necessanj and available, qf the condition which was

4 the basis jbr providing benfits under this title.

5 "(IV,) If the representative payee rfitses to comply

6 without good cause with the requirements qf subclause (III),

7 the Commissioner qf Social Security shall, if the Commis-

8 sioner determines it is in the best interest qf the individual,

9 promptly suspend payment of benefits to the representative

10 payee, and provide for payment qf benefits to an alternative

11 representative payee qf the individual or, f the interest of

12 the individual under this title would be served thereby, to

13 the individual.

14 "(T') Subclause (III) shall not apply to the representa-

15 tive payee of any individual with respect to whom the Com-

16 missioner determines such application would be inappro-

17 priate or unnecessary. In making such determination, the

18 Commissioner shall take into consideration the nature qf

19 the individual's impairment (or combination qf impair-

20 ments). Section 1631(c) shall not apply to a finding by the

21 Commissioner that the requirements qf' subclause (III)

22 should not apply to an individual's representative payee. ".

23 (d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this

24 section shall apply to benefits fbr months beginning on or

25 after the date of the enactment of this Act, without regard
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1 to whether regulations have been issued to implement such

2 amendments.

3 SEC. 2213. ADDITIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY REQUIREMENTS.

4 (a) REQUIREMENT To ESTABLISH ACC0uNT.—Section

5 1631(a) (2) (42 U. S.c. 1383(a) (2)) is amended—

6 (1) by redesignating subparagraphs (F) and (0)

7 as sub paragraphs (0,) and ('I-I,), respectively; and

8 (2) by inserting after subparagraph (E) the fol-

9 lowing new subparagraph:

10 "(F)(i)(I) Each representative payee qf' an eligible in-

11 dividual under the age qf' 18 who is eligible fbr the payment

12 of benefits described in subclause ('II,) shall establish on be-

13 half of such individual an account in a financial institu-

14 tion into which such benfits shall be paid, and shall there-

15 after maintain such account for use in accordance with

16 clause (ii).

17 "(II) Benefits described in this subclause are past-due

18 monthly benfits under this title (which, for purposes of this

19 subclause, include State supplementary payments made by

20 the Commissioner pursuant to an agreement under section

21 1616 or section 212(b) of Public Law 93—66) in an amount

22 (after any withholding by the Commissioner jbr reimburse-

23 ment to a State fbr interim assistance under subsection (g))

24 that exceeds the product of—

25 "(aa) 6, and
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1 "(bb) the maximum monthly benf it payable

2 under this title to an eligible individual.

3 "(ii) (I) A representative payee may use fttnds in the

4 account established under clause (i) to pay fbr allowable

5 expenses described in subclause (II).

6 "(II) An allowable expense described in this subclause

7 is an expense for—

8 "(aa) education or job skills training;

9 "(bb) personal needs assistance;

10 "(cc) special equipment;

11 "(dd) housing modification;

12 "(ee) medical treatment;

13 "(if) therapy or rehabilitation; or

14 "(gg) any other item or service that the Commis-

15 sioner determines to be appropriate:

16 Provided, That such expense benefits such individual and,

17 in the case qf an expense described in item (cc), (dd), (if),

18 or (gg), is related to the impairment (or combination qf

19 impairments) of such individual.

20 "(III) The use of funds from an account established

21 under clause (1) in any manner not authorized by this

22 clause—

23 "faa) by a representative payee shall be consid-

24 ered a misapplication of benfits Jbr all purposes of

25 this paragraph, and any representative patjee who
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1 knowingly misapplies benfits from such an account

2 shall be liable to the Commissioner in an amount

3 equal to the total amount qf such benfits; and

4 "(bb) by an eligible individual who is his or her

5 own payee shall be considered a misapplication qf

6 benefits .fbr all purposes qf this paragraph and the

7 total amount of such benefits so used shall be consid-

8 ered to be the uncompensated value qf a disposed re-

9 source and shall be subject to the provisions qf section

10 1613(c).

11 "(I1') This clause shall continue to apply to .fitnds in

12 the account after the child has reached age 18, regardless

13 of whether benefits are paid directly to the benficiary or

14 through a representative payee.

15 "(iii) The representative payee may deposit into the

16 account established pursuant to clause (i)—

17 "(I) past-due benefits payable to the eligible in-

18 dividual in an amount less than that specified in

19 clause (i)(II), and

20 "(II) any other .fitnds representing an underpay-

21 ment under this title to such individual, provided

22 that the amount of such underpayment is equal to or

23 exceeds the maximum monthly benefit payable under

24 this title to an eligible individual.
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1 "(iv) The Commissioner qf Social Security shall estab-

2 lish a system for accountability monitoring whereby such

3 representative payee shall report, at such time and in such

4 manner as the Commissioner shall require, on activity re-

5 specting funds in the account established pursuant to clause

6 ri).".

7 ('b,) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—

8 (1) ExcLusioN FROM RESOURGES.—Section

9 1613(a) (42 U.S.C. 1382b(a)) is amended—

10 (A) by striking "and" at the end of para-

11 graph (10);

12 (B) by striking the period at the end of

13 paragraph (11) and inserting "; and"; and

14 (C) by inserting after paragraph (11) the

15 •following new paragraph:

16 "(12) any account, including accrued interest or

17 other earnings thereon, established and maintained in

18 accordance with section 1631(a) (2) (F).".

19 (2) EXcLUSION FROM INCOME.—Section 1612(b)

20 (42 U.S.C. 1382a(b)) is amended—

21 (A) by striking "and" at the end of para-

22 graph (19);

23 (B) by striking the period at the end of

24 paragraph (20) and inserting "; and"; and
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1 (C) by adding at the end the jbllowing new

2 paragraph:

3 "(21) the interest or other earnings on any ac-

4 count established and maintained in accordance with

5 section 1631 (a) (2) (F).".

6 (c) EFFECT[VE DATE.—The amendments made

7 by this section shall apply to payments made after

8 the date of the enactment of this Act.

9 SEC. 2214. REDUCTION IN CASH BENEFITS PAYABLE TO IN-

10 STITUTIONALIZED INDIVIDUALS WHOSE MED-

11 ICAL COSTS ARE COVERED BY PRIVATE IN-

12 SURANCE.

13 (a) IN GENER4i.—Section 1611(e) (1) (B) (42 U.S.C.

14 1382(e) (1) (B)) is amended—

15 (1) by striking "title X[X, or" and inserting

16 "title XVor XIX,"; and

17 (2) by inserting "or, in the case of an eligible in-

18 dividual under the age of 18, receiving payments

19 (with respect to such individual) under any health in-

20 surance policy issued by a private provider of such

21 insurance" after "section 1614(D (2) (B,), ".

22 (b) EFFECT[VE DATE.—The amendment made by this

23 section shall apply to benefits .fbr months beginning 90

24 more days after the date of the enactment of this Act, with-
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1 out regard to whether regulations have been issued to imple-

2 ment such amendments.

3 SEC. 2215. REGULATIONS.

4 Within 3 months after the date of the enactment qf this

5 Act, the Commissioner of Social Security shall prescribe

6 such regulations as may be necessanj to implement the

7 amendments made by this subchapter.

8 Subchapter C—Additional Enforcement

9 Provision

10 SEC. 2221. INSTALLMENT PAYMENT OF LARGE PAST-DUE

11 SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME BENE-

12 FITS.

13 (a) IN GENERAL—Section 1631(a) (42 U.S. C. 1383)

14 is amended by adding at the end the .fbllowing new para-

15 graph:

16 "(1O)(A) If an individual is eligible fbr past-due

17 monthly benfits under this title in an amount that (ofter

18 any withholding for reimbursement to a State for interim

19 assistance under subsection (g)) equals or exceeds the prod-

20 uct of—

21 "('iS) 12, and

22 "('ii,) the maximum monthly benfit payable

23 under this title to an eligible individual (or, f appro-

24 priate, to an eligible individual and eligible spouse),
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1 then the payment qf such past-due benefits (qfter any such

2 reimbursement to a State) shall be made in installments

3 as provided in subparagraph (B).

4 "(B)(i) The payment of past-due benefits subject to this

5 subparagraph shall be made in not to exceed 3 installments

6 that are made at 6-month intervals.

7 "(ii) Except as provided in clause (iii), the amount

8 of each of the first and second installments may not exceed

9 an amount equal to the product of clauses (i) and (ii) of

10 subparagraph (A).

11 "(iii) In the case of an individual who has—

12 "(I) outstanding debt attributable to—

13 "(aa)food,

14 "(bb) clothing,

15 "(cc) shelter, or

16 "(dd) medically necessary services, supplies

17 or equipment, or medicine; or

18 "(II) current expenses or expenses anticipated in

19 the near term attributable to—

20 "(aa) medically necessary services, supplies

21 or equipment, or medicine, or

22 "(bb) the purchase qf a home, and

23 such debt or expenses are not subject to reimbursement by

24 a public assistance program, the Secretary under title

25 XVIII, a State plan approved under title XV or XIX, or
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1 any private entity legally liable to provide payment pursu-

2 ant to an insurance policy, p re-paid plan, or other arrange-

3 ment, the limitation specified in clause (ii) may be exceeded

4 by an amount equal to the total qf such debt and expenses.

5 "(C) This paragraph shall not apply to any individual

6 who, at the time qf the Commissioner's determination that

7 such individual is eligible for the payment of past-due

8 monthly benfits under this title—

9 "(i) is afflicted with a medically determinable

10 impairment that is expected to result in death within

11 12 months; or

12 "ii is ineligible fbr benefits under this title and

13 the Commissioner determines that such individual is

14 likely to remain ineligible for the next 12 months.

15 "(D) For purposes qf this paragraph, the term 'benefits

16 under this title' includes supplementary payments pursu-

17 ant to an agreement .fbr Federal administration under sec-

18 tion 1616(a), and payments pursuant to an agreement en-

19 tered into under section 212(b) of Public Law 93—66.".

20 (b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Section 1631(a) (1)

21 (42 U.S.C. 1383(a) (1)) is amended by inserting "(subject

22 to paragraph (10))" immediately bfbre "in such install-

23 ments".

24 (c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—
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1 (1) IN GENERAL—The amendments made by

2 this section are effective with respect to past-due bene-

3 fits payable under title XVI qf the Social Security Act

4 cfter the third month Jbllowing the month in which

5 this Act is enacted.

6 (2) BENEFITS PAYABLE UNDER TITLE 1WL —For

7 purposes of this subsection, the term "benefits payable

8 under title XVI qf the Social Security Act" includes

9 supplementary payments pursuant to an agreement

10 for Federal administration under section 1616(a) of

11 the Social Security Act, and payments pursuant to

12 an agreement entered into under section 212(b) of

13 Public Law 93—66.

14 SEC. 2222. REGULATIONS.

15 Within 3 months after the date of the enactment of this

16 Act, the Commissioner of Social Security shall prescribe

17 such regulations as may be necessary to implement the

18 amendments made by this subchapter.

19 Subchapter D—Studies Regarding

20 Supplemental Security Income Program

21 SEC. 2231. ANNUAL REPORT ON THE SUPPLEMENTAL SECU-

22 RITY INCOME PROGRAM.

23 Title XVI (42 U.S.C. 1381 et seq.), as amended by sec-

24 tion 2201(c) of this Act, is amended by adding at the end

25 the following new section:
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1 "ANNUAL REPORT ON PROGRAM

2 "SEC. 1637. a) Not later than May 30 of each yea7,

3 the Commissioner of Social Security shall prepare and de-

4 liver a report annually to the President and the Congress

5 regarding the program under this title, including—

6 "(1) a comprehensive description qf the program;

7 "(2) historical and current data on allowances

8 and denials, including number of applications and

9 allowance rates for initial determinations, reconsider-

10 ation determinations, administrative law judge hear-

11 ings, appeals council reviews, and Federal court deci-

12 sions;

13 "(3) historical and current data on characteris-

14 tics of recipients and program costs, by recipient

15 group (aged, blind, disabled adults, and disabled chil-

16 dren);

17 "(4) historical and current data on prior enroll-

18 ment by recipients in public benfit programs, includ-

19 ing State programs funded under part A qf title JY

20 of the Social Security Act and State general assist-

21 ance programs;

22 "(5) projections of future number qf recipients

23 and program costs, through at least 25 years;
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1 "(6) number of redeterminations and continuing

2 disability reviews, and the outcomes of such redeter-

3 minations and reviews;

4 "(7,) data on the utilization of work incentives;

5 "(8) detailed infbrmation on administrative and

6 other program operation costs;

7 "(9) summaries of relevant research undertaken

8 by the Social Security Administration, or by other re-

9 searchers;

10 "(10) State supplementation program oper-

11 ations;

12 "(11) a historical summary of statutory changes

13 to this title; and

14 "(12) such other infbrmnation as the Commis-

15 sioner deems usefrl.

16 "(b) Each member of the Social Security Advisory

17 Board shall be permitted to provide an individual report,

18 or a joint report if agreec4 of views qf the program under

19 this title, to be included in the annual report required under

20 this section. ".

21 SEC. 2232. STUDY BY GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE.

22 Not later than January 1, 1999, the Comptroller Gen-

23 eral of the United States shall study and report on—

24 (1) the impact of the amendments made by, and

25 the provisions of this chapter on the supplemental se-
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1 curity income program under title XVI qf the Social

2 Security Act; and

3 (2) extra expenses incurred by families of chil-

4 dren receiving benefits under such title that are not

5 covered by other Federal, State, or local programs.

6 CHAPTER 3—CHILD SUPPORT

7 SEC. 2300. REFERENCE TO SOCIAL SECURITY ACT.

8 Except as otherwise specifically provided, wherever in

9 this chapter an amendment is expressed in terms qf an

10 amendment to or repeal of a section or other provision, the

11 reference shall be considered to be made to that section or

12 other provision of the Social Security Act.

13 Subchapter A—Eligibility for Services;

14 Distribution of Payments

15 SEC. 2301. STATE OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE CHILD SUP-

16 PORT ENFORCEMENT SERViCES.

17 (a) STATE FLAw BEQUIREMEiVTS.—Section 454 (42

18 U.S.C. 654) is amended—

19 (1) by striking paragraph (4) and inserting the

20 fbllowing new paragraph:

21 "(4) provide that the State will—

22 "(A) provide services relating to the estab-

23 lishment of paternity or the establishment, modi-

24 fication, or enfbrcement of child support obliga-
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1 tions, as appropriate, under the plan with re-

2 spect to—

3 "(i) each child for whom (I,) assistance

4 is provided under the State program funded

5 under part A qf this title, (II,) benfits or

6 services for foster care maintenance are pro-

7 vided under the State program funded

8 under part E qf this title, (III) medical as-

9 sistance is provided under the State plan

10 under title XV, or (TV) medical assistance is

11 provided under the State plan approved

12 under title XIX, unless, in accordance with

13 paragraph (29), good cause or other excep-

14 tions exist;

15 "(ii) any other child, f an individual

16 applies for such services with respect to the

17 child; and

18 "(B) e'nfbrce any support obligation estab-

19 lished with respect to—

20 "(i) a child with respect to whom the

21 State provides services under the plan; or

22 "(ii) the custodial parent of such a

23 child;"; and

24 (2) in paragraph (6)—
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1 (A) by striking "provide that" and insert-

2 ing "provide that—";

3 (B) by striking subparagraph (A) and in-

4 serting the Jbllowing new subparagraph:

5 "(A) services under the plan shall be made

6 available to residents of other States on the same

7 terms as to residents of the State submitting the

8 plan;";

9 (C) in subparagraph (B), by inserting "on

10 individuals not receiving assistance under any

11 State program fttnded under part A" after "such

12 services shall be imposed";

13 (D) in each of subparagraphs (B), (C), (D),

14 and (E)—

15 (i) by indenting the subparagraph in

16 the same manner as, and aligning the left

17 margin of the subparagraph with the left

18 margin qf the matter inserted by sub para-

19 graph (B) of this paragraph; and

20 (ii.) by striking the final comma and

21 inserting a semicolon; and

22 (E,) in subparagraph (E,), by indenting each

23 of clauses 'i.) and (ii,) 2 additional ems.

24 b) CONTINUATION OF SERVICES FOR FAMILIES CEAS-

25 m To REcEIVE ASSISTANCE UNDER THE STATE PRO-
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1 GRAM FUNDED UNDER PART A.—Section 454 (42 U.S.C.

2 654) is amended—

3 (1) by striking "and" at the end qf paragraph

4 (23);

5 (2) by striking the period at the end qf para-

6 graph (24) and inserting "; and"; and

7 (3) by adding after paragraph (24) the .fbllowing

8 new paragraph:

9 "(25) provide that a family with respect to

10 which services are provided under the plan ceases to

11 receive assistance under the State program frnded

12 under part A, the State shall provide appropriate no-

13 tice to the frmily and continue to provide such serv-

14 ices, subject to the same conditions and on the same

15 basis as in the case of other individuals to whom serv-

16 ices are furnished under the plan, except that an ap-

17 plication or other request to continue services shall

18 not be required of such a family and paragraph

19 (6) (B) shall not apply to the fbmily. ".

20 (c) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—

21 (1) Section 452(b) (42 U.S.C. 652(b)) is amend-

22 ed by striking "454(6)" and inserting "454(4)".

23 (2) Section 452 (g) (2) (A) (42 U.S.C.

24 652(g) (2) (A)) is amended by striking "454(6)" each

25 place it appears and inserting "454 (4) (A) (ii)".
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1 (3) Section 466(a)(3)(B) (42 U.S.C.

2 666(a) (3) (B)) is amended by striking "in the case qf

3 overdue support which a State has agreed to collect

4 under section 454(6)" and inserting "in any other

5 case".

6 (4) Section 466(e) (42 U.S.C. 666(e)) is amended

7 by striking "paragraph (4) or (6) of section 454" and

8 inserting "section 454(4)".

9 SEC. 2302. DISTRIBUTION OF CHILD SUPPORT COLLEC-

10 TIONS.

11 (a) IN GEivERAL.—Section 457 (42 U.S.C. 657) is

12 amended to read asjbllows:

13 "SEC. 457. DISTRIBUTION OF COLLECTED SUPPORT.

14 "(a) IN GENERAL .—Subject to subsection (e), an

15 amount collected on behalf of afamily as support by a State

16 pursuant to a plan approved under this part shall be dis-

17 tributed as .follows:

18 "(1) FAMILIES RECEIVING ASSISTANCE.—In the

19 case of a .támily receiving assistance from the State,

20 the State shall—

21 "(A) pay to the Federal Government the

22 Federal share of the amount so collectec4 and

23 "(B) retain, or distribute to the ftimily, the

24 State share of the amount so collected.
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1 "(2) FAMILIES THAT FORMERLY RECEIVED AS-

2 SISTANCE.—In the case qf a fttmily that fbrmerly re-

3 ceived assistance from the State:

4 "(A) CURRENT SUPPORT PAYMENTS.—To

5 the extent that the amount so collected does not

6 exceed the amount required to be paid to the

7 fttmily for the month in which collected, the

8 State shall distribute the amount so collected to

9 the .fitmily.

10 "(B) PAYMENTS OF ARREARAGES.—To the

11 extent that the amount so collected exceeds the

12 amount required to be paid to the family fbr the

13 month in which collected, the State shall distrib-

14 ute the amount so collected as follows:

15 "(i) DISTRIBUTION OF ABREARAGES

16 THAT ACCRUED ARTER THE FAMILY CEASED

17 TO RECEIVE ASSISTANCE.—

18 "(I) PRE-OCTOBER 1997.—Except

19 as provided in subclause (II), the pro-

20 visions qf this section (other than sub-

21 section (b)(1)) as in effect and applied

22 on the day bfbre the date of the enact-

23 ment of section 2302 of the Personal

24 Responsibility and Work Opportunity

25 Act qf 1996 shall apply with respect to
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1 the distribution of support arrearages

2 that—

3 "(aa) accrued after the farn-

4 ily ceased to receive assistance,

5 and

6 "(bb) are collected befbre Oc-

7 tober 1, 1.997.

8 "(II) POST-SEPTEMBER 199 7.—

9 With respect to the amount so collected

10 on or after October 1, 1997 (or befbre

11 such date, at the option of the State)—

12 "(aa) IN GENERAL. —The

13 State shall first distribute the

14 amount so collected (other than

15 any amount described in clause

16 (iv)) to the fttmily to the extent

17 necessary to satisfy any support

18 arrearages with respect to the

19 fttmily that accrue"d cifler the fttm-

20 ily ceased to receive assistance

21 from the State.

22 "(bb) REIMBURSEMENT OF

23 GOVERNMENTS FOR ASSISTANGE

24 PROVIDED TO THE FAMILY—After

25 the application qf' division (aa)
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1 and clause cii,) (II,) (aa) with re-

2 spect to the amount so collected,

3 the State shall retain the State

4 share of the amount so collected,

5 and pay to the Federal Govern-

6 ment the Federal share (as defined

7 in subsection (c) (2)) of the

8 amount so collected, but only to

9 the extent necessary to reimburse

10 amounts paid to the frmily as as-

11 sistance by the State.

12 "(cc) DISTRIBUTION OF THE

13 REMAINDER TO THE FAMILY.—To

14 the extent that neither division

15 (aa) nor division (bb) applies to

16 the amount so collected, the State

17 shall distribute the amount to the

18 jbmily.

19 "(ii,) DISTRIBUTION OF ARREARAGES

20 THAT ACCRUED BEFORE THE FAMILY RE-

21 CEIVED ASSISTANCE.—

22 "(I) PRE-OCTOBER 2000.—Except

23 as provided in subclause (II), the pro-

24 visions of this section (other than sub-

25 section (b)(1)) as in fJèct and applied
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1 on the day befbre the date qf the enact-

2 ment of section 2302 of the Personal

3 Responsibility and Work Opportunity

4 Act qf 1996 shall apply with respect to

5 the distribution qf support arrearages

6 that—

7 "(aa) accrued befbre the fam-

8 ily received assistance, and

9 "(bb) are collected bejbre Oc-

10 tober 1, 2000.

11 "(II) POST-SEPTEMBER 2000.—

12 Unless, based on the report required by

13 paragraph (4), the Congress determines

14 otherwise, with respect to the amount

15 so collected on or after October 1, 2000

16 (or before such date, at the option of

17 the State)—

18 "(aa) IN GENERAL—The

19 State shall first distribute the

20 amount so collected (other than

21 any amount described in clause

22 (iv)) to the family to the extent

23 necessary to satiftj any support

24 arrearages with respect to the

25 frimily that accrued bfbre the
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1 family received assistance from

2 the State.

3 "(bb) REIMBURSEMENT OF

4 GOVERNMENTS FOR ASSISTANCE

5 PROVIDED TO THE FAMILY—After

6 the application of clause

7 (i) (II) (aa) and division (aa) with

8 respect to the amount so collected,

9 the State shall retain the State

10 share of the amount so collected,

11 and pay to the Federal Govern-

12 ment the Federal share (as defined

13 in subsection (c) (2)) of the

14 amount so collected, but only to

15 the extent necessary to reimburse

16 amounts paid to the family as as-

17 sistance by the State.

18 "(cc) DISTRIBUTION OF THE

19 REMAINDER TO TIlE FAMILY—To

20 the extent that neither division

21 (aa) nor division (bb) applies to

22 the amount so collected, the State

23 shall distribute the amount to the

24 family.
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1 "ciii) DISTRIBUTION OF ARREARAGES

2 THAT ACCRUED WHILE THE FAMILY RE-

3 CEll/ED ASSISTANCE.—--In the case of a fam-

4 ily described in this subparagraph, the pro-

5 visions of paragraph (1) shall apply with

6 respect to the distribution of support arrear-

7 ages that accrued while the family received

8 assistance.

9 "(iv) AMOUNTS COLLECTED PURSUANT

10 TO SECTION 464.—Notwithstanding any

11 other provision of this section, any amount

12 of support collected pursuant to section 464

13 shall be retained by the State to the extent

14 past-due support has been assigned to the

15 State as a condition of receiving assistance

16 from the State, up to the amount necessary

17 to reimburse the State for amounts paid to

18 the fttmily as assistance by the State. The

19 State shall pay to the Federal Government

20 the Federal share of the amounts so re-

21 tamed. To the extent the amount collected

22 pursuant to section 464 exceeds the amount

23 SO retained, the State shall distribute the ex-

24 cess to the fttmily.
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1 "'v) ORDERING RULES FOR DISTRIBU-

2 TIONS.—For purposes of this subparagraph,

3 unless an earlier ffctive date is required

4 by this section, ffèctive October 1, 2000, the

5 State shall treat any support arrearages

6 collected, except jbr amounts collected pur-

7 suant to section 464, as accruing in the fol-

8 lowing order:

9 "(I) To the period after the family

10 ceased to receive assistance.

11 "(II) To th period bejbre the jbm-

12 ily received assistance.

13 "(III) To the period while th

14 family was receiving assistance.

15 "'3,) FAMILIES THAT NEVER RECEIVED ASSIST-

16 ANCE.—In the case of any other family, the State

17 shall distribute the amount so collected to the family.

18 "(4) FAMILIES UNDER CERTAIN AGREEMENTS.—

19 In the case of a family receiving assistance .from an

20 Indian tribe, distribute the amount so collected pursu-

21 ant to an agreement entered into pursuant to a State

22 plan under section 454('33,).

23 "(5) STUDY AND REPORT.—Not later than Octo-

24 ber 1, 1998, the Secretary shall report to the Congress

25 the Secretary's findings with respect to—
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1 "(A) whether the distribution qf post-assist-

2 ance arrearages to families has been fftctive in

3 moving people off qf welfare and keeping them

4 off of welfare;

5 "(B) whether early implementation of a

6 p re-assistance arrearage program by some States

7 has been ffective in moving people off qf welfare

8 and keeping them off qf welfbre;

9 "(C) what the overall impact has been qf the

10 amendments made by the Personal Responsibil-

11 ity and Work Opportunity Act of 1996 with re-

12 spect to child support enfOrcement in moving

13 people qff qf wefare and keeping them qif of wel-

14 frre; and

15 "(D) based on the infbrmation and data the

16 Secretary has obtained, what changes, f any,

17 should be made in the policies related to the dis-

18 tribution qf child support arrearages.

19 "(b) CONTINUATION OF ASSIGNMENTS.—Any rights to

20 support obligations, which were assigned to a State as a

21 condition of receiving assistance from the State under part

22 A and which were in fJèct on the day bfbre the date qf

23 the enactment of the Personal Responsibility and Work Op-

24 portunity Act of 1996, shall remain assigned after such

25 date.
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1 "(c) DEFmuTIONS.—As used in subsection (a):

2 "(1) ASSISTAIVCE.—The term 'assistance from

3 the State' means—

4 "(A) assistance under the State program

5 fitnded under part A or under the State plan ap-

6 proved under part A qf this title (as in effect on

7 the day before the date qf the enactment of the

8 Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity

9 Act 011.996); and

10 "(B) fbster care maintenance payments

11 under the State plan approved under part E qf

12 this title.

13 "(2) FEDERAL SHARE.—The term 'Federal share'

14 means that portion of the amount collected resulting

15 from the application qf the Federal medical assistance

16 percentage in effect for the fiscal year in which the

17 amount is collected.

18 "(3) FEDERAL MEDICAL ASSISTAJ\TCE PERCENT-

19 AGE.—The term 'Federal medical assistance percent-

20 age' means—

21 "(A) the Federal medical assistance percent-

22 age (as defined in section 1118), in the case of

23 Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, and

24 American Samoa; or
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1 "(B) the Federal medical assistance percent-

2 age (as defined in section 1905(b), as in effect on

3 September 30, 1996) in the case of any other

4 State.

5 "(4) STATE SHARE.—The term 'State share'

6 means 100 percent minus the Federal share.

7 "(d) HOLD HARMLESS PRovIsIov—If the amounts

8 collected which could be retained by the State in the fiscal

9 year (to the extent necessary to reimburse the State jbr

10 amounts paid to families as assistance by the State) are

11 less than the State share of the amounts collected in fiscal

12 year 1995 (determined in accordance with section 457 as

13 in effect on the day before the date of the enactment of the

14 Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Act of

15 1996), the State share for the fiscal year shall be an amount

16 equal to the State share in fiscal year 1995.

17 "(e,) GAP PAYMENTS NOT SUBJECT TO DISTRIBUTION

18 UNDER THIS SECTION.—At State option, this section shall

19 not apply to any amount collected on behalf qf a family

20 as support by the State (and paid to the family in addition

21 to the amount of assistance otherwise payable to the family.)

22 pursuant to a plan approved under this part f such

23 amount would have been paid to the family by the State

24 under section 402 (a) (28), as in effect and applied on the

25 day bfbre the date of the enactment of section 2302 qf the
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1 Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Act of 1996.

2 For purposes of subsection (d), the State 'share qf such

3 amount paid to the family shall be considered amounts

4 which could be retained by the State 'f such payments were

5 reported by the State as part qf the State share of amounts

6 collected in fiscal year 1995.".

7 (b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—

8 (1) Section 464(a) (1) (42 U.S. C. 664(a) (1)) is

9 amended by striking "section 457(b)(4) or (d)(3)"

10 and inserting "section 457".

11 (2) Section 454 (42 U.S. C. 654) is amended—

12 (A) in paragraph (11)—

13 (i) by striking "(11)" and inserting

14 "(11)(A)"; and

15 (ii) by inserting cfter the semicolon

16 "and"; and

17 (B) by redesignating paragraph (12) as

18 subparagraph (B) qf paragraph (11).

19 (c) EFFECTIVE DATES.—

20 (1) IN GENERAL—EXCept as provided in para-

21 graph (2), the amendments made by this section shall

22 be effective on October 1, 1996, or earlier at the

23 State's option.
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1 (2) CONFORMING ÂME NDMENTS.—The amend-

2 ments made by subsection (b) (2) shall become effective

3 on the date of the enactment of this Act.

4 SEC. 2303. PRIVACY SAFEGUARDS.

5 (a) STATE PLAN REQUIREMENT.—Sectjon 454 (42

6 U. S. C. 654), as amended by section 2301 (b) qf this Act, is

7 amended—

8 (1) by striking "and" at the end qf paragraph

9 (24);

10 (2) by striking the period at the end of para-

11 graph (25) and inserting "; and"; and

12 (3) by adding after paragraph (25) the .fbllowing

13 new paragraph:

14 "(26) will have in ffèct saftguards, applicable to

15 all confidential information handled by the State

16 agency, that are designed to protect the privacy rights

17 of the parties, including—

18 "(A) safe guards against unauthorized use or

19 disclosure of information relating to proceedings

20 or actions to establish paternity, or to establish

21 or enfOrce support;

22 "(B) prohibitions against the release qf in-

23 fbrmation on the whereabouts of 1 party to an-

24 other party against whom a protective order
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1 with respect to the former party has been en-

2 tered; and

3 "(C) prohibitions against the release of in-

4 fbrmation on the whereabouts Qf 1 party to an-

5 other party f the State has reason to believe that

6 the release of the information may result in

7 physical or emotional harm to the former

8 party. ".

9 (b) EFFECTTVE DATE.—The amendment made by sub-

10 section (a) shall become efftctive on October 1, 1997.

11 SEC. 2304. RIGHTS TO NOTIFICATION OF HEARINGS.

12 (a) IN GENERAL.—Section 454 (42 U.S.C. 654, as

13 amended by section 2302 (b) (2) of this Act, is amended by

14 inserting after paragraph (11) the following new para-

15 graph:

16 "(12) provide for the establishment q,f procedures

17 to require the State to provide individuals who are

18 applying for or receiving services under the State

19 plan, or who are parties to cases in which se'rvices are

20 being provided under the State plan—

21 "(A) with notice of all proceedings in which

22 support obligations might be established or modi-

23 tied; and

24 "(B) with a copy of any order establishing

25 or modjing a child support obligation, or (in
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the case of a petition fbr modification) a notice

qf determination that there should be no change

in the amount qf the child support award, with-

in 14 days cfler issuance qf sueh order or deter-

mination;".

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by sub-

section (a) shall become effective on October 1, 1997.

Subchapter B—Locate and Case Tracking

SEC. 2311. STATE CASE REGISTRY.

Section 454A, as added by section 2344(a) (2) of this

Act, is amended by adding at the end the following new

subsections:

STATE CASE REGISTRY.—

"(1) CONTENTS.—The automated system re-

quired by this section shall include a registry (which

shall be known as the 'State case registry') that con-

tains records with respect to—

"(A) each case in which services

provided by the State agency under

plan approved under this part; and

"('B) each support order, established or

modified in the State on or after October 1,

1998.

"(2) LINKING OF LOCAL REGIS TRIES.—The State

case registry may be established by linking local case
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1 registries qf support orders through an automated in-

2 formation network, subject to this section.

3 "'3,) USE OF STANDARDIZED DATA ELEMENTS.—

4 Such records shall use standardized data elements fbr

5 both parents (such as names, social security numbers

6 and other unifbrm identification numbers, dates of

7 birth, and case identification numbers), and contain

8 such other information (such as on case status) as the

9 Secretary may require.

10 "(4 PAYMENT RECORDS.—Each case record in

11 the State case registry with respect to which services

12 are being provided under the State plan approved

13 under this part and with respect to which a support

14 order has been established shall include a record qf—

15 "(A) the amount qf monthly (or other pen-

16 odic) support owed under the order, and other

17 amounts (including arrearages, interest or late

18 payment penalties, and fees) due or overdue

19 under the order;

20 "(B) any amount described in subpara-

21 graph (A) that has been collected;

22 "(C) the distribution of such collected

23 amounts;

24 "(D) the birth date qf any child fbr whom

25 the order requires the provision of 5up pOrt; and
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1 "(E) the amount of any lien imposed with

2 respect to the order pursuant to section

3 466(a) (4,).

4 "(5 UPDATING AVD MONITORING.—The State

5 agency operating the automated system required by

6 this section shall promptly establish and update,

7 maintain, and regularly monitor, case records in the

8 State case registry with respect to which services are

9 being provided under the State plan approved under

10 this part, on the basis qf—

11 "(A) infbrmation on administrative actions

12 and administrative and judicial proceedings and

13 orders relating to paternity and support;

14 "(B) information obtained from comparison

15 with Federal, State, or local sources of infornia-

16 tion;

17 "(C) infbrmation on support collections and

18 distributions; and

19 "(D) any other relevant info'rrnation.

20 "U,) INFORIJMTION COMPARISONS AND OTHER DIScLO-

21 SURES OF INFORMATION.—The State shall use the auto-

22 mated system required by this section to extract infbrma-

23 tion from (at such times, and in such standardized format

24 or fbrmats, as may be required by the Secretary), to share

25 and compare infbrmation with, and to receive irfbrination
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1 from, other data bases and infbrrnation comparison serv-

2 ices, in order to obtain (or provide,) infbnation necessary

3 to enable the State agency (or the Secretary or other State

4 or Federal agencies) to carry out this part, subject to section

5 6103 of the Internal Revenue Code qf 1986. Such i'nfonna-

6 tion comparison activities shall include the following:

7 "(1) FEDERAL CASE REGISTRY OF CHILD SUP-

8 PORT ORDERS.—Furnishing to the Federal Case Reg-

9 ist'ry of Child Support Orders established under sec-

10 tion 453(h) (and update as necessary, with infonna-

11 tion including notice qf expiration of orders) the mm-

12 imum amount of information on child support cases

13 recorded in the State case registry that is necessary

14 to operate the registry (as specified by the Secretary

15 in regulations).

16 "(2) FEDERAL PARENT LOCATOR SERVICE.—Ex-

17 changing information with the Federal Parent Loca-

18 tor Service for the purposes specified in section 453.

19 "(3) TEMPORARY FAMILY ASSISTANCE AND MED-

20 ICAID AGENGIES.—Exchanging iWbrmation with

21 State agencies (of the State and qf other States) ad-

22 ministering programs fitnded under part A, programs

23 opera ted under a State plan under title XV or a State

24 plan approved under title XIX, and other programs

25 designated by the Secretary, as necessaij to pe'form
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1 State agency responsibilities under this part and

2 under such programs.

3 "(4) INTRASTATE AND INTERSTATE INFORMATION

4 CO!wP4RISONs.—Exchanging infbrmation with other

5 agencies qf the State, agencies qf other States, and

6 interstate ifbrination networks, as necessary and ap-

7 propriate to carry out (or assist other States to carry

8 out) the purposes qf this part.".

9 SEC. 2312. COLLECTION AND DISBURSEMENT OF SUPPORT

10 PAYMENTS.

11 (a) STATE PL4jV REQUIREMENT.—Section 454 (42

12 U.S.C. 654), as amended by sections 2301(b) and 2303 (a)

13 qf this Act, is amended—-

14 (1) by striking "and" at the end qf paragraph

15 (25);

16 (2) by striking the period at the end of para-

17 graph (26) and inserting "; and"; and

18 (3) by adding fler paragraph (26) the following

19 new paragraph:

20 "(27) provide that, on and fler October 1, 1998,

21 the State agency will—

22 "(A) operate a State disbursement unit in

23 accordance with section 454B; and

24 "(B) have sufficient State staff (consisting

25 of State employees) and (at State option) con-
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1 tractors reporting directly to the State agency

2 to—

3 "ri) monitor and enforce support col-

4 lections through the unit in cases being en-

5 Jbrced by the State pursuant to section

6 454(4) (including carrying out the auto-

7 mated data processing responsibilities de-

8 scribed in section 454A(g)); and

9 "(ii) take the actions described in sec-

10 tion 466('c)(l) in appropriate cases.".

11 (b) ESTABLISHMENT OF STATE DISBURSEMENT

12 UiVIT.—Part D of title IV (42 U.S.C. 651—669), as amended

13 by section 2344(a) (2) of this Act, is amended by inserting

14 after section 45411 the jbllowing new section:

15 "SEC. 454B. COLLECTION AND DISBURSEMENT OF SUP-

16 PORT PAYMENTS.

17 "('ad STATE DISBURSEMENT UNIT.—

18 "(1) IN GENERAL.—In order fbr a State to meet

19 the requirements of this section, the State agency

20 must establish and operate a unit (which shall be

21 known as the 'State disbursement unit',) jbr the collec-

22 tion and disbursement of payments under support or-

23 ders—

24 "(A) in all cases being efbrced by the State

25 pursuant to section 454(4); and
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1 "(B) in all cases not being eiforced by the

2 State under this part in which the support order

3 is initially issued in the State on or cfter Janu-

4 ary 1, 1994, and in which the wages qf the non-

5 custodial parent are subject to withholding pur-

6 suant to section 466(a) (8) (B).

7 "(2) OPERA TION.—The State disbursement unit

8 shall be operated—

9 "(A) directly by the State agency (or 2 or

10 more State agencies under a regional cooperative

11 agreement), or (to the extent appropriate) by a

12 contractor responsible directly to the State agen-

13 cy; and

14 "(B) except in cases described in paragraph

15 (1)(B), in coordination with the automated sys-

16 tem established by the State pursuant to section

17 454A.

18 "'3 LINKING OF LOCAL DISBURSEMENT

19 UNITS.—The State disbursement unit may be estab-

20 lished by linking local disbursement units through an

21 automated infbrmation network, subject to this sec-

22 tion, f the Secretary agrees that the system will not

23 cost more nor take more time to establish or operate

24 than a centralized system. In addition, employers
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1 shall be given 1 location to which income withlwlding

2 is sent.

3 "(b) REQUIRED PROcEDURES.—The State disburse-

4 ment unit shall use automated procedures, electronic proc-

5 esses, and computer-driven technology to the maximum ex-

6 tent feasible, efficient, and economical, jbr the collection and

7 disbursement qf support payments, including procedures—

8 "(1) Jbr receipt of payments from parents em-

9 plo yers, and other States, and Jbr disbursements to

10 custodial parents and other obligees, the State agency,

11 and the agencies qf other States;

12 "(2) for accurate identification qf payments;

13 "(3) to ensure prompt disbursement qf the custo-

14 dial parent's share of any payment; and

15 "'4,) to furnish to any parent, upon request

16 timely inJbrmnation on the current status of support

17 payments under an order requiring payments to be

18 made by or to the parent.

19 "(c) TIMING OF DISBURSEMENTS.—

20 "(1) Iv GENERAL.—Except as provided in para-

21 graph (2), the State disbursement unit shall distribute

22 all amounts payable under section 45 7(a) within 2

23 business days after receipt from the employer or other

24 source of periodic income, 'f sufficient iifbrmation

25 ident'fying the payee is provided.
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1 "(2) PERIVIISSIvE RETENTION OF ARREARAGES.—

2 The State disbursement unit may delay the distribu-

3 tion qf collections toward arrearages until the resolu-

4 tion of any timely appeal with respect to such arrear-

5 ages.

6 "(d) BuSINESS DAY DEFINED.—AS used in this sec-

7 tion, the term 'business day' means a day on which State

8 offices are open for regular business. ".

9 (c) USE OF AUTOMATED SYSTEM.—Section 454Il as

10 added by section 2344(a)(2) and as amended by section

11 2311 qf this Act, is amended by adding at the end the fol-

12 lowing new subsection:

13 "(g) COLLECTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF SUPPORT

14 PAYMENTS.—

15 "(1) IN GENERAL.—The State shall use the auto-

16 mated system required by this section, to the maxi-

17 mum extent feasible, to assist and fricilitate the collec-

18 tion and disbursement of support payments through

19 the State disbursement unit operated under section

20 454B, through the peijb'rinance of ji,nctions, includ-

21 ing, at a minimum—

22 "(A) transmission of orders and notices to

23 employers (and other debtors) jbr the withholding

24 of wages and other income—
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1 "ri) within 2 business days after re-

2 ceipt of notice qf and the income source

3 subject to, such withholding from a court,

4 another State, an employei, the Federal

5 Parent Locator Service, or another source

6 recognized by the State; and

7 "(ii) using uniJbrm Jbrmats prescribed

8 by the Secretary;

9 "(B) ongoing monitoring to promptly iden-

10 tfy ftiilures to make timely payment qf support;

11 and

12 "(C) automatic use of enforcement proce-

13 dures (including procedures authorized pursuant

14 to section 466(c)) if payments are not timely

15 made.

16 "(2) BuSINESS DAY DEFINED.—As used in para-

17 graph (1), the term 'business day' means a day on

18 which State qffices are open .for regular business. ".

19 (d) EFFECTIVE DATES.—

20 (1) Iv GENERAL.—EXcept as provided in para-

21 graph (2), the amendments made by this section shall

22 become effctive on October 1, 1998.

23 (2) LIWITED EXCEPTION TO UNIT HANDLING PAY-

24 MENTS.—Notwithstanding section 454B(b)('l) of the

25 Social Security Act, as added by this section, any
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1 State which, as qf the date qf the enactment of this

2 Act, processes the receipt of child support payments

3 through local courts may, at the option of the State,

4 continue to process through September 30, 1999, such

5 payments through such courts as processed such pay-

6 ments on or before such date of enactment.

7 SEC. 2313. STATE DIRECTORY OF NEW HIRES.

8 (a) STATE PLAJV REQUIREMEiVT.—Section 454 (42

9 U. S.C. 654), as amen ded by sections 2301 ('b,), 2303 (a) and

10 2312(a) of this Act, is amended—

11 (1) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph

12 (26);

13 (2) by striking the period at the end of para-

14 graph (27) and inserting ";and"; and

15 (3) by adding qfier paragraph (27) the following

16 new paragraph:

17 "(28) provide that, on and after October 1, 1997,

18 the State will operate a State Directory of New Hires

19 in accordance with section 453A. ".

20 (b) STATE DIRECTORY OF NEvv 1-IIRES.—Part D of'

21 title IV (42 U.S.C. 651—669) is amended by inserting after

22 section 453 the fbllowing new section:

23 "SEC. 453A. STATE DIRECTORY OF NEW HIRES.

24 "(a) ESTABLISHMENT.—

25 "(1) iN GENERAL.—
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1 "(A,) REQUIREMENT FOR STATES THAT

2 HAVE NO DIRECTORY—Except as provided in

3 subparagraph (B), not later than October 1,

4 1997, each State shall establish an automated di-

5 rectory (to be known as the 'State Directory of

6 New Hires') which shall contain information

7 supplied in accordance with subsection (b) by

8 employers on each newly hired employee.

9 "(B) STATES WITH NEW HIRE REPORTING

10 IN EXISTENCE.—A State which has a new hire

11 reporting law in existence on the date of the en-

12 actment of this section may continue to operate

13 under the State law, but the State must meet the

14 requirements qf subsection (g) (2) not later than

15 October 1, 1997, and the requirements of this sec-

16 tion (other than subsection (g) (2)) not later than

17 October 1, 1998.

18 "(2) DEFINITIONS.—As used in this section:

19 "(A) EMPLOYEE.—The term 'employee'—

20 "(i) means an individual who is an

21 employee within the meaning of chapter 24

22 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986; and

23 "('ii,) does not include an employee of a

24 Federal or State agency pe7J brining intel-

25 ligence or counterintelligence fitnctions, if
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1 the head q,f such agency has determined that

2 reporting pursuant to paragraph (1) with

3 respect to the employee could endanger the

4 sofety q,f the employee or compromise an on-

5 going investigation or intelligence mission.

6 "(B) EMPLOYER.—

7 "(i) IN GENERAL.—The term 'em-

8 ployer' has the meaning given such term in

9 section 3401(d) of the Internal Revenue

10 iode of 1986 and includes any govern-

11 mental entity and any labor organization.

12 "(ii) LiJoR ORGANIZATION.—The

13 term 'labor organization' shall have the

14 meaning given such term in section 2(5) q,f

15 the National Labor Relations Act, and in-

16 cludes any entity (also known as a 'hiring

17 hall') which is used by the organization and

18 an employer to carry out requirements de-

19 scribed in section 8(f)(3,) of such Act of an

20 agreement between the organization and the

21 employer.

22 "('5) EMPLOYER INFORMATION.—

23 "(1) REPORTING REQUIREMENT.—

24 "(Ad IN GENERAL—Except as provided in

25 subparagraphs (B) and (C), each employer shall
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1 Jitrnish to the Dire ctonj qf New Hires of the

2 &ate in which a newly hired employee works, a

3 report that contains the name, address, and so-

4 cial security number qf the employee, and the

5 name and address J; and ident'ftjing number

6 assigned under section 6109 qf the Internal Reve-

7 nue Code of 1986 to, the employer.

8 "(B) MULTISTATE EMPLOYERS.—An em-

9 ployer that has employees who are employed in

10 2 or more &ates and that transmits reports

11 magnetically or electronically may comply with

12 subparagraph (A) by designating 1 &ate in

13 which such employer has employees to which the

14 employer will transmit the report described in

15 subparagraph (A), and transmitting such report

16 to such AState. Any employer that transmits re-

17 ports pursuant to this subparagraph shall notJj

18 the &cretary in writing as to which &ate such

19 employer designates for the purpose of sending

20 reports.

21 "(C) FEDERAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYERS.—

22 Any department, agency, or instrumentality of

23 the United &ates shall comply with sub para-

24 graph (A) by transmitting the report described

25 in subparagraph (A) to the National Dire ctonj
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1 qf New 1-li res established pursuant to section

2 453.

3 "(2) TIMING OF REPORT.—Each State may pro-

4 vide the time within which the report required by

5 paragraph (1) shall be made with respect to an em-

6 plo yee, but such report shall be made—

7 "(A) not later than 20 days afler the date

8 the employer hires the employee; or

9 "(B) in the case of an employer transmit-

10 ting reports magnetically or electronically, by 2

11 monthly transmissions (if necessary) not less

12 than 12 days nor more than 16 days apart.

13 "(c) REPORTING FORM4T AND METHOD. —Each report

14 required by subsection (b) shall be made on a W—4 form

15 or, at the option of the employer, an equivalent fOrm, and

16 may be transmitted by 1st class mail, magnetically, or elec-

17 tronically.

18 ""d,) CTVIL MONEY PENALTIES ON NONCOMPLYING EM-

19 PLOYERS.—The State shall have the optio'h to set a State

20 civil money penalty which shall be less than—

21 "(1) $25; Or

22 "(2) $500 if; under State law, the .filure is the

23 result of a conspiracy between the employer and the

24 employee to not supply the required report or to sup-

25 ply a flilse or incomplete report.
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1 "(e.) ENTRY OF EMPLOYER INFORIVL4TION.—Infbrma-

2 tion shall be entered into the data base maintained by the

3 State Directory qf New Hires within 5 business days of re-

4 ceipt from an employer pursuant to subsection (b).

5 "('f) INFORMATION COMPARISONS.—

6 "(1) IN GENERAL.—Not later than May 1, 1998,

7 an agency designated by the State shall, directly or

8 by contract, conduct automated comparisons of the so-

9 cial security numbers reported by employers pursuant

10 to subsection (b) and the social security numbers ap-

11 pearing in the records of the State case registry for

12 cases being enforced under the State plan.

13 "(2) NOTICE OF MATCH.—When an infOrmation

14 comparison conducted under paragraph (1) reveals a

15 match with respect to the social security number of an

16 individual required to provide support under a sup-

17 port order, the State Directory of New Hires shall

18 provide the agency administering the State plan ap-

19 proved under this part qf the appropriate State with

20 the name, address, and social security number qf the

21 employee to whom the social security number is as-

22 signed, and the name and address f; and identiftjing

23 number assigned under section 6109 qf the Internal

24 Revenue Code of 1986 to, the employer.

25 "(g) TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION.—
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1 "('1) TRvsI1uIssIoN OF WAGE WITHHOLDING NO-

2 TWES TO EMPLOYERS.—Within 2 business days qfter

3 the date injbrrnation regarding a newly hired em-

4 plo yee is entered into the State Directory of New

5 Hires, the State agency enjbrcing the employee's child

6 support obligation shall transmit a notice to the em-

7 plo yer of the empkyee directing the employer to with-

8 hold from the wages of the employee an amount equal

9 to the monthly (or other periodic) child support obli-

10 gation (including any past due support obligation) of

11 the employee, unless the employee's wages are not sub-

12 ject to withholding pursuant to section 466(b) (3).

13 "2) TvsMIssIONs TO THE NATIONAL DIREC-

14 TORY OF NEW HIRES.—

15 "(A) NEW HIRE INFORMATION.—Within 3

16 business days after the date i'ry°ormation regard-

17 ing a newly hired employee is entered into the

18 State Directory of New Hires, the State Direc-

19 tor'y qf New Hires shall furnish the infOrmation

20 to the National Directory qf New Hires.

21 "(B) WAGE AND UNEMPLOYMENT COM-

22 PENSATION INFORMATION.—The State Directonj

23 of New Hires shall, on a quarterly basis, furnish

24 to the National Directory of New 1-lires extracts

25 qf the reports required under section 303(a) (6) to
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1 be made to the Secretary of Labor concerning the

2 wages and unemployment compensation paid to

3 individuals, by such dates, in such form at , and

4 containing such infbnation as the Secretary Qf

5 Health and Human Services shall specify in reg-

6 ulations.

7 "(3) BUSINESS DAY DEFINED.—As used in this

8 subsection, the term 'business day' means a day on

9 which State qffices are open Jbr regular business.

10 "(Ii) OTHER USES OF NEW HIRE INFORMATION.—

11 "(1) LOCATION OF CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGORS.—

12 The agency administering the State plan approved

13 under this part shall use information received pursu-

14 ant to subsection (f)(2) to locate individuals Jbr pur-

15 poses qf establishing paternity and establishing, modi-

16 fjing, and enjbrcing child support obligations.

17 "(2) VERIFICATION OF ELIGIBILITY FOR CERTAIN

18 PROGRAiIS.—A State agency responsible .for admin-

19 istering a program specified in sectin 1137(b) shall

20 have access to infbnation reported by employers pur-

21 suant to subsection (b) of this section .Jbr purposes qf

22 veriJjing eligibility Jbr the pro gram.

23 "(3 ADMINISTRATION OF EMPLOYMENT SECU-

24 RITY AND WORKERS' COMPENSATION.—State agencies

25 operating employment security and workers' corn-
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1 pensation programs shall have access to infbrmation

2 reported by employers pursuant to subsection (b) for

3 the purposes of administering such programs. ".

4 (c) QUARTERLY WAGE REPoRTIvG.—&ction

5 1137(a) (3) (42 U.S.C. 1320b—7(a)(3)) is amended—

6 (1) by inserting "(including State and local gov-

7 ernmental entities and labor organizations (as defined

8 in section 453A(a) (2) (B) (iii))" after "employers";

9 and

10 (2) by inserting ", and except that no report

11 shall be filed with respect to an employee qf a State

12 or local agency pe'ifbrining intelligence or counter-

13 intelligence frnctions, if the head of such agency has

14 determined that filing such a report could endanger

15 the safety qf the employee or compromise an ongoing

16 investigation or intelligence mission" after "para-

17 graph (2)".

18 SEC. 2314. AMENDMENTS CONCERNThIG INCOME WITHHOLD-

19 ING.

20 (a) MANDATORY INCOME WITHHOLDING.—

21 (1) IN GENERAL.—&ction 466(a) (1) (42 US. C.

22 666(a) (1)) is amended to read as fbllows.

23 "(1) (A) Procedures described in subsection (b)

24 for the withholding from income of amounts payable
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1 as support in cases subject to efbrcement under the

2 State plan.

3 "(B) Procedures under which the wages qf a per-

4 son with a support obligation imposed by a support

5 order issued (or modified) in the State befbre October

6 1, 1996, if' not otherwise subject to withholding under

7 subsection shall become subject to withholding as

8 provided in subsection (b) f arrearages occur, without

9 the need for a judicial or administrative hearing.".

10 (2) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—

11 (A) Section 466(b) (42 U.S.C. 666(b)) is

12 amended in the matter preceding paragraph (1),

13 by striking "subsection (a)(1)" and inserting

14 "subsection (a)(1)(A)".

15 (B) Section 466(b) (4) (42 U.S.C. 666(b) (4))

16 is amended to read as follows:

17 "(4)(A) Such withholding must be carried out in

18 •fitll compliance with all procedural due process re-

19 quirements of the State, and the State must send no-

20 tice to each noncustodial parent to whom paragraph

21 (1) applies—

22 "(i) that the withholding has commenced;

23 and

24 "(ii) qf the procedures to jbllow if the non-

25 custodial parent desires to contest such withhold-
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1 ing on the grounds that the withholding or the

2 amount withheld is improper due to a mistake

3 qffact.

4 "(B) The notice under subparagraph (A) of this

5 paragraph shall include the infbrmation provided to

6 the employer under paragraph (6)(A). ".

7 (C) Section 466(b) (5) (42 U.S.C. 666(b) (5))

8 is amended by striking all that Jblkws "adminis-

9 tered by" and inserting "the State through the

10 State disbursement unit established pursuant to

11 section 454B, in accordance with the require-

12 ments of section 454B.".

13 (D) Section 466(b) (6) (A) (42 U.S.C.

14 666(b) (6) (A)) is amended—

15 (i) in clause (i), by striking "to the ap-

16 propriate agency" and all that follows and

17 inserting "to the State disbursement unit

18 within 7 business days ofter the date the

19 amount would (but fbr this subsection) have

20 been paid or credited to the employee, •fbr

21 distribution in accordance with this part.

22 The empkyer shall comply with the proce-

23 dural rules relating to income withholding

24 of the State in which the employee works,
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1 regardless qf the State where the notice

2 originates. ";

3 cii) in clause cii,), by inserting "be in

4 a standard .fbrmat prescribed by the Sec-

5 retary, and" ofter "shall"; and

6 (iii) by adding at the end the jbllowing

7 new clause:

8 "(iii) As used in this subparagraph, the term

9 'business day' means a day on which State offices are

10 open for regular business.".

11 (E) Section 466(b)(6)(D) (42 U.S.C.

12 666(b) (6) (D)) is amended by striking "any em-

13 ployer" and all that .follows and inserting "any

14 employer who—

15 "(i) discharges .from employment, rfitses to

16 employ, or takes disciplinary action against any

17 noncustodial parent subject to wage withholding

18 required by this subsection because qf the exist-

19 ence qf such withholding and the obligations or

20 additional obligations which it imposes upon the

21 employer; or

22 "(ii) fttils to withhold support from wages

23 or to pay such amounts to the State disburse-

24 ment unit in accordance with this subsection. ".
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1 (F) Section 466(b) (42 U.S.C. 666(b)) is

2 amended by adding at the end the following new

3 paragraph:

4 "(11) Procedures under which the agency admin-

5 istering the State plan approved under this part may

6 execute a withholding order without advance notice to

7 the obligor, including issuing the withholding order

8 through electronic means. ".

9 (b) CONFORMING A1WENDMENT.—Section 4 66(c) (42

10 U.S.C. 666(c)) is repealed.

11 SEC. 2315. LOCATOR INFORMATION FROM INTERSTATE

12 NETWORKS.

13 Section 466(a) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)) is amended by in-

14 serting after paragraph (11) the jbllowing new paragraph:

15 "(12) LOCATOR INFORMATION FROM INTERSTATE

16 NETWORKS.—Procedures to ensure that all Federal

17 and State agencies conducting activities under this

18 part have access to any system used by the State to

19 locate an individual fbr purposes relating to motor

20 vehicles or law enfbrcement.".

21 SEC. 2316. EXPANSION OF THE FEDERAL PARENT LOCATOR

22 SERVICE.

23 ('a) EXPANDED AUTHORITY To LOCATE INDIVIDUALS

24 AND ASSETS.—Section 453 (42 U.S.C. 653) is amended—
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1 (1) in subsection (a), by striking all that fbllows

2 "subsection (c))" and inserting ' for the purpose qf

3 establishing parentage, establishing, setting the

4 amount qf modifying, or eifbrcing child support obli-

5 gations, or eflforcing child custody or visitation or-

6 ders—

7 "(1) infbrmation on, or facilitating the discovery

8 qf the location of any individual—-

9 "(A) who is under an obligation to pay

10 child support or provide child custody or visita-

11 tion rights;

12 "(B) against whom such an obligation is

13 sought;

14 "(C) to whom such an obligation is owed,

15 including the individual's social security number (or

16 numbers), most recent address, and the name, address,

17 and employer identification number of the individ-

18 ual's employer;

19 "(2) infbrmation on the individual's wages (or

20 other income) from, and benefits of employment ('in-

21 cluding rights to or enrollment in group health care

22 coverage); and

23 "(3) infb'rination on the type, status, location,

24 and amount of any assets of or debts owed by or to,

25 any such individual. "; and
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1 (2) in subsection (b)—

2 (A) in the matter preceding paragraph (1),

3 by striking "social security" and all that follows

4 through "absent parent" and inserting "iforma-

5 tion described in subsection (a) "; and

6 (B) in the flush paragraph at the end, by

7 adding the following: "No infbrmation shall be

8 disclosed to any person if the State has notified

9 the Secretary that the State has reasonable evi-

10 dence of domestic violence or child abuse and the

11 disclosure of such infbrmation could be harmful

12 to the custodial parent or the child of such par-

13 ent. Infbrmation received or transmitted pursu-

14 ant to this section shall be subject to the safe-

15 guard provisions contained in section 454(26).".

16 (b) AUTHORIZED PERSON FOR iNFORMATION REGARD-

17 ING VISITATION RIGHTS .—Section 453(c,) (42 U.S. C.

18 653(c)) is amended—

19 (1) in paragraph (1), by striking "support" and

20 inserting "support or to seek to efbrce orders provid-

21 ing child custody or visitation rights"; and

22 2) in paragraph (2), by striking ", or any agent

23 qf such court; and" and inserting "or to issue an

24 order against a resident parent Jbr child custody or

25 visitation rights, or any agent qf such court;".
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1 (c) REIMBURSEIIIENT FOR INFORMATION FROM FED-

2 ER4L AGEiVGIES.—Section 453(e) (2) (42 U.S.C. 653(e)(2))

3 is amended in the 4th sentence by inserting "in an amount

4 which the Secretary determines to be reasonable payment

5 ,fbr the information exchange (which amount shall not in-

6 dude payment fbr the costs of obtaining, compiling, or

7 'maintaining the irfonnation)" befbre the period.

8 (d) REIMBURSEMENT FOR REPORTS BY STATE AGEN-

9 CIES.—Section 453 (42 U.S.C. 653) is amended by adding

10 at the end the .fbllowing new subsection:

11 "g,) REIMBURSEMENT FOR REPORTS BY STATE AGEN-

12 (]IES.—The Secretary may reimburse Federal and State

13 agencies ,fbr the costs incurred by such entities in fttrnishing

14 infbrmation requested by the Secretary under this section

15 in an amount which the Secretary determines to be reason-

16 able payment for the infbrmation exchange (which amount

17 shall not include payment fOr the costs qf obtaining, compil-

18 ing, or maintaining the i'iformation). ".

19 (e) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—

20 (1) Sections 452(a) (9), 453(a), 453(b), 463(a),

21 463(e), and 463(f) (42 U.S.C. 652 (a) (9), 653(a),

22 653(b), 663(a), 663(e), and 663(f)) are each amended

23 by inserting "Federal" bfore "Parent" each place

24 such term appears.
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1 (2) Section 453 (42 U.S.C. 653) is amended in

2 the heading by adding 'FEDERAL" befbre 'PARENT".

3 (f,) NEW COMPONEiVTS.—Section 453 (42 U.S.C. 653),

4 as amended by subsection (d) qf this section, is amended

5 by adding at the end the fbllowing new subsections:

6 "(Ii) FEDERAL CASE REGISTRY OF CHILD SUPPORT

7 ORDERS.—

8 "(1) IN GENERAL.—Not later than October 1,

9 1998, in order to assist States in administering pro-

10 grams under State plans approved under this part

11 and programs frnded under part A, and ,fbr the other

12 purposes specified in this section, the Secretarj shall

13 establish and maintain in the Federal Parent Locator

14 Service an automated registry (which shall be known

15 as the 'Federal Case Registry of Child Support Or-

16 ders'), which shall contain abstracts of support orders

17 and other information described in paragraph (2)

18 with respect to each case in each State case registry

19 maintained pursuant to section 454A(e), as fitrnished

20 (and regularly updated), pursuant to section 454/1(f),

21 by State agencies administering programs under this

22 part.

23 "(2) CASE INFORJ'IATION.—The infbrmation re-

24 .fèrred to in paragraph (1) with respect to a case shall

25 be such infbrmation as the Secretary may specftj in
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1 regulations (including the names, social security

2 numbers or other uniform identification numbers,

3 and State case identification numbers) to identify the

4 individuals who owe or are owed support (or with re-

5 spect to or on behalf of whom support obligations are

6 sought to be established), and the State or States

7 which have the case.

8 "ri) NATIONAL DIRECTORY OF NEW HIRES.—

9 "(1) IN GENERAL.—In order to assist States in

10 administering programs under State plans approved

11 under this part and programs finded under part A,

12 and Jbr the other purposes specified in this section,

13 the Secretary shall, not later than October 1, 199?, es-

14 tablish and maintain in the Federal Parent Locator

15 Service an automated directory to be known as the

16 National Directory of New Hires, which shall contain

17 the injbrmation supplied pursuant to section

18 453A('g,)('2,).

19 "(2) ENTRY OF DATA.—Infbrinatjon shall be en-

20 tered 'into the data base maintained by the National

21 Directory qf New Hires within 2 business days qf re-

22 ceipt pursuant to section 453A(g)(2).

23 "(3) ADMINISTRATION OF FEDERAL TAX LAWS.—

24 The Secretary of the Treasury shall have access to the

25 injbrmation in the National Directory qf New Hires
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1 fbr purposes of administering section 32 of the Inter-

2 nal Revenue Code of 1986, or the advance payment

3 of the earned income tax credit under section 3507 of

4 such Code, and verfijing a claim with respect to em-

5 plo yment in a tax return.

6 "'4,) LIST OF MULTISTATE EMPLOYERS.—The

7 Secretary shall maintain within the National Direc-

8 tory of New Hires a list of multistate employers that

9 report infbnnation regarding newly hired employees

10 pursuant to section 453A(b)(1)(B), and the State

11 which each such employer has designated to receive

12 such information.

13 "(j) INFORMATION COMPARISONS AND OTHER DISCLO-

14 SURES.—

15 "(1) VERIFICATION BY SOCIAL SECURITY ADMIN-

16 ISTRATION.—

17 "(A) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary shall

18 transmit information on individuals and em-

19 plo yers maintained under this section to the So-

20 cial Security Administration to the extent nec-

21 essary for verification in accordance with sub-

22 paragraph (B).

23 "(B) VERIFICATION BY SSA.—The Social

24 Security Administration shall verify the accu-

25 racy of; correct, or supply to the extent possible,
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1 and report to the Secretary, the fbllowing infbr-

2 mation supplied by the Secretary pursuant to

3 subparagraph (A):

4 "(i) The name, social security numbe

5 and birth date of each such individual.

6 ""ii,,) The employer identification num-

7 ber of each such employer.

8 "(2) INFORMATION COMPARISONS.—For the pur-

9 pose of locating individuals in a paternity establish-

10 ment case or a case involving the establishment,

11 modification, or enjbrcement of a support order, the

12 Secretary shall—

13 "(A) compare injbrmation in the National

14 Directory qf New Hires against i'ry'bnnation in

15 the support case abstracts in the Federal Case

16 Registry qf Child Support Orders not less often

17 than every 2 business days; and

18 "(B) within 2 business days after such a

19 comparison reveals a match wiih respect to an

20 individual, report the infbrmation to the State

21 agency responsible fOr the case.

22 "(3,) INFORMATION COMPARISONS AND DISCLO-

23 5 URES OF INFORMATION IN ALL REGISTRIES FOR

24 TITLE TV PROGRAM PURPOSES.—To the extent and

25 with the frequency that the Secretary determines to be
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1 effective in assisting States to carnj out their respon-

2 sibilities under programs operated under this part

3 and programs funded under part A, the Secretary

4 shall—

5 "(A) compare the i'nformation in each com-

6 ponent qf the Federal Parent Locator Service

7 maintained under this section against the ifor-

8 mation in each other such component (other than

9 the comparison required by paragraph (2)), and

10 report instances in which such a comparison re-

11 veals a match with respect to an individual to

12 State agencies operating such programs; and

13 "(B) disclose information in such registries

14 to such State agencies.

15 "(4) PROvISION OF NEW HIRE INFORMATION TO

16 THE SOCL4L SECURITY ADMINISTRATION. —The Na-

17 tional Directory of New Hires shall provide the Corn-

18 missioner qf Social Security with all iflformation in

19 the National Directory.

20 "(5) RESEARCH.—The Secretary may provide

21 access to information reported by employers pursuant

22 to section 453A(b,) br research purposes fbund by the

23 Secretary to be likely to contribute to achieving the

24 purposes of part A or this part, but without personal

25 identifiers.
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1

2 "(1) FOR SSA VERIFICATIoi—The Secretarj

3 shall reimburse the Commissioner of Social Security,

4 at a rate negotiated between the Secretary and the

5 Commissioner, .fbr the costs incurred by the Commis-

6 sioner in pefbrming the verification services de-

7 scribed in subsection (j).

8 "2) FOR INFORMATION FROM STATE DIREC-

9 TORIES OF NEW HIRES.—The Secretary shall reim-

10 burse costs incurred by State directories of new hires

11 in firnishing information as required by subsection

12 (j) (3), at rates which the Secretary determines to be

13 reasonable (which rates shall not include payment for

14 the costs of obtaining, compiling, or maintaining such

15 infbrmation).

16 "(3) FOR INFORMATION FURNISHED TO STATE

17 AND FEDERAL AGENCIES.—A State or Federal agency

18 that receives information from the Secretary pursuant

19 to this section shall reimburse the Secretary for costs

20 incurred by the Secretary in jitrnishing the injbrma-

21 tion, at rates which the Secretary determines to be

22 reasonable (which rates shall include payment Jbr the

23 costs of obtaining, verfijing, maintaining, and com-

24 paring the injbrmation).
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1 "(1,) RESTRICTION ON DISCLOSURE AND USE.—Infbr-

2 mation in the Federal Parent Locator Service, and infor-

3 mation resulting from comparisons using such ifonation,

4 shall not be used or disclosed except as expressly provided

5 in this section, subject to section 6103 qf the Internal Reve-

6 nue Code of 1986.

7 "(m) INFORMATION INTEGRITY AJVD SECURITY—The

8 Secretary shall establish and implement safeguards with re-

9 spect to the entities established under this section designed

10 to—

11 "(1) ensure the accuracy and completeness of in-

12 fb'rmation in the Federal Parent Locator Service; and

13 "(2) restrict access to confidential infbrmation in

14 the Federal Parent Locator Service to authorized per-

15 sons, and restrict use of such ifbrmation to author-

16 ized purposes.

17 "(n) FEDERAL GOVERNMENT REPORTING.—Each de-

18 partment, agency, and instru.mentality of the United States

19 shall on a quarterly basis report to the Federal Parent Lo-

20 cator Service the name and social security number of each

21 employee and the wages paid to the employee during the

22 previous quarter, except that such a report shall not be filed

23 with respect to an employee qf a department, agency, or

24 instrumentality perfbrming intelligence or counterintel-

25 ligence finctions, if the head of such department, agency,
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1 or instrumentality has determined that filing such a report

2 could endanger the safety qf the employee or compromise

3 an on going investigation or intelligence mission. ".

4 (g) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—

5 (1) To PART D OF TITLE IV OF THE SOCIAL SE-

6 CURITYACT.—

7 (A) Section 454(8) (B) (42 U.S.C.

8 654 (8) (B)) is amended to read as follows:

9 "(B) the Federal Parent Locator Service es-

10 tablished under section 453;".

11 (B) Section 454(13) (42 U.S.C.65403,)) is

12 amended by inserting "and provide that iJbr-

13 mation requests by parents who are residents qf

14 other States be treated with the same priority as

15 requests by parents who are residents qf the State

16 submitting the plan" bfbre the semicolon.

17 (2) To FEDERAL UNEMPLOIENT TAX ACT.—

18 Section 3304(a) (16) of the Internal Revenue Code of

19 1986 is amended—

20 (A) by striking "Secretary qf Health, .Edu-

21 cation, and Welfare" each place such term ap-

22 pears and inserting "Secretary qf Health and

23 Human Services";

24 (B) in subparagraph (B), by striking "such

25 infbrmation" and all that Jbllows and inserting
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1 "ifbrmation irnished under subparagraph (A)

2 or (B) is used only for the purposes authorized

3 under such subparagraph;";

4 (C) by striking "and" at the end qf sub-

5 paragraph (A);

6 (D) by redesignating subparagraph (B) as

7 subparagraph (C); and

8 (E) by inserting after subparagraph (A) the

9 following new subparagraph:

10 "(B) wage and unemployment compensation in-

11 jbrmation contained in the records qf such agency

12 shall be ftmished to the Secretary qf I-Iealth and

13 Human Services (in accordance with regulations pro-

14 mulgated by such Secretary) as necessary for the pur-

15 poses of the National Directory of New Hires estab-

16 lished under section 453(1) of the Social Security Act,

17 and".

18 (3) To STATE GRANT PROGRAM UNDER TITLE III

19 OF THE SOGIAL SECURITY ACT.—Subsection (h) of sec-

20 tion 303 (42 U.S.C. 503) is amended to read as jbl-

21 lows:

22 "(h) (1) The State agency charged with the administra-

23 tion of the State law shall, on a reimbursable basis—

24 "(A) disclose quarterly, to the Secretary of

25 Health and Human Services, wage and claim ifbr-
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1 mation, as required pursuant to section 453(i) (1),

2 contained in the records of such agency;

3 "(B) ensure that iflformation provided pursuant

4 to subparagraph (A) meets such standards relating to

5 correctness and verfIcation as the &cretary qf Health

6 and 1—luman &rvices, with the concurrence qf the &c-

7 retary qf Labor, may find necessary; and

8 "(C) establish such safeguards as the &cretary of

9 Labor determines are necessary to insure that infor-

10 mation disclosed under subparagraph (A) is used only

11 fbr purposes of section 453(i) (1) in carrying out the

12 child support enforcement program under title IV

13 "(2) Whenever the &cretary of Labor, after reasonable

14 notice and opportunity fbr hearing to the State agency

15 charged with the administration of the &ate law, finds that

16 there is a fttilure to comply substantially with the require-

17 ments of paragraph (1), the &creta'ry of Labor shall notify

18 such &ate agency that further payments will not be made

19 to the State until the &cretary qf Labor is satisfied that

20 there is no longer any such fttilure. Until the Secretary of

21 Labor is so sati.fied, the &cretanj shall make no ftture

22 certification to the &cretary of the Treasury with respect

23 to the &ate.

24 "(3.) For purposes of this subsection—
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1 "(A) the term 'wage ifbrmation' means ifor-

2 mation regarding wages paid to an individual, the

3 social security account number qf such individual,

4 and the name, address, State, and the Federal em-

5 plo yer identification number qf the employer paying

6 such wages to such individual; and

7 "(B) the term 'claim infbrmation' means infor-

8 mation regarding whether an individual is receiving,

9 has received, or has made application for, unemploy-

10 ment compensation, the amount qf any such com-

11 pensation being received (or to be received by such in-

12 dividual), and the individual's current (or most re-

13 cent) home address.".

14 (4) DISCLOSURE OF CERTAIN INFORM4TION TO

15 AGENTS OF GHILD SUPPORT ENFORGEMENT AGEN-

16 CIES.—

17 (A) Lv GENERAL.—Paragraph (6) of section

18 6103(l) of the Inteial Revenue Code of 1986 (re-

19 lating to disclosure qf' return injbrmation to Fed-

20 eral, &ate, and local child support enfbrcement

21 agencies,) is amended by redesignating subpara-

22 graph (B) as subparagraph (C) and by inserting

23 after subparagraph (A) the Jbllowing new sub-

24 paragraph:
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1 "(B,) DISCLOSuRE TO CERTAIN AGENTS.—

2 The jbllowing infbrmation disclosed to any child

3 support efbrcernent agency under subparagraph

4 (A) with respect to any individual with respect

5 to whom child support obligations are sought to

6 be established or efbrced may be disclosed by

7 such agency to any agent of such agency which

8 is under contract with such agency to carry out

9 the purposes described in subparagraph (C):

10 "(i) The address and social security

11 account number (Or numbers) of such mdi-

12 vidual.

13 "(ii) The amount qf any reduction

14 under section 6402(c) (relating to qfftet of

15 past-due support against overpayments) in

16 any overpayment otherwise payable to such

17 individual. ".

18 (B) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—

19 (i,) Paragraph 3,) qf section 6103(a) of

20 such Code is amended by striking "(1X12)"

21 and inserting "paragraph (6) or (12) qf

22 subsection (1)".

23 (ii) Subparagraph (C) of section

24 61 03 (6) qf such Code, as redesignated by
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1 subsection (a), is amended to read as fol-

2 lows:

3 "(C) RESTRICTION ON DIScLOSURE. —Infbr-

4 mation may be disclosed under this paragraph

5 only .fbr purposes of and to the extent necessary

6 in, establishing and collecting child support obli-

7 gations from, and locating, individuals owing

8 such obligations. ".

9 (iii) The material jbllowing sub para-

10 graph (F) of section 61 03 (p) (4) qf such

11 Code is amended by striking "subsection

12 (1)(12)(B)" and inserting "paragraph

13 (6)(A) or (12)(B) of subsection (1,)".

14 (h) REQUIREMENT FOR COOPERA TION.—The Secretanj

15 of Labor and the Secretary of Health and Human Services

16 shall work jointly to develop cost-effective and efficient

17 methods qf accessing the information in the various State

18 directories of new hires and the National Directory of New

19 Hires as established pursuant to the amendments made bj

20 this subchapter. In developing these methods the Secretaries

21 shall take into account the impact, including costs, on the

22 States, and shall also consider the need to insure the proper

23 and authorized use qf wage record ifbrmation.
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1 SEC. 2317. COLLECTION AND USE OF SOCIAL SECURITY

2 NUMBERS FOR USE IN CHILD SUPPORT EN-

3 FORCEMENT.

4 Section 466(a) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)), as amended by sec-

5 tion 2315 of this Act, is amended by inserting cifler para-

6 graph (12) the fbllowing new paragraph:

7 "(13) RECORDING OF SOCIAL SECURITY NUM-

8 BERS IN CERTAIN FAMILY MATTERS.—Procedures re-

9 quiring that the social security number oJ—

10 "(A) any applicant Jbr a professional li-

11 cense, commercial driver's license, occupational

12 license, or marriage license be recorded on the

13 application;

14 "(B) any individual who is subject to a di-

15 vorce decree, support order, or paternity deter-

16 mination or acknowledgment be placed in the

17 records relating to the matter; and

18 "(C) any individual who has died be placed

19 in the records relating to the death and be re-

20 corded on the death certificate.

21 For purposes qf subparagraph (A), 'if a State allows

22 the use of a number other than the social security

23 numbe7; the State shall so advise any applicants. ".
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1 Subchapter C—Streamlining and Uniformity

2 ofProcedures

3 SEC. 2321. ADOPTION OF UNIFORM STATE LAWS.

4 &ction 466 (42 U. S. C. 666) is amended by adding

5 at the end the fbllowing new subsection:

6 "(f) UNIFORM iNTERSTATE FAMILY SUPPORT ACT.—

7 "(1) ENACTMENT AND USE.—in order to satisfy

8 section 454('20)(A), on and after January 1, 1998,

9 each &ate must have in effect the Unifbrm interstate

10 Family AS1up port Act, as approved by the American

11 Bar Association on February 9, 1993, together with

12 any amendments qfficially adopted before January 1,

13 1998 by the National Conference of Commissioners on

14 Uniform &ate Laws.

15 "(2) EMPLOYERS TO FOLLOW PROCED URL4L

16 RULES OF STATE WHERE EMPLOYEE WORKS.—The

17 &ate law enacted pursuant to paragraph (1) shall

18 provide that an employer that receives an income

19 withholding order or notice pursuant to section 501

20 of the Uniform interstate Family AS1upport Act follow

21 the procedural rules that apply with respect to such

22 order or notice under the laws of the ,State in which

23 the obligor works.".
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1 SEC. 2322. IMPROVEMENTS TO FULL FAITH AND CREDIT

2 FOR CHILD SUPPORT ORDERS.

3 Section 1 738B of title 28, United States Code, is

4 amended—

5 (1) in subsection (a) (2), by striking "subsection

6 (e)" and inserting "subsections (e), cf), and (i)";

7 (2) in subsection (b), by inserting after the 2nd

8 undesignated paragraph the ,Jbllowing:

9 "child's home State' means the State in which a child

10 lived with a parent or a person acting as parent for at

11 least 6 consecutive months immediately preceding the time

12 of filing of a petition or comparable pleading fOr support

13 and, if a child is less than 6 months old, the State in which

14 the child lived from birth with anij of them. A period of

15 temporary absence of any qf them is counted as part of the

16 6-month period. ";

17 (3) in subsection (c), by inserting "by a court of

18 a State" befbre "is made";

19 (4) in subsection (c)(1), by inse'P'ting "and sub-

20 sections (e), (f), and (g)" cfter "located";

21 (5) in subsection (d)—

22 (A by inserting "individual" befbre "con-

23 testant"; and

24 (B) by striking "subsection (e)" and insert-

25 ing "subsections (e) and (,f)";
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1 (6) in subsection ('e), by striking "make a modi-

2 fication of a child support order with respect to a

3 child that is made" and inserting "modify a child

4 support order issued";

5 (7,) in subsection ('e)('1), by inserting "pursuant

6 to subsection (i)" befbre the semicolon;

7 (8) in subsection (e) (2)—

8 (A) by inserting "individual" befbre "con-

9 testant" each place such term appears; and

10 (B) by striking "to that court's making the

11 modification and assuming" and inserting "with

12 the State of continuing, exclusive jurisdiction for

13 a court of another State to modifij the order and

14 assume";

15 (9) by redesignating subsections (f) and (g) as

16 subsections (g) and (h), respectively;

17 (10) by inserting after subsection (e) the follow-

18 ing new subsection:

19 "W RECOGNITION OF CHILD SUPPORT ORDERS.—If

20 1 or more child support orders have been issued with regard

21 to an obligor and a child, a court shall apply the fbllowing

22 ru2es in determining which order to recognize jbr purposes

23 ofcontinuing, exclusive jurisdiction and enforcement:

24 ""1) If only 1 court has issued a child support

25 order the order qf that court must be recognized.
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1 "(2) If 2 or more courts have issued child sup-

2 port orders for the same obligor and child, and only

3 1 qf the courts would have continuing, exclusive juris-

4 diction under this section, the order qf that court

5 must be recognized.

6 "(3) If 2 or more courts have issued child sup-

7 port orders for the same obligor and child, and more

8 than 1 of the courts would have continuing, exclusive

9 jurisdiction under this section, an order issued by a

10 court in the current home State qf the child must be

11 recognized, but f an order has not been issued in the

12 current home State of the child, the order most re-

13 cently issued must be recognized.

14 "(4) If 2 or more courts have issued child sup-

15 port orders Jbr the same obligor and child, and none

16 of the courts would have continuing, exclusive juris-

17 diction under this section, a court may issue a child

18 support order, which must be recognized.

19 "(5) The court that has issued an order recog-

20 nized under this subsection is the court having con-

21 tinuing, exclusive jurisdiction. ";

22 (11) in subsection (g) (as so redesignated)—

23 (A) by striking "PRIOR" and inserting

24 "MODIFIED"; and
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1 (B) by striking "subsection (e)" and insert-

2 ing "subsections (e) and (f)";

3 (12) in subsection (h) (as so redesignated)—

4 (A) in paragraph (2), by inserting "includ-

5 ing the duration of current payments and other

6 obligations qf suppon" befbre the comma; and

7 (B) in paragraph (3,), by insening "arrears

8 under" after "enjbrce"; and

9 (13) by adding at the end the following new sub-

10 section:

11 "ri,) REGISTRATION FOR MoDIFICATI0N.—Jf there is

12 no individual contestant or child residing in the issuing

13 State, the party or support enforcement agency seeking to

14 modify, or to modiJij and enforce, a child support order is-

15 sued in another State shall register that order in a &ate

16 with jurisdiction over the nonmovant for the purpose of

17 modification.".

18 SEC. 2323. ADMINISTRATIVE ENFORCEMENT IN INTER-

19 STATE CASES.

20 Section 466(a) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)), as amended by sec-

21 tions 2315 and 2317(a) of this Act, is amended by inserting

22 cfter paragraph (13) the Jbllowing new paragraph:

23 "(14) ADMINISTRATIVE ENFORCEMENT IN INTER-

24 STATE CASES.—Procedures under which—
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1 "(A) (i) the State shall respond within 5

2 business days to a request made bij another State

3 to enjbrce a support order, and

4 "ii the term 'business day' means a day

5 on which State offices are open ,fbr regular busi-

6 ness;

7 "(B) the State may, by electronic or other

8 means, transmit to another State a request for

9 assistance in a case involving the e'njbrcement of

10 a support order, which request—

11 "(i) shall include such infbrmation as

12 will enable the State to which the request is

13 transmitted to compare the infbrmation

14 about the case to the information in the

15 data bases of the State; and

16 "(ii shall constitute a certification by

17 the requesting St ate—

18 "(I) qf the amount of support

19 under the order the payment Qf which

20 is in arrears; and

21 "(II) that the requesting State has

22 complied with all procedural due proc-

23 ess requirements applicable to the case;

24 "(C) f the State provides assistance to an-

25 other State pursuant to this paragraph with re-
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1 spect to a case, neither State shall consider the

2 case to be transferred to the caseload of such

3 other State; and

4 "(D) the State shall maintain records of—

5 "ri,) the number of such requests jbr as-

6 sistance received by the State;

7 "(ii) the number of cases fbr which the

8 State collected support in response to such

9 a request; and

10 "(iii) the amount of such collected sup-

11 port.".

12 SEC. 2324. USE OF FORMS IN INTERSTATE ENFORCEMENT.

13 (a) PROMULGATION.—Section 452(a) (42 U.S.C.

14 652(a)) is amended—

15 (1) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph

16 (9);

17 (2) by striking the period at the end qf para-

18 graph (10) and inserting ' and"; and

19 (3) by adding at the end the fbllowing new para-

20 graph:

21 "('11) not later than October 1, 1996, after con-

22 sulting with the State directors qf programs under

23 this part, promulgate fbrms to be used by States in

24 interstate cases Jbr—
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1 "(A) collection of child support through in-

2 come withholding;

3 "(B) imposition of liens; and

4 "(C) administrative subpoenas. ".

5 (b) USE BY STATES.—Section 454(9) (42 U.S.C.

6 654(9)) is amended—

7 (1) by striking "and" at the end of subpara-

8 graph (C);

9 (2) by inserting "and" at the end qf subpara-

10 graph (D); and

11 (3) by adding at the end the following new sub-

12 paragraph:

13 "(F) not later than March 1, 1997, in using

14 the forms promulgated pursuant to section

15 452 (a) (11) for income withholding, imposition of

16 liens, and issuance of administrative subpoenas

17 in interstate child support cases;".

18 SEC. 2325. STATE LAWS PROVIDING EXPEDITED PROCE-

19 DURES.

20 (a) STATE LAW REQUIREMENTS .—Section 466 (42

21 U.S.C. 666), as amended by section 2314 of this Act, is

22 amended—

23 ('1) in subsection (a)(2), by striking the first sen-

24 tence and inserting the Jbllowing: "Expedited admin-

25 istrative and judicial procedures (including the proce-
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1 dures specified in subsection (c)) Jbr establishing pa-

2 ternity and ,fbr establishing, modifying, and efbrcing

3 support obligations. "; and

4 (2) by inserting after subsection (b) the jbllowing

5 new subsection:

6 "c) EXPEDITED PROUEDURES.—The procedures spec-

7 fied in this subsection are the ,fbllow'ing:

8 "(1) ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION BY STATE AGEN-

9 CY.—Procedures which give the State agency the au-

10 thority to take the jbllowing actions relating to estab-

11 lishment of paternity or to establishment, modfica-

12 tion, or enforcement of support orders, without the ne-

13 cessity of obtaining an order ,from any other judicial

14 or administrative tribunal, and to recognize and en-

15 force the authority qf State agencies qf other States to

16 take the following actions:

17 "(A,) GENETIC TESTING.—To order genetic

18 testing for the purpose of paternity establishment

19 as provided in section 466(a) (5).

20 "(B) FINAJVCIAL OR OTHER INFORMATION.—

21 To subpoena any financial or other information

22 needed to establish, modify, or enfbrce a support

23 order, and to impose penalties Jbr fttilure to re-

24 spond to such a subpoena.
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1 "(C) RESPONSE TO STATE AGENCY RE-

2 QUEST.—To require all entities in. the State (in-

3 cluding ,fbr-pro fit, nonprqfit, and governmental

4 employers) to provide promptly, in response to a

5 request by the State agency qf that or any other

6 State administering a program under this part,

7 information on the employment, compensation,

8 and benfits qf any individual employed by such

9 entity as an employee or contractor, and to sanc-

10 tion ,fiuilure to respond to any such request.

11 "(D ACCESS TO INFORMATION CONTAINED

12 IN CERTAIN RECORDS.—To obtain access, subject

13 to safèguards on privacy and information secu-

14 rity, and su1ject to the nonliability of entities

15 that afford such access under this subparagraph,

16 to information contained in the following records

17 (including automated access, in the case of

18 records maintained in automated data bases):

19 "(i) Records of other State and local

20 government agencies, including—

21 "(I) vital statistics (including

22 records of marriage, birth, and di-

23 vorce,);

24 "(II) State and local tax and rev-

25 enue records (including iflformation on
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1 residence address, employer, income

2 and assets);

3 "(III) records concerning real and

4 titled personal property;

5 "(II') records qf occupational and

6 prqfèssional licenses, and records con-

7 cerning the ownership and control of

8 corporations, partnerships, and other

9 business entities;

10 "(V) employment security records;

11 "(VI) records of agencies admin-

12 istering public assistance programs;

13 "(VII) records of the motor vehicle

14 department; and

15 "(VIII) corrections records.

16 "(ii) Certain records held by private

17 entities with respect to individuals who owe

18 or are owed support (Or against or with re-

19 spect to whom a support obligation is

20 sought), consisting of—

21 "(I) the names and addresses of

22 such individuals and the names and

23 addresses qf the employers qf such mdi-

24 viduals, as appearing in customer

25 records qf public utilities and cable tel-
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1 evision companies, pursuant to an ad-

2 ministrative subpoena authorized by

3 subparagraph (B); and

4 "(II) ifbrmation (including in-

5 formation on assets and liabilities) on

6 such individuals held by financial in-

7 stitutions.

8 "(E) CHANGE IN PAYEE.—In cases in which

9 support is subject to an assignment in order to

10 comply with a requirement imposed pursuant to

11 part A or section 1912, or to a requirement to

12 pay through the State disbursement unit estab-

13 lished pursuant to section 454B, upon providing

14 notice to obligor and obligee, to direct the obligor

15 or other payor to change the payee to the appro-

16 priate government entity.

17 "(F) INCOME WITHHOLDING.—To order in-

18 come withholding in accordance with subsections

19 ('a,)('l)('A,) and (b) of section 466.

20 "(G,) SECURING ASSETS.—In cases in which

21 there is a support arrearage, to secure assets to

22 satifij the arrearage by—

23 "(i) intercepting or seizing periodic or

24 lump-sum payments from—
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1 "(I,) a State or local agency, in-

2 cluding unemployment compensation,

3 workers' compensation, and other bene-

4 fits; and

5 "(II) judgments, settlements, and

6 lotteries;

7 "(ii) attaching and seizing assets qf the

8 obligor held in financial institutions;

9 "(iii) attaching public and private re-

10 tirement funds; and

11 "(iv) imposing liens in accordance

12 with subsection (a)(4) and, in appropriate

13 cases, to force sale qf pro pery and distribu-

14 tion qf proceeds.

15 "(H) INCREASE JkTONTHLY PA YMENTS.—For

16 the purpose of securing overdue support, to in-

17 crease the amount qf monthly support payments

18 to include amounts for arrearages, subject to

19 such conditions or limitations as the State may

20 provide.

21 Such procedures shall be subject to due process scft-

22 guards, including (as appropriate) requirements fbr

23 notice, opportunity to contest the action, and oppor-

24 tunity fbr an appeal on the record to an independent

25 administrative or judicial tribunal.
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1 "(2) SUBSTAJVTIVE AND PROCEDURAL RULES.—

2 The expedited procedures required under subsection

3 (a) (2) shall include the jbllowing rules and authority,

4 applicable with respect to all proceedings to establish

5 paternity or to establish, modify, or enforce support

6 orders:

7 "(A,) LOCATOR INFORMATION; PRESUMP-

8 TIONS CONCERNING NOTWE.—Procedures under

9 which—

10 "('i) each party to any paternity or

11 child support proceeding is required (su1ject

12 to privacy sofë guards) to file with the tribu-

13 nal and the State case registry upon entry

14 of an ordei, and to update as appropriate,

15 information on location and identity qf the

16 party, including social security number,

17 residential and mailing addresses, telephone

18 number, driver's license numbei, and name,

19 address, and telephone number qf employer;

20 and

21 "('iij) in any subsequent child support

22 enfOrcement action between the parties,

23 upon sufficient showing that diligent ffbrt

24 has been made to ascertain the location of

25 such a party, the tribunal may deem State
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1 due process requirements fOr notice and

2 service of process to be met with respect to

3 the party, upon delivery qf written notice to

4 the most recent residential or employer ad-

5 dress filed with the tribunal pursuant to

6 clause ('i).

7 "(B) STATEWIDE JURISDICTION.—Proce-

8 dures under which—

9 "(i) the State agency and any admin-

10 istrative or judicial tribunal with authority

11 to hear child support and paternity cases

12 exerts statewide jurisdiction over the par-

13 ties; and

14 "(ii) in a State in which orders are is-

15 sued by courts or administrative tribunals,

16 a case may be transferred between local ju-

17 risdictions in the State without need for

18 any additional filing by the petitioner, or

19 service of process upon the respondent, to re-

20 tam jurisdiction over the parties.

21 "(3,) GooRDIivE TION WITH ERISA.—Notwith-

22 standing subsection (d) of section 514 of the Employee

23 Retirement Income Security Act qf 1974 (relating to

24 effect on other laws), nothing in this subsection shall

25 be construed to alter, amend, modiftj, invalidate, im-
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1 pair, or supersede subsections (a,), (b), and (c) of such

2 section 514 as it applies with respect to any proce-

3 dure rfrred to in paragraph (1) and any expedited

4 procedure rferred to in paragraph (2), except to the

5 extent that such procedure would be consistent with

6 the requirements of section 206(d) (3 of such Act (re-

7 lating to qualified domestic relations orders) or the

8 requirements of section 609(a) qf such Act (relating to

9 qualified medical child support orders) f the reference

10 in such section 206(d) (3) to a domestic relations order

11 and the reference in such section 609(a) to a medical

12 child support order were a rfërence to a support

13 order rfërred to in paragraphs (1) and (2) relating

14 to the same matters, respectively. ".

15 (b) AuTozwTIoN OF STATE AGENCY FuNCTIONS.—

16 Section 454A, as added by section 2344(a)(2) and as

17 amended by sections 2311 and 2312(c) of this Act, is

18 amended by adding at the end the .following new subsection:

19 "(h EXPEDITED ADMINISTRATiVE PROCEDURE&—

20 The automated system required by this section shall be used

21 to the maximum extent feasible, to implement the expedited

22 administrative procedures required by section 466(c).".
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1 Subchapter D—Paternity Establishment

2 SEC. 2331. STATE LAWS CONCERNING PATERNITY ESTAB-

3 LISHMENT.

4 (a) STATE LAwS REQUIRED.—Section 466(a) (5,) (42

5 U. S. C. 666(a) (5,)) is amended to read as .fbllows:

6 "(5) PROGED URES CONCERNING PATERNITY ES-

7 TABLISHMENT.—

8 "(A) ESTABLISHMENT PROCESS AVAILABLE

9 FROM BIRTH UNTIL AGE 18.—

10 "(i) Procedures which permit the estab-

11 lishment of the paternity of a child at any

12 time befbre the child attains 18 years qf age.

13 "(ii) As of August 16, 1984, clause (i)

14 shall also apply to a child fbr whom pater-

15 nity has not been established or Jbr whom a

16 paternity action was brought but dismissed

17 because a statute of limitations of less than

18 18 years was then in fftct in the State.

19 "(B) PROCEDURES COM'JERNING GENETIC

20 TESTING.—

21 "i) GENETIC TESTING REQUIRED IN

22 C1ERTAIN CONTESTED CASES.—Procedures

23 under which the State is required, in a con-

24 tested paternity case (unless otherwise

25 barred by State law) to require the child
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1 and all other parties (other than individ-

2 uals Jbund under section 454(29) to have

3 good cause and other exceptions fbr rf'itsing

4 to cooperate) to submit to genetic tests upon

5 the request of any such party, 'f the request

6 is supported by a sworn statement by the

7 party—

8 "(I) alleging paternity, and set-

9 ting forth facts establishing a reason-

10 able possibility qf the requisite sexual

11 contact between the parties; or

12 "(II) denying paternity, and set-

13 ting forth facts establishing a reason-

14 able possibility of the nonexistence of

15 sexual contact between the parties.

16 "('ii) OTHER REQUIREMENTS.—Proce-

17 dures which require the State agency, in

18 any case in which the agency orders genetic

19 testing—

20 "(I) to pay costs of such tests, sub-

21 ject to recoupment (f the State so

22 elects) from the alleged tt her if pate?'-

23 nity is established; and

24 "(II) to obtain additional testing

25 in any case f an original test result is
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1 contested, upon request and advance

2 payment by the contestant.

3 "(C) VOLUNTARY PATERNITY ACKNOWLEDG-

4 MENT.—

5 "(i) SIMPLE CIVIL PROCESS.—Proce-

6 dures for a simple civil process Jbr volun-

7 ta'rily acknowledging paternity under which

8 the State must provide that, before a mother

9 and a putative .fbther can sign an acknowl-

10 edgment of paternity, the mother and the

11 putative jbt her must be given notice, orally

12 and in writing, qf the alternatives to, the

13 legal consequences qf and the rights (in-

14 cluding, if 1 parent is a minor, any rights

15 affbrded due to minority status) and re-

16 sponsibilities that arise from, signing the

17 acknowledgment.

18 "(ii) HOSPITAL-BASED PROGRAM.—

19 Such procedures must include a hospital-

20 based program jbr the voluntary acknowl-

21 edgment of patenity jbcusing on the period

22 immediately bfbre or after the birth qf a

23 child, unless good cause and other exeep-

24 tions exist which—
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1 "CI,) shall be defined, taking into

2 account the best interests qf the child,

3 and

4 "(II) shall be applied in each

5 case,

6 by, at the option qf' the State, the State

7 agency administering the State pro gram

8 under part A, this part, title XV or title

9 Xix.

10 "(iii) PATERNITY ESTABLISHMENT

11 SERVWES.—

12 "CI,) STATE-OFFERED SERVICES.—

13 Such procedures must require the State

14 agency responsible for maintaining

15 birth records to offer voluntary pater-

16 nity establishment services.

17 "(II) REGULATIONS.—

18 "(aa) SERVICES OFFERED BY

19 HOSPITALS AND BIRTH RECORD

20 AGENCIES.—The Secretary shall

21 prescribe regulations governing

22 voluntary paternity establishment

23 services qffered by hospitals and

24 birth record agencies.
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1 "(bb) SERVICES OFFERED BY

2 OTHER ENTITIES.—The Secretary

3 shall prescribe regulations specify-

4 ing the types of' other entities that

5 may offer voluntary paternity es-

6 tablishment services, and govern-

7 ing the provision of such services,

8 which shall include a requirement

9 that such an entity must use the

10 same notice provisions used by,

11 use the same materials used by,

12 provide the personnel providing

13 such services with the same train-

14 ing provided by, and evaluate the

15 provision of such services in the

16 same manner as the provision qf

17 such services is evaluated by, vol-

18 untary paternity establishment

19 programs of hospitals and birth

20 record agencies.

21 "(iv) USE OF PATERNITY AGKNOWL-

22 EDGMENT AFFIDAVIT. —Such procedures

23 must require the State to develop and use

24 an affidavit .fbr the voluntary acknowledg-

25 ment of paternity which includes the mini-
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1 mum requirements qf the affidavit specified

2 by the Secretary under section 452(a) (7,) for

3 the voluntary acknowledgment of paternity,

4 and to give full faith and credit to such an

5 affidavit signed in any other State accord-

6 ing to its procedures.

7 "(D) STATUS OF SIGNED PATERNITY AC-

8 KNOWLEDGJfrIENT.—

9 "(i) INCLUSION IN BIRTH RECORDS.—

10 Procedures under which the name of the a-

11 ther shall be included on the record of birth

12 of the child of unmarried parents only if—

13 "(I) the fttther and mother have

14 signed a voluntary acknowledgment qf

15 paternity; or

16 "(II) a court or an administrative

17 agency qf competent jurisdiction has

18 issued an acjudication of paternity.

19 Nothing in this clause shall preclude a

20 State agency .from obtaining an admission

21 of paternity from the fttther .fbr submission

22 in a judicial or administrative proceeding,

23 or prohibit the issuance of an order in a ju-

24 dicial or administrative proceeding which

25 bases a legal finding qf paternity on an ad-
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1 mission of paternity by the ftt her and any

2 other additional showing required by State

3 law.

4 "cii) LEGAL FINDING OF PATERNITY.—

5 Procedures under which a signed voluntary

6 acknowledgment qf paternity is considered a

7 legal finding of paternity, subject to the

8 right of any signatory to rescind the ac-

9 knowledgment within the earlier qf—

10 "(I) 60 days; or

11 "(II) the date of an administra-

12 tive or judicial proceeding relating to

13 the child (including a proceeding to es-

14 tablish a support order) in which the

15 signatory is a party.

16 "(iii) CONTEST.—Procedures under

17 which, ofter the 60-day period reftrred to in

18 clause (ii), a signed volunta'y acknowledg-

19 ment qf' paternity may be challenged in

20 court only on the basis of fraud, duress, or

21 material mistake of flict, with the burden qf

22 proof' upon the challenger, and under which

23 the legal responsibilities (including child

24 support obligations) of' any signatory aris-

25 ing from the acknowledgment may not be
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1 suspended during the challenge, except for

2 good cause shown.

3 "(E.) BAR ON ACKNOWLEDGMENT RATIFWA-

4 TION PROCEEDINGS.—Procedures under which

5 judicial or administrative proceedings are not

6 required or permitted to rat ftj an unchallenged

7 acknowledgment of paternity.

8 "(F) ADMISSIBILITY OF GENETIC TESTING

9 RES ULTS. —Procedures—

10 "(i) requiring the admission into evi-

11 dence, •for purposes of establishing pater-

12 nity, of the results of any genetic test that

13 is—

14 "I of a type generally acknowl-

15 edged as reliable by accreditation bod-

16 ies designated by the Secretary; and

17 "(II) perfbnned by a laboratory

18 approved by such an accreditation

19 body;

20 "('ii) requiring an objection to genetic

21 testing results to be made in writing not

22 later than a specified number of days before

23 any hearing at which the results may be in-

24 troduced into evidence (or; at State option,
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1 not later than a specified number qf days

2 after receipt of the results,); and

3 "(iii) making the test results admissi-

4 ble as evidence of paternity without the need

5 fbr fbundation testimony or other proqf of

6 authenticity or accuracy, unless o1jection is

7 made.

8 "(0,) PRESUMPTION OF PATERNITY IN CER-

9 TiIJN CASES.—Procedures which create a rebutta-

10 ble or, at the option of the State, conclusive pre-

11 sumption of paternity upon genetic testing re-

12 sults indicating a threshold probability that the

13 alleged Jbther is the fttther qf the child.

14 "(H) DEFAULT ORDERS.—Procedures re-

15 quiring a default order to be entered in a pater-

16 nity case upon a showing of service of process on

17 the defendant and any additional showing re-

18 quired by State law.

19 "(I) No RIGHT TO JURY TR)AL.—Procedures

20 providing that the parties to an action to estab-

21 lish paternity are not entitled to a trial by jury.

22 "J,) TEMPORARY SUPPORT ORDER BASED

23 ON PROBABLE PATERNITY IN CONTESTED

24 CASES.—Procedures which require that a tem-

25 porary order be issued, upon motion by a party,
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1 requiring the provision of child support pending

2 an administrative or judicial determination qf

3 parentage, f there is clear and convincing evi-

4 dence of paternity (on the basis of genetic tests

5 or other evidence).

6 "(K) PROOF OF CERTAIN SUPPORT AND PA-

7 TERNITY ESTABLISHMENT COSTS. —Procedures

8 under which bills for pregnancy, childbirth, and

9 genetic testing are admissible as evidence with-

10 out requiring third-party .fbundation testimony,

11 and shall constitute prima .facie evidence of

12 amounts incurred .for such services or fbr testing

13 on behalf of the child.

14 "(L) STANDING OF PUTATIVE FATHERS.—

15 Procedures ensuring that the putative fttther has

16 a reasonable opportunity to initiate a paternity

17 action.

18 "M FILING OF ACKNOWLEDGMENTS AND

19 ADJUDICATIONS IN STATE RE&IS TRY OF BIRTH

20 RECORDS.—Procedures under which voluntary

21 acknowledgments and adjudications qf paternity

22 by judicial or administrative processes are filed

23 with the State registry of birth records jbr com-

24 pan son with infbrmation in the State case reg-

25 istry. ".
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1 (5) NATIONAL PATERNITY ACKNOWLEDGMENT AFFIDA-

2 vIT.—Section 452(a) (7) (42 U. S.c. 652(a) (7)) is amended

3 by inserting ' and specfij the minimum requirements qf

4 an cffidavit to be used .fbr the voluntanj acknowledgment

5 of paternity which shall include the social security number

6 o.f each parent and, after consultation with the States, other

7 common elements as determined by such designee" bfore

8 the semicolon.

9 (c) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Section 468 (42

10 U.S.C. 668) is amended by striking "a simple civil process

11 ,fbr voluntarily acknowledging paternity and".

12 SEC. 2332. OUTREACH FOR VOLUNTARY PATERNITY ES TAB-

13 LISHMENT.

14 Section 454(23) (42 U.S.C. 654(23)) is amended by

15 inserting "and will publicize the availability and encourage

16 the use of procedures Jbr voluntary establishment of pater-

17 nity and child support by means the State deems appro-

18 priate" bfore the semicolon.

19 SEC. 2333. COOPERATION BY APPLICANTS FOR AND RECIPI-

20 ENTS OF PART A ASSISTANCE.

21 Section 454 (42 U.S.C. 654, as amended by sections

22 2301(b), 2303(a), 2312(a), and 2313(a) of this Act, is

23 amended—

24 (1) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph

25 (27);
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1 (2) by striking the period at the end qf para-

2 graph (28) and inserting ' and"; and

3 (3,) by inserting cfter paragraph (28) the fbllow-

4 ing new paragraph:

5 "(29) provide that the State agency responsible

6 for administering the State plan—

7 "(A) shall make the determination (and re-

8 determination at appropriate intervals) as to

9 whether an individual who has applied ,fbr or is

10 receiving assistance under the State program

11 frnded under part A, the State program under

12 title XV, or the State program under title XIX

13 is cooperating in good faith with the State in es-

14 tablishing the paternity qf; or in establishing,

15 modifying, or enfbrcing a support order ,fbr, any

16 child qf the individual by providing the State

17 agency with the name of; and such other infor-

18 mation as the State agency may require with re-

19 spect to, the noncustodial paret of the child,

20 subject to good cause and other exceptions

21 which—

22 "(i) shall be defined, taking into ac-

23 count the best interests of the child, and

24 "(ii) shall be applied in each case,
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1 by, at the option of the State, the State agency

2 administering the State program under part A,

3 this part, title XV or title XIX,

4 "(B,) shall require the individual to supply

5 additional necessary iifbrmation and appear at

6 interviews, hearings, and legal proceedings;

7 "(C) shall require the individual and the

8 child to submit to genetic tests pursuant to judi-

9 cial or administrative order;

10 "(D) may request that the individual sign

11 a voluntary acknowledgment of paternity, after

12 notice of the rights and consequences of such an

13 acknowledgment, but may not require the mdi-

14 vidual to sign an acknowledgment or otherwise

15 relinquish the right to genetic tests as a condi-

16 tion of cooperation and eligibility for assistance

17 under the State program funded under part A,

18 the State program under title XV or the State

19 program under title XJX, and

20 "(E,) shall promptly notfj the individual

21 and the State agency administering the State

22 program funded under part A, the State agency

23 administering the State program under title XT'

24 and the State agency administering the State

25 program under title XIX, qf each such deter-
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1 mination, and if noncooperation is determined,

2 the basis therefbre.".

3 Subchapter E—Program Administration and

4 Funding

5 SEC. 2341. PERFORMANCE-BASED INCENTIVES AND PEN-

6 AL TIES.

7 (a) DEVELOPMENT OF NEW ASYSTEM.—The ASecreta'ry

8 of Health and Human Services, in consultation with 1St ate

9 directors of programs under part D qf title IV qf the 1Social

10 Security Act, shall develop a new incentive system to re-

11 place, in a revenue neutral manner, the system under sec-

12 tion 458 of such Act. The new system shall provide addi-

13 tional payments to any AState based on such 1State's per-

14 .Jbrmance under such a program. Not later than November

15 1, 1996, the Secretary shall report on the new system to

16 the Committee on Ways and Means qf the House of Rep-

17 resentatives and the Committee on Finance of the 1Senate.

18 (b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS TO PRESENT ISYS-

19 TEM.—ASection 458 (42 U.S.C. 658) is amended—

20 (1) in subsection (a), by striking "aid to fttmilies

21 with dependent children under a State plan approved

22 under part A of this title" and inserting "assistance

23 under a program funded under part A";

24 ('2) in subsection (b1)(A, by striking "section

25 402 (a) (2 6)" and inserting "section 408(a) (4)";
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1 (3) in subsections (b) and (c)—

2 (A) by striking "AFDC collections" each

3 place it appears and inserting "title IV—A collec-

4 tions", and

5 (B) by striking "non-AFDC collections"

6 each place it appears and inserting "non-title

7 TV—A collections"; and

8 (4) in subsection (c), by striking "combined

9 AFDC/non-AFDC administrative costs" both places it

10 appears and inserting "combined title I V—A/non-title

11 IV—A administrative costs".

12 (c) CALCULATION OF PATERNITY ESTABLISHMENT

13 PERCENTAGE.—

14 (1) Section 452(g)(1)(A) (42 U.S.C.

15 652(g)(1)(A)) is amended by striking "75" and in-

16 serting "90".

17 (2) Section 452(g) (1) (42 U.S.C. 652(g)(1)) is

18 amended—

19 (A) by redesignating subparagraphs (B)

20 throuqh (E) as sub paragraphs (C) through (F),

21 respectively, and by inserting after subparagraph

22 (A) the .fbllowing new subparagraph:

23 "(B) .fbr a State with a paternity establishment

24 percentage of not less than 75 percent but less than

25 90 percent .1br such fiscal year, the paternity estab-
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1 lishment percentage of the State for the immediately

2 preceding fiscal year plus 2 percentage points;"; and

3 (B) by adding at the end the following new

4 flush sentence:

5 "In determining compliance under this section, a State

6 may use as its paternity establishment percentage either the

7 State's IV—D paternity establishment percentage (as defined

8 in paragraph (2)(A)) or the State's statewide paternity es-

9 tablishment percentage (as dfined in paragraph (2) (B)). ".

10 (3) Section 452(g)(2) (42 U.S.C. 652(g)(2)) is

11 amended—

12 (A) in subparagraph (A)—

13 (i) in the matter preceding clause (i)—

14 (I) by striking "paternity estab-

15 lishment percentage" and inserting

16 "fV—D paternity establishment per-

17 centage"; and

18 (II) by striking "(or all States, as

19 the case may be) "; and

20 ('ii) by striking "and" at the end there-

21 qf

22 (B) by redesignating subparagraph (B) as

23 subparagraph (C) and by inserting after sub-

24 paragraph (A) the following new subparagraph:
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1 "(B) the term 'statewide paternity establishment

2 percentage' means, with respect to a State Jbr a fiscal

3 year the ratio (expressed as a percentage) that the

4 total number of minor children—

5 "("id who have been born out of wedlock, and

6 "('ii the paternity of whom has been estab-

7 lished or acknowledged during the fiscal year,

8 bears to the total number of children born out of wed-

9 lock during the preceding fiscal year; and".

10 (4) Section 452(g) (3) (42 U.S. C. 652(g) (3)) is

11 amended—

12 (A) by striking subparagraph (A) and re-

13 designating subparagraphs (B) and (C) as sub-

14 paragraphs (A) and (B), respectively; and

15 (B) in subparagraph (A) (as so redesig-

16 nated), by striking "the percentage qf children

17 born out-ofwedlock in a State" and inserting

18 "the percentaqe qf children in a State who are

19 born out of wedlock or Jbr whom support has not

20 been established".

21 (d) EFFECTIVE DATES. —

22 (1) INCENTIVE ADJUSTMENTS.—

23 (A) IN GENERAL.—Th€ system developed under

24 subsection (a) and the amendments made by sub-
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1 section (b) shall become ffèctive on October 1, 1998,

2 except to the extent provided in subparagraph (B).

3 (B) APPLICATION OF SECTION 458.—Section 458

4 qf the Social Security Act, as in ffèct on the day be-

5 fore the date of the enactment qf this section, shall be

6 ffèctive ,fbr purposes of incentive payments to States

7 for fiscal years before fiscal year 1999.

8 (2) PENALTY REDUCTIONS.—The amendments

9 made by subsection (c) shall become ffective with re-

10 spect to calendar quarters beginning on or ofter the

11 date of the enactment of this Act.

12 SEC. 2342. FEDERAL AND STATE REVIEWS AND AUDITS.

13 (a) STATE AGENCY ACTIvITIES.—Section 454 (42

14 U.S.C. 654) is amended—

15 (1) in paragraph (14), by striking "(14)" and

16 inserting "(14)(A)";

17 (2) by redesignating paragraph (15,) as subpara-

18 graph (B) Qf paragraph (14); and

19 (3) by inserting ofter paragraph (14) the .fbllow-

20 ing new paragraph:

21 "(15,) provide fbr—

22 "(A) a process for annual reviews qf and re-

23 ports to the Secretary on the State program op-

24 erated under the State plan approved under this

25 part, including such i'rfbrmation as may be nec-
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1 essary to measure State compliance with Federal

2 requirements •fbr expedited procedures, using

3 such standards and procedures as are required

4 by the Secretary, under which the State agency

5 will determine the extent to which the program

6 is operated in compliance with this part; and

7 "(B) a process of extracting from the auto-

8 mated data processing system required by para-

9 graph (16) and transmitting to the Secretary

10 data and calculations concerning the levels of ac-

11 complishment (and rates qf improvement) with

12 respect to applicable peiformance indicators ('in-

13 cluding paternity establishment percentages) to

14 the extent necessary for purposes qf sections

15 452(g) and 458,".

16 (b) FEDERAL ACTIVrTIES.—Section 452 (a) (4) (42

17 U.S. C. 652(a) (4)) is amended to read as fbllows:

18 "(4) (A) review data and calculations transmitted

19 by State agencies pursuant to section 454(15) (B) on

20 State program accomplishments with respect to per-

21 fbrinance indicators for purposes qf subsection (g) qf

22 this section and section 458;

23 "(B) review annual reports submitted pursuant

24 to section 454(15) (A) and, as appropriate, provide to

25 the State comments, recommendations jbr additional
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1 or alternative corrective actions, and technical assist-

2 ance; and

3 "(C) conduct audits, in accordance with the Gov-

4 ernment auditing standards qf the Comptroller Gen-

5 eral of the United States—

6 "(i) at least once every 3 years (Or more fre-

7 quently, in the case of a State which friils to

8 meet the requirements qf this part concerning

9 performance standards and reliability of pro-

10 gram data) to assess the completeness, reliability,

11 and security qf the data and the accuracy qf the

12 reporting systems used in calculating perform-

13 ance indicators under subsection (g) qf this sec-

14 tion and section 458;

15 "(ii) of the adequacy of financial manage-

16 ment qf the State program operated under the

17 State plan approved under this part, including

18 assessments of—

19 "(I) whether Federal and other fttnds

20 made available to carry out the State pro-

21 gram are being appropriately expended,

22 and are properly and Jitlly accounted .fbi

23 and
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1 "(II) whether collections and disburse-

2 ments of support payments are carried out

3 correctly and are fully accounted fbr; and

4 "(iii) •for such other pu'i poses as the Sec-

5 retary may find necessary;".

6 (c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this

7 section shall be ffèctive with respect to calendar quarters

8 beginning 12 months or more ofter the date of the enactment

9 qf this Act.

10 SEC. 2343. REQUIRED REPORTING PROCEDURES.

11 (a) ESTABLJsHMENT.—Section 452(a) (5) (42 U. S. C.

12 652(a) (5)) is amended by inserting ", and establish proce-

13 dures to be fbllowed by States fbr collecting and reporting

14 infbrmation required to be provided under this part, and

15 establish unfbrm definitions (including those necessary to

16 enable the measurement of State compliance with the re-

17 quirements of this part relating to expedited processes) to

18 be applied in fbllowing such procedures" bfbre the semi-

19 colon.

20 (b) STATE PLAN REQUIREMENT.—SectiOn 454 (42

21 U.S.C. 654), as amended by sections 2301(b), 2303(a),

22 2312(a), 2313(a), and 2333 f this Act, is amended—

23 (1) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph

24 (28);
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1 (2) by striking the period at the end of para-

2 graph (29) and inserting ",' and"; and

3 (3) by adding fier paragraph (29) the jbllowing

4 new paragraph:

5 "(30) provide that the State shall use the dfini-

6 tions established under section 452(a) (5,) in collecting

7 and reporting ifbrmation as required under this

8 part. ".

9 SEC. 2344. AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING REQUIRE-

10 MENTS.

11 (a) REVISED REQUIREMENTS.—

12 (1) IN GEI\TERAL._Section 454(16) (42 U.S.C.

13 654(16)) is amended—

14 (A) by striking ", at the option qf' the

15 State,";

16 (B) by inserting "and operation by the

17 State agency" after ','fbr the establishment",'

18 (C) by inserting "meeting the requirements

19 qf'section 454A" after "information retrieval sys-

20 tem";

21 (D) by striking "in the State and localities

22 thereof so as (A)" and inserting "so as";

23 (F) by striking "(i)"; and

24 (F) by striking "(including" and all that

25 fbllows and inserting a semicolon.
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1 (2) AUTOMATED DATA PROGESSING.—Part D of

2 title IV (42 U. S. C. 651—669) is amended by inserting

3 after section 454 the .following new section:

4 "SEC. 454A. AUTOMATED DATA PROCESSING.

5 "(a) IN GENERAL.—Jn order jbr a State to meet the

6 requirements of this section, the State agency administering

7 the State program under this part shall have in operation

8 a single statewide automated data processing and infbrina-

9 tion retrieval system which has the capability to pe?forrn

10 the tasks specified in this section with the frequency and

11 in the manner required by or under this part.

12 "(b) PROGRAM MJUVAGEMEivT.—The automated system

13 required by this section shall perfbr'in such frnctions as the

14 Secretary may specifij relating to management qf the State

15 program under this part, including—

16 "(1) controlling and accounting for use of Fed-

17 eral, State, and local funds in carrying out the pro-

18 gram; and

19 "(2) maintaining the data necessary to meet

20 Federal reporting requirements under this part on a

21 timely basis.

22 "(c) CALcuI TION OF PERFORMANCE INDIa4 TORS. —

23 In order to enable the Secretary to determine the incentive

24 payments and penalty adjustments required by sections

25 452(g) and 458, the State agency shall—
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1 "(1) use the automated system—

2 "(A) to maintain the requ'isite data on

3 State pe'iformance with respect to paternity es-

4 tablishment and child support efbrcement in the

5 State; and

6 "(B) to calculate the paternity establish-

7 ment percentage jbr the State jbr each fiscal

8 yeai; and

9 "(2) have in place systems controls to ensure the

10 completeness and reliability qf, and ready access to,

11 the data described in paragraph (1)(A), and the accu-

12 racy of the calculations described in paragraph

13 (i)(B).

14 "(dj) INFORMATION INTEGRITY AND SEcuRrrY.—The

15 State agency shall have in ffèct safeguards on the integrity,

16 accuracy, and completeness of; access to, and use q[ data

17 in the automated system required by this section, which

18 shall include the fbllowing (in addition to such other sofè-

19 guards as the Secretary may spec[y in regulations):

20 "(1) PoLIcIES RESTRICTING ACCESS.—Written

21 policies concerning access to data by State agency

22 personnel, and sharing of data with other persons,

23 which—
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1 "(A) permit access to and use qf data only

2 to the extent necessary to carry out the State

3 program under this part; and

4 "(B) specify the data which may be used jbr

5 particular program purposes, and the personnel

6 permitted access to such data.

7 "(2) SYSTEMS CONTROLS.—Systems controls

8 (such as passwords or blocking of fields) to ensure

9 strict adherence to the policies described in paragraph

10 (1).

11 "3,) MONITORING OF ACGESS.—Routine mon-

12 itoring of access to and use qf the automated system,

13 through methods such as audit trails and feedback

14 mechanisms, to guard against and promptly identiftj

15 unauthorized access or use.

16 "4,) TRAINING AND INFOR]frJATIOiV.—Procedures

17 to ensure that all personnel (including State and local

18 agency stcff and contractors) who may have access to

19 or be required to use confidential program data are

20 infbrmed of applicable requirements and penalties

21 (including those in section 6103 qf the Internal Reve-

22 nue Code of 1986), and are adequately trained in se-

23 curity procedures.

24 "(5) PEiVAUPIES.—Administrative penalties (up

25 to and including dismissal from employment) fbr un-
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1 authorized access to, or disclosure or use qf; confiden-

2 tial data. ".

3 (3,) REGuLATIoivs.The Secretary of Health and

4 Human Services shall prescribe final regulations fbr

5 implementation qf section 454A qf the Social Security

6 Act not later than 2 years after the date qf the enact-

7 ment qf this Act.

8 (4) IMPLEMENTATION TIME TABLE.—Section

9 454(24) (42 U.S.C. 654(24)), as amended by section

10 2303(a) (1) Qf this Act, is amended to read as fbllows:

11 "(24) provide that the State will have in ffect

12 an automated data processing and iiformation re-

13 trieval system—

14 "(A) by October 1, 1997, which meets all re-

15 quirements qf this part which were enacted on or

16 before the date of enactment of the Family Sup-

17 port Act of 1988, and

18 "(B) by October 1, 2000, which meets all re-

19 quirements of this part enacted on or befbre the

20 date of the enactment of. the Personal Respon-

21 sibility and Work Opportunity Act qf 1996, ex-

22 cept that such deadline shall be extended by 1

23 day .for each day (f any) by which the Secretary

24 fbils to meet the deadline imposed by section
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1 2344(a) (3) qf the Personal Responsibility and

2 Work Opportunity Act qf 1996;".

3 (b) SPECIAL FEDERAL MATCHING RATE FOR DEVEL-

4 OPMENT Cosrs OF AUTOMATED SYSTEMS.—

5 (1) IN GENERAL.—Section 455('a) (42 U.S.C.

6 655(a)) is amended—

7 (A) in paragraph (1)(B)—

8 (i) by striking "90 percent" and in-

9 serting "the percent specified in paragraph

10 (3)";

11 (ii) by striking "so much of'; and

12 (iii) by striking "which the Secretanj"

13 and all that follows and inserting ", and";

14 and

15 (B) by adding at the end the fbllowing new

16 paragraph:

17 "(3) (A) The Secretary shall pay to each State, fOr each

18 quarter in fiscal years 1996 and 199? 90 percent qf so

19 much of the State expenditures described in paragraph

20 (1) (B) as the Secretary finds are for a system meeting the

21 requirements specified in section 454(16) (as in efftct on

22 September 30, 1995) but limited to the amount approved

23 for States in the advance planning documents qf such States

24 submitted on or befbre September 30, 1995. Notwithstand-

25 ing the preceding sentence, any payment to a State with
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1 respect to fiscal year 1997 shall be made in one payment

2 in fiscal year 1998.

3 "(B) (i) The Secretary shall pay to each State, for each

4 quarter in fiscal years 1996 through 2001, the percentage

5 specified in clause (ii) qf so much of the State expenditures

6 described in paragraph (1) (B) as the Secretary finds are

7 for a system meeting the requirements of sections 454(1 6,)

8 and 454A.

9 "(ii,) The percentage specified in this clause is 80 per-

10 cent.".

11 (2) TEMPORARY LIMITATION ON PAYMENTS

12 UNDER SPECIAL FEDERAL MATC[-IING Rd TE.—

13 (A IN GENERAL.—The Secretary of Health

14 and Human Services may not pay more than

15 $400,000,000 in the aggregate under section

16 455(a) (3,) (B) of the Social Security Act Jbr fiscal

17 years 1996 through 2001.

18 (B ALLOCATION OF LIMITATION AMONG

19 STATES.—The total amount payable to a State

20 under section 455(a) (3,) (B) qf such Act fbr fiscal

21 years 1996 through 2001 shall not exceed the

22 limitation determined .for the State by the Sec-

23 reta'ry qf Health and Human Services in regula-

24 tions.
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1 (C) ALLOCATION FORMULA .—The regula-

2 tions referred to in subparagraph (B) shall pre-

3 scribe a formula for allocating the amount speci-

4 fled in subparagraph (A) among States with

5 plans approved under part D qf title IV qf the

6 Social Security Act, which shall take into ac-

7 count—

8 (i) the relative size of State caseloads

9 under such part; and

10 (ii) the level of automation needed to

11 meet the automated data processing require

12 ments of such part.

13 (c) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Section 123(c) of the

14 Family Support Act of 1988 (102 Stat. 2352; Public Law

15 100—485) is repealed.

16 SEC. 2345. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.

17 (a) FOR TRAINING OF FEDERAL AND STATE STAP

18 RESEARcH AND DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS, AND SPECIAL

19 PROJECTS OF REGIONAL OR NATIONAL SIGNIFICANGIE._

20 Section 452 (42 U.S.C. 652) is amended by adding at the

21 end the jbllo'tving new subsection:

22 "(j,) Out of any money in the Treasury of the United

23 States not otherwise appropriated, there is hereby appro-

24 priated to the Secretary fbr each fiscal year (beginning with

25 fiscal year 1998) an amount equal to 1 percent qf the total
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1 amount paid to the Federal Government pursuant to section

2 457(a) during the immediately preceding fiscal year (as de-

3 termined on the basis of the most recent reliable data avail-

4 able to the Secretary as of the end of the 3rd calendar quar-

5 ter following the end of such preceding fiscal year), to cover

6 costs incurred by the Secretary .fbr—

7 "(1) infbrmation dissemination and technical as-

8 sistance to States, training of State and Federal staff,

9 staffing studies, and related activities needed to im-

10 prove programs under this part (including technical

11 assistance concerning State automated systems re-

12 quired by this part); and

13 "(2) research, demonstration, and special

14 projects qf regional or national significance relating

15 to the operation of State programs under this part.

16 The amount appropriated under this subsection shall re-

17 main available until expended.".

18 (b) OPERATION OF FEDERAL PARENT LOCATOR SERV-

19 ICE.—Section 453 (42 U.S.C. 653), as amended by section

20 2316 of this Act, is amended by adding at the end the fol-

21 lowing new subsection:

22 "(o) RECOVERY OF COSTS.—Out qf any money in the

23 Treasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated,

24 there is hereby appropriated to the Secretary for each fiscal

25 year an amount equal to 2 percent of the total amount paid
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1 to the Federal Government pursuant to section 457(a) dur-

2 ing the immediately preceding fiscal year (as determined

3 on the basis of the most recent reliable data available to

4 the Secretary as qf the end of the 3rd calendar quarter .fbl-

5 lowing the end of such preceding fiscal year), to cover costs

6 incurred by the Secretanj for operation qf the Federal Par-

7 ent Locator Service under this section, to the extent such

8 costs are not recovered through user .fëes. ".

9 SEC. 2346. REPORTS AND DATA COLLECTION BY THE SEC-

10 RETARY.

11 (a) AIVNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS.—

12 (1) Section 452 (a) (1 0) (A) (42 U.S.C.

13 652(a) (10) (A)) is amended—

14 (A) by striking "this part;" and inserting

15 "this part, including—' and

16 (B) by adding at the end the jbllwing new

17 clauses:

18 "(i) the total amount f child support

19 payments collected as a result qf services

20 jirnished during the fiscal year to individ-

21 uals receiving services under this part;

22 "(ii) the cost to the States and to the

23 Federal Government of so furnishing the

24 services; and
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1 "(iii) the number qf cases involving

2 fttmilies—

3 "CI,) who became ineligible for as-

4 sistance under &ate programs funded

5 under part A during a month in the

6 fiscal year; and

7 "(II) with respect to whom a child

8 support payment was received in the

9 month;".

10 (2) &ction 452 (a) (1 0) (C) (42 U./S.C.

11 652(a) (10) (C)) is amended—

12 (A) in the matter preceding clause (i)—

13 (i) by striking "with the data required

14 under each clause being separately stated

15 for cases" and inserting "separately stated

16 for cases";

17 (ii) by striking "cases where the child

18 was ,fbrmerly receiving" and inserting "or

19 fbrmerly received";

20 (iii) by inserting "or 1912" ofter

21 "471 (a) (1 7)"; and

22 (iv) by inserting 'fbr" bfore "all

23 other";

24 (B) in each of clauses ri,) and (ii), by strik-

25 ing ", and the total amount qf such obligations";
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1 (C) in clause (iii,), by striking "described

2 in" and all that ,fbllows and inserting "in which

3 support was collected during the fiscal year;";

4 (D) by striking clause (iv); and

5 (E) by redes'qnating clause (v) as clause

6 (vii), and inserting after clause (iii) the follow-

7 ing new clauses:

8 "(iv) the total amount of support col-

9 lected during such fiscal year and dist rib-

10 uted as current support;

11 "(v) the total amount qf support col-

12 lected during such fiscal year and distrib-

13 uted as arrearages;

14 "(vi) the total amount qf support due

15 and unpaid fbr all fiscal years; and".

16 (3,) Section 452(a) (10) ('0) (42 U S. C.

17 652(a) (10) (0)) is amended by striking "on the use qf

18 Federal courts and".

19 (4,) Section 452(a)(10) (42 U.S.C. 652 (a) (10)) is

20 amended—

21 (A) in subparagraph (H,), by striking

22 "and";

23 (B) in subparagraph (I), by striking the pe-

24 nod and inserting ' and"; and
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1 (C) by inserting after subparagraph CI,) the

2 fbllowing new subparagraph:

3 "(J) compliance, by State, with the stand-

4 ards established pursuant to subsections (Ii) and

5 (i).".

6 (5) Section 452(a) (10) (42 U.S.C. 652 (a) (10)) is

7 amended by striking all that jbllows subparagraph

8 (J), as added by paragraph (4).

9 (b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by sub-

10 section (a) shall be Jjèctive with respect to fiscal year 1997

11 and succeeding fiscal years.

12 Subchapter F—Establishment and

13 Modification of Support Orders

14 SEC. 2351. SIMPLIFIED PROCESS FOR REVIEW AND ADJUST-

15 MENT OF CHILD SUPPORT ORDERS.

16 $ection 466(a) (10) (42 U.S.C: 666(a) (1 0)) is amended

17 to read as Jbllows:

18 "(10) REVIEW AND ADJUSTMENT OF SUPPORT

19 ORDERS UPON REQUEST.—Procedures under which

20 the $tate shall review and adjust each support order

21 being enforced under this part f there is an assign-

22 ment under part A or upon the request of either par-

23 ent, and may review and adjust any other support

24 order being enforced under this part. Such procedures

25 shall provide the following:
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1 "(A) IN GENERAL.—

2 "(i) 3-YE4r? CYCLE.—Except as pro-

3 vided in subpara graphs (B) and (C), the

4 State shall review and, as appropriate, ad-

5 just the support order every 3 years, taking

6 into account the best interests of the child

7 involved.

8 "(ii) METHODS OF ADJUSTMENT.—The

9 State may elect to review and, f appro-

10 priate, adjust an order pursuant to clause

11 ri,) by—

12 "(I) reviewing and, f appro-

13 priate, adjusting the order in accord-

14 ance with the guidelines established

15 pursuant to section 467(a) if the

16 amount qf• the child support award

17 under the order differs from the

18 amount that would be awarded in ac-

19 cordance with the guidelines; or

20 "(II) applying a cost-of-living ad-

21 justment to the order in accordance

22 with a fbrmula developed by the &ate

23 and permit either party to contest the

24 adjustment, within 30 days qfter the

25 date of the notice of the adjustment, by
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1 making a request for review and f ap-

2 propriate, adjustment of the order in

3 accordance with the child support

4 guidelines established pursuant to sec-

5 tion 467(a).

6 "(Viii) No PROOF OF CHANGE IN GIR-

7 CUMSTANGES NEGESSARY—Any adjustment

8 under this subparagraph (A) shall be made

9 without a requirement ,fbr proof or showing

10 of a change in circumstances.

11 "(B) AUTOMATED METHOD.—The State

12 may use automated methods (including auto-

13 mated comparisons with wage or State income

14 tax data) to identify orders eligible ,fbr review,

15 conduct the review, identifj orders eligible fbr

16 adjustment, and apply the appropriate adjust-

17 ment to the orders eligible for adjustment under

18 the threshold established by the State.

19 "(C) REQUEST UPON SUBSTANTIAL cHANGE

20 IN GIRCUMSTANGES.—The State shall, at the re-

21 quest of either parent subject to such an order or

22 of any State child support e'nforcement agency,

23 review and, f appropriate, adjust the order in

24 accordance with the guidelines established pursu-
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1 ant to section 4 67(a) based upon a substantial

2 change in the circumstances of either parent.

3 "ED) NOTICE OF RIGHT TO REVIEW—The

4 State shall provide notice not less than once

5 every 3 years to the parents subject to such an

6 order informing them of their right to request the

7 State to review and, if appropriate, adjust the

8 order pursuant to this paragraph. The notice

9 may be included in the order. ".

10 SEC. 2352. FURNISHING CONSUMER REPORTS FOR CERTAIN

11 PURPOSES RELATING TO CHILD SUPPORT.

12 Section 604 of the Fair Credit Reporting Act (15

13 U.S.C. 1681b) is amended by adding at the end the fbllow-

14 ing new paragraphs:

15 "(4) In response to a request by the head qf a State

16 or local child support enfbrcement agency (or a State or

17 local government official authorized by the head of such an

18 agency), f the person making the request certfies to the

19 consumer reporting agency that—

20 "(A) the consumer report is needed fbr the pur-

21 pose of establishing an individual's capacity to make

22 child support payments or determining the appro-

23 priate level of such payments;

24 "(B) the paternity qf the consumer Jbr the child

25 to which the obligation relates has been established or
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1 acknowledged by the consumer in accordance with

2 State laws under which the obligation arises (f re-

3 quired by those laws);

4 "(C) the person has provided at least 10 days'

5 prior notice to the consumer whose report is requested,

6 by certified or registered mail to the last known ad-

7 dress of the consumer, that the report will be re-

8 quested; and

9 "(D) the consumer report will be kept confiden-

10 tial, will be used solely for a purpose described in

11 subparagraph (A), and will not be used in connection

12 with any other civil, administrative, or criminal pro-

13 ceeding, or for any other purpose.

14 "(5 To an agency administering a State plan under

15 section 454 of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 654) for

16 use to set an initial or modified child support award. ".

17 SEC. 2353. NONL lABILITY FOR FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

18 PROVIDING FINANCIAL RECORDS TO STATE

19 CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES

20 IN CHILD SUPPORT CASES.

21 Part D of title IV (42 U.S.C. 651—669) is amended

22 by adding at the end the fbllowing:
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1 "SEC. 469A. NONLL4BILITY FOR FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

2 PROVIDING FINANCIAL RECORDS TO STATE

3 CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES

4 IN CHILD SUPPORT CASES.

5 "(a) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any other provi-

6 sion of Federal or State law, a financial institution shall

7 not be liable under any Federal or State law to any person

8 for disclosing any financial record qf an individual toa

9 State child support enfbrcement agency attempting to estab-

10 lish, modifj, or enforce a child support obligation of such

11 individual.

12 "(b PROHIBITION OF DISCLOSURE OF FIlvcIAL

13 RECORD OBTAINED BY STATE cHILD SUPPORT ENFORCE-

14 MENT AGENCY—A State child support enfbrcement agency

15 which obtains a financial record of an individual from a

16 financial institution pursuant to subsection (a) may dis-

17 close such financial record only Jbr the purpose ojç and to

18 the extent necessary in, establishing, modifying, or enforc-

19 ing a child support obligation of such individual.

20 "(c) cIvIL DAMAGES FOR UNAUTHORIZED DISCLO-

21 SURE.—

22 "(1) DISCLOSURE BY STATE OFFICER OR EM-

23 PLOYEE.—If any person knowingly, or by reason of

24 negligence, discloses a financial record of an individ-

25 ual in violation of subsection (b), such individual
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1 may bring a civil action for damages against such

2 person in a district court of the United States.

3 "(2) No LIABILITY FOR GOOD FAITH BUT ERRO-

4 IVEOUS INTERPRETATION.—No liability shall arise

5 under this subsection with respect to any disclosure

6 which results from a good fiiith, but erroneous, inter-

7 pretation of subsection ('b).

8 "(3) DAMAGES.—In any action brought under

9 paragraph (1), upon a finding qi liability on the part

10 of the dfendant, the defendant shall be liable to the

11 plaintiff in an amount equal to the sum of—

12 "(A) the greater qf—

13 "ri) $1,000 Jbr each act of unauthor-

14 ized disclosure of a financial record with re-

15 spect to which such dfèndant is Jbund ha-

16 ble; or

17 "(ii) the sum oJ—

18 "(I) the actual damages sustained

19 by the plaintiff as a result of such un-

20 authorized disclosure; plus

21 "(II) in the case of a willfitl dis-

22 closure or a disclosure which is the re-

23 sult of gross negligence, punitive dam-

24 ages; plus
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1 "(B) the costs ('including attorney's fees) qf

2 the action.

3 "(d) DEFINITIONS.—For purposes of this section—

4 "(1) FINAJVCIAL INSTITUTION.—The term finan-

5 cial institution' means—

6 "(A) a depository institution, as dfined in

7 section 3(c) qf the Federal Deposit Insurance Act

8 (12 U.S.C. 1813(c));

9 "(B) an institution-affiliated party, as de-

10 fined in section 3('u) of such Act (12 U.S.C.

11 1813(u));

12 "(C) any Federal credit union or State

13 credit union, as defined in section 101 of the

14 Federal Credit Union Act (12 U.S.C. 1752), in-

15 cluding an institution-affiliated party of such a

16 credit union, as defined in section 206(r) of such

17 Act (12 U.S.C. 1786(r)); and

18 "(D) any benJit association, insurance

19 company, safe deposit company, money-market

20 mutual fitnd, or similar entity authorized to do

21 business in the State.

22 "(2) FINANCIAL RECORD.—The term 'financial

23 record' has the meaning given such term in section

24 1101 Qf the Right to Financial Privacy Act qf 1978

25 (12 U.S.C. 3401).".
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1 Subchapter G—Enforcement of Support

2 Orders

3 SEC. 2361. INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE COLLECTION OF

4 ARREARAGES.

5 (a) COLLECTION OF FEES.—Section 6305(a) Qf the In-

6 ternal Revenue Code qf 1986 (relating to collection qf cer-

7 tam liability) is amended—

8 (1) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph

9 (3);

10 (2) by striking the period at the end of para-

11 graph (4) and inserting ", and";

12 (3) by adding at the end the Jbllowing new para-

13 graph:

14 "(5) no additional fee may be assessed for adjust-

15 ments to an amount previously certified pursuant to

16 such section 452(b) with respect to the same obligor. ";

17 and

18 (4) by striking "Secretary qf Health, Education,

19 and Wefbre" each place it appears and inserting

20 "Secretary qf Health and Human Services".

21 (b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—Th€ amendments made by this

22 section shall become effective October 1, 1997.
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1 SEC. 2362. AUTHORITY TO COLLECT SUPPORT FROM FED-

2 ERAL EMPLOYEES.

3 (a) CONSOLIDATION AND STREAMLINING OF AUTFrORI-

4 TIES.—Section 459 (42 U.S.C. 659) is amended to read as

5 follows.

6 "SEC. 459. CONSENT BY THE UNITED STATES TO INCOME

7 WITHHOLDING, GARNISHMENT, AND SIMILAR

8 PROCEEDINGS FOR ENFORCEMENT OF CHILD

9 SUPPORT AND ALIMONY OBLIGATIONS.

10 "('a CONSENT TO SUPPORT ENFORcEMENT.—Not-

11 withstanding any other provision of law (including section

12 207 of this Act and section 5301 of title 38, United States

13 Code), ffèctive January 1, 1975, moneys (the entitlement

14 to which is based upon remuneration fbr employment) due

15 from, or payable by, the United States or the District of

16 Columbia (including any agency, subdivision, or instnt-

17 mentality thereqf) to any individual, including members of

18 the Armed Forces of the United States, shall be subject, in

19 like manner and to the same extent as if the United States

20 or the District of Columbia were a private person, to with-

21 holding in accordance with State law enacted pursuant to

22 subsections ('a)(1) and (b) of section 466 and regulations

23 of the Secretary under such subsections, and to any other

24 legal process brought, by a State agency administering a

25 program under a State plan approved under this part or
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1 by an individual obligee, to e'rforce the legal obligation of

2 the individual to provide child support or alimony.

3 "(b) CONSENT TO REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO

4 PRIVATE PERSON.—With respect to notice to withhold in-

5 come pursuant to subsection (a) (1) or (b) of section 466,

6 or any other order or process to enforce support obligations

7 against an individual (f the order or process contains or

8 is accompanied by sufficient data to permit prompt identi-

9 fication of the individual and the moneys involved), each

10 governmental entity specified in subsection (a) shall be sub-

11 ject to the same requirements as would apply f the entity

12 were a private person, except as otherwise provided in this

13 section.

14 "(cj) DESIGNATION OF AGENT; RESPONSE TO NOTICE

15 OR PROcESS—

16 "(1) DESIGNATION OF AGENT.—The head of each

17 agency subject to this section shall—

18 "(A) designate an agent or agents to receive

19 orders and accept se7vice qf process in matters

20 relating to child support or alimony; and

21 "(B) annually publish in the Federal Reg-

22 ister the designation of the agent or agents, iden-

23 tfied by title or position, mailing address, and

24 telephone number.
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1 "(2) RESPONSE TO NOTICE OR PROcESS.—If an

2 agent designated pursuant to paragraph (1) of this

3 subsection receives notice pursuant to State proce-

4 dures in ffèct pursuant to subsection (a)(1) or (b) qf

5 section 466, or is effectively served with any order,

6 process, or interrogatory, with respect to an individ-

7 ual's child support or alimony payment obligations,

8 the agent shall—

9 "(A) as soon as possible (but not later than

10 15 days) thereafter, send written notice of the no-

11 tice or service (together with a copy of the notice

12 or service) to the individual at the duty station

13 or last-known home address qf the individual;

14 "(B) within 30 days (or such longer period

15 as may be prescribed by applicable State law)

16 after receipt of a notice pursuant to such State

17 procedures, comply with all applicable provi-

18 sions of section 466; and

19 "(C) within 30 days (or such longer period

20 as may be prescribed by applicable State law)

21 after ffèctive service of any other such order,

22 process, or interrogatory, respond to the order,

23 process, or interrogatory.

24 "(d) PRIORITY OF CLAJMS.—If a goveimental entity

25 specfied in subsection (a) receives notice or is served with
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1 process, as provided in this section, concerning amounts

2 owed by an individual to more than 1 person—

3 "(1) support collection under section 466(b) must

4 be given priority over any other process, as provided

5 in section 466(b) (7);

6 "(2) allocation of moneys due or payable to an

7 individual among claimants under section 466(b)

8 shall be governed by section 466(b) and the regula-

9 tions prescribed under such section; and

10 "(3) such moneys as remain after compliance

11 with paragraphs (1) and (2) shall be available to sat-

12 ifj any other such processes on a first-come, first-

13 served basis, with any such process being sati.fIed out

14 of such moneys as remain ofler the satisfaction of all

15 such processes which have been previously served.

16 "re,) No REQUIREMENT TO V4Y PAY CYGLES.—A gov-

17 ernmental entity that is affected by legal process served jbr

18 the enfbrcement qf an individual's child support or alimony

19 payment obligations shall not be required to vary its nor-

20 mal pay and disbursement cycle in order to comply with

21 the legal process.

22 "U RELIEF FROM LIILITY.—

23 "(1) Neither the United States, nor the govern-

24 ment qf the District qf Columbia, nor any disbursing

25 officer shall be liable with respect to any payment
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1 made from moneys due or payable from the United

2 States to any individual pursuant to legal process

3 regular on its ftce, if the payment is made in accord-

4 ance with this section and the regulations issued to

5 carry out this section.

6 "(2) No Federal employee whose duties include

7 taking actions necessary to comply with the require-

8 ments of subsection (a) with regard to any individual

9 shall be subject under any law to any disciplinary ac-

10 tion or civil or criminal liability or penalty .for, or

11 on account qf; any disclosure of information made by

12 the employee in connection with the carrying out of

13 such actions.

14 "(g) REuuLATIovs.—Authority to promulgate regula-

15 tions jbr the implementation of this section shall, insofttr

16 as this section applies to moneys due from (or payable

17 by)—

18 "(1) the United States (other than the legislative

19 or judicial branches of the Federal Government) or

20 the government of the District of Columbia, be vested

21 in the President (or the designee of the President);

22 "(2) the legislative branch of the Federal Govern-

23 ment, be vested jointly in the President pro tem pore

24 of the Senate and the Speaker of the House qf Rep-

25 resent atives (or their designees), and
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1 "3,) the judicial branch of the Federal Govern-

2 ment, be vested in the Chief Justice of the United

3 States (or the designee qf the Chif Justice).

4 "'h MONEYS SUBJECT TO PROCESS.—

5 "(1) IN GENERAL.—Subject to paragraph (2),

6 moneys paid or payable to an individual which are

7 considered to be based upon remuneration for employ-

8 ment, jbr purposes qf this section—

9 "(A) consist of—

10 "(i) compensation paid or payable for

11 personal services qf the individual, whether

12 the compensation is denominated as wages,

13 salary, commission, bonus, pay, allowances,

14 or otherwise (including severance pay, sick

15 pay, and incentive pay);

16 "(ii) periodic benefits (including a

17 periodic benfit as dfined in section

18 228(h) (3)) or other payment 5—

19 "(I,) under the isurance system

20 established by title II,

21 "(II,) under any other system or

22 fitnd established by the United States

23 which provides for the payment of pen-

24 sions, retirement or retired pay, annu-

25 ities, dependents' or survivors' benefits,
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1 or similar amounts payable on account

2 of personal services peifbnned by the

3 individual or any other individual;

4 "(III) as compensation Jbr death

5 under any Federal program;

6 "(IV) under any Federal program

7 established to provide 'black lung' bene-

8 fits; or

9 "(17) by the Secretary cf Veterans

10 AJftiirs as compensation Jbr a service-

11 connected disability paid by the Sec-

12 retary to a Jbrmer member qf the

13 Armed Forces who is in receipt qf re-

14 tired or retainer pay f the former

15 member has waived a portion qf the re-

16 tired or retainer pay in order to re-

17 ceive such compensation; and

18 "(iii) worker's compensation benfits

19 paid under Federal or State law but

20 "(B) do not include any payment—

21 "("i) by way of reimbursement or other-

22 wise, to defray expenses incurred by the in-

23 dividual in carrying out duties associated

24 with the employment of the individual; or
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1 "(ii) as allowances fOr members of the

2 uniformed services payable pursuant to

3 chapter 7 of title 3?, United States Code, as

4 prescribed by the Secretaries concerned (de-

5 fined by section 101(5,) of such title) as nec-

6 essary for the efficient peiforinance of duty.

7 "(2) CERTAIN AMOUNTS EXCLUDED.—In deter-

8 mining the amount of any moneys due from, or pay-

9 able by, the United States to any individual, there

10 shall be excluded amounts which—

11 "(A) are owed by the individual to the

12 United States;

13 "(B) are required by law to be, and are, de-

14 ducted from the remuneration or other payment

15 involved, including Federal employment taxes,

16 and fines and Jbrfeitures ordered by court-mar-

17 tial;

18 "(C) are properly withheld for Federal,

19 State, or local income tax purposes, t the with-

20 holding qf the amounts is authorized or required

21 by law and f amounts withheld are not greater

22 than would be the case if the individual claimed

23 all dependents to which he was entitled (the

24 withholding of additional amounts pursuant to

25 section 3402(i) of the Internal Revenue Code of
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1 1986 may be permitted only when the individual

2 presents evidence qf a tax obligation which sup-

3 ports the additional withholding);

4 "(D) are deducted as health insurance pre-

5 miums;

6 "(E) are deducted as normal retirement

7 contributions (not including amounts deducted

8 fbr supplementary coverage); or

9 "('F) are deducted as normal life insurance

10 premiums from salary or other remuneration fbr

11 employment (not including amounts deducted for

12 supplementary coverage).

13 "('i) DEFIivITIONS.—For purposes of this section—

14 "(1) UNITED STATES.—The term 'United States'

15 includes any department, agency, or instrumentality

16 qf the legislative, judicial, or executive branch qf the

17 Federal Government, the United States Postal Serv-

18 ice, the Postal Rate Commission, any Federal cor-

19 poration created by an Act of Congress that is wholly

20 owned by the Federal Governmenii, and the govern-

21 ments of the territories and possessions qf the United

22 States.

23 "('2) CHILD SUPPORT.—The term 'child support',

24 when used in reftrence to the legal obligations qf an

25 individual to provide such support, means amounts
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1 required to be paid under a judgment, decree, or

2 order, whether temporary, final1, or subject to modi-

3 fication, issued by a court or an administrative agen-

4 cy of competent jurisdiction, ,tbr the support and

5 maintenance of a child, including a child who has at-

6 tamed the age qf mcjority under the law of the issu-

7 ing State, or a child and the parent with whom the

8 child is living, which provides for monetary support,

9 health care, arrearages or reimbursement, and which

10 may include other related costs and fees, interest and

11 penalties, income withholding, attorney's fees, and

12 other relief:

13 "(3) ALIMONY.—

14 "(A) IN GENERAL.—The term 'alimony',

15 when used in rfèrence to the legal obligations of

16 an individual to provide the same, means pen-

17 odic payments of funds fbr the support and

18 maintenance of the spouse (or .tbrmer spouse) qf

19 the individual, and (subject to and in accordance

20 with State law) includes separate maintenance,

21 alimony pendente lite, maintenance, and spousal

22 support, and includes attorney's fees, interest,

23 and court costs when and to the extent that the

24 same are expressly made recoverable as such pur-

25 suant to a decree, order or judgment issued in
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1 accordance with applicable State law by a court

2 of competent jurisdiction.

3 "(B) ExCEPTIONS.—Such term does not in-

4 dude—

5 "(i,.) any child support; or

6 "(iij) any payment or tran.ftr of prop-

7 erty or its value by an individual to the

8 spouse or a jbrmer spouse qf the individual

9 in compliance with any community pro p-

10 erty settlement, equitable distribution of

11 property, or other division qf property be-

12 tween spouses or ,fbrmer spouses.

13 "('4) PRIVATE PERSON.—The term 'private per-

14 son' means a person who does not have sovereign or

15 other special immunity or privilege which causes the

16 person not to be subject to legal process.

17 "(5) LEGAL PROCESS.—The term 'legal process'

18 means any writ, order, summons, or other similar

19 process in the nature of garnishment—

20 "(A) which is issued by—

21 "(i) a court or an administrative agen-

22 cy of competent jurisdiction in any State,

23 territory, or possession qf the United States;

24 "(ii) a court or an administrative

25 agency of competent jurisdiction in any Jbr-
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1 eign count ry with which the United States

2 has entered into an agreement which re-

3 quires the United States to honor the proc-

4 ess; or

5 "(iii) an authorized qfficial pursuant

6 to an order of such a court or an adminis-

7 trative agency of competent jurisdiction or

8 pursuant to State or local law; and

9 "(B) which is directed to, and the purpose

10 of which is to compel, a governmental entity

11 which holds moneys which are otherwise payable

12 to an individual to make a payment from the

13 moneys to another party in order to satifj a

14 legal obligation qf the individual to provide child

15 support or make alimony payments. ".

16 b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—

17 (1) To PART D OF TITLE rv.—Sections 461 and

18 462 (42 U.S.C. 661 and 662) are repealed.

19 (2) To TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE.—Section

20 5520a qf title 5, United States Code, is amended, in

21 subsections (ii) (2) and (i), by striking "sections 459,

22 461, and 462 of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.

23 659, 661, and 662)" and inserting "section 45.9 of the

24 Social Security Act (42 U.S. C. 659)".

25 (c) MILITARY RETIRED AND RETAINER PA Y.—
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1 (1) DEFINITIOJV OF COURT.—Section 1408(a) (1)

2 of' title 10, United States Code, is amended—

3 (A) by striking "and" at the end qf sub-

4 paragraph (B);

5 (B) by striking the period at the end qf sub-

6 paragraph (C) and inserting "; and"; and

7 (C) by adding after subparagraph (C) the

8 fbllowing new subparagraph:

9 "(D) any administrative or judicial tribu-

10 nal of a State competent to enter orders fOr sup-

11 port or maintenance (including a State agency

12 administering a program under a State plan ap-

13 proved under part D of title fV of the Social Se-

14 curity Act), and, Jbr purposes of this subpara-

15 graph, the term 'State' includes the District qf

16 Columbia, the Commonwealth qf Puerto Rico, the

17 Virgin Islands, Guam, and American Samoa.".

18 (2) DEFINITION OF COURT ORDER.—Section

19 1408(a) (2) of such title is amended—

20 (A) by inserting "or a support order, as de-

21 fined in section 453"p,,) of the Social Security Act

22 (42 U. S. C. 653(p))," bfbre "which—";

23 (B) in subparagraph (B) (i), by striking

24 "(as defined in section 462(b) of the Social Secu-

25 rity Act (42 U.S.C. 662(b)))" and inserting "(as
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1 defined in section 459(i) (2) of the Social Secu-

2 rity Act (42 U. S. C. 659(i) (2)))"; and

3 (C) in subparagraph (B) cii), by striking

4 "(as defined in section 462(c) of the Social Secu-

5 rity Act (42 U.S.C. 662(c)))" and inserting "(as

6 defined in section 459(i)3) qf the Social Secu-

7 rity Act (42 U.S.C. 659(i) (3)))".

8 (3) PUBLIC PAYEE.—Section 1408(d) of such

9 title is amended—

10 (A) in the heading, by inserting "(OR FOR

11 BENEFIT OF)" befbre "SPOUSE OR"; and

12 (B) in paragraph (1), in the 1st sentence,

13 by inserting "(or fbr the benfit qf such spouse

14 or jbrmer spouse to a State disbursement unit es-

15 tablished pursuant to section 454B of the Social

16 Security Act or other public payee designated by

17 a State, in accordance with part D of title IV qf

18 the Social Security Act, as directed by court

19 order, or as otherwise directed in accordance

20 with such part D)" bfbre "in an amount svffi-

21 cient".

22 (4W) REL4TIONSHIP TO PART D OF TITLE IV.—

23 Section 1408 of such title is amended by adding at

24 the end the Jbllowing new subsection:
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1 "(j,) RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER LAWS.—In any case

2 involving an order providing for payment qf child support

3 (as dfined in section 459(i) (2) of the Social Security Act,)

4 by a member who has never been married to the other par-

5 ent of the child, the provisions of this section shall not

6 apply, and the case shall be subject to the provisions of sec-

7 tion 459 of such Act. ".

8 (d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this

9 section shall become effective 6 months after the date of the

10 enactment of this Act.

11 SEC. 2363. ENFORCEMENT OF CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGA-

12 TIONS OF MEMBERS OF THE ARMED FORCES.

13 (a) AVAILABILITY OF LOCATOR INFORMATION.—

14 (1) MAJNTENAJVCE OF ADDRESS INFORMATION.—

15 The Secretary of Dftnse shall establish a centralized

16 personnel locator se7vice that includes the address of

17 each member of the Armed Forces under the jurisdic-

18 tion qf the Secretary. Upon request qf the Secretary

19 of Transportation, addresses jbr members of the Coast

20 Giard shall be included in the centralized personnel

21 locator service.

22 '2) TYPE OF ADDRESS.—

23 (A,) RESIDENTIAL ADDRESS.—Except as

24 provided in subparagraph (B), the address for a

25 member of the Armed Forces shown in the loca-
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1 tor service shall be the residential address qf that

2 member.

3 (B) Dur ADDRESS.—The address fbr a

4 member of the Armed Forces shown in the loca-

5 tor service shall be the duty address qf that mem-

6 ber in the case of a member—

7 (i who is permanently assigned over-

8 seas, to a vessel, or to a routinely deployable

9 unit; or

10 (ii with respect to whom the Secretary

11 concerned makes a determination that the

12 member's residential address should not be

13 disclosed due to national security or safety

14 concerns.

15 (3) UPDATING OF LOCATOR INFORMATION.—

16 VVithin 30 days cifler a member listed in the locator

17 service establishes a new residential address (or a new

18 duty address, in the case qf a member covered by

19 paragraph (2)(B)), the Secretary concerned shall up-

20 date the locator service to indicate the new address of

21 the member.

22 (4 AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION.—The Sec-

23 reta'ry of Deftnse shall make injbrmation regarding

24 the address of a member of the Armed Forces listed

25 in the locator service available, on request, to the Fed-
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1 eral Parent Locator Service established under section

2 453 of' the Social Security Act.

3 (b) FACILITATING GRANTING OF LEAVE FOR ATTEND-

4 AXGE AT HEARINGAS.—

5 (1) REGULATIONAS.—The Secretary of' each mill-

6 tary department, and the Secretary of' Transportation

7 with respect to the Coast Guard when it is not operat-

8 ing as a service in the Navy, shall prescribe regula-

9 tions to facilitate the granting of leave to a member

10 qf the Armed Forces under the jurisdiction of' that

11 Secretary in a case in which—

12 (A) the leave is needed for the member to at-

13 tend a hearing described in paragraph (2);

14 (B) the member is not serving in or with a

15 unit deployed in a contingency operation (as de-

16 fined in section 101 of title 10, United States

17 Code); and

18 (C) the exigencies of military service (as de-

19 termined by the Secretary conceMed) do not oth-

20 erwise require that such leave not be granted.

21 (2) COVERED HEARINGS.—Paragraph (1) ap-

22 plies to a hearing that is conducted by a court or

23 pursuant to an administrative process established

24 under State law, in connection with a civil action—
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1 (A) to determine whether a member of the

2 Armed Forces is a natural parent qf a child; or

3 (B) to determine an obligation qf a member

4 qf the Armed Forces to provide child support.

5 (3) DEFIiVITIONS.—For purposes qf this sub-

6 section—

7 (A) The term "court" has the meaning

8 given that term in section 1408(a) qf title 10,

9 United States Code.

10 (B) The term "child support" has the mean-

11 ing given such term in section 459(i) qf the So-

12 cial Security Act (42 U.S.C. 659(i)).

13 cc,) PAYMENT OF MILITY RETIRED PAY IN COMPLI-

14 ANCE WITH CHILD SUPPORT ORDERS.—

15 (1) DATE OF CERTIFICATION OF COURT

16 ORDER.—Section 1408 qf titl 10, United States Code,

17 as amended by section 2362(c) (4) of this Act, is

18 amended—

19 (A) by redesignating subsections (i) and (j)

20 as subsections (j) and (1k), respectively; and

21 (B) by inserting after subsection (Ii,,) the jbl-

22 lowing new subsection:

23 "ri) CERTIFICATION DATE.—It is not necessary that

24 the date of a certification of the authenticity or completeness

25 of a copy of a court order jbr child support received by the
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1 Secretary concerned/br the purposes qf this section be recent

2 in relation to the date qf receipt by the Secretary. ".

3 (2) PAYMENTS GONSLS1 TENT WITH ASASIGNMENTS

4 OF RIGHTS TO STATES.—Section 1408(d) (1) of such

5 title is amended by inserting cfter the 1st sentence the

6 following new sentence: "In the case qf a spouse or

7 former spouse who, pursuant to section 408('a,)('4,) of

8 the Social Security Act (42 U. S. C. 608(a) (4)), assigns

9 to a State the rights qf the spouse or former spouse

10 to receive suppon, the Secretary concerned may make

11 the child support payments rftrred to in the preced-

12 ing sentence to that State in amounts consistent with

13 that assignment of rights. ".

14 (3) ARREAJ?A GE S OWED BY MEMBERS OF THE

15 UNIFORMED SERVIGES.—Section 1408(d) of such title

16 is amended by adding at the end the fbllowing new

17 paragraph:

18 "(6) In the case of a court order fbr which efftctive

19 service is made on the Secretary concerned on or after the

20 date of the enactment of this paragraph and which provides

21 Jbr payments from the disposable retired pay of a member

22 to satisfij the amount qf child support set jbrth in the order,

23 the authority provided in paragraph (1) to make payments

24 from the disposable retired pay of a member to satisftj the

25 amount of child support set forth in a court order shall
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1 apply to payment qf any amount qf child support arrear-

2 ages set forth in that order as well as to amounts qf child

3 support that currently become due. ".

4 (4) PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS.—The Secretanj qf

5 Dfense shall begin payroll deductions within 30 days

6 cfter receiving notice of withholding, or for the 1st

7 pay period that begins after such 30-day period.

8 SEC. 2364. VOIDING OF FRAUDULENT TRANSFERS.

9 Section 466 (42 U.S.C. 666), as amended by section

10 2321 qf this Act, is amended by adding at the end the fol-

11 lowing new subsection:

12 "(g) LAWS VOIDING FRAUD ULENT TRANSFERS. —In

13 order to satisfy section 454 (20) (A), each State must have

14 ineffèct—

15 "(1)(A) the Unifbrm Fraudulent Conveyance Act

16 of 1981;

17 "(B) the Uniform Fraudulent Transftr Act of

18 1984; or

19 "(C) another law, specfjing indicia qf fraud

20 which create a prima fttcie case that a debtor trans-

21 ftrred income or property to avoid payment to a child

22 support creditoi, which the Secretary ,finds qffbrds

23 comparable rights to child support creditors; and

24 "(2) procedures under which, in any case in

25 which the State knows qf a tran.ftr by a child sup-
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1 port debtor with respect to which such a prima facie

2 case is established, the State must—

3 "(A) seek to void such transfèr or

4 "(B) obtain a settlement in the best inter-

5 ests qf the child support creditor. ".

6 SEC. 2365. WORK REQUIREMENT FOR PERSONS OWING

7 PAST-DUE CHILD SUPPORT.

8 (a) IN GENERAL.—Section 466(a) (42 U. S.c. 666(a)),

9 as amended by sections 2315, 231 7(a), and 2323 qf this Act,

10 is amended by inserting after paragraph (14) the following

11 new paragraph:

12 "(15) PROcEDURES TO ENSURE THAT PERSONS

13 OWING PAST-DUE SUPPORT WORK OR HAVE A PLAN

14 FOR PAYMENT OF SUCH SUPPORT.—

15 "(A) IN GENERAL—Procedures under which

16 the State has the authority, in any case in which

17 an individual owes past-due support with re-

18 spect to a child receiving assistance under a

19 State program funded under part A, to issue an

20 order or to request that a court or an adminis-

21 trative process established pursuant to State law

22 issue an order that requires the individual to—

23 "('i) pay such support in accordance

24 with a plan approved by the court, or, at

25 the option of the State, a plan approved by
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1 the State agency administering the State

2 program under this part; or

3 "(ii) if the individual is subject to such

4 a plan and is not incapacitated, participate

5 in such work activities (as defined in sec-

6 tion 40 7(d)) as the court, or, at the option

7 of the State, the State agency administering

8 the State program under this part, deems

9 appropriate.

10 "(B) PAST-DUE SUPPORT DEFINED .—For

11 purposes of subparagraph (A,), the term 'past-due

12 support' means the amount of a delinquency, de-

13 termined under a court order, or an order of an

14 administrative process established under State

15 law, .fbr support and maintenance of a child or

16 qf a child and the parent with whom the child

17 is living. ".

18 (b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—The flush paragraph

19 at the end of section 466(a) (42 U. S.C. 666(a)) is amended

20 by striking "and (7)" and inserting "(7), and (15)".

21 SEC. 2366. DEFINITION OF SUPPORT ORDER.

22 Section 453 (42 U.S.C. 653) as amended by sections

23 2316 and 2345(b) of this Act, is amended by adding at the

24 end the jbllowing new subsection:
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1 "(p) SUPPORT ORDER DEFINED.—AS used in this

2 part, the tern 'support order' means a judgment, decree,

3 or orde whether tern porary, final, or subject to modifica-

4 tion, issued by a court or an administrative agency of corn-

5 petent jurisdiction, fbr the support and maintenance of a

6 child, including a child who has attained the age of major-

7 ity under the law of the issuing State, or a child and the

8 parent with whom the child is living, which provides jbr

9 monetary support, health care, arrearages, or reimburse-

10 ment, and which may include related costs and fees, interest

11 and penalties, income withholding, attorneys' fees, and

12 other relief: ".

13 SEC. 2367. REPORTING ARREARAGES TO CREDIT BUREAUS.

14 Section 466(a)(7) (42 U.S.C. 666(a) (7)) is amended

15 to read as fbllows:

16 "(7) REPORTIIvG ARREA RAGES TO CREDIT B U-

17 REAUS.—

18 "(A) IN GENERAL.—Procedures (subject to

19 safeguards pursuant to subparagraph (B)) re-

20 quiring the State to report periodically to

21 consumer reporting agencies (as defined in sec-

22 tion 603(f) of the Fair Credit Reporting Act (15

23 U.S.C. 1681a(f)) the name of any noncustodial

24 parent who is delinquent in the payment of sup-
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1 port, and the amount qf overdue support owed by

2 such parent.

3 "(B) SAFEGUARDS. —Procedures ensuring

4 that, in carrying out subparagraph (A), infor-

5 mation with respect to a noncustodial parent is

6 reported—

7 "(i) only after such parent has been af-

8 fbrded all due process required under State

9 law, including notice and a reasonable op-

10 portunity to contest the accuracy qf such in-

11 fbrmation; and

12 "(ii) only to an entity that has fitr-

13 nished evidence satisjbctory to the State

14 that the entity is a consumer reporting

15 agency (as so dfined). ".

16 SEC. 2368. LIENS.

17 Section 466(a)(4) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)(4)) is amended

18 to read as follows:

19 "('4 LI.ENS.—Procedures under which—

20 "(A) liens arise by operation of law against

21 real and personal property jbr amounts of over-

22 due support owed by a noncustodial parent who

23 resides or owns property in the State; and

24 "(B) the State accords Jitll ftith and credit

25 to liens described in subparagraph (A) arising in
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1 another &ate, when the &ate agency, party, or

2 other entity seeking to e'nfbrce such a lien corn-

3 plies with the procedural rules relating to record-

4 ing or serving liens that arise within the State,

5 except that such rules may not require judicial

6 notice or hearing prior to the enfbrcement qf

7 such a lien. ".

8 SEC. 2369. STATE LAW AUTHORIZING SUSPENSION OF LI-

9 CENSES.

10 Section 466(a) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)), as amended by sec-

11 tions 2315, 2317(a), 2323, and 2365 of this Act, is amended

12 by inserting after paragraph (15) the following.

13 "(16) AUTHORITY TO WITHHOLD OR SUSPEND

14 LICENSES.—Procedures under which the &ate has

15 (and uses in appropriate cases) authority to withhold

16 or suspend, or to restrict the use of driver's licenses,

17 professional and occupational licenses, and rec-

18 reational licenses of individuals owing overdue sup-

19 port or ftiiling, after receiving appropriate notice, to

20 comply with subpoenas or warrants relating to pater-

21 nity or child support proceedings. ".

22 SEC. 2370. DENIAL OF PASSPORTS FOR NONPAYMENT OF

23 2HILD SUPPORT.

24 a) HHS CERTIFICATION PROCEDURE.—
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1 (1) SECRETARIAL RESPONSIBILITY.—Section 452

2 (42 U. S. C. 652), as amended by section 2345 of this

3 Act, is amended by adding at the end the ,fbllowing

4 new subsection:

5 "(lç) (1) If the Secretary receives a certification by a

6 State agency in accordance with the requirements qf section

7 454(31) that an individual owes arrearages qf'child support

8 in an amount exceeding $5,000, the Secretary shall trans-

9 mit such certification to the Secretary qf State ,fbr action

10 (with respect to denial, revocation, or limitation of pass-

11 ports) pursuant to paragraph (2).

12 "(2) The Secretary of State shall, upon certification

13 by the Secretary transmitted under paragraph (1), rfitse

14 to issue a passport to such individual, and may revoke, re-

15 strict, or limit a passport issued previously to such individ-

16 ual.

17 "(3) The Secretary and the Secretary qf State shall

18 not be liable to an individual ,fbr any action with respect

19 to a certfication by a State agency under this section.".

20 (2) STATE AGENCY RESPONSIBILITY—Section

21 454 (42 U.S.C. 654), as amended by sections 2301(b),

22 2303(a), 2312(b), 2313(a), 2333, and 2343(b,) of this

23 Act, is amended—

24 (A) by striking "and" at the end of para-

25 graph (29);
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1 (B) by striking the period at the end qf

2 paragraph (30) and inserting ' and"; and

3 (C) by adding cifler paragraph (30) the fbi-

4 lowing new paragraph:

5 "(31) provide that the State agency will have in

6 ffect a procedure for certfjing to the Secretary, for

7 purposes qf the procedure under section 452(k), deter-

8 minations that individuals owe arrearages qf child

9 support in an amount exceeding $5,000, under which

10 procedure—

11 "(A) each individual concerned is affbrded

12 notice of such determination and the con-

13 sequences thereof; and an opportunity to contest

14 the determination; and

15 "(B) the certification by the State agency is

16 fit rnished to the Secretary in such Jbrmat, and

17 accompanied by such supporting documentation,

18 as the Secretary may require. ".

19 (b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—This section and the amend-

20 ments made by this section shall become ffèctive October

21 1, 1997.

22 SEC. 2371. I1VTERNATIONAL SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT.

23 (a) AUTHORITY FOR INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS.—

24 Part D of title iv; as amended by section 2362(a) of this
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1 Act, is amended by adding after section 459 the following

2 new section:

3 "SEC. 459A. INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT.

4 "(a) AUTHORITY FOR DEcL4RArIoNs.—

5 "(1) DEcLARATION.—The Secretanj of State,

6 with the concurrence qf the Secretary of Health and

7 Human Services, is authorized to declare any foreign

8 countnj (or a political subdivision thereof) to be a

9 foreign reciprocating country 'f• the foreign country

10 has established, or undertakes to establish, procedures

11 fbr the establishment and enforcement oJ duties of

12 support owed to obligees who are residents of the

13 United States, and such procedures are substantially

14 in confbrmity with the standards prescribed under

15 subsection (b,).

16 "(2) REVOCATIOIV.—A declaration with respect

17 to a Jbreign country made pursuant to paragraph (1)

18 may be revoked f the Secretaries qJ State and Health

19 and Human Sen,ices determine that—

20 "(A) the procedures established by the for-

21 eign country regarding the establishment and en-

22 Jbrcement of duties of support have been so

23 changec4 or the foreign countj's implementation

24 of such procedures is so unsatisfactory, that such
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1 procedures do not meet the criteria .Jbr such a

2 declaration; or

3 "(B) continued operation of the declaration

4 is not consistent with the purposes of this part.

5 "(3) FORM OF DECLARATION.—A declaration

6 under paragraph (1) may be made in the .fbrm of an

7 international agreement, in connection with an inter-

8 national agreement or corresponding foreign declara-

9 tion, or on a unilateral basis.

10 "(b) STANDARDS FOR FOREIGN SUPPORT ENFORcE-

11 MENT PROcEDURES.—

12 "(1) JYL4NDATORY ELEMENTS.—Support enforce-

13 ment procedures of a fbreign country which may be

14 the subject of a declaration pursuant to subsection

15 (a) (1) shall include the fbllowing elements:

16 "(A) The foreign country (or political sub-

17 division thereof) has in fJéct procedures, avail-

18 able to residents qf the United States—

19 "ri) jbr establishment o1 paternity, and

20 .Jbr establishment of orders qf support fbr

21 children and custodial parents; and

22 "(ii) for enfOrcement of orders to pro-

23 vide support to children and custodial par-

24 ents, including procedures Jbr collection and
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1 appropriate distribution qf support pay-

2 ments under such orders.

3 "(B) The procedures described in subpara-

4 graph (A), including legal and administrative

5 assistance, are provided to residents of' the Unit-

6 ed States at no cost.

7 "(C) An agency of the foreign country is

8 designated as a Central Authority responsible

9 fbr—

10 "(i) facilitating support eiforcement in

11 cases involving residents qf the foreign coun-

12 try and residents of the United States; and

13 "(ii) ensuring compliance with the

14 standards established pursuant to this sub-

15 section.

16 "(2) ADDITIONAL ELEMENTS.—The Secretary of'

17 Health and Human Services and the Secretary of'

18 State, in consultation with the States, may establish

19 such additional standards as may be considered nec-

20 essanj to ,fitrt her the purposes qf this section.

21 "(c) DESIGNATION OF UNITED STATES GENTRAL Au-

22 THORITY.—It shall be the 7'esponsibil'tty qf the Secretary qf

23 Health and Human Services to fttcilitate support enforce-

24 ment in cases involving residents of the United States and
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1 residents of,fbreign countries that are the subject of a dec-

2 laration under this section, by activities including—

3 "('1) development qf uniform forms and proce-

4 dures fbr use in such cases;

5 "(2) notification qf fbreign reciprocating coun-

6 tries qf the State qf residence of individuals sought ,fbr

7 support enforcement purposes, on the basis qf ifbr-

8 mation provided by the Federal Parent Locator Serv-

9 ice; and

10 "(3) such other oversight, assistance, and coordi-

11 nation activities as the Secretary may find necessavj

12 and appropriate.

13 "('ci) EFFECT ON OTHER LAwS.—States may enter

14 into reciprocal arrangements Jbr the establishment and en-

15 Jbrcement qf support obligations with foreign countries that

16 are not the subject of a declaration pursuant to subsection

17 (a), to the extent consistent with Federal law. ".

18 (b) STATE PLv REQUJREMENT.—SectiOn 454 (42

19 U.S. C. 654), as amended by sections 2301 (b), 2303(a),

20 2312(b), 2313(a), 2333, 2343(b), and 2370 (a) (2) of this Act,

21 is amended—

22 (1) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph

23 (30);

24 (2) by striking the period at the end of para-

25 graph (31) and inserting ' and"; and
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1 3,) by adding after paragraph (31) the following

2 new paragraph:

3 "(32) (A) provide that any request for services

4 under this part by a .fbreign reciprocating country or

5 a fbreign country with which the State has an ar-

6 rangement described in section 459A(d)(2) shall be

7 treated as a request by a State;

8 "(B) provide, at State option, notwithstanding

9 paragraph (4) or any other provision qf this part, ,fbr

10 services under the plan jbr enfbrcement of a spousal

11 support order not described in paragraph (4)(B) en-

12 tered by such a country (or subdivision); and

13 "(C) provide that no applications will be re-

14 quired from, and no costs will be assessed Jbr such

15 services against, the Jbreign reciprocating country or

16 •fbreign obligee (but costs may at State option be as-

17 sessed against the obligor).".

18 SEC. 2372. FINANCIAL INSTITUTION DATA MATCHES.

19 Section 4 66(a) (42 U. S. C. 666(a)), as ?tmended by sec-

20 tions 2315, 231 7(a), 2323, 2365, and 2369 of this Act, is

21 amended by inserting fler paragraph (16) the fbllowing

22 new paragraph:

23 "(17) FINANCIAL INSTITUTION DATA MATCHES.—

24 "(Ad IN GENERAL—Procedures under which

25 the State agency shall enter into agreements with
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1 financial institutions doing business in the

2 State—

3 "('i) to develop and operate, in coordi-

4 nation with such financial institutions, a

5 data match system, using automated data

6 exchanges to the maximum extent feasible,

7 in which each such financial institution is

8 required to provide for each calendar quar-

9 ter the name, record address, social security

10 number or other taxpayer identification

11 number, and other identifying information

12 for each noncustodial parent who maintains

13 an account at such institution and who

14 owes past-due support, as identified by the

15 State by name and social security number

16 or other taxpayer identification number;

17 and

18 "(ii) in response to a notice of lien or

19 levy, encumber or surrender, as the case

20 may be, assets held by such institution on

21 behalf of' any noncustodial parent who is

22 subject to a child support lien pursuant to

23 paragraph (4).

24 "'B) REASONABLE FEES.—The State agen-

25 cy may pay a reasonable fte to a financial insti-
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1 tution Jbr conducting the data match provided

2 jbr in subparagraph (A)(i), not to exceed the ac-

3 tual costs incurred by such financial institution.

4 "(C) LJAJ3ILITY.—A financial institution

5 shall not be liable under any Federal or State

6 law to any person—

7 "(i) for any disclosure of information

8 to the State agency under subparagraph

9 (A)(i);

10 "(ii) for encumbering or surrendering

11 any assets held by such financial institution

12 in response to a notice of lien or levy issued

13 by the State agency as provided for in sub-

14 paragraph (Aii,); or

15 'iii for any other action taken in

16 good faith to comply with the requirements

17 of subparagraph (A).

18 "(D) DEFINITIONS.—For purposes cif this

19 paragraph—

20 "(i) FINANCIAl1 INSTITUTION.—The

21 term financial institution' has the meaning

22 given to such term by section 469A(d)(1).

23 "(ii) ACCOUNT.—The term 'account'

24 means a demand deposit account, checking

25 or negotiable withdrawal order account,
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1 savings account, time deposit account, or

2 money-market mutual fund account. ".

3 SEC. 2373. ENFORCEMENT OF ORDERS AGAINST PATERNAL

4 OR MATERNAL GRANDPARENTS IN CASES OF

5 MINOR PARENTS.

6 Section 466(a) (42 U.S.C. 666('a,)), as amended by sec-

7 tions 2315, 2317(a), 2323, 2365, 2369, and 2372 qf this

8 Act, is amended by inserting afler paragraph (17) the .fol-

9 lowing new paragraph:

10 "(18) ENFORcEMENT OF ORDERS AGAINST PA-

11 TERNAL OR MATERNAL GRANDPARENTS.—Procedures

12 under which, at the State's option, any child support

13 order enfbrced under this part with respect to a child

14 qf minor parents, if the custodial parent qf such child

15 is receiving assistance under the State program under

16 part A, shall be enjbrceable, jointly and severally,

17 against the parents of the noncustodial parent of such

18 child.".

19 SEC. 2374. NONDISCRARGEABILITY IN BANKRUPTCY OF

20 CERTAIN DEBTS FOR THE SUPPORT OF A

21 CHILD.

22 (a AMENDMENT TO TITLE 11 OF THE UNITED STATES

23 C0DE.—Section 523(a) of title 11, United States Code, is

24 amended—
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1 (1) by striking "or" at the end of paragraph

2 (16);

3 (2) by striking the period at the end of para-

4 graph (17) and inserting "; or";

5 (3) by adding at the end the following:

6 "(18) owed under State law to a State or mu—

7 nicipality that is—

8 "(A) in the nature of support, and

9 "(B) enfbrceable under part D of title IV qf

10 the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 601 et seq.).",

11 and

12 (3) in paragraph (5), by striking "section

13 402 (a) (2 6)" and inserting "section 408(a) (4)".

14 (b) AJIENDMENT TO THE Soci SECURElY ACT.—

15 Section 456(b) (42 U.S.C. 656(b)) is amended to read as

16 follows:

17 "('b) NovDIscHAIGEILIq'y.—A debt (as defined in

18 section 101 of title 11 of the United States Code) owed

19 under State law to a State (as defined in such section) or

20 municipality (as defined in such section) that is in the na-

21 ture of support and that is e'nforceable under this part is

22 not released by a discharge in bankruptcy under title 11

23 of the United States Code.".

24 (c) APPLICATION OF AMENDMENTS.—The amendments

25 made by this section shall apply only with respect to cases
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1 commenced under title 11 of the United States Code after

2 the date of the enactment of this Act.

3 SEC. 2375. CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT FOR INDIAN

4 TRIBES.

5 (a) CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT AGREEMENTS.—

6 Section 454 (42 U.S.C. 654), as amended by sections

7 2301(b), 2303 (a), 2312(b), 2313(a), 2333, 2343(b),

8 2370 (a) (2), and 2371 (b) of this Act is amended—

9 (1) by striking "and" at the end qf paragraph

10 (31);

11 (2) by striking the period at the end qf para-

12 graph (32) and inserting "; and";

13 (3) by adding after paragraph (32) the following

14 new paragraph:

15 "(33) provide that a State that receives funding

16 pursuant to section 428 and that has within its bor-

17 ders Indian country (as defined in section 1151 of

18 title 18, United States Code) may enter into coopera-

19 tive agreements with an Indian tribe or tribal organi-

20 zation (as defined in subsections (e) and (1) of section

21 4 of the Indian Self-Determination and Education

22 Assistance Act (25 U.S.C. 450b)), f the Indian tribe

23 or tribal organization demonstrates that such tribe or

24 organization has an established tribal court system or

25 a Court of Indian Offenses with the authority to es-
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1 tablish paternity, establish, modfij, and enforce sup-

2 port orders, and to enter support orders in accordance

3 with child support guidelines established by such tribe

4 or organization, under which the State and tribe or

5 oryanization shall provide fbr the cooperative delivery

6 qf' child support enforcement services in Indian coun-

7 try and for the jbrwarding qf all fttnding collected

8 pursuant to the frnctions perfOrmed by the tribe or

9 organization to the State agency, or conversely, by the

10 State agency to the tribe or organization, which shall

11 distribute such funding in accordance with such

12 agreement; and

13 (4) by adding at the end the jbllowing new sen-

14 tence: "Nothing in paragraph (33) shall void any

15 provision of any cooperative agreement entered into

16 befOre the date of the enactment qf such paragraph,

17 nor shall such paragraph deprive any State of juris-

18 diction over Indian country (as so dfined) that is

19 lawfrlly exercised under section 402 qf the Act enti-

20 tled 'An Act to prescribe penalties jbr certain acts qf

21 violence or intimidation, and fbr other purposes', ap-

22 proved April 11, 1968 (25 U.S.C. 1322).".

23 (b) DIRECT FEDERAL FUNDING TO INDIAN TRIBES

24 AND TRIBAL ORGAvIzATIoNS.—Section 455 (42 U.S.C.
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1 655,) is amended by adding at the end the ,fbllowing new

2 subsection:

3 "(b) The Secretary may, in appropriate cases, make

4 direct payments under this part to an Indian tribe or tribal

5 organization which has an approved child support enforce-

6 ment plan under this title. In determining whether such

7 payments are appropriate, the Secretary shal4 at a mini-

8 mum, consider whether services are being provided to eligi-

9 ble Indian recipients by the State agency through an agree-

10 ment entered into pursuant to section 454(33).".

11 ('c, COOPERATIVE ENFORCEMENT AGREEMENTS.—

12 Paragraph (7) of section 454 (42 U.S.C. 654) is amended

13 by inserting "and Indian tribes or tribal organizations (as

14 defined in subsections (e) and (2) of section 4 of the Indian

15 Self.Determination and Education Assistance Act (25

16 U.S.C. 450b))" after "law enforcement offIcials".

17 (d) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.—Subsect ion (c) of sec-

18 tion 428 (42 U.S.C. 628) is amended to read as .fbllows:

19 "(c) For purposes of this section, the terms 'Indian

20 tribe' and 'tribal organization' shall have the meanings

21 given such terms by subsections (e) and (1) qf section 4 of'

22 the Indian SelfDetermination and Education Assistance

23 Act (25 U.S.C. 450b)), respectively.".
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1 Subchapter H—Medical Support

2 SEC. 2376. CORRECTION TO ERISA DEFINITION OF MEDICAL

3 CHILD SUPPORT ORDER.

4 (a) IN GENERAL.—Section 609(a) (2) (B) of the Em-

5 ployee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (29 U.S.C.

6 1169(a)(2)(B)) is amended—

7 (1) by striking "issued by a court qf competent

8 jurisdiction";

9 (2) by striking the period at the end qf clause

10 (ii) and inserting a comma; and

11 (3) by adding, after and below clause (ii), the

12 Jbllowing:

13 "if such judgment, decree, or order (I) is issued

14 by a court qf competent jurisdiction or (II) is is-

15 sued through an administrative process estab-

16 lished under State law and has the fbrce and ef-

17 fèct of law under applicable State law. ".

18 (b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—

19 (1) IN GENERAL—The amendments made by

20 this section shall ta/ce effect on the date of the enact-

21 ment of this Act.

22 2) PLAN AMENDMENTS NOT REQUIRED UNTIL

23 JANUARY 1, 1997.—Any amendment to a plan required

24 to be made by an amendment made by this section
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1 shall not be required to be made bfore the 1st plan

2 year beginning on or afler January 1, 1997, f—

3 (A) during the period after the date bfbre

4 the date of the enactment of this Act and before

5 such 1st plan yea7; the plan is operated in ac-

6 cordance with the requirements of the amend-

7 ments made by this section; and

8 (B) such plan amendment applies retro-

9 actively to the period after the date bfore the

10 date of the enactment of this Act and befbre such

11 1st plan year.

12 A plan shall not be treated as failing to be operated

13 in accordance with the provisions qf the plan merely

14 because it operates in accordance with this para-

15 graph.

16 SEC. 2377. ENFORCEMENT OF ORDERS FOR HEALTH CARE

17 COVERAGE.

18 &ction 466(a) (42 U.S.C. 666(a)), as amended by sec-

19 tions 2315, 2317(a), 2323, 2365, 2369, 23"72, and 2373 qf

20 this Act, is amended by inserting after paragraph (18) the

21 following new paragraph:

22 "(19) HEALTH GARE COVERAGE.—Procedures

23 under which all child support orders enforced pursu-

24 ant to this part shall include a provision for the

25 health care coverage of the child, and in the case in
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1 which a noncustodial parent provides such coverage

2 and changes employment, and the new employer pro-

3 vides health care coverage, the State agency shall

4 transfer notice of the provision to the employer, which

5 notice shall operate to enroll the child in the non-

6 custodial parent's health plan, unless the noncustodial

7 parent contests the notice. ".

8 Subchapter I—Enhancing Responsibility and

9 Opportunity for Non-Residential Parents

10 SEC. 2381. GRANTS TO STATES FOR ACCESS AND VISITA-

11 TION PROGRAMS.

12 Part D of title IV (42 U.S.C. 651—669), as amended

13 by section 2353 qf this Act, is amended by adding at the

14 end the jbllowing new section:

15 "SEC. 469B. GRANTS TO STATES FOR ACCESS AND VISITA-

16 TION PROGRAMS.

17 "(a) IN GENERAL.—The Administration fbr Children

18 and Families shall make grants under this section to enable

19 States to establish and administer programs to support and

20 fttcilitate noncustodial parents' access to and visitation of

21 their children, by means of activities including mediation

22 (both voluntary and mandatory), counseling, education, de-

23 velopment of parenting plans, visitation enjbrcement (in-

24 cluding monitoring, supervision and neutral drop-qff and
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1 pickup), and development of guidelines fbr visitation and

2 alternative custody arrangements.

3 "(b) AMOUNT OF GRAiVT.—The amount of the grant

4 to be made to a State under this section jbr a fiscal year

5 (beginning with fiscal year 1998) shall be an amount equal

6 to the lesser qf.—

7 "(1) 90 percent of State expenditures during the

8 fiscal year for activities described in subsection (a); or

9 "(2) the allotment of the State under subsection

10 cc.) for the fiscal year.

11 "(c) ALLOTMENTS TO STATES.—

12 "(1) IN GENERAL.—The allotment of a State jbr

13 a fiscal year is the amount that bears the same ratio

14 to $10,000,000 fbr grants under this section for the

15 fiscal year as the number of children in the State liv-

16 ing with only 1 biological parent bears to the total

17 number of such children in all States.

18 "(2) MINIMUM ALLOTMENT.—The Administra-

19 tion for Children and Families shall adjust allotments

20 to States under paragraph (1) as necessary to ensure

21 that no State is allotted less than—

22 "(A) $50,000 ,Jbr fiscal year 1998 or 1999

23 or

24 "(B) $100,000 fbr any succeeding fiscal

25 year.
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1 "('ci,) No SUPPLANTATION OF STATE EXPENDITURES

2 FOR SIMILAR ACTJVITIES.—A State to which a grant is

3 made under this section may not use the grant to supplant

4 expenditures by the State jbr activities specified in sub-

5 section (a), but shall use the grant to supplement such ex-

6 penditures at a level at least equal to the level qf such ex-

7 pendituresforfIscal year 19.95.

8 "(e) STATE ADMINISTRATION.—Each State to which a

9 grant is made under this section—

10 "(1) may administer State programs ,fitnded

11 with the grant, directly or through grants to or con-

12 tracts with courts, local public agencies, or non prqfit

13 private entities;

14 "(2) shall not be required to operate such pro-

15 grams on a statewide basis; and

16 "(3) shall monitor, evaluate, and report on such

17 programs in accordance with regulations prescribed

18 by the Secretary.".

19 Subchapter J—Effective Dates and
20 Conforming Amendments

21 SEC. 2391. EFFECTIVE DATES AND CONFORMING AMEND-

22 MENTS.

23 (a) IN GEiVERAL.—Except as otherwise specifically

24 provided (but subject to subsections (b) and (c))—
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1 (1) the provisions qf this chapter requiring the

2 enactment or amendment of State laws under section

3 466 of the Social Security Act, or revision qf State

4 plans under section 454 qf such Act, shall be Jfective

5 with respect to periods beginning on and after Octo-

6 ber 1, 1996; and

7 (2) all other provisions of this chapter shall be-

8 come ffective upon the date of the enactment of this

9 Act.

10 (b) GRACE PERIOD FOR STATE LAW CHANGES.—The

11 provisions of this chapter shall become ffective with respect

12 to a State on the later oJ—

13 (1) the date specified in this chapter, or

14 (2) the effective date of laws enacted by the legis-

15 lature qf such State implementing such provisions,

16 but in no event later than the 1st day of the 1st calendar

17 quarter beginning afler the close of the 1st regular session

18 qf the State legislature that begins afler the date of the en-

19 actment of this Act. For pu'rposes of the previous sentence,

20 in the case of a State that has a 2-year legislative session,

21 each year qf such session shall be deemed to be a separate

22 regular session of the State legislature.

23 (c) GRACE PERIOD FOR STATE CONSTITUTIONAL

24 AMENDMENT.—A State shall not bejbund out of compliance

25 with any requirement enacted by this chapter if the State
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1 is unable to so comply without amending the State cons titu-

2 tion until the earlier qf—

3 (1) 1 year after the ffèctive date qf the necessary

4 State constitutional amendment; or

5 (2) 5 years after the date qf the enactment of this

6 Act.

7 (d) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—

8 (1) The .fbllowing provisions are amended by

9 striking "absent" each place it appears and inserting

10 "noncustodial":

11 (A) Section 451 (42 U.S. C. 651).

12 (B) Subsections (a(1), (a)(8), a(10)E),

13 (a) (10) (F', (f,), and (Ii,) of section 452 (42 U. S. C.

14 652).

15 (C) Section 453(f) (42 U.S. C. 653D).

16 (D) Paragraphs (8), (13), and (21)(A) of

17 section 454 (42 U.S.C. 654).

18 (F) Section 455(e)(1) (42 U.S.C. 655(e) (1)).

19 (F) Section 458(a) (42 U.S.C. 658(a)).

20 (G) Subsections (a), (b), and (c) qf section

21 463 (42 U.S.C. 663).

22 (H) Subsections (a)(3)(A), (a)(3)(C), (a)(6),

23 and (a) (8) (B) (ii), the last sentence of subsection

24 (a), and subsections (b) (1), (b) (3) (B),
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1 (b)('3)('B,)('i), (b,)(6)('A,)('i), (b)('8,), (b)('9), and (e)

2 of section 466 (42 U.S.C. 666).

3 (2) The following provisions are amended by

4 striking "an absent" each place it appears and insert-

5 ing "a noncustodial":

6 (A) Paragraphs (2) and (3) of section

7 453(c) (42 U.S.C. 653(c)).

8 (B) Sub paragraphs (B) and (C) of section

9 454(9) (42 U.S.C. 654(9)).

10 (C) Section 456(a) (3) (42 U.S.C.

11 656(a) (3)).

12 (D) Subsections (a)(3)(A), (a)(6),

13 (a)(8)(B)(i), (b)(3)(A), and (b)(3)(B) qf section

14 466 (42 U.S.C. 666).

15 (K) Paragraphs (2) and (4) of section

16 469(b) (42 U.S.C. 669(b)).

17 CHAPTER 4—RESTRICTING WELFARE AND

18 PUBLIC BENEFITS FOR ALIENS

19 SEC. 2400. STATEMENTS OF NATIONAL POLICY CONCERN-

20 ING WELFARE AND IMMIGRATION.

21 The Congress makes the Jbllowing statements concern-

22 ing national policy with respect to weftre and immigra-

23 tion:
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1 (1) $efsufficiency has been a basic principle of

2 United $tates immigration law since this count nj's

3 earliest immigration statutes.

4 (2) It continues to be the immigration policy qf

5 the United States that—

6 (A) aliens within the Nation's borders not

7 depend on public resources to meet their needs,

8 but rather rely on their own capabilities and the

9 resources of their frimilies, their sponsors, and

10 private organizations, and

11 (B) the availability of public benfits not

12 constitute an incentive fbr immigration to the

13 United States.

14 (3) Despite the principle of seifsujficiency,

15 aliens have been applying fbr and receiving public

16 benefits from Federa4 $tate, and local governments at

17 increasing rates.

18 (4) Current eligibility rules .for public assistance

19 and unenforceable financial support agreements have

20 proved wholly incapable of assuring that individual

21 aliens not burden the public benefits system.

22 (5) It is a compelling government interest to

23 enact new rules fbr eligibility and sponsorship agree-

24 ments in order to assure that aliens be self reliant in

25 accordance with national immigration policy.
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1 (6) It is a compelling government interest to re-

2 move the incentive jbr illegal immigration provided

3 by the availability qf public benefits.

4 (7) With respect to the &ate authority to make

5 determinations concerning the eligibility qf qualified

6 aliens fbr public benfits in this chap ter; a &ate that

7 chooses to follow the Federal classification in deter-

8 mining the eligibility of such aliens fbr public assist-

9 ance shall be considered to have chosen the least re-

10 strictive means available for achieving the compelling

11 governmental interest of assuring that aliens be self:

12 reliant in accordance with national immigration pol-

13 icy.

14 Subchapter A—Eligibility for Federal Benefits

15 SEC. 2401. ALIENS WHO ARE NOT QUALIFIED ALIENS INELI-

16 GIBLE FOR FEDERAL PUBLIC BENEFITS.

17 (a) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any other provi-

18 sion of law and except as provided in subsection (b), an

19 alien who is not a qualified alien (as defined in section

20 2431) is not eligible fbr any Federal public benfit (as de-

21 fined in subsection (c)).

22 (b) EXCEPTI0iVS.—

23 (1) Subsection (a) shall not apply with respect

24 to the following Federal public benfits:
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1 (A) Emergency medical services under title

2 XV or XIX of the Social Security Act.

3 (B) Short-term, non-cash, in-kind emer-

4 gency disaster relief

5 (C)(i) Public health assistance for immuni-

6 zations.

7 (ii) Public health assistance for testing and

8 treatment of a communicable disease f• the Sec-

9 retary of Health and Human Services deter-

10 mines that it is necessary to prevent the spread

11 of such disease.

12 (D) Programs, services, or assistance (such

13 as soup kitchens, crisis counseling and interven-

14 tion, and short-term shelter) specified by the At-

15 torney General, in the Attorney General's sole

16 and unreviewable discretion after consultation

17 with appropriate Federal agencies and depart-

18 ments, which (i) deliver in-kind services at the

19 community level, including through public or

20 private nonprofit agencies; ('ii) do not condition

21 the provision of assistance, the amount of assist-

22 ance provided, or the cost of assistance provided

23 on the individual recipient's income or resources;

24 and (iii) are necessary jbr the protection qf life

25 or sftty.
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1 (E,) Programs fbr housing or community de-

2 veloprnent assistance or financial assistance ad-

3 ministered by the Secretary of Housing and

4 Urban Developrnent any program under title V

5 of the I-lousing Act of 1949, or any assistance

6 under section 306C of the Consolidated Farm

7 and Rural Development Act, to the extent that

8 the alien is receiving such a benefit on the date

9 o.f the enactment of this Act.

10 (2) Subsection (a) shall not apply to any benefit

11 payable under title II qf the Social Security Act to

12 an alien who is lawfttlly present in the United States

13 as determined by the Attorney General, to any benefit

14 if nonpayment of such benfit would contravene an

15 international agreement described in section 233 of

16 the Social Security Act, to any benefit if nonpayment

17 would be contrary to section 202(t) of the Social Se-

18 curity Act, or to any benefit payable under title II of

19 the Social Security Act to which entitlement is based

20 on an application filed in or befbre the month in

21 which this Act becomes law.

22 (c,) FEDERAL PUBLIC BENEFIT DEFINED.—

23 (1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), fbr

24 purposes of this chapter the term "Federal public ben-

25 efit" means—
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1 (A) any grant, contract, loan, professional

2 license, or commercial license provided by an

3 agency qf the United States or by appropriated

4 frnds of the United States; and

5 (B) any retirement, wefrtre, health, disabil-

6 ity, public or assisted housing, postsecondary

7 education, food assistance, unemployment bene-

8 fit, or any other similar benefit for which pay-

9 ments or assistance are provided to an individ-

10 ual, household, or family eligibility unit by an

11 agency qf the United States or by appropriated

12 f'itnds of the United States.

13 (2) Such term shall not apply—

14 (A) to any contract, professional license, or

15 commercial license fbr a nonimmigrant whose

16 visa for entry is related to such employment in

17 the United States; or

18 (B) with respect to benefits for an alien who

19 as a work authorized nonimmigrant or as an

20 alien lawfitlly admitted fbr permanent residence

21 under the Immigration and Nationality Act

22 qualified fOr such benfits and jbr whom the

23 United States under reciprocal treaty agreements

24 is required to pay benfits, as determined by the
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1 Attorney General, fter consultation with the

2 Secretary of State.

3 SEC. 2402. LIMITED ELIGIBILITY OF QUALIFIED ALIENS FOR

4 CERTAIN FEDERAL PROGRAMS.

5 (a) LIMITED ELIGIBILITY FOR SPECIFIED FEDERAL

6 PROGRAJVS.—

7 (1) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any other

8 provision of law and except as provided in paragraph

9 (2), an alien who is a qualified alien (as defined in

10 section 2431) is not eligible for any specified Federal

11 program (as dfined in paragraph (3)).

12 (2) EXCEPTIONS.—

13 (A) TIME-LIMITED EXCEPTION FOR REFU-

14 GEES AJVD ASYLEES.—Paragraph (1) shall not

15 apply to an alien until 5 years after the date—

16 (i) an alien is admitted to the United

17 States as a refugee under section 207 qf the

18 Immigration and Nationality Act;

19 (ii) an alien is grante?1 asylum under

20 section 208 of such Act; or

21 (iii) an alien's deportation is withheld

22 under section 243) of such Act.

23 (B) CERTAIN PERM4NENT RESIDENT

24 ALIENS.—Paragraph (1) shall not apply to an

25 alien who—
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1 (i) is lau?fully admitted to the United

2 States jbr permanent residence under the

3 Immigration and Nationality Act; and

4 (ii) (I,) has worked 40 qualifying quar-

5 ters qf coverage as defined under title II qf

6 the Social Security Act or can be credited

7 with such qualfjing quarters as provided

8 under section 435, and (II) did not receive

9 any Federal means-tested public benfit (as

10 dfined in section 2403(c)) during any such

11 quarter.

12 (C) VETERAN AND ACTIVE DUTY EXCEP-

13 TION.—Paragraph (1) shall not apply to an

14 alien who is laufully residing in any State and

15 is—

16 (i) a veteran (as defined in section 101

17 of title 38, United States Code) with a dis-

18 charge characterized as an honorable dis-

19 charge and not on account qf alienage,

20 (ii) on active duty (other than active

21 duty Jbr training) in the Armed Forces qf

22 the United States, or

23 (iii) the spouse or unmarried depend-

24 ent child of an individual described in

25 clause ('i) or 'ii,).
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1 (D) TRvSITIoN FOR ALIENS CURRENTLY

2 RECEIVING BENEFITS.—

3 (i) &SJ.—

4 (1) IN GEiVERAL.—With respect to

5 the specified Federal program described

6 in paragraph (3) (A), during the period

7 beginning on the date qf the enactment

8 of this Act and ending on the date

9 which is 1 year after such date of en-

10 actment, the Commissioner of Social

11 Security shall redetermine the eligi-

12 bility qf any individual who is receiv-

13 ing benefits under such program as of

14 the date of the enactment qf this Act

15 and whose eligibility fbr such benefits

16 may terminate by reason of the provi-

17 sions of this subsection.

18 (II,) REDETERMINATION JR1-

19 TERIA.—With respect to any redeter-

20 mination under subclause (I), the

21 Commissioner of Social Security shall

22 apply the eligibility criteria fOr new

23 applicants fbr benefits under such pro-

24 gram.
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1 (III) GRANDFATHER PRO VI-

2 SION.— The provisions of this sub-

3 section and the redetermination under

4 subclause (I,), shall only apply with re-

5 spect to the benefits qf an individual

6 described in subclause (I) for months

7 beginning on or after the date of the

8 redetermination with respect to such

9 individual.

10 (IV) NOTICE.—Not later than

11 January 1, 1997, the Commissioner of

12 Social Security shall notify an mdi-

13 vidual described in subclause (I) of the

14 provisions qf this clause.

15 (ii) FooD STAMPS.—

16 (I) IN GENERAL.—With respect to

17 the specified Federal program described

18 in paragraph (3) (B), during the period

19 beginning on the date 'of enactment of

20 this Act and ending on the date which

21 is 1 year after the date of enactment,

22 the State agency shall, at the time of

23 the recertification, recertify the eligi-

24 bility qf any individual who is receiv-

25 ing benefits under such program as qf
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the date of enactment qf this Act and

whose eligibility Jbr such benfits may

terminate by reason qf the provisions

of' this subsection.

(II,) RECERTIFICATION CR1-

TERIA.—W'tth respect to any recertfi-

cation under subclause (I), the State

agency shall apply the eligibility cri-

teria for applicants for benfits under

such program.

(III) GRAJVDFA THER PRO VI-

SION.—The provisions qf this sub-

section and the recertification under

subclause (I) shall only apply with re-

spect to the eligibility qf an alien fbr

a program for months beginning on or

after the date of recertification, f on

the date of enactment of this Act the

alien is lawfrlly residing in any State

and is receiving benfits under such

program on such date qf enactment.

(3) SPECIFIED FEDERAL PROGRAM DEFINED.—

For purposes of this chaptei, the term "specified Fed-

eral program" means any of the .fbllowing:
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1 (A) SSI.—The supplemental security in-

2 come program under title XVI of the Social Se-

3 curity Act, including supplementary payments

4 pursuant to an agreement fbr Federal adminis-

5 tration under section 1616(a) of the Social Secu-

6 rity Act and payments pursuant to an agree-

7 ment entered into under section 212(b) of Public

8 Law 93—66.

9 (B) FOOD STAMPS.—The jbod stamp pro-

10 gram as defined in section 3(h) qf the Food

11 Stamp Act qf 1977.

12 (b) LIMITED ELIGIBILITY FOR DESIGNATED FEDERAL

13 PROGRAMS.—

14 (1) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any other

15 provision of law and except as provided in section

16 2403 and paragraph (2), a State is authorized to de-

17 termine the eligibility of an alien who is a qualified

18 alien (as defined in section 2431) .fbr any designated

19 Federal program (as defined in paragraph (3)).

20 (2) ExCEPTIONS .—Qualified aliens under this

21 paragraph shall be eligible Jbr any designated Federal

22 program.

23 (A) TIME-LIMITED EXCEPTION FOR REFU-

24 GEES AND ASYLEES.—
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1 (i) An alien who is admitted to the

2 United States as a ref itgee under section

3 207 of the Immigration and Nationality

4 Act until 5 years cfter the date of an alien's

5 entry into the United States.

6 (ii) An alien who is granted asylum

7 under section 208 of such Act until 5 years

8 afler the date of such grant of asylum.

9 (iii) An alien whose deportation is

10 being withheld under section 243(h) of such

11 Act until 5 years after such withholding.

12 (B) CERTAIN PERMANENT RESIDENT

13 ALIENS.—An alien who—

14 (i) is laufully admitted to the United

15 States Jbr permanent residence under the

16 Immigration and Nationality Act; and

17 'ii) 'I has worked 40 qualifijing quar-

18 ters qf coverage as defined under title II qf

19 the Social Security Act or can be credited

20 with such qualifjing quarters as provided

21 under section 2435, and (II) did not receive

22 any Federal means-tested public benefit (as

23 defined in section 2403(c)) during any such

24 quarter.
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1 (C) VETERAN AND ACTIVE DUTY EXCEP-

2 TION.—An alien who is lauf'itlly residing in any

3 State and is—

4 a veteran (as defined in section 101

5 qf title 38, United States Code) with a dis-

6 charge characterized as an honorable dis-

7 charge and not on account of alienage,

8 (ii) on active duty (other than active

9 duty for training) in the Armed Forces of

10 the United States, or

11 (iii) the spouse or unmarried depend-

12 ent child of an individual described in

13 clause i) or (ii,).

14 (D) TRANSITION FOR THOSE CURRENTLY

15 RECEIVING BENEFIT&—An alien who on the date

16 of the enactment of this Act is lawfttlly residing

17 in any State and is receiving benefits under such

18 program on the date of the enactment of this Act

19 shall continue to be eligible to receive such bene-

20 fits until January 1, 1997.

21 (3,) DESIGNATED FEDERAL PROGRAM DE-

22 FINED.—For purposes qf this chapter, the term "des-

23 ignated Federal program" means any qf the follow-

24 ing:
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1 (A) TEMPORARY ASSISTANCE FOR NEEDY

2 FAMILIES.—The program qf block grants to

3 States for tern porary assistance fbr needy ftmi-

4 lies under part A of title IV qf the Social Secu-

5 rity Act.

6 (B) SOCIAL SERVICES BLOCK GRANT.—The

7 program of block grants to States for social serv-

8 ices under title XX of the Social Security Act.

9 (C) MEDICAID.—TIW program of medical

10 assistance under title XV and XIX of the Social

11 Security Act.

12 SEC. 2403. FIVE-YEAR LIMITED ELIGIBILITY OF QUALIFIED

13 ALIENS FOR FEDERAL MEANS-TESTED PUB-

14 LIC BENEFIT.

15 (a) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any other provi-

16 sion of law and except as provided in subsection (b), an

17 alien who is a qualified alien (as defined in section 2431)

18 and who enters the United States on or after the date of

19 the enactment qf this Act is not eligible ,fbr any Federal

20 means-tested public benefit (as defined in subsection (c)) Jbr

21 a period qf five years beginning on the date qf the alien's

22 entry into the United States with a status within the mean-

23 ing of the term "qualified alien".

24 (b) EXGEPTIONS.—The limitation under subsection (a)

25 shall not apply to the Jbllowing aliens:
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1 (1) EXCEPTION FOR REFUGEES AND ASYLEES.—

2 (A) An alien who is admitted to the United

3 States as a refitgee under section 207 qf the Im-

4 migration and Nationality Act.

5 (B) An alien who is granted asylum under

6 section 208 of such Act.

7 (C) An alien whose deportation is being

8 withheld under section 243(h) of such Act.

9 (2) VETERAN AND ACTIVE DUTY EXCEPTION—An

10 alien who is lawfully residing in any State and is—

11 (A) a veteran (as defined 'in section 101 qf

12 title 38, United States Code) with a discharge

13 characterized as an honorable discharge and not

14 on account of alienage,

15 (B) on active duty (other than active duty

16 fOr training) in the Armed Forces qf the United

17 States, or

18 (C) the spouse or unmarried dependent

19 child qf an individual described in subparagraph

20 (A) or (B).

21 c) FEDERAL MEANS- TESTED PUBLIC BENEFIT DE-

22 FINED.—Such term does not include the fOllowing:

23 (1) Emergency medical services under title XV or

24 XIX qf the Social Security Act.
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1 (2) Short-term, non-cash, in-kind emergency dis-

2 aster relief

3 3,) Assistance or benefits under the National

4 School Lunch Act.

5 4) Assistance or benefits under the Child Nutri-

6 tion Act qf 1966.

7 (5)(A) Public health assistance for immuniza-

8 tions.

9 (B) Public health assistance for testing and

10 treatment qf a communicable disease if the Secretary

11 qf I-Iealth and Human Services determines that it is

12 necessary to prevent the spread qf such disease.

13 (6) Payments for foster care and adoption assist-

14 ance under part E of title 1T7 qf the Social Security

15 Act for a child who would, in the absence of sub-

16 section (a), be eligible to have such payments made on

17 the child's behalf under such part, but only f the Jbs-

18 ter or adoptive parent or parents of such child are not

19 described under subsection (a).

20 (7) Programs, services, or assistance (such as

21 soup kitchens, crisis counseling and intervention, and

22 short-term shelter) specified by the Attorney General,

23 in the Attorney General's sole and unreviewable dis-

24 cretion after consultation with appropriate Federal

25 agencies and departments, which (i) deliver in-kind
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1 services at the community level, including through

2 public or private non prqfit agencies; (ii) do not con-

3 dition the provision qf assistance, the amount qf as-

4 sistance provided, or the cost qf assistance provided

5 on the individual recipient's income or resources; and

6 (iii) are necessary for the protection qf lfè or safety.

7 (8) Programs qf student assistance under titles

8 iv, V, IX, and X qf the Higher Education Act of

9 1965, and titles III, VII, and VIII of the Public

10 Health Service Act.

11 (9) Means-tested programs under the Elementary

12 and Secondary Education Act qf 1965.

13 SEC. 2404. NOTIFICATION AND INFORMATION REPORTING.

14 (a) NOTIFICATION.—Each Federal agency that admin-

15 isters a program to which section 2401, 2402, or 2403 ap-

16 plies shall, directly or through the States, post information

17 and provide general notification to the public and to pro-

18 gram recipients qf the changes regarding eligibility for any

19 such program pursuant to this subchapter.

20 (b) INFORiWATION REPORTING UNDER TITLE IV OF

21 THE SOcIAL SECURITY ACT.—Part A of title IV of the So-

22 cial Security Act, as amended by section 2103(a) of this

23 Act, is amended by inserting the fbllowing new section after

24 section 411:
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1 "SEC. 411A. STATE REQUIRED TO PROVIDE CERTAiN INFOR-

2 MATION.

3 "Each State to which a grant is made under section

4 403 shall, at least 4 times annually and upon request of

5 the Immigration and Naturalization Service, furnish the

6 Immigration and Naturalization Service with the name

7 and address qf and other identifying i'nformation on, any

8 individual who the State knows is unlaufully in the United

9 States. ".

10 (c) 521.—Section 1 631 (e) of such Act (42 U.S.C.

11 1383(e)) is amended—

12 (1) by redesignating the paragraphs (6) and (7)

13 inserted by sections 206(d) (2) and 206(f) (1) of the So-

14 cial Security Independence and Programs Improve-

15 ment Act of 1994 (Public Law 103—296; 108 Stat.

16 1514, 1515) as paragraphs (7,) and (8), respectively;

17 and

18 (2) by adding at the end the fbllowing new para-

19 graph:

20 "(9) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the

21 Commissioner shall, at least 4 times annually and upon

22 request of the Immigration and Naturalization Service

23 (hereafter in this paragraph reftrred to as the 'Service'),

24 furnish the Service with the name and address of; and other

25 ident'jing i'nformation on, any individual who the Com-

26 missioner knows is unlawfrlly in the United States, and
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1 shall ensure that each agreement entered into under section

2 1616(a) with a State provides that the State shall furnish

3 such infbrmation at such times with respect to any individ-

4 ual who the State knows is unlaufidly in the United

5 States. ".

6 (d) INFORMATION REPORTING FOR H0uSIATG PRO-

7 GRAMS .—Title I of the United States Housing Act qf 1937

8 (42 U.S.C. 1437 et seq.) is amended by adding at the end

9 thefbllowing new section:

10 "SEC. 27. PROVISION OF INFORMATION TO LAW ENFORCE-

11 MENT AND OTHER AGENCIES.

12 "Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Sec-

13 retary shall, at least 4 times annually and upon request

14 of the Immigration and Naturalization Service (hereafter

15 in this section rferred to as the 'Service'), furnish the Serv-

16 ice with the name and address qj and other identifying

17 injbrmation on, any individual who the Secretary knows

18 is unlaufully in the United States, and shall ensure that

19 each contract fbr assistance entered into under section 6 or

20 8 of this Act with a public housing agency provides that

21 the public housing agency shall .fitrnish such injbrmation

22 at such times with respect to any individual who the public

23 housing agency knows is unlawfrlly in the United States. ".
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1 Subchapter B—Eligibility for State and Local
2 Public Benefits Programs

3 SEC. 2411. ALIENS WHO ARE NOT QUALIFIED ALIENS OR

4 NONIMMIGRANTS INELIGIBLE FOR STATE

5 AND LOCAL PCTBLIC BENEFITS.

6 (a) IN GEivEL.—Notwithstanding any other provi-

7 sion of law and except as provided in subsections (b) and

8 (d), an alien who is not—

9 (1) a qualified alien (as defined in section 2431),

10 (2) a nonimmigrant under the Immigration and

11 Nationality Act, or

12 (3) an alien who is paroled into the United

13 States under section 212(d)(5) of such Act for less

14 than one year,

15 is not eligible jbr any State or local public benfit (as de-

16 fined in subsection (c)).

17 (b) ExCEPTIONS .—Subsection (a) shall not apply with

18 respect to the .fbllowing State or local public benefIts.

19 (1) Emergency medical services under title XV' or

20 XIX of' the Social Security Act.

21 (2) Short-term, non-cash, in-kind emergency dis-

22 aster relief:

23 (3) (A) Public health assistance for immuniza-

24 tions.
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1 (B) Public health assistance fOr testing and

2 treatment of a communicable disease if the Secretary

3 of Health and 1-luman Services determines that it is

4 necessary to prevent the spread qf such disease.

5 (4) Programs, services, or assistance (such as

6 soup kitchens, crisis counseling and intervention, and

7 short-term shelter) specified by the Attorney General,

8 in the Attorney General's sole and unreviewable dis-

9 cretion after consultation with appropriate Federal

10 agencies and departments, which (A) deliver in-kind

11 services at the community level, including through

12 public or private nonprofit agencies; (B) do not con-

13 dition the provision of assistance, the amount of as-

14 sistance provided, or the cost of assistance provided

15 on the individual recipient's income or resources; and

16 (C) are necessary for the protection of life or sat ëty.

17 (c) STATE OR Loa4L PUBLIC BENEFIT DEFINED.—

18 (1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), jbr

19 purposes of this subchapter the term' "State or local

20 public benfit" means—

21 (A) any grant, contract, loan, professional

22 license, or commercial license provided by an

23 agency of a State or local government or by ap-

24 propriated Jitnds qf a State or local government;

25 and
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1 (B) any retirement, welfare, health, disabil-

2 ity, public or assisted housing, postseconda'ry

3 education, food assistance, unemployment bene-

4 fit, or any other similar benefit ,fbr which pay-

5 ments or assistance are provided to an individ-

6 ual, household, or fttmily eligibility unit by an

7 agency qf a State or local government or by ap-

8 propriated ftnds of a State or local government.

9 (2) Such term shall not apply—

10 (A) to any contract, professional license, or

11 commercial license fbr a nonimmi grant whose

12 visa jbr entry is related to such employment in

13 the United States; or

14 (B) with respect to benefits fbr an alien who

15 as a work authorized nonimmigrant or as an

16 alien aufilly admitted for permanent residence

17 under the Immigration and Nationality Act

18 qualified for such benefits and jbr whom the

19 United States under reciprocal treaty agreements

20 is required to pay benefits, as determined by the

21 Secretary of State, cfter consultation with the

22 Attorney General.

23 (d,) STATE AUTHORITY To PROVIDE FOR ELIGIBILITY

24 OF ILLEGAL ALIENS FOR STATE AND LOCAL PUBLIC BENE-

25 FITS.—A State may provide that an alien who is not law-
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1 fully present in the United States is eligible .fbr any State

2 or local public benefit for which such alien would otherwise

3 be ineligible under subsection (a) only through the enact-

4 ment of a State law after the date of the enactment of this

5 Act which affirmatively provides .fbr such eligibility.

6 SEC. 2412. STATE AUTHORITY TO LIMIT ELIGIBILITY OF

7 QUALIFIED ALIENS FOR STATE PUBLIC BENE-

8 FITS.

9 (a) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any other provi-

10 sion of law and except as provided in subsection (b,), a State

11 is authorized to determine the eligibility for any State pub-

12 lic benefits (as defined in subsection (c) of an alien who

13 is a qualified alien (as defined in section 2431), a non-

14 immigrant under the Immigration and Nationality Act, or

15 an alien who is paroled into the United States under section

16 212(d)(5) of such Act for less than one year.

17 (b) ExcEPTI0NS.—Qualified aliens under this sub-

18 section shall be eligible fOr any State public benfits.

19 (1) TIME-LIMITED EXCEPTION FOR REFUGEES

20 AND ASYLEES.—

21 (A) An alien who is admitted to the United

22 States as a refitgee under section 207 qf the Im-

23 migration and Nationality Act until 5 years

24 after the date of an alien's entry into the United

25 States.
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1 (B) An alien who is granted asylum under

2 section 208 of such Act until 5 years after the

3 date qf such grant of asylum.

4 (C) An alien whose deportation is being

5 withheld under section 243(h) of such Act until

6 5 years cifler such withholding.

7 (2) CERTAIN PERMANENT RESIDENT ALIENS.—

8 An alien who—

9 (A) is lawfully admitted to the United

10 States .for permanent residence under the Immi-

11 gration and Nationality Act; and

12 (B) (i) has worked 40 qualifying quarters of

13 coverage as defined under title II of the Social

14 Security Act or can be credited with such quali-

15 fying quarters as provided under section 2435,

16 and (ii) did not receive any Federal means-test-

17 ed public benfit (as defined in section 2403(c))

18 during any such quarter.

19 (3,) VETERAJV AJYD ACTIVE DUTY EXCEPTION.—An

20 alien who is lawfrlly residing in any State and is—

21 (A) a veteran (as defined in section 101 of

22 title 38, United States Code) with a discharge

23 characterized as an honorable discharge and not

24 on account of alienage,
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1 (B) on active duty (other than active duty

2 •fbr training) in the Armed Forces of the United

3 States, or

4 (C) the spouse or unmarried dependent

5 child qf an individual described in subparagraph

6 (A) or (B).

7 (4 TRANSITION FOR THOSE CURRENTLY REGEIV-

8 ING BENEFITS.—An alien who on the date of the en-

9 actment qf this Act is lawfitlly residing in any &ate

10 and is receiving benfits on the date qf the enactment

11 of this Act shall continue to be eligible to receive such

12 benefits until January 1, 1997.

13 Subchapter C—Attribution of Income and

14 Affidavits of Support

15 SEC. 2421. FEDERAL ATTRIBUTION OF SPONSOR'S INCOME

16 AND RESOURCES TO ALIEN.

17 (a) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any other provi-

18 sion qf law, in determining the eligibility and the amount

19 qf benfits of an alien Jbr any Federal means-tested public

20 benefits program (as defined in section 2403(c)), the income

21 and resources of the alien shall be deemed to include the

22 fbllowing:

23 (1) The income and resources of' any person who

24 executed an affidavit of support pursuant to section
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1 213A qf the Immigration and Nationality Act (as

2 added by section 2423) on behalf of such alien.

3 (2) The income and resources of the spouse (if

4 any) qf the person.

5 (b) APPLICATION.—Subsection (a) shall apply with re-

6 spect to an alien until such time as the alien—

7 (1) achieves United States citizenship through

8 naturalization pursuant to chapter 2 of title III of

9 the Immigration and Nationality Act; or

10 (2)(A) has worked 40 qualiJing quarters of coy-

11 erage as defined under title II of the Social Security

12 Act or can be credited with such qualiJing quarters

13 as provided under section 2435, and (B) did not re-

14 ceive any Federal means-tested public benfit (as de-

15 fined in section 2 403(c)) during any such quarter.

16 (c) REvIEw OF INCOME AND RESOURcES OF ALIEN

17 UPON REAPPLICATION.—WheneVer an alien is required to

18 reapply jbr benfits under any Federal means-tested public

19 benfits program, the applicable agency shall review the in-

20 come and resources attributed to the alien under subsection

21 (a).

22 (d) APPLICATION.—

23 (1) If on the date of the enactment of this Act,

24 a Federal means-tested public benfits program at-

25 tributes a sponsor's income and resources to an alien
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1 in determining the alien's eligibility and the amount

2 of benefits for an alien, this section shall apply to any

3 such determination beginning on the day after the

4 date of the enactment qf this Act.

5 (2) If on the date of the enactment qf this Act,

6 a Federal means-tested public benfits program does

7 not attribute a sponsor's income and resources to an

8 alien in determining the alien's eligibility and the

9 amount qf benefits for an alien, this section shall

10 apply to any such determination beginning 180 days

11 after the date of the enactment of this Act.

12 SEC. 2422. AUTHORITY FOR STATES TO PROVIDE FOR AT.

13 TRIBUTION OF SPONSORS INCOME AND RE-

14 SOURCES TO THE ALIEN WITH RESPECT TO

15 STATE PROGRAMS.

16 (a) OPTIOiVAI1 APPLICATION TO STATE PROGRAMS.—

17 Except as provided in subsection (b), in determining the

18 eligibility and the amount qf benfits qf an alien .for any

19 State public benefits (as dJIned in section 2412&), the

20 State or political subdivision that qjjers the benfits is au-

21 thorized to provide that the income and resources of the

22 alien shall be deemed to include—

23 (1) the income and resources qf any individual

24 who executed an affidavit of support pursuant to sec-

25 tion 213A of the Immigration and Nationality Act
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1 (as added by section 2423) on behaf of such alien,

2 and

3 (2) the income and resources of the spouse (if

4 any) of the individual.

5 (b) EXCEP'rIOivs.—Subsection (a) shall not apply with

6 respect to the following State public benefits:

7 (1) Emergency medical services.

8 (2) Short-term, non-cash, in-kind emergency dis-

9 aster relief

10 (3) Programs comparable to assistance or bene-

11 fits under the National School Lunch Act.

12 (4) Programs comparable to assistance or bene-

13 fits under the Child Nutrition Act of 1966.

14 (5)(A) Public health assistance fbr immuniza-

15 tions.

16 (B) Public health assistance b'p testing and

17 treatment of a communicable disease if the appro-

18 priate chif State health official determines that it is

19 necessary to prevent the spread qf such disease.

20 (6) Payments fbr fbster care and adoption assist-

21 ance.

22 (7) Programs, services, or assistance (such as

23 soup kitchens, crisis counseling and intervention, and

24 short-term shelter) specified by the Attorney General

25 of a State, after consultation with appropriate agen-
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1 cies and departments, which (A) deliver in-kind se'rv-

2 ices at the community level, including throiqh public

3 or private nonprofit agencies; (B) do not condition

4 the provision of assistance, the amount of assistance

5 provided, or the cost of assistance provided on the in-

6 dividual recipient's income or resources; and (C) are

7 necessary Jbr the protection of life or saftty.

8 SEC. 2423. REQUIREMENTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFIDAVIT OF

9 SUPPORT.

10 a) IN GEiVERAL.—Title II of the Immigration and

11 Nationality Act is amended by inserting after section 213

12 the Jbllowing new section.

13 'REQ UIREMENTS FOR SPONSOR'S AFFIDAVIT OF SUPPORT

14 "SEC. 213A. (a) ENFORcE4BILIrz.—1) No affidavit

15 qf support may be accepted by the Attorney General or by

16 any consular qJjicer to establish that an alien is not exclud-

17 able as a public charge under section 212(a) (4) unless such

18 affidavit is executed as a contract—

19 "(A) which is legally erfbrceable against the

20 sponsor by the sponsored alien, the Federal Govern-

21 ment, and by any State (or any political subdivision

22 Qf such State) which provides any means-tested public

23 benefits program, but not later than 10 years ofter the

24 alien last receives any such benefit;
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1 "(B) in which the sponsor agrees to financially

2 support the alien, so that the alien will not become

3 a public charge; and

4 "(C) in which the sponsor agrees to submit to the

5 jurisdiction of any Federal or State court ,fbr the pur-

6 pose of actions brought under subsection (e)(2).

7 "(2) A contract under paragraph (1) shall be enfbrce-

8 able with respect to benfits provided to the alien until such

9 time as the alien achieves United States citizenship through

10 naturalization pursuant to chapter 2 qf title III.

11 "(b) FoRiws.—Not later than 90 days after the date

12 of enactment of this section, the Attorney General, in con-

13 sultation with the Secretary of State and the Secretary of

14 Health and Human Services, shall formulate an affidavit

15 qf support consistent with the provisions of this section.

16 "(c) REMEDIES.—Remedies available to enfbrce an af-

17 fidavit of support under this section include any or all qf

18 the remedies described in section 3201, 3203, 3204, or 3205

19 of title 28, United States Code, as well as an order for spe-

20 cific performance and payment of legal fees and other costs

21 of collection, and include corresponding remedies available

22 under State law. A Federal agency may seek to collect

23 amounts owed under this section in accordance with the

24 provisions of subchapter II of chapter 37 of title 31, United

25 States Code.
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1 "(d) NOTIFICATION OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS.—

2 "(1) IN GENERAL.—The sponsor shall notify the

3 Attorney General and the State in which the spon-

4 sored alien is currently resident within 30 days qf

5 any change qf address qf the sponsor during the pe-

6 nod specified in subsection (a) (2).

7 "(2) PENAL TY.—Any person sulject to the re-

8 quirement of paragraph (1) who fails to satisfy such

9 requirement shall be sulject to a civil penalty of—

10 "(A) not less than $250 or more than

11 $2,000, or

12 "(B) if such failure occurs with knowledge

13 that the alien has received any means-tested pub-

14 lic benefit, not less than $2,000 or more than

15 $5,000.

16 "(e) REIMBURSEMENT OF GOVERNMENT EXPENSES.—

17 (1)(A) Upon notification that a sponsored alien has re-

18 ceived any benfit under any means-tested public benfits

19 program, the appropriate Federal, State, or local qfficial

20 shall request reimbursement by the sponsor in the amount

21 of such assistance.

22 "(B) The Attorney General, in consultation with the

23 Secretary of Health and 1-luman Services, shall prescribe

24 such regulations as may be necessary to carry out subpara-

25 graph (A).
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1 "('2,) If within 45 days after requesting reimbursement,

2 the appropriate Federal, State, or local agency has not re-

3 ceived a response from the sponsor indicating a willingness

4 to commence payments, an action may be brought against

5 the sponsor pursuant to the affidavit of support.

6 "(3) If the sponsor fails to abide by the repayment

7 terms established by such agency, the agency may, within

8 60 days of such failure, bring an action against the sponsor

9 pursuant to the ciffidavit of support.

10 "(4,) No cause of action may be brought under this sub-

11 section later than 10 years ofter the alien last received any

12 benefit under any means-tested public benefits program.

13 "(5) Iç pursuant to the terms qf this subsection, a Fed-

14 era4 State, or local agency requests reimbursement from the

15 sponsor 'in the amount qf assistance provided, or brings an

16 action against the sponsor pursuant to the affidavit of sup-

17 port, the appropriate agency may appoint or hire an mdi-

18 vidual or other person to act on behalf of such agency acting

19 under the authority of law .for purposes of collecting any

20 moneys owed. Nothing in this subsection shall preclude any

21 appropriate Federal, State, or local agency from directly

22 requesting reimbursement from a sponsor for the amount

23 of assistance provided, or from bringing an action against

24 a sponsor pursuant to an ojfidavit qf support.
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1 "(f) DEFINITI0iv.—For the purposes qf this section the

2 term 'sponsor' means an individual who—

3 "(1) is a citizen or national qf the United States

4 or an alien who is laufully admitted to the United

5 States for permanent residence;

6 "(2) is 18 years of age or over;

7 "(3) is domiciled in any of the 50 States or the

8 District of Columbia; and

9 "(4) is the person petitioning fOr the admission

10 of the alien under section 204.

11 (b) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.—The table of contents of

12 such Act is amended by inserting after the item relating

13 to section 213 the following:

"Sec. 213A. Requirements for spmsor's affidavit of support.".

14 EFFECT[VE DATE.—Subsection (a) of section 213A

15 of the Immigration and Nationality Act, as inserted by sub-

16 section (a) of this section, shall apply to affidavits of sup-

17 port executed on or after a date specified by the Attorney

18 General, which date shall be not earlier than 60 days (and

19 not later than 90 days) after the date the Attorney General

20 Jbrinulates the fOrm Jbr such affidavits under subsection (b)

21 of such section.

22 (d) BENEFITS NOT SUBJECT TO REIMBURSEMENT.—

23 Requirements fbr reimbursement by a sponsor jbr benf its

24 provided to a sponsored alien pursuant to an qffidavit of
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1 support under section 213A of the Immigration and Na-

2 tionality Act shall not apply with respect to the fbllowing:

3 (1) Emergency medical services under title XV or

4 XIX of the Social Security Act.

5 (2) AS1hort-tenn, non-cash, in-kind emergency dis-

6 aster relief:

7 3,) Assistance or benefits under the National

8 School Lunch Act.

9 (4) Assistance or benefits under the Child Nutri-

10 tion Act of 1966.

11 (5)(A) Public health assistance Jbr immuniza-

12 tions.

13 (B) Public health assistance for testing and

14 treatment of a communicable disease if the Secretary

15 of Health and Human Services determines that it is

16 necessary to prevent the spread of such disease.

17 (6) Payments Jbr jbster care and adoption assist-

18 ance under part E of title IV of the Social Security

19 Act Jbr a child, but only f the ,foster or adoptive par-

20 ent or parents qf such child are not otherwise ineli-

21 gible pursuant to section 2403 of this Act.

22 (7,) Programs, services, or assistance (such as

23 soup kitchens, crisis counseling and intervention, and

24 short-term shelter) specified by the Attorney General,

25 in the Attorney General's sole and unreviewable dis-
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cretion after consultation with appropriate Federal

agencies and departments, which (A) deliver in-kind

services at the community level, including through

public or private nonprofit agencies; (B) do not con-

dition the provision qf assistance, the amount of as-

sistance provided, or the cost qf assistance provided

on the individual recipient's income or resources; and

(C) are necessary .fbr the protection of life or saftty.

(8) Programs qf student assistance under titles

1T7 V, IX, and X of the Higher Education Act of

1965.

Subchapter D—General Provisions

SEC. 2431. DEFINITIONS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—Except as otherwise provided in

this chapter, the terms used in this chapter have the same

meaning given such terms in section 101(a) qf the Immigra-

tion and Nationality Act.

(b) QuAI1IFIED ALIEN.—For purposes of this chapter,

the term "qualified alien" means an alien loho, at the time

the alien applies .fbr, receives, or attempts to receive a Fed-

eral public benfit, is—

(1) an alien who is laufully admitted for perma-

nent residence under the Immigration and National-

ity Act,

1
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1 (2) an alien who is granted asylum under sec-

2 tion 208 of such Act,

3 (3,) a rfugee who is admitted to the United

4 States under section 207 of such Act,

5 (4) an alien who is paroled into the United

6 States under section 212(d) (5) qf such Act fbr a pe-

7 nod of at least 1 year,

8 (5) an alien whose deportation is being withheld

9 under section 243(h) qf such Act, or

10 (6) an alien who is granted conditional entry

11 pursuant to section 203(a) (7) qf such Act as in ffect

12 prior to April 1, 1980.

13 SEC. 2432. VERIFICATION OF ELIGIBILITY FOR FEDERAL

14 PUBLIC BENEFITS.

15 (a) IN GENER .—Not later than 18 months after the

16 date of the enactment of this Act, the Attorney General of

17 the United States, after consultation with the Secretary of

18 Health and Human Services, shall promulgate regulations

19 requiring verification that a person applying for a Federal

20 public benefit (as defined in section 2401(c)), to which the

21 limitation under section 2401 applies, is a qualified alien

22 and is eligible to receive such benfit. Such regulations

23 shall, to the extent feasible, require that ifbrmation re-

24 quested and exchanged be similar in form and manner to
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1 ifonnation requested and exchanged under section 1137 qf

2 the AS1ocial &curity Act.

3 (b) AS1 TATE COMPLIANCE .—Not later than 24 months

4 after the date the regulations described in subsection (a) are

5 adopted, a State that administers a program that provides

6 a Federal public benfit shall have in ffect a verfication

7 system that complies with the regulations.

8 (c) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.—There are

9 authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be nec-

10 essary to carry out the purpose qf this section.

11 SEC. 2433. STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION.

12 (a) LIMITATION.—

13 (1) Nothing in this chapter may be construed as

14 an entitlement or a determination of an individual's

15 eligibility or ,fitlfillment of the requisite requirements

16 for any Federal, &ate, or local governmental pro-

17 gram, assistance, or benefits. For purposes qf' this

18 chapter, eligibility relates only to the general issue qf

19 eligibility or ineligibility on the basis of alienage.

20 (2) Nothing in this chapter may be construed as

21 addressing alien eligibility ,fbr a basic public edu-

22 cation as determined by the Supreme Court of the

23 United States under Plyler v. Doe (457 U.S.

24 202) (1982).
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1 (b) Nor APPLICABLE TO FoREIov ASSISTvCE.—This

2 chapter does not apply to any Federal, State, or local gov-

3 ernmental program, assistance, or benfits provided to an

4 alien under any program qf fbreign assistance as deter-

5 mined by the Secreta'rj qf State in consultation with the

6 Attorney General.

7 (c) SEVERABILITY.—If any provision of this chapter

8 or the application qf such provision to any person or cir-

9 cumstance is held to be unconstitutional, the remainder of

10 this chapter and the application of the provisions of such

11 to any person or circumstance shall not be cffècted thereby.

12 SEC. 2434. COMMUNICATION BETWEEN STATE AND LOCAL

13 GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AND THE IMMIGRA-

14 TIONAND NATURALIZATION SERVICE.

15 Notwithstanding any other provision qf Federal, State,

16 or local law, no State or local government entity may be

17 prohibited, or in any way restricted, from sending to or

18 receiving from the Immigration and Naturalization Service

19 infbrmation regarding the immigration status, lau?flil or

20 unlawful, of an alien in the United States.

21 SEC. 2435. QUALIFYING QUARTERS.

22 For purposes of this chapter, in determining the num-

23 ber of qualifijing quarters of coverage under title II qf the

24 Social Security Act an alien shall be credited with—
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1 (1) all of the qualiftjing quarters of coverage as

2 defined under title II of the Social Security Act

3 worked by a parent of such alien while the alien was

4 under age 18 if the parent did not receive any Fed-

5 eral means-tested public benfit (as defined in section

6 2403(c)) during any such quarter, and

7 (2) all of the qualifying quarters worked by a

8 spouse of such alien during their marriage if the

9 spouse did not receive any Federal means-tested pub-

10 lic benefit (as dfined in section 2403(c)) during any

11 such quarter and the alien remains married to such

12 spouse or such spouse is deceased.

13 Subchapter E—Con forming Amendments

14 Relating to Assisted Housing

15 SEC. 2441. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS RELATING TO AS-

16 SIS TED HOUSING.

17 (a) LIMITATIONS ON ASSISTAjVGE.—Section 214 of the

18 I-lousing and Community Development Act of 1980 (42

19 U.S.C. 1436a,) is amended—

20 (1) by striking "Secretary qf Housing and

21 Urban Development" each place it appears and in-

22 serting "applicable Secretary";

23 (2) in subsection (b), by inserting after "Na-

24 tional Housing Act," the fbllowing: "the direct kan

25 program under section 502 of the Housing Act of
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1 1949 or section 502(c) (5.) (D), 504, 521 'á)(2) (A), or

2 542 qf such Act, subtitle A of title III of the G1ranston-

3 Gonzalez National 4ffbrdable Housing Act, ",

4 (3,) in paragraphs (2) through (6) of subsection

5 (d), by striking "Secretary" each place it appears

6 and inserting "applicable Secretary";

7 (4) in subsection (d), in the matter jbllowing

8 paragraph (6), by striking "the term 'Secretary" and

9 inserting "the term 'applicable Secretary"; and

10 (5) by adding at the end the jbllowing new sub-

11 section:

12 "(h) For purposes of this section, the term 'applicable

13 Secretary' means—

14 "(1) the Secretary of Housing and Urban Devel-

15 opment, with respect to financial assistance adminis-

16 tered by such Secretary and financial assistance

17 under subtitle A of title III of the Cranston-Gonzalez

18 National 4ffordable Housing Act; and

19 "(2) the Secretary of Agriculture, with respect to

20 financial assistance administered by such Secretary. ".

21 (b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—Section 501 ('ii) of

22 the Housing Act of 1949 (42 U.S. C. 1471 (h,)) is amended—

23 (1) by striking "(1)";

24 (2) by striking "by the Secretary of Housing and

25 Urban Development"; and
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1 (3) by striking paragraph (2).

2 Subchapter F—Earned Income Credit Denied

3 to Unauthorized Employees

4 SEC. 2451. EARNED INCOME CREDIT DENIED TO 1ND1VID-

5 UALS NOT AUTHORIZED TO BE EMPLOYED IN

6 THE UNITED STATES.

7 (a) IN GENERAL.—Section 32(c)(1) of the Internal

8 Revenue Code qf 1986 (relating to individuals eligible to

9 claim the earned income credit) is amended by adding at

10 the end the following new subparagraph:

11 "(F) IDENTIFICATION NUMBER REQUIRE-

12 MENT.—The term 'eligible individual' does not

13 include any individual who does not include on

14 the return qf tax for the taxable year—

15 "(i) such individual's taxpayer identi-

16 fication number, and

17 "(ii) if the individual is married

18 (within the meaning of section 7703), the

19 taxpayer identfIcation number qf such in-

20 dividual's spouse. ".

21 (b) SPECIAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER.—Section 32 of

22 such Code is amended by adding at the end the fOllowing

23 new subsection:

24 "(1,) IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS.—Solely for purposes

25 of subsections (c) (1) (F and (c) (3,) (D,), a taxpayer identi-
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1 .fication number means a social security number issued to

2 an individual by the Social Security Administration (other

3 than a social security number issued pursuant to clause (II)

4 (or that portion qf clause (III) that relates to clause (II))

5 qf section 2 05(c) (2) (B) (i) qf the Social Security Act). ".

6 (c) EXTENSION OF PROCEDURES APPLICABLE TO

7 MATHEMATICAL OR CLERICAL ERRORS.—Section

8 6213(g)(2) of such Code (relating to the dfinition qfmathe-

9 matical or clerical errors) is amended by striking "and' at

10 the end of subparagraph (D), by striking the period at the

11 end qf subparagraph (E) and inserting a comma, and by

12 inserting after subparagraph (E) the following new sub-

13 paragraphs:

14 "(F) an omission qf a correct taxpayer

15 identification number required under section 32

16 (relating to the earned income tax credit) to be

17 included on a return, and

18 "(G) an entry on a return claiming the

19 credit under section 32 with resp"ect to net earn-

20 ings .from sef-employment described in section

21 32(c) (2) (A) to the extent the tax imposed by sec-

22 tion 1401 (relating to self-employment tax) on

23 such net earnings has not been paid. ".
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1 (d) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made by this

2 section shall apply to taxable years beginning after Decem-

3 ber 31, 1995.

4 CHAPTER 5—REFORM OF PUBLIC

5 HOUSING

6 SEC. 2501. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH OTHER WELFARE

7 AND PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS.

8 Title I qf the United States Housing Act of 1937 (42

9 U.S.C. 1437 et seq.), as amended by section 2404(d) of this

10 Act, is amended by adding at the end the following new

11 section:

12 "SEC. 28. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH OTHER WELFARE AND

13 PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS.

14 "(a) IN GENERAL.—I[ the benfits qf a ftmily are re-

15 duced under a Federal, State, or local law relating to wel-

16 fare or a public assistance program Jbr the failure qf any

17 member qf the Jbmily to perjbrm an action required under

18 the law or program, the Jbmily may not, for the duration

19 qf the reduction, receive any increased assistance under this

20 Act as the result of a decrease in the income qf the family

21 to the extent that the decrease in income is the result of

22 the benefits reduction.

23 "(b) EXCEPTION.—Subsection (a) shall not apply in

24 any case in which the benfits of a jbmilj are reduced be-

25 cause the weljbre or public assistance program to which the
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1 Federal, State, or local law relates limits the period during

2 which benefits may be provided under the program. ".

3 SEC. 2502. FRAUD UNDER MEANS-TESTED WELFARE AND

4 PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS.

5 (a) IN GENERAL.—If an individual's benefits under a

6 Federal, State, or local law relating to a means-tested wel-

7 fare or a public assistance program are reduced because of

8 an act of fraud by the individual under the law or program,

9 the individual may not, fbr the duration of the reduction,

10 receive an increased benefit under any other means-tested

11 welfare or public assistance program for which Federal

12 funds are appropriated as a result of a decrease in the in-

13 come of the individual (determined under the applicable

14 program) attributable to such reduction.

15 (b) WELFARE OR PUBLIC AssIsmvcE PROORAJ1IS FOR

16 WHICH FEDERAL FUNDS ARE APPROPRIATED.—For pur-

17 poses of subsection (a), the term "means-tested welfare or

18 public assistance program for which Federal frnds are ap-

19 propriated" includes the .fbod stamp program under the

20 Food Stamp Act of 1977 (7 U.S.C. 2011 et seq.), any pro-

21 gram of public or assisted housing under title I of the Unit-

22 ed States I-lousing Act qf 1937 (42 U.S. C. 1437 et seq.),

23 and State programs fitnded under part A of title IV of the

24 Social Security Act (42 U. S.C. 601 et seq.).
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1 CHAPTER 6—TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS

2 RELATING TO CHILD PROTECTION

3 PROGRAIIIS

4 SEC. 2601. EXTENSION OF ENHANCED FUNDING FOR IMPLE-

5 MENTATION OF STATEWIDE AUTOMATED

6 CHILD WELFARE INFORMATION SYSTEMS.

7 Section 474(a) (3) (B) of the Social Security Act (42

8 U.S.C. 674(a) (3) (B)) is amended by inserting "(of; if the

9 quarter is in fiscal year 1997, 75 percent)" after "50 per-

10 cent" each place it appears.

11 SEC. 2602. REDESIGNATION OF SECTION 1123.

12 The Social Security Act is amended by redesignating

13 section 1123, the second place it appears (42 U.S.C. 1320a—

14 la), as section 1123A.

15 SEC. 2603. KINSHIP CARE.

16 Section 471(a) qf the Social Security Act (42 U. S. C.

17 671(a)) is amended—

18 (1) by striking "and" at the end qf paragraph

19 (16);

20 (2) by striking the period at the end qf para-

21 graph (17) and inserting "; and"; and

22 (3) by adding at the end the fOllowing new para-

23 graph:

24 "(18) provides that States shall give preference to

25 an adult relative over a non-related care giver when
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1 determining a placement jbr a child, provided that

2 the relative caregiver meets all relevant State child

3 protection standards. ".

4 CHAPTER 7—CHILD CARE

5 SEC. 2701. SHORT TITLE AND REFERENCES.

6 (a) SHORT TITLE.—This chapter may be cited as the

7 "Child Care and Development Block Grant Amendments of

8 1996".

9 (b) REFERENCES.—EXCept as otherwise expressly pro-

10 vided, whenever in this chapter an amendment or repeal

11 is expressed in terms of an amendment to, or repeal of; a

12 section or other provision, the rference shall be considered

13 to be made to a section or other provision of the Child Care

14 and Development Block Grant Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 9858

15 et seq.).

16 SEC. 2802. GOALS.

17 (a) GOALS.—Section 658A (42 U.S.C. 9801 note) is

18 amended—

19 (1) in the section heading by inserting "AJVD

20 GOALS" after "TITLE";

21 (2) by inserting "('a) SHORT TITLE.—" bfbre

22 "This"; and

23 (3) by adding at the end the .fbllowing:

24 "(b) Gouis.—The goals qf this subchapter are—
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1 "(1) to allow each State maximum flexibility in

2 developing child care programs and policies that best

3 suit the needs qf children and parents within such

4 State;

5 "(2) to promote parental choice to empower

6 working parents to make their own decisions on the

7 child care that best suits their family's needs;

8 "(3) to encourage States to provide consumer

9 education i'njbrmation to help parents make informed

10 choices about child care;

11 "(4) to assist States to provide child care to par-

12 ents trying to achieve independence from public as-

13 sistance; and

14 "('5) to assist States in implementing the health,

15 scifety, licensing, and registration standards estab-

16 lished in State regulations. ".

17 SEC. 2703. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS AND EN-

18 TITLEMENT AUTHORITY.

19 a) Lv GENERAL. —Section 658B (42 U. S. C. 9858) is

20 amended to read asfbllows:

21 "SEC. 658B. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.

22 "There is authorized to be appropriated to carry out

23 this subchapter $1,000,000,000 .fbr each of the fiscal years

24 1996 through 2002. ".
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1 (b) SocIAL SECURITY ACT.—Part A of title IV qf the

2 Social Security Act (42 U. S. C. 601 et seq.) 'is amended by

3 adding at the end the.fbllowing:

4 "SEC. 418. FUNDING FOR CHILD CARE.

5 GENERAL cHILD CARE ENTITLEMENT.—

6 "(1) GENERAL ENTITLEMENT.—Subject to the

7 amount appropriated under paragraph (3), each

8 State shall, fbr the purpose of providing child care as-

9 sistance, be entitled to payments under a grant under

10 this subsection Jbr a fiscal year in an amount equal

11 to—

12 "(A) the sum of the total amount required

13 to be paid to the State under former section 403

14 .for fiscal year 1994 or 1995 (whichever is great-

15 er) with respect to amounts expended jbr child

16 care under section—

17 "(i) 402(g) of this Act (as such section

18 was in effect bfore October 1, 1995); and

19 "(ii) 402(i) of this Act (as so in effect);

20 or

21 "(B) the average of the total amounts re-

22 quired to be paid to the State for fiscal years

23 1992 through 1994 under the sections refrrred to

24 in subparagraph (A);

25 whichever is greater.
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1 "(2) REMAINDER.—

2 "(A) GRAiVTS.—The Secretary shall use any

3 amounts appropriated fbr a fiscal year under

4 paragraph (3) and remaining after the reserva-

5 tion described in paragraph (4) and afler grants

6 are awarded under paragraph (1), to make

7 grants to States under this paragraph.

8 "(B) AMOuivT.—Subject to subparagraph

9 (C), the amount qf a grant awarded to a State

10 fbr a fiscal year under this paragraph shall be

11 based on the jbrmula used for determining the

12 amount of Federal payments to the State under

13 section 403(n) (as such section was in effect be-

14 fbre October 1, 1995,).

15 "(C) MATCHING REQUIREMENT.—The Sec-

16 retary shall pay to each eligible State in a fiscal

17 year an amount, under a grant under subpara-

18 graph (A), equal to the Federal medical assist-

19 ance percentage fbr such State for fiscal year

20 1995 (as defined in section 1905(b)) of so much

21 of the expenditures by the State fbr child care in

22 such year as exceed the State set-aside ,fbr such

23 State under paragraph (1)(A) for such year and

24 the amount qf State expenditures in fiscal year

25 1994 (or fiscal year 1995, whichever is greater)
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1 that equal the non-Federal share for the pro-

2 grams described in subparagraph (A) of para-

3 graph (1).

4 "(D) REDISTRIBUTION.—

5 "(i) IN GENERAL.—With respect to any

6 fiscal year, f the Secretary determines (in

7 accordance with clause (ii)) that amounts

8 under any grant awarded to a State under

9 this paragraph .1br such fiscal year will not

10 be used by such State during such fiscal

11 year fbr carrying out the purpose jbr which

12 the grant is made, the Secretary shall make

13 such amounts available in the subsequent

14 fiscal year for carrying out such purpose to

15 1 or more States which apply fbr such funds

16 to the extent the Secretary determines that

17 such States will be able to use such addi-

18 tional amounts for carrying out such pur-

19 pose. Such available amounts shall be redis-

20 tributed to a State pursuant to section

21 402(i) (as such section was in effect before

22 October 1, 1995 by substituting 'the num-

23 ber of children residing in all States apply-

24 ing fbr such fitnds' jbr 'the number of chil-
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1 dren residing in the United States in the

2 second preceding fiscal year'.

3 "(ii) TIME OF DETERIVIINATION AND

4 DISTRIBUTION.—The determination of the

5 Secretary under clause j,) fOr a fiscal year

6 shall be made not later than the end of the

7 first quarter of the subsequent fiscal year.

8 The redistribution of amounts under clause

9 (i) shall be made as close as practicable to

10 the date on which such determination is

11 made. Any amount made available to a

12 State from an appropriation for a fiscal

13 year in accordance with this subparagraph

14 shall, fbr purposes of this part, be regarded

15 as part of such State's payment (as deter-

16 mined under this subsection) for the fiscal

17 year in which the redistribution is made.

18 "(3) APPROPRIATIOi'b—T/Wre are authorized to

19 be appropriated, and there are appropriated, to carnj

20 out this section—

21 "(A) $1,967,000,000 for fiscal year 1997

22 "(B) $2,067000,000 for fiscal year 1998;

23 "(C) $2,167000,000Jbrfiscal year 1999;

24 "(D) $2,367,000,000 fbr fiscal year 2000;
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1 "(E,) $2,567,000,000 for fiscal year 2001;

2 and

3 "(F) $2,71 7,000,000 fbr fiscal year 2002.

4 "(4) INDIztzv TRIBES.— The Secretary shall re-

5 serve not more than 1 percent of the aggregate

6 amount appropriated to carry out this section in each

7 fiscal year for payments to Indian tribes and tribal

8 organizations.

9 "('b) USE OFFUNDS.—

10 "(1) IN GENERAL—Amounts received by a State

11 under this section shall only be used to provide child

12 care assistance. Amounts received by a State under a

13 grant under subsection (a) (1) shall be available fbr

14 use by the State without .fiscal year limitation.

15 "(2) USE FOR CERTAIN POPULATIONS.—A State

16 shall ensure that not less thai 70 percent of the total

17 amount qf unds received by the State in a fiscal year

18 under this section are used to provide child care as-

19 sistance to frimilies who are receiving assistance

20 under a State program under this part, .fttmilies who

21 are attempting through work activities to transition

22 off of such assistance program, and frimilies who are

23 at risk of becoming dependent on such assistance pro-

24 gram.
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1 "('c,) APPLICATION OF CHILD CE AJYD DEVELOPMENT

2 BLOCK GRANT ACT qf' 1990.—Notwithstanding any other

3 provision of' law, amounts provided to a State under this

4 section shall be tran.ftrred to the lead agency under the

5 Child Care and Development Block Grant Act of 1990, inte-

6 grated by the State into the programs established by the

7 State under such Act, and be subject to requirements and

8 limitations qf such Act.

9 "(d) DEFINITION.—AS used in this section, the term

10 'State' means each of the 50 States or the District of Colum-

11 bia. ".

12 SEC. 2704. LEAD AGENCY.

13 Section 658D(b) (42 U.S.C. 9858b(b)) is amended—

14 (1) in paragraph (1)—

15 (A) in subparagraph (A), by striking

16 "State" the first place that such appears and in-

17 serting "qovernmental or nongovernmental"; and

18 (B) in subparagraph (C), by inserting

19 "with sufficient time and Statewide distribution

20 of the notice of such hearing," cfler "hearing in

21 the State"; and

22 (2) in paragraph (2), by striking the second sen-

23 tence.

24 SEC. 2705. APPLICATION AND PLAN.

25 Section 658E (42 U.S.C. 9858c) is amended—
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1 (1) in subsection ('b)—

2 (A) by striking "implemented—" and all

3 that follows through "(2)" and inserting "imple-

4 mented' and

5 (B) by striking "for subsequent State

6 plans";

7 (2) in subsection (c)—

8 (A) in paragraph (2)—

9 (i) in subparagraph (A)—

10 (I) in clause (i) by striking ",

11 other than through assistance provided

12 under paragraph (3)(C), "; and

13 (II) by striking "except" and all

14 that jbllows through "1992", and in-

15 serting "and provide a detailed de-

16 scription of the procedures the State

17 will implement to carry out the re-

18 quirements of this subparagraph";

19 (ii) in subparagraph (B)—

20 (I) by striking "Provide assur-

21 ances" and inserting "Certfj"; and

22 (II) by inserting bfbre the period

23 at the end "and provide a detailed de-

24 scription Qf such procedures";

25 (iii) in subparagraph (C)—
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1 (I) by striking "Provide assur-

2 ances" and inserting "Certfj"; and

3 (II) by inserting bfore the period

4 at the end "and provide a detailed de-

5 scrip tion qf how such record is main-

6 tamed and is made available";

7 (iv) by amending subparagraph (D) to

8 read as follows:

9 "'D) CONSUMER EDUCATION INFORMA-

10 TION.—Certify that the State will collect and

11 disseminate to parents qf eligible children and

12 the general public, consumer education infbrma-

13 tion that will promote in.fbrmed child care

14 choices. ";

15 (v) in subparagraph (F), to read as

16 fbllows:

17 "E,J COMPLLIJVGE WITH STATE LIGENSING

18 REQUIREMENTS.—

19 "(i) liv GENERAL.—Certiftj that the

20 State has in Jjèct licensing requirements

21 applicable to child care services provided

22 within the State, and provide a detailed de-

23 scrip tion of such requirements and of how

24 such requirements are effectively efbrced.

25 Nothing in the preceding sentence shall be
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1 construed to require that licensing require-

2 ments be applied to specific types qf provid-

3 ers qf child care services.

4 "(ii) IvDIv TRIBES AND TRIBAL OR-

5 GANIZATIONS.—In lieu of any licensing and

6 regulatory requirements applicable under

7 State and local law, the Secretary, in con-

8 sultation with Indian tribes and tribal or-

9 ganizations, shall develop minimum child

10 care standards (that appropriately reflect

11 tribal needs and available resources) that

12 shall be applicable to Indian tribes and

13 tribal organizations receiving assistance

14 under this subchapter. "; and

15 (vi) by striking sub paragraphs (I-I),

16 (I), and (J) and inserting the Jbllowing:

17 "(G MEETING THE NEEDS OF GERTAIN

18 POPULATIONS.—Demonst rate the manner in

19 which the State will meet the specific child care

20 needs of families who are receiving assistance

21 under a State program under part A of title IV

22 of the Social Security Act, families who are at-

23 tempting through work activities to transition qff

24 of such assistance program, and families that are
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1 at risk of becoming dependent on such assistance

2 program.";

3 (B) in paragraph ('3,)—

4 ('i,) in subparagraph (A), by striking

5 "(B) and (C)" and inserting "(B) through

6 (D)";

7 (ii) in subparagraph (B)—

8 (I) by striking ".—Subject to the

9 reservation contained in subparagraph

10 (C), the" and inserting "AND RELATED

11 ACTIVITIES.—The";

12 (II) in clause (i) by striking ";

13 and" at th end and inserting a pe-

14 nod;

15 (III) by striking "for—" and all

16 that follows through "section

17 658E('c) (2) (A)" and inserting '.'for

18 child care services on sliding fee scale

19 basis, activities that im)rove the qual-

20 ity or availability of such services, and

21 any other activity that the State deems

22 appropriate to realize any qf the goals

23 specified in paragraphs (2) through 5,)

24 of section 658A('b)"; and

25 (IV,) by striking clause (ii);
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1 'iii,) by amending subparagraph (C) to

2 read as Jbllows:

3 "(C) LIMITATION ON ADMINISTR4TIVE

4 COSTS.—Not more than 5 percent qf the aggre-

5 gate amount qf jitnds available to the State to

6 carry out this subchapter by a State in each fis-

7 cal year may be expended Jbr administrative

8 costs incurred by such State to carry out all of

9 its functions and duties under this subchapter.

10 As used in the preceding sentence, the term 'ad-

11 ministrative costs' shall not include the costs qf

12 providing direct services. "; and

13 (iv) by adding at the end thereof the

14 Jbllowing:

15 "(D) ASSISTANcE FOR CERTAIN FAMI-

16 LIES.—A State shall ensure that a substantial

17 portion of the amounts available (after the State

18 has complied with the requirement qf section

19 418(b) (2) qf the Social Security Act with respect

20 to each qf the fiscal years 1997 through 2002) to

21 the State to carry out activities under this sub-

22 chapter in each fiscal year is used to provide as-

23 sistance to low-income working ftmilies other

24 than ftLmilies described in paragraph (2)(F). ";

25 and
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1 (C) in paragraph (4)(A)—

2 (i) by striking "provide assurances"

3 and inserting "certifij";

4 (ii) in the first sentence by inserting

5 "and shall provide a summary qf the facts

6 relied on by the State to determine that

7 such rates are sufficient to ensure such ac-

8 cess" befbre the period; and

9 (iii) by striking the last sentence.

10 SEC. 2706. LIMITATION ON STATE ALLOTMENTS.

11 Section 658F(b) (42 U.S.C. 9858d(b)) is amended—

12 (1) in paragraph (1), by striking "No" and in-

13 serting "Except as provided fbr in section 6580(c) (6),

14 no"; and

15 (2) in paragraph (2), by striking "refè'rred to in

16 section 658E(c)(2)(F)".

17 SEC. 2707. ACTIVITIES TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF CHILD

18 CARE.

19 Section 6580 (42 U.S.C. 9858e) is amended to read

20 as follows:

21 "SEC. 658G. ACTIVITIES TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF

22 CHILD CARE.

23 "A State that receives frnds to carry out this sub-

24 chapter for a fiscal yeai. shall use not less than 4 percent

25 of the amount of such tnds jbr activities that are designed
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1 to provide comprehensive consumer education to parents

2 and the public, activities that increase parental choice, and

3 activities designed to improve the quality and availability

4 qf child care (such as resource and referral services).".

5 SEC. 2708. REPEAL OF EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT

6 AND BEFORE- AND AFTER-SCHOOL CARE RE-

7 QUIREMENT.

8 Section 658H (42 U.S.C. 9858f) is repealed.

9 SEC. 2709. ADMINISTRATION AND ENFORCEMENT.

10 Section 6581(b) (42 U. S. C. 9858g(b)) is amen ded—

11 (1) in paragraph (1), by striking ' and shall

12 have" and all that follows through "(2)"; and

13 (2) in the matter fbllowing clause (ii) qf para-

14 graph (2)(A), by striking 'inding and that" and all

15 that follows through the period and inserting 'finding

16 and shall require that the State reimburse the Sec-

17 retary for any funds that were improperly expended

18 fbr purposes prohibited or not authorized by this sub-

19 chapter, that the Secretary deduct from the adminis-

20 trative portion qf the State allotment for the ,fbllowing

21 fiscal year an amount that is less than or equal to

22 any improperly expended funds, or a combination of

23 such options. ".
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1 SEC. 2710. PAYMENTS.

2 Section 658J(c) (42 U.AS.C. 9858h('c,)) is amended by

3 striking "expended" and inserting "obligated".

4 SEC. 2711. ANNUAL REPORT AND AUDITS.

5 Section 658K (42 U.AS.C. 9858i) is amended—

6 (1) in the section heading by striking "ANNUAL

7 REPORT" and inserting "IREPORTS";

8 (2) in subsection (a), to read as follows:

9 "(a) REPORTS.—

10 "(1) COLLECTION OF INFORMATION BY

11 STATES.—

12 "('A' IN GENERAL—A State that receives

13 funds to carry out this subchapter shall collect

14 the infbrmation described in subparagraph (B)

15 on a monthly basis.

16 "(B) REQUIRED INFORZfrIATION.—The infor-

17 mation required under this subparagraph shall

18 include, with respect to a ftimily unit receiving

19 assistance under this subchapter iflformation

20 concerning—

21 "(i) ftimily income;

22 "(ii) county of residence;

23 "(iii) the gender;, race, and age of chil-

24 dren receiving such assistance;

25 "(iv) whether the family includes only

26 1 parent;
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1 "(v) the sources f ,fttmily income, in-

2 cluding the amount obtained from (and sep-

3 arately identified)—

4 "(1) employment, including self

5 employment;

6 "(II) cash or other assistance

7 under part A qf title TV of the Social

8 Security Act;

9 "(III) housing assistance;

10 "(IV) assistance under the Food

11 Stamp Act qf 1977; and

12 "(1') other assistance programs;

13 "(vi) the number qf months the flimily

14 has received benefits;

15 "(vii) the type of child care in which

16 the child was enrolled (such as family child

17 care, home care, or center-based child care);

18 "(viii) whether the child care provider

19 involved was a relative;

20 "(ix) the cost of child care for such

21 fttmilies; and

22 "(x) the average hours per week of such

23 care;

24 during the period for which such injbrmation is

25 required to be submitted.
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1 "(C) SUBMISSION TO SEcRETARY—A State

2 described in subparagraph (A) shall, on a quar-

3 terly basis, submit the i?tbrmation required to be

4 collected under subparagraph (B) to the Sec-

5 retary.

6 "CD) SAJWPLING.—The Secretary may dis-

7 approve the injbrmation collected by a State

8 under this paragraph f the State uses sampling

9 methods to collect such infOrmation.

10 "(2) BL4JVNUAL REPORTS.—Not later than De-

11 cember 31, 1997 and every 6 months thereafter, a

12 State described in paragraph (1) (A) shall prepare

13 and submit to the Secretary a report that includes ag-

14 gregate data concerning—

15 "(A) the number of child care providers that

16 received funding under this subchapter as sepa-

17 rately identified based on the types of providers

18 listed in section 658P(5);

19 "(B) the monthly cost qf child care services,

20 and the portion of such cost that is paid for with

21 assistance provided under this subchapter listed

22' by the type of child care services provided;

23 "(C) the number of payments made by the

24 State through vouchers, contracts, cash, and dis-
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1 regards under public benfit programs, listed by

2 the type of child care services provided;

3 "(Dj) the manner in which consumer edu-

4 cation ifbnnation was provided to parents and

5 the number of parents to whom such iflformation

6 was provided; and

7 "(F) the total number (without duplication)

8 of children and flimilies served under this sub-

9 chapter;

10 during the period jbr which such report is required to

11 be submitted. "; and

12 (2) in subsection (b)—

13 (A) in paragraph (1) by striking "a appli-

14 cation" and inserting "an application";

15 (B) in paragraph (2) by striking "any

16 agency administering activities that receive" and

17 inserting "the State that receives"; and

18 (C) in paragraph (4) by striking "entitles"

19 and inserting "entitled".

20 SEC. 2712. REPORT BY THE SECRETARY.

21 Section 658L (42 U. S. C. 9858j) is amended—

22 (1) by striking "1993" and inserting "1997";

23 (2) by striking "annually" and inserting "bien-

24 nially"; and
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1 (3) by striking "Education and Labor" and in-

2 serting "Economic and Educational Opportunities".

3 SEC. 2713. ALLOTMENTS.

4 Section 6580 (42 U.S. C. 9858m,) is amended—

5 (1) in subsection (a)(1)—

6 (A) by striking "POSSESSIONS" and insert-

7 ing "POSSESSIONS";

8 (B) by inserting "and" afler "States, "; and

9 (C) by striking ", and the Trust Territory

10 Qf the Pacific Islands";

11 (2) in subsection (c)—

12 (A) in paragraph (5) by striking "our" and

13 inserting "out"; and

14 (B) by adding at the end thereof the Jbllow-

15 ing new paragraph:

16 "(6,) CONSTRUCTION OR RENOVATION OF FACILI-

17 TIES.—

18 "(A) REQUEST FOR USE OF FUNDS.—An

19 Indian tribe or tribal organization may submit

20 to the Secretary a request to use amounts pro-

21 vided under this subsection for construction or

22 renovation purposes.
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1 "(B) DETERI1mVATIOiV.—With respect to a

2 request submitted under subparagraph (A), and

3 except as provided in subparagraph (C), upon a

4 determination by the &cretary that adequate fá-

5 cilities are not otherwise available to an Indian

6 tribe or tribal organization to enable such tribe

7 or organization to carry out child care programs

8 in accordance with this subchapter, and that the

9 lack qf such fttcilities will inhibit the operation

10 of such programs in the future, the S,ecretary

11 may permit the tribe or organization to use as-

12 sistance provided under this subsection to make

13 payments for the construction or renovation qf

14 fttcilities that will be used to carry out such pro-

15 grams.

16 "(C) LIIWITATION.—The &cretary may not

17 permit an Indian tribe or tribal organization to

18 use amounts provided under this subsection fbr

19 constrtction or renovation if such use will result

20 in a decrease in the level of child care services

21 provided by the tribe or organization as com-

22 pared to the level of such services provided by the

23 tribe or organization in the fiscal year preceding

24 the year fbr which the determination under sub-

25 paragraph (A,) is being made.
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1 "(D,) UNIFORM PROcEDURES.—The Sec-

2 retary shall develop and implement unfbrm pro-

3 cedures fbr the solicitation and consideration of

4 requests under this paragraph. "; and

5 (3) in subsection (e), by adding at the end there-

6 qf the following new paragraph.

7 "(4,) INDIAN TRIBES OR TRIBAL ORGAjVIZA-

8 TIONS.—Any portion of a grant or contract made to

9 an Indian tribe or tribal organization under sub-

10 section (c) that the Secretary determines is not being

11 used 'in a manner consistent with the provision of this

12 subchapter in the period Jbr which the grant or con-

13 tract is made available, shall be allotted by the Sec-

14 retary to other tribes or organizations that have sub-

15 mitted applications under subsection (c) in accord-

16 ance with their respective needs.".

17 SEC. 2714. DEFINITIONS.

18 Section 658P (42 U. S. C. .9858n) is amended—

19 (1) in paragraph (2), in the first sentence by in-

20 serting "or as a deposit ,fbr child care services f such

21 a deposit is required of other children being cared ,fbr

22 by the provider" after "child care services"; and

23 (2) by striking paragraph 3,);

24 (3,) in paragraph (4,) (B), by striking "75 per-

25 cent" and inserting "85 percent";
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1 (4) in paragraph (5) (B)—

2 (A) by inserting "great grandchild, sibling

3 (if such provider lives in a separate residence),"

4 after "grandchild, ";

5 (B) by striking "is registered and", and

6 (C) by striking "State" and inserting "ap-

7 plicable".

8 (5) by striking paragraph (10);

9 (6) in paragraph (13)—

10 (A) by inserting "or" after "Samoa, "; and

11 (B) by striking ", and the Trust Territory

12 qf the Pacific Islands",

13 (7) in paragraph (14)—

14 (A) by striking "The term" and inserting

15 the following..

16 "(A) IN GENERAL—The term"; and

17 (B) by adding at the end thereqf the fbllow-

18 ing new subparagraph:

19 "(B) OTHER ORGANIZATIONS.—Such term

20 includes a Native I-Iawaiian Organization, as

21 defined in section 4009(4) of the Augustus F.

22 Hawkins-Robert T. StaffOrd Elementary and

23 Secondary School Improvement Amendments qf

24 1988 (20 U.S.C. 4909(4)) and a private non-

25 profit organization established fbr the pu'rpose qf
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1 serving youth who are Indians or Native Hawai-

2 ians.".

3 SEC. 2715. EFFECTIVE DATE.

4 (a) IN GENERAL—EXCept as provided in subsection

5 (b), this chapter and the amendments made by this chapter

6 shall take effect on October 1, 1996.

7 (b) EXCEPTIOA—The amendment made by section

8 2803(a) shall take effect on the date of enactment of this

9 Act.

10 CHAPTER 8—MISCELLANEOUS

11 SEC. 2801. APPROPRIATION BY STATE LEGISLATURES.

12 (a) Iv GEivERAL.Any funds received by a State

13 under the provisions of law specified in subsection (b) shall

14 be subject to appropriation by the State legislature, consist-

15 ent with the terms and conditions required under such pro-

16 visions of1,aw.

17 (b) PROvIsIOvs OF LAW—The provisions qf law speci-

18 fied in this subsection are the following:

19 (1) Part A of title IV of the Social Security Act

20 (relating to block grants .fbr temporary assistance .fbr

21 needy families).

22 2) Section 27 of the Food Stamp Act qf 1977

23 (relating to the optional State food assistance block

24 grant).
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1 (3) The Child Care and Development Block

2 Grant Act of 1990 (relating to block grants Jbr child

3 care).

4 SEC. 2802. SANCTIONING FOR TESTING POSITIVE FOR CON-

5 TROLLED SUBSTANCES.

6 Notwithstanding any other provision of law, States

7 shall not be prohibited by the Federal Government from

8 testing welt bre recipients for use of controlled substances nor

9 .from sanctioning well bre recipients who test positive fbr use

10 of controlled substances.

11 SEC. 2803. REDUCTION IN BLOCK GRANTS TO STATES FOR

12 SOCIAL SERVICES.

13 (a) IN GENERAL—Section 2003(c) qf the Social Secu-

14 rity Act (42 U.S.C. 1397b(c)) is amended—

15 (1) by striking "and" at the end qf paragraph

16 (4); and

17 (2) by striking paragraph (5) and inserting the

18 jbllowing:

19 "(5) $2,800,000,000 jbr each qf the fiscal years

20 1990 through 1995;

21 "(6) $2,381,000,000 Jbr the fiscal year 1996;

22 "(7,) $2,240,000,000 jbr each of the fiscal years

23 1997 through 2002; and

24 "(8) $2,800,000,000 Jbr the fiscal year 2003 and

25 each succeeding fiscal year. ".
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1 (b) DEDICATION OF BLOCK GRANT SHARE.—Section

2 2001 qf the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1397) is amend-

3ed—

4 (1) in the matter preceding paragraph (1), by

5 inserting "(a)" bfbre "For"; and

6 (2) by adding at the end the following:

7 "(b) For any fiscal year in which a State receives an

8 allotment under section 2003, such State shall dedicate an

9 amount equal to 1 percent qf such allotment to fund pro-

10 grams and services that teach minors to avoid out-of-wed-

11 lock pregnancies. ".

12 SEC. 2804. ELIMINATION OF HOUSING ASSISTANCE WITH

13 RESPECT TO FUGITIVE FELONS AND PROBA-

14 TION AND PAROLE VIOLATORS.

15 (a) ELIGIBILITY FOR ASSISTANCE .—The United States

16 Housing Act qf 1937 (42 U.S.C. 1437 et seq.) is amended—

17 (1) in section 6(Z,)—

18 (A) in paragraph (5,), by striking "and" at

19 the end;

20 (B) in paragraph (6), by striking the period

21 at the end and inserting "; and"; and

22 (C) by inserting immediately after para-

23 graph (6) the fbllowing new paragraph:
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1 "(7) provide that it shall be cause .fbr immediate

2 termination of the tenancy of a public housing tenant

3 if such tenant—

4 "(A) is fleeing to avoid prosecution, or cus-

5 tody or confinement after conviction, under the

6 laws f the place from which the individual flees,

7 Jbr a crime, or attempt to commit a crime,

8 which is a felony under the laws of the place

9 from which the individual flees, or which, in the

10 case of the State f New Jersey, is a high mis-

11 demeanor under the laws of such State; or

12 "(2) is violating a condition of probation or pa-

13 role imposed under Federal or State law. "; and

14 (2) in section 8(d)(1)(B)—

15 (A) in clause (iii), by striking "and" at the

16 end;

17 (B) in clause (iv), by striking the period at

18 the end and inserting "; and"; and

19 (C) by adding qfler clause (iv) the jblkwing

20 new clause:

21 "(v) it shall be cause fbr tenination qf

22 the tenancy of a tenant f such tenant—

23 "(I,) is •fleeing to avoid prosecu-

24 tion, or custody or confinement ofter

25 conviction, under the laws f the place
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1 from which the individual flees, fbr a

2 crime, or attempt to commit a crime,

3 which is a felony under the laws of the

4 place om which the individual flees,

5 or which, in the case of the State of

6 New Jersey, is a high misdemeanor

7 under the laws of such State; or

8 "(II) is violating a condition qf

9 probation or parole imposed under

10 Federal or State law;".

11 (b) PROVISION OF INFORMATION TO LAW ENFORcE-

12 MENT AOENGIES.—Title I of the United States Housing Act

13 of 1937 (42 U. S.c. 1437 et seq.), as amended by sections

14 2404(d) and 2601 of this Act, is amended by adding at the

15 end the jbllowing:

16 "SEC. 29. EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION WITH LAW EN-

17 FOREMENT AGENCIES.

18 "Notwithstanding any other provision of law, each

19 public housing agency that enters into a contract fbr assist-

20 ance under section 6 or 8 of this Act with the Secretartj

21 shall fitrnish any Federal, State, or local law efbrcement

22 officer, upon the request of the qfficei; with the current ad-

23 dress, Social Security number, and photograph (if applica-

24 ble,) of any recipient of assistance under this Act, if the offi-

25 cer—
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1 "(1) frrnishes the public housing agency with the

2 name of the recipient; and

3 "(2) notifies the agency that—

4 "(A,) such recipient—

5 "ri,) is .fleeing to avoid prosecution, or

6 custody or confinement after conviction,

7 under the laws qf the place from which the

8 individual flees, for a crime, or attempt to

9 commit a crime, which is a felony under the

10 laws of the place from which the individual

11 flees, or which, in the case of the State of

12 New Jersey, is a high misdemeanor under

13 the laws of such State; or

14 "(ii) is violating a condition of proba-

15 tion or parole imposed under Federal or

16 State law; or

17 "(iii) has injbrmation that is necessary

18 fOr the qfficer to conduct the officer's official

19 duties;

20 "(B) the location or apprehension qf the re-

21 cipient is within such officer's qfficial duties;

22 and

23 "(C) the request is made in the proper exer-

24 cise of the officer's official duties. ".
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1 SEC. 2805. SENSE OF THE SENATE REGARDING ENTERPRISE

2 ZONES.

3 (a) FIivDIivGS.—The Senate finds that.

4 (1) Many of the Nation's urban centers are

5 places with high levels of poverty, high rates of wel-

6 fttre dependency, high crime 'rates, poor schools, and

7 joblessness;

8 (2) Federal tax incentives and regulatory re-

9 forms can encourage economic growth, job creation

10 and small business jbrmation in many urban centers;

11 (3) Encouraging private sector investment in

12 America's economically distressed urban and rural

13 areas is essential to breaking the cycle of poverty and

14 the related ills of crime, drug abuse, illiteracy, welfare

15 dependency, and unemployment;

16 (4) The empowerment zones enacted in 1993

17 should be enhanced by providing incentives to in-

18 crease entrepreneurial growth, capital formation, job

19 creation, educational opportunities, and home owner-

20 ship in the designated communities and zones.

21 (b) SENSE OF THE SEvATE.—ThereJbre, it is the Sense

22 of the Senate that the Congress should adopt enterprise zone

23 legislation in the One Hundred Fourth Congress, and that

24 such enterprise zone legislation provide the Jbllowing incen-

25 tives and provisions:
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1 (1) Federal tax incentives that expand access to

2 capital, increase the jbrmation and expansion qf

3 small businesses, and promote commercial revitaliza-

4 tion;

5 (2) Regulatory refbrms that allow localities to

6 petition Federal agencies, subject to the relevant agen-

7 cies' approva4 jbr waivers or modifications of regula-

8 tions to improve job creation, small business forma-

9 tion and expansion; community development, or eco-

10 nomic revitalization objectives qf the enterprise zones;

11 (3) Home ownership incentives and grants to en-

12 courage resident management of public housing and

13 home ownership qf public housing;

14 (4) School refbrm pilot projects in certain des-

15 ignated enterprise zones to 'provide low-income par-

16 ents with new and expanded educational options for

17 their children's elementary and secondary schooling.

18 SEC. 2806. SENSE OF THE SENATE REGARDING THE LV-

19 ABILITY OF THE NON-CUSTODIAL PARENT TO

20 PAY CHILD SUPPORT.

21 It is the sense of the Senate that—

22 (a) States should diligently continue their fforts

23 to enforce child support payments by the non-custo-

24 dial parent to the custodial parent, regardless qf the
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1 employment status or location qf the non-custodial

2 parent; and

3 (b) States are encouraged to pursue pilot pro-

4 grams in which the parents qf a non-adult, non-custo-

5 dial parent who refuses to or is unable to pay child

6 support must—

7 (1) pay or contribute to the child support

8 owed by the non-custodial parent; or

9 (2) otherwise fi4fill all financial obligations

10 and meet all conditions imposed on the non-cus-

11 todial parent, such as participation in a work

12 program or other related activity.

13 SEC. 2807. ESTABLISHING NATIONAL GOALS TO PREVENT

14 TEENAGE PREGNANCIES.

15 (a) IN GENERAL.—Not later than January 1, 1997,

16 the Secretary qf Health and Human Services shall establish

17 and implement a strategy fOr—

18 (1) preventing out -oJwedlock teenage preg-

19 nancies, and

20 (2) assuring that at least 25 percent qf the corn-

21 munities in the United States have teenage pregnancy

22 prevention programs in place.

23 (b) REPORT.—Not later than June 30, 1998, and an-

24 nually thereafter, the Secretary shall report to the Congress

25 with respect to the progress that has been made in meeting
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1 the goals described in paragraphs (1) and (2) qf subsection

2 (a).

3 SEC. 2808. SENSE OF THE SENATE REGARDING ENFORCE-

4 MENT OF STATUTORY RAPE LAWS.

5 (a) SENSE OF THE SENATE.—It is the sense of the Sen-

6 ate that States and local jurisdictions should aggressively

7 enfbrce statutory rape laws.

8 (Pb) JUSTICE DEPARTMENT PROGRAM ON STATUTORY

9 RAPE.—Not later than January 1, 1997, the Attorney Gen-

10 eral shall establish and implement a program that—

11 (1) studies the linkage between statutor'y rape

12 and teenage pregnancy, particularly by predatory

13 older men committing repeat offensives; and

14 (2) educates State and local criminal law en-

15 fbrcement qfficials on the prevention and prosecution

16 of statutory rape, focusing in particular on the com-

17 mission of statutory rape by predatory older men

18 committing repeat o.ffensives, and any links to teenage

19 pregnancy.

20 c) VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN INITIATIVE.—The At-

21 torney General shall ensure that the Department of Justice's

22 Violence Against Women initiative addresses the issue of

23 statutory rape, particularly the commission of statutory

24 rape by predatory older men committing repeat offensives.
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1 SEC. 2809. PROVISiONS TO ENCOURAGE ELECTRONIC BEN-

2 EFIT TRANSFER SYSTEMS.

3 Section 904 of the Electronic Fund Transfrr Act (15

4 U. S.C. 1 693b) is amended—

5 (1) by striking "(d) In the event" and inserting

6 "(d) APPLICABILITY TO SERVICE PROVIDERS OTHER

7 THAJV CERTAIN FINvCI± INSTITUTIONS.—

8 "(1) IN GENERAL.—In the event"; and

9 (2) by adding at the end the fbllowing new para-

10 graph:

11 "(2) STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT ELEC-

12 TRONIC BENEFIT TRANSFER PROGRAMS. —

13 "(A) EXEMPTION GENERALLY.—The disclo-

14 sures, protections, responsibilities, and remedies

15 established under this title, and any regulation

16 prescribed or order issued by the Board in ac-

17 cordance with this title, shall not apply to any

18 electronic benefit tranfèr program established

19 under State or local law or administered by a

20 State or local govement.

21 "(B) EXCEPTION FOR DIRECT DEPOSIT INTO

22 RECIPIENT'S ACCOUNT.—Subparagraph (A,) shall

23 not apply with respect to any electronic fttnds

24 transfer under an electronic benefit transfer pro-

25 gram for deposits directly into a consumer ac-

26 count held by the recipient qf the benefit.
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1 "(C) RULE OF CONSTRUCTION.—No provi-

2 sion qf' this paragraph may be cons trtted as—

3 "('i) cffècting or altering the protec-

4 tions otherwise applicable with respect to

5 benfits established by Federal, State, or

6 local law; or

7 "(ii) otherwise superseding the appli-

8 cation of any State or local law.

9 "(D) ELECTRONIC BENEFIT TRANSFER PRO-

10 GRAM DEFINED.—For purposes of this para-

11 graph, the term 'electronic benefit transfer pro-

12 gram'—

13 "(i) means a program under which a

14 government agency distributes needs-tested

15 benfits by establishing accounts to be

16 accessed by recipients electronically, such as

17 through automated teller machines, or

18 point-of sale terminals; and

19 "('ii,) does not include "employment-re-

20 lated payments, including salaries and pen-

21 sion, retirement, or unemployment benefits

22 established by Federal, State, or local gov-

23 ernments. ".
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1 SEC. 2810. RULES RELATING TO DENIAL OF EARNED IN-

2 COME CREDIT ON BASIS OF DISQUALIFIED IN-

3 COME.

4 (a) REDUCTION IN DISQUALIFIED INCOME THRESH-

5 OLD.—

6 (1) IN GENERAL.—Paragraph (1) of section 32(i)

7 qf the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to de-

8 nial qf credit for individuals having excessive invest-

9 ment income) is amended by striking "$2,350" and

10 inserting "$2,200".

11 (2) ADJUSTMENT FOR INFLATION.—Subsection

12 (j) of section 32 of such Code is amended to read as

13 fbllows:

14 "(j) INFLATION ADJUSTMENTS.—

15 "(1) IN GENERAL.—In the case qf any taxable

16 year beginning after 1996, each of the dollar amounts

17 in subsections (bX2)(A) and (i)(1) shall be increased

18 by an amount equal to—

19 "('A) such dollar amount, multiplied by

20 "(B) the cost_ofliving adjustment deter-

21 mined under section 1(f) (3) fbr the calendar year

22 in which the taxable year begins, determined by

23 substituting 'calendar year 1995' jbr 'calendar

24 year 1992' in subparagraph (B) thereqf

25 "(2) ROUNDING.—
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1 "(A) IN GENE RAL ._1f any dollar amount

2 in subsection (b) (2), after being increased under

3 paragraph (1), is not a multiple of' $10, such

4 dollar amount shall be rounded to the nearest

5 multiple of $10.

6 "(B) DISQUALIFIED INCOME THRESHOLD

7 AMOUNT.—If the dollar amount in subsection

8 (i) (1), after being increased under paragraph

9 (1), is not a multiple qf $50, such amount shall

10 be rounded to the next lowest multiple of $50. ".

11 (3) CONFORMING AMENDMENT5.—The table con-

12 tamed in section 32 (b) (2) ('A) of' the Internal Revenue

13 Code of 1986 is amended—

14 (1) by striking "$6,000" and inserting "$6,330",

15 (2) by striking "$11,000" both places it appears

16 and inserting "$11,610",

17 (3) by striking "$8,425" and inserting "$8,890",

18 (4) by striking "$4,000" and inserting "$4,220",

19 and

20 (5) by striking "$5,000" and inserting "$5,280".

21 (b,) DEFINITION OF DISQUALIFIED INCOME. —Para-

22 graph ('2 of' section 32("i) of such Code (defining disquali-

23 fled income) is amended by striking "and" at the end of

24 subparagraph (B), by striking the period at the end of' sub-
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1 paragraph (C) and inserting a comma, and by adding at

2 the end the following new subparagraphs:

3 "('D) the capital gain net income (as de-

4 fined in section 1222) qf the taxpayer fbr such

5 taxable year, and

6 "(E) the excess (if any,) qf—

7 "(i) the aggregate income from all pas-

8 sive activities for the taxable year (deter-

9 mined without regard to any amount in-

10 cluded in earned income under subsection

11 (c) (2) or described in a preceding sub para-

12 graph), over

13 "('ii,) the aggregate losses from all pas-

14 sive activities for the taxable year (as so de-

15 termined).

16 For purposes of subparagraph (E), the term 'passive

17 activity' has the meaning given such term by section

18 469.".

19 (c) EFFECTIVE DATES.—

20 (1) IN GENE RAL.—Except as provided in para-

21 graph (2), the amendments made by this section shall

22 apply to taxable years beginning after December 31,

23 19.95.

24 (2) ADVANcE PAYMENT INDTVIDUAL5.—Jn the

25 case of' any individual who on or bfore June 26,
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1 1996, has in effect an earned income eligibility cer-

2 tificate jbr the individual's taxable year beginning in

3 1996, the amendments made by this section shall

4 apply to taxable years beginning after December 31,

5 1996.

6 SEC. 2811. MODIFICATION OF ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME

7 DEFINITION FOR EARNED INCOME CREDIT.

8 (a) IN GENERAL. —Subsections (a) (2) (B), (c) (1) (C),

9 and (f)(2)(B) of section 32 of the Internal Revenue Code

10 of 1986 are each amended by striking "adjusted gross in-

11 come" each place it appears and inserting "modified ad-

12 justed gross income".

13 (b) MODIFIED ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME DEFINED.—

14 Section 32(c) of such Code (relating to definitions and spe-

15 cial rules) is amended by adding at the end the following

16 new paragraph:

17 "(5) MODIFIED ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME.—

18 "(A) IN GENERAL.—The term 'modified ad-

19 justed gross income' means adjusted gross in-

20 come—

21 "(i) increased by the sum of the

22 amounts described in subparagraph (B),

23 and

24 "(ii) determined without regard to the

25 amounts described in subparagraph (C,).
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1 "(B) NONTAXABLE INCOME TAKEN INTO AC-

2 COUNT.—Amounts described in this sub para-

3 graph are—

4 "(i) interest received or accrued during

5 the taxable year which is exempt from tax

6 imposed by this chapter, and

7 "(ii) amounts received as a pension or

8 annuity, and any distributions or payments

9 received from an individual retirement

10 plan, by the taxpayer during the taxable

11 year to the extent not included in gross in-

12 come.

13 Clause (ii) shall not include any amount which

14 is not includible in gross income by reason of

15 section 402(c), 403(a) (4), 403(b) (8), 408(d) (3),

16 (4), or (5), or 457(e) (1 0).

17 "(C) CERTAIN AMOUNTS DISREGARDED.—

18 An amount is described in this subparagraph if

19 it is—

20 "(i) the amount of losses from sales or

21 exchanges of capital assets in excess of gains

22 from such sales or exchanges to the extent

23 such amount does not exceed the amount

24 under section 1211 (b) (1),
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1 "(ii) the net loss from estates and

2 trusts,

3 "ciii) the excess ('f any) of amounts

4 described in subsection (i) (2) (C) (ii) over the

5 amounts described in subsection (i) (2) (C) (i)

6 (relating to nonbusiness rents and royal-

7 ties), and

8 "(iv) the net loss from the carrying on

9 of trades or businesses, computed separately

10 with respect to—

11 "(I) trades or businesses (other

12 than farming) conducted as sole pro-

13 prietorships,

14 "(II) trades or businesses of farm-

15 ing conducted as sole proprietorships,

16 and

17 "(III) other trades or businesses.

18 For purposes of clause (iv), there shall not be

19 taken into account items which are attributable

20 to a trade or business which consists of the per-

21 formance of services by the taxpayer as an em-

22 ployee.".

23 (c) EFFECTIVE DATES.—

24 (1) IN GENERAL—Except as provided in para-

25 graph (2), the amendments made by this section shall
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1 apply to taxable years beginning after December 31,

2 1995.

3 (2) AD VANCE PAYMENT INDIVIDUALS.—In the

4 case qf any individual who on or bfore June 26,

5 1996, has in ffect an earned income eligibility cer-

6 tficate ,fbr the individual's taxable year beginning in

7 1996 the amendments made by this section shall

8 apply to taxable years beginning after December 31,

9 1996.

10 SEC. 2812. SUSPENSION OF INFLATION ADJUSTMENTS FOR

11 INDIVIDUALS WITH NO QUALIFYING CHIL-

12 DREN.

13 (a) Lv GEivERAL.—Subsection (j) of section 32 of the

14 Internal Revenue Code qf 1986, as amended by section

15 2911(a) (2) qf this Act, is amended by adding at the end

16 the fbllowing new paragraph:

17 "(3) No ADJUSTMENT FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH NO

18 QUALIFYING CHILDREN.—This subsection shall not

19 apply to each dollar amount contained in subsection

20 (b)(2)(A) with respect to individuals with no qualify-

21 ing children.".

22 (b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by this

23 section shall apply to taxable years beginning ofter Decem-

24 ber3l, 1996.
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1 SEC. 2813. REFUNDABLE CREDIT FOR ADOPTION EXPENSES.

2 (a) IN GEivERAL.—Subpart C of part IV of subchapter

3 A of' chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code qf 1986 (relat-

4 ing to rfttndable credits) is amended by redesignating sec-

5 tion 35 as section 36 and by inserting after section 34 the

6 ,following new section:

7 "SEC. 35. ADOPTION EXPENSES.

8 "(a) ALLOWANCE OF CREDIT.—In the case of an in di-

9 vidual, there shall be allowed as a credit against the tax

10 imposed by this subtitle Jbr the taxable year the amount

11 of the qualified adoption expenses paid or incurred by the

12 taxpayer during such taxable year.

13 "(b) LIMITATIONS.—

14 "1) DOLLiu? LIMITATION.—The aggregate

15 amount of qualified adoption. expenses which may be

16 taken into account under subsection (a) with respect

17 to the adoption of a child shall not exceed $5,000.

18 "(2) INCOME LIMITATION.—The amount allow-

19 able as a credit under subsection (a) ,fbr any taxable

20 year shall be reduced (but not below zero) by an

21 amount which bears the same ratio to the amount so

22 allowable (determined without regard to this para-

23 graph but with regard to paragraph (1)) as

24 "(A) the amount (if any) by which the tax-

25 payer's adjusted gross income exceeds $60, 000,

26 bears to
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1 "(B) $40,000.

2 "(3) DENIAL OF DOUBLE BENEFIT.—

3 "(A) IN GENERAL—No credit shall be al-

4 lowed under subsection (a) for any expense for

5 which a deduction or credit is allowable under

6 any other provision of this chapter.

7 "(B) GRANTS.—NO credit shall be allowed

8 under subsection (a) for any expense to the ex-

9 tent that funds for such expense are received

10 under any Federal, State, or local program.

11 "(c) QUALIFIED ADOPTION EXPENSES.—For purposes

12 of this section, the term 'qualified adoption expenses' means

13 reasonable and necessary adoptio'nfèes, court costs, attorney

14 fees, and other expenses which are directly related to the

15 legal and finalized adoption of a child by the taxpayer and

16 which are not incurred in violation of State or Federal law

17 or in carrying out any surrogate parenting arrangement.

18 The term 'qualified adoption expenses' shall not include any

19 expenses in connection with the adoption by an individual

20 of a child who is the child qf such individual's spouse.

21 "(d) MARRIED COUPLES MUST FILE JOINT RE-

22 TURNS.—Rules similar to the rules qf paragraphs (2), (3),

23 and (4,) of section 21(e) shall apply Jbr purposes qf this sec-

24 tion. ".

25 (b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—
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1 (1) Paragraph (2) of section 1324(b) of title 31,

2 United States Code, is amended by inserting before

3 the period ' or from section 35 of such Code".

4 (2) The table of sections fbr subpart C of part IV

5 qf subchapter A qf chapter 1 of the Internal Revenue

6 Code of 1986 is amended by striking the last item and

7 inserting the following.

"Sec. 35. Adoption expenses.
"Sec. 36. Overpayments of tax. ".

8 (c) EFFECT[VE DATE.—The amendments made by this

9 section shall apply to taxable years beginning after Decem-

10 ber3l, 1996.

11 SEC. 2814. EXCLUSION OF ADOPTION ASSISTANCE.

12 (a) IN GENERAL.—Part III of subchapter B of chapter

13 1 qf the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to items

14 specifically excluded from gross income) is amended by re-

15 designating section 137 as section 138 and by inserting

16 after section 136 the following new section:

17 "SEC. 137. ADOPTION ASSISTANCE.

18 "(a) IN GENERAL—Gross income qf an employee does

19 not include employee adoption assistance benfits, or mili-

20 tary adoption assistance benefits, received by the employee

21 with respect to the employee's adoption of a child,

22 "(b) DEFINITIONS.—For purposes of this section—

23 "(1) EMPLOYEE ADOPTION ASSISTANCE BENE-

24 FITS.—The term 'employee adoption assistance bene-
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1 fits' means payment by an employer qf qualified

2 adoption expenses with respect to an employee's adop-

3 tion qf a child, or reimbursement by the employer qf'

4 such qual'fied adoption expenses paid or incurred by

5 the employee in the taxable year.

6 "(2) EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE .—The terms

7 'employer' and 'employee' have the respective mean-

8 ings given such terms by section 12 7(c).

9 "(3) MILITARY ADOPTION ASSISTANCE BENE-

10 FITS.—The term 'military adoption assistance bene-

11 fits' means benefits provided under section 1052 of

12 title 10, United States Code, or section 514 of title 14,

13 United States Code.

14 "(4) QUALIFIED ADOPTION EXPENSES.—The

15 term 'qualified adoption expenses' means reasonable

16 and necessary adoption fres, court costs, attorney fees,

17 and other expenses which are directly related to the

18 legal and finalized adoption qf a child by the tax-

19 payer and which are not incurred in violation of

20 State or Federal law or in carrying out any surrogate

21 parenting arrangement. The term 'qual'f led adoption

22 expenses' shall not include any expenses in connection

23 with the adoption by an individual qf a child who is

24 the child qf such individual's spouse.
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1 "(c) COORDINATION WITH OTHER PRO VISIONS.—The

2 Secretary shall issue regulations to coordinate the app lica-

3 tion qf this section with the application qf any other provi-

4 sion of this title which allows a credit or deduction with

5 respect to qualified adoption expenses. ".

6 (b) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.—The table of sections for

7 part III of subchapter B of chapter 1 of such Code is amend-

8 ed by striking the item relating to section 137 and inserting

9 the following new items:

"Sec. 137. Adoption assistance.
"Sec. 138. Cross references to other Acts. ".

10 (c) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendments made this

11 section shall apply to taxable years beginning after Decem-

12 ber3l, 1996.

13 SEC. 2815. WITHDRAWAL FROM IRA FOR ADOPTION EX-

14 PENSES.

15 (a) IN GENERAL.—Subsection (d) of section 408 of the

16 Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to tax treatment

17 of distributions) is amended by adding at the end the fbl-

18 lowing new paragraph.

19 "(8) QUALIFIED ADOPTION EXPENSES.—

20 "(A) IN GENERAL—Any amount which is

21 paid or distributed out of an individual retire-

22 ment plan of the taxpayer, and which would (but

23 •for this paragraph) be includible in gross in-
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1 come, shall be excluded from gross income to the

2 extent that—

3 "(i) such amount exceeds the sum qf—

4 "(I) the amount excludable under

5 section 13?, and

6 "(II) any amount allowable as a

7 credit under this title with respect to

8 qualified adoption expenses; and

9 "(ii) such amount does not exceed the

10 qualified adoption expenses paid or in-

11 curred by the taxpayer during the taxable

12 year.

13 "(B) QUALIFIED ADOPTION EXPENSES.—

14 For purposes qf this paragraph, the term 'quali-

15 fled adoption expenses' has the meaning given

16 such term by section 137:".

17 b) EFFECTIVE DATE.—The amendment made by this

18 section shall apply to taxable years beginning after Decem-

19 ber 31, 1996.

Attest:

Secretary.
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